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(ABSTRACT) 

An essential task of university administration is to monitor the financial position of its 

auxiliary enterprises. This is an ill-defined and complex task which often requires more 

administrative time and information than is available. In order to perform this task in 

an adequate manner a large amount of expertise is required to: (1) determine what con- 

stitutes reasonable performance, (2) define unacceptable levels of performance, and (3) 

suggest courses of action which will alleviate an unacceptable situation. Thorough 

analysis requires a substantial amount of an expert’s time. 

The purpose of this research is to explore the opportunities for the enhancement of the 

financial analysis of auxiliary enterprises through the use of expert systems. The re- 

search has included: (1) a comprehensive review of analytical techniques that can be used 

in financial position analysis, (2) a determination of the the applicability of such tech- 

niques to auxiliary enterprises, and (3) an assessment of their amenability to expert sys- 

tem development. 

As a part of the above described research, an expert system prototype was developed 

which addresses several of the above issues for one auxiliary enterprise at Virginia 

Polytechnic Institute and State University. It integrates the knowledge of an expert with 

both accounting data from the VPI & SU accounting system and other types of data 

from the auxiliary enterprise operation. The system provides a comprehensive, system-



atic analysis of the financial position of the Tailor Shop at VPI & SU. This analysis is 

performed in much less time than would be required by an expert. 

As a result of the research conducted, it has been concluded that building such a system 

is possible and it can provide significant benefits to a user. However, financial position 

analysis requires a substantial amount of data and numerical calculations, both of which 

require large amounts of computer memory and computations. Therefore, designing an 

expert system to efficiently perform this task requires the use of a package or a language 

that efficiently utilizes computer memory and CPU.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Colleges and universities provide support services and activities for their students, fac- 

ulty, and staff through auxiliary enterprises. Auxiliary enterprises are generally self- 

supporting entities charged with the responsibility of performing operations that are 

important elements in the support of the institution’s academic and related programs. 

The financial management of the auxiliary enterprises of an academic institution can be 

a troublesome and time consuming task for the administration of colleges and universi- 

ties. Monitoring the financial positions of auxiliary enterprises is especially important 

to insure overall fiscal control. The purpose of this research is to explore the opportu- 

nities for the enhancement of the financial analysis of auxiliary enterprises through the 

use of expert systems. This includes a comprehensive review of analytical techniques 

that can be used in financial position analysis, their applicability to auxiliary enterprises, 

and their amenability to expert system development. 
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1.1 Statement of the Problem 

Monitoring the financial position of auxiliary enterprises at a college or university is an 

ill-defined and complex task, and often requires more administrative time and informa- 

tion than is available. This task includes: developing accrual based income statements 

and balance sheets; determining and calculating applicable financial ratios and trends; 

defining acceptable levels of performance; calculating the deviations between actual and 

acceptable performance; determining the underlying causes of unacceptable deviations; 

and, in some cases, determining what actions can be taken to correct unacceptable per- 

formance. To perform this task requires large amounts of data, much of which is not 

readily available. Also required is a large amount of expertise to determine what con- 

stitutes reasonable performance in a given situation, to define ‘unacceptable’ levels of 

performance, and to suggest courses of action which will alleviate the situation. 

Obtaining all of the necessary information and performing the actual analyses often re- 

quires more time than administration has available. A consequence of this lack of time 

and information is that the task is often performed haphazardly resulting in situations 

where the financial positions of auxiliary enterprises are often neglected. 

1.2. Purpose and Justification 

The main purpose of this dissertation is to develop a framework which can be used in 

analyzing and monitoring the financial positions of university auxiliary enterprises. Such 
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a framework should increase the consistency of both the analyses performed and the 

interpretations of the analyses. In order to make this framework useable, some type of 

a system must be developed so that the analyses performed are thorough, detailed, and 

not constrained by time limitations. 

In conjunction with the above stated purpose, a related goal is to build an expert system 

prototype which will enhance the analysis and decision making associated with moni- 

toring the financial position of auxiliary enterprises. A system of this type will provide 

two major benefits to university administration. First, it should drastically reduce time 

requirements for financial position analysis, making time constraints less of a factor in 

the analysis. Second, it should reduce the time requirements for answering the what-if 

types of questions that would otherwise require too much time. 

This research has three main objectives: (1) to explore types of analyses that appear to 

be most suitable for the analysis of university auxiliary enterprises’ financial positions; 

(2) to show that these analyses are amenable to expert system application; and (3) to 

develop a prototype expert system for the financial analysis of a specific auxiliary en- 

terprise. 

Exploring the types of analyses that appear to be best suited for financial position 

analysis of auxiliary enterprises entailed a comprehensive search of the literature for 

material regarding financial analyses of profit oriented organizations, not-for-profit or- 

ganizations, and university auxiliary enterprises. Since very little has been published 

concerning the analyses of auxiliary enterprises, literature devoted to analyses of profit 

oriented and not-for-profit organizations was searched, applicable information extracted, 

and ideas which are not directly applicable, but worthy of consideration, adapted. Es- 

tablishing that the analyses applicable to financial position analysis of auxiliary enter- 
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prises are also amenable to expert system application entailed researching the literature 

devoted to expert system development, establishing a set of criteria by which to evaluate 

tasks, and evaluating the financial analysis techniques according to the set of criteria. 

A final related goal of the research is to develop an expert system prototype for financial 

analyses of a specific auxiliary enterprise. This entailed selecting one auxiliary enter- 

prise, determining which analytical techniques are applicable to that particular auxiliary 

enterprise, and actually building a system. 

1.3 Background and Significance 

An abundance of literature exists regarding financial statement analysis, but a vast ma- 

jority of this has been developed specifically for profit oriented organizations. Further- 

more, much of this research is oriented towards specific industries and does not provide 

analytical techniques which are applicable to organizations in all industries. Although 

there are some techniques which have been developed for all organizations, the inter- 

pretations of these techniques regarding what constitutes acceptable ranges for their 

measures often differ. Even in the cases where techniques have been developed for a 

specific industry, or subset of an industry, no optimal set of techniques has been estab- 

lished. 

Due to the variability in appropriate analytical techniques for financial analysis among 

Organizations and to the variability inherent in defining “acceptable” ranges of perform- 

ance, a thorough analysis of an organization’s financial position requires the knowledge 
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and experience of an expert. Within a university, one department, which may consist 

of a single individual, may be assigned the task of financial analysis for all auxiliary en- 

terprises. Performing this task is generally too time consuming for an individual, even 

if the individual is an expert. Thus, often times financial analyses of auxiliary enterprises 

are either not performed at all, or are performed in a manner which is unorganized and 

does not provide adequate detail. 

Literature devoted to expert system technology and applications is plentiful. However, 

an extensive review of the literature shows that there has been very little expert system 

development for financial statement analysis. There are three possible reasons for this: 

(1) the analysis of an organization’s financial position is not a task amenable to expert 

system development; (2) expert system technology has not yet spread throughout the 

fields of accounting and finance; or, (3) expert systems are being developed, but the 

developers are keeping them a secret. 

The significance of this research is twofold. First, it will expand on the current body of 

research regarding financial analysis of not-for-profit organizations, and in particular, 

university auxiliary enterprises. Second, it will extend expert system technology to an 

area where such technology has not previously been applied. 

1.4 Methodology 

The initial focus of this research was the determination of analyses which are most suited 

for the analysis of university auxiliary enterprises’ financial positions. This was partially 
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accomplished by reviewing the current literature regarding financial position analysis, 

and determining which of these techniques are applicable to analyses of auxiliary enter- 

prises. However, a review of the current research was not sufficiently comprehensive, 

since most related literature on this topic is devoted to the analysis of profit oriented 

organizations. Throughout this literature, emphasis is placed on measures of earnings 

and measures associated with stock ownership. Neither of these types of measures ap- 

plies to auxiliary enterprises due to the differences in their goals and structure. The 

major goal of any university auxiliary enterprise is to provide a service to its customers 

at a cost which is related to the costs incurred in providing the service. This is in direct 

contrast to the major goal of a profit oriented organization, which is to earn a profit for 

its owners. 

The structure of auxiliary enterprises is also very different than their counterparts in in- 

dustry. Since their sole objective is to benefit the university constituents, many of the 

large assets which they use, such as land and buildings, are owned by the university and 

provided free of charge for their use. If the auxiliary enterprises need cash, the university 

provides this also. Therefore, they do not have owners and so have no reason to earn 

high levels of profits for them. The structure of profit oriented organizations is quite 

different from this. Regardless of whether they are proprietorships, partnerships, or 

corporations, their accounting system is set up with accounts which represent owners 

equity. Since these accounts are so important to the owners, many of the analyses that 

have been developed, are explicitly performed on these accounts for the benefit of the 

owners. 

Due to the differences in goals and structure of profit oriented organizations and auxil- 

lary enterprises, the analytical techniques developed for the former are often not directly 
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applicable to the latter. Therefore, part of this research is devoted to determining which 

techniques are applicable, which are applicable with minor adaptations and what those 

adaptations entail, and developing new measures which are specific to the analysis of 

auxiliary enterprises. 

After it was determined which analytical techniques are applicable to auxiliary enter- 

prises, the focus of the research turned toward expert systems. The purpose of this 

_ phase of the research was the establishment of analytic techniques suitable for analysis 

of auxiliary enterprises which were also amenable to expert system application. This 

encompassed: (1) reviewing the literature relating to tasks which are amenable to expert 

system development, (2) establishing a set of criteria by which to analyze a task for 

amenability, and (3) using these criteria to identify tasks that can be performed in fi- 

nancial position analysis of auxiliary enterprises. This approach was taken since a 

comprehensive search of the literature found no expert systems built to analyze the fi- 

nancial statements of not-for-profit organizations. 

After establishing that financial position analysis is amenable to expert system applica- 

tion, a specific auxiliary enterprise was selected from among those at the academic in- 

stitution serving as the benefactor for this study. The academic institution selected was 

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, a comprehensive state supported 

university of approximately 22,000 students, located in Blacksburg, Virginia. This se- 

lection was made so that a prototype expert system could be built. 

The auxiliary enterprise selected is the VPI & SU Tailor Shop. This decision was made 

in consultation with members of management in the Office of Business Affairs who are 

responsible for overseeing the finances of all auxiliary enterprises. They recommended 

the Tailor Shop because its recent financial situation has been a problem and has been 
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requiring a lot of their time and resources. Thus, they felt that an expert system that 

could assist in analyzing the Tailor Shop’s financial position could assist them in the 

determination of what actions might put the Tailor Shop in a better financial position. 

Also, it could provide a tool by which they could monitor the Tailor Shop’s financial 

situation over time. 

An expert system prototype was then designed for the analysis of the financial position 

of the Tailor Shop. This system takes as its input financial statements and various in- 

_ formation about the Tailor Shop’s operations (e.g.s, current size and make-up of the 

Corps of Cadets, commutation allowances, charges for tailoring work, direct costs as- 

sociated with specific operations, etc.). Given this information, the expert system cal- 

culates financial ratios and trends which have been found to be useful in an analysis by 

the human expert. It then compares these measures to benchmarks, notes which are not 

within acceptable ranges, and attempts to determine the underlying cause of unaccepta- 

ble performance. This system is also capable of answering what-if types of questions for 

management. Examples of what-if type questions include: what would happen to the 

financial position if 50 sophomore cadets dropped out?; what if the Tailor Shop stopped 

offering tailoring services to the local community?; what if prices to the music depart- 

ment were doubled?; and, what if the Tailor Shop replaced a seamstress with a piece of 

equipment? Answers to what if questions could be very beneficial to management as it 

gives them an opportunity to easily explore the ramifications of different events or 

courses of action. 
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1.5 Scope and Limitations 

This research is intended to determine properties of problems which make them amena- 

ble to expert system development, and to explore appropriate techniques for financial 

position analysis. In exploring financial position analysis, it is limited to analyses which 

are applicable to not-for-profit organization, in particular, university auxiliary enter- 

prises. This research also examines the financial statements and accounting systems of 

auxiliary enterprises at universities. In doing so, the basis for the information was lim- 

ited to one university, VPI & SU. 

While many tasks are not suited to expert system application, this research concludes 

that performing financial position analysis for an auxiliary enterprise at an academic 

institution is an appropriate area of application for expert systems. In support of this 

conclusion, a prototype expert system was developed to perform this task. Although 

this expert system is limited to the analysis of one particular auxiliary enterprise, it could 

be expanded to include other auxiliary enterprises within the university. One final limi- 

tation regarding this system is that it may not be implemented. The reason for this is 

that the department which can benefit from such a system currently has neither the 

hardware and software to support it nor the funds to purchase them. However, central 

administration has indicated a willingness to consider allocation of funds to support such 

a purpose if it appears to be economically attractive. 
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1.6 Review of Related Literature 

Much is available in the current research regarding financial statement analysis. The 

most common techniques studied include; ratio analysis, trend analysis, and common- 

size statements. Most of this research, such as that performed by Beaver, Bernstein, 

Conroy and Harris, Fleming, Foster, and Gibson, focuses on profit oriented organiza- 

tions. An in depth discussion of this research is presented in Chapter 3. 

An abundance of literature also exists regarding the fundamentals of expert system de- 

velopment, their applicability to specific tasks, and applications of such systems. 

Chapter 2 presents an in-depth discussion of literature related to these topics. Although 

much has been published about specific applications, there are very few financial appli- 

cations. The possible reasons for this were given in the background and significance 

section of this chapter. 

A thorough search of the literature revealed only one expert system designed to perform 

financial statement analysis. This system, developed by Sena and Smith, was designed 

to analyze the financial statements of companies in the oil industry. Its major purpose 

is to calculate a predetermined set of financial ratios, and determine whether or not they 

are within one standard deviation of the industry norm. Although this system has its 

merits, it offers little to guide the development of a system to analyze the financial po- 

sitions of auxiliary enterprises. There are several reasons for this. First, comparing the 

ratios of auxiliary enterprises to ‘industry averages’ may not be possible as comparable 

organizations may not exist. For example, there is no auxiliary enterprise anywhere in 

the United States which has operations similar to those of the VPI & SU Tailor Shop. 
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Second, even if the averages of comparable organizations do exist, it is felt that it is 

better to compare an auxiliary enterprises actual performance with some ideal or ex- 

pected level, rather than with that of some average. Third, Sena and Smith’s system is 

limited to calculating ratios, and it is felt that trend analysis is also worthwhile in finan- 

cial analysis. And fourth, Sena and Smith’s system makes no attempt to interpret any 

of the ratios calculated. Rather, it just indicates whether a given company’s performance 

is ‘satisfactory’ or ‘unsatisfactory.’ It is felt that a system should attempt to explain the 

underlying causes of unacceptable performance. Chapter 3 presents a more detailed 

description of Sena and Smith’s system. 

1.7 Plan of Presentation 

Chapter 2, entitled Expert Systems, provides an overview of expert systems. Current 

technology and applications in the field of expert systems are discussed, and an example 

of the differences between traditional computer programs and expert systems is pre- 

sented. 

Chapter 3, entitled Financial Position Analysis, presents the state of the art in this area. 

In this chapter, techniques used in financial position analysis are reviewed and evaluated 

to determine the amenability of financial position analysis to expert system development. 

Chapter 4, entitled University Auxiliary Enterprises, presents an overview of the oper- 

ations and financial statements of auxiliary enterprises. It provides an in depth exam- 

ination of auxiliary enterprises’ financial statements, in order to establish what financial 
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position techniques are applicable to them, and to demonstrate how expert system 

technology can be useful in evaluating the financial positions of auxiliary enterprises. 

Chapter 5, entitled A University Tailor Shop Auxiliary Enterprise, describes the financial 

statements of a specific auxiliary enterprise at the university studied. It also establishes 

what additional financial statements and information are necessary to perform financial 

position analysis, and demonstrates what analytical techniques are applicable. 

Chapter 6, entitled An Expert System for Financial Analysis of a University Tailor Shop, 

describes in detail, the expert system built to perform the analysis of the VPI & SU 

Tailor Shop’s financial position, including a sample session using the system. 

Chapter 7, entitled Results and Conclusions, includes a summary of research results, a 

discussion of the system’s limitations, and a discussion of possible system enhancements. 
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Chapter 2 

Expert Systems 

Expert systems are computer programs designed to emulate human expertise and intel- 

ligence within a narrowly defined area. Expert systems is one area of application and 

research within the broader field of artificial intelligence. Artificial intelligence (AI) has 

been described as “the study of ideas that enable computers to be intelligent” (Winston). 

Expert systems, also referred to as knowledge based systems, are typically defined in 

terms of one or more of the following: (1) what they do, (2) what type of knowledge is 

required, or (3) what type of reasoning is required. 

A definition of an expert system based on what they do is given by Waterman. 

“expert systems are sophisticated computer programs that manipulate knowledge 
to solve problems efficiently and effectively in a narrow problem area. Like real 
human experts, these systems use symbolic logic and heuristics - rules of thumb 
- to find solutions. And like real experts, they make mistakes but have the ca- 

pacity to learn from their errors. However, this artificial expertise has some ad- 
vantages over human expertise: it is permanent, consistent, easy to transfer and 
document, and cheaper. In sum, by linking the power of computers to the rich- 
ness of human experience, expert systems enhance the value of expert knowledge 
by making it readily and widely accessible” (Waterman). 
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A definition which focuses more on information about the system itself (what type of 

knowledge it contains and how it goes about ‘reasoning’), is given by Feigenbaum. 

”,..an intelligent computer program that uses knowledge and inference procedures 
to solve problems that are difficult enough to require significant human expertise 
for their solution. Knowledge necessary to perform at such a level, plus the in- 
ference procedures used, can be thought of as a model of the expertise of the best 
practitioners of the field. The knowledge of an expert system consists of facts 
and heuristics. The ‘facts’ constitute a body of information that is widely shared, 
publicly available, and generally agreed upon by experts in a field. The 
‘heuristics’ are mostly private, little-discussed rules of good judgement (rules of 
plausible reasoning, rules of good guessing) that characterize expert-level deci- 
sion making in the field. The performance level of an expert system is primarily 
a function of the size and the quality of a knowledge base it possesses.” (Harmon 
& King) 

An expert system will be defined here as a sophisticated computer program which rivals 

a human expert in a narrow domain (field or area), in an efficient manner. To do so, the 

program requires knowledge and inference. The knowledge encoded into an expert sys- 

tem consists of two types; facts and heuristics. Facts consist of information which is 

widely available and agreed upon. Heuristics are the private ‘rules’ of experts (rules of 

thumb, rules which proceed along empirical lines). Inference is the ability to derive a 

reasonable conclusion given data that may be nonquantitative, incomplete, and often 

inconsistent. To be a complete expert system, the system should have the ability to ex- 

plain its reasoning and to update its own knowledge. A good expert system may actually 

have several advantages over its human counterpart. Advantages include: the know- 

ledge is permanent; the results are fairly consistent; the knowledge and the entire system 

are easy to transfer; it is easy to document conclusions; and in the long run it may be less 

expensive. 
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2.1 Characteristics of Expert Systems 

Expert systems possess several characteristics which distinguish them from other pro- 

gramming techniques. These include: the capability to solve problems in a manner 

similar to human experts; the ability to explain the line of reasoning used; the ability to 

learn; the ability to efficiently search through a large search space with a limited amount 

of processing resources; and the ability to obtain one of several satisfactory conclusions 

when the problem is of the type which has no optimal solution. These characteristics 

will be presented in detail in the following sections. 

2.1.1 Level of Performance 

The most distinguishing characteristic of an expert system is that it has the ability to 

perform at or above the level of a human expert within a specific domain. While most 

expert systems can only perform near the level of an expert, some actually perform bet- 

ter. This is because it is possible for them to possess vast quantities of knowledge and 

to utilize the knowledge at a very rapid rate. A good example is the expert. system used 

by Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) to configure the VAX family of systems. The 

expert system, called XCON, has been found to perform at a level similar to that of an 

experienced technical editor, but much faster. A system which takes an editor 20 min- 

utes to configure, can be configured by XCON in less than one minute. (Waterman) 
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2.1.2 Uncertainty 

Expert systems, like human experts, have the ability to deal with relationships which are 

not precise or exact. They can deal with qualitative information, and information which 

is not complete, precise or consistent. How expert systems deal with such information 

however, varies from one system to another. For example, different expert systems use 

different methods to deal with uncertainty. Within a specific application, two types of 

uncertainty are involved. First is the uncertainty associated with a single assertion (i.e., 

a factual statement), and the second is the uncertainty associated with combining as- 

sertions. 

In an expert system, two-part rules are developed which are of the form [/.... then .... 

The “if” portion of the rule is referred to as the antecedent while the “then” portion is 

referred to as the consequent. Generally, the antecedent combines two or more as- 

sertions while the consequent provides a single assertion. For example, if four facts, 

A,B,C, and D, are all known to be true and if a rule of the form Jf A and B and C and 

D then Z exists in the knowledge base, then the assertion Z must also be true. Witha 

rule of this form, uncertainty may be present due to the uncertainty associated with the 

individual assertions in the antecedent and it also may be present due to the rule itself. 

When dealing with this uncertainty, most systems use some type of certainty (or confi- 

dence) factors. 

A certainty factor is a number associated with an assertion which represents a subjective 

judgement as to the validity of that assertion. The difficulty encountered when utilizing 

certainty factors is in combining them. Probability theory would appear to provide a 

good basis, but due to the dependence of many of the assertions in any system, proba- 
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bility theory falls short of expectations. Nevertheless, many builders of expert systems 

have based their manipulation of certainty factors on probability theory. Other systems 

however, use different methods. For example, some take the minimum value of all of 

the assertions in the antecedent of a rule while others simply multiply them. Still some 

others are more complex, taking the minimum of all of the assertions in the antecedent 

of a rule and then multiplying that with the certainty factor associated with the rule it- 

self. 

2.1.3 Explanation Capabilities 

An important feature of expert systems is the ability to explain the line of reasoning 

used. The method used however differs among systems. In simpler systems, a file is 

maintained in which all of the information gathered from a user is saved, along with the 

line of reasoning used by the inference engine to reach intermediate conclusions. A\l- 

though the actual structure of this file will vary between systems, it 1s easiest to visualize 

it as a tree-like structure whereby the system can trace back to answer questions re- 

garding the logic followed. More sophisticated systems include a feature called truth 

maintenance systems (TMS). These systems not only maintain information regarding 

how they came to a conclusion, but they also determine how the inference mechanism 

will handle different possible contexts, particularly when faced with contradictions. 

TMS’s are used to resolve conflicts in reasoning whenever they occur. Current research 

regarding these systems falls along a spectrum ranging from the less complex, to the very 

sophisticated assumption-based TMS (ATMS). In the less complex TMS’s, if two or 

more alternative lines of reasoning appear likely, given the current state, the system will 
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choose only one. If later a conflict arises, implying that the line of reasoning chosen 

was incorrect, the system switches to a different line of reasoning (or context). This 

method of evaluating alternatives requires backtracking whenever a conflict arises 

(Petrie). Assumption-based TMS’s allow for multiple contexts to be evaluated simul- 

taneously. A system which utilizes an ATMS is capable of storing multiple contradic- 

tory states. Therefore, such a system will never be required to backtrack (Flann, et. al.). 

2.1.4 Learning Capabilities 

Another feature exhibited by the more sophisticated expert systems is the ability to 

learn. An expert system which can learn expands its own knowledge base as new 

knowledge is “learned.” The mechanism by which learning occurs varies greatly among 

systems. The reason for this is that there is no known best, or most efficient method. 

At this time researchers cannot agree as to whether or not machine learning should 

mimic human learning. Some believe that an engineering approach would be sufficient, 

and that the mechanical component need not resemble its biological counterpart. The 

majority of researchers, however, believe that the method employed by computers 

should resemble that used by the human brain. One reason given for this is that com- 

puters must interact with humans and consequently the skills and concepts which they 

acquire must be understandable to humans (Carbonell, et.al.). Researchers have there- 

fore had to turn to psychologists to find out just how people learn. This has presented 

quite a problem since psychologists themselves do not understand how people learn. 

Within the field of psychology there are two different schools of thought regarding the 

learning processes exhibited by human beings. The stimulus-response theorists treat the 
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learning process as though it were a black box. They are only concerned with the input 

and response, but do not claim to model what is going on inside the brain. The cognitive 

theorists, on the other hand, attempt to describe the mental structures which are con- 

structed within the nervous system (Forsyth and Rada). Neither school of psychologist 

has been able to fully understand just how learning occurs, but they do have some the- 

ories and are aware of some different methods of learning. Current research in machine 

learning uses information gathered by psychologists and tries to emulate the human 

process in the computer. 

To date, most different approaches to machine learning fall into one of two categories. 

The first is the black box approach and the second utilizes search techniques. The black 

box approach has been used almost exclusively for pattern recognition, which is ade- 

quate for most types of applications as the expertise in most expert systems requires 

some sort of pattern recognition. For example, equipment fault diagnosis, medical di- 

agnosis, fingerprint identification, and voice recognition are all tasks which require re- 

cognition of patterns (Forsyth and Rada). Black box approaches generally have two 

distinguishing features. The first is that they are based on mathematics, utilizing both 

statistics and control theory. The second is that the knowledge they gain is typically in 

a format which cannot be inspected and understood. Unfortunately, this poses problems 

for expert system developers as expert systems must be able to explain their line or rea- 

soning. Within the black box category of learning two different methods are used. The 

first utilizes discriminant functions, adjusting the parameters until the result is optimal, 

or at least satisfactory, according to predetermined criteria. The second performs an 

indexing type of operation using signature tables (Forsyth and Rada). 
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Learning techniques which utilize searches progress through a type of feedback loop. 

The mechanism responsible for this progression can differ tremendously among systems. 

One of these systems starts with a set of rules. It first examines these rules to determine 

whether or not additional learning (i.e., deriving new knowledge) is possible. If it is not, 

then nothing further can be accomplished. If it is, then new rules are generated from the 

old ones. After being generated, the new rules are evaluated using some training data. 

Training data is obtained from a data base of examples for which the solutions are 

known. Rules which do not score high in this evaluation process are then thrown out. 

The system then examines its rules in the aggregate to determine whether or not they 

are good enough. If they are, then the learning session is complete. If not, the system 

uses more training data , if available, to re-evaluate the rules. It then goes back to the 

beginning to determine if further progress is possible. If no more training data is avail- 

able then the system goes directly back to the beginning. 

Systems differ drastically in how the different steps of this loop are accomplished, par- 

ticularly in the rule generating and evaluation phases. Some model-driven generators 

are guided by prior assumptions about the form of hypotheses while data-driven gener- 

ators are guided by patterns in the training set. In terms of evaluation, systems differ 

in the various measures of quality and also in the acceptance threshold. Also in the 

evaluation process, some systems utilize negative evidence, some utilize positive evidence 

and still others consider both positive and negative evidence (Forsyth and Rada). 
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2.1.5 Search Space 

A characteristic of expert systems which makes them efficient, is that they can perform 

incomplete searches. An incomplete search is one which does not evaluate all alternative 

courses of action, but rather chooses one which is satisfactory. Thus, they have the 

ability to efficiently search through a very large space with limited processing resources 

and reach a reasonable conclusion. This is true regardless of how the knowledge is 

structured in the knowledge base. The concept behind this ability is known as 

opportunistic reasoning. Opportunism is “the practice or policy of adapting one’s 

actions, judgements, etc., to circumstances, ...., in order to further one’s immediate in- 

terests, without regard for basic principles or eventual consequences” (Webster’s). Ex- 

pert systems are designed so that the problem solving procedure is consistently directed 

toward those actions which appear most promising in terms of the current problem 

solving state. This type of reasoning mechanism 1s motivated by problem domains: 

“(1) where it is necessary to balance the combinatorics of a large search space 
with limited processing resources (implying incomplete search) and (2) where it 
is not possible to establish in advance a systematic procedure for traversing the 
space that permits effective focusing and pruning of alternatives.” (Ow and 
Smith) 

2.1.6 Satisficing 

Often information in expert systems is not known with 100% certainty and so they are 

built to deal with this lack of definitiveness. Thus, conclusions are not necessarily opti- 

mal. In fact, expert systems are frequently used for problems which do not have ‘opti- 
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mal’ solutions. This can lead an expert system to conclude with two different courses 

of action at two different times, when given the same information. 

2.2 Uses of Expert Systems 

Expert systems can benefit an organization in several different ways. For example, they 

can be used to replace and/or replicate human experts; they can explore answers to 

what-if types of questions; and they can be used to train personnel. Each of these uses 

will be discussed below. 

2.2.1 Assist Experts 

Expert systems can assist or augment an expert. For example, an expert system can help 

a human expert make decisions faster than would otherwise be feasible, making it pos- 

sible to deliver expertise to users where the human expert would not otherwise have time 

to help. Expert systems can also be used by human experts to check their decisions for 

consistency with previous decisions of the same type. 

Expert systems can also be useful in helping experts document their decisions. Since 

expert systems can always trace back and tell a user how a conclusion was reached, they 

are useful for leaving an ‘audit trail.’ 
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2.2.2 Replacement of People 

Expert systems can replace people. If an organization is very dependent on one partic- 

ular individual it might wish to capture that expert’s knowledge. If the human expert is 

retiring or leaving the organization for some reason, capturing his expertise before he 

leaves can be a very valuable asset for the future. A good example of such a situation 

was that encountered at the Campbell Soup Company. The Campbell Soup Company 

has huge cookers at all of their plants which are used to sterilize soup. These cookers 

vary quite a lot depending on brand and age. Several years ago, management realized 

that there was only one individual who was good at diagnosing malfunctions in the 

cookers. This individual was nearing retirement age, so management at the Campbell 

Soup Company hired the Texas Instruments Data Systems Group to come in and cap- 

ture his knowledge in an expert system (Harmon, Maus, and Morrissey). 

2.2.3 Replication of Expertise 

Expert systems can be used in situations where expertise is required in many locations, 

at any given point in time. A program can easily be copied and sent to all of the lo- 

cations requiring the expertise. An example of an expert system used for this purpose 

is DELTA (Diesel-Electric Locomotive Troubleshooting Aid), an expert system devel- 

oped by General Electric in Schenectady, New York. This system was designed to help 

railroad maintenance personnel maintain their diesel-electric locomotives. Prior to 

DELTA the company relied on one expert, David Smith. Whenever a locomotive was 

in need of some type of repair, which the maintenance person at that location could not 

manage, Smith was either flown into the particular railroad yard, or the locomotive was 
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transported to Smith’s location. Once DELTA becomes totally operational and avail- 

able to all maintenance personnel, any maintenance person in any railroad yard around 

the country will be capable of maintaining their locomotives (Harmon & King). 

Expert systems can also be used in hostile environments, i.e., environments unsuitable 

to humans. Examples of these types of environments include dangerous production 

areas and environments which are very uncomfortable (e.g., a freezer). 

Decisions which require expertise, and which must be made quickly, are almost always 

good candidates for expert system development. This is particularly true when the ex- 

pert is not always available or when it takes the expert a substantial amount of time to 

make a good decision. 

2.2.4 Sensitivity Analysis 

Another area where expert systems can be very useful is in sensitivity analysis, such as 

determining how different decisions might affect an outcome. Often a decision maker 

maintains the status quo when making decisions because either it is difficult to determine 

the outcome of other possible courses of action, or because there are too many courses 

of action available to evaluate. With expert systems, determining the probable outcomes 

of different courses of action is simpler and faster, and can be accomplished within a 

reasonable time frame. 
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2.2.5 Training 

Still another use of expert systems is for training personnel. This may be accomplished 

by two methods. The first is through use of the system. This will teach less experienced 

personnel what information is important to use and how that information should be’ 

combined in reaching a conclusion. The second is by using expert systems which are 

specifically designed to aid in teaching. These are systems which have been designed to 

query a user as to what they know and how they go about solving problems. Given this 

information the system can teach them what they need to learn. Teaching in this man- 

ner. is basically customizing the method to the user’s need, and hence, is more efficient 

than many classroom methods. 

2.3 Differences Between Expert Systems and Traditional 

Computer Programs 

Although expert systems are programs designed to be run on computers, they are dif- 

ferent from traditional computer programs. The term traditional computer program is 

_ used in this research to represent applications which are developed for situations where 

all applicable input is known with certainty and where the program can be represented 

by an algorithm. Examples of such programs include accounting and bookkeeping ap- 

plications written in languages such as COBOL, and engineering and scientific applica- 

tions written in languages such as FORTRAN. There are three major differences 

between expert systems and traditional computer programs. These are: 1) the control- 
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ling mechanism, 2) the driving mechanism, and 3) several capabilities commonly found 

in expert systems which are not generally found in traditional programs. Each of these 

differences will be presented in detail in the following sections. 

2.3.1 Control 

One of the major differences between traditional computer programs and expert systems 

is the control mechanism. In traditional computer programs, control is explicit and de- 

termined in advance. Given a program, anyone who understands the language can me- 

chanically read through the program and obtain the same results in the same order as 

anyone else. Control is basically sequential and very explicit. Knowledge, on the other 

hand, is implicit in the assumptions made by the programmer. According to the Ran- 

dom House College Dictionary, knowledge is an “acquaintance with facts, truths, or 

principles,” and also an “acquaintance or familiarity gained by sight, experience, or re- 

port.” Thus, knowledge can be divided into two types. The first of these is facts, which 

are generally accepted principles and truths. The other type of knowledge can be re- 

ferred to as heuristics, which are rules of thumb used by experts. In terms of program- 

ming then, knowledge can be thought of as facts and heuristics which may be presented 

in the form of decision rules. 

While knowledge is implicit in the assumptions made by the programmer in traditional 

computer programs, knowledge in expert systems is in direct contrast to this. The 

knowledge encoded into the system is explicit and quite obvious. Control however is 

implicit; it is not sequential but is highly interactive and dependent on the path taken 

and information gathered thus far. For example, in a traditional program if you hada 
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statement of the form Jf A then B and A was not known at the time the computer 

reached the statement, then B would never be carried out. If the same statement was in 

an expert system, the system would never even evaluate the statement until it was known 

that A was true. Once A was found to be true, the statement would be evaluated re- 

gardless of its placement in the program. 

In order to elaborate upon the different control mechanisms between traditional pro- 

gramming techniques and expert system programming techniques, an example has been 

developed. In this example, a couple which frequently attend the theatre are interested 

in a program which will tell them whether to walk or drive to the theatre, given the 

current weather conditions, the distance to the theatre, and the height of the woman’s 

heels. If it is found that walking is the preferred alternative, the program must also tell 

them whether or not to carry an umbrella. 

Figure 1 presents the flowchart for a traditional program while figure 2 presents the rule 

base which might underlie an expert system designed to accomplish the same task. A 

thorough examination of these will establish how the control of the traditional program 

is explicit and the knowledge implicit, while the reverse is true for the expert system. 

An evaluation of the flowchart in figure 1 will serve to demonstrate that the knowledge 

in the program is implicit, that is, it is built into the program and not obvious. Know- 

ledge in this situation consists of facts and heuristics which one would apply in the de- 

termination of the proper mode of transportation to the theatre. The fact in this 

situation would be that if it is raining, one should either carry an umbrella, or drive a 

car. This would be considered a general principle with which most people would agree. 

The heuristics, on the other hand, are more personal to the couple. In other words, 

principles which they use in making their decision may vary significantly from those used 
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by other couples in a similar situation. In this program, the heuristics would be decision 

rules regarding what constitutes a “reasonable” walk and what height heels are com- 

fortable. In terms of a reasonable walk, some people believe 10 miles is reasonable while 

others consider a 2 block walk a strain. Likewise, some women are comfortable in 4” 

heels while others believe 2” heels are too high. It should be noted at this point that 

the knowledge here is not true expertise. However, it was felt that such an example 

would be simpler and easier to understand. 

In order to demonstrate how knowledge (i.e., both facts and heuristics) is implicit in the 

traditional program and explicit in the expert system, consider an example. One of the 

heuristics used here is the fact that if the distance to the theatre is more than 2 miles, 

and it is either sunny or cloudy, then the couple should drive. An examination of rule 

3 in figure 2 exhibits this decision rule, almost exactly. Thus, this piece of knowledge is 

explicit. In an examination of the flowchart in figure 1, this knowledge is far from ex- | 

plicit. However, if one reads through the flowchart with the facts that it is not raining 

and that the distance is greater than 2 miles, than the same conclusion will be reached, 

i.e., the couple should drive. Thus, knowledge here is implicit, and programmed in by 

the programmer. As one can see by examining figure 1, extracting all of the individual 

decision rules that went into designing this flowchart would be a rather tedious task. 

Control of the traditional program however, is explicit and totally determined in ad- 

vance. This is apparent when examining the flowchart. The first step in the flow of the 

Program 1s to determine a value for weather. The next is to determine whether that 

value is raining. If it is, then the program follows the path to the right and finds that 

one should drive, and then the program ends at the next command in the sequence, 

which is the stop command. If the value is not raining, then control passes on down 
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through the flowchart. The program continues on in this manner until it reaches the 

command to stop. This progression of control is very obvious and no extraneous in- 

formation will affect it in any way. For example, if the program was given the infor- 

mation that the distance to the theatre was 1% miles, it might store it for future use, but 

it would not affect the sequence of the program in any manner. Thus, control of the 

program (i.e., the possible sequence of steps taken in any given run of the program) is 

totally determined in advance and built into the system. This is why program flowcharts 

are such a useful tool in documenting a program. 

The control mechanisms used by the expert system are in direct contrast to those found 

in the traditional program. Control in this situation is implicit and very interactive. 

Which rules are activated and in which order they are activated is dependent upon the 

interaction with the user, rather than upon the sequencing arrangement determined by 

the programmer. Although it is possible that the expert system’s processing mechanism 

evaluates every rule, starting with the first and ending with the last, it is unlikely. The 

sequencing arrangement of the rules in figure 2 is immaterial, 1.e., the control of a session 

is not affected by the order of the rules. In order to demonstrate the interactive control 

inherent in the expert system, a sample session is discussed below. 

Suppose that a user beginning a session with the system provides the fact that the dis- 

tance to the theatre is 1% miles. Rather than beginning with rule I, the control of the 

expert system will pass to a rule which has a fact regarding the distance in the 

antecedent, and then determine whether or not the rule will apply. In this instance, 

control could pass to rule 2,3,4, or 5. Suppose that it goes to rule 3. For rule 3 to hold, 

the distance must not be less than 2 miles. Since the actual distance is only 1% miles, 

the system moves on to another rule. It first searches for a rule which can be satisfied 
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with only the fact that the distance is 1/2 miles. Finding none, it searches for one in 

which the mileage is valid but other facts in the antecedent are unknown. Suppose it 

chooses rule 5. In order to determine whether or not the entire rule is valid, both the 

weather conditions and the height of the woman’s heels must be determined. Since nei- 

ther of these conditions are known, it asks the user for both. Suppose that the user 

states the facts that it is cloudy and that the woman’s heels are 1”. An examination of 

the antecedent of rule 5 will show that not all necessary facts are valid. The system 

therefore takes the facts which are known, and determines whether they apply to any 

other rule. An examination of rule 4 shows that all of the facts in the antecedent of the 

rule are true. The system transfers control to that rule, and then adds the fact associated 

with the consequent of the rule to the knowledge base, that is, the couple should walk. 

Given the new knowledge, that the couple should walk, the system examines all of its 

rules to determine whether this new fact can be useful. Rules 6 and 7 both have this fact 

in their antecedents, but rule 7 states that it is sunny, which is known not to be true. 

Therefore, control transfers to rule 6 and the new fact, take an umbrella, is added to the 

knowledge base. After this has occurred, the system searches for any other rule which 

might be valid. Finding none, it stops the program and the session is complete. 

An examination of the path taken through the expert system demonstrates how control 

is dependent upon the current state of the system, rather than upon some predefined 

sequence. The path taken in this example was rule 3 — rule 5 4 rule 4 > rule 6. Ina 

traditional program, the control of the program would have progressed from rule 1 

through rule 7 in sequence. 
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2.3.2 Driving Mechanism 

Another difference between traditional programming techniques and those of expert 

systems is that the former are usually based on algorithms while the latter are based on 

heuristics. Algorithms are step-by-step procedures which arrive at an optimal solution, 

whereas heuristics, or rules of thumb are step-by-step procedures which often arrive at 

only a satisfactory solution in a finite number of steps. A large part of the reason for this 

difference is the nature of the subject matter being dealt with. Traditional programs deal 

with numeric data or at least alphanumeric data which can be numerically processed 

(e.g. alphabetizing). Expert systems however, often deal with non-numeric (qualitative) 

data and process symbolically, often using languages based on formal logic. 

2.3.3 Capabilities of Expert Systems not Generally Found in Traditional 

Programs 

Expert systems often have some capabilities which are not customarily found in tradi- 

tional programming. These include: the ability to learn and to update rules as situations 

change; the ability to deal with incomplete, inconsistent, and uncertain information; and 

the ability to easily explain their line of ‘reasoning.’ This last ability is something which 

can be programmed into a traditional program, although it is quite difficult. Another 

capability of expert systems which is foreign to traditional computer programs, is the 

ability to reach two different, but equally acceptable, conclusions given the same situ- 

ation at two different times. This is possible because of the highly interactive nature of 

expert systems and their ability to deal with inexact information. 
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Although it may seem that expert systems are superior to traditional programs, this is 

not necessarily the case. Each has their own place, and the most comprehensive systems 

in the future will probably be either a combination of the two, or an expert system which 

calls on traditional programs as necessary. At this time, expert systems are best for 

solving problems where there is no optimal solution, where there is no way to determine 

whether or not one exists, or where the necessary information is incomplete or uncertain. 

Traditional programming is still best for algorithmic processing where all of the input 

data is known. Examples of such applications include; calculating checking account 

balances, billing, storing customer records, and alphabetizing lists of names. 

2.4 Example Application Programmed Using Traditional 

Techniques and Expert System Techniques 

In order to contrast the differences between traditional programming and expert sys- 

tems, two programs were written to perform the same task. One was written in a tradi- 

tional programming language, BASIC, and the other as an expert system (using 

GoldWorks, an expert system development package). The application selected for this 

example will be presented in the following sections, including the similarities and differ- 

ences. 
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2.4.1 Example Application: Household Budget 

The task selected for this comparison was the determination of a household budget. 

Although this task is quite simple, it is one which changes over time and therefore is 

quite amenable to expert system development. Also, it is easier to contrast the differ- 

ences in a smaller application. The two programs were developed to help determine the 

bills which should be paid in a particular household during any given month. 

In this particular budget there are two categories of expenses, fixed and variable. The 

fixed expenses include the mortgage payment and college loan payments. The variable 

expenses include; electricity, phone service, food to sustain (that is, the bare minimum), 

food to enjoy (that is, beyond sustenance), recreation, partying supplies, and 

VISA/Master Card payments. Since different individuals have different priorities, and 

since the priorities of any individual change over time, the programs were developed so 

that the user could input their priority for each individual item. It was assumed how- 

ever, that to survive one needs housing and food and therefore, the mortgage payment 

and food to sustain were built into the programs as critical expenses. For the rest of the 

items the user is asked how important they consider the items to be. The choices avail- 

able for each are; critical, semi-critical, convenient, or luxury. 

The amounts of the fixed expenses are input directly into the programs, but only the 

minimum and maximum amounts are written in for the variable expenses. The actual 

amounts of variable expenses are determined using rules which depend upon the season. 

Also input into the programs for each expense are the proportions that must be paid. 

For example, banks require that customers pay at least 10% of their VISA or Master 

Card bills, while grocery stores require 100% of payment for food. 
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2.4.2 Program Structure 

Figure 3 shows the general flow of both programs. Figures 4 and 5 display the BASIC 

flowcharts while appendix A.1 displays the BASIC program. Appendices A.2 through 

A.4 give the GoldWorks rule priority structure, actual rules, frames and instances. As 

can be seen in figure 3, the general flow of both programs is the same. Even though the 

BASIC program is much more structured than the GoldWorks expert system program, 

both have a general flow of tasks which must be performed sequentially. As shown in 

figure 3, both programs start by calculating the expected amount for variable expenses 

and then proceed by determining the need category for each expense. If necessary, they 

accomplish this by asking the user. Once this information has been determined, along 

with the amount of money available, and the month and season for which the budget is 

being developed, the programs have enough information to calculate the actual budget. 

Both programs start with the critical expenses, and pay in full all that can be paid. The 

critical expenses which cannot be paid in full are then evaluated further to determine 

whether or not partial payment is a viable alternative. If it is, they are partially paid and 

marked as such. If it is not, they are marked not paid. 

After all of the critical expenses have been evaluated and either paid in full, partially 

paid, or it has been determined that they cannot be paid, then the semi-critical expenses 

are evaluated. These expenses go through the same process and are also either paid in 

full, partially paid, or marked not paid. After all of the semi-critical expenses have been 

fully processed, the convenient expenses and then the luxury expenses respectively, go 

through the same process. Once this has been accomplished, the budget is complete and 

the results are printed. 
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Although the general flow of the two programs is comparable, a detailed examination 

will exhibit differences, as the determination of the flow is very different. In BASIC, as 

in any structured language, the flow of the program is predetermined and built into the 

program, making flowcharts a good explanatory tool. In expert systems, the flow is not 

determined in advance. To actually run an application, the GoldWorks expert system 

program uses pattern matching and agendas. Pattern matching is a process whereby 

each rule is evaluated to determine whether or not every premise in the if portion of the 

rule is known to be true. One of the features that makes this method such a powerful 

tool, is that any given rule can be bound to many different variables. The concept of 

binding variables can be seen in the following example. Suppose an expert system has 

the following rule in its knowledge base: 

If X is person 
with car 

Then X can drive to the theatre. 

Suppose further that the expert system has the knowledge that persons John, Joe, and 

Mary all own cars while persons Joan and George do not. The expert system will bind 

each person who fulfills the requirements (that is, has a car) to the X variable. After 

doing so, the following assertions (or facts) will be added to the knowledge base: 

John can drive to the theatre; 

Joe can drive to the theatre; and 
Mary can drive to the theatre. 

In effect then, one rule can serve to enter many different assertions into the application. 

For any given rule then, all objects that can be bound to it, will be. And, if all of the 

clauses in the antecedent are then found to be true, it is possible for the rule to be acti- 

vated. Rule activation may occur anytime after all of the clauses in the antecedent of a 

rule are found to be true. When activation actually occurs, which is referred to as “fir- 

ing”, the facts associated with the conclusion of the rule are added to the list of currently 
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known facts. Just because a rule is ready to fire however, does not mean that it will. 

GoldWorks controls which rules fire through the use of an agenda. An agenda is noth- 

ing more than an ordered queue of rules which are ready to fire. The order of this queue 

is determined by the priorities given to the rules. The priority structure of the rules for 

this application can be found in Appendix A.2, while the actual rules are located in 

Appendix A.3. It should be noted that there is a direct correspondence between the 

priorities of these rules and the general flow of the program shown in figure 3. 

To compare the two programs in greater detail, an examination of a section of code in 

the BASIC program and the corresponding rules in GoldWorks will be given. Consider, 

for example, the variable expenses and the calculation of expected amounts. In the 

BASIC program, a loop is required which goes through all of the variable expenses one 

at atime. In this application there are seven variable expenses, so the program must 

progress through the loop seven times. Each time through the loop, the name of a var- 

lable expense is read in along with the attributes of that expense, e.g., minimum, maxi- 

mum. For example, the first time through the loop the data pertaining to the phone bill 

is read, the second time through the data pertaining to the electric bill is read, and so 

forth. This means that the number of variable expenses must be either programmed in 

directly or read in. In this application, the parameter is read in. After each expense is 

read in, one of several subroutines is called. The subroutine chosen depends on the 

season. As can be seen in figures 4 and 5, there are four subroutines (one for each sea- 

son). Within each subroutine there is an if statement or ‘rule’ for each possible expense 

to determine what the expected amount of that expense should be. The result of this 

type of program structure is that each expense must go through each rule in the sub- 

routine even though only one will apply. An important point to notice in this program 
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is that the flow of the program is totally determined in advance, including the order in 

which the expenses are evaluated. 

The approach taken by the GoldWorks program is quite different. In determining the 

expected amount for variable expenses there is a set of rules. These rules are all at the 

same priority but there is no structure within that priority level to dictate the order in 

which these rules are to be applied. In other words, all rules at a given priority level will 

be applied before any of the rules at a lower priority level, but within that level, there is 

no specified order in which those rules will be applied. Furthermore, due to GoldWorks’ 

matching mechanism, only rules that have variables which can be bound to them will 

‘be evaluated. 

.2.4.3 Data Arrangement 

The arrangement and utilization of data in the two programs is also very different. In 

expert systems reading to and writing from data is very interactive, whereas in traditional 

programming it requires substantial effort. In a traditional program, data can either be 

read into a program directly, or input interactively by the user when given a prompt. 

In this application the BASIC program uses both approaches. It prompts the user for 

their assessment of need for each of the expenses (except for the mortgage and food to 

sustain) while it reads in all of the data concerning dollar amounts. Regardless of which 

approach is used, once the program has the data it must use arrays to store the data. 

Although this approach is effective, in some languages one must keep track of the lo- 

cation of the data along with its format. In BASIC for example, a file must be explicitly 

opened prior to reading from it, and then closed afterwards. A file must also be opened 
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prior to writing to it. Unfortunately, opening a file for input and opening a file for 

output are different. Thus it is impossible to read from and then write to a given file 

without closing it and reopening it. If it is desired to print something from a file to the 

user and prompt them for more information to be stored with the current information, 

the process of opening, closing, reopening, and reclosing is quite inefficient, particularly 

if it is desired to do so for each record in the array. 

GoldWorks uses a very different storage arrangement which utilizes frames. A frame is 

a template for structuring information with fields called slots (i.e., attributes) which give 

structure to the data. Frames can be placed in a hierarchy or lattice type of structure 

so they can inherit slots from other frames higher up in the lattice. Frames are used to 

define instances which represent the actual data. ‘An example of a frame in the house- 

hold budget application is one called expense which contains slots for need of payment, 

percent that must be paid, amount actually paid, and one which tells whether or not the 

particular expense has been paid. The expense frame then has two child frames, one for 

variable expenses and one for fixed expenses. The variable expense frame has slots for 

the minimum amount expected, the maximum amount expected, and the actual amount 

expected (which is determined by the program) along with the four slots inherited from 

the expense frame. The fixed expense frame has a slot for amount of expense along with 

the four inherited slots. 

In order to give the program actual data, instances have been created from the frames. 

For example, the variable expense frame has seven instances which include; phone bill, 

electric bill, food to live, food to enjoy, VISA/Master Card, partying, and recreation. 

Each of these instances has actual values in the slots. It should be noted however, that 

it is not necessary for all slots to have values. In fact, many of the values are determined 
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and placed in the slots as the program runs, while others are even changed. Appendix 

A.4 provides a complete listing of all of the frames and their slots, while Appendix A.5 

provides a listing of all of the instances. 

2.4.4 Updating Requirements 

One of the features of expert systems often cited in the literature is their flexibility in 

dynamic situations. This flexibility is due to the fact that expert systems are generally 

written in non-procedural languages. In non-procedural languages, the order in which 

statements are place is immaterial, as program execution does not proceed through all 

of the statements in a predetermined order. In contrast, in procedural languages, such 

as FORTRAN and COBOL, placing statements in the correct order is extremely im- 

portant, as program execution proceeds through all of the statements in a predetermined 

order. 

Since the knowledge and data are not placed in any specific sequencing arrangement in 

a non-procedural language, like an expert system, changing or adding to it only requires 

locating the applicable data and changing it. Such changes need not cause concern as 

they will not precipitate other changes in the program as often occurs in traditional 

programming. For example, suppose that in this application it was desired to add an- 

other expense such as a car payment. To add this to GoldWorks, all that would be re- 

quired is the addition of another instance of the fixed expense frame. Adding this 

expense in the BASIC program would not be quite as simple. To add the information, 

a new data statement would be required which would have the same information as the 

frame added in GoldWorks. Filling in the actual information would not be as simple, 
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as it would not be merely filling in slots, but rather would require a new data statement 

consistent with the read statement. Of course this would not be difficult either as long 

as the program documentation was adequate. The variable for the number of fixed ex- 

penses would also need to be changed. Unfortunately, if this adjustment was forgotten 

ijt would not cause the program to print an error message. The program would run, but 

the new information would not be included, resulting in a budget that was incorrect. 

The ease of using an expert system as opposed to programming in a more structured 

style has been demonstrated, but the differences have not shown real substance. Sup- 

pose for example that it was desired to change the focus of the program to answer spe- 

cific questions. As was shown, both programs start at the beginning and continue until 

the end, determining the entire budget. Specific questions will be answered, but the op- 

tion of obtaining just the answer to a specific question is not available. This method is 

highly inefficient as it requires that the entire program be run and it also requires that 

a user sort through large amounts of irrelevant output. Although this particular 

GoldWorks application is set up to run in this manner, (referred to as forward chaining) 

it was also set up to be able to answer any specific questions that the user might have. 

This was accomplished by using bidirectional rules, or rules that can be used in either 

backward or forward chaining. By using these rules, if a user wants to ask a specific 

question, GoldWorks can use its backward chaining capability to answer the question. 

For example, suppose that the user wants to know whether or not there is enough 

money in any given month to pay the electric bill. Rather than running the entire pro- 

gram, the user can just ask the question by querying an attempt. Querying an attempt 

is the equivalent of posting a goal and asking whether or not that goal can be obtained. 

In this case the goal is to see if the electric bill can be paid. GoldWorks’ method for 

determining whether or not this can be done is to go through the rules as far as necessary 
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to determine whether or not it is possible to pay this bill, and then to print out the an- 

swer. If the user looks at the status of all of the expenses after querying the attempt, it 

will be found that the expenses which have higher priorities than the electric bill will be 

paid, while those with lower priorities will not be paid, and the amount left in the budget, 

will have been reduced accordingly. Contrast this situation to that characterized by the 

BASIC program, where if the user is interested in asking a specific question of the pro- 

gram, the only possible way to obtain just that answer is to write a totally new program. 

2.5 Aspects of Tasks Which Make Them Amenable to 

Expert System Development 

A brief examination of the literature will show that some tasks are better suited to expert 

system development than others. For example, most types of diagnostic problems are 

amenable to expert system development. Many systems can also be found, which were 

designed to aid in planning and design. On the other hand, systems which attempt to 

predict a future event when all of the applicable input is not known (e.g. stock market) 

are extremely rare, implying that technology in this area is not developed enough for 

such applications. It follows then that an effective expert system can be developed only 

if the task which it must perform is amenable to expert system development. 

The most commonly cited constraint on a domain considered for expert system devel- 

opment, is that it be narrow. If the domain is too large, it may be impossible to gather 

all the necessary information in a reasonable amount of time. But even if gathering the 
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knowledge is possible, the knowledge base may become prohibitively large, making exe- 

cution unreasonably slow and modifications quite difficult (Harmon & King, 

Waterman). The application selected should also be well defined and understood 

(Harmon & King). The more well-defined and structured the situation, the simpler it 

will be to develop the system and ascertain that the conclusions drawn are correct. 

The task selected for expert system development should not require common sense. 

Common sense is “sound practical judgement that is independent of specialized know- 

ledge, training, or the like; normal native intelligence” (Stein 1982). By definition then, 

common sense requires very broad knowledge which would require too large a know- 

ledge base. 

. The task selected for development must not require sensory data either. It must be 

possible to put all of the applicable knowledge into symbols. At this time, the smelling 

capabilities of computers are non-existent while their hearing, vision, and feeling capa- 

bilities are quite limited. Therefore trying to develop an expert system to perform a task 

which requires one or more of these capabilities would be impossible. 

Another requirement for applying an expert system to a specific application is that a 

genuine expert exist (Harmon & King). If almost everyone can do the task well, then 

no true experts exist and developing a system would be wasted effort. And ifno one can 

do it, then there is no source for obtaining the knowledge. Assuming experts exist, it 

must still be possible to extract the knowledge from them. Therefore the experts must 

be able to articulate their methods, or there must be a knowledge engineer available that 

can extract it from them. 
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2.5.1 Aspects of Tasks Which are Not Crucial but Enhance the 

Developmental Process 

There are several factors which enhance, but are not critical to, the expert system de- 

velopmental process. For example, available experts who are helpful, and positive em- 

ployee attitudes make knowledge extraction and system acceptance both quicker and 

easier than would be possible otherwise. It is also an advantage if the task is decom- 

posable, as the system can be broken into subsystems allowing for rapid prototyping. 

Rapid prototyping can help in obtaining expert and employee acceptance since it gives 

them a system early in the developmental process. It is also beneficial to the expert in 

learning about the system itself. Also, if the expert system does not have to perform the 

entire task to be useful, then the initial development and knowledge acquisition phase 

can concentrate on a subdomain, which again has the advantages of rapid prototyping. 

A general rule for selecting a task suitable for expert system development ts to select one 

which requires from three hours to three weeks of human expertise time to solve 

(Harmon and King). It is not efficient management to expend scarce resources devel- 

oping an expert system for a task which is simple. On the other hand, a task which is 

too complex will result in an expert system which is never complete as the amount of 

knowledge required will become prohibitively large. Another factor to consider prior to 

undertaking an expert system development project is payoff. As with most projects, one 

should only be undertaken if the ultimate payoff or benefit, exceeds the cost. And 

finally, the task selected must have outcomes which can be evaluated in some manner. 

If the systems performance cannot be measured, the system will never be accepted. 
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2.6 Properties of Problems Which are Particularly 

Suitable for Expert System Development 

Some problems exhibit properties which make them prime candidates for expert system 

development. - This is not to say that a problem must possess these properties in order 

to be considered for development. If a problem possesses one or more of these proper- 

ties however, then expert system techniques will be likely to yield much better results 

than traditional EDP approaches. 

Problems which have many combinations of input are good candidates for expert system 

development. This is because expert systems do not necessarily evaluate all possible 

combinations of input, but use heuristics and opportunistic reasoning to find ‘likely’ 

combinations. An example of such a problem and a system designed to solve it is the 

computer configuration performed by XCON at DEC. When XCON was developed, 

there were 420 different components which could be used in the configuration of a VAX 

system (Harmon, Maus, and Morressey). If every possible combination of components 

needed to be considered in the configuration of each system, it would take almost an 

infinite amount of time. Therefore, any program which took such an approach would 

be virtually useless. 

Problems which require sorting through large amounts of information, be it relevant or 

not, are also likely candidates. Expert systems have the capability to determine which 

information is relevant to a particular situation, and to ignore entire sections of know- 

ledge which is irrelevant. An example of a problem of this type is a diagnostic problem. 
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All of a patient’s (or a machine’s) symptoms and characteristics may be available, but 

only a few of them are relevant in diagnosing a disease or malfunction. 

Problems in which the conclusions may vary greatly are also good candidates for expert 

system development. In a problem of this type, an expert system will search for a good 

solution, rather than an optimal one. Design expert systems often utilize such search 

mechanisms. Again, XCON is an example as it ‘designs’ computer configurations. 

XCON can find a good configuration but it cannot be said that it is the best one possi- 

ble. There are also some expert systems which perform more obvious design tasks. For 

example, RTEXPERT was developed to design roof trusses, and HIRISE was developed 

to perform the preliminary structural design of high-rise buildings (Adeli and Al-Rijleh). 

Expert systems are also suited for problems where it is difficult or impossible to define 

precise, exhaustive relationships. This is because an expert system does not have to 

evaluate every possible combination of input to be effective as it uses opportunistic 

reasoning. Problems of this type abound in real life. Examples of this type of problem 

include job shop scheduling and sequencing. At this time, several expert systems have 

been developed to perform job shop scheduling (e.g., ISIS (Waterman) and OPIS 0 (Ow 

and Smith)); however, none have gone beyond the prototype stage. 

There are also some properties of work situations where the development of an expert 

system can lead to a high payoff. If there is a high turnover of experts, or if human 

expertise is being lost, then capturing the expert’s knowledge in an expert system before 

it becomes unavailable could prove to be invaluable. If expertise is available but scarce, 

an expert system could make that expertise readily available to all that require it. 
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2.7 Categories of Expert System Applications 

Expert systems have been designed to solve many different types of problems, all of 

which may be categorized according to their major type of activity. Waterman cate- 

gorizes these types of activities as follows: interpretation, prediction, diagnosis, design, 

planning, monitoring, debugging (prescribing), repair, instruction, and _ control 

(Waterman). Each of these categories will be discussed in the following sections. Every 

expert system will fall into at least one of these categories and some will fall into more. 

For example, it is common for a system which diagnoses to also prescribe. 

2.7.1 Interpretation 

A system which falls into the interpretation class is one which makes inferences about 

a situation based on some sensory data. Such systems generally deal with raw data 

which makes this process especially difficult since raw data is often incomplete, unreli- 

able, or noisy. The type of data the system deals with differs among systems. For ex- 

ample, a vision system interprets visual images, a speech understanding system interprets 

audio signals, and a geological interpretation system interprets dipmeter logs (which 

yield measurements of rock conductivity in and around holes bored into the earth) 

(Waterman). 
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2.7.2 Prediction 

Prediction expert systems infer the likely consequences of a given situation. This is often 

accomplished through the use of a model which can simulate possible scenarios for a 

given set of input. An example of this type of system is Comax. Comax was designed 

to help cotton growers determine when to fertilize, irrigate and harvest crops. 

Throughout the season, Comax aids the grower with the determination of when to irri- 

gate, and when, and how much to fertilize, taking as its input weather conditions and 

current conditions of the crop. Maintaining all of this history, along with that from 

previous years, Comax feeds this information to its simulator which actually simulates 

the cotton boll growth. From the simulated scenario, Comax is able to predict when the 

best harvest date will be. It should be noted that the problem of the optimal harvest 

date is not as trivial as it appears, as often rains destroy cotton crops before they are 

harvested if they are left until the cotton bolls mature (Lemmon). Another example of 

a predictive system is HIT (Hostage-taking Information and Tactics). This system was 

developed to aid police in the tactics which are most successful in hostage taking situ- 

ations. In such a situation, HIT queries the user as to what has transpired thus far, and 

then predicts what the hostage taker’s next move will be. HIT then recommends to the 

users (i.e., the police) what their next move should be (Vedder and Mason). Thus, HIT 

not only predicts but also prescribes. 

Another prediction area where expert system technology can be extremely useful is in 

the prediction of stock market behavior. Braun and Chandler developed a system which 

can predict intermediate fluctuations in the movement of the market for nonconservative 

investors. This system has been found to be a better predictor of these intermediate 

fluctuations than the analyst which it was designed to emulate. (Braun and Chandler) 
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In a comprehensive search of the literature one will encounter very few researchers de- 

voted to the topic of stock market analysis. Due to the complexity of the area and the 

uncertainty of inputs, it may be that few are attempting to develop this type of applica- 

tion. Or, it may be that such applications are being developed but are being kept secret. 

2.7.3 Diagnosis 

Diagnostic expert systems are ones which make inferences about systems’ malfunctions 

from situation descriptions, behavior characteristics, or knowledge about a component 

design (Waterman). One of the oldest and best known systems, MYCIN, falls into this 

category. MYCIN was developed to aid physicians in the diagnosis and treatment of 

meningitis and bacterimia infections. MYCIN takes as its input a patients symptoms 

and test results, and from that information is able to diagnose the disease. Another ex- 

ample of a diagnostic system is DELTA. DELTA’s patients however, are diesel-electric 

locomotives. As cited earlier, DELTA was designed to help railroad maintenance per- 

sonnel maintain General Electric’s locomotives. It queries the user as to what the lo- 

comotives symptoms are, asks a few questions, and then is able to diagnose the problem. 

Still another example of a diagnostic system is the one built by Texas Instruments Data 

Systems Group for Campbell Soup, called Cooking Advisor. This system was designed 

to diagnose problems with the huge cookers in which their soup is sterilized. 

A complete listing of diagnostic expert systems would be impossible to compile as this 

is the most common type of system, and many have been built. One reason for their 

popularity is that expert systems have been proven to do well at this type of task. An- 

other factor which may contribute to this is that much of the original research on expert 
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systems was done in the medical area, and making diagnoses is a critical part of that 

field. 

2.7.4 Design 

Design expert systems are systems which can develop configurations of objects based 

upon a set of problem constraints. Examples include designing roof trusses (as in 

RTEXPERT), designing the layout for a computer configuration (as in XCON) and de- 

signing integrated circuits. Design systems often use some type of synthesis to construct 

partial designs and simulation to verify or test design ideas. Because design is so often 

paired with planning, many systems provide for strategies which develop and then refine 

plans to achieve the desired design. This is accomplished by creating plans for a con- 

figuration and then evaluating them in the context of the problem constraints. 

(Waterman) 

2.7.5 Planning 

Planning expert systems decide upon an entire course of action before acting. Examples 

include creating an air strike plan projected over several days for reducing a particular 

military capability of enemy forces, and creating a plan for applying a series of chemical 

reactions to groups of atoms in order to synthesize a complex organic compound 

(Waterman). Due to the complexity of the information being dealt with, planning sys- 

tems must often back track and change their line of reasoning, which is often extremely 

costly in both time and resources. Therefore, designers of such systems often try to 
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break the task down into smaller more manageable subproblems, and order them in a 

manner which reduces the amount of backtracking. The most common application 

areas for planning systems are chemistry, electronics, and the military. (Waterman) 

2.7.6 Monitoring 

Monitoring expert systems are ones which continuously compare actual results or be- 

havior with expected results, or with assumptions about possible deviant behaviors. 

Monitoring systems must take time into consideration, adding another dimension of 

complexity to the system. Thus they must be real-time systems. Real-time systems are 

systems which not only must respond to incoming data at a rate as fast or faster than 

it is arriving, but must also be able to deal with data whose validity may deteriorate or 

even become invalid over time (Laffey, et.al.). The most frequently found examples of 

monitoring expert systems are in the fields of aerospace and process control, although 

there are a few applications in other areas. An example of an aerospace application is 

expert systemSOC (Expert System for Satellite Orbit Control). Expert systemSOC as- 

sists in a satellite’s station-keeping maneuvers by continuously processing satellite 

telemetry data. It then determines from this information, the appropriate commands to 

execute a successful maneuver. An example of a monitoring system from the financial 

industry is called Trader’s Assistant which was developed by Arthur D. Little. This 

system provides assistance to security traders by monitoring such factors as the instan- 

taneous supply and demand of the stock market and the significance of current rumors 

(Laffey, et.al.). 
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2.7.7 Debugging 

Debugging (or prescriptive) expert systems are ones which find remedies for malfunc- 

tions. Many of the current debugging systems are actually both diagnostic and debug- 

ging systems combined. For example, MYCIN first completes a diagnosis of a patient 

and then prescribes treatment. DELTA determines what is wrong with a locomotive and 

then prescribes treatment. And, Cooking Advisor determines what is wrong with a 

cooker and then prescribes treatment. Many of todays diagnostic/prescriptive systems 

perform the prescriptive part of their task by utilizing fairly simple tables and charts. 

That is, once it has been determined what malfunction has occurred the prescription is 

found in some sort of a table. In some systems however, such a canned prescription is 

inadequate, so these systems must actually design the treatment. 

2.7.8 Repair 

Repair expert systems are ones which can actually execute some prescribed treatment. 

Such systems would also contain components to diagnose, debug (prescribe), and per- 

haps design. Examples of repair systems are extremely rare due to their complexity and 

possible need for physical capabilities (Waterman). 

2.7.9 Instruction 

Instruction expert systems are systems which diagnose, debug, and repair student be- 

havior. This is accomplished by developing a model of the student’s current knowledge, 
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determining how that knowledge should be applied to solving problems, and then diag- 

nosing the student’s deficiencies by analyzing the model and either devising or prescrib- 

ing plans for correcting the deficiencies. Such systems then repair the student behavior 

by direct interaction with the student. There have been several systems developed for 

instructional purposes. Three examples are DEBUGGY, GUIDON and DELTA. 

DEBUGGY develops a model of a student so that it can continually modify its in- 

structions to maximize its effectiveness. It was designed for the domain of place value 

subtraction, and looks for patterns of errors, or ‘bugs’ that occur. Each ‘bug’ has been 

given a name and the system has developed a collection of all possible ‘bugs’ that a 

student might exhibit. This collection includes both primitive bugs and compound bugs. 

In the domain of subtraction alone there are about 20 possible primitive bugs and about 

110 possible compound bugs. A session with this system begins by giving a student a 

set of problems to solve. Then, through a limited search technique, it forms a hypothesis 

about which bugs that particular student might have. It then develops a new set of 

problems for the student, which are designed to catch this particular student’s bugs to 

test its hypothesis. If the student makes the expected errors, then DEBUGGY assumes 

that its hypothesis is correct. It then concentrates on correcting just one of the bugs and 

works forward to ascertain whether or not the student understands how to handle the 

additional manifestations of the bug when it occurs in various compound situations. 

DEBUGGY is currently being researched in the classroom and it is hoped that programs 

such as this can replace the old drill and practice exercises (Harmon & King). 

GUIDON is basically MYCIN rearranged for tutorial purposes. In fact, it contains all 

of the knowledge and case histories of MYCIN. This system was designed to train 

physicians to conduct MYCIN-like consultations, but works almost the opposite of 
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MYCIN. When a student starts a session, GUIDON provides a case to study (that is, 

the symptoms of a particular patient) and asks for a diagnosis. When GUIDON first 

selects the patient, it solves the case just as MYCIN would, and stores a tree like struc- 

ture of how the case was solved. The student is allowed to ask questions, but if 

GUIDON ‘believes’ that the student is heading down the wrong branch, it will query the 

student as to why they are asking the question. Ifthe students’ response does not satisfy 

the system, it will tell the student that the question is irrelevant and explain its reasoning. 

When the student finally makes a diagnosis, GUIDON tells the student whether or not 

MYCIN would have reached the same conclusion and also whether or not the student 

has sought all of the necessary information to reach such a conclusion. The major lim- 

itation of this system is that it assumes its students have a technical vocabulary. As of 

1985, GUIDON was still in the research stage. (Harmon and King) 

DELTA can also be considered an instructional expert system, although it is not as so- 

phisticated in its instructional techniques as DEBUGGY or GUIDON. Recall that 

DELTA diagnoses problems on diesel electric locomotives and then prescribes treat- 

ment. If a maintenance person does not understand the prescription, DELTA is 

equipped with a videoplayer which the worker can watch, and in doing so learn how to 

make the necessary repair. 

2.7.10 Control 

The last type of expert system is a control system. These systems “adaptively govern 

overall system behavior” (Waterman). Such systems must include a monitoring com- 

ponent also and will often include one or more of the other types of components dis- 
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cussed above. Since monitoring systems by themselves are so complex (because of the 

time dimension involved), adding a control component to such a system makes an in- 

credibly complicated system. Therefore, at this time, such systems are rare. One ex- 

ample of this type of system is called the Emergency Procedures Expert System 

(EPexpert system). This system works in the area of in-flight emergency procedures to 

detect emergencies, warn the pilot, and initiate corrective action (Laffey, et.al.). 
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Chapter 3 

Financial Position Analysis 

The purpose of this chapter is to review and evaluate techniques used in financial posi- 

tion analysis and to determine the amenability of financial position analysis to expert 

system development. The objectives of financial position analysis are discussed along 

with applicable techniques, models, and sources of information. The techniques used 

include both cross-sectional and time-series techniques. The sources of information 

discussed range from concrete financial statements to non-quantitative elements. The 

differences between the goals and objectives of profit oriented organizations and not- 

for-profit organizations are presented along with the resulting differences in accounting 

methods and their affects on financial position analysis. Emphasis is placed on using 

financial position analysis to analyze not-for-profit organizations such as academic in- 

stitutions. This chapter concludes with an examination of the applicability of financial 

position analysis to expert system development for not-for-profit organizations. 
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3.1 Perspectives in Analyzing the Financial Position of 

an Organization 

In any organization, there are numerous decision makers, many who have different ob- 

jectives in using financial position analysis. Due to these differences in objectives, many 

different perspectives must be considered when presenting financial position analysis. 

The objectives of decision makers depend on their relationship to the organization, and 

generally fall into one of several groups. These groups include; credit grantors, equity 

investors, auditors, acquisition and merger analysts, employees, other interested groups, 

and management. 

The major objective of both long-term and short-term creditors in evaluating an organ- 

ization’s financial position is to ascertain in advance that payment of both principal and 

interest will be received. But, the analyses required by these two types of creditors is 

different. Short-term creditors are concerned primarily with the current financial condi- 

tion of an organization, the liquidity of their current assets, and the rate of current asset 

turnover. Thus, their analysis is limited to measures related to these factors. The anal- 

ysis performed by long-term creditors is usually more detailed, as they must not only 

look at the current financial position, but must also look to the future earnings ability 

of the organization for repayment. 

Equity investors’ need for a comprehensive analysis of a firm’s financial position is quite 

substantial. Their interest in the enterprise is affected by all aspects and phases of op- 

erations, profitability, financing, and capital structure (Bernstein). It follows then from 
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this broad range of interests that a mere analysis of the firm’s financial statements is not 

adequate for the comprehensive evaluation that they require. 

The objectives of acquisition and merger analysts are much the same as those of equity 

investors, although their requirements for an analysis are more stringent. Like equity 

investors, they are interested in the future earnings potential of a firm and thus the 

overall intrinsic value. Unlike equity investors, they are further interested in the eco- 

nomic value of a larger entity, one formed by the combination of the organization under 

evaluation and the one looking for a merger or acquisition candidate. 

Auditors have two objectives in examining an organization. The first is to ascertain that 

all record keeping has been done in accordance with generally accepted accounting 

principles, and the second is to prepare a statement regarding their opinion of the or- 

ganization as a going concern. Financial statement analysis can benefit the auditors in 

fulfilling both of their objectives, as it is a place to begin when looking for irregularities. 

It can also help the auditors in determining the strength of the organization as a whole. 

The major objective of employees and perspective employees when evaluating the fi- 

nancial situation of an organization is in determining whether or not the organization 

will continue operations and how successful those operations will be. It can be an es- 

pecially useful tool for perspective employees interested in several different enterprises, 

as greater opportunities for career advancement come from organizations with good 

outlooks for expansion. Unions can also make use of financial position analysis, as it 

can help them determine where their strengths may lie when bargaining with manage- 

ment. 
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There are also ‘other’ interested groups who can find financial statement analysis bene- 

ficial in assessing the value, or the value of some particular facet, of an organization. 

The Internal Revenue Service, for example, may use financial statement analysis to de- 

termine the reasonableness of certain figures when auditing a tax return. Other super- 

visory governmental agencies often use financial statements when setting rates. 

Non-governmental groups may also have interests. For example, customers may use it 

when assessing the staying power of their suppliers, particularly when they are very de- 

pendent on a certain supplier. 

Management of an organization has the greatest need for the analysis of their financial 

position. Since all of the groups discussed above affect the organization’s operations, 

management is interested in how all of them view the enterprise and how their opinions 

could affect the organization’s operations and financial position. Management can also 

use financial statement analysis for the continual monitoring of the organization. Such 

an approach can track trends and ratios and notice any irregularities. 

3.2 Sources of Information 

The thorough analysis of an organization’s financial position requires several sources 

of information. These include; financial statements, information which can be obtained 

internally, and information which can be obtained externally. Each of these sources, 

along with a few examples of each, are presented in the sections which follow. 
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3.2.1 Financial Statements 

The most easily obtainable and widely used source of information used in financial po- 

sition analysis is the organization’s financial statements. This includes; the income 

statement, the balance sheet, the statement of changes in financial position, and any 

footnotes and comments which belong to one of these. Many of the analyses performed 

from this source are straight forward and easily understandable. A thorough discussion 

of financial statement analysis will be presented in a subsequent section. 

A thorough analysis of a given organization requires more information than is available 

in the financial statements of that organization. Obtaining the financial statements of 

competitors is also important, as they are a good tool for comparison. 

3.2.2 Internal Sources 

Many factors other than those present in financial statements can affect an organiza- 

tion’s financial position. Unfortunately, many of these factors are not quantifiable while 

many others cannot be determined with certainty. An example of this is human re- 

sources. People are generally one of the biggest assets an organization possesses, one 

which plays a major role in determining its future, yet trying to put a reasonable dollar 

value on a person is impossible. An organization’s reputation with the surrounding en- 

vironment also greatly affects public opinion, and hence the overall value of the organ- 

ization. Management of an organization can often provide information of this type to 

analysts. 
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3.2.3. External Sources 

Many factors external to an organization also affect its financial position. The political 

climate and economic climate are two examples of external forces. Incumbent politi- 

clans’ priorities can greatly affect some organizations, while the economic climate affects 

all organizations. The extent to which organizations are effected by the economy differs 

among organizations and depends upon factors such as capital structure, operations, 

and competition. 

An important external source of information for organizations which rely on either 

stocks or bonds to obtain financing, is the capital markets. For corporations which 

obtain capital through the issuance of stock, the market’s valuation of that stock’s worth 

is Critical to the company in determining whether or not to float an issue. This also 

applies to bonds, both corporate and government. Therefore, the capital markets and 

the theories surrounding them are a very integral part of the evaluation of an organiza- 

tion’s financial position. This source of information is also important to equity inves- 

tors, as the ultimate value of their investment is determined in the market. 

3.3. Basic Approaches to the Evaluation of an 

Organization's Financial Position 

The evaluation of an organization’s financial situation typically begins by an analysis 

of its financial statements. The following sections will discuss in detail financial state- 
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ment analysis, problems often encountered in obtaining all of the necessary information 

for financial statement analysis, and some models developed to predict financial distress. 

3.3.1 Techniques used in F inancial Statement Analysis 

There are two types of techniques used in financial statement analysis: cross-sectional 

techniques, which evaluate financial statements at a particular point in time; and time- 

series techniques, which evaluate performance and trends over time. Within these two 

techniques there are several different types of analyses available. Many of these will be 

discussed in detail, however, this will not be an exhaustive census as financial statement 

analysis is not a technique in which only one correct approach exists. Analyses which 

work best for some organizations often differ from those that work best for others. The 

following sections present some of the more common cross-sectional and time-series 

techniques used by organizations. 

3.3.1.1 Cross-Sectional Techniques 

Two frequently used cross-sectional techniques are common-size statements and finan- 

cial ratio analysis. With both of these techniques, the results of a specific organization 

are compared with some benchmark. 
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3.3.1.2 Common-Size Statements 

Common-size statements were developed to aid in the comparison of organizations of 

different sizes. To develop common-size statements, all of the components of the bal- 

ance sheet are expressed as a percentage of total assets and all of the components of the 

income statement are expressed as a percentage of total revenue. In comparing either 

different companies to each other or one company to industry averages, the analyst 

makes note of any large deviations. These deviations are then used as a starting place 

for further analysis. 

3.3.1.3 Ratio Analysis 

One of the most widely used and extensively discussed cross-sectional techniques is fi- 

nancial ratio analysis. Many different ratios have been developed over time, but only 

some of these will be discussed here as a complete listing would be extremely long, and 

the list of those described in subsequent sections is quite comprehensive. Ratios are 

typically divided into five categories; liquidity ratios, leverage/capital structure ratios, 

profitability ratios, turnover ratios, and common stock security ratios. A discussion of 

each category of ratio, along with a few examples, will be presented in the following 

sections. 

Liquidity Ratios 

Liquidity ratios are designed to measure an organization’s ability to meet its short-term 

financial obligations when, and as they fall due. There are several of these ratios. One 

of the oldest is the current ratio. 
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Current assets 
Current Ratio = —— 

Current liabilities 

In this ratio, the main categories of current assets include; cash, short-term marketable 

securities, accounts receivable, inventories, and prepaid expenses. The main categories 

of current liabilities include; accounts payable, dividends, taxes due within one year, and 

short-term bank loans (Foster). The larger this ratio, the more liquid an organization 

is and hence, the easier it should be for them to meet their current obligations. 

Although the current ratio is considered fairly important by analysts (Gibson) it is not 

without its critics. One criticism associated with this measure is that it can change rap- 

idly. For example, if the ratio is anything other than one, the purchase of inventory on 

account will cause a decrease in the ratio. The result of this is that at any given point 

in time the current ratio may not be representative of its average. Also, such a situation 

offers management an easy method by which to windowdress financial statements. An- 

other problem associated with the current ratio can arise during times of inflation. 

When inflation is high, tax savings can be obtained by using the LIFO inventory valu- 

ation method, yet LIFO results in a lower asset base and hence, a lower current ratio. 

Another frequent criticism of the current ratio is that it does not consider the timing 

necessary to liquidate assets and liabilities. This can be a problem since most current 

liabilities require payment within a relatively short period of time, often 30 days or less, 

while many current assets take considerably more time to liquidate (Fleming). 

Concerns regarding the time necessary to liquidate inventories and prepaid expenses, and 

the effects caused by the inventory valuation method chosen, led to the development of 

the quick ratio. 
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Quick Ratio = Cash + Short-term marketable securities + Accounts receivable 
Current liabilities 

OR 

Current assets - Prepaid items - Inventory 

Quick Ratio Current liabilities 
  

The assets in the numerators of these equations are referred to as quick assets since they 

can be quickly liquidated. 

Although some analysts prefer the quick ratio to the current ratio, it still accounts for 

neither the timing nor the magnitude of future cash inflows and outflows. These criti- 

cisms led to proposals for cash-based and fund-flow-based liquidity ratios. An example 

of one of these is the defensive interval measure. This ratio was designed to measure the 

number of days the defensive assets can service the daily operating expenditures of an 

organization. 

Total defensive assets 
Defensive Interval Measure = 

Projected daily operating expenses 

Defensive assets include; cash, short-term marketable securities, and accounts receivable. 

Projected daily operating expenses include all projected operating costs requiring the use 

of defensive assets (Davidson, et. al.). 

Leverage/Capital Structure Ratios 
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Leverage/Capital structure ratios are designed to measure both the extent to which 

non-equity capital is used in a firm and the long-run ability of a firm to meet payments 

to its non-equity suppliers of capital. One of the more commonly stated ratios is the 

long-term debt to equity ratio. 

Long-term debt 

Shareholders’ equity 
  Long-Term Debt to Equity Ratio = 

This ratio gives an indication of a firm’s long-run ability to meet payments to non-equity 

suppliers of capital. Unfortunately, this is a difficult ratio to use when comparing firms, 

as there is not general agreement in either the accounting literature or in published fi- 

nancial reports on the precise distinction between liabilities and equity. Thus, prior to 

calculating the above ratio, an analyst needs to determine how items such as deferred 

tax, preferred stock, etc. will be treated (Foster). 

Equity investors are often concerned with the extent to which a company is being fi- 

nanced by external parties. The long-term debt to equity ratio does not measure this 

as it only includes long-term debt. Therefore, another ratio has been developed to ad- 

dress their concerns. 

Current liabilities + Long-term debt 

Shareholders’ equity 
  Total Debt to Equity Ratio = 

Due to the different possible valuation methods of stocks and bonds, and the different 

definitions of long-term debt, valuation questions have arisin with both of the above 

Leverage/Capital structure ratios. A criticism which has also been cited concerning 
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these ratios is that they do not account for the funds-flow necessary to service long-term 

debts. These criticisms have led to another type of Leverage/Capital structure ratio. 

Operating Income 

Annual interest payments 
  Times Interest Earned Ratio = 

This ratio, which measures the number of times an organization’s operating income can 

cover its interest on debt, was designed to evaluate a firm’s ability to meet its interest 

payments (Foster). 

Profitability Ratios 

Profitability ratios are used to measure the relative profitability of two or more organ- 

izations. Profitability refers to a firm’s ability to generate revenues in excess of its ex- 

penses. One such measure is the return on total assets. 

Return on Total Assets = 

Net income after tax + Interest expenses - Tax benefit of interest expense 

Total assets 
  

This ratio was designed to measure how efficiently a firm is utilizing its total assets. 

Another profitability ratio, one which was developed to measure the percentage of each 

sales dollar remaining to provide for other expenses and to contribute to net profit after 

the cost of the goods sold is covered, is the gross profit ratio. 

Gross Profit 
Gross Profit Ratio = Net Sales 
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Unfortunately, total gross profit is greatly affected by inventory rate. Therefore, it 

should be used only as a guideline to indicate whether the company in question is in line 

with others in the same industry (Hopson, et. al.). 

A more conservative measure of profitability than the gross profit ratio, is the net profit 

ratio. 

Net Income before Taxes 
Net Profit Ratio = Net Sales 

This ratio is important in comparing prior years’ profitabilities to industry averages in 

order to determine a company’s financial position (Hopson, et.al.). 

Common stockholders are often concerned with the efficiency with which their equity is 

being used by the firm. A common measure of this is return on equity. 

Net available to common 

Return on Equity = Common shareholders’ equity 

Another profitability ratio, one which was designed to measure how much of each re- 

venue dollar is consumed before taxes, is the expenses to revenue ratio. 

Expenses (before tax) 

Revenues 
  Expenses to Revenue = 

A ratio of greater than one indicates that a firm is not generating enough revenue to 

meet its before tax expenses. 
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Turnover Ratios 

Turnover ratios are designed to measure the efficiency with which an organization is 

employing its assets. One of the more common ones is the total asset turnover ratio. 

Sales 
Average total assets 
  Total Asset Turnover = 

This ratio measures the number of times annual sales cover total assets. When exam- 

ining this ratio, it is important to also examine the earnings/sales ratio, as firms may 

trade off an increase in asset turnover ratio for a decrease in the earnings/sales ratio 

(Foster). This can be achieved by lowering prices to increase sales to the point where 

earnings are compromised. 

Another turnover ratio of interest is the accounts receivable turnover ratio. 

Sales 
Accounts Receivable Turnover = 

Average (net) accounts receivable 

This ratio gives an indication of how many times a year receivables are turned over. By 

dividing 365 by this ratio, an analyst can also obtain an estimate of the average col- 

lection period of credit sales. 

Another turnover ratio of interest is one which measures how fast a company turns over 

its inventory. 

Sales 
Inventory Turnover = - 

: ; Average inventory 
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Common Stock Security Ratios 

Several ratios have been developed for the benefit of equity investors. One of the most 

important of these ratios is earnings per share (EPS). 

Net income available for common 
EPS = Number of shares outstanding 

Differences in EPS across firms can be difficult to interpret as policy choices regarding 

stock varies among firms. For example, two firms with the same assets, same earnings, 

etc. could have different EPS figures because of a choice made years ago concerning the 

number of shares to issue, or because of differences in in dividend policies (Foster). 

Other frequently computed ratios for equity investors are book value per share and div- 

idends per share. 

Shareholders’ equity 

Number of shares outstanding 
  Book Value per share = 

Dividends paid on common 

Number of shares outstanding 
  Dividends per share = 

The above three ratios are examples of ratios published by investment services such as 

Value Line, Moody’s, and Standard & Poor’s (Foster). 

3.3.1.4 Commonly Used Ratios 

Earlier it was stated that the ratios presented in this research do not represent an ex- 

haustive listing, rather they include some of the more common ones. Of interest to re- 
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searchers and practitioners alike is the determination of ratios which analysts actually 

use. An examination of the objectives of the different groups of decision makers gives 

an indication of which decision makers use which categories of ratios, but such an ex- 

amination does not suggest the specific ratios which a given decision maker would use. 

In order to determine which ratios are most commonly used in practice, several re- 

searchers have conducted surveys of analysts while others have performed studies based 

on empirical evidence. 

Hopson, Ormsby and Hemingway compiled a list of ratios which they feel are important 

when gathering information for a loan proposal. Their research is concerned with de- 

termining what information is pertinent to a bank when determining whether or not the 

bank should extend credit to a particular client. They do not explicitly state whether 

such loan proposals are for short-term or long-term credit, however, organizations tend 

to use banks much more often for short-term credit. Interestingly, the list of ratios 

Hopson et. al. feel are appropriate are not just measures of liquidity, as one would ex- 

pect of short-term investors, but rather liquidity, turnover, leverage and profitability ra- 

tios. In particular, the ratios they suggest include; current ratio, quick ratio, accounts 

receivable turnover ratio, debt-to-equity ratio, times interest earned, gross profit ratio, 

net profit ratio, return on assets, and return on equity (Hopson, Ormsby and 

Hemingway). 

Charles Gibson conducted a survey of certified financial analysts (CFA’s) regarding their 

views on 60 financial ratios. They were each asked to rate each of the ratios according 

to how they viewed its relative importance. The CFA’s chosen were members of the 

Financial Analysts Federation and had titles such as partner, vice president-investments, 

vice president-research, and president and investment analyst. Gibson found that these 
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CFA’s gave the highest significance ratings to profitability ratios. They considered re- 

turn on equity after tax to be by far the most significant ratio and four of the next five 

most significant ratios were also profitability ratios. These include; earnings per share, 

net profit margin after tax, return on equity before tax, and net profit margin before tax. 

The measure that received the second highest rating overall was the price-earnings (P/E) 

ratio, which these analysts put in the category of ‘other’ ratios (Gibson). The P/E ratio 

is a measure of what price investors stand willing to pay for a specified earnings level, 

for a specific organization. 

In the debt-ratio category, Gibson found that the two highest rated ratios were fixed 

charge coverage and times interest earned, rated seventh and ninth respectively. The two 

highest rated liquidity ratios were the quick ratio and the current ratio, rated eighth and 

twentieth respectively. From these results one can infer that CFA’s are more concerned 

with long-term profitability than with the ability to pay current debts (Gibson). It 

should be noted that Gibson’s categorization of ratios is slightly different from the one 

discussed earlier. In particular, he does not have a specific category for turnover ratios, 

therefore there are no results concerning this category. An examination of his results 

though show that these ratios were placed under the liquidity ratio category and were 

all given ranks of average importance (Gibson). 

The five categories of financial ratios discussed earlier are the categories most frequently 

cited in the literature. However, such a classification scheme has little in explicit the- 

oretical or empirical underpinnings. There is little in economic theory to suggest that 

such categories are either a mutually exclusive or a collectively exhaustive set of financial 

characteristics of an organization. Therefore, Pinches, Mingo, and Caruthers published 

a study in 1973 that contains some empirical evidence regarding this topic. 
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Pinches, Mingo and Caruthers cited two major criticisms of the traditional classification 

scheme. These being that it 1) is “ad hoc,” and 2) fails to “take account of the empirical 

relationships existing between and among financial ratios.” Therefore, they performed 

a study in order to develop empirically-based classifications of financial ratios (Pinches 

et. al.). The sample they used was 221 Compustat industrial firms over the 1951-1969 

period. Beginning with 40 financial ratios, they used factor analysis to group these into 

seven factors or independent categories. Then looking at the financial ratios within each 

category, they attached the following seven labels to the factors: 

1. Return on investment, 

Financial leverage, 

Capital intensiveness, 

Inventory intensiveness, 

Receivables intensiveness, 

Short-term liquidity, and 

4 
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Cash position. 

A couple of interesting differences between Pinches et.al.’s categories and the traditional 

ones are worthy of note. First, there are three different categories of intensiveness, or 

activity, while under the traditional approach all measures of activity are grouped under 

the turnover ratios. And second, cash position and liquidity fall under separate catego- 

ries while they are grouped into one under the traditional approach (Foster). 

The greatest motivation for grouping financial ratios into categories such as those es- 

tablished by Pinches et.al., is to aid in the understanding and prediction of financial 

patterns in an organization. Unfortunately, due to the diversity of contexts in which fi- 

nancial statements are used, there is no one classification which will always be appro- 

priate. Thus, financial analysts are left with using classifications developed by others 
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which may not be the best for their purposes, or with developing categories for them- 

selves. 

3.3.2. Time-Series Techniques 

The evaluation of an organization’s financial position over time can be useful to man- 

agement and analysts alike. With this information, they can make predictions about 

future measures of interest such as earnings, sales, ratios, etc. An analysis of this type 

requires time-series analysis and there are three types of analyses available using such 

techniques. These are trend statements, common-size statements, and financial ratio 

analysis (Foster). An examination of each will be presented in the following sections. 

3.3.2.1 Trend Statements 

Trend statements are the financial statements of several years, expressed as percentages 

of one of those years. A base year is chosen, typically the first year in the series, and 

then for each item in subsequent years, the dollar value of the item is divided through 

by the dollar value of the corresponding item in the base year, resulting in a value which 

is in percentage terms of the base year. From these statements, analysts look for trends, 

both within the organization, and between the organization and the industry. From 

these trends, analysts watch for signs of opportunity as well as for signs of distress. 

Trend statements will not tell an analyst the underlying factors responsible for a trend, 

but they will aid an analyst in determining where further analysis is warranted. 
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3.3.2.2 Common Size Statements 

The common-size statement technique discussed earlier can also be used in time-series 

analysis. By placing several successive common-size statements together, changes in the 

composition of an organization’s assets, liabilities, and capital structure can be observed. 

This technique will not establish the underlying causes of changes in composition, but 

it will make such changes clearly observable. 

3.3.2.3 Financial Ratios 

Time-series analysis can also be performed on financial ratios. Most of the literature 

devoted to this topic focuses on ratios associated with earnings. One of the more widely 

researched of the earnings ratios is the earnings per share ratio. 

When using time-series analysis to predict annual earnings, several researchers have 

found that using only annual historical earnings figures results in forecasts which are no 

more accurate than those of an essentially random process (Foster, Albrecht et. al., and 

Watts and Leftwich). But, models developed which use both annual earnings and ex- 

ternal information, have been found to yield significant results (Chant). Therefore, 

many researchers have turned away from the idea of models based only on historical 

earnings to either models based solely on external information, or models based on a 

combination of the two. 

Brown and Rozeff, Collins and Hopwood, and Elton, Gruber and Gultekin have all 

concluded from their research that analysts’ predictions are more accurate than time- 

series models based on historical information. All of this research has been concerned 
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with finding a best forecasting method. Conroy and Harris expanded upon this research 

by combining forecasting methods. They had three objectives in performing their study. 

First, to further test the hypothesis tested by several before, that analysts’ forecasts are 

better predictors than time-series models. They ‘further’ tested the hypothesis by using 

more current data, that is, data from the early 1980’s. Second, to construct a consensus 

of both analysts’ and time-series forecasts. And third, to explore the effects of various 

factors on the relative accuracy of analysts and on the benefits that may be derived from 

forming consensus forecasts including; number of analysts, dispersion of their forecasts, 

and horizon of forecast (Conroy and Harris). 

Conroy and Harris tested six different methods of forecasting earnings per share, which 

include; the mean of analysts’ forecasts, a random walk model, the best of five different 

time-series models, and three different models which are combinations of analysts’ fore- 

casts and either the random walk model or the best time-series model. They found that 

over short horizons, the mean of analysts’ forecasts outperformed each of the other 

methods, however, as the forecast horizon increased, there was a clear deterioration of 

analysts’ ability to predict earnings per share. Concerning the number of analysts used 

in calculating the mean analysts’ forecast, they found that forecast errors tend to de- 

crease as the number of analysts increases. This intuitively seems reasonable, although 

not for the reason cited by Conroy and Harris. They state that this occurs because 

“more analysts follow companies whose underlying earnings streams are less variable 

and hence amenable to more accurate forecasting even with a random walk model” 

(Conroy and Harris,p. 733). Their overall findings then were that the combinations of 

analysts’ and time-series forecasts provide forecasting benefits over longer time periods, 

although this effect is lessened as the number of analysts that follow a specific stock in- 

creases. In terms of weighting the factors incorporated in a model, they found that a 
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simple average of analysts’ and random walk forecasts typically outperforms combina- 

tions using weights based on past forecasts (Conroy and Harris). 

The results of all of this research are fairly consistent, suggesting that accounting data 

alone is helpful but analysts’ predictions are better, and a combination of the two will 

generally yield more accurate results than either one independently. Therefore, if one is 

interested in predicting a given organization’s earnings, one should use a technique that 

uses all available information. This includes; accounting data, analysts’ forecasts, and 

market data. 

3.3.3 Problems with Obtaining and Applying this Information 

Obtaining all of the information necessary to perform a thorough analysis of an organ- 

ization’s financial position can be difficult, and at times even impossible. Financial 

statements can generally be obtained fairly easily, but not always. Some factors which 

affect an organization’s financial position are not quantifiable, others are surrounded 

by uncertainty, and still others are totally unknown. Therefore, collecting all of the ap- 

plicable information can be a very arduous task. 

The following sections present a discussion of the limitations of accounting data, the 

problems inherent in determining industry norms, how different accounting methods 

may affect the results of financial analysis, and information which is applicable to fi- 

nancial analysis. 
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3.3.3.1 Limitations of Accounting Data 

Although financial statement analysis appears to be a fairly objective operation, there 

are limitations inherent in any accounting data that an analyst might use. In order to 

represent an organization’s operations in the form of financial statements, highly com- 

plex economic events and activities must be simplified, summarized and are often sub- 

jected to personal judgements and estimates. This simplification process is necessary in 

order to categorize the great number of economic events into a workable number of 

classes, but this simplification can only occur at the expense of retaining detail. The 

result of this simplification is that financial statements may not be as clear and descrip- 

tive as an analyst might desire (Bernstein). 

The frequent need for reporting via financial statements rarely, if ever, coincides with the 

total life span of an organization. Therefore, many of the numbers reported are merely 

estimates, some of which are more accurate than others. For example, firms must fre- 

quently estimate the timing of receivables, along with the expected loss inherent in 

receivables (Bernstein). 

The accounting profession’s generally accepted method of recording the value of an as- 

set, is to record it at actual cost. Although this is the most objective technique available, 

it is not without limitations. In the assessment of the value of an organization, a credi- 

tor or analyst is not interested in the cost less depreciation value of assets, but rather in 

their current market prices. 

Money has not maintained its quality as a standard of value over time due to the effects 

of inflation (deflation). Thus, summing the money cost of goods purchased in 1975 with 
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those purchased in 1985 may result in serious distortions. Since financial statements are 

expressed in monetary terms, they are very much subject to this type of distortion. 

3.3.3.2 Industry Norms 

A problem often encountered when comparing organizational averages to industry av- 

erages, is the determination of that industry. If some measure of a given organization 

is compared with the corresponding industry average, a difference (or similarity) could 

be very misleading if the industry average is not appropriate. Barron lists several causes 

of poorly specified averages: 

1, “Groupings based on conventional product-based industries may not be ap- 
propriate, 

2. Even when conventional industries are an appropriate basis, they are ex- 
tremely difficult to define in practice since so many companies span several 
industries, 

3. The existence of subsidiary and associate relationships makes it difficult to 
completely avoid double counting certain companies, 

4. Good quality computer readable data are only available for large companies. 
It is hard or even impossible to acquire similar data for smaller companies, 

5. During any sample period some new companies will be born while others 
will die. Since these companies may be somewhat atypical, their inclusion 
or exclusion is likely to be important and may lead to systematic bias, and 

6. Sample companies are unlikely to share one year end. Unless care is taken, 
actual year ends may span as much as twelve months” (Baron, pp. 275-276). 

Even after a determination of the industry has been made, there is still another issue to 

be resolved, which is the determination of the industry norm. When comparing indi- 

vidual ratios to those of the industry, some analysts prefer to use the industry mean 

while others prefer the industry median. Although there is no theoretical underpinning 

for their choice, both Robert Morris Associated’s Annual Statement Studies and Dun & 
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Bradstreet’s Key Business Ratios report median values (Foster). For those who prefer 

to use industry averages, two other issues must be addressed. The first is to determine 

whether the arithmetic mean or a value-weighted mean should be used. The second is 

to determine how outliers and nonsense values should be treated. 

3.3.3.3 Accounting Methods 

The different accounting techniques used by different firms may affect the results of 

compiled industry norms. For example, some firms value their inventory using LIFO 

while others use FIFO. All firms do not agree on what constitutes equity capital. 

Therefore, when compiling industry averages it must be determined first whether or not 

these differences in accounting methods could bias the industry averages in any way, and 

if it is determined that they can, a decision must be made regarding how to deal with this 

situation. 

Research Findings Regarding Differences in Accounting Methods 

Much research has been done regarding how different accounting methods affect finan- 

cial statements. Two of the more extensively researched areas have been LI FO versus 

FIFO inventory valuation methods and historical cost versus general price level adjusted 

accounting. Since these are two of the more extensively studied areas discussed in the 

literature, these will be the ones discussed in the sections which follow. 

LIFO versus FIFO 
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Derstine and Huefner examined the effects of LIFO versus FIFO inventory valuation 

methods on the dividend payout ratio and the average leverage ratio, over the 1951 to 

1960 period. From their analysis, they obtained a correlation coefficient of .971 for the 

dividend payout ratio and one of .997 for the leverage ratio and concluded from these 

that the difference in inventory valuation method used has little effect on either ratio 

(Derstine and Huefner). 

Also interested in the effect of LIFO versus FIFO, Holdren examined their different ef- 

fects on the current ratio, the inventory turnover ratio and the net profit to sales ratio, 

over the 1950 to 1958 period. The correlation coefficients for these ratios, like those of 

Derstine and Huefner, were quite high, ranging from .822 for the current ratio in 1953 

to 1.0 for the current ratio in 1951 (Foster). Thus, the results of these two studies were 

consistent, leading one to the conclusion that the inventory valuation method an or- 

ganization chooses has little effect on financial ratios. 

Historical Cost versus General Price Level 

Because historical value is rarely a good estimator of the true value of assets, it is often 

questioned whether or not performing financial statement analysis on balance sheets 

which use historical costs is adequate. It has often been hypothesized that using a gen- 

eral price level adjusted (GPLA) valuation of assets would result in a better represen- 

tation of an organization’s true financial position. Rosenfield performed a study to test 

the effects the pricing valuation method used would have on net income, using the data 

collected by the AICPA after issuing Accounting Research Study No. 6 (Reporting the 

Financial Effects of Price-Level Changes). He concluded that ignoring inflation in 

historical-dollar statements resulted in understating net income for some companies and 

overstating net income for other companies (Rosenfield). In this study, Rosenfield did 
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not examine the correlation between any relative measures of income. Since most 

measures used in financial statement analysis are relative ones, Foster took Rosenfield’s 

study one step further to examine the relationship between historical cost rate of return 

and GPLA rate of return. He found that the Pearson correlation coefficient between 

these two was .98, implying that relative measures are less sensitive to different asset 

valuation methods than absolute ones (Foster). 

Another study examining historical cost versus GPLA numbers was conducted by 

Peterson. He was interested in determining whether or not a difference existed in the 

rankings of companies based on GPLA numbers and historical cost numbers. His re- 

search tested this difference for both the return on equity ratio and the net income ratio. 

His results showed Spearman rank correlation coefficients of .974 for the return on eq- 

uity ratio and .989 for the net income ratio (Peterson). 

A much more recent study, one conducted by Lovata and Philipich, was also performed 

to determine whether or not using replacement cost to value assets, rather than historical 

cost, might have an effect on the rankings of firms. They divided the firms used in their 

study into industries and then examined the differences in rankings only within each in- 

dustry. Lovata and Philipich compared the rankings using both historical cost and re- 

placement cost of five measures; operating income, net assets, return on assets, the 

current ratio, and the debt to equity ratio. Their findings were that for all of the ratios 

combined, about 64% of the industry correlations were not less than .89, while only 13% 

were less than .80. They conclude from these results that using replacement cost data 

in order to better represent the financial position of an organization, relative to that of 

others in its industry, is highly questionable, given the costliness of obtaining such data 

(Lovata and Philipich). 
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The results of all of these studies appear to be fairly consistent, leading one to conclude 

that differences in accounting methods have little effect on financial analyses. Thus, for 

financial statement analysis purposes, little concern needs to be given regarding these 

differences in accounting policies. 

3.3.3.4 Applicable Information 

A problem inherent in developing a model to perform any type of financial analysis is 

in determining what factors apply and how they can be incorporated into the model. 

Earlier it was established that many non-quantitative factors have an effect on an or- 

ganization’s financial position. Some examples are employee relations, customer re- 

lations, and relations with those whose environment is affected by the operations and 

actions of the organization. Due to the difficulty encountered in trying to validly in- 

corporate these factors into models, most models found throughout the literature in- 

volving any type of financial analysis are based on empirical grounds, rather than on 

theoretical grounds. 

3.3.4 Financial Distress Prediction 

The early prediction of financial distress can be very beneficial to many people. The 

actual detection of such distress is not a simple task as there is no predetermined criteria 

for establishing financial distress. The following sections discuss the parties which have 

an interest in predicting such distress, some models which have been developed to predict 

financial distress, and the limitations inherent in these models. 
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3.3.4.1 Parties Interested in Financial Distress Prediction 

Many decision makers who have an interest in the maintenance of a given organization 

can benefit from the prediction of financial distress. One of the main groups of 

benefactors of this information are the issuers of public policy and regulatory authori- 

ties. In some industries, regulatory agencies monitor the financial solvency and stability 

of companies on a regular basis. For example, insurance commissioners monitor the 

solvency of insurance companies to protect policy holders, while the Interstate Com- 

merce Commission monitors the solvency of railroads to protect the public in general 

(Foster). 

Financial distress prediction models can also be useful in legal decisions, for example, in 

antitrust cases. One defense against violating an antitrust law is the failing company 

doctrine. This doctrine holds that “the likely harm to communities, employees, creditors, 

and owners associated with a failing business that might be forced into liquidation pro- 

ceedings outweighs harm to competition caused by allowing a failing and presumably 

weak but still intact firm to merge with a competitor” (Blum). Thus, the courts may al- 

low a merger between two companies that otherwise would not have been legal. 

Banks can find financial distress models helpful in both evaluating loan proposals and 

in Monitoring outstanding loans. Auditors can also use such models to address the as- 

sumption that the business they are auditing will remain a going concern. The greatest 

benefactors of financial distress models are the management and investors of a firm, as 

early prediction of distress can lead them into quick action (Foster). 
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3.3.4.2 Problems in Predicting Financial Distress 

A problem encountered when trying to determine financial distress in an organization is 

with the definition of the term itself. It is extremely rare to find an organization which 

is a healthy viable economic enterprise one day and bankrupt the next. Financial de- 

gradation is something which occurs over time. There is generally a continuum of events 

which leads up to liquidations, e.g., declining share of major product markets, deferment 

of payments to short-term creditors, omission of a preferred dividend, and finally the 

filing of a chapter X or XI bankruptcy. Research on developing financial distress models 

seeks to determine points on this continuum that can serve as criteria for distinguishing 

distressed from non-distressed organizations (Foster). 

Detecting financial distress in not-for-profit organizations is much more difficult than in 

profit oriented ones, since fulfillment of their goals cannot be measured in monetary 

terms. Suppose for example that a private university is having trouble meeting its op- 

erating expenses. They have several options available to them. For example, they could 

close down the school and sell the physical facilities, they could merge with another 

university, they could reduce research grants and library acquisitions or they could in- 

crease existing faculty loads. Any of these options would result in a change in the goals 

and missions of the university, but such a change in goals is not in and of itself a pre- 

dictor of financial distress. For an outsider trying to predict financial distress only the 

first alternative (closing the school) would be evidence of distress. 
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3.3.4.3 Financial Distress Prediction Models 

Several univariate models and several multivariate models have been developed to aid in 

the determination of financial distress. The univariate approach involves the prediction 

of distress from a single variable. This approach involves 2 assumptions: 

1. “the distribution of the variable for distressed firms differs systematically 
from the distribution of the variable for the non-distressed firms, and 

2. these systematic differences can be capitalized on for prediction purposes” 
(Foster). 

The validity of the first assumption can be determined by using a statistical test for the 

difference between two means. If the results show that a statistically significant differ- 

ence exists, then step two involves determining how the differences in mean values can 

be used for prediction purposes (assumption 2). There are several univariate approaches 

to prediction. One is that developed by Beaver, called the Dichotomous Classification 

Test, which involves ranking organizations in a sample by the ratio involved and visually 

choosing a cut-off rate between distressed and non-distressed organizations. The cut-off 

rate chosen is the one which misclassifies the fewest number of organizations. The study 

conducted by Beaver consisted of a sample of 79 failed firms and 79 non-failed firms, 

which were paired on the basis of industry and asset size. Using the Dichotomous 

Classification Test, he compared the means of 30 financial ratios for each of the failed 

and non-failed firms for the 5 years prior to failure. In general he found that there was 

a marked difference in the behavior of the mean financial ratios of the two groups. The 

two ratios that exhibited the largest differences were the cash flow to total debt ratio and 

the net income to total asset ratio. These both showed a misclassification rate of only 

13% one year prior to failure (Beaver). 
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A major problem associated with using univariate models for the prediction of financial 

distress is that if more than one model is used, the results may be inconsistent. For ex- 

ample, the cash flow to total debt may predict distress for a given firm while the current 

ratio makes the firm look extremely stable. This problem has caused several researchers 

to develop multivariate models. In building a multivariate model there are several issues 

which must be addressed: 

1. “what form should the model take (e.g., linear or multiplicative)? 

2. what variables should be included?, and 

3. what weights should be applied to the variables?” (Foster). 

Unfortunately, there is little in the theoretical literature to aid a model builder in ad- 

. dressing the above issues. Therefore, most research in this direction has been of an 

empirical nature. 

One example of a multivariate model built for the prediction of bankruptcy is that de- 

veloped by Altman. He used a sample of 66 firms which consisted of 33 non-bankrupt 

firms paired on the basis of industry and asset size with 33 bankrupt firms. For each 

firm, 22 ratios were found and then the following five ratios were finally used as the 

variables in his model; working capital to total assets, retained earnings to total assets, 

earnings before interest and taxes to total assets, market value of equity to book value 

of total debt, and sales to total assets. The discriminant function chosen after numerous 

computer runs showed fairly good results. From his sample, the misclassification rate 

was 5%, the type I error rate 6%, and the type II error rate 3%. He then ran 2 vali- 

dation tests on this model. The first was a sample of 25 bankrupt firms, only one of 

which was misclassified by the model. The second was a sample of 66 non-bankrupt 

firms which had “suffered temporary profitability difficulties” but had not gone bank- 

rupt. His function correctly predicted 52 out of these 66 to be non-bankrupt (Altman). 
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3.3.4.4 Limitations of Models 

Several limitations have been cited regarding the use of financial distress models. As 

noted earlier, the models to date have all been based on empirical grounds. Since no 

theory is available for determining the variable(s) or weights in a model, the practice of 

generalizing to a population from a sample is questionable. Another commonly cited 

criticism of much of the current research is the sampling techniques used. Often re- 

searchers require that organizations in their sample have 3 or 5 years of financial data 

available. Unfortunately, the probability of organizations failing is highest in their ear- 

liest years. Thus, many of the likely candidates for such samples are passed over (Fos- 

ter). An assumption inherent in using any model validated using historical data to 

predict the future, is that the future will replicate the past. This assumption is impossible 

to validate and even difficult to justify in a changing environment. 

3.3.5 Differences Between Profit Oriented Organizations and 

Not-for-Profit Organizations 

~ 

The goals and objectives of profit organizations are quite different from those of not- 

for-profit organizations. As the name implies, one of the major goals of profit oriented 

organizations is to earn a profit. This is very often not the sole objective, but without 

profits an organization cannot survive and prosper. Not-for-profit organizations, on the 

other hand, do not strive to earn a profit. Rather, their major objective is something 

other than to earn a profit. Quite often their objective is to provide a service for the 

benefit of either society as a whole, or for a particular group. This difference in goals 

and objectives may result in differences not only in the operations of the organization, 
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but also in the accounting methods used and their degree of reliance on budgeting. The 

following section presents some common differences in accounting methods and 1s fol- 

lowed by a discussion of the differences in budgeting. 

3.3.5.1 Accounting Methods 

The main purpose in keeping accounting records for any organization is to account for 

funds which have been received and disbursed. Since profit oriented organizations exist 

primarily to earn a profit, their financial statements have been developed to make 

measures of profitability easy to read. In contrast, not-for-profit organizations’ financial 

statements have been developed so that revenues and expenses can be justified, with no 

interest in measuring profitability. 

There are six areas where accounting methods followed by not-for-profit organizations 

often differ from those of profit oriented organizations. These include; cash versus ac- 

crual accounting, fund accounting, treatment of fixed assets, transfers and appropri- 

ations, contributions, pledges and noncash contributions (Gross and Jablonsky), and the 

determination of the value of a new project. Each of these areas will be presented in the 

following sections. 

Cash versus Accrual Accounting 

Most profit oriented organizations follow accrual methods of accounting. In an accrual 

system, one records not only transactions resulting from the receipts and disbursements 

of cash, but also those resulting in obligations, such as money the organization owes 

others or others owe them. Accrual based systems also record fixed assets at their ori- 
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ginal value and expense them over their useful lives. Many not-for-profit organizations 

use the cash basis method of accounting. Under this method, only transactions in which 

cash is involved are recorded. Generally, the accrual method of accounting gives a more 

accurate representation of an organization’s financial position. The reason that many 

not-for-profits still use cash basis accounting is that it is simpler to maintain and because 

often they owe very little to others and vice versa. If this is the case, then the difference 

between a cash system and an accrual system is immaterial. Also, the accounting pro- 

fession does not require that not-for-profits adopt accrual accounting methods. Even 

so, many not-for-profits, particularly larger ones with sizable amounts of receivables and 

fixed assets, have switched over to accrual accounting methods as it gives them a better 

representation of their financial position. 

Fund Accounting 

Not-for-profit organizations very often use fund accounting, which is never used in 

profit oriented organizations. Fund accounting is a system in which assets restricted by 

their donors are segregated into categories, or funds, according to their restrictions. The 

organization then presents a different set of financial statements for each fund. Al- 

though this concept is easy enough to understand, it results in financial statements which 

are quite voluminous and often difficult to comprehend. This sometimes causes prob- 

lems in terms of both meaningful disclosure and comparability with the financial state- 

ments of commercial enterprises (Gross and Jablonsky). 

Treatment of Fixed Assets 

The treatment of fixed assets often causes the most confusion for readers of not-for- 

profit organizations’ financial statements. In profit oriented organizations, fixed assets 
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are almost always recorded as assets on the balance sheet and depreciated over their 

expected lives. In not-for-profit organizations, there is no standard regarding fixed as- 

sets. Some treat them as profit oriented enterprises do. Others write them off as an 

expense item when they are purchased. And still others write them off as fixed asset 

purchases and then turn around and capitalize them on the balance sheet. Some of these 

depreciate them while others do not (Gross and Jablonsky). 

Transfers and Appropriations 

Not-for-profit organizations frequently make transfers between ‘funds.’ If these trans- 

fers are not carefully disclosed, they can be a source of confusion for readers of the fi- 

nancial statements. Some organizations also make appropriations for specific future 

projects, that is, they set aside money for a specific purpose. These also tend to cause 

confusion for readers. There are no counterparts for either transfers or appropriations 

in profit oriented organizations. 

Contributions, Pledges, and Noncash Contributions 

Profit oriented organizations do not recognize ‘pledges.’ If someone is indebted to them, 

it is a legally binding agreement and can be recorded as such on the balance sheet. In 

not-for-profit organizations, pledges may or may not be legally binding, depending upon 

the circumstance. Thus, whether or not to record pledges which are not legally binding 

is often an issue of concern to them. Another issue facing not-for-profit organizations, 

which is not applicable to profit oriented enterprises is the determination of where and 

how to report both restricted and unrestricted noncash contributions in financial state- 

ments (Gross and Jalonsky). 
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Capital Budgeting versus Cost Benefit Analysis 

When determining whether or not a new project should be undertaken, profit oriented 

organizations generally use some type of capital budgeting technique. Such techniques 

compare expected inflows of cash with expected outflows, and accounting for their tim- 

ing, determine whether or not the project is economically beneficial to the organization. 

Unfortunately, such quantifiable techniques cannot generally be used by not-for-profit 

organizations. The reason is that the benefit derived from their projects is not an inflow 

of cash, but rather the fulfillment of some socially desirable need. Many not-for-profit 

organizations use cost benefit analysis to help them evaluate the worth of their projects. 

Cost benefit analysis compares the costs of a given program with some non-monetary 

measure of the benefits that are expected as the results of incurring the cost. Generally, 

the costs can be calculated in monetary terms. The benefits, which usually cannot be 

calculated in monetary terms, are carefully described in words. Such analyses cannot 

give management a simple go or no go decision, but it is a structured approach to eval- 

uating projects that is be especially beneficial in ranking projects. 

3.3.5.2 Budgeting 

Budgeting is a cost control technique which is almost always used in not-for-profit or- 

ganizations. It is frequently also used in profit oriented enterprises, however, it is not 

as important to them. In profit oriented enterprises, budgets are used to serve as a 

guideline. Deviations are monitored for signs of trouble, but a deviation in and of itself 

does not signal a problem. In not-for-profit organizations, budgets serve as more than 

guidelines, they are usually considered binding laws, or limits which must be stayed 

within. For example, many governments prepare budgets and submit them to the proper 
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authorities. The authorities then evaluate them, perhaps rearrange and/or cut them, and 

finally authorize them. After this process is complete, the budget is legally binding. 

Thus, if it appears that a department cannot live within its budget, it must obtain per- 

mission from the supervisory authority to spend beyond its limits. Many other not-for- 

profit organizations are also set up in this manner to keep management under control. 

Many of these budgets are line item budgets which are even more restricting. A line item 

budget is one in which a specific dollar amount is set aside for each line item, and 

transfers between line items cannot be made without the proper authorization. For ex- 

ample, if a university department was set up in this manner, and a professor decided that 

he would rather have a new computer (which had not been budgeted for) rather than a 

trip to a conference in Hawaii (which had been budgeted for), he could not just decide 

to buy the computer as that would overspend the computer allowance. Rather he would 

have to go through the proper channels to have the budget changed. This type of 

budgeting can be quite cumbersome for management but it does control them. Such 

budgeting techniques however, can lead to behavior which is dysfunctional to the or- 

ganization. Since yearly budgets are often determined by the previous year’s budget, 

management should spend up to their limit if they do not want their budgets reduced. 

This factor of budgeting has been known to cause incredible waste. 

3.3.6 Financial Analysis of Not-for-Profit Organizations 

The techniques used to evaluate an organization’s financial position discussed earlier, 

were developed primarily for profit oriented organizations. Some of these techniques 

are directly applicable to not-for-profit organizations, while others are not. Those that 

do apply should be performed directly on not-for-profit organizations only after adjust- 
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ments have been made to the organization’s financial statements which make them 

conform to generally accepted accounting principles. The accounting methods used in 

not-for-profit organizations which are not used in profit oriented organizations may 

cause an analyst some problems, but these problems are not insurmountable. The ana- 

lyst merely needs to make the financial statements mirror those of a profit oriented en- 

terprise. In other words, cash basis financial statements must be put on an accrual basis 

and fixed assets must be capitalized and depreciated. This is not to suggest that the fi- 

nancial statements presented to the public must use the ‘standard’ methods of account- 

ing, just those used for financial statement analysis. 

An issue that an analyst must address when facing a not-for-profit organization is how 

to deal with the fund accounting. It must be determined whether each fund will be 

treated as a separate entity and analyzed accordingly, or if the funds will be compiled 

into one and analyzed in the aggregate. If the first approach is taken, difficulties will 

be encountered when assigning each fund its representative share of expenses. If the 

second approach is taken, difficulties will arise due to the restrictions placed on many 

of the funds. Unfortunately, there is no easy way to deal with this problem, and a 

comprehensive search of the literature provides no framework. 

Once the financial statements of a not-for-profit organization have been converted to a 

form based on generally accepted accounting principles, many of the techniques dis- 

cussed previously can be applied. The following sections discuss cross sectional tech- 

niques and time series techniques which can be either applied directly, or with slight 

modifications, to the financial statements of not-for-profit organizations. 
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3.3.6.1 Cross Sectional Techniques 

There were two cross-sectional techniques discussed earlier; common size statements and 

ratio analysis. Common size statements, which put financial statements in relative terms 

in order to make them comparable to competitors’ statements or industry norms, can 

be used in the same manner in not-for-profit organizations as they can in profit oriented 

enterprises. 

Ratio analysis, as developed for profit oriented organizations, is not directly applicable 

to not-for-profits. Some ratios will never be applicable, some of them will, and still 

others can be adapted. Liquidity ratios for example could be directly applied to not- 

for-profits and their interpretations would be the same as for those of profit oriented 

' organizations. Many not-for-profits would not find them very useful, as their current 

liabilities are negligible, but others would, as they have substantial current obligations 

and are concerned with being able to pay these obligations as they come due. 

Using leverage/capital structure ratios on not-for-profit organizations is highly ques- 

tionable, although in a few instances, some of these might apply. Since no shareholders 

are involved in financing not-for-profits, there is no concern for how much of the or- 

ganization is financed with non-equity capital. Also, since much of not-for-profits’ fi- 

nancing comes from fluctuating donations, most do not go deeply into debt without 

knowing for sure how they will repay it. When this is the case, there is no need for 

concern regarding their ability to meet payments in the future. 

Municipalities and state governments could find some of the leverage/capital structure 

ratios to be the most beneficial. These organizations often float bond issues for specific 
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purposes and earmark specific revenues to pay them back. For example, a municipality 

might float a bond issue, buy a water tower with the proceeds, and pay back the bonds 

from its residents monthly water bills. Or, a state might build a bridge with long-term 

debt and look to the collection of tolls to pay it back. In either case, the times interest 

earned ratio could help in the determination of whether or not the project is paying for 

itself and whether or not the earmarked revenues will be sufficient to pay back the 

bonds. 

Profitability ratios, for the most part, are not applicable to not-for-profit organizations, 

as such organizations are not concerned with profitability. However, there are a couple 

which might be useful. For example, expenses to revenue will tell an analyst whether 

or not an organization is generating enough revenue to cover its expenses. Return on 

assets might also be useful in some Cases, as it gives an indication of how efficiently as- 

sets are being used. If an organization is heavily dependent upon unpredictable do- 

nations, neither of these ratios would be useful. 

Many turnover ratios are directly applicable to some not-for-profit organizations. Ac- 

counts receivable turnover is directly applicable to any organization which provides 

goods or services on account and inventory turnover is applicable to any organization 

which carries inventory. For many not-for-profits inventory is immaterial, but not for 

all. University services provide several examples; food in the dining halls, books in a 

bookstore, and uniforms in a tailor shop all are examples of substantial quantities of 

inventory. Although these services are not in business to make profits, large inventories 

can be a sign of waste and eventually higher costs to the students. Therefore monitoring 

inventories through inventory turnover ratios can be beneficial. 
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The last category of ratios, common stock security ratios, do not apply to any not-for- 

profits. Since not-for-profits do not have common stock, no adaptation of such ratios 

could apply. 

3.3.6.2 Time Series Techniques 

There are three time-series techniques often used in financial statement analysis; trend 

statements, common size statements and financial ratio analysis. All of these can be 

used, at least to some degree, in the analysis of not-for-profit organizations. 

Trend statements, which are financial statements over several years expressed as per- 

centages of one of those years, are directly applicable to not-for-profits. Common-size 

statements for several years, which are financial statements put in relative terms, are also 

directly applicable to not-for-profit organizations. The reason that both of these apply 

to such organizations is that they are just as interested in tracking trends and changes 

in their composition as their profit oriented counterparts. 

Time-series analysis for financial ratios of not-for-profit organizations could probably 

be beneficial, however, the literature in this area is virtually nonexistent and the corre- 

sponding literature for profit oriented organizations (which might be applicable to not- 

for-profits) is limited to measures of earnings and profitability. Therefore, applying this 

research directly to not-for-profit organizations would probably not be worthwhile. 
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3.3.7 Expert Systems and the Analysis of an Organization’s Financial 

Situation 

The analysis of an organization’s financial situation can be viewed as a three stage 

process when examining its amenability towards expert system development. The first 

stage is the determination of what tasks need to be performed; this entails determining 

which set of financial ratios are applicable to a given organization, which industry or 

competitors the organization should be compared with, and which particular models are 

the most useful for time-series analysis. The second stage of this process is the compli- 

lation of the data required to perform the techniques decided upon in stage one, along 

with the actual calculations. And the third stage is an evaluation of the output obtained 

in stage two. Each of these stages will be presented in detail in the following sections. 

3.3.7.1 Stage 1 - Determining what an Analysis Entails 

The first stage in the analysis of an organization’s financial situation is amenable to ex- 

pert system development. This can be established by reviewing the aspects of tasks 

which make them amenable to expert system development in Chapter 2, and determining 

whether or not they apply to this situation. These aspects include; the domain is narrow, 

the task is well-defined, understood, does not require common sense or sensory data, and 

genuine experts exist. 

Although the domain associated with the determination of an approach to financial 

position analysis might be considered fairly broad, ranging from concrete financial data 

to competitive forces, social climate, and political climate, most of the information ac- 
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tually used falls within a narrow range. An example of the type of data actually used 

includes; financial statements, information on operations and market share, competitors’ 

financial statements, interest rates, industry norms, and information concerning the 

economy which can be obtained from the market. 

Determining how to approach a financial analysis is a fairly well-defined, understood 

task. There is an abundance of research concerning what models and ratios are appro- 

priate for given situations. And, much of the knowledge used by financial analysts is 

easily quantifiable, as are many of the rules of thumbs which they use. 

Stage one of analyzing an organization’s financial situation does not require much 

common sense, at least not in the definitional sense, that is, it is not independent of 

specialized knowledge and training. Nor does it require sensory data; all of the data can 

easily be typed into a terminal. 

It is often said that experts must exist in an area for expert system development to be 

worthwhile. This appears to be the case as financial analysis requires specialized train- 

ing. Also, since the people trained in the area are so much better at performing analyses 

than the general public, then by definition, these people must be ‘experts.’ 

3.3.7.2 Stage 2 - Performing the Calculations 

Stage two in the analysis of an organization’s financial situation, that is, actually per- 

forming the calculations, can be done by using either an expert system approach or a 

traditional EDP approach. A traditional EDP approach would actually be more effi- 

cient. Since stage two involves only calculating ratios and filling in the variables for 
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models, an approach which can efficiently perform a large number of calculations given 

precise data, would be the best approach to use for this situation. Thus, a FORTRAN 

or PASCAL program could perform the task quite quickly and efficiently. 

3.3.7.3 Stage 3 - Interpretation 

Stage three in the analysis of an organization’s financial situation, that is, the interpre- 

tation of the output from stage two, is amenable to expert system development. This 

can be established by reviewing the aspects of tasks which make them amenable to ex- 

pert system development and determining whether or not they apply. These aspects in- 

clude; the domain is narrow, the task is well-defined, understood, and does not require 

common sense or sensory data, and genuine experts exist. 

Part of the domain associated with interpreting ratios and trends is fairly narrow, while 

the task itself is well-defined and understood. A system designed for this purpose would 

have two major functions. The first function would entail looking for deviations from 

expected behavior and noting these deviations, while the second function would involve 

interpreting the deviations. Locating deviations is a very well-defined, objective task. 

The only uncertainty which might be encountered in performing such a task is in deter- 

mining acceptable ranges for the deviations. This however would not pose a problem, 

as acceptable ranges could be established by the expert in advance and programmed into 

the system. 

The domain associated with interpreting deviations is not very well-defined, as underly- 

ing causes may vary quite a bit. An expert systems’ capabilities in this area would be 

limited to comparing present deviations to past deviations, noting the conditions asso- 
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ciated with the past deviations, and querying the user to determine whether or not the 

same conditions are present. If it is found that the present conditions are comparable 

to those of the past, then the expert system would be able to draw a conclusion regard- 

ing the cause. Unfortunately, many deviations will be caused by situations which have 

not been encountered before. In examining these, an expert system would be limited to 

providing the deviation and an explanation of that deviation to the user. For example, 

an expert system could tell a user that the current ratio is lower than usual because 

current assets are down. It could also tell the user which current assets are low, e.g., 

inventory. It could not however, present the user with the reason that the inventory 

was low unless it was a condition which had occurred in the past. Although perform- 

ance at this level does not compare with that of a human expert, it does provide worth- 

while information. 

The interpretation of ratios and trends does not require sensory data, as all of the ap- 

plicable information can be typed into a terminal. It does however require some com- 

mon sense. The common sense in this area is that associated with interpreting the causes 

for deviations not encountered previously. In the above example, common sense could 

be applied in determining the reason for the low inventory. Genuine experts exist in this 

area. Since only a few are so much better at interpretation than the general population, 

by definition this minority constitutes the ‘experts.’ 

3.3.7.4 Summary 

The analysis of an organization’s financial situation is quite amenable to expert system 

development. It is a decomposable task, and therefore development can progress in 

stages making the system usable at an earlier date. The first and third stages, (deter- 
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mining what analyses to use and interpreting the output) are directly applicable to expert 

system development, while the second stage (the actual calculations) can be done more 

efficiently using traditional programming methods. The most efficient method by which 

to accomplish this would be to build an interface. Thus, the original information would 

be given directly to the expert system. The expert system would determine what models 

and techniques should be applied along with the data necessary for these models and 

techniques. The expert system would then pass this on, through the interface, to another 

program, perhaps a FORTRAN program. After the program runs, it would send the 

output, through the interface, back to the expert system. The expert system would then 

interpret the output for the user. 

3.3.7.5 Previous Research 

An extensive review of the literature shows that there has been very little expert system 

development done to date for financial position analysis of profit oriented organizations. 

There are three possible reasons for this; 1) The analysis of an organization’s financial 

position is not an amenable task to expert system development, 2) expert system tech- 

nology has not yet spread throughout the fields of accounting and finance, or 3) expert 

systems are being developed, but the developers are keeping them a secret. Since it has 

been established that expert system development is worthwhile for financial statement 

analysis, number one is not a plausible reason. I[t is thought that the true reason for the 

lack of literature devoted to this topic is a combination of numbers two and three. Ex- 

pert system technology was initially developed in the fields of geology and medicine, and 

has only expanded into financial applications during the past few years. Also, it is 

known that several financial institutions, most notably banks, are working on expert 

systems but will not divulge their purposes to the public. (Chithelen) 
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An extensive review of the literature also shows that there has been virtually no expert 

system development done to date for financial position analysis of not-for-profit organ- 

izations. It is thought that this is due to the fact that the general research regarding 

not-for-profit organizations is so much less developed than that concerned with profit 

oriented organizations. 

Two of the few researchers who are working and publishing in the area of financial po- 

sition analysis for profit oriented organizations, are James Sena and L. Murphy Smith. 

They have been building an expert system to perform financial statement analysis for 

oil and gas companies. Their system however does not incorporate all of the stages 

listed earlier. The ratios and techniques used are programmed directly into the expert 

system, so there is no need for the expert system to determine which ones apply. This 

is a valid technique when dealing with only one company or one industry, and one which 

makes the knowledge base smaller and more manageable. The expert system developed 

by Sena and Smith basically compares the ratios of a given company to the averages in 

the industry. Ratios which are more than one standard deviation below the industry 

average are considered unsatisfactory, those more than one standard deviation above are 

considered favorable, and those within one standard deviation are considered to be sat- 

isfactory. The results of these ratios are weighted together to determine whether or not 

the firm’s financial position is satisfactory. This expert system can tell a user why a 

given company was marked unsatisfactory, that is, which ratios were considered unsat- 

isfactory, but it cannot give the reasons behind the unsatisfactory ratios. Although this 

system can perform some of the basic calculations required in financial statement anal- 

ysis, it is far from encompassing the three stages described above which are necessary for 

a thorough analysis. Sena and Smith’s expert system however is still in the develop- 
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mental stage, so the final system may be able to perform a more comprehensive financial 

analysis (Sena and Smith). 
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Chapter 4 

University Auxiliary Enterprises 

Colleges and universities generally provide support or service activities for their students, 

faculty, staff, and sometimes for residents of the community. These activities fall into 

three categories; auxiliary enterprises, sales and services of educational activities, and 

service departments. A service may be classified according to its source of revenue, its 

relation to the educational process, and its relation to the consumer. These classifica- 

tions often vary among colleges and universities, depending upon the size of the institu- 

tion and the complexity and purpose of the activity. For example, the Equine Center 

at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University is currently classified as an auxil- 

lary enterprise, since it derives its revenues mainly from fees charged to horse owners 

who use the facility. However, if its purpose was oriented more toward the education 

of veterinary students, it could have been classified as an educational activity. 

Auxiliary enterprises furnish services directly or indirectly to students, faculty, and/or 

- staff, and charge a fee related to, but not necessarily equal to, the cost of providing the 
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services. Traditionally these services have included food services, student housing, and 

college stores. Many colleges and universities however, have expanded these services to 

include faculty dining, ice cream parlors, vending machines, day-care centers, bus service, 

skating rinks, tennis pavilions, guest houses, athletic concessions, golf courses, ski 

lodges, etc. Auxiliary enterprises are designed to provide operations which are important 

elements in the support of an institution’s educational programs, e.g., student health 

services and intercollegiate athletics. They are mainly to provide services to students, 

faculty, and staff, although some auxiliary enterprises, such as golf courses, tailor shops, 

and concession stands, may incidentally serve the public at large. 

The characteristic of auxiliary enterprises which distinguishes them from other university 

services is that they are managed essentially as self-supporting activities, although 

sometimes a portion of student fees or other support is allocated to assist these activities. 

If student fees are used however, it must be felt by administration that the service is one 

which will be used by all students who are required to pay fees. For example, health 

services and student unions are for the most part used by all students and hence, often 

receive revenues out of student fees. Student housing, on the other hand, provides 

benefits only to students who live on campus. Therefore, using student fees to support 

housing would be unfair to students who live off campus. 

“Auxiliary enterprises should contribute to and relate directly to the mission, goals, and 

objectives of a college or university. They should not be regarded merely as service ac- 

tivities or as businesses, but as active expressions of an institution, reflecting its history, 

style, and relation to its various constituencies. Such enterprises should reflect the 

quality of service that a college or university desires for its students, faculty, staff, 

alumni, and public” (NACUBO, 3:2, p.1). Management of auxiliary enterprises should 
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develop strategies and objectives which support the goals and missions of the overall 

institution. A thorough set of objectives will include objectives pertaining to sales, 

marketing, net income, efficiency, quality of product and/or service, employee relations 

and social responsibility (NACUBO). Thus, the operational requirements for an auxil- 

lary enterprise are quite similar to those of a small commercial enterprise. 

The organization of auxiliary enterprises within a college or university often differs 

among institutions, as there are several acceptable organizational structures. In some 

institutions, there is an auxiliary department managed by an officer in the division of 

business and financial affairs. This is the organizational structure used at VPI & SU. 

Other institutions have an auxiliary department managed by an officer in the division 

of student affairs. Still other institutions allow their auxiliary enterprises to operate 

totally independent of one another. In this situation, the director of each auxiliary en- 

terprise reports directly to the chief business officer or other senior officer. Other insti- 

tutions have adopted a very different approach. In these institutions, there is an 

administrative division managed by an officer who reports to a board representing the 

institutional community (students, faculty, administration, staff, and governing board) 

(NACUBO). 

Management of an auxiliary enterprise may be performed by either employees of the 

institution or by an outside agency. In the former case, the operation should have de- 

tailed, written administrative policies and procedures. In the latter case, written policies 

are replaced by a contract with the agency. At VPI & SU, all auxiliary enterprises are 

run by employees of the university. 
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4.1 Operation of Auxiliary Enterprises 

Since auxiliary enterprises are generally self-supporting entities, their operations and 

accounting methods should be very close to those in commercial enterprises. To be 

self-supporting they must be able to not only generate enough revenue to cover direct 

operating expenses, but should also be able to cover debt servicing, provisions for re- 

newal and replacement of equipment, and administrative overhead. Also, in order to 

render continuing service, auxiliary enterprises should have a solid financial base that 

includes sufficient reserves and enough working capital to cover inventory and receiv- 

ables. Therefore, the management of an auxiliary enterprise requires determining in 

advance what all the costs and necessary. reserve build-ups will be so that they can then 

set selling prices, rents, and fees at a level adequate to obtain the necessary revenues. 

At times they will find it necessary to increase rates to cover costs. These increases 

should be anticipated in advance so that they can be discussed with, and approved by 

the appropriate authorities, and announced to the users of the service in advance. 

Management of an auxiliary enterprise, like that of any enterprise, should set financial 

goals. This includes developing budgets, which are especially critical in auxiliary enter- 

prises. Budgets are important to them for two reasons. First, they are required by su- 

pervisory authorities who must authorize them well in advance. Second, budgets are 

critical in the determination of rates and fees. This is particularly important for auxiliary 

enterprises that obtain revenues from student fees, as they cannot simply increase fees 

at any point in time. 
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Auxiliary enterprises have the same need for accounting records as their counterparts in 

industry. According to NACUBO, (the National Association of College and Business 

Officers), 

“it is important to have cost accounting methods to use in evaluating, analyzing 
and controlling income and expense items of the auxiliary operation, and to assist 
in establishing appropriate fees and prices. Classification codes should clearly 
identify revenue and expenditure items for the purpose of analysis and control. 
All expenditures and transfers that relate to operation of auxiliary enterprises 
should be recorded, including those for operation and maintenance of plant and 
for institutional support, as well as other direct and indirect costs, whether 
charged directly as expenditures or allocated as a proportionate share of costs 
of other departments or units” (3:2,p.3). 

Unfortunately, these standards recommended by NACUBO are not always the standards 

used in practice. This is probably due to the lenient framework the accounting profes- 

sion has provided for accounting methods used by not-for-profit organizations. For 

example, while many industrial organizations use cost study data to relate fees charged 

to costs incurred so that they can justify their fees, the cost accounting records found in 

several of the auxiliary enterprises at VPI & SU are not sufficient to do this. 

Adequate accounting records for each individual auxiliary enterprise are essential in or- 

der to ascertain the degree of self-support and to provide a basis for controls. According 

to NACUBO, financial reports should be based on the accrual method of accounting 

and should be available promptly following each month’s operation. These reports 

should show both sources and uses of funds and should be accompanied by any other 

management data which might be useful, such as statements of comparable auxiliary 

enterprises at other institutions or comparable commercial enterprises (NACUBO). 

Many auxiliary enterprises at colleges and universities do not follow the above practices 

suggested by NACUBO. VPI & SU’s system is a good example of this. With one ex- 

ception, all auxiliary enterprises use the cash based method of accounting. The Con- 

tinuing Education Center (CEC) uses the accrual method for internal purposes, however, 
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when their statements are compiled in the Office of Business Affairs, the cash method 

of accounting is used. It should be noted however, that VPI & SU developed a new 

accounting system which went on line on July 1, 1988 and this system has the capability 

of using accrual methods of accounting. At this time though, there is no schedule for 

the auxiliary enterprises to switch their accounting methods. 

4.2. Auxiliary Enterprises at VPI & SU 

The auxiliary enterprises associated with all colleges and universities are not be the same, 

as some are associated with institutions which have specialized facilities not available 

at all institutions, such as veterinary schools and corps of cadets. However, many aux- 

iliary enterprises are the same, as some services are fairly standard for all colleges and 

universities. For example, most schools provide housing facilities, food services, and 

bookstores. The purpose of this research is not to give an exhaustive listing of all aux- 

iliary enterprises that one might encounter anywhere, but rather to give a general idea 

of those which one might encounter at a ‘typical’ university. The ‘typical’ university 

used for this research is VPI & SU and therefore a listing and description of all auxiliary 

enterprises found at VPI & SU will follow. 

At VPI & SU, some auxiliary enterprises are treated as one entity and given one account 

for the purposes of the accounting system, while others are given more than one ac- 

count. This occurs when one item for a particular auxiliary enterprise is very substantial. 

For example, the purchase of electricity by the electric service and capital expenditures 

associated with the residence halls are such large expenditures for the university that 
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they are given their own accounts. Each of these different accounts will be discussed, 

and when more than one account pertains to one entity, all of those which pertain will 

be discussed together along with their relationship to that entity. 

The maintenance of food services at VPI & SU is a large operation and encompasses 13 

accounts. Nine of these are associated with individual entities, such as dining halls, and 

are responsible for the actual operation of providing food services to students. Another 

three accounts in this category provide the overall administration for the food service 

operation. These are Food Stores Administration, Food Stores Operation, and Food 

Stores Inventory Over/Short. Food Stores Administration actually purchases the food 

for the dining halls, the Continuing Education Center (CEC), and the student union. 

The dollar amount found in this account is the actual cost of the food purchased. The 

Food Stores Operation account is where administrative costs associated with the pur- 

chasing function are posted. The cost of providing this service is billed to the food ser- 

vice operation auxiliary enterprises at a rate of 8% of the cost of the food they purchase. 

Food Stores Inventory Over/Short, as its name implies, is an account which tracks 

shortages and overages in the food inventory. The last account associated with the food 

services is Reserve Maintenance: Food Service. This account is used for capital ex- 

penditures associated with any of the other food service accounts. 

Providing residence halls for students is another substantial service offered at VPI & SU. 

This service is actually provided through the use of three auxiliary enterprise accounts. 

The auxiliary enterprise which actually provides for the operation of dormitories is called 

Student Housing Service. Since security of dormitories is such a large expense, security 

has their own auxiliary account called Additional Security for Dorms. The third auxil- 
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lary enterprise account associated with housing is for capital expenditures and is called 

Reserve Maintenance: Housing. 

Another common service which is provided by an auxiliary enterprise at VPI & SU, is 

the Student Health Services. This auxiliary enterprise offers students health education, 

preventive medicine and treatment for illness and injury. The infirmary is staffed by 

physicians, registered nurses, a pharmacist and medical technologists. This service is 

funded primarily through student fees, although they do receive a small portion of their 

revenue from other auxiliary enterprises and services connected with the university. 

VPI & SU, like most universities, provides a student center for students. This service is 

provided through two auxiliary enterprises, i.e., Squires Student Center and Squires Re- 

serve Maintenance. Prior to June 1988, Squires Student Center provided many sources 

of activity for students such as a bowling area, billiard tables, ping-pong tables, 

videogames and the rental of out-door equipment. The building also offered meeting 

rooms, a 500-seat theatre, a TV lounge, a browsing library, a program lounge, music 

practice rooms, an art gallery, and two ballrooms. The Squires Food Service provided 

a snack bar and catering services for large and small banquets and receptions held in the 

building. Squires’ primary source of revenue is from student fees although they also re- 

ceive a substantial amount from the services they provide, such as equipment rental, fees 

for bowling, billiards, and ping-pong, etc. At the present time, i.e., 1990-1991, Squires 

Student Center is undergoing some very major renovation, 13.2 million dollars worth to 

be exact, and is closed for the time being. The services offered by Squires however, can 

still be found at various locations around campus. Upon reopening, the Squires Student 

Center will provide all of the above mentioned services plus a new ballroom, a theatre, 

a music recital hall, increased meeting space for student groups, a Hardee’s and a Mama 
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Jean’s Pizza. The auxiliary called Squires Reserve Maintenance is the capital expendi- 

ture account associated with the student center. 

Laundry service is available to students of VPI & SU through an auxiliary enterprise 

called Laundry. For the more economy minded students, they provide coin operated 

self-service laundry equipment in some women’s dorms and in laundry stations located 

throughout campus. They also provide finished laundry service on a cash-and-carry 

basis, and a linen rental service. Most of their revenue comes from these services, how- 

ever, they also provide services to some other auxiliary enterprises. 

The Tailor Shop is an auxiliary enterprise that provides services which are fairly unique 

to VPI & SU. They, like most tailor shops, provide tailoring and alteration services to 

students and the community on a cash-and-carry basis. This however, is not their major 

source of revenue. The Tailor Shop is responsible for all aspects of placing and keeping 

the Corps of Cadets in uniform. This entails measuring cadets, purchasing uniforms, 

fitting the uniforms to the cadets, and providing any alterations required (including rank 

changes) throughout the year. They receive income for these services from the Navy, 

the Army and the Air-Force. They are not, however, reimbursed for costs incurred. 

Rather they receive specific commutation allowances which they receive per cadet, which 

vary with sex and with class. Thus, the Tailor Shop receives a substantial amount more 

for a female junior than for a male freshman. This method of payment means additional 

responsibilities for the Tailor Shop. Given a set allowance per cadet, they must deter- 

mine what quality of uniform they can provide each cadet along with what quantity of 

each uniform item. The differences in payment per class add yet another dimension to 

their decisions. Upperclassmen provide more revenue per cadet, but freshmen are the 

ones which require a full new uniform. Since the corps has such a low retention rate, 
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this situation can cause financial problems for the Tailor Shop. Along with services 

provided for the Corps, the Tailor Shop also provides services to other departments at 

VPI & SU. For example, the music department has a contract with them to maintain 

uniforms and perform alterations on the uniforms used for the marching band, the pep 

band, and the symphony orchestra. 

Several of the computer services offered to VPI & SU students, faculty and staff, along 

with the telephone system, are offered through two related auxiliary enterprises. One 

of these auxiliary enterprises, called Telecommunications, is generally referred to as CNS 

(Computer Network Services). Telecommunications is responsible for maintaining the 

phone service throughout the university along with maintaining the communications 

network associated with the computer system. Their revenue is derived from providing 

these services and therefore comes from other departments, services and auxiliary en- 

terprises at VPI & SU. The other auxiliary enterprise associated with offering computer 

services is EE/PC Maintenance. This auxiliary enterprise sells maintenance contracts 

on Zenith and IBM PC’s to all faculty, staff, and students affiliated with the university 

who are interested. They also repair PC’s not under contract, perform on-site set up of 

PC hardware and peripheral devices, install boards, provide consultation services in re- 

gards to hardware, and perform pick-up and delivery service to on-campus locations. 

The Tennis Pavilion is an auxiliary enterprise which offers students and faculty indoor 

tennis facilities. The Tennis Pavilion obtains its revenues from two sources. The first 

is selling time on the courts to interested students and faculty. The second is through 

the Athletic Association, which reimburses them for time used by the tennis team. 

Another source of activity available to students, faculty and the community, through an 

auxiliary enterprise is the Golf Course. This auxiliary enterprise provides a golf course, 
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cart rental, club rental and a pro shop to anyone interested in using such facilities. 

Green fees may be payed on a per game basis, but memberships are also available. 

The Memorial Chapel is another auxiliary enterprise which provides services to all in- 

terested parties. It is a non-denominational structure which is available for services by 

recognized religious groups, for weddings and initiations by approved groups and for 

organ recitals, lectures, drama, and art exhibits related to religious topics. It is also open 

daily for private meditation. 

The Equine Center, located in Leesburg, Virginia, is an auxiliary enterprise set up to 

aid both horse owners in northern Virginia and VPI & SU veterinarian students. The 

Equine Center is a hospital for horses which is open to all who might have a hurt or sick 

horse. The College of Veterinarian Medicine often sends students there for educational 

purposes. The revenue from this auxiliary enterprise is primarily from the fees collected 

from horse owners, however, there is often conflict surrounding its ability to be self- 

supporting since it is also considered an educational facility. 

The operation of an electric facility which provides electricity for all of the university and 

part of the local community is quite a large service provided at VPI & SU, one which 

encompasses four auxiliary enterprise accounts. These accounts include; Maintenance 

& Operations of Electric Service, Purchase of Electricity, Town of Blacksburg Tax, and 

Electric Service Reserve Maintenance. Maintenance & Operations of Electric Service is 

the auxiliary enterprise which actually runs Tech Electric. This encompasses the opera- 

tion of the plant, the provision and maintenance of electricity to the university and res- 

idents of the community, and the collection of fees. The Purchase of Electricity account 

is for the purchase of electricity from the Appalachian Power Company. Since this 

purchase is such a large expense for Tech Electric, it was set up as a separate account. 
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Town of Blacksburg Tax is the auxiliary enterprise set up to provide the payment of 

taxes from Tech Electric to the town. Since Tech Electric provides service to residents 

of the town, it must pay taxes to the town. The Electric Service Reserve Maintenance 

auxiliary enterprise is the account set up for capital expenditures associated with the 

electric service. 

The Donaldson Brown Continuing Education Center (CEC) is an auxiliary enterprise 

which is available on a year-round basis to both profit and not-for-profit organizations 

for conferences, meetings, seminars, and training programs. The staff at the CEC offer 

all of the services one might require in planning, organizing and running a conference 

or seminar. Their facilities for such conferences include; seven conference rooms which 

accommodate from 12 to 80 people and a 620 seat auditorium (divisible into two 

sections), audio-visual equipment, satellite and teleconferencing arrangements, a copy 

center, and sixteen personal computers. The CEC also offers food and lodging facilities. 

The food services of the CEC include; banquet arrangements, a coffee shop for individ- 

ual dining, and food and beverage service for social hours, receptions, and coffee breaks. 

The lodging facilities include 120 rooms equipped with a study desk, a color television, 

a phone, and a private bath. These accommodations are available to both conference 

participants and visitors in Blacksburg on university business. 

Prior to August 1988, the VPI & SU Athletic Association was a private corporation, but 

as of that date, it became an auxiliary enterprise. The Athletic Association provides a 

vehicle through which all athletic teams which compete with other schools can operate. 

This encompasses recruiting and selecting players, and operating the facilities necessary 

to support the teams. Their largest source of revenue is obtained from ticket and gate 

sales for football and basketball games, but they also receive a substantial amount from 
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student fees. Their major costs are for operating expenses, scholarships for athletes, and 

upkeep of facilities. 

The newest auxiliary enterprise created at Virginia Tech was created to maintain parking 

facilities. The function of the Parking auxiliary enterprise is to collect fees for parking, 

maintain the lots, and also to give parking tickets (and collect fines) for vehicles parked 

in places where they are not authorized to park. This last function however, may be 

contracted out to the Tech Police. 

The Financial Coordinator auxiliary enterprise at VPI & SU, which is located in the 

Office of Business Affairs, provides accounting services for all of the other auxiliary en- 

terprises. Management of auxiliary enterprises are not provided with their own ac- 

countants, as many are much too small to justify the expense. Also, by having the 

accounting functions all maintained at the same place, their record keeping methods are 

consistent and it also gives the university a vehicle through which to continuously 

monitor the financial situation of all of the auxiliary enterprises. 

4.3 Differences between VPI & SU Auxiliary Enterprises’ 

Financial Statements and Corporate Financial Statements 

Several differences exist between the financial statements of VPI & SU auxiliary enter- 

prises and those of profit seeking corporations. Some of these differences, which are 

caused by the differences in their goals, are reflected in both accounting methods and 
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analytical measures of performance. The following sections present differences in their 

accounting methods, business activities, and measures of financial position. 

4.3.1 Accounting Methods 

A major difference between the income statements of university auxiliary enterprises and 

those of private profit seeking organizations is due to the underlying accounting methods 

used by the organizations. Commercial enterprises generally use accrual methods of 

accounting while auxiliary enterprises use cash based methods, and these differences are 

reflected in their income statements. To perform an accurate financial statement analy- 

sis, it is critical that the income statements used be compiled on an accrual basis. Ona 

cash basis, revenues earned and expenses incurred are not recorded until a cash trans- 

action takes place. Such accounting methods will often result in figures for income 

which are not truly indicative of the organization’s true earned income. Therefore, prior 

to any analyses being performed, auxiliary enterprises’ income statements must be con- 

verted to statements based on accrual accounting methods. 

A set of corporate financial statements always includes a balance sheet and a sources 

and uses of funds statement, along with the income statement. Neither of these state- 

ments is compiled for auxiliary enterprises. Since a balance sheet is a critical element 

of any financial analysis, such statements will need to be compiled for auxiliary enter- 

prises prior to undertaking an analysis. Sources and uses of funds statements are not 

crucial in financial statement analysis and therefore will not need to be compiled. 
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4.3.2 Business Activities 

The accrual based financial statements of auxiliary enterprises are different from those 

of corporations, due to the inherent differences in the make-up of the organizations. 

For example, the balance sheets, once compiled for auxiliary enterprises, will be much 

simpler than those of corporations. On the asset side, auxiliary enterprises do not have 

marketable securities or long-term investments. Furthermore, they do not own or rent 

land or buildings, as the land and buildings they use are the property of the university. 

It should be noted however, that although they do not own buildings, they are respon- 

sible for expenses associated with debt servicing if the buildings in which they reside are 

not fully paid. On the capital and liability side of the balance sheet, auxiliary enterprises 

do not have accounts for equity capital and retained earnings, and the number of current 

liability accounts used is quite small. Since auxiliary enterprises do not have equity 

capital, they are not concerned with accounting methods and financial analyses associ- 

ated with common stock, different levels of preferred stock, convertible bonds, stock 

splits, etc. Although auxiliary enterprises do not have retained earnings accounts, they 

do have reserve accounts which are used for the same purpose, i.e., to close out the in- 

come account at the end of the year. One account which 1s common to auxiliary enter- 

prises but not to their commercial counterparts, is a liability account called Due to Other 

Auxiliary Enterprises. Although this account cannot be found on a corporate balance 

sheet, it may possess accounts which are almost equivalent, such as revolving credit ac- 

counts with banks. These however differ from a Due to Other Auxiliary Enterprises 

account as because they require interest payments and occasionally must be paid in full. 
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4.3.3. Measures of Financial Position 

Since the financial statements and goals of auxiliary enterprises differ from those of 

corporations, some of the factors to consider when analyzing their financial positions 

also differ. For example, since auxiliary enterprises do not have stockholders there is 

no need to measure profitability for stockholders. Likewise, since stockholders do not 

exist, an auxiliary enterprise has no need to put itself in a highly levered position (one 

characterized by high amounts of debt when compared to equity capital), and hence, 

measures of leverage are unnecessary. 

Auxiliary enterprises, unlike their counterparts in industry, can operate with deficits for 

extended periods of time. They can do this by borrowing from the reserves of other 

auxiliary enterprises, just as the Tailor Shop is doing at present. Commercial enterprises 

are not afforded this luxury of interest free borrowing over extended periods of time. If 

they cannot pay their debts, they eventually go bankrupt. Since auxiliary enterprises can 

operate indefinitely under such conditions, a financial analysis must incorporate a 

measure to determine whether or not a given auxiliary enterprise is abusing its situation, 

1e., not self-supporting. One way to determine if an auxiliary enterprise is self- 

supporting is to monitor the balances in the due to other auxiliary enterprises account 

over time. An occasional balance is acceptable, but one which is continuous and large 

should signal trouble. Also, due to other auxiliary enterprises account balances which 

are small but continue to increase, or reserve balances which continue to decrease may 

be cause for concern. 

Auxiliary enterprises and commercial enterprises both have a need to measure efficiency, 

and can do so through the use of profitability/efficiency ratios. Acceptable ranges be- 
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tween them however will differ. Commercial enterprises concerned with earning a profit 

will have an acceptable lower cut-off limit, while auxiliary enterprises will have both 

lower and upper cut-off limits. For example, for a commercial entity it is desirable to 

have as high an ROA (return on assets) ratio as possible. For an auxiliary enterprise, 

a high ROA indicates that they are earning too much. Either they are overcharging their 

customers, or their level of service or facilities has deteriorated from the level originally 

provided. Auxiliary enterprises, unlike their counterparts in industry, will also have to 

monitor trend statements for excessive earnings. It is a very desirable situation for a 

corporate trend statement to show that over time revenues are increasing faster than 

expenses. If an auxiliary enterprise shows the same type of trend, it could signal a 

problem. Once again, their earnings could be too high. 

Since earning a profit is one of a commercial enterprise’s most fundamental goals, and 

one which may be indirectly effected by subsidiary goals (such as customer satisfaction 

and social concern), measures of profitability are very important indicators of how well 

that entity is obtaining its objectives. Auxiliary enterprises, on the other hand, are 

mainly concerned with providing services. Therefore, measures of service level, as op- 

posed to measures of profitability, may be better indicators of how well they are fulfilling 

their purpose. Unfortunately, little is available in the literature regarding this issue, 

however,an examination of the goals of auxiliary enterprises can help an analyst deter- 

mine what measures would be appropriate. 

Since auxiliary enterprises have different purposes, they will also have different measures 

of service level. It will often be the case that these measures cannot be taken directly 

off of the financial statements. They are however, very important as circumstances often 

arise where profitability is up when service level is down, since there is a trade-off be- 
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tween the two. Food services provide an example. Some service level measures which 

might be calculated include: total number of meals served per semester; number of meals 

served per student per semester for each meal option plan; and cost per meal served. It 

could be that the food services appear to be healthy from a profitability standpoint, i.e., 

revenue is increasing faster than expenses. Yet an examination of service level measures 

might indicate that a problem exists. It might be found that the number of meals served 

is down while the cost per meal is up. The cause of this could be that many students 

are not actually eating the meals for which they have paid. From a profitability stand- 

point, this is a desirable situation. If food services were run by a profit oriented enter- 

prise, which was not in danger of losing customers, such a situation signals no need for 

concern. But this is not true for an auxiliary enterprise. An auxiliary enterprise’s major 

concern is providing a service and such circumstances indicate that many dissatisfied 

students, many of whom are required to pay for food service, are not using it. A situ- 

ation such as this which could not be uncovered using traditional measures of profit- 

ability, certainly requires attention. Therefore, measures of service level are very 

important when evaluating auxiliary enterprises. Other examples of measures of service 

level that might be useful include: number of rounds played per season at the golf 

course; number of hours each facility offered at the Squires Student Center is used; 

number of double dormitory rooms housing only one occupant; and number of double 

dormitory rooms housing three occupants. 
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4.4. The Financial Statements of Auxiliary Enterprises 

The financial statements of auxiliary enterprises within a college or university differ 

somewhat due to the inherent differences in the nature of their businesses. Within an 

institution however, if one department is monitoring all the auxiliary enterprises, the 

accounting methods used, and therefore the resulting financial statements will follow 

basically the same format and offer the same amount and detail of information. Among 

institutions, accounting methods and financial statements are likely to differ substan- 

tially. Since VPI & SU Financial Administration was the site chosen for this research, 

the accounting methods used and the resulting financial statements for their auxiliary 

enterprises will be discussed. 

VPI & SU uses the cash based methods of accounting, although an examination of their 

financial statements would lead one to believe otherwise. This is because cash based 

systems do not post payables and reccivables, but such categories can be found on the 

VPI & SU statements. These are not posted as they are earned or become obligations 

however, as would be done in an accrual system. Rather, computer programs are run 

during July and August (VPI & SU’s fiscal year ends June 30) of each year to determine 

which payments were made and collections received for transactions occurring prior to 

June 30. Then, for the purpose of the annual financial statements, receivables and pay- 

ables as of June 30 are determined. 

Since VPI & SU’s accounting system is a cash based one, the individual systems associ- 

ated with each auxiliary enterprise are also cash based. As noted earlier, the CEC is an 
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exception to this, but only the records they maintain for internal purposes are based on 

accrual accounting methods. 

Due to VPI & SU’s accounting methods, the financial statements of the individual aux- 

iliary enterprises are far from that of their counterparts in industry. It was noted in 

Chapter 3 that financial statements generally consist of three parts; the income state- 

ment, the balance sheet, and the sources and uses of funds statement. As one further 

reads through Chapter 3 it becomes apparent that most analyses are done using the in- 

come statement and the balance sheet. The sources and uses of funds statement is a 

good management tool to track the flow of funds through an organization, but it is not 

of much use in financial statement analysis. Therefore, in order to perform the financial 

analysis of an auxiliary enterprise, an analyst will only require its income statements and 

balance sheets. 

Income statements, which the Office of Business Affairs refers to as financial statements 

since auxiliary enterprises are not supposed to produce ‘income,’ are compiled individ- 

ually for each auxiliary enterprise. These financial statements list revenue and all 

sources of expenses. Typically, the revenue is not very detailed, i.e., it generally only 

separates student fees from other revenues, however much more detail is available. The 

costs, both direct and indirect are fairly detailed. Thus, if one wanted to perform finan- 

cial statement analysis on one of these statements, all of the applicable information ex- 

cept receivables and payables would be easily obtainable. The income statements of 

auxiliary enterprises compiled by Business Affairs also provide the budgeted amount for 

each line item. This can be very beneficial in financial analysis when comparing budg- 

eted to actual figures. 
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Balance sheets, which are critical to a thorough analysis of an organization’s financial 

position, are non-existent for VPI & SU’s auxiliary enterprises. Therefore, in order to 

perform financial statement analysis, reasonable balance sheets will have to be devel- 

oped. This task is not as large at it first might appear, as most of the necessary infor- 

mation is available. Cash and reserve balances can easily be obtained: from the the 

Office of Business Affairs as can a valuation of inventories. Receivables and payables 

are necessary items which will require obtaining estimates from the management of in- 

dividual auxiliary enterprises. Assets which many commercial enterprises hold, such as 

long-term investments and marketable securities are unheard of at the individual auxil- 

lary enterprise level, so there is no need to consider such items. Capital assets however, 

are important to individual auxiliary enterprises and therefore should be reported on the 

balance sheets. A valuation of these assets is not available, however accurate figures can 

be obtained as the purchase price and useful life is available for each asset. It is re- 

commended that for the purpose of valuing assets for balance sheets, the equipment be 

depreciated using the straight-line method. Since there are no tax advantages which can 

be obtained in this situation by using an accelerated method, a straight-line method will 

result in a better representation of actual costs. 

4.5 Techniques Which may be Used in Financial 

Statement Analysis of Auxiliary Enterprises 

Budgeting is a very important element of the accounting system in almost all not-for- 

profit organizations, and auxiliary enterprises are no exception. Budgets are typically 
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formulated well in advance, sometimes as much as ten to fifteen years ahead of time. 

At VPI & SU for example, the budgets are developed seven years in advance, and up- 

dated on an annual basis. Budgets for auxiliary enterprises are typically compiled on a 

line item basis, as is the case at VPI & SU. These budgets can be a great asset for a fi- 

nancial analyst. Comparing actual performance to expected performance can show a lot 

about an organization’s performance. Also, such a technique can be performed contin- 

uously as all of the necessary information is always available. Spotting deviations from 

expected performance will not in and of itself signal trouble, but it does relay the mes- 

sage that further investigation is warranted. Therefore, budget analysis is a very good 

starting point for financial statement analysis. 

Many auxiliary enterprises do not have accrual based income statements or balance 

sheets. Unfortunately, a thorough analysis of one’s financial position cannot be per- 

formed without them. Therefore, if a thorough analysis is desired, the necessary state- 

ments will have to be compiled. As mentioned earlier, at VPI & SU cash based income 

statements are readily available, and cash based balance sheets, although not available, 

can be compiled with the aid of management. Accrual based statements can also be 

compiled with a little time and effort. 

Common-size statements could be of some use in the analysis of auxiliary enterprises’ 

financial statements. Recall that a common-size balance sheet is one in which all com- 

ponents are expressed as a percentage of total assets while a common-size income 

statement is one in which all components are expressed as a percentage of total revenue. 

These statements are used to compare organizations of different sizes. As far as auxil- 

lary enterprises are concerned, common-size statements would be a good tool for com- 

parisons of similar auxiliary enterprises at different institutions. Such a comparison can 
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be beneficial to both authorities which oversee many institutions, and analysts within 

institutions. Within a college or university, using common-size statements to compare 

different auxiliary enterprises would for the most part prove worthless. For example, the 

fact that inventory is a higher percentage of total assets in a dining hall than in the tennis 

pavilion is not very useful information. Common-size statements however, may be use- 

ful where a particular service is split into two or more equivalent auxiliary enterprises, 

as is often the case in food services. 

Ratio analysis, can be a very useful tool in the analysis of auxiliary enterprises’ financial 

situations, although which ratios apply may differ among the different auxiliary enter- 

prises. 

Liquidity ratios can be used for almost all auxiliary enterprises in helping determine their 

ability to meet their short-term financial obligations. Although meeting financial obli- 

gations in a timely manner should be important to all auxiliary enterprises, it is not as 

important to them as it is to their counterparts in industry. This is because auxiliary 

enterprises can borrow from the reserves of each other, a luxury not afforded to most 

commercial enterprises. A good example of such borrowing can be seen at the Tailor 

Shop at VPI & SU. Their inventory is extremely large and they have never been able 

to build up enough reserves to support this large inventory. Therefore it is being fi- 

nanced by the reserves of other auxiliary enterprises. A situation such as this is far from 

optimal, but if it were only temporary, it would cause no problem and in fact might be 

considered wise cash management. In order to determine which auxiliary enterprises are 

borrowing from the reserves of others and for how long a period these borrowings in- 

volve, a continual monitoring of their liquidity positions, through the use of ratios, can 

be used. 
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In Chapter 3 there were three liquidity ratios discussed, i.e., the current ratio, the quick 

ratio, and the defensive interval measure. It is suggested that for the purpose of ana- 

lyzing auxiliary enterprises that the first two ratios be used. Although the current ratio 

is often criticized, it is well known. Therefore, it is suggested that this ratio be calculated 

and large deviations from expectations noted, but that more emphasis be placed on the 

quick ratio, as the quick ratio provides a better indication of the true liquidity position 

of an organization. It is recommended that the defensive interval measure not be used 

for auxiliary enterprises because in their case, it provides no more information than can 

be obtained from the quick ratio. 

The times interest earned ratio is the only leverage/capital structure ratio that would 

apply to auxiliary enterprises, and that would apply to only a few. The times interest 

earned ratio was designed to determine the ability of an organization to meet its interest 

payments. Thus, such a ratio will apply only to auxiliary enterprises which have debt. 

Examples of such auxiliary enterprises at VPI & SU include; the residence halls, food 

service, Squires Student Center, and the electric service. 

Using profitability ratios in the analysis of auxiliary enterprises’ financial situations may 

be very beneficial. Although auxiliary enterprises are not concerned with profitability, 

they are, or should be, concerned with efficiency, and many of the ‘profitability’ ratios 

actually measure efficiency. A good example of this is return on assets, which measures 

how efficiently an organization is utilizing its total assets. All auxiliary enterprises could 

find this ratio beneficial. The gross profit ratio is an important ratio for any organiza- 

tions which are heavily dependent on sales of merchandise. Thus, it would apply to any 

auxiliary enterprise with a large sales volume. Since most auxiliary enterprises provide 

services, rather than goods, the gross profit ratio is not applicable to most auxiliary en- 
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terprises. A notable exception to ‘this at most universities however, is a college 

bookstore. The net profit ratio was also designed for organizations which derive a sub- 

stantial part of their revenue from the sale of merchandise. Therefore it would also only 

apply to auxiliary enterprises which sell goods. This ratio however, could be adapted to 

be useful to organizations which provided services rather than goods to their customers. 

This adaptation could be done by merely substituting net revenue for sales in the de- 

nominator of the equation. The expenses to revenue ratio is a good ratio for all auxiliary 

enterprises as it measures, in relative terms, how much of each revenue dollar is being 

consumed by expenses. This ratio would be a good companison tool to use among the 

different auxiliary enterprises. 

Turnover ratios, like profitability ratios, are designed to measure efficiency, and there- 

fore can be beneficial in the analysis of an auxiliary enterprise’s financial position. The 

total asset turnover ratio can be useful to any auxiliary enterprise with a large sales 

volume, for example, a bookstore or seller of PC’s. This ratio will measure the number 

of times annual sales covers total assets. Any auxiliary enterprise which has both a large 

sales volume and a large volume of accounts receivable may also find the accounts 

receivable turnover ratio helpful. This ratio will tell management how many times a year 

receivables are turned over. This ratio will not apply to many auxiliary enterprises 

however, as those whose main consumers are students do not like to extend credit. The 

inventory turnover ratio, which measures how fast an organization is turning over its 

inventory, could be useful to any auxiliary enterprise which has both sales and inventory, 

e.g.s, bookstore, pro-shop, and confectionary shop. Adaptations to this ratio may also 

be useful to other auxiliary enterprises. For example, the VPI & SU Tailor Shop does 

not sell cadets uniforms but rather issues them out of its inventory. Therefore, a turn- 
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over ratio based on amount issued, rather than on sales, might be very beneficial to 

them. 

Trend statement analysis could be a useful tool in analyses both within auxiliary enter- 

prises and among auxiliary enterprises. Recall that trend statements are a series of fi- 

nancial statements for one organization over several years, which are expressed in terms 

of a base year. As the name implies then, they show trends over time. An analysis of 

trends of this sort can be beneficial to any organization as it can signal trouble areas and 

also monitor if the organization is moving in the direction desired by authorities. Aux- 

iliary enterprises are no exception. In fact, trend analysis can be especially useful in the 

examination of auxiliary enterprises as it can be used as a tool for comparisons. 

The most thorough approach to analyzing auxiliary enterprises with trend statements is 

to compile trend statements for each auxiliary enterprise and also to compile an aggre- 

gate statement for all of them together. Since the university financial statements show 

auxiliary enterprises only in the aggregate, the aggregate trend statement will be a tool 

by which to evaluate overall trends. 

Trend statements for individual auxiliary enterprises can also be very beneficial. Since 

they are engaged in very different businesses, they will have different problems and op- 

portunities. These will not be apparent in the ageregated statement, as the aggregated 

statement will not show enough detail. The aggregated statement could also tend to 

nullify the effects of individual auxiliary enterprises, as the effects caused by some might 

be cancelled by others. 

Comparing individual auxiliary trend statements to the aggregate trend statements can 

also be useful in explaining trends. Ifa trend for an individual auxiliary enterprise is also 
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apparent in the aggregated statement, it may be a university trend of which the individ- 

ual auxiliary enterprise has no control. On the other hand, if an individual auxiliary 

enterprise’s trend 1s moving in a direction which is opposite of the aggregate trend, it 

might signal management that a particular area may require some attention. 

Several common-size statements, placed in successive order to accentuate trends, can 

also be a useful tool in the analysis of auxiliary enterprises’ financial positions. Such 

statements will show changes over time in the composition of assets, liabilities, reserve 

balances revenues, and expenses. Once again, these statements can be helpful at both 

the individual and the aggregate level. Since individual auxiliary enterprises are consid- 

ered individual business entities, an analysis at this level is crucial. Aggregate statements 

can also be helpful as they will show the direction of all auxiliary enterprises together, 

which is what is published in the university financial statements. 

4.6 Expert Systems and the Analysis of Auxiliary 

Enterprises’ Financial Statements 

The analysis of auxiliary enterprises’ financial positions 1s quite amenable to expert sys- 

tem development. For financial statement analysis, an expert system should be broken 

down into three stages. The first stage is deciding what precisely is to be done. This 

encompasses determining what ratios should be computed and what techniques should 

be applied along with what information will be necessary to perform these techniques. 

The second stage is the actual compilation of necessary data along with performing the 

calculations. And the third stage is the evaluation of the output obtained in stage two. 
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4.6.1 Stage 1 -Using an Expert System to Determine what 

Analytical Techniques Apply to Individual Auxiliary Enterprises 

The first stage in the analysis, i.e., determining what techniques to apply given a partic- 

ular auxiliary enterprise, is very amenable to expert system development. For an expert 

system to function effectively, the domain of knowledge and information required must 

be narrow. This is very true in this instance. In fact, the domain which applies to the 

financial analysis of auxiliary enterprises is narrower than that which applies to com- 

mercial organizations. This is true for two reasons. First, auxiliary enterprises are not 

concerned with profitability in the same sense as profit oriented organizations, do not 

have equity investors, and therefore have no association with the stock market. Conse- 

quently, measures incorporated into an analysis which reflect any of these factors would 

not be applicable to auxiliary enterprises. And second, the environment surrounding an 

auxiliary is much smaller and exhibits more stability and certainty than that surrounding 

a commercial enterprise. This type of environment also makes them privy to informa- 

tion which would be almost impossible to gather by their counterparts in industry. 

Therefore, most information which affect them and could affect their financial perform- 

ance ts available to them or at least obtainable. The result of this is that the domain of 

knowledge required to determine what techniques and information are applicable to the 

analysis of a particular auxiliary enterprise’s financial statements is fairly narrow and can 

be determined with certainty. For the most part then, the data that will be used in the 

financial statement analysis will include; the financial statements of a given auxiliary 

enterprise, averages of those of similar auxiliary enterprises at other institutions, aver- 

ages of those of other auxiliary enterprises within the same institution, and information 

which can be obtained from the university, e.g.s, expected number of incoming fresh- 
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man, composition of those students in terms of curriculum, housing preferences and 

meal preferences, number of entering cadets, etc. 

For a task to be amenable to expert system development, it is often cited that the task 

must be fairly well understood, not require common sense or sensory data, and that 

genuine experts must exist. Given a specific auxiliary enterprise, the task of determining 

what information is required along with what techniques apply to the analysis of its fi- 

nancial situation, certainly passes all of the above conditions. Since financial analysis 

is a fairly well developed field, performed mainly by those who are certified or have at 

least studied in the area, it appears that experts do, in fact, exist. Furthermore, since 

they perform a useful service, they must know what they are doing and why, leading one 

to the conclusion that the task is for the most part, well-defined. These experts which 

use their specialized knowledge to perform financial analysis, do not use common-sense, 

at least not in the definitional sense, i.e., knowledge which is independent of specialized 

knowledge and training. And finally, financial statement analysis does not require sen- 

sory data. All of the required information can easily be typed into a computer terminal. 

The format for this information may not be obvious, but the information will not need 

to be smelled, heard, sensed, or felt. 

4.6.2 Stage 2 - Using an Expert System to Perform the Calculations 

Stage two in the analysis of auxiliary enterprises’ financial situations, i.e., actually per- 

forming the calculations, is also amenable to expert system development, although this 

stage could also be performed using more traditional programming techniques. Stage 

two requires a lot of number crunching, so if maximum efficiency is desired, a program 
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written in a language like FORTRAN should be used. Although this approach is the 

most efficient for large applications, it may not be for small ones. Since stage one re- 

quires an expert system, if stage two is designed using a more structured type of pro- 

gram, an interface will be required from stage one into stage two sending stage two both 

the necessary data and the instructions regarding what to do with that data. Developing 

interfaces of this nature is a very complex task and is currently receiving much coverage 

in the literature. If the financial analysis to be performed is very large, and encompasses 

vast amounts of data, then building an interface will be necessary. If the application is 

small however, the loss of efficiency caused by calculating ratios and trends in LISP or 

PROLOG rather than in FORTRAN or PASCAL will probably not offset the com- 

plexity involved in building the interface. The financial analysis of auxiliary enterprises, 

at least for those at VPI & SU, does not require vast amounts of data, as they are all 

rather small and do not have many of the items, such as equity capital, marketable se- 

curities, long-term investments, etc., which are common to commercial enterprises. 

Furthermore, they do not have thousands of competitors and are not parts of huge in- 

dustries, either of which would require a substantial amount of data for comparison 

purposes. Therefore, it is recommended that stage two of an expert system built for the 

analysis of auxiliary enterprises’ financial situations, be built directly into the system 

rather than writing this part of the system as a traditional program and building an 

interface to access it. 

4.6.3 Stage 3 - Using an Expert System to Interpret the Analysis 

Stage three in the analysis of an auxiliary enterprise’s financial situation, 1.e., interpreting 

the output of stage two, is definitely amenable to expert system development. For the 
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most part, the domain is fairly well-defined, narrow, and understood. The system’s task 

at this stage will be to locate deviations from expectations, note them, and then try to 

determine the underlying cause. Locating and noting deviations will be simple enough 

to build into the system, although there will be some grey areas which require more 

knowledge of the system. For example, if the current ratio appears low but the quick 

ratio is quite high, there is probably no need to further investigate the current ratio. 

Uncovering the underlying causes of deviations will require a bit more expertise on the 

part of the system and will probably entail querying the user for more information. If 

the situation causing the deviation has not occurred in the past, the expert system will 

probably not be able to discover it. It could however, locate a few revenues or expenses 

which appear to be out of line and then query the user concerning them. Through the 

interaction with the user, the expert system should be able to reach a reasonable con- 

clusion. 

It is often cited that the task chosen for expert system development not require sensory 

data and that genuine experts exist. The interpretation of financial data fulfills both of 

these requirements. It certainly does not require any sensory data. And, genuine experts 

do exist. If analysts trained in the field were not better than the rest of the general 

public, then there would not be such a demand for them. 

The amount of data which is the resulting product from stage two of financial analysis 

will be quite substantial. Wading through this data to determine where further investi- 

gation is warranted will be quite a large, and for the most part, boring task. Therefore, 

using an expert system to perform this task rather than its human counterpart will be 

much more efficient and probably also more accurate. 
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In conclusion, all three stages in the analysis of auxiliary enterprises’ financial positions 

are amenable to expert system development. Furthermore, the overall task can be bro- 

ken down into the three stages. This can be very useful in expert system development 

as it allows for rapid prototyping. A system which performs any one of the stages would 

by itself be useful. Therefore, the system can be built in three almost separate modules 

which correspond to the stages, and can be used by the user separately until the entire 

system is up and working together. 

4.7 Information Requirements for an Expert System 

An expert system designed to analyze the financial statements of auxiliary enterprises 

would require several types of information. The most important source of information 

would be the income statements and balance sheets for each individual auxiliary enter- 

prise. Also helpful would be the financial statements of similar auxiliary enterprises at 

other institutions. Some of these will be easier to obtain than others. For example, most 

colleges and universities offer housing and food services to their students, so finding 

auxiliary enterprises of this type which are similar to those at VPI & SU would not be 

difficult. On the other hand, finding a Tailor Shop similar to that at VPI & SU is im- 

possible. 

For an expert system to perform a thorough analysis of an auxiliary enterprise's financial 

position, information beyond financial statements will also be required. Most of this 

information will be available from the university and will vary between auxiliary enter- 

prises. For example, the University Chapel will be interested in the religious preferences 
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of the student body while the Tailor Shop will want to know the number of cadets en- 

rolled in each class. 

An expert system which performs the analysis of auxiliary enterprises’ financial positions 

can be used by both management of the individual auxiliary enterprises and the person 

in the Office of Business Affairs who oversees all of their financial positions. It may also 

be useful to the Internal Audit Department. Individual managers can use the expert 

system in the analysis of their own auxiliary enterprises. They can monitor ratios to 

ascertain that they stay within acceptable ranges and track trends over time in antic- 

ipation of major changes, both positive and negative. The person who oversees all of 

the auxiliary enterprises’ financial positions will perhaps have greater use of the expert 

system. Since he is not involved in their day to day operations, he is not likely to notice 

changes in operations which will affect their financial situations. An expert system will 

note changes in composition and unacceptable situations quickly to him, so that he may 

take action if required. He can also use the system to evaluate the auxiliary enterprises 

in the aggregate. Since this is what is seen on the university financial statements, it is 

critical that the auxiliary enterprises be examined from this perspective. 
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Chapter 5 

A University Tailor Shop Auxiliary Enterprise 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the financial statements of a specific auxiliary 

enterprise at the university studied, and to establish the reasons behind that particular 

auxiliary enterprise being selected for further study. To do so, the differences between 

financial statements of auxiliary enterprises and those of corporate entities are presented. 

An in-depth discussion of the Tailor Shop’s financial statements is provided along with 

a description of how these statements differ from those of other auxiliary enterprises. 

Different analytical techniques which can be useful in examining the financial position 

of the Tailor Shop are then presented. 
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5.1 Introduction 

An expert system could, perhaps, be developed to analyze the financial status of all 

university auxiliary enterprises. However, since expert systems are typically built in a 

step-wise fashion, it was felt that a good starting point would be to build a system which 

analyzes only one auxiliary enterprise. This system could later be extended to include 

other auxiliary enterprises as well. The auxiliary enterprise selected for this research was 

the VPI & SU Tailor Shop. This decision was made in consultation with members of 

management in the Office of Business Affairs who are responsible for overseeing the fi- 

nances of all auxiliary enterprises. They recommended the Tailor Shop because its re- 

cent financial situation has been a problem and has been requiring a lot of their time and 

efforts. Thus, they felt that an expert system to‘analyze the Tailor Shop’s financial po- 

sition could assist them in determining what actions might put the Tailor Shop in a 

better financial position, and also be a tool by which they could monitor the Tailor 

Shop’s financial situation over time. 

The unfavorable financial position of the Tailor Shop has been caused by their large 

inventory. Although revenues fairly consistently exceed expenses, their cash balance is 

negative, and has been for quite some time. This inventory would not be a problem if 

the cash reserves built up over the years were large enough to support the inventory, but 

they have not been. The result is that the Tailor Shop is constantly borrowing upon the 

reserves of other auxiliary enterprises. Although functioning in this manner has kept the 

shop operational, it is not self-supporting. Since each auxiliary enterprise is supposed 

to be self-supporting, the Office of Business Affairs and the Internal Audit Department 

have both been working with the management of the Tailor Shop to determine what 
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actions can be taken to put them into a positive cash position. They feel that an expert 

which could analyze the Tailor Shop’s financial position along with answering what-if 

types of questions could be very beneficial in this endeavor. 

5.2 The Tailor Shop’s Financial Statements 

The financial statements of the Tailor Shop, like those of any auxiliary enterprise, differ 

from those of the other auxiliary enterprises due to the inherent differences in the nature 

of their business. The accounting methods which they use do not differ, but the ac- 

counts used and the importance of these accounts do. The result of this is that an 

analysis of the Tailor Shop requires different measures of acceptable performance than 

an analysis of any other auxiliary enterprise. The following section presents a discussion 

of these differences and is followed by sections which describe the Tailor Shop’s financial 

statements. 

5.2.1 Differences Between Financial Statements of the Tailor Shop and of 

other Auxiliary Enterprises 

One of the major differences found between the financial statements of the Tailor Shop 

and those of other auxiliary enterprises is in the inventory account, both in terms of 

importance of the account (in dollars) and in terms of the way in which they account for 

their inventory. The dollar value of the inventory at the Tailor Shop is very large for the 

size of their business. In fact, it 1s quite common for the value of their inventory to be 
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about the same as their annual gross revenue. If one were to think of that in terms of 

a retail establishment, it would indicate that they are turning over their inventory only 

once in a year, which is not a profitable way to run an organization. The reason that 

the Tailor Shop’s inventory appears so high is partially because of the large amount 

held, and partially because of their accounting practices. Management of the Tailor 

Shop takes pride in having all of the cadets fully outfitted within the first two weeks of 

fall semester. In order to provide this service to cadets of so many different shapes and 

sizes, a large volume of uniforms must be kept in inventory. The accounting practices 

used on the inventory also contribute to the large dollar balance. Cadets lease, rather 

than buy their uniforms. Thus, the uniforms which the cadets actually possess 

throughout the academic year, are considered issued inventory of the Tailor Shop. 

Another major difference between the Tailor Shop and other auxiliary enterprises, one 

which is not reflected on their financial statements but is reflected in their net income, 

is in the determination of rates. Most auxiliary enterprises determine the service level 

they want to provide, and then given the costs associated with that level, set their rates. 

For example, in the health service, the number of doctors, nurses and staff are deter- 

mined in advance, along with the medications and medical information they wish to 

provide to the students. They then determine the cost of these services, and from this 

cost and the expected number of students, the fee which will be charged to each student 

is determined. Other auxiliary enterprises which use student fees (e.g.s, housing, food 

services, and Squires Student Center) all use this same basic procedure to determine their 

fees. Auxiliary enterprises which are dependent on revenue not obtained by student fees 

(e.g.s, Tennis Pavilion, Laundry, and Equine Center) set their rates based on their costs. 

Neither of these rate setting methods can be used by the Tailor Shop. They can set some 

of their own rates, for example those on services offered to the public and to other de- 
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partments within the university, however, these account for only a small portion of their 

revenue. The majority of their revenue comes from commutation allowances paid by the 

armed forces, which are determined by each of the branches individually in conjunction 

with the Department of Defense. The Tailor Shop has some flexibility in determining 

the quantity and quality of uniforms issued to cadets but they must stay within guide- 

lines set by the Army, the Air-Force, the Navy and the Department of Defense. Fur- 

thermore, they are under pressure from military officials at VPI & SU, in particular 

General Lane, to offer more than is required by the armed services and the Department 

of Defense. The result of this is that the Tailor Shop has little control over either the 

revenues or the expenses associated with the corps of cadets. 

The value of fixed assets of the Tailor Shop is fairly minimal when compared to that of 

other auxiliary enterprises. A complete listing of their equipment, along with cost, date 

‘of purchase, and current value as of June 30, 1990, can be seen in tables | and 2. Table 

1 lists pieces of equipment which have not yet outlived their useful lives, while table 2 

lists all equipment currently in use that has been paid off. The total value of all of this 

equipment is $8680.14, which is quite small for an organization with annual gross re- 

venues in excess of $300,000. There are several reasons for this low level of fixed assets. 

First, tailoring is very labor intensive so salary and wages represent a much larger part 

of operating expenses than equipment. Second, the Tailor Shop has been in operation 

for a long time, and sewing machines often last for long periods of time, often beyond 

their expected useful lives. Thus, the Tailor Shop has several pieces of equipment, some 

dating back to 1945, which have been paid off but are fully operational (see table 2). 

Third, the equipment which they use in their operation is mainly sewing machines, which 

are not very expensive. Fourth, the Tailor Shop, like other auxiliary enterprises, has 

most of its accounting functions carried out at the Office of Business Affairs. The result 
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of this is that much of the equipment associated with these functions, such as calculators 

and computers, is not necessary for the operation of these enterprises. And fifth, the 

record keeping that is done within the Tailor Shop is fairly primitive. Therefore, the 

equipment associated with record keeping, at least until June 30, 1988, consisted of old 

filing cabinets and tickler files, rather than computers. It should be noted however that 

the Tailor Shop received a computer in July 1988. 

5.2.2 Description of the Tailor Shop’s Financial Statements 

The financial statements for the Tailor Shop can be found in figures 6 through 9. Fig- 

ures 6 and 7 present the income statements as of June 30, 1990 on an accrual basis and 

a cash basis, respectively. The balance sheets on an accrual basis and a cash basis are 

furnished in figures 8 and 9, respectively. For purposes of financial statement analysis, 

both of the income statements and the accrual based balance sheet will be used. 

Throughout this research, it has been stated that statements based on accrual methods 

of accounting give a better representation of an organization’s financial position than 

those based on cash methods of accounting. Therefore, it was felt that an analysis that 

did not use accrual based statements would be inadequate. Unfortunately, the VPI & 

SU accounting system is a cash based one and most of those interested in the financial 

position of auxiliary enterprises are merely concerned with cash. Therefore, an analysis 

of auxiliary enterprises which does not incorporate cash based statements would be 

given no credence. Thus, any analysis performed of the Tailor Shop, or any other aux- 

iliary enterprise, should utilize both cash based and accrual based statements. The cash 

based balance sheet however, will not be used as it does not provide any information 

which cannot be be easily obtained from the accrual based statement. The following 
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the year to pay for expected services rendered, as the expected services are often un- 

known in advance. For example, it is impossible for the Tailor Shop to know in advance 

how many cadets will gain or lose enough weight to require alterations; how many rank 

changes there will be; and, how many cadets will quit over the year, and when. Esti- 

mations could be made for these types of situations using historical data, but historical 

data of this nature is not available. Therefore, it is felt that analyses based on annual 

data would be much more accurate and useful than analyses based on monthly or 

quarterly data. 

5.2.3. Income Statements 

The accrual based income statement for the Tailor Shop, as of June 30, 1990 is shown 

in figure 6. Since VPI & SU does not use accrual accounting methods, this income 

statement was compiled explicitly for purposes of financial analysis. The revenues in this 

statement are broken down into two groups, i.e., those obtained from the corps of cadets 

and those obtained from other sources. It was felt that the corps of cadets should be 

broken out separately as it represents such a substantial portion of the Tailor Shop’s 

business. Furthermore, operations associated with the military are the only ones that 

require inventory and so it was felt that the cost of goods issued should be subtracted 

only from the applicable revenue. 

The group of accounts listed under Revenue from Other Operations encompasses all 

non-military operations, and can be divided into five accounts. These include; public, 

students/faculty/staff, inter-departmental work, music department, and state related ac- 

tivities. Revenue placed in the public account is obtained from charges for services 
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rendered to people of the local community. The student/faculty/staff account, as its 

name implies, is used for revenue obtained from students, faculty and staff members of 

VPI & SU. The inter-departmental account is for all revenue obtained from other de- 

partments within the university, with the exception of the music department. Examples 

of these other departments include; the athletic association, the police department and 

food services. A separate revenue account is maintained for the music department be- 

cause work done for that department is quite substantial when compared to that for any 

other department. The state related account is used for revenue obtained from govern- 

ment agencies not related to the university, most notably, police departments. The re- 

venue obtained from all of these sources is mainly for services rendered as nothing is 

bought for, or sold to, these customers. The only purchases made for servicing the users 

of these accounts are small supplies, such as thread and elastic. 

With one exception, the expenses on the accrual based income statement come directly 

from the VPI & SU accounting system. The one exception is the depreciation expense. 

This figure is not available from the VPI & SU accounting system, as depreciation is not 

accounted for in cash based systems. Table | however lists all of the Tailor shop’s 

equipment along with its annual depreciation (calculated on a straight-line basis), and 

this number was calculated from the list. 

It should be noted that this accrual based income statement is not completely based 

upon accrual accounting methods. The difference between this one, and one based 

solely on accrual methods, however, is immaterial. Since the actual accounting system 

is cash based, payables and receivables are not booked until a cash transaction occurs. 

Therefore, it is possible that revenues that have been earned but not received, or costs 

that have been incurred but not paid, are not reflected on the statement. The reason 
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Corps of Cadets Revenue 

Army UCF Revenue 
Navy UCF Revenue 
Air Force UCF Revenue 
Cadet Only Revenue 
AF Field Training 

Total Corps Revenue 

Cost of Goods Issued 

Beginning Inventory 
(issued and unissued) 

Add: Purchases 
Less: Ending Inventory 

Cost of Uniforms Issued 

Gross Profit on Cadet Uniforms (1) 

Revenue from other Operations 

Public 
Students, Faculty, Staff 
Inter-Departmental Work 
Music Department 
State Related 

Total Other Revenue 

Total Gross Profit 

Operating Expenses 

Personal Services 

Emplover Retirement Contrib 
FICA; Other 
FICA; Wage State Employees 
Group Insurance 
Medical/Hosp Insurance 
Salaries Classified, Other 
Wages General 
Wages Student 

57,698.43 
64,733.62 
68,145.58 
31,449.28 
5622.00 

251,967.00 
47,074.00 

241,114.20 

19,673.00 
11,927.00 

637.00 
1,604.00 

13,339.00 
157,260.00 

8,407.00 
0.00 

Total Personal Services 

Figure 6 

227,648.91 

57,926.80 

212,847.00 

Tailor Shop Income Statement 
Accrual Basis 
June 30, 1990 

169,722.11 

$79,365.12 

249,087.23 
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Contractual Services 

Postal services 77.00 
Printing 60.00 
Telecomm. Services 1,253.00 
Plant Repair & Maintenance Ser 45.00 
Laundry & Linen Services 6,851.00 
Skilled Services 178.00 
Travel 0.00 
Auto Data Proc Hardw 0.00 
Computer Charges 0.00 

Total Contractual Services 8,464.00 

Supplies & Materials 

Office Supplies 109.00 
Stationery & Forms 51.00 
Auto Data Proc Supplies 0.00 
Custodial Repair & Maint. 78.00 
Mechanical Repair & Maint. 214.00 

Total Supplies & Materials 449.00 

Continuous Charges 

Property Insurance 596.00 
Agency Service Charges 23,128.00 . 
Electrical Service Charges 4,242.00 
Water & Sewer Service Charges $2.00 
Computer Peripheral 240.00 
Workmen’s compensation 1,895.00 

Total Continuous Charges 30,153.00 

Depreciation Expense 845.92 

Total Operating Expenses 252,758.92 

Net Income from Operations ($3,671.69) 

Footnotes: (1) This includes only the actual cost of the uniforms. It does not include 
expenses associated with tailoring and cleaning the uniforms, which are part of the ser- 
vices required by the armed forces and are expected to be taken from commuatation al- 
lowances. 

Figure 6 (continued) 
Tailor Shop Income Statement 

Accrual Basis 
June 30, 1990 
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Corps of Cadets Revenue 

Army UCF Revenue 57,698.43 
Navy UCF Revenue 64,733.62 
Air Force UCF Revenue 68,145.58 
Cadet Only Revenue 31,449.28 
AF Field Training 5,622.00 

Total Corps Revenue 227,648.91 

Cost of Goods - Uniform Purchases 47,074.00 

Gross Profit on Cadet Uniforms (1) 

Revenue from other Operations 

Public 4,869.54 
Student/Faculty/Stalf 51,459.45 
Interdepartmental 4,111.53 
Music Department 14,885.50 
State Related 4,039.10 

Total Other Revenue 

_ Total Gross Profit 

Operating Expenses 

Personal Services 

Employer Retirement Contrib 19,673.00 
FICA; Other 11,927.00 
FICA; Wage State Employees 637.00 
Group Insurance 1,604.00 
Medical/Flosp Insurance 13,339.00 
Salaries Classified, Other 157,260.00 
Wages Gencral 8 407.00 
Wages Student 0.00 

Total Personal Services 212,847.00 

Figure 7 
Tailor Shop Income Statement 

Cash Basis 

June 30, 1990 

180,574.91 

$79,365.12 

$259,940.03 
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Contractual Services 

Postal services 77.00 
Printing 60.00 
Telecomm. Services 1,253.00 
Plant Repair & Maintenance Ser 45.00 
Laundry & Linen Services 6,851.00 
Skilled Services 178.00 
Travel 0.00 

Total Contractual Services 8,464.00 

Supplies & Materials 

Office Supplies 109.00 
Stationery & Forms 51.00 
Auto Data Proc Supplies 0.00 
Custodial Repair & Maint. 78.00 
Mechanical Repair & Maint. 211.00 

Total Supplies & Materials 449.00 

Continuous Charges 

Property Insurance 596.00 
Agency Service Charges 23,128.00 
Electrical Service Charges 4,242.00 
Water & Sewer Service Charges $2.00 
Computer Peripheral 240.00 
Workmen’s compensation 1,895.00 

Total Continuous Charges 30,153.00 

Equipment Expense 115.00 

Total Operating Expenses 252,023.00 

Net Income from Operations $7,912.03 

Footnotes: (1) This includes only the actual cost of the uniforms. It does not include 
expenses associated with tailoring and cleaning the uniforms, which are part of the ser- 
Vices required by the armed forces and are expected to be taken from commuatation al- 
lowances. 

Figure 7 (continued) 
Tailor Shop Income Statement 

Cash Basis 
June 30, 1990 
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depreciated over its useful lifetime. Thus, the depreciation expense shown in figure 6 

represents the annual expenses associated with eight different pieces of equipment which 

have been purchased over the past several years. 

5.2.4 Balance Sheets 

The accrual based balance sheet for the Tailor Shop is given in figure 8. This balance 

sheet is much simpler than one of a profit oriented organization for two reasons. First, 

being merely a subsidiary of a much larger entity, the Tailor Shop’s operations and ac- 

counting methods are much simpler. For example, they have no need to hold 

marketable securities or long-term investments, nor do they have need for long-term 

borrowings or equity capital. This is because activities associated with these types of 

accounts are carried on at the university level. The resulting statements then reflect this 

simplicity. And second, as cited earlier, current receivables and payables are not posted 

to this statement. This is due to the complexity involved in obtaining them and the 

immaterially in the differences that would result if they could be obtained. 

The major asset of the Tailor Shop is inventory. The other asset category is equipment. 

Since tailoring is such a labor intensive business, the equipment associated with this or- 

ganization is low. On the liability and equity side of the balance sheet, only one liability, 

that is, cash basis loan from other auxiliaries, exists. This is the amount which the Tailor 

Shop has borrowed from other auxiliary enterprises to support its assets. The size of this 

figure reflects an unfavorable situation. If this figure were temporary, it would probably 

be acceptable, however, an evaluation of past balances reveals that this number has been 

very large for quite some time. The reserve account on the Tailor Shop’s balance sheet 
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Assets 

Current assets 

Inventory 

Long-term assets 

' Equipment 

Total assets 

Liabilities and Capital 

Current liabilities 

Cash basis loan from other auxiliaries 

Equity 

Reserves 

Total liabilities and equity 

Figure 8 
Tailor Shop Balance Sheet 

Accrual Basis 

June 30, 1990 

241,114.20 

8,680.14 

$249,794.34 

196,988.05 

52,806.29 

$249,794.34 
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is analogous to an equity account on a corporate balance sheet, that is, it gives an indi- 

cation of net worth for the organization. 

In compiling a balance sheet for the Tailor Shop on an accrual basis, inventory is being 

valued at cost for new items and half-cost for used items, and equipment is being valued 

at cost less depreciation. In doing so, one very large assumption is being made. This 

assumption is that if the Tailor Shop were to cease to be a going concern, these assets 

could be sold at value. If this were the case, the other auxiliary enterprises could be paid 

what they are owed, and the balance in the reserve account would be what remained 

after liquidation. But an examination of this assumption does not give much credence 

to its validity. Industrial sewing equipment valued at $8680 could probably be sold for 

that, or at least not too much less. In the worst case, it could be scrapped, costing only 

$8680. The probability associated with selling the uniforms at their value is extremely 

low. It is highly unlikely that $241,114 worth of distinctive VPI & SU cadet uniforms 

(some used, some new), could be sold for $241,114, as it is unlikely that VMI or Texas 

A&M would change their uniforms so that they could buy VPI & SU’s old ones. 

Therefore, when evaluating the Tailor Shop from an accrual basis, this underlying as- 

sumption must be kept in mind. 

The cash based balance sheet for the Tailor Shop as of June 30, 1990, which is quite 

simple, is shown in figure 9. On a cash basis, all equipment and inventory is expensed 

at the time of purchase. In other words, it can be thought of as a sunk cost, which im- 

plies that the Tailor Shop has no assets. Unfortunately, to balance against no assets, 

they have a very large liability. The due to other auxiliary enterprises account shows a 

balance of $196,988. To balance this account then, they have a net worth, or reserve 

balance of negative $196,988. 
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Assets 

- None- 

Total assets $0.00 

Liabilities and Capital 

Current habilities 

Cash basis loan from other auxiliaries 196,988.05 

Equity 

Reserves (196,988.05) 

Total liabilities and equity $0.00 

. Figure 9 
Tailor Shop Balance Sheet 

Cash Basis 
June 30, 1990 
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Although it appears that the accrual based balance sheet and the cash based balance 

sheet are barely related, getting from one to the other is not difficult. The due to other 

auxiliary enterprises account on both is the same, and is the starting point for balancing 

either one. The difference results from the difference in asset valuation methods. On the 

cash based statement, assets are non-existent, while on the accrual based statement they 

are valued at current value. To obtain the reserve balance on the accrual based state- 

ment, the difference between total assets and the due to other auxiliary enterprises ac- 

count is calculated. On the cash based statement, since assets do not exist, the reserve 

balance is simply the negative of the due to other auxiliary enterprises account. 

5.3 Financial Statement Techniques That Can be Useful 

in the Evaluation of the Tailor Shop 

A financial analysis of the Tailor Shop will require some measures that are typical of 

other organizations and other measures which are specific to their situation. Some 

measures which are very important to corporations and perhaps even to other auxiliary 

enterprises, will be totally inappropriate when applied to the Tailor Shop. Therefore, 

an analysis of the Tailor Shop’s financial position must be customized to fit their needs 

using some of the techniques and ratios commonly found in the literature and also some 

measures specifically designed for their situation. Since a thorough analysis of some of 

these measures will not deal with figures that can be found in the financial statements, 

it will be necessary to gather other information besides the four financial statements 

discussed earlier. A thorough analysis of the Tailor Shop’s financial situation will in- 
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clude; a comparison of budget to actual costs and revenues, ratio analysis, trend state- 

ments, and common size statements over time. Each of these topics will be presented 

individually in the sections which follow. 

5.3.1 Evaluating Deviations from Budget 

The Tailor Shop, like all auxiliary enterprises at VPI & SU and many not-for-profit or- 

ganizations, prepares a budget in advance and is expected to operate within the guide- 

lines of this budget. At VPI & SU, the budgeting process entails determining budgets 

for the seven years succeeding the current year, which actually means devising a budget 

for the latest year in the series, and updating the budget for the other six years. For each 

auxiliary enterprise, the budget includes expected revenues and expected costs by each 

expense category (e.g.s, personal services, contractual services, and supplies and materi- 

als). Therefore, at any given time, the Tailor Shop has available the current year’s 

budget by item, the current year’s actual revenues and costs, and the approved budget 

for the next seven years. 

Monitoring the Tailor Shop’s deviations from budget on an item by item basis is a good 

place for a financial analysis to begin. An analyst merely needs to determine what 

ranges of deviations are acceptable and then determine the underlying causes for those 

outside their respective ranges. Of course, determining the underlying cause and deter- 

mining whether or not the situation requires attention is not always a simple task. Both 

revenues and expenses should be evaluated for deviations in both directions. If revenues 

appear abnormally high it should be determined why the Tailor Shop has received more 

revenue than expected and whether or not it is a problem. It is doubtful that a problem 
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exists, however, it is worthwhile to identify the unexpected source of this revenue. If 

revenue is less than that expected on the budget, there is probably cause for concern. 

Therefore, a deeper evaluation which examines the different sources contributing to re- 

venue should be performed in order to determine which source has not materialized or 

was less than expected. Costs should also be compared to budget and deviations in ei- 

ther direction noted. It should be determined whether costs in any particular category 

exceed those expected in the budget. If any do, the underlying cause should be deter- 

mined. Monitoring these deviations is very important for two reasons. First is the ob- 

vious reason, if costs are too high, a low (or perhaps negative) income may result. And 

second is the VPI & SU accounting system’s reaction to costs which exceed budgeted 

amounts. Ifa bill is submitted for payment, and payment of that bill will result in the 

auxiliary enterprise exceeding its budget, the accounting system will not pay it. Sucha 

situation can be embarrassing for management of the auxiliary enterprise, and also 

damage their relationships with suppliers. Expense categories which are abnormally low 

should also be examined as even though such a situation appears favorable, it may not 

be. In the Tailor Shop, if actual expenses are not as high as expected, it might be that 

they are not building their inventory as much as was planned, they have not purchased 

the equipment which they were expected to purchase, or that their labor force is down. 

With any of these types of situation, a deeper examination will be required as it is im- 

possible to label the situation as either favorable or unfavorable without more non- 

financial information. 
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5.3.2 Ratio Analysis 

Some of the ratios discussed in Chapter 3 are directly applicable to the financial state- 

ments of the Tailor Shop, some are applicable with minor adaptations, and some are 

totally inappropriate. Since accrual based statements provide a better representation of 

an organization’s true financial position, all ratios will be calculated using these state- 

ments. 

The current ratio (current assets / current liabilities), which measures an organization’s 

ability to meet its short-term financial obligations is directly applicable to the Tailor 

Shop. This ratio will give an indication of their ability to pay their debt to other auxil- 

lary enterprises. When interpreting this ratio though, it is important to remember the 

assumption underlying the compilation of these statements. That assumption was that 

the Tailor Shop’s inventory can be sold for its current value if necessary, an assumption 

which would probably be impossible to validate. 

Liquidity ratios other than the current ratio, which are often used in financial statement 

analysis of organizations, cannot be applied to the Tailor Shop, due to the simplicity of 

the Tailor Shop’s financial statements. Other liquidity ratios often exclude inventory 

from current assets, and since inventory is the only current asset held by the Tailor Shop, 

calculation of such ratios would result in values of 0, which are useless for comparison 

purposes. 

Most leverage/capital structure ratios do not apply to the Tailor Shop as the Tailor Shop 

has no real capital structure. Having no stockholders simplifies matters relating to 

capital considerably. One ratio that might apply in the future is the times interest earned 
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ratio (operating income / annual interest payments). This ratio was designed to evaluate 

an organization’s ability to meet its interest payments. At this time, the Tailor Shop has 

no long-term debt and does not pay interest on its short-term debt, so the times interest 

earned ratio is inappropriate. However, if the Tailor Shop were to expand substantially, 

requiring new quarters, or if tailoring became highly mechanized (or robotized) requiring 

a large investment in equipment, the ratio would become appropriate. 

Although profitability is not a major goal of the Tailor Shop, several of the profitability 

ratios could be useful in evaluating their performance, as these ratios actually measure 

efficiency. The return on assets ratio ( (net income after tax + interest expense - tax 

benefit of interest expense) / total assets) is useful in the evaluation of any organization 

as it measures how efficiently the organization is utilizing its total assets. Therefore, it 

should also be useful to the Tailor Shop. 

The gross profit ratio and net profit ratio could be used in an analysis of the Tailor Shop, 

although a little adaptation to both of them would make them more meaningful. The 

gross profit ratio (gross profit / net sales) was designed to measure the percentage of 

each sales dollar remaining after the cost of goods sold has been covered, to provide for 

other expenses and to contribute to net profit. Since the gross profit ratio is greatly af- 

fected by inventory rate, some analysts prefer to use the net profit ratio (net income 

before taxes / net sales) which is a more conservative measure. Both of these ratios were 

designed for organizations which sell merchandise, rather than services. Since the Tailor 

Shop provides both, it is felt that these ratios should only be applied to the military 

operations, since all other operations deal primarily with services. In order to make this 

adaptation, net sales should be replaced by commutation allowances in both ratios, and 
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net income before taxes should be adapted so as not to include revenues obtained, or 

costs incurred, from other operations. 

Another profitability ratio which is applicable to the Tailor Shop is the expense to re- 

venue ratio. This ratio measures how much of each revenue dollar is consumed before 

taxes. If this ratio is greater than one, it indicates that the organization is not generating 

enough revenue to meet its before tax expenses. This ratio can be calculated for the 

Tailor Shop as a whole, and also for each individual market segment (that is, public, 

students/faculty/staff, etc.). 

Two turnover ratios discussed in Chapter 3 are also applicable to an analysis of the 

Tailor Shop’s financial statements, although both of these require minor adaptations. 

The total asset turnover ratio (sales / average total assets) is a measure of the number 

of times annual sales cover total assets. Since this is measuring the turnover of mer- 

chandise, it should only be applied to operations associated with the Corps of Cadets. 

Therefore, sales should be replaced by commutation allowances earned, and average 

total assets should be adjusted to include only that portion of assets which are used in 

serving the Corps. Average total assets then should include all inventory and a portion 

of equipment which is determined by evaluating the proportion of time the equipment 

is used servicing the uniforms for the Corps. 

The inventory turnover ratio could also be useful in evaluating the financial statements 

of the Tailor Shop. The inventory turnover ratio (sales / average inventory) is used to 

measure how fast an organization is turning over its inventory. In this ratio, the figure 

used for sales should be replaced by commutation allowances earned. This ratio, like the 

total asset turnover ratio, can be used only to evaluate the Tailor Shop’s operations as- 
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sociated with serving the Corps of Cadets, since these are the only operations which have 

inventory. 

5.3.3 Trend Statements 

Trend statements can be a very valuable tool in the analysis of the Tailor Shop. They 

can be used on the income statements to locate trends in revenue sources, expenses 

categories, and net income. Trend statements can also be used on the balance sheets to 

track trends in inventory levels, equipment, amounts owed to other auxiliary enterprises, 

and reserves. These trend statements should be calculated for the accrual and cash based 

income statements and for the accrual based balance sheets, and should cover a few 

years. Initially, statements over a three year period are probably sufficient, but as time 

passes the earlier years should not be dropped unless some major change is made which 

makes them irrelevant. 

Ideally, trend statements should also be prepared for the three previous years for auxil- 

lary enterprises in the aggregate. If this were done, it would make it possible to compare 

the trends of the Tailor Shop to those of auxiliary enterprises as a whole. Unfortunately, 

collecting the data in the aggregate would be extremely time consuming as accrual based 

information does not exist for any auxiliary enterprises except the CEC. 
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5.3.4 Common Size Statements 

Common-size statements could be useful for both individual auxiliary enterprises and 

auxiliary enterprises in the aggregate, as they would be a comparison tool for those of 

the Tailor Shop. Unfortunately, the only ones which could be compiled without major 

efforts are those based on the cash based income statements. Since a cash based income 

statement does not give a very good representation of an organization’s true financial 

position, compiling common-size statements of this type would not be very beneficial. 

Although trend statements for auxiliary enterprises in the aggregate and common-size 

statements for individual ones would be too difficult to compile at this time, this may 

not always be the case. If financial analyses of the type to be performed on the Tailor 

Shop were to be performed on all auxiliary enterprises, then the information for these 

statements would be readily available. Also, with the new accounting system in VPI & 

SU’s accounting department, this data could be available if it were requested by the 

proper authorities. Unfortunately, if it were to be gathered on the accounting system, 

it would not be useful for several years as historical data is necessary for these types of 

analyses. 

5.3.5 Information Requirements 

In order to perform actual analyses of the types discussed above, more than the mere 

calculations are required. An analysis also requires an interpretation of the output. An 

interpretation will note what measures appear within reason and which should be noted 

as exceptions. The ones which are noted as exceptions will require further investi- 
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gations. Questions one might ask include: is there a reason for a particular deviation? 

if so, what 1s that reason? are there several offsetting situations which individually might 

make particular ratios look inadequate, but in the aggregate have no major effect? if so, 

is this or is it not a problem? Answers to these and other related questions require an 

analysis into the operations of the Tailor Shop, and will require information other than 

that which can be found on the financial statements. For example, suppose an analysis 

finds that commutation allowances for the current year are below that of previous years. 

In order to determine why this has occurred, data beyond the financial statements is re- 

quired. It may be that commutation allowances are low because the size of the corps 

has decreased. This is a logical reason, but not the only one. It might be that the mix 

of the cadets in the different classes has caused this decrease. Commutation allowances 

allotted by all of the branches of the service are much higher for juniors than they are 

for freshmen and sophomores (e.g., in 1989-90 commutation allowances were $373 for 

freshmen and sophomores, and $1174 for juniors). Furthermore, freshmen are the ones 

which require the most in uniforms, as they must be newly fitted and they do not have 

any old uniform items. Therefore, if in a given year the number of freshmen and 

sophomores is high when compared to that of juniors and seniors, the average commu- 

tation allowance received per cadet will appear quite low and adversely affect income. 

The amount of data required beyond that available in the financial statements will de- 

pend upon the depth of the analysis desired. For the Tailor Shop, data pertaining to the 

different operations will be quite important. The largest operation, and the one which 

will require gathering the largest amount of data, is that associated with servicing the 

corps of cadets. Some of the information which will be necessary in order to interpret 

an analysis includes: commutation allowances for each class; number of students in each 

class; and costs associated with performing each individual task required in outfitting 
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and maintaining a cadet in uniform. For non-military operations, there is also need for 

data collection, although the data collected will not be as voluminous. For example, for 

operations performed for the music department it would be helpful to have the number 

of Marching Virginia members, pep band members, and symphony band members. For 

each of these groups, a count of how many of them were new members would also be 

useful information, as new members are more likely to require alterations. 

Some of the most useful information that can be collected for an analysis of the Tailor 

Shop is the costs incurred for each individual operation. This is extremely useful infor- 

mation for two reasons. First is the obvious one, which is to determine whether or not 

each operation is profitable and which operations contribute the most to profits. And 

second, the Tailor Shop must justify their expenses pertaining to the Corps of Cadets to 

the Army, the Air Force, and the Navy. To date, none of the services have questioned 

the Tailor Shop on their methods of marking up uniforms and charging for administra- 

tive functions, but this situation cannot continue indefinitely. 

Information pertaining to costs associated with each operation of the Tailor Shop is not 

available prior to July 1988. Prior to that time, no attempt was made to allocate costs 

by operation. Due to the financial difficulties encountered by the Tailor Shop, the 

Internal Audit Department set up a cost system during July 1988. Under this new sys- 

tem, personnel and direct costs are allocated to one of several categories. These cate- 

gories include: work done for the corps of cadets; sales to students, faculty and staff; 

sales to other government entities; interdepartmental sales; and sales to the general 

public. Costs and personnel charges which cannot be allocated to one of these catego- 

ries are posted to a ‘general costs’ account. 
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Chapter 6 

An Expert System Prototype for Financial Analysis 

of a University Tailor Shop 

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the prototype expert system developed to 

evaluate the financial position of the VPI & SU Tailor Shop. This will include: specifics 

regarding the hardware and software requirements, the limitations of the software 

package chosen, an overview of the entire system, a detailed description of each module 

of the system, and a description of what is required to update the system. 

6.1 Approach to Building the Expert System Prototype 

The following sections present the hardware and software selected for this research, 

along with the limitations of the software selected. 
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6.1.1 Hardware and Software 

Since there are many expert system software packages available for microcomputers, and 

since the mainframe computer at VPI & SU does not support any expert system pack- 

age, it was decided to use a PC-based expert system shell. After reviewing several shells, 

the one selected for this research was GoldWorks, by Gold Hill Computers. Hardware 

requirements for GoldWorks include a minimum of a 286 microcomputer with 6 mega- 

bytes of RAM. After a year of working with GoldWorks, it became apparent that the 

actual RAM requirements for anything but a very small system, far exceeded the 6 

megabytes stated by the product vendor. It was discovered that 10 megabytes of RAM 

was insufficient for this research project. Therefore, it was decided that another software 

package would be used. 

The second software package selected was VP-Expert, by Paperback Software. A\l- 

though this package is not as sophisticated as GoldWorks, (i.e., it does not support 

frames, instances, sponsors, handlers, etc.), it requires less memory and was adequate for 

the research undertaken. WP-Expert is a rule based system which can interface with 

spreadsheet and database packages, and also has graphics capabilities. Hardware re- 

quirements for VP-Expert include at least an 8088 microcomputer with 512K of RAM 

and a color monitor with EGA graphics, or a monochrome monitor with a Hercules 

monochrome graphics adapter. It should be noted however, that these requirements are 

the absolute minimum. The system built has been found to run slowly on a 486 with 8 

megabytes of RAM (an issue which will be discussed in more detail later). 
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6.1.2 Limitations of VP-Expert 

A limitation of VP-Expert is that it is a rule based system. Although it was originally 

felt that this might be a limitation for our research, it was found not to be. Several 

limitations were found. These include; a maximum size limitation on files, an inability 

to properly read arrays from spreadsheets, and a lack of efficiency which resulted in an 

extremely slow system. 

6.1.2.1 File Sizes 

It was found that VP-Expert cannot manipulate files that are much over 100 kilobytes. 

When editing files larger than this, VP-Expert destroys a file rather than saving it. 

6.1.2.2 Arrays 

It was determined that VP-Expert cannot read from and write to spreadsheets using ar- 

rays. VP-Expert lengthens arrays rather than changing the values in them. Therefore, 

after VP-Expert has written to a spreadsheet, the only way to accurately retrieve data 

from that spreadsheet is to access individual cells, rather than arrays. This was not only 

inefficient in terms of actual programming, but also drastically slowed down the system. 

6.1.2.3 Speed and Efficiency 

The final prototype system built has over 100 files and requires a little more than 4 

megabytes of disk space. This includes both VP-Expert and VP-Planner spreadsheet 
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files. In running the system, VP-Expert must constantly load files, switch knowledge 

bases, and read from and write to spreadsheets. All three of these activities require a 

substantial amount of time. And since the system is constantly performing all three of 

these activities, it is very slow. For example, it takes more than six hours to run through 

the entire system on a computer with a 386 processor. 

6.2 System Overview 

The prototype expert system designed has five major modules. The five modules were 

chosen and designed after lengthy discussions with the Assistant Director of Risk Man- 

agement and formerly Financial Coordinator of Business & Auxiliary Operations (this 

individual, Mr. Bruce Downey, was the expert used in developing the system). These 

modules have been developed to incorporate the major factors which should contribute 

to the financial success/failure of the VPI & SU Tailor Shop. A module was also de- 

veloped to answer what-if type questions for a user. The following sections present a 

brief discussion of the entire system, an in depth discussion of each module, and a de- 

scription of the requirements for updating the system. 

6.2.1 <A Brief Description of the System 

The expert system prototype was designed to aid a user in the analysis of the financial 

position of the VPI & SU Tailor Shop. It allows a user to select which modules to 

perform and also presents a choice of whether or not a hard copy is to be printed. Fig- 
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ures 10 through 13 present a layout of the files and the relationships among them. A 

description of each of the modules will be given in the following sections. 

6.2.2 System Modules 

The file trees displayed in figures 10 through 13 show how the files interrelate. In ex- 

amining the tree, it can be seen that the first decision to be made by the user is whether 

or not to print the session. If one chooses to print the session, then control passes to 

pts (print tailor shop), otherwise control passes to npts (no print tailor shop). With the 

exception of graphics, the features available under either option are the same. The dif- 

ferences in the graphics will be discussed later under the appropriate section. Once the 

print/no-print option has been selected, the user moves on to selection of one of the 

following modules. These modules include: budget analysis, ratio analysis, trend state- 

ments, graphics, and what-if analysis. Each of these modules, along with a sample ses- 

sion will be presented in the following sections. 

6.2.2.1 Budget Analysis 

Budget analysis is an important part of the financial analysis of all auxiliary enterprises 

in the university. Annual budgets are prepared in advance for both revenues and ex- 

penses, and auxiliaries are expected to live within the guidelines set forth by these 

budgets. For the Tailor Shop, the budget consists of a single figure for revenue, but is 

broken down by category for expenses. Categories include; personnel services, contrac- 

tual services, supplies and materials, continuous charges, and equipment purchases. 
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Within individual categories, the budget is sometimes, although not always, broken 

down further. 

Since the budget is given on an annual basis, both revenue and expense items must be 

broken down further to be useful, and this is done by the expert system. The system first 

breaks revenue into six different revenue categories and then breaks down each category 

into months. The first breakdown is done using the previous year’s figures along with 

some information from the user. To do the first breakdown, the system compares the 

budget revenue figure of the present year with that of the previous one. Ifit is the same, 

the system assumes that the breakdown into categories will be the same and thus breaks 

it down accordingly. For example, if the corps provided 55% of the revenue in the 

previous year, and the budget has not changed, it is assumed that the corps will provide 

55% of the revenue in the current year. 

If the budget changes, however, allocations are made differently. First, the portion of 

the budget which is equal to the prior year’s budget is allocated as if no difference exists. 

The difference however, is not allocated according to the same proportions. According 

to the expert source used, if the budget either increases or decreases, there must be a 

reason, and therefore the user should know which revenue category (or categories) are 

responsible for the difference. The system therefore gives the user the difference and 

prompts for a response regarding responsible market segments. This difference in the 

budget between years is then allocated to the appropriate market segments according to 

the user’s response. 

Calculating expected amounts for expense categories is more straightforward. It is ex- 

pected that expenses will be incurred at about the same rate as in previous years. Thus, 

given an annual budget figure and the prior year’s monthly and annual expenses, the 
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system determines the expected expenses by month according to the proportions of ex- 

penses incurred in the previous year. 

When comparing the budget to actual figures in any given revenue or expense category, 

it would be unrealistic to expect budget and actual figures to be exactly the same. 

Therefore, the system puts bounds on the expected values calculated, and then deter- 

mines whether or not the actual figures fall within these bounds. The bounds used to 

create these ranges are + /- 20% of the expected amount. However, a user can change 

these limits for any of the categories desired. 

Once the system has determined the acceptable ranges for each expense and revenue 

category, it proceeds with the analysis. The analysis compares actual to budget to see 

if the actual figures appear to be in line with the budget. If they do, then the system 

will inform the user of this. If actual figures are out of range, the system attempts to 

determine why. Examples of this can be seen in several of the expense categories in the 

sample session which follows. 

Sample Session with Budget Analysis 

Given below is a sample session with the budget analysis module of the system. From 

the main menu, if the user selects budget analysis, the following is an example of what 

might be shown on the screen and also printed out if desired. 

BUDGET ANALYSIS 

Budget analysis is used to determine whether or not the organization’s 
revenues and expenses have been within budget over time. For the Tailor 
Shop, a budget is determined in advance for the year. A monthly review 
of the budget versus actual data is conducted to determine whether or 
not the Tailor Shop is operating within its budget. An acceptance 
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range, which is currently + or - 20% of the expected amount for each 
revenue and expense category, is used to determine whether or not each 
item is within budget. 

Would you like to change any of these ranges for the revenue 
categories? 

no yes 

yes 

Would you like to change any of these ranges for the expense 
categories? ° 

no yes 

yes 

Which revenue limits would you like to change? 

military public stu fac staff 
interdepartmental music dept state related 

military 

What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for military revenue? 
Please do not use decimals. 

10 

What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for military revenue? 
Please do not use decimals. 

10 

Which expense category limits would you like to change? 

equipment uniforms personnel 
contractual supplies materials continuous 

personnel 

What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for personnel 
expenses? Please do not use decimals. 

10 

What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for personnel 
expenses? Please do not use decimals. 

10 
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The annual budget for the Tailor Shop is determined for revenue in 
total, and by category for expenses (e.g. personnel, continuous, etc). 
In order to determine whether or not revenue 1s within budget, the 
budgct is first divided into market segments. Thus, any increase or 
decrease in the expected revenues must be allocated to one or more of 
these revenue segments. If such an increase or decrease does occur, 
your will be asked to determine which segments are responsible for 
the change. 

The amount budgeted for revenue this year has decreased from the 
previous year by $9000. Which market segments are responsible for 
contributing less this year to total revenue? Please make certain that your 
input adds up to $9000. 

military public stu fac staff 
interdepartmental music dept state related 

music dept 
interdepartmental 
military 

How much is military revenue expected to decrease? 

3000 

How much is interdepartmental revenue expected to decrease? 

3000 

How much is music department revenue expected to decrease? 

3000 

The following analysis will determine whether or not each revenue and 
expense category is over budget, under budget, or within budget (i.e., over, 
under, or within the previously prescribed ranges). In this analysis, if 
an item is over or under budget, this will be indicated along with the 
percentage by which it is over or under budget. The actual and budget 
values will not be displayed. Given the annual budget, one must break the 
budget down into 12 monthly intervals. This is done by using the previous 
year’s actual figures to determine how much of the current year’s budget 
should have been used thus far in any given month. For categories which 
provide a fairly steady flow of income or expense (e.g. salaries), any 
exception 1s important. For other categories however, the flow of funds 
may be discontinuous. For example, most of the revenue from the corps is 
booked to the Tailor Shop late in the year, while revenue from the music 
department is typically paid twice, once in the fall and once in the 
spring. Repairs and maintenance will be erratic. For categories such 
as these, an early or late payment will appear as an exception. 
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At this time, calculation of all expected values is in progress. Please 
be patient as this takes time. You will be instructed when to continue. 

The calculations are now complete. Press any key to examine 
the revenue part of the analysis. 

The revenue collected from the corps so far 
this year is 16.50% less than expected. 

The revenue collected from the public so far 
this year is 40.86% less than expected. 

The revenue collected from state related activities so far 
this year is 31.05% less than expected. 

The following revenue categories are within budget: 

music 
interdepartmental 
stu fac staff 

The revenue section of budgeting analysis has finished. Press any 
key to examine the expenses section. 

Total personnel expenses are over budget. This is due to the fact 
that the following individual expense item(s) is (are) over budget: 

salaries 
fringe benefits 

Total contractual expenses are within budget. However, the following are 
under budget, 
repair and maintenance 
and the following are over budget, 
telecommunications 

Total continuous expenses are under budget. This is due to the fact 
that the following individual expense item(s) is (are) under budget: 

water and sewer 

Total supplies and materials are over budget. This is due to the fact 
that the following individual expense item(s) is (are) over budget: 

‘other supplies & materials 
repairs 

Expenses for uniforms so far this year are under budget by 24.69%. 

Expenses for equipment so far this year are under budget by 69.65%. 
In fact, there is $885 left in the budget for equipment. 
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6.2.2.2 Ratio Analysis 

The ratio analysis module of the system was designed to calculate and interpret several 

ratios of interest to the Tailor Shop. The ratios used were chosen by the expert as he 

felt that these were meaningful measures of the Tailor Shop’s performance. These in- 

clude; current ratio, return on assets ratio, gross profit on cadet uniforms ratio, expense 

to revenue ratio, expense to revenue ratio by market segment, total asset turnover ratio, 

and inventory turnover ratio. These ratios will not be described here as the system itself 

explains them, as can be seen in the following session. 

Sample Session with Ratio Analysis 

Given below is a sample session with the ratio analysis module of the system. From the 

main menu, if the user selects ratio analysis, the following is an example of what might 

be shown on the screen and also printed out if desired. 

The most recent data is for the year ending June 1990. 
Is this the most current year end? 

yes no . 

yes 
CURRENT RATIOS 

1988 1989 1990 

1.298 1.229 0.965 

The current ratio is a measure of the organization’s ability to 
meet its short-term financial obligations as they fall due. A ratio 
of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable’ for the Tailor Shop. 

As can be seen above, the current situation is not good. The 
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ratio is below its acceptable level for the most recent year, and also, 
has been declining for the past several years. This means that 
other auxiliary enterprises are financing an increasing proportion of 
the Tailor Shop’s operating expenses. 

RETURN ON ASSETS 

The Return on Assets ratio (ROA) is designed to measure how much 
income is produced for each dollar of total assets held. In a profit 
oriented organization, a high ROA is desirable. Since the primary 
responsibility of the Tailor Shop is to provide a service, rather than 
produce a profit, it should not necessarily strive for a high ROA. Rather, 
it should target a specific ROA. If net income is to be used only to 
replace old equipment, than an ROA of around .004 is desirable. On the 
other hand, if net income is also used to repay the amount borrowed from 
other auxiliaries (say over a 10 year period), then an ROA of around .08 
is desirable. In any case, the ROA should not be negative as a negative 
ROA indicates a net loss on the operations. 

RETURN ON ASSETS 

1988 1989 1990 

-0.06 -0.05 -0.26 

As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only 
is the ROA negative, but it has decreased over the past year. A glance at the 
income statements will give a good indication of why this is happening. 
Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total 
revenue) has decreased by 8.3%. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salaries 
and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total costs) have 
increased by 25.3%. 

GROSS PROFIT RATIO ON CADET UNIFORMS 

The Gross Profit Ratio was designed to measure the percentage of 
each sales dollar remaining after the cost of goods sold (cost of uniforms 
issued) has been covered. In other words, this ratio indicates how much of 
each sales dollar is available to cover operating expenses. If operating 
expenses are not being met, prices can be raised, or expenses lowered, and 
an increased gross profit ratio will result. For the Tailor Shop, this is 
a good figure to watch to determine what 1s happening with commutation 
allowances, inventory, and ‘bags’ issued to cadets. 

In the Tailor Shop’s situation, a change in the gross profit could 
indicate: 
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- a change in commutation allowances, 
- a change in the ‘mix’ of cadets (i.e., freshmen vs. 
sophomores vs. juniors vs. seniors), 

- a change in the cost of uniforms, 
- a change in the number of uniform items per ‘bag’ or 

in their quality, or 
- an undervaluation or overvaluation in inventory. 

With the above in mind, our ‘expert’ will perform its analysis. However, 
determining changes in the cost of individual uniform items or in their 
quality is beyond the scope of this system. Therefore, if one of these 
has changed significantly, it should be taken into consideration while 
viewing the following analysis. 

Press any key to see the Gross Profit Ratio analysis 

GROSS PROFIT RATIO ON CADET UNIFORMS 

1988 1989 1990 

0.551 0.683 0.719 

As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite 
upward trend. A determination of the cause reveals that a couple of 
different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation 
allowances have increased over the past year by 5.37%. 
Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory (either 
ending inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been 
undervalued.) 

Press any key to continue 

EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIO 

The expense to revenue ratio was designed to measure how much of each 
revenue dollar is consumed by expenses. The primary responsibility of 
the Tailor Shop is to provide a service, rather than to produce a 
profit. However, given the level of service provided and the prices 
charged, it should strive for a low expense to revenue ratio. If net 
income is to be used only to replace old equipment, then an expense to 
revenue ratio of around .995 is desirable. On the other hand, if net 

income is also to be used to repay the amount borrowed from other 
auxiliaries (say over a 10 year period), then a ratio of around .93 is 
desirable. In any case, the expense to revenue ratio should be less than 
1, since a ratio greater than | indicates that expenses exceed revenues. 

Press any key to see the Expense to Revenue analysis 
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EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIOS 

1988 1989 1990 

1.058 1.046 1.236 

As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only 
is the expense to revenue ratio greater than 1, but it has increased over the 
past year. A glance at the income statements will give a good indication of 
why this is happening. Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes 
more than 75% of total revenue) has decreased by 8.3%. Meanwhile, costs 
incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60% 
of total costs) have increased by 25.3%. 

EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIO 
BY MARKET SEGMENT 

Expense to revenue ratios are also calculated for each market segment 
of the Tailor Shop. These are very useful as they show which market 
segments are able to cover their individual expenses. It should be noted 
however, that overhead expenses are not included in any of these figures. 
Thus, if all segments showed a ratio of 1.0, the Tailor Shop would not be 
able to cover all of its expenses, due to overhead expenses not included 

in the computations. Overhead expenses for the Tailor Shop generally 
constitute between 20% and 30% of total expenses, which 1s currently 
between $30,000 and $60,000. 

Press any key to see the Expense to Revenue ratios 

EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIOS 
BY MARKET SEGMENT 

MARKET SEGMENT 1988 1989 1990 

Corps 0.53 0.58 . 0.65 * 
Public 1.81 1.34 1.82 
Student/Faculty/Staff 1.69 1.25 1.14 
Interdepartmental 4.36 1.18 0.78 
Music Department 0.66 0.60 0.66 
State Related 1.89 1.40 1.18 

* upward trend - not good 
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TOTAL ASSET TURNOVER RATIOS 

1988 1989 1990 

1.14 1.126 1.117 

In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets 
is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset value is considered 
bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (1.e., uniforms 
signed out to cadets) is a major portion of its assets. Since it is 
expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue 
obtained from them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered 
to be quite good. 

As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is quite good. 
However, it has decreased over the past year. Management might want to 
determine whether this is just random fluctuation or the beginning of a 
trend. 

INVENTORY TURNOVER RATIOS 

The inventory turnover ratio is designed to measure how fast an 
organization turns over its inventory. Ideally, this number is quite high, 
since it is best to turn over goods as quickly as possible. Doing so 
decreases the possibility of lowering the value of the goods due to 
obsolescence, pilferage, damage, etc. Much of the Tailor Shop’s inventory 
however, cannot be turned over more than once a year, because uniforms 
issued to cadets are considered part of total inventory. In the case of 
the Tailor Shop, this ratio is calculated by dividing income produced 
from the corps by the average dollar value of inventory (which consists 
almost solely of cadet uniforms). If this ratio is very low, say less 
than .50, it indicates that the Tailor Shop is holding a large amount of 
unissued inventory in the shop. Given these circumstances, any ratio 
which is greater than 0.75 is considered to be ‘acceptable.’ 

Press any key to see the inventory turnover analysis 

INVENTORY TURNOVER RATIOS 
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1988 1989 1990 

0.941 0.877 0.836 

As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is quite good. 
However, it appears to be decreasing over time. Management might want to 
determine whether this is just random fluctuation or an actual trend. 

6.2.2.3 Trend Statements 

The trend statement module of the system was designed to display annual trends over a 

three year period. Although no evaluation is done by the system, trend statements can 

be useful as a tool to show increases and decreases of costs, revenues, reserves, etc., in 

relative terms. The trend statements provided by the system include; accrual based in- 

come statements, cash based income statements, balance sheets, and market segment 

revenues and expenses. These will be explained further by the system itself in the sample 

session which follows. 

Sample Session with Trend Statements 

TREND STATEMENTS 

Trend statements are the financial statements of several years, 
expressed as percentages of one of those years. For purposes of this 
analysis, the base year chosen is the first year in the series. For each 
year, the dollar value of each item is divided by the dollar value of the 
corresponding item in the base year. This results in a value which is in 
terms of the percentage of the base year. From these statements, trends 
over time can be seen. For the statements which follow, any trend of more 
than 5% increase per year in expenses or 5% decrease per year in revenues 
is displayed in red. Likewise, any trend of more than 5% increase per 
year in revenue or 5% decrease per year in cost is displayed yellow. 

Select the number corresponding to the trend 
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statements which you would like to see. 

I accrual based income statements 

2 cash based income statements 

3 balance sheets 

4 market segment revenues and expenses 

5 exit to main menu 

1 accrual based income statements 

TREND STATEMENTS FOR CONDENSED 
ACCRUAL BASED INCOME STATEMENTS 

Revenue 1988 1989 1990 

Corps 1.00 0.89 0.90 
Public 1.00 1.31 0.77 
Student/Faculty/Staff 1.00 1.31 1.52 
Interdepartmental 1.00 3.57 4.13 
Music Department 1.00 1.07 1.23 
State Related 1.00 1.31 0.90 

Total Revenue 1.00 0.96 0.99 

Expenses 

Cost of Uniforms Issued 1.00 0.63 0.51 
Personnel 1.00 1.08 1.13 
Contractual 1.00 1.16 1.17 
Supplies & Materials 1.00 2.13 1.10 
Continuous 1.00 1.60 1.70 
Depreciation 1.00 1.02 0.70 

Total Expenses 1.00 0.76 0.20 

Net Income from Operations 1.00 0.76 0.20 ** 

** note that net income 1s negative, thus a decrease is good 

Select the number corresponding to the trend 
statements which you would like to see. 
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1 accrual based income statements 

cash based income statements | 

balance sheets 

market segment revenues and expenses 

mn 
Lb 

WY 
WN 

exit to main menu 

2 cash based income statements 

TREND STATEMENTS FOR CONDENSED 
CASH BASED INCOME STATEMENTS 

Revenue 1988 1989 1990 

Corps 1.00 0.89 0.90 
Public 1.00 1.31 0.77 
Student/Faculty/Staff 1.00 1.31 1.52 
Interdepartmental 1.00 3.57 4.13 
Music Department 1.00 1.07 1.23 
State Related 1.00 1.31 0.90 

Total Revenue 1.00 0.96 0.99 

Expenses 

Uniform Purchases 1.00 0.61 0.46 
Personnel 1.00 1.08 1.13 
Contractual 1.00 1.16 1.17 
Supplies & Materials 1.00 2.13 1.10 
Continuous 1.00 1.60 1.70 
Equipment 1.00 0.24 0.07 

Total Expenses 1.00 0.24 0.07 

Net Income from Operations 1.00 0.65 -1.34 ** 

** note - the base year was negative 

Select the number corresponding to the trend 
statements which you would like to see. 
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1 accrual based income statements 

2 cash based income statements 

3 balance sheets 

4 market segment revenues and expenses 

5 exit to main menu 

3 balance sheets 

TREND STATEMENTS FOR BALANCE SHEETS 

1988 

Current Assets 
Inventory 1.00 

Long Term Assets 
Equipment 1.00 

Total Assets 1.00 

Liabilities & Capital 
Cash Basis Loan from 1.00 

other Auxiliaries 
Equity -- Reserves 1.00 

Total Liabilities & Capital 1.00 

Select the number corresponding to the trend 
statements which you would like to see. 

1 accrual based income statements 

2 cash based income statements 

3 balance sheets 

4 market segment revenues and expenses 

5 exit to main menu 

4 market segment revenues and expenses 
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1989 

0.96 

0.91 
0.96 

1.01 

0.80 
0.96 

1990 

0.92 

0.84 
0.92 

1.24 

0.00 
0.92 
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TREND STATEMENTS FOR MARKET SEGMENT REVENUES & EXPENSES 

Revenues 1988 1989 1990 

Corps 1.00 0.89 0.90 
Public 1.00 1.31 0.77 
Student/Faculty/Staff 1.00 1.31 1.52 
Interdepartmental 1.00 3.57 4.13 
Music Department 1.00 1.07 1.23 
State Related 1.00 1.31 0.90 

Expenses 

Corps 1.00 0.97 0.97 
Public 1.00 0.97 0.78 
Students/ Faculty/Staff 1.00 0.97 1.03 
Interdepartmental 1.00 0.97 0.74 
Music Department 1.00 0.97 1.02 
State Related 1.00 0.97 0.56 

TREND STATEMENTS FOR 
MARKET SEGMENT REVENUES MINUS EXPENSES 

1988 1989 1990 

Corps 1.00 0.80 0.82 
Public 1.00 0.55 0.78 * 
Students/Faculty/Staff 1.00 0.48 0.32 * 
Interdepartmental 1.00 0.19 -0.26 
Music Department 1.00 1.28 1.65 
State Related 1.00 0.58 0.18 * 

* note - expenses exceeded revenue in the base year 

6.2.2.4 Graphics 

The graphics module of the system was designed to graphically depict some of the im- 

portant financial relationships of the Tailor Shop. In particular, individual monthly ex- 

pense item categories are graphed against the applicable budget, individual monthly 
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revenue market segment figures are graphed against the applicable budget, and finally, 

monthly revenue for each market segment is graphed against its corresponding expenses. 

A few difficulties were encountered when designing this module which affect its per- 

formance, and it is important that a user be informed of these. First is the manner in 

which the Y values were determined for X Y coordinates. VP-Expert does not allow 

variables ‘to be used for coordinates in graphs. For X coordinates, this did not present 

a problem as the X coordinates represent different months and could be determined in 

advance. Y coordinates however, are used to represent actual and expected revenues 

and expenses. These could not be determined in advance. Likewise, axis size could not 

be determined in advance, as it is dependent upon the size of the largest Y value. To 

compensate for these shortcomings, approximations were made. With respect to the size 

of the axis, three different size axes were developed for the system to use. The Y axis 

for the smallest ranges from 0 to 10,000, while the Y axis for the largest ranges from 0 

to 250,000. These axes are subdivided into 10 sections. After an actual or expected 

value is found, it is compared to these ranges to determine in which range it should be. 

Once the range is found, it is then assigned the Y coordinate value which falls tn the 

center of the range. This explains why some of the graphs exhibit sharp angles rather 

than smooth curves. 

Another problem encountered when designing the graphics module is actually a function 

of the first problem. Since variables could not be used, the actual code required to 

provide three different sets of axes, and twelve possible Y values for each of the 12 X 

values, was voluminous. And, since the size limitation of VP-Expert files is in the vi- 

cinity of 100,000 bytes, the graphics module was broken out into 22 actual knowledge 

bases. The relationships among these knowledge bases are presented in figure 11. The 
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system must therefore pass a file of data back and forth between these knowledge bases, 

which is inefficient and slow. 

Another limitation of the graphics module, is that it is not possible to send the graphic 

output to the printer. Thus, to use the graphics option, a user must view it on the 

screen. It should be noted that in the section which follows, the output was not 

produced directly from the system, but rather was replicated. 

Example Session with Graphics 

Displaying graphics entails both loading and calculating large amounts 
of data. This of course, requires a substantial amount of time. Please 
be patient. You will be instructed when to continue. 

The budget for revenue has decreased this year by $9000. 
Which market segments are responsible for contributing less this year to 
total revenue? 

military public stu fac staff 
interdepartmental music dept state related 

military 

How much is military revenue expected to decrease? 

9000 

More processing is necessary. You will be instructed when to 
continue. 

Select the number corresponding to the series 
of graphs which you would like to see. 

1 budget versus actual expenses 
2 budget versus actual revenues 
3 actual revenues versus actual costs 

by market segment 
4 exit to main menu 

1 budget versus actual expenses 
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BUDGET VERSUS ACTUAL EXPENSE GRAPHS 

The following series of line graphs each display 2 lines. The first 
line represents the accumulated amount of each expense for each month, 
given the budget. This is shown for the entire year. The second line 
represents the actual amount of accumulated expense to date. There is a 
graph for each of the following: 

Personal expenses, 
Contractual expenses, 
Supplies & materials, 
Continuous expenses, 
Uniform purchases, and 
Total expenses 

Press any key to continue 

The graphs which would be displayed on the screen can be viewed in figures 14 through 

BUDGET VERSUS ACTUAL REVENUE GRAPHS 

The following series of line graphs each display 2 lines. The first 
line represents the accumulated amount of each revenue for each month, 
given the budget. This is shown for the entire year. The second line 
represents the actual amount of accumulated revenue to date. There isa 
graph for each of the following revenue categories: 

Corps of Cadets, 
Public, 

Students/ Faculty/Staff, 
Interdepartmental, 
Music Department, 
State Related, and 

Total Revenue 

Press any key to continue 
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The graphs which would be displayed on the screen can be viewed in figures 20 through 

REVENUE AND EXPENSE MARKET SEGMENT GRAPHS 

The following series of line graphs each display 2 lines. The first 
line represents the accumulated amount of revenue for the applicable market 
segment. The second line represents the accumulated amount of DIRECT costs 
for that market segment. Note that with the exception of the final graph, 
which displays total revenues against total costs, no others include 
overhead costs. The series of graphs which you are about to view include 
graphs for each of the following market segments: 

Corps of Cadets, 
Public, 
Students/ Faculty/Staff, 
Interdepartmental, 
Music Department, 
State Related, and 

Total Revenue & Expenses 

Press any key to continue 

The graphs which would be displayed on the screen can be viewed in figures 27 through 
33. 

6.2.2.5  What-If Analysis 

The What-If module of the system was designed to address questions that our expert felt 

should be frequently asked, but are currently not frequently asked, due to time limita- 

tions. The eight questions addressed by the system can be divided into two categories. 

The first four pertain to the functions performed for the corps of cadets, while the last 
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four pertain to all other operations, budgets and expenses. The eight questions can be 

seen in the sample consultation which will be presented shortly. 

When using the what-if module, a user can select a single question, or any combination 

of questions. However, if one chooses to select more than one question, the questions 

must be selected individually, as the system will prompt for more data. After making 

any changes desired, a user then selects “perform the analysis” which instructs the system 

to update all applicable spreadsheet files. After the update has been completed, the 

system offers the user a choice of options. These include; budget analysis, ratio analysis, 

and trend statements. 

Sample Session with What-If Analysis 

Given below is a sample session with the what-if module of the system. From the main 

menu, if the user selects what-if analysis, the following is an example of what might be 

shown on the screen and also printed out if desired. 

WHAT-IF ANALYSIS 

In order to see the effects of changes, this section of the expert 
system allows changes to be made to many of the parameters of importance 
in the Tailor Shop. For example, it is possible to change the composition 
of the corps, increase or decrease specific costs and revenues, or 
eliminate an entire market segment. On the following screen several 
options will be presented. Although many changes can be made at once, 
please select the change options one at a time as each option will ask 
for specifics. After making all of the changes desired, select option 9 
to perform the analysis. The system will then proceed to a menu where 
you can choose any of the analyses desired. Note however that this 
is not the main menu, and therefore, when you want to exit what-if 
analysis, choose ‘return to main menu’ from the menu. 

eee NOTICE eee 
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Processing is now in progress, please wait until you are told to continue. 

Press any key to continue 

What-If Questions 

What if the composition of the corps were to change? 
What if the size of the corps were to change? 
What if commutation allowances were to change? 
What if the price of a ‘bag’ of uniform items were to change? 
What if non-corps prices were to change? 
What if costs were to change? 
What if the budget were to change? 
What if one or more entire market segments were dropped? c

o
~
I
 
A
 

On
 

BR 
W
N
 

9 Perform the analysis 
10 Return to main menu 

I] 2 3 
4 5 6 ° 
7 8 9 
10 

1 What if the composition of the corps were to change? 

There are currently 221 freshmen. Would you like to increase, decrease, or 
leave this number the same? 

increase decrease same 

increase 

By how many? 

75 

There are currently 118 sophomores. Would you like to increase, decrease, or 
leave this number the same? 

increase decrease same 

same 

There are currently 106 juniors. Would you like to increase, decrease, or 
leave this number the same? 
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increase decrease same 

increase 

By how many? 

75 

There are currently 116 seniors. Would you like to increase, decrease, or leave this 
number the same? 

increase decrease same 

same 

What-IFf Questions 

What if the size of the corps were to change? 
What if commutation allowances were to change? 

What if non-corps prices were to change? 
What if costs were to change? 
What if the budget were to change? 

C
O
M
A
 
D
W
N
 

=
 

9 Perform the analysis 
10 Return to main menu 

l 2 3 
4 5 6 
7 8 9 
10 

9 Perform the analysis 

The processing in progress now is quite extensive. Seven new 
worksheets are being created. This takes quite some time, so please 
be patient. You will be instructed when to continue. 

What would you like to do? Answer /Q when finished. 

budget analysis ratio analysis 
trend statements return to main menu 
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What if the price of a ‘bag’ of uniform items were to change? 

What if one or more entire market segments were dropped? 
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budget analysis 

BUDGET ANALYSIS 

Budget analysis is used to determine whether or not the organization’s 
revenues and expenses have been within budget over time. For the Tailor 
Shop, a budget is determined in advance for the year. A monthly review 
of the budget versus actual data is conducted to determine whether or 
not the Tailor Shop is operating within its budget. An acceptance 
range, which is currently + or - 20% of the expected amount for each 
revenue and expense category, is used to determine whether or not each 
item is within budget. 

Would you like to change any of these ranges for the revenue 
categories? 

no yes 

no 

Would you like to change any of these ranges for the expense 
categories? 

no yes 

The annual budget for the Tailor Shop is determined for revenue in 
total, and by category for expenses (e.g. personal, continuous, etc.). 
In order to determine whether or not revenue is within budget, the 
budget is first divided into market segments. Thus, any increase or 
decrease in the expected revenues must be allocated to one or more of 
these revenue segments. If such an increase or decrease does occur, 
you will be asked to determine which segments are responsible for 
the change. 

The amount budgeted for revenue this year has decreased from the 
previous year by $9000. Which market segments are responsible for 
contributing less this year to total revenue? Please make certain that your 
input adds up to $9000. 

military public stu fac staff 
interdepartmental §_ music dept state related 

military 

How much is military revenue expected to decrease? 

9000 
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The following analysis will determine whether or not each revenue and 
expense category is over budget, under budget, or within budget (i.e., over, 
under, or within the previously prescribed ranges). In this analysis, if 
an item is over or under budget, this will be indicated along with the 
percentage by which it is over or under budget. The actual and budget 
values will not be displayed. Given the annual budget, one must break the 
budget down into 12 monthly intervals. This is done by using the previous 
year’s actual figures to determine how much of the current year’s budget 
should have been used thus far in any given month. For categories which 
provide a fairly steady flow of income or expense (e.g. salaries), any 
exception is important. For other categories however, the flow of funds 
may be discontinuous. For example, most of the revenue from the corps is 
booked to the Tailor Shop late in the year, while revenue from the music 
department is typically paid twice, once in the fall and once in the 
spring. Repairs and maintenance will be erratic. For categories such 
as these, an early or late payment will appear as an exception. 

At this time, calculation of all expected values is in progress. Please 
be patient as this takes time. You will be instructed when to continue. 

The calculations are now complete. Press any key to examine 
the revenue part of the analysis. 

The revenue collected from the public so far 
this year is 40.86% less than expected. 

The revenue collected from state related activities so far 
this year is 31.05% less than expected. 

The following revenue categories are within budget: 
music 
interdepartmental 
stu fac staff 
the corps 

The revenue section of budgeting analysis is now finished. Press any 
key to examine the expense section. 

Personal expenses are all within budget. 

Total contractual expenses are within budget. However, the following are 
under budget, 
repair and maintenance 
and the following are over budget, 
telecommunications. 

Total continuous expenses are under budget. This is due to the fact 
that the following individual expense item(s) is (are) under budget: 
water and sewer 
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Total supplies and materials are over budget. this is due to the fact 
that the following individual expense item(s) is (are) over budget: 
other supplies & materials 
repairs 

Expenses for uniforms so far this year are under budget by 24.69%. 

Expenses for equipment so far this year are under budget by 69.65%. 
In fact, there is $885 left in the budget for equipment. 

What would you like to do? Answer /Q when finished. 

budget analysis ratio analysis trend statements 
return to main menu 

ratio analysis 

Please be patient. The data required to perform ratio analysis is quite extensive and re- 
quires a lot of time to retrieve. When the system is finished retrieving the data and 
performing the calculations, it will proceed directly with the analysis. 

CURRENT RATIOS 

1988 1989 1990 

1.298 1.229 1.224 

The current ratio is a measure of the organization’s ability to 
meet its short term financial obligations as they fall due. A ratio 
of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable’ for the Tailor Shop. 

As can be seen above, the current situation is not good. The 
ratio is below its acceptable level for the most recent year, and also, 
has been declining for the past several years. This means that 
other auxiliary enterprises are financing an increasing proportion of 
the Tailor Shop’s operating expenses. 

RETURN ON ASSETS 

The Return on Assets ratio (ROA) is designed to measure how much 
income is produced for each dollar of total assets held. In a profit 
oriented organization, a high ROA is desirable. Since the primary 
responsibility of the Tailor Shop is to provide a service, rather than 
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produce a profit, it does not necessarily strive for a high ROA. Rather, 
it should target a specific ROA. If net income is to be used only to 
replace old equipment, than an ROA of around .004 is desirable. On the 
other hand, if net income is also used to repay the amount borrowed from 
other auxiliaries (say over a 10 year period), then an ROA of around .08 
is desirable. In any case, the ROA should not be negative as a negative 
ROA indicates a net loss on the operations. 

Press any key to see the ROA analysis 

RETURN ON ASSETS 

1988 1989 1990 

-0.06 -0.05 -0.07 

As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only 
is the ROA negative, but it has decreased over the past year. A glance at the 
income statements will give a good indication of why this is happening. 
Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total 
revenue) has decreased by 6.0%. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salaries 
and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total costs) have 
increased by 4.4%. 

GROSS PROFIT RATIO ON CADET UNIFORMS 

The Gross Profit Ratio was designed to measure the percentage of 
each sales dollar remaining after the cost of goods sold (cost of uniforms 
issued) has been covered. In other words, this ratio indicates how much of 
each sales dollar is available to cover operating expenses. If operating 
expenses are not being met, prices can be raised, or expenses lowered, and 
an increased gross profit ratio will result. For the Tailor Shop, this is 
a good figure to watch to determine what is happening with commutation 
allowances, inventory, and ‘bags’ issued to cadets. 

In the Tailor Shop’s situation, a change in the gross profit could 
indicate: 

- a change in commutation allowances, 
- a change in the ‘mix’ of cadets (i.e., freshmen vs. 
sophomores vs. juniors vs. seniors), 

- a change in the cost of uniforms, 
- a change in the number of uniform items per ‘bag’ or 

in their quality, or 
- an undervaluation or overvaluation in inventory. 

With the above in mind, our ‘expert’ will perform its analysis. However, 
determining changes in the cost of individual uniform items or in their 
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quality is beyond the scope of this system. Therefore, if one of these 
has changed significantly, it should be taken into consideration while 
viewing the following analysis. 

Press any key to see the Gross Profit Ratio analysis 

GROSS PROFIT RATIO ON CADET UNIFORMS 

1988 1989 1990 

0.551 0.683 0.726 

As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite 
upward trend. A determination of the cause reveals that a couple of 
different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation 
allowances have increased over the past year by 5.37%. 
Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory (either 
ending inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been 
undervalued.) 

Press any key to continue 

EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIO 

The expense to revenue ratio was designed to measure how much of each 
revenue dollar is consumed by expenses. The primary responsibility of 
the Tailor Shop is to provide a service, rather than to produce a 
profit. However, given the level of service provided and the prices 
charged, it should strive for a low expense to revenue ratio. If net 
income is to be used only to replace old equipment, then an expense to 
revenue ratio of around .995 is desirable. On the other hand, if net 
income is also to be used to repay the amount borrowed from other 
auxiliaries (say over a 10 year period), then a ratio of around .93 is 
desirable. In any case, the expense to revenue ratio should be less than 
I, since a ratio greater than 1 indicates that expenses exceed revenues. 

Press any key to see the Expense to Revenue analysis 

EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIOS 

1988 1989 1990 

1.058 1.046 1.067 
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As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only 
is the expense to revenue ratio greater than I, but has increased over the 
past year. A glance at the income statements will give a good indication of 
why this is happening. Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes 
more than 75% of total revenue) has decreased by 6.0%. Meanwhile, costs 
incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60% 
of total costs) have increased by 4.4%. 

EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIOS 
BY MARKET SEGMENT 

Expense to revenue ratios are also calculated for each market segment 
of the Tailor Shop. These are very useful as they show which market 
segments are able to cover their individual expenses. It should be noted 
however, that overhead expenses are not included in any of these figures. 
Thus, if all segments showed a ratio of 1.0, the Tailor Shop would not be 
able to cover all of its expenses, due to overhead expenses not included 
in the computations. Overhead expenses for the Tailor Shop generally 
constitute between 20% and 30% of total expenses, which is currently 
between $30,000 and $60,000. 

Press any key to see the Expense to Revenue ratios 

EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIOS 
BY MARKET SEGMENT 

MARKET SEGMENT 1988 1989 1990 

Corps 0.53 0.58 0.58 
Public 1.81 1.34 1.82 
Student/Faculty/Staff 1.69 1.25 1.14 
Interdepartmental 4.36 1.18 0.78 
Music Department 0.66 0.60 0.55 
State Related 1.89 1.40 1.18 

TOTAL ASSET TURNOVER RATIOS 

1988 1989 1990 
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1.114 1.126 1.138 

In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets 
is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset value is considered 
bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., uniforms 
signed out to cadets) is a major portion of its assets. Since it is 
expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue 
obtained from them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered 
to be quite good. 

As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is quite good, 

and it is improving over time. 

INVENTORY TURNOVER RATIOS 

The inventory turnover ratio is designed to measure how fast an 
organization turns over its inventory. Ideally, this number is quite high, 
since it is best to turn over goods as quickly as possible. Doing so 
decreases the possibility of lowering the value of the goods due to 
obsolescence, pilferage, damage, etc. Much of the Tailor Shop’s inventory 
however, cannot be turned over more than once a year, because uniforms 
issued to cadets are considered part of total inventory. In the case of 
the Tailor Shop, this ratio is calculated by dividing income produced 
from the corps by the average dollar value of inventory (which consists 
almost solely of cadet uniforms). If this ratio is very low, say less 
than .50, it indicates that the Tailor Shop is holding a large amount of 
unissued inventory in the shop. Given these circumstances, any ratio 
which is greater than 0.75 is considered to be ‘acceptable.’ 

Press any key to see the inventory turnover analysis 

INVENTORY TURNOVER RATIOS 

1988 1989 1990 

0.941 0.877 0.858 

As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is quite good. 
However, it appears to be decreasing over time. Management might want to 
determine whether this is just random fluctuation or an actual trend. 
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What would you like to do? Answer /Q when finished. | 

budget analysis ratio analysis trend statements 
return to main menu 

trend statements 

TREND STATEMENTS 

Trend statements are the financial statements of several years, 
expressed as percentages of one of those years. For purposes of this 
analysis, the base year chosen is the first year in the series. For each 
year, the dollar value of each item is divided by the dollar value of the 
corresponding item in the base year. This results in a value which is in 
terms of the percentage of the base year. From these statements, trends 
over time can be seen. For the statements which follow, any trend of more 
than 5% increase per year in expenses or 5% decrease per year in revenues 
is displayed in red. Likewise, any trend of more than 5% increase per 
year in revenue or 5% decrease per year in cost is displayed in yellow. 
The system is currently gathering data for these statements. You will be 
instructed when to continue. 

Select the number corresponding to the trend 
statements which would like to see. 

1 accrual based income statements 

2 cash based income statements 

3 balance sheets 

4 market segment revenues and expenses 

§ exit to main menu 

1 accrual based income statements 

TREND STATEMENTS FOR CONDENSED 
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ACCRUAL BASED INCOME STATEMENTS 

Revenue 1988 1989 

Corps 1.00 0.89 
Public 1.00 1.31 
Student/Faculty/Staff 1.00 1.31 
Interdepartmental 1.00 3.57 
Music Department 1.00 1.07 
State Related 1.00 1.31 

Total Revenue 1.00 0.96 

Expenses 

Cost of Uniforms Issued 1.00 0.63 
Personnel 1.00 1.08 
Contractual 1.00 1.16 
Supplies & Materials 1.00 2.13 
Continuous 1.00 1.60 
Depreciation 1.00 1.02 

Total Expenses 1.00 0.95 

Net Income from Operations 1.00 0.76 

** note that the base year was negative 

Select the number corresponding to the trend 
statements which would like to see. 

1 accrual based income statements 

2 cash based income statements 

3 balance sheets 

4 market segment revenues and expenses 

§ exit to main menu 

2 cash based income statements 

TREND STATEMENTS FOR CONDENSED 
CASH BASED INCOME STATEMENTS 
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0.84 
0.77 
1.52 
4.13 
1.23 
0.90 
0.94 

0.51 
1.13 
1.17 
1.10 
1.70 
0.70 
0.94 

1.08 * x 
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Revenue 1988 1989 1990 

Corps 1.00 0.89 0.84 
Public 1.00 1.31 0.77 
Student/Faculty/Staff 1.00 1.31 1.52 
Interdepartmental 1.00 3.57 4.13 
Music Department 1.00 1.07 1.23 
State Related 1.00 1.31 0.90 

Total Revenue 1.00 0.96 0.94 

Expenses 

Uniform Purchases 1.00 0.61 0.46 
Personnel 1.00 1.08 1.13 
Contractual 1.00 1.16 1.17 
Supplies & Materials 1.00 2.13 1.10 
Continuous 1.00 1.60 1.70 
Equipment 1.00 0.24 0.07 

Total Expenses 1.00 0.96 0.94 

Net Income from Operations 1.00 0.65 1.37 

Select the number corresponding to the trend 
statements which would like to see. 

1 accrual based income statements 

2 cash based income statements 

3 balance sheets 

4 market segment revenues and expenses 

5 exit to main menu 

3 balance sheets 

TREND STATEMENTS FOR BALANCE SHEETS 

1988 1989 1990 
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Current Assets 
Inventory 1.00 

Long Term Assets 
Equipment 1.00 

Total Assets 1.00 

Liabilities & Capital 
Cash Basis Loan from 1.00 

other Auxiliaries 
Equity -- Reserves 1.00 

Total Liabilities & Capital 1.00 

Select the number corresponding to the trend 
statements which would like to see. 

1 accrual based income statements 

2 cash based income statements 

3 balance sheets 

4 market segment revenues and expenses 

5 exit to main menu 

4 market segment revenues and expenses 

0.96 

0.91 
0.96 

1.01 

0.80 
0.96 

0.92 

0.84 
0.92 

0.97 

0.75 
0.92 

TREND STATEMENTS FOR MARKET SEGMENT REVENUES & EXPENSES 

1988 
Revenues 

Corps 1.00 
Public 1.00 
Student/Faculty/Staff 1.00 
Interdepartmental 1.00 
Music Department 1.00 
State Related 1.00 

Expenses 

Corps 1.00 
Public 1.00 
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0.97 
0.97 

1990 

0.97 
0.78 
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Student/Faculty/Staff 1.00 0.97 1.03 
Interdepartmental 1.00 0.97 0.74 
Music Department 1.00 0.97 1.02 
State Related 1.00 0.97 0.56 

TREND STATEMENTS FOR 
MARKET SEGMENT REVENUES MINUS EXPENSES 

1988 1989 1990 

Corps 1.00 0.80 0.68 
Public 1.00 0.55 0.78 ** 
Student/Faculty/Staff 1.00 0.48 0.32 ** 
Interdepartmental 1.00 0.19 -0.26 ** 
Music Department 1.00 1.28 1.65 
State Related 1.00 0.58 0.18 ** 

** note - revenue minus expenses was negative in the base year 

6.2.3. Updating the System 

For the expert system to keep current, a user must input data monthly. When the sys- 

tem was first designed, templates were used in which the user could directly input data. 

The interface used for this was written in VP-Expert, but the data was then placed into 

VP-Planner spreadsheets by VP-Expert. Although such an approach required no 

knowledge regarding how to use any particular software, it was extremely inefficient and 

could cause accuracy problems when VP-Expert accessed the data during a consultation. 

In terms of efficiency, entering data through VP-Expert is slow, due to the fact that 

VP-Expert must constantly write to different spreadsheets in VP-Planner. Furthermore, 
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it is inaccurate, and this can only be corrected by changing the manner in which 

VP-Expert accesses VP-Planner which drastically slows down the system. A discussion 

was presented earlier describing the way in which VP-Expert accesses VP-Planner. It 

was noted that if a file has not been saved under VP-Planner, then the data accessed 

through arrays will be the original data. Therefore, the only way to ensure the integrity 

of the data, is to access individual cells. Thus, if all data is input into VP-Planner by 

way of VP-Expert, all calls made to VP-Planner for data must be done individually, 1.e., 

cell by cell, rather than transferring data in arrays. Accessing data in this fashion is in- 

efficient for two reasons. First, it is very slow. And second, each call made to 

VP-Planner requires an additional statement, and therefore such a method increases the 

size of each knowledge base. 

Because of these inefficiencies, it was decided that most data should be entered directly 

into VP-Planner. The following section will describe how this is to be accomplished. 

Entering Data into VP-Planner 

Several VP-Planner files are accessed during the course of a session with the system. 

The ones which require a user’s assistance in updating a session include: the monthly 

income statement (entitled playis), the yearly cash based income statement (entitled 

playcbis), the yearly accrual based income statement (entitled playabis), the yearly ac- 

crual based balance sheet (entitled playabbs), the budget (entitled playbud), and a file 

which contains data pertaining to the corps of cadets (entitled playca). Examples of data 

contained in the playca file include; commutation allowance by class, and number of 

corps members in each class. 
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On a monthly basis, the monthly income statement (i.e., playis) needs to be updated. 

This is a cash based monthly income statement. The data required to update this file 

can be obtained from the VPI & SU accounting system and the Tailor Shop’s Peach Tree 

system. Column A of this VP-Planner file presents the user with titles for each account. 

New data must be entered into column B. Thus, a user must must insert a new column 

in the B column and then fill in the applicable data. Also, a single quote must be entered 

into all empty cells. If this is not done, VP-Expert will pick up the wrong data during 

consultations, as it skips over empty cells when accessing data using arrays. 

On an annual basis, the cash based income statement, the accrual based income state- 

ment, the budget, the accrual based balance sheet, and the file containing data pertaining 

to the corps, must also be updated. The cash based income statement (i.e, playcbis) is 

merely the cash based income statement presented annually. The data placed in this 

worksheet is exactly the same as that placed in the monthly income statement worksheet 

for June. The new data should be entered into column B, just as is done above. 

The playca file contains size of the corps and commutations allowances by class. Com- 

mutation allowances are not subdivided into male/female categories as it was felt that 

the difference to results would be negligible but the resulting inefficiency of the system, 

would not. Therefore, the user can calculate a reasonable weighted average. New data 

entered into playca should be entered into column B in the appropriate cells, and for- 

mulas in cells C13 through C16 should be copied into cells B13 through B16. 

The budget file (1.e., playbud) contains the budget for the current year. As with the 

other files, the A column contains account titles and the current data must be entered 

into column B. 
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The playabis and playabbs contain the data for the accrual based income statements and 

the accrual based balance sheets respectively. Although the system depends on accrual 

based statements, the data for such statements is not readily available. Therefore, the 

system was designed to calculate the data for these statements and to put it in the ap- 

propriate spreadsheets. To do this however, requires assistance from the user. Since 

these files are updated through a consultation with the ratio analysis module of the sys- 

tem, the user must run this module. At the beginning of this module, a user is presented 

with the following statement and question; “The most recent data is for the year ending 

June (previous year). Is this the most current year?” If the user selects “no”, then the 

system automatically calculates the necessary accrual based statements. During its cal- 

culations, the system will need information regarding inventory and equipment pur- 

chases throughout the year. Therefore, this data should be readily available prior to 

updating the system, as the system will prompt the user for the data. In order to ensure 

that the correct data is accessed in later consultations, after the system has completed 

ratio analysis, the user should enter the two files from VP-Planner (i.e., playabis and 

playabbs) and then save them. This will eliminate any of the problems caused by ac- 

cessing data in arrays. 
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Chapter 7 

Results and Conclusions 

The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the findings of the research conducted and 

to discuss the resulting conclusions. Also included is a summary of the research results 

and conclusions regarding system limitations and possible system enhancements. 

7.1 Summary of Research Results 

The following section summarizes the amenability of expert system technology to fi- 

nancial position analysis, especially for university auxiliary enterprises. This is followed 

by a discussion of expert system shells and hardware requirements, and concluded with 

a discussion regarding actual development of a system. 
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7.1.1 Amenability of Expert System Technology to Financial Position 

Analysis 

The approach taken in this research was to evaluate different aspects of tasks which 

make them amenable to expert system development, and thereby determine whether or 

not financial position analysis possessed the proper characteristics for use of expert sys- 

tems. 

The several most important aspects of tasks which make them amenable to expert sys- 

tem development were found to include: (1) the domain is narrow, (2) the application 

is well defined and understood, (3) the input does not require sensory data, and (4) 

genuine experts exist and are able to articulate their methods. It should be further stated 

that expert systems have been found to work well for problems which require sorting 

through large amounts of data, and for problems where it is difficult or impossible to 

define precise, exhaustive relationships. 

In order to determine whether or not financial position analysis was a task well suited 

for expert system development, a thorough evaluation of the process was undertaken. 

It was found that the analysis of an organization’s financial situation can be viewed as 

a three stage process. The first stage is the determination of what tasks need to be per- 

formed. This entails determining which financial ratios and other financial information 

are applicable to a given organization, and which industry or competitors the organiza- 

tion should be compared with. The second stage of this process is the compilation of 

data required to make use of the techniques selected in stage one, along with the actual 

calculations. The third stage includes analysis and evaluation of the output obtained in 

stage two. 
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After a thorough examination of each stage, it was found that the analysis of an organ- 

ization’s financial situation is quite amenable to expert system development. It is a de- 

composable task, and therefore development can progress in stages. The first and third 

Stages, (determining what analyses to use and interpreting the output) are directly ap- 

plicable to expert system development, while the second stage (the actual calculations) 

can be done more efficiently using traditional programming methods. The most efficient 

method by which to accomplish this is to build an interface. However, developing 

interfaces of this nature is a very complex task and is currently receiving much coverage 

in the literature. Given the complexity of building and using an interface, along with the 

fact that the data required for the financial analysis of the Tailor Shop is much less than 

that of a commercial enterprise, it was determined that for the research undertaken, it 

would be best to perform the calculations within the system itself. 

“ 

7.1.2 Expert System Shells and Hardware Requirements 

After using two very different expert system shells, it was concluded that the hardware 

specifications stated by vendors are often considerably less than actual requirements for 

a project of the size undertaken in this research. Therefore, it is recommended that prior 

to undertaking a project of the size reported here, a thorough investigation of different 

expert system shells be performed. 

An evaluation of shells should include an examination of several different aspects of the 

package. One should first determine the necessary requirements for the system. In 

particular, it should be determined whether or not capabilities beyond rules and a back- 
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ward chaining inference engine are required. This is important because the packages 

with more sophisticated capabilities require more in terms of hardware and memory. 

One of the most important factors to consider in evaluating different shells is efficiency. 

It should be determined whether of not the inference engine is written so as to most ef- 

ficiently use the amount of available RAM. Another factor to consider is how easily the 

shell interfaces with other software packages. In order to maximize efficiency, an expert 

system which requires very much data should store the data in either a database or a 

. spreadsheet. If graphics capabilities are desired, the shell should either support them or 

interface with a graphics package. Another factor to consider is whether or not variables 

can be used in the system. During the course of this research, it was found that 

GoldWorks has this capability while VP-Expert does not. In the final system developed 

using VP-Expert, it was determined that the size of many of the knowledge bases could 

have been much smaller, and thus more efficient and faster, if X and Y coordinates could 

have been stated using variables. Also, any of the knowledge bases which retrieve 

monthly data from a spreadsheet would have been more efficient if the rows and cells 

of the spreadsheet could have been stated as variables. 

7.1.3 Expert System Development 

It was found that the stepwise iterative approach discussed in the literature is a worth- 

while approach to developing an expert system. Developing a system of this nature by 

more traditional methods (e.g. flowcharting) would have made the project too complex 

and therefore, would never have been completed. 
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Gathering the heuristic and factual data for this research was not consistent with pub- 

lished research findings. In the literature, it is frequently stated that factual data is easy 

to gather while extracting the heuristic knowledge from the expert is difficult. During 

the course of this research, the opposite was found to be true. Gathering the financial 

data was difficult, because it was not in the form required. However, our expert could 

adequately articulate his methods, making heuristic knowledge extraction less difficult 

than expected. 

It was found that the long descriptive variable names allowed by most expert system 

shells and symbolic languages should not be used. Although they are descriptive, and 

thus make it easier to understand a program, they require too much space in memory. 

Examples of expert systems described in the literature, frequently have may short rules. 

It was found in this research that it is more efficient to have a fewer number of longer 

rules. This is because a system programmed in this manner requires fewer variables, and 

thus, less memory. 

7.2 Conclusions 

The following sections present conclusions regarding the limitations of the system that 

was developed, along with possible system enhancements. 
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7.2.1 System Limitations 

The system’s limitations include; its speed, its inability to print graphs, its memory re- 

quirements, and its inflexibility in terms of adding new accounts to financial statements. 

Each of these will be discussed in the following sections. 

7.2.1.1 Speed of the System 

The major limitation of the expert system developed for this research 1s its slow speed. 

To run through the entire system on a microcomputer with a 386 processor requires 

more than 6 hours. For a system which produces approximately fifty pages of output 

(as shown in Chapter 6), this is too long. This limitation will have a large impact on user 

acceptance of the system. 

7.2.1.2 Graphics Capabilities 

Although the system developed provides users with graphics on the screen, these 

graphics cannot be sent to the printer. This is a limitation of the VP-Expert package. 

7.2.1.3 Memory Requirements 

The memory requirements of the system limit its capabilities. Expanding the current 

system would result in program crashes due to insufficient memory. This was found to 

be the case when developing a graphics module within the what if module. 
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7.2.1.4 Adding New Accounts to Financial Statements 

The current system stores all its financial data in VP-Planner spreadsheets. If accounts 

are added, both the spreadsheets and the rules which access these spreadsheets must be 

changed. This would not have been the case if data could have been stored in lists within 

VP-Expert. However, this was not possible due to the memory/efficiency problems dis- 

cussed earlier. 

7.2.2 System Enhancements 

Several enhancements to the system could be developed which would increase its use- 

fulness. These include: programming it in a high level language, increasing its graphics 

capabilities, and generalizing it, so that it can be easily extended for other organizations. 

Each of these enhancements will be discussed in the sections which follow. 

7.2.2.1 Program the System in a High Level Language 

Programming the system in a third generation language could greatly increase its effi- 

ciency, and thus, its speed. Languages often used for expert systems include: LISP, 

PROLOG, C, and sometimes PASCAL. Our recommendation is to program the final 

expert system in C or PASCAL, as these are both very efficient languages. It would also 

be much more portable if written in a language like C. It should be noted that starting 

this project using such a language would have proved to be too difficult. However, now 

that the structure has been developed using VP-Expert, transferring it into a language 

would not be an insurmountable task. 
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7.2.2.2 Increasing Graphics Capabilities 

Increasing the system’s graphics capabilities may increase its usefulness to users, and 

would be possible if the system were written in a more efficient language. The current 

graphs could be extended to include more than one year of data. Graphs such as those 

currently available could be incorporated into the what if module. And finally, graphs 

of the current trend statements might prove to be worthwhile to a user. 

7.2.2.3 Extension of the Current System 

The current system could be built more generically so that it could easily be extended to 

analyze the financial position of other auxiliary enterprises in the university. Iowever, 

it should be noted that this may be unrealistic at this time. This is because, given the 

current state of technology, expert systems are typically developed for problem areas 

that fall within narrow domains. 

7.2.3 Concluding Remarks 

The purpose of this research has been to determine the amenability of expert system 

technology to financial position analysis, especially for college and university auxiliary 

enterprises. It has been concluded that building such a system is appropriate and can 

provide significant benefits to a user. However, financial position analysis requires a 

very substantial amount of data and numerical calculations, both of which require large 

amounts of memory and computations. Therefore, designing an expert system to effi- 
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ciently perform this task requires the use of a package or a language that efficiently uti- 

lizes computer memory and CPU. 
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100 
110 
115 
120 
130 

140 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
170 
180 

190 
200 
210 
220 
230 
240 
250 
260 
270 

280 
290 
300 
310 

320 
330 
340 
350 

360 

370 
380 
390 
400 
410 
420 
430 
440 
445 

A.l BASIC Program 

READ NUMFE, NUMVE 'READ THE NUMBER OF FIXED AND VARIABLE EXPENSES 
READ BUDGET "READ THE AMOUNT THAT IS IN THE BUDGET TO START 
READ SEASONS 
OPEN "0", #2, "VEARRAY" ‘OPEN #2 TO PUT VE INFO INTO 

"CALCULATE EXPECTTED VALUE (AMT) OF VE'S AND PLACE INFO IN #2 

FOR I = 1 TO NUMVE 
READ ENAMES, MIN, MAX, PROP, NEED 

IF SEASONS = "spring' THEN GOSUB 3000 
IF SEASONS = "summer" THEN GOSUB 3300 
IF SEASONS = "fall" THEN GOSUB 3410 
IF SEASONS = "winter" THEN GOSUB 3520 

WRITE#2, ENAMES, AMT, PROP, NEED 
NEXT I 

CLOSE #2 ‘ALL DATA HAS BEEN PLACED IN THE FILE SO CLOSE IT 
OPEN "I", #2, "VEARRAY" ‘REOPEN #2 IN USABLE FORM FOR THE PROGRAM 

"OPEN FILES 3 THROUGH 6. THESE ARE USED TO MAINTAIN INFO 
"ON CRITICAL EXPENSES, SEMI-CRITICAL EXPENSES, CONVENIENT 
"EXPENSES, AND LUXURY EXPENSES RESPECTIVELY 

OPEN "0", #3, "CRIT" 
OPEN "oO", #4, "SEMI" 
OPEN "oO", #5, "CONV" 
OPEN "o" 16, "Tux" 

"EXAMINE ALL VE'S TO DETERMINE WHETHER OR NOT THEIR NEED OF 
"PAYMENT HAS BEEN ASSIGNED. IF IT HAS, FILE IT IN THE 
"APPLICABLE FILE (3,4,5, OR 6). IF IT HAS NOT, ASK THE 
‘USER FOR IT AND THEN FILE IT IN THE APPLICABLE FILE. 

PRINT "IT MUST BE DETERMINED HOW YOU VALUE THE PAYMENT OF CERTAIN" 
PRINT "EXPENSES. WHEN ASKED, PLEASE ANSWER 1 FOR CRITICAL," 
PRINT "2 FOR SEMI-CRITICAL, 3 FOR CONVENIENT, OR 4 " 
PRINT "FOR LUXURY." 

FOR I = 1 TO NUMVE 
INPUT#2, ENAME$, AMT, PROP, NEED 
IF NEED <> 0 THEN GOTO 410 
PRINT "WHEN DETERMINING THE PAYMENT OF", ENAMES 
INPUT "HOW CRITICAL DO YOU CONSIDER IT"; NEED 
IF NEED = 1 THEN GOTO 470 
IF NEED = 2 THEN GOTO 500 
IF NEED = 3 THEN GOTO 530 
WRITE#6, ENAMES,AMT,PROP,NEED 'NEED MUST BE LUXURY SO PUT 

"IN FILE #6 
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450 
460 
470 
480 
490 

500 
510 
520 
530 
540 
550 

560 
570 
580 

590 
600 
610 
620 
630 
640 
650 
660 
670 
680 
690 
700 
710 
720 
730 
740 
750 
760 
770 
780 

790 
800 
810 
820 
830 
840 
850 
860 
870 
880 
890 
900 
910 

NUMLUX=NUMLUX+1 "COUNT THE NUMBER OF LUXURY ITEMS 
GOTO 550 
WRITE#3, ENAMES, AMT, PROP, NEED 
NUMCRIT = NUMCRIT + 1 "COUNT THE NUMBER OF CRITICAL ITEMS 
GOTO 550 
WRITE#4, ENAMES, AMT, PROP, NEED 
NUMSEMI = NUMSEMI + 1 "COUNT THE NUMBER OF SEMI-CRITICAL ITEMS 
GOTO 550 
WRITE#5, ENAME$, AMT, PROP, NEED 
NUMCONV = NUMCONV + 1 "COUNT THE NUMBER OF CONVENIENT ITEMS 

NEXT I 

CLOSE #2 
"READ THE RECORDS FOR FE'S. DETERMINE THERE NEED AND PLACE IN 
‘APPLICABLE FILES 

FOR J = 1 TO NUMFE 
READ ENAME$, AMT, PROP, NEED 
IF NEED <> 0 THEN GOTO 640 
LRINT "WHEN DETERMINING THE PAYMENT OF", ENAMES 
INPUT "HOW CRITICAL DO YOU CONSIDER IT"; NEED 
IF NEED = 1 THEN GOTO 700 
IF NEED = 2 THEN GOTO 730 
IF NEED = 3 THEN GOTO 760 — 
WRITE#6, ENAME$,AMT,PROP,NEED ‘NEED MUST BE A LUXURY SO PUT IN #6 
NUMLUX = NUMLUX + 1 ‘COUNT THE NUMBER OF LUXURY ITEMS 
GOTO 780 
WRITE#3, ENAMES, AMT, PROP, NEED 
NUMCRIT = NUMCRIT + 1 
GOTO 780 
WRITE#4, ENAMES$, AMT, PROP, NEED 
NUMSEMI = NUMSEMI + 1 
GOTO 780 
WRITE#5, ENAMES$, AMT, PROP, NEED 
NUMCONV = NUMCONV + 1 

NEXT J 

CLOSE #3 
CLOSE #4 
CLOSE #5 
CLOSE #6 
OPEN "I", #3, "CRIT" 'OPEN CRIT ARRAY TO DETERMINE WHETHER OR NOT 

"THE EXPENSES GET PAID 
OPEN "0", #11, "GCCRIT" ‘TEMPORARILY STORE INFO ON CRIT EXPENSES 

"THAT CANNOT BE PAID IN FULL 
OPEN "oO", #7, "PAID" ‘OPEN THE PAID ARRAY TO STORE ALL PAID EXPS 
OPEN "0", #8, "PARTPAID" ‘OPEN THE PARTIALLY PAID ARRAY TO STORE 

"ALL EXPENSES WHICH ARE PARTIALLY PAID 
OPEN "oO", #9, "NOPAID" 'OPEN THE NO PAID ARRAY FOR EXPENSES 

"WHICH CANNOT BE PAID 
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930 
940 

950 
960 
970 
980 
990 
1000 
1010 
1020 
1030 
1040 
1050 
1060 
1070 

1080 
1090 
1100 

1110 
1120 

1130 
1140 
1150 
1160 
1170 
1180 
1190 
1200 
1210 
1220 
1230 
1240 
1250 

1260 
1270 
1280 
1290 
1300 
1320 
1330 

1340 

1350 
1360 

1379 
1380 

1390 
1400 
1410 

"GO THROUGH ALL THE CRITICAL EXPENSES AND DETERMINE WHICH ONES 
"CAN BE PAID IN FULL 

FOR I = 1 TO NUMCRIT 
INPUT#3, ENAMES, AMT, PROP, NEED 

"IF THERE IS ENOUGH IN BUDGET TO PAY EXPENSE, PAY AND DEDUCT 
"FROM BUDGET 

IF AMT > BUDGET THEN GOTO 1050 
BUDGET = BUDGET - AMT 
WRITE#7, ENAME$, AMT, PROP, NEED 
NUMPAID = NUMPAID+1 ‘COUNT THE NUMBER OF EXPENSES PAID IN FULL 
GOTO 1070 

"IF NOT ENOUGH IN BUDGET TO PAY EXPENSE, TEMPORARILY PUT IN 11 
WRITE#11, ENAMES, AMT, PROP, NEED 
SIZEUC = SIZEUC + 1 ‘INCREASE THE NUMBER OF UNPAID CRIT EXPENSES 

NEXT I 

CLOSE #11 
CLOSE #3 
OPEN "I", #11, "GCCRIT" 

"GO THROUGH CRIT EXPENSES WHICH CANNOT BE PAID IN FULL AND 
"DETERMINE IF ANY OF THEM CAN BE AT LEAST PAID PARTIALLY 

FOR I = 1 TO SIZEUC 
INPUT#11, ENAMES, AMT, PROP, NEED 
IF (AMT*PROP) <= BUDGET THEN GOTO 1220 

"CANNOT PAY EVAN A PROPORTION OF THIS CRITICAL EXPENSE, 
'SO PUT IT INTO THE NOT PAID ARRAY 

WRITE#9, ENAMES, AMT, PROP, NEED 
NUMNOPAID = NUMNOPAID + 1 
GOTO 1250 

"PAY A PROPORTION OF THE EXPENSE 
BUDGET = BUDGET - (AMT*PROP) 
WRITE#8, ENAMES$, AMT, PROP, NEED 
NUMPARTPAID = NUMPARTPAID + 1 

NEXT I 

CLOSE #11 
OPEN "I", #4, "SEMI" ‘OPEN SEMI ARRAY TO DETERMINE WHETHER OR NOT 

'THE EXPENSES GET PAID 
OPEN "0", #12, "GCSEMI" ‘TEMPORARILY STORE INFO ON SEMI EXPENSES 

"THAT CANNOT BE PAID IN FULL 
"GO THROUGH ALL THE SEMI-CRITICAL EXPENSES AND DETERMINE WHICH 
"ONES CAN BE PAID IN FULL 

FOR I = 1 TO NUMSEMI 

INPUT#4, ENAME$, AMT, PROP, NEED 
"IF THERE IS ENOUGH IN BUDGET TO PAY EXPENSE, PAY AND DEDUCT 

"FROM BUDGET 
IF AMT > BUDGET THEN GOTO 1440 

BUDGET = BUDGET - AMT 
WRITE#7, ENAMES, AMT, PROP, NEED 
NUMPAID = NUMPAID+1 "COUNT THE NUMBER OF EXPENSES PAID IN FULL 
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1420 
1430 
1440 

1450 
1460 

1470 
1480 
1490 

1500 
1510 

1520 
1530 
1540 
1550 
1560 

1570 
1580 

1590 
1600 
1610 
1620 
1630 
1640 

1650 
1660 
1670 
1680 
1690 

1710 
1720 

1730 
1740 
1750 
1760 
1770 
1780 
1790 
1800 
1810 
1820 
1830 
1840 
1850 

GOTO 1460 
"IF NOT ENOUGH IN BUDGET TO PAY EXPENSE, TEMPORARILY PUT IN 12 

WRITE#12, ENAMES, AMT, PROP, NEED 
SIZEUS = SIZEUS + 1 "INCREASE THE NUMBER OF UNPAID SEMI EXPENSES 

NEXT I 

CLOSE #12 
CLOSE #4 
OPEN "I", #12, "GCSEMI" 

"GO THROUGH SEMI EXPENSES WHICH CANNOT BE PAID IN FULL AND 
"DETERMINE IF ANY OF THEM CAN AT LEAST BE PAID PARTIALLY 

FOR I = 1 TO SIZEUS 
INPUT#12, ENAMES, AMT, PROP, NEED 
IF (AMT*PROP) <= BUDGET THEN GOTO 1610 

"CANNOT PAY EVEN A PROPORTION OF THIS SEMI-CRITICAL EXPENSE, 
‘SO PUT IT INTO THE NOT PAID ARRAY 

WRITE#9, ENAMES, AMT, PROP, NEED 
NUMNOPAID = NUMNOPAID + 1 
GOTO 1640 

"PAY A PROPORTION OF THE EXPENSE 
BUDGET = BUDGET - (AMT*PROP) 
WRITE#8, ENAMES, AMT, PROP, NEED 
NUMPARTPAID = NUMPARTPAID + 1 

NEXT I 

CLOSE #12 
OPEN "I", #5, "CONV" 'OPEN CONV ARRAY TO DETERMINE WHETHER OR NOT 

"THE EXPENSES GET PAID 
OPEN "0", #13, "GCCONV" ‘TEMPORARILY STORE INFO ON CONV EXPENSES 

"THAT CANNOT BE PAID IN FULL 

"GO THROUGH ALL THE CONVENIENT EXPENSES AND DETERMINE WHICH 
"ONES CAN BE PAID IN FULL 

FOR I = 1 TO NUMCONV 
INPUT#5, ENAMES$, AMT, PROP, NEED 

"IF THERE IS ENOUGH IN BUDGET TO PAY EXPENSE, PAY AND DEDUCT 
"FROM BUDGET 

IF AMT > BUDGET THEN GOTO 1830 
BUDGET = BUDGET - AMT 
WRITE#7, ENAMES, AMT, PROP, NEED 
NUMPAID = NUMPAID+1 ‘COUNT THE NUMBER OF EXPENSES PAID IN FULL 
GOTO 1850 

"IF NOT ENOUGH IN BUDGET TO PAY EXPENSE, TEMPORARILY PUT IN 13 
WRITE#13, ENAMES, AMT, PROP, NEED 
SIZEUCN = SIZEUCN + 1 ‘INCREASE NUMBER OF UNPAID CONV EXPENSES 

NEXT I 
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1860 
1870 
1880 

1890 
1900 

1910 
1920 
1930 
1940 
1950 
1960 
1970 
1980 
1990 
2000 
2010 
2020 
2030 

2040 
2050 
2060 
2070 
2080 

2100 
2110 

2120 
2130 
2140 
2150 
2160 
2170 
2180 
2190 

2200 
2210 
2220 
2230 
2240 

2250 
2260 
2270 

2280 
2290 

CLOSE #13 
CLOSE #5 
OPEN "I", #13, "GCCONV" 

"GO THROUGH CONV EXPENSES WHICH CANNOT BE PAID IN FULL AND 

" DETERMINE IF ANY OF THEM CAN AT LEAST BE PAID PARTIALLY 

FOR I = 1 TO SIZEUCN 
INPUT#13, ENAMES, AMT, PROP, NEED 
IF (AMT*PROP) <= BUDGET THEN GOTO 2000 

"CANNOT PAY EVEN A PROPORTION OF THIS CONVENIENT EXPENSE, 
‘SO PUT IT INTO THE NOT PAID ARRAY 

WRITE#9, ENAMES, AMT, PROP, NEED 
NUMNOPAID = NUMNOPAID + 1 
GOTO 2030 

"PAY A PROPORTION OF THE EXPENSE 
BUDGET = BUDGET - (AMT*PROP) 
WRITE#8, ENAMES, AMT, PROP, NEED 
NUMPARTPAID = NUMPARTPAID + 1 

NEXT I 

CLOSE #13 
OPEN "I", #6, "LUX" "OPEN LUX ARRAY TO DETERMINE WHETHER OR NOT 

'THE EXPENSES GET PAID 
OPEN "0", #14, "GCLUX" 'TEMPORARILY STORE INFO ON LUXURY EXPENSES 

"THAT CANNOT BE PAID IN FULL 

"GO THROUGH ALL THE LUXURY EXPENSES AND DETERMINE WHICH 
"ONES CAN BE PAID IN FULL 

FOR I = 1 TO NUMLUX 
INPUT#6, ENAME$, AMT, PROP, NEED 

‘IF THERE IS ENOUGH IN BUDGET TO PAY EXPENSE, PAY AND DEDUCT 
"FROM BUDGET 

IF AMT > BUDGET THEN GOTO 2220 
BUDGET = BUDGET - AMT 
WRITE#7, ENAMES, AMT, PROP, NEED 
NUMPAID = NUMPAID+1 "COUNT THE NUMBER OF EXPENSES PAID IN FULL 
GOTO 2240 

"IF NOT ENOUGH IN BUDGET TO PAY EXPENSE, TEMPORARILY PUT IN 14 

WRITE#14, ENAMES$, AMT, PROP, NEED 
SIZEUL = SIZEUL + 1 "INCREASE NUMBER OF UNPAID LUX EXPENSES 

NEXT I 

CLOSE #14 
CLOSE #6 
OPEN "I", #14, "GCLUX" 

"GO THROUGH LUX EXPENSES WHICH CANNOT BE PAID IN FULL AND 
"DETERMINE IF ANY OF THEM CAN AT LEAST BE PAID PARTIALLY 
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2300 
2310 
2320 
2330 
2340 
2350 
2360 
2370 
2380 
2390 
2400 
2410 
2420 

2430 
2440 
2445 
2450 

2460 

2470 
2480 
2490 

2500 
2510 
2515 
2520 

2530 
2540 | 
2550 
2560 
2570 

2580 
2590 
2595 
2600 

2610 
2620 
2630 
2640 

2650 
2660 
2670 
2680 

FOR I = 1 TO SIZEUL 
INPUT#14, ENAMES, AMT, PROP, NEED 
IF (AMT*PROP) <= BUDGET THEN GOTO 2390 

"CANNOT PAY EVEN A PROPORTION OF THIS LUXURY EXPENSE, 
"SO PUT IT INTO THE NOT PAID ARRAY 

WRITE#9, ENAMES, AMT, PROP, NEED 
NUMNOPAID = NUMNOPAID + 1 
GOTO 2420 

"PAY A PROPORTION OF THE EXPENSE 
BUDGET = BUDGET - (AMT*PROP) 
WRITE#8, ENAMES,AMT, PROP, NEED 
NUMPARTPAID = NUMPARTPAID + 1 

NEXT I 

CLOSE 
OPEN "I", #7, "PAID" 
IF NUMPAID = 0 THEN GOTO 2500 
PRINT "THE FOLLOWING EXPENSES HAVE BEEN PAID IN FULL:" 

FOR I = 1 TO NUMPAID 
INPUT#7, ENAME$, AMT, PROP, NEED 
PRINT ENAMES 

NEXT I 

CLOSE #7 
OPEN "I", #8, "PARTPAID" 
IF NUMPARTPAID = 0 THEN GOTO 2580 
PRINT "THE FOLLOWING EXPENSES HAVE BEEN PARTIALLY PAID:" 

FOR I = 1 TO NUMPARTPAID 

INPUT#8, ENAMES, AMT, PROP, NEED 
AMOUNT = AMT * PROP 
PRINT ENAME$, AMOUNT 

NEXT I 

CLOSE #8 
OPEN "I", #9, "NOPAID"” 
IF NUMNOPAID = 0 THEN GOTO 2650 
PRINT "THE FOLLOWING EXPENSES COULD NOT BE PAID:" 

FOR I = 1 TO NUMNOPAID 
INPUT#9, ENAMES$, AMT, PROP, NEED 
PRINT ENAMES 

NEXT I 

PRINT "AFTER PAYING THESE EXPENSES, YOU ARE LEFT WITH A GRAND" 
PRINT "TOTAL OF $", BUDGET 
CLOSE 
STOP 
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2690 
2700 
2705 
2710 
2720 
2730 
2740 
2750 
2760 
2770 
2780 
2790 
2800 
2810 
2820 

3000 
3010 
3020 
3030 
3040 

3050 
3060 
3070 
3080 
3090 
3100 
3200 

3300 
3310 
3320 
3330 
3340 
3350 
3360 
3370 
3380 
3390 
3400 

DATA 
DATA 
DATA 

DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 

DATA 
DATA 
END 

2,7 
1751.75 
"winter" 
"INFORMATION FOR THE VARIABLE EXPENSES IS AS FOLLOWS 

"PHONE", 22,95,.5,0 
"ELECTRIC", 52,95,.25,0 
"FOOD-LIVE",150,160,1.0,1 
"FOOD-ENJOY",0,200,1.0,0 
"VISA/MC",25,500,.10,0 
"PARTY" ,15,200,1.0,0 
"RECREATION" ,0,250,1.0,0 
"INFORMATION FOR THE FIXED EXPENSES IS AS FOLLOWS 
"MORTGAGE", 525,1.0,1 
"COLLEGE-LOAN",235,.50,0 

"subroutine for calculating spring expenses 
IF ENAMES 
IF ENAMES 
IF ENAMES 
IF ENAMES 
IF ENAMES$ 
IF ENAMES 
IF ENAMES 
AMT = 
GOTO 
AMT = 

"PHONE" THEN GOTO 3080 
"FOOD-ENJOY" THEN GOTO 3080 
"FOOD-LIVE" THEN GOTO 3080 
"ELECTRIC" THEN GOTO 3080 
"VISA/MC" THEN GOTO 3080 
"PARTY" THEN GOTO 3100 
"RECREATION" THEN GOTO 3080 

(MIN + MAX) / 2 
3200 
MIN 

RETURN 

"subroutine for calculating summer expenses 
IF ENAMES = "PHONE" THEN GOTO 3390 
IF ENAMES = "FOOD-ENJOY" THEN GOTO 3390 
IF ENAMES = "FOOD-LIVE" THEN GOTO 3390 
IF ENAMES = "ELECTRIC" THEN GOTO 3390 
IF ENAMES = "VISA/MC" THEN GOTO. 3390 
IF ENAMES = "PARTY" THEN AMT = MAX 
IF ENAMES = "RECREATION" THEN AMT = MAX 
GOTO 3400 
AMT = (MIN + MAX) / 2 
RETURN 
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3410 
3420 
3430 
3440 
3450 
3460 
3470 
3480 
3490 
3500 
3510 

3520 
3530 
3540 
3550 
3560 
3570 
3580 
3590 
3600 
3610 
3620 

IF ENAMES 
IF ENAMES 
IF ENAMES 
IF ENAMES 
IF ENAMES 
IF ENAMES 
IF ENAMES 
GOTO 3510 

subrouting for calculating fall expenses 
"PHONE" THEN GOTO 3500 
"FOOD-ENJOY" THEN GOTO 3500 
"FOOD-LIVE" THEN GOTO 3500 
"ELECTRIC" THEN GOTO 3500 
"RECREATION" THEN GOTO 3500 
"VISA/MC" THEN GOTO 3500 
"PARTY" THEN AMT=MIN 

AMT = (MIN + MAX) / 2 
RETURN 

‘subroutine for calculating winter expenses 
IF ENAMES 
IF ENAMES 
IF ENAME$S 
IF ENAMES 
IF ENAMES 
IF ENAMES 
IF ENAMES 
GOTO 3620 

"PHONE" THEN GOTO 3610 
"FOOD-ENJOY'" THEN GOTO 3610 
"FOOD-LIVE" THEN GOTO 3610 
"ELECTRIC" THEN AMT = MAX 
"PARTY" THEN AMT = MAX 
"RECREATION" THEN AMT = MIN 
"VISA/MC" THEN AMT = MAX 

AMT = (MAX + MIN) / 2 
RETURN 
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Priority 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

98 

98 

A.2 
Description 

of 
G
o
l
d
W
o
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s
 

Rules 
for 

Household 
Budget 
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A
S
K
-
N
E
E
D
-
V
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R
I
A
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E
-
E
X
P
 

Purpose 

Determines 
the 

expected 
amount 

for 
the 

electric 
bill 

for 
the 

spring, 
summcr, 

and 
fall. 

Determines 
the 

expected 
amount 

of 
the 

electric 
bill 

for 
the 

winter. 

Determines 
the 

expected 
amount 

of 
partying 

expenses 
for 

the 
fall 

and 
spring 

months. 

Determines 
the 

expected 
amount 

of 
partying 

expenses 
for 

the 
winter 

and 
s
u
m
m
e
r
 
months. 

Determines 
the 

expected 
amount 

of 
recreational 

expenses 
for 

the 
spring 

and 
fall 

months. 

Determines 
the 

expected 
amount 

of 
recreational 

expenses 
for 

the 
summer 

months. 

Determines 
the 

expected 
amount 

of 
recreational 

expenses 
for 

the 
winter 

months. 

Determines 
the 

expected 
amount 

of 
all 

| 
variable 

expenses 
whose 

amounts 
do 

not 
fluctuate 

with 
the 

seasons. 

Determines 
the 

expected 
amount 

of 
V
I
S
A
 

and 
M
C
 

bills 
for 

the 
spring, 

summer, 
and 

fall 
months. 

Determines 
the 

expected 
amount 

of 
the 

V
I
S
A
 

and 
M
C
 

bills 
for 

the 
winter 

months. 

Asks 
the 

user 
of 

’nced’ 
for 

all 
fixed 

expenses 
which 

have 
no 

need 
previously 

assigned. 

Asks 
the 

user 
of 

’need’ 
for 

all 
variable 

expenses 
which 

have 
no 

necd 
previously 

assigned.



95 

95 
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50 
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45 
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35 
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S
E
M
I
-
C
R
I
T
-
V
B
L
-
E
X
P
-
C
A
N
N
O
T
-
P
A
Y
 

Determines 
the 

amount 
of 

partial 
payment 

accepted 
for 

fixed 
expenses 

which 
do 

not 
require 

full 
payment. 

Determines 
the 

amount 
of 

partial 
payment 

accepted 
for 

variable 
expenses 

which 
do 

not 
require 

full 
p
a
y
m
e
n
t
.
 

Determines 
which 

critical 
variable 

expenses 
can 

be 
paid 

in 
full. 

Determines 
which 

critical 
fixed 

expenses 
can 

be 
paid 

in 
full. 

Determines 
which 

critical 
fixed 

expenses 
cannot 

be 
paid 

If possible, 
partially 

pay 
fixed 

critical 
expenscs 

that 
could 

not 
be 

paid 
in 

full. 

Determines 
which 

variable 
expenses 

cannot 
be 

paid. 

If possible, 
partially 

pay 
variable 

critical 
expenses 

that 
could 

not 
be 

paid 
in 

full. 

D
e
t
e
r
m
i
n
e
s
 
which 

semi-critical 
fixed 

- expenses 
can 

be 
paid 

in 
full. 

Determines 
which 

semi-critical 
variable 

expenses 
can 

be 
paid 

in 
full. 

Determines 
which 

semi-critical 
expenses 

cannot 
be 

paid. 

If possible, 
pay 

partially 
variable 

semi-critical 
expenses 

that 
could 

not 
be 

paid 
in 

full. 

If 
possible, 

pay 
partially 

fixed 
semi-critical 

expenses 
that 

could 
not 

be 
paid 

in 
full. 

Determines 
which 

critical 
variable 

expenses 
cannot 

be 
paid.
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30 
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25 
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15 

15 
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I
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-
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-
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-
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D
e
t
e
r
m
i
n
e
s
 
which 

convenient 
fixed 

expenses 
can 

be 
paid 

in 
full. 

D
e
t
e
r
m
i
n
e
s
 
which 

convenient 
variable 

expenses 
can 

be 
paid 

in 
full. 

Determincs 
which 

convenient 
expenses 

cannot 
be 

paid. 

If possible, 
partially 

pay 
variable 

convenicnt 
that 

could 
not 

be 
paid 

in 
full. 

If possible, 
partially 

pay 
fixed 

convenient 
that 

could 
not 

be 
paid 

in 
full. 

D
e
t
e
r
m
i
n
e
s
 
which 

convenient 
variable 

expenses 
cannot 

be 
paid. 

Determines 
which 

luxury 
fixed 

expenses 
can 

be 
paid 

in 
full. 

Determines 
which 

luxury 
variable 

expenses 
can 

be 
paid 

in 
full. 

Determines 
which 

luxury 
expenses 

cannot 
be 

paid. 

Determines 
which 

luxury 
expenses 

cannot 
be 

paid. 

If possible, 
partially 

pay 
variable 

luxury 
expenses 

that 
could 

not 
be 

paid 
in 

full. 

If possible, 
partially 

pay 
fixed 

luxury 
expenses 

that 
could 

not 
be 

paid 
in 

full. 

Display 
output 

to 
user 

for 
variable 

expenses 
that 

could 
not 

be 
paid. 

display 
output 

to 
user 

for 
variable 

expenses 
that 

were 
paid 

in 
full. 

Display 
output 

to 
user 

for 
variable 

expenses 
that 

were 
partially 

paid.
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I
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D
I
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-
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D
 

Display 
output 

to 
user 

for 
fixed 

expenses 
that 

were 
partially 

paid. 

Display 
output 

to 
user 

for 
fixed 

expenses 
that 

could 
not 

be 
paid. 

Display 
output 

to 
user 

for 
fixed 

expenses 
that 

were 
paid 

in 
full.



A.3 Actual GoldWorks Rules for Household Budget 

(DEFINE-RULE DISPLAY-FINDINGS-VBL-NOT-PAID 
(:print-name “DISPLAY-FINDINGS-VBL-NOT-PAID” 
:doc-string ”” 
‘dependency NIL 
direction :-FORWARD 
:certainty 1.0 
‘explanation-string ”” 
‘priority -5 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
INSTANCE ?X IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 

WITH IS-IT-PAID NO 
WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT ?NEED) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE TELL-OF-EXPENSE IS OUTPUT-WINDOW 
WITH DISPLAY 

(7X * which you consider to be a ” 7NEED 
” item, has not been paid.” :RETURN))) 

(DEFINE-RULE DISPLAY-FINDINGS-VBL-PAID 
(:print-name “DISPLAY-FINDINGS-VBL-PAID” 
:doc-strir? ”” 
‘dependency NIL 
‘direction :-FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
:explanation-string “” 
‘priority -5 - 
‘sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ?X IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 

WITH IS-IT-PAID YES 
WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT ?NEED) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE TELL-OF-EXPENSE IS OUTPUT-WINDOW 
WITH DISPLAY 

(7X ” which you consider to be a ” NEED 
“item, has been paid in full.” :RETURN))) 
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(DEFINE-RULE DISPLAY-FINDINGS-PARTIAL-VBL 
(:print-name “DISPLAY- FINDINGS- PARTIAL- VBL’ 
:doc-string “” 
:dependency NIL 
‘direction :-FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
:explanation-string *” 
‘priority -5 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ?X IS VARIABLE-EX PENSE 

WITH IS-IT-PAID PARTIALLY 
WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT ?NEED 
WITH AMOUNT-PAID ?AMT 
WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT ?TOTAL) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE TELL-OF-EXPENSE IS OUTPUT-WINDOW 
WITH DISPLAY 

(OX ” which you consider to be a ” 7NEED 
“item, has been partially paid. ” 7AMT 
* out of the total bill (° 7TOTAL ? was paid. ” 
‘-RETURN))) 

(DEFINE-RULE DISPLAY-FINDINGS-PARTIAL-FIXED 
(:print-name “DISPLAY- FINDINGS-:PARTIAL-FIXED” 
:doc-string ”” 
‘dependency NIL 
‘direction :FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
‘explanation-string “” 
‘priority -5 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ?X IS FIXED-EXPENSE 

WITH IS-IT-PAID PARTIALLY 
WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT ?NEED 
WITH AMOUNT-PAID ?AMT 
WITH AMOUNT ?TOTAL) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE TELL-OF-EXPENSE IS OUTPUT-WINDOW 
WITH DISPLAY 

(2X “ which you consider to be a *” 7NEED 
“item, has been partially paid. ” 7AMT 
” out of the total bill (“ 7TOTAL ”) was paid. ” 
:‘RETURN))) 
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(DEFINE-RULE DISPLAY-FINDINGS-FIXED-NOT-PAID 
(:print-name “DISPLAY-FINDINGS-FIXED-NOT-PAID” 
:doc-string “” 
:dependency NIL 
‘direction :-FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
‘explanation-string ”” 
‘priority -5 
ssponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ?X IS FIXED-EXPENSE 

WITH IS-IT-PAID NO 
WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT ?NEED) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE TELL-OF-EXPENSE IS OUTPUT-WINDOW 
WITH DISPLAY 

(?X * which you consider to be a “ 7NEED 
“item, has not been paid.” :RETURN))) 

(DEFINE-RULE DISPLAY-FINDINGS- FIXED 
(:print-name “DISPLAY-FINDINGS-FIXED” 
:doc-string *” 
:dependency NIL 
direction :-FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
:explanation-string “” 
‘priority -5 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
INSTANCE ?X IS FIXED-EXPENSE 

WITH IS-IT-PAID YES 
WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT ?NEED) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE TELL-OF-EXPENSE IS OUTPUT-WINDOW 
WITH DISPLAY 

(?X ” which you consider to be a ” 7NEED 
” item, has been paid in full.” :RETURN))) 
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(DEFINE-RULE PAY-SEMI-CRIT-PROP-VBL-EXP 
(:print-name “PAY-SEMI-CRIT-PROP-VBL-EXP” 
:doc-string ”” 
‘dependency NIL 
‘direction :-FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
-explanation-string “” 
‘priority 35 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 

WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE ?7DOLLAR) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 

WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT SEMI-CRITICAL 
WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT ?AMT 
WITH AMOUNT-THAT-MUST-BE-PAID ?PROP 
WITH IS-IT-PAID NOT-ASSIGNED) (> ?AMT ?DOLLAR) 

(< = ?PROP ?7DOLLAR) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE 2X IS BUDGET 
WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE 

(EVALUATE (- 2DOLLAR ?PROP))) 
(INSTANCE 7?Y IS VARIABLE-EX PENSE 

WITH IS-IT-PAID PARTIALLY 
WITH AMOUNT-PAID ?PROP)) 

(DEFINE-RULE PAY-SEMI-CRIT-PROP-FIXED-EXP 
(:print-name “PAY-SEMI-CRIT-PROP-FIXED-EXP” 
:doc-string “” 
:dependency NIL 
:‘direction :-FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
:explanation-string “” 
‘priority 35 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 

WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE ?DOLLAR) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS FIXED-EXPENSE 

WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT SEMI-CRITICAL 
WITH AMOUNT ?7AMT 
WITH AMOUNT-THAT-MUST-BE-PAID ?PROP 
WITH IS-IT-PAID NOT-ASSIGNED) (> ?AMT ?7DOLLAR) 

(< = ?PROP ?7DOLLAR) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 
WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE 

(EVALUATE (- 7DOLLAR ?PROP))) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS FIXED-EXPENSE 

WITH IS-IT-PAID PARTIALLY 
WITH AMOUNT-PAID ?PROP)) 
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(DEFINE-RULE PAY-LUXURY-PROP-VBL-EXP 
(:print-name “"PAY-LUXURY-PROP-VBL-EXP” 
:doc-string “” 
:dependency NIL 
:direction :-FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
:explanation-string “” 
‘priority 15 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 

WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE ?DOLLAR) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 

WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT LUXURY 
WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT ?AMT 
WITH AMOUNT-THAT-MUST-BE-PAID ?PROP 
WITH IS-IT-PAID NOT-ASSIGNED) (> ?7AMT ?7DOLLAR) 

(< = ?PROP 7DOLLAR) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE 2X IS BUDGET 
WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE 

(EVALUATE (- 7DOLLAR ?PROP))) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 

WITH IS-IT-PAID PARTIALLY 
WITH AMOUNT-PAID ?PROP)) 

(DEFINE-RULE PAY-LUXURY-PROP-FIXED-EXP 
(:print-name “PAY-LUXURY-PROP-FIXED-EXP” 
:doc-string ~” 
:dependency NIL 
‘direction :-FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
:explanation-string “” 
‘priority 15 
‘sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 

WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE ?DOLLAR) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS FIXED-EXPENSE 

WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT LUXURY 
WITH AMOUNT ?AMT 
WITH AMOUNT-THAT-MUST-BE-PAID ?7PROP 
WITH IS-IT-PAID NOT-ASSIGNED) (> ?AMT ?7DOLLAR) 

(< = ?PROP ?7DOLLAR) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 
WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE 

(EVALUATE (- 7DOLLAR ?PROP))) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS FIXED-EXPENSE 

WITH IS-IT-PAID PARTIALLY 
WITH AMOUNT-PAID ?PROP)) 
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(DEFINE-RULE PAY-CRIT-PROP-VBL-EXP 
(:print-name “PAY-CRIT-PROP-VBL-EXP” 
:doc-string ”” 
‘dependency NIL 
‘direction :-FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
‘explanation-string ~” 
‘priority 45 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 

WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE ?7DOLLAR) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 

WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT CRITICAL 
WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT ?AMT 
WITH AMOUNT-THAT-MUST-BE-PAID ?PROP 
WITH IS-IT-PAID NOT-ASSIGNED) (> ?7AMT ?7DOLLAR) 

(<= ?PROP 7DOLLAR) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE 2X IS BUDGET 
WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE 

(EVALUATE (- 7DOLLAR ?PROP))) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 

WITH IS-IT-PAID PARTIALLY 
WITH AMOUNT-PAID ?PROP)) 

(DEFINE-RULE PAY-CRIT-PROP-FIXED-EXP 
(:print-name “PAY-CRIT-PROP-FIXED-EXP” 
:doc-string ”” 
‘dependency NIL 
‘direction :FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
-explanation-string “” 
‘priority 45 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE 2X IS BUDGET 

WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE ?DOLLAR) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS FIXED-EXPENSE 

WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT CRITICAL 
WITH AMOUNT ?AMT 
WITH AMOUNT-THAT-MUST-BE-PAID ?7PROP 
WITH IS-IT-PAID NOT-ASSIGNED) (> ?AMT ?7DOLLAR) 

(<= ?PROP ?7DOLLAR) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE 2X IS BUDGET 
WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE 

(EVALUATE (- 7DOLLAR ?PROP))) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS FIXED-EXPENSE 

WITH IS-IT-PAID PARTIALLY 
WITH AMOUNT-PAID ?PROP)) 
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(DEFINE-RULE PAY-CONVENIENT-PROP-VBL-EXP 
(:print-name “PAY-CONVENIENT-PROP-VBL-EX P” 
:doc-string “” 
:dependency NIL 
‘direction :-FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
:explanation-string ”” 
‘priority 25 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 

WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE ?DOLLAR) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS VARIABLE-EX PENSE 

WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT CONVENIENT 
WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT ?AMT 
WITH AMOUNT-THAT-MUST-BE-PAID ?PROP 
WITH IS-IT-PAID NOT-ASSIGNED) (> ?AMT ?7DOLLAR) 

(<= ?PROP 7DOLLAR) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 
WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE 

(EVALUATE (- 7DOLLAR ?PROP))) 
(INSTANCE 7Y IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 

WITH IS-IT-PAID PARTIALLY 
WITH AMOUNT-PAID ?PROP)) 

(DEFINE-RULE PAY-CONVENIENT-PROP-FIXED-EXP 
(:print-name “PAY-CONVENIENT-PROP-FIXED-EXP” 
:doc-string *” 
‘dependency NIL 
‘direction :-FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
‘explanation-string “** 
‘priority 25 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 

WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE ?DOLLAR) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS FIXED-EXPENSE 

WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT CONVENIENT 
WITH AMOUNT ?AMT 
WITH AMOUNT-THAT-MUST-BE-PAID ?PROP 
WITH IS-IT-PAID NOT-ASSIGNED) (> ?7AMT ?DOLLAR) 

(< = ?PROP ?7DOLLAR) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE 2X IS BUDGET 
WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE 

(EVALUATE (- 2DOLLAR ?PROP))) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS FIXED-EXPENSE 

WITH IS-IT-PAID PARTIALLY 
WITH AMOUNT-PAID ?PROP)) 
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(DEFINE-RULE PAY-LUXURY-VBL-EXPENSES 
(:print-name “PAY-LUXURY-VBL-EXPENSES” 
:doc-string ”” 
:dependency NIL 
‘direction :FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
:explanation-string ”” 
‘priority 20 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 

WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE ?DOLLARS) 
(INSTANCE ?7Y IS VARIABLE-EX PENSE 

WITH IS-IT-PAID NOT-ASSIGNED 
WITH EVALUATED YES 
WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT LUXURY 
WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT ?AMT) (> = ?7DOLLARS ?AMT) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE 7Y IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 
WITH IS-IT-PAID YES 
WITH AMOUNT-PAID 2AMT) 

(INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 
WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE 

(EVALUATE (- 2DOLLARS 7AMT)))) 

(DEFINE-RULE PAY-CONVENIENT-VBL-EXPENSES 
(:print-name “PAY-CONVENIENT-VBL-EXPENSES’” 
:doc-string “” 
:dependency NIL 
‘direction :-FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
:explanation-string ”” 
‘priority 30 
‘sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 

WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE ?7DOLLARS) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS VARIABLE-EX PENSE 

WITH IS-IT-PAID NOT-ASSIGNED 
WITH EVALUATED YES 
WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT CONVENIENT 
WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT ?AMT) (> = ?7DOLLARS ?AMT) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE ?Y IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 
WITH IS-IT-PAID YES 
WITH AMOUNT-PAID 2AMT) 

(INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 
WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE 

(EVALUATE (- 7DOLLARS ?AMT)))) 
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(DEFINE-RULE PAY-SEMI-CRIT-VARIABLE-EXPS 
(:print-name “PAY-SEMI-CRIT-VARIABLE-EXPS’ 
:doc-string ”” 
:dependency NIL 
‘direction :-FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
‘explanation-string “” 
‘prionty 40 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 

WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE ?DOLLARS) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS VARIABLE-EX PENSE 

WITH IS-IT-PAID NOT-ASSIGNED 
WITH EVALUATED YES 
WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT SEMI-CRITICAL 
WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT ?AMT) (> = ?7DOLLARS ?AMT) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE ?Y IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 
WITH IS-IT-PAID YES 
WITH AMOUNT-PAID ?AMT) 

(INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 
WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE 

(EVALUATE (- 7DOLLARS 2AMT)))) 

(DEFINE-RULE PAY-CRITICAL-VARIABLE-EXPENSES 
(:print-name “PAY-CRITICAL-VARIABLE-EXPENSES” 
:doc-string “” 
:dependency NIL 
‘direction :FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
:explanation-string “” 
‘priority SO 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 

WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE ?DOLLARS) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS VARIABLE-EX PENSE 

WITH IS-IT-PAID NOT-ASSIGNED 
WITH EVALUATED YES 
WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT CRITICAL 
WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT ?AMT) (> = ?7DOLLARS ?AMT) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE ?Y IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 
WITH IS-IT-PAID YES 
WITH AMOUNT-PAID ?AMT) 

(INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 
WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE 

(EVALUATE (- ?DOLLARS ?AMT)))) 
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(DEFINE-RULE ASK-NEED-FIXED-EXP 
(:print-name “ASK-NEED-FIXED-EXP” 
:doc-string ”” 
:dependency NIL 
‘direction :-FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
:explanation-string ”” 
‘priority 98 
‘sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ?X IS FIXED-EXPENSE 

WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT NOT-ASSIGNED) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE ASK-NEED-USER IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH CONTENTS 

(“How important is” ?X ” to you? Choose one of 
critical, semi-critical, convenient, or luxury.”) 

WITH TARGET-INSTANCE ?X 
WITH TARGET-SLOT NEED-OF-PAYMENT 
WITH GO :YES)) 

(DEFINE-RULE ASK-NEED-VARIABLE-EXP 
(:print-name “ASK-NEED-VARIABLE-EXP” 
:doc-string “” 
:dependency NIL 
‘direction :FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
:explanation-string “” 
‘priority 98 
‘sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
INSTANCE ?X IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 

WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT NOT-ASSIGNED) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE ASK-NEED-USER IS POPUP-ASK-USER 
WITH CONTENTS 

(“How important is “?X * to you? Choose one of 
critical, semi-critical, convenient, or luxury.”) 

WITH TARGET-INSTANCE ?X 
WITH TARGET-SLOT NEED-OF-PAYMENT 
WITH GO :YES)) 
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(DEFINE-RULE PAY-CRITICAL-FIXED-EXPENSES 
(:print-name “PAY-CRITICAL-FIXED-EXPENSES” 
:doc-string ”” 
:dependency NIL 
‘direction :FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
:explanation-string “” 
‘priority 50 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 

WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE ?7DOLLARS) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS FIXED-EXPENSE 

WITH IS-IT-PAID NOT-ASSIGNED 
WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT CRITICAL 
WITH AMOUNT ?AMT) (> = ?7DOLLARS ?AMT) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE 2Y IS FIXED-EXPENSE 
WITH IS-IT-PAID YES 
WITH AMOUNT-PAID ?AMT) 

(INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 
WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE 

(EVALUATE (- 7DOLLARS ?AMT)))) 

(DEFINE-RULE PAY-SEMI-CRITICAL-FIXED-EXPS 
(:print-name “PAY-SEMI-CRITICAL-FIXED-EXPS” 
:doc-string ”” 
‘dependency NIL 
‘direction -FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
‘explanation-string “” 
‘priority 40 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 

WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE ?DOLLARS) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS FIXED-EXPENSE 

WITH IS-IT-PAID NOT-ASSIGNED 
WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT SEMI-CRITICAL 
WITH AMOUNT ?AMT) (> = ?7DOLLARS ?AMT) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE ?Y IS FIXED-EXPENSE 
WITH IS-IT-PAID YES 
WITH AMOUNT-PAID 2AMT) 

(INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 
WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE 

(EVALUATE (- 7DOLLARS 2AMT)))) 
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(DEFINE-RULE PAY-CONVENIENT-FIXED-EXPENSES 
(:print-name “PAY-CONVENIENT-FIXED-EXPENSES’ 
:doc-string ”” 
‘dependency NIL 
‘direction :FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
:explanation-string “” 
‘priority 30 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 

WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE ?DOLLARS) 
(INSTANCE 7Y IS FIXED-EXPENSE 

WITH IS-IT-PAID NOT-ASSIGNED 
WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT CONVENIENT 
WITH AMOUNT ?AMT) (> = 7DOLLARS ?AMT) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE ?Y IS FIXED-EXPENSE 
WITH IS-IT-PAID YES 
WITH AMOUNT-PAID 2AMT) 

(INSTANCE 2X IS BUDGET 
WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE 

(EVALUATE (- 7DOLLARS ?AMT)))) 

(DEFINE-RULE PAY-LUXURY-FIXED-EXPENSES 
(:print-name “PAY-LUXURY-FIXED-EXPENSES’ 
:doc-string “” 
:dependency NIL 
‘direction :FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
:explanation-string ”” 
‘:prionty 20 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 

WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE ?7DOLLARS) 
(INSTANCE ?7Y IS FIXED-EXPENSE 

WITH IS-IT-PAID NOT-ASSIGNED 
WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT LUXURY 
WITH AMOUNT ?AMT) (> = ?7DOLLARS ?AMT) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE ?Y IS FIXED-EXPENSE 
WITH IS-IT-PAID YES 
WITH AMOUNT-PAID 2AMT) 

(INSTANCE 2X IS BUDGET 
WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE 

(EVALUATE (- 7DOLLARS ?AMT)))) 
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(DEFINE-RULE ELECTRIC-BILL-NOT-WINTER 
(:print-name “ELECTRIC-BILL-NOT-WINTER’” 
:doc-string ”” 
:dependency NIL 
‘direction :-FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
:explanation-string “” 
‘priority 100 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ELECTRIC-BILL IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 

WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT 0.0 
WITH MAX-EXPECTED ?MAX 
WITH MIN-EXPECTED ?MIN) 

(OR 
(OR 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS BUDGET 

WITH SEASON SPRING) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS BUDGET 

WITH SEASON SUMMER)) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS BUDGET 

WITH SEASON FALL)) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE ELECTRIC-BILL IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 
_ WITH EVALUATED YES 

WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT 
(EVALUATE (* 0.5 (+ 2MAX ?MIN))))) 

(DEFINE-RULE ELECTRIC-BILL-WINTER 
(:print-name “ELECTRIC-BILL-WINTER” 
:doc-string “” 
:dependency NIL 
‘direction :FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
‘explanation-string “” 
‘prionty 100 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ELECTRIC-BILL IS VARIABLE-EX PENSE 

WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT 0.0 
WITH MAX-EXPECTED ?MAX) 

(INSTANCE ?7Y IS BUDGET 
WITH SEASON WINTER) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE ELECTRIC-BILL IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 
WITH EVALUATED YES 
WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT ?MAX)) 
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(DEFINE-RULE ENT-PARTY-FALL-AND-SPRING 
(:print-name “ENT-PARTY-FALL-AND-SPRING” 
:doc-string ”” 
:dependency NIL 
‘direction :FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
:explanation-string “” 
:prionty 100 
‘sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ENTERTAINMENT-PARTY IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 

WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT 0.0 
WITH MIN-EXPECTED ?MIN) 

(OR 
(INSTANCE 7Y IS BUDGET 

WITH SEASON SPRING) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS BUDGET 

WITH SEASON FALL)) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE ENTERTAINMENT-PARTY IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 
WITH EVALUATED YES 
WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT ?MIN)) 

(DEFINE-RULE ENT-PARTY-WINTER-AND-SUMMER 
(:print-name “ENT-PARTY-WINTER-AND-SUMMER” 
:doc-string *” 
‘dependency NIL 
‘direction :FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
:explanation-string ”” 
‘priority 100 
‘sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ENTERTAINMENT-PARTY IS VARIABLE-EX PENSE 

WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT 0.0 
WITH MAX-EXPECTED ?MAX) 

(OR 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS BUDGET 

WITH SEASON WINTER) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS BUDGET 

WITH SEASON SUMMER)) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE ENTERTAINMENT-PARTY IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 
WITH EVALUATED YES 
WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT ?MAX)) 
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(DEFINE-RULE ENT-REC-FALL-AND-SPRING 
(:print-name “ENT-REC-FALL-AND-SPRING” 
:doc-string “” 
‘dependency NIL 
‘direction :-FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
:explanation-string “” 
:prionty 100 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ENTERTAINMENT-RECREATIONAL IS VARIABLE-EX PENSE 

WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT 0.0 
WITH MIN-EXPECTED ?MIN 
WITH MAX-EXPECTED ?MAX) 

(OR 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS BUDGET 

WITH SEASON SPRING) 
(INSTANCE ?7Y IS BUDGET 

WITH SEASON FALL)) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE ENTERTAINMENT-RECREATIONAL IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 
WITH EVALUATED YES 
WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT 

(EVALUATE (* 0.5 (+ 2MIN ?MAX))))) 

(DEFINE-RULE ENT-REC-SUMMER 
(:print-name “ENT-REC-SUMMER’” 
:doc-string “” 
‘dependency NIL 
‘direction :FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
‘explanation-string “” 
‘priority 100 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
INSTANCE ENTERTAINMENT-RECREATIONAL IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 

WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT 0.0 
WITH MAX-EXPECTED ?MAX) 

(INSTANCE ?Y IS BUDGET 
WITH SEASON SUMMER) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE ENTERTAINMENT-RECREATIONAL IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 
WITH EVALUATED YES 
WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT ?MAX)) 
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(DEFINE-RULE ENT-REC-WINTER 
(:print-name “ENT-REC-WINTER” 
:doc-string ”” 
‘dependency NIL 
‘direction :-FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
‘explanation-string ~” 
‘priority 100 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ENTERTAINMENT-RECREATIONAL IS VARIABLE-EX PENSE 

WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT 0.0 
WITH MIN-EXPECTED ?MIN) 

(INSTANCE ?Y IS BUDGET 
WITH SEASON WINTER) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE ENTERTAINMENT-RECREATIONAL IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 
WITH EVALUATED YES 
WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT ?MIN)) 

(DEFINE-RULE VBL-EXP-NO-SEASONAL-FLUCT 
(:print-name “VBL-EXP-NO-SEASONAL-FLUCT” 
:doc-string “” 
‘dependency NIL 
‘direction :FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
:explanation-string “” 
‘priority 100 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ?X IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 

WITH SEASONAL-FLUCTUATION NO 
WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT 0.0 
WITH MAX-EXPECTED ?MAX 
WITH MIN-EXPECTED ?MIN) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE 2X IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 
WITH EVALUATED YES 
WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT 

(EVALUATE (* 0.5 (+ 2MAX ?MIN))))) 
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(DEFINE-RULE VISA/MC-NOT-WINTER 
(:print-name “VISA/MC-NOT-WINTER” 
:doc-string “” 
:dependency NIL 
‘direction -FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
-explanation-string “” 
‘priority 100 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE VISA/MC IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 

WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT 0.0 
WITH MAX-EXPECTED ?MAX 
WITH MIN-EXPECTED ?MIN) 

(OR 
(OR 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS BUDGET 

WITH SEASON SPRING) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS BUDGET 

WITH SEASON SUMMER)) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS BUDGET 

WITH SEASON FALL)) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE VISA/MC IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 
WITH EVALUATED YES 
WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT 

(EVALUATE (* 0.5 (+ 7MAX 2?MIN))))) 

(DEFINE-RULE VISA/MC-WINTER 
(:print-name “VISA/MC-WINTER’ 
:doc-string “” 
‘dependency NIL 
‘direction :-FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
-explanation-string “” 
‘priority 100 
‘sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE VISA/MC IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 

WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT 0.0 
WITH MAX-EXPECTED ?MAX) 

(INSTANCE ?Y IS BUDGET 
WITH SEASON WINTER) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE VISA/MC IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 
WITH EVALUATED YES 
WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT ?MAX)) 
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(DEFINE-RULE AMOUNT-OF-PROP-PAYMENT 
(:print-name “AMOUNT-OF-PROP-PAYMENT” 
:doc-string ”” 
:dependency NIL 
‘direction :-FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
‘explanation-string “” 
‘priority 95 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
INSTANCE ?X IS FIXED-EXPENSE 

WITH AMOUNT-THAT-MUST-BE-PAID NOT-ASSIGNED 
WITH %-THAT-MUST-BE-PAID ?PROP 
WITH AMOUNT ?AMT) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE 2X IS FIXED-EXPENSE 
WITH AMOUNT-THAT-MUST-BE-PAID 

(EVALUATE (* ?7PROP 2?AMT)))) 

(DEFINE-RULE AMOUNT-OF-PROP-PYMT-VBL 
(:print-name “AMOUNT-OF-PROP-PYMT-VBL” 
:doc-string “” 
:dependency NIL 
‘direction :-FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
:explanation-string “” 
‘priority 95 
‘sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ?X IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 

WITH AMOUNT-THAT-MUST-BE-PAID NOT-ASSIGNED 
WITH %-THAT-MUST-BE-PAID ?PROP 
WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT ?AMT) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE ?X IS VARIABLE-EX PENSE 
WITH AMOUNT-THAT-MUST-BE-PAID 

(EVALUATE (* ?PROP ?AMT)))) 
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(DEFINE-RULE CRIT-FIXED-EXP-CAN 
(:print-name “CRIT-FIXED-EXP-CAN” 
:doc-string “” 
:dependency NIL 
‘direction ‘FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
:explanation-string “” 
‘priority 45 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 

WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE ?DOLLAR) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS FIXED-EXPENSE 

WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT CRITICAL 
WITH AMOUNT ?AMT 
WITH AMOUNT-THAT-MUST-BE-PAID ?PROP 
WITH IS-IT-PAID NOT-ASSIGNED) (> ?7AMT ?7DOLLAR) 

(> ?PROP ?DOLLAR) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE ?Y IS FIXED-EXPENSE 
WITH IS-IT-PAID NO 
WITH AMOUNT-PAID 0.0)) 

(DEFINE-RULE SEMI-CRIT-FIXED-EXP-CAN 
(:print-ename “SEMI-CRIT-FIXED-EXP-CAN” 
:doc-string ”” 
:dependency NIL 
‘direction :FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
-explanation-string “” 
‘priority 35 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 

WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE ?DOLLAR) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS FIXED-EXPENSE 

WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT SEMI-CRITICAL 
WITH AMOUNT ?AMT 
WITH AMOUNT-THAT-MUST-BE-PAID ?PROP 
WITH IS-IT-PAID NOT-ASSIGNED) (> ?AMT ?7DOLLAR) 

(> ?7PROP ?7DOLLAR) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE ?Y IS FIXED-EXPENSE 
WITH IS-IT-PAID NO 
WITH AMOUNT-PAID 0.0)) 
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(DEFINE-RULE CONV-FIXED-EXP-CAN 
(:print-name “CONV-FIXED- EXP- CAN’ 
:doc-string “” 
:dependency NIL 
‘direction :-FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
:explanation-string “” 
‘priority 25 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 

WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE ?7DOLLAR) 
(INSTANCE ?7Y IS FIXED-EXPENSE 

WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT CONVENIENT 
WITH AMOUNT ?AMT 
WITH AMOUNT-THAT-MUST-BE-PAID ?PROP 
WITH IS-IT-PAID NOT-ASSIGNED) (> ?AMT ?7DOLLAR) 

(> ?7PROP 7DOLLAR) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE ?Y IS FIXED-EXPENSE 
WITH IS-IT-PAID NO 
WITH AMOUNT-PAID 0.0)) 

(DEFINE-RULE LUX-FIXED-EXP-CAN 
(:print- name “LUX- FIXED- EXP-CAN’ 
:doc-string ”” 
:dependency NIL 
‘direction :-FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
-explanation-string “” 
‘priority 15 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 

WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE ?7DOLLAR) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS FIXED-EXPENSE 

WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT LUXURY 
WITH AMOUNT ?AMT 
WITH AMOUNT-THAT-MUST-BE-PAID ?7PROP 
WITH IS-IT-PAID NOT-ASSIGNED) (> ?7AMT ?DOLLAR) 

(> ?PROP 7DOLLAR) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE ?Y IS FIXED-EXPENSE 
WITH IS-IT-PAID NO 
WITH AMOUNT-PAID 0.0)) 
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(DEFINE-RULE CRIT-VBL-EXP-CANNOT-PAY 
(:print-name “CRIT-VBL-EXP-CANNOT-PAY’ 
:doc-string ”” 
:dependency NIL 
‘direction :FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
‘explanation-string “” 
‘priority 45 
‘sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 

WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE ?7DOLLAR) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS VARIABLE-EX PENSE 

WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT CRITICAL 
WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT ?AMT 
WITH AMOUNT-THAT-MUST-BE-PAID ?PROP 
WITH IS-IT-PAID NOT-ASSIGNED) (> ?AMT ?DOLLAR) 

(> ?7PROP 7DOLLAR) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE 7Y IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 
WITH IS-IT-PAID NO 
WITH AMOUNT-PAID 0.0)) 

- (DEFINE-RULE SEMI-CRIT-VBL-EXP-CANNOT-PAY 
(:print-name “SEMI-CRIT-VBL-EXP-CANNOT-PAY’ 
:doc-string “” 
:dependency NIL 
‘direction :FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
‘explanation-string “” 
:pnonity 35 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 

WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE ?7DOLLAR) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 

WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT SEMI-CRITICAL 
WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT ?AMT 
WITH AMOUNT-THAT-MUST-BE-PAID ?7PROP 
WITH IS-IT-PAID NOT-ASSIGNED) (> ?AMT ?7DOLLAR) 

(> ?7PROP 7DOLLAR) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE ?Y IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 
WITH IS-IT-PAID NO 
WITH AMOUNT-PAID 0.0)) 
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(DEFINE-RULE CONV-VBL-EXP-CANNOT-PAY 
(:print-name “CONV-VBL-EXP-CANNOT-PAY” 
:doc-string “” 
:dependency NIL 
‘direction :-FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
:explanation-string ”” 
‘priority 25 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 

WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE ?DOLLAR) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS VARIABLE-EX PENSE 

WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT CONVENIENT 
WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT ?AMT 
WITH AMOUNT-THAT-MUST-BE-PAID ?PROP 
WITH IS-IT-PAID NOT-ASSIGNED) (> ?AMT ?7DOLLAR) 

(> ?PROP ?7DOLLAR) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE ?Y IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 
WITH IS-IT-PAID NO 
WITH AMOUNT-PAID 0.0)) 

(DEFINE-RULE LUX-VBL-EXP-CANNOT-PAY 
(:print-ename “LUX-VBL-EXP-CANNOT-PAY’” 
:doc-string “” 
:dependency NIL 
‘direction :-FORWARD 
‘certainty 1.0 
:explanation-string ”” 
‘priority 15 
:sponsor TOP-SPONSOR) 
(INSTANCE ?X IS BUDGET 

WITH AMOUNT-AVAILABLE ?DOLLAR) 
(INSTANCE ?Y IS VARIABLE-EX PENSE 

WITH NEED-OF-PAYMENT LUXURY 
WITH EXPECTED-AMOUNT ?AMT 
WITH AMOUNT-THAT-MUST-BE-PAID ?7PROP 
WITH IS-IT-PAID NOT-ASSIGNED) (> ?AMT ?7DOLLAR) 

(> ?PROP ?7DOLLAR) 

THEN 

(INSTANCE ?Y IS VARIABLE-EXPENSE 
WITH IS-IT-PAID NO 
WITH AMOUNT-PAID 0.0)) 
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B.l TS 

execute; runtime; endoff, 

actions 

color = 15 find beg_display display “Would you like a print out of this session? Please note that it is not” find printit? find goto ; 

‘Rules Block 

Rule beg_display 

If beg_ display = unknown 

Then beg display = found locate 4,2! display "WELCOME TO THE TAJLOR SHOP ANALYST" locate 7,6 display “The Tailor Shop 
Analyst is an expert system designed to evaluate the” display “financial position of the Virginia Tech Tailor Shop. It provides a user” dis- 
play “with budget analysis, ratio analysis, trend statements, and graphs. It’ display “also has the capability to answer ‘what-if type 
questions. The ‘knowledge’” display “for this system was provided mainly by Bruce Downey, Assistant Director’ display “of Risk Man- 
agement (formerly Financial Coordinator of Business & Awaliary” display “Operatons), Ralph Miller, Manager of the Tailor Shop, and 
Dean Miller, ° display "Fiscal Teenician for the Tailor Shop.’ locate 17,20 display “Press any key to begin the consultation ~” cls; 

Rule go_the_no_print_route 

If printit? = no 

Then goto = npts !!no print tailor shop 
chain npts; 

Rule go_the_print_route 

If printit? = yes 

Then goto = pts !!print tailor shop 
chain pts; 

{Statements Block 

ask printit® “possible to get a print out of graphs or when updating the system.°; choices printit?: no, yes; 

bkcolor = 1; 
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B.2 NPTS 

execute; runtime; endoff, actions 

color = 15 

find todo 
find dummy 
cls ; 

‘Rules Block 

Rule go_to_budget6_kbs 

if todo = budget_analysis 

then dummy = found 
chain budget6; 

Rule go_to_ratio6_kbs 

If todo = ratio_analysis 

then dummy = found 
chain ratios; 

Rule go_to_trend_kbs 

If todo = trend_statements 

Then dummy = found 
chain trend; 

Rule go_to_graph!_kbs 

If todo = graphics 

Then dummy = found 
beall killgr 
chain graph; 

Rule go_to_whatif_kbs 

If todo = what_if_analysis 

Then dummy = found 
beall createit 
chain whatf; 

‘Statements Block 

ask todo: “What would you like to do? Answer /Q when finished’, choices todo: budget_analysis,ratio_analysis, what_if_analysis, 
trend_statements, graphics ; 

bkcolor = |; 
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B.3 PTS 

execute; runtime; endoff, actions 

color = [5 pdisplay ° * pdisptay “What would you like to do? Answer /{Q when finished” pdisplay ” ” pdisplay “budget analysis 
analysis what if analysis” pdisplay “trend statements” pdisplay ° 

find todo 
find dummy 
cls ; 

‘Rules Block 

Rule go_to_budget6_kbs 

if todo = budget_analysis 

then dummy | = found 

Pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “budget analysis” 
pdisplay * 
chain pbudget6; 

Rule go_to_ratio6_kbs 

If todo = ratio_analysis 

then dummy | = = found 

Pdisplay ° 
pdisplay “ratio analysis’ 

pdisplay ° 
beall killrat 
chain pratio6; 

Rule go_to_trend_kbs 

If todo = trend_statements 

Then dummy = found 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “trend statements” 

Rule go_to_whatif_kbs 

If todo = what_if_analysis 

Then dummy = found 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “what if analysis” 
pdisplay °° 
chain pwhatf, 

‘Statements Block 

ratio 

ask todo: “What would you like to do? Answer /Q when finished.’; choices todo: budget_ analysis,ratio_ analysis, what_if_ analysis, 
trend_statements, 

bkcolor = 1; 
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B.4 RATIO“ 

execute; runtime; endoff, actions 

color = 15 todo = ratio_analysis 
find farse ; 

‘rules block 

rule start_ratio_analysis If todo = ratio_analysis Then farse = found 
wks date,b1,\vpp\playabis 
display “The most recent data is for the year ending June (date}.° 
find continue_r 
find update_r; 

Rule continue_on_dont_update If continue_r = yes Then update_r = found 
display “The system is currently gathering all of the information needed to” 
display “perform the analysis, and this takes a litde ime. You will be’ 
display “instructed when to continue.’ 
wks ca,b13..d16,\vpp\playca 
ca_weight_this = (ca{1)) 
ca_werght_last = (ca{2} 
ca_weight_2 = (ca{3]) 
ca_ave_this = (ca{4)) 
ca_ave “last = (ca(5) 
Ca_ave_. "2 = (cal6]) 
corps_comp_this = (ca{7)) 
corps_comp_last = (ca[8]) 
corps_comp_2 = (ca{9]} 
t_num_cadets_this = (ca[l0D) 
t_num_cadets_last = (caf11) 
t_num_cadets_2 = (cafl2) 
reset ca 
wks bs_this,b]..b14,\vpp\playabbs 
wks bs_last,cl..cl4,\vpp\piayabbs 

- wks bs_2_ago,d1..d14,\vpp'playabbs 
wks t_assets_3,e9,\vppiplayabbs 
wks inv_3_ago,¢7,\vpp\playabbs 
wks is_this,b1..b85,\vpp\playabis 
wks is_last,cl..c85,\vpp\playabis 
wks is_2_ago,d1..d85,\vpp\playabis 
current_year = (os_this{I} 
last_year = (current_year - 1} 
year_2_ago = (current_year - 2) 
total_inv = (bs_thid7]) 
last_yr_inventory = (bs_jast{7) 
inv_2_ago = (bs_2_ago{7D 
new_due_to = (bs_this(12}} 
last_yr_due to = (bs_last{12) 
due_to_2_ago = (bs_2_agof{12) 
net_income = (is_this{65]) 
net_income_last = (is_last{65) 
net_income_2 = (is_2_ago{6S) 
total_current_value = (bs_this{8) 
last_yr_equip_value = (bs_last(8]) 
equip_2_ago = (bs_2_agol&) 
gross_profit ™ (is_this{!6[) 
gross_profit_last = (is_Jast{16} 
gross_profit_2 = (is_2 ago{l6]) 
t_mil_rev = (is_this(9]) 
mil_rev_last = (is_last(9D) 
mil_rev_2 = (is_2_ago{9) 
tlexpenses = (is_this{15] + is thisf64) 
cost_uniforms_this = (is_this{ 15) 
cost_uniforms_last = (is_lasq{15) 
cost_uniforms_2 = (is_2_ago[15]) 
total_oper_exp_last = (is_last(64)) 
total_oper_exp_2 = (is_2_ago[64) 
t_other_rev = (is_this{24]} 
other_rev_last = (is_last{24)) 
other_rev_2 = (is_2_agof{24) 
t_personal = (is_this(36} 
Ope ea last = hier ten 

interdept_e_to_r_this = (is ee 3D 
Port this = (is_this([84)) 

state_e_to_r this = (is_this(85) 
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corps_e_to_r_last = (is_last{79]) 
public_e_to_r_last = (is_last{8!}) 
s_f_s_e to_r_last ast = fis. last{82]) 
interdept_e_to_r_last = (is_last{83) 
music 271 Jal = (is_last{84]) 
state_e_to_r_last = (is_last{85) 
corps_e_to_r 2 = (is_2_ago[79]) 
public_e to_r 2 = (is_2_agof81) 
sfset fe sis. 2_ago[82) 
interdept_ ¢_to = (1s_2_ago[83) 
music_e or? = ° is. 2_ago[84) 
state_e_to_r_2 = (is_2_ago(85) 

reset bs_this 
reset bs_last 
reset bs_2_ago 
reset is_this 
reset is last 
reset is_2_ ago 

display ° ” 
display “Press any key to examine the return on assets ratios. ~° 
find current_ratio_display 
find ROA_display 
find gross_profit_ratio_display 
chain rato3,; 

Rule continue_on_update_first If contnue_r = no Then update_r = found 
display “Please be patient as the accrual statements must be calculated and this takes" 
display “a little time. It also requires a little information which you will be asked” 
display “to supply.” 
display °° 
wks mil_rev,aa7,.aal2,\vpp\playis 
t_mil_rev = (mil_revi6} 
wks cgs,aal3,\vpp\playis 
wks other_rev,aal! 7..aa22,\vpp\playis 
t_other_rev = (other_rev{6]) 
public_rev = (other_rev{1) 
s_{_s rev = (other_rev[2) 
interdept_rev = (other_rev{3) 
music_rev = (other_revi4] 
State_rev = (other_rev[5) 
wks personal,aa26,.aa34,\vpp\playis 
t_personal = (personal[9)) 
wks contractual,aa36..aa45,\vpp\playis 
t_contract = (contractual(!0)) 
wks s_and_m,aa47..aa52,\vpp\playis 
t_s_and_m = (s_and_ m{6) 
wks continuous,aa54.,.aa60,\vpp\playis 
t_contin = (continuous{7) 
wks equip,aa6l,\vppiplayis 
wks direct_costs,aa66..aa72,\vpp\playis 
4 costs_corps = (direct_costs{]]} 
d_costs_public = (direct_costs{3} 
d_costs_s fs = (direct_costs[4)) 
d_costs ~interdept = (direct_costs{5) 
d_costs_music = (direct_costs(6]) 
d_costs state = (direct_costs{7)) 
wks indirect_: costs,aa74,\vpp'playis 
wks bs _info,b1. -b14,\vpp\playabbs 
wks t_assets_3,d9,\vpp'playabbs 
wks inv_3_ago,d7,\vpp\playabbs 
last_yr_inventory = (bs_info{7) 
last_yr_equip_value = (bs_infof8) 
last_yr_due_to = (bs_info[12) 
last_yr_reserves = (bs_info{13) 
wks dth_info,dl..d14,\vpp\playabbs 
pwks dth_info,el..e!4,\vpp\playabbs 
reset dth_info 
wks cth_info,cl..cl4,\vpp'playabbs 
pwks cth_info,dt..dl4,\vpp'playabbs 
inv_2_ago = (cth_info[7]) 
due_to_2_ago = (cth_info{12) 
equip_2_ago = (cth_info{8) 
reset cth_info 
pwks bs_info,c!..cl4,\vpp\playabbs 
reset bs_info 
wks dth_info,d!..d85,\vpp\playabis 
pwks dth_info,el..e85,\vpp\playabis 
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reset dth_info 
wks cth_info,cl..c85,\vpp\playabis 
pwks cth_info,d1..d85,\vpp' playabis 
net_income_2 = (cth_info{65)} 
gross_profit_2 = (cth_info[l6) 
mil_rev_2 = (cth_info[9)} 
cost_uniforms_2 = (cth_info{15) 
total_oper_exp_2 = (cth_info[64) 
other_rev_2 = (cth_info[24)) 
corps_e_to_r_2 = (cth_info[79) 
public_e_to_r_2 = (cth_info{81) 
s_f_s_e_tor <4 = (cth_info[82]) 

r_2 = (cth_info[83) 
music_e torr > = (cth_info[&4) 
state_e_to_r 2 = (cth_info[85p) 
reset cth_info 
wks bth_info,b1..b85,\vpp\playabis 
pwks bth_info,cl..c85,\vpp\playabis 
corps_e_to_r_last = (bth_info[79]) 
public_ €-t0_1 La last = (bth_info[81}} - 
s_fs_e to_r_last = (bth_info(82)) 
interde te or OT | last = (bth_info[83) 

state_e o. r_last = “ (bth. info[85) 
net_income_last = (bth_info[65]) 
gross_profit_last = (bth_info{16) 
mil_rev_last = (oth_infol9)) 
cost_uniforms_last = (bth_info{|5]) 
total_oper_exp_last = (bth_info{64) 
other_rev_last = (bth_info{24) 
personal_last = (bth_info[36p) 
reset bth_info 
wks cth,cl..cl6,\vpp\playca 
pwks cth,d1..d16,\vpp\playca 
wks bth,b1..b16,\vppiplayca 
pwks bth,cl..cl6,\vpp\playca 
corps_¢ Or ts | = = (d_ costs_corps / t_muil_rev) 
public_e_to_r_ this = (d_costs_public i public_rev) 
s_f_s_e tor, this = (d_costs_s fs /s_f_s_rev) 
interdept_ eto this = (d_costs _interdept / interdept_rev) 
music_e_to_r_this = (d_costs_music / music_rev) 
state_e_to_r this = (d_costs _state { state_rev) 
ca_weight_last = (bth{13) 
ca _weight_ 2= e (tht 3) 
ca_ave_last = (bth[14) 
ca_ave_2 = (cth{14) 
corps_comp_last = (bth{15) 
corps_comp_2 = (cth{!5p) 
t_num_cadets_last = (bth(16) 
t_num_cadets_2 = (cth{16) 
current_year = (date + 1) 
last_year = (current_year - 1) 
year_2_ago = (current_year - 2) 
pwks current_year,b1,\vpp\playabis 
pwks cuent_year,b1,\vpp\playabbs 
display “To do this analysis, the value of ending inventory is needed for June {(current_year}. 
find inventory_ques 
find inventory_value 
display “Please wait a moment. You will be instructed when to continue.” 
find new_equip_value 
find ca_update 
find update_abis 
find new_reserves, 

Rule inventory_value_found If inventory_ques = yes Then inventory_value = found 
find issued_inv 
find unissued_inv 
put_inventory{1] = (issued_inv) 
put_inventory{2] = (unissued_inv) 
total_inv = (issued_inv + unissued_inv) 
pwks put_inventory, b5..b6,\vpp'\playabbs 
inv_for_is = (issued_inv + unissued_inv) 
pwks total_inv,b14,\vpp\playabis; 

Rule inventory_value_found If inventory_ques = no Then inventory_value = found 
find total_inv 
pwks total_inv,b7,\vpp\playabbs 
pwks total_inv,b14,\vpp\playabis; 
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Rule equip_purchases_no If equip = 0 Then new_equip_ value = found; 

Rule equip_purchases_yes If equip > 0 Then new_equip_value = found 
find the_display 
find equip_number 
Zz = (equip_number) 
whiletrue z > 0 then 

find equip_name 
new_equip{!] = (equip_name) 
find cost 
find purchase_month 
find purchase_year 
find useful_life 
display “Please wait a moment, you will be instructed when to continue.” 
display * ° 
new_equip[2] = (cost) 
new_equip(3] = (purchase_month) 
new_equip[4] = (purchase_year) 
new_equip{5] = (useful_life) 
find to_put 
z= (z-1) 

! display “equip_number is now {z} —” 
reset equip_name 
reset cost 
reset purchase_month 
reset purchase_year 
reset useful_life 
reset to_put 
reset new_equip 

end! display “about to find total_equip_value —° 
find total_equip_value;! display “have found total_equip_value —*; 

Rule find_the display If todo = ratio_analysis Then the_display = found 
display * 
display “Press any key to continue. ~” 
display ” ° 
display “Equipment purchases during the year have totalled ${equip}.” 
display °° 
display “After each prompt, please give the applicable information for each piece of” 
display “equipment separately." 

Rule find_current_vaiues If todo = ratio_analysis Then total_equip_value = found 
wks vbl,a4..e25,\vpp\playequi 

=] 
x = (vbl[y) 
total_current_value = 0 
total_depreciation = 0 

! this next loop calculates the depreciation and current value for each ! piece of equipment, and assigns those with positive values (i.¢., those 
! which aren't paid off) to an array to later be summed. 

whiletrue vbi[y] < > unknown then 
reset if_neg 
reset year_to_use 

y2 = (y + 1) 
y3 = (y + 2) 
y4 = (y + 3} 
y5 = (y + 4) 
dep_cost = (vbl[y2} 
month = (vbl{y3]) 

yr = (vbli[y4]) 
life = (vbi[y5D 
find year_to_use 
depr = (dep_cost / life) 
current_value = (dep_cost - (depr * (current_year + 1 - year_to_use)))} 
find if_neg 

y=(y + 5) 
x = (vbi[y} 

end 
pwks total_current_value,b&,\vpp\playabbs 
pwks total_depreciation,b63,\vpp\playabis; 

Rule purchase_year_of_equip If purchase_month < = 6 Then purchase_year = (current_year); 

Rule purchase_year_of_equip If purchase_month > 6 Then purchase_year = (date); 

Rule look_for_empty_equip_rows If todo = ratio_analysis Then wks emply?,al1..a25,\vpp\playequi 
to_put = found 
find put_it 
reset put_it 
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. 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty7[1] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al !..e!1,\vpp\playequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty?[2] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al 2..e12,\vppiplayequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty73] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al3..¢13,\vpp\playequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty7[4] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al4..e14,\vpp\playequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in empty_row If empty7[5} = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al 5..e15,\vpp\playequi 
put_it = found, 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty76] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al6..e16,\vpp\playequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty7/7] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al 7..e17,\vpp\playequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty7[8] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al8..e18,\vpp\playequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty7[9] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al9..e19,\vpp\playequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty?[10] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,a20..e20,\vpp\playequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty7{11] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,a21..e21,\vpp\playequi 
putLit = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty%{12} = unknown Then pwks new_equip,a22..e22,\vpp\playequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty7[13] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,a23..e23,\vpp\playequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in. empty_row If empty7[14] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,a24..e24,\vpp\playequi 
. putit = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty4{15] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,a25..e25,\vpp\playequi 
putit = found; 

Rule year_to_use If month < = 6 Then year_to_use = (yr); 

Rule year_to_use If month > 6 Then year_to_use = (yr + 1); 

Rule if_neg If current_value < = 0 Then if_neg = found; 

Rule if_neg If current_value > 0 Then total_current_value = (total_current_value + current_value) 
total_depreciation = (total_depreciation + depr) 
if_neg = found, 

Rule ca_update If todo = ratio_analysis Then ca_update = found 
display “Now a litde information regarding the number of members in the corps and” display “commutation allowances is needed. 

Please answer the questions after the” display “prompts.” display ” ° 
display “How many freshmen were enrolled in the corps of cadets during the year ending” 
find num_fresh 
find num_soph 
find num_jun 
find num_sen 
corps_num(!] = (num_fresh) 
corps_num{2] = (nurn_soph) 
corps_num{3] = (num_jun) 
corps_num(4] = (num_sen) 
display “How much was the commutation allowance for freshmen during the year ending 
find ca_fresh 
find ca_soph 
find ca_jun 
find ca_sen 
display "The processing in progress at this time will take a few minutes. You’ 
display “will be instructed when to continue.” 
corps_ca[l] = (ca_fresh) 
corps_ca{2] = (ca_soph) 

corps_ca{3] = (ca_jun) 
corps_ca{4] = (ca_sen) 
corps_comp_ this! = ((num_fresh®1) + (num_soph*2) + (num_jun*3) + (num_sen * 4)) 
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t_num_cadets_this = (num_fresh + num_soph + num_jun + num_sen) 
corps_comp_this = (corps_comp_this] / t_num_cadets_this) 
pwks current_year,b1,\vpp\playca 
pwks corps_num,b8..b11,\vpp'playca 
pwks corps_ca,b3..b6,\vpp\playca 
ca_weight_this] = ((num_fresh * ca_fresh) +(num_soph * ca_soph) +(num_jun * ca_jun)+(num_sen * ca_sen)) 
ca_weight_this = (ca_weight_this! /(num_fresh + num_soph + num_jun + num_sen)) 
ca_ave_this = ((ca_fresh + ca_soph + ca_jun + ca_sen) / 4); 

Rule update_abis If todo = ratio_analysis Then update_abis = found 
pwks mil_rev,b4..08,\vpp\playabis 
pwks last_yr_inventory,bI2,\vpp\playabis 
pwks cgs,b13,\vpp\playabis 
pwks inv_for_is,b14,\vpp\playabis 
pwks other_rev,b19..b24,\vpp\playabis 
pwks personal,b28..b36,\vpp\playabis 
pwks contractual,b38..b47,\vpp\playabis 
pwks s_and_m,b49..b54,\vpp'playabis 
pwks continuous,656..b62,\vpp\playabis 
pwks direct_costs,b68..b74,\vpp\playabis 
pwks indirect_costs,b76,\vpp \playabis; 

Rule find_reserves If todo = ratio_analysis Then net_income_| = (t_mil_rev - last_yr_inventory - cgs + total_inv + t_other_rev) 
net_Lincome = (net_income_]! - t_personal - t_contract - t_s_and_m - t_contin - total_depreciation) 
gross_profit = (t_mul_rev - Jast_yr_inventory - cgs + total_inv) 
t_expenses] = (last_yr_inventory + cgs - total_inv + t_personal + t_contract) 
t_expenses = (t_expensesi + t_s_and_m + t_ contin + total _depreciation) 
cost_uniforms_this = (last_yr_ inventory + cgs - total_inv) 
wks “equip,aa6l,\vppiplayis 
new_reserves = (last_yr_reserves + net _income) 
new_ "due _to = (total_inv + total_current_value - new_reserves) 
pwks new_reserves,b! 3,\vpp\playabbs 
display °* 
display “Press any key to examine the current ratios. —* 
display ° ° 
find current_ratio_display 
find ROA_display 
find gross_profit_ratio_display 
chain ratio3; 

Rule calculate_current_ratios If todo = ratio_analysis Then current_ratio = (total_inv / new_due_to) 
current_ratio_last = (last_yr_inventory / last_yr_due_to) 
current_ratio_2 = (inv_2_ago / due_to_2_ago); 

Rule calculate ROAs If todo = ratio_analysis Then ROA = (net_income / ((total_inv + total_current_value + last_yr_inventory + 
last_yr_equip_value)/2)) 

ROA_last = (net_income_last / ((last_yr_inventory + last_yr_equip_value + inv_2_ago + equip_2_ago)/2)) 
ROA_2 = (net_income_2 / ((inv_2_ago + equip_2_ago + t_assets_3) / 2)); 

Rule calculate_gross_profit_ratios If todo = ratio_analysis Then gross_profit_ratio = (gross_profit / t_mil_rev) 
gross_profit_ratio_last = (gross_profit_last / mil_rev_last) 
gross_profit_ratio_2 = (gross_profit_2 / mil_rev_2); 

Rule calculate_exp_to_rev_ratios If todo = ratio_analysis Then exp_to_rev_ratio = (t_expenses /(t_mil_rev + t_other_rev)) 
exp_to_rev_ratio_fast = ((cost_uniforms_last + total_oper_exp_last) / (mil_rev_last + other_rev_last)) 
exp_to_rev_ratio_2 = ((cost_uniforms_2 + total_oper_exp_2) /(mil_rev_2 + other_rev_2));_ 

Rule calculate_t_asset_turn_ratios If todo = ratio_analysis Then x = (t_mil_rev + t_other_rev) 
t_asset_turn_ratio = (x / {((total_inv + total_current_value + last_yr_inventory + last_yr_equip_value) / 2)) 
x = (muil_rev_last + other_rev_last) 
t_asset_turn_ratio_last = (x / ((last_yr_inventory + last_yr_equip_value + inv_2_ago + equip_2_ago) / 2)) 
t_asset_tum_ratio_2 = ((mil_rev_2 + other_rev_2) / ((inv_2_ago + equip_2 ago + t_assets_3) / 2)) 
t_asset_turn_display = found; 

Rule calculate_inv_turn_ratios If todo = ratio_analysis Then inv_turn_ratio = (t_mil_rev / {(total_inv + last_yr_inventory} / 2)) 
inv_tum_ratio_last = (mil_rev_last / ((last_yr_inventory + inv_2_ago) / 2)) 
inv_turn_ratio_2 = (mil_rev_2 / ((inv_2_ago + inv_3_ago) / 2)) 
inv_tum_display = found; 

Rule display_for_current_ratio If current_ratio < > unknown Then cls 
color = 1] 
locate 2,30 
display "CURRENT RATIOS’ 
locate 5,45 
display “{current_year}” 
locate 5,35 
display “{last_year}° 
locate 5,25 
display "{year_2_ago}’ 
locate 8,45 
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format current_ratio, 5.3 
display °{current_ratio}° 
locate 8,35 
format current_ratio_last, 5.3 
display “{current_ratio_last}” 
locate 8,25 
format current_ratio_2, 5.3 
display “{current_ratio_2}° 
current_ratio_display = found 
find current_ratio_analysis; 

Rule analyze_current_ratio If current_ratio < = (current_ratio_last) and 
current_rato_last < = (current_ratio_2) and 
current_rato < 1.25 Then locate 11,6 
color = |2 display “The current ratio is a measure of the organization's ability to” display "meet its short_term financial obligations 

as they fall due. A ratio ” display “of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable’ for the Tailor Shop. ” locate 15,6 display “As can be seen 
above, the current situation is not good. The’ display “ratio is below its acceptable level for the most recent year, and also,” display “is has 
been declining for the past several years. This means that” display “other awaliary enterprises are financing an increasing proportion of” 
display “the Tailor Shop’s operating expenses. —° 

current_ratio_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_current_ratio If current_ratio < = (current_ratio_last) and 
current_rato_last < = (current_ratio_2) and 
current_ratio > 1.25 Then locate 11,6 
color = 14 display “The current ratio was designed to measure an organization's ability to” display “meet its short_term financial ob- 

ligations when, and as they fall due. For ° display “the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ ° display ” * locate 
15,6 display “As can be seen above, the present current ratio exceeds the predefined” display “acceptable level, and thus is considered to 
be satisfactory. However," display “it is declining over ime which indicates that the other auxiliary “ display “enterprises are financing an 
increasing proportion of the Tailor ” display “Shop's operating expenses. ~° 

current_ratio_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_current_ratio If current_ratio > = (current_ratio_last) and 
current_ratio_last > = (current_ratio_2) and 
current_ratio > = 1.25 Then locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “The current ratio was designed to measure an organization’s ability to” display “meet its short_term financial ob- 

ligations when, and as they fall due. For ” display “the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ “ display ” ” locate 
15,6 display “As can be seen above, the current situation looks very good. Not only” display “does the current ratio exceed the acceptable 
level, but is is also ” display “increasing over time. —" 

current_ratio_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_current_ratio If current_ratio > = (current_ratio_last) and 
current_ranho_last > = (current_ratio_2) and 
current_ratio < 1.25 Then locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “The current ratio was designed to measure an organization’s ability to” display “meet its short_term financial ob- 

ligations when, and as they fall due. For ” display “the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ ° display ° “ locate 
15,6 display “As can be seen above, the present situation appears promising. ° display “Although the current ratio has not yet reached its 
acceptable level,” display “it is moving in the right direction. Therefore, there is no need” display “for concern. -” 

current_rato_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_current_ratio If current_ratio < = (current_ratio_last) and 
current_rato_last > = (current_ratio_2) and 
current_rato < 1.25 Then locate 11,6 
color = 12 display “The current ratio was designed to measure an organization’s ability to” display “meet its short_term financial ob- 

ligations when, and as they fall due. For ° display ‘the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ ° display ° * locate 
15,6 display “The figures above show cause for concern. Not only is the current’ display “ratio below its acceptable level, but it has also 
decreased over the” display “past year. This decrease however, does not exhibit a trend over time. —° 

current_ratio_analysis = found; . 

Rule analyze_current_ratio If current_ratio < = (current_ratio_last) and 
current_ratio_last >= (current_ ratio _ 2) and 
current_raho > 1.25 Then locate 11,6 
color = {0 display “The current ratio was designed to measure an organization’s ability to” display “meet its short_term financial ob- 

ligations when, and as they fall due. For ° display “the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ * display ° “ locate 
15,6 display “As can be seen above, the present current ratio exceeds the predefined” display ‘acceptable level, and thus is considered to 

be satisfactory. There has” display “been a decline in the ratio over the past year, however, there appears” display “to be no trend in this 
rection. - * 

current_ratio_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_current_ratio If current_ratio > = (current_ratio_last) and 
current_rano_last < = (current_rato_2} and 
current_ratio < 1.25 Then locate 11,6 
color = 14 display “The current ratio was designed to measure an organization’s ability to” display “meet its short_term financial ob- 

ligations when, and as they fall due. For ° display “the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ ° display * “ locate 
15,6 display “As can be seen above, the present current ratio falls below the ° display “predefined acceptable level, which is generally con- 
sidered to be’ display “unsatisfactory. However, it has improved over the past year. ° display “Therefore, the situation should be closely 
monitored to make ° display “certain that it continues to move in the right direction. -” 

current_ratio_analysis = found; 

Ruje analyze_current_ratio If current_ratio > = (current_ratio_last) and 
current_raho_last < = {current_ ratio _2) and 
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current_ratio > 1.25 Then locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “The current ratio was designed to measure an organization's ability to” display “meet its short_term financial ob- 

ligations when, and as they fall due. For ” display “the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ ° display °° locate 
15,6 display “As can be seen above, the present current ratio exceeds the predefined” display “acceptable level, and thus is considered to 
be satisfactory. ° display “Furthermore, it has increased over the past year leaving little " display “cause for concern. —" 

current_ratio_analysis = found; 

Rule ROA_display IF ROA < > unknown Then ROA_display = found 
cls 
color = 1] 
locate 2,27 
display “RETURN ON ASSETS’ 
locate 5,6 display “The Return on Assets ratio (ROA) is designed to measure how much’ display “income is produced for each dollar 

of total assets held. In a profit’ display “oriented organization, a high ROA is desirable. Since the primary” display “responsibility of the 
Tailor Shop is to provide a service, rather than’ display “produce a profit, it does not necessarily stnve for a high ROA. Rather,” display 
“it should target a specific ROA. If net income is to be used only to’ display “replace old equipment, than an ROA of around .004 is de- 
sirable. On the” display “other hand, if net income is also used to repay the amount borrowed from” display “other auxiliaries {say over a 
10 year period), then an ROA of around .08” display “is desirable. In any case, the ROA should not be negative as a negative” display 
“ROA indicates a net loss on the operations.” 

locate 18,20 display “Press any key to see the ROA analysis —° 
find rest_of_display_ ROA; 

Rule display_for_ROA If ROA < > unknown Then rest_of_display_ROA = found 
cls 
color = {1 
locate 2,29 
display “RETURN ON ASSETS’ 
locate 5,45 
display “{current_year}° 
locate 5,35 
display “{last_year}* 
locate 5,25 
display “{year_2_ago)” 
locate 8,44 
format ROA, 5.3 
display "{ROA)’ 
locate 8,34 
format ROA_last, 5.3 
display “{ROA_last}° 
locate 8,24 
format ROA_2, 5.3 
dispiay “(ROA_2}° 
find ROA_ analysis; 

Rule analyze_ROA_0_alf ROA < = (ROA_last ® 1.02) and 
ROA > = (ROA last * .98) and 
ROA < 0 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. The ROA” display “is negative and doesn’t apear to be 

improving. Thus, the Tailor Shop is” display “operating in the red and has to depend on other awaliary enterprises to” display “help pay 
ils operating expenses. "5 

Rule analyze_ROA_0_b If ROA < = (ROA _last ® 1.02) and 
ROA > = (ROA_last * .98) and 
ROA < = 0.004 and 
ROA > = 0 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. The small” display “size of the ROA indicates that al- 

though income is positive, it is not large’ display “enough to cover expected demand for equipment replacements. Furthermore,” display 
"the situation does not appear to be improving. ~"; 

Rule analyze _ROA_0_¢ If ROA < = (ROA_last * !.02) and 
ROA > = (ROA_last * .98) and 
ROA < = 0.09 and 
ROA > = .004 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is’ display “at an acceptable level. This indicates 

that reserves for future equipment’ display “purchases are being built, while the loans from other auxiliaries are” display “being de- 
creased. — *. 

Rule analyze_ROA_0_d If ROA < = (ROA_last * 1.02) and 
ROA > = (ROA_last * .98) and 
ROA > = .09 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite good. The ROA‘ display “indicates that income is not only 

high enough to cover expected demand for” display “equipment replacement, but can also contribute substantially to decreasing” display 
“the amount owed to other awaliary enterprises. It should be noted however,” display “that it is possible that the the Tailor Shop will be 
accused of gouging ° display “its customers since the ROA is so high. -°; 

Rule analyze_ROA_]_alf ROA < (ROA_last) and 
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ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < 0 and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last} and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the ROA negative, but 

it is decreasing over time. A glance at the income’ display “statements will give a good indication of why this is happening. Revenue’ 
display "from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue)’ display "has decreased by {mil_dec}% over the past 
year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for’ display “salaries and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total” display "costs) 
have increased by (personal_inc} % over the past year. ~°; 

Rule analyze_ROA_I_bIf ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < 0 and 
t_mil_rev < (muil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < = (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the ROA negative, but 

it is decreasing over time. A glance at the income’ display “statements will give a good indication of why this is happening. Revenue’ 
display “from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue)” display “has decreased by {mil_dec)% over the past 
year. —"5 

Rule analyze _ROA_I_c If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < 0 and 
t_mil_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the ROA negative, but 

it is decreasing over time. A glance at the income’ display “statements will give a good indication of why this is happening. Costs” display 
“incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (which generally make up around” display “60 % of total costs) have increased by 
{personal_inc}% over the past year. —°; 

Rule analyze_ROA_2_alf ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.004 and 
ROA > = 0 and 
t_mil_rev < (mul_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although” display “the ROA is positive, it 

is decreasing over tme. Furthermore, its small size” display “indicates that the present rate of income is not enough to cover expected” 
display “demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income statements will” display “give a good indication of why this is hap- 
pening. Revenue from the corps” display “(which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue) has decreased by” display 
{mil_dec}% over the past year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salaries and” display “fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60% 

of total costs) have" display “increased by {personal_inc)% over the past year. —"; 

Rule analyze_ROA_2_bIf ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.004 and 
ROA > = 0 and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < (personal_last}) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 ‘ 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “the ROA is positive, it 

is decreasing over tme, Furthermore, its small size” display “indicates that the present rate of income is not enough to cover expected” 
display “demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income statements will” display “give a good indication of why this is hap- 
pening. Revenue from the corps” display “(which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue) has decreased by” display 
"{mil_dec} % over the past year. —*; 
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Rule analyze_ROA_2 cIf ROA < (ROA_last} and 
ROA _last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.004 and 
ROA > = 0 and 
t_mil_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “is the ROA positive, it 

is decreasing over time. Furthermore, its small size” display “indicates that the present rate of income is not enough to cover expected” 
display “dernand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income statements will* display “give a good indication of why this is hap- 
pening. Meanwhile, costs incurred” display “for salaries and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total” display “costs) 
have increased by ({personal_inc}% over the past year. —°; 

Rule analyze_ROA_3 alf ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.09 and 
ROA > = .004 and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_ine, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is” display “at an acceptable level. 

This indicates that reserves for future equipment’ display “purchases are being built, while the loans from other auxiliaries are” display 
“being decreased. A word of caution however is in order. Note that the’ display “ratio is decreasing over time. A glance at the income 
statements will show’ display “why this is happening. The revenue from the corps (which typically’ display “constitutes 75% of total re- 
venue) has decreased by {mil_dec}% over the past’ display “year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (which’ dis- 
play “generally make up around 60% of total costs) have increased by {personal_inc}%’° display “ over the past year. —°; 

Rule analyze_ROA_3_b If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA <= 0.09 and 
ROA > = .004 and 
t.mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < (personal_last}) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.! display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is’ display “at an acceptable level. 

This indicates that reserves for future equipment’ display “purchases are being built, while the loans from other auxiliaries are” display 
“being decreased. A word of caution however is in order. Note that the’ display “ratio is decreasing over time. A glance at the income 
Statements will show’ display “why this is happening. The revenue from the corps (which typically ° display “constitures 75% of total re- 
venue) has decreased by {mil_dec}% over ths past year. ~”; 

Rule analyze_ROA_3_¢c If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.09 and 
ROA > = .004 and 
t_mil_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is’ display “at an acceptable level. 

This indicates that reserves for future equipment’ display “purchases are being built, while the Joans from other auxiliaries are” display 
“being decreased. A word of caution however, is in order. Note that the” display “ratio is decreasing over time. A glance at the income 
statements will show’ display “why this is ha ing. Costs incurred for salaries and fringe benefits ° dispiay “(which generally make up 
around 60% of total costs) have increased by (personal_inc}%° display “over the past year. -°; 

Rule analyze_ROA_4 If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA > = 0.09 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite good. The ROA’ display “indicates that income is not only 

high enough to cover expected demand for’ display “equipment replacement, but can also contribute substantially to decreasing” display 
“the amount owed to other auxiliary enterprises. There are a couple of things’ display “to note here however. First, the ROA is so high 
that the Tailor Shop might’ display “be accused of gouging its customers. And second, the ROA is decreasing’ display “over time . This 
may signal that income is decreasing, or it may signal” display “a concerted effort on the part of management to bring down prices to an” 
display “acceptable’ level. ~°; 
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Rule analyze_ROA_5 If ROA > (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < 0 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. The ROA is” display “negative which indicates that ex- 
ses exceed income. This means that the” display “Tailor Shop has to depend on the other auxiliaries to cover its operating” display 

expenses. On a positive note, the ROA is increasing over time, indicating ° display “that improvements are being made. —’; 

Rule analyze_ROA_6 If ROA > (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA > = 0 and 
ROA <.004 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is improving. ° display “Although the ROA is quite low, 

it is improving over time. At this point, it” display “is not earning enough to cover all of expected demand for equipment” display “re- 
placement. However, if the current trend continues, they should be ” display “able to do so in the future. —"; 

Rule analyze_ROA_7 If ROA > (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA > = .004 and 
ROA <.09 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° display “Not only is the ROA improving 

over time, but it falls in a very good region.” display “An ROA in this region indicates that net income is sufficient to cover” display “ex- 
pected demand for equipment replacement, and also to pay back some of the” display “debt owed to the other awaliary enterprises. —°; 

Rule analyze_ROA_8 If ROA > (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA > = .09 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. “ display "Not only is the ROA improving 

over time, but it indicates that a substantial “ display “dent can be made in its debt to other auxiliary enterprices. On the’ display “negative 
side, an ROA of this magnitude indicates that revenues greatly” display “exceed expenses which could be considered price gouging. —"; 

Rule analyze_ROA_9_alf ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < 0 and 
t_mil_rev < (muil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last} Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = J2 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_ine, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display ‘is the ROA negative, but 

has decreased over the past year. A glance at the” display “income statements will give a good indication of why this is happening.” display 
“Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total” display “revenue) has decreased by (mil_dec}%. Meanwhile, 

foe eine) for salaries’ display “and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total costs) have” display “increased by 
personal_inc)%. 7"; 

Rule analyze ROA_9 bIf ROA < (ROA_lIast) and 
ROA_iast > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < 0 and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < = (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 

locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_ine 
format mul_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the ROA negative, but 

it has decreased over the past year. A glance at” display “the income statements will give a good indication of why this is happening." 
display “Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total” display “revenue) has decreased by {mil_dec) %. 7; 

Role analyze_ROA_9_cIf ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < 0 and 
t_mil_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last}) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the ROA negative, but 

it has decreased over the past year. A glance at” display “the income statements will give a good indication of why this is happening.’ 
display “Costs incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (which generally make up” display “around 60% of total costs) have increased by 
{personal_inc)% over the past” display “year. ~*; 

Rule analyze_ROA_10_a If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
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ROA _last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA <= 0.004 and 
ROA > = 0 and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although” display “the ROA is positive, it 

has decreased over the past year. Furthermore, its” display “small size indicates that the present rate of income is not enough to cover” 
display “expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income” display “statements will give a good indication of why this 
is happening. Revenue” display “from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue)” display “has decreased by 
{mil_dec}%, Meanwhile, costs incurred for salaries and” display “fringe benefits (whidh generally make up around 60% of total costs} 
have’ display “increased by (personal_inc}% over the past year. —"; 

Rule analyze ROA_10_bIf ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0,004 and 
ROA > = 0 and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although” display “the ROA is positive, it 

has decreased over the past year. Furthermore, its” display “small size indicates that the present rate of income is not enough to cover’ 
display “expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income’ display “statements will give a good indication of why this 
is ae Revenue’ display “from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue)" display “has decreased by 
{mil_dec} %. —"; 

Rule analyze_ROA_l0_c If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.004 and 
ROA > = O and 
t_mil_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although” display “the ROA is positive, it 

has decreased over the past year. Furthermore, its” display “small size indicates that the present rate of income is not enough to cover" 
display “expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income’ display “statements will give a good indication of why this 
is happening. Costs ° display “incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60%" display “of total costs) have 
increased by {personal_inc}% over the past year. ~”; 

Rule analyze_ROA_11_a If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.09 and 
ROA > = 004 and 
t_mal_rev < (mul_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is” display “at an acceptable level. 

This indicates that reserves for future equipment’ display “purchases are being built, while the loans from other auxiliaries are” display 
“being decreased. A word of caution however is in order. Note that the’ display ‘ratio has decreased over the past year. A glance at the 
income statements’ display “will show why this is happening. The revenue from the corps (which’ display “typically constitues 75% of total 
revenue) has decreased by {mil_dec}% over’ display “the past year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salaries and fringe benefits” display 
“(which generally make up around 60% of total costs) have increased by {personal_inc}%” display “over the past year. ~"; 

Rule analyze_ROA_ll_b If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.09 and 
ROA > = .004 and 
t_mil_rev < ({mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = I4 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
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format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is” display “at an acceptable level. 
This indicates that reserves for future equipment” display “purchases are being built, while the loans from other awalliaries are” display 
“being decreased. A word of caution however, is in order. Note that the” display “ratio has decreased over the past year. A glance at the 
income statements” display “will show why this is happening. The revenue from the corps (which” display “typically consititues 75% of 
total revenue) has decreased by {mil_dec}% over’ display “the past year. >"; 

Rule analyze_ROA_ll_clf ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA _last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.09 and 
ROA > = .004 and 
t_mil_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is” display “at an acceptable level. 

This indicates that reserves for future equipment” display “purchases are being built, while the loans from other auxiliaries are” display 
“being decreased. A word of caution however is in order. Note that the” display “ratio has decreased over the past year. A glance at the 
income statements” display “will show why this is happening. Costs incurred for salaries and fringe” display “benefits (which generally 
make up around 60% of total costs), have increased” display “by {personal_inc}% over the past year. —*; 

Rule analyze _ROA_I2 If ROA < (ROA_last} and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA > = .09 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° display “The ROA is very high, which in- 

dicates that a substantial dent can be made” display “in its debt to other awaliary enterprises. Notice that the ROA has” display “decreased 
over the past year. This may indicate a decline in income, or” display “it may indicate a concerted effort on the part of management to 
bring’ display “prices more in line with costs. If the former case is true, it should be’ display “looked into. -*; 

Rule analyze ROA_I3 If ROA > (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < 0 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. The ROA is” display “negative which indicates that net 

income is also negative. This means that” display “the Tailor Shop is depending on the other auxiliaries to cover some of display “its op- 
erating expenses. On a positive note, the ROA has improved over the’ display “past year indicating that improvements are being made. ~°; 

Rule analyze_ROA_I4 If ROA > (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA > = 0 and 
ROA <.004 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is improving. ° display “Although the ROA is quite low, 

it has improved over the past year. At this” display “point, it is not earning enough to cover all of expected demand for equipment’ display 
"replacement. However, if the current trend continues, they should be able to” display “do so in the future. —°; 

Rule analyze_ROA_15 If ROA > (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and - 
ROA > = .004 and 
ROA <.09 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is not bad. ° display “The ROA falls within a very good 

region indicating that net income is’ display “sufficient to cover expected demand and also pay back some of the debt owed” display “to 
other auxiliary enterprises. It should be noted however, that the ROA’ display “has fallen over the past year. This indicates decreasing 
earnings, and should’ display “be checked into. ~°; 

Rule analyze_ROA_16 1f ROA > (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA > = .09 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° display “Not only has the ROA improved 

over the past year, but it also indicates that’ display “a substantial dent can be made in their debt to other awaliary enterprices.” display 
"On the negative side, an ROA of this magnitude indicates that revenues” display “greatly exceed expenses which could be considered price 
gouging. ~*; 

Rule mil_dec If todo = ratio_analysis Then mil_dec = (((mil_rev_last - t_mil_rev) / mil_rev_tast) * 100); 

Rule personal_ine If todo = ratio_analysis Then personal_inc = (((t_personal - Personal_tast) / personal_last) * 100), 

Rule gross_profit_display IF gross _profit_ratio < > unknown Then cls 
color = 1] 
locate 4,17 
display "GROSS PROFIT RATIO ON CADET UNIFORMS’ 
locate 7,6 display “The Gross Profit Ratio was designed to measure the percentage of” display “each sales dollar remaining after the 

cost of goods sold (cost of uniforms” display “issued} has been covered. In other words, this ratio indicates how much of” display “each 
sales dollar is available to cover operating expenses. If operating” display “expenses are not being met, prices can be raised, or expenses 
lowered, and” display “an increased gross profit ratio will result. For the Tailor Shop, this is” display “a good figure to watch to determine 
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what is happening with commutation” display “allowances, inventory, and ‘bags’ issued to cadets. -” cls locate 3,1 display “In the Tailor 
Shop’‘s situation, a change in the gross profit could” display “indicate;” locate 6,6 display “- a change in commutation allowances,” locate 
7,6 display "- a change in the ‘mix’ of cadets (i.e., freshmen vs.” locate 8,8 display “sophomores vs. juniors vs. seniors),” locate 9,6 display 
*. a change in the cost of uniforms,” locate 10,6 display “- a change in the number of uniform items per ‘bag’ or” locate 11,8 display “in 
their quality, or” locate 12,6 display “- an undervaluation or overvaluation in inventory.” display °° display “With the above in mind, our 
expert’ will perform its analysis. However,” display “determining changes in the cost of individual uniform items or in their” display 
“quality is beyond the scope of this system. Therefore, if one of these’ display “has changed significantly, it should be taken into consid- 
eration while “° display “viewing the following analysis." 

locate 20,8 display “Press any key to see the Gross Profit Ratio analysis —* 
gross_profit_ratio_display = found 
find rest_of_display_gross_profit, 

Rule display_for_GPR If gross_profit_ratio < > unknown Then rest_of_display_gross_profit = found 
cls 
color = 11 
locate 2,18 
display “GROSS PROFIT RATIO ON CADET UNIFORMS’ 
locate 5,45 
display “{current_year}’ 
locate 5,35 
display *{last_year}° 
locate 5,25 
display “{year_2_ago)* 
locate 8,44 
format gross_profit_ratio, 5.3 
display “{gross_profit_ratio}’ 
locate 8,34 
format gross_profit_ratio_last, 5.3 
display “{gross_profit_ratio_last}* 
locate 8,24 
format gross_profit_ratio_2, 5.3 
display “{gross_profit_ratio_2}° 
gpr_2_% = (.05 * gross_profit_ratio_2) 
gpr_last_% = (.05 * gross_profit_ratio_last) 
inc_weight_this = ((ca_weight_this - ca_weight_last) / ca_weight_last) 
inc_weight_last = ((ca_weight_last - ca_weight_2) / ca_weight_2) 
inc_ave_this = ((ca_ave_this - ca_ave_last) / ca_ave_last) 
in. ave_last = ((ca_ave last - ca_ave_2) / ca_ave_2) 

wel ight_ this = ((ca_weight_last - ca_weight_ this) / ca_weight_last) 
dee weight_last = ((ca_weight_2 - ca_werght_last) / ca_weight_2) 
dec_ave_ this = ((ca_ave_last - ca_ave_this) / ca_ave_last) 
dec_ave_last = ((ca_ave_2 - ca_ave_last) / ca_ave_2) 
inc_corps_comp_this = ((corps_ comp. this - corps_comp_last) / corps _comp_ last) 
inc_corps_comp_last = ((corps_comp_last - corps_comp_2) / corps_comp_2) 
ine_t_num_cadets_this = ((t_num_cadets_this - t_num_cadets last) / t_num_cadets_last) 
ine t num “cadets last = ((t_num_cadets_last - t_num_cadets_2) / t_num_cadets_2)} 
dec_corps_comp | this = ((corps _comp_last - corps_comp_this) / corps_comp_last} 
dec_corps_comp_last = ((corps_comp_2 - corps_comp_last) / corps_comp_2) 
dec_t_num_cadets_this = ({t_num_cadets_last - t_num_cadets_this) / t_num_cadets_last) 
dec_| t_ num _ “cadets _ last = ((t_num_cadets_2 - t_num_cadets_last) / t_num_cadets_2) 
uniform _cost_per_cadet_this = (cOst_uniforms_this / t_num_cadets_this) 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_last = (cost_uniforms_last / t_num_cadets_last) 
find gross_profit_ratio_anal ysis; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_| If gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 + gpr_2_%) and 
gross_profit_rato_last > = (gross_profit_ratio_2 - gpr_2_%) and 
gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_rato_Jast + gpr_last_%) and 
gross_profit_rauo > = (gross_profit_ratio_last - gpr_last_%) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 10 
locate 11,6 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is not changing” display “significantly. Unless management is inten- 

tionally trying to change it,” display “this situation appears optimal.” 
locate 16,26 display “Press any key to continue —*°; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_a If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
gross_profit_rato_last > (gross_profit_ratio_2 1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 and 
inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite’ display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that several different” display “factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances have’ display “in- 
creased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets’ display “has become more favorable, i-e., the proportion of 
upperclassmen in the” display “corps has increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory’ display “(either ending in- 
ventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been” display “undervalued.)” 

locate 20,26 display “Press any key to continue —’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_b If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last > (gross_profit_ratio_2 *1.05) and 
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inc_ave_ this > 0.05 and 
inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 

Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances” display “have 
increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” display “has become more favorable, i.e., the proportion 
of upperclassmen in the” display “corps has increased.” 

locate 18,26 display “Press any key to continue —*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_c If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last > (gross_profit_ratio_2 *1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 and 
uniform _cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite’ display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation’ display ‘allowances have 
increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%.° display “Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory (either” display “ending 
inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been” display “undervalued.)’ 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue 7°; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_d If gross _profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05} and 
gross_profit_ratio_last > (gross_profit_ratio_2 *1.05) and 
inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last ° .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_“ ™ (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of” display “different factors are causing this situation. The mix of cadets has become’ display “more fa- 
vorable, i.¢., the proportion of upperclassmen in the corps has” display “increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inven- 
tory (either” display “ending inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been’ display “undervalued.}° 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to contnue —*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_e If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ ratio_last ° 1.05) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last > (gross_profit_ratio_2 °1.0 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_ analysis = = Found 
color = }2 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this ° 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that average” display “commutation allowances have increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%.” 
locate 16,26 display “Press any key to continue —*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_f If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last > (gross_profit_ratio_2 °1.05) and 
inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color * 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% ™ (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that the mix of cadets” display “has become more favorable, i.e., the proportion of upperclassmen in the” display “corps 
has increased.” 

locate 17,26 display "Press any key to continue ~*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_g If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last ° 1.05) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last > (gross_profit_ratio_2 °1.05) and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last ° .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite’ display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that there has been a” display “misvaluation in inventory (either ending inventory has been overvalued or’ display 
“beginning inventory has been undervalued.)° 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue —"; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_a If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last ° .95) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 * .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05} Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
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format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “downard trend. A determination 
of the cause reveals that several different’ display “factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances have" display “de- 
creased over the past year by {dec_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” display “has become less favorable, i.e., the proportion of 
underclassmen in the’ display “corps has increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory” display “(either ending in- 
ventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been” display “overvalued.)” 

locate 20,26 display “Press any key to continue —°; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_b If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 *. 95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “downward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances” display “have 
decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” display “has become less favorable, i.e., the proportion 
of underclassmen in the” display “corps has increased.” 

locate 18,26 display “Press any key to continue —*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_¢ If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_rato_2 * .95} and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “downward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation’ display “allowances have 
decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%.° display “Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory (either’ display “ending 
inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been” display “overvalued.)” 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue ~”°; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_d If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 * .95) and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “"dowwnard trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. The mix of cadets has become” display “less fa- 
vorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the corps has’ display “increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inven- 
tory (either’ display “ending inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been” display “overvalued.)” 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue ~*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_e If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_rato_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 * .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “downward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that average” display “commutation allowances have decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%.° 
locate 16,26 display “Press any key to continue ~*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_f If gross_profit_ratio < (gross _profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_rato_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 ° .95) and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0. 05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this ° 100) 
format dec_. ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite’ display “downward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that the mix of cadets’ display “has become less favorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the’ display “corps 
has increased.” 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue —*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_g If gross_profit_ratio < (gross _profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 * .95) and 
uniform ay _per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 

color = | 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “downward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that there has been a° display “misvaluation in inventory (either ending inventory has been undervalued or” display 
“beginning inventory has been overvalued.)° 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue ~°; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4 a If gross _profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last ° 1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 and 
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inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over” display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that several different” display “factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances have" display “in- 
creased over the past year by (inc_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” display “has become more favorable, i.e., the proportion of 
upperclassmen in the” display “corps has increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory” display “(either ending in- 
ventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been" display “undervalued.}” 

locate 20,26 display "Press any key to continue —*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4_b If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
inc_ave_ this > 0.05 and 
inc_corps_comp_ this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_ % = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 ‘display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over” display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of” display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances” display “have 
increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” display “has become more favorable, i.e., the proportion 
of upperclassmen in the” display “corps has increased.” 

locate 18,26 display “Press any key to continue ~*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4_¢ If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last ° 1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over” display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation’ display “allowances have 
increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%." display “Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory (either” display “ending 
inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been" display “undervalued.” 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue —°; 

Rute gross_profit_analysis_4_d If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_Jast * !.05) and 
inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_ % = {inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 “display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over’ display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of” display “different factors are causing this situation. The mix of cadets has become” display “more fa- 
vorable, i.e., the proportion of upperclassmen in the corps has” display “increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inven- 
tory (either’ display “ending inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been” display “undervalued.)’ 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue —°; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4_e If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over’ display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that average” display “commutation allowances have increased over the past year by (inc_ave_%}%." 
locate 16,26 display “Press any key to continue ~*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4_f If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = |2 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over’ display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that the mix of cadets” display "has become more favorable, i.¢., the proportion of upperclassmen in the” display “corps 
has increased.” 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue ~*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4_g If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < {uniform_cost_per_cadet_last ° .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * |00) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display "As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over’ display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that there has been a° display “misvaluation in inventory (either ending inventory has been overvalued or’ display 
"beginning inventory has been undervalued.)’ 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue —°; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_a If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
dec_ave_ this > 0.05 and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
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uniform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_ this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over” display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that several different” display “factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances have" display 
“decreased over the past year by {dec_ ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” display “has become less favorable, i.e., the proportion 
of underclassmen in the” display “corps has increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory” display “(either ending 
inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been” display “overvalued.)” 

locate 20,26 display “Press any key to continue ~’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_b If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_“% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over” display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances” display 
"have decreased over the past year by {dec_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” display “has become less favorable, i.e., the pro- 
portion of underclassmen in the” display “corps has increased.” 

locate 18,26 display “Press any key to continue —*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_c If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost _per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 

color = | 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over” display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that a couple of” display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation’ display ‘allowances 
have decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%.° display “Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory (either” display 
“ending inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been” display “‘overvalued.)’ 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to contnue —’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_d If gross _profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross _profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over” display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. The mix of cadets has become” display “less 
favorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the corps has” display “increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in in- 
ventory (either’ display “ending inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been” display “overvalued.)’ 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue 3 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_e¢ If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color ~ 12 
locate 11,6 , 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over* display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that average” display “commutation allowances have decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%.” 
locate 16,26 display "Press any key to continue ~"; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5 f If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec ave %, 5.2 “display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over’ display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that the mix of cadets” display “has become less favorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the’ display 
“corps has increased.” 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue —°; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_g If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
uniform _cost _per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 

color = | 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ ave_%, 5.2 ‘display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over” display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that there has been a’ display “misvaluation in inventory (etther ending inventory has been undervalued or” 
display “beginning inventory has been overvalued.)° 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue —°; 

! Statements block 

ask continue_r. “Is this the most current year end?"; choices continue_r: yes, no; 
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ask todo: "What would you like to do? Answer /Q when finished’; choices todo: Enter_new_data, graphics, budget_analysis, 
ratio_analysis, what-if_analysis, Change_system_parameters, 

ask inventory_ques: “Can you separate the value of ending inventory into issued and unissued?", choices inventory_ques: yes, no; 

ask issued_inv: “What is the value of issued inventory?’; ask unissued_inv: “What is the value of unissued inventory?’; ask total_inv. 
"Then, what is the value of total inventory?’; 

ask equip_number: “How many pieces of equipment does this include?’; 

ask equip_name: “Give an appropriate title to a piece, using underscores to connect words.”; 

ask cost: “How much did the {equip_name} cost?’; 

ask purchase_month: “Please enter the number for the month in which the {equip name} was purchased. Use | for January, 2 for Febru- 
ary, ....12 for December.’; 

ask useful_life: “How many years is the {equip_name} expected to last?’; 

ask num_fresh: “June {current_year}?"; ask num_soph: “How many sophomores?"; ask num_jun: “How many juniors?’; ask num_sen: “How 
many seniors?"; 

ask ca_fresh: “June {current_year}?°; ask ca_soph: “How much was it for sophomores?’; ask ca_jun: “How much was it for juniors?*; ask 
ca_sen: “How much was it for seniors?’; 

plural: put_inventory, new_equip,current_values,depreciation; plural: corps_ca,corps_num; bkcolor = 1; 
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B.5 RATIO3 

execute; runtime; 

actions 

color = 15 todo = ratio_analysis display “The system has just changed files and must load the applicable information,” display “which 
requires a little time. You will be instructed when to continue.” find get_data display °° display “Press any key to examine the expense 
to revenue ratios.~” find exp_to_rev_display find exp_to_rev_mkt_seg_display find t_asset_turn_display find inv_turn_display chain npts 
color = 15; 

Rule get_necessary_data If get_data = unknown Then get_data = found 
wks ca,b13..d16,\vpp\playca 
ca_weight_this = (ca[1]} 
ca_weight_last = (ca[2) 
ca_weight_2 = (ca{3) 
ca_ave_this = (ca[4)) 
ca_ave_last = (ca{5p) 
ca_ave_2 = (cal6)) 
corps_comp_this = (caf{7} 
corps_comp_last = (ca[8J) 
corps_comp_2 = (ca{9}) 
t_num_cadets_this = {ca{l0D 
t_num_cadets_last = (ca(l1D 
t_num_cadets_2 = (ca{12) 
reset ca 
wks bs_this,b1..b14,\vpp'playabbs 
wks bs_last,cl..cl4,\vpp\playabbs 
wks bs_2_ago,d1..d14,\vpp\playabbs 
wks t_assets_3,¢9,\vppiplayabbs 
wks inv_3_ago,e7,\vpp\playabbs 
wks is_this,b1..b85,\vpp'playabis 
wks is_last,cl..c85,\vpp'playabis 
wks is_2_ago,d1..d85,\vpp\playabis 
wks is_2_ago_a,d79..d85,\vpp\playabis 
current_year = (bs_this({1) 
last_year = (current_year - 1) 
year_2_ago = (current_year - 2) 
total_inv = (bs_this{7] 
last_yr_inventory = (bs_last{7] 
inv_2_ago = (bs_2_ago{7] 
new_due_to = (bs_this{!2) 
last_yr_due_to = (bs_Jast{I2p 
due_to_2_ago = (bs_2_ago{i2) 
net_Lincome = (is_this(65}} 
net_income_last = (is_last{65]) 
net_income_2 = {is 2 agof{65) 
total_current_value = (bs_this{8]) 
last_yr_equip_value = (bs_last{8) 
equip_2_ago = (bs_2_ago(8) 
gross_profit = (is_this{ 16) 
gross_profit_last = (is_last{16]) 
gross_profit_2 = (is_2_ago{!6) 
t_mil_rev = (is_this{9) 
mil_rev_last = (is_last{9}} 
mil_rev_2 = (is_2_ago{(9) 
tlexpenses = (is_this{15] + is_this[64) 
cost_uniforms_this = (is_this{}5)) 
cost_uniforms_last = (is_last{15)) 
cost_uniforms_2 = (is_2_agof{15}) 
total_oper_exp_last = (is_last{[64) 
total_oper_exp_2 = (is_2_ago({64) 
tLother_rev = (is_this(24]) 
other_rev_last = (is_last{24}) 
other_rev_2 = (is_2_ago(24) 
t_personal = {is_this(36) 

personal _last = (is_last{36) 

to_r_this = (is_tus(34) 
_F this = (is_this{85}) 

eto r last = (is_last{79) 
public_e_to_r last = (is_las¥31) 
s_fs eto_r last = (is_last{82} 
interdept_e_to_r_last = (is_las{83} 
music_e_to_r_last = (is_last{84}) 
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state_e_to_r_last = (is _last{85) 
¢ to D = (is 2 ago_af{1}) 
e_to_r_2 = (is 2 ago_a[3) 

s_f-ses Sin AC 2_ago_al4)} 
= (is_2_ago_a[5) 

music ¢ torr 3 S Gs 2_ag0_al6]) 
state_e_to_r 2 = (is_2 ago_al7) 
reset bs_this 
reset bs_last 
reset bs_2_ago 
reset ts_ this 
reset ts last 
reset is_2_ago; 

Rule calculate_exp_to_rev_ratios [f todo = ratio_analysis Then exp_to_rev_ratio = (t_expenses / (t_mil_rev + t_other_rev)) 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last = ({cost_uniforms_last + total_oper_exp_last) / (mil_rev_last + other_rev_last)) 
exp_to_rev_ratio_2 = ({cost_umiforms_2 + total_oper_exp_2) / (mil_rev_2 + other_rev_2)}; 

Rule calculate_t_asset_turn_ratios 

If todo = ratio_analysis 

Then x = (t_mil_rev + t_other_rev) 
t_asset_turn_ratio = (x / ((total_inv + total_current_value + last_yr_inventory + last_yr_equip_value) / 2)) 
x = (mil_rev_last + other_rev_last) 
t_asset_turn_| ratio | last = (x / ((ast_yr_ inventory + last_yr_equip_value + inv_2_ago + equip_2 ago) / 2)) 
t_asset_turn_ratio_2 = ((mil_rev_2 + other_rev_2) / ((inv_2_ago + equip_2_ago + t_assets_3) / 2)); 

Rule calculate_inv_turn_ratios If todo = ratio_analysis Then inv_turn_ratio = {t_mil_rev / ((total_inv + last_yr_inventory) / 2)) 
inv_turn_ratio_last = (mil_rev_last / ((last_yr_inventory + inv_2_ago) / 2)) 
inv_tumn_ratio_2 = (mil_rev_2 / ((inv_2_ago + inv_3_ago) / 2)); 

Rule exp_to_rev_display [F exp_to_rev_ratio < > unknown Then exp_to_rev_display = found 
cls 
color = 11 
locate 2,27 
display "EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIO’ 
locate 4,6 display “The expense to revenue ratio was designed to measure how much of each’ display “revenue dollar is consumed by 

expenses. The primary responsibility of display “the Tailor Shop is to provide a service, rather than to produce a” display “profit. How- 
ever, given the level of service provided and the prices” display “charged, it should strive for a low expense to revenue ratio. If net’ display 
“income is to be used only to replace old equipment, then an expense to “ display “revenue ratio of around .995 is desirable. On the other 
hand, if net” display “income is also to be used to repay the amount borrowed from other” display “awaliaries (say over a 10 year period), 
then a ratio of around .93 is” display “desirable. In any case, the expense to revenue ratio should be less than” display “1, since a ratio 
greater than | indicates that expenses exceed revenues.” 

locate 19,13 display “Press any key to see the Expense to Revenue analysis ~° 
find rest_of_display_e_to_r, 

Rule ¢ display_ for_exp_to_rev If exp_to_rev_ratio < > unknown Then rest_of_display_e_to_r = found 

color = 1! 
locate 2,25 
display "EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIOS’ 
locate 5,45 
display “{current_year)’ 
locate 5,35 
display “{last_year)° 
locate 5,25 
display “{year_2_ago)” 
locate 8,44 
format exp_to_rev_ratio, 5.3 
display “{exp_to_rev_ratio}’ 
locate 8,34 
format exp_to_rev_ratio_last, 5.3 
display “{exp_to_rev_ratio_last}” 
locate 8,24 
format exp_to_rev_ratio_2, 5.3 
display “{exp_to_rev_ratio_2)° 
find ¢_to_r_analysis; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_0_a If exp_to_rev_ratio > = (exp_to_rev_ratio_last * .999) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = (exp_to_rev_ratio_last * 1.001) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > | Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. The expense” display “to revenue ratio is greater than | 

and does not apear to be improving. Thus,” splay “the Tailor Shop is operating in the red and counting on other auxiliary” display “en- 
terprises to help pay its operating expenses. — 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_0_b If exp_to_rev_ratio < = (exp_to_rev_ratio_ last * 1.001} and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = (exp_to_rev_ratio_last * .999) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0,995 and 
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exp_to_rev_ratio < = 1 Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 display "As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. The size” display “size of the expense to revenue ratio 

indicates that although income is” display “positive, it is not large enough to cover expected demand for equipment” display “replacements. 
@Aermore, the situation does not appear to be improving. ~°; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_0_c If exp_to_rev_ratio < = (exp_to_rev_ratio_last * 1.001) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = (exp_to_rev_last * .999) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.93 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio <= .995 Then e_to_r_analysis = found 

locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense’ display “to revenue ratio is at an acceptable 

level. This indicates that reserves” display “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from’ display “other auxiliaries 
are being decreased. —*; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_0_d If exp_to_rev_ratio < = (exp_to_rev_ratio_last * 1.001) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = (exp_to_rev_ratio_last_last * .999) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio <= .93 Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite good. The expense” display “to revenue ratio indicates that 

income is not only high enough to cover” display “expected demand for equipment replacement, but can also contribute” display “substan- 
tally to decreasing the amount owed to other auxiliary enterprises.” display “It should be noted however, that it is possible that the the 
Tailor Shop will’ display “be accused of gouging its customers since the ratio is so low. ~"; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_1_a If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_rauo_ 2) and 
exp_to_rev_rano > | and 
tmul_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personai_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1] 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only’ display “is the expense to revenue 

ratio greater than 1, but it is increasing over” display “time. A glance at the income statements will give a good indication of why’ display 
“this is happening. Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes more” display “than 75% of total revenue) has decreased by 
{mil_dec}% over the past year.” display “Meanwhile, costs incurred for salanes and fringe benefits (which generally” display “make up 
around 60% of total costs) have increased by {personal_inc}% over” display “the past year. —°; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_!_b If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_rato_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > | and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < = (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the expense to revenue 

ratio greater than 1, but it is increasing over’ display “time. A giance at the income statements will give a good indication of why” display 
“this is happening. Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes more” display “than 75% of total revenue} has decreased by 
{mil_dec} % over the past year. ~°; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_I_c If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > | and 
t_mil_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mal_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the expense to revenue 

ratio greater than 1, but it is increasing over’ display “time. A glance at the income statements will give a good indication of why” display 
“this is happening. Costs incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (which” display “generally make up around 60 % of total costs) have in- 
creased by {personal_inc}%" display “over the past year. ~°; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_2_a If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last} and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.995 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = | and 
t_muil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
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format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “the expense to revenue 

ratio is less than |, it is increasing over time.” display “Furthermore, its size indicates that the present rate of income is not enough’ display 
"to cover expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income” display “statements will give a good indication of why 
this is happening. Revenue” display “from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue)" display “has decreased 
by {mil_dec}% over the past year. Meanwhile, costs incurred” display “for salaries and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 
60% of total” display “costs) have increased by {personal_inc}% over the past year. ~"; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_2_b If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > {exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.995 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = | and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last} and 
t_personal < (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “the expense to revenue 

ratio is less than I, it is increasing over time.” display “Furthermore, its size indicates that the present rate of income is not enough” display 
“to cover expected demand for equipment replacements. A giance at the income” display “statements will give a good indication of why 
this is happening. Revenue’ display “from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue)” display “has decreased 
by {mil_dec}% over the past year.- "5 - 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_2_c If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.995 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = | and 
t_mil_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last} Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dee 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “is the expense to revenue 

ratio is less than I, it is increasing over time.” display “Furthermore, its size indicates that the present rate of income is not enough” display 
“to cover expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income” display “statementw will give a good indication of why 
this is happening. Meanwhile,” display “costs incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (which generally make up” display “around 60% of 
total costs) have increased by {personal_inc)% over the past” display “year. ~"; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_3_a If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.93 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = .995 and 
t_mil_rev < (mul_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense’ display “to revenue ratio is at 

an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves” display “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from other’ dis- 
play “auwdliaries are being decreased. A word of caution however is in order.” display “Note that the ratio is increasing over time. A 
glance at the income” display “statements will show why this is happening. The revenue from the corps” display “(which typically consti- 
tutes 75% of total revenue) has decreased by {mil_dec}%" display “over the past year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salanes and fringe’ 
display “benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total costs) have increased” display “by {personal_inc})% over the past year. —"; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_3_b If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_rato_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.93 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio <= .995 and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < (personal_last} Then e_to_r_ analysis = found 
locate [1,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1! 
format personal_ine, 4.] display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense” display “to revenue ratio is at 

an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves” display “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from other’ dis- 
play “auxiliaries are being decreased. A word of caution however is in order.” display “Note that the ratio is decreasing over ime. A 
glance at the income ° display “statements will show why this is happening.- The revenue from the corps” display “(which typically 
constitures 75% of total revenue) has decreased by {mil_dec}%’° display “over the past year. —°; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_3_¢ If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.93 and 
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exp_to_rev_ratio <= .995 and 
t_mil_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mij_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense” display “to revenue ratio is at 

an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves’ display “for future equipment purchases are being built, whiile the loans from other” dis- 
play “auxiliaries are being decreased. A word of caution however, is in order.” display “Note that the ratio is decreasing over time. A 
glance at the income” display “statements will show why this is happening. Costs incurred for salaries and” display “fringe benefits (which 
generally make up around 60% of total costs} have" display “increased by {personal_inc}% over the past year. ~"; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_4 If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = 0.93 Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite good. The expense’ display “to revenue ratio indicates that 

income is not only high enough to cover” display “expected demand for equipment replacement, but can also contribute” display “substan- 
tially to decreasing the amount owed to other auxiliary enterprises.” display “There are a couple of things to note here however. First, the 
expense to” display “revenue ratio is so low that the Tailor Shop might be accused of gouging’ display “its customers. And second, the ratio 
is incraseing over time. This may” display “signal that income is decreasing, or it may signal a concerted effort on” display “the part of 
management to bring down pnices to an ‘acceptable’ level. -*; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_5 If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2} and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > | Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. The expense” display “to revenue ratio is greater than 1 

which indicates that expenses exceed” display “revenues. This means that the Tailor Shop is depending on the other’ display “auxiliaries 
to cover its operating expenses. On a positive note, the ratio” display “is decreasing over time, indicating that improvements are being 
made, ~*; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_6 If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio <= I and - 
exp_to_rev_ratio >.995 Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is improving. ” display “Although the expense to revenue 

ratio is barely less than |, it is” display “improving over time. At this point, it is not earnjng enough to cover" display “all of expected de- 
mand for equipment replacement. However, if the current” display “trend continues, they should be able to do so in the future. —*; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_7 If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = .995 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio >.93 Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° display “Not only is the expense to revenue 

ratio improving over time, but it falls” display “in a very good region. A ratio in this region indicates that net income is’ display “sufficient 
to cover expected demand for equipment replacement, and also to” display “pay back some of the debt owed to the other awwaliary enter- 
prises. —*; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_8 If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = .93 Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° display “Not only is the expense to revenue 

ratio improving over time, but it” display “indicates that a substantial dent can be made in its debt to other auxiliary” display “enterprises. 
On the negative side, a ratio so small indicates that revenues” display “greatly exceed expenses which could be considered price 
gouging. ~"; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_9_a If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_rauio > | and 
t_mil_rev < (muil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only’ display “is the expense to revenue 

ratio greater than 1, but has increased over the’ display “past year. A glance at the income statements will give a good indication of” dis- 
play “why this is happening. Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes” display “more than 75% of total revenue} has decreased 
by {mil_dec}%. Meanwhile, costs” display “incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60%’ display “of 
total costs) have increased by {personal_inc}%. ~"; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_9_b If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
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exp_to_rev_ratio > | and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < = (personal_last}) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = [2 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_ine, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the expense to revenue 

rano greater than |, but it has increased over’ display “the past year. A glance at the income statements will give a good indication’ display 
"of (mt Ba) happening. Revenue from the corps (which typically” display “constitutes more than 75% of total revenue) has decreased 
by (mil_dec} %. 7"; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_9_c If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > | and 
t_mil_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > {personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.] 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the expense to revenue 

ratio greater than I, but it has increased over’ display “the past year. A glance at the income statements will give a good indication’ display 
“of why this is happening. Costs incurred for salanes and fringe benefits” display “(which generally make up around 60% of total costs) 
have increased by (personal_inc}%" display “over the past year. —°; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_10_a If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.995 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = I and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “the expense to revenue 

is less than |, it has increased over the past year.” display “Furthermore, its size indicates that the present rate of income is not” display 
“enough to cover expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at” display “the income statements will give a good indication 
of why this is happening.” display “Revenue from the corps (which typically consututes more than 75% of total” display “revenue) has 
decreased by {mii_dec}%. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salaries” display “and fringe benefits (whidh generally make up around 60% of 
total costs) have” display “increased by {personal_inc}% over the past year. — 5 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_10_b If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.995 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = 0 and 
t_mul_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 : 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “the expense to revenue 

ratio is less than 1, it has increased over the past’ display “year. Furthermore, its size indicates that the present rate of income is” display 
“not enough to cover expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at’ display “the income statements will give a good indi- 
cation of why this is happening.” display “Revenue from the corps (which typically consntutes more than 75% of total” display “revenue) 
has decreased by {mil_dec)%. —°; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_10_¢ If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_rauo_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.995 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = | and 
t_mil_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ¢_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1] 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “the expense to revenue 

ratio is less than 1, it has increased over the past” display “year. Furthermore, its size indicates that the present rate of income is not” dis- 
play “enough to cover expected demand for equipment repiacements. A glance at the” display “income statements will give a good indi- 
cation of why this is happening. Costs” display “incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60%” display 
“of total costs) have increased by (personal_inc}% over the past year. ~”; 
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Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_11_a If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratiio > = 0.93 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio <= .995 and 
t_mil_rev < (mul_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_ analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense” display “to revenue ratio is at 

an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves” display “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from other’ dis- 
play “awaliaries are being decreased. A word of caution however is in order.” display “Note that the ratio has increased over the past year. 
A glance at the” display “income statements will show why this is happening. The revenue from the” display “corps (which typically 
constitues 75% of total revenue) has decreased by (mil_dec}%° display “over the past year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salaries and 
fringe’ display “benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total costs) have increased by” display ° {personal_inc}% over the past 
year. —"; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_11_b If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.93 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio <= .995 and 
t_mul_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = I4 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense” display “to revenue ratio is at 

an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves” display “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from other” dis- 
play “awaliaries are being decreased. A word of caution however, is in order.” display “Note that the ratio has decreased over the past 
year. A glance at the” display “income statements will show why this is happening. The revenue from the” display “corps (which typically 
consititues 75% of total revenue) has decreased by’ display “ {mil_dec}% over the past year. ~"; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_11_c If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_lo_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.93 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio <= .995 and 
t_mil_rev > = (mil_rev_last} and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 

locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display "As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense” display “to revenue ratio is at 

an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves” display “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from other” dis- 
play “auodliaries are being decreased. A word of caution however is in order.” display “Note that the ratio has increased over the past year. 
A glance at the” display “income statements will show why this is happening. Costs incurred for” display “salaries and fringe benefits 
{which generally make up around 60% of total’ display “costs), have increased by {personal_inc}% over the past year. —°; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_12 If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = .93 Then e_to_r_ analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° display “The expense to revenue ratio is 

quite low, indicating that a substantial ° display “dent can be made in its debt to other awaliary enterprises. Notice that the” display “ratio 
has ineased over the past year. This may indicate a decline in income,” display “or it may indicate a concerted effort on the part of man- 
agement to bring’ display “prices more in line with costs. If the former case is true, it should be” display “looked into. —°; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_!3 If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > | Then e_to_r_ analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. The expense” display “to revenue ratio is greater than | 

which indicates that costs exceed” display ‘revenues. This means that the Tailor Shop is depending on the other” display ‘awaliaries to 
cover some of its operating expenses. On a positive note,” display “the ratio has decreased over the past year indicating that improvements’ 
display “are being made. —*; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_14 If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = 1 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio >.995 Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = I4 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is not too bad. ° display “Although the expense to revenue 

ratio is barely less than I, it has improved" display “over the past year. At this point, the Tailor Shop is not earning enough to” display 
“cover all of expected demand for equipment replacement. However, if the” display “current trend continues, they should be able to do so 
in the future. —"; 
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Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_15 If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio <= .995 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio >.93 Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is not bad. ° display “The expense to revenue ratio falls 

within a very good region indicating’ display “that net income is sufficient to cover expected demand and also pay back” display “some of 
the debt owed to other auxiliary enterprises. It should be noted” display “however, that the ratio has increased over the past year. This 
indicates” display “decreasing earnings, and should be checked into. —’; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_16 If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio <= .93 Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° display “Not only has the expense to re- 

venue ratio improved over the past year, but” display “it also indicates that a substantial dent can be made in their debt to other” display 
“auxiliary enterprises. On the negative side, a ratio this small indicates” display “that revenues greatly exceed expenses which could be 
considered price gouging. —°; 

Rule mil_dec If todo = ratio_analysis Then mil_dec = (((mil_rev_last - t_mil_rev) / mil_rev_last) * 100); 

Rule personal_inc If todo = ratio_analysis Then personal_inc = (((t_personal - Personal_last) / personal_last) * 100); 

Rule exp_to_rev_mkt_seg_ display IF corps_e_to_r_this < > unknown Then exp_to_rev_mkt_seg display = found 
cls 
color = 11 
locate 3,27 
display “EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIO’ 
locate 5,30 
display “BY MARKET SEGMENT" 
locate 8,6 display “Expense to revenue ratios are also calculated for each market segment’ display “of the Tailor Shop. These are very 

useful as they show which market” display “segments are able to cover their individual expenses. It should be noted” display “however, that 
overhead expenses are not included in any of these figures.” display “Thus, if all segments showed a ratio of 1.0, the Tailor Shop would 
not be” display “able to cover all of its expenses, due to overhead expenses not included” display “in the computations. Overhead expenses 
for the Tailor Shop generally” display “constitute between 20% and 30% of total expenses, which is currently” display “between $30,000 
and $60,000." locate 19,15 display “Press any key to see the Expense to Revenue ratios ~° 

find rest_of_display_mkt_seg, 

Rule display_for-mkt_seg If corps_e_to_r_this < > unknown Then rest_of_display_mkt_seg = found 
cls 
locate 2,25 
color = I] 
display “EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIOS’ 
locate 4,29 
display “BY MARKET SEGMENT” 
locate 7,12 
display "MARKET SEGMENT” 
locate 7,38 
display "{year_2_ago}° 
locate 7,48 
display “(last_year}” 
locate 7,58 
display “{current_year)’ 
locate 9,12 
display “Corps” 
locate 10,12 
display “Public” 
locate 11,12 
display “Student/Faculty/Staff” 
locate 12,12 
display “Interdepartmental’” 
locate 13,12 
display “Music Department” 
locate 14,12 
display “State Related’ 
locate 17,20 
color = 12 
display “market segment not covering its expenses 
locate 18,22 
color = 14 
display “market segment covering its expenses” 
locate 19,28 
color = 11 
display “* upward trend - not good” 
find rest_of_display_mkt_segs, 

Rule display_for_mkt_seg If corps_e_to_r_this < > unknown Then rest_of_display_mkt_segs = found 
find corps_e_r_display_this 
find public_e_r_display_this 
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find interdept_e_r_display_this 
find music_e_r_display_this 
find state_e_r_display_this 
find corps_e_r_display_last 
find public_e_r_display_last 
find s_f_s_e_r display_last 
find interdept_e_r_display_last 
find music_e_r_display_last 
find state_e_r_display_last 
find corps_e_r_display_2 
find public_e_r_display_2 

find music_e_r_display_2 
find state_e_r_display_2 
find corps_star_display 
find public_star_display 
find s_f_s_star_display 
find interdept_star_display 
find musi¢c_star_display 
find state_star_display, 

Rule corps_display_this If corps_e_to_r_this <= 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 9,58 
format corps_e_to_r this, 4,2 
display “{corps_e_to_r_this}’ 
corps_e_r_display_ this = found else color = 12 
locate 9,58 
format corps_e_to_r_this,4.2 
display “{corps_e_to_r_this}’; 

Rule public_display_this [f public_e_to r_this <= 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 10,58 
format public_e_to_r_this, 4.2 
display “(public_e_to_r_this}” 
public_e_r_display_this = found else color = 12 
locate 10,58 
format public_e_to_r_this,4.2 
display “{public_e_to_r_this)’; 

Rule interdept_display_this If interdept_e_to_r_this <= 1.0 Then color = !4 
locate 12,58 
format interdept_e_to_r_ this, 4.2 
display “{interdept_e_to_r_this}" 
interdept_e_r_display_this = found else color = 12 
locate 12,58 
format interdept_e_to_r_this,4.2 
display “(interdept_e_to_r_this)"; 

Rule music_display_this If music_e_to_r this < = 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 13,58 
format music_e_to_r this, 4.2 
display “(music_e_to_r_this)}” 
music_e_r_display_this = found else color = 12 
locate 13,58 
format music_e_to_r_this,4.2 
display "{music_e_to_r_this}*; 

Rule state_display_this If state_e_to_r_this <= 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 14,58 
format stale_e_to_r_this, 4.2 
display “{state_e_to_r_this}” 
state_e_r_display_ this = found else color = 12 
locate 14,58 
format state_e_to_r_this,4.2 
display "{state_e_to_r_this}*; 

Rule corps_display_last If corps_e_to_r_last <= 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 9,48 
format corps_¢_to_r_last, 4.2 
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display “{corps_e_to_r_last}* 
corps_¢_r_display_last = found else color = [2 
locate 9,48 
format corps_e_to_r_last,4.2 
display “{corps_e_to_r_last}"; 

Rule public_display_last If public_e_to_r_ last < = 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 10,48 
format public_e_to_r_last, 4.2 
display “{public_e_to_r_last)” 
public_e_r_display_last = found else color = 12 
locate 10,48 
format public_e_to_r_last,4.2 
display “{public_e_to_r_last}’; 

ee 
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Rule interdept_display_last If interdept_e_to r last < = 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 12,48 
format interdept_e_to_r_last, 4.2 
display “{interdept_e_to_r_last}” 
interdept_e_r_display_last = found else color = 12 
locate 12,48 
format interdept_e_to_r_last,4.2 
display “{interdept_e_to_r_last}*; 

Rule music_display_last If music_e_to_r_last < = 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 13,48 
format music_e_to_r_last, 4.2 
display “{music_e_to_r_last}” 
music_e_r_display_last = found else color = 12 
locate 13,48 . 
format music_e_to_r_last,4.2 
display “{music_e_to_r_last}’; 

Rule state_display_last If state_e_to_r_last < = 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 14,48 
format state_e_to_r_last, 4.2 
display “{state_e_to_r_last}” 
State_e_r_display_last = found else color = 12 
locate 14,48 
format state_e_to_r last,4.2 
display “{state_e_to_r_last)}’; 

Rule corps_display_2 If corps_e_to_r_2 <= 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 9,38 
format corps_e_to_r_2, 4.2 
display “{corps_e_to_r_2}° 
corps_e_r_display_2 = found else color = 12 
locate 9,38 
format corps_e_to_r_2,4.2 
display “{corps_e_to_r_2}*; 

Rule public_display_2 lf public_e_to_r_2 <= 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 10,38 
format public_e_to_r_2, 4.2 
display “{public_e_to_r_2}° 
public_e_r_display_2 = found else color = 12 
locate 10,38 
format public_e_to_r_2,4.2 
display “{public_e_to_r 2)"; 

locate 11,38 
formats f_s_¢e to r_2, 4.2 
display “{s_fs e to_r_2)’ 

Rule interdept_display_2 If interdept_e_to_r_2 <= 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 12,38 
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format interdept_e_to_r_2, 4. 
display "{interdept_e_ to 2) 
interdept_e_r_display_2 = found else color = 12 
locate 12,38 
format interdept_ e_to_r 2,4. 
display “{interdept_e_to_r_2)°; 

Rule music_display_2 If music_e_to_r_2 <= 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 13,38 
format music_e_to_r_2, 4.2 

display *{music_e_to_r_2}° 
music_e_r_display_2 = found else color = 12 
locate 13,38 
format music_e_to_t_2,4.2 
display “{music_e_to_r_2)}*; 

Rule state_display_2 If state_e_to_r_2 <= 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 14,38 
format state_e_to_r 2, 4.2 
display “{state_e_to_r_2}” 
state_e_r_display_2 = found else color = 12 
locate 14,38 
format state_e_to_r_2,4.2 
display “{state_e_to_r_2}5 

Rule star_corps_display If corps_e_to_r this > = (corps_e_to_r_last) and 
corps_¢_to_r_last > = (corps_e_to_r_2) Then corps_star_ display = found 
color = Tl 
locate 9,64 
display °°’; 

Rule star_public_display If public_e_to_r_this > = (public_e_to_r_last) and 
public_e_to_r_last > = (public_e_to_r_2) Then public_star_display = found 
color = 11 
locate 10,64 

asplay - 

color = 11 
locate 11,64 
display se, 

Rule star_interdept_display If interdept_e_to_r_this > = (interdept_e_to_r_last) and 
interdept_e_to_r_last > = (interdept_e_to_r_2) Then interdept_star_display = found 
color = !1 
locate 12,64 
display °*", 

Rule star_music_display If music_e_to_r_this > = (music_e_to_r_last) and 
music_e_to_r_last > = (music_e_to_r 2) Then music_star_display = found 
color = il 
locate 13,64 
display °°"; 

Rule star_state_display If state_e_to_r this > = (state_¢_to_r_last) and 
state_e_to_r last > = (state_e_to_r_2) Then state_star_display = found 
color = 11 
locate 14,64 
display “* ~ * else locate 19,77 

display" —*; 

Rule display_for_t_asset_turn If t_asset_turn_ratio < > unknown Then cls 
color = If 
locate 1,24 
display "TOTAL ASSET TURNOVER RATIOS’ 
locate 4,45 
display “{current_year}’ 
locate 4,35 
display “({last_year}* 
locate 4,25 
display “{year_2_ago}’ 
locate 7,44 
format t_asset_turn_ratio, 5.3 
display “{t_asset_turn_ratio}’ 
locate 7,34 
format t_ asset_turn_ratio_last, 5.3 
display “{t_asset_turn_ratio_last}” 
locate 7,24 
format t_asset_turn_ratio_2, 5.3 
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display °{t_asset_turn_ratio_2}° 
t_asset_turn_display = found 
find t_asset_turn_analysis; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_1! If t_asset_turn_ratio > = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_turn_ratio_last > = (t_asset_turn_ratio_2) and 
t_asset_turn_ratio > = 1.0 Then locate 10,6 
“color = 10 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., uniforms * display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since it is ° display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue ° display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is quite good,” display “and it is improving over time. ~° 

t_asset_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_2 If t_asset_turn_ratio > = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_turn_ratio > = 1.0 Then locate 10,6 
“color = 10 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., uniforms “ display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since itis ° display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue ° display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is quite good,” display “and it has improved over the past 
year." 

t_asset_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_3 If t_asset_turn_ratio > = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last} and 
t_asset_turmn_ratio_last > = (t_asset_turn_ratio_2) and 
t_asset_turn_ratio > = .9 and 
t_asset_turn_ratio < 1.0 Then locate 10,6 
color = 10 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., uniforms ° display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since it is ° display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue ° display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than |.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is acceptable,” display “and is improving over tme. ~° 

t_asset_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_4 If t_asset_turn_ratio > = (t_asset_tum_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_turn_ratio > = .9 and. 
t_asset_turn_ratio < 1.0 Then locate 10,6 
“color = 10 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., uniforms * display “signed out to cadets} is a major 
portion of its assets. Since it is © display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue * display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is acceptable,” display “and has improved over the past year. —" 

t_asset_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_5 If t_asset_turn_ratio > = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last} and 
t_asset_turn “Tatio_last > = (t_asset_turn_ratio_2) and 
t_asset_turn_ratio < = .9 Then locate 10,6 
“color = 14 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., uniforms ° display “agned out to cadets} is a major 
portion of its assets. Since it is ° display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue ° display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is not as high as” display “management would like. However, 
it does appear to be improving over ume. —* 

t_asset_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_6 If t_asset_turn_ratio > = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_turn_ratio <= .9 Then locate 10,6 
“color = 12 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets’ display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory ({i.e., uniforms ° display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since it is ° display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue ” display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is not as high as” display “management would like. However, 
it has improved over the past year and may’ display “continue to do so in the future. -° 

t_asset_turn_analysis « found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_7 If t_asset_turn_ratio < = (t_asset_tum_ratio_last} and 
* tasset_turn_ratio_last < = (t_asset_turn_ratio_2) and 

t_asset_turn_ratio > = 1.0 Then locate 10,6 
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color = 14 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., uniforms “ display “signed out to cadets} is a major 
portion of its assets. Since it is © display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue ° display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” display "to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is quite good.” display “However, it appears to be decreasing 
over time. Management might want to” display “determine whether this is just random fluctuation or an actual trend. -’ 

t_asset_turnm_analysis = found, 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_8 If t_asset_turn_ratio < = (t_asset_turn_ratio_ last} and 
t_asset_tum_ratio > = 1.0 Then locate 10,6 
color = i4 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory {i.e., uniforms ° display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since it is ” display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue * display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display "As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is quite good.” display “However, it has decreased over the past 
year, Management might want to’ display “determine whether this is just random fluctuation or the beginning of a° display “trend. -’ 

t_asset_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_9 If t_asset_turn_ratio < = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_turn_ratio_last < = (t_asset_turn_ratio_2) and 
t_asset_turnm_rauo < 1.0 and 
t_asset_tum_ratio > .90 Then locate 10,6 
color = 14 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., uniforms ° display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since itis ” display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue “ display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio 1s at an” display “acceptable level. However, it appears to be 
decreasing over time. Management’ display “might want to determine whether this is just random fluctuation or an actual” display 
“trend: -*° 

t_asset_tum_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_!0 If t_asset_turn_ratio < = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_tum_ratio < 1.0 and 
t_asset_turn_ratio > = 0.9 Then locate 10,6 
color = 14 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered’ display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., uniforms ° display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since it is © display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue ° display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is at an’ display “acceptable level. However, it has decreased 
over the past year. Management’ display “might want to determine whether this is just random fluctuation or the’ display “beginning of a 
downward trend. —” 

t_asset_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_1!1] If t_asset_turn_ratio < = (t_asset_tumm_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_turn_ratio_last < = (t_asset_turn_ratio_2) and 
t_asset_turn_ratio < 0.9 Then locate 10,6 
color = 12 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.¢., uniforms “ display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since itis ” display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue ° display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover rato is fairly low.” display “This indicates that revenues are not high 
enough for the level of assets” display “being held. Furthermore, there appears to be a downward trend over time.” display “This is defi- 
nitely something that management should check into. ~° 

t_asset_tum_analyns = found, 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_!2 If t_asset_turn_ratio < = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_tum_ratio < 0.9 Then locate 10,6 
color = 12 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., uniforms * display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since it is ° display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue ° display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is fairly low.” display “This indicates that revenues are not high 
enough for the level of assets” display “being held. Furthermore, is has decreased over the past year. Management” display “should de- 
termine whether or not this is merely random fluctuation or the“ display “beginning of a downward trend. ~° 

t_asset_tum_analysis = found; 

Rule displayinv_turn_ratio_beg If inv_turn_ratio < > unknown Then cls 
locate 1,25 
color = I] 
display "INVENTORY TURNOVER RATIOS’ 
locate 4,6 display “The inventory turnover ratio is designed to measure how fast an ° display “organization turns over its inventory. 

Ideally, this number is quite high,” display “since it is best to turn over goods as quickly as possible. Doing so” display “decreases the 
possiblity of lowering the value of the goods due to” display “obsolescence, pilferage, damage, etc. Much of the Tailor Shop's inventory” 
display "however, cannot be turned over more than once a year, because uniforms’ display “issued to cadets are considered part of total 
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inventory. In the case of” display “the Tailor Shop, this ratio is calculated by dividing income produced” display “from the corps by the 
average dollar value of inventory (which consists” display “almost solely of cadet uniforms). If this ratio is very low, say less” display “than 
.50, it indicates that the Tailor Shop is holding a large amount of display “unissued inventory in the shop. Given these circumstances, any 
ratio” display “which is greater than 0.75 is considered to be ‘acceptable.’ “ locate 19,13 display “Press any key to see the inventory turnover 
analysis ~ 

inv_turn_display = found 
find actual_inv_turn_display, 

Rule display_for_inv_tum If inv_tum_ratio < > unknown Then cls 
color = 11 
locate 3,25 
display "INVENTORY TURNOVER RATIOS" 
locate 6,45 
display “{current_year)° 
locate 6,35 
display “{last_year}" 
locate 6,25 
display “{year_2_ago}° 
locate 9,44 
format inv_turn_ratio, 5.3 
display “{inv_turn_ratio}* 
locate 9,34 
format inv_turn_ratio_last, 5.3 
display “{inv_tum_rato_last}" 
locate 9,24 
format inv_turn_ratio_2, 5.3 
display “{inv_turn_ratio_2}° 
actual_inv_turn _ display = found 
find inv turn _ analysts; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_! If inv_turn_ratio > = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_turn_ratio last >= (inv_ turn_ _ratio_ 2) and 
inv_turn_ratio > = 0,8 Then locate 9,6 
color = 10 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is quite good. Not” display “only does it fall within a good 

range, but it is increasing over ime. —“ 
inv_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_2 If inv_turn_ratio > = (inv_turn_ratio_last} and 
inv_tum_ratio > = 0.8 Then locate [1,6 
color = 10 

locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is quite good. Not” display “only does it fall within a good 
range, but it has increased over the past’ display “year. =° 

inv_tum_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_3 If inv_turn_ratio > = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_tum_ratio_last > = (inv_turn_ratio_2) and 
inv_tum_ratio > = .75 and 
inv_turn_ratio < 0.8 Then locate 11,6 
color = 10 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is acceptable. Not’ display “only does it appear reasonable, but 

it is increasing over time.” 
inv_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_4 If inv_turn_ratio > = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_turn_ratio > = .75 and 
inv_tum_ratio < 0.8 Then locate 11,6 
color = 10 

locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is acceptable. Not" display “only does it appear reasonable, but 
it has increased over the past year. —” 

inv_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_5 If inv_turn_ratio > = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_turn_ratio_last > = (inv_turn_ratio_2) and 
inv_turm_ratio < = .75 Then locate 11,6 
color = 14 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is not as high as” display “management would like. However, 

it does appear to be improving over time. ~” 
inv_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_6 If inv_turn_ratio > = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_tum_ratio < = .75 Then locate 11,6 
color = 12 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is not as high as* display “management would like. However, 

it has improved over the past year and may” display “continue to do so in the future. - 
inv_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_7 If inv_turn_ratio < = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_turn_ratio_last < = (inv_tumn_ratio_2) and 
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inv_turn_ratio > = 0.8 Then locate 11,6 
color = 14 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is quite good.” display “However, it appears to be decreasing 

over time. Management might want to” display “determine whether this is just random fluctuation or an actual trend. -* 
inv_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_8 If inv_turn_ratio < = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_turn_rato > = 0.8 Then locate 11,6 
color = 14 

locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is quite good.” display “However, it has decreased over the past 
year. Management might want to” display “determine whether this is just random fluctuation or the beginning of a” display “trend. —” 

inv_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_9 If inv_turn_ratio < = (inv_turn_ratio_last} and 
inv_tum_ratio_last < = (inv_turn_ratio_2) and 
inv_turn_rato < 0.8 and 
inv_turn_ratio > .750 Then locate 11,6 
color = i4 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is at an acceptable” display “level. However, it appears to be 

decreasing over ume. Management might’ display “want to determine whether this is just random fluctuation or an actual” display 
“trend. —* 

inv_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_10 If inv_turn_ratio < = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_turn_ratio < 0.8 and 
inv_turn_rato > = 0,75 Then locate 11,6 
color = 14 

locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is at an acceptable” display “level. However, it has decreased 
over the past year. ‘Management might want” display “to determine whether this is just random fluctuation or the beginning of a” display 
“downward trend, ~” 

inv_tum_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_!] If inv_turn_ratio < = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_turn_ratio_last < = (inv_turn_ratio_2) and 
inv_turn_ratio < 0,75 Then locate 11,6 
color = 12 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is fairly low. This” display “indicates that revenues are not high 

enough for the level of assets being” display “held. Furthermore, there appears to be a downward trend over ime. This” display “is defi- 
nitely something that management should check into, 7° . 

inv_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_!2 If inv_turn_rato < = (inv turmn_ratio_last) and 
inv_turn_ratio < 0.75 Then locate 11,6 
color = 12 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is fairly low. This” display “indicates that revenues are not high 

enough for the level of assets being’ display “held. Furthermore, is has decreased over the past year. Management should’ display “de- 
termine whether or not this is merely random fluctuation or the beginning’ display “of a downward trend. —* 

inv_turn_analysis = found; 

! Statements block 

ask continue_r. “Is this the most current year end?’, choices continue_r yes, no; 

ask todo:"What would you like to do? Answer /Q when finished’; choices todo: Enter_new_data, graphics, budget_analysis, 
ratio_analysis, what-if_analysis, Change_system_parameters; 

ask inventory_ques: “Can you separate the value of ending inventory into issued and unissued?"; choices inventory_ques: yes, no; 

ask issued_inv: "What is the value of issued inventory?’, ask unissued_inv: “What is the value of unissued inventory”, ask total_inv: 
“Then, what is the value of total inventory?’; 

ask equip_number: "How many pieces of equipment does this include?’; 

ask equip_name: “Give an appropriate title to a piece, using underscores to connect words.”; 

ask cost “How much did the {equip_name) cost?’; 

ask purchase_month: “Please enter the number for the month in which the {equip_name} was purchased. Use 1 for January, 2 for Febru- 
ary, ....12 for December.”; 

ask useful_life: "How many years is the (equip_name} expected to last?’; 

ask num_fresh: “June {current_year}?"; ask num_soph: “How many sophomores?’; ask num_jun: “How many juniors?”; ask num_sen: “How 
many seniors?’; 

ask ca_fresh: “June (current_year}?; ask ca_soph: “How much was it for sophomores?*; ask ca_jun: “How much was it for juniors?"; ask 
ca_sen: “How much was it for seniors?’; 

plural: put_inventory, new_equip,current_values,depreciation; plural: corps_ca,corps_num; bkcolor = 1; 
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B.6 GRAPHI 

execute; endoff; runtime; actions 

color = 15 

todo = graphics 'loadfacts tempdata bcall eraseit display “Displaying graphics entails both loading and calculating large amounts” display 
“of data. This of course, requires a substantial amount of time. Please” display “be patient. You will be instructed when to continue.” 
find old_actual_values_cont ! the cont was added on 10/18 find budget_figures find calc_exp_costs find calc_exp_rev find 
rev_expectations find new_actual_values cls whileknown which_stmt 

find which_stmt 
reset what_next 
reset stmt_number 
reset which_stmt 
cls 
find which_stmt end 

‘Rules Block 

Rule go_get_first_month_no 

If todo = graphics 

Then wks month_no,c4,\vppiplayis 
old_actual_values = found 
find old_actual_values_cont, 

Rule go_find_last_yrs_data_! 

If month_no = 12 

Then old_actual_values_cont = found 
wks old_corps_rev,ci2..n12,\vpp\playis 
wks old_public_rev,cl7..n17,\vpp\playis 

“wks old_s f_s rev,cl8..n18,\vpp'playis 
wks old_interdept_rev,cl9..n19,\vpp'playis 
wks old_music_rev,c20..n20,\vpp\playis 
wks old_state_rev,c21..121,\vpp playis 
wks old_personal,c34..n34,\vppiplayis 
wks old_contract,c45,.n45,\vpp\playis 
wks old_s &_m,c52..n52,\vppiplayis 
wks old_contn,c60..n60,\vpp\playis 
wks old_uniforms,c]3..n13,\vpp\playis 
wks old_oper_exp,c62..n62,\vpp'playis 
wks old_corps_costs,c66..n66,\vppiplayis 
wks old_public_costs,c68..n68,\vpp playis 
wks old_s_f_s_costs,c69..n69,\vppiplayis 
wks old_interdept_costs,c70..n70,\vpp'playis 
wks oid_music_costs,c7]..n71,\vpp\playis 
wks old_state_costs,c72..n72,\vpp\playis 
count_it = | 
find old_t_costs 
find old_t_revs 

else reset old_actual_values_cont 
wks month_no,d4,\vppiplayis, ! find old_actual_values_cont, 

Rule calc_old_total_costs 

Tf old_total_costs{]] = unknown 

Then x = ] 

whiletrue x < = 12 then 
old_total_costs{x] = (old_uniforms{x] + old_oper_exp[{x) 
x = (x+)) 

end 

old_t_costs = found, 

‘display “old_total sonst] = {old_total_costs{1]}° !display “old_total_costs{6] = {old_total_costs{9]}” !display “old_total_costs{9] = 
{old_total_costs(9]} — 
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Rule go_find_last_yrs_data_2 

If month_no = 12 

Then old_actual_values_cont = found 
wks old_corps_rev,dl2..012,\vpp\playis 
wks old_public_rev,d17..017,\vpp\playis 
wks old_s_f_s_ rev,d18..018,\vppiplayis 
wks old_interdept_rev,d19..019,\vpp\playis 
wks old_music_rev,d20..020,\vpp\playis 
wks old_state_rev,d21..021,\vpp\playis 
wks old_personal,d34..034,\vpp\playis 
wks old_contract,d45..045,\vpp\playis 
wks old_s_&_m,d52..052,\vpp\playis 
wks old_contin,d60..060,\vpp\playis 
wks old_oper_exp,d62..062,\vpp'playis 
wks old_uniforms,d13..013,\vpp'playis 
wks old_corps_costs,d66..066,\vpp\playis 
wks old_public_costs,d68,.068,\vpp'playis 
wks old_s_f_s_costs,d69..069,\vppiplayis 
wks old_interdept_costs,d70..070,\vpp\playis 
wks old_music_costs,d71..071,\vpp\plays 
wks old_state_costs,d72..072,\vpp\playis 
count_it = 2 
find old_t_costs 

else reset old_actual_values_cont 
wks month_no,ed,\vpp\playis;! find old_actual_values_cont, 

Rule go_find_last_yrs_data_3 

If month_no = 12 

Then old_actual_values_cont = found 
wks old_corps_rev,¢12..p12,\vpp‘playis 
wks old_public_rev,el7..p17,\vpp\playis 
wks old_s_f_s_rev,e18..p18,\vpp:playis 
wks old_interdept_rev,e19..p19,\vpp\playis 
wks old_music_rev,¢20..p20,\vppiplayis 
wks old_state_rev,e21..p21,\vppiplayis 
wks old_) |_personal,e34..p34,\vpp\playis 
wks old_contract,e45..p45,\vpp\playis 
wks old_s_&_m,e52..p52,\vpp'playis 
wks old_contin,e60..p60,\vpp\playis 
wks old_uniforms,e]3..p13,\vpp\playis 
wks old_oper_exp,e62..p62,\vpp'playis 
wks old_corps_costs,e66..p66,\vpp\playis 
wks old_public_costs,e68..p68,\vppiplayis 
wks old_s_f_s_costs,e69,.p69,\vpp\playis 
wks old_interdept_costs,e70..p70,\vpp\playis 
wks old_music_costs,e71..p71,\vpp\playis 
wks old_state_costs,¢72..p72,\vpp\playis 
countLit = 3 
find old_t_costs 

else reset old_actual_values_cont 
wks month_no,f4,\vppiplayis;! _ find old_actual_values_cont, 

Rule go_find_last_yrs_data_4 

If month_no = 12 

Then old_actual_values_cont = found 
wks old_corps_rev,fl2..q12,\vpp\playis 
wks old_public_rev,f17..qi7,\vpp‘playis 
wks old_s fs rev,f18..q18,\vppiplayis 
wks old_interdept_rev,{19..q19,\vpp\playis 
wks old_music_rev,f20..q20,\vpp\playis 
wks old_state_rev,f21..q21,\vppiplayis 
wks old_personal,{34..q34,\vpp\playis 
wks old_contract,f45..q45,\vpp\playts 
wks old_s_&_m,f52..q52,\vppiplayis 
wks old_contin, [60..q60,\vppiplayis 
wks old_uniforms,f13..q13,\vpp\playis 
wks old_oper_exp,[62..q62,\vpp'playis 
wks old_corps_costs,{66..q66,\vpp\playis 
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wks old_public_costs,f68..q68,\vpp\playis 
wks old_s_f_s_costs,f69..q69,\vpp\playis 
wks old_interdept_costs,{70..q70,\vpp'playis 
wks old_music_costs,f71..q71,\vppiplayis 
wks old_state_costs,{72..q72,\vpp\playis 
count_it = 4 
find old_t_costs 

else reset old_actual_values_cont 
wks month_no,g4,\vpp\playis,! —_ find old_actual_values_cont, 

Rule go_find_last_yrs_data_5 

If month_no = 12 

Then old_actual_values_cont = found 
wks old_corps_rev,g!2..r12,\vpp\playis 
wks old_public_rev,g17..rl7,\vpp:playis 
wks old_s_f_s_rev,g18..r18,\vppiplayis 
wks old_interdept_rev,g19..r19,\vpp\playis 
wks old_music_rev,g20..r20,\vpp'playis 
wks old_state_rev,g21..r21,\vpp' playis 
wks old_personal,g34..r34,\vpp playis 
wks old_contract,g45..r45,\vpp\playis 
wks old_s_&_m,g52..r52,\vppiplayis 
wks old_contin,g60,.r60,\vpp\playis 
wks old_uniforms,g13..r13,\vpp'playis 
wks old_oper_exp,g62..r62,\vpp\playis 
wks old_corps_costs,266..r66,\vpp\playis 
wks old_public_costs, 268..r68,\vppiplayis 
wks old_s_f_s_costs,g69..r69,\vpp'playis 
wks old_interdept_costs,g70..r70,\vpp'playis 
wks old_musi¢c_costs,g71..r71,\vppiplayis 
wks old_state_costs,g72..r72,\vpp'playis 
count_it = § 
find old_t_costs 

else reset old_actual_values_cont 
wks month_no,h4,\vpp\playis; ! find old_actual_values_cont; 

Rule go_find_last_yrs_data_6 

If month_no = 12 

Then old_actual_values_cont = found 
wks old_corps_rev,h! 2..512,\vpp\playis 
wks old_public_rev,h17..si7,\ypp'playis 
wks old_s_f_s_rev,h8..s!8,\vpp:playrs 
wks old_interdept_rev,hl9..s19,\vppiplayis 
wks old_music_rev,h20..s20,\vpp'playis 
wks old_state_rev,h21..s2),\vpp‘playis 
wks old_personal,h34..534,\vppiplayis 
wks old_contract,h45..s45,\vpp\playis 
wks old_s_ &_m,h52..s52,\vpp\playis 
wks old_contin,h60..s60,\vpp\playis 
wks oid_uniforms,h13..s13,\vpp playis 
wks old_oper_exp,h62..s62,\vppplayis 
wks old_corps_costs,h66..566,\vpp' playis 
wks old_public_costs,h68..s68,\vpp' playis 
wks old_s fs costs,n69..s69,\vpp\playis 
wks old_interdept_costs,h70..s70,\vppiplayis 
wks old_music_costs,h71..s71,\vppiplayis 
wks old_state_costs,h72..s72,\vpp\playis 
count_it = 6 
find old_t_costs 

else reset old_actual_values_cont 
wks month_no,i4,\vppiplayis,! find old_actual_values_cont, 

Rule go_find_last_yrs_data_7 

If month_no = 12 

Then old_actual_values_cont = found 
wks old_corps_rev,i!2..t12,\vpp\playis 
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wks old_public_rev,il7..t17,\vpp\playis 
wks old_s fs rev,i18..t18,\vpp'playis 
wks old_interdept_rev,i19..t19,\vpp\playis 
wks old_music_rev,i20,.t20,\vpp\playis 
wks old_state_rev,i21..t21,\vpp\playis 
wks old_personal,i34..t34,\vppiplayis 
wks old_contract,i45..t45,\vpp'playis 
wks old_s_&_m,i52..t52,\vppiplayis 
wks old_contin,i60..t60,\vppiplayis 
wks old_uniforms,il 3..t13,\vpp'playis 
wks old_oper_exp,i62..t62,\vpp\playis 
wks old_corps_costs,i66..t66,\vpp\playis 
wks old_public_costs,i68..t68,\vpp\playis 
wks old_s_f s_costs,i69..t69,\vpp'playis 
wks old_interdept_costs,i70..t70,\vpp\playis 
wks old_music_costs,i71..t71,\vpp\playis 
wks old_state_costs,i72..t72,\vpp\playis 
count_it = 7 
find old_t_costs 

else reset old_actual_values_cont 
wks month_no,j4,\vpp\playis, ! _ find old_actual_values_cont, 

Rule go_find_last_yrs_data_8 

If month_no = 12 

Then old_actual_values_cont = found 
wks old_corps_rev,j12..ul2,\vpp\playis 
wks old_public_rev,jl7..ul7,\vppiplayis 
wks old_s_fs_rev,ji8. -u18,\vpp'playis 
wks old _interdept_ rev,j19..ul9,\vpp'playis 
wks old_music_rev,j20..u20,\vppiplayis 
wks old_state_rev,j21..u21,\vppiplayis 
wks old_personal,j34..u34,\vppiplayis 
wks old_contract,j45..u45,\vpp\playis 
wks old_s_ &_m,)52..u52,\vpp'playis 
wks old_contn,j60..u60,\vpp‘playis 
wks old_uniforms,j13..u13,\vpp\playis 
wks old_oper_exp,j62..u62,\vpp\playis 
wks old_corps_costs,}66..u66,\vpp'playis 
wks old_public_costs,j68..u68,\vppplayis 
wks old_s fs _costs,j69..u69,\vpp\playis 
wks old ~interdept_ costs,j70..u70,\vpp'playis 
wks old_music_costs,j71..u71,\vpp\playis 
wks old_state_costs,j72..u72,\vppiplayis 
count_it = 8 
find old_t_costs 

else reset old_actual_values_cont 
wks month_no,k4,\vpp\playis; ! find old_actual_values_cont, 

Rule go_find_last _yts_data_9 

If month_no = 12 

Then old_actual_values_ cont = found 
wks oid_corps_rev,k12..v12,\vpp\playis 
wks old_public_rev,k17..v17,\vppiplayis 
wks old_s_f_s_rev,k18..v18,\vppiplayis 
wks old_interdept_rev,k19..v19,\vpp\playis 
wks old_music_rev,k20..v20,\vpp\playis 
wks old_state_rev,k21..v21,\vpp'playis 
wks old_personal,k34,.v34,\vpp'playis 
wks old_contract,k45..v45,\vpp\playis 
wks old_s_& m,k52..v52,\vpp'playis 
wks old_contin,k60..v60,\vppiplayis 
wks old_uniforms,k13..v13,\vppiplayis 
wks old_oper_exp,k62..v62,\vpp'playis 
wks old_corps_costs,k66..v66,\vpp\playis 
wks oid_public_costs,k68..v68,\vppiplayis 
wks old_s_f s_costs,k69..v69,\vpp'playis 
wks old_interdept_costs,k70..v70,\vpp' playis 
wks old_music_costs,k71..v71,\vpp\playis 
wks old_state_costs,k72..v72,\vpp\playis 
count_it = 9 
find old_t_costs 
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else reset old_actual_values_cont 
wks month_no,!4,\vpp\playis,; ! find old_actual_values_cont, 

Rule go_find_last_yrs_data_10 

If month_no = 12 

Then old_actual_values_cont = found 
wks old_corps_rev,]12..w12,\vpp\playis 
wks old_public_rev,|17..w17,\vpp\playis 
wks old_s_fs_rev,118..w18,\vpp\playis 
wks old “interdept_ rev,119..w19,\vpp\playis 
wks old_music_rev,!20..w20,\vpp\playis 
wks old_; _State_rev,l21..w2],\vppiplayis 
wks old personal, 134.,w34,\vppiplayis 
wks old_contract,145..w45,\vppiplayis 
wks old_s_& _m,152..w52,\vpp'playis 
wks old_contin,160..w60,\vpp'playis 
wks old_uniforms,|13..w13,\vppiplayis 
wks old_oper_exp,162..w62,\vpp\playis 
wks old_corps_costs,166..w66, \vpp'playis 
wks old_public_costs,168..w68,\vpp playis 
wks old_s_f s_costs,169..w69,\vppiplayis 
wks old_interdept_costs,170..w70,\vppplayis 
wks old_music_costs,171..w71,\vpp'playis 
wks old_state_costs,172..w72,\vpp\playis 
count_it = 10 
find old_t_costs 

else reset old_actual_values_cont 
wks month_no,m4,\vpp\playis; ! find old_actual_values_cont, 

Rule go_find_last_yrs_data_11 

If month_no = 12 

Then old_actual_values_cont = found — 
wks old_corps_rev,m!2..x12,\vpp\playis 
wks old_public_rev,m17..x!7,\vpp\playis 
wks old_s_f_s_rev,m18..x18,\vppiplayis 
wks old_interdept_rev,m19..x19,\vpp'playis 
wks old_music_rev,m20..x20,\vpp'playis 
wks old_state_rev,m21..x21,\vppiplayis 
wks old personal, m34..x34,\vpp'playis 
wks old_contract,m45..x45,\vppiplayis 
wks old_s_&_m,m52..x52,\vpp'playis 
wks old_contin,m60..x60,\vpp'playis 
wks old_uniforms,m! 3..x13,\vppiplayis 
wks old_oper_exp,m62..x62,\vpp'playis 
wks old_corps_costs,m66..x66,\vpp'playis 
wks old_public_costs,m68..x68,\vpp -playis 
wks old_s_ fs costs,m69..x69,\vpp'playis 
wks old ~interdept_ costs,m70..x70,\vpp\playis 
wks old_music_costs,m71..x71,\vpp'playis 
wks old_state_costs,m72..x72,\vppiplayis 
count_it = I] 
find old_t_costs 

else reset old_actual_values_cont 
wks month_no,n4,\vppiplayis; ! find old_actual_values_cont, 

Rule go_find_last_yrs_data_12 

If month_no = 12 

Then old_actual_values_cont = found 
wks old_corps_rev,n12..y12,\vppiplayis 
wks old_public_rev,n17..y17,\vpp\playis 
wks old_s fs _rev,n18..y18,\vpp'playis 
wks old_interdept_rev,n19..y19,\vpp\playis 
wks old_music_rev,n20..y20,\vpp\playis 
wks old_state_rev,n21..y21,\vpp\playis 
wks old_personal,n34..y34,\vppiplayis 
wks old_contract,n45..y45,\vpp\playis 
wks old_s_&_m,n52..y52,\vppiplayis 
wks old_contin,n60..y60,\vpp\playis 
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wks old_uniforms,n!3..y13,\vppiplayis 
wks old_oper_exp,n62..y62,\vpp\playis 
wks old_corps_costs,n66..y66,\vpp\playis 
wks old_public_costs,n68..y68,\vppiplayis 
wks old_s_f_s_costs,n69..y69,\vpp\playis 
wks old_interdept_costs,n70..y70,\vpp'playis 
wks old_music_costs,n71..y71,\vpp\playis 
wks old_state_costs,n72..y72,\vpp\playis 
count_it = 12 
find old_t_costs; 

Rule go_get_budget_figures 

If budget_figures = unknown 

Then budget_figures = found 
wks personal_figs,o10..c10,\vpp\playbud 
wks contract_figs,b16..cl6,\vpp\playbud 
wks s_&_m_figs,b20..c20,\vpp:playbud 
wks contin_figs,b27..c27,\vpp'playbud 
wks uniforms_figs,b29..c29,\vpp\playbud 

personal_bud_this = (personal_figs{1]) 
contract_bud_this = (contract_figs(1]} 
s_& m_bud_this = (s_&_m_figs[t) 
contn_bud_this = (contn_figs{i} 
uniforms_bud_this = (uniforms_figs{1} 

personal_bud_last = (personal_figs[2)) 
contract_bud_Jast = (contract_figs{2) 
s_& m_bud_last = (s_& m_figsf2) 
contin_bud_last = (contin_figs{2) 
uniforms_bud_last = (uniforms_figs{2]) 

!display ° personal_bud_this = {personal_bud_this}” ‘display * contract_bud_this = {contract _ bud_this}” !display ” 
s_& m_bud_this = {s & m_bud_this}’ ‘display 7 contin_bud_this = {contin_bud_this)’ ‘display ° uruforms_bud_this = 
{uniforms_bud_this} -” 

‘display “ personal_bud_last = (personal_bud_last}” display “ contract_bud_last = (contract_bud_last}” !display” s_& m_bud_last 
= {s & m_bud_last)” !display“ | contn_bud Jast = (contin_bud_last}” ‘display ° | uniforms_bud_last = (uniforms_bud_last) -"; 

Rule cale_exp_costs 

If cale_exp_costs = unknown 

Then calc_exp_costs = ok 

x=] 
whiletrue x < = 12 then 
exp_personal[x] = ((old_personal(x] / personal_bud_last) * personal_bud_this) 
exp_contract{x] = ((old_contract{x] / contract_bud_last) * contract_bud_this) 
exp_s_& mx] = ((old_s & m{x] / s_&_m_bud_ last) *'s & m_bud_this) 
exp_ contn{x] = ({old_ contn(x] / contin_bud_last) * contin. “bud _this) 
exp_uniforms{x] = ((old_uniforms{x] / uniforms_bud_last) * uniforms_bud_this) 

( Cote ce = (exp_personal{x] + exp_contract{x] + exp_s_&_m[{x]+ exp_contin{x}]+exp_uniforms{x) ‘display “exp_total(x} = 
exp_total[x]} —" 

x= (x +} 
end 

reset old_personal 
reset old_contract 
reset old_s & m 
reset old_contin 
reset old_uniforms 

! display “exp_personal[1] = (exp_personal{!}}* ! display “exp_contract{]] = {exp_contract{!]}"! display “exp_s_& m{1] = 
(exps.& mil)" ! display "exp_contin{l] = {exp_contin{1]}* ! display “exp_uniforms{1] = {exp_uniforms{!}} -—° 

! display “exp_personal{x} = (exp_personal[5]}° ! display “exp_contract{5] = (exp_contract{5]}" ! display “exp_s & _m{5] = 
{exp_s_& m{5]}°! display “exp_contin[5] = {exp_contin{5]}* ! display “exp_uniforms{5] = (exp_uniforms5}} -° 

! splay erp, nal[x) = {exp_personal[!2]}* ! display “exp_contract{12] = {exp_contract{12]}" ! display “exp_s_ &_m[1]2} 
= emp s_& m{12]}*"! display “exp_contin(!2] = {exp_contin{12)]}" ! display “exp_uniforms{12] = {exp_umiforms{12]} -° 

* 
» 

Rule go_get_rev_budget_data ‘HERE 
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If calc_exp_revy = unknown 

Then wks budget_rev, b3..c3, \ypp\playbud 
calc_exp_rev = found 
budget_rev_now = (budget_rev{!]} 
budget_rev_past = (budget_rev{2]} ‘display “budget_rev_now = {budget_rev_now)}’ !display "budget_rev_past = {budget_rev_past} —’” 

diff = (budget_rev_now - budget_rev_past) 
find rev_diff, 

Rule rev_budget_same 

If diff = 0 

Then mil_exp_inc = 0 
public_exp_inc = 0 
s_f_s exp_inc = 0 
interdept_exp_inc = 0 
music_exp_ine = 0 
State_exp_inc = 0 

rev_dilf = found; 

Rule rev_budget_higher 

If diff > 0 Then display ° ” 
display “Press any key to continue. ~* 
display °° 
display “The budget for revenue has increased this year by ${diff}.” 
find resp_rev_mkt_segments ! statement - determines which segments 

! are expected to contribute more this year 
rev_diff = found 

find mil_higher? ! leads to a series of rules which calculate 
! changes in expectations 

find public_higher? 
find s_f_s_ higher? 
find interdept_higher? 
find music_higher? 
find state_higher? 
display °° 
display “More processing is necessary. You will be instructed when to’ 
display “continue.’; 

Rule rev_budget_lower 

If diff < 0 Then diff = (@abs(diff) 
display °° 
display “Press any key to continue. ~° 
display * ° 
display “The budget for revenue has decreased this year by ${diff}.° 
find resp_rev_mkt_segments_| ! statement - determines which segments 

! are expected to contribute less this year 
display ° * 
diff = (0 - diff) 
rev_diff = found 
find mil_lower? ! leads to a series of niles which calculate 

! changes in expectations 
find public_lower? 
find s_f_s lower? 
find interdept_lower? 
find music_lower? 
find state_lower? 
display °7 
display “More processing is necessary. You will be instructed when to’ 
display “continue.”, 

Rule military_exp_higher 

If resp_rev_mkt_segments = military 

Then find mil_exp_inc_h 
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mil_exp_ine = (mil_exp_inc_h) 
mil_higher? = found; 

Rule military_exp_not_higher 

If resp_rev_mkt_segments < > military 

Then mil_exp_inc = 0 
mil_higher? = found; 

Rule military_exp_lower 

If resp_rev_mkt_segments_1 = military 

Then find mil_exp_inc_1! display “mil_exp_ine = (mil_exp_inc}“! display “mil_exp_inc_1 = {mil_exp_inc_l}’ 
mil_exp_inc = (0 - mil_exp_inc_l)! display “mil_exp_inc = (mul_exp_inc}*! = display “mil_exp_inc_l = {mil_exp_inc_]}~’ 

mil_lower? = found; 

Rule military_exp_not_lower 

If resp_rev_mkt_segments_1 < > military 

Then mil_exp_inc = 0 
mul_lower? = found; 

Rule public_exp_higher 

If resp_rev_mkt_segments = public 

Then find public_exp_inc_h 
public_exp_inc = (public_exp_inc_h) 
public_higher? = found, 

Rule public_exp_not_higher 

If resp_rev_mkt_segments < > public 

Then public_exp_inc = 0 
public_higher? = found; 

Rule public_exp_lower 

If resp_rev_mkt_segments_! = public 

Then find public_exp_inc_l 
public_exp_inc = (0 - public_exp_ine_]) 
public_lower? = found; 

Rule public_exp_not_lower 

If resp_rev_mkt_segments_1 < > public 

Then public_exp_inc = 0 
public_lower? = found; 

Rule s_f s_exp_higher 

If resp_rev_mkt_segments = stu_fac_staff 

Then find s_f s exp_inc_h 
s_f_s_exp_inc = {s fs _exp_inc_h) 
s_f_s_higher? = found, 

Rules fs exp_not_higher 

If resp_rev_mkt_segments < > stu_fac_staff 

Then s_ f_s_exp_inc = 0 
s_f_s higher? = found; 
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Rule s_f_s_exp_lower 

If resp_rev_mkt_segments_! = stu_fac_staff 

Then find s_f_s_exp_inc_l 
s_f s exp_inc = (0-s fs exp_inc_l) 
s_f_s lower? = found; 

Rule s_f_s_exp_not_lower 

If resp_rev_mkt_segments_1 < > stu_fac_staff 

Then s_f_s_exp_inc = 0 
s_f{_s lower? = found; 

Rule interdept_exp_higher 

If resp_rev_mkt_segments = interdepartmental 

Then find interdept_exp_inc_h 
interdept_exp_inc = (interdept_exp_inc_h) 
interdept_higher? = found; 

Rule interdept_exp_not_higher 

If resp_rev_mkt_segments < > interdepartmental 

Then interdept_exp_inc = 0 
interdept_higher? = found; 

Rule interdept_exp_lower 

If resp_rev_mkt_segments_1 = interdepartmental 

Then find interdept_exp_inc_! 
interdept_exp_inc = (0 - interdept_exp_inc_]) 
interdept_lower? = found; 

Rule interdept_exp_not_lower 

If resp_rev_mkt_segments_! < > interdepartmental 

Then interdept_exp_inc = 0 
interdept_lower? = found; 

Rule music_exp_higher 

If resp_rev_mkt_segments = music_dept 

Then find music_exp_inc_h 
music_exp_inc = (music_exp_inc_h) 
music_higher? = found; ‘ 

Rule music_exp_not_higher 

If resp_rev_mkt_segments < > music_dept 

Then music_exp_inc = 0 
music_higher? = found; 

Rule music_exp_lower 

If resp_rev_mkt_segments_| = music_dept 

Then find music_exp_inc_l 
music_exp_inc = (0 - music_exp_inc_!) 
music_lower? = found; 

Rule music_exp_not_lower 
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If resp_rev_mkt_segments_| < > music_dept 

Then music_exp_inc = 0 
music_lower? = found; 

Rute state_exp_higher 

If resp_rev_mkt_segments = state_related 

Then find state_exp_inc_h 
State_exp_inc = (state_exp_inc_h) 
n = (mil_exp_inc + public exp_inc + s_f_s_exp_inc + interdept_exp_inc + music_exp_inc + state_exp_inc) 
hilt = (@abs(diff) 
state_higher? = found; 

Rule state_exp_not_higher 

If resp_rev_mkt_segments < > state_related 

Then state_exp_inc = 0 
n = (mil_exp_inc + public_exp_inc + s_f_s exp_inc + interdept_exp_inc + music_exp_inc + state_exp_inc) 

dif = (@abs(dil)) 
State_higher? = found; 

Rule state_exp_lower 

If resp_rev_mkt_segments_! = state_related 

Then find state_exp_inc_l 
state_exp_inc = (0 - state_exp_inc_}) 
state_lower? = found; 

Rule state_exp_not_lower 

If resp_rev_mkt_segments_l < > state_related 

Then state_exp_inc = 0 
state_lower? = found; 

Rule calc_expects_revs 

If rev_expectations = unknown 

Then rev_expectations = working_on_it 
exp_inc{]] = (public_exp_inc) 
exp_inc{2] = (s_f_s_exp_inc) 
exp_inc{3] = (interdept_exp_inc) 
exp_inc[4] = (music_exp_inc) 
exp_inc{5] = (state_exp_inc) 

wks mil_rev_last_yr, aal2,\vpp\playis 
wks other_rev_last_yr, aal7..aa22,\vpp\playis 
total_rev_last = (mul_rev_last_yr + other_rev_last_yr{6]) ‘display “total_rev_last = {total_rev_last} —° 
mil_rev_exp = (((mil_rev_last_yr/total_rev_last) © budget_rev{2]} + muil_exp_inc) ‘display “mil_rev_exp = {mil_rev_exp) -’ 
x= 1 
whiletrue x < 6 then 

ex{x] = (((other_rev_last_yr(x]ftotal_rev_last) * budget_revj2) + exp_inc{x) 

x = (x+1) 
end 

!display “mil_rev_exp = {mil_rev_exp)” !display “ex{!] = {ex{1]}° !display “ex{2] = (ex{2]}* !display “ex{3) = {ex{3]}” !display “ex{4] = 

{ex{4]}" display “ex{5}] = (ex{5}} -° 

public_rev_exp = (ex{!D 
s_f_s rev_exp = (ex{2) 
interdept_rev_exp = (ex{3) 
music_rev_exp = (ex{4) 
state_rev_exp = (ex{5} 

x= 1 
whiletrue x < = 12 then 
exp_corps_rev[x] = {(old_corps_rev{x] / old_corps_rev{I}} * mil_rev_exp) 
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exp_public_rev[x] = ((old_public_rev{x] / old_public_rev{1]) * public_rev_exp) 
exp_s_f_s_rev[x] = ({old_s_f_s_rev{x] / old_s fs rev{]) * s_f_s_rev_exp) 
exp_interdept_rev[x] = ((old_interdept_rev{x] / old_interdept_rev{1]} * interdept_rev_exp) 
exp_music_rev[x] = ((old_music_rev[x] / old_music_rev[]]} * music_rev_exp) 
exp_state_rev[x] = ((old_state_rev[x] / old_state_rev{]} * state_rev_exp) 
exp_total_revl[x] = (exp_corps_rev[x] + exp_public_rev{x) + exp_s fs rev{x] + exp_interdept_rev{[x]} 
exp_total_rev[x] = (exp_total_revl[x] + exp_music_rev[x] + exp_state_rev{x]) 

x= (x + 1) 
end ; !display “exp_corps_rev{1] = (exp_corps_rev[{1]}” !display “exp_public_rev{]] = {exp_public_rev{i]}* !display “exp_s fs rev{1] 

= {exp_s fs rev{l]}" idisplay “exp_interdept_rev[]} = (exp_interdept_rev{1]}° !display “exp_music_rev{i] = {exp_music_rev[1]}" display 
“exp_state_revj]] = {exp_state_rev{]]}—° ! ‘display “exp_corps_rev{5] = {exp_corps_rev{5]}” ‘display “exp_public_rev[5] = 
{exp_public_rev{5]}” !display “exp_s f_s rev[5] = {exp_s_f_s rev{5]}” !display “exp_interdept_rev{S] = (exp_interdept_rev{5]}” ‘display 
“exp_music_rev{5] = {exp_music_rev{5]}° ‘display “exp_state_rev(5] = {exp_state_rev[5]} —° 

‘display “exp_corps_rev{}2] = {exp_corps_rev{12]}" idisplay “exp_public_rev[12] = (exp_public_rev{12]}* ‘display “exp_s_f_s_rev{{2} = 
{exp_s fs rev{12]}" !display “exp_interdept_rev{12] = {exp_interdept_rev{i2]}° !display “exp_music_rev{12] = {exp_music_rev{12]}” !dis- 
play “exp_state_rev{l2] = (exp_state_rev{!2]} —°; 

Rule go_find_this_yrs_data_1 

If count_it = 1 

Then new_actual_values = found 
wks new_corps_rev,bi2,\vpp'playis 
wks new_public_rev,b17,\vpp'playis 
wks new_s fs_rev,618,\vppiplayis 
wks new_interdept_rev,b19,\vpp \playis 
wks new_music_rev,b20,\vpp'playis 
wks new_state_rev,b21,\vppiplayis 
wks new_personal,b34,\vpp\playis 
wks new_contract,b45,\vpp'playis 
wks new_s_&_m,b52,\vpp'playis 
wks new_contn,b60,\vpp'playis 
wks new_uniforms,b13,\vppiplayis 
wks new_oper_exp,b62,\vpp'playis 
wks new_corps_costs,b66,\vpp‘playis 
wks new_public_costs,b68,\vpp'playis 
wks new_s_f_s_costs,b69,\vpp'playis 
wks new_interdept_costs,b70,\vpp‘playis 
wks new_music_costs,b71,\vpp‘playis 
wks new_state_costs,b72,\vpp\playis 
find new_t_revs 
find new_t_costs; 

Rule cale_new_total_costs 

If new_total_costs{1] = unknown 

Then x = ! 

whiletrue x <= 12 then 
new_total_costs{x] = (new_uniforms{x] + new_oper_exp{x]) 

ad 
new_t_costs = found 

!display “new_total_costs{1] = {new_total_costs{1]}° !display “new_total_costs{2] = {new_total_costs{2]}” ‘display “new_total_costs{3] = 
(new_total_costs{3]} -°; ; 

Rule calc_new_total_revenues 

If new_total_revs{1] = unknown 

Then x = | 

whiletrue x < = 12 then 
new_total_revs![x] = (new_corps_rev[x] + new_public_rev{x] + new_s fs rev{x] + new_interdept_rev{x} 
new_total_revs{x] = (new_total_revsi[x] + new_music_rev[x}] + new_state_rev{x) 
x = (x+1) 

end 

new_t_revs = found; 

Rule go_find_this_yrs_data_2 

If count_it = 2 
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Then new_actual_values = found 
wks new_corps_rev,b12..c]2,\vpp\playis 
wks new_public_rev,b17..c17,\vpp'\playis 
wks new_s_ fs _rev,b18..cl8,\vpp\playis 
wks new_interdept_rev,b19..c19,\vpp\playis 
wks new_music_rev,b20..c20,\vpp\playis 
wks new_state_rev,b21..c21,\vpp'playis 
wks new_personal,b34..c34,\vpp'playis 
wks new_contract,b45..c45,\vpp\playis 
wks new_s_&_m,bS2..c52,\vpp\playis 
wks new_contin,b60..c60,\vpp\playis 
wks new_uniforms,b! 3..c13,\vpp\playis 
wks new_oper_exp,b62..c62,\vpp:playis 
wks new_corps_costs,b66..c66,\vpp\playis 
wks new_public_costs,b68..c68,\vpp\playis 
wks new_s_f_s_costs,b69..c69,\vppiplayis 
wks new_interdept_costs,b70..c70,\vpp'playis 
wks new_music_costs,b71..c71,\vpp\playis 
wks new_state_costs,b72..c72,\vpp\playis 
find new_t_revs 
find new_t_costs; 

Rule go_find_this_yrs_data_3 

If count_it = 3 

Then new_actual_values = found 
wks new_corps_rev,b]2..d12,\vpp\playis 
wks new_public_rev,b17..d17,\vpp\playis 
wks new_s_f s_rev,b18..d18,\vpp\piayis 
wks new_interdept_rev,b19..d19,\vppiplayis 
wks new_music_rev,b20..d20,\vpp\playis 
wks new_state_rev,b21..d2!,\vpp'playis 
wks new_personal,b34..d34,\vpp'playis 
wks new_contract,b45..d45,\vpp'playis 
wks new_s_&_m,052..d52,\vpp' playis 
wks new_contin,b60..d60,\vppiplayis 
wks new_uniforms,613..d13,\vpp'playis 
wks new_oper_exp,b62..d62,\vpp\playis 
wks new_corps_costs,b66..d66,\vpp'playis 
wks new_public_costs,b68..d68,\vpp\playis 
wks new_s_f_s_ costs, b69..d69,\vppiplayis 
wks new_interdept_costs,b70..d70,\vpp'playis 
wks new_music_costs,b71..d71,\vpp‘playis 
wks new_state_costs,b72..d72,\vpp\playis 
find new_t_revs 
find new_t_costs; 

Rule go_find_this_yrs_data_4 

If count_it = 4 

Then new_actual_values = found 
wks new_corps_rev,b12..¢12,\vpp\playis 
wks new_public_rev,b17..e17,\vpp\playis 
wks new_s fs rev,b18..e18,\vpp\playis 
wks new_interdept_rev,b19..e19,\vpp\playis 
wks new_music_rev,b20..e20,\vppiplayis 
wks new_state_rev,b2]..e21,\vpp\playis 
wks new_personal,b34..e34,\vpp\playis 
wks new_contract,b45..e45,\vpp\playis 
wks new_s_&_m,b52..e52,\vpp\playis 
wks new_contin,b60..e60,\vpp\playis 
wks new_uniforms,b!3..e13,\vpp'playis 
wks new_oper_exp,b62..e62,\vpp\playis 
wks new_corps_costs,b66..e66,\vpp'playis 
wks new_public_costs,b68,.e68,\vpp\playis 
wks new_s f_s_costs,b69..c69,\vpp'playis 
wks new_interdept_costs,b70..e70,\vpp\playis 
wks new_music_costs,b71..¢71,\vpp\plays 
wks new_state_costs,b72..e72,\vpp\playis 
find new_t_revs 
find new_t_costs; 

Rule go_find_this_yrs_data_5 

If count_it = $



Then new_actual_values = found 
wks new_corps_rev,b! 2..f12,\vpp\playis 
wks new_public_rev,b]7..f17,\vpp\playis 
wks new_s_f_s rev,b18..f18,\vpp:playis 
wks new_interdept_rev,b19..f19,\vppiplayis 
wks new_music_rev,b20..f20,\vpp\playis 
wks new_state_rev,b21..f21,\vpp\playis 
wks new_personal,b34..f34,\vppiplayis 
wks new_contract,b45..f45,\vpp\playis ° 
wks new_s_& m,652..(52,\vpp\playis 
wks new_contin,b60..{60,\vppiplayis 
wks new_uniforms,b13..f13,\vpp\playis 
wks new_oper_exp,b62..f62,\vpp'playis 
wks new_corps_costs,b66..166, \vpp\playis 
wks new_public_costs,b68..f68,\vpp\playis 
wks new_s_f_s_costs,b69..f69,\vppiplayis 
wks new_interdept_costs,b70..170,\vpp\playis 
wks new_music_costs,b71..f71,\vpp\playis 
wks new_state_costs,b72..{72,\vpp'playis 
find new_t_revs 
find new_t_costs; 

Rule go_find_this_yrs_data_6 

If count_it = 6 

Then new_actual_values = found 
wks new_corps_rev,b12..g12,\vpp\playis 
wks new_public_rev,617..g17,\vpp'playis 
wks new_s_f_s_rev,b18..g18,\vppiplayis 
wks new_interdept_rev,b19..219,\vppiplayis 
wks new_music_rev,b20..220,\vpp'playis 
wks new_state_rev,b21..g21,\vpp'playis 
wks new_personal,b34..234,\vpp'playis 
wks new_contract,b45,.g45,\vpp\playis 
wks new_s_& m,b52..g52,\vpp\playis 
wks new_contin,b60..260,\vpp'playis 
wks new_untforms,b13..g13,\vpp'playis 
wks new_oper_exp,b62..262,\vpp\playis 
wks new_corps_costs,b66..266, \vpp\playis 
wks new_public_costs,b68..268,\vpp'playis 
wks new_s_f_s_costs,b69..269,\vppiplayis 
wks new_interdept_costs,b70..¢70,\vpp\playis 
wks new_music_costs,b71..g71,\vpp\playis 
wks new_state_costs,b72..g¢72,\vpp\playis 
find new_t_revs 
find new_t_costs; 

Rule go_find_this_yrs_data_7 

If count_it = 7 

Then new_actual_values = found 
wks new_corps_rev,b12..h12,\vpp\playis 
wks new_public_rev,b17..h17,\vpp' playis 
wks new_s_ fs rev,b18..h18,\vpp playis 
wks new_interdept_rev,b19..h19,\vppiplayis 
wks new_music_rev,620..h20,\vpp\playis 
wks new_state_rev,b21..h21,\vpp'playis 
wks new_personal,b34,.n34,\vpp playis 
wks new_contract,b45..h45,\vpp'playis 
wks new_s_& m,652..h52,\vpp'playis 
wks new_contin,b60..h60,\vppiplayis 
wks new_uniforms,b/3..h13,\vpp'playis 
wks new_oper_exp,b62..h62,\vpp\plays 
wks new_corps_costs,b66..n66,\vpp\playis 
wks new_public_costs,b68..h68,\vpp\playis 
wks new_s_f_s_costs,b69..h69,\vppiplayis 
wks new_interdept_costs,b70..h70,\vpp\playis 
wks new_music_costs,b71]..h71,\vppiplayis 
wks new_state_costs,b72..h72,\vppiplayis 
find new_t_revs 
find new_t_costs; 

Rule go_find_this_yrs_data_8 

If count_it = 8 

Then new_actual_values = found



wks new_corps_rev,b12..i12,\vpp\playis 
wks new_public_rev,b17..i17,\vpp\playis 
wks new_s_f_s_rev,b18..i18,\vpp\playis 
wks new_interdept_rev,b19..i1)9,\vpp'playis 
wks new_music_rev,b20..i120,\vpp\playis 
wks new_state_rev,b21..121,\vpp\playis 
wks new_personal,b34..i34,\vpp‘playis 
wks new_contract,b45..i45,\vpp\playis 
wks new_s_é&_m,b52..i52,\vpp\playis 
wks new_conun,b60..160,\vpp\playis 
wks new_uniforms,b13..113,\vpp\playis 
wks new_oper_exp,b62..162,\vpp\playis 
wks new_corps_costs,b66..166,\vpp\playis 
wks new_public_costs,b68..168,\vpp\playis 
wks new_s_fs costs,b69..169,\vpp\playis 
wks new_interdept_costs,b70..i70,\vpp\playis 
wks new_music_costs,b71..i71,\vpp\playis 
wks new_state_costs,b72..i72,\vpp\playis 
find new_t_revs 
find new_t_costs; 

Rule go_find_this_yrs_data_9 

If count_it = 9 

Then new_actual_values = found 
wks new_corps_rev,b] 2..)12,\vpp\playis 
wks new_public_rev,b17..j17,\vpp‘playis 
wks new_s_fs_rev,b18..j18,\vpp\playis 
wks new_interdept_rev,b19..j19,\vpp\playis 
wks new_music_rev,620..j20,\vpp'playis 
wks new_state_rev,b21..j21,\vppiplayis 
wks new_personal,b34..j34,\vppiplayis 
wks new_contract,045..j45,\vpp\playis 
wks new_s_&_m,b52..j52,\vpp\playis 
wks new_contin,b60../60,\vpp'playis 
wks new_urniforms,b]3..j13,\ypp\playis 
wks new_oper_exp,b62..j62,\vpp -playis 
wks new_corps_costs,b66..j66,\vpp\playis 
wks new_public_costs,b68..j68,\vpp\playis 
wks new_s_f_s_costs,b69..j69,\vpp playis 
wks new_interdept_costs,b70..j70,\vpp\playis 
wks new_music_costs,b7]..j71,\vpp\playis 
wks new_state_costs,b72..j72,\vpp\playis 
find new_t_revs 
find new_t_costs; 

Rule go_find_this_yrs_data_!0 

If count_it = 10 

Then new_actual_values = found 
wks new_corps_rev,b1!2..k12,\vpp\playis 
wks new_public_rev,b17..k17,\vpp'playis 
wks new_s fs rev,b18..k18,\vppiplayis 
wks new_interdept_rev,b]9..k19,\vppiplayis 
wks new_music_rev,b20..k20,\vpp\playis 
wks new_state_rev,b21..k21,\vpp'playis 
wks new_personal,b34..k34,\vpp\playis 
wks new_contract,b45..k45,\vpp'playis 
wks new_s_& m,b52..k52,\vpp'playis 
wks new_contn,b60..k60,\vpp'playis 
wks new_uniforms,613..k13,\vpp\playis 
wks new_oper_exp,b62..k62,\vpp\playis 
wks new_corps_costs,b66..k66,\vpp\playis 
wks new_public_costs,b68..k68,\vpp'playis 
wks new_s_f_s_costs,b69..k69,\vpp'playis 
wks new_interdept_costs,b70..k70,\vpp\playis 
wks new_music_costs,b71..471,\vppiplayis 
wks new_state_costs,b72..k72,\vpp\playis 
find new_t_revs 
find new_t_costs; 

Rule go_find_this_yrs_data_11 

If count_it = 11 

Then new_actual_values = found 
wks new_corps_rev,b12..112,\vpp\playis 
wks new_public_rev,b17..117,\vpp\playis 
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wks new_s_f_s rev,b18..118,\vpp\playis 
wks new_interdept_rev,b19..119,\vpp\playis 
wks new_music_rev,b20..120,\vpp\playis 
wks new_state_rev,b2!..121,\vpp\playis 
wks new_personal,b34..134,\vpp\playis 
wks new_contract,b45..145,\vpp\playis 
wks new_s_&_m,b52..152,\vpp'playis 
wks new_contn,b60..160,\vpp\playis 
wks new_uniforms,b13..113,\vpp'playis 
wks new_oper_exp,b62..162,\vpp\playis 
wks new_corps_costs,b66..166,\vpp\playis 
wks new_public_costs,b68..168, \vpp\playis 
wks new_s_f_s_costs,b69..169,\vpp\playis 
wks new _interdept_ costs,070..170,\vpp\playis 
wks new_music_costs,b71..171,\vpp\playis 
wks new_state_costs,b72..172,\vpp\playis 
find new_t_revs 
find new_t_costs; 

Rule go_find_this_yrs_data_12 

If count_it = 12 

Then new_actual_values = found 
wks new_corps_rev,b12..m12,\vpp\playis 
wks new_public_rev,b17..m17,\vpp\playis 
wks new_s_f_s_rev,b18..m18,\vppiplayis 
wks new_interdept_rev,b19..m19,\vpp\playis 
wks new_music_rev,b20..m20,\vpp'playis 
wks new_ “state_rev,b21..m21,\vppiplayis 
wks new_personal,b34,.m34,\vpp\playis 
wks new_contract,b45..m45,\vpp\playis 
wks new_s_&_m,b52..m52,\vpp'playis 
wks new_contin,b60..m60,\vppiplayis 
wks new_uniforms,bl 3..m13,\vpp'playis 
wks new_oper_exp,b62..m62,\vpp\playis 
wks new_corps_costs,b66..m66,\vpp\playis 
wks new_public_costs,b68..m68,\vppiplayis 
wks new_s_f_s_costs,b69..m69,\vpp\playis 
wks new _interdept_ costs,b70..m70,\vppiplayis 
wks new_music_costs,b71..m71,\vpp\playis 
wks new_state_costs,b72..m72,\vppiplayis 
find new_t_revs 
find new __t_costs, 

Rule display_for_which_stmt 

If todo = graphics 

Then display ” 
display “Press any key to view the different selections. -° 
els 
color = 1] 
locate 4,15 
display “Select the number corresponding to the series’ 
locate $,15 
display “of graphs which you would like to see.” 
locate 9,20 
display “1 budget versus actual expenses’ 
locate 11,20 
display "2 budget versus actual revenues” 
locate 13,20 
display “3 actual revenues versus actual costs” 
locate 14,24 
display “by market segment” 
locate 16,20 
display "4 exit to main menu’ 

find stmt_number 
which stmt = found 
find what_next, 

Rule go_to_expgraphs_kbs 

If somt_number = ! 

Then what_next = exit_to_expgraphs_kbs 
reset what_next 
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reset which_stmt 
reset stmt_number 
savefacts tempdata !display “i’m about to enter expgraph ~° 
chain expgraph; 

Rule go_to_revgraph_kbs 

If stmt_number = 2 

Then what_next = exit_to_revgraphs_kbs 
reset what_next 
reset which_stmt 
reset stmt_number 
savefacts tempdata !display “i’m about to enter revgraph ~” 
chain revgraph; 

Rule go_to_seggraph_kbs 

If stmt_number = 3 

Then what_next = exit_to_seggraphs_kbs 
reset what_next 
reset which_stmt 
reset stmt_number 
savefacts tempdata !display “i'm about to enter seggraph —* 
chain seggraph; 

Rule go_to_ts kbs 

If stmt_number = 4 

Then what_next = exit_to_ts 
reset what_next 
reset which_stmt 
reset stmt_number 
savefacts tempdata 
reset what_next 'display “i'm about to enter ts—” 

beall eraseit 

chain npts; 

!Statements Block 

ask resp_rev_mkt_segments: “Which market segments are responsible for contributing more this year to total revenue?’; choices 
resp_rev_mkt_segments: military, public, stu_fac_staff, interdepartmental, music_dept, state_related; 

ask resp_rev_mkt_segments_l: “Which market segments are responsible for contributing less thus year to total revenue?’; choices 
resp_rev_mkt_segments_l: military, public, stu_fac_staff, interdepartmental, music_dept, state_related; 

ask mil_exp_inc_h: “How much is military revenue expected to increase?”; range mil_exp_inc_hz 0,1000000, 

ask mil_exp_ine_l: “How much is military revenue expected to decrease?’; range mil_exp_inc_l: 0,1000000, 

ask public_exp_inc_h: “How much is public revenue expected to increase?’; range public_exp_inc_h: 0,1000000; 

ask s_f{_s_exp_inc_h: “How much is student/faculty/staff revenue expected to increase?"; range s_f_s_exp_inc_h: 0,1000000, 

ask interdept_exp_inc_h: “How much is interdepartmental revenue expected to increase?"; range interdept_exp_inc_h: 0,1000000, 

ask music_exp_inc_h: “How much is music department revenue expected to increase?"; range music_exp_inc_h: 0,!000000, 

ask state_exp_inc_h: “How much is state related revenue expected to increase?"; range state_exp_inc_h: 0,1000000; 

ask public_exp_inc_l: “How much is public revenue expected to decrease?’; range public_exp_inc_I: 0,1000000, 

ask s_f_s exp_inc_l: “How much is student/faculty/staff revenue expected to decrease?"; range s_f_s exp_inc_]: 0,1000000; 

ask interdept_exp_inc_!: “How much is interdepartmental revenue expected to decrease?’, range interdept_exp_inc_l: 0,1000000; 

ask music _exp_inc_l: “How much is music department revenue expected to decrease?’; range music_exp_inc_]: 0,1/000000, 

ask state_exp_inc_l: “How much is state related revenue expected to decrease?"; range state_exp_inc_l: 0,1000000, 

ask stmt_number: °°; choices stmt_number: 1,2,3,4; 
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plural: exp_corps_rev, exp_public rev, exp_s_f_s_rev,exp_personal,exp_contract, plural: exp_s_&_m, exp_contin, exp_uniforms, 
oid_total_costs; 

plural: resp_rev_mkt_segments, resp_rev_mkt_segments_l, 

bkcolor = 1;



B.7 WHATIF 

execute; endoff, runtime; 

actions color = 15 bcall killwi todo = what_if_analysis find what_if_display find get_data locate 18,26 display “Press any key to con- 
tinue >” savefacts widata chain whatifl; 

"Rules block 

Rule what_if_display If todo = what_if_analysis Then color = 11 
what_if_ display = found 
locate 1,30 display "WHAT-IF ANALYSIS” locate 3,6 display “In order to see the effects of changes, this section of the expert ° display 

“system allows changes to be made to many of the parameters of importance ° display “in the Tailor Shop. For example, it is possible to 
change the composition” display “of the corps, increase or decrease specific costs and revenues, or ° display “eliminate an entire market 
segment. On the following screen several ° display “options will be presented. Although many changes can be made at once, * display 
“please select the change options one at a time as each option will ask ° display “for specifics. After making all of the changes desired, 
select option 9” display “to perform the analysis. The system will then proceed to a menu where” display “you can choose any of the ana- 
lyses desired. Note however that this” display “is not the main menu, and therefore, when you want to exit what-if” display “analysis, 
choose ‘return to main menu’ from the menu.” locate 17,31 display “*** NOTICE °***” locate 19,1 display “Processing is now in progress, 
please wait unl you are told to continue.’; 

Rule get_necessary_data If get_data = unknown Then get_data = found 
wks bs_this,bl..b14,\vpp playabbs 
wks is_this,b1..676,\vpp'playabis 
wks uniforms,b10,\vpp playcbis 
wks act_equip,b55,\vpp\playcbis 
wks cbis_oper_exp,b56,\vpp\playcbis 
wks cbis_net_income,b57,\vpp'playcbis 
wks cbis_personal,b31,\vpp\playcbis 
wks cbis_corps_rev,b9,\vpp'playcbis 
wks cbis_contract,b41,\vpp\playcbis 
wks cbis_s_&_m,b47,\vpp\playcbis 
wks cbhis_contn,b54,\vpp'playcbis 
wks other_rev_wicbis,b!4..b1]8,\vpp\playcbis 
public_wicbis = (other_rev_wichis{ |) 
s_f_s_ wicbis = (other_rev_wicbis[2]) 
interdept_wicbis = (other_rev_wicbis(3) 
music_wicbis = (other_rev_wicbis{4]) 
state_wicbis = (other_rev_wichis{5} 
cbis_personal_x = (cbis_personal) 
act_equip x = (act_equip) 
cbis_contract_x = (cbis_contract) 
cbis_s & m_x = (cbis_s_ & m) 
ebis_contin_x = (cbis_contn) 
current_year = (bs_this{]} 
total_inv = (bs_this{7) 
new_due_to = (bs_this{12)) 
reserves_this = (bs_this{13} 
wks reserves_last,cl 3,\vpp'playabbs 
t_assets_this = (bs_this[9]) 
total_oper_exp = (is_this[64]) 
netLincome = (is_this[65]) 
total_current_value = (bs_this{8D 
t_mil_rev = (is_this(9]) 
tlexpenses = (is_this[15] + is this{64]) 
cost_uniforms_this = (is_this{15) 
texpenses_last = (total_oper_exp_last + cost_uniforms_last) 
t_expenses_2 = (total_oper_exp_2 + cost_uniforms_2) 
tLother_rev = (is_thif24) 
t_rev_this = (t_mul_rev + t_other_rev) 
t_personal = (1s_this(36]} 
wages_gen_wiabis = {is_this{34) 
wages _stud_wiabis = (is_thisf35) 
t_wages = (wages_gen_wiabis + wages_stud_wiabis) 
contract_this = (is_this(47) 
s_&_m_this = (is_this(54]) 
contin this = (is_this(62)) 
deprec_this = (is_this{63) 
public_rev_this = (is thi 9D 
s_f_s_rev_this = (is_this{20) 
interdept_rev_this = (is_this(21) 
music_rev_this = (is this[22) 
state_rev_this = {is_this{23) 
corps_cost_this = (is_this[68}) 
public_cost_this = (is_this{70) 
s_f{_s_cost_this = (is_this(71) 
interdept_cost_this = (is_this{72) 
music_cost_this = (is_this{73) 
state_cost_this = (is_this{74] 
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wks ca,b1..b16,\vpp\playca 
freshmen_number = (ca[8]) 
sophomore_number = (ca{9)) 
junior_number = (ca{10]} 
senior_number = (ca{11)) 
freshmen_ca = (ca{3]) 
sophomore_ca = (ca{4) 
junior_ca = (ca{5)} 
senior_ca = (ca[6]) 
reset ca 
wks bud,bl..629 “wpp\playbud 
rev_bud = (bud{3)) 
equip_bud = (bud(5)) 
fringes_bud = (bud{7] 
salaries_bud = (bud[8)) 
wages_bud = (bud{9)) 
uniforms_bud = (bud[29) 
tele_bud = (bud{12)) 
r_& m_bud = (bud{13) 
travel_bud = (bud[14) 
other_contract_bud = (bud{1 5] 
repair_s_ & m “bud = (bud{1&) 
other_s _& _m_| ‘bud = (bud/[19)) 
elect_bud = (bud(22) 
w_&_s_bud = (bud{23)) 
agency_charges_bud = (bud{24]) 
insure_bud = (bud{25)) 
other_. ‘contin_ bud = (bud{ 26) 
reset bud 
wks count_it,b4,\vppiplayis 
find monthly_info; 

Rule monthly_info_1 If count_it = 1 Thea monthly_info = found 
wks corps_rev_wiis,b12,\vpp\piayis 
wks corps_rev_old_wiis,cl2..n12,\vpp'playis 
wks uniforms_old_wiis,cl3..n13,\vppiplayis 
wks uniforms_wiis,b13,\vpp\playis 
wks public_rev_wiis,b!7,\vpp'playis 
wks s_f_s_rev_wiis,b!8,\vppiplayis 
wks interdept_rev_wiis,b19,\vpp\playis 
wks music_rev_wiis,b20,\vpp' playis 
wks state_rev_wiis,b21,\vpp'playis 
wks wages_gen,b32,\vpp\playis 
wks wages_stud,b33,\vppiplayis 
wks personal_wiis,b34,\vpp\playis 
wks contract_wiis,b45,\vpp\playis 
wks s_& m_wiis,b52,\vppiplayis 
wks conun_wiis,b60,\vppiplayis 
wks equip_wiis,b61,\vppiplayis 
wks corps_cost_wiis,b66,\vpp'playis 
wks public_cost_wiis,b68,\vppiplayis 
wks s_f_s_cost_wiis,b69,\vpp' playis 
wks interdept_cost_wiis,b70,\vppiplayis 
wks music_cost_wis,b71,\vpp\playis 
wks state_cost_wiis,b72,\vpp\playis; 

Rule monthly_info_2 If count_it = 2 Then monthly_info = found 
wks corps_rev_wiis,b]2..c12,\vpp\playis 
wks corps_rev_old_wiis,d12..012,\vpp'playis 
wks uniforms_old_wiis,d!3..013,\vpp\playis 
wks uniforms_wiis,b13..cl3,\vpp'playis 
wks public_rev_wiis,b17..c] 7,\vpp'playis 
wks s_f_s_rev_wiis,b18..cl8,\vpp\playis 
wks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..c19,\vpp\playis 
wks music_rev_wiis,b20..¢20,\vpp\playis 
wks stale_rev_wiis,b21..c21,\vpp'playis 
wks wages_gen,b32..c32,\vpp'playis 
wks wages_stud,b33..c33,\vpp\playis 
wks personal_wiis,b34..c34,\vpp\playis 
wks contract_wiis,b45..c45,\vpp\playis 
wks s_&_m_wiis,052..c52,\vpp'playis 
wks contin_wiis,b60..c60,\vpp\playis 
wks equip_wiis,b61..c61,\vppiplayis 
wks corps_cost_wiis,b66..c66,\vpp'playis 
wks public_cost_wiis,b68..c68,\vpp'playis 
wks s_f_s_cost_wiis,b69..c69,\vppiplayis 
wks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..c70,\vpp\playis 
wks music_cost_wiis,b7!..c71,\vpp\playis 
wks state_cost_wiis,b72..c72,\vpp\playis; 
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Rule monthly_info_3 If count_it = 3 Then monthly_info = found 
wks corps_rev_wiis,b] 2..d12,\vpp\playis 
wks corps_rev_old_wiis,el2..p12,\vppplayis 
wks uniforms_old_wiis,e!3..p13,\vpp\playis 
wks uniforms_wiis,b13..d13,\vpp\playis 
wks public_rev_wiis,b!7..d17,\vpp\playis 
wks s_f_s_rev_wiis,b18..d18,\vppiplayis 
wks interdept_rev_wiis,b!9..d19,\vpp\playis 
wks music_rev _wiis,b20. -420,\vpp'playis 
wks state_rev _wiis,b21. -d21,\vpp\playis 
wks wages_gen,b32..d32,\vpp'playis 
wks wages_stud,b33..d33,\vppiplayis 
wks personal_wiis,b34,.d34,\vpp\playis 
wks contract_wiis,b45..d45,\vpp\playis 
wks $_& _ m_wiis,b52..d52,\vpp\playis 
wks contin_wiis,b60..d60,\vpp'playis 
wks equip_wiis,b61..d61,\vpp\playis 
wks corps_cost_wiis,b66..d66,\vppiplayis 
wks public_cost_wiis,b68..d68,\vpp'playis 
wks s_f/ $s cost_wiis,b69..d69,\vpp\playis 
wks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..d70,\vpp\playis 
wks music_cost_wiis,b71..d71,\vppiplayis 
wks state_cost_wiis,b72..d72,\vpp'playis, 

Rule monthly_info_4 If count_it = 4 Then monthly _info = found 
wks corps_rev_wiis,b12..e12,\vpp\playis 
wks corps_rev_old_wiis,f]2..q12,\vppiplayis 
wks uniforms_old_wiis,f13..q13,\vpp'playis 
wks uniforms_wiis,b13..¢13,\vpp\playis 
wks public_rev_wiis,b!7..e17,\vpp\playis 
wks s_fs rev_wis,b18..e18,\vpp\playis 
wks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..e19,\vpp\playis 
wks music_rev_wiis,b20..e20,\vpp'playis 
wks state_rev_wiis,b21..e21,\vppiplayis 
wks wages_gen,b32..¢32,\vpp'playis 
wks wages_stud,b33..e33,\vppiplayis 
wks personal_wiis,b34..e34,\vppplayis 
wks contract_wiis,b45..e45,\vpp\playis 
wks s_& m_wiis,652..e52,\vppiplayis 
wks contin_wiis,b60..¢60,\vpp\playis 
wks equip_wiis,bS1..e61,\vpp\playis 
wks corps_cost_wiis,b66..e66,\vpp\playis 
wks public_cost_wiis,b68..¢68, \vppiplayis 
wks s_f_s_cost_wiis,b69..e69,\vpp\playis 
wks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..e70,\vpp'playis 
wks musi¢_cost_wiis,b71..e71,\vpp\playis 
wks state_cost_wiis,b72..e72,\vpp\playis; 

Rule monthly_info_5 If count_it = 5 Then monthly_info = found 
wks corps_rev_wiis,b12..f12,\vpp\playis 
wks corps_rev_old_wiis,gi2..rl2,\vppiplayis 
wks uniforms_old_wiis,g!3..r13,\vpp\playis 
wks uniforms_wiis,b13..f13,\vpp'plays 
wks public_rev_wiis,b!7..f17,\vpp'playis 
wks s_f_s rev_wiis,b18..f18,\vpp'playis 
wks interdept_ rev_wiis,b19..£19,\vpp‘playis 
wks music_rev_wiis,b20..f20,\vpp'playis 
wks state_rev_wiis,b21..f21,\vpp'playis 
wks wages_gen,b32..f32,\vpp'playis 
wks wages_stud,b33..f33,\vpp\playis 
wks personal_wiis,b34..134,\vpp'playis 
wks contract_wiis,b45..f45,\vpp'playis 
wks s_&_m_wiis,b52..f52,\vpp'playis 
wks contin_wiis,b60..f60,\vpp\playis 
wks equip_wiis,b61..{61,\vpp playis 
wks corps_cost_wiis,b66..[66,\vpp\playis 
wks public_cost_wiis,b68..{68,\vpp\playis 
wks s_f_s cost _Wiis, b69. -f69,\vpp\playis 
wks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..f70,\vpp\playis 
wks music_cost_wiis,b71..f71,\vpp\playis 
wks state_cost_wiis,b72..f72,\vpp\playis; 

Rule monthly_info_6 If count_it = 6 Then monthly_info = found 
wks corps_rev_wiis,b12..212,\vpp\playis 
wks corps_rev_old_wiis,hl2..s12,\vpp\playis 
wks uniforms_old_wiis,h! 3..s13,\vpp\playis 
wks uniforms_wiis,b13..213,\vpp\playis 
wks public_rev_wiis,b17..217,\vpp\playis 
wks s_f_s_rev_wiis,b18..¢18,\vpp\playis 
wks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..219,\vpp\playis 
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wks music_rev_wiis,b20..g20,\vpp\playis 
wks state_rev_wiis,b21..g21,\vpp\playis 
wks wages_gen,632..¢32,\vpp\playis 
wks wages_stud,b33..233,\vpp'playis 
wks personal_wiis,b34..g34,\vpp\playis 
wks contract_wiis,b45..g45,\vpp\playis 
wks s_& _m_wiis,b52..g52,\vpp'playis 
wks contn_wiis,b60..260,\vppiplayis 
wks equip_wiis,b61..261,\vpp'playis 
wks corps_cost_wiis,b66..266,\vppiis 
wks public_cost_wiis,b68..g68,\vpp\playis - 
wks s_f_s_cost_wiis,b69..269,\vpp\playis 
wks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..g70,\vpp\playis 
wks music_cost_wiis,b71..g71,\vpp\playis 
wks state_cost_wiis,b72..g72,\vpp\playis;, 

RuJe monthly_info_? If count_it = 7 Then monthly_info = found 
wks corps_rev_wiis,b1 2..h12,\vpp\playis 
wks corps_rev_old_wiis,il2..tl2,\vppiplayis 
wks uniforms_old_wiis,i13..t13,\vpp\playis 
wks uniforms_wiis,b13..h13,\vpp\playis 
wks public_rev_wiis,b17..h17,\vpp\playis 
wks s_f_s_rev_wiis,bi8..h18,\vppiplayis 
wks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..h19,\vpp playis 
wks music_rev_wiis,b20..h20,\vpp\playis 
wks state_rev_wi,b21..h21,\vpp' playis 
wks wages_gen,b32..h32,\vppiplayis 
wks wages_stud,b33..h33,\vpp\playis 
wks personal_wiis,b34..n34,\vpp\playis 
wks contract_wiis,b45..h45,\vpp\playis 
wks s_&_m_wiis,b52..h52,\vppiplayis 
wks contin_wiis,b60..h60,\vppiplayis 
wks equip_wiis,b61..h61,\vpp\playis 
wks corps_cost_wiis,b66..n66,\vpp\playis 
wks public_cost_wiis,b68..h68,\vpp:playis 
wks s_f_s_cost_wiis,b69..h69,\vppplayis 
wks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..h70,\vppiplayis 
wks music_cost_wiis,b71..h71,\vpp'playis 
wks state_cost_wiis,b72..h72,\vppiplayis; 

» Rule monthly_info_8 If count_it = 8 Then monthly_info = found 
wks corps_rev_wiis,b] 2..1!2,\vppiplayis 
wks corps_rev_old_wiis,jl2..ul2,\vpp‘playis 
wks uniforms_old_wiis,jl3..u13,\vpp\playis 
wks uniforms _wiis,b13..i13,\vppiplayis 
wks public_rev_wiis,b17..117,\vpp'playis 
wks s_f_s_rev_wiis,b18..i18,\vpp\playis 
wks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..i119,\vpp'playis 
wks music_rev_wits,b20..120,\vpp iplayis 
wks state_rev_wiis,b21..121,\vpp'playis 
wks wages_gen,b32..i32,\vpp' playis 
wks wages_stud,b33..233,\vpp playis 
wks personal_wiis,b34..134,\vppiplayis 
wks contract_wis,b45..i45,\vpp'playis 
wks s_&_m_wiis,b52..152,\vpp plays 
wks contin_wiis,b60..160,\vpp'playis 
wks equip_wiis,b61..161,\vppiplayis 
wks corps_cost_wiis,b66..166,\vpp' playis 
wks public_cost_wiis,b68..168,\vpp' playis 
wks $_f_s_cost_wiis,b69..169,\vpp‘playis 
wks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..170,\vpp\playis 
wks music_cost_wis,b71..171,\vpp\playis 
wks state_cost_wiis,b72..172,\vpp\playis, 

Rule monthly_info_9 If count_it = 9 Then monthly_info = found 
wks corps_rev_wiis,b12..j12,\vpp\playis 
wks corps_rev_old_wiis,k12..v12,\vpp\playis 
wks uniforms_old_wiis,k13..v13,\vpp'playis 
wks uniforms_wiis,b]3..j13,\vpp\playis 
wks public_rev_wiis,b17..j17,\vpp\playis 
wks s_f s_rev_wiis,b18..j18,\vppiplayis 
wks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..319,\vppiplayis 
wks music_rev_wiis,b20,.j20,\vpp'playis 
wks state_rev_wiis,b21..j21,\vpp\playis 
wks wages_gen,b32..)32,\vpp'playis 
wks wages_stud,b33..j33,\vpp\playis 
wks personal_wiis,b34..j34,\vppiplayis 
wks contract_wiis,b45..j45,\vpp'playis 
wks s_&_m_wiis,b52..j52,\vppiplayis 
wks contin_wiis,b60..j60,\vpp\playis 
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wks equip_wiis,b61..j61,\vpp\playis 
wks corps_cost_wiis,b66..j66,\vpp\playis 
wks public_cost_wiis,b68..j68,\vpp'playis 
wks s_f_s_cost_wiis,b69..j69,\vpp'playis 
wks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..j70,\vpp\playis 
wks music_cost_wiis,b71..j71,\vpp'playis 
wks state_cost_wiis,672..j72,\vppiplayis; 

Rule monthly_info_!0 If count_it = 10 Then monthly_info = found 
wks corps_rev_wiis,b] 2..k12,\vpp\playis 
wks corps_rev_old_wiis,112..w12,\vpp\playis 
wks uniforms_old_wiis,]!3..w13,\vpp\playis 
wks uniforms_wiis,b13..413,\vppiplayis 
wks public_rev_wiis,b17..k17,\vpp'\playis 
wks s_f_s_rev_wiis,b18..k18,\vpp\playis 
wks interdept_rev_wiis,bL9..k19,\vpp\playis 
wks music_rev_wiis,b20..k20,\vpp'playis 
wks state_rev_wiis,b21..k21,\vpp'playis 
wks wages_gen,b32..k32,\vpp\playis 
wks wages_stud,b33..k33,\vppiplayis 
wks personal_wiis,b34..k34,\vpp\playis 
wks contract_wiis,b45..k45,\vpp\playis 
wks s_&_m_wiis,b52..k52,\vpp'playis 
wks contin_wiis,b60..k60,\vpp\playis 
wks equip_wiis,b61..k61,\vpp' playis 
wks corps_cost_wiis,b66..k66, \vpp'playis 
wks public_cost_wiis,b68..k68,\vpp'playis 
wks s_f_s_cost_wiis,b69..k69,\vpp'playis 
wks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..k70,\vpp:playis 
wks music_cost_wiis,b71..471,\vppiplayis 
wks state_cost_wiis,b72..k72,\vpp\playis; 

Rule monthly_info_!1 If count_it = |! Then monthly_info = found 
wks corps_rev_wiis,b]2..112,\vpp\playis 
wks corps_rev_old_wiis,m]1 2..x12,\vpp'playis 
wks uniforms_old_wits,m13..x13,\vpp\playis 
wks uniforms_wiis,b]3..113,\vpp\playis 
wks public_rev_wiis,b17..117,\vpp'playis 
wks s_f_s_rev_wiis,b18..118,\vpp'playis 
wks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..119,\vpp'playis 
wks music_rev_wis,b20..120,\vpp\playis 
wks state_rev_wiis,b21..121,\vpp\playis 
wks wages_gen,b32..132,\vppiplayis 
wks wages_stud,b33..133,\vppiplayis 
wks personal_wtis,b34..134,\vpp'playis 
wks contract_wiis,b45..145,\vpp\playis 
wks s_& m_wiis,b52..152,\vpp'playis 
wks contin_wiis,b60..160,\vppiplayis 
wks equip_wiis,b6é1..161,\vppiplayis 
wks corps_cost_wiis,b66..166,\vpp\playis 
wks public_cost_wiis,b68..168,\vpp playis 
wks s_f_s cost_wtis,b69..169,\vpp\playis 
wks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..170,\vpp'\piayis 
wks music_cost_wiis,071..171,\vpp'playis 
wks state_cost_wiis,b72..172,\vpp'playis; 

Rule monthly_info_12 lf count_it = 12 Then monthly_info = found 
wks corps_rev_wiis,b12..m12,\vpp\playis 
wks corps_rev_old_wiis,n12..y12,\vpp\playis 
wks uniforms_old_wiis,n13..y13,\vpp\playis 
wks uniforms_wiis,b13..m13,\vpp'playis 
wks public_rev_wiis,b17..m17,\vppiplayis 
wks s_f_s_rev_wiis,b18..m18,\vpp\playis 
wks interdept_rev_wiis,b!9..m19,\vppiplayis 
wks music_rev_wiis,b20,.m20,\vpp'playis 
wks state_rev_wiis,b21..m21,\vpp\playis 
wks wages_gen,b32..m32,\vpp\playis 
wks wages_stud,b33..m33,\vppiplayis 
wks personal_wiis,b34..m34,\vpp\playis 
wks contract_wiis,b45..m45,\vpp\playis 
wks s_&_m_wiis,b52..m52,\vppiplayis 
wks contin_wiis,060..m60,\vpp\playis 
wks equip_wiis,b61..m6!,\vpp\playis 
wks corps_cost_wiis,b66..m66, \vpp\playis 
wks public_cost_wiis,b68..m68,\vpp'playis 
wks s_f_s_cost_wiis,b69..m69,\vppiplayis 
wks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..m70,\vpp\playis 
wks music_cost_wiis,b71..m71,\vppiplayis 
wks state_cost_wiis,b72..m72,\vpp\playis; 
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! Statement Block 

ask stmt_number: ° °; choices stmt_number: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10; ask change freshmen: “leave this number the same?*; ask 
change_ sophomore: ‘leave this number the same?’; ask change _junior: “leave this number the same?”; ask change_senior: “leave this num- 
ber the same?", choices change_freshmen,change “ sophomore,change _junior,change_senior, increase, decrease, same; 

ask change_freshmen_number: “By how many?; ask change_sophomore_number. "By how many?; ask change_junior_number. "By how 
many?"; ask change_senior_number: “By how many?"; 

ask change_freshmen_ca: “you like to increase, decrease or leave this amount the same?*; ask change _sophomore_ca: “you like to increase, 
decrease or leave this amount the same?*; ask change_junior_ca: “you like to increase, decrease or leave this amount the same?"; ask 
change_senior_ca: “you like to increase, decrease or leave this amount the same?’; ask change_freshmen_number_ca: “By how much?’; ask 
change_sophomore_number_ca: “By how much?’; ask change _junior number _ca: “By how much?"; ask change_senior_number_ca: “By 
how much?’, choices change_freshmen_ca,change_sophomore_ca,change_junior_ca,change_senior_ca: increase, decrease,same; 

ask bag_price_direction: “of uniform items?’; choices bag_price_direction: increase, decrease, ask amount_bag_change: “By how much per 
cadet?’; 

ask which_segments: “as many as you like.”; 

choices which_segments, seg_drops: Public, Student_Fac_Staff, Interdepartmental, Music_Dept, State_Related; 

ask public_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease prices charged to the public?’; ask s_ fs direction: Would you like to increase 
or decrease prices charged to students, faculty, and staff?°; ask interdept_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease prices charged 
to other departments?’; ask music_directiom: "Would you like to increase or decrease prices charged to the music department?"; ask 
State_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease prices charged to state related activities?’; choices 
public_direction,s_f_s_direction,interdept_direction,music_direction, state_direction: increase, decrease; 

ask public_%: "By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”; ask s_f_s_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.", ask 
interdept_%: "By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”; ask music_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”; ask 
state_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”; ask personal_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”; ask con- 
tract_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”; ask s_&_m_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”; ask 
contin_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”; ask equip_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.*; ask per- 
sonal_$: "On an annual basis, how much would you like to change personnel expenses?”, ask contract_$: “On an annual basis, how much 
would you like to change contractual expenses?", ask s_4&_m_%: “On an annual basis, how much would you like to change supplies & ma- 
terials?"; ask contin_$: “On an annual basis, how much would you hke to change continuous expenses?°; ask equip_$: “On an annual basis, 
how much would you like to change equipment purchases?’; 

ask which_expenses: “Choose as many as you like.”; choices which_expenses: personnel, contractual, supplies_&_materials, ‘continuous, 
equipment, 

ask personal_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease personnel expenses?"; ask contract_direction: "Would you like to increase 
or decrease contractual expenses?"; ask s_ & m_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease supplies & materials?", ask 
contin_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease continuous expenses?’; ask equip_direction: "Would you like to increase or de- 
crease equipment purchases?’; choices personal_direction,contract_direction,s_&_m_directon,conun_direction,equip_direction: increase, 
decrease; 

ask personal_terms: “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?"; ask contract_terms: “Would you prefer to answer in 
percentage or in dollar terms?*; ask s_& m_terms “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?°; ask contin_terms: 
“Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?", ask equip_terms: “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar 
terms?°; choices personal_terms,contract_terms,s_& m _terms,contin _terms,equip_terms. percentage, dollar 

ask which_bud_items: “Choose as many as you like.”; choices 
which_bud_items:revenue, equipment, uniforms, salaries, wages, fringe_benefits,telecommunications,repair_&_maintenance, 
travel,other_contractual,repair_supplies,other_supplies, electricity, water_& _sewer,agency_charges,insurance, other_continuous, 

ask rev_bud_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for revenue?”, ask equip_bud_direction: “Would you like to in- 
crease Or decrease the budget for equipment?’; ask uniforms_bud_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for uni- 
forms?*; ask salaries_bud_direction: "Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for salaries?”; ask wages_bud_direction: “Would 
you like to increase or decrease the budget for wages?’; ask fringes_bud_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for 
fringe benefits?", ask tele_bud_directton: “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for telecommunications?”; ask 
r_&_m_bud_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for repairs & maintenance?’; ask travel_bud_direction: “Would 
you like to increase or decrease the budget for travel?”; ask other_contract_bud_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease the 
budget for other contractual expenses?”; ask repair_s_& m_bud_direction: "Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for repair 
supplies?", ask other_s_& m_bud_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for other supplies and maintenance?*; ask 
elect_bud_direction: “Would 3 you like to increase or decrease the budget for electricity?"; ask w_&_s_bud_direction: “Would you like to in- 
crease or decrease the budget for water and sewer?*; ask agency charges _bud_direction: "Would you like to increase or decrease the budget 
for agency_charges?", ask insure_bud_ direction: “Would you like to “increase or decrease the budget for insurance?’; ask 
other_contin_bud_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for other continuous expenses?"; 

choices rev_bud_direction,equip_bud_direction,uniforms_bud_direction,salaries_bud_direction: increase,decrease; choices 
wages_bud_direction, fringes_bud_direction,tele_bud_direction,r_&_m_bud_direction: increase, decrease; choices 
travel_bud_direction,other_contract_bud_direction,repair_s_ & m_bud_direction: increase,decrease; choices 
other_s_& m_bud_direction,elect_bud_direction,w_&_s_bud_direction,agency_charges_bud_direction: increase, decrease, choices 
insure_bud_direction, other_contin_bud_directiom increase, decrease; 

ask bud_terms: “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?"; choices bud_terms: percentage, dollar, 
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ask bud_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”; ask bud_$: “By how many dollars per year?’; 

ask seg_drops: “Which market segments should be dropped?’; 

plural: corps_exp_%, corps_rev_wiis, | which_segments, which_expenses,which_bud_items,wages_wiis,  plural:public_rev_wiis, 
s_f_s_rev_wiis, interdept_rev_wiis, music_rev_wiis,state_rev_wiis,seg_drops; 

bkcolor = 1; 
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B.8 BUDGET6 

endoff, execute; runtime; 

actions 

color = 15 todo = budget_analysis find beg_ display find farse chain npts, 

trules block 

Rule beginning_display 

If todo = budget_analysis Then beg display = found 
cls 
locate 1,29 
display “BUDGET ANALYSIS’ 
locate 3,6 display “Budget analysis is used to determine whether or not the organiztion’s’ display “revenues and expenses have been 

within budget over time. For the Tailor” display “Shop, a budget is determined in advance for the year. A monthly review" display “of the 
budget versus actual data is conducted to determine whether or” display “not the Tailor Shop is operating within its budget. An acceptance 
* display “range, which is currently + or - 20% of the expected amount for each” display “revenue and expense category, is used to deter- 
mine whether or not each” display “item is within budget.” display °°; 

Rule tell_user_of_budget_limits If todo = budget_analysis Then find change_limits ! statement allows user to specify which limits to 
change 

find change_limits_costs ! statement allows user to specify limits 
farse = ok 

wages_ll_b = 20 
total_personal_|I_b = 20 
tele__b = 20 
R_and M_Il_b = 20 
travel_ll_b = 20 
other_contract_lI_b = 20 
total_contract_lI_b = 20 
repair_ll_b = 20 

find change_values ! leads to a series of rules to change or leave limits on revenues 
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find change_values_costs ! leads to niles as above, but for costs 
find explain_rev_budget 
find rev_budget ! leads to a series of rules which get budget and if there 

+18 a difference, accounts for it through prompts 
reset rev_budget 
find kall_time_display 
find expectations ! find expected values for all revenue categories 

find cost_expectations ! fill in later 
cls 
display “The calculations are now complete. Press any key to examine” 
display “the revenue part of the analysis. ~” 
find mil_rev_to_display ! leads to rules which determine whether or 
find public_rev_to_display ! not each revenue category is within its 
find s fs rev_to display ! hmits, and then informs the user 
find interdept_rev_to_display 
find music_rev_to_display 
find state_rev_to_display 
find within_rev_to_display 
cls 
display “The revenue section of budgeting anlaysis is now finished. Press any’ 
display “key to examine the expense section. -° 
find personal_to_display 
find contract_to_display 
find contin_to_display 
find s_and_m_to_display 
find uniforms_to_display 
find equip_to_display, 

Rule display_explanation_and_kil! time If todo = budget_analysis Then kill_time_ display = found 
cls 
locate 1,4 display “The following analysis will determine whether or not each revenue and” display “expense category is over budget, 

under budget, or within budget (i.e., over,” display “under, or within the previously prescribed ranges). In this analysis, if display “an item 
is over or under budget, this will be indicated along with the ° display “percentage by which it is over or under budget. The actual and 
budget” display “values will not be displayed. Given the annual budget, one must break the” display “budget down into 12 monthly inter- 
vals. This is done by using the previous’ display “year’s actual figures to determine how much of the current year’s budget” display “should 
have been used thus far in any given month. For categories which® display “provide a fairly steady flow of income or expense (e.g. sala- 
ries), any” display “exception is important. For other categories however, the flow of funds” display “may be discontinuous. For example, 
most of the revenue from the corps is” display “booked to the Tailor Shop late in the year, while revenue from the music’ display “depart- 
ment is typically paid twice, once in the fall and once in the’ display “spmng. Repairs and maintenance will be erratic. For categories such 
” display “as these, an early or late payment will appear as an exception.” locate 18,4 display “At this time, calculation of all expected 
values is in progress. Please” display “be patient as this takes tme. You will be instructed when to contnue.’; 

Rule display_to_explain_rev_budget If todo = budget_analysis Then explain_rev_budget = found 
cls 
locate 3,6 display “The annual budget for the Tailor Shop is determined for revenue in’ display “total, and by category for expenses (eg. 

personal, continuous, etc.).” display “In order to determine whether or not revenue is within budget, the’ display “budget is first divided 
into market segments. Thus, any increase or” display “decrease in the expected revenues must be allocated to one or more of display “these 
revenue segments. If such an increase or decrease does occur,” display “you will be asked to determine which segments are responsible for" 
display “the change.” display °° display” °; 

Rule current_fringes_It_lb If act_fringes_this_yr < (ib_fringes) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then personal_to_display = found 
under_Ib_personal = fringe_benefits 
find salanes_to_display 
find wages_to_display 
find personal_total_to_display 
find actual_display_personal; 

Rule current_fringes_gt_ub If act_fringes_this_yr > (ub_fringes) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then personal_to_display = found 
over_ub_personal = fringe_benefits 
find salanes_to_display 
find wages_to_display 
find personal_total_to_display 
find actual_display_personal, 

Ruie current_fringes_w_in_ bounds If act_fringes_this_yr > = (Ib_fringes) and 
act_fringes_this yr < = (ub_fringes) Then personal_to_display = found 
w_in_personal = fringe_benelits 
find salaries_to_display 
find wages to_display 
find personal_total_to_display 
find actual_display_personal; 

Rule current_salaries_It_!b If act_salaries_this yr < (1b_salaries) Then salaries_to_display = found 
under_lb_personal = salaries; 

Rule current_salaries_gt_ub If act_salaries_this_yr > (ub_salaries) Then salaries_to_ display = found 
over_ub_personal = salaries; 
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Rule current_salaries_w_in_bounds If act_salaries_this yr > = (Ib_salaries) and 
act_salaries_this_yr <= (ub_salaries) Then salaries to display = found 
w_in _personal = salaries; 

Rule current_wages_It_lb If act_wages_this_yr < (lb_wages} Then wages_to_display = found 
under_ib_personal = wages; 

Rule current_wages_gt_ub If act_wages_this_yr > (ub_wages) Then wages _to_ display = found 
over_ub_personal = wages; 

Rule current_wages_w_in_bounds If act_wages_this_yr > = (Ib_wages) and 
act_wages_this yr < = (ub wages} Then wages_to display = found 
w_in_personal = wages; 

Rule total_personal_It_lb If act_total_personal_this_yr < (Ib_total_personal) Then personal_total_to_display = found 
total_personal = under, 

Rule total_personal_gt_ub If act_total_personal_this yr > (ub_total_personal) Then personal_total_to_display = found 
total_personal = over, 

Rule total_personal_w_in_bounds If act_total_personal_this_yr > = (Ib_total_personal) and 
act_total_personal_this_yr <= (ub_total_personal) Then personal_total_to_display = found 
total _personal = within; 

Rule display_total_personal_under If total_personal = under and 
under_!b_personal < > unknown Then actual_display_personal = found 
color = 14 
display ° ° 
display “Total Personal expenses are under budget. This is due to the fact” display “that the following individual expense item(s) is (are) 

under budget’ display “{under_lb_personal} -° 
color = 15; 

Rule display_total_personal_over If total_personal = over and 
over_ub_personal < > unknown Then actual _display_personal = found 
color = 12 
display ° 
display “Total Personal expenses are over budget. This is due to the fact” display “that the following individual expense item(s) is (are) 

over budget” display “{over_ub_personal} —* 
color = 15; 

Rule display_total_personal_within If total_personal = within and 
under_lb_personal = unknown and 
over_ub_personal = unknown Then actual_display_personal = found 
color = 10 
display * ° 
display “Personal expenses are all within budget. -* 
color = 15; 

Rule display_personal_within_w_outliers If total_personal = within and 
under_lb_personal < > unknown and 
over_ub_personal < > unknown Then actual _display_personal = found 
color = 12 
display “ ° 
display “Total personal expenses are within budget. However, the following are” display “under budget,” display “{under_lb_personal}’ 

display “and the following are over budget,” display “{over_ub_personal} — 
pdisplay “Total personal expenses are within budget. However, the following are’ pdisplay “under budget,” pdisplay 

*{under_lb ay Pedisplay “and the following are over budget,” pdisplay “{over_ub_personal}° 
color = | 

Rule display_personal_within_high_outliers If total_personal = within and 
under_[b_personal = unknown and 
over_ub_personal < > unknown Then actual_display_personal = found 
color = 12 
display ° 
display *Total personal expenses are within budget. However, the following” display “individual expense item(s} are over budget:’ 

display “{over_ub_personal) — 
pdisplay “Total personal expenses are within budget. However, the following’ pdisplay ‘individual expense item(s) are over budget: 

pdisplay “{over _ub _personal}’ 
color = 15; 

Rule display_personal_within_w_low_outliers If total_personal = within and 
under_Ib_personal < > unknown and 
over_ub_personal = unknown Then actual_display_personal = found 
color = 14 
display ° 
display “Total personal expenses are within budget. However, the following’ display ‘individual expense item(s) are under budget:’ 

display “{under_lb_personal} —° 
pdisplay "Total personal expenses are within budget. However, the following” pdisplay “individual expense item(s) are under budget” 

pdisplay “{under_lb_personai}’ 
color = 15; 
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Rule current_tele_It_Ib If act_tele_this_yr < (Ib_tele) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then contract_to_display = found 
under_Ib_contract = telecommunications 
find R_and_M_to_ display 
find travel_to_display 
find other_contract_to_display 
find contract_total_to_display 
find actual_display_contract, 

Rule current_teles_gt_ub If act_tele_this yr > (ub_tele} and 
todo = budget_analysis Then contract_to_display = found 
over_ub_contract = telecommunications 
find R_and_M_to_ display 
find travel_to_display 
find other_contract_to_display 
find contract_total_to_display 
find actual_display_contract; 

Rule current_tele_w_in_bounds If act_tele_this yr > = (]b_tele) and 
act_tele_tus_yr < = (ub_tele) Then contract_to_display = found 
w_in_contract = telecommunicatons 
find R_and_M_to_display 
find travel_to_display 
find other_contract_to_display 
find contract_total_to_display 
find actual_display_contract; 

Rule current_R_and_M_lt_lb If act_R_and_M_this yr < (1b_R_and_M) Then R_and_M_to_display = found 
under_lb_contract = repair_and_maintenance; 

Rule current_R_and_M_gt_ub If act_R_and_M_this_yr > (ub_R_and_M) Then R_and_M_to_display = found 
over_ub_contract = repair_and_maintenance; 

Rule current_R_and_M_w_in_bounds If act_R_and_M_this_yr > = (ib_R_and_M) and 
act_R_and_M_this yr < = (ub_R_and_M) Then R_and_M_to_display = found 
w_in_ contract = repair_and_ maintenance; 

Rule current_travel_It_lb If act_travel_this_yr < (lb_travel) Then travel_to_display = found 
under_lb_contract = travel; 

Rule current_travel_gt_ub If act_travel_this_yr > (ub_travel} Then travel_to_display = found 
over_ub_contract = travel; 

Rule current_travel_w_in_bounds If act_travel_this_yr > = (Ib_travel) and 
act_travel_this yr < = (ub_travel) Then travel_to_display = found 
w_in_contract = travel; 

Rule current_other_contract_It_Ib If act_contract_other_this_yr < (lb_other_contract) Then other_contract_to_ display = found 
under_Ib_contract = other_contractual; 

Rule current_other_contract_gt_ub If act_contract_other_this_yr > (ub_other_contract) Then other_contract_to_display = found 
over_ub_contract = other_contractual; 

Rule other_contract_w_in_bounds If act_contract_other_this_yr > = (Ib_other_contract) and 
act_contract_other_this_ yr < = (ub_other_contract) Then other_contract_to_display = found 
w_in_contract = other_contractual; 

Rule total_contract_It_\b If act_total_contract_this_yr < (ib_total_contract) Then contract_total_to_ display = found 
total_contract = under, 

Rule total_contract_gt_ub If act_total_contract_this_yr > (ub_total_contract) Then contract_total_to_display = found 
total_contract = over, 

Rule total_contract_w_in_bounds If act_total_contract_this_yr > = (1b_total_contract) and 
act_total_contract_this yr < = (ub_total_contract) Then contract_total_to_display = found 
total_contract = within; 

Rule display_total_contract_under If total_contract = under and 
under_!b_contract < > unknown Then actual_display_contract = found 
color = 14 
display * ” 
display “Total contractual expenses are under budget. This is due to the fact” display “that the following individual expense itern{s} is 

(are) under budget.” display “{under_lb_contract} —’ 
color = 15; 

Rule display_total_contract_over If total_contract = over and 
over_ub_contract < > unknown Then actual_display_ contract = found 
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color = 12 
display ° * 
display “Total contractual expenses are over budget. This is due to the fact” display “that the following individual expense itern(s) is 

(are) over budget:” display “{over_ub_contract} ~° 
color = 15; 

Rule display_total_contract_within If total_contract = within and 
under_Ib_contract = unknown and 
over_ub_contract = unknown Then actual_display_contract = found 
color = 10 
display ° ” 
display “Contractual expenses are all within budget. —° 
color = 15; 

Rule display_contract_within_w_outliers If total_contract = within and 
under_Ib_contract < > unknown and 
over_ub_contract < > unknown Then actual _display_contract = found 
color = 14 
display * ‘ 
display “Total contractual expenses are within budget. However, the following are” display “under budget,” display 

*{under_Ib_contract}” display “and the following are over budget,” display “{over_ub_contract) —’ 
color = 15; 

Rule display_contract_within_high_outliers If total_contract = within and 
under_lb_contract = unknown and 
over_ub_contract < > unknown Then actuai_display_contract = found 
color = 12 
display “ * 
display “Total contractual expenses are within budget. However, the following’ display “individual expense item(s) are over budget” 

display “{over_ub_contract}) ~° 
color = 15; 

Rule display_contract_within_w_low_outliers If total_contract = within and 
under_]b_contract < > unknown and , 
over_ub_contract = unknown Then actual_display_contract = found 
color = 14 
display ° ” 
display “Total contractual expenses are within budget. However, the following” display “individual expense item(s) are under budget” 

display “(under_lb_contract} -” 
color = 15; 

Rule current_elect_It_lb If act_elect_this_yr < {lb_elect) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then contin_to_display = found 
under_Ib_contin = electricity 
find w_and_s_to_ display 
find insure_to_display 
find agency_to_display 
find contn_other_to_display 
find contin_total_to_display 
find actual_display_contin; 

Rule current_elect_gt_ub If act_elect_this_yr > (ub_elect) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then contin_to_display = found 
over_ub_contract = electricity 
find w_and_s_to_display 
find insure_to_display 
find agency_to_display 
find contin_other_to_display 
find contin_total_to_display 
find actual_display_contin; 

Rule current_elect_w_in_bounds [f act_elect_this_yr > = (1b_elect) and 
act_elect_this yr < = ({ub_elect}) Then contin_to_display = found 
w_in_contn = electricity 
find w_and_s to display 
find insure_to_display 
find agency_to_display 
find other_contin_to_display 
find contin_total_to_display 
find actual_display_contin; 

Rule current_w_and_s Jt_lb If act_w_and_s_ this yr < (Ib_w_and_s) Then w_and_s to display = found 
under_lb_contin = water_and_sewer, 

Rule current_w_and_s_gt_ub If act_w_and_s this yr > (ub_w_and_s) Then w_and_s to display = found 
over_ub_conun = water_and_sewer, 
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Rule current_w_and_s_w_in_bounds If act_w_and_s_this_yr > = (!b_w_and_s) and 
act_w_and_s this _yr < = (ub_w_and_s) Then w_and_s to display = found 
w_in_contin = water_and_sewer, . 

Rule current_insure_It_lb If act_insure_this_ yr < (Ib_insure) Then insure_to —aisplay = found 
under_| lo_ contin = insurance; 

Rule current_insure_gt_ub If act_insure_this_yr > (ub_insure} Then insure_to_display = found 
over_ub_contin = insurance; 

Rule current_insure_w_in_bounds If act_insure_this_yr > = (Ib_insure} and 
act_insure_this_yr < = (ub_insure} Then insure_to_display = found 
w_in_contn = travel; 

Rule current_agency_It_lb If act_agency_this_yr < (Ib_agency) Then agency_to_display = found 
under_lb_contn = agency_charges; 

Rule current_agency_gt_ub If act_agency_this_yr > (ub_agency) Then agency_to_display = found 
over_ub_contin = agency_charges; 

Rule agency_w_in_bounds If act_agency_this_yr > = (Ib_agency) and 
act_agency_this_yr < = (ub_agency} Then agency_to_display = found 
w_in_contin = agency, 

Rule current_other_contin_It_Ib If act_comp_perp_this_yr < (Ib_other_contin} Then other_contin_to_display = found 
under_lb_contn = other_continuous_charges; 

Rule current_other_contin_gt_ub If act_comp_perp_this_yr > (ub_other_contin} Then other_contin_to_display = found 
over_ub_contn = computer_peripheral; 

Rule other_contin_w_in_bounds If act_comp_perp_this_yr > = (Ib_other_contin) and 
act_comp_perp_this_yr < = (ub_other_contin) Then other_contin_to_display = found 
w_in_contn = other, 

Rule total_contin_lt_lb If act_total_contin_this_yr < (Ib_total_contin) Then contin_total_to_display = found 
total_contun = under, 

Rule total_contin_gt_ub If act_total_contin_this_yr > (ub_total_contin) Then contin_total_to_display = found 
total_contn = over, 

Rule total_contin_w_in_bounds If act_total_contin_this_yr > = (ib_total_contin) and 
act_total_contin_this_yr < = (ub_total_contin) Then contin_total_to_display = found 
total_contin = within; 

Rule display_total_contin_under If total_contin = under and 
under_Ib_contin < > unknown Then actual_display_contn = found 
color = 14 
display ° ” 
display “Total continuous expenses are under budget. This is due to the fact’ display “that the following individual expense item(s) is 

(are) under budget” display “{under_lb_contin} -” 
color = 15; 

Rule display_total_contin_over If total_contin = over and 
over_ub_contin < > unknown Then actual_display_contin = found 
color = 12 
display °° 
display “Total continuous expenses are over budget. This is due to the fact’ display “that the following individual expense item(s) is 

(are) over budget’ display “{over_ub_contin} —° 
color = 15; 

Rule display _total_contin_within If total_contin = within and 
under_ib_contin * unknown and 
over_ub_contin = unknown Then actual_display_contin = found 
color = 10 
display “Continuous expenses are all within budget. =” 
color = 15; 

Rule display_contin_within_w_outliers If total_contin = within and 
under_Ib_contn < > unknown and 
over_ub_contin < > unknown Then actual_display_contin = found 
color = 12 
display ° ° 
display “Total continuous expenses are within budget. However, the following are” display “under budget,” display “(under_lb_contin}” 

display “and the following are over budget,” display “{over_ub_contin} —° 
color = 15; 

Rule display_contin_within_high_outliers If total_contin = within and 
under_lb_contin ™ unknown and 
over_ub_contn < > unknown Then actual_display_contin = found 
color = 12 
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display °° 
display “Total continuous expenses are within budget. However, the following” display “individual expense item(s) are over budget” 

display “{over_ub_contin} ~” 
color = 15; 

Rule display_contin_within_w_low_outliers If total_contin = within and 
under_lb_contn < > unknown and 
over_ub_contin = unknown Then actual_display_contin = found 
color = 14 
display ° 

display “Total continuous expenses are within budget. However, the following” display ‘individual expense item(s) are under budget” 
display “{under_lb_contin} — 

color = [5; 

Rule current_repair_lt_lb If act_repair_this_yr < (lb_repair) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then s_and_m_to display = found 
under_Ib_s_and_m = repairs 
find other_s_and_m_to_display 
find s_and_m_total_to_display 
find actual_display_s_and_m; 

Rule current_repair_gt_ub If act_repair_this_yr > (ub_repair) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then s_and_m_to display = found 
over_ub_s_ and m = repairs 
find other_s_and_m_to_display 
find s_and_m_total_to display 
find actual_display_s_and_m; 

Rule current_repair_w_in_bounds If act_repair_this_yr > = (ib_repair) and 
act_repair_this yr < = “(ub _repair) Then s_and_m_to_display = found 
w_in_s_and_m = repairs 
find other_s_and_m_to_display 
find s_and_m_total_to_display 
find actual_display_s_and_m; 

Rule current_other_s_and_m_It_lb If act_s_and_m_other_this_yr < (lb_other_s_and_m) Then other_s_and_ m_to_display = found 
under_Ib_s_and_m = other_supplies_&_matenals, 

Rule current_other_s_and_M_gt_ub If act_s_and_m_other_this_yr > (ub_other_s_and_m) Then other_s_and_m_to_display = found 
over_ub_s_and_m = other_supplies_&_matenals, 

Rule current_other_s_and_m_w_in_bounds If act_s_and_m_other_this_yr > = (lb_other_s_and_m) and 
act_s_and_m_other_this yr < = {ub_other_s_and_m) Then other_s_and_m_to display = found 
w_in_s_and_m = other_supplies_&_materials; 

Rule total_s_and_m_It_lb If act_total_s_and_m_this_yr < (Ib_total_s_and_m) Then s_and_m_total_to_display = found 
total_s_and_m = under, 

Rule total_s_and_m_gt_ub If act_total_s_and_m_this_yr > (ub_total_s and_m) Then s_and_m_total_to_display = found 
total_s_and_m = over, 

Rule total_s_and_m_w_in_bounds If act_total_s_and_m_this_yr > = (1b_total_s_and_m) and 
act_total_s_and_m_| this s_yr < = (ub_total_s and_m) Then s_and_m_total_to_display = found 
total_s and_m = within; 

Rule display_total_s_and_m_under If total_s_and_m = under and 
under_lb_s_and_m < > unknown Then actual_display_s_and_m = found 
color = 14 
display * ° 
display “Total supplies & materials are under budget. This is due to the fact” display “that the following individual expense item(s) is 

(are) under budget.” display “(under_lb_s_and_m)} —° 
color = 15; 

Rule display_total_s_and_m_over If total_s_and_m = over and 
over_ub_s and m <> unknown Then actual_display_s_and_m = found 
color = 12 
display °° 
display “Total supplies and materials are over budget. This is due to the fact” display “that the following individual expense item(s) is 

(are) over budget” display “{over_ub_s_and_m)} —° 
color = 15; 

Rule display_total_s_and_m_within If total_s and_m = within and 
under_lb_s_and_m = unknown and 
over_ub_s_and_m = unknown Then actual_display_s and_m = found 
color = 10 
display ° ° 
display “Supplies & materials are all within budget. ~° 
color = 15; 
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Rule display_s_and_m_within_w_outliers If total_s_and_m = within and 
under_Ib_s_and_m < > unknown and 
over_ub_s_ and. m <> unknown Then actual_display_s and_m = found 
color = 12 
display “” 
display “Total supplies and materials are within budget. However, the following are” display “under budget,” display 

“{under_lb_s_and_m’ display “and the following are over budget,” display “{over_ub_s_and_m)} —* 
color = I5; 

Rule display_s_and_m_within_high_outliers If total_s_and_m = within and 
under_lo_s and _m = unknown and 
over_ub_s and m < > unknown Then actual _display_s_and_m = found 
color = 12 
display * ° 
display “Total supplies & materials are within budget. However, the following” display “individual expense item(s) are over budget” 

display “{over_ub_s_and_m)} —" 
color = 15; 

Rule display_s_and_m_within_w_low_outliers If total_s_and_m = within and 
under_lb_s_and_m < > unknown and 
over_ub_s_and_m = unknown Then actual_display_s and_m = found 
color = 14 
display °° 
display “Total supplies & materials are within budget. However, the following” display “individual expense item(s) are under budget:” 

display “{under_]b_contin} —” 
color = 15; 

Rule current_uniforms_It_lb If act_uniforms_this_yr < (1b_uniforms) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then uniforms_to_display = found 
under_uniforms = yes 
color = 14 
percent = {((exp_uniforms - act_uniforms_this_yr)/exp_uniforms) ° 100) 
format percent, 6.2 
display ° ” : 
display “Expenses for uniforms so far this year are under budget by (percent) %. -° 
color = 15; 

Rule current_uniforms_gt_ub If act_uniforms_this_yr > (ub_uniforms) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then uniforms_to_display = found 
over_uniforms = yes 
color = 12 
percent = (({(act_uniforms_this_yr - exp_uniforms) / exp_uniforms) * 100) 
display * ° 
format percent, 6.2 
display “Expenses for uniforms are over budget this year by (percent) %. —° 
color = 15; 

Rule current_uniforms_w_in_bounds If act_uniforms_this_yr > = (lb_uniforms) and 
act_uniforms_this_yr < = (ub_uniforms) Then uniforms_to_display = found 
w_in_uruforms = yes 
color = 10 
display * ° 
display “Expenses for uniforms are within the budgeted amount. —° 
color = 15; 

Rule current_equip_It_budget If act_equip_this_yr < (lb_equip) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then equip_to_display = found 
under_equip = yes 
color = 14 

percent = (((exp_equip - act_equip_this_yr)/exp_equip) * 100) 
left = (bud_equip_this_yr - act_equip_this_yr) 
format percent, 6.2 
display ° ° 
display “Expenses for equipment so far this year are under budget by (percent}%.” display “In fact, there is S${left} left in the budget 

for equipment. ~” 
color = 15; 

Rule current_equip_gt_ub If act_equips_ this yr > (ub_equip) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then equip_to_display = found 
over_equip = yes 
color = 12 

percent = (((act_equip_this_yr - exp_equip) / exp_equip) * 100) 
actual = (act_equip_this yr - exp_equip) 
format percent, 6.2 
display °° 
display “Expenses for equipment are over budget this year by {percent} %, i.e., ${actual}. —° 
color = 15; 
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Rule current_equip_w_in_bounds If act_equip_this_ yr > = (Ilb_equip) and 
act_equip_this_yr < = (ub_equip) Then equip_to_ display = found 
wW_in_equip = yes 
color = 10 
display °° 
display “Expenses for equipment is within the budgeted amount. ~° 
color = 15; 

Rule budget_limits_ok If change_limits = no Then military_ll] = (military_lI_b) 
military_ul = (military_ul_b) 
public Il = (public_ll_b) 
public_ul = (public_ul_b) 
s_fis_it = (s_f_s_il_b) 
sfis.ul = (s_{_s_ul_b) 
interdept_l] = (interdept_Il_b) 
interdept_ul = {interdept_ul_b) 
music_l] = (music_]!_b) 

music_ “ul = (music_ul _b) 
state_il = (state_lI_b) 

state ul == (state_ul_b) 
change_values = found; 

Rule budget_limits_not_ok If change_limits = yes Then find which_rev_limits 
find mil_limits 
find public_limuts 
find s_f_s_ limits 
find interdept_limits 
find music_limits 
find state_limits 
change_values = found; 

Rule budget_cost_limits_ok If change_limits_ costs = no Then fringes_ll = (fringes_I?_b) 
salaries_ll = (salaries_ll_b) 
wages_ll = (wages_l!_b) 
total_personal_ll = (total_personal_ll_b) 
tele_l] = (tele_ll_b) 
R_and_M_It = (R_and_M_ll_b) 
travel_I! = (travel_li_b) 
other_contract_l] = (other_contract_Il_b) 
total_contract_ll = (total_contract_ll_b) 
repair_ll = (repair_lI_b) 
other_s_ and m ll = (other_s_and_m_il_b) 
total_s_and_m_il = (total_s_and_m_1l_b) 
equip_Il = (equip_ll_b) 
uniforms_l] = (uniforms_ll_b) 
elect_Il = (elect_ll_b) 
w_and_s Il = (w_and_s Il_b) 
insure_ll = (insure_li_b) 
agency_ll = (agency_lIl_b) 
other_conun_Il = (other_contin_ll_b) 
total_contn_ll] = (total_contin_ll_b) 
fringes_ul = (fringes_ul_b) 
salaries_ul = (salaries_ul_b) 
wages _ul = (wages_ul_b) 
total_personal_ul = (total _personal_ul_b) 
tele_ul = (tele_ul_b) 
R_and_M_ul = (R_and_M_ul_b) 
travel_ul = (travel_ul_b) 
other_contract_ul = (other_contract_ul_b) 
total _contract_ ul = {total_contract_, wl _b) 

repair_ul = (repair_ul_b) 
other_s_and_m_ul = (other_s_and_m_ul_b) 
total_s_ and_m_ul = (total_s_and_m_ul_b)} 
equip _ul = (equip_ul_b) 
uniforms_ul = (umforms_ul_b) 
elect_ul = (elect_ul_b) 
w_and_s_ul = (w_and_s_ul_b) 
insure_ul = (insure_ul_b) 
agency_ul = (agency_ul_b) 
other_contin_ul = (other_contin_ul_b) 
total_contin_ul = (total_contin_ul _b) 
change_values_costs = found; 

Rule budget_cost_limits_not_ok If change_limits_costs = yes Then find which_cost_limits 
find equip_lhimits 
find uniforms_limits 
find personal_limits 
find contract_limits 
find s_and_m_limits



find contin_limits 
change_values_costs = found; 

Rule go_get_rev_budget_data If todo = budget_analysis Then wks budget_rev, b3..c3, \vpp\playbud 
rev_budget = found 
budget_rev_now = (budget_rev{1)) 
budget_rev_past = (budget_rev{2]) 
diff = (budget_rev_now - budget_rev_past) 
find rev_diff, 

Rule rev_budget_same If diff = 0 Then mil_exp_inc = 0 
public_exp_inc = 0 
s_fs_exp_inc = 0 
interdept_exp_inc = 0 
music_exp_inc = 0 
state_exp_inc = 0 
display “the difference in budgeted revenue is 0!-° ! delete later!!!!!!! 
rev_diff = found; 

Rule rev_budget_higher If diff > 0 Then display “The amount budgeted for revenue this year has increased from the ” 
display “previous year by $(diff}. Which market segments are responsible for ” 
display “contributing more this year to total revenue? Please make certain that your’ 
find resp_rev_mkt_segments ! statement - determines which segments | 

! are expected to contnbute more this year 
rev_diff = found 
find mil_higher? ! leads to a series of rules which calculate 

! changes in expectations 
find check_math; 

Rule rev_budget_lower If diff < 0 Then diff = (@absdiff) 
display “The amount budgeted for revenue this year has decreased from the * 
display “previous year by ${diff}. Which market segments are responsible for’ 
display “contributing less this year to total revenue? Please make certain that your’ 
find resp_rev_mkt_segments_l ! statement - determines which segments 

! are expected to contnbute less this year 
diff = (0 - dif} 
rev_diff = found 
find mil_lower? ! leads to a series of rules which calculate 

! changes in expectations 
find check_math; 

Rule military_exp_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments. = military Then find mil_exp_inc_h 
mil_exp_inc = (mil_exp_inc_h) , 
mil_higher? = found 
find public_higher? 

Rule military_exp_not_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments < > military Then mil_exp_inc = 0 
mil_higher? = found 
find public_higher?; 

Rule military_exp_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_! = military Then find mil_exp_inc_] 
mil_exp_inc = (0 - mil_exp_inc_}) 
mil_lower? = found 
find public_lower?, 

Rule military_exp_not_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_! < > military Then mil_exp_ine = 0 
mil_lower? = found 
find public_lower?, 

Rule public_exp_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments * public Then find public_exp_inc_h 
public_exp_inc = (public_exp_inc_h) 
public_higher? = found 
find s_f_s_higher?, 

Rule public_exp_not_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments < > public Then public_exp_inc = 0 
public_higher? = found 
find s_f_s_higher?, 

Rule public_exp_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_| = public Then find public_exp_inc_l 
public_exp_inc = (0 - public_exp_inc_]) 
public_lower? = found 
find s_f_s lower? 

Rule public_exp_not_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_1 < > lower Then public_exp_inc = 0 
public_lower? = found 
find s_f_s_lower?, 

Rules fs exp higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments = stu_fac_staff Then find s_f_s exp_inc_h 
s_fis_ exp_inc = (s_f_s exp_inc_h) 
s_f_s higher? = found my

 
m
y
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find interdept_higher?, 

Rule s_f_s_exp_not_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments < > stu_fac_staff Then s_f_s exp_inc = 0 
s_f.s higher? = found 
find interdept_higher?, 

Rule s_f_s_exp_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_1 = stu_fac_staff Then find s_f_s_exp_inc_l 
s_fis exp_inc = (0-s_f_s_exp_inc_]) 
s_f_s lower? = found 
find interdept_lower?; 

Rule s_f_s_exp_not_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_1 < > stu_fac_staff Then s_ fs exp_inc = 0 
s_f_s lower? = found 
find interdept_lower?, 

Rule interdept_exp_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments ™ interdepartmental Then find interdept_exp_inc_h 
interdept_exp_inc = {interdept_exp_inc_h) 
interdept_higher? = found 
find music_higher?; 

Rule interdept_exp_not_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments < > interdepartmental Then interdept_exp_inc = 0 
interdept_higher? = found 
find music_higher? 

Rule interdept_exp_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_] = interdepartmental Then find interdept_exp_inc_] 
interdept_exp_inc = (0 - interdept_exp_inc_l) 
interdept_lower? = found 
find music_lower?, 

Rule interdept_exp_not_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_] < > interdepartmental Then interdept_exp_inc = 0 
interdept_lower? = found 
find music_lower?, 

Rule music_exp_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments = music_dept Then find music_exp_inc_h 
music_exp_inc = (music_exp_inc_h) 
music_higher? = found 
find state_higher?, 

Rule music_exp_not_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments < > music_dept Then music_exp_inc = 0 
music_higher? = found 
find state_higher? 

Rule music_exp_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_1 = music_dept Then find music_exp_inc_1 
music_exp_inc = (0 - music_exp_inc_l) 
music_lower? = found 
find state_lower? 

Rule music_exp_not_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_| < > music_dept Thea music_exp_inc = 0 
music_lower? = found 
find state_lower? 

Rule state_exp_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments = state_related Then find state_exp_inc_h 
State_exp_inc = (state_exp_inc_h) 
n = (mil_exp_inc + public_exp_inc + s_f_s exp_inc + interdept_exp_inc + music_exp_ine + state_exp_inc) 

diff] = (@abs(dift)) 
state_higher? = found; 

Rule state_exp_not_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments < > state_related Then state_exp_inc = 0 
n = (mil_exp_inc + public_exp_inc + s_f_s_exp_ine + interdept_exp_inc + music_exp_inc + state_exp_inc) 

diffl = (@abs(diff)) 
State_higher? = found; 

Rule state_exp_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_| = state_related Then find state_exp_inc_l 
state_exp_inc = (0 - state_exp_inc_]) 
state_lower? = found 
m = (mil_exp_inc + public_exp_inc + s_f_s exp_inc + interdept_exp_inc + music_exp_inc + state_exp_inc) 

n = (@abs(m)) : 
diffl = (@abs(dift)); 

Rule state_exp_not_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_1 < > state_related Then state_exp_inc = 0 
state_lower? = found 
m = (mil_exp_inc + public_exp_inc + s_f_s exp_inc + interdept_exp_inc + music_exp_inc + state_exp_inc) 

n = (@abs(m)) 
aiff! = (@abs(diff)); 

Rule math_is_ok If diffl = (n) Then check_math = done; 

Rule math_not_ok If diffl < > (n) Then display “The increments you have given do not add up to the total increment in the’ 
display “budget. Therefore, let's start this part over.’ 
display “Press any key to continue. —* 
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display °° 
display °” 
reset rev_hudget 
reset rev_diff 
reset mil_higher? 
reset public_higher? 
reset s_f_s_ higher? 
reset interdept_higher? 
reset music_higher? 
reset state_higher? 
reset mil_lower? 
reset public_lower? 
reset s_f_s lower? 
reset interdept_lower? 
reset music_lower? 
reset state_lower? 
reset mil_exp_inc_h 
reset public_exp_inc_h 
reset s_f s exp_inc_h 
reset interdept_exp_inc_h 
reset music_exp_inc_h 
reset state_exp_inc_h 
reset mil_exp_inc_] 
reset public_exp_inc_I 
reset s_f_s_ exp_inc_| 
reset interdept_exp_inc_l 
reset music_exp_inc_1 
reset state_exp_inc_] 
reset mil_exp_inc 
reset public_exp_inc 
reset s_f_s_exp_inc 
reset interdept_exp_inc 
reset music_exp_inc 
reset state_exp_inc 
reset resp_rev_mkt_segments 
reset resp_rev-mkt_segments_| 
reset farse 
reset display_clause 
reset change_limits 
reset change_values 
check_math = done 
reset check_math 
find rev_diff, 

Rule find_military_limits If which_rev_limits = military Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for 
military revenue?” 

find military_Il 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for military revenue?” 
find military_ul 
mil_limits = found; 

Rule dont_find_military_limits If which_rev_limits < > military Then mil_limits = found 
mulitary_ Il = (military_Il_b) 
military_ul = (military_ul_b), 

Rule find_public_limits If which_rev_limits = public Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for revenue 
from the public? Please do not use decimals.’ 

find public_ll 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for revenue from the public? Please do not use decimals.” 
find public_ul 
public limits = found; 

Rule dont_find_public_limits If which_rev_limits < > public Then public_limits = found 
public_il = (public_l_b) 
public_ul = (public_ul_b), 

Rule find_s_f_s_ limits If which_rev_limits = stu_fac_staff Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for 
revenue from students, faculty, and staff? Please do not use decimals." 

find s_f_s ll 
display >What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for revenue from students, faculty, and staff? Please do not use 

decimals. 
finds fs ul 
s_f_s limits = found; 

Rule dont_find_s_f_s_ limits If which_rev_limits < > stu_fac_staff Then s_f_s limits = found 
sfisl = (s_fs ll _b) 
s_f_s_ul = (s fs ul_b); 

Rule find_interdept_limits lf which_rev_limits = interdepartmental Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit 
be for interdepartmental revenue? Please do not use decimals.’ 
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find interdept_ll 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for interdepartmental revenue? Please do not use decimals.” 
find interdept_ul 
interdept_limits = found; 

Rule dont_find_interdept_limits If which_rev_limits < > interdepartmental Then interdept_limits = found 
interdept_ll = (interdept_lil_b) 
interdept_ul = (interdept_ul_b); 

Rule find_music_limits If which_rev_limits = music_dept Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for 
music department revenue? Please do not use decimals.” 

find music_ii 
display "What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for music department revenue? Please do not use decimals.’ 
find music_ul 
music_limits = found; 

Rule dont_find_music_limits If which_rev_limits < > music dept Then music_limits = found 
music_il = (music_ll_b) 
music_' “ul = (music_ul_b); 

Rule find_state_limits If which_rev_limits = state_related Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for state 
related revenue? Please do not use decimals.” 

find state_ll 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for state related revenue? Please do not use decimals.’ 
find state_ul 
state_limits = found; 

Rule dont_find_state_limits If which_rev_limits < > state_related Then state_limits = found 
state_ll = (state_ll_b) 
State_ul = (state_ul_b); 

Rule find_equip_limits If which_cost_limits = equipment Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for 
equipment purchases? Please do not use decimals.” 

find equip_li 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for equipment purchases? Please do not use decimals.” 
find equip_ul 
equip_limits = found; 

Rule dont_find_equip_limits If which_cost_limits < > equipment Then equip_limits = found 
equip_ll = (equip_Il_b) 
equip _ul = (equip_ul_b), 

Rule find_uniform_limits If which_cost_limits = uniforms Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be foi 
uniform purchases? Please do not use decimals.” 

find uniforms_ll 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for uniform purchases? Please do not use decimals.” 
find uniforms_ul 
unforms_limits = found; 

Rule dont_find_uniform_limits If which_cost_limits < > uniforms Then uniforms limits = found 
uniforms_li = (uniforms_})_b) 
uniforms_ul = (uniforms_ul_b); 

Rule find_personal_limits If which_cost_limits = personal Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for 
personal expenses? Please do not use decimals.° 

find total_personal_ll 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for personal expenses? Please do not use decimals.” 
find total_personal_ul 
personal_limits = found 
find finish_personal_limits; 

Rule dont_find_personal_limits If which_cost_limits < > personal Then personal _limits = found 
total_personal_ll = (total_personal_!l_b) 
total_personal_ul = (total_personal_ul_b 
fringes_ll = (fringes_1!_b) 
fringes_ul = (fringes_wl_b) 
salaries_ll = (salaries_il_b) 
salanes_ul = (salaries_ul_b) 
wages ll = (wages_ll_b) 
wages ul = (wages_ul_b); 

Rule make_all_personal_limits_same ! simplifying assumption If todo = budget_analysis ! within any category, the upper 
! and lower limits considered to Then fringes_ll = (total_personal_lI) ! be acceptable are the same. 

fringes_ul = (total_personal_ul} ! It was felt that placing one 
salaries Il = (total_personal_Il) ! set of limits on salaries and 
salaries_ul = (total_personal_ul) ! another on wages, for example, 
wages_ll = (total_personal_ll) ! would be highly unlikely 
wages_ul = (total_personal_ul)} 
finish_personal_limits = done; 
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Rule find_contract_limits If which_cost_limits = contractual Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for 
contractual expenses? Please do not use decimals.” 

find total_contract_ll 
display "What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for contractual expenses? Please do not use decimals.” 
find total_contract_ul 
contract_limits = found 
find finish_contract_limits; 

Rule dont_find_contract_limits If which_cost_limits < > contractual Then contract_limits = found 
total_contract_l] = (total_contract_ll_b) 
total_contract_ul = (total_contract_ul_b) 
tele_ll = (tele_ It_b) 
tele: ul = (tele_ul_b) 
R_and_M_1l = (R_and_M_Il_b) 
R_and_M_ul = (R_an Wa _b) 

travel i = (travel_il 8) 
travel_ul = (travel_ul_b) 
other_ “contract_ I! = (other_contract_ll_b) 

other_ contract_ ul = (other_contract_ “ul >); 

Rule make_all_contract_limits_same If todo = budget_analysis Then tele_Il = (total_contract_Il) 
tele_ul = (total_contract_ul) 
R_and_M_ll = (total_contract_I} 
R_and_M_ul = (total_contract_ul) 
travel_Il = (total_contract_l!) 
travel_ul = (total_contract_ul) 
other_contract_ll = {total_contract_Il) 
other_ _contract_ ul = (total_contract_ul) 
finish_ contract] limits = done, 

Rule find_s_and_m_limits If which_cost_limits = supplies_materials Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit 
be for supplies & materials? Please do not use decimals.’ 

find total_s_and_m_ll 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for supplies & materials? Please do not use decimals.” 
find total_s_and_m_ul 
$_and_m_limits = found 
find finish_s_and_m_limits; 

Rule dont_find_s_and_m_limits If which_cost_limits < > supplies materials Then s_and_m limits = found 
total_s_and_m_ll = (total_s and_m_Il_b) 
total_s_and_m_ul = (total_s_and_m_ul_b) 
repair} = (repair_ll_b) 
repair ul = (repair_ul_b) 
other_s_and_m_ll = (other_s_and_m_ll_b) 
other_s_and_m_ul = (other_s_and_m_ul_); 

Rule make_all_s_and_m_limits_same If todo = budget_analysis Then repair_ll = (total_s_ and_m_ll) 
repair_ul = (total_s_ and m_ul) 
other_s_and_m_ll = (total_s_and_m_ll) 
other_s_and_m_ul = (total_s_and_m_wl) 
finish_s_and_m_limits = done; 

Rule find_contin_limits If which_cost_limits = continuous Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for 
continuous expenses? Please do not use decimals.” 

find total_contin_ll 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for continuous expenses? Please do not use decimals.’ 
find total_contin_ul 
contn_limits = found 
find finish_contin_limits; 

Rule dont_find_contin_limits If which_cost_limits < > continuous Then contin_limits = found 
total_contin_Il = (total_contn_ll_b) 
total_contin_ul = (total_contin_ul_b) 
elect_li = (elect_li_b) 
elect_ul = (elect_ul_b) 
w_and_s_ il = (w_and_s_Il_b) 
w_and_s ul = (w_and_s ul_b) 
insure_ i= (insure_It_b) 
insure_ul = (insure_ul_b) 
agency_il = (agency_ll_b) 
other_contin_!I = (other_contin_ll_b) 

other_ contin _ “ul = (other_contin_ul_b) 
agency_ul = (agency_ul_b); 

Rule make_all_contin_limits_same If todo = budget_analysis Then elect_ll = (total_contin_ll) 
elect_ul = (total_contin_ul) 
w _and sll = (total_ contin_Il) 
w and | s ul = (total contin_ul) 
insure W = (total_contn_ll) 
insure_ul = (total_contin_ul) 
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agency_ll = (total_contin_ll) 
other_contin_Il = (total_contin_Il) 
agency_ul = (total_contn_ul) 
other_contin_ul = (total_contin_ul) 
finish_contin_limits = done; 

Rule calc_expects_&_bounds_revs If todo = budget_analysis Then exp_inc{]] = (public_exp_inc) 
exp_inc[2] = (s_f_s_exp_inc) 
exp_inc(3] = (interdept_exp_inc) 
exp_ine({4] = (music_exp_inc) 
exp_inc[5] = (state_exp_inc) 
H(t] = (public_h) 
ul] = (public_ul) 
N(2} = (s_ rs ml) 
ul[2) = (s_f_s_ ul) 
[3] = (interdept_ It) 
ul[3} = (interdept_ul) 
N[4] = (music_!l) 
ul[4] = (music_w) 
H(5] = (state_Il) 
ul{5] = (state_ul) 
wks mil_rev_this_yr, b12,\vpp\playis 
wks mil_rev_last_yr, n12,\vpp.playis 
wks other_rev_last_yr, nI7..n21,\vpp\playis 
wks other_rev_this_yr, b17..621,\vpp:playis 
mil_rev_exp = (mil_rev_last_yr +{(mil_rev_last_yr/oudget_rev{2[)°mil_exp_inc)) 
Ib_mil = (mil_rev_exp * (1 - (military_I1/100))) 
ub_mil = (mil_rev_exp * (1 + (military_ul/100))) 
x= 1 
whiletrue x < 6 then 
ex{x] = (other_rev_last_yr{x] + ((other_rev_last_yr{x]/oudget_rev{2]}*exp_inc[x])} 
Ub{x] = (ex{x] * (1 - (lif) / 100) 
ub[x] = (ex{x] * (1 + (ul[x] / 100))) 
x = (x+1) 

end 

expectations = found; 

Rule calc_expects_and_bounds_costs If todo = budget_analysis Then wks bud_equip_this_yr, 05,\vpp\playbud 
wks bud_equip_! last_yr, ¢5 \vpp\playbud 
wks bud_personal_this_yr, b7..b10,\vpp\playbud 
wks bud_personal_last_yr, ¢7..c10,\vpp\playbud 
bud_fringes_this_yr = (bud_personal_this_yr{1]} 
bud_salaries_this_yr = (bud_personal_this_yr{2) 
bud_wages_this yr = (bud_personal_this_yr{3)} 
bud_total_personal_this yr = (bud_personal_this_yr{4]) 
bud_fringes_last_yr = (bud_personal_last_yr{1) 
bud_salanes_last_yr = (bud_personal_last_yr{2) 
bud_wages_last_yr = (bud_personal_last_yr{3) 
bud_total_personal_last_yr = (bud_personal_last_yr{4) 
wks bud_contract_this_yr, b12..b16,\vpp\playbud 
wks bud_contract_last_yr, c!2..cl6,\vppiplaybud 
bud_tele_this_ yr = (bud_contract_this_yr{1) 
bud_R_and_M_this_yr = (bud_contract_this_yr{2) 
bud_travel_this_yr = (bud_contract_this_yr{3) 
bud_contract_other_this_yr = (bud_contract_this_yr[4) 
bud_total_contract_this_yr = (bud_contract_this_yr{5) 
bud_tele_last_yr = (bud_contract_last_yr{1D 
bud_R_and_M_last_yr = (bud_contract_last_yr{2) 
bud_travel_last_yr = (bud_contract_last_yr{3p) 
bud_contract_other_last_yr = (bud_contract_last_yr{4]) 
bud_total_contract_last_yr = (bud_contract_last_yr{5) 
wks bud_s_and_m_this_yr, b18..b20,\vpp\playbud 
wks bud_s_and_m_last_yr, ¢18..c20,\vpp\playbud 
bud_repair_this yr = (bud_s_and_m_this_yri{!}} 
bud Seal aad mete _yr = (bud_s_ and m_this_yr{2p) 
bud_total_s_and_m_this_yr = (bud_s_and_m_this_yr{3]) 
bud_repair_last_yr = (bud_s_and_m_last_yr{I) 
bud_s and m _other_last_yr = (bud_ s_and_m_last_yr{2) 
bud_total_s_and_m_last_yr = (bud_s_and_m_last_yr(3D 
wks bud_contin_this_yr, 622..b27,\vpp\playbud 
wks bud_contin_last_yr, ¢22..c27,\vpp'playbud 
bud_elect_this yr = (bud_contn_this_yr{I) 
bud_w_and_s this yr = (bud_contin_this_y{2) 
bud_agency_this_yr = (bud_contin_this_yr{3)) 
bud_insure_ this yr = (bud_contin_this_yr[4]) 
bud_contin_other_this_yr = (bud_contin_this_yr{5) 
bud_total_contin_this yr = (bud_contin_this_yr[6} 
bud_elect_last_yr = (bud_contin_last_yr{1) 
bud_w_and_s last_yr = (bud_contin_last_yr{2) 
bud_agency_last_yr = (bud_contin_last_yr{3} 
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bud_insure_last_yr = (bud_contin_last_yr[4) 
bud_contin_other_last_yr = (bud_contin_last_yr{5]) 
bud_total_contin_Jast_yr = (bud_contin_last_yr{6) 
wks bud_uniforms_this_yr, 629,\vpp\playbud 
wks bud_uniforms_last_yr, ¢29,\vpp\playbud 
wks act_personal_this_yr, 626..b34,\vpp' playis 
wks act_personal_last_yr, n26..n34,\vpp'playis 
act_fringes_this_yr_a = (act_personal_this_yr{1] + act_personal_this_yr{2] + act_personal_this_yr{3) 
act_fringes_this_yr_b = (act_personal_this_yr/4] + act_personal_this_yr{5)) 
act_fringes_this_yr = (act_fringes_this_yr_a + act_fringes_this_yr_b) 
act_salaries_this_yr = (act_personal_this_yr[6]) 
act_wages_ this yr = (act_personal_this_yr{7] + act_personal_this_yr{8)) - 
act_total_personal_this_yr = (act_personal_this_yr{9]} 
act_fnnges_last_yr_a = (act_personal_last_yr{!] + act_personal_last_yr{2] + act_personal_last_yr{3) 
act_fringes_last_yr_b = (act_personal_last_yr{4] + act_personal_last_yr{5}) 
act_fringes_last_yr = (act_fmnges_last_yr_a + act_fringes_last_yr_b) 
act_salaries_last_yr = (act_personal_last_yr{6]) 
act_wages_last_yr = (act_personal_last_yr{7] + act_personal_last_yr{8} 
act_total_personal_last_yr = (act_personal_last_yr{9)) 
wks act_contract_this_yr, b36..b45,\vpp\playis 
wks act_contract_last_yr, n36..n45,\vpp\playis 
act_tele_this_yr = (act_contract_this_yr{1 ]) 
act_R_and_M_this_yr = (act_contract_this_yr{2]) 
act_travel_this_yr = (act_contract_this_yr{9)) 
act_contract_other_this_yr_a = (act_contract_this_yr{3] + act_contract_this_yr{4] + act_contract_this_yr{5]) 
act_contract_other_this_yr_b = (act_contract_this_yr{[6] + act_contract_this_yr{7} + act_contract_this_y7{8) 
act_contract_other_this_yr = (act_contract_other_this_yr_a + act_contract_other_this_yr_b) 
act_total_contract_this_yr = (act_contract_this_yr{10) 
act_tele_last_yr = {act_contract_last_yr{1) 
act_R_and_ M_last_yr = (act_contract_last_yr{2) 
act_travel_last_yr = (act_contract_last_yr{9) 
act_contract_other_last_yr_a = (act_contract_last_yr{3] + act_contract_last_yr{4} + act_contract_last_yr{5) 
act_contract_other_last_yr_b = (act_contract_last_yr{6] + act_contract_last_yr{7] + act_contract_last_yr{8) 
act_contract_other_last_yr = (act_contract_other_last_yr_a + act_contract_other_last_yr_b) 
act_total_contract_last_yr = (act_contract_last_yr{ 10) 
wks act_s_and_m_this yr, b47..b52,\vppiplayis 
wks act_s_and_m_last_yr, n47..n52,\vpp'playis 
act_repair_this yr = (act_s_and_m_this_yr{4] + act_s_and_m_this_yr{5}) 
act_s_and_m_other_this_yr = (act_s_and_m_this yr{!} + act_s_and_m_this yr{2] + act_s_and_m_this_yr{3) 
act_total_s_ and_m_this_yr = (act_s_and_m_this_yr{6]) 
act_repair_last_yr = (act_s_and_m_last_yr{4] + act_s_and_m_last_yr{5) 
act_s_and_m_other_last_yr = (act_s_and_m_last_yr{1] + act_s_and_m_last_yr{2] + act_s_and_m_last_yr{3} 
act_total_s_and_m_last_yr = (act_s_and_m_last_yr{6) 
wks act_contin_this_yr, b54,.b60,\vpp\playis 
wks act_contin_last_yr, n54..n60,\vppiplayis 
act_elect_this yr = (act_contin_this_yr{1) 
act_w_and_s this yr = (act_contin_this_yr{2) 
act_insure_this_yr = (act_contin_this_yr{3] + act_contin_this_ yr{6) 
act_agency_this_yr = (act_contin_this_yr{4) 
act_comp_perp_this_yr = (act_contn_this_yr{5]) 
act_total_conun_this_yr = (act_contin_this_yr{7) 
act_elect_last_yr = (act_contin_last_yr{I} 
act_w_and_s last_yr = (act_contin_last_yr{2) 
act_insure_last_yr = (act_contin_last_yr{3] + act_contin_last_yr{[6) 
act_agency_last_yr = (act_contin_last_yr{4) 
act_comp_perp_last_yr = (act_contin_last_yr{5]} 
act_total_contn_last_yr = (act_contin_last_yr{7D 
wks act_equip_this_yr, b6!,\vpp\playis 
wks act_equip_last_yr, n6!,\vpp\playis 
wks act_uniforms_this_yr, b13,\vpp\playis 
wks act_uniforms_last_yr, n13,\vpp playis 
exp_equip = ((act_equip_last_yr / bud_equip_last_yr) * bud_equip_this_yr) 
exp_fringes = ((act_fringes_last_yr / bud_fringes_last_yr) * bud_fringes_this_yr) 
exp_salaries = ({act_salaries_last_yr / bud_salaries_last_yr) * bud_salanes_this_yr) 
exp_wages = ((act_wages_last_yr / bud_wages_last_yr) * bud_wages_this_yr) 
exp_total_personal = ((act_total_personal_last_yr / bud_total_personal_last_yr) * bud_total_personal_this_yr) 
exp_tele = ((act_tele_last_yr / bud_tele_last_yr) © bud_tele_this_yr) 
R_and M = ((act_R_and_M_last_yr / bud_R_and_M_last_yr) * bud_R_and_M_this_yr) 

exp_travel = ((act_travel_last_yr / bud_travel_last_yr) * bud_travel_this_yr) 
exp_contract_other = ({act_contract_other_last_yr / bud_contract_other_last_yr) * bud_contract_other_this_yr) 
exp_total_contract = ((act_total_contract_last_yr / bud_total_contract_last_yr) ° bud_total_contract_this_yr) 
exp_repair = ((act_repair_last_yr / bud_repair_last_yr) * bud_repair_this_yr) 
exp_s_and_m_other = ((act_s_and_m_other_last_yr / bud_s_and_ m_other_last_yr) * bud_s_and_m_other_this_yr) 
exp_total_s_ and_m = ((act_total_s_and_m_last_yr / bud_total_s_and_m_last_yr) * bud_total_s_and_m_this_yr) 
exp_elect = ((act_elect_last_yr / bud_elect_last_yr) ° bud_elect_this_yr) 
exp_w_and_s = ((act_w_and_s Jast_yr / bud_w_and_s _last_yr) * bud_w_and_s this yr) 
exp_agency = ((act_agency_last_yr / bud_agency_last_yr) * bud_agency_this_yr) 
exp_other_contin = ((act_comp_perp_last_yr / bud_contin_other_last_yr) ° bud_contin_other_this_yr) 
exp_insure = ((act_insure_last_yr / bud_insure_last_yr} * bud_insure_this_yr) 
exp_total_contin = ((act_total_contin_last_yr / bud_total_contin_last_yr) * bud_total_contin_this_yr) 
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exp_uniforms = ((act_uniforms_last_yr / bud_uniforms_last_yr) * bud_uniforms_this_yr) 
lb_fringes = (exp_fringes * (1 - (fringes_11/100))) 
ub_fringes = (exp_fringes * (1 + (fringes_ul/100))) 
lb_salaries = (exp_salaries * (1 - (salaries_I1/100))) 
ub_salaries = (exp_salaries * (1 + (salaries_ul/100))) 
Ib_wages = (exp_wages * (1 - (wages_1l/100))) 
ub_wages = (exp_wages * ([ + (wages_ul/100))) 
Ib_total_personal = (exp_total_personal * (1 - (total_personal_11/100))) 
ub_total_personal = (exp_total_personal * (1 + ({total_personal_ul/100))) 
Ib_tele = (exp_tele * (1 - (tele_11/100))) 
ub_tele = (exp_tele * (1 + (tele_ul/100))) 
Ib_R_and_ M = (exp_R_and_M “a - (R_and_M_11/100))) 
ub_ R._, and_ M = (exp_ R_ and_ M * (1 + (RL and_ M_ul/100))) 
lb travel = (exp_travel * (1 - ‘(ravel. I1/100))) 
ub_travel = (exp_travel * (1 + (travel —Ul/100))) 
lb_other_contract = (exp_contract_other * ae - (other_contract_II/100))) 
ub_ _other_ contract = (exp_ contract_ other * (1 + (other_contract_ul/100))) 
Ib total_contract = (exp_total_contract * (1 - (total_contract_11/100))) 
ub_total_contract = (exp_total_contract * (1 + (total_contract_ul/100))) 
lb_repair = (exp_repair ° (1 - (repair_ll/100))) 
ub_repair = (exp_repair * (1 + (repair_ul/100})) 
Ib_other_s_and_m = {exp_s_and_m_other * (I - (other_s_and_m_11/100))) 
ub_other_s_and_m = (exp_s_and_m_other * (1 + (other_s_and_m_ul/100))) 
Ib_total_s and_m = (exp_total_s_and_m “U - (total_s ~andn _1/100))) 
ub_total_s_and_m = (exp_total_ s_and_m°* (1 + (total_s_and_m_ul/100))) 
Ib_equip = (exp_equip * (1 - (equip_i/100))) 
ub_equip = (exp_equip * (1 + (equip_ul/i00))) 
lb_uruforms = {exp_uniforms * 0 - (uniforms_11/100))) 
ub, uniforms = (exp_uniforms * (1 + (uniforms_ul/!00))) 
Tb_ “elect = (exp_elect * ay ~ (elect_ll/100))) 

ub. elect = (exp_elect © (1 + (elect_ui/!00))) 
Ib_w_and_s = (exp_w_and_s * (1 - (w_and_s_1I/100))) 
ub_w_and_s = (exp_w_and_s * (1 + (w_and_s_ul/100))) 
lb_insure = (exp_insure * (1 - (insure_II/100))) 
ub_insure = (exp_insure * {] + (insure_ul/100))) 
Ib_agency = (exp_agency ° (1 - (agency_ll/100))) 
Ib_other_contin = (exp_other_contin ° (] - (other_contin_IIl/100))) 
ub_agency = (exp_agency * (1 + (agency_ul/100})}) 
ub_other_contn = (exp_other_contin * (1 + (other_contin_ul/]00))) 
Ib_total_contin = (exp_total_contin * (1 - (total_contin_!I/100))) 
ub_total_contin = (exp_total_contin * (1 + (total_contin_ul/100))) 
cost_expectations = found; 

Rule current_public_It_lb If other_rev_this_yr{1] < (1b{1]} Then public_rev_to_display = under 
find public_display; 

Rule current_public_gt_ub If other_rev_this_yr{!] > (ub{I]) Then public_rev_to_display = over 
find public_display, 

Rule current_public_w_in_bounds If other_rev_this_yr{1] > = (Ib{1) and 
other_rev_this_yr{1] < = (ub{1]) Then public_rev_to_display = within 
within_budget = public; 

Rule display_public_under If public_rev_to_display = under Then percent = (((ex{1] - other_rev_this_yr{l]} / ex{I}) * 100) 
color = 12 
format percent, 6.2 
display “The revenue collected from the public so far" 
display “this year is {percent} % less than expected. -” 

public_display = done; 

Rule display_public_over If public_rev_to_display = over Then percent = (((other_rev_this_yr{l]} - ex{1}) / ex{!D * 100) 
color = 10 
format percent, 6.2 
display “The revenue collected from the public so far” 

display “this year is {percent} % more than expected. ~” 

find s_f_s display, 

Rule current_s_f_s_gt_ub If other_rev_this_yr{2] > (ub{2]}) Then s_f_s rev_to_display = over 
find s_f_s_display, 

Rule current_s_f s_w_in_ bounds If other_rev_this_yr{2] > = (Ib{2} and 
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other_rev_this_yr{2] < = (ub[2]) Then s fs rev_to_display = within 
within_budget = stu_fac_staff, 

Rule display_s_f_s_under If s_f_s rev_to_display = under Then percent = {((ex{2] - other_rev_this_yr{2]) / ex{2}} * 100) 
format percent, 6.2 
color = 12 
display “The revenue collected from students, faculty, and staff so” 
display “far this year is {percent} % less than expected. ~° 
display * ” 
color = 15 
s_f{_s_ display = done; 

Rule display_s_f_s_over If s_f_s_rev_to_display = over Then percent = {((other_rev_this_yr[2] - ex{2)} / ex{2J) * 100) 
color = 10 
format percent, 6.2 
display “The revenue collected from students, faculty, and staff so” 
display "far this year is {percent}% more than expected. —” 
display * 
color = 15 
s_f{s_ display = done; 

Rule current_interdept_It_lb If other_rev_this_yr{3] < (ib{3]}) Then interdept_rev_to_display = under 
find interdept_display, 

Rule current_interdept_gt_ub If other_rev_this_yr{3] > (ub{3D Then interdept_rev_to_ display = over 
find interdept_display, 

Rule current_interdept_w_in_bounds If other_rev_this_yr{3] > = (Ib[3}) and 
other_rev_this_yr{3] < = (ub{3) Then interdept_ rev_to_display = within 
within budget = interdepartmental; 

Rule display_public_under If interdept_rev_to_display = under Then percent = ({(ex{3] - other_rev_this_yr{3]) / ex{3D * 100) 
format percent, 6.2 
color = 12 
display “The revenue collected from other departments so far" 
display “this year is (percent) % less than expected. — 
display * 
color = [5 
interdept_display = done; 

Rule interdept_public_over If interdept_rev_to_display = over Then percent = (((other_rev_this_yr{3] - ex{3}} / ex{3} * 100) 
color = [0 
format percent, 6.2 
display “The revenue collected from other departments so far" 
display "this year is {percent} % more than expected. — 
display ° 
color = I5 
interdept_display = done; 

Rule music_public_It_lb If other_rev_this_yr[4] < (1b(4) Then music_rev_to_display = under 
find music_display; 

Rule current_music_gt_ub If other_rev_this_yr{4] > (ub(4J} Then music_rev_to_display = over 
find music_display, 

Rule current_music_w_in_bounds If other_rev_this_yr{4] > = (lb(4}) and 
other_rev_this_yr{4] < = (ub[4]) Then music_rev_to_display = within 
within _budget = music; 

Rule display_music_under If music_rev_to_display = under Then percent = (((ex{4] - other_rev_this_yr{4]} / ex{4}) * 100) 
color = 12 
format percent, 6.2 
display “The revenue collected from the music department so far" 

display “this year 1s {percent} % Jess than expected. — 

music_display = done; 

Rule display_music_over If music_rev_to display = = over Then percent = (({other_rev_this_yr{4] - ex{4]} / ex{4) * 100) 
color = 10 
format percent, 6.2 
display “The revenue collected from the music department so far’ 
display “this year is {percent} % more than expected. — 
display ” 
color = 15 
music_display = done; 

Rule current_state_1t_Ib If other_rev_this_yr{5] < (1b(5]) Them state_rev_to_display = under 
find state_display; 
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Rule current_state_gt_ub If other_rev_this_yr[5] > (ub[5P) Then state_rev_to_display = over 
find state_display; 

Rule current_state_w_in_bounds If other_rev_this_yr{5] > = (lb{5) and 
other_rev_this_yr{5] < = (ub{5]) Then state_rev_to_display = within 
within_budget = state; 

Rule display_state_under If state_rev_to_display = under Then percent = (((ex{5] - other_rev_this_yr{S]}} / ex{5P) * 100) 
format percent, 6.2 
color = 12 
display “The revenue collected from state related activities so far” 
display “this year is {percent} % less than expected. —” 
display * ° 
color = 15 
state_display = done; 

Rule display_state_over If state_rev_to_display = over Then percent = (((other_rev_this_yr{5] - ex{5]} / ex{5) * 100) 
color = 10 
format percent, 6.2 
display “The revenue collected from state related activities so far’ 
display “this year is (percent}% more than expected. —* 
display °° 
color = 15 
state_display = done; 

Rule current_mil_|t_lb If mil_rev_this_yr < (lb_mil) Then mil_rev_to_dispiay = under 
find mil_display,; 

Rule current_mil_gt_ub If mil_rev_this_yr > (ub_mil) Then mil_rev_to_display = over 
find mil_display; 

Rule current_mil_w_in_bounds If mil_rev_this_yr > = (Ib_mil)} and 
mil_rev_this yr < = (ub_mil) Then mil_rev_to_display = within 
within_budget = the_corps; 

Rule display_mil_under [f mil_rev_to_display = under Then percent = (((mil_rev_exp - mil_rev_this_yr) / mil_rev_exp) * 100) 
format percent, 6.2 
color = 12 
display °° 
display “The revenue collected from the corps so far’ 
display “this year is {percent} % less than expected. —” 
display “ * 
color = 15 
mil_display = done, 

Rule display_mil_over If mil_rev_to_display = over Then percent = (((mil_rev_this_yr - mil_rev_exp) / mil_rev_exp} * 100) 
format percent, 6.2 
color = 10 
display °° 
display “The revenue collected from the corps so far” 
display “this year is {percent} % more than expected. ~’ 
display ° * 
color = 15 
mil_display = done; 

Rule none_w_in_budget If within_budget = unknown Then within_rev_to_display = found; 

Rule display_those_w_in_budget If todo = budget_analysis Then within_rev_to_dispiay = found 
display °° 
color = 14 
display “The following revenue categories are within budget’ 
display “{ within_budget)° 

color = [5 
#, 

display” —*: 

‘statements block 

ask todo: "What would you like to do? Answer /Q when finished’; choices todo: Enter_new_data, graphics, budget_analysis, 
ratio_analysis, what-if_analysis, 

ask change_limits: "Would you like to change any of these ranges for the revenue categories?"; choices change_limits: no, yes; 

ask change_limits_costs: "Would you like to change any of these ranges for the expense categories?"; choices change_limits_costs: no,yes, 

ask which_rev_limits:; “Which revenue limits would you like to change?’; choices which_rev_limits: military, public, stu_fac_staff, 
interdepartmental,music_dept, state_related; 

ask which_cost_limits: “Which expense category limits would you like to change?’; choices which_cost_limits: equipment, uniforms, per- 
sonal, contractual, supplies_matenals, continuous; 
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ask military_ll: “Please do not use decimals.’; ask military_ul: “Please do not use decimals.*; 

range military_Il: 1,100, range military_ul: 1,100; 

ask s f_s_ul: “*; ask s_f_s ll: °’5 

range s_f_s ll: 1,100; range s_f_s_ul: 1,100, 

ask public_ul: °°; ask public]: °’; 

range public_Il: 1,100; range public_ul: 1,100; 

ask interdept_ul: °"; ask interdept_ll: °*5 

range interdept_ll: 1,100; range interdept_ul: 1,100; 

ask music_ul: °°; ask music_Hl: °’; 

range music_ll: 1,100; range music_ul: 1,100; 

ask state_ul: “*; ask state_Il: °°; 

range state_ll: 1,100; range state_ul: 1,100; 

ask equip_lk °*; ask equip_ul: °*; 

range equip_Il: 1,100; range equip_ul: 1,100; 

ask uniforms_ll: °"; ask uniforms_ul: °*; 

range uniforms_ll: 1,100, range uniforms_ul: 1,100, 

ask total_personal_ll: °°; ask total_personal_ul: °"; 

range total_personal_lIl: 1,100; range total_personal_ul: 1,100; 

ask total_contract_ll: °°; ask total_contract_ul: °*; : 

range total_contract_ll: 1,100; range total_contract_ul: 1,100, 

ask total_s_and_m_ll: °*; ask total_s_ and m_ul: °’; 

range total_s_and_m_ll: 1,100, range total_s_and_m_ul: 1,100, 

ask total_contin_Il: °*; ask total_contin_ul: °*; 

range total_contin_ll: 1,100; range total_contin_ul: 1,100; 

ask resp_rev_mkt_segments: “input adds up to ${diff}.’; choices resp_rev_mkt_segments: military, public, stu_fac_staff, interdepartmental, 
music_dept, state_related; 

ask resp_rev_mkt_segments_|: “input adds up to ${diff}.°; choices resp_rev_mkt_segments_!: military, public, stu_fac_staff, interdepart- 
mental, music_dept, state_related; 

ask mil_exp_inc_h: “How much is military revenue expected to increase?’; range mil_exp_inc_h: 0,1000000, 

ask mil_exp_inc_l: "How much is military revenue expected to decrease?"; range mil_exp_inc_|: 0,1000000, 

ask public_exp_inc_h: “How much is public revenue expected to increase?"; range public_exp_inc_h: 0,1000000, 

ask s_f_s_exp_inc_h: “How much is student/faculty/staff revenue expected to increase?’; range s_f_s_exp_inc_h: 0,1000000; 

ask interdept_exp_inc_h: “How much is interdepartmental revenue expected to increase?"; range interdept_exp_inc_h: 0,1000000, 

ask music_exp_inc_h: “How much is music department revenue expected to increase?"; range music_exp_inc_h: 0,1000000; 

ask state_exp_inc_h: “How much is state related revenue expected to increase?’, range state_exp_inc_h: 0,1000000; 

ask public_exp_inc_l: “How much is public revenue expected to decrease?”; range public_exp_inc_l: 0,1000000; 

ask s_f s_exp_inc_l: “How much is student/faculty/staff revenue expected to decrease?”; range s_f_s_exp_inc_l: 0,1000000, 

ask interdept_exp_inc_1: "How much is interdepartmental revenue expected to decrease?", range interdept_exp_inc_I: 0,1000000; 

ask music_exp_inc_l: “How much is music department revenue expected to decrease?’; range music_exp_inc_1: 0,1000000, 
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ask state_exp_inc_l: “How much is state related revenue expected to decrease?”, range state_exp_inc_I: 0,1000000; 

plural: within_budget, over_budget, under_budget, which_rev_limits, resp_rev_mkt_segments, resp_rev_mkt_segments_}, plural:exp_inc, Il, 
ul,lb,ub,ex,other_rev_last_yr,bud personal; plural:bud_contract, bud_s_and_m, bud_contn_this_yr,act_personal, | act_contract, 
plural:act_s_and_m, act_contn, which_cost_limits,under_!b_personal; plural:over_ub_personal, w_in_personal, 
over_ub_contract,under_lb_contract, plural: w_in_contract,over_ub_contin, under_Ib_contin, w_in_contin; 
plural: w_in_s_and_m,over_ub_s_and_m, under_lb_s_and_m; 

bkcolor = 1; 
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B.9 TREND 

execute; endoff, runtime; 

actions color = 15 todo = trend_statements find trend_display find get_data locate 18,25 display “Press any key to continue—” !find 
which_stmt cls whileknown which_stmt 

find which_stmt 
reset what_next 
reset stmt_number 
reset which_stmt 
els 
find which_stmt end ; 

Rule trend_display If todo = trend_statements Then color = 11 
trend_display = found 
locate 2,30 display "TREND STATEMENTS?’ locate 5,6 display “Trend statements are the financial statements of several years,” dis- 

play “expressed as percentages of one of those years. For purposes of this” display “analysis, the base year chosen is the first year in the 
series. For each’ display “year, the dollar value of each item is divided by the dollar value of the” display “corresponding item in the base 
year. This results in a value which is in” display “terms of the percentage of the base year. From these statements, trends’ display “over 
time can be seen. For the statements which follow, any trend of more’ display “than 5% increase per year in expenses or 5% decrease per 
year in revenues’ display “is displayed in red. Likewise, any trend of more than 5% increase per ” display “year in revenue or 5% decrease 
per year in cost is displayed in yellow.” display “Processing is currently in progress, you will be instructed when to” display “continue.”; 

Rule get_necessary_data If get_data = unknown Then get_data = found 
wks bs_this,b1..b14,\vpp'playabbs 
wks bs_last,cl..cl4,\vppiplayabbs 
wks bs_2_ago,d!..d14,\vpp'playabbs 
wks is_this,b1..b76,\vpp\playabis 
wks is_last,cl..c?76,\vppiplayabis 
wks is_2_ago,d1..d76,\vpp\playabis 
wks uniforms,b10..d10,\vpp\playcbis 
wks act_equip,b55..d55,\vpp\playcbis 
wks cbis_oper_exp,b56..d56,\vpp\playcbis 
wks cbis_net_income,b57..¢57,\vppiplaycbis 
cash_oper_exp_this = (cbis_oper_exp{1] 
cash_oper_exp_last = (cbis_oper_exp{2]) 
cash_oper_exp_2 = (cbis_oper_exp{3]) 
cash_net_income_this = (cbis_net_income{1]} 
cash_net_income_last = (cbis_net_income{2]) 
cash_net_income_2 = (cbis_net_income(3D 
t_cash_exp_this = (cash_oper_exp_this + act_unif_this) 
t_cash_exp_last = (cash_oper_exp_last + act_unif_last) 
t_cash_exp_2 = (cash_oper_exp_2 + act_unif_2) 
act_unif_this = (uniforms{1]}) 
act_unif_last = {uniforms[2) 
act_unif_2 = (uniforms{3p 
act_equip_this = (act_equipf{1)) 
act_equip_last = (act_equip{2]) 
act_equip_2 = (act_equp{3)) 
current_year = (bs_this{1)) 
last_year = (current_year - 1) 
year_2_ago = (current_year - 2) 
total_inv = (bs_this{7)) 
last_yr_inventory = (os_last{7) 
inv_2_ago = (bs_2_ago{7D) 
new_due_to = (bs_this{12) 
last_yr_due_to = (bs_last{12]) 
due_to_2_ago = (bs_2_ago{12)) 
reserves_this = (bs_this{13]) 
reserves_last = (bs_lasd{ 13) 
reserves_2 = (bs_2_ago{13) 

t_assets_this = (bs_this(9) 
tLassets_last = (bs_last{9) 
t_assets_2 = (bs_2_ago{9) 
net_income = (is_this([65) 
net_income_last = (is _last(65) 
het_income_2 = (is_2_ago[65) 
total_current_value = (bs_this{8]) 
last_yr_equip_value = ({bs_last(8]) 
equip_2_ago = (bs_2_ago{8]) 
t_mil_rev = {is this(9) 
mil_rev_last = (is_last{9}) 
mil_rev_2 = (is_2 ago(9) 
t_expenses = {is _this{15]) + is_this{64) 
cost_uniforms_ this = (is_this{15) 
cost_uniforms_last = (is_last{15} 
cost_uniforms_2 = (is_2_agof{15]) 
total_oper_exp_last = (is_last{64) 
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total_oper_exp_2 = (is_2_ago[64)) 
t_expenses_last = (total_oper_exp_last + cost_uniforms_last) 
t_expenses_2 = (total_oper_exp_2 + cost_uniforms_2) 
t_other_rev = (is_this{24]) 
other_rev_last = (is_last{24]) 
other_rev_2 = (is_2_agof{24)) 
t_rev_this = (t_mil_rev + t_other_rev) 
t_rev_last = (mil_rev_last + other_rev_last) 
t_rev_2 = (mil_rev_2 + other_rev_2) 
t_personal = (is_this{36]} 
personal_last = (is_ltast{36]) 
personal _2 = (is_2_ago[36) 
contract_this = (is_this{/47]) 
contract_last = (is_last{47]) 
contract_2 = {is_2_ago[47) 
s_.& m_this = (is this(54f) 
s_&_m_last = (is_last{54]) 
s_&_m_2 = (is_2_ago[54) 
contin_this = (is_this(62]) 
contn_last = (is_last{62]) 
contin,2 = (is_2_ago[62)) 
deprec_this = (is_this[63]) 
deprec_last = (is_last{63]) 
deprec_2 = (is_2_ago[63)) 
public_rev_this = (is_this(19)) 
s_f_s rev_this = (is_this[20]) 
interdept_rev_this = (is_this{2I) 
music_rev_ths = (is_this({22]) 
state_rev_this = (is_this{23)) 
public_rev_last = (is_last{19} 
s_f_s rev_last = (is_lasy{20) 
interdept_rev_last = (is_last{2I) 
music_rev_last = (is_last{22]} 
state_rev_last = (is_last{23]) 
public_rev_2 = (is_2_ago{19]} 
s_f{_s_rev_2 = (is_2_ago[20) 
interdept_rev_2 = (is_2_ago{2I} 
music_rev_2 = (is_2_ago[22]) 
State_rev_2 = (is_2_ago{23]} 
corps_cost_this = (is_this(68]) 
public_cost_this = (is_this{70)) 
s_f_s_cost_this = (is_this{71} 
interdept_cost_this = (is_this{72] 
music_cost_this = (is_this{73]) 
state_cost_this = (is_this{74f) 
corps_cost_last = (is_last{68) 
public_cost_last = (is_last{70)) 
s_f_s_cost_last = {is last{71f 
interdept_cost_last = (is_last(72) 
music_cost_last = (is_last{73D 
state_cost_last = (is_last{74]} 
corps_cost_2 = (is_2_ago[68]) 
public_cost_2 = {is_2_ago{70) 
s fs _cost_2 = {is_2 agol7i} 
interdept_cost_2 = (1s_2_ago{72) 
music_cost_2 = (is_2_ago{73]) 
State_cost_2 = (is_2_ago[74) 
reset bs_this 
reset bs_last 
reset bs_2_ago 
reset is_this 
reset is_last 
reset is_2_ago 
reset uniforms 
reset act_equip; 

Rule display_for_which_stmt If todo = trend_statements Then cls 
color = 1] 
locate 3,15 
display “Select the number corresponding to the trend" 
locate 4,15 
display “statements which would like to see.” 
locate 7,20 
display “1 accrual based income statements” 
locate 9,20 
display “2 cash based income statements” 
locate 11,20 
display “3 balance sheets” 
locate 13,20 
display “4 market segment revenues and expenses” 
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locate 15,20 
display "5 exit to main menu” 
find stmt_number 
which_stmt = found 
find what_next, 

Rule do_abis If stmt_number = 1 then which_stmt = abis 
what_next = abis 
cls 
color = 11 
locate 0,8 display "TREND STATEMENTS FOR CONDENSED ACCRUAL BASED INCOME STATEMENTS’ locate 2,60 dis- 

play "{current_year}” locate 2,50 display “{last_year)” locate 2,40 display “{year_2_ago)}” locate 3,3 display “Revenue” locate 4,6 display 
Corps” locate 5,6 display “Public” locate 6,6 display “Student/Faculty/Staff locate 7,6 display “Interdepartmental” locate 8,6 display 
“Music Department” locate 9,6 display “State Related” locate 10,9 display “Total Revenue” locate 11,3 display “Expenses” locate 12,6 dis- 
play “Cost of Uniforms Issued’ locate 13,6 display “Personal” locate !4,6 display “Contractual” locate 15,6 display “Supplies & Materials” 
locate 16,6 display “Continuous” locate 17,6 display “Depreciation” locate 18,9 display “Total Expenses” locate [9,3 display “Net Income 
from Operations” 

find abis_corps 
find abis_pub 
find abis_s f_s 
find abis_interdept 
find abis_music 
find abis_state 
find abis_t_rev 
find abis_uniforms 
find abis_personal 
find abis_contract 
find abis_s_&_m 
find abis_contn 
find abis_deprec 
find abis_t exp 
find abis_m 
reset abis_corps 
reset abis_pub 
reset abis_s f_s 
reset abis_interdept 
reset abis_ music 
reset abis_state 
reset abis_t_rev 
reset abis_uniforms 
reset abis_personal 
reset abis_contract 
reset abis_s_ & m 
reset abis_contin 
reset abis_deprec 
reset abis_t_exp 
reset abis_m; 

Rule do_chbis If sumt_number = 2 then which_stmt = cbis 
what_next = chbis 
cls 
color = [1 
locate 0,)0 display "TREND STATEMENTS FOR CONDENSED CASH BASED INCOME STATEMENTS’ locate 2,60 display 

“{current_year}” locate 2,50 display “{last_year}” locate 2,40 display “{year_2_ago)}” locate 3,3 display “Revenue” locate 4,6 display “Corps” 
locate 5,6 display “Public” locate 6,6 display "Student/Faculty/Staff” locate 7,6 display ‘Interdepartmental’ locate 8,6 display “Music De- 
partment’ locate 9,6 display “State Related” locate 10,9 display “Total Revenue’ locate 11,3 display “Expenses” locate 12,6 display “Uni- 
forms Purchases” locate 13,6 display “Personal” locate 14,6 display “Contractual” locate 15,6 display “Supplies & Materials” locate 16,6 
display “Continuous” locate 17,6 display “Equipment” locate 18,9 display “Total Expenses” locate 19,3 display “Net Income from Oper- 
ations” 

find abis_corps 
find abis_pub 
find abis_s fs 
find abis_interdept 
find abis_music 
find abis_state 
find abis_t_rev 
find cbis_uniforms 
find abis_personal 
find abis_contract 
find abis_s & m 
find abis_contn 
find chis_equip 
find cbis_t_exp 
find cbis_m 
reset abis_corps 
reset abis_pub 
reset abis_s fs 
reset abis_interdept 
reset abis_music 
reset abis_state 
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reset abis_t_rev 
reset cbis_uniforms 
reset abis_personal 
reset abis_contract 
reset abis_s_&_m 
reset abis_contin 
reset cbis_equip 
reset cbis_t_exp 
reset chis_ni; 

Rule do_bs If stmt_number = 3 Then which_stmt = bs 
what_next = bs 
cls 
color = 11 
locate 2,23 display "TREND STATEMENTS FOR BALANCE SHEETS" locate 4,65 display °{current_year}” locate 4,55 display 

*{last_year)” locate 4,45 display “(year_2_ago)” locate 6,3 display “Current Assets” locate 7,6 display “Inventory” locate 8,3 display “Long 
Term Assets” locate 9,6 display “Equipment* locate 10,9 display “Total Assets” locate 12,3 display “Liabilities & Capital’ locate 13,6 dis- 
play “Cash Basis Loan from ° locate 14,8 display “other Audliaries” locate 15,6 display “Equity -- Reserves” locate 16,9 display “Total 
Liabilities & Captital’ 

find bs_inventory 
find bs_equipment 
find bs_total_assets 
find bs_due_from 
find bs_reserves 
reset bs_inventory 
reset bs_equipment 
reset bs_total_assets 
reset bs_due_from 
reset bs_reserves; 

Rule do_mkt_seg If stmt_number = 4 then which_stmt = mkt_seg 
what_next = mkt_seg 
cls 
color = 1] 
locate 0,12 display “TREND STATEMENTS FOR MARKET SEGMENT REVENUES & EXPENSES" locate 2,60 display 

*{current_year}” locate 2,50 display “{last_year}” locate 2,40 display “{year_2_ago}° locate 3,3 display “Revenues” locate 5,6 display 
“Corps” locate 6,6 display “Public” locate 7,6 display “Students;Faculty/Staff locate 8,6 display “Interdepartmental” locate 9,6 display 
“Music Department” locate 10,6 display “State Related ” locate 12,3 display “Expenses” locate !4,6 display “Corps” locate 15,6 display 
“Public” locate 16,6 display “Students/Faculty/StafM™ locate 17,6 display “Interdepartmental” locate 18,6 display “Music Department” locate 
19,6 display “State Related’ 

find abis_corps 
find abis_pub 
find abis_s_f_s 
find abis_interdept 
find abis_music 
find abis_state 
find seg_corps_cost 
find seg_public_cost 
find seg_s_f_s_cost 
find seg_interdept_cost 
find seg_music_cost 
find seg_state_cost 
reset abis_corps 
reset abis_pub 
reset abis_s_f_s 
reset abis_interdept 
reset abis_music 
reset abis_state 
reset seg_corps_cost 
reset seg public_cost 
reset seg_s_f_s_cost 
reset seg_interdept_cost 
reset seg_music_cost 
Feset seg state_cost 
find rev_minus_exp_display; 

Rule do_mkt_seg If stmt_number = 4 then rev_minus_exp_display = found 
cls 
color = {I 
locate 3,30 display "TREND STATEMENTS FOR’ locate 4,21 display "MARKET SEGMENT REVENUES MINUS EXPENSES’ 

locate 7,56 display “{current_year}” locate 7,46 display “{last_year)” locate 7,36 display “{year_2_ago}" locate 9,6 display “Corps” locate 
10,6 display “Public” locate 11,6 display “Students/FacultyStaff locate 12,6 display “Interdepartmental” locate 13,6 display “Music De- 
partment” locate 14,6 display “State Related ° 

find corps_diff 
find public_ diff 
find s f_s_ diff 
find interdept_diff 
find music_diff 
find state_diff 
reset corps_diff 
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reset pub_diff 
reset s_f_s diff 
reset interdept_dilf 
reset music_diff 
reset state_diff 
find display_for_neg; 

Rule exit_this_kbs If stmt_number = 5 Then which_stmt = doesnt_matter 
what_next = return 
color = 15 
chain npts; 

Rule display_abis_ corps If todo = trend_statements Then abis_corps = found 
trend_mil_rev_last = (mil_rev_last / mil_rev_2) 
trend_mil_rev_this = (t_mil_rev / mil_rev_2) 
x = (trend_mul_rev_last} 
y = (trend_mil_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 4,60 
format trend_mil_rev_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_mil_rev_this}’ 
locate 4,50 
format trend_mil_rev_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_mul_rev_last}’ 
locate 4,40 
display “1.00” 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis_public If todo = trend_statements Then abis_pub = found 
trend_pub_rev_last = (public_rev_last / public_rev_2) 
trend_pub_rev_this = (public_rev_this / public_rev_2) 
x = (trend_pub_rev_last) 
y = (trend_pub_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 5,60 
format trend_pub_rev_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_pub_rev_this)}’ 
locate 5,50 
format trend_pub_rev_Jast, 5.2 
display “{trend_pub_rev_last}’ 
locate 5,40 
display °1.00° 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis_s f_s If todo = trend_statements Then abis_s fs = found 
trend_s fs rev_last = (s fs rev_last /s_f $s rev_2) 

trend_s_f s_rev_this = (s_f_s_rev_this /s_f_s rev_2) 
x = (trend_s fs rev_last) 
y = (trend_s fs rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 6,60 
format trend_s_f_s_rev_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_s_f_s_rev_this}° 
locate 6,50 
format trend_s_f_s_rev_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_s_f_s_rev_last}° 
locate 6,40 
display °1.00° 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis_interdept If todo = trend_statements Then abis_interdept = found 
trend_interdept_rev_last = (interdept_rev_last / interdept_rev_2) 
trend_interdept_rev_this = (interdept_rev_this / interdept_rev_2) 
x = (trend_interdept_rev_last) 
y = (trend_interdept_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 7,60 
format trend_interdept_rev_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_interdept_rev_this}° 
locate 7,50 
format trend_interdept_rev_last, 5.2 
display *{trend_interdept_rev_last}* 
locate 7,40 
display °1.00° 
reset rev_color; 

Rule display_abis_music If todo = trend_statements Then abis_music = found 
trend_music_rev_last = (music_rev_last / music_rev_2) 
trend_music_rev_this = (music_rev_this / music_rev_2) 
X = (trend_music_rev_last) 
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y = (trend_music_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 8,60 
format trend_music_rev_this, 5.2 
display *{trend_music_rev_this}*” 
locate 8,50 
format trend_music_rev_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_music_rev_last}” 
locate 8,40 
display “!.00° 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis_state If todo = trend_statements Then abis_state = found 
trend_state_rev_last = (state_rev_last / state_rev_2) 
trend_state_rev_this = (state_rev_this / state_rev_2) 
x = (trend_state_rev_last) 
y = (trend_state_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 9,60 
format trend_state_rev_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_state_rev_this)° 
locate 9,50 
format trend_state_rev_last, §.2 
display *{trend_state_rev_last}” 
locate 9,40 
display °1.00° 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis_t_rev If todo = trend_statements Then abis_t_rev = found 
trend_t_rev_! last = (t_rev_last / t_rev_2) 
trend | “tt rev this = (t_rev_this / t_rev_2) 
x = (trend _ ‘t _rev_last) 
y= (trend_t_rev_this) 
find rev_color 

. locate 10,60 
format trend_t_rev_this, 5.2 
display *{trend_t_rev_this}’ 
locate 10,50 
format trend_t_rev_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_t_rev_last}° 
locate 10,40 
display “1.00° 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis_cost_uniforms_issued If todo = trend_statements Then abis_uniforms = found 
trend_uniforms_last = (cost_uniforms_last / cost_uniforms_2) 
trend_ "uniforms this = (cost_ uniforms_| this / cost uniforms _ _2) 
x = (trend_uniforms _last) 
y = (trend_uniforms_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 12,60 
format trend_uniforms_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_uniforms_this}’ 
locate 12,50 
format trend_uniforms_last, 5.2 
display “(trend_uniforms_last}° 
locate 12,40 
display “}.00° 
reset cost_color; 

Rule display_cbis_cost_uniforms_issued If sunt_number = 2 Then cbis_uniforms = found 
trend _uniforms_ last_ c= (act_ unif last / act_ unif_2) 
trend ~uniforms_ “this _c = (act_unif this / act _unif_ 2) 
x= (trend_ uniforms | last_c) 
y = (trend_uniforms_this_c) 
find cost_color 
locate 12,60 
format trend_uniforms_this_c, 5.2 
display “{trend_uniforms_this_¢}‘ 
locate 12,50 
format trend_uniforms_last_c, 5.2 
display “{trend_uniforms_last_c}’ 
locate 12,40 
display “1.00° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_abis_personal If todo = trend_statements Then abis_personal = found 
trend_personal_last = (personal_last / personal_2) 
trend_personal_this = (t_personal / personal_2) 
x = (trend_personal_last)  - 
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y = (trend_personal_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 13,60 
format trend_personal_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_personal_this}° 
locate 13,50 
format trend_personal_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_personal_last}° 
locate 13,40 
display °1.00° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_abis_contractual If todo = trend_statements Then abis_contract = found 
trend_contract_last = (contract_last / contract _2) 

trend _contract_ “this = {contract_this / contract_2) 
x = (trend_contract_last) 
y = (trend_contract_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 14,60 
format trend_contract_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_contract_this}” 
locate 14,50 
format trend_contract_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_contract_last}” 
locate 14,40 
display “1.00° 
reset cost_color, 

ts Then abis_s & m = found 

y = (trend_s_ & m_ 
find cost_color 
locate 15,60 
format trend_s_ &_ 
display "{trend_ s_. 
locate 15,50 
format trend_s_&_ 

display “{trend_s_ 
locate 15,40 
display °1.00° 
reset cost_color, 

3 B 
a
 

Rule display_abis_continuous If todo = trend_statements Then abis_contin = found 
trend_contn_ last = {contin_last / contin _2) 
trend contn_ “this = (contin_this / contin_2) 

= (trend_: contin_last) 
y = (trend_contin_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 16,60 
format trend_contin_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_contin_this)* 
locate 16,50 
format trend_contin_last, 5.2 
display °{trend_contin_last}” 
locate 16,40 
display “1.00° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule dispiay_abis_depreciation If todo = trend_statements Then abis_deprec = found 
trend_deprec_last = (deprec_last / deprec_2) 
trend_deprec_this = (deprec_this / deprec_2) 
x = (trend_deprec_last) 
y = (trend_deprec_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 17,60 
format trend_deprec_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_deprec_this}” 
locate 17,50 
format trend_deprec_last, 5.2 
display °{trend_deprec_last}” 
locate 17,40 
display °1.00° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_cbis_equipment If todo = trend_statements Then chis_equip = found 
trend_equip_last = (act_equip_last / act_equip_2) 
trend_equip_this = {act_equip_this / act_equip_2) 
x = (trend_equip_last) 
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y = (trend_equip_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 17,60 
format trend_equip_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_equip_this}” 
locate 17,50 
format trend_equip_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_equip_last}” 
locate 17,40 
display 1.00" 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_abis_t_expenses If todo = trend_statements Then abis_t_exp = found 
trend_t_expenses_last = (t_expenses_last / t_expenses_2) 
trend_t_expenses_this = (t_expenses / t_expenses_2) 
x = (trend_t_expenses_last) 
y = (trend_t_expenses_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 18,60 
format trend_t_expenses_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_t_expenses_this}” 
locate 18,50 
format trend_t_expenses_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_t_expenses_last}’ 
locate 18,40 
display *1.00° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_cbis_t_expenses If todo = trend_statements Then cbis_t_exp = found 
trend_t_expenses_last_c = (t_cash_exp_last / t_cash_exp_2) 
trend_t_expenses_this_c = (t_cash_exp_this / t_cash_exp_2) 
x = (trend_t_expenses_last_c) 
y = (trend_t_expenses_this_c) 
find cost_color 
locate 18,60 
format trend_t_expenses_this_c, 5.2 
display “{trend_t_expenses_this_c}° 
locate 18,50 
format trend_t_expenses_last_c, 5.2 
display “{trend_t_expenses_last_c}° 
locate 18,40 
display "1.00° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_abis_net_income If todo = trend_statements Then abis_ni = found 
trend_net_income_last = (net_income_last / net_income_2) 
trend_net_income_this = (net_income / net_income_2) 
x = (trend_net_income_last) 
y = (trend_net_income_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 19,60 
format trend_net_income_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_net_income_this)’ 
locate 19,50 
format trend_net_income_last, 5.2 
display °{trend_net_income_last}“ 
find is_it_neg ! find neg_base 
locate 19,40 
reset rev_color 
find rev_color 
display 71.00-" 
reset rev_color 
reset is_it_neg, 

Rule display_that_ni_base_yr_neg 

If net_income_2 < 0 

Then neg_base = found 

locate 8,68 
display “note: the’ 
locate 9,68 
display “net income” 
locate 10,68 
display “for the ° 
locate 11,68 
display “base year” 
locate 12,68 
display “was” 
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locate 13,68 
display “negative’; 

Rule display_cbis_net_income If todo = trend_statements Then cbis_ni = found 
trend_net_income_last_c = (cash_net_income_last / cash_net_income_2) 
trend_net_income_this_c = (cash_net_income_this / cash_net_income_2) 
xX = (trend_net_income_last_c) 
y = (trend_net_income_this_c) 
find rev_color 
locate 19,60 
format trend_net_income_this_c, 5.2 
display “{trend_net_income_this_c}* 
locate 19,50 
format trend_net_income_last_c, 5.2 
display “{trend_net_income_last_c)}’ 
find is_it_neg_c 

! find neg_base_¢ 
locate 19,40 
reset rev_color 
find rev_color 
display “1.00—" 
reset rev_color 
reset is_it_neg_¢; 

Rule display_that_ni_base_yr_neg 

If cash_net_income_2 < 0 

Then neg_base_c = found 

locate 8,68 
display “note: the” 
locate 9,68 
display “net income’ 
locate 10,68 
display “for the ” 
locate 11,68 
display “base year’ 
locate 12,68 
display “was” 
locate 13,68 
display “negative”; 

Rule is_net_income_negative If net_income < = 0 and 
net_income_last < = 0 and 
net_income_2 < = 0 and 
x > 1.05 and 
y > 1.1025 Then locate 8,68 
color = 15 
display “** note ° 
locate 9,68 
display “that it is” 
locate 10,68 
display “increasing” 
locate 11,68 
display “in the ° 
locate 12,68 
display ‘negative’ 
locate 13,68 
display “direction’ 
locate 19,66 
display “**’ 
color = 12 "2 
locate 19,60 this was all added 
format trend_net_income_this, 5.2 
display "{trend_net_income_this}° 
locate 19,50 
format trend_net_income_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_net_income_last)” 
locate 19,40 
display “1.00 7° Hy 
is_it_neg = no; 

Rule is_net_income_negative If cash_net_income_this < = 0 and 
cash_net_income_last < = 0 and 
cash_net_income_2 < = 0 and 
x > 1.05 and 
y > 1.1025 Then locate 8,68 
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color = 15 
display “** note 
locate 9,68 
display “that it is” 
locate 10,68 
display “increasing” 
locate 11,68 
display “in the ” 
locate 12,68 
display “negative” 
locate 13,68 
display ‘direction’ 
locate 19,66 
display “**” 
color = 12 
locate 19,60 
format trend_net_income_this_c, 5.2 
display “{trend_net_income_this_c}* 
locate 19,50 
format trend_net_income_last_c, 5.2 
display “{trend_net_income_last_c)* 
locate 19,40 
display “1.00 -° 

is_it neg ¢ = no; 

Rule display_bs_inventory If todo = trend_statements Then bs_inventory = found 
trend_inv_rev_last = (last_yr_inventory / inv_2_ago) 
trend_inv_rev_this = (total_inv / inv_2_ago) 
x = (trend_inv_rev_last) 
y = (trend_inv_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 7,65 
format trend_inv_rev_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_inv_rev_this}° 
locate 7,55 
format trend_inv_rev_last, 5.2 
display “(trend_inv_rev_last}” 
locate 7,45 
display °1.00° 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_bs_equipment If todo = trend_statements Then bs_equipment = found 
trend_equip_last = (last_yr_equip_value / equip_2_ago) 
trend_equip_this = (total_current_value / equip_2_ago) 
x = (trend_equip_ last) 
y = (trend_equip_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 9,65 
format trend_equip_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_equip_this}” 
locate 9,55 
format trend_equip_last, 5.2 
display “(trend_equip_last}” 
locate 9,45 
display “!.00° 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_bs_due_to_other_ae If todo = trend_statements Then bs_due_from = found 
trend_due_rev_last = (last_yr_due_to / due_to_2_ago) 
trend_due_rev_this = (new_due_to / due_to_2_ago) 
x = (trend_due_rev_last} 
y = (trend_due_rev_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 14,65 
format trend_due_rev_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_due_rev_this}° 
locate 14,55 
format trend_due_rev_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_due_rev_last}* 
locate 14,45 
display “1.00” 
reset cost_color; 

Rule display_bs_reserves If todo = trend_statements Then bs_reserves = found 
trend_reserves_last = (reserves_last / reserves_2) 
trend_reserves_this = (reserves_this / reserves_2) 
x = (trend_reserves_last) 
y = (trend_reserves_this) 
find rev_color 
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locate 15,65 
format trend_reserves_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_reserves_this}° 
locate 15,55 
format trend_reserves_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_reserves_last}” 
locate 15,45 
display “1.00—" 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_bs_totals If todo = trend_statements Then bs_total_assets = found 
trend_totals_last = (t_assets_last / t_assets_2) 
trend_totals_this = (t_assets_this / t_assets_2) 
x = (trend_totals_last) 
y = (trend_totals_ this) 
color = I| 
locate 10,65 
format trend_totals_ this, 5.2 
display “{trend_totals_this}° 
locate 10,55 
format trend_totals last, 5.2 
display “{trend_totals_last}° 
Jocate 10,45 
display “§.00° 
locate 16,65 
format trend_totals_ this, 5.2 
display “{trend_totals_this}” 
locate 16,55 
format trend_totals_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_totals_last}’ 
locate 16,45 
display °1.00", 

Rule display_seg_corps_cost If todo = trend_statements Then seg_corps_cost = found 
trend_seg_ corps_cost_last = (corps_: cost_ last / corps_cost_2) 
trend_seg corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this / corps_cost_2) 
x= (trend_seg_corps_cost_last) 
y = (trend_seg_corps_cost_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 14,60 
format trend_seg_corps_cost_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_corps_cost_this}” 
locate 14,50 
format trend_seg_corps_cost_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_corps_cost_last}" 
locate 14,40 
display °1.00° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_seg_public_cost If todo = trend_staterents Then seg_public_cost = found 
trend_seg_public_cost_last = (public_cost_last / public_cost_2) 
trend_seg_public_cost_this = (public_cost_this / public_cost_2) 

= (trend_seg_public_cost_last) 
y = (trend_seg_public_cost_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 15,60 
format trend_seg_public_cost_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_public_cost_this}” 
locate 15,50 
format trend_seg_public_cost_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_public_cost_last}° 
locate 15,40 
display °1.00° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_seg_s_f_s_cost If todo = trend_statements Then seg_s fs cost = found 
trend_seg_s_f_s_cost_last = (s_f_s_cost_last / s_f_s cost_2) 
trend_seg_s fs cost_this = (s fs cost this /s_fs cost_2) 
x = {trend_seg_s fs cost_last) 
y = (trend_seg_s fs cost_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 16,60 
format trend_seg_s fs _cost_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_s f_s_cost_this)° 
locate 16,50 
format trend_seg_s f_s_cost_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_s f_s_cost_last}” 
locate 16,40 
display “1.00° 
reset cost_color, 
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Rule display_seg_interdept_cost If todo = trend_statements Then seg interdept_cost = found 
trend_seg_interdept_cost_last = (interdept_cost_last / interdept_cost_2) 
trend_seg_interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_this / interdept_cost_2)} 
x = (trend_seg_interdept_cost_last) 
y = (trend_seg_interdept_cost_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 17,60 
format trend_seg_interdept_cost_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_interdept_cost_this}° 
locate 17,50 
format trend_seg_interdept_cost_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_interdept_cost_last}” 
locate 17,40 
display “1.00” 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_seg_music_cost If todo = trend_statements Then seg_music_cost = found 
trend_seg_music_cost_last = (music_cost_last / music_cost_2) 
trend_seg_music_cost_this = (music_cost_this / music_cost_2) 
xX = (trend_seg_music_cost_last) 
y = (trend_seg_music_cost_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 18,60 
format trend_seg_music_cost_this, 5.2 
display “(trend_seg_music_cost_this}” 
locate 18,50 
format trend_seg_music_cost_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_music_cost_last}° 
locate 18,40 
display °1.00° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_seg_state_cost lf todo = trend_statements Then seg state_cost = found 
trend_seg_state_cost_last = (state_cost_last / state_cost_2) 
trend_seg_state_cost_this = (state_cost_this / state_cost_2) 
x = (trend_seg_ state_cost_last) 
y = (trend_seg state _cost_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 19,60 
format trend_seg_state_cost_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_state_cost_this}° 
locate 19,50 
format trend_seg_state_cost_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_state_cost_last}° 
locate 19,40 
display "1.00 -" 
reset cost_color,; 

Rale display_corps_diff If todo = trend_statements Then corps_diff = found 
corps_diff_this = (t_mil_rev - corps_cost_this) 
corps_diff_last = (mil_rev_last - corps_cost_last) 
corps_diff_2 = (mil_rev_2 - corps_cost_2) 
trend_corps_diff_last = (corps_diff_last / corps_diff_2) 
trend_corps_diff_this = (corps_diff_this / corps_diff_2) 
x = (trend_corps_ diff_last) 
y = (trend_corps_diff_this) 
find rev_color 
a = (corps_diff_this) 
b = (corps_diff_last) 
c = (corps_diff_2) 
find neg? 
locate 9,56 
format trend_corps_diff_this, 5.2 
display °*{trend_corps_diff_this}’ 
locate 9,46 
format trend_corps_diff_last, $.2 
display “{trend_corps_diff_last}° 
locate 9,36 
display °1.00° 
reset rev_color 
locate 9,62 

display “{neg?}* 
reset neg? 

Rule display_public_diff If todo = trend_statements Then public diff = found 
public_diff_this = (public_rev_this - public_cost_this) 
public_diff_last = (public_rev_last - public_cost_last) 
public_diff_2 = (public_rev_2 - public_cost_2) 
trend_public_diff_last = (public_diff_last / public_diff_2) 
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trend_public_diff_this = (public_diff_this / public_diff_2) 
x = (trend_public_diff_last) 
y = (trend_public_diff_this) 
find rev_color 
a = (public_diff_this) 

= (public_diff_last) 
c = (public_diff_2) 
find neg? 
locate 10,56 
format trend_public_diff_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_public_diff_this}’ 
locate 10,46 
format trend_public_diff_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_public_diff_last}’ 
locate 10,36 
display “1.00° 
reset rev_color 
locate 10,62 
display “{neg?}* 
reset neg? 

Rule display_s_f_s_ diff If todo = trend_statements Then s fs diff = found 
s_f_s_diff_this = (s_f_s_rev_this - s_f_s_cost_this) 
s_f_s_ diff last = (s_f_s rev_last -s_f's cost_last) 
s_f_s diff_2 = (s_f_s rev_2-s fs cost_2) 

trend_s fs diff last = (s_f_s chit last / s_f_s_diff_2) 
trend_s {s_ diff this = (s_f_s_ diff_this /s f_s dif | 2) 
x = (trend_s_ fs diff_last) 
y = (trend_s fs diff_this) 
find rev_color 

= (s fs diff_this) 
b = (sf sdiff last) 
c = (s_fs_diff_2) 
find neg? 
locate 11,56 
format trend_s_f_s_di 
display “{trend_s_f_s 

diff_this, 5.2 
di 

locate 11,46 
ff 
di 

nff_this}" 

format trend_s_f_s_di 
display “{trend_s_fs 
locate 11,36 
display °1.00° 
reset rev_color 
locate 11,62 
display “{neg?}” 
reset neg? 

"last, 5.2 
iff last)’ 

Rule display_interdept_diff If todo = trend_statements Then interdept_diff = found 
interdept_diff_this = (interdept_rev_this - interdept_cost_this) 
interdept_diff_last = (interdept_rev_last - interdept_cost_last) 
interdept_diff_2 = (interdept_rev_2 - interdept_cost_2) 
trend _interdept_ diff_last = (interdept_: diff_tast / interdept_diff_2) 
trend_interdept_diff_this = (interdept_diff_this / interdept_diff_2) 
x = (trend_interdept_diff_last) 
y = (trend_interdept_diff_this) 
find rev_color 
a = (interdept_diff_this) 
b = (interdept_diff_last) 
c = {interdept_diff_2) 
find neg? 
locate 12,56 
format trend_interdept_diff_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_interdept_diff_this}” 
locate 12,46 
format trend_interdept_diff_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_interdept_diff_last}* 
locate 12,36 
display "1.00" 
reset rev_color 
locate 12,62 
display “{neg?)° 
reset neg? 

Rule display, music_diff If todo = trend_statements Then music_diff = found 
music_diff_this = (music_rev_this - music_cost_this) 
music_diff_last = (music_rev_last - music_cost_last) 
music_diff_2 = (music _rev_2 - music_cost_2) 
trend_music_diff_Jast = (music_diff_last / music_diff_2) 
trend _. music_ “diff this = (music_diff_this / music_diff_2) 
x= (trend_ music_diff_last) 
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y = (trend_music_diff_this) 
find rev_color 
a = (music_diff_this) 
b = (music_diff_last) 
c = (music_diff_2) 
find neg? 
locate 13,56 
format trend_music_diff_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_music_diff_this}’ 
locate 13,46 
format trend_music_diff_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_music_diff_last}” 
locate 13,36 
display “].00° 
reset rev_color 
locate 13,62 
display “{neg?}* 
reset neg? 

Rule display_state_diff If todo = trend_statements Then state_diff = found 
state_diff this = (state_rev_this - state_cost_this) 
state_diff_last = (state_rev_last - state_cost_last) 
state_diff_2 = (state_rev_2 - state_cost_2) 
trend_state_diff_last = (state_diff_last / state_diff_2) 
trend_state_diff_this = (state_diff_this / state_diff_2) 
x = (trend_state_diff_last) 
y = (trend_state_diff_this) 
find rev_color 
a = (state_diff_this) 
b = (state_diff_last) 
c = (state_diff_2) 
find neg? 
locate 14,56 
format trend_state_diff_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_state_diff_this}° 
locate 14,46 
format trend_state_diff_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_state_diff_last}” 
locate 14,36 
display “1.00° 
reset rev_color 
locate 14,62 

display “{neg?}° 
reset neg? 

Rule is_it_negative If a < = 0 and 
b <= 0 and 
¢ <= 0 and 
x > 1.05 and 
y > 1.1025 Then neg? = °° 
color = 12 

Rule put_**_explanation_on_display If todo = trend_statements Then display_for_neg = found 
locate 8,68 
color = 15 
display "** note 
locate 9,68 
display “that it is” 
locate 10,68 
display “increasing” 
locate 11,68 
display “in the ” 
locate 12,68 
display “negative” 
locate 13,68 
display “direction ~*; 

Rule color_exp_inc_rev If x > = 1.05 and 
y > = 1.1025 Then rev_color = found 
color = 14; 

Rule color_exp_dec_rev If x < = .95 and 
y <= .9025 Then rev_color = found 
color =~ 12 else color = 11; 

Rule color_exp_inc_cost If x > = 1.05 and 
y >= 1.1025 Then cost_color = found 
color = 12; 

Rule color_exp_dec_cost If x <= .95 and 
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y <= .9025 Then cost_color = found 
color = 14 else color = 11; 

' Statement Block 

ask stmt_number: “ °; choices stmt_number: !,2,3,4,5: 

bkcolor = 1; 
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B.10 PRATIO6 

execute; runime; endoff, actions 

color = 1§ todo = ratio_analysis 
find farse ; 

‘rules block 

rule start_ratio_analysis If todo = ratio_analysis Then farse = found 
wks date,b!,\vpp\playabis 
display “The most recent data is for the year ending June {(date).’ 
pdisplay “The most recent data is for the year ending June (date).° 
find continue_r 
pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay “Is this the most current year end?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “yes no’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “{continue_r}” 
find update_r 
display ° ” 
display “Press any key to continue. ~” 
display °° 
find current_ratio_display 
savefacts raidata 
chain pratioS; 

Rule continue_on_dont_update If continue_r = yes Then update_r = found 
display “The system is currently retrieving the data necessary to perform ratio 
display “analysis. You will be instructed when to continue.” 
wks ca,b13..d16,\vpp\playca 
ca_weight_this = (ca{!]) 
ca_weight_last = (ca{2]) 
ca_weight_2 = (ca[3)} 
ca_ave_this = (ca{4]) 
ca_ave_last = (ca{5]) 
ca_ave_2 = (ca{6) 
corps_comp_this = (ca[7]}} 
corps_comp_last = (ca[8) 
corps_comp_2 = (ca[9) 
t_num_cadets_this = (ca{10D 
t_num_cadets_last = (ca{11) 
t_num_cadets_2 = (ca{12) 
reset ca 
wks bs_this,b1..b14,\vpp\playabbs 
wks bs_last,cl..cl4,\vpp:playabbs 
wks bs_2_ago,d!..d14,\vpp'playabbs 
wks t_assets_3,e9,\vpp'playabbs 
wks inv_3_ago,e7,\vppiplayabbs 
wks is_this,b!..685,\vpp\playabis 
wks is_last,c]..c85,\vpp'playabis 
wks is_2_ago,d1..d85,\vpp'playabis 
current_year = (bs_this{I} 
last_year = (current_year - 1) 
year_2_ago = (current_year - 2) 
total_inv = (bs_this{7) 
last_yr_inventory = (bs_last{7} 
inv_2_ago = (bs_2_ago{7) 
new_due_to * (bs_Uus{12) 
last_yr_due_to = (bs_last{12]} 
due_to_2_ago = (bs_2_ago{12) 
net_income = (is_this[65) 
net_income_last = (is_last{65] 
net_income_2 = (is_2_ago{65) 
total_current_value = (bs_this(8)) 
last_yr_equip_value = (bs_lasi{8) 
equip_2_ago = (bs_2_agof8]) 
gross_profit ~ (is_thisf16D) 
gross_profit_last = (is_last{16]) 
gross_profit_2 = (is_2_ago{l6) 
t_mil_rev = (is_this{9]) 
mil_rev_last = (is_last{9)) 
mil_rev_2 = (is_2_ago{9) 
t_expenses = {is_this{|5] + is_thisf64p) 
cost_uniforms_this = (is_this{15) 
cost_uniforms_last = (is_last{15) 
cost_uniforms_2 = (is_2_ago{15) 
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total_oper_exp_last = (is_last{64) 
total_oper_exp_2 = (is_2_ago[64] 
t_other_rev = (is_this{24] 
other_rev_last = (is_last(24]) 
other_rev_2 = {is_2_ago{24)) 
t_personal = (is_this[36)) 
personal_last = (is_last(36]) 
corps_¢_t oor ts = (is_this{79)) 
public_¢_to_r this = (is_this(81) 
sfset ofthis = {is_this{82)) 
interdept_e_| r_this = (is_this[83) 
music_e_to wh this = (is_this{84)) 
state efor _ths = {is this{85)) 

¢_to_r_las ast = (is_last{79)) 
e_to_r_last = (is last{&tp 

s_fs_¢-to_r last = (is_last{82p) 
i oT rast = (is_last(83) 

of = (is_las{84) 
state_e re Fe fast = (is_last{85) 

¢.to_r_2 = (is_2_ago{79) 
os 2 = (is_2_ago{alp 

ors ei 62 = (is_2_agol82)) 
interdept_e_to J. 2 = (is_2_ago(83) 
music_¢_to_r_2 = (is_2_agoj[84) 
State_e_to_r 2 = (is_2_ago[85) 

reset bs_this 
reset bs_last 
reset bs_2_ago 
reset is_this 
reset is_last 
reset is_2 ago; 

Rule continue_on_update_first If continue_r = no Then update_r = found 
display “Please be patient as the accrual statements must be calculated and this takes” 

display “a little time. It also requires a litue informaton which you will be asked" 
display “to supply.° 
display ° 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Please be patient as the accrual statements must be calculated and this takes” 
pdisplay “a little time. It also requires a little information which you will be asked” 

pdisplay “to supply.” 
pdisplay ° 
wks mil_rev,aa7..aa]2,\vpp\playis 
t_mil_rev = (mil_rev(6) 
wks cgs,aal3,\vpp\playis 
wks other_rev,aal 7,.aa22,\vpp\playis 
t_other_rev = (other_rev{6)) 
public_rev = (other_rev{I) 
s_fs_rev = (other_rev[ 2) 
interdept_rev = (other_rev[3) 
music_rev = (other_rev[4]) 
state_rev = (other_rev{5D 
wks personal,aa26..aa34,\vpp\playis 
t_personal = (personal(9)) 
wks contractual,aa36..aa45,\vpp\playis 
t_contract = (contractual(10) 
wks s_and_m,aa47..aa52,\vpp'playis 
t_s_and_m = (s_and_m[ép 
wks continuous,aa54..aa60,\vpp\playis 
t_conin = (continuous{7]) 
wks equip,aa6l,\vppiplayis 
wks direct_costs,aa66..aa72,\vpp\playis 
d_costs_corps = (direct_costs{ 1) 
d_costs_public = (direct_costs{ 3) 
d_costs_s fs = (direct_costs{4]) 
d_costs_interdept = (direct_costs{5) 
d_costs_music = (direct_costs{6]) 
d_costs_state = (direct_costs{7]} 
wks indirect_costs,aa74,\vpp'playis 
wks bs_info,bl..b14,\vpp\playabbs 
wks t_assets_3,d9,\vpp'playabbs 
wks inv_3_ago,d7,\vpp\playabbs 
last_yr_inventory = (bs_info{7]) 
last_yr_equip_value = (bs_info[8) 
last_yr_due_to = (bs_info{12)) 
last_yr_reserves = (bs_info{ 13) 
wks dth_info,d}..d14,\vppiplayabbs 
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pwks dth_info,el..e14,\vpp\playabbs 
reset dth_info 
wks cth_info,c!..cl4,\vpp\playabbs 
pwks cth_info,d1..d14,\vppiplayabbs 
inv_2_ago = (cth_info{7]) 
due_to_2_ago = (cth_info(!2]) 
equip_2_ago = (cth_info[8) 
reset cth_info 
pwks bs_info,cl..cl4,\vpp\playabbs 
reset bs_info 
wks dth_info,d1..d85,\vpp\playabis 
pwks dth_info,el..e85,\vpp'playabis 
reset dth_info 
wks cth_info,c!l..c85,\vpp\playabis 
pwks cth_info,d1..d85,\vpp\playabis 
net_income_2 = (cth_info[65) 
gross_profit_2 = (cth_info[l6p) 
mul_rev_2 = (cth_info(9]} 
cost_uniforms 2 = (cth_info{I5}) 
total_oper_exp_2 = (cth_info[64) 
other_rev_2 = » one infof{ 24) 
corps_¢_to_r_2 = (cth_infol79p 
public_e to_r 2 = (cth_info[81) 

fis etour_ = oranfol82) 
interdept_e_to_ 32 = (cth_info[83) 
music_e_to_r_2 = (cth_info[84) 
state_e_to_r_2 = (cth_info{85)) 
reset cth_info 
wks bth_info,b1..085,\vppiplayabis 
pwks bth hinfo,cl. .c85,\vpp\playabis 
corps_¢_to_r_ = (bth_info[79]) 

et 

“0
” ~~
 

“ m
y
 

2 

e
r
t
 

Mw 

public_e_to_r Fast = (bth_info{8!) 
s_f s_e_to_r last = (bth_info[82) 
interdept_e_to_r_last = (bth_info{83} 
music_¢_to_r_last = (bth_info{84) 
state_¢_| to _S last = (oth_info[85) 

net_income_last = (bth_info[65p) 
gross_profit_last = (bth_info{16)) 
mul_rev_last = (bth_info[9) 
cost_umforms_last = (bth_info{] 5) 
total_oper_exp_last = (bth_info[64}} 
other_rev_last = (bth_info{24) 
personal_last = (bth_info[36)) 
reset bth_info 
wks cth,c!..cl6,\vpp\playca 
pwks cth,d!..d16,\vpp\playca 
wks bth,b1l..b16,\vpp\playca 
pwks bth,cl..cl6,\vpp'playca 
corps_¢_to_r_this = (d_costs_corps / t_mil_rev) 
public_e_to_r this = (d_costs_public / public_rev) 
sfset =f this = (d_costs_s fs /s_fs_ rev) 
interdept_e_to_r_this = (d_ costs _interdept / interdept_rev) 
music_¢_to_r this = (d_costs_music / music_rev) 
state_e_to_r_this = (d_costs_state / state_rev) 
ca _weight_ last = (oth{13) 
ca_weight_2 = (cth[{13) 
ca_ave_last = (bth{!4) 
ca_ave_2 = (cth{14) 
corps_comp_last = (bth{1 5) 
corps_comp_2 = (cth{!5} 
t_num_cadets_last = (bth{]6} 
t_num_cadets_2 = (cth{16) 
current_year = (date + 1) 
last_year = (current_year - 1) 
year_2_ago = (current_year - 2) 
pwks current_year,b],\vpp\playabis 
pwks cuent_year,b1,\vpp\playabbs 
display “To do this analysis, the value of ending inventory is needed for June {current_year}.° 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay "To do this analysis, the value of ending inventory is needed for June (current_year). 

pdisplay °° 
find inventory_ques 
pdisplay “Can you separate the value of ending inventory into issued and unissued?” 

pdispiay es 

pdisplay “yes no" 
pdisplay oe 

pdisplay °{inventory_ques}” 
find inventory_value 
find new_equip_ value 
find ca_update 
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find update_abis 
find new_reserves, 

Rule inventory_value_found If inventory_ques = yes Then inventory_value = found 
find issued_inv 
pdisplay * “ 
pdisplay “What is the value of issued inventory?” 
pdisplay ” ” 
find unissued_inv 
pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay "{issued_inv}* 
pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “What is the value of unissued inventory?” 
pdisplay * * 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “{unissued_inv}*” 
display °° 
display “Please wait a moment. You will be instructed when to continue. 
display ° ° 
put_inventory{!] = (issued_inv) 
put_inventory{2] = (unissued_inv) 
total_inv = (issued_inv + umissued_inv) 
pwks put_inventory, b5..66,\vpp\playabbs 
inv_for_is = (issued_inv + unissued_inv) 
pwks total_inv,b14,\vpp\playabis, 

* 

Rule inventory_value_found If inventory_ques = no Then inventory_value = found 
find total_inv 

pdisplay ** 
pdisplay “Then, what is the value of total inventory?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “{total_inv)’ 
Pdisplay * * 
display °° 
display “Please wait a moment. You will be instructed when to continue.’ 
display * ” 
pwks total_inv,b7,\vpp\playabbs 
pwks total_inv,b14,\vppiplayabis; 

Rule equip_purchases_no If equip = 9 Then new_equip_value = found; 

Rule equip_purchases_yes If equip > 0 Then new_equip_value = found 
find the_display 
find equip_number 

pdisplay * 
pdisplay “How many pieces of equipment does this include?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “{equip_number)* 

pdisplay °° 
z = (equip_number) 
whiletrue z > 0 then 

find equip_name 

pdisplay “7 
pdisplay “Give an appropriate ttle to a piece, using underscores to connect words. 

pdisplay ° * 
pdisplay “{equip_name}’ 
pdisplay ° ” 
new_equip{l] = (equip_name) 
find cost 

pdisplay * * } 
pdisplay “How much did the (equip_name} cost?” 

pdisplay ° * 
pdisplay “{cost}” 
Pdisplay °° 
find purchase_month 

pdisplay ° * 
pdisplay “Please enter the number for the month in which the (equip_name} was” 
pdisplay “purchased. Use 1 for January, 2 for February, ....12 for December.” 
pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay *{purchase_month)* 

pdisplay ” 
find purchase_year 
find useful_life 

pdisplay * 7 
pdisplay “How many years is the {equip_name) expected to last?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “{useful_life}° 

pdisplay °° 
display °° 
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display “Please wait a few moments. You will be instructed when to continue.” 
display °° 
new_equip{2] = (cost) 
new_equip({3] = (purchase_month) 
new_equip(4] = (purchase_year) 
new_equip[5] = (useful_life) 
find to_put 
z= (z- 1) 
reset equip_name 
reset cost 
reset purchase_month 
reset purchase_year 
reset useful_life 
reset to_put 
reset new_equip 

end 
find total_equip_value; 

Rule find_the_display If todo = ratio_analysis Then the_display = found 
display “Equipment purchases during the year have totalled ${equip}.° 
display °° 
display “After each prompt, please give the applicable information for each piece of” 
display “equipment separately.” 
Pdisplay °” 
pdisplay “Equipment purchases during the year have totalled ${equip).” 
pdisplay ° ” 
pdisplay “After each prompt, please give the applicable information for each piece of 
pdisplay “equipment separately.” 

pdisplay °°; 

Rule find_current_values If todo = ratio_analysis Then total_equip_value = found 
wks vbi,a4..e25,\vpp\playequi 

=) 

x = (vbllyD 
total_current_value = 0 
total_depreciation = 0 

! this next loop calculates the depreciation and current value for each ! piece of equipment, and assigns those with positive values (i.e., those 
! which aren't paid off) to an array to later be summed. 

whiletrue vb![y] < > unknown then 
reset if_ neg 
reset year_to_use 

y2 =(y + 1) 
y3 = (y + 2) 
y4 = (y + 3) 
y5 = (y + 4) 
dep_cost = (vbi{y2} 
month = (vbify3) 

yr = (vbi[y4)) 
life = (vbi[y5)) 
find year_to_use 
depr = (dep_cost / life) 
current_value = (dep_cost - (depr * (current_year + | - year_te))) 
find if_neg 

y =(y + 5) 
x = (vbl[yD 

end 
pwks total_current_value,b8,\vpp'playabbs 
pwks total_depreciaton,b63,\vpp\playabis, 

Rule purchase_year_of_equip If purchase_month < = 6 Then purchase_year = (current_year); 

Rule purchase_year_of_equip If purchase_month > 6 Then purchase_year = (date); 

Rule look_for_empty_equip_rows If todo = ratio_analysis Then wks empty?,al !..a25,\vpp\playequi 
to_put = found 

‘find put_it 
reset put_it, 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty7[1] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al !..e11,\vpp\playequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty72] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al2..e12,\vpp\playequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty7[3] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al3..e13,\vpp\playequi 
put_it = found; 
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Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty7[4] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al4. 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty7[5] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al 5. 
put_it = found, 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty76] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al6. 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty[7] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al 7. 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty7[8] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al8.. 
put_it = found, 

Rule put_equip_in_é¢mpty_row If empty79] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al9.. 
put_it = found, 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty7[]0] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,a20. 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty%11] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,a21. 
put_it = found, 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty712} = unknown Then pwks new_equip,a22. 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty713] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,a23.. 
put_it = found, 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty714] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,a24. 
put_it = found, 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty7[15] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,a25. 
put_it = found; 

Rule year_to_use If month < = 6 Then year_to_use = (yr); 

Rule year_to_use If month > 6 Then year_to_use = (yr + 1); 

Rule if_neg If current_value < =. 0 Then if_neg = found; 

Rule if_neg If current_value > 0 Then total_current_value = (total_current_value 
total_depreciation = (total_depreciation + depr) 
if_neg = found; 

Rule ca update If todo = ratio_analysis Then ca_update = found 

.e14,\vpp\playequi 

.¢15,\vpp\playequi 

.¢16,\vpp\playequi 

.e17,\vpp\playequi 

e18,\vpp\playequi 

¢19,\vpp\playequi 

.e20,\vpp\playequi 

.¢2],\vpp\playequi 

.€22,\vpp' playequi 

¢23,\vpp\playequi 

.¢24,\vppiplayequi 

.€25,\vpp\playequi 

+ current_value) 

display “Now a litte information regarding the number of members in the corps and’ display “commutation allowances is needed. 
Please answer the questions after the prompts.” display ° 

display “How many freshmen were enrolled in the corps of cadets during the year ending’ 

pdisplay “Now a litte information regarding the number of members in the corps and” pdisplay “commutation allowances is needed. 
Please answer the questions after the prompts.” pdisplay ° ” 

pdisplay “How many freshmen were enrolled in the corps of cadets during the year ending’ 
pdisplay “June {current_year)?* 
pdisplay ° 
find num_fresh 
pdisplay *(num_ fresh)’ 

pdisplay ° 
find num_soph 
pdisplay *How many sophomores?” 
pdisplay 

pdisplay “{num_soph}" 
pdisplay 
find num yun 
pdisplay “How many juniors?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “{num_jun}” 
pdisplay 
find num sen 
pdisplay "How many seniors?” 
Pdisplay ° 
pdisplay *(num_ sen)’ 

pdisplay 
corps _| umf = (num_fresh) 
corps_num{2} = (num_soph) 
corps_num{3) = (num_jun) 
corps_num[4] = (num_sen) 
display “How much was the commutation allowance for freshmen during the year ending’ 
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pdisplay * “ 
pdisplay “How much was the commutation allowance for freshmen during the year ending” 
pdisplay “June {current_year}?’ 
pdisplay ” 
find ca_ fresh 

pdisplay 
display “(ca_fresh}’ 
pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “How much was it for sophomores?” 
pdisplay °° 
find ca soph 
pdisplay *{ca soph)’ 
pdisplay * 
pdisplay “How much was it for juniors?” 
pdisplay ° “ 
find ca jun 
pdisplay “(ca _jun}° 
pdisplay ° 
pdisplay “How much was it for seniors?” 
pdisplay °° 
find ca_sen 
pdisplay “{ca_sen)° 
pdisplay * ” 
corps_cafl] = (ca_fresh) 
corps_ca(2] = (ca_soph) 
corps_ca[3] = (ca_jun) 
corps_ca[4] = (ca_sen) 
corps_comp_this! = ((num_fresh®1) + (num_soph*2) + (num_jun®3) + (num_sen ° 4)) 
t_num_cadets_this = (num_fresh + num_soph + num_jun + num_sen) 
corps_comp_this = (corps_comp_thisl / t_num_cadets_this) 
pwks current_year,bl,\vppiplayca 
pwks corps_num,b8..b11,\vpp'playca 
pwks corps_ca,b3..b6,\vpp\playca 
ca_weight_this| = ((num_fresh © ca_fresh) +(num_soph * ca_soph) +(num_jun * ca_jun)+(num_sen * ca_sen)) 
ca_weight_this = (ca_weight_thisl /(num_fresh + num_soph + num_jun + num_sen)) 
ca_ave_this = ((ca_fresh + ca_soph + ca_jun + ca_sen) / 4); 

Rule update_abis If todo = ratio_analysis Then update_abis = found 
pwks mil_rev,b4..b8,\vpp' playabis 
pwks last_yr_inventory,b12,\vpp\playabis 
pwks cgs,b!3,\vpp'playabis 
pwks inv_for_is,b14,\vpp:playabis 
pwks other_rev,b19..024,\vppiplayabis 
pwks personal,b28..b36,\vpp\playabis 
pwks contractual,b38..647,\vpp\playabis 
pwks s_and_m,b49..654,\vpp\playabis 
pwks continuous,b56..662,\vpp\playabis 
pwks direct_costs,b68..b74,\vppiplayabis 
pwks indirect_costs,b76,\vpp\playabis, 

Rule firid_reserves If todo = ratio_analysis Then net_income_! = (t_mil_rev - last_yr_inventory - cgs + total_inv + t_other_rev) 
net_income = (net_income_l - t_personal - t_contract - t_s_and_m - t_contn - total_depreciation) 
gross_profit = (t_mul_rev - last_yr_inventory - cgs + total_inv) 
tlexpenses! = (last_yr_inventory + cgs - total_inv + t_personal + t_contract) 
t_expenses = (t_expenses! + t_s_and_m + t_contin + total_depreciation) 
cost_uniforms_this = (last_yr_inventory + cgs - total_inv) 
wks equip,aa6l,\vpp\playis 
new_reserves = (last_yr_reserves + net_income) 
new_due_to = (total_inv + total_current_value - new_reserves) 
pwks new_reserves,b1!3,\vpp\playabbs; 

Rule calculate_current_ratios If todo = ratio_analysis Then current_ratio = (total_inv / new_due_to) 
current_ratio_last = (last_yr_inventory / last_yr_due_to) 
current_rato_2 = (inv_2_ago / due_to_2_ago); 

Rule calculate ROAs If todo = ratio_analysis Then ROA = (net_income / ((total_inv + total_current_value + last_yr_inventory + 
last_yr_equip_value)/2)) 

ROA _last = (net_income_last / ((last_yr_i claventory + last_yr_equip_value + inv_2 ago + equip 2 _ago)/2)) 
ROA_2 = (net_income_2 /((inv_2_ago + equip_2_ago + t_assets_3) / 2)); 

Rule calculate_gross_profit_ratios If todo = ratio_analysis Then gross_profit_ratio = (gross_profit / t_mil_rev) 
gross_profit_ratio_last = (gross_profit_last / mil_rev_last) 
gross_profit_ratio_2 = (gross_profit_2/ mil_rev_2); 

Rule calculate_exp_to_rev_ratios If todo = ratio_analysis Then exp_to_rev_ratio = (t_expenses / (t_mil_rev + t_other_rev)) 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last = ((cost_uniforms_last + total_oper_exp_last) / (mil_rev_last + other_rev_last)) 
exp_to_rev_ratio_2 = ((cost_uniforms_2 + total_oper_exp_2) /(muil_rev_2 + other_rev_2)); 

Rule calculate _t_asset_turn_ratios If todo = ratio_analysis Then x = (t_mil_rev + t_other_rev) 
t_asset_turn_ratio = (x / ((total_inv + total_current_value + last_yr_inventory + last_yr_equip_value) / 2)) 
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= (mil_rev_last + other_rev_last) 
. asset_turn_ ratio _last = (x / ((last_yr_ inventory + last_yr_equip_value + inv_2_ago + equip_2_ago) / 2)) 
t_asset_turn “ratio_ "2 = ((mil_rev_2 + other_rev_2) / ((inv_2_ago + equip_2_ago + t_assets_3) / 2)) 
t. asset_ “tum “display = found; 

Rule caiculate_inv_tum_ratios If todo = ratio_analysis Then inv_turn_ratio = (t_mil_rev / (({total_inv + last_yr_inventory) / 2)) 
inv_turn_ratio_last = (mil_rev_last / ((last_yr_inventory + inv_2_ago) / 2)) 
inv_turn_ratio_2 = (mul_rev_2 / ((inv_2_ago + inv_3_ago) / 2)) 
inv_tum_display = found, 

Rule display_for_current_ratio If current_ratio < > unknown Then cls 
color = 11 
locate 2,30 
display "CURRENT RATIOS’ 
locate 5,45 
display “{current_year)” 
locate 5,35 
display *{last_year}° 
locate 5,25 
display *{year_2_ago}’ 
locate 8,45 
format current_ratio, 5.3 
display °{current_ratio)” 
locate 8,35 
format current_ratio_last, 5.3 
display “(current_ratio_last}“ 
locate 8,25 
format current_ratio_2, 5.3 
display "({current_ratio_2)° 
pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay ** 
pdisplay ° CURRENT RATIOS” 
pdisplay * ° 

pdisplay °° 
a ™ (current_year) 
b = (last_year) 
c = (year_ 2_ago) 

pdisplay ° {c} {b) {a}’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay ” ” 
a = (current_ratio) 
b = (current_ratio_last) 
¢ ™ (current_ratio_2) 

Padisplay ° {ec} (by {ap 

current_rato_display = found 
find current_ratio_anal ysis; 

Rule analyze_current_ratio If current_ratio < = (current_ratio_last) and 
current_rauo_last < = (current_rano_2) and 
current_rauo < 1.25 Then locate 11,6 
color = 12 display "The current ratio is a measure of the organization’s ability to” display “meet its short_term financial obligations 

as they fall due. A ratio ° display “of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable’ for the Tailor Shop. “ locate 15,6 display “As can be seen 
above, the current situation is not good. The’ display "ratio is below its acceptable level for the most recent year, and also,” display “is has 
been declining for the past several years. This means that” display “other awaliary enterprises are financing an increasing proportion of’ - 
display “the Tailor Shop's operating expenses. —” pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay" | The current ratio is a measure of the organizaton’s 
ability to” pdisplay “meet its short_term financial obligations as they fall due. A ratio ” pdisplay “of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable’ 
for the Tailor Shop. ° pdisplay ° " pdisplay ” As can be seen above, the current situation is not good. The’ pdisplay “ratio is below its 
acceptable level for the most recent year, and also,” pdisplay “is has been declining for the past several years. This means that” pdisplay 
“other auxiliary enterprises are financing an increasing proportion of pdisplay “the Tailor Shop’s operating expenses.” 
current_rato_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_current_ratio If current_ratio < = (current_ratio_last) and 
current_rabo_last < = (current_rano_2) and 
current_ratio > 1.25 Then locate 11,6 
color = 14 display “The current ratio was designed to measure an organization’s ability to” display “meet its short_term financial ob- 

ligations when, and as they fall due. For ° display “the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ ° display “ * locate 
15,6 display “As can be seen above, the present current ratio exceeds the predefined” display ‘acceptable level, and thus is considered to 
be satisfactory. However,” display “it is declining over time which indicates that the other awaliary ° " display “enterprises are financing an 
increasing proportion of the Tailor ° display *Shop’ $ operating expenses. —" pdisplay ° “ pdisplay " ° pdisplay “The current ratio was de- 
signed to measure an organization’s ability to” pdisplay “meet its short_ term | financial obligations when, and as they fall due. For * 
pdisplay “the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is consndered ‘acceptable.’ ” pdisplay ° ” pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present 
current ratio exceeds the predefined” pdisplay “acceptable level, and thus is considered to be satisfactory. However,” pdisplay “it is de- 
clining over time which indicates that the other awaliary “ pdisplay “enterprises are financing an increasing proportion of the Tailor ° 
Pdisplay “Shop's operating expenses.” 

current_ratio_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_current_ratio If current_ratio > = (current_ratio_last) and 
current_ratio_last > = (current_ratio_2) and 
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current_ratio > = 1.25 Then locate 11,6 
color = 10 display "The current ratio was designed to measure an organization’s ability to” display “meet its short_term financial ob- 

ligations when, and as they fall due. For * display “the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ “° display ” “ locate 
15,6 display “As can be seen above, the current situation looks very good. Not only” display “does the current ratio exceed the acceptable 
level, but is is also “ display “increasing over time. ~° pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “The current ratio was designed to measure an or- 
ganization’s ability to” pdisplay “meet its short_term financial obligations when, and as they fall due. For ” pdisplay “the Tailor Shop, a 
ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ “ pdisplay * * pdisplay “As can be seen above, the current situation looks very good. Not 
only” pdisplay “does the current ratio exceed the acceptable level, but is is also " pdisplay “increasing over time.” 

current_ratio_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_current_ratio If current_ratio > = (current_ratio_last} and 
current_rauo_last > = (current_ratio_2) and 
current_ratio < 1.25 Then locate 11,6 
color = \0 display “The current ratio was designed to measure an organization’s ability to” display “meet its short_term financial ob- 

ligations when, and as they fall due. For ° display “the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ “ display “ " locate 
15,6 display “As can be seen above, the present situation appears promising. ° display “Although the current ratio has not yet reached its 
acceptable level,” display “it is moving in the right direction. Therefore, there is no need” display “for concern. ~” pdisplay ” ° pdisplay ° 
" pdisplay “The current ratio was designed to measure an organization’s ability to” pdisplay “meet its short_term financial obligations when, 
and as they fall due. For " pdisplay “the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ ° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can 
be seen above, the present situation appears promising. “ pdisplay “Although the current ratio has not yet reached its acceptable level,” 
pdisplay “it is moving in the right directon, Therefore, there is no need” pdisplay “for concern.” 

current_ratio_analysis = found, 

Rule analyze_current_rato If current_ratio < = (current_ratio_last) and 
current_ratio_last > = (current_rano_2) and 
current_ratio < 1.25 Then locate 11,6 
color = 12 display “The current ratio was designed to measure an organization's ability to” display “meet its short_term financtal ob- 

ligations when, and as they fall due. For ° display “the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ ° display ° * locate 
15,6 display “The figures above show cause for concern. Not only is the current” display “ratio below its acceptable level, but it has also 
decreased over the” display “past year. This decrease however, does not exhibit a trend over time. -° pdisplay °° pdisplay ° * pdisplay “The 
current ratio was designed to measure an organization's ability to” pdisplay “meet its short_term financial obligations when, and as they fall 
due. For” pdisplay “the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ ° pdisplay °° pdisplay “The figures above show 
cause for concern. Not only is the current” pdisplay “ratio below its acceptable level, but it has also decreased over the” pdisplay “past year. 
This decrease however, does not exhibit a trend over time.” 

' current_ratio_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_current_ratio If current_ratio < = (current_ratio_last) and. 
current_rauo_last > = (current_raho_2) and 
current_ratio > 1.25 Then locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “The current ratio was designed to measure an organization’s ability to” display “meet its short_term financial ob- 

ligations when, and as they fall due. For ° display “the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ ° display ° “ locate 
15,6 display “As can be seen above, the present current ratio exceeds the predefined” display “acceptable level, and thus is considered to 
be satisfactory. There has” display “been a decline in the ratio over the past year, however, there appears” display “to be no trend in this 
direction. — * pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “The current ratio was designed to measure an organization’s ability to” pdisplay “meet its 
short_term financial obligations when, and as they fall due. For ° pdisplay “the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘ac- 
ceptable.” ° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present current ratio exceeds the predefined” pdisplay “acceptable level, and 
thus is considered to be satisfactory. There has” pdisplay “been a decline in the ratio over the past year, however, there appears” pdisplay 
“to be no trend in this direction.” 

current_ratio_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_current_ratio If current_ratio > = (current_ratio_jast) and 
current_ratio_last < = (current_ratio_2) and 
current_ratio < 1.25 Then locate 11,6 
color = 14 display “The current ratio was designed to measure an organization's ability to” display “meet its short_term financial ob- 

ligations when, and as they fall due. For “ display “the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ ° display " ” locate 
15,6 display “As can be seen above, the present current rato falls below the ° display “predefined acceptable level, which is generally con- 
sidered to be" display “unsatisfactory. However, it has improved over the past year. © display “Therefore, the situation should be closely 
monitored to make ° display “certain that it continues to move in the night direction. —* pdisplay °° pdisplay ° ” pdisplay “The current ratio 
was designed to measure an organizaton’s ability to” pdisplay “meet its short_term financial obligations when, and as they fall due. For” 
pdisplay “the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ * pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present 
current ratio falls below the ° pdisplay “predefined acceptable level, which is generally considered to be" pdisplay “unsatisfactory. How- 
ever, it has improved over the past year. * paisplay “Therefore, the situation should be closely monitored to make ” pdisplay “certain that 
it continues to move in the right direction. 

current_ratio_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_current_ratio If current_ratio > = (current_ratio_last}) and 
current_ratio_last < = (current_ratio_2)} and 
current_ratio > 1.25 Then locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “The current ratio was designed to measure an organization’s ability to” display “meet its short_term financial ob- 

ligations when, and as they fall due. For ° display “the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ * display ” " locate 
15,6 display “As can be seen above, the present current ratio exceeds the predefined” display “acceptable level, and thus is considered to 
be satisfactory. ° display “Furthermore, it has increased over the past year leaving litle “ display “cause for concern.~” pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay ° ° pdisplay “The current ratio was designed to measure an organization’s ability to” pdisplay “meet its short_term financial obli- 
gations when, and as they fall due. For ° pdisplay “the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ “° pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present current ratio exceeds the predefined” pdisplay “acceptable level, and thus is considered to be 
satisfactory. “ pdisplay “Furthermore, it has increased over the past year leaving little “ pdisplay “cause for concern.” 

current_ratio_analysis = found; 
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! Statements block 

ask continue_r: “Is this the most current year end?’; choices continue_r: yes, no; 

ask todo: “What would you like to do? Answer /Q when finished’, choices todo: Enter_new_data, graphics, budget_analysis, 
ratio_analysis, what-if_analysis, Change_system_parameters; 

ask inventory_ques: “Can you separate the value of ending inventory into issued and unissued?"; choices inventory_ques: yes, no; 

ask issued_inv: “What is the value of issued inventory”, ask unissued_inv: “What is the value of unissued inventory?", ask total_inv: 
“Then, what is the value of total inventory?; 

ask equip_number: “How many pieces of equipment does this include?*; 

ask equip_name: “Give an appropriate title to a piece, using underscores to connect words.*; 

ask cost. “How much did the (equip_name} cost?’; 

ask purchase_month: “Please enter the number for the month in which the {equip_name)} was purchased. Use | for January, 2 for Febru- 
ary, ....12 for December.”; 

ask useful_life: “How many years is the (equip_name) expected to last?’; 

ask num_fresh: “June (current_year}?"; ask num_soph: “How many sophomores?’; ask num_jun: “How many juniors?"; ask num_sen: “How 
many seniors?*; 

ask ca_fresh: “June (current_year}?"; ask ca_soph: “How much was it for sophomores?’; ask ca_jum: “How much was it for juniors?”; ask 
ca_sen: “How much was it for seniors?’; 

plural: put_inventory, new_equip,current_values,depreciation; plural: corps_ca,corps_num; bkcolor = 1; 
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B.1l1 PRATIO5 

execute; runtime; endoff; actions 

color = 15 display “The system has just entered a new knowledge base and files must be’ display “loaded. You will be instructed when to 
continue.” display ° “ loadfacts ratdata display “Press any key to examine the return on assets ratios. -” display ” ° find ROA_display 
savefacts ratdata chain pratioéd 

frules block 

Rule calculate_ROAs If todo = ratio_analysis Then ROA = (net_income / ((total_inv + total_current_value + last_yr_inventory + 
last_yr_equip_value)/2)) 

ROA_last = (net_income_last / ((last_yr_inventory + last_yr_equip_value + inv_2_ago + equip_2_ago)/2)) 
ROA_2 = (net_income_2 / ((inv_2_ago + equip_2_ago + t_assets_3} / 2)); 

Rule ROA_display IF ROA <> unknown Then ROA_display = found 
cls 
color = 11 
locate 2,27 
display “RETURN ON ASSETS’ 
locate 5,6 display “The Return on Assets ratio (ROA) is designed to measure how much’ display “income is produced for each dollar 

of total assets held. In a profit” display “oriented organization, a high ROA is desirable. Since the primary” display “responsibility of the 
Tatlor Shop is to provide a service, rather than” display “produce a profit, it does not necessanly stmve for a high ROA. Rather,” display 
“it should target a specific ROA. If net income is to be used only to” display “replace old equipment, than an ROA of around .004 is de- 
sirable. On the’ display “other hand, if net income is also used to repay the amount borrowed from” display “other auxiliaries (say over a 
10 year period), then an ROA of around .08° display “is desirable. In any case, the ROA should not be negative as a negative’ display 
“ROA indicates a net loss on the operations.” 

locate 18,20 display “Press any key to see the ROA analysis —° 

locate 2,27 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay * RETURN ON ASSETS’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay °° pdisplay “ | The Return on Assets ratio (ROA) is designed to measure how much’ pdisplay “income is produced for each 

dollar of total assets held. In a profit’ pdisplay “oriented organization, a high ROA is desirable. Since the primary’ pdisplay “responsi- 
bility of the Tailor Shop is to provide a service, rather than” pdisplay “produce a profit, it does not necessarily strive for a high ROA. 
Rather,” pdisplay “it should target a specific ROA. If net income is to be used only to” pdisplay “replace old equipment, than an ROA 
of around .004 is desirable. On the” pdisplay “other hand, if net income is also used to repay the amount borrowed from” pdisplay “other 
auxiliaries (say over a !0 year period), then an ROA of around .08" pdisplay “is denrable. In any case, the ROA should not be negative 
as a negative” pdisplay “ROA indicates a net loss on the operations.” pdisplay °° display ° Press any key to see the ROA 
analysis” 

find rest_of_display_ROA; 

Rule display_for_ROA If ROA <> unknown Then rest_of_display_ROA = found 
cls 
color = 11 
locate 2,29 
display "RETURN ON ASSETS’ 
locate 5,45 
display “{current_year)’ 
locate 5,35 
display “{last_year}* 
locate 5,25 
display “{year_2_ago}” 
locate 8,44 
format ROA, 5.3 
display “{ROA)’ 
locate 8,34 
format ROA_last, 5.3 
display “{ROA_last}” 
locate 8,24 
format ROA_2, 5.3 
display “{ROA_2}° 
pdisplay “* 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay ° 
paisplay * | 
pdisplay 
a * (current_year) 
b = (last_year) 
c = (year_2_ ago) 

pdisplay (c) (ey fay" 
pdisplay or 

pdisplay 
a = (ROA) 

RETURN ON ASSETS’ 
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b = (ROA_last) 
c = (ROA_2) 

pdisplay * {c} {b} {a)" 
find ROA_analysis; 

Rule analyze_ROA_0_alf ROA < = (ROA_last * 1.02) and 
ROA > = (ROA_last * .98) and 
ROA < 0 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = [2 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. The ROA‘ display ‘is negative and doesn’t apear to be 

improving. Thus, the Tailor Shop is” display “operating in the red and has to depend on other auxiliary enterprises to” display “help pay 
its operating expenses. ~° pdisplay °° pdisplay ° ” pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. The ROA“ pdisplay 
"is negative and doesn’t apear to be improving. Thus, the Tailor Shop is” pdisplay “operating in the red and has to depend on other aux- 
iliary enterprises to” pdisplay “help pay its operating expenses.”; 

Rule analyze_ROA_0O_b If ROA < = (ROA_last * 1.02) and 
ROA > = (ROA _last * .98) and 
ROA < = 0.004 and 
ROA > = 0 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. The small” display “size of the ROA indicates that al- 

though income is positive, it is not large” display “enough to cover expected demand for equipment replacements. Furthermore,” display 
“the situation does not appear to be improving. ~” pdisplay ° ” pdisplay ° “ pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is not 
good. The small’ pdisplay “size of the ROA indicates that although income is positive, it is not large” pdisplay “enough to cover expected 
demand for equipment replacements. Furthermore,” pdisplay “the situation does not appear to be improving.”, 

Rule analyze_ROA_0OocIf ROA < = (ROA_last * 1.02) and 
ROA > = (ROA _last * .98) and 
ROA <= 0.09 and 
ROA > = .004 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is” display “at an acceptable level. This indicates 

that reserves for future equipment” display “purchases are being built, while the loans from other awaliames are” display “being de- 
creased, -" pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is” pdisplay “at an ac- 
ceptable level. This indicates that reserves for future equipment” pdisplay “purchases are being built, while the loans from other auxiliaries 
are’ pdisplay “being decreased.”; 

Rule analyze_ROA_O_d If ROA < = (ROA_last * 1.02) and 
ROA > = (ROA_last ° .98)} and 
ROA >= .09 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite good. The ROA’ display “indicates that income is not only 

high enough to cover expected demand for" display “equipment replacement, but can also contribute substantially to decreasing” display 
“the amount owed to other auxiliary enterprises. It should be noted however,” display “that it is possible that the the Tailor Shop will be 
accused of gouging ° display “its customers since the ROA is so high.” pdisplay °° pdisplay ” ° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present 
situation is quite good. The ROA‘ pdisplay “indicates that income is not only high enough to cover expected demand for” pdisplay 
"equipment replacement, but can also contribute substantially to decreasing” pdisplay “the amount owed to other awaliary enterprises. It 
should be noted however,” pdisplay “that it is possible that the the Tailor Shop will be accused of gouging ° pdisplay “its customers since 
the ROA is so high." 

Rule analyze_ROA_!_alf ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < 0 and 
t_mil_rev < (muil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the ROA negative, but 

it is decreasing over time. A glance at the income’ display “statements will give a good indication of why this is happening. Revenue’ 
display “from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue)” display “has decreased by (rmul_dec}% over the past 
year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for” display “salaries and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total” display “costs) 
have increased by {personal_inc}% over the past year. ~° pdisplay °° pdisplay ° ~ pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is 
quite bad. Not only” pdisplay ‘is the ROA negative, but it is decreasing over time. A glance at the income’ pdisplay “statements will give 
a good indication of why this is happening. Revenue” pdisplay “from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total re- 
venue)" pdisplay “has decreased by (mil_dec}% over the past year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for’ pdisplay “salaries and fringe benefits 
(which generally make up around 60% of total’ pdisplay “costs} have increased by {personal_inc)% over the past year.”; 

Rule analyze_[ROA_I_b If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA _last < (ROA_2)} and 
ROA < 0 and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < = (personal_last} Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_ine 
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format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the ROA negative, but 

it is decreasing over time. A glance at the income’ display “statements will give a good indication of why this is happening. Revenue’ 
display “from the corps (which typically consttutes more than 75% of total revenue)’ display “has decreased by {mil_dec}% over the past 
year.—° pdisplay ° ” pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” pdisplay “is the ROA neg- 
ative, but it is decreasing over time. A glance at the income” pdisplay “statements will give a good indication of why this is happening. 
Revenue’ pdisplay “from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue)” pdisplay “has decreased by {mil_dec}% 
over the past year.”; 

Rule analyze_ROA_l_c If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < 0 and 
t_mil_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last} Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the ROA negative, but 

it is decreasing over ume. A glance at the income’ display “statements will give a good indication of why this is happening. Costs” display 
“incurred for salaries and {mnge benefits (which generally make up around’ display “60 % of total costs} have increased by 
{personal_inc}% over the past year. ~° pdisplay °° pdisplay ° ” pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not 
only” pdisplay “is the ROA negative, but it 1s decreasing over ime. A glance at the income” pdisplay “statements will give a good indi- 
cation of why this is happening. Costs” pdisplay “incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (which generally make up around” pdisplay “60 
% of total costs} have increased by (personal_inc}% over the past year.”; 

Rule analyze_ROA_2_a lf ROA < (ROA _last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.004 and 
ROA > = O and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.! display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “the ROA is positive, it 

is decreasing over tme. Furthermore, its small size” display “indicates that the present rate of income is not enough to cover expected” 
display “demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income statements will’ display “give a good indication of why this is hap- 
pening. Revenue from the corps” display “(which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue) has decreased by” display 
*{mil_dec} % over the past year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salaries and” display “fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60% 
of total costs) have” display “increased by (personal_inc} % over the past year. —° pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay "As can be seen above, 
the present situation is not good. Although’ pdisplay “the ROA is positive, it is decreasing over ime. Furthermore, its small size” pdisplay 
“indicates that the present rate of income ts not enough to cover expected” pdisplay “dernand for equipment replacements. A glance at the 
income statements will” pdisplay “give a good indication of why this is happening. Revenue from the corps” pdisplay “(which typically 
constitutes more than 75% of total revenue) has decreased by” pdisplay “{mil_dec}% over the past year, Meanwhile, costs incurred for 
salaries and” pdisplay “fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total costs) have” pdisplay “increased by {personal_inc}% 
over the past year.’; 

Rule analyze_ROA_2_b If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.004 and 
ROA > = 0 and 
tumil_rev < (muil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal _inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “the ROA is positive, it 

is decreasing over Ome. Furthermore, its small size” display “indicates that the present rate of income is not enough to cover expected’ 
display “demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income statements will’ display “give a good indication of why this is hap- 
pening. Revenue from the corps” display “(which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue) has decreased by” display 
“{mil_dec}% over the past year. -” pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although” 
pdisplay “the ROA is positive, it is decreasing over ume. Furthermore, its small size” pdisplay “indicates that the present rate of income 
is not enough to cover expected’ pdisplay “demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income statements will” pdisplay “give a 
good indication of why this is happening. Revenue from the corps” pdisplay “(which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue) 
has decreased by” pdisplay “{mil_dec}% over the past year.”; 

Rule analyze_ROA_2_cIf ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.004 and 
ROA > = 0 and 
t_mil_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last} Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
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find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “is the ROA positive, it 

is decreasing over me. Furthermore, its small size” display “indicates that the present rate of income is not enough to cover expected” 
display “demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income statements will” display “give a good indication of why this is hap- 
pening. Meanwhile, costs incurred” display “for salaries and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total” display “costs) 
have increased by {personal_inc)% over the past year. ~° pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is 
not good. Although” pdisplay “is the ROA positive, it is decreasing over time. Furthermore, its small size” pdisplay “indicates that the 
present rate of income is not enough to cover expected” pdisplay “demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income statements 
will’ pdisplay “give a good indication of why this is happening. Meanwhile, costs incurred” pdisplay “for salaries and fringe benefits (which 
generally make up around 60% of total’ pdisplay “costs) have increased by (personal_inc}% over the past year.’; 

Rule analyze_ROA_3_alf ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.09 and 
ROA > = .004 and 
t_muil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is” display “at an acceptable level. 

This indicates that reserves for future equipment” display “purchases are being built, while the loans from other auxiliaries are” display 
"being decreased. A word of caution however is in order. Note that the” display “ratio is decreasing over tme. A glance at the income 
statements will show’ display “why this is happening. The revenue from the corps (which typically” display “constitutes 75% of total re- 
venue) has decreased by {mil_dec}% over the past” display “year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (which” dis- 
play “generally make up around 60% of total costs} have increased by (personal_inc}%" display “© over the past year." pdisplay " ° 
pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is” pdisplay “at an acceptable level. This indicates 
that reserves for future equipment” pdisplay “purchases are being built, while the loans from other awalianes are” pdisplay “being de- 
creased. A word of caution however is in order. Note that the’ pdisplay “ratio is decreasing over time. A glance at the income statements 
will show" pdisplay “why this is happening. The revenue from the corps (which typically” pdisplay “constitutes 75% of total revenue) has 
decreased by (mil_dec}% over the past” pdisplay “year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (which” pdisplay “gen- 
erally make up around 60% of total costs) have increased by (personal_inc}%" pdisplay ° over the past year."; 

Rule analyze_ROA_3_b If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.09 and 
ROA > = .004 and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format muil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is” display “at an acceptable level. 

This indicates that reserves for future equipment’ display “purchases are being bwit, while the loans from other auxiliaries are” display 
"being decreased. A word of caution however is in order. Note that the’ display “ratio is decreanng over tme. A glance at the income 
statements will show” display “why this is happening. The revenue from the corps (which typically ° display “constitures 75% of total re- 
venue) has decreased by {mil_dec)% over ths past year." pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation 
is not bad. The ROA is” pdisplay “at an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves for future equipment” pdisplay “purchases are being 
built, while the loans from other auxiliaries are” pdisplay “being decreased. A word of caution however is in order. Note that the” pdisplay 
“ratio is decreasing over ime. A glance at the income statements will show’ pdisplay “why this is happening. The revenue from the corps 
(which typically “© pdisplay “constitures 75% of total revenue) has decreased by {mil_dec})% over ths past year."; 

Rule analyze_ROA_3.¢ If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.09 and 
ROA > = .004 and 
t_mil_rev > = (mii_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = I4 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_ine, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is’ display “at an acceptable level. 

This indicates that reserves for future equipment’ display “purchases are being built, while the loans from other auxilianes are” display 
"being decreased. A word of caution however, is in order. Note that the’ display “ratio is decreasing over time. A glance at the income 
statements will show’ display “why this is happening. Costs incurred for salaries and fringe benefits “ dispiay “(which generally make up 
around 60% of total costs) have increased by {personal_inc}%” display “over the past year." pdisplay “ ° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can 
be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is’ pdisplay “at an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves for future 
equipment’ pdisplay “purchases are being built, while the loans from other auwaliaries are” pdisplay “being decreased. A word of caution 
however, is in order. Note that the” pdisplay “ratio is decreasing over time. A glance. at the income statements will show” pdisplay “why 
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this is happening. Costs incurred for salaries and fringe benefits ” pdisplay “(which generally make up around 60% of total costs) have 
increased by (personal_inc}%" pdisplay “over the past year."; 

Rule analyze_ROA_41f ROA < (ROA last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA > = 0.09 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite good, The ROA” display “indicates that income is not only 

high enough to cover expected demand for’ display “equipment replacement, but can also contribute substantially to decreasing” display 
“the amount owed to other auxiliary enterprises. There are a couple of things” display “to note here however. First, the ROA is so high 
that the Tailor Shop might’ display “be accused of gouging its customers. And second, the ROA is decreasing’ display “over ime . This 
may signal that income is decreasing, or it may signal” display “a concerted effort on the part of management to bring down prices to an’ 
display “acceptable” level. —° pdisplay ° ” pdisplay ° “ pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite good. The ROA“ 
pdisplay “indicates that income is not only high enough to cover expected demand for’ pdisplay “equipment replacement, but can also 
contribute substantially to decreasing” pdisplay “the amount owed to other auxiliary enterprises. There are a couple of things” pdisplay “to 
note here however, First, the ROA is so high that the Tailor Shop might” pdisplay “be accused of gouging its customers. And second, the 
ROA is decreasing” pdisplay “over time . This may signal that income is decreasing, or it may signal” pdisplay “a concerted effort on the 
part of management to bring down prices to an” pdisplay ‘acceptable’ level.”, 

Rule analyze_ROA_SIf ROA > (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < 0 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. The ROA is’ display “negative which indicates that ex- 

penses exceed income. This means that the" display “Tailor Shop has to depend on the other auwxliaries to cover its operating” display 
“expenses. On a positive note, the ROA is increasing over time, indicating * display “that improvements are being made. — ” pdisplay ” 
pdisplay ©” pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. The ROA is” pdisplay “negative which indicates that ex- 
penses exceed income. This means that the’ pdisplay “Tailor Shop has to depend on the other awaliaries to cover its operating” pdisplay 
“expenses. On a positive note, the ROA is increasing over time, indicating * pdisplay “that improvements are being made.”; 

Rule analyze_ROA_6 If ROA > (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA > = 0 and 
ROA <,004 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is improving. ° display “Although the ROA is quite low, 

it is improving over ime. At this point, it” display “is not earning enough to cover all of expected demand for equipment” display “re- 
placement. However, if the current trend continues, they should be “ display “able to do so in the future.—” pdisplay °° pdisplay ° ” 
pdisplay “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is improving. “ pdisplay “Although the ROA is quite low, it is improving 
over time. At this point, it” pdisplay “is not earning enough to cover all of expected demand. for equipment” pdisplay ‘replacement, 
However, if the current trend continues, they should be ° pdisplay “able to do so in the future.’; 

Rule analyze_ROA_7 If ROA > (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA > = .004 and 
ROA <.09 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° display “Not only is the ROA improving 

over time, but it falls in a very good region.” display “An ROA in this region indicates that net income is sufficient to cover” display “ex- 
pected demand for equipment replacement, and also to pay back some of the’ display “debt owed to the other auxiliary enterprises. ~” 
pdisplay °° pdisplay “ ” pdisplay “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° pdisplay “Not only is the ROA 
improving over tme, but it falls in a very good region.” pdisplay “An ROA in this region indicates that net income 1s sufficient to cover’ 
pdisplay “expected demand for equipment replacement, and also to pay back some of the” pdisplay “debt owed to the other auxiliary en- 
terprises.”, 

Rule analyze_ROA_8 If ROA > (ROA last) and 
RGA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA > = .09 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. “° display “Not only is the ROA improving 

over time, but it indicates that a substantial ° display “dent can be made in its debt to other auxiliary enterprices. On the” display “negative 
side, an ROA of this magnitude indicates that revenues greatly” display “exceed expenses which could be considered price gouging. -* 
pdisplay * “ pdisplay ° * pdisplay “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. * pdisplay "Not only 1s the ROA 
improving Over time, but it indicates that a substantial ° pdisplay “dent can be made in its debt to other awaliary enterprices. On the’ 
pdisplay “negative side, an ROA of this magnitude indicates that revenues greatly” pdisplay “exceed expenses which could be considered 
price gouging.”; 

Rule analyze ROA_9_alf ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA _last > (ROA. 2) and 
ROA < 0 and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dee 
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find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only" display “is the ROA negative, but 

has decreased over the past year. A glance at the” display “income statements will give a good indication of why this is happening.” display 
"Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total” display “revenue) has decreased by {mil_dec}%. Meanwhile, 
costs incurred for salaries” display “and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total costs) have” display “increased by 
{personal_inc}%.—° pdisplay ° " pdisplay “ " pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” pdisplay “is the 
ROA negative, but has decreased over the past year. A glance at the” pdisplay “income statements will give a good indication of why this 
is happening.” pdisplay “Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total’ pdisplay “revenue} has decreased 
by {muil_dec}%. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salaries” pdisplay “and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total costs) 
have” pdisplay “increased by {personal_inc}%.°; 

Rule analyze_ROA_9_b If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < 0 and 
t_mil_rev < (muil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < = (personal_last}) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display "As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the ROA negative, but 

it has decreased over the past year. A glance at” display “the income statements will give a good indication of why this is happening.” 
display “Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total” display “revenue) has decreased by {mil_dec} %. -~° 
pdisplay " ° pdisplay “ ” pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” pdisptay “is the ROA negative, but 
it has decreased over the past-year. A glance at” pdisplay “the income statements will give a good indicauon of why this is happening.” 
pdisplay “Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total” pdisplay “revenue) has decreased by {mil_dec} %.’; 

Rule analyze_ROA_9_c If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < 0 and 
t_mil_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
{_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the ROA negative, but 

it has decreased over the past year. A glance at” display “the income statements will give a good indicauon of why this is happening.” 
display “Costs incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (which generally make up” display “around 60% of total costs) have increased by 
{personal_inc)% over the past” display “year. ~° pdisplay ° ” pdisplay ° ° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation ts quite bad. 
Not only” pdisplay “is the ROA negative, but it has decreased over the past year. A glance at” pdisplay “the income statements will give 
a good indication of why this is happening.” pdisplay “Costs incurred for salanes and fringe benefits (which generally make up” pdisplay 
“around 60% of total costs) have increased by (personal_inc) % over the past” pdisplay “year.”; 

Rule analyze_ROA_l10_alf ROA < (ROA last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.004 and 
ROA > = 0 and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last} and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 

locate 11,6 
color = !2 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “the ROA is positive, it 

has decreased over the past year. Furthermore, its” display “small size indicates that the present rate of income is not enough to cover’ 
display “expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income” display “statements will give a good indication of why this 
is happening. Revenue’ display “from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue)” display “has decreased by 
{mil_dec}%. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salaries and” display “fringe benefits (whidh generally make up around 60% of total costs) 
have’ display “increased by {personal_inc) % over the past year. —” pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present 
Situation is not good. Although’ pdisplay “the ROA is positive, it has decreased over the past year. Furthermore, its” pdisplay “small size 
indicates that the present rate of income is not enough to cover” pdisplay “expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the 
income” pdisplay “statements will give a good indicanon of why this is happening. Revenue" pdisplay “from the corps (which typically 
constitutes more than 75% of total revenue)” pdisplay “has decreased by {mil_dec}%. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salaries and” pdisplay 
"fringe benefits (whidh generally make up around 60% of total costs) have” pdisplay “increased by {personal_inc}% over the past year.”; 

Rule analyze_ROA_10_b If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_Jast > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.004 and 
ROA > = 0 and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < (personal_last} Then ROA_analysis = found 
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locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “the ROA is positive, it 

has decreased over the past year. Furthermore, its” display “small size indicates that the present rate of income is not enough to cover" 
display “expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income” display “statements will give a good indication of why this 
is happening. Revenue” display “from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue)" display “has decreased by 
{mil_dec}%. —" pdisplay ° " pdisplay ° * pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ pdisplay “the ROA 
is positive, it has decreased over the past year. Furthermore, its” pdisplay “small size indicates that the present rate of income is not enough 
to cover” pdisplay “expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income” pdisplay “statements will give a good indication 
of why this is happening. Revenue’ pdisplay “from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue)” pdisplay “has 
decreased by {mil_dec}%.°; 

Rule analyze_ROA_l0_c If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.004 and 
ROA > = 0 and 
t_mil_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “the ROA is positive, it 

has decreased over the past year. Furthermore, its’ display “small size indicates that the present rate of income is not enough to cover’ 
display “expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income” display “statements will give a good indication of why this 
is happening. Costs ° display “incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60%" display “of total costs) have 
increased by {personal_inc}% over the past year." pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is not 
good. Although” pdisplay “the ROA is positive, it has decreased over the past year. Furthermore, its” pdisplay “small size indicates that 
the present rate of income is not enough to cover” pdisplay “expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income’ 
pdisplay “statements will give a good indication of why this is happening. Costs ° pdisplay “incurred for salaries and fnnge benefits (which 
generally make up around 60%" pdisplay “of total costs} have increased by {personal_inc)% over the past year.”; 

Rule analyze_ROA_!l_alIf ROA < (ROA_last) and 
~ ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 

ROA < = 0.09 and 
ROA > = .004 and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = !4 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display "As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is” display “at an acceptable level. 

This indicates that reserves for future equipment’ display “purchases are being built, while the loans from other awaliaries are” display 
“being decreased. A word of caution however is in order. Note that the’ display ‘ratio has decreased over the past year. A glance at the 
income statements” display “will show why this i is happening. The revenue from the corps (which" display “typically constitues 75% of total 
revenue) has decreased by (mil_dec}% over” display “the past year. Meanwhule, costs incurred for salanes and fringe benefits” display 
“(which generally make up around 60% of total costs) have increased by (personal_. inc) %" display “over the past year." pdisplay ~ 
pdisplay ° “ pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA 1s" pdisplay “at an acceptable level. This indicates 
that reserves for future equipment” pdisplay “purchases are being built, while the loans from other auxiliaries are” pdisplay “being de- 
creased. A word of caution however is in order. Note that the” pdisplay “ratio has decreased over the past year. A glance at the income 
statements” pdisplay “will show why this is happening. The revenue from the corps (which” pdisplay “typically constitues 75% of total re- 
venue) has decreased by {mil_dec}% over” pdisplay “the past year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salanes and fringe benefits” pdisplay 
“(which generally make up around 60% of total costs) have increased by {personal_inc)%" pdisplay “over the past year."; 

Rule analyze_ROA_!1_b If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA <= 0.09 and 
ROA > = .004 and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mul_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is’ display “at an acceptable level. 

This indicates that reserves for future equipment” display “purchases are being built, while the loans from other auxiliaries are” display 
“being decreased. A word of caution however, is in order. Note that the” display “ratio has decreased over the past year. A glance at the 
income statements” display “will show why this is happening. The revenue from the corps (which’ display “typically consititues 75% of 
total revenue) has decreased by (rmul_dec}% over” display “the past year." pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the 
present situation is not bad. The ROA is” pdisplay “at an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves for future equipment” pdisplay 
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“purchases are being built, while the loans from other auxiliaries are” pdisplay “being decreased. A word of caution however, is in order. 
Note that the” pdisplay “ratio has decreased over the past year. A glance at the income statements” pdisplay “will show why this is hap- 
pening. The revenue from the corps (which” pdisplay “typically consititues 75% of total revenue) has decreased by {mil_dec}% over” 
pdisplay “the past year."; 

Rule analyze_ROA_ll_c If ROA < (ROA_last)} and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.09 and 
ROA > = .004 and 
t_mil_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is” display “at an acceptable level. 

This indicates that reserves for future equipment” display “purchases are being built, while the loans from other auxilianes are” display 
“being decreased. A word of cauton however is in order. Note that the” display “ratio has decreased over the past year. A glance at the 
income statements” display “will show why this is happening. Costs incurred for salanes and fnnge” display “benefits (which generally 
make up around 60% of total costs), have increased” display “by (personal_inc}% over the past year. —” pdisplay °° pdisplay “ ~ pdisplay 
“As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is’ pdisplay “at an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves for 
future equipment” pdisplay “purchases are being built, while the loans from other auxihanes are” pdisplay “being decreased. A word of 
caution however is in order, Note that the” pdisplay “ratio has decreased over the past year. A glance at the income statements” pdisplay 
“will show why this is happening. Costs incurred for salaries and fringe” pdisplay “benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total 
costs), have increased” pdisplay “by (personal_inc}% over the past year." 

Rule analyze_ROA_12 If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA > = .09 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. “ display “The ROA is very high, which in- 

dicates that a substantial dent can be made” display “in its debt to other awaliary enterpnses. Notice that the ROA has" display “decreased 
over the past year. This may indicate a decline in income, or” display “1t may indicate a concerted effort on the part of management to 
bring” display “prices more in line with costs. If the former case is true, it should be” display “looked into. ~” pdisplay °° pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. * pdisplay “The ROA ts very high, which indicates that a 
substantial dent can be made” pdisplay ‘in its debt to other auwliary enterpnses. Notce that the ROA has” pdisplay “decreased over the 
past year, This may indicate a decline in income, or” pdisplay “it may indicate a concerted effort on the part of management to bring” 
pdisplay “prices more in line with costs. If the former case is true, it should be" pdisplay “looked into.*; 

Rule analyze_ROA_!I3 If ROA > (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < 0 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. The ROA is” display “negative which indicates that net 

income is also negative. This means that” display “the Tailor Shop is depending on the other auxiliaries to cover some of" display “its op- 
erating expenses. On a posinve note, the ROA has improved over the’ display ‘past year indicating that improvements are being made. 7” 
pdisplay °° pdisplay ° © pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. The ROA is” pdisplay “negative which indicates 
that net income is also negative. This means that” pdisplay “the Tailor Shop is depending on the other awalianes to cover some of 
pdisplay “its operating expenses. On a positive note, the ROA has improved over the’ pdisplay “past year indicating that improvements 
are being made."; 

Rule analyze_ROA_I4 If ROA > (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA > = 0 and 
ROA <.004 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is improving. * display “Although the ROA is quite low, 

it has improved over the past year. At this’ display “point, it is not earning enough to cover al! of expected demand for equipment” display 
“replacement. However, 1f the current trend continues, they should be able to” display “do so in the future. ~° pdisplay ° " pdisplay ° ” 
pdisplay “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is improving. ” pdisplay “Although the ROA is quite low, it has improved 
over the past year. At this” pdisplay “point, it is not earning enough to cover all of expected demand for equipment” pdisplay “replacement. 
However, if the current trend continues, they should be able to” pdisplay “do so in the future.’; 

Rule analyze_ROA_I5 If ROA > (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA > = .004 and 
ROA <.09 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is not bad. “ display “The ROA falls within a very good 

region indicating that net income is” display “sufficient to cover expected demand and also pay back some of the debt owed” display “to 
other auxiliary enterprises. It should be noted however, that the ROA“ display “has fallen over the past year. This indicates decreasing 
earnings, and should” display “be checked into. -* pdisplay ° ” pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop 
is not bad. ° pdisplay “The ROA falls within a very good region indicating that net income is” pdisplay “sufficient to cover expected de- 
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mand and also pay back some of the debt owed” pdisplay “to other auxiliary enterprises. [t should be noted however, that the ROA” 
pdisplay “has fallen over the past year. This indicates decreasing earnings, and should" pdisplay “be checked into."; 

Rule analyze_ROA_16 If ROA > (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA > = .09 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° display “Not only has the ROA improved 

over the past year, but it also indicates that” display “a substantial dent can be made in their debt to other auxiliary enterprices.” display 
"On the negative side, an ROA of this magnitude indicates that revenues” display “greatly exceed expenses which could be considered price 
gouging. ~" pdisplay “ ° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ”° pdisplay “Not only 
has the ROA improved over the past year, but it also indicates that” pdisplay “a substanual dent can be made in their debt to other auxiliary 
enterprices.” pdisplay “On the negative side, an ROA of this magnitude indicates that revenues” pdisplay “greatly exceed expenses which 
could be considered price gouging.’; 

Rule mil_dec If todo = ratio_analysis Then mil_dec = (((mil_rev_last - t_mil_rev) / mil_rev_last) * 100); 

Rule personal_inc If todo = ratio_analysis Then personal_ine = (((t_personal - Personal_last) / personal_last) * 100); 

Rule gross_profit_display IF gross_profit_ratio < > unknown Then cls 
color = 11 
locate 4,17 
display "GROSS PROFIT RATIO ON CADET UNIFORMS’ 
locate 7,6 display “The Gross Profit Ratio was designed to measure the percentage of display “each sales dollar remaining after the 

cost of goods sold (cost of uniforms" display “issued) has been covered. In other words, this ratio indicates how much of display “each 
sales dollar is available to cover operating expenses. If operating” display “expenses are not being met, prices can be raised, or expenses 
lowered, and° display “an increased gross profit ratio will result. For the Tailor Shop, this is” display “a good figure to watch to determine 
what is happening with commutation’ display “allowances, inventory, and ‘bags’ issued to cadets. —” cls locate 3,1 display “In the Tailor 
Shop’s situation, a change in the gross profit could” display “indicate,” locate 6,6 display “- a change in commutation allowances,” locate 
7,6 display “- a change in the ‘mix’ of cadets (i.e., freshmen vs.” locate 8,8 display “sophomores vs. juniors vs. semors),” Jocate 9,6 display 
“. a change in the cost of uniforms,” locate 10,6 display °- a change in the number of uniform items per ‘bag’ or” locate 11,8 display “in 
their quality, or” locate 12,6 display “- an undervaluation or overvaluation in inventory.” display °° display “With the above in mind, our 
‘expert’ will perform its analysis. However,” display “determining changes in the cost of individual umuform items or in their” display 
“quality is beyond the scope of this system. Therefore, if one of these” display “has changed significantly, it should be taken into consid- 
eration while ° display “viewing the following analysis.” 

locate 20,8 display “Press any key to see the Gross Profit Ratio analysis —” 
gross_profit_ratio display = found 
find rest_of_display_gross_profit, 

Rule display_for_GPR If gross_profit_ratio < > unknown Then rest_of_display_gross_profit = found 
cls 
color = 11 
locate 2,18 
display "GROSS PROFIT RATIO ON CADET UNIFORMS’ 
locate 5,45 
display “{current_year}° 
locate 5,35 
display “{last_year)” 
locate 5,25 
display “{year_2_ago}’ 
locate 8,44 
format gross_profit_ratio, 5.3 
display “{gross_profit_ratio)” 
locate 8,34 
format gross_profit_ratio_last, 5.3 
display “{gross_profit_ratio_last)” 
locate 8,24 
format gross ~profit_ratio_2, 5.3 
display "{gross_profit_ ratio_2}° 
gpr_2_% = {.05 * gross_profit_ ratio_2) 
gpr_ last_% = (.05 ° gross_profit_ratio_last) 
inc_weight_this = ((ca_weight_this - ca_wenght_last) / ca_weight_last) 
inc_weight_last = ((ca_weight_last - ca_weight_2) / ca_weight_2) 
inc_ave_this = ((ca_ave_this - ca_ave_last) / ca_ave_last) 
inc_ave_last = ((ca_ave_last - ca_ave_2} / ca_ave_2) 
dec_werght_this = ((ca_weight_last - ca_weight_this) / ca_weight_last) 
dec_weight_last = ((ca_weight_2 - ca_weight_last) / ca_weight_2) 
dec_ave_this = ((ca_ave_last - ca_ave_this) / ca_ave_last) 
dec_ave_last = ((ca_ave_2 - ca_ave_last} / ca_ave_2) 
in¢_corps_comp_this = ((corps_comp_this - corps_comp_last} / corps_comp_last) 
ine_corps_comp_last = ((corps_comp_last - corps_comp_2) / corps_comp_2) 
inc_t_num_cadets_this = ((t_num_cadets_this - t_num_cadets_last) / t_num_cadets_last) 
inc_! nt num “cadets “last = (({_num _ “cadets “last + t_num_ “cadets _2) / t_num _cadets _2) 
dec_ _corps_comp_! this = ((corps_comp_last - corps_comp_this) / corps_comp_ last) 
dec_corps_comp_last = ((corps_comp_2 - corps_comp_last) / corps_comp_2)} 
dec_t_num_cadets this = ((t_num_cadets_last - t_num_cadets_this) / t_num_cadets_last)} 
dec_ “t! num "cadets _| last = ((t_num_ “cadets _ “2-t num cadets _Jast) / t_num_ cadets 2) 
uniform _cost _per_ “cadet _! this = (cost_ uniforms _ this {to num_cadets this) 
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uniform_cost_per_cadet_last = (cost_uniforms_last / t_num_cadets_last) 
find gross_profit_ratio_anal ysis; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_1 If gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 + gpr_2_%) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last > = (gross_profit_ratio_2 - gpr_2_%) and 
gross_profit_rauo < (gross_profit_ratio_last + gpr_last_%) and 
gross_profit_ratio > = (gross_profit_ratio_last - gpr_!ast_%) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 10 
locate 11,6 display "As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is not changing” display “significantly. Unless management is inten- 

tionally trying to change it,” display “this situation appears optimal.” 
locate 16,26 display “Press any key to continue —'; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_a If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last > (gross_profit_ratio_2 *1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 and 
in¢e_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last ° .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that several different” display “factors are causing this situaton. Average commutation allowances have" display “in- 
creased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets’ display “has become more favorable, i.e., the proportion of 
upperclassmen in the’ display “corps has increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory” display “(either ending in- 
ventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been” display “undervalued.)” 

locate 20,26 display “Press any key to continue —°; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_b If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last ® 1.05) and 
gross_profit_rauo_last > (gross_profit_ratio_2 1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 and 
ine_corps_comp_this > 0.05 

Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = {inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite’ display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutaton allowances” display “have 
increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” display “has become more favorable, i.e., the proportion 
of upperclassmen in the’ display “corps has increased.” 

locate 18,26 display “Press any key ta continue —”; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_¢ If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last ° 1.05) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last > (gross_profit_ratio_2 °1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform _cost_per_cadet_last * .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation’ display “allowances have 
increased over the past year by (inc_ave_%}%.° display “Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory (either” display “ending 
inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been” display “undervalued.)° 

locate 19,26 display "Press any key to continue —’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_d If gross_profit_rato > (gross_profit_ratio_last ° 1.05) and 
gross_profit_raho_last > (gross_profit_ratio_2 *1.05) and 
inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * .95} Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = J2 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_“% = (inc_ave_this * 100} 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. The mix of cadets has become” display “more fa- 
vorable, i.e., the proportion of upperclassmen in the corps has” display “increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inven- 
tory (cither’ display “ending inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been’ display “undervalued.)° 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue °; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_e If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last > (gross_profit_rano_2 °!.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_rato_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite’ display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that average” display “commutation allowances have increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%} %." 
locate 16,26 display “Press any key to continue ~*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_f If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last > (gross_profit_ratio_2 °1.05) and 
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ine_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that the mix of cadets” display “has become more favorable, i.e., the proportion of upperclassmen in the” display “corps 
has increased.” 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue —%; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_g If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05} and 
gross_profit_ratio_last > (gross_profit_ratio_2 °1.05) and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_“% = (inc_ave_this * (00) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that there has been a” display “misvaluation in inventory (etther ending inventory has been overvalued or” display 
"beginning inventory has been undervalued.)* 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue ~*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_a If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 * .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100} 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “dowhard trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that several different’ display “factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances have” display “de- 
creased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets’ display “has become less favorable, i.¢., the proportion of 
underclassmen in the” display “corps has increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory” display “(either ending in- 
ventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been’ display “overvalued.)° 

locate 20,26 display “Press any key to continue —*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_b If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_ratio 2 *. 95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite’ display “downward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances” display “have 
decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” display “has become less favorable, i.e., the proporton 
of underclassmen in the” display “corps has increased.” 

locate 18,26 display “Press any key to continue —*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_c If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 ° .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_“% = (dec_ave_this * 100) . 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “downward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation’ display “allowances have 
decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%.° display “Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory (either’ display “ending 

" inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been” display “overvalued.)’ 
locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue ~’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_d If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 * .95) and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform _cos _per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 

color = | 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite’ display “dowwnard trend. A determination 

of the cause reveais that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. The mix of cadets has become” display “less fa- 
vorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the corps has” display “increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inven- 
tory (either” display “ending inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been” display “overvalued.)’ 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue >"; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_e If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_rauo_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 * .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_ this * 100) 
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format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “downward trend. A determination 
of the cause reveals that average” display “commutation allowances have decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%.” 

locate 16,26 display “Press any key to continue —”; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_f If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 * .95) and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite’ display “downward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that the mix of cadets” display “has become less favorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the” display “corps 
has increased.” 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue —*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_g If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 * .95) and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this > (umform_cost_per_cadet_last ° 1.05} Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “downward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that there has been a“ display “misvaluation in inventory (either ending inventory has been undervalued or” display 
“beginning inventory has been overvalued.)” 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue ~*; 

Rule gross_profit_ analysis 4a lf gross_profit_rato > (gross_profit_ratio_last ° 1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 an 
inc_corps_comp_this > “0.05 and 
uniform _cos. _per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last ® .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 

color = | 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over’ display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that several different’ display “factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances have" display “in- 
creased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” display “has become more favorable, i.e., the proportion of 
upperclassmen in the” display “corps has increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory” display “(either ending in- 
ventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been’ display “undervalued.}° 

locate 20,26 display “Press any key to continue —*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4_6 If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last ° 1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 and 
inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Thea gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_ % = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over” display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of” display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances” display “have 
increased over the past year by (inc_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” display “has become more favorable, i.e., the proportion 
of upperclassmen in the” display “corps has increased.” 

locate 18,26 display “Press any key to continue ~°; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4 ¢ If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last ° .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = }2 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this ° 100) 
format inc _ave _%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over’ display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of” display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation’ display “allowances have 
increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%." display “Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory (either” display “ending 
inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been’ display “undervalued.” 

* 
locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue -°; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_¢ d If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
in¢_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform cost _per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last ° .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 

color = 1 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = {inc_ave_this * !00) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over” display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. The mx of cadets has become” display “more fa- 
vorable, i.e., the proportion of upperclassmen in the corps has’ display “increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inven- 
tory (either’ display “ending inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been’ display “undervalued.)” 

locate 19,26 display "Press any key to continue ~*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4 e If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last ° 1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratic_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
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inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over” display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that average” display “commutation allowances have increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%." 
locate 16,26 display “Press any key to continue ~*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4 f If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over” display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that the mix of cadets” display “has become more favorabie, i.e., the proportion of upperclassmen in the” display “corps 
has increased.” 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue ~°; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4_g If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last ° 1.05) and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over” display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that there has been a° display “misvaluation in inventory (either ending inventory has been overvalued or” display 
“beginning inventory has been undervalued.)” 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue —*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_a If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over” display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that several different” display “factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances have’ display 
“decreased over the past year by {dec_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” display "has become less favorable, i.e., the proportion 
of underclassmen in the” display “corps has increased. Furthermore, there has been a musvaluation in inventory” display “(either ending 
inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been" display “overvalued.)” 

locate 20,26 display “Press any key to continue ~’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_b If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = |2 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit rato has decreased over” display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances” display 
“have decreased over the past year by {dec_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets’ display “has become less favorable, i.e., the pro- 
portion of underclassmen in the’ display “corps has increased.” 

locate. 18,26 display “Press any key to continue ~°; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_¢ If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last © 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over’ display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that a couple of” display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation’ display “allowances 
have decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%)%." display “Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory (either’ display 
“ending inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been” display “overvalued.)” 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to contnue —‘; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_d If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over” display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that a couple of” display “different factors are causing this situation. The mix of cadets has become’ display “less 
favorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the corps has” display “increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in in- 
ventory (either” display “ending inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been” display “overvalued.)" 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue 7"; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_e If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_rato_analysis = found 
color = 12 , 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
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format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over" display “the past year. A determi- 
nation of the cause reveals that average” display “commutation allowances have decreased over the past year by {dec_ave_%}%.” 

locate 16,26 display “Press any key to continue 7’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_f If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over” display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that the mix of cadets” display “has become tess favorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the’ display 
“corps has increased.” 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue —*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_g If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform _cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over" display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that there has been a° display “misvaluation in inventory (either ending inventory has been undervalued or’ 
display “beginning inventory has been overvalued.)’ 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue ~°; 

! Statements block 

ask continue_r. “Is this the most current year end?"; choices continue_r: yes, no; 

ask todo: "What would you like to do? Answer /Q when finished’; choices todo: Enter_new_data, graphics, budget_analysis, 
ratio_analysis, what-if_analysis, Change_system_parameters, 

ask inventory_ques: “Can you separate the value of ending inventory into issued and unissued?’; choices inventory_ques: yes, no; 

ask issued_inv: “What is the value of issued inventory?"; ask unissued_inv: “What is the value of unissued inventory?"; ask total_inv: 
"Then, what is the value of total inventory?*; 

ask equip_number: “How many pieces of equipment does this include?’; 

ask equip_name: “Give an appropriate title to a piece, using underscores to connect words.’; 

ask cost “How much did the {equip_name}) cost?’; 

ask purchase_month: “Please enter the number for the month in which the {equip_name) was purchased. Use | for January, 2 for Febru- 
ary, ....12 for December.’; 

ask useful_life: “How many years is the (equip_name} expected to last?; 

ask num_fresh: “June (current_year}?°; ask num_soph: “How many sophomores?’; ask num_jun: “How many juniors?”; ask num_sen: “How 
many seniors?’; 

ask ca_fresh: “June (current_year}?"; ask ca_soph: “How much was it for sophomores?’; ask ca_jun: “How much was it for juniors?’; ask 
ca_sen: “How much was it for seniors?’; 

plural: put_inventory, new_equip,current_values,depreciation; plural: corps_ca,corps_num; bkcolor = 1; 
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B.12 PRATIO4 

execute; runtime; endoff; actions 

color = 15 todo = ratio_analysis display “The system has just entered a new knowledge base and files must be” display “loaded. You will 
be instructed when to continue.” display ° ” loadfacts ratdata display “Press any key to examine the gross profit ratios. —° display °° find 
gross_profit_ratio_display chain pratio3 ; 

‘rules block 

Rule calculate_gross_profit_ratios If todo = ratio_analysis Then gross_profit_ratio = (gross_profit / t_mil_rev) 
gross_profit_ratio_last = (gross_profit_last / mil_rev_last) 
gross_profit_ratio_2 = (gross_profit_2 / mil_rev_2); 

Rule mil_dec If todo = ratio_analysis Then mil_dec = (((mil_rev_last - t_mil_rev) / mil_rev_last) * 100); 

Rule personal_inc If todo = ratio_analysis Then personal_inc = (((t_personal - Personal_last) / personal_last) * 100); 

Rule gross_profit_display IF gross_profit_ratio < > unknown Then cls 
color = | 
locate 4,17 
display “GROSS PROFIT RATIO ON CADET UNIFORMS’ 
locate 7,6 display “The Gross Profit Ratio was designed to measure the percentage of display “each sales dollar remaining after the 

cost of goods sold (cost of uniforms” display “issued) has been covered. In other words, this ratio indicates how much of display “each 
sales dollar is available to cover operating expenses. If operating” display “expenses are not being met, prices can be raised, or expenses 
lowered, and” display “an increased gross profit ratio will result. For the Tailor Shop, this is” display ’a good figure to watch to determine 
what is happening with commutation’ display “allowances, inventory, and ‘bags’ issued to cadets. —” cls locate 3,1 display “In the Tailor 
Shop’s situation, a change in the gross profit could” display “indicate;” locate 6,6 display °- a change in commutation allowances,” locate 
7,6 display “- a change in the ‘mix’ of cadets (i.e., freshmen vs.” locate 8,8 display “sophomores vs. juniors vs. seniors)," locate 9,6 display 
*- a change in the cost of uniforms,” locate 10,6 display “- a change in the number of uniform items per ‘bag’ or” locate 11,8 display “in 
their quality, or” locate 12,6 display °- an undervaluation or overvaluation in inventory.” display °° display “With the above in mind, our 
‘expert’ will perform its analysis. However," display “determining changes in the cost of individual uniform items or in their” display 
“quality is beyond the scope of this system. Therefore, if one of these” display “has changed significantly, it should be taken into consid- 
eration while ° display “viewing the following analysis.” 

locate 20,8 display “Press any key to see the Gross Profit Ratio analysis ~° - 

pdisplay ° 
Pdisplay ° 
pdisplay ° 

pdisplay oe 

pdisplay ° ” pdisplay ° The Gross Profit Ratio was designed to measure the percentage of pdisplay “each sales dollar remaining 
after the cost of goods sold (cost of uniforms” pdisplay “issued) has been covered. In other words, this ratio indicates how much of” 
pdisplay “each sales dollar is available to cover operating expenses. If operating” pdisplay “expenses are not being met, prices can be 
raised, or expenses lowered, and” pdisplay “an increased gross profit ratio will result. For the Tailor Shop, this is” pdisplay “a good figure 
to watch to determine what is happening with commutation” pdisplay “allowances, inventory, and ‘bags’ issued to cadets.” pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay © ° pdisplay ° © pdisplay “In the Tailor Shop’s situation, a change in the gross profit could” pdisplay “indicate;” pdisplay ° ° 

GROSS PROFIT RATIO ON CADET UNIFORMS’ 

pdisplay ° - a change in commutation allowances,” pdisplay “ - a change in the ‘mux’ of cadets (i.e., freshmen vs." pdisplay * 
sophomores vs. juniors vs. seniors),” pdisplay ° - a change in the cost of uniforms,” pdisplay * + a change in the number of umform 
items per ‘bag’ or” pdisplay ° in their quality, or” pdisplay ° - an undervaluation or overvaluation in inventory.” pdisplay ° ” 
pdisplay “With the above in mind, our ‘expert’ will perform its analysis. However,” pdisplay “determining changes in the cost of individual 
uniform items or in their’ pdisplay “quality is beyond the scope of this system. Therefore, if one of these” pdisplay “has changed signif- 
icantly, 1¢ should be taken into consideration while * pdisplay “viewing the following analysis.” pdisplay °° pdisplay ° Press any key 
to see the Gross Profit Ratio analysis” 

gross_profit_ratio_display = found 
find rest_of_display_gross_profit, 

Rule display_for_GPR If gross_profit_ratio < > unknown Then rest_of_display_gross_profit = found 
cls 
color = |] 
locate 2,18 
display "GROSS PROFIT RATIO ON CADET UNIFORMS’ 
locate 5,45 
display “{current_year}° 
locate 5,35 
display “{last_year}° 
locate 5,25 
display “{year_2_ago}" 
locate 8,44 
format gross_profit_ratio, 5.3 
display “(gross_profit_ratio}’ 
locate 8,34 
format gross_profit_ratio_last, 5.3 
display “{(gross_profit_ratio_last)" 
locate 8,24 
format gross_profit_ratio_2, 5.3 
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display “{gross_profit_ratio_2}" 

paisplay + | 
Pdispiay 
pdisplay “ 
locate 2,18 
pdisplay * GROSS PROFIT RATIO ON CADET UNIFORMS’ 
pdisplay * * 
pdisplay ° ” 
locate 5,45 

= (current_year) 
locate 5,35 
b = (last_year) 
locate 5,25 
c= (year_ 2_ago) 

pdisplay ° {c} {b} {a}” 
pdisplay ° 
pdisplay * ” 
a = (gross_profit_ratio) 

= (gross_profit_ratio_last) 
= (gross_profit_ratio_2) 

pdisplay ° {c} {b} {a}" 

gepr_2_% = (.05° gross _profit_ratio_2) 
gpr_last_% = (.05 ° gross_profit_ratio_last) 
inc “weight _ this = ((ca_werght_this - ca_weight_last} / ca_weight_last) 
inc_weight_last = ((ca_weight_last - ca_weight_2) / ca_weight_2) 
inc_ave_this = ((ca_ave_this - ca_ave_last) / ca_ave_last) 
inc_ave_last = ((ca_ave_last - ca_ave_2) / ca_ave_2) 
dec_weight_this = ((ca_weight_last - ca_weight_this} / ca_weight_last) 
dec_weight_last = ((ca_weight_2 - ca_weight_last) / ca_weight_2) 
dec_ave_this = ((ca_ave_last - ca_ave_this) / ca_ave_last) 
dec_ave_last = (({ca_ave_2 - ca_ave_fast} / ca_ave_2) 
inc_corps_comp_this = ((corps_comp_this - corps_comp_last) / corps_comp_last) 
inc_corps_comp_last = ((corps_comp_last - corps_comp_2) / corps_comp_2) 
inc_t_num_cadets_this = ((t_num_cadets_this - t_num_cadets_last) / t_num_cadets_last) 
inc_t_num_cadets_last = ((t_num_cadets_last - t_num_cadets_2) / t_num_cadets_2) 
dec_corps_comp_this = ((corps_comp_last - corps_comp_this) / corps_comp_last) 
dec_corps_comp_last = ((corps_comp_2 - corps_comp_last) / corps_comp_2) 
dec_t_num_cadets_this = ((t_num_cadets_last - t_num_cadets_this) / t_num_cadets_last) 
dec_t_num_cadets_last = ((t_num_cadets_2 - t_num_cadets_last) / t_num_cadets_2) 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this = (cost_uniforms_this / t_num_cadets_this) 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_last = (cost_uniforms_last / t_num_cadets_last) 
find gross_profit_ratio_analysis; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_1 If gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross _profit_ratio_2 + gpr_2_%) and 
gross_profit_rato_last > = (gross_profit_ratio_2 - gpr_2_%) and 
gross_profit_ tatio < (gross _profit_ratio_last + gpr_last _%) and 
gross_profit_ratio > = (gross_profit_ rato_ last - gpr_last. %) Then gross_profit_rato_analysis = found 
color = 10 
locate 11,6 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is not changing’ display “significantly. Unless management is inten- 

tionally trying to change it,” display “this situation appears optimal.” 
locate 16,26 display “Press any key to continue ~~ pdisplay ° ” pdisplay “ “ pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is not 

changing” pdisplay “significantly. Unless management is intentonally trying to change it,” pdisplay “this situanon appears opumal.” 
pdisplay °° display ° Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_a If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
gross_profit_rato_last > (gross_profit_ratio_2 °1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 and 
in¢_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * .95} Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite’ display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that several different” display “factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances have” display “in- 
creased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” display “has become more favorable, i.e., the proportion of 
upperclassmen in the’ display “corps has increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory” display “(either ending in- 
ventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been” display “undervalued.)° 

locate 20,26 display “Press any key to continue —* pdisplay “ “ pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on 
a definite” pdisplay “upward trend. A determination of the cause reveals that several different” pdisplay “factors are causing this situation. 
Average commutation allowances have” pdisplay “increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” pdisplay 
“has become more favorable, i.e., the proportion of upperclassmen in the” pdisplay “corps has increased. Furthermore, there has been a 
musvaluation in inventory” pdisplay “(either ending inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been” pdisplay “underval- 
ued.)” pdisplay ° ° pdisplay ° Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_b If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last ° 1.05) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last > (gross_profit_rano_2 °1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 and 
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inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 

Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = {inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances” display “have 
increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” display “has become more favorable, i.e., the proportion 
of upperclassmen in the” display “corps has increased.” 

locate 18,26 display “Press any key to continue —"° pdisplay “ ° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on 
a definite” pdisplay “upward trend. A determination of the cause reveals that a couple of pdisplay “different factors are causing this situ- 
ation. Average commutation allowances’ pdisplay “have increased over the past year by (inc_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” 
pdisplay “has become more favorable, i.e., the proportion of upperclassmen in the’ pdisplay “corps has increased.” pdisplay “ ° pdisplay ’ 
Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_c If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last > (gross_profit_rauo_2 °1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last ° .95} Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = }2 
locate 11,6 
in¢c_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of” display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation” display “allowances have 
increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%."° display “Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory (etther” display “ending 
inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been” display “undervalued.)” 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue —” pdisplay °° pdisplay “© pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on 
a definite” pdisplay “upward trend. A determinaton of the cause reveals that a couple of pdisplay “different factors are causing this situ- 
ation. Average commutation” pdisplay “allowances have increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%." pdisplay “Furthermore, there 
has been a misvaluation in inventory (either’ pdisplay “ending inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been" pdisplay 
“undervalued.)” pdisplay * ° pdisplay ” Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_d If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last ° 1.05) and 
gross_profit_rato_last > (gross_profit_ratio_2 °!.05) and 
inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. The mix of cadets has become” display “more fa- 
vorable, i.¢., the proportion of upperclassmen in the corps has” display “increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inven- 
tory (either” display “ending inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been” display “undervalued.)” 

locate 19,26 display "Press any key to continue —“ pdisplay ° ° pdisptay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on 
a definite” pdisplay “upward trend. A determination of the cause reveals that a couple of pdisplay “different factors are causing this situ- 
ation. The mix of cadets has become” pdisplay “more favorable, i.e., the proportion of upperclassmen in the corps has” pdisplay “increased. 
Furthermore, there has been a misvaluaton in inventory (either’ pdisplay “ending inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory 
has been” pdisplay "undervalued.)” pdisplay °° pdisplay ° Press any key to continue ~°; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_e If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last ° 1.05) and 
gross_profit_rato_last > (gross _profit_ratio_2 °1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_rato_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% ™ (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite’ display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that average” display “commutaton allowances have increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%)%.” 
locate 16,26 display “Press any key to continue” pdisplay ° ” pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is 

on a definite” pdisplay “upward trend. A determination of the cause reveals that average” pdisplay “commutation allowances have in- 
creased over the past year by (inc_ave_%}%.° pdisplay ° ” pdisplay ° Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2 f If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last > (gross_profit_ratio_2 *1.05) and 
inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite’ display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that the mux of cadets” display “has become more favorable, i.e., the proportion of upperclassmen in the’ display “corps 
has increased.” 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue —* pdisplay ° ° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on 
a definite’ pdisplay “upward trend. A determination of the cause reveals that the mix of cadets” pdisplay “has become more favorable, i.e., 
the proportion of upperclassmen in the” pdisplay “corps has increased.” pdisplay °° pdisplay ° Press any key to continue’, 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_g If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last ° 1.05) and 
_gross_profit_ratio_Jast > (gross_profit_ratio_2 °1.05) and 
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uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * .95} Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that there has been a’ display “misvaluation in inventory (either ending inventory has been overvalued or” display 
“beginning inventory has been undervalued.)’ 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue —” pdisplay ” ° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on 
a definite” pdisplay “upward trend. A determination of the cause reveals that there has been a” pdisplay “misvaluation tn inventory (either 
ending inventory has been overvalued or” pdisplay “beginning inventory has been undervalued.)” pdisplay “ ° pdisplay ° 
Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_a If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 * .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
unsform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
cotor = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% * (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite’ display “downard trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that several different” display “factors are causing this situation. Average commutatton allowances have” display “de- 
creased over the past year by {(dec_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets’ display “has become less favorable, i.e., the proportion of 
underclassmen in the’ display “corps has increased. Furthermore, there has been a musvaluation in inventory” display “(either ending in- 
ventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been’ display “overvalued.)’ 

locate 20,26 display “Press any key to continue —” pdisplay ° “ pdisplay ° “ pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on 
a definite” pdisplay “downard trend. A determination of the cause reveals that several different’ pdisplay “factors are causing this situation. 
Average commutation allowances have” pdisplay “decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” pdisplay 
“has become less favorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the” pdisplay “corps has increased. Furthermore, there has been a 
misvaluation in inventory” pdisplay “(either ending inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been” pdisplay “overval- 
ued.)” pdisplay ” “ pdisplay ” Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_b If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and - 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 *. 95) and 
dec_ave_ this > 0.05 and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross _profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “downward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances” display “have 
decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” display “has become less favorable, i.e., the proportion 
of underclassmen in the” display “corps has increased.” 

locate 18,26 display “Press any key to continue ~” pdisplay ° ° pdisplay ©” pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on 
a definite” pdisplay “downward trend. A determination of the cause reveals that a couple of pdisplay “different factors are causing this 
situation. Average commutation allowances” pdisplay “have decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of 
cadets” pdisplay “has become less favorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the” pdisplay “corps has increased.” pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay ° Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_c If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_rauo_2 ° .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “downward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation’ display “allowances have 
decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%." display “Furthermore, there has been a misvaiuauon tn inventory (either” display “ending 
inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been” display “overvalued.)" 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue ~”° pdisplay * ° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on 
a definite” pdisplay “downward trend. A determination of the cause reveals that a couple of pdisplay “different factors are causing this 
situaton. Average commutation’ pdisplay “allowances have decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%." pdisplay “Furthermore, 
there has been a misvaluation in inventory (either” pdisplay “ending inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been’ 
pdisplay “overvalued.)” pdisplay °° pdisplay “ Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_d If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last © .95) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 * .95) and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “dowwnard trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. The mux of cadets has become” display “less fa- 
vorable, i.¢e., the proportion of underclassmen in the corps has” display “increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inven- 
tory (either” display “ending inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been” display “overvalued.)” 
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locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue -” pdisplay ° ” pdisplay ° “ pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on 
a definite” pdisplay “dowwnard trend. A determination of the cause reveals that a couple of pdisplay “different factors are causing this 
situation. The mix of cadets has become” pdisplay “less favorable, i.¢e., the proportion of underclassmen in the corps has” pdisplay “in- 
creased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory (either” pdisplay “ending inventory has been undervalued or beginning 
inventory has been" pdisplay “overvalued.)” pdisplay ” ° pdisplay ° Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_e If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_rano_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 * .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite’ display “downward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that average” display “commutation allowances have decreased over the past year by {dec_ave_%)}%." 
locate 16,26 display “Press any key to continue —° pdisplay ° ” pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on 

a definite” pdisplay “downward trend. A determination of the cause reveals that average” pdisplay “commutation allowances have de- 
creased over the past year by {dec_ave_%}%.° pdisplay ©” pdisplay ° Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_f If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last ° .95) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_rabo_2 * .95) and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
cofor = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite’ display “downward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that the mix of cadets” display “has become less favorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the’ display “corps 
has increased.” 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue ~” pdisplay ° ° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on 
a definite” pdisplay "downward trend. A determination of the cause reveals that the mix of cadets” pdisplay “has become less favorable, 
i.¢., the proportion of underclassmen in the” pdisplay “corps has increased.” pdisplay °° pdisplay ° Press any key to 
continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_g If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_rato_2 * .95} and 

uniform cost _per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = | 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite’ display “downward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that there has been a” display “misvaluation in inventory (either ending inventory has been undervalued or” display 
“beginning inventory has been overvalued.)’ 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue ~” pdisplay ° ” pdisplay ° ” pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on 
a definite” pdisplay “downward trend. A determination of the cause reveals that there has been a” pdisplay “misvaluaton in inventory (ei- 
ther ending inventory has been undervalued or® pdisplay “beginning inventory has been overvalued.)’ pdisplay “© ° pdisplay ° 
Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4_a If gross _profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 and 
inc_corps_comp_ this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over’ display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that several different” display “factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances have’ display “in- 
creased over the past year by (inc_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” display “has become more favorable, i.e., the proportion of 
upperclassmen in the’ display “corps has increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluaton in inventory” display “{either ending in- 
ventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been’ display “undervalued.)’ 

locate 20,26 display “Press any key to continue —” pdisplay ° ° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has 
increased over” pdisplay “the past year. A determinaton of the cause reveals that several different” pdisplay “factors are causing this situ- 
ation. Average commutation allowances have” pdisplay “increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” 
pdisplay “has become more favorable, i.e., the proportion of upperclassmen in the” pdisplay “corps has increased. Furthermore, there has 
been a misvaluation in inventory” pdisplay ‘(either ending inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been” pdisplay 
“undervalued.)’ pdisplay ” " pdisplay ” Press any key to contnue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4_b If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 and 
inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over’ display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances’ display “have 
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increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets’ display “has becorne more favorable, i.e., the proportion 
of upperclassmen in the” display “corps has increased.” 

locate 18,26 display “Press any key to continue —° pdisplay °° pdisplay ° ” pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has 
increased over” pdisplay “the past year. A determination of the cause reveals that a couple of pdisplay “different factors are causing this 
situation. Average commutation allowances” pdisplay “have increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of 
cadets” pdisplay “has become more favorable, 1.e., the proportion of upperclassmen in the” pdisplay “corps has increased.” pdisplay ” 
pdisplay ” Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4_¢ If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform _cost_per_cadet_last * .95} Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over” display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation’ display “allowances have 
increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%." display “Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory (either’ display “ending 
inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been” display “undervalued.” 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue ~” pdisplay °° pdisplay ° ” pdisplay “As can he seen above, the gross profit ratio has 
increased over” pdisplay “the past year. A determination of the cause reveals that a couple of pdisplay “different factors are causing this 
situation. Average commutation’ pdisplay “allowances have increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%." pdisplay “Furthermore, there 
has been a misvaluation in inventory (e:ther” pdisplay “ending inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been” pdisplay 
“undervalued.” pdisplay ” ” pdisplay ° Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4 d If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last ° 1.05} and 
inc_corps_comp_thus > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 ‘display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over” display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of” display “different factors are causing this situation. The mix of cadets has become” display “more fa- 
vorable, i.¢e., the proportion of upperclassmen in the corps has’ display “increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inven- 
tory (either” display “ending inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been” display “undervalued.)* 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue ~” pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has 
increased over” pdisplay “the past year. A determination of the cause reveals that a couple of pdisplay “different factors are causing this 
situation. The mix of cadets has become” pdisplay “more favorable, i.e., the proportion of upperclassmen in the corps has” pdisplay “in- 
creased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory (either pdisplay “ending inventory has been overvalued or beginning 
inventory has been” pdisplay “undervalued.)" pdisplay ° ° pdisplay ° Press any key to contnue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4_e¢ If gross profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last ° 1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% ™ (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display "As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over’ display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that average” display “commutation allowances have increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%." 
locate 16,26 display "Press any key to continue ~” pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has 

increased over" pdisplay “the past year. A determination of the cause reveals that average” pdisplay “commutation allowances have in- 
creased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%." pdisplay °° pdisplay ° Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4 f If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over’ display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that the mix of cadets’ display “has become more favorable, i.e., the proportion of upperclassmen in the’ display “corps 
has increased.” 

locate 7,26 display “Press any key to continue —” pdisplay ° ” pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has 
increased over” pdisplay “the past year. A determination of the cause reveals that the mx of cadets” pdisplay “has become more favorable, 
i.e., the proporton of upperclassmen in the” pdisplay “corps has increased.’ pdisplay °° pdisplay ° Press any key to 
continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4_g If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last ° .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over” display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that there has been a° display “misvaluaton in inventory (either ending inventory has been overvalued or’ display 
"beginning inventory has been undervalued.)” 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue —” pdisplay ” ” pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has 
increased over” pdisplay “the past year. A determination of the cause reveals that there has been a” pdisplay “misvaluation in inventory 
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{either ending inventory has been overvalued or” pdisplay “beginning inventory has been undervalued.}” pdisplay ° ° pdisplay ° 
Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_a If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over" display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that several different’ display “factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances have” display 
"decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” display “has become less favorable, i.e., the proportion 
of underclassmen in the” display “corps has increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory” display “(either ending 
inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been’ display “overvalued.)’ 

locate 20,26 display “Press any key to continue —” pdisplay ° ” pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has 
decreased over” pdisplay “the past year. A determination of the cause reveals that several different” pdisplay “factors are causing this situ- 
ation. Average commutation allowances have” pdisplay “decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” 
pdisplay “has become tess favorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the” pdisplay “corps has increased. Furthermore, there has 
been a musvaluation in inventory” pdisplay “(either ending inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been” pdisplay 
“overvalued.}” pdisplay ° * pdisplay ° Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_b If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over’ display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances” display 
“have decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” display “has become less favorable, i.e., the pro- 
portion of underclassmen in the” display “corps has increased.” 

locate 18,26 display “Press any key to continue ~” pdisplay ° ” pdisplay ” ” pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has 
decreased over” pdisplay “the past year. A determination of the cause reveals that a couple of pdisplay “different factors are causing this 
situation, Average commutation allowances” pdisplay “have decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mx of 
cadets’ pdisplay “has become less favorable, 1.e., the proporton of underclassmen in the’ pdispiay “corps has increased.” pdisplay ° ” 
pdisplay * Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_¢ If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last ° .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
uniforrn_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over’ display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation’ display “allowances 
have decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%.° display “Furthermore, there has been a musvaluation in inventory (either” display 
“ending inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been” display “overvalued.)° 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to conunue—” pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has 
decreased over" pdisplay “the past year. A determination of the cause reveals that a couple of pdisplay “different factors are causing this 
situation. Average commutation’ pdisplay “allowances have decreased over the past year by {(dec_ave_%}%.° pdisplay “Furthermore, 
there has been a misvaluation in inventory (either” pdisplay “ending inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been’ 
pdisplay “overvalued.)” pdisplay ° ° pdisplay Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_d If gross_profit_rato < (gross_profit_ratio_last ° .95) and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = {2 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over’ display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. The mix of cadets has become’ display ‘less 
favorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the corps has” display “increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluaton in in- 
ventory (either” display “ending inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been” display “overvalued.)’ 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue ~° pdisplay ° ” pdisplay ” ” pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has 
decreased over” pdisplay “the past year. A determination of the cause reveals that a couple of pdisplay “different factors are causing this 
situation. The mix of cadets has become” pdisplay ‘less favorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the corps has” pdisplay “in- 
creased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory (either” pdisplay “ending inventory has been undervalued or beginning 
inventory has been’ pdisplay “overvalued.)” pdisplay “ “ pdisplay “ Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_e If gross_profit_ratio < ({gross_profit_ratio_last * .95} and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave this * 100) 
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format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over” display “the past year. A determi- 
nation of the cause reveals that average” display “commutation allowances have decreased over the past year by {(dec_ave_%}%." 

locate 16,26 display “Press any key to continue” pdisplay °° pdisplay ° © pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has 
decreased over” pdisplay “the past year. A determination of the cause reveals that average” pdisplay “commutation allowances have de- 
creased over the past year by {dec_ave_%}%.° pdisplay °° pdisplay ” Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_f If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over" display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that the mix of cadets” display “has become less favorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the’ display 
“corps has increased.” 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue —* pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has 
decreased over” pdisplay “the past year. A determination of the cause reveals that the mix of cadets” pdisplay “has become less favorable, 
i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the” pdisplay “corps has increased.” pdisplay ° ° pdisplay ” Press any key to 
continue’; . 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_g If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last ® .95) and 
uniform _cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform _cost_per_cadet_last ° 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 

color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over” display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that there has been a” display “misvaluation in inventory (either ending inventory has been undervalued or” 
display “beginning inventory has been overvalued.)° 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue —* pdisplay ° ° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has 
decreased over’ pdisplay “the past year. A determination of the cause reveals that there has been a” pdisplay “misvaluation in inventory 
{either ending inventory has been undervalued or® pdisplay “beginning inventory has been overvalued.)° pdisplay °° pdisplay ” 
Press any key to continue’, 

! Statements block 

ask continue_r. “Is this the most current year end?’; choices contnue_n yes, no; 

ask todo:"What would you like to do? Answer /Q when finished”; choices todo: Enter_new_data, graphics, budget_analysis, 
ratio_analysis, what-if_analysis, Change_system_parameters, 

ask inventory_ques: "Can you separate the value of ending inventory into issued and unissued?"; choices inventory_ques: yes, no; 

ask issued_inv: “What is the value of issued inventory?’; ask unissued_inv. “What is the value of unissued inventory?”, ask total_inv: 
*Then, what is the value of total inventory”; 

ask equip_number: “How many pieces of equipment does this include?’; 

ask equip_name: “Give an appropriate title to a piece, using underscores to connect words."; 

ask cost. “How much did the {equip_name} cost?”; 

ask purchase_month: “Please enter the number for the month in which the (equip_name) was purchased. Use | for January, 2 for Febru- 
ary, ....12 for December.’; 

ask useful_ltfe: “How many years is the {equip_name) expected to last?’; 

ask num_fresh: “June (current_year}?"; ask num_soph: “How many sophomores?"; ask num_jum “How many juniors?"; ask num_sen: “How 
many seniors?’; 

ask ca_fresh: “June {current_year}?"; ask ca_soph: "How much was it for sophomores?’, ask ca_jun: “How much was it for juniors?’; ask 
ca_sen: “How much was it for seniors?’; 

plural: put_inventory, new_equip,current_values,depreciation; plural: corps_ca,corps_num; bkcolor = 1; 
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B.13 PRATIO3 

execute; runtime; 

actions 

color = |5 todo = ratio_analysis display “The system has just entered a new knowledge base and files must be” display “loaded. You will 
be instructed when to continue.” display °° find get_data display “Press any key to examine the expense to revenue ratios. —” display ° ” 
find exp_to_rev_display find exp_to_rev_mkt_seg_ display savefacts ratdata chain pratio2 ; 

Rule get_necessary_data If get_data = unknown Then get_data = found 
wks ca,b13..d16,\vppiplayca 
ca weight this = (ca{1) 
a_weight_last = (ca{2)) 

ca weight_2 = (ca{3) 
ca_ave_this = (ca(4}} 
ca_ave_last = (ca[5} 
ca_ave_ "2 = (cal6}) 
corps_comp_this = ({ca{7})} 
corps_comp_last = (ca{8)} 

corps_comp_2 = (ca(9)) 
t_num_cadets_this = (ca{10]} 
t num_ "cadets _ last = (ca{11} 
t_ _num_ "cadets _ “2 = (ca{{2) 
reset ca 
wks bs_this,bl..b14,\vpp\playabbs 
wks bs_last,cl..c14,\vpp' playabbs 
wks bs_2_ago,dl..d14,\vpp'playabbs 
wks t_assets_3,¢9,\vpp'playabbs 
wks inv_3_ago,e7,\vpp\playabbs 
wks is_this,b1..b85,\vppiplayabis 
wks is_last,cl..c35,\vppiplayabis 
wks is_2_ ago,dl..d85,\vpp\playabis 
wks is_2_ago_a,d79..d85,\vpp\playabis 
current_year = (bs_this{ |} 
last_year = (current_year - |) 
year_2_ago = (current_year - 2) 
total_inv = (bs_this(7]) 
last_yr_inventory = (bos_last{7D 
inv_2_ago = (bs_2_ago{7]) 
new_due_to = (bs_this{l2) 
last_yr_due_to = (bs_last{12]) 
due_to_2 ago = (bs_2_ago{l2) 
net_income = (is_this{65)) 
net_income_last = (is_last{65]) 
net_income_2 = (is_2_ago{65) 
total_current_value = (bs_this{8]} 
last_yr_equip_value = (bs_last{8}} 
equip_2_ago = (bs_2_agol8) 
gross_profit = (is_this{16)) 
gross_profit_last = (is_last{16) 
gross_profit_2 = {is_2_ago{16) 
tmul_rev = (is_this(9) 
mai_rev_last = (is_lasy{9) 
mil_rev_2 = (is_2 agol9p 
t_expenses = (1s_this{15] + is_this{64) 
cost_uniforms_this = (is_this{15) 
cost_umiforms_last = (is_last{15)) 
cost_umforms_2 = (is_2_ago{15) 
total_oper_exp_last = (is_last{64f) 
total_oper_exp_2 = (is_2_ago[64) 
t_other_rev = (is_this{24]) 
other_rev_last = (is_last{24]) 
other_rev_2 = (is_2_ago{24) 
t_personal = (is_this{36) 
personal_last = (is_last(36) 
corps_¢_to_r_this = (is_this(79} 
public_e_to this = (is this8!) 
s fis e10. is = (is this{82) 
interdept_ this = (is_this{83) 
music_¢_| on _this = (is_this(84)) 
state_e_to_r_!' this = = dis this{ 85) 
corps_¢_to_r ras = (is_las{79)) 
public_e_to = (is_last(81) 
Sf se 0 fia _last = wt last{82) 
interdept_e_to_r = (is_last{83p ‘ 
musi, o_r Tal = (is lat 84) 
State_¢e_to_r last = (is_lasq{85) 
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r_2 = (is_2_ago_af{1) 
_¢_to.r 2 = (is_2_ago_al3) 

s fs eto_r_2 = {is_2_ago_a{4) 
o_r_2 = (is_2_ago_a[5) 

music_e_to_r_2 = (is_2_ago_al6) 
state_¢_to_r_2 = (is_2_ago_a{7]) 
reset bs_this 
reset bs_last 
reset bs_2_ago 
reset is_this 
reset is_last 
reset is_2_ago; 

Rule calculate_exp_to_rev_ratios If todo = ratio_analysis Then exp_to_rev_ratio = (t_expenses / (t_mil_rev + t_other_rev)) 
exp_to_rev_rauo last = ((cost_uniforms_last + total_oper_exp_last} / (mil_rev_last + other_rev_last)) 
exp_to_rev_ratio_2 = ((cost_uniforms_2 + total_oper_exp_2) / (mil_rev_2 + other_rev_2)); 

Rule caiculate_t_asset_turn_ratos 

If todo = ratio_analysis 

Then x = (t_mil_rev + t_other_rev) 
t_asset_tum_ratio = (x / ((total_inv + total_current_value + last_yr_inventory + last_yr_equip_value) / 2)) 
x = (mil_rev_last + other_rev_last) 
t_asset_turn_ratio_last = (x / {(last_yr_inventory + last_yr_equip_value + inv_2_ago + equip_2_ago) / 2)) 
t_asset_turn_rato_2 = ((mil_rev_2 + other_rev_2) / ((inv_2_ago + equip_2_ago + t_assets_3) / 2)); 

Rule calculate_inv_turm_ratios If todo = ratio_analysis Then inv_turn_ratio = (t_mil_rev / ((total_inv + last_yr_inventory) / 2)} 
inv_turn_rato_last = (mil_rev_last / ((last_yr_inventory + inv_2_ago)} / 2)) 
inv_turn_ratio_2 = (mil_rev_2 / ({inv_2_ago + inv_3_ago) / 2)), 

Rule exp_to_rev_display IF exp_to_rev_ratio < > unknown Then exp_to_rev_display = found 
cls 
color = 11 
locate 2,27 
display "EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIO’ 
locate 4,6 display “The expense to revenue ratio was designed to measure how much of each” display “revenue dollar is consumed by 

expenses. The primary responsibility of display “the Taslor Shop is to provide a service, rather than to produce a” display “profit. How- 
ever, given the level of service provided and the prices” display ‘charged, it should strive for a low expense to revenue ratio. If net” display 
“income ts to be used only to replace old equipment, then an expense to ° display ‘revenue ratio of around .995 is desirable. On the other 
hand, if net’ display “income is also to be used to repay the amount borrowed from other’ display “awaliaries (say over a 10 year period), 
then a ratio of around .93 is” display “desirable. In any case, the expense to revenue rato should be less than” display “l, since a ratio 
greater than | indicates that expenses exceed revenues.” 

locate 19,13 display “Press any key to see the Expense to Revenue analysis —° 

pdisplay ae 

pdisplay * * 
locate 2,27 
pdisplay * EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIO’ 
Pdisplay °° 
locate 4,6 pdisplay “ The expense to revenue ratio was designed to measure how much of each’ pdisplay “revenue dollar is consumed 

by expenses. The pnmary responsibility of” pdisplay “the Tailor Shop is to provide a service, rather than to produce a” pdisplay “profit. 
However, given the level of service provided and the pnces” pdisplay “charged, it should strive for a low expense to revenue ratio. If net’ 
pdisplay “income is to be used only to replace old equipment, then an expense to ° pdisplay “revenue rato of around .995 is desirable. 
On the other hand, if net” pdisplay “income is also to be used to repay the amount borrowed from other’ pdisplay “awaliaries (say over a 
!0 year period), then a ratio of around .93 is” pdisplay “desirable. In any case, the expense to revenue rato should be less than” pdisplay 
"|, since a ratio greater than | indicates that expenses exceed revenues.” pdisplay ° ” pdisplay ° Press any key to see the Expense 
to Revenue analysis” 

find rest_of_ display_e_to_r, 

Rule display_for_exp_to_rev If exp_to_rev_rato < > unknown Then rest_of_display_e_to_r = found 
cls 
color = 1] 
locate 2,25 
display "EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIOS’ 
locate 5,45 
display “{current_year}” 
locate 5,35 
display “{last_year}° 
locate 5,25 
display “{year_2_ago)° 
locate 8,44 
format exp_to_rev_ratio, 5.3 
display “{exp_to_rev_ratio)” 
locate 8,34 
format exp_to_rev_ratio_last, 5.3 
display “{exp_to_rev_ratio_last}° 
locate 8,24 
format exp_to_rev_ratio_2, 5.3 
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display “{exp_to_rev_ratio_2}° 

pdisplay * * 
pdisplay * ° 
locate 2,25 
pdisplay ° EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIOS’ 
pdisplay °° 

b = (last_year) 
c = (year_2_ ago) 

pdisplay * {c} {b} {a}" 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay * ” 
& = (exp_to_rev_ratio) 

= (exp_to_rev_ratio last) 
= (exp_to_rev_ratio_2)} 

pdisplay © {c} {b} {a}° 

find e_to_r_analysis; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_0_a If exp_to_rev_ratio > = (exp_to_rev_ratio_last * .999) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = (exp_to_rev_ratio_last * !.001} and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > | Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. The expense’ display “to revenue ratio is greater than ! 

and does not apear to be improving. Thus,” display “the Tailor Shop is operating in the red and countng on other auxiliary” display “en- 
terprises to help pay its operating expenses. —° pdisplay °° pdisplay ° “ pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. 
The expense” pdisplay “to revenue rato is greater than | and does not apear to be improving. Thus,” pdisplay “the Tailor Shop is operating 
in the red and counting on other awaliary” pdisplay “enterprises to help pay its operating expenses.”; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_0_b If exp_to_rev_ratio < = (exp_to_rev_ratio_last ° 1.001) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = (exp_to_rev_ratio_last * .999) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.995 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = 1] Then e_to_r analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = $4 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. The size” display “size of the expense to revenue ratio 

indicates that although income is” display “positive, it is not large enough to cover expected demand for equipment’ display “replacements. 
Futhermore, the situation does not appear to be improving. ~° pdisplay * ° pdisplay ° “ pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situ- 
ation is not good. The size” pdisplay “size of the expense to revenue ratio indicates that although income ts” pdisplay “positive, it is not 
large enough to cover expected demand for equipment” pdisplay “replacements. Futhermore, the situation does not appear to be improv- 

ing.” 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_0_c If exp_to_ rev ratio < = (exp_to_rev_ratio_last * 1.001) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = (exp_! to_rev_ last * 999) and 
exp_ to_! rev_rano > = 0.93 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = .995 Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense’ display “to revenue ratio is at an acceptable 

level. This indicates that reserves” display “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from” display “other auxilianes 
are being decreased. —" pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense” pdisplay 
“to revenue ratio is at an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves” pdisplay “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the 
loans from” pdisplay “other auwzaliaries are being decreased. *; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_0_d If exp_to_rev_ratio < = (exp_to_rev_ratio_last ° 1.001} and 
exp_to_rev_ratio >= (exp. to_rev_ ratio_| last _last * .999) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio <= .93 Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display "As can be seen above, the present situation is quite good. The expense’ display “to revenue ratio indicates that 

income is not only high enough to cover’ display “expected demand for equipment replacement, but can also contribute’ display “substan- 
tially to decreasing the amount owed to other auxiliary enterprises.” display “It should be noted however, that it is possible that the the 
Tailor Shop will’ display “be accused of gouging its customers since the ratio is so low. —* pdisplay ° ” pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen 
above, the present situation is quite good. The expense” pdisplay “to revenue ratio indicates that income 1s not only high enough to cover” 
pdisplay “expected demand for equipment replacement, but can also contnbute” pdisplay “substantially to decreasing the amount owed to 
other auxiliary enterprises.” pdisplay “It should be noted however, that it is possible that the the Tailor Shop will’ pdisplay “be accused 
of gouging its customers since the ratio is so low.’; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_!_a If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_rato > | and 
t_mul_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
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format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the expense to revenue 

ratio greater than I, but it is increasing over” display “time. A glance at the income statements will give a good indication of why’ display 
“this is happening. Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes more” display “than 75% of total revenue) has decreased by 
{mil_dec}% over the past year.” display “Meanwhile, costs incurred for salanes and fringe benefits (which generally” display “make up 
around 60% of total costs) have increased by {personal_inc}% over” display “the past year. —” pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay "As can 
be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” pdisplay “is the expense to revenue ratio greater than |, but it is increasing 
over” pdisplay "time. A glance at the income statements will give a good indication of why” pdisplay “this is happening. Revenue from 
the corps (which typically constitutes more” pdisplay “than 75% of total revenue) has decreased by {mil_dec}% over the past year." 
pdisplay “Meanwhile, costs incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (which generally” pdisplay “make up around 60% of total costs} have 
increased by {personal_inc}% over" pdisplay “the past year."; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_1_b If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_rano_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > | and 
t_mil_rev < (mnl_rev_last) and 
t_personal < = (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 

find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the expense to revenue 

ratio greater than I, but it is increasing over’ display “time. A glance at the income statements will give a good indication of why’ display 
“this 1s happening. Revenue from the corps {which typically constitutes more” display “than 75% of total revenue) has decreased by 
{mil_dec} % over the past year. ~° pdisplay ° “ pdisplay " ” pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” 
pdisplay “is the expense to revenue ratio greater than |, but it is increasing over” pdispiay “ame. A glance at the income statements will 
give a good indication of why” pdisplay “this is happening. Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes more” pdisplay “than 75% 
of total revenue) has decreased by {mil_dec} % over the past year."; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_|!_c If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > | and 
t_mul_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the expense to revenue 

ratio greater than |, but it is increasing over’ display “ume. A glance at the income statements will give a good indication of why” display 
“this is happening. Costs incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (which’ display “generally make up around 60 % of total costs) have in- 
creased by {personal_inc}%° display “over the past year. —” pdisplay ” ° pdisplay ° “ pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation 
is quite bad. Not only” pdisplay “is the expense to revenue ratio greater than I, but it is increasing over’ pdisplay “time. A glance at the 
income statements will give a good indication of why” pdisplay “this is happening. Costs incurred for salanes and fnnge benefits (which* 
pdisplay “generally make up around 60 % of total costs) have increased by (personal_inc}%’ pdisplay “over the past year.*; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_2_a If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_rato_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.995 and 
exp_to_rev_rano < = | and 
t_mil_rev < (mul_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.] display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “the expense to revenue 

ratio is less than |, it is increasing over tme.” display “Furthermore, its size indicates that the present rate of income is not enough’ display 
“to cover expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income’ display “statements will give a good indication of why 
this is happening. Revenue’ display “from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue)” display “has decreased 
by {mil_dec} % over the past year. Meanwhile, costs incurred” display “for salanes and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 
60% of total" display “costs) have increased by (personal_inc}% over the past year. —" pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen 
above, the present situation is not good. Although” pdisplay “the expense to revenue rauo is less than 1, it is increasing over time.” 
pdisplay “Furthermore, its size indicates that the present rate of income is not enough’ pdisplay “to cover expected demand for equipment 
replacements. A glance at the income” pdisplay ‘statements will give a good indication of why this is happening. Revenue” pdisplay “from 
the corps (which typically consututes more than 75% of total revenue)” pdisplay “has decreased by (mul_dec}% over the past year. 
Meanwhile, costs incurred” pdisplay “for salanes and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total” pdisplay “costs} have 
increased by (personal_inc} % over the past year.”; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_2_b If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2)} and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.995 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = | and 
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t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < (personal_last} Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “the expense to revenue 

ratio is less than 1, it is increasing over time.” display “Furthermore, its size indicates that the present rate of income is not enough” display 
“to cover expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income’ display “statements will give a good indication of why 
this is happening. Revenue” display “from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue)’ display “has decreased 
by {mil_dec} % over the past year. ~” pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ 
pdisplay “the expense to revenue ratio is less than 1, it is increasing over time.” pdisplay “Furthermore, its size indicates that the present 
rate of income is not enough” pdisplay “to cover expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income” pdisplay “state- 
ments will give a good indication of why this is happening. Revenue’ pdisplay “from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% 
of total revenue)” pdisplay “has decreased by {mil_dec} % over the past year.”; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_2_c If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.995 and 
exp_to_rev_raio < = | and 
t_mul_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1] 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “is the expense to revenue 

ratio is less than 1, it is increasing over time.” display “Furthermore, its size indicates that the present rate of income is not enough’ display 
“to cover expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income’ display “statementw will pve a good indicaton of why 
this is happening. Meanwhile,” display “costs incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (which generally make up” display “around 60% of 
total costs) have increased by (personal_inc}% over the past” display “year. —“° pdisplay “ * pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, 
the present situation is not good. Although” pdisplay “is the expense to revenue rato is less than 1, it is increasing over ume.” pdisplay 
"Furthermore, its size indicates that the present rate of income is not enough” pdisplay “to cover expected demand for equipment replace- 
ments. A glance at the income” pdisplay “statementw will give a good indication of why this is happening. Meanwhile,” pdisplay “costs 
incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (which generally make up” pdisplay “around 60% of total costs) have increased by (personal_inc} % 
over the past” pdisplay “year.”; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_3_a If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.93 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio <= .995 and 
t_mul_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_iast) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense’ display “to revenue ratio is at 

an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves’ display “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from other” dis- 
play “auxilianes are being decreased. A word of caution however is in order.” display “Note that the ratio is increasing over time. A 
glance at the income” display “statements will show why this is happening. The revenue from the corps’ display “(which typically consti- 
tutes 75% of total revenue) has decreased by (mil_dec)%” display “over the past year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salaries and fringe’ 
display “benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total costs) have increased” display “by ({personal_inc} % over the past year. —° 
pdisplay ° ” pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense” pdisplay “to revenue ratio is at an 
acceptable level. This indicates that reserves’ pdisplay “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the foans from other” pdisplay 
“awalianes are being decreased. A word of caution however is in order.” pdisplay “Note that the ratio is increasing over time. A glance 
at the income” pdisplay “statements will show why this is happening. The revenue from the corps” pdisplay “(which typically constitutes 
75% of total revenue) has decreased by {mil_dec}%° pdisplay “over the past year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salaries and fringe” 
pdisplay “benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total costs) have increased” pdisplay “by (personal_inc} % over the past year.’; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_3_b If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.93 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = .995 and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last} and 
t_personal < (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec - 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.) display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense” display “to revenue ratio is at 

an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves” display “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from other” dis- 
play “auxiliaries are being decreased. A word of caution however is in order.” display “Note that the ratio is decreasing over time. A 
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glance at the income ° display “statements will show why this is happening. The revenue from the corps” display “(which typically 
constitures 75% of total revenue) has decreased by (mil_dec}%’ display “over the past year.~“ pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can 
be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense” pdisplay “to revenue ratio is at an acceptable level. This indicates that re- 
serves” pdisplay “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from other” pdisplay “auxiliaries are being decreased. A 
word of caution however is in order.” pdisplay “Note that the ratio is decreasing over time. A glance at the income ° pdisplay “statements 
will show why this is happening. The revenue from the corps” pdisplay “(which typically consttures 75% of total revenue) has decreased 
by {mil_dec}%" pdisplay “over the past year."; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_3_c If exp_to_rev_ratio: > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) an 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and ; 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.93 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = .995 and 
t_mil_rev > = (mul_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_ine 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense” display “to revenue ratio is at 

an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves” display “for future equipment purchases are being buslt, while the loans from other” dis- 
play “awdliaries are being decreased. A word of caution however, is in order.” display “Note that the ratio is decreasing over ime. A 
glance at the income” display “statements will show why this is happening. Costs incurred for salanes and” display “fringe benefits (which 
generally make up around 60% of total costs) have” display “increased by (personal_inc})% over the past year.—" pdisplay °° pdisplay ~ 
” pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense” pdisplay “to revenue ratio is at an acceptable level. This 
indicates that reserves” pdisplay “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from other” pdisplay “auxiliaries are being 
decreased. A word of caution however, is in order.” pdisplay “Note that the ratio is decreasing over time. A glance at the income” 
pdisplay “statements will show why this is happening. Costs incurred for salaries and” pdisplay “fringe benefits (which generally make up 
around 60% of total costs) have” pdisplay “increased by (personal_inc}% over the past year.’; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_4 If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last} and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_rano_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = 0.93 Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite good. The expense” display “to revenue ratio indicates that 

income is not only high enough to cover” display “expected demand for equipment replacement, but can also contribute” display “substan- 
tially to decreasing the amount owed to other auxiliary enterprises.” display “There are a couple of things to note here however. First, the 
expense to” display “revenue ratio is so low that the Tailor Shop might be accused of gouging” display “its customers. And second, the ratio 
is incraseing over time . This may” display “signal that income is decreasing, or it may signal a concerted effort on” display “the part of 
management to bring down prices to an ‘acceptable’ level. ~° pdisplay °° pdisplay ° “ pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation 
is quite good. The expense’ pdisplay “to revenue ratio indicates that income is not only high enough to cover” pdisplay “expected demand 
for equipment replacement, but can also contnbute” pdisplay “substantially to decreasing the amount owed to other auxiliary enterprises.” 
pdisplay “There are a couple of things to note here however. First, the expense to” pdisplay “revenue ratio is so low that the Tailor Shop 
might be accused of gouging’ pdisplay “its customers. And second, the ratio is incraseing over ame. This may” pdisplay “signal that in- 
come is decreasing, or it may signal a concerted effort on” pdisplay “the part of management to bring down prices to an ‘acceptable’ level.”; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_5 If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_rato_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > | Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. The expense” display “to revenue ratio is greater than | 

which indicates that expenses exceed” display “revenues. This means that the Tailor Shop is depending on the other” display “awaliaries 
to cover its operating expenses. On a positive note, the ratio” display “is decreasing over time, indicatng that improvements are being 
made. —° pdisplay °° pdisplay “© " pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. The expense” pdisplay “to revenue 
ratio is greater than 1 which indicates that expenses exceed” pdisplay “revenues. This means that the Tailor Shop 1s depending on the other” 
pdisplay “auxiliaries to cover its operating expenses. On a positive note, the ratio” pdisplay “is decreasing over ume, indicating that im- 
provements are being made.”; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_6 If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_rato_2) and 
exp_to_rev_raho <= | and 
exp_to_rev_ratio >.995 Then e_to r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is improving. ° display “Although the expense to revenue 

ratio is barely less than 1, it is” display ‘improving over tme. At this point, it is nol earning enough to cover” display “all of expected de- 
mand for equipment replacement. However, if the current’ display “trend continues, they should be able to do so in the future. —” pdisplay 
* * pdisplay ° “ pdisplay “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is improving. “ pdisplay “Although the expense to revenue 
ratio is barely less than |, it is” pdisplay “improving over tme. At this point, it is not earning enough to cover” pdisplay “all of expected 
demand for equipment replacement. However, if the current’ pdisplay “trend continues, they should be able to do so in the future.”; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_7 If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = .995 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio >.93 Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
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color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° display “Not only is the expense to revenue 
ratio improving over time, but it falls” display “in a very good region. A ratio in this region indicates that net income is” display “sufficient 
to cover expected demand for equipment replacement, and also to” display “pay back some of the debt owed to the other auxiliary enter- 
prises. ~~” pdisplay © ” pdisplay ©“ pdisplay “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. * pdisplay “Not only is 
the expense to revenue ratio improving over time, but it falls” pdisplay “in a very good region. A ratio in this region indicates that net in- 
come is” pdisplay “sufficient to cover expected demand for equipment repiacement, and also to” pdisplay “pay back some of the debt owed 
to the other awaliary enterprises.”, 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_8 If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio <= .93 Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° display “Not only is the expense to revenue 

ratio improving over ume, but it” display “indicates that a substantial dent can be made in its debt to other awaliary” display “enterprises. 
On the negative side, a ratio so small indicates that revenues” display “greatly exceed expenses which could be considered price gouging. —” 
pdisplay °° pdisplay ° © pdisplay “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° pdisplay “Not only is the expense 
to revenue ratio improving over time, but it" pdisplay “indicates that a substantial dent can be made in its debt to other aualiary” pdisplay 
“enterprises. On the negative side, a ratio so smail indicates that revenues” pdisplay “greatly exceed expenses which could be considered 
price gouging.”; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_?_a If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > 1 and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last} Then ¢_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only’ display “is the expense to revenue 

ratio greater than |, but has increased over the” display “past year. A glance at the income statements will give a good indication of dis- 
play “why this is happening. Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes’ display “more than 75% of total revenue) has decreased 
by {mil_dec}%. Meanwhile, costs’ display “incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60%" display “of 
total costs) have increased by {personal_inc}%. —° pdisplay °° pdisplay “ ° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite 
bad. Not only” pdisplay “is the expense to revenue ratio greater than 1, but has increased over the” pdisplay “past year. A glance at the 
income statements will give a good indication of pdisplay “why this is happening. Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes” 
pdisplay “more than 75% of total revenue) has decreased by {mil_dec}%. Meanwhile, costs” pdisplay “incurred for salanes and fringe 
benefits (which generally make up around 60%° pdisplay “of total costs) have increased by {personal_inc} %."; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_9_b If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > | and 
t_mul_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < = (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the expense to revenue 

ratio greater than 1, but it has increased over” display “the past year. A glance at the income statements will give a good indication” display 
“of why this is happening. Revenue from the corps (which typically” display “constitutes more than 75% of total revenue) has decreased 
by (mil_dec}%.—-" pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay "As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” pdisplay “is the 
expense to revenue ratio greater than |, but it has increased over” pdisplay “the past year. A glance at the income statements will give a 
good indication” pdisplay “of why this is happening. Revenue from the corps (which typically” pdisplay “constitutes more than 75% of total 
revenue) has decreased by (mil_dec} %.°; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_9_¢ If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > 1 and 
t_mul_rev > = (mil_rev_last} and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the expense to revenue 

ratio greater than }, but it has increased over’ display “the past year. A glance at the income statements will give a good indication’ display 
“of why this is happening. Costs incurred for salaries and fringe benefits” display “(which generally make up around 60% of total costs) 
have increased by {personal_inc}%° display “over the past year. —~° pdisplay °° pdisplay “ “ pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present 
situation is quite bad. Not only” pdisplay “is the expense to revenue ratio greater than |, but it has increased over’ pdisplay “the past year. 
A glance at the income statements will give a good indication” pdisplay “of why this is happening. Costs incurred for salaries and fringe 
benefits” pdisplay “(which generally make up around 60% of total costs) have increased by (personal_inc)%° pdisplay “over the past year.’; 
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Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_10_a If exp_to_rev_ratio > {exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.995 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = | and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = }2 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “the expense to revenue 

is less than {, it has increased over the past year.” display “Furthermore, its size indicates that the present rate of income is not” display 
“enough to cover expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at’ display “the income statements will give a good indication 
of why this is happening.” display “Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total” display “revenue) has 
decreased by {mil_dec}%. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salaries” display “and fringe benefits (whidh generally make up around 60% of 
total costs} have” display “increased by {personal_inc}% over the past year. ~° pdisplay °° pdisplay “ ~ pdisplay “As can be seen above, 
the present situation is not good. Although’ pdisplay “the expense to revenue is less than |, it has increased over the past year.” pdisplay 
“Furthermore, its size indicates that the present rate of income is not” pdisplay “enough to cover expected demand for equipment replace- 
ments. A glance at” pdisplay “the income statements will give a good indication of why this is happerung.” pdisplay “Revenue from the 
corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total” pdisplay revenue} has decreased by {mil_dec}%. Mcanwhile, costs incurred 
for salaries” pdisplay “and fringe benefits (whidh generally make up around 60% of total costs) have” pdisplay “increased by 
(personal_inc}) % over the past year.*; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_10_b If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_ last) and 
exp_to_rev_rauo_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.995 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = 0 and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_ine 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “the expense to revenue 

ratio is less than I, it has increased over the past’ display “year. Furthermore, its size indicates that the present rate of income is” display 
“not enough to cover expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at” display “the income statements will give a good indi- 
cation of why this is happening.” display “Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total” display “revenue) 
has decreased by (mil_dec}%. —" pdisplay ° ° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ 
pdisplay “the expense to revenue ratio is less than |, it has increased over the past” pdisplay “year. Furthermore, its size indicates that the 
present rate of income is” pdisplay “not enough to cover expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at” pdisplay “the income 
Statements will give a good indication of why this is happening.” pdisplay “Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 
75% of total” pdisplay “revenue) has decreased by {mil_dec) %.°; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_10_c If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.995 and 
exp_to_rev_rano < = } and 
tmil_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = [2 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “the expense to revenue 

ratio is less than I, it has increased over the past” display “year. Furthermore, its size indicates that the present rate of income is not” dis- 
play “enough to cover expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the” display “income statements will give a good indi- 
caton of why this is happening. Costs” display ‘incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60%’ display 
“of total costs) have increased by (personal_inc}% over the past year. ~° pdisplay °° pdisplay “ " pdisplay “As can be seen above, the 
present situation is not good. Although” pdisplay “the expense to revenue ratio is less than 1, it has increased over the past” pdisplay “year. 
Furthermore, its size indicates that the present rate of income is not” pdisplay “enough to cover expected demand for equipment replace- 
ments. A glance at the’ pdisplay “income statements will give a good indication of why this is happening. Costs” pdisplay ‘incurred for 
salaries and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60%" pdisplay “of total costs) have increased by (personal_inc}% over the 
past year."; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_1!_a If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.93 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = .995 and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last} Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
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find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense’ display “to revenue ratio is at 

an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves” display “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from other” dis- 
play “awaliaries are being decreased. A word of caution however is in order.” display “Note that the ratio has increased over the past year. 
A glance at the” display “income statements will show why this is happening. The revenue from the” display “corps (which typically 
constitues 75% of total revenue) has decreased by {mil_dec}%° display “over the past year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salaries and 
fringe” display “benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total costs) have increased by” display ” {personal_inc}% over the past 
year. ~” pdisplay ° “ pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense” pdisplay “to revenue ratio 
is at an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves” pdisplay “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from other” 
pdisplay “auxiliaries are being decreased. A word of caution however is in order.” pdisplay “Note that the ratio has increased over the past 
year. A glance at the” pdisplay “income statements will show why this is happening. The revenue from the” pdisplay “corps (which typi- 
cally consttues 75% of total revenue) has decreased by (m:l_dec)%” pdisplay “over the past year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salaries 
and fringe” pdisplay “benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total costs} have increased by” pdisplay ° {personal_inc}% over the 
past year.*; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_1|_b If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2)} and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.93 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = .995 and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense” display “to revenue ratio is at 

an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves” display “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from other” dis- 
play “awaliaries are being decreased. A word of caution however, is in order.” display “Note that the rato has decreased over the past 
year. A glance at the’ display “income statements will show why this is happening. The revenue from the" display “corps (which typically 
consititues 75% of total revenue) has decreased by" display * (mil_dec) % over the past year. -" pdisplay °° pdisplay ° “ pdisplay “As can 
be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense” pdisplay “to revenue ratio is at an acceptable level. This indicates that re- 
serves” pdisplay “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from other” pdisplay “awaliaries are being decreased. A 
word of caution however, is in order.” pdisplay “Note that the rato has decreased over the past year. A giance at the” pdisplay “income 
staternents will show why this is happening. The revenue from the’ pdisplay “corps (which typically consiutues 75% of total revenue) has 
decreased by” pdisplay ° (rmul_dec} % over the past year."; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_ll_c if exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.93 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio <= .995 and 
t_mul_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format muil_dec, 4.] 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense” display “to revenue ratio is at 

an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves” display “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from other’ dis- 
play “auxiliaries are being decreased. A word of caution however is in order.” display “Note that the ratio has increased over the past year. 
A glance at the” display “income statements will show why this is happening. Costs incurred for” display “salanes and fringe benefits 
(which generally make up around 60% of total” display “costs), have increased by {personal_inc}% over the past year. —“ pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense” pdisplay “to revenue ratio 1s at an acceptable 
level. This indicates that reserves” pdisplay “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from other’ pdisplay “aualia- 
ries are being decreased. A word of caution however is in order.” pdisplay “Note that the ratio has increased over the past year. A glance 
at the” pdisplay “income statements will show why this is happening. Costs incurred for” pdisplay “salaries and fnnge benefits (which 
generally make up around 60% of total” pdisplay “costs), have increased by {personal_inc}% over the past year.”; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_12 If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_Jast < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = .93 Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display "As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. “° display “The expense to revenue ratio is 

quite low, indicating that a substantial “ display “dent can be made in its debt to other awaliary enterprises. Notce that the’ display “ratio 
has ineased over the past year. This may indicate a decline in income,’ display “or it may indicate a concerted effort on the part of man- 
agement to bring” display “prices more in line with costs. If the former case is true, it should be’ display “looked into. ~” pdisplay °° 
pdisplay ° ° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° pdisplay “The expense to revenue ratio is quite 
Jow, indicating that a substantial ° pdisplay “dent can be made in its debt to other auxiliary enterprises. Notice that the” pdisplay “ratio 
has ineased over the past year. This may indicate a decline in income,” pdisplay ‘or it may indicate a concerted effort on the part of 
management to bring’ pdisplay “prices more in line with costs. If the former case is true, it should be” pdisplay “looked into.” 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_13 If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > ] Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
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locate 11,6 
color = 12 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. The expense” display “to revenue ratio is greater than | 

which indicates that costs exceed” display “revenues. This means that the Tailor Shop is depending on the other” display “auxiliaries to 
cover some of its operating expenses. On a positive note,” display “the ratio has decreased over the past year indicating that improvements’ 
display “are being made.—" pdisplay ° ” pdisplay “ " pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. The expense” 
Pdisplay “to revenue rato is greater than | which indicates that costs exceed” pdisplay “revenues. This means that the Tailor Shop is de- 
pending on the other” pdisplay “auxiliaries to cover some of its operating expenses. On a positive note,” pdisplay “the ratio has decreased 
over the past year indicating that improvements” pdisplay “are being made.’; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_14 If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio <= 1 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio >.995 Then e_to_r analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is not too bad. ” display “Although the expense to revenue 

ratio is barely less than I, it has improved” display “over the past year. At this point, the Tailor Shop is not earning enough to” display 
“cover all of expected demand for equipment replacement. However, if the’ display “current trend continues, they should be able to do so 
in the future. -” pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is not too bad. ° pdisplay “Al- 
though the expense to revenue ratio is barely less than |, it has improved" pdisplay “over the past year. At this point, the Tailor Shop is 
not eaming enough to” pdisplay “cover all of expected demand for equipment replacement. However, if the” pdisplay “current trend con- 
tinues, they should be able to do so in the future.”*; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_15 If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2} and 
exp_to_rev_rauo < = .995 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio >.93 Then e¢_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is not bad. ° display “The expense to revenue ratio falls 

within a very good region indicating” display “that net income is sufficient to cover expected demand and also pay back” display “some of 
the debt owed to other auxiliary enterprises. It should be noted” display “however, that the ratio has increased over the past year. This 
indicates” display “decreasing earnings, and should be checked into. -° pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the situ- 
ation at the Tailor Shop is not bad. “ pdisplay “The expense to revenue ratio falls within a very good region indicating” pdisplay “that net 
income is sufficient to cover expected dernand and also pay back” pdisplay “some of the debt owed to other awaliary enterprises. It showd 
be noted” pdisplay “however, that the ratio has increased over the past year. This indicates” pdisplay “decreasing earnings, and should be 
checked into.*; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_16 If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio <= .93 Then e_to_r_ analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° display “Not only has the expense to re- 

venue ratio improved over the past year, but” display “it also indicates that a substantial dent can be made in their debt to other’ display 
“awaliary enterpnses. On the negative side, a ratio this small indicates” display “that revenues greatly exceed expenses which could be 
considered price gouging. ~” pdisplay °° pdisplay “ * pdisplay “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° 
pdisplay “Not only has the expense to revenue rato improved over the past year, but” pdisplay “it also indicates that a substantial dent can 
be made in their debt to other” pdisplay “awaliary enterprises. On the negative side, a rauo this small indicates” pdisplay “that revenues 
greatly exceed expenses which could be considered price gouging.*; 

Rule mil_dec If todo = ratio_analysis Then mil_dec = (((mil_rev_last - t_mil_rev) / mil_rev_last) ° 100); 

Rule personal_inc If todo = ratio_analysis Then personal_inc = (((t_personal - Personal_last) / personal_last) * 100); 

Rule exp_to_rev_mkt_seg_display IF corps_¢_to_r_this < > unknown Then exp_to_rev_mkt_seg_ display = found 
cls 
color = 11 
locate 3,27 
display “EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIO’ 
locate 5,30 
display “BY MARKET SEGMENT’ 
locate 8,6 display “Expense to revenue ratios are also calculated for each market segment’ display “of the Tailor Shop. These are very 

useful as they show which market” display “segments are able to cover their individual expenses. It should be noted” display “however, that 
overhead expenses are not included in any of these figures.” display “Thus, if all segments showed a ratio of 1.0, the Tailor Shop would 
not be” display “able to cover all of its expenses, due to overhead expenses not included* display “in the computations. Overhead expenses 
for the Tailor Shop generally’ display “constitute between 20% and 30% of total expenses, which is currently” display “between $30,000 
and $60,000.” locate 19,15 display “Press any key to see the Expense to Revenue ratios —° 

pdisplay 
pdisplay ae 

pdisplay 
locate 3,27 
pdisplay ° EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIO’ 

pdisplay * ° 
locate 5,30 
pdisplay ° BY MARKET SEGMENT’ 

pdisplay °° 
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pdisplay ” " pdisplay ” Expense to revenue ratios are also calculated for each market segment” pdisplay “of the Tailor Shop. These 
are very useful as they show which market’ pdisplay “segments are able to cover their individual expenses. It should be noted” pdisplay 
“however, that overhead expenses are not included in any of these figures.” pdisplay “Thus, if all segments showed a ratio of 1.0, the Tailor 
Shop would not be” pdisplay “able to cover all of its expenses, due to overhead expenses not included” pdisplay “in the computations. 
Overhead expenses for the Tailor Shop generally” pdisplay “constitute between 20% and 30% of total expenses, which is currently” pdisplay 
“between $30,000 and $60,000." pdisplay ° * pdisplay * Press any key to see the Expense to Revenue ratios" 

find rest_of_display_mkt_seg; 

Rule display_for-mkt_seg If corps_e_to_r_this < > unknown Then rest_of_display_mkt_seg = found 
ls c 

locate 2,25 
color = 11 
display “EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIOS’ 
locate 4,29 
display "BY MARKET SEGMENT’ 
locate 7,12 
display "MARKET SEGMENT’ 
locate 7,38 
display “{year_2_ago}° 
locate 7,48 
display “{last_year}” 
locate 7,58 
display “{current_year}* 
locate 9,12 
display “Corps” 
locate 10,12 
display “Public” 
locate 11,12 
display “Student/Faculty/Staff’ 
locate 12,12 
display “Interdepartmental’ 
locate 13,12 
display “Music Department” 
locate 14,12 
display “State Related” 
locate 17,20 
color = 12 
display “market segment not covering its expenses” 
locate 18,22 
color = 14 
display “market segment covering its expenses” 
locate 19,28 
color = I] 
display °* upward trend - not good” 

pdisplay i, EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIOS’ 

° BY MARKET SEGMENT’ 

pdisplay ° 
a = (year_2 ago) 
b = (last_year) 

¢ = (current_year} 
pdisplay ° MARKET SEGMENT {a) {b) {c}" 

pdisplay °° 
find rest_of_display_mkt_segs, 

Rule display_for_mkt_seg If corps_e_to_r_this < > unknown Then rest_of_display_mkt_segs = found 
find corps_e_r_display_this 
find public_e_r_display_this 

find interdept_e_r_display_this 
find music_e_r_display_ this 
find state_e_r_display_this 
find corps_e_r_display_last 
find public_e_r_display_Jast 
find s_f_s_¢_r_display_last 
find interdept_e_r_display_last 
find music_¢_r_display_last 
find state_e_r_display_last 
find corps_e_r_display_2 
find public_e_r_display_2 

find interdept_e_r_display_2 
find music_e_r_display_2 
find state_e_r_display_2 
find corps_star_display 
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find public_star_display 
find s_f_s star_display 
find interdept_star_display 
find music_star_display 
find state_star_display 
a = (corps_e_to_r_this) 
b = (corps_e_to_r last) 
¢ = (corps_e_to_r_2) 
find p_corps_display 
a = (public_e_to_r_this} 
b = (public_e_to_r_last) 
¢ = (public_e_to_r_2) 
find p_public_display 

find p_s_f s_ display 
a = {interdept_e_to_r_this)} 
b = (interdept_e_to_r_last) 
¢ = (interdept_e_to_r_2) 
find p_interdept_display 
a = (music_e_to_r_this) 
b = (music_e_to_r_last) 
¢ = (music_e_to_r_2) 
find p_music_display 
a = (state_e_to_r_this} 
b = (state_e_to_r_last) 
c¢ = (state_e_to_r_2) 
find p_state_display pdisplay °° 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay ” * upward trend - not good”; 

Rule pdisplay_corps_e_to_r 

If a > (b) and 
b > (c) Then p_corps_display = found 

pdisplay “ Corps {c) {b} {a} °° else pdisplay ° Corps {c} {b} {a} 

Rule pdisplay_public_e_to_r 

If a > (b) and 
b > (c) Then p_public_display = found 
pdisplay * Public {c} {b) {a} °° else pdisplay ° Public {c) {b) {a} 

Rule pdispiay_s fs e tor 

If a > (b) and 
b > (c) Then p_s fs display = found 

(a) pdisplay ° Student/Faculty/Staff — {c} {b)} {a} °° else pdisplay ° Student/FacultyStaff —_{c) {b) 
ay; 

Rule pdisplay_interdept_e_to_r 

If a > (b) and 
b > (c) Then p_interdept_display = found , 

( pdisplay ° Interdepartmental {c} {b} {a} °* else pdisplay ° Interdepartmental {c} {b} 
ayy 

Rute pdisplay_music_e_to_r 

If a > (b) and 
b > (c) Then p_music_display = found 

(a) pdisplay . Music Department {c} {b) {a} °° else pdisplay ° Music Department {c} {b) 
ay; 

Rule pdisplay_state_e_to_r 

If a > (b) and 
b > (c} Then p_state_display = found 
pdisplay ° State Related {c} {b)} {a} °° else pdisplay ” State Related {c} {b)} {a} 

Rule corps_display_this If corps_e_to_r_this <= 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 9,58 
format corps_¢_to_r_this, 4.2 
display “{corps_e_to_r_this}° 
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corps_e_r_display_this = found else color = 12 
locate 9,58 
format corps_e_to_r_ this,4.2 
display “(corps_e_to_r_this}’; 

Rule public_display_this If public_e_to_r_this <= 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 10,58 
format public_e_to_r_this, 4.2 
display “{public_e_to_r_this}* 
public_e_r_display_this = found else color = 12 
locate 10,58 
format public_e_to_r_this,4.2 
display “{public_e_to_r_this}*; 

locate 11,58 77 
format s_f_s_e_to_r_this, 4.2 
display “{s_f_s_e_to_r_this)” 
s_f_s_e_r_display_this = found else color = 12 
locate 11,58 
format s_f_s_e_to_r_this,4.2 

Rule interdept_display_this If interdept_e_to_r_ this < = 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 12,58 
format interdept_e_to_r_this, 4.2 
display “{interdept_e_to_r_this)’ 
interdept_e_r_display_this = found else color = 12 
locate 12,58 
format interdept_e_to_r_this,4.2 
display “{interdept_e_to_r_this}’; 

Rule music_display_this If music_e_to_r_this <= 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 13,58 
format musi¢_e_to_r_this, 4.2 
display “{music_e_to_r_this}” 
music_e_r_display_this = found else color = 12 
locate 13,58 
format music_¢_to_r_this,4.2 
display “{music_e_to_r_this}*; 

Rule state_display_this If state_e_to_r_this <= 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 14,58 
format state_e_to_r this, 4.2 
display “{state_e_to_r_this)” 
state_e_r_display_thuis = found else color = 12 
locate 14,58 
format state_e_to_r_this,4.2 
display “{state_e_to_r_this}*; 

Rule corps_display_last If corps_e_to_r_last <= 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 9,43 
format corps_e_to_r_last, 4.2 
display “{corps_e_to_r_last}° 
corps_e_r_display_last = found else color = 12 
locate 9,48 
format corps_e_to_r_last,4.2 
display “{corps_e_to_r_last}*; 

Rule public_display_last If public_e_to_r_last < = 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 10,48 
format public_e_to_r_last, 4.2 
display “{public_e_to_r_last}* 
public_e_r_display_last = found else color = 12 
locate 10,48 
format public_e_to_r_last,4.2 
display “{public_e_to_r_ last)"; 

Rule interdept_display_tast If interdept_e_to_r_last <= 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 12,48 
format interdept_e_to_r_last, 4.2 
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display “{interdept_e_to_r_last)” 
interdept_e_r_display_last = found else color = 12 
locate 12,48 
format interdept_e_to_r_last,4.2 
display “{interdept_e_to_r_last}*; 

Rule music_display_last If music_e_to_r_last < = 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 13,48 
format music_e_to_r_last, 4.2 
display “{music_e_to_r_last)’ 
music_e_r_display_last = found else color = 12 
locate 13,48 
format music_e_to_r_last,4.2 
display “{music_e_to_r_last}"; 

Rule state_display_last If state_e_to_r_last <= 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 14,48 
format state_e_to_r_last, 4.2 
display "{state_e_to_r_last}° 
state_e_r_display_last = found else color = 12 
locate 14,48 
format state_e_to_r_last,4.2 
display “{state_e_to_r_last}"; 

Rule corps_display_2 If corps_e_to_r_2 <= 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 9,38 
format corps_e_to_r_2, 4.2 
display “{corps_e_to_r_2}" 
corps_e_r_display_2 = found else color = 12 
locate 9,38 
format corps_e_to_r_2,4.2 
display “{corps_e_to_r_2}"; 

Rule public_display_2 If public_e to_r_2 <= 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 10,38 
format public_e_to_r_2, 4.2 
display “{public_e_to_r_2}° 
public_e_r_display_2 = found else color = 12 
locate 10,38 
format public_e_to_r_2,4.2 
display “{public_e_to_r_2}*; 

locate 11,38 
format s fs e to_r_2,4.2 

r2 

Rule interdept_display_2 If interdept_e_to_r_2 < = 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 12,38 
format interdept_e_to_r_2, 4.2 
display “{interdept_e_to_r_2)* 
interdept_e_r_display_2 = found else color = 12 
locate 12,38 
format interdept_e_to_r_2,4.2 
display “{interdept_e_to_r_ 2)"; 

Rule music_display_2 If music_e_to_r_2 < = 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 13,38 
format music_e_to_r_2, 4.2 
display “{(music_e_to_r_2}° 
music_e_r_display_2 = found else color = 12 
locate 13,38 
format music_e_to_r_2,4. 
display “{music_e_to_r_2}°; 

Rule state_display_2 If state_e_to_r_2 <= 1.0 Then color = !4 
locate 14,38 
format state_e_to_r_2, 4.2 
display “{state_e_to_r_2)” 
State_e_r_display_2 = found else color = 12 
locate 14,38 
format state_e_to_r_2,4.2 
display “{state_e_to_r_2}"; 

Rule star_corps_display If corps_e_to_r_this > = (corps_e_to_r last) and 
corps_¢_to_r_last > = (corps_e_to_r_2) Then corps_star_display = found 
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color = 1] 
locate 9,64 
display °°"; 

Rule star_public_display If public_e_to_r 
public_e_to_r_last > = (public_e_to_r_ 
color = 11 
locate 10,64 
display "**; 

> = (public_e_to_r_last) and _t_this 
2) Then public_star_ display = found ) 

Rule star_s_f_s_ display If s_f_s_e_to_r_this > = (s_f_s_e to_r_last) and 

color = |! 
locate 11,64 

display °°"; 

Rule star_interdept_display If interdept_e_to_r_this > = (interdept_e_to_r_last) and 
interdept_e_to_r_last > = (interdept_e_to_r_2) Then interdept_star_display = found 
color = 11 
locate 12,64 

display ***; 

Rule star_music_display If music_e_to_r_this > = (music_e_to_r_last) and 
music_e_to_r_ last > = (music_e_to_r_2) Then music_star_ display = found 
color = 11 
locate 13,64 

display “**; 

Rule star_state_display If state_e_to_r_this > = (state_e_to_r_last) and 
state_e_to_r_last > = (state_e_to_r_2} Then state_star_display = found 
color = 1] 
locate 14,64 
display “* —° else locate 19,77 
display" ~"; 

! Statements block 

ask continue_r: “Is this the most current year end?"; choices continue_r. yes, no; 

ask todo:"What would you like to do? Answer /Q when finished”; choices todo: Enter_new_data, graphics, budget_analysis, 
ratio_analysis, what-if_analysis, Change_system_parameters, 

ask inventory_ques: “Can you separate the value of ending inventory into issued and unissued?"; choices inventory_ques: yes, no; 

ask issued_inv. “What is the value of issued inventory?"; ask unissued_inv. “What is the value of unissued inventory?”, ask total_inv: 
“Then, what is the value of total inventory?"; 

ask equip_number: “How many pieces of equipment does this include?’; 

ask equip_name: “Give an appropriate title to a piece, using underscores to connect words.", 

ask cost “How much did the {equip_name) cost?’; 

ask purchase_month: “Please enter the number for the month in which the (equip_name)} was purchased. Use | for January, 2 for Febru- 
ary, ....12 for December.*; 

ask useful_life: “How many years is the {equip_name} expected to last?’; 

ask num_fresh: “June (current_year}?", ask num_soph: “How many sophomores?’; ask num_junm “How many juniors?’; ask num_sen: "How 
many semors?; 

ask ca_fresh: “June (current_year}?"; ask ca_soph: “How much was it for sophomores?"; ask ca_jum “How much was it for jumors?’; ask 
ca_sen: “How much was it for seniors?’; 

plural: put_inventory, new_equip,current_values,depreciation; plural: corps_ca,corps_num; bkcolor = 1; 
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B.14 PRATIO2 

execute; runume; 

actions 

todo = ratio_analysis color = 15 display "The system has just entered a new knowledge base and files must be’ display “loaded. You will 
be instructed when to continue.” display ° ” loadfacts ratdata display “Press any key to examine the total asset turnover ratios. ~” display 
* * find t_asset_turn_display find inv_turn_display chain pts ; 

‘Rules Block 

Rule calculate_t_asset_turn_ratios 

If todo = ratio_analysis 

Then x = (t_mil_rev + t_other_rev) 
t_asset_turn_ratio = (x / ((total_inv + total_current_value + last_yr_inventory + last_yr_equip_value) / 2)) 
x = (mil_rev_last + other_rev_last) 
t_asset_turm_ratio_last = (x / ((last_yr_inventory + last_yr_equip_value + inv_2_ago + equip_2_ago) / 2)) 
t_asset_turn_ratio_2 = ((mil_rev_2 + other_rev_2) / ((inv_2_ago + equip_2_ago + t_assets_3) / 2)); 

Rule calculate_inv_turn_ratios If todo = ratio_analysis Then inv_turn_ratio = (t_mil_rev / ((total_inv + last_yr_inventory) / 2)) 
inv_tum_raho_last = (mul_rev_last / ({last_yr_inventory + inv_2_ago) / 2)) 
inv_tum_ratio_2 = (mil_rev_2 / ((inv_2_ago + inv_3_ago) / 2)); 

Rule display_for_t_asset_turn If t_asset_turn_ratio < > unknown Then cls 
color = Il 
locate 1,24 
display “TOTAL ASSET TURNOVER RATIOS’ 
locate 4,45 
display “{current_year}° 
locate 4,35 
display “{last_year}* 
locate 4,25 
display “{year_2_ago}” 
locate 7,44 
format t_asset_turn_ratio, 5.3 
display “(t_asset_turn_ratio}” 
locate 7,34 
format t_asset_tum_ratio_last, 5.3 
display “{t_asset_tumn_ratio_last}” 
locate 7,24 
format t_asset_turn_ratio_2, 5.3 
display “{t_asset_turn_ratio_2}° 
t_asset_turn_display = found 

pdisplay °° 
locate 1,24 
pdisplay ° TOTAL ASSET TURNOVER RATIOS’ 
pdisplay ° * 

Pdisplay °° 
a = (current_year) 
b = (last_year) 
¢ = (year_2_ago) 

pdispiay ° {c} {bo} a)” 
pdisplay ° * 
Pdisplay °° 
a = (t_asset_turn_ratio) 
b = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) 
¢ = (t_asset_turmm_ratio_2) 

pdisplay" {c} {b> {a} 
t_asset_tum_display = found 
find t_asset_tumm_analysis, 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_1 If t_asset_turn_ratio > = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
_ tlasset_turn_ratio_last > = (t_asset_turn_ratio_2) and 
tLasset_turn_ratio > = 1.0 Then locate 10,6 
color = 10 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., uniforms ° display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since it is ° display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue ° display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is quite good,” display “and it is improving over time. —* 
pdisplay ° * pdisplay ° ° pdisplay ° In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” pdisplay “is considered good, and 
a low ratio of sales to asset value is considered” pdisplay “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.¢., uniforms * pdisplay 
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“signed out to cadets) is a major portion of its assets. Since it is ” pdisplay “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the 
revenue " pdisplay “obtained from them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” pdisplay “to be quite good.” pdisplay °° 
pdisplay ” As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is quite good,” pdisplay ‘and it is improving over time.” 

t_asset_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_2 If t_asset_turn_ratio > = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last} and 
t_asset_turn_rato > = 1.0 Then locate 10,6 
color = 10 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.¢., uniforms ° display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since it is “ display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue ° display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is quite good,” display “and it has improved over the past 
year." pdisplay " ” pdisplay ° ” pdisplay ” In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” pdisplay “is considered 
good, and a low ratio of sales to asset value is considered” pdisplay “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., uniforms 
“ pdisplay “signed out to cadets) is a major portion of its assets. Since it is " pdisplay “expected that the cost of these uniforms will ap- 
proximate the revenue ° pdisplay “obtained from them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” pdisplay “to be quite good.” 
pdisplay “” pdisplay ° As Can be seen above, the total asset tumover ratio is quite good,” pdisplay “and it has improved over the past 
year.” 

t_asset_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_3 If t_asset_turn_ratio > = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_tum_rato_last > = (t_asset_turn_ratio_2) and 
t_asset_turn_raho > = .9 and 
t_asset_turn_ratio < 1.0 Then locate 10,6 
color = 10 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory {i.e., uniforms ° display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since it 1s ° display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approxmate the revenue ° display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover rato greater than 1.0 is considered’ display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is acceptable,” display “and is improving over time. ~” pdisplay 
** pdisplay °° pdisplay ” —s In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” pdisplay “is considered good, and a low ratio 
of sales to asset value is considered” pdisplay “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory {i.e., uniforms “ pdisplay “signed out 
to cadets) is a major portion of its assets. Since it is ° pdisplay “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue ° 
pdisplay “obtained from them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” pdisplay “to be quite good.” pdisplay °° pdisplay ” 
As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is acceptable,” pdisplay “and is improving over ume.” 

t_asset_tum_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_4 If t_asset_turn_ratio > = (t_asset_tum_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_turn_ratio > = .9 and 
t_asset_tum_ratio < 1.0 Then locate 10,6 
color = 10 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., uniforms “ display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since it is ” display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will apprommate the revenue * display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than !.0 1s considered’ display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is acceptable,” display “and has improved over the past year. —" 
pdisplay ° ” pdisplay °° pdisplay ° In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” pdisplay “is considered good, and 
a low ratio of sales to asset value is considered” pdisplay “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory {i.e., uruforms * pdisplay 
“signed out to cadets) is a major portion of its assets. Since it is © pdisplay “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approxmate the 
revenue “ pdisplay “obtained from them, any asset turnover rao greater than 1.0 is considered” pdisplay “to be quite good.” pdisplay °° 
Pdisplay ” As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio 1s acceptable,” pdisplay “and has improved over the past year.* 

t_asset_turmn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_5 If t_asset_turn_ratio > = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_turn_ratio_last > = (t_asset_tum_rato_2) and 
t_asset_turn_rauo < = .9 Then locate 10,6 
color = 14 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory {i.e., uniforms “ display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since it is ° display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approxmate the revenue “ display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than |.0 is conadered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is not as high as” display “management would like. However, 
it does appear to be improving over time. —” pdisplay °° pdisplay “° pdisplay © In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value 
of assets” pdisplay “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset value is considered’ pdisplay “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, 
issued inventory (i.¢e., uniforms “ pdisplay “signed out to cadets) is a major portion of its assets. Since it is ” pdisplay “expected that the cost 
of these uniforms will approximate the revenue ° pdisplay ‘obtained from them, any asset tumover raho greater than 1.0 is considered’ 
pdisplay “to be quite good.” pdisplay “ ° pdisplay ° As can be seen above, the total asset turnover rato is not as high as” pdisplay 
“management would like. However, it does appear to be improving over time.” 

t_asset_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_6 If t_asset_turn_ratio > = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_tum_rato < = .9 Then locate 10,6 
color = 12 
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display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 
value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., uniforms ° display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since it is ° display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue “ display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good,” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is not as high as” display “management would like. However, 
it has improved over the past year and may” display “continue to do so in the future. -" pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay“ —_‘In general, 
a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” pdisplay “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset value is considered” 
pdisplay “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., uniforms ” pdisplay “signed out to cadets} is a major portion of its 
assets. Since it is © pdisplay “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approxmate the revenue ° pdisplay “obtained from them, any 
asset turnover ratio greater than |.0 is considered” pdisplay “to be quite good.” pdisplay °° pdisplay ” | As can be seen above, the total 
asset turnover ratio is not as high as” pdisplay “management would like. However, it has improved over the past year and may” pdisplay 
“continue to do so in the future.” 

t_asset_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_7 If t_asset_tum_raho < = (t_asset_turm_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_turn_ratio_last < = (t_asset_turn_ratio_2) and 
t_asset_turn_ratio > = 1.0 Then locate 10,6 
color = 14 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory {i.¢., uniforms “ display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since it is ° display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue ” display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover rato is quite good.” display “However, it appears to be decreasing 
over ime. Management might want to” display “determine whether this is just random fluctuation or an actual trend.” pdisplay °° 
pdisplay °° pdisplay “ ‘In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” pdisplay “is connidered good, and a low ratio 
of sales to asset value is considered” pdisplay “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., umforms ° pdisplay “signed out 
to cadets) is a major portion of its assets. Since it is ° pdisplay “expected that the cost of these uniforms will apprommate the revenue ” 
pdisplay “obtained from them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” pdisplay “to be quite good.” pdisplay °° pdisplay “ 
As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is quite good.” pdisplay “However, it appears to be decreasing over ume. Management 
might want to” pdisplay “determine whether this is just random Nuctuation or an actual trend.” 

t_asset_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_8 If t_asset_turn_ratio < = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_tum_ratio > = 1.0 Then locate 10,6 
color = 14 
display "In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., umforms ” display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since itis ° display “expected that the cost of these umforms will approximate the revenue ° display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset fumover ratio is quite good.” display “However, it has decreased over the past 
year. Management might want to” display “determine whether this is just random fluctuaton or the beginning of a” display “trend. —° 
pdisplay °° pdisplay ©" pdisplay “ — In general, a hugh ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” pdisplay “is considered good, and 
a low ratio of sales to asset value is considered” pdisplay “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., umforms “ pdisplay 
“signed out to cadets} is a major portion of its assets. Since itis ° pdisplay “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approxmate the 
revenue ” pdisplay “obtained from them, any asset turnover rato greater than 1.0 is considered” pdisplay “to be quite good.” pdisplay ° * 
pdisplay ° As can be seen above, the total asset tumover ratio 1s quite good.” pdisplay “However, 1t has decreased over the past year. 
Management might want to” pdisplay “determine whether this is just random fluctuauon or the begnning of a” pdisplay “trend.* 

t_asset_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_9 If t_asset_turn_ratio < ™ (t_asset_tum_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_turn_rabo_last < = (t_asset_turn_ratio_2) and 
t_asset_turn_rato < 1.0 and 
t_asset_turn_ratio > .90 Then locate 10,6 
color = 14 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., uniforms ° display “signed out to cadets} is a major 
portion of its assets. Since itis ° display “expected that the cost of these umforms will approxamate the revenue ° display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display "As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is at an” display “acceptable level. However, it appears to be 
decreasing over tme. Management” display “might want to determine whether this 1s just random fluctuation or an actual” display 
“trend. —° pdisplay ° “ pdisplay °° pdisplay ” _—iIn general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” pdisplay “is considered 
good, and a low ratio of sales to asset value is considered” pdisplay “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., uniforms 
* pdisplay “signed out to cadets) is a major portion of its assets. Since it is ° pdisplay “expected that the cost of these uniforms will ap- 
proximate the revenue “ pdisplay “obtained from them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” pdisplay “to be quite good.” 
pdisplay °° pdisplay “ As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio 1s at an” pdisplay “acceptable level. However, it appears to 
be decreasing over time. Management” pdisplay “might want to determine whether this 1s just random fluctuation or an actual” pdisplay 
“trend.” 

t_asset_tumn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_!0 If t_asset_turn_ratio < = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_turn_ratio < 1.0 and 
t_asset_turn_ratio > = 0.9 Then locate 10,6 
color = 14 
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display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 
value is considered’ display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., uniforms “ display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since it is " display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue “ display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover rato-greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio 1s at an” display “acceptable level. However, it has decreased 

over the past year. Management’ display “might want to determine whether this is just random fluctuation or the” display “beginning of a 
downward trend. -" pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “ — In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” pdisplay “is 
considered good, and a Jow ratio of sales to asset value is considered” pdisplay “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (L.¢., 
uniforms " pdisplay “signed out to cadets) is a major portion of its assets. Since it is © pdisplay “expected that the cost of these uniforms 
will approximate the revenue “ pdisplay “obtained from them, any asset tumnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” pdisplay “to be quite 

. good.” pdisplay "" pdisplay ° As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is at an” pdisplay “acceptable level. However, it has 
decreased over the past year. Management” pdisplay “might want to determine whether this 1s just random fluctuation or the” pdisplay 
“beginning of a downward trend.” 

t_asset_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_11 If t_asset_turn_ratio < = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_tum_ratio_last < = (t_asset_turn_ratio_2) and 
t_asset_tum_rauo < 0.9 Then locate 10,6 
color = 12 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is. considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., uniforms ” display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since it is ° display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue ° display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover rato greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display "As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratto is fairly low.” display “This indicates that revenues are not high 
enough for the level of assets” display “being held. Furthermore, there appears to be a downward trend over time.” display “This 1s defi- 
mtely something that management should check into. ~” pdisplay °” pdisplay “ ° pdisplay ” ‘In general, a high rabo of dollar sales versus 
total value of assets” pdisplay “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset value is considered” pdisplay “bad. In the case of the 
Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., uniforms ° pdisplay “signed out to cadets) is a major portion of its assets. Since itis ° pdisplay “expected 
that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue “ pdisplay “obtained from them, any asset turnover rao greater than 1.0 is 
considered” pdisplay “to be quite good.” pdisplay ° ” pdisplay “ As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is fairly low.’ 
pdisplay “This indicates that revenues are not high enough for the level of assets” pdisplay “being held. Furthermore, there appears to be 
a downward trend over time.” pdisplay “This is defintely something that management should check into.” 

t_asset_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_12 If t_asset_turn_ratio < = (t_asset_turmn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_tum_ratio < 0.9 Then locate 10,6 
color = 12 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (1.e., uniforms ° display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since it is ° display “expected that the cost of these umforms will approximate the revenue ” display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is fairly low.” display “This indicates that revenues are not high 
enough for the level of assets” display “being held. Furthermore, is has decreased over the past year. Management” display “should de- 
termine whether or not this is merely random fluctuation or the” display “begynning of a downward trend. ~" pdisplay °° pdisplay °° 
pdisplay ° In general, a high ratio of doltar sales versus total value of assets” pdisplay “is considered good, and a low rato of sales to 
asset value is considered” pdisplay “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.¢., unmforms “ pdisplay “signed out to cadets) 
is a major porton of its assets. Since it is ° pdisplay “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approxmate the revenue ” pdisplay 
“obtained from them, any asset tumover ratio greater than 1.0 1s considered” pdisplay “to be quite good.” pdisplay ° * pdisplay * AS 
can be seen above, the total asset fumover ratio 1s fairly low.” pdisplay “This indicates that revenues are not high enough for the level of 
assets” pdisplay “being held. Furthermore, is has decreased over the past year. Management” pdisplay “should determine whether or not 
this is merely random fluctuation or the’ pdisplay “beginning of a downward trend.” 

t_asset_tum_analysis = found; 

Rule displayinv_turn_ratio_beg If inv_turn_ratio < > unknown Then cls 
locate 1,25 
color = [1 
display "(INVENTORY TURNOVER RATIOS’ 
locate 4,6 display “The inventory turnover rano is designed to measure how fast an ° display “organization turns over its inventory. 

Ideally, this number is quite high,” display “since it is best to tum over goods as quickly as possible. Doing so” display “decreases the 
possiblity of lowering the value of the goods due to” display ‘obsolescence, pilferage, damage, etc. Much of the Tailor Shop's inventory” 
display “however, cannot be turned over more than once a year, because uniforms” display “issued to cadets are considered part of total 
inventory. In the case of display “the Tailor Shop, this ratio is calculated by dividing income produced” display “from the corps by the 
average dollar value of inventory (which consists’ display “almost solely of cadet uniforms). If this ratio is very low, say less” display “than 
.50, it indicates that the Tailor Shop is holding a large amount of display “unissued inventory in the shop. Given these circumstances, any 
rato” display “which is greater than 0.75 is considered to be ‘acceptable.’ “ locate 19,13 display “Press any key to see the inventory turnover 
analysis ~* 

pdisplay ” 
pdisplay * 
pdisplay * INVENTORY TURNOVER RATIOS° 
pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay °° pdisplay ° The inventory turnover ratio is designed to measure how fast an ° pdisplay “organization tums over its in- 

ventory. Ideally, this number is quite high,” pdisplay “since it is best to turn over goods as quickly as possible. Doing so” pdisplay “de- 
creases the possiblity of lowering the value of the goods due to” pdisplay “obsolescence, pilferage, damage, etc. Much of the Tailor Shop’s 
inventory” pdisplay “however, cannot be turned over more than once a year, because uniforms” pdisplay “issued to cadets are considered 
part of total inventory. In the case of” pdisplay “the Tailor Shop, this ratio is calculated by dividing income produced” pdisplay “from the 
corps by the average dollar value of inventory (which consists” pdisplay “almost solely of cadet uniforms). If this rato is very low, say less” 
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pdisplay “than .50, it indicates that the Tailor Shop is holding a large amount of pdisplay “unissued inventory in the shop. Given these 
circumstances, any ratio” pdisplay “which is greater than 0.75 is considered to be ‘acceptable.’ “ pdisplay °° pdisplay ° Press any 
key to see the inventory turnover analysis” 

inv_tum_display = found 
find actual_inv_turn_display, 

Rule display_for_inv_turn If inv_turn_ratio < > unknown Then cls 
color = 11 
locate 3,25 
display "INVENTORY TURNOVER RATIOS’ 
locate 6,45 
display “{current_year)’ 
locate 6,35 
display “({last_year}” 
locate 6,25 
display “{year_2_ago}* 
locate 9,44 
format inv_turn_ratio, 5.3 ' 
display “{inv_turn_rano)}* 
locate 9,34 
format inv_turn_ratio_last, 5.3 
display “{inv_turn_ratio_last}” 
locate 9,24 
format inv_turn_ratio_2, 5.3 
display “{inv_turn_ratio_2}° 

pdisplay "* 
pdisplay ° ” 

pdisplay °° 
locate 3,25 
pdisplay ° INVENTORY TURNOVER RATIOS’ 
Pdisplay °° 
pdisplay 
a = (current_year) 
b = (iast_year) 
c = (year_2_ago) 

pdisplay ° {c} (b} {a}° 
pdisplay 
pdisplay 
a = (inv_turn_ratio) 
b = (inv_turn_ratio_last) 
c= (inv_turn_ratio_2) 

pdisplay {c} {b)} {a}” 
actual_inv_tum_display = found 
find inv_turn_anal ysis; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_! If inv_turn_ratio > = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_tum_ratio_last > = (inv_tum_ratio_2) and 
inv_turn_ratio > = 0.8 Then locate 9,6 
color = 10 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is quite good. Not” display “only does it fall within a good 

range, but it is increasing over time. ~” pdisplay °° pdisplay " ” pdisplay °° pdisplay ° As can be seen above, the inventory tumover 
rato is quite good. Not’ pdisplay “only does it fall within a good range, but it is increasing over time.” 

inv_tum_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_2 If inv_turn_ratio > = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_tum_ratiio > = 0.8 Then locate 11,6 
color = 10 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory tumover ratio is quite good. Not’ display “only does it fall within a good 

range, but it has increased over the past’ display “year.~° pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay ” As can be seen above, the 
inventory turnover ratio is quite good. Not” pdisplay “only does it fall within a good range, but it has increased over the past” pdisplay 
year." 

inv_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_tum_3 If inv_turn_ratio > = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_tum_ratio_last > = (inv_tum_ratio_2) and 
inv_tum_ratio > = .75 and 
inv_turn_ratio < 0.8 Then locate 11,6 
color = 10 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory tumover ratio is acceptable. Not” display “only does it appear reasonable, but 

it is increasing over time. —° pdisplay ° ° pdisplay ° ° pdisplay ° ° pdisplay * As can be seen above, the inventory turnover raho is ac- 
ceptable. Not” pdisplay “only does it appear reasonable, but it is increasing over ime.” 

inv_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_4 If inv_turn_ratio > = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_turn_ratio > = .75 and 
inv_turn_ratio < 0.8 Then locate [1,6 
color = 10 
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locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is acceptable. Not” display “only does it appear reasonable, but 
it has increased over the past year. -” pdisplay °° pdisplay ” ” pdisplay °" pdisplay” | As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio 
is acceptable. Not” pdisplay “only does it appear reasonable, but it has increased over the past year." 

inv_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_5 If inv_turn_ratio > = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_turn_ratio_last > = (inv_turn_ratio_2) and 
inv_turn_ratio < = .75 Then locate 11,6 
color = 14 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is not as high as” display “management would like. However, 

it does appear to be improving over ime.—” pdisplay ° ° pdisplay °° pdisplay ° ~ pdisplay ° As can be seen above, the inventory 
turnover ratio is not as high as" pdisplay “management would like. However, it does appear to be improving over time.” 

inv_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_6 If inv_turn_ratio > = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_turn_ratio <= .75 Then locate 11,6 
color = 12 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is not as high as" display “management would like. However, 

it has improved over the past year and may” display “continue to do so in the future." pdisplay °° pdisplay ° ° pdisplay * ° pdisplay ” 
As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is not as high as” pdisplay “management would like. However, it has improved over the 
past year and may” pdisplay “continue to do so in the future.” 

inv_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_7 If inv_tum_ratio < = (inv_turn_ratio_last} and 
inv_turn_ratio_last < = (inv_turn_ratio_2) and 
inv_turn_ratio > = 0.8 Then locate 11,6 
color = 14 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is quite good.” display “However, it appears to be decreasing 

over tme. Management might want to” display “determine whether this is just random fluctuation or an actual trend.—” pdisplay ° * 
pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay ° As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio 1s quite good.” pdisplay “However, it appears 
to be decreasing over ime. Management might want to” pdisplay “determine whether this is just random fluctuation or an actual trend.” 

inv_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_8 If inv_turn_ratio < = (inv_tum_ratio_last) and 
inv_tum_ratio > = 0.8 Then locate 11,6 
color = 14 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is quite good.” display “However, it has decreased over the past 

year. Management might want to” display “determine whether this is just random fluctuation or the beginning of a” display “trend. ~” 
pdisplay ° " pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “ = As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is quite good.” pdisplay “However, 
it has decreased over the past year. Management might want to” pdisplay “determine whether this 15 just random fluctuation or the begin- 
ning of a” pdisplay “trend.” 

inv_tum_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_9 If inv_turn_ratio < = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_turn_ravo_last < = (inv_turn_rato_2) and 
inv_turn_ratio < 0.8 and 
inv_tum_rato > .750 Then locate 11,6 
color = 14 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover rato is at an acceptable” display “level. However, it appears to be 

decreasing over tme. Management might” display “want to determine whether this is just random fluctuaton or an actual” display 
“wend. —" pdisplay °° pdisplay ° ” pdisplay ° ° pdisplay ° As can be seen above, the inventory tumover ratio is at an acceptable’ 
pdisplay “level. However, it appears to be decreasing over time. Management might” pdisplay “want to determune whether this is just 
random fluctuation or an actual” pdisplay “trend.” 

inv_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_10 If inv_tum_ratio < = (inv_tum_ratio_last) and 
inv_turn_rato < 0.8 and 
inv_turn_ratio > = 0.75 Then locate 11,6 
color = I4 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is at an acceptable” display “level. However, it has decreased 

over the past year. Management might want’ display “to determine whether this is just random fluctuation or the beginning of a“ display 
“downward trend. -" pdisplay °° pdisplay ° ” pdisplay °° pdisplay ” As can be seen above, the inventory tumover ratio is at an ac- 
ceptable” pdisplay “level. However, it has decreased over the past year. Management might want” pdisplay “to determine whether this is 
just random fluctuation or the beginning of a” pdisplay “downward trend.” 

inv_tum_analysis = found; 

Rute analyze_inv_turn_|1 If inv_turn_ratio < = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_turn_ratio_last < = (inv_turn_ratio_2) and 
inv_turn_ratio < 0.75 Then locate 11,6 
color = 12 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is fairly low. This” display “indicates that revenues are not high 

enough for the level of assets being” display “held. Furthermore, there appears to be a downward trend over tme. This” display “is defi-



nitely something that management should check into. ~” pdisplay “ ° pdisplay ° ” pdisplay °° pdisplay ° As can be seen above, the in- 
ventory turnover ratio is fairly low. This’ pdisplay “indicates that revenues are not high enough for the level of assets being” pdisplay “held. 
Furthermore, there appears to be a downward trend over time. This” pdisplay “is definitely something that management should check into.” 

inv_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_12 If inv_turn_ratio < = {inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_turn_ratio < 0.75 Then locate 11,6 
color = 12 
locate 12,6 display "As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is fairly low. This” display “indicates that revenues are not high 

enough for the level of assets being” display “held. Furthermore, is has decreased over the past year. Management should” display “de- 
termine whether or not this is merely random fluctuation or the beginning’ display “of a downward trend.-” pdisplay ° ° pdisplay ° * 
pdisplay ° " pdisplay ° As can be seen above, the inventory tumover ratio is fairly low. This” pdisplay “indicates that revenues are not 
high enough for the level of assets being” pdisplay “held. Furthermore, is has decreased over the past year. Management should” pdisplay 
“determine whether or not this is merely random fluctuation or the beginning” pdisplay “of a downward trend.” 

inv_turn_analysis = found; 

! Statements block 

ask continue_r: “Is this the most current year end?’; choices continue_r yes, no; 

ask todo: "What would you like to do? Answer /Q when finished”; choices todo: Enter_new_data, graphics, budget_analysis, 
ratio_analysis, what-if_analysis, Change_system_parameters; 

ask inventory_ques: “Can you separate the value of ending inventory into issued and umssued?’; choices inventory_ques: yes, no; 

ask issued_inv: “What ts the value of issued inventory?’; ask unissued_inv: “What is the value of unissued inventory?’; ask total_inv: 
“Then, what is the value of total inventory”; 

ask equip_number: “How many pieces of equipment does this include?’; 

ask equip_name: “Give an appropriate title to a piece, using underscores to connect words.”; 

ask cost “How much did the {equip_name) cost?’; 

ask purchase_month: “Please enter the number for the month in which the {equip_name} was purchased. Use 1 for January, 2 for Febru- 
ary, ....12 for December.’; 

ask useful_life: “How many years is the (equip_name} expected to last?": 

ask num_fresh: “June (current_year}?’, ask num_soph: “How many sophomores?" ask num_jun: "How many juniors?”; ask num_sen: “How 
many seniors?’; 

ask ca_fresh: “June (current_year}?"; ask ca_soph: “How much was it for sophomores?’; ask ca_jun: “How much was it for juniors?’ ask 
ca_sen: “How much was it for seniors?’; 

plural: put_inventory, new_equip,current_values,depreciation; plural: corps_ca,corps_num; bkcolor = 1; 
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B.15S PTREND 

execute; endoff, runtime; 

actions color = 15 todo = trend_statements find trend_display find get_data locate 18,25 display “Press any key to continue ~” pdisplay ” 
" pdisplay °° display “Press any key to continue’ cls whileknown which_stmt 

find which_stmt 
reset what_next 
reset stmt_number 
reset which_stmt 
cls 
find which_stmt end ; 

Rule trend_display If todo = trend_statements Then color = 11 
trend_display = found 
locate 2,30 display "TREND STATEMENTS’ locate 5,6 display “Trend statements are the financial statements of several years,” dis- 

play “expressed as percentages of one of those years. For purposes of this” display “analysis, the base year chosen is the first year in the 
series. For each“ display “year, the dollar value of each item is divded by the dolfar value of the” display “corresponding item in the base 
year. This results in a value which is in’ display “terms of the percentage of the base year. From these statements, trends” display “over 
time can be seen. For the statements which follow, any trend of more’ display “than 5% increase per year in expenses or 5% decrease per 
year in revenues” display “is displayed in red. Likewise, any trend of more than 5% increase per ” display “year in revenue or 5% decrease 
per year in cost is displayed in yellow.” display “Processing is currently in progress. You will be instructed when to” display “continue.” 

pdisplay ° TREND STATEMENTS’ pdisplay °° pdispiay “ | Trend statements are the financial statements of several 
years,” pdisplay “expressed as percentages of one of those years. For purposes of this” pdisplay “analysis, the base year chosen is the first 
year in the series. For each” pdisplay “year, the dollar value of each item is divided by the dollar value of the” pdisplay “corresponding 
item in the base year. This results in a value which is in” pdisplay “terms of the percentage of the base year. From these statements, trends” 
pdisplay ‘over time can be seen. For the statements which follow, any trend of more” pdisplay “than 5% increase per year in expenses or 
$% decrease per year in revenues” pdisplay “is displayed in red. Likewise, any trend of more than 5% increase per ° pdisplay “year in re- 
venue or 5% decrease per year in cost 1s displayed in yellow.” pdisplay °°; 

Rule get_necessary_data If get_data = unknown Then get_data = found 
wks bs_this,b1..614,\vpp'playabbs 
wks bs_last,cl..cl4,\vpp.playabbs 
wks bs_2_ago,d!..d14,\vpp:playabbs 
wks is_this,b1..b76,\vpp\playabis 
wks is_last,cl..c76,\vpp\playabis 
wks is_2_ago,d1..d76,\vpp'playabis 
wks uniforms,b10..d10,\vpp\playcbis 
wks act_equip,b55..d55, \vpp'playcbis 
wks cbis_oper_exp,056..d56,\vpp\playcbis 
wks cbis_net_income,b57..d57,\vpp'playcbis 
cash_oper_exp_this = (chis_oper_exp{1) 
cash_oper_exp_last = (cbis_oper_exp{2D) 
cash_oper_exp_2 = (cbis_oper_exp{3)) 
cash_net_income_this = (cbis_net_incomef]) 
cash_net_income_last = (cbis_net_income{2) 
cash_net_income_2 = (cbis_net_income{3) 
t_cash_exp_this = (cash_oper_exp_this + act_umif this) 
t_cash_exp_last = (cash_oper_exp_last + act_umf_last) 
t_eash_exp_2 = (cash_oper_exp_2 + act_unif_2) 
act_unif_ths = (uniforms{!)) 
act_unif_last = (umforms{2)) 
act_unif_2 = (uniforms 3) 
act_equip this = (act_equp{I) 
act_equip_last = (act_equip{2) 
act_equip_2 = (act_equip{3)) 
current_year = (bs_this{!) 
last_year = (current_year - 1) 
year_2 ago = (current_year - 2) 
total_inv = (bs_this{7]) 
last_yr_inventory = (bs_last{7) 
inv_2_ago = (bs_2_agof{7) 
new_due_to = (bs_this{]2) 
last_yr_due_to = (bs_last{12)) 
due_to_2_ago = (bs_2_ago{12) 
reserves_this = (bs_this{ 13] 
reserves_last = (bs_last{13) 
reserves_2 = (bs_2 ago{|3) 
t_assets_this = (bs_this(9) 
t_assets_last = (bs_last{9D) 
t_assets_2 = (bs_2_ago{9}} 
net_income = (is_this(65)) 
net_income_last = {is_last{(65) 
net_income_2 = (is_2_ago{65]) 
total_current_value = (bs_this{8) 
last_yr_equip_value = (bs_lasq{8) 
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equip_2 ago = (bs_2_ago(8) 
t_mil_rev = (is_this[9J) 
mil_rev_last = (is_last{9]} 
mil_rev_2 = (is_2_ago(9}) 
t_expenses = (is_this{15] + is_this{64f) 
cost_uniforms_this = (is_this{15]) 
cost_uniforms_last = {is_last{15]) 
cost_uniforms_2 = (is_2_ago{15} 
total_oper_exp_last = (is_last(64)) 
total_oper_exp_2 = (is_2_ago[64)) 
t_expenses_last = (total_oper_exp_last + cost_uniforms_last) 
t_expenses_2 = (total_oper_exp_2 + cost_umforms_2) 
t_other_rev = (is_this{24) 
other_rev_last = (is_lasi{24) 
other_rev_2 = (is_2_ago[24)) 
t_rev_this = (t_mil_rev + t_other_rev) 
tlrev_last = (mil_rev_last + other_rev_last) 
t_rev_2 = (mil_rev_2 + other_rev_2) 
t_personal = (1s_this{36) 
personal _last = (1s_last{36)} 
personal_2 = (18_2_ago{36]) 
contract_this = {is_this(47]) 
contract_last = (is_last{47}} 
contract_2 = (is_2_ago[47]) 
s_& m_this = (:s_this[54[) 
s_&_m_last = (is_last{54)) 
s_&_m_2 = (is_2_ago{54]} 
conun_this = (is_this[62)) 
contin_last = (is_last{62]) 
contin 2 = (is_2_ago[62]) 
deprec_this = (is_this{/63) 
deprec_last = (is_last{63]) 
deprec_2 = (is_2_ago{63)) 
public_rev_ts = (is_thisf{ 19) 
s_f_s_rev_this = (is_this{20] 
interdept_rev_this = (is_this(21) 
music_rev_this = (is_this{22)) 
state_rev_this = (is_tus(23]) 
public_rev_last = (1s_last{19p 
s_f_s rev_last = (is_last{20) 
interdept_rev_last = (is_las{21}} 
music_rev_last = (is_last{22) 
state_rev_last = (is_last{23) 
public_rev_2 = (is_2_ago{19)) 
s_fos_rev_2 = (is_2_agof{20)) 
interdept_rev_2 = (is_2_ ago{21) 
music_rev_2 = (is_2_ago[22) 
state_rev_2 = (is_2_ago{23) 
corps_cost_this = (is_this{68]} 
public_cost_this = (is_this{/70) 

s_f_s_cost_thus = (ts_this(71D 
interdept_cost_this = (is_this{72) 
music_cost_this = (is_this(73)) 
state_cost_this = (is_this{74]) 
corps_cost_last = (is_las{68)) 
public_cost_last = (is_last{70p 
s_f_s_cost_last = (is_last{(71) 
interdept_cost_last = (is_last{72}} 
music_cost_last = (is_last{73) 
state_cost_last = (is_last{74]} 
corps_cost_2 = (is_2_ago{68]) 
public_cost_2 = (is_2_ago{70]) 
s_f_s_cost_2 = (is_2_ago{71) 
interdept_cost_2 = (1s_2_ago{?72) 
music_cost_2 = (is_2_ago{73]) 
state_cost_2 = (is_2_ago{74) 
reset bs_this 
reset bs_last 
reset Ds_2_ ago 
reset 1s_this 
reset is_last 
reset is_2_ ago 
reset uniforms 
reset act_equip; 

Rule display_for_which_stmt If todo = trend_statements Then cls 
color = }] 
locate 3,15 
display “Select the number corresponding to the trend’ 
locate 4,15 
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display “statements which would like to see.’ 
locate 7,20 
display "1 accrual based income statements” 
locate 9,20 
display “2 cash based income statements” 
locate 11,20 
display “3 balance sheets" 
locate 13,20 
display “4 market segment revenues and expenses’ 
locate 15,20 
display “5 exit to main menu’ 

Select the number corresponding to the trend 
statements which would like to see.’ 

1 accrual based income statements” 
pdisplay 
pdisplay 
pdisplay 
pdisplay 
pdisplay 
pdisplay 
pdisplay 
pdisplay 

pdisplay 
pdisplay °° 

find stmt_number 
which_stmt = found 
find what_next, 

cash based income statements’ 

balance sheets” 

=> 
ww
 

market segment revenues and expenses 

5 exit to main menu’ 

Rule do_abis If stmt_number = | then which_stmt = abis 
pdisplay °” 
pdisplay “1 accrual based income statements” 
pdisplay °° 
what_next = abis 
cls 
color = |} 
locate 0,8 display "TREND STATEMENTS FOR CONDENSED ACCRUAL BASED INCOME STATEMENTS’ locate 2,60 dis- 

play “{current_year)” locate 2,50 display “{last_year}” locate 2,40 display “{year_2_ago}" 

locate 0,8 pdisplay ” TREND STATEMENTS FOR CONDENSED ACCRUAL BASED INCOME STATEMENTS’ pdisplay 
°° pdisplay °" a = {year_2 ago) b = (last_year) ¢ = (current_year) pdisplay ° {a) {b) {c}* 

locate 3,3 display “Revenue” locate 4,6 display “Corps” locate 5,6 display “Public” locate 6,6 display “Student‘Faculty Staff locate 7,6 
display “Interdepartmental” locate 8,6 display “Music Department” locate 9,6 display “State Related” locate 10,9 display “Total Revenue” 
locate 11,3 display “Expenses” locate 12,6 display “Cost of Uniforms Issued” locate 13,6 display “Personnel” locate 14,6 display “Contrac- 
tual® locate 15,6 display “Supplies & Materials* locate 16,6 display “Continuous” locate 17,6 display “Depreciation” locate 18,9 display 
"Total Expenses” locate 19,3 display “Net Income from Operatons” 

find abis_corps 
find abis_pub 
find abis_s fs 
find abis_interdept 
find abis_music 
find abis_state 
find abis_t_rev 
find abis_uniforms 
find abis_personal 
find abis_contract 
find abis_s & m 
find abis_conta 
find abis_deprec 
find abis_t_exp 
find abis_n 
reset abis_corps 
reset abis_pub 
reset abis_s fs 
reset abis_interdept 
reset abis_music 
reset abis_state 
reset abis_t_rev 
reset abis_uniforms 
reset abis_personal 
reset abis_contract 
reset abis_s & m 
reset abis_contn 
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reset abis_deprec 
reset abis_t_exp 
reset abis_ni; 

Rule do_chis If stmt_number = 2 then which_stmt = cbis 
what_next = cbis 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay "2 cash based income statements” 
pdisplay °° 
cls 
color = 1] 
locate 0,10 display “TREND STATEMENTS FOR CONDENSED CASH BASED INCOME STATEMENTS” locate 2,60 display 

*{current_year}” locate 2,50 display “{last_year}° locate 2,40 display “{year_2_ago)” locate 3,3 display “Revenue” locate 4,6 display “Corps” 
locate 5,6 display “Public” locate 6,6 display “Student,Faculty/Staff locate 7,6 display “Interdepartmental” locate 8,6 display “Music De- 
partment” locate 9,6 display “State Related” locate 10,9 display “Total Revenue” locate 11,3 display “Expenses” locate 12,6 display “Uni- 
form Purchases” locate 13,6 display “Personnel” locate 14,6 display “Contractual” locate 15,6 display “Supplies & Matenals” locate 16,6 
display “Continuous” locate 17,6 display “Equipment” locate 18,9 display “Total Expenses” locate 19,3 display “Net Income from Oper- 
ations” 

pdisplay “ ° pdisplay “ ” pdisplay ° TREND STATEMENTS FOR CONDENSED CASH BASED INCOME STATEMENTS’ 
pdisplay °° pdisplay ° ° locate 2,60 a = (current_year) b = (last_year) c = (year_2_ago) pdisplay ° {c} 

{0} {a}° 
find abis_corps 
find abis_pub 
find abis_s_f_s 
find abis_interdept 
find abis_music 
find abis_state 
find abis_t_rev 
find cbis_uniforms 
find abis_personal 
find abis_contract 
find abis_s & m 
find abis_conin 
find cbis_equip 
find cbis_t_exp 
find cbis_ni 
reset abis_corps 
reset abis_pub 
reset abis_s fs 
reset abis_interdept 
reset abis_music 
reset abis_ stale 
reset abis_t_rev 
reset cbis_uniforms 
reset abis_personal 
reset abis_contract 
reset abis_s & m 
reset abis_contn 
reset cbis_equip 
reset cbis_t_exp 
reset cbis_m; 

Rule do_bs If stmt_number = 3 Then which_stmt = bs 
what_next = bs 
pdisplay ° ” 
pdisplay “3 balance sheets” 
pdisplay °° 
cls 
color = 1} : 
locate 2,23 display “TREND STATEMENTS FOR BALANCE SHEETS” locate 4,65 display “(current_year}” locate 4,55 display 

“{last_year}° locate 4,45 display “{year_2_ago}” locate 6,3 display “Current Assets” locate 7,6 display “Inventory” locate 8,3 display “Long 
Term Assets” locate 9,6 display “Equipment’ locate 10,9 display “Total Assets” locate 12,3 display “Liabilities & Capital” jocate 13,6 dis- 
play “Cash Basis Loan from ° locate 14,8 display “other Auxiliaries” locate 15,6 display “Equity -- Reserves” locate 16,9 display “Total 
Liabilities & Captital’ 

pdisplay ° ° pdisplay ° ° 
locate 2,23 pdisplay ° _ TREND STATEMENTS FOR BALANCE SHEETS’ pdisplay °° pdisplay °° a = (current_year) 

b = (last_year) c = (year_2_ago) pdisplay ° {c} {b) (a}” pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay ° 
urrent Asse 

find bs_inventory 
find bs_equipment 
find bs_total_assets] 
find bs_due_from 
find bs_reserves 
find bs_total_assets 
reset bs_inventory 
reset bs_equipment 
reset bs_total_assets 
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reset bs_due_from 
reset bs_reserves; 

Rule do_mkt_seg If stmt_number = 4 then which_stmt = mkt_seg 
what_next = mkt_seg 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “4 market segment revenues and expenses’ 
pdisplay ” ° 
cls 
color = II 
locate 0,12 display “TREND STATEMENTS FOR MARKET SEGMENT REVENUES & EXPENSES’ locate 2,60 display 

“*(current_year}” locate 2,50 display "{last_year)” locate 2,40 display “{year_2_ago}" locate 3,3 display “Revenues” locate 5,6 display 
“Corps” locate 6,6 display “Public” locate 7,6 display “Students/FacultyStaff locate 8,6 display “Interdepartmental” locate 9,6 display 
"Music Department” locate 10,6 display “State Related ° locate 12,3 display “Expenses” locate 14,6 display “Corps” locate 15,6 display 
“Public” locate 16,6 display “Students/Faculty/Staff locate 17,6 display “Interdepartmental’ locate 18,6 display “Music Department” locate 
19,6 display “State Related* 

locate 0,12 pdisplay ° TREND STATEMENTS FOR MARKET SEGMENT REVENUES & EXPENSES” pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay °° a = (year_2_ago) b = (last_year) c = (current_year) pdisplay ° {a) {b} {c}" pdisplay 
* Revenues” pdisplay ° " 

find abis_corps 
find abis_pub 
find abis_s_f s 
find abis_interdept 
find abis_music 
find abis_state 

pdisplay ° “ pdisplay “ Expenses” pdisplay °° 

find seg_corps_cost 
find seg_public_cost 
find seg_s_f_s_cost 
find seg_interdept_cost 
find seg_music_cost 
find seg_state_cost 
reset abis_corps 
reset abis_pub 
reset abis_s fs 
reset abis_interdept 
reset abis_music 
reset abis_state 
reset seg_corps_cost 
reset seg_public_cost 
reset seg_s f $s cost 
reset seg_interdept_cost 
reset seg_music_cost 
reset seg state_cost 
find rev_minus_exp_display; 

Rule do_mkt_seg If stmt_number = 4 then rev_minus_exp_display = found 
cls 
color = 1] 
locate 3,30 display TREND STATEMENTS FOR’ locate 4,21 display "MARKET SEGMENT REVENUES MINUS EXPENSES’ 

locate 7,56 display “{current_year}” locate 7,46 display “{last_year}” locate 7,36 display “(year_2_ago}° locate 9,6 display “Corps” locate 
10,6 display “Public” locate 11,6 display “Students;Faculty/Staff™ locate 12,6 display “Interdepartmental” locate 13,6 display “Music De- 
partment” locate 14,6 display “State Related ” 

pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay ° ° pdisptay ° TREND STATEMENTS FOR’ pdisplay ° MARKET 
SEGMENT REVENUES Mae EXPENSES" pdisplay ° ° pdisplay °° c = (current_year) b = (last_year) a = (year_2_ago) pdisplay 

° {a {b} {¢}" 

find corps_diff 
find public_diff 
finds fs diff 
find interdept_di lf 
find music_diff 
find state_diiff 
reset corps_diff 
reset pub_diff 
resets fis diff 
reset interdept_diff 
reset music_diff 
reset state_diff 
find display_for_neg; 

Rule exit_this_kbs If stmt_number = 5 Then which_stmt = doesnt_matter 
what_next = return 

pdisplay °° 
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pdisplay “5 exit to main menu’ 
pdisptay ° * 
color = 15 
chain pts; 

Rule display_abis_corps If todo = trend_statements Then abis_corps = found 
trend_mul_rev_last = {mil_rev_last / mil_rev_2) 
trend_mil_rev_this = (t_mul_rev / mil_rev_2) 
x = (trend_mul_rev_last) 
y = (trend_muil_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 4,60 
format trend_mil_rev_this, 5.2 
a = (trend_mil_rev_this} 
format a,5.2 
display “{trend_mil_rev_this}° 
locate 4,50 
format trend_mil_rev_last, 5.2 
b = (trend_mil_rev_last) 
format b, 5.2 
display “{trend_mil_rev_last}’ 
locate 4,40 

display 1.00" ‘ 
pdisplay ° Corps 1.00 {b} {a}° 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis_public If todo = trend_statements Then abis_pub = found 
trend_pub_rev_last = (public_rev_last / public_rev_2) 
trend_pub_rev_this = (public_rev_this / public_rev_2) 
x = (trend_pub_rev_last) 
y = (trend_pub_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 5,60 
format trend_pub_rev_this, 5.2 
display “(trend _pub_rev_this}” 
a = (trend_pub_rev_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 5,50 
format trend_pub_rev_last, 5.2 
b = (trend_pub_rev_last) 
format b,5.2 . 
display “{trend_pub_rev_last}’ 
locate 5,40 
display “1.00° 
pdisplay ° Public 1.00 {b) {a}* 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis_s fs If todo = trend_statements Then abis_s fs = found 
trend_s_f_s rev_last = (s_f_s_rev_last /s_f_s rev_2) 
trend_s_f_s_rev_this = (s_f_s_rev_this/s fs rev_2) 
x = (trend_s_f_s_rev_last) 
y = (trend_s_f_s_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 6,60 
format trend_s_f_s_rev_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_s fs rev_this}* 
a = (trend_s_f_s_rev_this} 
format a,5.2 
locate 6,50 
format trend_s f_s_rev_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_s_f_s_rev_last}’ 
b = (trend_s_f_s_rev_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 6,40 
display “1.00” 
pdisplay ° Student/FacultyStalf 1.00 {b} {a}’ 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis_interdept If todo = trend_statements Then abis_interdept = found 
trend_interdept_rev_last = (interdept_rev_last / interdept_rev_2) 
trend_interdept_rev_this = (interdept_rev_this / interdept_rev_2) 
x = (trend_interdept_rev_last) 
y = (trend_interdept_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 7,60 
format trend_interdept_rev_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_interdept_rev_this}° 
a = (trend_interdept_rev_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 7,50 
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format trend_interdept_rev_last, 5.2 
display “(trend_interdept_rev_last}’ 
b = (trend_interdept_rev_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 7,40 

display "1.00° 
pdisplay ° Interdepartmental 1.00 {b} {a)" 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis_music If todo = trend_statements Then abis_music = found 
trend_music_rev_last = (music_rev_last / music_rev_2) 
trend_music_rev_this = (music_rev_this / music_rev_2) 
x = (trend_music_rev_last) 
y = (trend_music_rev_this) 
find rev_cotor 
locate 8,60 
format trend_music_rev_this, 5.2 
display “(trend_music_rev_this}" 
a = (trend_music_rev_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 8,50 
format trend_music_rev_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_music_rev_last)” 
b = (trend_music_rev_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 8,40 
display °1.00° 
pdisplay ° Music Department 1.00 {b) {a}° 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis_state If todo = trend_statements Then abis_state = found 
trend_state_rev_last = (state_rev_last / state_rev_2) 
trend_state_rev_this = (state_rev_this / state_rev_2) 
x = (trend_state_rev_last) 
y = (trend_state_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 9,60 - 
format trend_state_rev_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_state_rev_this}” 
a = (trend_state_rev_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 9,50 
format trend_state_rev_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_state_rev_last}’ 
b = (trend_state_rev_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 9,40 
display °1.00° 
pdisplay State Related 1.00 {bd} {a}* 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis_t_rev If todo = trend_statements Then abis_t_rev = found 
trend_t_rev_last = (t_rev_last / t_rev_2) 
trend_t_rev_this = (t_rev_thus / t_rev_2) 
x = (trend_t_rev_last) 
y = (trend_t_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 10,60 
format trend_t_rev_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_t_rev_this}”° 
a = (trend_t_rev_this} 
format a,5.2 
locate 10,50 
format trend_t_rev_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_t_rev_last}° 
b = (trend_t_rev_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 10,40 
display “1.00° 
pdisplay ° Total Revenue 1.00 {b) {a}° 
pdisplay ° Expenses’ 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis_cost_uniforms_issued If todo = trend_statements Then abis_uniforms = found 
trend_uniforms_last = (cost_uniforms_last / cost_uniforms_2) 
trend_uniforms_this = (cost_uniforms_this / cost_uniforms_2) 
x = (trend_uniforms_last) 
y ™ (trend_uniforms_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 12,60 
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format trend_uniforms_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_uniforms_this}” 
a = (trend_uniforms_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 12,50 
format trend_uniforms_last, 5.2 
display "{trend_uniforms_last}” 
b = (trend_uniforms_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 12,40 
display °1.00° 
pdisplay * Cost of Uniforms Issued 1.00 {b} {a}" 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_cbis_cost_uniforms_issued If stmt_number = 2 Then chis_uniforms = found 
trend_uniforms_last_c = (act_umf_last / act_unif_2) 
trend_uniforms_this_¢ = (act_unif_this / act_unif_2) 
x = (trend_uniforms_last_c) 
y = (trend_uniforms_this_c) 
find cost_color 
locate 12,60 
format trend_uriforms_this_c, 5.2 
display "{trend_uniforms_this_c}” 
a = (trend_uniforms_this_c) 
format a, 5.2 
locate 12,50 
format trend_uniforms_last_c, 5.2 
display “{trend_un:forms_last_c}° 
b = (trend_unsforms_last_c) 
format b,5.2 
locate 12,40 
display “1.00° 
pdisplay ° Uniform Purchases 1.00 {b} {a)}’ 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_abis_personal If todo = trend_statements Then abis_personal = found 
trend_personal_last = (personal_last / personal_2) 
trend_personal_this = (t_personal / personal_2) 
x = ({trend_personal_last} 
y = (trend_personal_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 13,60 
format trend_personal_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_personal_this}’ 
a = (trend_personal_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 13,50 
format trend_personal_last, 5.2 
display *{trend_personal_last}’ 
b = (trend_personal_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 13,40 
display “1.00° 
paisplay ° Personnel 1.00 {b) {a}° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_abis_contractual If todo = trend_statements Then abis contract = found 
trend_contract_last = (contract_last / contract_2) 
trend_contract_this = (contract_this / contract_2) 
x = (trend_contract_Jast) 
y = (trend_contract_this) 

find cost_color 
locate 14,60 
format trend_contract_this, 5.2 
display *{trend_contract_this}° 
a@ = (trend_contract_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 14,50 
format trend_contract_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_contract_last}’ 
b = (trend_contract_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 14,40 
display “1.00° 
pdisplay ° Contractual 1.00 {b} {a}° 
reset cost_color; 

Rule display_abis_s_ & m If todo = trend_statements Then abis_s & m = found 
trend_s_&_m_last = (s_&_m_last /s_&_m_2) 
trend_s_&_m_this = (s_&_m_this /s_& m_2) 
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x = (trend_s_& m_last) 
y = (trend_s_& m_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 15,60 
format trend_s_& 
display “{trend_s_ 
a = (trend_s_& m_this 
format a,5.2 

locate 15,50 
format trend_s_ 
display “{trend_s_ & | 
b = (trend_s_& m_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 15,40 
display °1.00° 
pdisplay * Supplies & Materials 1.00 {b} {a}° 
reset cost_color, 
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Rule display_abis_continuous If todo = trend_statements Then abis_contin = found 
trend_contin_last = (contin_last / contin_2) 
trend_contn_this = (contin_this / contin_2) 
x = (trend_contin_last) 
y = (trend_contin_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 16,60 
format trend_contin_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_contn_this}” 
a = (trend_contin_this) 
format 1,5.2 
locate 16,50 
format trend_contin_last, 5.2 
display *{trend_contin_last}” 
b = (trend_contin_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 16,40 
display “1.00” 
pdispiay “ Continuous 1.00 {b) {a)}* 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_abis_depreciation If todo = trend_statements Then abis_deprec = found 
trend_deprec_last = (deprec_last / deprec_2) 
trend_deprec_this = (deprec_this / deprec_2) 
x = (trend_deprec_last) 
y = (trend_deprec_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 17,60 
format trend_deprec_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_deprec_this}" 
a = (trend_deprec_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 17,50 
format trend_deprec_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_deprec_last}” 
b = (trend_deprec_last) 
format b,5.2 

locate |7,40 
display “1.00° 
pdisplay ° Depreciation 1.00 (b} {a}° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_cbis_equipment [f todo = trend_statements Then cbis_equip = found 
trend_equip_last = (act_equip_last / act_equip_ 2) 
trend_equip_this = (act_equip_this / act_equip_2) 
x ™ (trend_equip_ last) 
y = (trend_equip_this) 
find cost_color 
Jocate 17,60 
format trend_equip_this, 5.2 
a = (trend_equip_this) 
format a,5.2 
display “{trend_equip_this}” 
locate 17,50 
format trend_equip_last, 5.2 
b = (trend_equip_last) 
format b,5.2 
display “{trend_equip_last)” 
locate 17,40 
display “1.00° 
pdisplay ” Equipment 1.00 {b} {a}° 
reset cost_color, 
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Rule display_abis_t_expenses If todo = trend_statements Then abis_t_exp = found 
trend_t_expenses_last = (t_expenses_last / t_expenses_2) 
trend_t_expenses_this = (t_expenses / t_expenses_2) 
x = (trend_t_expenses_last) 
y = (trend_t_expenses_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 18,60 
format trend_t_expenses_this, 5.2 
display “(trend_t_expenses_this}° 
a = (trend_t_expenses_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 18,50 
format trend_t_expenses_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_t_expenses_last}” 
b = (trend_t_expenses_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 18,40 
display “1.00° 
pdisplay ° Total Expenses 1.00 {b} {a)° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_cbis_t_expenses If todo = trend_statements Then cbis_t_exp = found 
trend_t_expenses_last_c = (t_cash_exp_last / t_cash_exp_2) 
trend_t_expenses_this_c = (t_cash_exp_this / t_cash_exp_ 2) 
x = (trend_t_expenses_last_c)} 
y = (trend_t_expenses_this_c) 
find cost_color 
locate 18,60 
format trend_t_expenses_this_c, 5.2 
display “{trend_t_expenses_this_c}” 
a = (trend_t_expenses_this_c) 
format a,5.2 
locate 18,50 
format trend_t_expenses_last_c, 5.2 
display “{trend_t_expenses_last_c}” 
b = (trend_t_expenses_last_c) 
format 5,5.2 
locate 18,40 
display “1.00° 
pdisplay ° Total Expenses 1,00 {b) {a}° 

- reset cost_color, 

Rule display_abis_net_income If todo = trend_statements Then abis_ni = found 
trend_net_income_last = (net_income_last / net_income_ 2) 
trend_net_income_this = (net_income / net_income_2) 
x = (trend_net_income_last) 
y = (trend_net_income_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 19,60 
format trend_net_income_this, 5.2 
display “(trend_net_income_this}* 
a = (trend_net_income_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 19,50 
format trend_net_income_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_net_income_last}” 
b = (trend_net_income_last) 
format b,5.2 
find is_it_neg 

! find neg_base 
locate 19,40 
reset rev_color 
find rev_color 
display “1.00 -° 
pdisplay “ Net Income from Operations 1.00 {b} {a}° 
find neg_disp? 
reset rev_color 
reset is_it_neg, 

Rule display_that_ni_base_yr_neg 

If net_income_2 < 0 

Then neg_base = found 

locate 8,68 
display “note: the’ 
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locate 9,68 
display “net income’ 
locate 10,68 
display “for the * 
locate 11,68 
display “base year’ 
locate 12,68 
display “was” 
locate 13,68 
display ‘negative’; 

Rule display_that_ni_base_yr_neg 

If cash_net_income_2 < 0 

Then neg_base_c = found 

locate 8,68 
display “note: the” 
locate 9,68 
display “net income’ 
locate 10,68 
display “for the ” 
locate 11,68 
display “base year’ 
locate 12,68 
display “was* 
locate 13,68 
display ‘negative’; 

Rule pdisplay_neg_ni_abis 

If is_it_neg = yes 

Then neg_disp? = found 

pdisplay °° . a _, ae 
pdisplay “Note that net income is increasing in the negative direction.’ 
pdisplay ° ” 

pdisplay ° “; 

Rule display_cbis_net_income If todo = trend_statements Then cbis_ni = found 
trend_net_income_last_c = (cash_net_income_last / cash_net_income_2) 
trend_net_income_this_c = (cash_net_income_this / cash_net_income_ 2) 
x = (trend_net_income_last_c) 
y = (trend_net_income_this_c)} 
find rev_color 
locate 19,60 
format trend_net_income_this_c, 5.2 
display “{trend_net_income_this_c}* 
a = (trend_net_income_this_c) 
format a,5.2 
locate 19,50 
format trend_net_income_last_c, 5.2 
display “{trend_net_income_last_c}° 
b = (trend_net_income_last_c) 
format b,5.2 
find is_it_neg_c 

! find neg_base_c 
locate 19,40 
reset rev_color 
find rev_color 
display “1.00-° 
pdisplay ° Net Income from Operations 1.00 {b} {a}* 
find neg_disp?_¢ 
reset rev_color 
reset is_it_neg_ ¢G 

Rule pdisplay_neg_ni_cbis 

If is_it_neg_c = yes 

Then neg_disp?_c = found 
pdisplay * “ 
pdisplay “Note that net income is increasing in the negative direction.” 

Pdisplay °° 
pdisplay ° °; 
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Rule is_net_income_negative If net_income < = 0 and 
net_income_last < = 0 and 
net_Lincome_2 < = 0 and 
x > 1.05 and 
y > 1.1025 Then locate 8,68 
color = 15 
display “** note ° 
locate 9,68 
display “that it is” 
locate 10,68 
display “increasing” 
locate 11,68 
display “in the * 
locate 12,68 
display “negative” 
locate 13,68 
display “direction” 
locate 19,66 
display “**” 
color = 12 "2 
locate 19,60 'ithis was all added 
format trend_net_income_this, 5.2 
display °(trend_net_income_this}“ 
locate 19,50 
format trend_net_income_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_net_income_last}’ 
locate 19,40 
display “1.00-° i 
is_it_neg = yes; 

Rule is_net_income_negative If cash_net_income_this < = 0 and 
cash_net_income_last < = 0 and 
cash_net_income_2 < = 0 and 
x > 1.05 and 
y > 1.1025 Then locate 8,68 
color = 1§ 
display “** note ° 
locate 9,68 
display “that it is” 
locate 10,68 
display “increasing” 

_ locate 11,68 
display “in the ° 
locate 12,68 
display “negative” 
locate 13,68 
display “direction” 
locate 19,66 
display “**° 
color = 12 
locate 19,60 
format trend_net_income_this_c, 5.2 
display “(trend_net_income_this_c}° 
locate 19,50 
format trend_net_income_last_c, 5.2 
display “(trend_net_income_last_c}’ 
locate 19,40 
display “1.00 -° 
is_it_neg c = yes; 

Rule display_bs_inventory If todo = trend_statements Then bs_inventory = found 
trend_inv_rev_last = {last_yr_inventory / inv_2_ago) 
trend_inv_rev_this = (total_inv / inv_2_ago) 
x = (trend_inv_rev_last) 
y = (trend_inv_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 7,65 
format trend_inv_rev_this, 5.2 
display °{trend_inv_rev_this}*° 
a = (trend_inv_rev_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 7,55 
format trend_inv_rev_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_inv_rev_last}* 
b = (trend_inv_rev_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 7,45 

display “1.00” 
pdisplay ° Inventory 1.00 {b} {a)° 
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pdisplay " Long Term Assets” 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_bs_equipment If todo = trend_statements Then bs_equipment = found 
trend_equip_last = (last_yr_equip_value / equip_2_ago) 
trend_equip_this = (total_current_value / equip_2_ago) 
x = (trend_equip_last) 
y = (trend_equip_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 9,65 
format trend_equip_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_equip_this}’ 
a = (trend_equip_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 9,55 
format trend_equip_last, 5.2 
display *{trend_equip_last}" 
b = (trend_equip_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 9,45 
display “1.00° 
pdisplay * Equipment 1.00 {b} {a)’ 
reset rev_color; 

Rule display_bs_totals If todo = trend_statements Then bs_total_assets] = found 
trend_totals last = (t_assets_last / t_assets_2) 
trend_totals this = (t_assets_this / t_assets_2) 
x = (trend_totals_last) 
y = (trend_totals_this) 
format trend_totals this, 5.2 
a = (trend_totals_thus) 
format a,5.2 
format trend_totals_last, 5.2 
b = (trend_totals_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 10,45 
locate 16,65 . 
format trend_totals_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_totals_this}” 
jocate 16,55 
format trend_totals_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_totals_last}” 
locate 16,45 
pdisplay ° Total Assets 1.00 {b) {a)” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay ” Liabilities & Capital’; 

Rule display_bs_due_to_other_ae If todo = trend_statements Then bs_due_from = found 
trend_due_rev_last = (last_yr_due_to / due_to_2_ago) 
trend_due_rev_this = (new_due_to / due_to_2_ago) 
x = (trend_due_rev_last) 
y = (trend_due_rev_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 14,65 
format trend_due_rev_this, 5.2 
display “(trend_due_rev_this}” 
a = (trend_due_rev_ths} 
format a,5.2 
locate 14,55 
format trend_due_rev_last, 5.2 
display “(trend _due_rev_last}" 
b = (trend_due_rev_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 14,45 
display “1.00° 
pdisplay * Cash Basis Loan from 1.00 {b} {a}° 
pdisplay * other Auxiliaries” 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_bs_reserves If todo = trend_statements Then bs_reserves = found 
trend_reserves_last = (reserves_last / reserves_2) 
trend_reserves_this = (reserves_this / reserves_2) 
x = (trend_reserves_last} 
y = (trend_reserves_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 15,65 
format trend_reserves_this, 5.2 
display "{trend_reserves_this}° 
a = (trend_reserves_this) 
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format a,5.2 
locate 15,55 
format trend_reserves_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_reserves_last}” 
b = (trend_reserves_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 15,45 
display “1.00° 
pdisplay ° Equity -- Reserves 1.00 {b} {a}" 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_bs_totals If todo = trend_statements Then bs_total_assets = found 
trend_totals_ last = (t_assets_last / t_assets_2) 
trend_totals_this = (t_assets_this / t_assets_2) 
xX = (trend_totals_last) 
y = (trend_totals_this) 
color = 11 
locate 10,65 
format trend_totals_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_totals_this}° 
locate 10,55 
format trend_totals_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_totals_last}” 
locate 10,45 
display °1.00° 
locate 16,65 
format trend_totals_this, 5.2 
display *{trend_totals_this}” 
a = (trend_totals_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 16,55 
format trend_totals last, 5.2 
display “{trend_totals_last}” 
b = (trend_totals_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 16,45 
pdisplay ” Total Liabilities & Capital 1.00 {b} ({a)° 
display "1.00-°; 

Rule display_seg_corps_cost If todo = trend_statements Then seg_corps_cost = found 
trend_seg_corps_cost_last = (corps_cost_last / corps_cost_2) 
trend_seg_corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this / corps_cost_2) 
x = (trend_seg_corps_cost_last) 
y = (trend_seg_corps_cost_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 14,60 
format trend_seg_corps_cost_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_corps_cost_this}” 
a = (trend_seg_corps_cost_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 14,50 
format trend_seg_corps_cost_last, 5.2 
display “(trend_seg_corps_cost_last}” 
b = (trend_seg_corps_cost_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 14,40 
display “1.00” 
pdisplay ° Corps 1.00 {b} (a}° 
reset cost_color; 

Rule display_seg_ public_cost If todo = trend_statements Then seg public_cost = found 
trend_seg_public_cost_last = (public_cost_last / public_cost_2) 
trend_seg_ public_cost_this = (public_cost_this / public_cost_2) 
x = (trend_seg_public_cost_last) 
y = (trend_seg_public_cost_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 15,60 
format trend_seg_public_cost_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_ public_cost_this)}” 
a = (trend_seg_public_cost_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 15,50 
format trend_seg_public_cost_last, 5.2 
display “{(trend_seg_public_cost_last)” 
b = (trend_seg public_cost_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 15,40 
display °1.00° 
pdisplay ° Public 1.00 {b) {a)" 
reset cost_color; 
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Rule display_seg_s_f_s cost If todo = trend_statements Then segs fs cost = found 
trend_seg_s_f_s_cost_last = (s_f_s_cost_last /s_f_s_ cost_2) 
trend_seg_s f_s_cost_this = (s_f_s_cost_this /s_f_s_cost_2) 
x = (trend_seg s fs cost_last) 
y = (trend_seg_s fs cost_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 16,60 
format trend_seg_s f_s_cost_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_s fs cost_this)’ 
a = (trend_seg_s fs cost_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 16,50 
format trend_seg_s f_s cost_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_s fs cost_last}” 
b = (trend_seg_s fs _cost_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 16,40 
display °1.00° 
pdisplay * Students/Faculty/Staff 1.00 {b)} {a} 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_seg_interdept_cost If todo = trend_statements Then seg_interdept_cost = found 
trend_seg_interdept_cost_last = (interdept_cost_last / interdept_cost_2) 
trend_seg_interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_this / interdept_cost_2) 
x = (trend_seg_interdept_cost_last) 
y = (trend_seg_interdept_cost_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 17,60 
format trend_seg_interdept_cost_this, 5.2 
display “(trend_seg_interdept_cost_this}” 
a = (trend_seg_interdept_cost_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 17,50 
format trend_seg_interdept_cost_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_interdept_cost_last}” 
b = (trend_seg interdept_cost_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 17,40 
display “1.00° 
pdisplay ” Interdepartmental 1.00 {b} {a}* 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_seg_music_cost If todo = trend_statements Then seg music_cost = found 
trend_seg_music_cost_last = (music_cost_last / musi¢_cost_2) 
trend_seg_music_cost_this = (music_cost_this / music_cost_2) 
x = (trend_seg music_cost_last) 
y = {trend_seg_ music_cost_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 18,60 
format trend_seg_musi¢_cost_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_music_cost_this)* 
a = (trend_seg_music_cost_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 18,50 
format trend_seg_music_cost_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_music_cost_last}” 
b = (trend_seg_music_cost_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 18,40 
display °].00° 
pdisplay ° Music Department 1.00 {b} {a)° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_seg_state_cost If todo = trend_statements Then seg_state_cost = found 
trend_seg_state_cost_last = (state_cost_last / state_cost_2) 
trend_seg state_cost_this = (state_cost_this / stale_cost_2) 
x = (trend_seg state_cost_last) 
y = (trend_seg state_cost_this)} 
find cost_color 
locate 19,60 
format trend_seg_state_cost_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_ state_cost_this}” 
a = (trend_seg_ state_cost_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 19,50 
format trend_seg_state_cost_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_state_cost_last}” 
b = (trend_seg_state_cost_last) 
format b,5.2



locate 19,40 
display “].00—-° 
pdisplay * State Related 1.00 {b} {a}* 
reset cost_color; 

Rule display_corps_diff If todo = trend_statements Then corps_diff = found 
corps_diff_this = (t_mil_rev - corps_cost_this) 
corps_diff_last = (mil_rev_last - corps_cost_last) 
corps_diff_2 = (mul_rev_2 - corps_cost_2} 
trend_corps_diff_last = (corps_diff_last / corps_diff_2) 
trend_corps_diff_this = (corps_diff_this / corps_diff_2) 
x = (trend_corps_diff_last) 
y = (trend_corps_diff_this) 
find rev_color 
a = (corps_diff_this) 
b = (corps_diff_last) 
c = (corps_diff_2) 
temp_vbl = corps 
find neg? 
locate 9,56 
format trend_corps_diff_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_corps_diff_this}* 
a = (trend_corps_diff_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 9,46 
format trend_corps_diff_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_corps_diff_iast}° 
b = (trend_corps_diff_last) 
format b,;5.2 
locate 9,36 
pdisplay ” Corps 1.00 (b) {a}° 
display °1.00° 
reset rev_color 
locate 9,62 
display °{neg?}" 
reset neg?; 

Rule display_public_diff If todo = trend_statements Then public_diff = found 
public_diff_this = (public_rev_this - public_cost_this) 
public_diff_last = (public_rev_last - public_cost_last) 
public_diff_2 = (public_rev_2 - public_cost_2) 
trend_public_diff_last = (public_diff_last / public_diff_2) 
trend_public_diff_this = (public_diff_this / public_diff_2) 
x = (trend_public_diff_last) 
y = (trend_public_diff_this) 
find rev_color 
a = (public_diff_this) 
b = (public_diff_last) 
c¢ = (public_diff_2) 
temp_vbl = pubiic 
find neg? 
locate 10,56 
format trend_public_diff_this, 5.2 
display “(trend_public_diff_this}’ 
a = (trend_public_diff_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 10,46 
format trend_public_diff_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_public_diff_tast)* 
b = (trend_public_diff_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 10,36 
pdisplay ° Public 1.00 {b} {a)” 
display °1.00° 
reset rev_color 
locate 10,62 
display °{neg?}° 
reset neg? 

Rule display_s_f_s_diff If todo = trend_statements Then s_f_s diff = found 
s_f_s_diff_this = (s_f_s_rev_this -s_f s_cost_this) 
s_f_s_diff_last = (s_f_s_rev_last - s fs _cost_last) 
s_f_s diff_2 = (s_f_s rev_2-s_f_s cost_2) 
trend_s fs diff_last = (s_f_s diff_last /s_fs diff_2) 
trend_s_f_s_diff_this = (s_f_s_diff_this /s_f_s_ diff 2) 
x = (trend_s fs diff last) 
y = (trend_s_f_s_diff_this) 
find rev_color 
a = (s_f_s_diff_this)} 

b = (s_f_s_dilf_last}



= (s_f_s_diff_2) 
temp_vbl = students_faculty_staff 
find neg? 
locate 11,56 
format trend_s_f s_diff_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_s_f_s_diff_this}” 
a = (trend_s f_s_diff_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 11,46 
format trend_s f_s_diff_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_s f s_diff_last}* 
b = (trend_s_f_s_diff_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 11,36 
pdisplay ” Students/Faculty/Staff 1.00 {b} {a}° 
display °1.00° 
reset rev_color 
locate 11,62 

display *{neg?}° 
reset neg?; 

Rule display_interdept_diff If todo = trend_statements Then interdept_diff = found 
interdept_diff_this = (interdept_rev_this - interdept_cost_this) 
interdept_ aiff] last = (interdept_rev_ “last - interdept_cost _last) 
interdept_diff_2 = (interdept_rev_2 - interdept_cost_2) 
trend_interdept_diff_last = (interdept_diff_last / interdept_diff_2) 
trend_interdept_diff_ths = {interdept_diff_this / interdept_diff_2) 
x = (wend_interdept_diff_last) 
y = (trend_interdept_diff_this) 
find rev_color 
a = (interdept_diff_this) 
b = (interdept_diff_last) 

= (interdept_diff_2) 
temp_vbl = interdepartmental 
find neg? 
locate 12,56 
format trend_interdept_diff_this, 5.2 
display *{trend_interdept_diff_this)’ 

= (trend_interdept_diff_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 12,46 
format trend_interdept_diff_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_interdept_diff_last}° 

= (trend_interdept_diff_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 12,36 
pdisplay ° Interdepartmental 1.00 {b) {a}° 
display “1.00° 
reset rev_color 
locate 12,62 
display “{neg?}° 
reset neg?, 

Rule display_music_diff If todo = trend_statements Then music_diff = found 
music_diff_this = (music_rev_this - music_cost_this) 
music_diff_last = (music_rev_last - music_cost_last) 
music_diff_2 = (music_rev_2 - music_cost_2) 
trend_music_diff_last = (music_diff_last / music_diff_2) 
trend_music_ ~ diff this = (music_ att. —thus / music_ diff 2) 
x = (trend _ music_diff_last) 
y = (trend_music_ ~diff_this) 
find rev_color 
a = (music_diff_this) 
b = (music_diff_last) 

= (music_diff_2) 
temp_vbl = music_department 
find neg? 
locate 13,56 
format trend_music_diff_this, 5.2 
display "{trend_music_diff_this}* 
a = (trend_music_diff_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 13,46 
format trend_music_diff_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_music_dilf_Jast}° 
b = (trend_music_diff_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 13,36 
pdisplay ° Music Department 1.00 {b} {a)° 
display “1.00” 
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reset rev_color 
locate 13,62 
display “{neg?}* 
reset neg? 

Rule display_state_diff If todo = trend_statements Then state_diff = found 
state_diff_this = (state_rev_this - state_cost_this) 
state_diff_last = (state_rev_last - state_cost_last) 
state_diff_2 = (state_rev_2 - state_cost_2) 
trend_state_diff_last = (state_diff_last / state_diff_2) 
trend_state_diff_this = (state_diff_this / state_diff_2) 
x = (trend_state_diff_last) 
y = (trend_state_diff_this) 
nd rev_color 
= (state_diff_this) 
= (state_diff_last) 

c¢ = (state_diff_2) 
temp_vbl = state_related 
find neg? 
locate 14,56 
format trend_state_diff_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_state_diff_this}” 
a = (trend_state_diff_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 14,46 
format trend_state_diff_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_state_diff_last}° 
b = (trend_state_diff_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 14,36 
pdisplay ” State Related 1.00 {b) {a}° 
display °1.00° 
reset rev_color 
locate 14,62 
display “{neg?}" 
find print_negs 
reset neg? 

fi 
a 
b 

Rule print_neg_mkt_trends 

If mkt_neg_trends < > unknown 

Then print_negs = found 

pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Note that the trends for revenue minus expenses in some market segments" 
pdisplay “are increasing in the negative direction. These market segments include:” 
pdisplay “{mkt_neg_trends)” 

pdisplay °° 

0 and 
0 

.05 and 
1025 Then neg? = °* 

mkt_neg_trends = (temp_vbl) 
color = 12; 

Rule put_**_explanation_on_display If todo = trend_statements Then display_for_neg = found 
locate 8,68 
color = 14 
display “** note 
locate 9,68 
display “that it is’ 
locate 10,68 
display “increasing” 
locate 11,68 
display “in the * 
locate 12,68 
display ‘negative’ 
locate 13,68 
display “direction -°; 

Rule color_exp_inc_rev If x > = 1.05 and 
y >= 1.1025 Then rev_color = found 
color = 14; 

Rule color_exp_dec_rev If x < = .95 and 
y <= .9025 Then rev_color = found 
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color = 12 else color = 11; 

Rule color_exp_inc_cost If x > = 1.05 and 
y > = 1.1025 Then cost_color = found 
color = 12; 

Rule color_exp_dec_cost If x <= .95 and 
y <= .9025 Then cost_color = found 
color = I4 else color = 11; 

! Statement Block 

ask stmt_number: ” °; choices stmt_number: 1,2,3,4,5; plural: mkt_neg_trends; bkcolor = 1; 
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B.16 PBUDGET6 

endoff, execute, nintime; 

actions 

color = 15 beall killbud todo = budget_analysis find beg_display find farse, 

trules block 

Rule beginning display 

If todo = budget_analysis Then beg display = found 
cls 
locate 1,29 
display “BUDGET ANALYSIS’ 
pdisplay * BUDGET ANALYSIS’ 
pdisplay ” 
locate 3,6 display “Budget analysis is used to determine whether or not the organiztion’s” display “revenues and expenses have been 

within budget over tme. For the Tailor’ display “Shop, a budget is determined in advance for the year. A monthly review’ display “of the 
budget versus actual data is conducted to determine whether or” display “not the Tailor Shop is operating within its budget. An acceptance 
* display “range, which is currently + or - 20% of the expected amount for each” display “revenue and expense category, is used to deter- 
mine whether or not each” display “item is within budget.” display * ° pdisplay ° Budget analysis is used to determine whether or not 
the organiztion’s” pdisplay “revenues and expenses have been within budget over ime. For the Tailor” pdisplay ‘Shop, a budget is deter- 
mined m advance for the year. A monthly review” pdisplay “of the budget versus actual data is conducted to determine whether or’ 
pdisplay “not the Tailor Shop is operating within its budget. An acceptance “ pdisplay “range, which is currently + or - 20% of the ex- 
pected amount for each” pdisplay ‘revenue and expense category, is used to determine whether or not each” pdisplay “item is within 
budget.” pdisplay ° 5 

Rule tell_user_of_budget_limits If todo = budgcet_analysis Then find change limits ! staternent allows user to specify which limits to 
change 

pdisplay “Would you like to change any of these ranges for the revenue’ 
pdisplay “categories?” 
pdisplay °° 

Pdisplay “no yes” 
pdisplay ° 
pdisplay "{(change_ lirnits}* 
pdisplay ° 
pdisplay “Would you like to change any of these ranges for the expense” 
pdisplay “categories?” 

pdisplay “” 
Pdisplay “no yes” 

pdisplay °° 
find change_ limits_costs ! staternent allows user to specify limits 
pdisplay “{change_ “limits_costs)* 
pdisplay ° 
farse = ok 

fringes_Ht_b = 20 
salaries_ll_b = 20 
wages_ll_b = 20 

total onal_ll_b = 20 
tele_ll_b = 20 
R_and_M_ll_b = 20 
travel_ll_b = 20 
other_contract_ll_b = 20 
total_contract_ll_b = 20 
repair_ll_b = 20 
other_s_and_m_ll_b = 20 
total_s and_m_Il_b = 20 
equip_li_b = 20 
uruforms_Il_b = 
elect_Il_b = 20 
w_and_s ll_b = 
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insure_t!_b = 20 
agency_ll_b = 20 
other_contin_I_b = 20 
total_contn_I]_b = 20 
fringes_ul_b = 20 
salaries_ul_b = 20 
wages _ul_b = 20 
total_personal_ul_b = 20 
tele_ul_b = 20 
R_and_M_ul_b = 20 
travel_ul_b = 20 
other _contract_ ul_b = 20 

total contract t_ul_b = 20 
repair_ul_b = 20 
other and_m ul_b = 20 

B a E.
 

o I =)
 

agency_ul_b = 20 
other_contn_ul_b = 20 
total_contn_ul_b = 20 
find change_values ! leads to a series of rules to change or leave limits on revenues 
find change_values_costs ! leads to rules as above, but for costs 
find explain_rev_budget 
find rev_budget ! leads to a series of rules which get budget and if there 

! is a difference, accounts for it through prompts 
reset rev_budget 
savefacts pbuddata 
chain pbudget5; 

Rule display_to_explain_rev_budget If todo = budget_analysis Then explain_rev_budget = found 
cls 
locate 3,6 display “The annual budget for the Tailor Shop is determined for revenue in” display “total, and by category for expenses (eg. 

personal, continuous, etc.).” display “In order to determine whether or not revenue is within budget, the” display “budget ts first divded 
into market segments. Thus, any increase or” display “decrease in the expected revenues must be allocated to one or more of display “these 
revenue segments. If such an increase or decrease does occur,” display “you will be asked to determine which segments are responsible for’ 
display “the change.” display °° display ” ° pdisplay “The annual budget for the Tailor Shop is determined for revenue in” pdisplay “total, 
and by category for expenses (eg. personal, conunuous, etc.).” pdisplay “In order to determine whether or not revenue is within budget, the” 
pdisplay “budget is first divided into market segments. Thus, any increase or” pdisplay “decrease in the expected revenues must be allocated 
to one or more of pdisplay “these revenue segments. If such an increase or decrease does occur,” pdisplay “you will be asked to determine 
which segments are responsible for’ pdisplay “the change.” pdisplay ” *; 

Rule budget_limits_ok If change_limits = no Then military_ ne = (military_!I_b) 
mulitary_ul = (mulitary_ ul_b) 
public_ll = (public_l_b) 
public_ul = (public_ui_b) 
s_fis tt = (s fs _ll_b) 
s fs ul = (s_fs_ul_b) 
interdept_il = (interdept_ N_b) 
interdept_ul = (interdept_ul_b) 
music_ll = (music_ll_b) 
music_ul = (music_ul_b) 
state_ll = (state_!_b) 
State_ul = (state_wi_b) 
change_values = found; 

Rule budget_limits_not_ok If change_limits = yes Then pdisplay “Which revenue limits would you like to change?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdispiay “military public stu fac staff 
pdisplay “interdepartmental music dept state related’ 

pdisplay 
find which_rev_limits 
pdisplay “{which_rev_limits)* 
pdisplay °° 
find mil_limits 
find public_limits 
find s_f_s_limits 
find interdept_limits 
find music_limits 
find state_limits 
change_values = found; 

Rule budget_cost_limits_ok If change_limits_costs = no Then fringes_ll = (fringes_ll_b) 
salaries_l] = (salanes_li_b) 
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wages_ll = (wages_Il_b) 
total_personal_!l = (total_personal_ll_b) 
tele ll = (tele_ll_b) 
R_and_M_Il = (R_and_M_ll_6) 
travel_ll = (travel_lt_b) 
other_contract_ll = (other_contract_]]_b) 
total_contract_ll = (total_contract_ll_b) 
repair_ll = (repair_|t_b) 
other_s_and_m_]l = (other_s_and_m_I!_b) 
total_s_and_m_]l = (total_s_and_m_li_b) 
equip_ll = (equip_Il_b) 
uniforms_l] = (unsforms_Il_b) 
elect_ll = (elect_Il_b) 
w_and_s ll = (w_and_s ll_b) 
insure_ll_ = (insure_Il_b) 
agency_|l = (agency_ll_b) 
other_contn_ll = (other_contin_ll_b) 
total_contn_l] = (total_contin_ll_b) 
fringes_ul = (fringes_ul_b) 
salanies_ul = (salarnies_ul_b) 
wages ul = (wages_ul_b) 
total_personal_ul = (total_personal_ul_b) 
tele_ul = (tele_ul_b) 

R_and_M_ul = (R_and_M_ul_b) 
travel_ul = (travel_ul_b) 
other_contract_ul = (other_contract_ul_b) 
total_contract_ul = (tota)_contract_ul_b) 
repair_ul = (repair_ul_b) 
other_s_and_m_ul = (other_s_and_m_ul_b) 
total_s_and_m_ul = (total_s_and_m_ul_b) 
equip_ul = (equip_u!_b) 
uniforms_ul = (uniforms_ul_b) 
elect_ul = (elect_ul_b) 
w_and_s ul = (w_and_s_ul_b) 
insure_ul = (insure_ul_b) 
agency_ul = (agency_ul_b) 
other_conun_ul = (other_contin_ul_b) 
total_contn_ul = (total_conun_ul_b) 
change_values_costs = found; 

Rule budget_cost_limits_not_ok If change_limits_costs = yes Then pdisplay “Which expense category limits would you like to change?” 
pdisplay “equipment uruforms personnel” 
pdisplay “contractual supplies materials continuous” 
pdisplay °° 
find which_cost_limits 
find equip_limuits 
find uniforms_limuts 
find personal_limuts 
find contract_limuts 
find s_and_m_limits 
find contn_Jlimits 
change_values_costs = found; 

Rule go_get_rev_budget_data If todo = budget_analysis Then wks budget_rev, b3..c3, \vpp\playbud 
rev_budget = found 
budget_rev_now = (budget_rev{ I) 
budget_rev_past = (budget_rev(2) 
diff = (budget_rev_now - budget_rev_past) 
find rev_diff; 

Rule rev_budget_same If diff = 0 Then mil_exp_inc = 0 
public_exp_inc = 0 
s_f_s_exp_inc = 0 
interdept_exp_ine = 0 
music_exp_inc = 0 
state_exp_inc = 0 
rev_diff = found; 

Rule rev ~budget_ higher If diff > 0 Then display “The amount budgeted for revenue this year has increased from the * 
display “previous year by ${diff}. Which market segments are responsible for ° 
display “contnibuting more this year to total revenue? Please make certain that your’ 

pdisplay “The amount budgeted for revenue this year has increased from the ° 
pdisplay “previous year by ${diff}. Which market segments are responsible for ” 
pdisplay “contributing more this year to total revenue? Please make certain that your’ 

pdisplay “input adds up to ${diff} >” 

pdisplay ° 
pdisplay “military public stu fac staff 
pdisplay “interdepartmental music dept state related” 

pdisplay ” 
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find resp_rev_mkt_segments ! statement - determines which segments 
! are expected to contribute more this year 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “{resp_rev_mkt_segments}° 
pdisplay * ° 
rev_diff = found 
find mil_higher? ! leads to a series of rules which calculate 

: changes in expectations 
find check_math, 

Rule rev_budget_lower If diff < 0 Then diff = (@abs(diff)) 
display “The amount budgeted for revenue this year has decreased from the ° 
display “previous year by ${diff}. Which market segments are responsible for’ 
display “contributing less this year to total revenue? Please make certain that your’ 

pdisplay “The amount budgeted for revenue this year has decreased from the ° 
pdisplay “previous year by ${diff}. Which market segments are responsible for” 
pdisplay “contributing less this year to total revenue? Please make certain that your’ 
pdisplay “input adds up to $(diff}.” 
pdisplay ”~ ° 
pdisplay “military public stu fac staff” 
pdisplay “interdepartmental music dept state related” 
pdisplay ° ” 

find resp_rev_mkt_segments_I ! statement - determines which segments 
! are expected to contribute less this year 

pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay *{resp_rev_mkt_segments_!}° 
pdisplay °° 
diff = (0 - diff} 
rev_diff = found 
find mil_lower? ! leads to a series of rules which calculate 

! changes in expectations 
find check_math; 

Rule military_exp_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments = military Then pdisplay “How much is military revenue expected to increase?” 
pdisplay °° 
find mil_exp_ine_h 
pdisplay “{mul_exp_inc_h}* 

pdisplay ° ° 
mil_exp_inc = (mil_exp_ine_h) 
mul_higher? = found 
find public_higher?, 

Rule military_exp_not_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments < > military Then mil_exp_inc = 0 
mil higher? = found 
find public_higher?, 

Rule military exp_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_l = military Then pdispiay “How much is military revenue expected to decrease?” 
pdisplay ~ * 
find mil_exp_ine_] 
pdisplay “{mul_exp_ine_1}” 
pdisplay °° . 
mul_exp_inc = (0 - mil_exp_inc_]l) 
mil_lower? = found 
find public_lower? 

Rule military_exp_not_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_1 < > military Then mil_exp_inc = 0 
mil_lower? = found 
find public_lower?, 

Rule public_exp_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments = public Then pdisplay “How much is public revenue expected to increase?” 

pdisplay °° 
find public_exp_inc_h 
public_exp_inc = (public_exp_inc_h) 
pdisplay “{public_exp_inc_h)* 
pdisplay °° 
public_higher? = found 
find s_f_s_ higher? 

Rule public_exp_not_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments < > public Then public_exp_inc = 0 
public_higher? = found 
find s_f_s_higher?, 

Rule public_exp_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_1 = public Then pdisplay “How much is public revenue expected to decrease?” 

pdisplay ° ° 
find public_exp_inc_l 
pdisplay “{public_exp_inc_l}” 

pdisplay eee 
public_exp_inc = (0 - public_exp_inc_]) 
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public_lower? = found 
find s_f_s lower? 

Rule public_exp_not_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_1 < > lower Then public_exp_inc = 0 
public_lower? = found 
find s_f_s lower? 

Rule s_f_s_exp_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments = stu_fac_staff Then pdisplay “How much is student/faculty/staff revenue expected to 
increase?” 

pdisplay"* 
find s_f_s_exp_inc_h 
pdisplay “(s_f_s_exp_inc_h}* 
pdisplay ° ° 
s_f_s_exp_inc = (s_f_s exp_ine_h) 
s_f_s_higher? = found 
find interdept_higher?, 

Rule s_ fs exp_not_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments < > stu_fac_staff Then s_f_s_exp_inc = 0 
s_f_s_ higher? = found 
find interdept_higher?, 

Rule s_f_s_exp_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_! = stu_fac_staff Then pdisplay “How much is student/faculty/staff revenue expected to 
decrease?” 

pdisplay * ° 
find s_f_s_exp_inc_] 
pdisplay “{s_f_s_exp_inc_1)* 
Pdisplay ” ” 
s_f{ s_exp_inc = (0-s_f_s_exp_inc_l) 
s_f{s_ lower? = found 
find interdept_lower?, 

Rule s_f_s_exp_not_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_| < > stu_fac_staff Then s_fs exp_inc = 0 
s_f{_s lower? = found 
find interdept_lower?; 

Rule interdept_exp_higher [f resp_rev_mkt_segments = interdepartmental Then pdisplay “How much is interdepartmental revenue expected 
to increase?” 

pdisplay °° 
find interdept_exp_inc_h 
pdisplay "{interdept_exp_inc_h)}’ 
pdisplay °° 
interdept_exp_inc = (interdept_exp_inc_h) 
interdept_higher? = found 
find music_higher? 

Rule interdept_exp_not_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments < > interdepartmental Then interdept_exp_inc = 0 
interdept_higher? = found 
find music_higher?, 

Rule interdept_exp_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_1 = interdepartmental Then pdisplay “How much is interdepartmental revenue ex- 
pected to decrease?” 

pdisplay °° 
find interdept_exp_inc_l! 
pdisplay “{interdept_exp_inc_1}* 

pdisplay * . 
interdept_exp_inc = (0 - interdept_exp_inc_]) 
interdept_lower? = found 
find music_lower?, 

Rule interdept_exp_not_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_1 < > interdepartmental Then interdept_exp_inc = 0 
interdept_lower? = found 
find music_lower?, 

Rule music_exp_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments = music_dept Then pdisplay "How much is music department revenue expected to in- 
crease?” 

pdisplay °° 
find music_exp_inc_h 
pdisplay ‘{music_exp_inc_h}° 
pdisplay °° 
music_exp_inc = (music_exp_inc_h) 
music_higher? = found 
find state_higher?; 

Rule music_exp_not_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments < > music_dept Then music_exp_inc = 0 
music_higher? = found 
find state_higher?, 

Rule music_exp_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_| = music_dept Then pdisplay “How much is music department revenue expected to de- 
crease?” 

Pdispiay °° 
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find music_exp_inc_l 
pdisplay ’{music_exp_inc_l}’ 
pdisplay * ” 
music_exp_inc = (0 - music_exp_inc_]) 
music_lower? = found 
find state_lower?, 

Rule music_exp_not_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_] < > music_dept Then music_exp_inc = 0 
music_lower? = found 
find state_lower?; 

Rule state_exp_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments = state_related Then pdisplay “How much is state related revenue expected to increase?” 
pdisplay ° 
find state _exp_inc_h 
pdisplay “(state_exp_inc_h)}” 
pdisplay °° 
State_exp_inc = (state_exp_inc_h) 
n = (mil_exp_inc + public_exp_inc + s_f_s_exp_inc + interdept_exp_inc + music_exp_ine + state_exp_inc} 

diffl = (Gabsdiff) 
state_higher? = found; 

Rule state_exp_not_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments < > state_related Then state_exp_inc = 0 
n = (mil_exp_inc + public_exp_ine + s_ f_s_exp_ine + interdept_exp_inc + music_exp_inc + state_exp_inc) 
diffl = (@abs(diff)) 
state_higher? = found; 

Rule state_exp_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_| = state_related Then pdisplay "How much is state related revenue expected to decrease?” 

pdisplay © 
find state_exp_inc_1 
pdisplay "{state_exp_inc_]}° 
pdisplay ° ° 
state_exp_inc = (0 - state_exp_inc_l) 
state_lower? = found 
m = (mil_exp_inc + public_exp_inc + s_f s_exp_inc + interdept_exp_inc + music_exp_inc + state_exp_inc) 

n = (@abs(m)) 
diff] = (@abs(diff)), 

Rule state_exp_not_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_] < > state_related Then state_exp_inc = 0 
state_lower? = found 
m = (mil_exp_inc + public_exp_inc + s_f_s_exp_inc + interdept_exp_inc + music_exp_inc + state_exp_inc) 

n = (@abs(m)) 
diff! = (@abs(diff)); 

Rule math_is_ok If diff] = (n} Then check_math = done, 

Rule math_not_ok If diffl < > {n} Then display “The increments you have given do not add up to the total increment in the” 
display “budget. Therefore, let’s start this part over.’ 
display “Press any key to continue. —” 
display “° 
display °** 

pdisplay “The increments you have given do not add up to the total increment in the’ 
pdisplay “budget. Therefore, let’s start this part over.” 
pdisplay “Press any key to continue.” 
pdisplay “* 

pdisplay °° 

reset rev_budget 
reset rev_dilf 
reset mil_higher? 
reset public_higher? 
reset s_f_s_higher? 
reset interdept_higher? 
reset music_higher? 
reset state_higher? 
reset mil_lower? 
reset public_lower? 
resets f_s lower? 
reset interdept_lower? 
reset music_lower? 
reset state_lower? 
reset mil_exp_inc_h 
reset public_exp_inc_h 
reset s_f s exp_inc_h 
reset interdept_exp_inc_h 
reset music_exp_inc_h 
reset state_exp_inc_h 
reset mil_exp_inc_l 
reset public_exp_inc_l 
reset s_f s exp_inc_l 
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reset interdept_exp_inc_l 
reset music_exp_inc_] 
reset state_exp_inc_] 
reset mil_exp_inc 
reset public_exp_inc 
reset s_f_s_exp_inc 
reset tnterdept_exp_inc 
reset music_exp_inc 
reset state_exp_inc 
reset resp_rev_mkt_segments 
reset resp_rev-mkt_segments_| 
reset farse 
reset display_clause 
reset change_limits 
reset change_values 
check_math = done 
reset check_math 
find rev_diff; 

Rule find_military_limits If which_rev_limits = military Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for 
mulitary revenue?’ 

pdisplay “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for military revenue?” 
pdisplay “Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay * * 
find mulitary_! 
pdisplay “{mulitary_ll}° 
pdisplay °° 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for military revenue?” 
pdisplay “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for military revenue?” 
pdisplay “Please do not use decimals.” 

pdisplay °° 
find mulitary_ul 
pdisplay “{mulitary_ul)’ 

Pdisplay °° 
mul_limits = found; 

Rule dont_find_military_limits If which_rev_limits < > military Then mil_limits = found 
mulitary_]] = (military_ll_b) 
military_ul = (military_ul_b); 

Rule find_public_limits If which_rev_limits = public Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for revenue 
from the public? Please do not use decimals.” pdisplay “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for revenue from the 
public? Please do not use decimals.” 

pdisplay °° 
find public_ll 
pdisplay “{public_Il}” 
pdisplay °° 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for revenue from the public? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for revenue from the public? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay °° 
find public_ul 
pdisplay “{public_ul}* 

pdisplay °° 
public_limits = found; 

Rule dont_find_public_limits If which_rev_limits < > public Then public_limits = found 
public_l] = (public_U_b) 
public_ul = (public_ul_b); 

Rule find_s fs limits If which_rev_limits = stu_fac_staff Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for 
revenue from students, faculty, and staff? Please do not use decimals.” pdisplay “What percentage below expected should the lower limit 
be for revenue from students, faculty, and staf[? Please do not use decimals.” 

Pdisplay ° ” 
find s_f_s Il 
pdisplay “{s_f_s_ll}° 
pdisplay owe 

display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for revenue from students, faculty, and staff? Please do not use 
decimals.” 

pdisplay “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for revenue from students, faculty, and staff? Please do not use 
decimals.” 

pdisplay * ° 
finds fs ul 
Pdisplay “{s_f_s_ul}* 
pdisplay * ° 
s_f_s limits = found; 

Rule dont_find_s fs limits If which_rev_limits < > stu_fac_staff Then s_f_s limits = found 
sfstt = (s fs Il b) 
s_f_s_ul = (s_f_s_ul_b); id —— 
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Rule find_interdept_limits If which_rev_limits = interdepartmental Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit 
be for interdepartmental revenue? Please do not use decimals.* 

pdisplay “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for interdepartmental revenue? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay ° * 
find interdept_ll 
pdisplay “{interdept_It)” 
pdisplay °° 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for interdepartmental revenue? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for interdepartmental revenue? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay * ” 
find interdept_ul 
pdisplay “{interdept_ul}* 
pdisplay °° 
Interdept_limits = found; 

Rule dont_find_interdept_limits If which_rev_limits < > interdepartmental Then interdept_limits = found 
interdept_ll = (interdept_il_b) 
interdept_ul = (interdept_ul_b), 

Rule find_music_limuts lf which_rev_limits = music_dept Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for 
music department revenue? Please do not use decimals.” 

pdisplay “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for music department revenue? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay °° 
find music_ll 
pdisplay “{music_ll}* 
pdisplay °° 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for music department revenue? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for music department revenue? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay °° 
find music_ul 
pdisplay “{music_ul}* 

pdisplay °° 
musi¢_limits = found; 

Rule dont_find_music_limits If which_rev_limits < > music_dept Then music_limits = found 
music_]] = (music_lil_b) 
music_ul = (music_ul_b); 

Rule find_state_limits If which_rev_limits = state_related Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for state 
related revenue? Please do not use decimals.” 

pdisplay “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for state related revenue? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay * ° 
find state_Il 
pdisplay “{state_]t}* 

Pdisplay = ee 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for state related revenue? Please do not use decimals. 
pdisplay “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for state related revenue? Please do not use decimals.” 

pdisplay °° 
find state_ul 
pdisplay “{state_ul}* 
pdisplay °° 
state_limits = found; 

Rule dont_find_state_limits If which_rev_limits < > state_related Then state_limits = found 
state_l] = (state_ll_b) 
State_ul = (state_ul_b); 

Rule find_equip_limits If which_cost_limits = equipment Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for 
equipment purchases? Please do not use decimals.” 

pdisplay “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for equipment purchases? Please do not use decimals.” 

pdisplay ° “ 
find equip_Il 

pdisplay “{equip_1l}" 
pdisplay * ° 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for equipment purchases? Please do not use decimals.” 
Pdisplay “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for equipment purchases? Please do not use decimals.” 

Pdisplay °° 
find equip_ul 

pdisplay “{equip_ul}" 
pdisplay °° 
equip_limits = found; 

Rule dont_find_equip_limits If which_cost_limits < > equipment Then equip_limits = found 
equip_ll = (equip_ll_b) 

equip_ul = (equip_ul_b); 

Rule find_uniform_limits If which_cost_limits = uniforms Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for 
uniform purchases? Please do not use decimals.” 

pdisplay “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for uniform purchases? Please do not use decimals.” 

pdisplay °° 
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find uniforms_l! 
pdisplay “(umforms_I1}° 
pdisplay * ° 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for uniform purchases? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for uniform purchases? Please do not use decimals.” 

pdisplay ° 
find un:forms_ul 
pdisplay “{un:forms_ul}° 
pdisplay ° ” 
uniforms_limits = found; 

Rule dont_find_uniform_limits If which_cost_limits < > uniforms Then uniforms_limits = found 
uniforms_l] = (uniforms_ll_b) 
uniforms_ul = (uniforms_ul_b); 

Rule find_personal_limits If which_cost_limits = personal Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for 
personal expenses? Please do not use decimals.” 

pdisplay “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for personal expenses? Please do not use decimals.’ 
pdisplay ° 
find total Personal _ YN 
Pdisplay “(total _personal_11}” 
pdisplay ” 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for personal expenses? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for personal expenses? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay °° 
find total personal _ ul 
pdisplay ‘{total _personal_ul)* 

pdisplay “ 
personal_limuts = found 
find finish_personal_limits; 

Rule dont_find_personal_limuts If which_cost_limits < > personal Then personal_limits = found 
total_personal_ll] = (total_personal_l!_b) 
total_personal_ul = (total_personal_ul_b) 
fringes_ll = (fringes_ll_b) 
fnnges_ul = (fmnges_ul_b) 
salanies_l] = (salanes_ll_b) 
salaries_ul = (salaries_ul_b) 
wages_Il = (wages_Il_b) 
wages_ul = (wages_ul_b); 

Rule make_all_personal_limits_same ! simplifying assumption If todo = budget_analysis ! within any category, the upper 
: and lower limsts considered to Then fringes_ll = (total_personal_l!}  ! be acceptable are the same. 

fringes_ul = (total_personal_ul) ! It was felt that placing one 
salaries_l] = (total_personal_1l) ' set of limits on salanes and 
salanes_ ul = (total _personal_ul) ! another on wages, for example, 
wages_l] = (total_personal_li) |! would be highly unlikely 
wages_ul = (total_personal_ul) 
finish_personal_limits = done; 

Rule find_contract_limuts If which_cost_limits = contractual Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for 
contractual expenses? Please do not use decimals.” 

pdisplay “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for contractual expenses? Please do not use decimals.” 

pdisplay * 
find total_contract_ll 
pdisplay *(total_contract_ll)° 

Pdisplay * ° 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for contractual expenses? Please do not use decimals.° 
pdisplay “What percentage above expected should the upper lirmt be for contractual expenses? Please do not use decimals.” 

pdisplay * 
find total_contract_ul 
pdisplay *{total_contract_ul}* 
Pdisplay “ ° 
contract_limits = found 
find finish_contract_limits; 

Rule dont_find_contract_limits If which_cost_limits < > contractual Then contract_limits = found 
total _contract_| It = (total_contract_li_b) 
total_contract_ul = (total_contract_ul_b) 
tele_ Tl = (tele. _t_b) 
tele_ ul = (tele_ul 2) 
R_and_M_}l = (R_and_M_Il_}) 
R_ and_ M_ul = ( Cand _M_ul_b) 

travel i = (travel_|l il _b) 
travel “ul = (travel_ ul_b) 
other_ “contract = (other_: contract_ll_b) 

other_contract_ul = (other_contract_ul_b); 

Rule make_all_contract_limits_same If todo = budget_analysis Then tele_!l = (total_contract_ll) 
tele_ul = (total_contract_ul) 
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R_and_M_ll = (total_contract_ll) 
R_and_M_ul = (total_contract_ul) 
travel_ll = (total_contract_ll) 
travel_ul = (total_contract_ul) 
other_contract_ll = {total_contract_ll) 
other_contract_ul = (total_contract_ul) 
finish_contract_limits = done; 

Rule find_s_and_m_limits If which_cost_limits = supplies_materials Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit 
be for supplies & materials? Please do not use decimals.” 

Pdisplay “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for supplies & materials? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay °° 
find total_s_and_m_l! 
pdisplay “{total_s_and_m_ll}” 
Pdisplay ° ” 
display "What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for supplies & materials? Please do not use decimals.’ 
pdisplay “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for supplies & materials? Please do not use decimals.” 

pdisplay °° 
find total_s_ and_m_ul 
pdisplay “{total_s_and_m_ul)’ 
pdisplay °° 
s_and_m_limits = found 
find finish_s_and_m_limits; 

Rule dont_find_s_and_m_limits If which_cost_limits < > supplies_materials Then s_and_m_limits = found 
total_s_and_m_ll = (total_s_and_m_lIl_b) 
total_s_and_m_ul = (total_s_and_m_ul_b) 
repair_ll = (repair_lt_b) 
repair_ul = (repair_ul_b) 
other_s_and_m_ll = (other_s_and_m_Il_b) 
other_s_and_m_ul = (other_s_and_m_ul_b); 

Rule make_all_s_and_m_limits_same If todo = budget_analysis Then repair_Il = (total_s_and_m_Il) 
repair_ul = (total_s and _m_ul) 
other_s_and_m_ll = (total_s_and_m_Il) 
other_s_and_m_ul = (total_s_and_m_ul) 
firish_s_and_m_limits = done; 

Rule find_contn_limits If which_cost_limits = continuous Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for 
continuous expenses? Please do not use decimals.” 

pdisplay “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for continuous expenses? Please do not use decimals.” 

pdisplay * ° 
find total_contin_ll 
pdisplay “(total_contin_lI}” 
pdisplay °° 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for continuous expenses? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for conunuous expenses? Please do not use decimals.” 

pdisplay * ° 
find total_contin_ul 
pdisplay “{total_contin_ul}’ 
pdisplay ”” 
conun_limits = found 
find finish_contin_limuts; 

Rule dont_find_contn_limits If which_cost_limits < > continuous Then contn_limits = found 
total_connn_ll = (total_contin_!l_b) 
total_contin_ul = (total_contin_ul_b) 
elect = (elect_ll_b} 
elect_ul = (elect_ul_b) 
w_and_s_ll = (w_and_s Il_6) 
w_and_s_ul = (w_and_s ul_b) 
insure_}] = (insure_li_b) 
insure_ul = (insure_ul_b) 
agency_ll = (agency_ll_b) 
other_contin_ll = (other_contin_ll_b) 
other_contn_ul = (other_contn_ul_b) 
agency_ul = ({agency_ul_); 

Rule make_all_contin_limits_same If todo = budget_analysis Then elect_l! = (total_contin_Il) 
elect_ul = (total_contin_ul) 
w_and_s ll = (total_contn_ll) 
w_and_s_ul = (total_contn_ul) 
insure_I] = (total_contn_Il) 
insure_ul = (total_contin_ul) 
agency_ll = (total_contin_ll) 
other_contn_tl = (total_contin_l!) 
agency_ul = (total_contin_ul} 
other_contin_ul = (total_contin_ul) 
finish_contn_limits = done; 
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‘statements block 

ask todo: "What would you like to do? Answer /Q when finished”, choices todo: Enter_new_data, graphics, budget_analysis, 
ratio_analysis, what-if_anal ysis; 

ask change_limits: "Would you like to change any of these ranges for the revenue categories?"; choices change_limits: no, yes; 

ask change_limits_costs: "Would you like to change any of these ranges for the expense categories?"; choices change_limits_costs: no, yes; 

ask which_rev_limits: “Which revenue limits would you like to change?*; choices which_rev_limits: military, public, stu_fac_staff, 
interdepartmental,music_dept, state_related; 

ask which_cost_limits: "Which expense category limits would you like to change?; choices which_cost_limits: equipment, uniforms, per- 
sonal, contractual, supplies_materials, continuous; 

ask mulitary_ll: "Please do not use decimals.’; ask military_ul: “Please do not use decimals.*; 

range mulitary_ll: 1,100, range military_ul: 1,100; 

ask s_f's_ul: “*; ask s fos ik °°; 

range s_f_s_ il: 1,100; range s_fs_ul: 1,100, 

ask public_ul: ”’; ask public_ik °’; 

range public_Ii: 1,100, range public_ul: 1,100; 

ask interdept_ul: °’; ask interdept_Ik °%; 

range interdept_ll: 1,100; range interdept_ul: 1,100; 

ask music_ul: °°; ask music_lI: °’; 

range music_!l: 1,100; range music_ul: 1,100; 

ask state_ul: °°; ask state_Ih °"; 

range state_ll: 1,100; range state_ul: 1,100; 

ask equip Il: °°; ask equip_ul: °%; 

range equip_ll: 1,100; range equip_ul: 1,100, 

ask uniforms_lIt: °°; ask uniforms_ul: °"; 

range uniforms_lI: 1,100; range uniforms_ul: 1,100, 

ask total_personal_ll: °°; ask total_personal_ul: °°; 

range total_personal_ll: 1,100, range total_personal_ul: 1,100, 

ask total_contract_ll: °°; ask total_contract_ul: °%; 

range total_contract_ll: 1,100, range total_contract_ul: 1,100; 

ask total_s_and_m_lil: °*, ask total_s_and_ m_uk: °’; 

range total_s_and_m_lIt: 1,100; range total_s_and_m_ul: 1,100, 

ask total_contin_ll: °°, ask total_contin_ul: °°; 

range total_contin_ll: 1,100; range total_contin_ul: 1,100; 

ask resp_rev_mkt_segments: “input adds up to S{diff}."; choices resp_rev_mkt_segments: military, public, stu_fac_staff, interdepartmental, 
music_dept, state_related; 

ask resp_rev_mkt_segments_l: ‘input adds up to ${diff}.°; choices resp_rev_mkt_segments_|: mulitary, public, stu_fac_staff, interdepart- 
mental, music_dept, state_related; 

ask mil_exp_inc_h: “How much is military revenue expected to increase?"; range mil_exp_inc_h: 0,1 000000, 

ask mil_exp_inc_!: “How much is military revenue expected to decrease?"; range mil_exp_inc_}: 0,1000000, 

ask public_exp_inc_h: “How much is public revenue expected to increase?"; range public_exp_inc_h: 0,1000000, 

ask s_f_s_exp_inc_h: “How much is student/faculty/staff revenue expected to increase?"; range s_f_s_exp_inc_h: 0,1000000, 
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ask interdept_exp_inc_h: “How much is interdepartmental revenue expected to increase?"; range interdept_exp_inc_h: 0,)000000; 

ask music_exp_inc_h: “How much is music department revenue expected to increase?’; range music_exp_inc_h: 0,1000000; 

ask state_exp_inc_h: “How much is state related revenue expected to increase?’; range state_exp_inc_h: 0,1000000; 

ask public_exp_inc_]: “How much is public revenue expected to decrease?", range public_exp_inc_]: 0,1000000, 

ask s_f_s_exp_inc_l: “How much is student/faculty/staff revenue expected to decrease?”, range s_f_s_exp_inc_l: 0,1000000, 

ask interdept_exp_inc_l: “How much is interdepartmental revenue expected to decrease?", range interdept_exp_inc_l: 0,1000000; 

ask music_exp_inc_l: “How much is music department revenue expected to decrease?", range music_exp_inc_}: 0,1000000; 

ask state_exp_inc_l: "How much is state related revenue expected to decrease?*; range state_exp_inc_l: 0,1000000, 

plural: within_budget, over_budget, under_budget, which_rev_limits, resp_rev_mkt_segments, resp_rev_mkt_segments_l; plural:exp_inc, Il, 
ul,/b,ub,ex,other_rev_last_yr,bud_personal; = plural:bud_contract, bud_s and_m, bud_contin_this_yr,act_personal, §_ act_contract; 
plural:act_s and_m, act_contin, which_cost_limits,under_Ib_personal; plural: over_ub_personal, w_in_personal, 
over_ub_contract,under_Ib_contract; plural: w_in_contractover_ub_contin, under_Ib_contn, w_in_contin; 
plural: w_in_s_and_m,over_ub_s_and_m, under_lb_s_and_m; 

bkcolor = |; 
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B.17 PBUDGETS 

endoff, execute; runtime; 

actions 

color = 15 todo = budget_analysis find kill_time_display loadfacts pbuddata find expectations ! find expected values for all revenue cat- 
egories find cost_expectations ! fill in later cls display “The calculations are now complete. Press any key to examine’ display “the revenue 
part of the analysis. -° pdisplay “The calculations are now complete. Press any key to examine” pdisplay “the revenue part of the analysis.” 

pdisplay * ° 

find mil_rev_to_display ! leads to rules which determine whether or find public_rev_to_display ! not each revenue category is within 
its find s_f_s_ rev_to_display ! limits, and then informs the user find interdept_rev_to_display find music_rev_to_display find 
state_rev_to_display find within_rev_to_display cls display “The revenue section of budgeting anlaysis is now finished. Press any* display 
"key to examine the expense section. —” 

pdisplay “The revenue section of budgeting anlaysis is now finished. Press any” pdisplay “key to examine the expense section.” pdisplay 

find personal_to_display find contract_to_display find contin_to_display find s_and_m_to_display find uniforms_to_display find 
equip_to_display 

chain pts; 

trules block 

Rule display_explanation_and_kill_time If todo = budget_analysis Then kill_tme_display = found , 
cls 
locate 1,4 display “The following analysis will determine whether or not each revenue and" display “expense category is over budget, 

under budget, or within budget (i.e., over,” display “under, or within the previously prescribed ranges). In this analysis, if display “an item 
is over or under budget, this will be indicated along with the “ display “percentage Dy which it 1s over or under budget. The actual and 
budget’ display “values will not be displayed. Given the annual budget, one must break the’ display “budget down into 12 monthly inter- 
vals. This is done by using the previous” display “year’s actual figures to determine how much of the current year’s budget’ display “should 
have been used thus far in any given month. For categones which" display “provide a fairly steady flow of income or expense (e.g. sala- 
ries), any” display “exception is important. For other categories however, the flow of funds” display “may be discontinuous. For example, 
most of the revenue from the corps is” display “booked to the Tailor Shop late in the year, while revenue from the music” display “depart- 
ment is typically paid twice, once in the fall and once in the’ display “spring. Repairs and maintenance will be errate. For categories such 
* display “as these, an early or late payment will appear as an exception.” locate 18,4 display “At this ame, calculation of all expected 
values is in progress. Please’ display “be patient as this takes tme. You will be instructed when to continue.” 

pdisplay “ The following analysis will determine whether or not each revenue and* pdisplay “expense category is over budget, under 
budget, or within budget (i.e., over,” pdisplay “under, or within the previously prescribed ranges). In this analysis, if pdisplay “an item is 
over or under budget, this will be indicated along with the * pdisplay “percentage by which if is over or under budget. The actual and 
budget” pdisptay “values will not be displayed. Given the annual budget, one must break the” pdisplay “budget down into 12 monthly in- 
tervals. This is done by using the previous” pdisplay “year’s actual figures to determine how much of the current year’s budget” pdisplay 
“should have been used thus far in any given month. For categones which” pdisplay “provide a fairly steady flow of income or expense 
(e.g. salaries), any” pdisplay “exception is important. For other categones however, the flow of funds” pdisplay “may be discontnuous. 
For example, most of the revenue from the corps is” pdisplay “booked to the Taslor Shop late in the year, while revenue from the music’ 
pdisplay “department is typically paid twice, once in the fall and once in the” pdisplay “spring. Repairs and maintenance will be erratic. 
For categories such ° pdisplay “as these, an early or late payment will appear as an exception.” pdisplay ° ” pdisplay “At this ume, calcu- 
lation of all expected values is in progress. Please’ pdisplay “be patient as this takes tme. You will be instructed when to continue.’ 

Pdisplay ~ 

. Rule current_fringes_it_lb lf act_fringes_this_yr < (Ib_fringes) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then personal_to_display = found 
under_Ib_personal = fringe_benefits 
find salaries_to_display 
find wages_to_display 
find personal_total_to_display 
find actual _display_personal; 

Rule current_fringes_gt_ub If act_fringes_this_yr > (ub_fringes) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then personal_to_display = found 
over_ub_personal = fringe_benefits 
find salanes_to_display 
find wages_to_display 
find personal_total_to_display 
find actual_display_personal; 

Rule current_fringes_w_in_bounds If act_fringes_this yr > = (1b_fringes) and 
act_fringes_this_yr < = (ub_fringes) Then personal _to_display = found 
w_in_personal = fringe_benefits 
find salaries_to_display 
find wages_to_display 
find personal_total_to_display 
find actual_display_personal; 
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Rule current_salaries_!t_lb If act_salaries_this_yr < (Ib_salaries) Then salaries_to_display = found 
under_lb_personal = salaries; 

Rule current_salaries_gt_ub If act_salaries_this_yr > (ub_salaries) Then salaries_to display = found 
over_ub_personal = salaries; 

Rule current_salaries_w_in_bounds If act_salaries_this_yr > = (Ib_salaries} and 
act_salanes_this_yr < = (ub_salaries) Then salaries to_display = found 
W_in_personal = salaries; 

Rule current_wages_|t_lb If act_wages_this_yr < (Ib_wages) Then wages_to_display = found 
under_lb_ personal = wages; 

Rule current_wages_gt_ub If act_wages_this yr > (ub_wages) Then wages to display = found 
over_ub_personal = wages; 

Rule current_wages_w_in_bounds If act_wages_this_yr > = (1b_wages) and 
act_wages_this_yr <= “(ub_ wages) Then wages_to_display = found 
W_in_personal = wages; 

Rule total_personal_It_lo If act_total_personal_this_yr < (lb_total_personal) Then personal_total_to_display = found 
total_personal = under; 

Rule total_personal_gt_ub If act_total_personal_this_yr > (ub_total_personal) Then personal_total_to_display = found 
total _personal = over, 

Rule total_personal_w_in_bounds If act_total_personal_this_yr > = (tb_total_personal) and 
act_total_personal_this_yr < = (ub_total_personal) Then personal_total_to_display = found 
total_personal = within; 

Rule display_total_personal_under If total_personal = under and 
under_lb_personal < > unknown Then actual_display_personal = found 
color = 14 
display ” 
display “Total Personal expenses are under budget. This is due to the fact” display “that the following individual expense item(s) is (are) 

under budget” display “{under_Ib_personal} — 
pdisplay “Total Personal expenses are under budget. This is due to the fact’ Paisplay “that the following individual expense item(s) is 

(are) under budget” pdisplay “(under_lb_personal)” pdisplay ” 
color = 15; 

Rule display_total_personal_over If total_personal = over and 
over_ub_personal < > unknown Then actual_display_personal = found 
color = 12 
display ° 
display “Total Personal expenses are over budget. This is due to the fact” display “that the following individual expense item(s) is (are) 

over budget” display “{over_ub_personal) ~° 
pdisplay “Total Personal expenses are over budget. This is due to the fact” pdisplay “that the following individual expense item(s) is 

{are} over budget” pdisplay “{over_ub_personal)” pdisplay ° ° 
color = 15; 

Rule display _total_personal_within If total_personal = within and 
under_Ib_personal = unknown and 
over_ub_personal = unknown Then actual_display_personal = found 
color = 10 
display ° 
display “Personal expenses are all within budget. ~" 

pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay “Personal expenses are all within budget.” 

pdisplay * ° 
color = 15; 

Rule display_personal_within_w_outliers If total_personal = within and 
under_Ib_personal < > unknown and 
over_ub_personal < > unknown Then actual_display_personal = found 
color = }2 
display °° 
display “Total personal expenses are within budget. However, the following are” display “under budget,” display “(under_lb_personal}” 

display “and the following are over budget,” display “{over_ub personal) — 

Pdisplay * 
pdisplay “Total personal expenses are within budget. However, the following are” pdisplay “under budget,” pdisplay 

*{under_Ib Personal)” pdisplay “and the following are over budget,” pdisplay “{over_ub_personal}° 
color = 15, 

Rule display_personal_within_high_oudiers If total_personal = within and 
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under_|}b_personal = unknown and 
over_ub_personal < > unknown Then actual_display_personal = found 
color = 12 
display * * 
display “Total personal expenses are within budget. However, the following” display “individual expense item(s) are over budget” 

display “{over_ub_personal} —° 
pdisplay “Total personal expenses are within budget. However, the following” pdisplay “individual expense item(s) are over budget.” 

pdisplay "{over_ub_personal)’” 
color = 15; 

Rule display_personal_within_w_low_outliers If total_personal = within and 
under_lb_personal < > unknown and 
over_ub_personal = unknown Then actual_display_personal = found 
color = 14 
display ° ” 
display “Total personal expenses are within budget. However, the following” display “individual expense item(s) are under budget:” 

display “(under_lb_personal} -’ 
pdisplay “Total personal expenses are within budget. However, the following’ pdisplay “individual expense item(s} are under budget” 

pdisplay “{under_lb_personal}* 
color = 15; 

Rule current_tele_It_lb If act_tele_this_yr < (Ib_tele) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then contract_to_display = found 
under_Ib_contract = telecommunications 
find R_and_M_to_display 
find travel_to_display 
find other_contract_to_display 
find contract_total_to_display 
find actual_display_contract, 

Rule current_teles_gt_ub If act_tele_this yr > (ub_tele) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then contract_to_display = found 
over_ub_contract = telecommunications 
find R_and_M_to_display 
find travel_to_display 
find other_contract_to_display 
find contract_total_to_display 
find actual_display_contract, 

Rule current_tele_w_in_bounds If act_tele_this_yr > = (Ib_tele) and 
act_tele_this_yr < = {ub_tele) Then contract_to_display = found 
w_in_contract = telecommunications 
find R_and_M_to_display 
find travel_to_display 
find other_contract_to_display 
find contract_total_to_display 
find actual_display_contract; 

Rule current_R_and_M_lIt_Ib If act_R_and_M_this_yr < (lb_R_and_ M) Then R_and_M_to_disptay = found 
under tb_contract = repair_and_maintenance, 

Rule current_R_and_M_gt_ub If act_R_and_M_this_yr > (ub_R_and_M) Then R_and_M_to_display = found 
over_ub_contract = repair_and_ maintenance; 

Rule current_R_and_M_w_in_bounds If act_R_and_M_this_yr > = (ib_R_and_M) and 
act_R_and_M_this_yr < = (ub _R_and_M) Then R_and_M_to_display = found 
w_in_contract = repair_and_maintenance; 

Rule current_travel_It_lb If act_travel_this_yr < (Ib_travel) Then travel_to_display = found 
under_lb_contract = travel; 

Rule current_travel_gt_ub If act_travel_this yr > (ub_travel) Then travel_to_display = found 
over_ub_contract = travel; 

Rule current_travel_w_in_ bounds If act_travel_this_yr > = (lb_travel} and 
act_travel_this_yr < = (ub_travel) Then travel_to_display = found 
w_in_contract = travel; 

Rule current_other_contract_It_Ib If act_contract_other_this_yr < (1b_other_contract) Then other_contract_to_display = found 
under_Ib_contract = other_contractual; 

Rule current_other_contract_gt_ub if act_contract_other_this_yr > (ub_other_contract) Then other_contract_to_display = found 
over_ub_contract = other_contractual; 

Rute other_contract_w_in_bounds If act_contract_other_this_yr > = (ib_other_contract) and 
act_contract_other_this_yr < = (ub_other_contract) Then other_contract_to_display = found 
W_in_contract = other_contractual; 
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Rule total_contract_It_Ib If act_total_contract_this_yr < (Ib_total_contract) Then contract_total_to_display = found 
total_contract = under, 

Rule total_contract_gt_ub If act_total_contract_this_yr > (ub_total_contract) Then contract_total_to_display = found 
total_contract = over, 

Rule total_contract_w_in_bounds If act_total_contract_this_yr > = (Ib_total_contract) and 
act_total_contract_this_yr < = (ub_total_contract) Then contract_total_to_display = found 
total_contract = within; 

Rule display_total_contract_under If total_contract = under and 
under_lb_contract < > unknown Then actual_display_contract = found 
color = 14 
display ° 
display “Total contractual expenses are under budget. This is due to the fact” display “that the following individual expense item(s) is 

{are) under budget” display “{under_lb_contract} ~” pdisplay ” 
pdisplay “Total contractual expenses are under budget. This is due to the fact” pdisplay “that the following individual expense item(s) 

is (are} under budget” pdisplay “{under_!b_contract}“ pdisplay ” “ 

color = 15; 

Rule display_total_contract_over If total_contract = over and 
over_ub_contract < > unknown Then actual_display_contract = found 
color = 12 
display °° 
display “Total contractual expenses are over budget. This is due to the fact” display “that the following individual expense item(s) is 

(are) over budget” display “(over_ub_contract} —" 
pdisplay * 
pdisplay “Total contractual expenses are over budget. This is due to the fact” pdisplay “that the following individual expense item(s) 

is (are) over budget.” pdisplay “{over_ub_contract}" pdisplay ° ° 

color = 15; 

Rule display_total_contract_within If total_contract = within and 
under_lb_contract = unknown and 
over_ub_contract = unknown Then actual_display_contract = found 
color = 10 
display * 
display “Contractual expenses are all within budget. - 

pdisplay * 
pdisplay “Contractual expenses are all within budget.” 
pdisplay °° 

color = 15; 

Rule display_contract_within_w_outlers If total_contract = within and 
under_Ib_contract < > unknown and 
over_ub_contract < > unknown Then actual_display_contract = found 
color = 14 
display ° 
display “Total contractual expenses are within budget. However, the following are” display ‘under budget,” display 

*{under_Ib_contract}” display “and the following are over budget,” display “{over_ub_contract} ~° 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Total contractual expenses are within budget. However, the following are’ pdisplay “under budget,” pdisplay 

*{under_lb_contract}” pdisplay “and the following are over budget,” pdisplay “{over_ub_contract)* pdisplay ° 

color = 15; 

Rule display_contract_within_high_outliers If total_contract = within and 
under_lb_contract = unknown and 
over_ub_contract < > unknown Then actual_display_contract = found 
color = {2 
display * ° 
display “Total contractual expenses are within budget. However, the following” display “individual expense item(s} are over budget 

display “(over ub_contract} —”° 

pdisplay ** 
pdisplay “Total contractual expenses are within budget. However, the following’ pdisplay “individual expense itern(s) are over budget” 

pdisplay “{over_ub_contract}” pdisplay * 

color = 15; 

Rule display_contract_within_w_low_outliers If total_contract = within and 
under_iIb_contract < > unknown and 
over_ub_contract = unknown Then actual_display_contract = found 
color = 14 
display ° ” 
display “Total contractual expenses are within budget. However, the following’ display “individual expense item(s) are under budget” 

display “{under_]b_contract) -° 
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pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Total contractual expenses are within budget. However, the following” pdisplay “individual expense item(s) are under budget” 

pdisplay “(under_lb_contract}* pdisplay ” ” 

color = 15; 

Rule current_elect_It_lb If act_elect_this_yr < (Ib_elect) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then contin_to_display = found 
under_Ib_contn = electricity 
find w_and_s_to_display 
find insure_to_display 
find agency_to_display 
find contin_other_to_display 
find contin_total_to_display 
find actual_display_contn; 

Rule current_elect_gt_ub If act_elect_this_yr > (ub_elect) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then contin_to_display = found 
over_ub_contract = electncity 
find w_and_s to_display 
find insure_to_display 
find agency_to_display 
find contin_other_to_display 
find contin_total_to_display 
find actua)_display_contin, 

Rule current_elect_w_in_bounds If act_elect_this_yr > = (Ib_elect) and 
act_elect_this_yr < = (ub_elect) Then contin_to_display = found 
w_in contin = electncity 
find w_and_s to display 
find insure_to_display 
find agency_to_display 
find other_contn_to_display 
find contin_total_to_display 
find actual_display_conun; 

Rule current_w_and_s_It_lb If act_w_and_s this yr < (lb_w_and_s) Then w_and_s to display = found 
under_lb_contn = water_and_sewer, 

Rule current_w_and_s_gt_ub If act_w_and_s this _yr > (ub_w_and_s) Then w_and_s_ to display = found 
over_ub_contn = water_and_sewer, 

Rule current_w_and_s_w_in_bounds If act_w_and_s this yr > = (Ib_w_and_s) and 
act_w_and_s this yr < = (ub_w_and_s) Then w_and_s to display = found 
w_in_contin = water_and_sewer, 

Rule current_insure_lt_Ib If act_insure_this_yr < (Ib_insure) Then insure_to_display = found 
under_lb_contn = insurance; 

Rule current_insure_gt_ ub If act_insure_this_yr > (ub_insure) Then insure_to_display = found 
over_ub_contin = insurance; 

Rule current_insure_w_in_bounds If act_insure_this_yr > = (Ib_insure) and 
act_insure_this yr < = (ub_insure) Then insure_to_display = found 
wlin_contn = travel; 

Rule current_agency_It_!b If act_agency_this_yr < (Ib_agency) Then agency_to_display = found 
under_lb_contn = agency_charges; 

Rule current_agency_gt_ub If act_agency_this yr > (ub_agency} Then agency_to_display = found 
over_ub_contn = agency_charges; 

Rule agency_w_in_bounds If act_agency_this_yr > = (Ib_agency) and 
act_agency_this_yr < = (ub_agency) Then agency_to_display = found 
W_in contn = agency; 

Rule current_other_contin_It_Ib If act_comp_perp_this_yr < (lb_other_contin) Then other_contin_to_display = found 
under_Ib_contin = other_continuous_charges; 

Rule current_other_contin_gt_ub If act_comp_perp_this_yr > (ub_other_contin) Then other_contin_to_display = found 
over_ub_contin = computer_peripheral; 

Rule other_contin_w_in_bounds If act_comp_perp_this_yr > = (lb_other_contin) and 
act_comp_perp_this_yr < = (ub_other_contin) Then other_contin_to_display = found 
w_in_contn = other; 
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Rule total_contin_lt_lb If act_total_contin_this_yr < (Ib_total_contin) Then contin_total_to_display = found 
total_contin = under; 

Rule total_contin_gt_ub If act_total_contin_this_yr > (ub_total_contin) Then contin_total_to_display = found 
total_contin = over, 

Rule total_contin_w_in_bounds If act_total_contin_this yr > = (lb_total_contin) and 
act_total_contin_this_yr < = (ub_total_contin) Then contn_total_to_display = found 
total_contun = within; 

Rule display_total_contin_under If total_contin = under and 
under_ib_contin < > unknown Then actual_display_contin = found 
color = 14 
display °° 
display “Total continuous expenses are under budget. This is due to the fact” display “that the following individual expense item(s) is 

(are) under budget” display “{under_Ib_contin} —” pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay “Total continuous expenses are under budget. This is due to the fact” pdisplay “that the following individual expense item(s) 

is (are) under budget” pdisplay “{under_lb_contin}” pdisplay ~ ° 

color = 15; 

Rule display_total_contin_over If total_contin = over and 
over_ub_contn < > unknown Then actual_display_conin = found 
color = 12 
display °° 
display “Total continuous expenses are over budget. This is due to the fact” display “that the following individual expense item(s) is 

(are) over budget.” display “(over_ub_contin) -° 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Total continuous expenses are over budget. This is due to the fact” pdisplay “that the following individual expense item(s) is 

(are) over budget” pdisplay “{over_ub_contin)” pdisplay ° ° 

color = 15; 

Rule display_total_contin_within If total_contin = within and 
under_lb_contin = unknown and 
over_ub_contn = unknown Then actual _display_contn = found 
color = 10 
display ° ” 
display “Continuous expenses are al! within budget. -° 

isplay oe , 

pdisplay “Continuous expenses are all within budget.” 

pdisplay °° 

color = 15; 

Rule display_contin_within_w_outliers If total_contin = within and 
under_Ib_contn < > unknown and 
over_ub_contn < > unknown Then actual _display_contin = found 
color = [2 
display ” ° 
display “Total continuous expenses are within budget. However, the following are” display “under budget,” display “{under_Ib_contn)’ 

display “and the following are over budget,” display “{over_ub_contin} ~° 

pdisplay ° * 
pdisplay “Total continuous expenses are within budget. However, the following are” pdisplay “under budget,” pdisplay 

“(under_!b_contin)” pdisplay “and the following are over budget,” pdisplay “{over_ub_contin}” pdisplay °° 

color = 15; 

Rule display_contin_within_high_outliers If total_contn = within and 
under_lb_contin = unknown and 
over_ub_contin < > unknown Then actual_display_contin = found 
color = 12 
display °° 
display “Total continuous expenses are within budget. However, the following” display “individual expense item(s) are over budget” 

display “{over_ub_contin} —° 

pdisplay *° * 
pdisplay “Total continuous expenses are within budget. However, the following” pdisplay “individual expense item(s) are over budget” 

pdisplay “{over_ub_contin)” pdisplay ° ° 

color = 15; 

Rule display_contin_within_w_low_outliers If total_contin = within and 
under_lb_contin < > unknown and 
over_ub_contn = unknown Then actual_display_contin = found 
color = 14 
display ° ° 
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display “Total continuous expenses are within budget. However, the following” display “individual expense item(s) are under budget.” 
display “{under_lb_contin) ~” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Total continuous expenses are within budget. However, the following” pdisplay “individual expense item(s) are under budget:” 

pdisplay “{under_lb_conun}” pdisplay ” ° 

color = 15; 

Rule current_repair_lt_lb If act_repair_this_yr < (lb_repair) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then s_and_m_to_display = found 
under_lb_s_and_m = repairs 
find other_s_and_m_to_display 
find s_and_m_total_to_display 
find actual_display_s_and_m,; 

Rule current_repair_gt_ub If act_repair_this_yr > (ub_repair) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then s_and_m_to_display = found 
over_ub_s_and_m = repairs 
find other_s_and_m_to_display 
find s_and_m_total_to_display 
find actual_display_s_and_m; 

Rule current_repair_w_in_bounds If act_repair_this_yr > = (Ib_repair} and 
act_repair_this_yr < = (ub_repair) Then s_and_m_to display = found 
w_in_s_and_m = repairs 
find other_s_and_m_to_display 
find s_and_m_total_to_display 
find actual_display_s_and_m; 

Rule current_other_s_and_m_it_lb If act_s_and_m_other_this_yr < (Ib_other_s_and_m) Then other_s_ and m_to_display = found 
under_ib_s_and_m = other_supplies_&_matenals, 

Rule current_other_s_and_ M_gt_ub If act_s_and_m_other_this_yr > (ub_other_s_and_m)} Then other_s_and_m_to_display = found 
over_ub_s_and_m = other_supplies_& _matenals; 

Rule current_other_s_and_m_w_in_bounds If act_s_and_m_other_this_yr > = (Ib_other_s_and_m) and 
act_s_and_m_other_this_yr < = (ub_other_s_and_m) Then other_s_and_m_to_display = found 
w_in_s_and_m = other_supplies_& materials; 

Rule total_s_and_m_It_lb If act_total_s_and_m_this yr < (lb_total_s and_m) Then s_and_m_total_to_ display = found 
total_s_and_m ~ under, 

Rule total_s_and_m_gt_ub If act_total_s_and_m_this_yr > (ub_total_s_and_m) Then s_and_m_total_to_display = found 
total_s and _m = over, 

Rule total_s_and_m_w_in_bounds If act_total_s and_m_this_yr > = (1b_total_s_ and_m) and 
act_total_s_and_m_this_yr < = (ub_total_s_and_m) Then s_and_m_total_to_display = found 
total_s_and_m = within; 

Rule display_total_s_and_m_under If total_s_ and_m = under and 
under_lb_s_and_m < > unknown Then actual_display_s_and_m = found 
color = 14 
display ” ° 
display Total supplies & materials are under budget. This is due to the fact” display “that the following individual expense item(s) is 

(are) under budget’ display “{under_lb_s_and_m)}—° 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Total supplies & materials are under budget. This is due to the fact” pdisplay “that the following individual expense item(s) 

is (are) under budget” pdisplay "{under_lb_s_and_m)” pdisplay °° 

color = 15; 

Rule display_total_s_and_m_over If total_s_ and_m = over and 
over_ub_s_and_m <> unknown Then actual_display_s_and_m = found 
color = 12 
display * “ 
display “Total supplies and materials are over budget. This is due to the fact’ display “that the following individual expense item(s) is 

{are) over budget” display “{over_ub_s_and_m) —° 

pdisplay * “ 
pdisplay “Total supplies and materials are over budget. This is due to the fact’ pdisplay “that the following individual expense item(s) 

is (are) over budget’ pdisplay “{over_ub_s_and_m)” pdisplay ° ° 

color = 15; 

Rule display_total_s_and_m_within If total_s_and_m = within and 
‘under_lb_s_and_m = unknown and 
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over_ub_s_and_m = unknown Then actual_display_s and_m = found 
color = 10 
display ” 
display “Supplies & materials are all within budget. -” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Supplies & materials are all within budget.’ 
pdisplay °° 

color = 15; 

Rule display_s_and_m_within_w_outliers If total_s_ and_m = within and 
under_ib_s and_m < > unknown and 
over_ub_s_and_m < > unknown Then actual_display_s_and_m = found 
color = 12 
display °° 
display “Total supplies and materials are within budget. However, the following are” display “under budget,” display 

*{under_Ib_s_and_m’ display “and the following are over budget,” display “{over_ub_s_and_m) ~” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Total supplies and materials are within budget. However, the following are” pdisplay “under budget,” pdisplay 

“{under_lb_s_and_m’” pdisplay “and the following are over budget,” pdisplay “{over_ub_s_and_m)}*° pdisplay °° 

color = 15, 

Rule display_s_and_m_within_high_outliers If total_s_and_m = within and 
under_to_s_and_m = unknown and 
over_ub_s and_m < > unknown Then actual _display_s_and m = found 
color = 12 
display * 

display “Total supplies & materials are within budget. However, the following” display “individual expense item(s) are over budget” 
display “{over_ ub_s_ and_m} 7" 

pdisplay ° 
pdisplay “Total supplies & materials are within budget. However, the following’ pdisplay “individual expense item(s) are over budget” 

pdisplay “{over_ub_s_and_m}” pdisplay °° 

color = 15; 

Rule display_s_and_m_within_w_low_ouuiers If total_s_and_m = within and 
under_lb_s and _m < > unknown and 
over_ub_s_and_m = unknown Then actual _display_s_and_m = found 
color = 14 
display °° 
display “Total supplies & materials are within budget. However, the following’ display “individual expense item{s) are under budget” 

display “{under_lb_contin) -° 

pdisplay * * 
pdisplay “Total supplies & materials are within budget. However, the following” pdisplay “individual expense item(s) are under budget” 

pdisplay “{under_lb_contin)” pdisplay ” ° 

color = 15; 

Rule current_uniforms_it_!b If act_uniforms_this_yr < (Ib_uniforms) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then unforms_to_display = found 
under_uniforms = yes 
color = 14 
percent = (((exp_uniforms - act_uniforms_this_yr)/exp_uniforms) * 100) 
format percent, 6.2 
display °° 
display “Expenses for uniforms so far this year are under budget by {percent} %.— 

pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay “Expenses for uniforms so far this year are under budget by (percent) %.° 
pdisplay ow 

color = 15; 

Rule current_uniforms_gt_ub If act_uniforms_this_yr > (ub_uniforms) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then uniforms_to_display = found 
over_uniforms = yes 
color = 12 
percent = (((act_uniforms_this_yr - exp_uniforms) / exp_uniforms) * 100) 
format percent, 6.2 
display °° 
display “Expenses for uniforms are over budget this year by {percent} %. — 
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pdisplay * * 
pdisplay “Expenses for uniforms are over budget this year by {percent} %." 
pdisplay °° , 

color = 15; 

Rule current_uniforms_w_in_bounds If act_uniforms_this_yr > = (lb_uniforms) and 
act_uniforms_this_yr < = (ub_uniforms) Then uniforms_to_display = found 
w_in_uniforms = yes 
color = 10 
display ” ° 
display “Expenses for uniforms are within the budgeted amount. —° 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Expenses for uniforms are within the budgeted amount.” 
pdisplay * * 
color = 15; 

Rule current_equip_It_budget If act_equip_this_yr < (lb_equip) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then equip_to_display = found 
under_equip = yes 
color = 14 
percent = (((exp_equip - act_equip_this_yr)/exp_equip) * 100) 
left = (bud_equip_this_yr - act_equip_this_yr) 
format percent, 6.2 
display ° * 
display “Expenses for equipment so far this year are under budget by (percent}%.° display “In fact, there is S${left) left in the budget 

for equipment. ~° 

Pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “Expenses for equipment so far this year are under budget by {percent} %." pdisplay “In fact, there is ${left} left in the budget 

for equipment.” pdisplay ° ” 

color = 15; 

Rule current_equip_gt_ub If act_equips_this_yr > (ub_equip) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then equip_to_display = found 
over_equip = yes 
color = !2 

percent = (((act_equip_this_yr - exp_equip) / exp_equip) * 100) 
actual = (act_equip_this_yr - exp_equip) 
format percent, 6.2 
display ° “ 
display “Expenses for equipment are over budget this year by (percent}%, i.e., ${actual}. -” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Expenses for equipment are over budget this year by (percent) %, i.e., ${actual}.” 

pdisplay °° 

color = 15; 

Rule current_equip_w_in_bounds If act_equip_this_yr > = {lb_equip) and 
act_equip this_yr < = (ub_equip) Then equip_to_display = found 
w_in_equip = yes 
color = 10 
display °° 
display “Expenses for equipment is within the budgeted amount. —° 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay "Expenses for equipment is within the budgeted amount.” 

pdisplay ** 

color = 15; 

Rule calc_expects_&_bounds_revs If todo = budget_analysis Then exp_inc{!] = (public_exp_inc) 
exp_ine{2] = (s_f_s_exp_inc) 
exp_inc{3] = (interdept_exp_inc) 
exp_ine{4] = (music_exp_inc) 
exp_inc(5] = (state_exp_inc) 
N{l] = (public_l) 
ul{]} = (public_ul) 
N{2] = (s_f_s_ID 
ul(2] = (s_f_s_ul) 
H[3} = (interdept_l}) 
ul[3] = {interdept_ul) 
H[4] = (music_it) 
ul[4] = (music_ul 
[5] = (state_ll) 
ul(5) = (state_ul) 
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wks mil_rev_this_yr, b12,\vpp\playis 
wks mil_rev_last_yr, n12,\vpp\playis 
wks other_rev_last_yr, nl7..n21,\vpp'playis 
wks other_rev_this_yr, b17..621,\vppiplayis 
mil_rev_exp = (mil_rev_last_yr +((mil_rev_last_yr/budget_rev[2])*muil_exp_inc)) 
lb_mil = (mil_rev_exp * (1 - (military_!/100))) 
ub_mil = (mil_rev_exp ° (1 + (military_ul/100))) 
x= 1 
whiletrue x < 6 then 
ex{x] = (other_rev_last_yr{x] + ((other_rev_last_yr{x]/oudget_rev{2)*exp_inc{x]) 

Ib[x] = {ex{x] * (1 - {ll[x] / 100))) 
ub[x] = (ex{x] * (1 + (ullx] / 100))) 
x = (x+1) 

end 
expectations = found; 

Rule calc_expects_and_bounds_costs If todo = budget_analysis Then wks bud_equip_this_yr, b5,\vpp\playbud 
wks bud_equip_last_yr, c5,\vpp' playbud 
wks bud_personal_this_yr, b?..bi0,\vpp\playbud 
wks bud_personal_last_yr, ¢7..c10,\vpp:playbud 
bud_fringes_this_yr = (bud_personal_this_yr{!]) 
bud_salanes_this_yr = (bud_personal_this_yr{2) 
bud_wages_this_yr = (bud_personal_this_yr{3)) 
bud_total_personal_this_yr = (bud_personal_this_yr{4) 
bud_fringes_last_yr = (bud_personal_!ast_yr{1!)) 
bud_salaries_last_yr = (bud_personal_last_yr{2) 
bud_wages_last_yr = (bud_personal_last_yr{3} 
bud_total_personal_last_yr = (bud_personal_last_yr(4p 
wks bud_contract_this_yr, b12..b16,\vpp'playbud 
wks bud_contract_last_yr, c12..c16,\vppiplaybud 
bud_tele_this yr = (bud_contract_this_yr{!]) 
bud_R_and_M_this yr = (bud_contract_this_yr{2]) 
bud_travel_this yr = (bud_contract_this_yr{3) 
bud_contract_other_this_yr = (bud_contract_this_yr{4) 
bud_total_contract_this_yr = (bud_contract_this_yr{5]) 
bud_tele_last_yr = (bud_contract_last_yr{1]} 
bud_R_and_M_last_yr = (bud_contract_last_yr{2]) 
bud_travel_last_yr = (bud_contract_last_yr{3)} 
bud_contract_other_last_yr = (bud_contract_last_yr{4)) 
bud_total_contract_last_yr = (bud_contract_last_yr{5) 
Wks bud_s_and_m_this_yr, 618..620,\vpp' playbud 
wks bud_s_and_m_last_yr, ¢18..c20,\vpp playbud 
bud_repair_this_yr = (bud_s_and_m_wus_yr{!) 
bud_s_and_m_other_this_yr = (bud_s_and_m_this_yr{2) 
bud_total_s_ and m_this_yr = (bud_s_and_m_this_yr{3) 
bud_repair_last_yr = (bud_s_and_m_last_yr{!]) 
bud_s_and_m_other_last_yr = (bud_s_and_m_last_yr{2) 
bud_total_s_and_m_last_yr = (bud_s_and_m_last_yr{3p 
wks bud_contin_this_yr, 622..b27,\vpp' playbud 
wks bud_contin_last_yr, ¢22..c27,\vpp.playbud 
bud_elect_this_yr = (bud_contn_this_yr{!) 
bud_w_and_s this_yr = (bud_contin_this_yr{2) 
bud_agency_this_yr = (bud_contin_this_yr{3)) 
bud_insure_tus_yr = (bud_contn_this_yr{4]) 
bud_contin_other_this_yr = (bud_contn_this_yr{5) 
bud_total_conun_this_yr = (bud_contin_this_yr{[6D 
bud_elect_last_yr = (bud_contin_last_yr{!]) 
bud_w_and_s_last_yr = (bud_conun_last_yr{2D 
bud_agency_last_yr = (bud_contin_last_yr{3) 
bud_insure_last_yr = (bud_contin_last_yr{4) 
bud_contn_other_last_yr = (bud_contn_last_yr[5} 
bud_total_conun_last_yr = (bud_contn_last_yr[6) 
wks bud_uniforms_this_ yr, 029,\vpp-playbud 
wks bud_uniforms_last_yr, ¢29,\vpp\playbud 
wks act_personal_this_yr, 626..034,\vppiplayis 
wks act_personal_last_yr, n26..n34,\vpp\playis 
act_fringes_this_yr_a = (act_personal_this_yr{1] + act_personal_this_yr{2] + act_personal_this_yr{3) 
act_fringes_this yr_b = (act_personal_this_yr{4] + act_personal_this_yr{5) 
act_fringes_this_yr = (act_fringes_this_yr_a + act_fringes_this_yr_b) 
act_salanes_this yr = (act_personal_this_yr{6) 
act_wages_this_yr = (act_personal_this_yr{7] + act_personal_this_yr{8]) 
act_total_personal_this_yr = (act_personal_this_yri9) 
act_fringes_last_yr_a = (act_personal_last_yr{l] + act_personal_lJast_yr{2] + act_personal_last_yr[3D 
act_fringes_last_yr_b = (act_personal_last_yr{4] + act_personal_last_yr{S) 
act_fringes_last_yr = (act_fringes_last_yr_a + act_fringes_last_yr_b) 
act_salaries_last_yr = (act_personal_last_yr{6) 
act_wages_last_yr = (act_personal_last_yr[7] + act_personal_last_yr{8) 
act_total_personal_last_yr = (act_personal_last_yr{9) 
wks act_contract_this_yr, b36..b45,\vpp'playis 
wks act_contract_last_yr, n36..n45,\vpp'playis 
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act_tele_this_yr = (act_contract_this_yr{1]) 
act_R_and_ vi _this_yr = (act_contract_this_yr{2) 
act_travel_this_yr = (act_contract_this_yr{9}) 
act_contract_other_this_yr_a = (act_contract_this_yr(3] + act_contract_this_yr{4] + act_contract_this_yr[5) 
act_contract_other_this_yr_b = (act_contract_this_yr{6] + act_contract_this_yr{7] + act_contract_this_yr{8) 
act_contract_ “other! this_yr = (act_contract_other_this_yr_a + act_contract_other_this_yr_b) 
act_total _contract_ ‘this_yr = (act_contract_this_yr{10f) 

act tele_ Tast_yr = (act_contract_last_yr{!) 
ct_R_and_ A _last_yr = (act_contract_last_yr{2) 

act travel_last_yr = (act_contract_last_yr{9) 
act contract_. other_last_yr_a = (act_: contract_last_yr{3] + act_contract_last_yr{4] + act_contract_last_yr{5) 
act_contract_other_last_yr_b = (act_contract_last_yr{6] + act_contract_last_yr{7] + act_contract_last_yr[8) 
act_contract_ ~other_ last_yr = (act_contract_: other_ last_yr_a + “act_contract_. other_last_yr_b) 
act_total_contract_last_yr = (act_contract_last_yr{ 10] 
wks act_s_and_m_this_yr, b47..b52,\vppiplayis 
wks act_s_and_m_last_yr, n47..n52,\vpp\playis 
act_repair_this_yr = (act_s_and_m_ tus_yr{4] + act_s_and_m_this_yr{5]) 
act_s_and_m_other_this_yr = (act_s _and_m_this_yr{if + act_s_and_m_this_yr{2] + act_s_and_m_this_yr{3) 
act_total_s_and_m_this_yr = (act_s_and_m_this_yr{6) 
act_repair_last_yr = (act_s_ and_m_last _yr{4] + act_s ise ast ym SD 
act_s_and_m_other_last_yr = (act_s_and_m _last_yr{if + act_s_and_m_last_yr{2] + act_s_and_m_last_yr(3) 
act_total_s and_m_last_yr = (act_s_ ‘and_m_last _yr{6) 
wks act_contin_this_yr, 654..b60,\vpp'playis 
wks act_contin_last_yr, n54..n60,\vpp'playis 
act_elect_this yr = (act_contin_this_yr{}]) 
act_w_and_s this yr = (act_contin_this_yrf2) 
act_insure_this_yr = (act_contin_this_yr{3] + act_contin_this_yr{6) 
act_agency_this_yr = (act_contin_this_yr{4f) 
act_comp_perp_this_yr = (act_contin_this_yr{5) 
act_total_contin_this_yr = (act_contin_this_yr{7D) 
act_elect_last_yr = (act_contin_last_yr{1D 
act_w_and_s last_yr = (act_contin_last_yr{2) 
act_insure_last_yr = (act_contin_last_yr{3] + act_contin_last_yr{6) 
act_agency_last_yr = (act_contin_last_yrf4) 
act_comp_perp_last_yr = (act_contin_last_yr{5]) 
act_total_contn_last_yr = (act_contn_last_yr{7D 
wks act_equip_this_yr, 661,\vpp playis 
wks act_equip_last_yr, n61,\vpp playis 
wks act_uruforms_this_yr, 613,\vpp:playis 
wks act_uniforms_last_yr, nl3,\vpp plays 
exp_equip = {{act_equip_last_yr / bud_equip_last_yr) * bud_equip_this_yr) 
exp_fnnges = ((act_fringes_last_yr / bud_fnnges_last_yr) © bud_fringes_this_yr) 
exp_salaries = ((act_salaries_last_yr ; bud_salaries_last_yr) * bud_salanes_this_yr) 
exp_wages = ({{act_wages_last_yr / bud_wages_last_yr) * bud_wages_this_yr) 
exp_total_personal = ((act_total_personal_last_yr / bud_total_personal_last_yr) ® bud_total_personal_this_yr) 
exp_tele = ((act_tele_last_yr / bud_tele_last_yr) * bud_tele_this_yr) 
exp_R_and_M = ((act_R_and_M_last_yr / bud_R_and_M_last_yr) ° bud_R_and_M_this_yr) 
exp_travel = ((act_travel_last_yr / bud_travel_last_yr) * bud_travel_this_yr) 
exp_contract_other = ({act_contract_other_last_yr / bud_contract_other_last_yr) * bud_contract_other_this_yr) 
exp_total_contract = (({act_total_contract_last_yr / bud_total_contract_last_yr} ° bud_total_contract_this_yr) 
exp_repair = ({act_repair_last_yr / bud_repair_last_yr) ° bud_repair_this_yr) 
exp_s_and_m_other = ((act_s_and_m_other_last_yr / bud_s_and_m_other_last_yr) * bud_s_and_m_other_this_yr) 
exp_total_s and _m = ((act_total_s_and_m_last_yr / bud_total_s_and_m_last_yr) * bud_total_s_and_m_thus_yr) 
exp elect = ((act_ elect_last_yr / bud _elect “last_yr) * bud _elect qthis_yr)” 
exp_w_and_s = ((act_w_and_s _last_sr / bud_w_and_s _last_yr) * bud_w_and_s_ this_yr) 
exp_agency = ((act_ agency_ last_yr / bud_agency_ last_yr) * bud _agency_ , this _yT) 
exp_other_contin = ((act_comp_perp_last_yr / bud_contn_other_last_yr) * ppo-conan_other_this yt) 
exp_insure = ((act_insure_last_yr / bud_insure_last_yr) * bud_insure_this mi 
exp_total_contin = ((act_total_contn_last_yr / bud_total_contn_last_yr) ° bud_total_contin_this_yr) 
exp_uniforms = ((act_uniforms_last_yr / bud_uniforms_last_yr) * bud_uniforms_ths_yr) 
Ib_innges = (exp_fringes ° (1 - (fringes_11/100)) 
ub_fringes = (exp_fringes * (1 + (frnges_ul/!00))) 
Ib_salanes = (exp_salanes * (I - (salaries_11/100))) 
ub_salaries = (exp_salaries * (1 + (salaries_ul/100))) 
Ib_wages = (exp_wages * (1 - (wages_1I/100))) 
ub_wages = (exp_wages * () + (wages_ul/100))) 
!b_total_personal = (exp_total_personal * (1 - (total_personal_!1/100))) 
ub_total_personal = (exp_total_personal] ° (1 + (total_personal_ul/100))) 
Ib_tele = (exp_tele * (1 - (tele_1I/100))) 
ub_tele = (exp_tele* (1 + (tele_ul/ 100))) 
Ib R_and_M = (exp_R_and_ M ® (1 - (R_and_M_1I/100))) 
ub_R_ and_M = (exp_R_ and_M °(1 + (R_and_M _Wl/100))) 
Ib _travel = (exp_travel * (I - (travel_11/100))) 
ub_travel = (exp_travel * (1 + (travel_ul/100))) 
Ib_other_contract = (exp_contract_other ° (I - (other_contract_It/100))) 
ub_other_contract = (exp_contract_other ° {1 + (other_contract_ul/100))) 
Ib_total_contract = {exp_total_contract * (1 - (total!_contract_ll/100))) 
ub_total_contract = (exp_total_contract * {1 + (total_contract_ul/100))) 
Ib_repair = (exp_repair * (1 - (repair_ll/100))) 
ub_repair = (exp_repair * (1 + (repair_ul/100))) 
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!b_other_s_and_m = (exp_s_and_m_other * ag - (other _m_11/t00))) 
ub_other_s_and_m = (exp_s_and_m qother * (lL + (other _S_ end in. ul/100))) 
lb _total — and _m = (exp_ total_ $ and _ m “( - (total_s -and_m _11/100))) 
ub. "_total_ _S_ and. _m = {exp_ total _S and_ m*({i + (total_s _m _ul/100))) 

Ib_equip = (exp_equip * (1 - (equip_1i/100))) 
ub_equip = (exp_equip * (1 + (equip_ul/100))) 
lb_uniforms = (exp_uniforms ° aS - (um forms_1/100)}) 
ub_uniforms = (exp_uniforms * (1 + (uniforms_ul/]00})) 
Ib_ "elect = (exp_elect * (1 - (elect_I1/100})) 
ub_ elect = (exp_elect * (1 + (elect_ul/100))) 
Ib_w_and_s = (exp_w_and_s * (I - (w_and_s_1l/100))) 
ub_w_and_s = (exp_w_and_s °(1 + (w_and_s_ul/100))) 
Ib_insure = (exp_insure ° aI 1 - (insure_11/100))) 
ub_insure = (exp_insure °C + (insure_ul/100))) 
Ib_agency = (exp_agency * (1 - (agency_ 11/100))) 
Ib_other_contin = (exp_: other contin * (1 - (other_contin_ll/100))) 
ub. agency = (exp_agency “(1 + (agency_ ul/100))) 
ub_other_contn = {exp_other_ contin * (1 + (other_contin_ul/100))) 
Id_! ‘total _contin = (exp_total _contn * ae - (total_contin_11/100))) 
ub_ "total, _contn = (exp_! total, _contin * (1 + (total_contin_ul/100))) 
cost_expectations = found; 

Rule current_public_lt_lb If other_rev_this_yr{1] < (lb{I]}} Then public_rev_to_display = under 
find public_display; 

Rule current_public_gt_ub If other_rev_this_yr{l] > (ub{I]} Then public_rev_to_display = over 
find public_display, 

Rule current_public_w_in_bounds If other_rev_this_yr{1] > = (Ib{1]} and 
other_rev_this_yr{1] < = (ud{1) Then public_rev_to_ display = within 
within _budget = public; 

Rule display_public_under If public_rev_to_display = under Then percent = (((ex{1] - other_rev_this_yr{I) / ex{!J} * 100) 
color = 42 
format percent, 6.2 
display “The revenue collected from the public so far’ 
display “this year is (percent) % less than expected. —” 
display °° 
pdisplay “The revenue collected from the public so far’ 
pdisplay “this year is {percent} % less than expected.” 
pdisplay * 
color = 15 
public_display = done; 

Rule display_public_over If public_rev_to_display = over Then percent = (((other_rev_this_yr{1] - ex{I} / ex{!D * 100) 
color = 10 
format percent, 6.2 
display “The revenue collected from the public so far* 
display “this year is (percent) % more than expected. —° 
display °° 
pdisplay “The revenue collected from the public so far’ 
pdisplay “this year is {percent}™% more than expected.” 

pdisplay ° 
color = 15 
public_display = done; 

find s f's display; 

Rule current_s_f_s_gt_ub If other_rev_this_yr{2] > (ub{2) Then s_f_s rev_to_display = over 
find s_f s display, 

Rule current_s_f_s_w_in_bounds If other_rev_this_yr{2] > = (b(2D) and 
other_rev “this_yr{2]} <= (ubl2p Then s s_f_s_rev_to display = within 
within budget = stu_fac_stalf, 

Rule display_s fs under If s fs rev_to_display = under Then percent = (((ex{2] - other_rev_this_yr{2) / ex{2) * 100) 
format percent, 6.2 
color = 12 
display “The revenue collected from students, faculty, and staff so” 
display "far this year is (percent) % less than expected. —“ 
display * 
pdisplay “The revenue collected from students, faculty, and staff so’ 
pdisplay “far this year is (percent) % less than expected.” 

pdisplay ° 
color = 15 
s_f_s_display =~ done; 
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Rule display_s fs over If s_f_s_rev_to_display = over Then percent = (((other_rev_this_yr{2] - ex(2]) / ex{2P) * 100) 
color = 
format percent, 6.2 
display “The revenue collected from students, faculty, and staff so” 
display “far this year is {percent}% more than expected. >” 
display * ° 
pdisplay “The revenue collected from students, faculty, and staff so* 
pdisplay “far this year is {percent} % more than expected.’ 

pdisplay * * 
color = 15 
s_f_s_ display = done; 

Rule current_interdept_It_Ib If other_rev_this_yr{3] < (ib{3]) Then interdept_rev_to_display = under 
find interdept_display, 

Rule current_interdept_gt_ub If other_rev_this_yr{3] > (ub[3]} Then interdept_rev_to_display = over 
find interdept_display, 

Rule current_interdept_w_in_bounds If other_rev_this_yr{3] > = (lb{3D) and 
other_rev_this_yr[3} < = (ub{3)) Then interdept_rev_to_display = within 
within budget = interdepartmental; 

Rule display_public_under If interdept_rev_to_display = under Then percent = (((ex{3] - other_rev_this_yr{3)) / ex{3]} ° 100) 
format percent, 6.2 
color = 12 
display “The revenue collected from other departments so far’ 
display “this year is {percent} % less than expected. — 
display ° 
pdisplay “The revenue collected from other departments so far’ 
pdisplay “this year is {percent} % less than expected.” 

pdisplay ° 
color = [5 
interdept_display = done; 

Rule interdept_public_over If interdept_rev_to_display = over Then percent = (((other_rev_this_yr{3] - ex{3)) / ex{3) * 100) 
color = 10 
format percent, 6.2 
display “The revenue collected from other departments so far’ 
display “this year 1s {percent} % more than expected. —" 
display °° 
pdisplay “The revenue collected from other departments so far’ 
pdisplay “this year is {percent} % more than expected.” 

pdisplay * 
color = 15 
interdept_display = done; 

Rule music_public_it_!b If other_rev_this_yr{4] < (lb[4]} Then music_rev_to_ display = under 
find music_display; 

Rule current_music_gt_ub If other_rev_this_yr{4] > (ub{4]) Then music_rev_to_display = over 
find music_display, 

Rule current_music_w_in_bounds If other_rev_this_yr{4} > = (b{4)) and 
other_rev_this_yr{4] <= (ub(4) Then music_rev_to_display = within 
within budget = music; 

Rule display_music_under If music_rev_to_display = under Then percent = (({ex{4] - other_rev_this_yr[4] / ex{4D * 100) 
color = 12 
format percent, 6.2 
display “The revenue collected from the music department so far* 
display “this year is (percent) % less than expected. — 
display ° 
pdisplay "The revenue collected from the music department so far’ 
pdisplay “this year is {percent} % less than expected.” 
pdisplay ° ° 
color = 15 
music_display = done; 

Rule display_music_over If music_rev_to_display = over Then percent = (((other_rev_this_yr{4] - ex{4) / ex{4]} * 100) 
color = 10 
format percent, 6.2 
display “The revenue collected from the music department so far’ 
display “this year is (percent}% more than expected. —° 
display °° 
pdisplay “The revenue collected from the music department so far* 
pdisplay “this year is (percent}% more than expected. — 

pdisplay * 

music_display = done; 
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Rule current_state_It_lb If other_rev_this_yr{5] < (Ib[5} Then state_rev_to_display = under 
find state_display; 

Rule current_state_gt_ub If other_rev_this_yr{5] > (ub[SJ) Then state_rev_to_display = over 
find state_display, 

Rule current_state_w_in_bounds If other_rev_this_yr{5] > = (lb{5]) and 
other_rev_this_yr{5] < = (ub[5]) Then state_rev_to_display = within 
within_budget = state; 

Rule display_state_under If state_rev_to_display = under Then percent = (((ex{5] - other_rev_this_yr{5] / ex{5) ° 100) 
format percent, 6.2 . 
color = 12 
display “The revenue collected from state related activities so far’ 
display “this year is {percent} % less than expected. —” 
display °° 
pdisplay "The revenue collected from state related activities so far’ 
pdisplay “this year is {percent} % less than expected.” 
pdisplay °° 
color = 15 
state_display = done; 

Rule display_state_over If state_rev_to_display = over Then percent = (((other_rev_this_yr(5] - ex{5} / ex{S) * 100) 
color = 10 
format percent, 6.2 
display “The revenue collected from state related activities so far’ 
display “this year is {percent} % more than expected. —” 
display °° , 
pdisplay “The revenue collected from state related activities so far’ 
pdisplay “this year is {percent} % more than expected.” 
pdisplay °° 
color = 15 
state_display = done; 

Rule current_mil_lt_Ib If mil_rev_this_yr < (Ib _mil) Then mil_rev_to_display = under 
find mil_display,; 

Rule current_mil_gt_ub If mil_rev_this_yr > (ub_mil) Then mil_rev_to_display = over 
find mul_display; 

Rule current_mil_w_in_bounds if mil_rev_this_yr > = (Ib_mil) and 
mul_rev_this yr < = (ub_mul) Then mil_rev_to display = within 
within_budget = the_corps; 

Rule display_mil_under If mil_rev_to_display = under Then percent = (((mil_rev_exp - mil_rev_this_yr) / mil_rev_exp) * 100) 
format percent, 6.2 
color = 12 
display °° 
display “The revenue collected from the corps so far’ 
display “this year is {percent} % less than expected. -° 
display ” * 
pdisplay * * 
pdisplay “The revenue collected from the corps so far’ 
pdisptay “this year 1s (percent) % less than expected.” 
pdisplay * * 
color = 15 
mil_display = done; 

Rule display_mil_over If mil_rev_to_display = over Then percent = (((mil_rev_this_yr - mil_rev_exp) / mil_rev_exp) * 100) 
format percent, 6.2 
color = 10 
display °° 
display “The revenue collected from the corps so far" 
display “this year is {(percent}% more than expected. —° 
display °° 
pdisplay woe 

pdisplay “The revenue collected from the corps so far’ 
pdisplay “this year is {percent} % more than expected.” 
pdisplay “ ° 
color = 15 
mil_display = done; 

Rule none_w_in_budget If within_budget = unknown Then within_rev_to_display = found; 

Rule display _those_w_in_budget If todo = budget_analysis Then within_rev_to_ display = found 
display ° 
color = 14 
display “The following revenue categories are within budget’ 
display “{within_budget}’ 

color = 15 
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display ° ~—° 
pdisplay “The fotlowing revenue categories are within budget” 
pdisplay "{within_budget}* 

pdisplay” * 

'statements block 

ask todo:"What would you like to do? Answer /Q when finished’; choices todo: Enter_new_data, graphics, budget_analysis, 
ratio_analysis, what-if_analysis; 

ask change_limits: "Would you like to change any of these ranges for the revenue categories?’, choices change_limits: no, yes; 

ask change_limits_costs: "Would you like to change any of these ranges for the expense categories?"; choices change_limits_costs: no, yes; 

ask which_rev_limits: “Which revenue limits would you like to change?°; choices which_rev_limits: military, public, stu_fac_staff, 
interdepartmental,music_dept, state_related; 

ask which_cost_limits: “Which expense category limits would you like to change?"; choices which_cost_limits; equipment, uniforms, per- 
sonal, contractual, supplies_matenals, continuous; 

ask military_ll: "Please do not use decimals.”; ask military_ul: "Please do not use decimals.’; 

range military_!t: 1,100, range military_ul: 1,100; 

ask s Ff s_ul: "*; ask s_fis Ik“; 

range s_f_s Ht: 1,100, range s_f_s_ul: 1,100; 

ask public_ui: °"; ask public_I: °%5 

range public_It: 1,100, range public_ul: 1,100; 

ask interdept_ul: °°; ask interdept_ll: °°; 

range interdept_ll: 1,100, range interdept_ul: 1,100; 

ask music_ul: °°; ask music_ll: °"; 

range music_ll: 1,100; range music_ul: 1,100, 

ask state_ul: °°; ask state_ll: °°; 

range state_ll: 1,100; range state_ul: 1,100; 

ask equip_ll: °*; ask equip_ul: °°; 

range equip_ll: 1,100, range equip_ul: 1,100; 

ask umiforms_ll: °°; ask uniforms_ul: °°; 

range unsforms_Il: 1,100, range uniforms_ul: 1,100; 

ask total_personal_It: °"; ask total_personal_ul: °’; 

range total_personal_ll: 1,100; range total_personal_ul: 1,100, 

ask total_contract_ll: °°; ask total_contract_ul: °°; 

range total_contract_ll: 1,100; range total_contract_ul: 1,100, 

ask total_s_and_m_ll: °°; ask total_s_ and _m_ul: ”’; 

range total_s_and_m_Il: 1,100, range total_s_and_m_ul: 1,100, 

ask total_contin_ll: °°; ask total_contin_ul: °”; 

range total_contin_l: 1,100; range total_contin_ul: 1,100; 

ask resp_rev_mkt_segments: “input adds up to ${diff}.°, choices resp_rev_mkt_segments: military, public, stu_fac_staff, interdepartmental, 
music_dept, state_related; 

ask resp_rev_mkt_segments_|: “input adds up to ${diff}.°; choices resp_rev_mkt_segments_l: mulitary, public, stu_fac_staff, interdepart- 
mental, music_dept, state_related; 

ask mil_exp_inc_h: “How much is military revenue expected to increase?”; range mil_exp_ine_h: 0, 1000000, 

ask mil_exp_ine_l: “How much is military revenue expected to decrease?”; range mil_exp_inc_]: 0, 1000000, 
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ask public_exp_inc_h: “How much is public revenue expected to increase?”; range public_exp_inc_h: 0,1000000; 

ask s_f_s exp_inc_h: “How much is student/faculty/staff revenue expected to increase?”; range s_f_s_exp_inc_h: 0,1000000; 

ask interdept_exp_inc_h: “How much is interdepartmental revenue expected to increase?"; range interdept_exp_inc_h: 0,1000000, 

ask music_exp_inc_h: "How much is music department revenue expected to increase?"; range music_exp_inc_h: 0,1000000; 

ask state_exp_inc_h: “How much is state related revenue expected to increase?"; range state_exp_inc_h: 0,1000000; 

ask public_exp_inc_l: “How much is public revenue expected to decrease?", range public_exp_inc_l: 0,1000000, 

ask s_f_$ exp_inc_l: “How much is student/faculty/staff revenue expected to decrease?", range s_f_s_exp_inc_l: 0,1000000, 

ask interdept_exp_inc_l: “How much is interdepartmental revenue expected to decrease?°; range interdept_exp_inc_l: 0,1 000000, 

ask music_exp_inc_l: “How much is music department revenue expected to decrease?’, range music_exp_inc_]: 0,1000000, 

ask state_exp_inc_l: "How much is state related revenue expected to decrease?’; range state_exp_inc_I: 0,1000000, 

plural: within_budget, over_budget, under_budget, which_rev_limits, resp_rev_mkt_segments, resp_rev_mkt_segments_; plural:exp_ine, Il, 
ul,lb,ub,ex,other_rev_last_yr,bud_personal; = plural:bud_contract, bud_s_and_m, bud_conun_this_yr,act_personal, | act_contract; 
plural:act_s_and_m, act_contn, which_cost_limits,under_Ib_personal; plural:over_ub_personal, w_in_personal, 
over_ub_contract,under_Ib_contract, plural: w_in_contract,over_ub_contn, under_lb_contn, w_in_contin; 
plural: w_in_s_and_m,over_ub_s_and_m, under_lb_s_and_m; 

bkcolor = |; 
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B.18 PWHATIF 

execute; endoff, runtime; 

actions color = 15 beall killwi todo = what_if_analysis find what_if_display find get_data locate 18,26 display “Press any key to con- 
tinue” pdisplay °° pdisptay ” Press any key to continue” savefacts widata chain pwhatl; 

Rule what_if_display If todo = what_if_analysis Then color = !1 
what_if_display = found 
locate 1,30 display "WHAT-IF ANALYSIS’ locate 3,6 display “In order to see the effects of changes, this section of the expert ° display 

“system allows changes to be made to many of the parameters of importance * display “in the Tailor Shop. For example, it 1s possible to 
change the composition’ display “of the corps, increase or decrease specific costs and revenues, or ° display “eliminate an entire market 
segment. On the following screen several ° display “options will be presented. Although many changes can be made at once, ° display 
“please select the change options one at a time as each option will ask ” display “for specifics. After making all of the changes desired, 
select option 9° display “to perform the analysis. The system will then proceed to a menu where’ display “you can choose any of the ana- 
lyses desired. Note however that this” display “is not the main menu, and therefore, when you want to ext what-if display “analysis, 
choose ‘return to main menu’ from the menu.” locate 17,31 display "*** NOTICE °°*” tocate 19,1 display “Processing is now in progress, 
please wait until you are told to continue.” pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay ° WHAT-IF ANALYSIS’ 
pdisplay ° ” pdisplay ° In order to see the effects of changes, this section of the expert “ pdisplay “system allows changes to be made to 
many of the parameters of importance “ pdisplay “in the Tailor Shop. For example, it 1s possible to change the composition” pdisplay “of 
the corps, increase or decrease specific costs and revenues, or ° pdisplay “eliminate an enure market segment. On the following screen se- 
veral © pdisplay “options will be presented. Although many changes can be made at once, * pdisplay “please select the change options one 
at a ime as each option will ask ° pdisplay “for specifics. After making all of the changes desired, select option 9° pdisplay “to perform 
the analysis. The system will then proceed to a menu where’ pdisplay “you can choose any of the analyses desired. Note however that thus’ 
Pdisplay “is not the main menu, and therefore, when you want to exit what-if” pdisplay “analysis, choose ‘return to main menu’ from the 
menu.” pdisplay “ ” pdisplay ” ° pdisplay ” *°* NOTICE °***” pdisplay ° ° pdisplay "Processing is now in progress, 
please wait unul you are told to conunue.”; 

Rule get_necessary_data If get_data = unknown Then get_data = found 
wks bs_this,b1..b14,\vpp\playabbs 
wks is_this,b!..676,\vpp\playabis 
wks uniforms,b10,\vpp'playcbis 
wks act_equip,b55,\vpp\playcbis 
wks cbis_oper_exp,b56,\vpp'playcbis 
wks cbis_net_income,b57,\vpp‘playcbis 
wks cbis_personal,b31,\vpp'playcbis 
wks cbis_corps_rev,b9,\vpp'playcbis 
wks chis_contract,b41,\vpp‘playcbis 
wks cbis_s_&_m,b47,\vppiplaycbis 
wks cbis_contn,b54,\vppiplaycbis 
wks other_rev_wicbis,b14..b18,\vpp\playcbis 
public_wicbis = (other_rev_wicbis{i} 
s_f_s_wicbis = (other_rev_wicbis{2]) 
interdept_wicbis = (other_rev_wichis{ 3) 
music_wicbis = (other_rev_wichis{4) 
state_wicbis = (other_rev_wicbis{ 5} 
chis_personal_x = (cbis_personal) 
act_equip_x = (act_equip) 
cbis_contract_x = (cbis_contract) 
cbis_s_ & m_x = (cbis_s_& m) 
cbis_conin_x = (cbis_contin) 
current_year = (bs_this{t)) 
total_inv = (bs_this(7) 
new_due_to = (bs_this{}2) 
reserves_this = (bs_uus{13)) 
wks reserves_last,cl 3,\vpp'playabbs 
t_assets_this = (bs_this(9f 
total_oper_exp = (is_this(64) 
net_income = (is_this{[65) 
total_current_value = (bs_this(8) 
t_mul_rev = (is_thig9)) 
t_expenses = (is_this{15] + is_this(64) 
cost_uniforms_this = (is_this{! 5] 
t_expenses_last = (total_oper_exp_last + cost_uniforms_last) 
t_expenses_2 = (total_oper_exp_2 + cost_uniforms_2) 
t_other_rev = (is_this(24) 
t_rev_this = (t_mul_rev + t_other_rev) 
t_personal = (is_this(36) 
wages_gen_wiabis = (is_this{34]) 
wages_stud_wiabis = (is_this{35) 
t_wages = (wages_gen_wiabis + wages_stud_wiabis) 
contract_this = (is_this{47]} 
s_&_m_this = (is_this(54) 
conun_this = (is_this(62) 
deprec_this = (is_this{63) 
public_rev_this = (is this{19p) 
s_f_s_rev_this = (is_this{ 20} 
interdept_rev_this = (is_this{2!) 
music_rev_this = (is _this(22) 
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state_rev_this = (is_this[23) 
corps_cost_this = (is_this(68)) 
public_cost_this = (is_this{70]) 
s_f_s_cost_this = (is_this{7!]) 
interdept_cost_this = (is_this[72] 
music_cost_this = (is_this[73) 
state_cost_this = {is_this[74)) 
wks ca,bI..b16,\vpp\playca 
freshmen_number = (ca(8)) 
sophomore_number = (ca{9]) 
junior number = (ca{t0) 
senior_number = (ca{i1}) 
freshmen_ca = (ca{3]) 
sophomore_ca = (cal4) 
junior_ca = (ca[5]) 
senior_ca = (ca[6)) 
reset ca 
wks bud,b1..629,\vpp\playbud 
rev_bud = (bud[3]) 
equip_bud = (bud[5)}} 
fringes_bud = (bud{7]) 
salanes_bud = (bud{8) 
wages_bud = (bud{[9}) 
uniforms_bud = (bud[29]) 
tele_bud = (bud{12]) 
r_& m_bud = (bud[13) 
travel_bud = (bud[14)) 
other_contract_bud = (budf15)) 
repair_s_ & m_bud = (bud{18) 
other_s_ & m_bud = (bud[19) 
elect_bud = (bud(22) 
w_& s bud = (bud[23) 
agency_charges_bud = (bud[24) 
insure_bud = (bud[25} 
other_contin_bud = (bud{26) 
reset bud 
wks count_it,b4,\vpp'playis 
find monthly_info; 

Rule monthly_info_! If count_it = 1 Then monthly_info = found 
wks corps_rev_wiis,b12,\vpp\playis 
wks corps_rev_old_wiis,ci2..n12,\vpp\playis 
wks uniforms_old_wiis,cl3..n13,\vpp\playis 
wks uniforms_wiis,b13,\vpp\playis 
wks public_rev_wiis,b17,\vpp\playis 
wks s_f_s_rev_wiis,b18,\vpp'plays 
wks interdept_rev_wiis,b19,\vpp\plays 
wks music_rev_wius,b20,\vpp'playis 
wks state_rev_wiis,b21,\vpp:playis 
wks wages_gen,b32,\vpp plays 
wks wages_stud,b33,\vpp'playis 
wks personal_wiis,b34,\vppiplayis 
wks contract_wiis,b45,\vpp' playis 
wks §_&_m_wis,b52,\vpp playis 
wks contn_wiis,b60,\vpp'playis 
wks equip_wiis,b61,\vpp playis 
wks corps_cost_wis,b66,\vpp'playis 
wks public_cost_wiis,b68,\vpp playis 
wks s_f_s_cost_wiis,b69,\vpp'playis 
wks interdept_cost_wiis,b70,\vpp playis 
wks music_cost_wis,b71,\vpp' playis 
wks state_cost_wiis,b72,\vpp playis; 

Rule monthly_info_2 If count_it = 2 Then monthly_info = found 
wks corps_rev_wiis,b12..c12,\vpp'playis 
wks corps_rev_old_wiis,d12..012,\vppiplayis 
wks uruforms_old_wiis,d13..013,\vpp' playis 
wks uniforms_wiis,b13..c13,\vpp\playis 
wks public_rev_wiis,bl7..cl7,\vpp\playis 
wks s_f_s_rev_wiis,b18..c18,\vpp'playis 
wks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..c19,\vpp'playis 
wks music_rev_wiis,b20..c20,\vpp'playis 
wks state_rev_wiis,b21..c21,\vppplayis 
wks wages_gen,b32..c32,\vppplayis 
wks wages_stud,b33..c33,\vpp'playis 
wks personal_wiis,b34..c34,\vpp'playis 
wks contract_wiis,b45..c45,\vpp'\playis 
wks s_& m_wiis,b52..c52,\vppiplayis 
wks contin_wiis,b60..c60,\vppiplayis 
wks equip_wits,b61..c61,\vpp‘playis 
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wks corps_cost_wiis,b66..c66,\vpp' playis 
wks public_cost_wiis,b68..c68,\vpp\playis 
wks s_f_s_cost_wiis,b69..c69,\vpp\playis 
wks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..¢70,\vpp' playis 
wks music_cost_wiis,071..c71,\vpp\playis 
wks state_cost_wiis,b72..¢72,\vpp'playis; 

Rule monthly_info_3 If count_it = 3 Then monthly_info = found 
wks corps_rev_wiis,b12..d12,\vpp'playis 
wks corps_rev_old_wis,el2..p12,\vpp:playis 
wks uniforms_old_wiis,e]3..p13,\vpp'playis 
wks uniforms_wiis,b13..d13,\vppiplayrs 
wks public_rev_wiis,b17..d17,\vpp'playis 
wks $_f_s_rev_wiis,b18..d18,\vppiplayis 
wks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..d19,\vpp'playis 
wks music_rev_wiis,620..d20,\vpp\playis 
wks state_rev_wiis,b21..d21,\vpp:playis 
wks wages_gen,b32..d32,\vpp'playis 
wks wages_stud,b33..d33,\vpp' playis 
wks personal_wiis,b34..d34,\vpp'playis 
wks contract_wiis,b45..d45,\vpp.playis 
wks $_& m_wiis,b52..d52,\vpp:playis 
wks contin_wis,b60..d60,'\vpp playis 
wks equip_wiis,b61..d61,\vppiplayis 
wks corps_cost_wiis,b66..d66, \vpp' playis 
wks public_cost_wiis,b68..d68,' vppiplayis 
wks s_f_s_cost_wiis,b69..d69,\vpp\playis 
wks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..d70,\vpp' playis 
wks music_cost_wis,b71..d71,\vppiplayis 
wks state_cost_wiis,072..d72,\vpp'playis; 

Rule monthly_info_4 If count_it = 4 Then monthly_info = found 
wks corps_rev_wiis,bI2..¢12,\vpp\playis 
wks corps_rev_old_wiis,f12..q12,\vpp playis 
wks uniforms_old_wiis,f13..q13,\vpp playis 
wks uniforms_wiis,b13..e13,\vpp'plays 
wks public_rev_wiis,b17..e17,\vpp playis 
wks s_f_s rev_wis,b18..e18,\vpp'playis 
wks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..e19,\vpp plays 
wks music_rev_wiis,b20..¢20,\vpp'playis 
wks state_rev_wiis,b2!..e21,\vpp playis 
wks wages_gen,b32..e32,\vpp'playis 
wks wages_stud,b33..e33,\vpp\playis 
wks personal_wiis,b34..¢34,\vpp playis 
wks contract_wiis,b45..e45,\vpp' playis 
wks s_& m_wiis,b52..e52,\vpp:plans 
wks contn_wiis,b60..c60,\vpp plays 
wks equip_wiis,b61..e61,\vpp.plays 
wks corps_cost_wiis,b66..¢66, \vpp'playis 
wks public_cost_wiis,b68..e68,\vpp' playis 
wks s_f_s_cost_wiis,b69..c69, \vpp plays 
wks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..e70,\vpp playis 
wks music_cost_wis,b71..e71,\vppiplayis 
wks state_cost_wiis,b72..¢72,\vppiplayis; 

Rule monthly_info_5 If count_it = 5 Then monthly_info = found 
wks corps_rev_wiis,b12..f12,\vpp'playis 
wks corps_rev_old_wiis,g!2..r12,\vpp'playis 
wks uniforms_old_wmis,g13..r13,\vppiplayis 
wks uniforms_wiis,b13..f13,\vpp'plans 
wks public_rev_wis,b17..f17,\vpp\playis 
wks s_f_s_rev_wis,b18..f18,\vpp'playis 
wks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..[19,\vpp playis 
wks music_rev_wis,b20..f20,\vpp'playis 
wks state_rev_wiis,b21..f21,\vpp'playis 
wks wages_gen,b32..{32,\vpp\playis 
wks wages stud,b33..f33,\vppiplayis 
wks personald&iis,b34..134,\vppiplayis 
wks contract_wiis,b45..f45,\vpp\playis 
wks s_& m_wiis,b52..f52,\vpp‘playis 
wks contin_wiis,b60..f60,\vppiplayis 
wks equip_wiis,061..f61,\vpp'playis 
wks corps_cost_wiis,b66..{66,\vpp'playis 
wks public_cost_wiis,b68..{68.\vpp playis 
wks s_f_s_cost_wiis,b69..f69,\vpp\playis 
wks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..{70,\vpp‘playis 
wks music_cost_wiis,b71..f71,\vpp'playis 
wks state_cost_wiis,b72..172,\vppiplayis; 

Rule monthly_info_6 If count_it = 6 Then monthly_info = found 
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wks corps_rev_wiis,b12..¢12,\vpp\playis 
wks corps_rev_old_wiis,h! 2..s12,\vpp\playis 
wks uniforms_old_wiis,hl3..s13,\vpp' playis 
wks uniforms_wiis,b13..¢13,\vpp\playis 
wks public_rev_wiis,b17..g17,\vpp\playis 
wks s_f_s_rev_wiis,b18..218,\vpp\plays 
wks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..219, \vpp .playis 
wks music_rev_wiis,b20..g20,\vpp'playis 
wks state_rev_wiis,b21..g21,\vpp plays 
wks wages_gen,b32..g32,\vppiplayis 
wks wages_stud,b33..g33,\vpp\playis 
wks personal_wiis,b34..2¢34,\vpp'playis 
wks contract_wiis,b45..g45,\vpp:playis 
wks s_&_m_wiis,b52..g52,\vpp\playis 
wks contin_wtis,b60..260,\vpp playis 
wks equip_wiis,b61..261,\vpp'playis 
wks corps_cost_wiis,b66..266, \vppiis 
wks public_cost_wiis,b68..¢68,\vpp\playis 
wks s_f s_cost_wiis,b69..269,\vppiplayis 
wks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..g70,\vpp playis 
wks music_cost_wiis,b71..271,\vpp'playis 
wks state_cost_wiis,b72..g72,\vpp' playis; 

Rule monthly_info_7 If count_it = 7 Then monthly_info = found 
wks corps_rev_wiis,b] 2..h12,\vpp\playis 
wks corps_rev_old_wiis,il2..t12,\vpp‘playis 
wks unforms_old_wiis,il3..t13,\vppiplayis 
wks uniforms_wiis,b13..h13,\vppplayis 
wks public_rev_wiis,b17..h17,\vpp\playis 
wks s_f_s rev_wiis,b18..h18,\vpp\playis 
wks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..h19,\vpp' playis 
wks musi¢c_rev_wiis,620..h20,\vpp:playis 
wks state_rev_wi,b21..h21,\vpp\plays 
wks wages_gen,b32..h32,\vpp:playis 
wks wages_stud,b33..n33,\vpp plays 
wks personal_wiis,b34..h34,\vpp'playis 
wks contract_wiis,b45..h45,\vpp:playis 
wks s_&_m_wiis,b52..h52,\vpp plays 
wks contn_wis,b60..h60,\vpp:playis 
wks equip_wiis,b61..h61,\vpp\playis 
wks corps_cost_wiis,b66..h66, \vppiplayis 
wks public_cost_wiis,b68..h68,\vppiplayis 
wks s_f_s_cost_wiis,b69..h69,\vppiplayis 
wks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..h70,\vpp playis 
wks music_cost_wis,b7}..h71,\vppiplayis 
wks state_cost_wiis,b72..h72,\vppiplayis, 

Rule monthly_info_8 If count_it = 8 Then monthly_info = found 
wks corps_rev_wiis,bl 2..i12,\vpp\playis 
wks corps_rev_old_wiis,jl2..u12,\vpp'playis 
wks uniforms_old_wiis,j13..u13,\vpp' playis 
wks uniforms_wiis,b13..i13,\vpp\plans 
wks public_rev_wiis,b17..i17,\vpp playis 
wks s_f_s_rev_wiis,b18..118,\vpp'plays 
wks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..119,\vpp playis 
wks music_rev_wiis,b20..i20,\vppiplayis 
wks state_rev_wus,b21..121,\vpp playis 
wks wages_gen,b32..132,\vpp'playis 
wks wages_stud,b33..133,\vpp playis 
wks personal_wiis,b34..134,\vpp'playis 
wks contract_wiis,b45..i45,\vpp plays 
wks s_&_m_wiis,b52..152,\vpp:playis 
wks contn_wiis,060..i160,\ypp'playis 
wks equip_wiis,b61..i61,\vpp\playis 
wks corps_cost_wiis,b66..166,\vpp'playis 
wks public_cost_wiis,b68..168, \vpp:plays 
wks s_f{_s_cost_wiis,b69..169,\vpp'playis 
wks interdept_cost_wis,b70..170,\vpp' playis 
wks music_cost_wiis,b71..i71,\vpp'playis 
wks state_cost_wiis,b72..172,\vpp\playis; 

Rule monthly_info_9 If count_it = 9 Then monthly_info = found 
wks corps_rev_wiis,b12..j12,\vpp'playis 
wks corps_rev_old_wiis,k12..v12,\vpp playis 

wks uniforms_old_wiis,k13..v13,\vpp'plays 
wks uniforms_wiis,b!3..j13,\vpp\plays 
wks public_rev_wiis,b17..j17,\vpp\playis 
wks s_f_s_rev_wiis,b18..j18,\vpp'playis 
wks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..j19,\vpp'playis 
wks music_rev_wiis,b20..j20,\vpp\playis



wks state_rev_wiis,b21..j21,\vpp\playis 
wks wages_gen,632..j32,\vppiplayis 
wks wages_stud,b33..j33,\vpp'playis 
wks personal_wiis,b34..j34,\vppiplayis 
wks contract_wiis,b45..j45,\vpp'playis 
wks s_& m_wiis,b52..j52,\vpp'playis 
wks contin_wiis,b60..j60,\vpp'playis 
wks equip_wiis,b61..j61,\vpp'playis 
wks corps_cost_wiis,b66..j66,\vpp\playis 
wks public_cost_wiis,b68..j68,\vpp'playis 
wks s_f_s_cost_wiis,b69..j69,\vpp'playis 
wks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..j70,\vpp'playis 
wks music_cost_wius,b71..j71,\vpp\playis 
wks state_cost_wiis,b72..j72,\vppiplayis, 

Rule monthly_info_10 If count_it = 10 Then monthly_info = found 
wks corps_rev_wiis,b] 2..ki2,\vpp\playis 
wks corps_rev_old_wiis,!12..wl2,\vpp'playis 
wks uniforms_old_wiis,t13..wl3,\vpp' playis 
wks uniforms_wits,b13..k13,\vpp ‘plays 
wks public_rev_wis,b17..k17,\wpp' playis 
wks s_f_s_rev_wis,b18..k18,\vpp'playis 
wks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..419,\vpp playis 
wks music_rev_wiis,b20..k20,\vpp'playis 
wks state_rev_wiis,b21..k21,\ypp plays 
wks wages_gen,b32..k32,\vpp'playis 
wks wages_stud,b33..k33,\vpp'playis 
wks personal_wiis,b34..k34,\vpp playis 
wks contract_wiis,b45..445,\vpp .playis 
wks s_&_ m_wiis,b52..k52,\vpp playis 
wks contn_wiis,b60..k60,\vpp' playis 
wks equip_wiis,661..k61,\vpp playis 
wks corps_cost_wiis,b66..k66,\vpp' playis 
wks public_cost_wiis,668..k68,\vpp'playis 
wks s_f_s_cost_wiis,b69,.k69,\vppiplayis 
wks interdept_cost_wiis,b70,.k70,\vpp playis 
wks music_cost_wis,b7]..k71,\vpp:playis 
wks state_cost_wiis,b72..k72,\vpp' plays; 

Rule monthly_info_!! If count_it = 11 Then monthly_info = found 
wks corps_rev_wiis,b12..112,\vppiplayis 
wks corps_rev_old_wiis,m12..x12,\vpp'plays 
wks unforms_old_wiis,m13..x13,,\vpp plays 
wks uniforms_wiis,b1 3..113,\vpp plays 
wks public_rev_mis,b17..117,\vppiplayis 
wks s fs rev_wiis,b18..118,\vpp:playis 
wks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..119,\vpp' plays 
wks music_rev_wis,b20..120,\vpp'plays 
wks state_rev_wiis,b21..121,\vpp.playis 
wks wages_gen,632..132,\vpp'playis 
wks wages_stud,b33..133,\vpp' playis 
wks personal_wis,b34..134,\vppiplayis 
wks contract_wis,b45..145,\vpp' playis 
wks s_&_m_wiis,b52..152,\vpp'piayis 
wks contn_wiis,b60..160,\vpp plays 
wks equip_wiis,b61..161,\vpp playis 
wks corps_cost_ wiis,b66..166,\\pp' playis 
wks public_cost_wiis,b68..168,\vpp’ playis 
wks s_f_s_cost_wiis,b69..169,\vpp'playis 
wks interdept_cost_wits,b70..170,\vpp'playis 
wks music_cost_wis,b71..171,\vpp-playis 
wks state_cost_wiis,b72..172,\vppiplays, 

Rule monthly_info_12 If count_it = 12 Then monthly_info = found 
wks corps_rev_wiis,612..m12,\vpp\playis 
wks corps_rev_old_wiis,n!2..y12,\vpp playis 
wks uniforms_old_wits,n] 3..y13,\vpp playis 
wks uniforms_wiis,bt3..m13,\vppiplays 
wks public_rev_wiis,b17..m17,\vppsplayis 
wks s_f_s_rev_wiis,b18..m18,\vpp:playis 
wks interdept_rev_wits,b19..m19,\vppiplayis 
wks music_rev_wis,620..m20,\vpp\plays 
wks state_rev_wiis,b21..m21,\vpp\playis 
wks wages_gen,b32..m32,\vpp'playis 
wks wages_stud,b33..m33,\vpp\playis 
wks personal_wiis,b34..m34,\vppiplayis 
wks contract_wiis,b45..m45,\vpp'playis 
wks s_&_m_wiis,b52..m52,\vpp'playis 
wks contin_wiis,b60..m60,\vppiplayis 
wks equip_wiis,b61..m61,\vpp\playis 
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wks corps_cost_wiis,b66..m66,\vpp\playis 
wks public_cost_wiis,b68..m68,\vpp'playis 
wks s_f_s_cost_wiis,b69..m69,\vppiplayis 
wks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..m70,\vpp‘playis 
wks music_cost_wis,671..m71,\vpp‘playis 
wks state_cost_wiis,b72..m72,\vppiplayis; 

! Statement Block 

ask stmt_number: ° °; choices stmt_number: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10; ask change_freshmen: “leave this number the same?"; ask 
change_sophomore: “leave this number the same?"; ask change_junior: “leave this number the same?’; ask change_senior: “leave this num- 
ber the same?"; choices change_freshmen,change_sophomore,change_juntor,change_semor. increase, decrease, same; 

ask change_freshmen_number: “By how many?; ask change_sophomore_number: “By how many?", ask change_junior_number: “By how 
many?"; ask change_senior_number: “By how many?’; 

ask change_freshmen_ca: “you like to increase, decrease or leave this amount the same?"; ask change_sophomore_ca: “you like to increase, 
decrease or leave this amount the same?", ask change_junior_ca: “you like to increase, decrease or leave this amount the same?"; ask 
change_senior_ca: “you like to increase, decrease or leave this amount the same?’; ask change_freshmen_number_ca: "By how much?"; ask 
change_sophomore_number_ca: “By how much?’; ask change_jumior_number_ca: “By how much?’, ask change_seruor_number_ca: “By 
how much?"; choices change_freshmen_ca,change_sophomore_ca,change_junior_ca,change_senior_ca: increase, decrease,same; 

ask bag_price_direction: “of uniform items?’, choices bag_price_direction: increase, decrease, ask amount_bag_change: “By how much per 
cadet?’; 

ask personal_%: "By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.", ask contract_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal."; 
ask s_&_m_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”, ask contin_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”; ask 
equip_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”; ask personal_$: “On an annual basis, how much would you like to change 
personnel expenses?"; ask contract_$: “On an annual basis, how much would you like to change contractual expenses?’; ask s_é_m_$: “On 
an annual basis, how much would you like to change supplies & materials?”; ask contn_$: “On an annual basis, how much would you like 
to change continuous expenses?"; ask equip_$: “On an annual basis, how much would you like to change equipment purchases?’; 

ask which_expenses: “Choose as many as you like.’; choices which_expenses: personnel, contractual, supplies_& materials, continuous, 
equipment; 

ask personal_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease personnel expenses?’; ask contract_direction: “Would you like to increase 
or decrease contractual expenses?’,; ask s_&_m_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease supplies & matenals?’, ask 
contn_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease continuous expenses?”; ask equip_direction: “Would you like to increase or de- 
creas¢ equipment purchases?"; choices personal_directon,contract_direction,s_&_m_direction,contn_direction,equip_direction: increase, 
decrease; . 

ask personal_terms: “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?’; ask contract_terms: “Would you prefer to answer in 
percentage or in dollar terms?’, ask s_ & m_terms “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?"; ask contin_terms: 
“Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?"; ask equip_terms: “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar 
terms?"; choices personal_terms,contract_terms,s_&_m_terms,contin_terms,equip_terms: percentage, dollar, 

ask seg_drops: “Which market segments should be dropped?’; choices seg_drops: Public, Student_fac_staff, Interdepartmental, Music_Dept, 
State_related; 

plural: corps_exp_%, corps_rev_wiis, which_segments, which_expenses,which_bud_items,wages_wiis, plural:public_rev_wiis, 
s_f_s_rev_wiis, interdept_rev_wiis, music_rev_wtis,state_rev_wiis,seg_ drops; 

bkcolor = 1; 
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B.19 EXPGRAPH 

runtime; execute; 

actions 

color = 15 display “The system has just entered a new knowledge base and files must be” display “loaded and a decision made regarding 
which knowledge base to enter” display “next. You will be instructed when to continue.” display °° loadfacts tempdata 

find beg display find turmn_personal x = (exp_personal_c(12]) find personal_display find tum_contract x = (exp_contract_c(12]} find 
contract_display find taurn_s_&_m x = (exp_s_&_m_ce{12]) find s_&_m_display find tam_contin x = (exp_contin_c{12)) find contn_display 
find turn_uniforms x = (exp_ uniforms_c{12]) find uniforms_display find turn_total x = “(exp_! total_c{12) find total_display 

' Rules Block 

Rule show_beginning_display 

If beg_display = unknown 

Then beg display = found 
display °° 
display “Press any key to continue. ~° 
cls 
color = 11 
locate 2,20 display "BUDGET VERSUS ACTUAL EXPENSE GRAPHS’ locate 5,6 display “The following series of line graphs each 

display 2 lines. The first’ display “line represents the accumulated amount of each expense for each month,” display “given the budget. 
This is shown for the entire year. The second line’ display “represents the actual amount of accumulated expense to date. There is a” 
display “graph for each of the following:” locate 11,25 display “Personal expenses,” locate 12,25 display “Contractual expenses,” locate 
13,25 display “Supplies & materials,” locate 14,25 display “Continuous expenses,” locate 15,25 display “Uniform purchases, and” locate 
16,25 display “Total expenses” locate 19,25 display “Press any key to continue ~*; 

Rule begin_personal_display 

If personal_display = unknown and 
x < * 10000 Then personal_display = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain smaliax], 

Rule begin_personal_display 

If personal_display = unknown and 
x > 10000 and 
x < = 200000 Then personal_display = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain medax]; 

Rule begin_personal_display 

If personal_display = unknown and 
x > 200000 Then personal_display = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain largeax!; 

Rule begin_contract_display 

If contract_dispiay = unknown and 
x < = 10000 Then contract_display = found 
do_personal = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain smaliax!; 

Rule begin_contract_display 

If contract_display = unknown and 
x > 10000 and 
x <= 200000 Then contract_display = found 
do_personal = found 
savefacts tempdata 
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chain medax]!; 

Rule begin_contract_display 

If contract_display = unknown and 
x > 200000 Then contract_display = found 
do_personal = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain largeax!, 

Rule begin_s_&_m_display 

If s_&_m_display = unknown and 
x <= |]0000 Then s_ & m_ display = found 
do_contract = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain smailax!; 

Rule begin_s_&_m_display 

If s_& m_display = unknown and 
x > 10000 and 
x <= 200000 Then s_& m_display = found 
do_contract = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain medax!; 

Rule begin_s_& _m_display 

If s_ & m_display = unknown and 
x > 200000 Then s & m_ display = found 
do_contract = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain largeax]; 

Rule begin_contin_display 

if contin_display = unknown and 
x <= 10000 Then contin_display = found 
do_s_&_m = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain smallax2; 

Rule begin_contin_display 

If contin_display = unknown and 
x > 10000 and 
x <= 200000 Then contin_display = found 
do_S_&_m = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain medax2, 

Rule begin_contin_display 

If contin_display = unknown and 
x > 200000 Then contn_display = found 
do_s_&_m = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain largeax2, 

Rule begin_uniforms_display 

If uniforms_display = unknown and 
x < = 10000 Then uniforms_display = found 
do_contin = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain smallax2; 

Rule begin_uniforms_display 

If uniforms_display = unknown and 
x > 10000 and 
x <= 200000 Then uniforms_display = found 
do_contin = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain medax2; 

Rule begin_uniforms_display 

If uniforms_display = unknown and 
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x > 200000 Then uniforms_display = found 
do_contin = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain largeax2; 

Rule begin_total_display 

If total_display = unknown and 
x <= 10000 Then total_display = found 
do_uniforms = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain smaliax2; 

Rule begin_total_display 

If total_display = unknown and 
x > 10000 and 
x <= 200000 Then total_display = found 
do_uniforms = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain medax2; 

Rule begin_total_display 

If total_display = unknown and 
x > 200000 Then total_display = found 
do_uniforms = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain largeax2; 

Rule tum_around_personal_array 

If turn_personal = unknown 

Then turn_personal = found 

x=l 
y = 12 
whiletrue x <= 12 then 

exp_personal_c{x) = (exp_personally] 
x = (x+1) 

y=(y-)) 
end 

x=] 
y = (count_id} 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 

new_personal_c{x] = (new_personal(y) 
x = (x+1) 

y = (y- 2) 
end 

Rule turn_around_rest_of_exps 

If tumn_contract = unknown 

Then turn_contract = found 

x= 
y= 12 
whiletrue x < = 12 then 

exp_contract_c{x} = (exp_contract{y) 

exp_s_&_m_c{x] = (exp_s_&_mly]) 
exp_contn_c{x] = (exp_contafly) 
exp_uniforms_¢{x] = (exp_uniforms[y)) 

exp_total_c{x] = (exp_totally)) 

x = (x+1) 
y={y-) 

end 

x=] 
y = (count_it) 
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z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 

new_contract_c[x] = (new_contract{y]) 

new_s_&_m_c[x] = (new_s_& m[y) 
new_contin_c[x) = (new_contnly)) 
new_uniforms_ce{x} = (new_uniforms{y) 
new_total_c[x] = (new_totalfy) 

x = (x+1) 

y=(y-) 
end 

Rule turn_around_s_& m_array 

If turn_s_&_ m = unknown 

Then turn_s_&_m = found 

x= | 
y = 12 
whiletrue x < = |2 then 

exp_s_& _m_c{x] = (exp_s_&_mfy]) 
x = (x+1) 

y =(y-]) 
end 

x=] 
y = (count_it) 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
new_s_ & m_c{x} = (new_s_& mfy) 
x = (x+1) 

y = {y-1) 
end 

. ;} Rule turn_around_contin_array 

If turn_contin = unknown 

Then turn contin = found 

x= 1 

y= 12 
whiletrue x < = 12 then 

exp_contn_ce[x] = (exp_contin[y] 
x = (x+1) 

y = (y-1) 
end 

x= 1 
y = (count_it) 
Z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 

new_contin_¢c{x} = (new_contn[y) 
x = (x+1) 

y = (y- 1) 
end 

; Rule tum_around_uniforms_array 

If turn_uniforms = unknown 

Then tum_uniforms = found 

x= 1} 
y = 12 
whiletrue x < = 12 then 

exp_uniforms_c{x] = (exp_uniforms{y) 
x = (x+1) 

y = (y-1) 
end 

x= 1 
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y = (count_it) 
z = (count_i) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 

new_uniforms_c{x] = (new_uniforms{y) 

= ({x+1) 
y =(y-)) 

end; 

Rule tumn_around_total_array 

If turn_total = unknown 

Then turn_total = found 

ex <= 12 then 

total 7x) = (exp_total[y) 
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] 
{count_it} 
{count_it} 

whiletrue x < = (z) then 
new_total_c{x] = (new_total_costs{y) 

= (x+1) 
y =(y-)) 

end; 

w
o
u
d
 x 

y 
z 

‘statements block 

bkcolor = |, 

plural: new_personal_c,exp_personal_c,exp_personal; 
new_s_& m_¢,exp_s_& _m_c,exp_s_ & m; plural: 

new_contract_c,exp_contract_c,exp_contract; 
new_contn_c,exp_contin_c,exp_contn; 

new_uniforms_c,exp_uniforms_c,exp_uniforms, plural: new_total_c,exp_total_c,exp_total; 

plural: 
plural: 
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B.20 SMALLAX1 

runtime; execute; 

actions 

axis size = small color = 15 display “The system has just entered a new knowledge base and files must be” display “loaded. Once the files 
have loaded, the system will proceed directly’ display “into the graph.” display ° “ loadfacts tempdata z = (count_it + 1) whiletruez < = 
12 then 

new_personal_¢c{z} = unknown_dummy 
new_contract_c{z] = unknown_dummy 
new_s_& m_¢c{z] = unknown_dummy 

z= (z + lj) end 

find do_personal find do_contract find do_s_ & m; 

' Rules Block 

Rule begin_contract_display 

If do_contract = unknown 

Then do_contract = found 

gmode |4 
exntbutton2 = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

find aas_display 

giocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000’s’ 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J* 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A‘ 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S’ 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N° 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D’ 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay °J° 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F’ 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M* 
glocate 63,24 

gdisplay “A° 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M* 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J° 

gcolor 11 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_contract_c{]) 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_contract_cd{2) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_contract_c{3D 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_contract_c{4) 
find oct_bud 
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reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_contract_c{5]) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_contract_c{6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_contract_¢c{7]) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_contract_c{8) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_contract_c{9]) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
xl0 = (exp_contract_c{ 10) 
find april_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
xli = (exp_contract_e{11)} 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (exp_contract_c{12) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gceolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_contract_c{1) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_contract_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_contract_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_contract_c{4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_contract_c{5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_contract_c{6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_contract_c{7D) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_contract_c{8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_contract_¢[9}) 

find march_act 
reset march_act 
al0 = (new_contract_c{ 10) 
find apnl_act 
reset apnil_act 
all = (new_contract_c{! I) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_contract_ql2) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

geolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
laneto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
hineto 33,33 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 

lineto 69,181 
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moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 

lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

glocate 23,] 
gdisplay “Contractual Expenses’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget’ 

whiletrue evxctbutton2 = no then end 

reset ads_display 
tmode 
chain expgraph; 

Rule begin_personai_display 

If do_personal = unknown 

Then do_personal = found 

gmode 14 
exitbutton! = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 

lineto 600,180 

giocate 25,1 
gdisplay “Personal Expenses’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget” 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000’s” 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month’ 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J” 
giocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A* 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S’ 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N° 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D’ 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J” 
glocate $1,24 
gdisplay “F” 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M’” 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 69,24 
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gdisplay “M* 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay °J° 

find axis_display 

gceolor 11 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_personal_c{1]) 
find july_bud 

reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_personal_c{2) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_personal_c{3)) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_personal_c({4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_personai_ce[5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud - 
x6 = (exp_personal_c[6]) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_personal_c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_personal_c{8]) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_personal_c¢{9]) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (exp_personal_c¢{10D 
find apnl_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
xll = (exp_personal_¢c{11D 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (exp_personal_c{12]) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_personal_c{I) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 

a2 = (new_personal_¢{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug act 
a3 = (new_personal_c{3)) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_personal_c{4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_personal_c{5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_personal_c[6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_personal_c{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_personal_c{8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act , 
a9 = (new_personal_¢c{9) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
al0 = (new_personal_c¢{10) 
find april_act 
reset apnl_act 
all = (new_personal_c{11) 
find may_act 
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reset may_act 
al2 = (new_personal_c{12)) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 

lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,] 79 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179, 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 

lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 

lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exitbutton! = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode 
chain expgraph; 

Rule begin_s & m_display 

If do_s_ & m = unknown 

Then do_s_&_m = found 

gmode 14 
extbutton3 = no 

moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 24,1 
gdisplay “Supplies & Materials’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget” 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000’s* 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J’ 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A’ 
gilocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S° 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
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gdisplay “N° 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D” 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J” 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay °F* 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M" 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A* 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M” 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J” 

find axis_display 

geolor I} 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_s_&_m_c{I) 
find july_bud 

reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_s_&_m_c[2) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_s_&_m_c(3D 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_s_& m_c{4} 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_s_&_m_c{5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_s_&_m_c{6]} 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_s_& m_d7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_s_& m_c{8) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_s_& m_c{9) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
xlQ = (exp_s_&_m_c{l0p 
find april_bud 
reset apn!_bud 
xll = (exp_s_&_m_c{11) 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
xi2 = (exp_s_&_m_c{12) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_s_& m_c{1p 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_s_& _m_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_s_& m_c{3) 
find sept_act 
Teset sept_act 
a4 = (new_s_& m_ c{4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_s_&_m_c[5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_s_ & m 6p 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_s_& m_d7)D 
find jan_act 
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reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_s_& m_c({8]) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_s & m_c{(9) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
al0 = (new_s_& m_c{i0] 
find april_act 
reset april_act 
all = (new_s & m_c{}1) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_s_ & m_c{!2) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,1381 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto [63,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,18! 

moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lIineto 404,181 
moveto $52,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
hneto 501,181 

moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto §97,181 

whiletrue extbutton3 = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tnode 
chain expgraph; 

Rule aug_act_unknown_dummy 

If a2 = unknown_dummy 

Then aug act = found; 

Rule sept_act_unknown_dummy 

If a3 = unknown_dummy 

Then sept_act = found; 

Rute oct_act_unknown_dummy 

if a4 = unknown_dummy 

Then oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_unknown_dummy 
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If a5 = unknown_dummy 

Then nov_act = found; Rule dec_act_unknown_dummy 

If a6 = unknown_dummy 

Then dec_act = found; Rule jan_act_unknown_dummy 

If a7 = unknown_dummy 

Then jan_act = found; Rule feb_act_unknown_dummy 

If a8 = unknown_dummy 

Then feb_act = found; Rule march_act_unknown_dummy 

If a? = unknown_dummy 

Then march_act = found; Rule april_act_unknown_dummy 

If al0 = unknown_dummy 

Then april_act = found; Rule may_act_unknown_dummy 

If all = unknown_dummy 

Then may_act = found; 

Rute june_act_unknown_dummy 

If al2 = unknown_dummy 

Then june_act = found; 

Rule july bud If x1 = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If aas_size = small and 
x! > 0 and 
x1 <= 1000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,172 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = small and 
xl > 1000 and 

xi <= 2000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,156 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = small and 
xl > 2000 and 
xl < = 3000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,140 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = small and 
x} > 3000 and 
x1 < = 4000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,124 . 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis size = small and 
xl > 4000 and 
x1 < = 5000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,108 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = small and 
x! > 5000 and 
xl <= 6000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,92 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = small and 
x1 > 6000 and 
x] <= 7000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,77 
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july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = small] and 
xi > 7000 and 
x! <= 8000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,62 
july bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = small and 
x1 > 8000 and 
xl < = 9000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,45 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = small and 
xl > 9000 and 
xl <= 10000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,29 
July_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = small and 
xl > 10000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,20 
july_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_| If x2 = 0 Then lineto 114,180 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_2 If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 0 and 
x2 < = }000 Then lineto 114,172 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug bud_3 If axis_size = smal] and 
x2 > 1000 and 
x2 <= 2000 Then lineto 114,156 

aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_4 If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 2000 and 
x2 < = 3000 Then lineto 114,140 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_5 If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 3000 and 
x2 < = 4000 Then lineto 114,124 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_é If ads_size = small and 
x2 > 4000 and 
x2 < = $000 Then lineto 114,108 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_7? If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 5000 and 
x2 < = 6000 Then lineto 114,92 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_8 If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 6000 and 
x2 < = 7000 Then lineto 114,77 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug _bud_9 If aas_size = small and 
xz > 7000 and 
x2 < = 8000 Then lineto 114,62 
aug_bud = found 
reset aug_bud; 

Rule aug _bud_!0 If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 8000 and 
x2 < = 9000 Then lineto 114,45 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_!1 If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 9000 and 
x2 < = 10000 Then lineto 114,29 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_!2 If axis_size = small and 
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x2 > 10000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_1 If x3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_2 If axis_size = small and 
x3 > Oand 
x3 < = 1000 Then lineto 163,172 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_3 If axis_size = small and 
x3 > 1000 and 
x3 < = 2000 Then lineto 163,156 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_4 If axas_size = small and 
x3 > 2000 and 
x3 <= 3000 Then lineto 163,140 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_5 If axis_size = small and 
x3 > 3000 and 
x3 <= 4000 Then lineto 163,124 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_6 If axds_size = small and 
x3 > 4000 and 
x3 < = 5000 Then lineto 163,108 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_? If axis_size = small and 
x3 > $000 and 
x3 < = 6000 Then lineto 163,92 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_8 If ans_size = smail and 
x3 > 6000 and 
x3 < = 7000 Then lineto 163,77 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_9 

If axs_size = small and 
x3 > 7000 and 
x3 < = 8000 Then lineto 163,62 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_10 

If aas_size = small and 
x3 > 8000 and 
x3 < = 9000 Then lineto 163,45 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_!! 

If axis_size = small and 
x3 > 9000 and 
x3 < = 10000 Then lineto 163,29 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_12 

If axis_size = smal] and 
x3 > 10000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_oud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_! 

If x4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_oud_2 

If axis size = smail and 
x4 > 0 and 
x4 <= 1000 Then lineto 212,172 
oct_bud = found; 
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Rule oct_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 1000 and 
x4 <= 2000 Then lineto 212,156 
oct_bud = found, 

Rule oct_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 2000 and 
x4 <= 3000 Then lineto 212,140 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_5 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 3000 and 
x4 <= 4000 Then lineto 212,124 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_6 

If axis_size = smal! and 
x4 > 4000 and 
x4 <= 5000 Then lineto 212,108 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_7 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 5000 and 
x4 < = 6000 Then lineto 212,92 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_8 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 6000 and 
x4 < = 7000 Then lineto 212,77 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_9 

If axis size = small and 
x4 > 7000 and 
x4 < = 8000 Then lineto 212,62 
oct_bud = found, 

Rule oct_bud_10 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 8000 and 
x4 < = 9000 Then lineto 212,45 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_!1 

If aas_size = small and 
x4 > 9000 and 
x4 <= 10000 Then lineto 212,29 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_12 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 10000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_! 

If x5 = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > Oand 
x5 < = 1000 Then lineto 260,172 
nov_bud = found; 
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Rule nov_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 1000 and 
x5 < = 2000 Then lineto 260,156 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 2000 and 
x5 < = 3000 Then lineto 260,140 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_5 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 3000 and 
x5 <= 4000 Then lineto 260,124 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_6 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 4000 and 
x5 <= $000 Then lineto 260,108 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_? 

If acds_size = small and 
x5 > 5000 and 
x5 < = 6000 Then lineto 260,92 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_8 

If ads size = small and 
x5 > 6000 and 
x5 < = 7000 Then lineto 260,77 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_9 

If axis_size = small! and 
x5 > 7000 and 
x5 < = 8000 Then lineto 260,62 
nov_bud = found, 

Rule nov_bud_10 

If axis_size = smali and 
x5 > 8000 and 
x5 < = 9000 Then lineto 260,45 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_ii 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 9000 and 
x5 < = 10000 Then lineto 260,29 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_12 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 10000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_! 

If x6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > O and 

x6 <= 1000 Then lineto 308,172 
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dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_3 

If axis_stze = small and 
x6 > 1000 and . 
x6 <= 2000 Then lineto 308,156 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 2000 and 
x6 < = 3000 Then lineto 308,140 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_5 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 3000 and 
x6 < = 4000 Then lineto 308,124 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_6 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 4000 and 
x6 <= 5000 Then lineto 308,108 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_7 

If axis size = small and 
x6 > 5000 and 
x6 < = 6000 Then lineto 308,92 
dec_bud = found, 

Rule dec_bud_8 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 6000 and . 
x6 < = 7000 Then lineto 308,77 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_9 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 7000 and 
x6 <= 8000 Then lineto 308,62 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_10 

If axis size = small and 
x6 > 8000 and 
x6 <= 9000 Then lineto 308,45 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_!1 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 9000 and 
x6 < = 10000 Then lineto 308,29 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_12 

lf axis_size = small and 
x6 > 10000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_! 

If x7 = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > O and 
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x7 <= 1000 Then lineto 357,172 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > 1000 and 

x7 <= 2000 Then lineto 357,156 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_4 

If axis_size = smail and 
x7 > 2000 and 
x7 < = 3000 Then lineto 357,140 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_5 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > 3000 and 
x7 < = 4000 Then lineto 357,124 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_6 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > 4000 and 
x? <= 5000 Then lineto 357,108 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_7 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > 5000 and 
x7 <= 6000 Then lineto 357,92 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_8 

If axis size = small and 
x7 > 6000 and 
x7? < = 7000 Then lineto 357,77 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_9 

If axis_size = smal! and 
x7 > 7000 and 
x7 < = 8000 Then lineto 357,62 
Jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_10 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > 8000 and 

x7 < = 9000 Then lineto 357,45 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_l! 

If axis_size = smail and 
x7? > 9000 and 
x7 <= 10000 Then lineto 357,29 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_!2 

if axis_size = small and 
x7 > 10000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_! 

If x8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
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x8 > 0 and 
x8 <= 1000 Then lineto 404,172 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 1000 and 
x8 <= 2000 Then lineto 404,156 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 2000 and 
x8 <= 3000 Then lineto 404,140 
feb_bud = found, 

Rule feb_bud_5 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 3000 and 
x8 < = 4000 Then lineto 404,124 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_6 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 4000 and 
x8 < = 5000 Then lineto 404,108 
feb_bud = found, 

Rule feb_bud_7 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 5000 and 
x8 <= 6000 Then lineto 404,92 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_8 

If axds_size = small and 
x8 > 6000 and 
x8 <= 7000 Then lineto 404,77 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_9 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 7000 and 
x8 < = 8000 Then lineto 404,62 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_!0 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 8000 and 
x8 < = 9000 Then lineto 404,45 
feb_bud = found, 

Rule feb_bud_1!1 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 9000 and 
x8 <= 10000 Then lineto 404,29 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_12 

If axis_size = smal] and 
x8 > 10000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_! 

If x9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_2 
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If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 0 and 
x9 <= 1000 Then lineto 452,172 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 1000 and 
x9 < = 2000 Then lineto 452,156 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 2000 and 
x9 <= 3000 Then lineto 452,140 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_5 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 3000 and 
x9 < = 4000 Then lineto 452,124 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_6 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 4000 and 
x9 < = 5000 Then lineto 452,108 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_7 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 5000 and 
x9 < = 6000 Then lineto 452,92 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_8 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 6000 and 
x9 <= 7000 Then lineto 452,77 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_9 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 7000 and 
x9 < = 8000 Then lineto 452,62 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_]0 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 8000 and 
x9 <= 9000 Then lineto 452,45 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_Il 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 9000 and 
x9 < = 10000 Then lineto 452,29 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_!2 

If axis_size = smal! and 
x9 > 10000 Then lineto 452,20 
march bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_! 

If x10 = 0 Then lineto 501,180 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_2 
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If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 0 and 
x10 <= 1000 Then lineto 501,172 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule aprit_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 1000 and 
x10 <= 2000 Then lineto 501,156 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 2000 and 
x10 < = 3000 Then lineto 501,140 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule apnl_bud_5 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 3000 and 
x10 <= 4000 Then lineto 501,124 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule apnil_bud_6 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 4000 and 
x10 <= 5000 Then Lineto 501,108 
april_bud = found; 

Rule apni_bud_7 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > $000 and 
x10 < = 6000 Then lineto 501,92 
apnil_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_8 

If aas_size = small and 
x10 > 6000 and 
x10 <= 7000 Then lineto 501,77 
apnil_bud = found; 

Rule apri]_bud_9 

If axis_size = smal? and 
x10 > 7000 and 
x10 < = 8000 Then lineto 501,62 
apni_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_10 

If axis_size * small and 
x10 > 8000 and 
x10 <= 9000 Then lineto 501,45 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule apnil_bud_11 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 9000 and 
x10 < = 10000 Then lineto 501,29 
apnil_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_!2 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 10000 Then lineto 501,20 
apnl_bud = found 
reset apnl_bud; 

Rule may_bud_1 

If xll = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_bud = found; 
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Rule may_bud_2 

If axis_size = smail and 
xl] > O and 
x11 <= 1000 Then lineto 549,172 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
xl} > 1000 and 
x11 <= 2000 Then lineto 549,156 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
xll > 2000 and 
xI1 < = 3000 Then lineto 549,140 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_5 

If axis_size = small and 
x1] > 3000 and 
xi] <= 4000 Then lineto 549,124 
may_bud = found, 

Rule may_bud_6 

If axis_size = small and 
xii > 4000 and 
xl1 <= 5000 Then lineto 549,108 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_7 

If ads_size ~ smail and 
x11 > 5000 and 
x11 <= 6000 Then lineto 549,92 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_8 

If axis_size = small and 
xll > 6000 and 
xi} <= 7000 Then lineto 549,77 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_9 

If axis_size = small and 
x1 > 7000 and 
xi} < = 8000 Then lineto 549,62 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_10 

If axis_size = small and 
xli > 8000 and 
xt] < = 9000 Then lineto 549,45 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_I1 

If axis_size = small and 
x1} > 9000 and 
x11 < = 10000 Then lineto 549,29 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_!2 

If axis_size = small? and 
xl 1 > 10000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_! 

If xi2 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
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june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
x12 > 0 and 
x12 <= 1000 Then lineto 597,172 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
x32 > 1000 and 
x12 < = 2000 Then lineto 597,156 
june_bud = found, 

Rule june_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
x12 > 2000 and 
x12 <= 3000 Then lineto 597,140 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_5 

If axis_size = small and 
x12 > 3000 and 
x12 <= 4000 Then lineto 597,124 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_6 

If axis_size = small and 
xl2 > 4000 and 
x12 < = 5000 Then lineto 597,108 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_7 

If axis_size = small and 
x12 > 5000 and 
x12 < = 6000 Then lineto 597,92 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_8 

If axis_size = small and 
x12 > 6000 and 
x12 < = 7000 Then lineto 597,77 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_9 

If axis_size = small and 
x12 > 7000 and 
x12 < = 8000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_10 

If axis size = small and 
x12 > 8000 and 
x12 < = 9000 Then lineto 597,45 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_11 

If axds_size = small and 
x12 > 9000 and 
x12 <= 10000 Then lineto 597,29 
June_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_12 

If axis_size = small and 
xl2 > 10000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_bud = found; 

Rule july_act If al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
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lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = small and 
al > 0 and 
al <= 1000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,171 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = small and 
al > 1000 and 
al <= 2000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,155 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = smal] and 
al > 2000 and 
al <= 3000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,140 

july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = small and 
al > 3000 and 
al <= 4000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,124 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If aas_aze = small and 
al > 4000 and 
al < = 5000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,108 
July_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = smal] and 
al > 5000 and 
al <= 6000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,92 : 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = small! and 
al > 6000 and 
al < = 7000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,77 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = small and 
al > 7000 and 
al < = 8000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,62 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = small and 
al > 8000 and 
al < = 9000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,45 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis size = small and 
al > 9000 and 
al < = 10000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,29 

july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If al > 10000 Then locate 30,130 
lineto 69,20 
July_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_! If a2 = 0 Then lineto 114,179 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_2 If aas_size = smal! and 
a2 > Q and 
a2 < = 1000 Then lineto 114,171 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug act_3 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 1000 and 
a2 <= 2000 Then lineto 114,155 
aug_act = found; 
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Rule aug_act_4 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 2000 and 
a2 < = 3000 Then lineto 114,139 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_5 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 3000 and 
a2 <= 4000 Then lineto 114,123 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_6 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 4000 and 
a2 < = 5000 Then lineto 114,107 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_7 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 5000 and 
a2 < = 6000 Then lineto 114,91 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_8 If axis size = small and 
a2 > 6000 and 
a2 <= 7000 Then lineto 114,75 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_9 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 7000 and 
a2 < = 8000 Then lineto (14,61 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_10 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 8000 and 
a2 < = 9000 Then lineto 114,44 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_!| If axis_size = small and 
az > 9000 and 
a2 < = 10000 Then lineto 114,28 
aug act = found; 

Rule aug_act_12 lf axis_size = small and 
a2 > 10000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug act = found; 

Rule sept_act_! If a3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_act = found, 

Rute sept_act_2 If axis_size = small and 
a3 > O and 
a3 < = 1000 Then lineto 163,171 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_3 If axis size = smal! and 
a3 > 1000 and 
a3 < = 2000 Then lineto 163,155 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_4 If ads size = small and 
a3 > 2000 and 
a3 <= 3000 Then lineto 163,139 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_5 If axis size = smal] and 
a3 > 3000 and 
a3 < = 4000 Then lineto 163,123 
sept_act = found, 

Rule sept_act_6 If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 4000 and 
a3 < = 5000 Then lineto 163,107 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_7 If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 5000 and 
a3 <= 6000 Then lineto 163,91 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_8 If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 6000 and 
a3 <= 7000 Then lineto 163,76 
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sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 7000 and 
a3 < = 8000 Then lineto 163,61 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_10 

If axis_size = smail and 
a3 > 8000 and 
a3 < = 9000 Then lineto 163,44 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_11 

If axis size = small and 
a3 > 9000 and 
a3 < = 10000 Then lineto 163,28 
 sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_!2 

If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 10000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_! 

If a4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > Q and 
a4 <= 1000 Then lineto 212,171 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_3 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 1000 and 
a4 <= 2000 Then lineto 212,155 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_4 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 2000 and 
a4 < = 3000 Then lineto 212,139 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_5 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 3000 and 
a4 <= 4000 Then lineto 212,123 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_6 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 4000 and 
a4 < = 5000 Then lineto 212,107 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_? 

If axis_size = small and 
a¢ > 5000 and 
a4 <= 6000 Then lineto 212,91 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_8 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 6000 and 
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a4 <= 7000 Then lineto 212,76 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 7000 and 
a4 <= 8000 Then lineto 212,61 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_10 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 8000 and 
a4 < = 9000 Then lineto 212,44 
oct_act = found, 

Rule oct_act_!1 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 9000 and 
a4 <= [0000 Then lineto 212,28 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_12 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 10000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_! 

If a5 = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
a5 > 0 and 
a5 <= 1000 Then lineto 260,171 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_3 

If aas_size = small and 
a5 > 1000 and 
a5 < = 2000 Then lineto 260,155 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_4 

If aas_size = small and 
a5 > 2000 and 
aS < = 3000 Then lineto 260,139 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_5 

If axis_size = small and 
a5 > 3000 and 
aS <= 4000 Then lineto 260,123 
nov_act = found; 

Rute nov_act_6 

If axis_size = small and 
a5 > 4000 and 
a5 <= 5000 Then lineto 260,107 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_7 

If anis_size = small and 
a5 > 5000 and 
a5 < = 6000 Then lineto 260,91 
nov_act = found ; 

Rule nov_act_8 

If axis_size = small and 
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a5 > 6000 and 
a5 <= 7000 Then lineto 260,76 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
a5 > 7000 and 
a5 <= 8000 Then lineto 260,61 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_!0 

If axis_size = small and 
aS > 8000 and 
aS <= 9000 Then lineto 260,44 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_!1 

If axis_size = small and 
a5 > 9000 and 
a5 <= 10000 Then lineto 260,28 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_12 

If axis_size = smal! and 
a5 > 10000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_! 

If aS = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_2 

If axis_size ™ small and 
a6 > QO and 
a6 <= 1000 Then lineto 308,171 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_3 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 1000 and 
a6 < = 2000 Then lineto 308,155 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_4 

If axs_size = small and 
a6 > 2000 and 
a6 < = 3000 Then lineto 308,139 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_5 

If aas_size = small and 
a6 > 3000 and 
a6 < = 4000 Then lineto 308,123 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_6 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 4000 and 
a6 < = 5000 Then lineto 308,107 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_7 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 5000 and 
a6 < = 6000 Then lineto 308,91! 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_8 
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If aas_size = small and 
a6 > 6000 and 
a6 < = 7000 Then lineto 308,76 
dec_act = found, 

Rule dec_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 7000 and 
a6 <= 8000 Then lineto 308,61 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_10 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 8000 and 
a6 <= 9000 Then lineto 308,44 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_!] 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 9000 and 
a6 <= 10000 Then lineto 308,28 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_12 

lf axis_size = small and 
a6 > 10000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_act = found, 

Rule jan_act_! 

If a7 = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
a? > O and 
a7 <= 1000 Then lineto 357,171 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_3 

lf axis_size = small and 
a7 > 1000 and 

a7 <= 2000 Then lineto 357,155 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_4 

If axis_size = small and 
a? > 2000 and 
a7 <= 3000 Then lineto 357,139 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_5 

If axis_size = small and 
a7? > 3000 and 
a7 <= 4000 Then lineto 357,123 
Jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_6 

If aas_size = small and 
a7 > 4000 and 
a7 < = 5000 Then lineto 357,107 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_7 

If axis_size = small and 
a7 > $000 and 
a7 <= 6000 Then lineto 357,91 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_8 
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If axis_size = small and 
a7 > 6000 and 
a7 <= 7000 Then lineto 357,76 
jan_act = found , 

Rule jan_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
a7? > 7000 and 

a7 < = 8000 Then lineto 357,61 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_10 

If axis_size = small and 
a? > 8000 and 
a7 < = 9000 Then lineto 357,44 
jan_act = found =; 

Rute jan_act_}] 

If axis_size = small and 
a7 > 9000 and 
a? <= 10000 Then lineto 357,28 
jan_act = found ; 

Rule jan_act_12 

If axis_size = small and 
a7? > 10000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_act = found) ; 

Rule feb_act_! 

If a8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
a8 > 0 and 
a8 < = 1000 Then lineto 404,171 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_3 

If axis_size = small and 
a8 > 1000 and 
a8 < = 2000 Then lineto 404,155 
feb_act = found =; 

Rule feb_act_4 

If axis size = small and 
a8 > 2000 and 
a8 <= 3000 Then lineto 404,139 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_5 

If axis_size = small and 
a8 > 3000 and 
a8 < = 4000 Then lineto 404,123 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_6 

If axis size = small and 
a& > 4000 and 
a8 < = 5000 Then lineto 404,107 
feb_act = found =; 

Rule feb_act_7 _ 

If axis_size = small and 
a8 > 5000 and 
a8 < = 6000 Then lineto 404,91 
feb_act = found; 
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Rule feb_act_8 

If axis_size = small and 
a8 > 6000 and 

a8 <= 7000 Then lineto 404,76 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_9 

If axis_size = smal] and 
a& > 7000 and 
a& < = 8000 Then lineto 404,61 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_10 

If axis_size = smail and 
a8 > 8000 and 
a8 <= 9000 Then lineto 404,44 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_1] 

If axis_size = small and 
a8 > 9000 and 
a& < = 10000 Then lineto 404,28 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_l2 

If axis size = small and 
a8 > 10000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_act = found § ; 

Rule march_act_1 

If a9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 0 and 
a9 <= 1000 Then Jineto 452,171 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_3 

If axas_size = small and 
a9 > 1000 and 
a9 <= 2000 Then lineto 452,155 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_4 

If as_size = small and 
a9 > 2000 and 
a9 <= 3000 Then lineto 452,139 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_5 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 3000 and 
a9 < = 4000 Then lineto 452,123 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_6 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 4000 and 
a3 < = 5000 Then lineto 452,107 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_7 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > $000 and 
a9 < = 6000 Then lineto 452,91 
march_act = found; 
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Rule march_act_8 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 6000 and 
a9 <= 7000 Then lineto 452,76 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 7000 and 
a9 <= 8000 Then lineto 452,61 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_!0 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 8000 and 
a9 <= 9000 Then lineto 452,44 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_!1 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 9000 and 
a9 <= 10000 Then lineto 452,28 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_i2 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 10000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_act = found, 

Rule april_act_! 

If al0 = 0 Then lineto 501,180 
apni_act = found § ; 

Rule april_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
alO > 0 and 
alO <= 1000 Then lineto 501,171 
april_act = found; 

Rule april_act_3 

If axis size = small and 
al0 > 1000 and 
alO < = 2000 Then fineto 501,155 
april_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_4 

If axis_size = smail and 
alQ > 2000 and 
al0 < = 3000 Then lineto 501,139 
apni_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_5 

If axis_size = small and 
alO > 3000 and 
alQ <= 4000 Then lineto 501,123 
april_act = found) ; 

Rule april_act_6 

If axis_size = small and 
al0 > 4000 and 
alO < = 5000 Then lineto 501,107 
apni_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_7 

If axis size = small and 
ald > 5000 and 
alO < = 6000 Then lineto 501,91! 
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april_act = found); 

Rute april_act_8 

If axas_size = small and 
al0 > 6000 and 
al0 < = 7000 Then lineto 501,76 
april_act = found ; 

Rule apnil_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
al0 > 7000 and 
alO < = 8000 Then lineto 501,61 
apni_act = found; 

Rule april_act_10 

If axis_size = small and 
alO > 8000 and 
alO <= 9000 Then lineto 501,44 
apnil_act = found =; 

Rule apnil_act_il 

If axis_ze = small and 
alQ > 9000 and 
alO <= 10000 Then lineto 501,28 
apnil_act = found ; 

Rute aprit_act_12 

If axis_size = small and 
alO0 > 10000 Then lineto 501,20 
april_act = found =; 

Rule may_act_| 

If all = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_2 

If aas_size = small and 
all > O and 
all <= 1000 Then lineto 549,171 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_3 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 1000 and 
all < = 2000 Then lineto 549,155 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_4 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 2000 and 
all < = 3000 Then lineto 549,139 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_5 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 3000 and 
all < = 4000 Then lineto 549,123 
may_act = found ,; 

Rule may_act_6 

If was_size = small and 
all > 4000 and 
all < = 5000 Then lineto 549,107 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_? 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 5000 and 
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all < = 6000 Then lineto 549,91 
may_act = found, 

Rule may_act_8 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 6000 and 
all < = 7000 Then lineto 549,76 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 7000 and 
all < = 8000 Then lineto 549,61 
may_act = found ,; 

Rule may_act_10 

If ais_size = small and 
all > 8000 and 

all < = 9000 Then lineto 549,44 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_11 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 9000 and 
all <= 10000 Then lineto 549,28 
may_act = found  ; 

Rule may_act_12 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 10000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_! 

If al2 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 0 and 
al2 <= 1000 Then lineto 597,171 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_3 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 1000 and 
al2 <= 2000 Then lineto 597,155 
june_act = found ; 

Role june_act_4 

If axis_size = small and 
ai2 > 2000 and 
al2 < = 3000 Then lineto 597,139 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_5 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 3000 and 
al2 < = 4000 Then lineto 597,123 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_6 

If axis size = small and 
al2 > 4000 and 
al2 < = $000 Then lineto 597,107 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_7 , 

If axis size = small and 
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al2 > S000 and 
al2 < = 6000 Then lineto 597,91 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_8 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 6000 and 
al2 < = 7000 Then lineto 597,76 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 7000 and 
al2 <= 8000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_10 

If axis_size = smal] and 
al2 > 8000 and 
al2 < = 9000 Then lineto 597,44 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_1] 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 9000 and 
al2 < = 10000 Then lineto 597,28 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_!2 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 10000 Then lineto 597,20 
June_act = found; 

Rule july_act If al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule axis_size_small 

If axis_display = unknown 

Then axis display = found 
glocate 2,3 
gdisplay °10° 
glocate 3,7 
gdisplay “8° 
glocate 3,11 
gdisplay °6” 
glocate 3,15 
gdisplay °4” 
glocate 3,19 
gdisplay °2°; 

Rule tum_around_personal_array 

If turn_personal = unknown 

Then turn_personal = found 

x=! 
y= 12 
whiletrue x <= [2 then 

exp_personal_c{x] = (exp_personal[y]} 
x = (x+1) 

y =(y-}) 
end 

x= 1 
y = (count_it} 

z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 

new_personal_c{x] = (new_personal[y) 
xX = (x+1) 
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y=(y-l) 
end 

statements block 

bkcolor = 1; 

Ibutton exitbuttonl: 10,2,14,l4,eqdt, Ibutton extbutton2 10,2,14,[4,exit, [button extbutton3: (0,2,14,14,exit, Ibutton exatbuttond: 
10,2,14,14,exit; Ibutton exitbuttonS: 10,2,14,14,exit, [button exitbuttoné: 10,2,14,]4,exb 

plural: new_personal_c,exp_personal_c,exp_personal; 
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B.21 SMALLAX2 

runtime; execute; 

actions 

axis_size = large color = 15 display “The system has just entered a new knowledge base and files must be” display “loaded. Once the files 
have loaded, the system will proceed directly” display “into the graph.° 

loadfacts tempdata z = (count_it + 1) whiletruez < = 12 then 
new_contin_c[z} = unknown_dummy 
new_uniforms_c{z] = unknown_dummy 
new_total_c{[z] = unknown_dummy 
z= (z + 1) end 

find de_contn find do_uniforms find do_total_costs 

! Rules Block 

Rule begin_contin_display 

If do_contn = unknown 

Then do_contin = found 

gmode 14 
extbuttond = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 25,1! 
gdisplay “Continuous Charges’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget” 

giocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000’s* 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month’ 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J” 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A’ 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S’ 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O" 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay °N” 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D’ 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J’ 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F* 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay °M° 
glocate 63,2 
gdisplay “A* 
giocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M° 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J° 

find aas_display 

gcolor 11 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_contin_d 1) 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_contin_e{2) 
find aug bud 
reset aug bud 
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x3 = (exp_contin_c{3]) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_contin_c{4])) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_contin_c{5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_contin_c{6]) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_contin_c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_contin_c{8) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_contn_¢c(9}) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (exp_contin_c{10) 
find april_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
x1] = (exp_contin_c{11D 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (exp_contn_c{]2) _ 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_contin_e{1D 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_contin_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_contin_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
ad = (new_contin_c{4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_contin_c{5] 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_contin_c{[6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_contin_¢c{7) 
find jan_act 
reset Jan_act 
a8 = (new_contin_c{8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_contin_c(9) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_contin_c{10p) 
find apni_act 
reset apni_act 
all = (new_contn_c{!!) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_contin_c{12) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
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moveto 27,147 
Iineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 

lineto 163,181 
moveto 2]2,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 

lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 

moveto 501,179 
lineto $01,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
Jineto 597,181 

whiletrue exitbutton4 = no then end 

reset axs_display 
tmode 
chain expgraph; 

Rule begin_uniforms_display 

If do_uniforms = unknown 

Then do_uniforms = found 

gmode 14 
exitbutton5 = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 25,] 
gdisplay “Uniform Purchases’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual’ 
giocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget” 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000’s” 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J“ 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A’ 
glocate 21,24 ’ 
gdisplay “S’ 
giocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O°” 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N° 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay "D* 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J* 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F” 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay "M*° 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A° 
glocate 69,24 
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gdisplay “M” 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J" 

find axis_display 

gcolor [1] 
moveto 30,180 
x! = (exp_uniforms_c{1) 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_uniforms_c[2]} 
find aug_bud 
reset aug bud 
x3 = (exp_uniforms_¢c{3D 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_uniforms_c[$) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_uniforms_c¢[5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_uniforms_c{6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_umiforms_¢c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_uniforms_c{8]) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_uniforms_c{9) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (exp_uniforms_c{10) 
find apnl_bud 
reset apnil_bud 
x11 = (exp_uniforms_c{11D 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
xi2 = (exp_uniforms_c{12) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_uniforms_c{1) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 

a2 = (new_uniforms_¢c{2} 
find aug_act 
reset aug act 
a3 = (new_uniforms_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_uniforms_c{4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
aS = (new_uniforms_c{5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_uniforms_c{6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_uniforms_d7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 

a8 = (new_uniforms_c{8D 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_uniforms_c{9) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
al0 = (new_uniforms_c{10) 
find apnl_act 
reset apni_act 
all = (new_uniforms_¢{11) 
find may_act 
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reset may_act 
al2 = (new_uniforms_c[12] 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,5] 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 

lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,] 79 
lineto 69,181 

moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 

lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 

lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 

lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 

moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto $97,181 

whiletrue extbuttonS = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode 
chain expgraph; 

Rule begin_total_costs_display 

If do_total_costs = unknown 

Then do_total_costs = found 

gmode 14 
eatbutton6 = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 26,1 
gdisplay “Total Expenses’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual” 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget" 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000’s’ 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J* - 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S* 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O°



glocate 33,24 
gdisplay °N’ 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D° 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J” 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay °F* 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M* 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M” 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J° 

find axis_display 

gceolor Il 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_total_ce{1) 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_total_c{2}) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_total_c{3]) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_total_c{4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_total_c{5} 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_total_c(6f) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_total_c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_total_c{[8) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_total_c{9) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (exp_total_c{10] 
find apnl_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
xt = (exp_total_e{11) 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
xl2 = (exp_total_c{]2) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_total_c{1) 
find july_act 
reset july act 
a2 = (new_total_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_total_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_total_c{4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_total_c{5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_total_c{6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_total_e{7) 
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find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a& = (new_total_c[8]} 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_total_c[9) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_total_c{10) 
find april_act 
reset april_act 
all = (new_total_c{Eip 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_total_c{12) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor I4 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 

moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,5] 
moveto 27,83 

lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 

lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 1[4,179 
lineto 114,18! 

moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,18] 
moveto 212,179 

lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 

moveto 452,179 
Jineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 

lineto 549,181 

moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exitbuttoné = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode 
savefacts tempdata 
chain graph]; 

Rule aug_act_unknown_dummy 

If a2 = unknown_dummy 

Then aug _act = found; 

Rule sept_act_unknown_dummy 

If a3 = unknown_dummy 

Then sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_unknown_dummy 

If a4 = unknown_dummy 

Then oct_act = found; 
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Rule nov_act_unknown_dummy 

If aS = unknown_dummy 

Then nov_act = found; Rule dec_act_unknown_dummy 

If a6 = unknown_dummy 

Then dec_act = found; Rule jan_act_unknown_dummy 

If a7 = unknown_dummy 

Then jan_act = found, Rule feb_act_unknown_dummy 

If a8 = unknown_dummy 

Then feb_act = found; Rule march_act_unknown_dummy 

If a9 = unknown_dummy 

Then march_act = found; Rule april_act_unknown_dummy 

if al0 = unknown_dummy 

Then april_act = found; Rule may_act_unknown_dummy 

If all = unknown_dummy 

Then may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_unknown_dummy 

If al2 = unknown_dummy 

Then june_act = found; 

Rule july_bud If x1 = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis size = large and 
xl > 0 and 
xl <= 35000 Then locate 30,!80 
lineto 69,172 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
x1 > 35000 and 
xl < = 70000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,156 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_uze = large and 
xt > 70000 and 
xl <= [05000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,140 
july_bud = found, 

Rule july_bud If axis size = large and 
xt > 105000 and 
xt <= [40000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,124 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If aas_size = large and 
xl > 140000 and 
xl <= 175000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,108 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axs_size = large and 
xl > 175000 and 
xl <= 210000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,92 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
xl > 210000 and 
xl < = 245000 Then locate 30,180 
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lineto 69,77 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axds_size = large and 
xl > 245000 and 
x1 <= 280000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,62 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
xl > 280000 and 
x1 <= 315000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,45 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
xl > 315000 and 
x1 < = 350000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,29 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axs_size = large and 
x1 > 350000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,20 
july_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_l If x2 = 0 Then lineto 114,180 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug bud_2 If axis size = large and 
x2 > O and 
x2 <= 35000 Then lineto [14,172 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug _bud_3 If axis size = large and 
x2 > 35000 and 
x2 <= 70000 Then lineto 114,156 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_4 If axis size = large and 
x2 > 70000 and 
x2 < = 105000 Then lineto 114,140 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_5 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 105000 and 

x2 <= 140000 Then lineto 114,124 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug bud_6 If axis size = large and 
x2 > 140000 and 
x2 < = 175000 Then lineto 114,108 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_7 If aas_size = large and 
x2 > 175000 and 
x2 < = 210000 Then fineto 114,92 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_8 If axs_size = large and 
x2 > 210000 and 
x2 < = 245000 Then lineto 114,77 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_9 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 245000 and 
x2 < = 280000 Then lineto 114,62 
aug bud = found 
reset aug bud; 

Rule aug_bud_i0 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 280000 and 
x2 < = 315000 Then lineto 114,45 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_!1 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 315000 and . 
x2 <= 350000 Then lineto 114,29 
aug_bud = found; 
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Rule aug_bud_12 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 350000 Then Jineto 114,20 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_! If x3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_bud = found; : 

Rule sept_bud_2 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 0 and 
x3 < = 35000 Then lineto 163,172 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_3 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 35000 and 
x3 < = 70000 Then lineto 163,156 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_4 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 70000 and 
x3 < = 105000 Then lineto 163,140 
sept_bud = found, 

Rule sept_bud_5 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 105000 and 
x3 < = 140000 Then lineto 163,124 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_6 If axis size = large and 
x3 > 140000 and 
x3 <= 175000 Then lineto 163,108 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_7 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 175000 and 
x3 < = 210000 Then lineto 163,92 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_8 if axis size = large and 
x3 > 210000 and 
x3 < = 245000 Then lineto 163,77 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 245000 and 
x3 < = 280000 Then lineto 163,62 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_10 

If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 280000 and 
x3 < = 3)5000 Then lineto 163,45 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_11 

If ans_size = large and 
x3 > 315000 and 
x3 < = 350000 Then lineto 163,29 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_!2 

If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 350000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_! 

If x4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > O and 
x4 < = 35000 Then lineto 212,172 
oct_bud = found; 
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Rule oct_bud_3 

If aas_size = large and 
x4 > 35000 and 
x4 <= 70000 Then lineto 212,156 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 70000 and 
x4 <= 105000 Then lineto 212,140 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_5 

If axis_size = jarge and 
x4 > 105000 and 
x4 <= 140000 Then lineto 212,124 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 140000 and 
x4 < = 175000 Then lineto 212,108 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 175000 and 
x4 < = 210000 Then lineto 2] 2,92 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_8 

If aas_size = large and 
x4 > 210000 and 
x4 < = 245000 Then lineto 212,77 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_9 

If ans size = large and 
x4 > 245000 and 
x4 < = 280000 Then lineto 212,62 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_10 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 280000 and 
x4 < = 315000 Then lineto 212,45 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_!] 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 315000 and 
x4 < = 350000 Then lineto 212,29 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 350000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_] 

If x5 = 0 Then Jineto 260,180 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 0 and 
x5 < = 35000 Then lineto 260,172 
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nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 35000 and 
x5 <= 70000 Then lineto 260,156 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_4 

If aas_size = large and 
x5 > 70000 and 
x5 <= 105000 Then lineto 260,140 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 105000 and 
x5 <= 140000 Then lineto 260,124 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_6 

If aas_ze = large and 
x5 > 140000 and 
x5 <= $75000 Then lineto 260,108 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 175000 and 
x5 < = 210000 Then lineto 260,92 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 210000 and 
x5 < = 285600 Then lineto 260,77 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 245000 and 
x5 < = 280000 Then lineto 260,62 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_10 

If ams_size = large and 
x5 > 280000 and 
x5 < = 315000 Then lineto 260,45 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_!1 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 315000 and 
x5 <= 350000 Then lineto 260,29 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_!2 

If axis size = large and 
x5 > 350000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_! 

If x6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 0 and 
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x6 < = 35000 Then lineto 308,172 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 35000 and 
x6 <= 70000 Then lineto 308,156 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 70000 and 
x6 < = 105000 Then lineto 308,140 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 105000 and 
x6 <= 140000 Then lineto 308,124 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 140000 and 
x6 < = 175000 Then lineto 308,108 
dec_bud = found; 

Rute dec_bud_7 

If axis _size = large and 
x6 > 175000 and 
x6 < = 210000 Then lineto 308,92 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 210000 and . 
x6 < = 245000 Then lineto 308,77 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 245000 and 
x6 < = 280000 Then lineto 308,62 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_10 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 280000 and 
x6 < = 315000 Then lineto 308,45 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_!} 

If axis_nze = large and 
x6 > 315000 and 
x6 <= 350000 Then lineto 308,29 
dec_bud = found, 

Rule dec_bud_12 

If axis size = large and 
x6 > 350000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_1 

If x7 = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_2 

If-axis_size = large and 
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x7? > 0 and 
x7 < = 35000 Then lineto 357,172 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x? > 35000 and 
x7 < = 70000 Then lineto 357,156 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 70000 and 
x7 <= 105000 Then lineto 357,140 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_S 

If ads_size = large and 
x7 > 105000 and 
x7 < = 140000 Then lineto 357,124 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_6 

If ans_size = large and 
x7 > 140000 and 
x7 < = 175000 Then lineto 357,108 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 175000 and 
x7 <= 210000 Then lineto 357,92 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 210000 and 
x7 <= 245000 Then lineto 357,77 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 245000 and 
x7 <= 280000 Then lineto 357,62 
jan_bud = found, 

Rule jan_bud_10 

If axis size = large and 
x7 > 280000 and 
x7 < = 315000 Then lineto 357,45 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_11 

If axis size = large and 
x7 > 315000 and 
x7 < = 350000 Then lineto 357,29 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 350000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_l 

If x8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_2 
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If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 0 and 
x8 <= 35000 Then lineto 404,172 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 35000 and 
x8 <= 70000 Then lineto 404,156 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 70000 and 
x8 <= 105000 Then lineto 404,140 
feb_bud = found, 

Rule feb_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 105000 and 
x8 <= 140000 Then lineto 404,124 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 140000 and 
x8 <= 175000 Then lineto 404,108 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 175000 and 
x8 < = 210000 Then lineto 404,92 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule fed_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 210000 and 
x8 <= 245000 Then lineto 404,77 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 245000 and 
x8 < = 280000 Then lineto 404,62 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_10 

If axis size = large and 
x8 > 280000 and 
x8 < = 315000 Then lineto 404,45 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_11 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 315000 and 
x8 < = 350000 Then lineto 404,29 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_!2 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 350000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_bud = found, 

Rule march_bud_] 

If x9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_2 
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If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 0 and 
x9 <= 35000 Then lineto 452,172 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 35000 and 
x9 <= 70000 Then lineto 452,156 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 70000 and 
x9 <= 105000 Then lineto 452,140 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_5 

If aas_size = large and 
x9 > 105000 and 
x9 < = 140000 Then lineto 452,124 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 140000 and 
x9 <= 175000 Then lineto 452,108 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 175000 and 
x9 <= 210000 Then lineto 452,92 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 210000 and 
x9 < = 245000 Then lineto 452,77 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_9 

If amis_size = Jarge and 
x9 > 245000 and 
x9 <= 280000 Then lineto 452,62 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_10 

If aas_size = large and 
x9 > 280000 and 
x9 <= 315000 Then lineto 452,45 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_!] 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 335000 and 
x9 <= 350000 Then lineto 452,29 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 350000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_l 

If x10 = 0 Then lineto 501,180 
apnl_bud = found; 
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Rule april_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 0 and 
x10 <= 35000 Then lineto 501,172 
apnil_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_3 

If axis_size = Jarge and 
x10 > 35000 and 
xi0 < = 70000 Then lineto 501,156 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_4 

If axds_size = large and 
x10 > 70000 and —* 
xlQ < = 105000 Then lineto 501,140 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
xlQ > 105000 and 
xlO0 <= 140000 Then lineto 501,124 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
xlO > 140000 and 
xl0 <= 175000 Then lineto 501,108 
apnil_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 175000 and 
x10 <= 210000 Then lineto 501,92 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 210000 and 
x10 < = 245000 Then hineto 501,77 
apni_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
xl0 > 245000 and 
xIQ < = 280000 Then lineto 501,62 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_10 

If axis size = large and 
x10 > 280000 and 
x10 < = 315000 Then lineto 501,45 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_!! 

If axas_sze = large and 
x10 > 315000 and 
x10 < = 350000 Then lineto 501,29 
april_bud = found; 

Rule apnil_bud_!2 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 350000 Then lineto 501,20 
apnl_bud = found 
reset apnil_bud; 

Rule may_bud_! 

If xll = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
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may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
xl1 > 0 and 
xil <= 35000 Then lineto 549,172 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x1] > 35000 and 
xll < = 70000 Then lineto 549,156 
may_bud = found, 

Rule may_bud_4 

If acs size = large and 
x11 > 70000 and 
xli <= 105000 Then lineto 549,140 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_$ 

If axis_size = large and 
x11 > 105000 and 
x11 <= 140000 Then lineto 549,124 
may_bud = found, 

Rule may_bud_6 

If ads_size = large and 
xli > 140000 and 
xl} < = 175000 Then lineto 549,108 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
xt] > 175000 and 
xil < = 210000 Then lineto 549,92 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
xl] > 210000 and 
x1] < = 245000 Then lineto 549,77 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x11 > 245000 and 
x11 < = 280000 Then lineto 549,62 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_10 

If axis_size = large and 
x11 > 280000 and 
x1! < = 315000 Then lineto 549,45 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_11 

If axis_size = large and 
xt > 315000 and 
x11 < = 350000 Then lineto 549,29 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
xil > 350000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_1 
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If x12 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
xl2 > 0 and 
x12 < = 35000 Then lineto $97,172 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
xl2 > 35000 and 
x12 < = 70000 Then lineto 597,156 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 70000 and 
x12 <= 105000 Then lineto 597,140 
june_bud = found, . 

Rule june_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 105000 and 
x12 < = 140000 Then lineto 597,124 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
xl2 > 140000 and 
x12 < = 175000 Then lineto 597,108 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 175000 and 
x12 < * 210000 Then lineto 597,92 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 210000 and 
x}2 < = 245000 Then lineto 597,77 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 245000 and 
x12 < = 280000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_10 

If axis size = large and 
x12 > 280000 and 
x12 < = 315000 Then lineto 597,45 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_11 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 315000 and 
x12 < = 350000 Then lineto 597,29 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 350000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_bud = found; , 
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Rule july_act If al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 0 and 
al < = 35000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,171 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 35000 and 
al <= 70000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,155 
July_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 70000 and 

al < = 105000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,140 
july_act = found; 

Ruie july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 105000 and 
al <= 140000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,124 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 140000 and 
al < = 175000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,108 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 175000 and 
al < = 210000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,92 
jwy_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis size = large and 
al > 210000 and 
al <= 245000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,77 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 245000 and 
al < = 280000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,62 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If aas_size = large and 
al > 280000 and 
al <= 315000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,45 
july_act = found, 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 315000 and 
al <= 350000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,29 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If al > 350000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,20 
july_act = found; 

Rule aug _act_] If a2 = 0 Then lineto 114,179 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_2 If ads size = large and 
a2 > 0 and 
a2 < = 35000 Then lineto 114,171 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_3 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 35000 and 
a2 < = 70000 Then lineto 114,155 
aug_act = found; 
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Rule aug_act_4 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 70000 and 
a2 <= 105000 Then lineto 114,139 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_5 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 105000 and 
a2 <= 140000 Then lineto 114,123 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug act_6 If axis size = large and 
a2 > 140000 and 
a2 <= 175000 Then lineto |14,107 
aug_act = found, 

Rule aug act_7 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 175000 and 
a2 <= 210000 Then lineto 114,91 

aug_act = found; 

Rule aug _act_8 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 210000 and 
a2 < = 245000 Then lineto 114,75 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_9 If axs_size = large and 
a2 > 245000 and 
a2 < = 280000 Then lineto 114,61 
aug_act = found, 

Rule aug_act_10 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 280000 and 
a2 <= 315000 Then lineto 114,44 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_]! If axis_size = Jarge and 
a2 > 315000 and 
a2 < = 350000 Then lineto 114,28 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_!2 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 350000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug act = found; 

Rule sept_act_! lf a3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_2 If axis size = large and 
a3 > O and 
a3 < = 35000 Then lineto 163,17! 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_3 If axis size = large and 
a3 > 35000 and 
a3 < = 70000 Then lineto 163,155 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_4 If axis size = large and 
a3 > 70000 and 
a3 < = 105000 Then lineto 163,139 
Sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_5 lf axs_size = large and 
a3 > 105000 and 
a3 < = {40000 Then lineto 163,123 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_6 If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 140000 and 
a3 < = [75000 Then lineto 163,107 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_? If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 175000 and 
a3 < = 210000 Then lineto 163,91 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_8 If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 210000 and 
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a3 < = 245000 Then lineto 163,76 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 245000 and 

a3 < = 280000 Then lineto 163,61 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 280000 and 
a3 < = 315000 Then Iineto 163,44 
sept_act = found, 

Rule sept_act_!1 

If axs_size = large and 
a3 > 315000 and 
a3 <= 350000 Then lineto 163,28 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 350000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_! 

If ad = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > O and . 
a4 <= 35000 Then lineto 212,171 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 35000 and 
a4 <= 70000 Then lineto 212,155 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_4 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 70000 and 
ad <= 105000 Then lineto 212,139 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 105000 and 
a4 <= 140000 Then lineto 212,123 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 140000 and 
a4 <= 175000 Then lineto 212,107 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_7 

If ads_size = large and 
a4 > 175000 and 
a4 < = 230000 Then lineto 212,91 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
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a4 > 210000 and 
a4 <= 245000 Then lineto 212,76 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 245000 and 
a4 < = 280000 Then lineto 212,61 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 280000 and 
a4 < = 315000 Then lineto 212,44 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_11 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 315000 and 
a4 < = 350000 Then lineto 212,28 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_l2 

If axis_size = large and 
ad > 350000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_act = found, 

Rule nov_act_! 

If a5 = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
aS > 0 and 
aS < = 35000 Then lineto 260,171 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_3 

If axis_nze = large and 
a5 > 35000 and 
aS < = 70000 Then lineto 260,155 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_4 

If axis size = large and 
a5 > 70000 and 
a5 < = 105000 Then lineto 260,139 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_5 

If ads_size = large and 
aS > 105000 and 
aS <= 140000 Then lineto 260,123 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 140000 and 
a5 < = 175000 Then lineto 260,107 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_7 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 175000 and 
a5 < = 210000 Then lineto 260,91 
nov_act = found ; 

Rule nov_act_8 
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If axis size = large and 
a5 > 210000 and 

a5 < = 245000 Then lineto 260,76 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_9 

If axis size = large and 
a5 > 245000 and 
a5 <= 280000 Then lineto 260,61 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
aS > 280000 and 
aS <= 315000 Then lineto 260,44 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_}1 

If axis_size = large and 
aS > 315000 and 
a5 < = 350000 Then Jineto 260,28 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_!2 

If axis size = large and 
a5 > 350000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_act = found, 

Rule dec_act_! 

If a6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 0 and , 
a6 < = 35000 Then lineto 308,17! 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_3 

If ads_size = large and 
a6 > 35000 and 
a6 < = 70000 Then lineto 308,155 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_4 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 70000 and 
a6 < = 105000 Then lineto 308,139 
dec_act = found, 

Rule dec_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 105000 and 
a6 < = 140000 Then lineto 308,123 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 140000 and 
a6 < = 175000 Then lineto 308,107 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_7 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 175000 and 
a6 <= 210000 Then lineto 308,91 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_8 
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If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 210000 and 
a6 < = 245000 Then lineto 308,76 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_? 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 245000 and 
a6 < = 280000 Then lineto 308,61 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 280000 and 
a6 <= 315000 Then lineto 308,44 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_11 

If axis size = large and 
a6 > 315000 and 
a6 < = 350000 Then lineto 308,28 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_I2 

If axis size = large and 
a6 > 350000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_! 

If a? = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_act = found, 

Rule jan_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
a? > Oand 
a7 <= 35000 Then lineto 357,171 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_3 

If axis size = large and 
a? > 35000 and 
a7 <= 70000 Then lineto 357,155 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_4 

If axis size = large and 
a7 > 70000 and 
a7 <= 105000 Then lineto 357,139 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_5 

If axis size = large and 
a7 > 105000 and 
a? <= 140000 Then lineto 357,123 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
a? > 140000 and 
a7 <= 175000 Then lineto 357,107 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_7 

If axis size = large and 
a7 > 175000 and 
a? < = 210000 Then lineto 357,91 
jan_act = found; 
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Rule jan_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
a? > 210000 and 
a7 <= 245000 Then lineto 357,76 
jan_act = found =; 

Rule jan_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 245000 and 
a? <= 280000 Then lineto 357,61 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_!0 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 280000 and 
a? <= 315000 Then lineto 357,44 
jan_act = found ; 

Rule jan_act_11 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 315000 and 
a7 < = 350000 Then lineto 357,28 
Jan_act = found =; 

Rule jan_act_!2 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 350000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_! 

If a8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_2 

If ads_size = large and 
a8 > 0 and 
a8 < = 35000 Then lineto 404,17! 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 35000 and 
a8 <= 70000 Then lineto 404,155 
feb_act = found ,; 

Rule feb_act_4 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 70000 and 
a8 < = 105000 Then lineto 404,139 
feb_act ~ found; 

Rule feb_act_5 

If axs_size = large and 
a8 > 105000 and 
a8 < = 140000 Then lineto 404,123 
feb_act = found §; 

Rule feb_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 140000 and 
a8 < = | 75000 Then lineto 404,107 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_? 

If axis size = large and 
a8 > 175000 and 
a8 <= 210000 Then lineto 404,91 
feb_act = found; 
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Rule feb_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 210000 and 
a8 < = 245000 Then lineto 404,76 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 245000 and 
a8 <= 280000 Then lineto 404,61 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 280000 and 
a8 < = 315000 Then lineto 404,44 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_1] 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 315000 and 
a8 < = 350000 Then lineto 404,28 
feb_act = found =; 

Rule feb_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 350000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_act = found; 

Rule march_act_] 

If a9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 0 and 
a9 <= 35000 Then lineto 452,171 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 35000 and 
a9 <= 70000 Then lineto 452,155 
march_act = found, 

Rule march_act_4 

if axis_size = large and 
a9 > 70000 and 
a9 <= 105000 Then lineto 452,139 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_5 

If ads size = Jarge and 
a9 > 105000 and 
a9 <= 140000 Then lineto 452,123 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 140000 and 
a9 <= 175000 Then lineto 452,107 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_7 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 175000 and 
a9 < = 210000 Then lineto 452,91 
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march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 210000 and 
a9 <= 245000 Then lineto 452,76 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 245000 and 
a9 <= 280000 Then lineto 452,61 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 280000 and 
a9 < = 315000 Then lineto 452,44 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_11 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 315000 and 
a9 < = 350000 Then lineto 452,28 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 350000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_! 

If al0 = 0 Then lineto 501,180 
april_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
alO > 0 and 
al0 < = 35000 Then lineto 501,171 
april_act = found =; 

Rule apni!_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
alO > 35000 and 
alO < ~ 70000 Then lineto 501,155 
apnl_act = found; 

Rule april_act_4 

If axis size = large and 
alO > 70000 and 
al0 < = 105000 Then lineto 501,139 
apni_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
alO0 > 105000 and 
al0 < = 140000 Then lineto 501,123 
april_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
alO > 140000 and 
al0 <= 175000 Then lineto 501,107 
apnl_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_7 

If axis_size = large and 
alQ > 175000 and 
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alO0 < = 210000 Then lineto 501,91! 
apnil_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
al0 > 210000 and 
al0 <= 245000 Then lineto 501,76 
april_act = found; 

Rule aprii_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
alO > 245000 and 
alQ <= 280000 Then lineto 501,61 
april_act = found ; 

Ruie apni_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
alQ > 280000 and 
alO0 < = 315000 Then lineto 501,44 
apni_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_!! 

If axis_size = large and 
al0 > 315000 and 
al0 < = 350000 Then lineto 501,28 
apni_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_12 

If aas_size = large and 
alO > 350000 Then lineto 501,20 
apnl_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_l 

If all = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_2 

If axis size = large and 
all > 0 and 
all < = 35000 Then lineto $49,171 
may_act = found); 

Rule may_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 35000 and 
all <= 70000 Then lineto 549,155 
may_act = found ,; 

Rule may_act_4 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 70000 and 
all < = 105000 Then lineto $49,139 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 105000 and 
all < = 140000 Then lineto 549,123 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 140000 and 
all <= 175000 Then lineto 549,107 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_7 

If axis_size = large and 
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all > 175000 and 
all <= 210000 Then lineto 549,91 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
alf > 210000 and 
all < = 245000 Then lineto 549,76 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 245000 and 
all < = 280000 Then lineto 549,61 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 280000 and 
all <= 315000 Then lineto 549,44 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_!1 

If aas_size = large and 
all > 315000 and 
all < = 350000 Then lineto 549,28 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 350000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_i 

If al2 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_act = found =, 

Rule june_act_2 

If axs_size = large and 
al2 > O and 
al2 < = 35000 Then lineto 597,171 
june_act = found §, 

Rule june_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 35000 and 
al2 < = 70000 Then lineto 597,155 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_4 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 70000 and 
al2 <= 105000 Then lineto 597,139 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 105000 and 
al2 < = |40000 Then lineto 597,123 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 140000 and 
al2 <= 175000 Then lineto 597,107 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_7 
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If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 175000 and 
al2 < = 210000 Then lineto 597,91 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 210000 and 
al2 < = 245000 Then lineto 597,76 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 245000 and 
al2 <= 280000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 280000 and 
al2 < = 315000 Then lineto 597,44 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_1! 

If axis_size = Jarge and 
al2 > 315000 and 
al2 < = 350000 Then lineto 597,28 
june_act = founds; 

Rule june_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 350000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_act = found ,; 

Rule july_act If al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule axis_size_large 

If axis_display = unknown 

Then axis_display = found 
glocate 1,3 
gdisplay "350° 
glocate I,7 
gdisplay “280° 
glocate 1,11 
gdisplay “210° 
glocate 1,15 
gdisplay “140° 
glocate 2,19 
gdisplay “70°, 

Rule turn_around_personal_array 

If turn_personal = unknown 

Then turn_personal = found 

x™= | 
y= 12 
whiletrue x <= 12 then 

exp_personal_c{x] = (exp_personall[y)) 
x = (x+1) 

y= (y-!) 
end 

x= 1 
y = (count_it) 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 

new_personal_c{x] = (new_personal[y) 
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‘statements block 

bkcolor = 1; 

Ibutton exitbutton!: 10,2,14,14,exit; lbutton exitbutton2 10,2,14,14,exit [button esatbutton3: 10,2,14,14,exit, Ibutton extbuttond: 
10,2,14,14,exit; Ibutton exitbuttonsS: 10,2,14,14,ex% Ibutton exitbuttons: 10,2,14,14,eqt; 

plural: new_personal_c,exp_personal_c,exp_personal; 
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B.22 MEDAX1 

runtime; execute; 

actions 

axis_sizeé = medium color = 15 display “The system has just entered a new knowledge base and files must be” display “loaded. Once the 
files have loaded, the system will proceed directly” display “into the graph.” loadfacts tempdata z = (count_it + 1) whiletruez <= 12 
then 

new_personal_c{z] = unknown_dummy 
new_contract_c{z] = unknown_dummy 
new_s_ & m_c{z] = unknown_dummy 

'display “2 = {z}—“ !display “new_personal_c{z] = (new_personal_c{z]}" !display “new_contract_c{z] = {new_contract_c(z]}° ‘display 
“new_s & m_c[z] = (new_s_&_m_cfz}}° 

z= (z+ ljend 

find do_personal find do_contract find do_s_& m; 

: Rules Block 

Rule begin_contract_display 

If do_contract = unknown 

Then do_contract = found 

xl = (exp_contract_e{!]) 
display “exp_contract_c{1] = {exp_contract_c{1]} -° 
display “xl = {x1} -7 
al = (new_contract_c[{1]} 
display “new_contract_c{1]] = {new_contract_q{1]}° 
display “al = (al) —7 

gmode 14 
extbutton2 = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

find axis_display 

giocate 1,0 
gdisplay "000’s" 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 15,24 
gdispiay “A* 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S* 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N° 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D* 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F° 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay °"M° 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A* 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M’ 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay "J" 

gcolor 11 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_contract_c{1D 
find july_bud 
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reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_contract_c{2)) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_contract_c{3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_contract_c{4]} 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_contract_c(5D 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_contract_c{6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_contract_c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_contract_c{8) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_contract_c{9]) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (exp_contract_c{ 10D) 
find april_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
xtl = (exp_contract_c{11) 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
xl2 = (exp_contract_c{12) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,130 

al = (new_contract_¢e{I) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_contract_c{2)) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_contract_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_contract_c{[4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_contract_c{5]) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_contract_c{6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = {new_contract_c{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 

a8 = (new_contract_c{8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_contract_c{9) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
al0 = (new_contract_c{10D) 
find apnl_act 
reset apnil_act 
all = (new_contract_e{!!) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_contract_¢c{12) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
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moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 

moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,131 

moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

glocate 23,] 
gdisplay “Contractual Expenses” 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget’ 

whiletrue exitbutton2 = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode 
chain expgraph; 

Rule begin_personal_display 

If do_personal = unknown 

Then do_personal = found 

gmode 14 
exitbutton! = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

giocate 25,1 
gdisplay “Personal Expenses’ 
giocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual’ 
giocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget’ 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000's’ 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A* 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay °S” 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N° 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D* 
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giocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J* 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F° 
giocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M° 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
giocate 69,24 
gdisplay “"M" 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J° 

find axis_display 

gcolor 11 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_personal_cf{l} 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_personal_c¢[2)} 
find aug_bud 
reset aug bud 
x3 = (exp_personal_c(3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_personal_c{4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_personal_c{5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_personal_c{6} 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_personal_c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 

x8 = (exp_personal_c{8] 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_personal_c{9)) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (exp_personal_c{10) 
find apnl_bud 
reset april_bud 
xll = (exp_personal_c{I1D 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
xl2 = (exp_personal_c{12) 
find june_bud 

reset yune_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_personal_c{!}) 
find july act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_personal_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug act 
a3 = (new_personal_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_personal_c{4]) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
aS = (new_personal_c{5} 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_personal_c{6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_personal_c{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_personal_¢c{8) 
find feb_act 
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reset feb_act 
= (new_personal_c{9]) 

find march_act 
reset march. _act 
al0 = (new_personal_ c{10p) 
find april_act 
reset april_act 
all = (new_personal_c{11) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_personal_¢{12]) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 

lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 

moveto 549,179 
lineto $49,181 
moveto 597,179 

lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exitbutton! = no then end 

reset axs_display 
tmode 
chain expgraph; 

Rule begin_s_& _m_display 

If do_s_& m = unknown 

Then do_s_& m = found 

xl = (exp_s_& m_c{!]) display “exp_s_ & m_c{1] = {exp_s_& m_c{!]}° display “xl = {x!}- 
al = (new_s_ & m_c{1) 
display “new_s & m 1) = {new_s & m_c{1]}}’ 
display ‘al = {al} 7" 

gmode 14 
exitbutton3 = no 
moveto 30,5 

lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 24,1 
gdisplay “Supplies & Materials” 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget’ 
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glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000’s° 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A* 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S” 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N” 
giocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D° 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F” 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M’ 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A° 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M° 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J° 

find axis_display 

gceolor 11 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_s_ & m_c{ID 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 

x2 = (exp_s_&_m_c({2) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_s_&_m_ 3p) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_s_& m_c{4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_s_& m_c{5} 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_s_ & m_c{6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_s_ & m_d7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_s_ & m_c{8) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_s_&_m_c{9f 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
xl0 = (exp_s_& m_c{10p 
find april_bud 
reset apn!_bud 
xll = (exp_s & m c{llpD 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 

xl2 = (exp_s_ & m_c{12) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_s_& m_ {ID 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_s_& m_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
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a3 = (new_s_&_m_c(3}) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
ad = (new_s_& m_c[4]) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_s & m_c(5] 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_s_& m_c[6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = ({new_s_& m_c{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_s_& m_c{8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_s_& m_c(9)) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_s_&_ m_c{10) 
find april_act 
reset apni_act 
all = (new_s_ & m_c{11D 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_s_& m_ 12) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

geolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 

moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 

moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exitbutton3 = no then end 

reset axas_display 
tmode 
chain expgraph; 

Rule aug_act_unknown_dummy 

If a2 = unknown_dummy 

Then aug_act = found; 
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Rule sept_act_unknown_dummy 

If a3 = unknown_dummy 

Then sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_unknown_dummy 

If a4 = unknown_dummy 

Then oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_unknown_dummy 

If aS = unknown_dummy 

Then nov_act = found; Rule dec_act_unknown_dummy 

If a6 = unknown_dummy 

Then dec_act = found; Rule jan_act_unknown_dummy 

If a7 = unknown_dummy 

Then jan_act = found; Rule feb_act_unknown_dummy 

If a8 = unknown_dummy 

Then feb_act = found; Rule march_act_unknown_dummy 

If a9 = unknown_dummy 

Then march_act = found; Rule apnl_act_unknown_dummy 

If al0 = unknown_dummy 

Then april_act = found; Rule may_act_unknown_dummy 

If all = unknown_dummy 

Then may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_unknown_dummy 

If al2 = unknown_dummy 

Then june_act = found; 

Rule july_bud If xl = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xl > 0 and 
xl < = 20000 Then locate 30,180 
Hneto 69,172 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud [f axis size = medium and 
x1 > 20000 and 
xl < = 40000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,156 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If aas_size = medium and 
xl > 40000 and 
xl < = 60000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,140 
july_bud = found, 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
x! > 60000 and 
x! < = 80000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,124 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis size = medium and 
xl > 80000 and 
xl < = 100000 Then locate 30,180 
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lineto 69,108 
july_bud = found; 

Role july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
x1 > 100000 and 
xb < = 120000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,92 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If ads_size = medium and 
x1 > 120000 and 
x1 <= 140000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,77 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If ads_size = medium and 
x! > 140000 and 
x! < = 160000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,62 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
x1 > 160000 and 
xl <= 180000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,45 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis size = medium and 
x] > 180000 and 
xi < = 200000 Then locate 30,1380 

lineto 69,29 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If aas_size = medium and 
x] > 200000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,20 
july bud = found, 

Rule aug_bud_! If x2 = 0 Then lineto 114,180 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug bud_2 If ans_size = medium and 
x2 > 0 and 
x2 <= 20000 Then lineto 114,172 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_3 If aas_size = medium and 
x2 > 20000 and 
x2 < = 40000 Then lineto 114,156 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_4 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 40000 and 
x2 < = 60000 Then lineto 114,140 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_5 If aas_size = medium and 
x2 > 60000 and 
x2 < = 80000 Then lineto 114,124 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_6 If axds_size = medium and 
x2 > 80000 and 
x2 < = 100000 Then lineto 114,108 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_7 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 100000 and 
x2 < = 120000 Then lineto 114,92 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_8 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 120000 and 
x2 <= 140000 Then lineto 114,77 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_9 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 140000 and 
x2 < = 160000 Then lineto 114,62 
aug _bud = found 
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reset aug_bud; 

Rule aug_bud_10 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 160000 and 
x2 <= 180000 Then lineto 114,45 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_!1 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > {80000 and 
x2 < = 200000 Then lineto 114,29 
aug_bud = found; 

Role aug_bud_12 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 200000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_] If x3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_2 If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > Q and 
x3 <= 20000 Then lineto 163,172 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_3 If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 20000 and 
x3 < = 40000 Then lineto 163,156 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_4 If aas size = medium and 
x3 > 40000 and 
x3 < = 60000 Then lineto 163,140 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_5 If axis size = medium and 
x3 > 60000 and 
x3 < = 80000 Fhen lineto 163,124 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_6 If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 80000 and ’ 
x3 < = 100000 Then lineto 163,108 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_7 If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 100000 and 
x3 < = 120000 Then lineto 163,92 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_8 If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 120000 and 
x3 < = 140000 Then lineto 163,77 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 140000 and 
x3 < = 160000 Then lineto 163,62 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_!0 

If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 160000 and 
x3 < = 180000 Then lineto 163,45 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_!1 

If axis size = medium and 
x3 > 180000 and 
x3 < = 200000 Then lineto 163,29 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 200000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_bud = found; 
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Rule oct_bud_! 

If x4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 0 and 
x4 < = 20000 Then lineto 212,172 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 20000 and 
x4 < = 40000 Then lineto 212,156 
oct_bud = found, 

Rule oct_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 40000 and 

x4 < = 60000 Then lineto 212,140 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_5 

If axis_size =~ medium and 
x4 > 60000 and 
x4 < = 80000 Then lineto 212,124 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 80000 and 
x4 <= 100000 Then lineto 212,108 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 100000 and 
x4 <= 120000 Then lineto 212,92 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 120000 and 
x4 <= 140000 Then lineto 212,77 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 140000 and 
x4 < = 160000 Then lineto 212,62 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 160000 and 
x4 <= 180000 Then lineto 212,45 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_1} 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 180000 and 
x4 < = 200000 Then lineto 212,29 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_1!2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 200000 Then lineto 212,20 
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x5 > 200000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_] 

If x6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > O and 
x6 < = 20000 Then lineto 308,172 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 20000 and 
x6 < = 40000 Then lineto 308,156 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 40000 and 
x6 < = 60000 Then lineto 308,140 
dec_bud = found, 

Rule dec_bud_§ 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 60000 and 
x6 < = 80000 Then lineto 308,124 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 80000 and 
x6 <= 100000 Then lineto 308,108 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_? 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 100000 and 
x6 < = 120000 Then lineto 308,92 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_8 

If axis size = medium and 
x6 > 120000 and 
x6 <= 140000 Then lineto 308,77 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 140000 and 
x6 <= 160000 Then lineto 308,62 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_10 

If axis size = medium and 
x6 > 160000 and 
x6 < = 180000 Then lineto 308,45 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 180000 and 
x6 < = 200000 Then lineto 308,29 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_12 
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If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 200000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_]! 

If x? = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jJan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_2 

If aas_size = medium and 
x? > 0 and 
x7 < = 20000 Then lineto 357,172 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 20000 and 
x7 <= 40000 Then lineto 357,156 
jan_bud = found, 

Rule jan_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 40000 and 
x7 < = 60000 Then lineto 357,140 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_S 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 60000 and 
x7 < = 80000 Then lineto 357,124 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 80000 and , 
x7 <= 100000 Then lineto 357,108 
jan_bud ~ found; 

Rule jan_bud_7 

If aas_size = medium and 
x7 > 100000 and 
x7 < = 120000 Then lineto 357,92 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 120000 and 
x7 <= 140000 Then lineto 357,77 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_9 

If ans_size = medium and 
x7 > 140000 and 
x7 <= 160000 Then lineto 357,62 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 160000 and 
x7 <= 180000 Then lineto 357,45 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_11 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 180000 and 
x7 < = 200000 Then lineto 357,29 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_|2 
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If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 200000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_bud = found, 

Rule feb_bud_] 

If x8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 0 and 
x8 < = 20000 Then lineto 404,172 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 20000 and 
x8 < = 40000 Then lineto 404,156 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_4 

If aas_size = medium and 
x8 > 40000 and 
x8 < = 60000 Then lineto 404,140 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 60000 and 
x8 < = 80000 Then lineto 404,124 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 80000 and 
x8 <= [00000 Then lineto 404,108 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_? 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 100000 and 
x8 < = 120000 Then lineto 404,92 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 120000 and 
x8 < = 140000 Then lineto 404,77 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_9 

If aas_size = medium and 
x8 > 140000 and 
x8 <= 160000 Then lineto 404,62 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 160000 and 
x8 < = 180000 Then lineto 404,45 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_}1 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 180000 and 
x8 <= 200000 Then lineto 404,29 
feb_bud = found, 
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Rule feb_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 200000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_! 

If x9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > O and 
x9 <= 20000 Then lineto 452,172 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 20000 and 
x9 <= 40000 Then lineto 452,156 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 40000 and 
x9 < = 60000 Then lineto 452,140 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 60000 and 
x9 < = 80000 Then lineto 452,124 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_6 

If aas_size = medium and 
x9 > 80000 and 
x9 <= 100000 Then lineto 452,108 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_? 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 100000 and 
x9 < = 120000 Then lineto 452,92 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_8 

If axis size = medium and 
x9 > 120000 and 
x9 < = 140000 Then lineto 452,77 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 140000 and 
x9 <= 160000 Then lineto 452,62 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_10 

If axis size = medium and 
x9 > 160000 and 
x9 < = 180000 Then lineto 452,45 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 180000 and 
x9 <= 200000 Then lineto 452,29 
march_bud = found; 
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Rule march_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 200000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_| 

If x10 = 0 Then lineto 501,180 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 0 and 
x10 < = 20000 Then lineto 501,172 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
xt0 > 20000 and 
x10 < = 40000 Then lineto 501,156 
april_bud = found; 

Rule apni_bud_4 

lf axis_size = medium and 
xlQ > 40000 and 
x10 < = 60000 Then lineto 501,140 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_5 

If ads size = medium and 
x10 > 60000 and 
x10 < = 80000 Then lineto 501,124 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 80000 and 
x10 < = 100000 Then lineto 501,108 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_7 

If axis size = medium and 
x10 > £00000 and 
xtO < = 120000 Then lineto 501,92 

april bud = found; 

Rule apn!_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
xlQ > 120000 and 
x10 < = 140000 Then lineto 501,77 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule apn!_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 140000 and 
x10 <= 160000 Then lineto 501,62 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_!0 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 160000 and 
xi0 < = 180000 Then lineto 501,45 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_11 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 180000 and 
x10 < = 200000 Then lineto 501,29 
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apnil_bud = found; 

Rule apnil_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 200000 Then lineto 501,20 
april_bud = found 
reset april_bud; 

Rule may_bud_! 

If x11 = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x11 > 0 and 
xtl < = 20000 Then lineto 549,172 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x11 > 20000 and 
x11 < = 40000 Then lineto 549,156 
may_bud = found; 

Ruie may_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x11 > 40000 and 
xil < = 60000 Then lineto 549,140 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
xll > 60000 and 
x11 < = 80000 Then lineto 549,124 
may_bud = found, 

Rule may_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x11 > 80000 and 
x11 < = £00000 Then lineto 549,108 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_? 

If axs_size = medium and 
xl1 > 100000 and 
x11 < = 120000 Then lineto 549,92 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_& 

If axis_size = medium and 
xl! > 120000 and 
x1] < = 140000 Then lineto 549,77 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x11 > 140000 and 
xl] <= 160000 Then lineto 549,62 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x11 > 160000 and 
x11 < = 180000 Then lineto 549,45 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_!} 

If axis_size = medium and 
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x11 > 180000 and 
xl 1 <= 200000 Then lineto 549,29 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x11 > 200000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_1 

If x12 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 0 and 
x12 < = 20000 Then lineto 597,172 
June_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
xl2 > 20000 and 
x12 < = 40000 Then lineto 597,156 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 40000 and 
x12 < = 60000 Then lineto 597,140 
june_bud = found, 

Rule june_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 60000 and 
x12 < = 80000 Then lineto 597,124 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 80000 and 
x12 < = 100000 Then lineto 597,108 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_? 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 100000 and 
x12 < = 120000 Then lineto 597,92 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 120000 and 
x12 < = 140000 Then lineto 597,77 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 140000 and 
x12 < = 160000 Then lineto 597,62 
June_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_10 

If aas_size = medium and 
x12 > 160000 and 
x12 <= 180000 Then lineto 597,45 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_!1 
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If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 180000 and 
x12 < = 200000 Then lineto 597,29 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_]2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 200000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_bud = found; 

Rule july_act If al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
juty_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > Qand 
al < = 20000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,171 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 20000 and 
al < = 40000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,155 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 40000 and 
al < = 60000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,140 
july_act = found, 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 60000 and 
al < = 80000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,124 
july_act = found; 

Rule jwy_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 80000 and 
al <= 100000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,108 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 100000 and 
al <= 120000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,92 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If ads_size = medium and 
al > 120000 and 
al < = 140000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,77 
july_act = found; 

Role july_act If axis size = medium and 
al > 140000 and 
al < = 160000 Then Iccate 30,180 
lineto 69,62 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 160000 and 
al < = 180000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,45 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act lf axis_size = medium and 
al > 180000 and 
al < = 200000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,29 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act ff al > 200000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,20 
july_act = found; 
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Rule aug_act_] If a2 = 0 Then lineto 114,179 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_2 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 0 and 
a2 < = 20000 Then fineto 114,171 
aug act = found; 

Rule aug_act_3 If axis size = medium and 
a2 > 20000 and 
a2 < = 40000 Then lineto 114,155 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_4 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 40000 and 
a2 < = 60000 Then lineto 114,139 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug _act_5 If ads_size = medium and 
a2 > 60000 and 
a2 < = 80000 Then lineto 114,123 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_6 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 80000 and 
a2 < = 100000 Then lineto 114,107 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_7 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 100000 and 
a2 <= $20000 Then lineto 114,91 
aug act = found; 

Rule aug_act_8 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 420000 and 
a2 < = 140000 Then lineto 114,75 
aug_act = found; : 

Rule aug_act_9 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 140000 and 
a2 < = 160000 Then lineto 114,61 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug _act_10 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 160000 and 
a2 <= 180000 Then lineto 114,44 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug _act_1} If axis size = medium and 
a2 > ]80000 and 
a2 < = 200000 Then lineto 114,28 

aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_12 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 200000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug_act = found, 

Rule sept_act_! If a3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_2 If axds_size = medium and 
a3 > O and 
a3 <= 20000 Then lineto 163,171 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_3 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 20000 and 
a3 < = 40000 Then lineto 163,155 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_4 If ads_size * medium and 
a3 > 40000 and 
a3 < = 60000 Then lineto 163,139 
sept_act = found, 

Rule sept_act_5 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 60000 and 
a3 < = 80000 Then lineto 163,123 
sept_act = found; 
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Rule sept_act_6 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 80000 and 
a3 <= 100000 Then lineto 163,107 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_? If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 100000 and 
a3 < = [20000 Then lineto 163,91 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_8 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 120000 and 
a3 <= 140000 Then lineto 163,76 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 140000 and 
a3 <= 160000 Then lineto 163,61 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_I0 

If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 160000 and 
a3 < = 180000 Then lineto 163,44 
sept_act = found, 

Rule sept_act_11 

If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 180000 and 
a3 < = 200000 Then lineto 163,28 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 200000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_] 

If a4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 0 and 
ad < = 20000 Then lineto 212,171 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 20000 and 
a4 <= 40000 Then lineto 212,155 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
a¢ > 40000 and 
a4 < = 60000 Then lineto 212,139 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 60000 and 
ad < = 80000 Then lineto 212,123 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 80000 and 
ad < = 100000 Then lineto 212,107 
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oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_7 

If axis size = medium and 
ad > 100000 and 
a4 < = 120000 Then lineto 212,91 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 120000 and 
a4 <= 140000 Then lineto 212,76 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 140000 and 
a4 < = 160000 Then lineto 212,61 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_10 

Hf axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 160000 and 
ad <= {80000 Then lineto 212,44 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_11 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 180000 and 
a4 <= 200000 Then lineto 212,28 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 200000 Then lineto 212,20 - 
oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_! 

If a5 = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_act = found, 

Rule nov_act_2 

If axs_size = medium and 
a5 > 0 and 
aS < = 20000 Then lineto 260,171 
nev_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_3 

If ans_size = medium and 
aS > 20000 and 
a5 < = 40000 Then lineto 260,155 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 40000 and 
aS < = 60000 Then lineto 260,139 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_5 

If ads_size = medium and 
a5 > 60000 and 
aS <= 80000 Then lineto 260,123 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 80000 and 
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aS <= 100000 Then lineto 260,107 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_? 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > [£00000 and 
aS < = 120000 Then lineto 260,91 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 120000 and 
aS <= 140000 Then lineto 260,76 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
aS > 140000 and 
a5 < = 160000 Then lineto 260,61 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_10 

If axis size = medium and 
a5 > 160000 and 
a5 <= 180000 Then lineto 260,44 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_!! 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 180000 and 
a5 <= 200000 Then lineto 260,28 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 200000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_! 

If a6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 0 and 
a6 < = 20000 Then Jineto 308,171 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 20000 and 
a6 < = 40000 Then lineto 308,155 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 40000 and 
a6 < = 60000 Then lineto 308,139 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_5 

If axis size = medium and 
a6 > 60000 and 
a6 <= 80000 Then lineto 308,123 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_6 

If axis_size ~ medium and 
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a6 > 80000 and 
a6 <= 100000 Then lineto 308,107 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 100000 and 
a6 < = 120000 Then lineto 308,91 

dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_8 

If axis size = medium and 
a6 > 120000 and 
a6 <= 140000 Then lineto 308,76 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 140000 and 
a6 < = 160000 Then lineto 308,61 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 160000 and 
a6 <= [80000 Then lineto 308,44 
dec_act = found, 

Rule dec_act_!] 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 180000 and 
a6 < = 200000 Then lineto 308,28 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 200000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_1 

If a7 = 0 Then Jineto 357,180 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a? > O and 
a7 <= 20000 Then lineto 357,171 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_3 

If axds_size = medium and 
a? > 20000 and 
a7 < = 40000 Then lineto 357,155 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 40000 and 
a? < = 60000 Then lineto 357,139 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 60000 and 
a7 <= 80000 Then lineto 357,123 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_6 
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If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 80000 and 
a7 <= 100000 Then lineto 357,107 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_? 

If ads_size = medium and 
a7 > 100000 and 
a7 <= 120000 Then lineto 357,91 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a? > 120000 and 
a7 < = 140000 Then lineto 357,76 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 149000 and 
a7 < = 160000 Then lineto 357,61 
jan_act = found =; 

Rule jan_act_10 

If axis_nze = medium and 
a7 > 160000 and 
a7 <= 180000 Then lineto 357,44 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_!] 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 180000 and 
a7 < = 200000 Then lineto 357,28 
jan_act = found 5; 

Rule jan_act_}2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 200000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_| 

If a8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_act = found =; 

Rule feb_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a& > 0 and 
a& < = 20000 Then lineto 404,17! 
feb_act = found =; 

Rule feb_act_3 

If aos_size = medium and 
a8 > 20000 and 
a8 <= 40000 Then lineto 404,155 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 40000 and 
a& < = 60000 Then lineto 404,139 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 60000 and 
a8 <= 80000 Then lineto 404,123 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_6 
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If axis_size = medium and 
a& > 80000 and 
a8 <= 100000 Then lineto 404,107 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 100000 and 
a& < = 120000 Then lineto 404,91 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 120000 and 
a8 <= 140000 Then lineto 404,76 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_9 

If aas_size = medium and 
a8 > 140000 and 
a8 <= 160000 Then lineto 404,61 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_!0 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 160000 and 
a8 <= 180000 Then lineto 404,44 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_11 

If axis size = medium and 
a8 > 180000 and 
a8 < = 200000 Then lineto 404,28 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 200000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_! 

If a9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 0 and 
a9 <= 20000 Then lineto 452,171 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 20000 and 
a9 <= 40000 Then lineto 452,155 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_4 

If axds_size = medium and 
a9 > 40000 and 
a9 < = 60000 Then lineto 452,139 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 60000 and 
a9 < = 80000 Then lineto 452,123 
march_act = found; 
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Rule march_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 80000 and 
a9 <= 100000 Then lineto 452,107 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 100000 and 
a9 <= 120000 Then lineto 452,91 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 120000 and 
a9 < = [40000 Then lineto 452,76 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 140000 and 
a9 <= 160000 Then lineto 452,61 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_!0 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 160000 and 
a9 < = 180000 Then lineto 452,44 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_1]! 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 180000 and 
a9 <= 200000 Then lineto 452,28 
march_act = found - ; 

Rule march_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 200000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_act = found =; 

Rute april_act_! 

If alO0 = O Then lineto 501,180 
apni_act = found); 

Rule apni_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > O and 
alQ < = 20000 Then lineto 501,171 
april_act = found; 

Rule apnil_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
alO > 20000 and 
al0 < = 40000 Then lineto 501,155 
april_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 40000 and 
al0 < = 60000 Then lineto 501,139 
april_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 60000 and 
alO < = 80000 Then lineto 501,123 
april_act = found ; 
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Rule april_act_6 

If axis size = medium and 
alQ > 80000 and 
alO <= 100000 Then lineto 501,107 
april_act = found ,; 

Rule april_act_7 

If axis size = medium and 
al0 > 100000 and 
ald < = 120000 Then lineto 501,91 
apni_act = found ; 

Rule apni_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
alO > 120000 and 
al0 <= 140000 Then lineto 501,76 
apnil_act = found); 

Rule april_act_9 

If aas_size = medium and 
al0 > 140000 and 
alO < = 160000 Then lineto 501,61 
april_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_1!0 

If axis_size = medium and 
alQ > 160000 and 
al0 <= 180000 Then lineto 501,44 
apnl_act = found =; 

Rule apnil_act_11 

If axis_size = medium and 
alO > 180000 and 
al0 < = 200000 Then lineto 501,28 
april_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_!2 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 200000 Then lineto 501,20 
april_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_1 

If all = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_2 

if axis size = medium and 
all > Oand 
all < = 20000 Then lineto 549,171 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 20000 and 
all < = 40000 Then lineto 549,155 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 40000 and 
all < = 60000 Then lineto $49,139 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_5 

If axis size = medium and 
all > 60000 and 
al] <= 80000 Then lineto 549,123 
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may_act = found =, 

Rule may_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 80000 and 
all < = 100000 Then lineto 549,107 
may_act = found) ; 

Rule may_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 100000 and 
all <= 120000 Then lineto 549,91 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_8 

If axis size = medium and 
all > 120000 and 
all < = 140000 Then lineto 549,76 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
ali > 140000 and 
all < = 160000 Then lineto 549,61 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 160000 and 
all <= 180000 Then lineto 549,44 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 180000 and 
all < = 200000 Then lineto 549,28 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_!2 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 200000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_] 

If al2 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 0 and 
al2 < = 20000 Then lineto $97,171 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 20000 and 
al2 <= 40000 Then lineto 597,155 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 30000 and 
al2 < = 60000 Then lineto 597,139 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 60000 and 
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al2 <= 80000 Then lineto 597,123 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 80000 and 
al2 <= 100000 Then lineto 597,107 
june_act = found, 

Rule june_act_7? 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 100000 and 
al2 < = 120000 Then lineto 597,9t 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 120000 and 
al2 < = 140000 Then lineto 597,76 
june_act = found, 

Rule june_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 140000 and 
al2 < = 160000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_10 

If aas_size = medium and 
al2 > 160000 and 
al2 <= 180000 Then lineto 597,44 
june_act = found); 

Rule june_act_!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 180000 and 
al2 < = 200000 Then lineto 597,28 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 200000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_act = found ; 

Rule july_act If a! = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
yuly_act = found; 

Rule ads_size_medium 

If axis display * unknown 

Then axis_display = found 
glocate 1,3 
gdisplay “200° 
giocate !,7 
gdisplay “160° 
glocate 1,11 
gdisplay “120° 
glocate 2,15 
gdisplay “80° 
glocate 2,19 
gdisplay "40°; 

Rule turn_around_personal_array 

If tum_personal = unknown 

Then turn_personal = found 

x=] 
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y = 12 
whiletrue x <= 12 then 

exp_personal_c[x] = (exp_personal[y) 
x = (x+1) 

y =(y-)) 
end 

x= 1 

y = (count_it) 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 

new_personal_c{x] = (new_personall[y) 
K = (x+ 1) 

y = (y- i) 
end 

idisplay “exp_personal_ce{1] = {exp_personal_c{1]}° 

‘display “new_personal_c{]] = {new_personal_c{|]} -"; 

‘statements block 

bkcolor = 1; 

Ibutton extbutton!: 10,2,14,14,eqat Ibutton exatbutton2: 10,2,14,14,e0t, Ibutton extbutton3: [0,2,14,14,exit, button exitbutton4: 
10,2,14,14,exit, Ibutton exitbuttonS: 10,2,14,14,em% [button exitbuttonsé: 10,2,14,14,e0r 

plural: new_personal_c,exp_personal_c,exp_personal; 
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B.23 MEDAX2 

runtime; execute; 

actions 

axis_size = medium color = 15 display “The systern has just entered a new knowledge base and files must be” display “loaded. Once the 
files have loaded, the system will proceed directly” display “into the graph.” loadfacts tempdata z = (count_it + 1) whiletrue z <= 12 
then 

new_contn_c({z] = unknown_dummy 
new_uniforms_c{z] = unknown_dummy 
new_total_c[z] = unknown_dummy 

‘display “z = {z}—° !display “new_contin_c{z] = (new_contin_c{z]}° ‘display “‘new_uniforms_c{z] = {new_uniforms_c{z]}° ‘display 
*new_total_c{z] = {new_total_c{z]} -” 

z= (z+ 1) end 

find do_contin find do_uniforms find do_total_costs 

! Rules Block 

Rule begin_contin_dispiay 

If do_contin = unknown 

Then do_contin = found 

xl = (exp_contin_c{]) !display “exp_contin_c{1] = {exp_contin_c{1]}° !display “x! = (xl} 7" 

gmode 14 
exitbutton4 = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 

lineto 600,180 

glocate 25,1 
gdisplay “Continuous Charges’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisptay “Blue - Budget” 

giocate 1,0 
gdisplay °000's* 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month* 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J” 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A* 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S° 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N° 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D* 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F° 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay °M’ 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A° 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M" 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J° 

find aas_display 

gcolor 1} 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_contin_ {1D 
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find july_bud 
reset july bud 
x2 = (exp_contin_c(2) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_contn_c[3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_contin_c[4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_contin_c{5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_contin_c{6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_contin_c{7D) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_contin_c{8) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_contn_c{9D 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
xlO0 = (exp_conun_c{l0) 
find apnl_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
xIl = (exp_contin_c{11D 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (exp_contun_c{12) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_contn_c{l) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 

a2 = (new_contin_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug act 
a3 = (new_contin_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
ad = (new_contn_c{4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
aS = (new_contin_c{5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = ({new_contin_c(6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_contin_d7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_contin_c{8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_contin_c{9) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
ald = (new_contin_c{ 10) 
find apnl_act 
reset apriJ_act 
all = (new_contin_c{!11D 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_contin_c{12) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
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lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 

moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,18! 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 

lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 

lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue eatbutton4 = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tnode 
chain expgraph; 

Rule begin_uniforms_display 

If do_uniforms = unknown 

Then do_uniforms = found 

xl = (exp_uniforms_c{|]) !display “exp_uniforms_c{1] = {exp_uniforms_c{1]}° ‘display “x! = (x1) 7° 

gmode 14 
exitbuttonS = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
hneto 600,180 

glocate 25,1] 
gdisplay "Uniform Purchases’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual” 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget” 

giocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000's’ 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S” 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O” 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay "N” 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D’ 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J” 
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glocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F* 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M’” 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M* 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J” 

find axis_display 

geolor |} 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_uniforms_c[1]) 
find july_bud 
reset jwly_bud 
x2 = (exp_uniforms_c{2} 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_ursforms_c{3} 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_unuforms_c{4]) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_uniforms_c{5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_uniforms_c{6}) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_uniforms_c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_uniforms_c{8)) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_uniforms_c{9) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (exp_uniforms_c{10) 
find apnl_bud 
reset apnil_bud 
x11 = (exp_uniforms_¢{11) 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (exp_uniforms_c{12) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_uniforms_e¢{!) 
find july_act 

reset july_act 
a2 = (new_uniforms_c({2) 
find aug_ act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_uniforms_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_uniforms_c{4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_uniforms_c{5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_uniforms_c[6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_uniforms_c{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_uniforms_c{8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_uniforms_c{9] 
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find march_act 
reset march_act 
al0 = (new_uniforms_c{10]) 
find april_act 
reset april_act 
all = (new_uniforms_c{11]) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_uniforms_c{12) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 

moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 

moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 

lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,18] 

moveto 357,179 

lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
rmoveto 501,179 
lineto 501,18) 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181] 

moveto 597,179 

lineto $97,181 

whiletrue exitbuttonS = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode 
chain experaph; 

Rule begin_total_costs_display 

If do_total_costs = unknown 

Then do_total_costs = found 

xl = (exp_total_c{1) ‘display “exp_total_c{1] = {exp_total_c{t]}” ‘display °xl = (xl}7° 

gmode 14 
exitbutton6 = no 

moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 26,1 
gdisplay “Total Expenses’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual®’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget’ 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000's’ 
glocate 76,23 
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gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A* 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S* 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O” 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N” 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D“ 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F° 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M” 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M” 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J” 

find axis_display 

gcolor 11 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_total_c{ip 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_total_c{2) 
find aug_ bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_total_c(3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_total_c{4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_total_c{5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_total_c([6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_total_c({7D 
find jan bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_total_¢[8) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_total_c{9D) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
xlO = (exp_total_c{l0D 
find apnl_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
xil = (exp_total_cd{11]p) 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
xl2 = (exp_total_¢e{12} 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_total_dIp 
find july_act 
reset july_act 

a2 = (new_total_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_total_c{3} 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_total_c{4) 
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find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_total_c{5p 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_total_c(6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_total_c{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_total_c(&) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_total_c(9) 

find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_total_c{10}} 
find apnl_act 
reset april_act 
all = (new_total_c{11D 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_total_c{12) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

geolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,5! 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,18! 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 

lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 

moveto 357,179 

hneto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 

lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto $01,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto $49,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto $97,181 

whiletrue exitbutton6 = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tnode 
chain graphl; 

Rule aug_act_unknown_dummy 

If a2 = unknown_dummy 

Then aug act = found; 

Rule sept_act_unknown_dummy 

If a3 = unknown_dummy 
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Then sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_unknown_dummy 

If a4 = unknown_dummy 

Then oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_unknown_dummy 

If aS = unknown_dummy 

Then nov_act = found; Rule dec_act_unknown_dummy 

If a6 = unknown_dummy 

Then dec_act = found; Rule jan_act_unknown_dummy 

If a7 = unknown_dummy 

Then jan_act = found; Rule feb_act_unknown_dummy 

If a8 = unknown_dummy 

Then feb_act = found; Rule march_act_unknown_dummy 

If a9 = unknown_dummy 

Then march_act = found; Rule april_act_unknown_dummy 

If a10 = unknown_dummy 

Then april_act = found; Rule may_act_unknown_dummy 

If all = unknown_dummy 

Then may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_unknown_dummy 

If al2 = unknown_dummy 

Then june_act = found; 

Rule july_bud If x1 = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If ads size = medium and 
xl > 0 and 
xi < = 20000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,172 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If aas_size = medium and 
xl > 20000 and 
xl < = 40000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,156 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xl > 40000 and 
xl < = 60000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,140 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xl > 60000 and 
x1 < = 80000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,124 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis _size = medium and 
xl > 80000 and 
xl <= 100000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,108 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis size = medium and 
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xl > 100000 and 
x] <= 120000 Then locate 30,180 
* lineto 69,92 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xt} > 120000 and 
x) < = 140000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,77 

july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xi > 140000 and 
xl < = 160000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,62 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xt > 160000 and 
xl < = [80000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,45 

july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axs_size = medium and 
xl > 180000 and 
x! < = 200000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,29 

july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xl > 200000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,20 
july_bud = found; 

Rule aug bud_1 If x2 = 0 Then lineto 114,180 
aug_bud = found, 

Rule aug_bud_2 If axs_size = medium and 
x2 > O and 
x2 < = 20000 Then lineto 114,172 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_3 If aas_size = medium and 
x2 > 20000 and 
x2 < = 40000 Then lineto 114,156 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_4 If axis _size = medium and 
x2 > 40000 and 
x2 < = 60000 Then lineto 114,140 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_$ If axus_size = medium and 
x2 > 60000 and 
x2 < = 80000 Then lineto 114,124 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_6 If aas_size = medium and 
x2 > 80000 and 
x2 <= 100000 Then lineto 114,108 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_7 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 100000 and 
x2 <= 120000 Then lineto 114,92 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_8 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 120000 and 
x2 < = 140000 Then lineto 114,77 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_9 If axns_size = medium and 
x2 > 140000 and 
x2 <= 160000 Then lineto 114,62 
aug bud = found 
reset aug_bud; 

Rule aug_bud_!0 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 160000 and 
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x2 <= 180000 Then lineto 114,45 
aug_bud = found, 

Rule aug_bud_11 If axas_size = medium and 
x2 > 180000 and 
x2 < = 200000 Then lineto 114,29 
aug _bud = found, 

Rule aug_bud_12 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 200000 Then Jineto 114,20 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_1 If x3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_2 If axis_size ~ medium and 
x3 > O and 
x3 < = 20000 Then lineto 163,172 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_3 If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 20000 and 
x3 < = 40000 Then lineto 163,156 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_4 If axs_size = medium and 
x3 > 40000 and 
x3 < = 60000 Then lineto 163,140 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_5 If axs_size = medium and 
x3 > 60000 and 
x3 < = 80000 Then lineto 163,124 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_6 If ads_size = medium and 
x3 > 80000 and 
x3 < = 100000 Then lineto 163,108 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_? If ads_size = medium and 
x3 > 100000 and 
x3 < = |20000 Then lineto 163,92 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_8 If axas_size = medium and 
x3 > 120000 and 
x3 < = 140000 Then lineto 163,77 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 140000 and 
x3 <= 160000 Then lineto 163,62 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_10 

If ads_size = medium and 
x3 > 160000 and 
x3 < = 180000 Then lineto 163,45 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_i! 

If aas_size = medium and 
x3 > 180000 and 
x3 < = 200000 Then lineto 163,29 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_12 

If axis_ize = medium and 
x3 > 200000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_l 

If x4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
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oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > QO and 
x4 < = 20000 Then lineto 212,172 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 20000 and 
x4 < = 40000 Then lineto 212,156 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 40000 and 
x4 < = 60000 Then lineto 212,140 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 60000 and 
x4 <= 80000 Then lineto 212,124 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 80000 and 
x4 < = 100000 Then lineto 212,108 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 100000 and . 
x4 < = 120000 Then lineto 212,92 
oct_bud = found, 

Rule oct_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 120000 and 
x4 < = 140000 Then lineto 212,77 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 140000 and 
x4 <= 160000 Then lineto 212,62 
oct_bud = found; 

_ Rule oct_bud_!0 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 160000 and 
x4 <= 180000 Then lineto 212,45 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_11 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 180000 and 
x4 <= 200000 Then lineto 212,29 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_!2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 200000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_] 
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If x5 = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 0 and 
x5 < = 20000 Then lineto 260,172 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 20000 and 
x5 <= 40000 Then lineto 260,156 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 40000 and 
x5 < = 60000 Then lineto 260,140 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 60000 and 
x5 < = 80000 Then lineto 260,124 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 80000 and 
x5 <= 100000 Then lineto 260,108 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_7 

If axis_size = anedium and 
x5 > 100000 and 
x5 <= 120000 Then lineto 260,92 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 120000 and 
x5 < = 140000 Then lineto 260,77 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_9 

If ams_size = medium and 
x5 > 140000 and 
x5 < = 160000 Then lineto 260,62 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 160000 and 
x5 < = [80000 Then lineto 260,45 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_!1 

If axas_nze = medium and 
x5 > 180000 and 
x5 < = 200000 Then lineto 260,29 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_!2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 200000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_] 
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If x6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_2 

If axis size = medium and 
x6 > 0 and 
x6 < = 20000 Then lineto 308,172 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 20000 and 
x6 < = 40000 Then lineto 308,156 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 40000 and 
x6 <= 60000 Then lineto 308,140 

dec_bud = found; 

Rute dec_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 60000 and 
x6 < = 80000 Then lineto 308,124 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 80000 and 
x6 < = 300000 Then lineto 308,]08 
dec_bud = found, 

Rule dec_bud_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 100000 and 
x6 <= 120000 Then lineto 308,92 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 120000 and 
x6 <= ]40000 Then lineto 308,77 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 140000 and 
x6 < = 160000 Then lineto 308,62 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 160000 and 
x6 <= 180000 Then lineto 308,45 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_!! 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 180000 and 
x6 < = 200000 Then lineto 308,29 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 200000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_bud = found; 
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Rule jan_bud_1 

If x7 = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x? > QO and 
x7 < = 20000 Then lineto 357,172 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 20000 and 
x7 < = 40000 Then lineto 357,156 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 40000 and 
x7 < = 60000 Then lineto 357,140 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 60000 and 
x7 < = 80000 Then lineto 357,124 
jan_bud = found, 

Rule jan_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 80000 and 
x7 <= 100000 Then lineto 357,108 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_? 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 100000 and 
x7 < = 120000 Then lineto 357,92 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 120000 and 

x? < = }40000 Then lineto 357,77 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 140000 and 
x7 <= 160000 Then lineto 357,62 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x? > 160000 and 
x7 <= 180000 Then lineto 357,45 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_1!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 180000 and 
x7 < = 200000 Then lineto 357,29 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_!2 

If axis size = medium and 
x? > 200000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_bud = found; 
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Rule feb_bud_1 

If x8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 0 and 
x8 <= 20000 Then lineto 404,172 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 20000 and 
x8 <= 40000 Then lineto 404,156 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 40000 and 
x8 < = 60000 Then lineto 404,140 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 60000 and 
x8 <= 80000 Then lineto 404,124 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 80000 and 
x8 <= 100000 Then lineto 404, [08 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_7 

If aas_size = medium and 
x8 > 100000 and 
x8 < = 120000 Then lineto 404,92 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 120000 and 
x8 <= 140000 Then lineto 404,77 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 140000 and 
x8 <= 160000 Then lineto 404,62 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_10 

If aas_size = medium and 
x8 > 160000 and 
x8 <= 180000 Then lineto 404,45 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_!1 

If axis size = medium and 
x8 > 180000 and 
x8 < = 200000 Then lineto 404,29 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 200000 Then lineto 404,20 
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feb_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_]1 

If x9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_2 

If axds_size = medium and 
x9 > 0 and 
x9 < = 20000 Then lineto 452,172 
march_bud = found, 

Rule march_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 20000 and 
x9 <= 40000 Then lineto 452,156 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 40000 and 
x9 < = 60000 Then lineto 452,140 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_5 

If axis size = medium and 
x9 > 60000 and 
x9 < = 80000 Then lineto 452,124 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 80000 and 
x9 <= 100000 Then lineto 452,108 
march_bud = found, 

Rule march_bud_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 100000 and 
x9 < = 120000 Then lineto 452,92 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 120000 and 
x9 < = 140000 Then lineto 452,77 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 140000 and 
x9 < = 160000 Then lineto 452,62 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 160000 and 
x9 <= 180000 Then lineto 452,45 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_]] 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 180000 and 
x9 < =~ 200000 Then lineto 452,29 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
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x9 > 200000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_1 

If x10 = 0 Then Jineto 501,180 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > O and 
x10 < = 20000 Then lineto 501,172 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 20000 and 
x10 < = 40000 Then lineto 501,156 
apn]_bud = found; 

Rule apni_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 40000 and 
x10 < = 60000 Then lineto 501,140 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_5 

Hf axis size = medium and 
xl0 > 60000 and 
x10 < = 80000 Then lineto 501,124 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 80000 and 
x10 < = 100000 Then lineto 501,108 
april_bud = found; 

Rule apnil_bud_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 100000 and 
x10 < = 120000 Then lineto 501,92 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 120000 and 
x10 < = 140000 Then lineto 501,77 
apni_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 140000 and 

x10 < = 160000 Then lineto 501,62 
april_bud = found; 

Rule apni_bud_!0 

If axis size = medium and 
x10 > 160000 and 
x10 < = 180000 Then lineto 501,45 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_!} 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 180000 and 
x10 < = 200000 Then lineto 501,29 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_12 
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If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 200000 Then lineto 501,20 
apnl_bud = found 
reset april_ bud; 

Rule may_bud_l 

If xll = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x11 > 0 and 
x11 <= 20000 Then lineto 549,172 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x11 > 20000 and 
x11 < = 40000 Then lineto 549,156 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_4 

If aas_size = medium and 
xl1 > 40000 and 
x1] < = 60000 Then lineto 549,140 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
xii > 60000 and 
x11 < = 80000 Then lineto 549,124 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
xlf > 80000 and 
xl <= 100000 Then lineto 549,108 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
x11 > 100000 and 
xll < = 120000 Then lineto 549,92 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x1! > 120000 and 
xtl <= 140000 Then lineto 549,77 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
xlf > 149000 and 
xll <= 160000 Then lineto 549,62 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_!0 

If axis_size = medium and 
x!1 > 160000 and 

xll <= [80000 Then lineto 549,45 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
xtl > 180000 and 
x11 < = 200000 Then lineto 549,29 
may_bud = found; 
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Rule may_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
xt] > 200000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_l 

If x12 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
xl2 > O and 
x12 < = 20000 Then lineto 597,172 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 20000 and 
x12 < = 40000 Then lineto 597,156 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 40000 and 
x12 < = 60000 Then lineto $97,140 
June_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 60000 and 
x12 < = 80000 Then lineto 597,124 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 80000 and 
x12 <= 100000 Then lineto 597,108 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 100000 and 
x12 < = 120000 Then lineto 597,92 
yune_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 120000 and 
x12 < = 140000 Then lineto 597,77 
june_bud = found; 

Rute june_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 140000 and 
x12 < = 160000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 160000 and 
x12 < = 180000 Then lineto 597,45 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_!! 

If axis_size = medium and 
x!2 > 180000 and 
x12 < = 200000 Then lineto 597,29 
june_bud = found; 
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Rule june_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 200000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_bud = found; 

Rule july_act If al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 0 and 
al <= 20000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,171 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 20000 and 
al < = 40000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,155 
July_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 40000 and 
al < = 60000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,140 

july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 60000 and 
al < = 80000 Then locate 30,1380 

lineto 69,124 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If ads_size = medium and 
al > 80000 and 
al <= 100000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,108 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 100000 and 
al < = 120000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,92 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If aas_size = medium and 
al > 120000 and 
al < = 140000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,77 

july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 140000 and 
al <.= 160000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,62 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 

al > 160000 and 
al < = 1]80000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,45 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 180000 and 

al < = 200000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,29 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If ai > 200000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,20 

july_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_! If a2 = 0 Then lineto 114,179 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_2 If ads_size = medium and 
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a2 > 0 and 
a2 <= 20000 Then lineto 114,171 
aug_act = found; 

Role aug_act_3 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 20000 and 
a2 <= 40000 Then lineto 114,155 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_4 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 40000 and 
a2 < = 60000 Then lineto 114,139 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_5 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 60000 and 
a2 < = 80000 Then lineto 114,123 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_6 If ans size = medium and 
a2 > 80000 and 
a2 < = 100000 Then lineto 114,107 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_7 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 100000 and 
a2 <= 120000 Then lineto 114,91 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_8 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 120000 and 
a2 <= 140000 Then lineto 114,75 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_9 If axis size = medium and 
a2 > 140000 and 
a2Z.< = 160000 Then lineto 114,61 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_!0 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 160000 and 
a2 <= 180000 Then lineto 114,44 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_I! If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 180000 and 
a2 <= 200000 Then lineto 114,28 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_12 If axis size = medium and 
a2 > 200000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_! If a3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_2 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 0 and 
a3 < = 20000 Then lineto 163,371 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_3 If axis_size ~ medium and 
a3 > 20000 and 
a3 < = 40000 Then lineto 163,155 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_4 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 40000 and 
a3 < = 60000 Then lineto 163,139 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_S If axis size = medium and 
a3 > 60000 and 
a3 <= 80000 Then lineto 163,123 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_6 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 80000 and 
a3 <= 300000 Then lineto 163,107 
sept_act = found, 
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Rule sept_act_7 If axis size = medium and 
a3 > 100000 and 
a3 <= 120000 Then lineto 163,91 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_8 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 120000 and 
a3 < = 140000 Then lineto 163,76 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_9 

Hf axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 140000 and 
a3 < = 160000 Then lineto 163,61 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_10 

If ans_size = medium and 
a3 > 160000 and 
a3 < = 180000 Then lineto 163,44 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_11 

If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 180000 and 
a3 <= 200000 Then lineto 163,28 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_!2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 200000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_| 

If a4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_2 

If ans_size = medium and 
a4 > 0 and 
a4 < = 20000 Then lineto 212,171 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_3 

If ans_size = medium and 
a& > 20000 and 
ad < = 40000 Then lineto 212,155 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_4 

If aas_size = medium and 
ad > 40000 and 
a4 < = 60000 Then lineto 212,139 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 60000 and 
a4 < = 80000 Then lineto 212,123 
oct_act = found, 

Rule oct_act_6 

If aas_size = medium and 
ad > 80000 and 
a4 <= 100000 Then lineto 212,107 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_7 
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If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 100000 and 
a4 < = 120000 Then lineto 212,91 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 120000 and 
a4 <= 140000 Then lineto 212,76 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 140000 and 
a4 <= 160000 Then lineto 212,61 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_!0 

If acis_size = medium and 
a4 > 160000 and 
aé < = 180000 Then lineto 212,44 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_li 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 180000 and 
aé <= 200000 Then lineto 212,28 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 200000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_] 

If a5 = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_act = found, 

Rule nov_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > O and 
a5 < = 20000 Then lineto 260,!7] 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_3 

If ads_size = medium and 
a5 > 20000 and 
aS < = 40000 Then lineto 260,155 
nov_act = found, 

Rule nov_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 40000 and 
aS < = 60000 Then lineto 260,139 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
aS > 60000 and 
aS < = 80000 Then lineto 260,123 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 80000 and 
a5 < = 100000 Then lineto 260,107 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_7 
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If axis_size = medium and 
aS > 100000 and 
aS < = 120000 Then Jineto 260,91 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_8 

If aas_size = medium and 
a5 > 120000 and 
a5 <= 140000 Then lineto 260,76 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
aS > 140000 and 
a5 < = 160000 Then lineto 260,61 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_|0 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 160000 and 
a5 <= 180000 Then lineto 260,44 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_}} 

If axis size = medium and 
a5 > 180000 and 
aS < = 200000 Then lineto 260,28 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 200000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_! 

If a6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 0 and 
a6 < = 20000 Then lineto 308,171 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_3 

If ads suze = medium and 
a6 > 20000 and 
a6 < = 40000 Then lineto 308,155 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_4¢ 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 40000 and 
a6 < = 60000 Then lineto 308,139 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 60000 and 
a6 < = 80000 Then lineto 308,123 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_6 

If axis size = medium and 
a6 > 80000 and 
a6 <= 100000 Then lineto 308,107 
dec_act = found; 
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Rule dec_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 100000 and 
a6 <= 120000 Then lineto 308,91 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 120000 and 
a6 <= 140000 Then lineto 303,76 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 140000 and 
a6 < = 160000 Then lineto 308,61 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > [60000 and 
a6 < = 180000 Then lineto 308,44 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_11 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 180000 and 
a6 < = 200000 Then lineto 308,28 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 200000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_1! 

If a? = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > O and 
a7 < «= 20000 Then lineto 357,171 
Jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 20000 and 
a7 <= 40000 Then lineto 357,155 
jan_act = found, 

Rule jan_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 40000 and 
a7 < = 60000 Then lineto 357,139 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 60000 and 
a7 < = 80000 Then lineto 357,123 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_6 

If axis size = medium and 
a7 > $0000 and 
a7? <= 100000 Then lineto 357,107 
jan_act = found; 
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Rule jan_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 100000 and 
a7 < = 120000 Then lineto 357,91 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a? > 120000 and 
a7 < = 140000 Then lineto 357,76 
jan_act = found, 

Rule jan_act_9 

If axis size = medium and 
a7 > 140000 and 

a7? < = 160000 Then lineto 357,61 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 160000 and 
a? < = 180000 Then lineto 357,44 
jan_act = found =, 

Rule jan_act_11 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 180000 and 
a? <= 200000 Then lineto 357,28 
jan_act = found ; 

Rule jan_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 200000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_1 

If a8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_2 

If waas_size = medium and 
a8 > 0 and 
a8 < = 20000 Then tineto 404,171 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 20000 and 
a < = 40000 Then lineto 404,155 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_4 

If axis size = medium and 
a8 > 40000 and 
a8 < = 60000 Then lineto 404,139 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
a& > 60000 and 
a8 <= 80000 Then lineto 404,123 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 80000 and 
a8 < = 100000 Then lineto 404,107 
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feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 100000 and 
a8 < = 120000 Then lineto 404,91 
feb_act = found =; 

Rule feb_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 120000 and 
a8 < = 140000 Then lineto 404,76 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 140000 and 
a8 < = 160000 Then lineto 404,61 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 160000 and 
a8 <= 180000 Then lineto 404,44 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_11 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 180000 and 
a8 < = 200000 Then lineto 404,28 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 200000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_act = found; 

Rule march_act_! 

If a9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_2 

If aas_size = medium and 
a9 > 0 and 
a9 < = 20000 Then lineto 452,171 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 20000 and 
a9 < = 40000 Then lineto 452,155 
March_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 40000 and 
a9 < = 60000 Then lineto 452,139 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 60000 and 
a9 <= 80000 Then lineto 452,123 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 80000 and 
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a9 <= 100000 Then lineto 452,107 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_? 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 100000 and 
a9 <= 120000 Then lineto 452,91 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 120000 and 
a9 < = 140000 Then lineto 452,76 
march_act = found , 

Rule march_act_9 

If ads_size = medium and 
a9 > 140000 and 
a9 < = 160000 Then lineto 452,61 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 160000 and 
a9 <= 180000 Then lineto 452,44 
march _act = found =; 

Rule march_act_!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 180000 and 
a9 < = 200000 Then lineto 452,28 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_1]2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 200000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_! 

If al0 = 0 Then lineto $01,180 
apnl_act = found ; 

Rule apnt_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
alO > Q and 
al0 <= 20000 Then lineto 501,171 
apnl_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
alO > 20000 and 
alOQ < = 40000 Then lineto 501,155 
apnl_act = found; 

Rule april_act_4 

If aas_size = medium and 
alO > 40000 and 
al0 < = 60000 Then lineto 501,139 
april_act = found; 

Rule april_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 60000 and 
al0 < = 80000 Then lineto 501,123 
apnil_act = found; 

Rule april_act_6 

If axis size = medium and 
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alQ > 80000 and 
al0 <= 100000 Then lineto 501,107 
april!_act = found; 

Rule april_act_? 

If axis_size = medium and 
aid > 100000 and 
alO <= 120000 Then lineto $01,91 
apnil_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_8 

lf axis_size = medium and 
alO > 120000 and 
alO <= 140000 Then lineto 501,76 
april_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 140000 and 
al0 <= 160000 Then lineto 501,61 
apnl_act = found =; 

Rule apnil_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
alO > 160000 and 
alO <= 180000 Then lineto 501,44 
apnl_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 180000 and 
alO < = 200000 Then lineto 501,28 
april_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_!2 

If axis_size = medium and . 
alO > 200000 Then lineto 501,20 
april_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_] 

If all = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
ali > O and 
all < = 20000 Then Lineto 549,171 
may_act = found) ; 

Rule may_act_3 

If ads_size = medium and 
all > 20000 and 
all <= 40000 Then lineto 549,155 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 40000 and 
all < = 60000 Then lineto 549,139 
may_act = found, 

Rule may_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 60000 and 
all < = 80000 Then lineto 549,123 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_6 
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If axis_size = medium and 
all > 80000 and 
all <= 100000 Then lineto 549,107 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 100000 and 
all <= 120000 Then lineto 549,91 
may_act = found , 

Rule may_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 120000 and 
all < = 140000 Then lineto 549,76 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 140000 and 
all < = 160000 Then lineto 549,61 
May_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_!0 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 160000 and 
all <= 180000 Then Jineto 549,44 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_1! 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 180000 and 
all < = 200000 Then lineto 549,28 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 200000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_! 

If al2 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_2 

If axgs_size = medium and 
al2 > 0 and 
al2 < = 20000 Then lineto 597,17! 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 20000 and 
al2 < = 40000 Then Iineto 597,155 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_4 

If axis_stze = medium and 
al2 > 40000 and 
al2 < = 60000 Then lineto 597,139 
june_act = found ==; 

Rule june_act_5 

If axis size = medium and 
al2 > 60000 and 
al2 < = 80000 Then lineto $97,123 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_6 
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If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 80000 and 
al2 <= 100000 Then lineto 597,107 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 100000 and 
al2 <= 120000 Then lineto 597,91 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 120000 and 
al2 <= 140000 Then lineto 597,76 
juné_act = found; 

Rule june_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 140000 and 
al2 <= 160000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 160000 and 
al2 < = 180000 Then lineto 597,44 
june_act = found, 

Rule june_act_!] 

If axis_size = medium and 
ai2 > 180000 and 
al2 < = 200000 Then lineto 597,28 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_12 

If axis size = medium and 
al2 > 200000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_act = found ; 

Rule july_actIf al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
jJuly_act = found; 

Rule axis_size_medium 

If axis_display = unknown 

Then ads_display = found 
glocate 1,3 
gdisplay °200° 
glocate 1,7 
gdisplay “160° 
giocate 1,11 
gdisplay “120° 
glocate 2,15 
gdisplay “80° 
glocate 2,19 
gdisplay “40°, 

Rule turn_around_personal_array 

If turn_personal = unknown 

Then turmn_personal = found 

x=] 
y= 12 
whiletrue x <= 12 then 

exp_personal_c{x] = (exp_personal[y) 
x = (x+1)) 
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y =(y-1 
end 

x= 1 
y = (count_it 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 

new_personal_c{x] = (new_personal{y) 
x = (x+)) 
y ={y-]) 

end 

!display “exp_personal_c{1] = (exp_personal_c{1]}” 

‘display “new_personal_c{1] = {new_personal_c{1]} -*; 

'statements block 

bkcolor = 1; 

Ibutton extbutton!: 10,2,14,14,eqat, Ibutton exitbutton2 10,2,14,14,e0t Ibutton eatbutton3: 10,2,14,14,et, button extbuttond: 
10,2,14,14,e00t, Ibutton exitbuttons: 10,2,14,14,eq0t, Ibutton exatbutton6: 10,2,14,14,e0r . 

plural: new_personal_c,exp_personal_c,exp_personal; 
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runtime; execute; 

actions 

B.24 LARGEAX! 

axis_size = large color = 15 display “The system has just entered a new knowledge base and files must be” display “loaded. Once the files 
have loaded, the system will proceed directly” display “into the graph.” 

new_personal_c{z} = 
= unknown_dummy 

new_s & m_c{z] = 
new_contract_c{z] 

‘display "z= {z)—° ‘display “new personal _ c{z] = {new_personal_c{z]}* !display “new_contract_c{z] = 

unknown_dummy 

unknown_dummy 

“new. s_ _&_m n_c{2] = (new_s & m_e{z]}” 
= (z + 1) end 

find do_personal find do_contract find do_s_&_m ; 

! Rules Block 

Rule begin_contract_display 

If do_contract = unknown 

Then do_contract = found 

x1 = (exp_contract_c{I]) 
display “exp_contract x0 = (exp_contract_c{]]} - 
display “xl = (x1) —7 
al = (new_ contract_c{1) 
display “new_contract cll = {new_contract_c{!]}’ 
display ‘al = {al} -” 

gmode 14 
exitbutton2 = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

find axis_display 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000's” 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month’ 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A° 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay °S* 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N° 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D*° 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay "F° 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M° 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A* 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M° 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J° 

gcolor 11 
moveto 30,180 

= (exp_contract_c{! 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 

loadfacts tempdata z = (count_it + 1) whiletrue z < = 12 then 

{new_contract_c{z]}" !display 
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x2 = (exp_contract_c[2] 
find aug_bud 
reset aug bud 
x3 = (exp_contract_c{3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_contract_c{4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_contract_c{5)) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_contract_c{6]) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_contract_c{7]} 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_contract_c{8]) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_contract_¢c{9) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
xl0 = (exp_contract_e{ 10) 
find apni_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
x11 = (exp_contract_c{]1) 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (exp_contract_c{12) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor [0 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_contract_c{1) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_contract_c{2] 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_contract_c{3} 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_contract_c{4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_contract_c{5]) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_contract_c(6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7? = (new_contract_e{7]) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_contract_c{8]) 
find feb_act 
reset fed_act 
a9 = (new_contract_c{9}) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
al0 = (new_contract_c{10D 
find april_act 
reset apml_act 
all = (new_contract_e{ 11) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_contract_c{12) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
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lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 

moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 

moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 

lineto 452,181 

moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto $97,181 

glocate 23,1 
gdisplay “Contractual Expenses” 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual’ 
giocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget’ 

whiletrue exitbutton2 = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode 
chain expgraph; 

Rule begin_personal_display 

If do_personal = unknown 

Then do_personal = found 

gmode 14 
exitbutton! = no 

moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 25,1 
gdisplay “Personal Expenses" 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget” 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay °000's” 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A* 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay °S° 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N° 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D’ 
glocate 45,24



B.2! SMALLAX2 

runtime; execute; 

actions 

axis_size = large color = 15 display “The system has just entered a new knowledge base and files must be” display “loaded. Once the files 
have loaded, the system will proceed directly” display “into the graph.° 

loadfacts tempdata z = (count_it + 1) whiletrue z < = 12 then 
new_contin_c[z] = unknown_dummy 
new_uniforms_c[z] = unknown_dummy 
new_total_c[z] = unknown_dummy 
z= {z+ 1) end 

find do_contin find do_uniforms find do_total_costs 

! Rules Block 

Rule begin_contin_display 

If do_contin = unknown 

Then do_contn = found 

gmnode I4 
exitbutton4 = no 

moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 25,1 
gdisplay “Continuous Charges‘ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget” 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000's” 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J” 
giocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A’ 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S° 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O’ 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N° 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D° 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F° 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M* 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay "M" 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “3° 

find aas_ display 

gcolor 11 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_contin_e{1) 
find july bud 

reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_contin_c{2D 
find aug_bud 
reset aug bud 
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x3 = (exp_contin_c{3]) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_contin_c[4]}} 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_contin_c{5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_contin_c[6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_contin_c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_contin_c{8)) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_contin_c{9)) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
xlQ = ({exp_contin_c{l0} 
find april_bud 
reset april_bud 
xl = (exp_contin_c{I 1D 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (exp_contn_¢{12) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_contin_c{1) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_contin_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_contin_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_contin_c{4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
aS = (new_contin_c{5D 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_contin_c(6D 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7? = (new_contin_¢{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a& = (new_contin_c{8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_contin_d9) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_contin_c{l0) 
find april_act 
reset apnl_act 
all = (new_contin_d{1!) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_contin_c{!2) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gceolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,]15 
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moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 

lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 

moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 

moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exatbuttond = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode 
chain expgraph; 

Rule begin_uniforms_display 

If do_uniforms = unknown 

Then do_uniforms = found 

gmode 14 
exitbuttonS = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600, | 80 

glocate 25,1 
gdisplay “Uniform Purchases” 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget’ 

giocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000's” 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month’ 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J” 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A* 
glocate 21,24 . 
gdisplay “S* 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay °O’ 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N° 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D’ 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay °J* 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay "F° 
glocate $7,24 
gdisplay “M* 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 69,24 
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gdisplay “M* 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J* 

find axis_display 

gceolor 11 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_uniforms_c{I} 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_uniforms_¢c{2) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_uniforms_c{3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_uniforms_c(4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_uniforms_c[5D 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_uniforms_c{6D 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_umforms_c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_uniforms_c{8]) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_uniforms_c{9) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
xlQ = (exp_umforms_{10) 
find apni_bud 
reset apnil_bud 
x11 = (exp_uniforms_¢e{11D 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (exp_uniforms_c{I2D) 
find june_bud 
reset yune_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_uniforms_¢e{1D 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_uniforms_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_uniforms_c{3)) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_uniforms_ {4D 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_uniforms_¢{5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_uniforms_c{6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_uniforms_c{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_uniforms_c(8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_uniforms_c{9) 

find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_uniforms_c{10D 
find april_act 
reset apnil_act 
all = (new_uniforms_e{1ID 
find may_act 
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reset may_act 
al2 = (new_uniforms_c[12]) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 

lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 

lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto [63,181 

moveto 212,]79 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 

moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 

moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exitbuttonS = no then end 

reset axis display 
tmode 
chain expgraph; 

Rule begin_total_costs_display 

If do_total_costs = unknown 

Then do_total_costs = found 

gmode 14 
extbutton6 = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 26,1 
gdisplay “Total Expenses’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual* 
giocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget’ 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000's’ 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A* 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay °S° 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O"



glocate 33,24 
gdisplay "N’ 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D’ 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J* 
giocate 51,24 
gdisplay "F° 
‘glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M* 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M° 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J” 

find axis_display 

gceolor {1 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_total_c{1) 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 

x2 = (exp_total_c{2) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_total_c{3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_total_c{4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_total_c(5} 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_total_c[6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_total_c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_total_c[8) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_total_c(9} 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (exp_total_c{10} 
find apnl_bud 
resct apnl_bud 
x11 = (exp_total_e{1!) 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
xl2 = (exp_total_c{l2) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_total_c{I) 
find july_act — 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_total_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_total_c{3} 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
ad = (new_total_c{4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
aS = (new_total_c{5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_total_c{6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_total_c{7) 
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find jan_act 
reset jan_act 

a8 = (new_total_c[8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_total_c[9]) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_total_c{10) 
find apnil_act 
reset april_act 
all = (new_total_c{II) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_total_c{12) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

geolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 

moveto 27,83 

lineto 33,83 

moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 

lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 

lineto 69,181 
moveto 134,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 

lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
hineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 

lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 

moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 

lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto $49,181 
moveto $97,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exitbutton6 = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode 
savefacts tempdata 
chain graphl; 

Rule aug_act_unknown_dummy 

If a2 = unknown_dummy 

Then aug_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_unknown_dummy 

If a3 = unknown_dummy 

Then sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_unknown_dummy 

If a4 = unknown_dummy 

Then oct_act = found; 
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Rule nov_act_unknown_dummy 

If a5 = unknown_dummy 

Then nov_act = found; Rule dec_act_unknown_dummy 

If a6 = unknown_dummy 

Then dec_act = found; Rule jan_act_unknown_dummy 

if a? = unknown_dummy 

Then jan_act = found; Rule feb_act_unknown_dummy 

If a8 = unknown_dummy 

Then feb_act = found; Rule march_act_unknown_dummy 

If a9 = unknown_dummy 

Then march_act = found; Rule april_act_unknown_dummy 

If alQ = unknown_dummy . 

Then april_act = found; Rule may_act_unknown_dummy 

If all = unknown_dummy 

Then may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_unknown_dummy 

If al2 = unknown_dummy 

Then june_act = found; 

Rule july_bud If x1 = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If as size = large and 
xl > O and 
xl <= 35000 Then locate 30,!80 
lineto 69,172 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
x1 > 35000 and 
x1 < = 70000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,156 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
xt > 70000 and 
xl < = 105000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,140 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
xf > 105000 and 

xl <= 140000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,124 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
xl > 140000 and 
xl <= 175000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,108 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If aus size = large and 
xi > 175000 and 
xl < = 210000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,92 
july_bud = found, 

Rule july_bud If ads size = large and 
xl > 210000 and 
xl < = 245000 Then locate 30,180 
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lineto 69,77 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
xl > 245000 and 
xl <= 280000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,62 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis size = large and 
xl > 280000 and 
x1 <= 315000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,45 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
x1 > 315000 and 
xl < = 350000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,29 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If aas size = large and 
x1 > 350000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,2 
july_bud = found; 

Rule aug _bud_1] If x2 = 0 Then lineto 114,180 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_2 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 0 and 
x2 < = 35000 Then lineto 114,172 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_3 If axis size = large and 
x2 > 35000 and 
x2 <= 70000 Then lineto 114,156 
aug_bud = found; 

Role aug _bud_4 If axis size = large and 
x2 > 70000 and 
x2 <= 105000 Then lineto 114,140 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug bud_5 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 105000 and 
x2 <= 140000 Then lineto 114,124 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug bud_6 If axis size = large and 
x2 > 140000 and 
x2 < = 175000 Then lineto 114,108 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_7 If axs_size = large and 
x2 > 175000 and 
x2 <= 230000 Then lineto 114,92 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_8 If axds_size = large and 
x2 > 210000 and 
x2 < = 245000 Then lineto 114,77 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_9 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 245000 and 
x2 < = 280000 Then lineto 114,62 
aug_bud = found 
reset aug bud; 

Rule aug _bud_10 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 280000 and 
x2 < = 315000 Then fineto 114,45 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug bud_!1 If axis size = large and 
x2 > 315000 and 
x2 <= 350000 Then lineto 114,29 
aug_bud = found; 
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Rule aug _bud_12 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 350000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_l If x3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_2 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 0 and 
x3 < = 35000 Then lineto 163,172 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_3 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 35000 and 
x3 <= 70000 Then lineto 163,156 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_4 If axis size = large and 
x3 > 70000 and 
x3 < = 105000 Then lineto 163,140 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_5 If axis _size = large and 
x3 > 105000 and 
x3 <= 140000 Then lineto 163,124 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_6 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 140000 and 
x3 < = 175000 Then lineto 163,108 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_? If axis_size =~ large and 
x3 > 175000 and 
x3 < = 210000 Then lineto 163,92 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_8 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 210000 and . 
x3 <= 245000 Then lineto 163,77 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 245000 and 
x3 < = 280000 Then lineto 163,62 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_10 

If axis size = large and 
x3 > 280000 and 
x3 < = 315000 Then lineto 163,45 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_1] 

If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 315000 and 
x3 < = 350000 Then lineto 163,29 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 350000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_! 

If x4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > QO and 
x4 < = 35000 Then lineto 212,172 
oct_bud = found; 
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Rule oct_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 35000 and 
x4 <= 70000 Then lineto 212,156 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_4¢ 

If axis size = large and 
x4 > 70000 and 
x4 <= 105000 Then lineto 212,140 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_5 

If axis_ize = large and 
x4 > 105000 and 
x4 <= [40000 Then lineto 212,124 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_6 

If axis size = large and 
x4 > 140000 and 
x4 < = 175000 Then lineto 212,108 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_7? 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 175000 and 
x4 < = 2]0000 Then lineto 212,92 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 210000 and 
x4 < = 245000 Then lineto 212,77 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_9 

If ads_size = large and 
x4 > 245000 and 
x4 <= 280000 Then lineto 212,62 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_10 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 280000 and 
x4 < = 315000 Then lineto 212,45 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_1I] 

If aas_size = large and 
x4 > 315000 and 
x4 < = 350000 Then lineto 212,29 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 350000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_! 

If xS = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 0 and 
x5 <= 35000 Then lineto 260,172 
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nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 35000 and 
x5 < = 70000 Then lineto 260,156 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 70000 and 
x5 <= 105000 Then lineto 260,140 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 105000 and 
x5 < = 140000 Then lineto 260,124 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_6 

If axs_size = large and 
x5 > 140000 and 
x5 < = 175000 Then lineto 260,108 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 175000 and 
x5 < = 210000 Then lineto 260,92 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 210000 and 
x5 <= 245000 Then lineto 260,77 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 245000 and 
x5 < = 280000 Then lineto 260,62 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_10 

If aas_size = large and 
x5 > 280000 and 
x5 < = 315000 Then lineto 260,45 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_1! 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 315000 and 
x5 < = 350000 Then lineto 260,29 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_12 

If axis_size = Jarge and 
x5 > 350000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_] 

If x6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_2 

If axas_size = large and 
x6 > O and 
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x6 < = 35000 Then lineto 308,172 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 35000 and 
x6 <= 70000 Then lineto 308,156 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 70000 and 
x6 < = 105000 Then lineto 308,140 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 105000 and 
x6 < = 140000 Then lineto 308,124 
dec_bud = found, 

Rule dec_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 140000 and 
x6 < = 175000 Then lineto 308,108 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 175000 and 
x6 < = 210000 Then lineto 308,92 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 210000 and 
x6 < = 245000 Then lineto 308,77 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 245000 and 
x6 <= 280000 Then lineto 308,62 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_10 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 280000 and 
x6 < = 315000 Then lineto 308,45 
dec_bud = found; 

Rute dec_bud_!1 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 315000 and 
x6 <= 350000 Then lineto 308,29 
dec_bud = found, 

Rule dec_bud_!2 

If axis_size = jarge and 
x6 > 350000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_| 

If x7 = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
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x7 > 0 and 
x7 < = 35000 Then lineto 357,172 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x? > 35000 and 

x7 < = 70000 Then lineto 357,156 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_4¢ 

If axas_size = large and 
x7 > 70000 and 

x7 <= 105000 Then lineto 357,140 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_5 

If axis size = large and 
x7 > 105000 and 
x7 < = 140000 Then lineto 357,124 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 140000 and 
x7 < = 175000 Then lineto 357,108 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 175000 and 
x7 < = 210000 Then lineto 357,92 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 210000 and 
x7 < = 245000 Then lineto 357,77 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 245000 and 
x7 < = 280000 Then lineto 357,62 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_10 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 280000 and 
x7 < = 315000 Then lineto 357,45 
jan_bud = found; . 

Rule jan_bud_11 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 315000 and 
x7 < = 350000 Then lineto 357,29 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 350000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_} 

If x8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_2 
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If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 0 and 
x8 <= 35000 Then lineto 404,172 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_3 

If axis _size = large and 
x8 > 35000 and 
x8 <= 70000 Then lineto 404,156 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 70000 and 
x8 <= 105000 Then lineto 404,140 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 105000 and 
x8 <= 140000 Then lineto 404,124 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_6 

If axis size = large and 
x8 > 140000 and 
x8 <= 175000 Then lineto 404,/08 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 175000 and 
x8 <= 210000 Then lineto 404,92 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 210000 and 
x8 <= 245000 Then lineto 404,77 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 245000 and 
x8 < = 280000 Then lineto 404,62 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_10 

If axis _size = large and 
x8 > 280000 and 
x8 < = 31/5000 Then lineto 404,45 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_]! 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 315000 and 
x8 <= 350000 Then lineto 404,29 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_12 

If axis size = large and 
x8 > 350000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_bud = found, 

Rule march_bud_! 

If x9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_2 
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If axis_size = large and 
x9 > O and 
x9 <= 35000 Then lineto 452,172 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_3 

If waas_size = large and 
x9 > 35000 and 
x9 <= 70000 Then lineto 452,156 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 70000 and 
x9 <= 105000 Then lineto 452,140 
march_bud = found, 

Rule march_bud_$ 

If aas_size = large and 
x9 > 105000 and 
x9 < = 140000 Then lineto 452,124 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_6 

If axis size = large and 
x9 > 140000 and 
x9 < = 175000 Then lineto 452,108 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_7 

If axis size = large and 
x9 > 175000 and 
x9 <= 210000 Then lineto 452,92 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 210000 and 
x9 <= 245000 Then lineto 452,77 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 245000 and 
x9 <= 280000 Then lineto 452,62 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_!0 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 280000 and 
x9 <= 315000 Then lineto 452,45 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_!1 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 315000 and 
x9 <= 350000 Then lineto 452,29 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_!2 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 350000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_bud = found; 

Role april_bud_1 

If x10 = 0 Then lineto 501,180 
april_bud = found; 
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Rule april_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > Q and 
x10 < = 35000 Then lineto 501,172 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 35000 and 
x10 < = 70000 Then lineto 501,156 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 70000 and 
x10 < = 105000 Then lineto 501,140 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_5 

If ads_size = Jarge and 
x10 > 105000 and 
x10 < = 140000 Then lineto 501,124 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule apnil_bud_6 

If amis_size = large and 
x10 > 140000 and 
x10 < = 175000 Then Jineto 501,108 
april_bud = found; 

Rule apnil_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 175000 and 
x10 <= 21/0000 Then lineto 501,92 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 210000 and 
xlQ < = 245000 Then lineto 501,77 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 245000 and 
x10 < = 280000 Then lineto 501,62 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_10 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 280000 and 
xtO < = 315000 Then lineto 501,45 
apni_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_Il 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 315000 and 
x10 <= 350000 Then lineto 501,29 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 350000 Then lineto 501,20 
apnl_bud = found 
reset apni_bud; 

Rule may_bud_l 

If xll = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
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may_bud = found: 

Rule may_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
xt] > 0 and 
x11 < = 35000 Then lineto 549,172 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x11 > 35000 and 
xlI <= 70000 Then lineto 549,156 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
xi! > 70000 and 
xlt <= 105000 Then lineto 549,140 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
xtl > 105000 and 
xll < = 140000 Then lineto 549,124 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
xii > 140000 and 
xii < = 175000 Then lineto 549,108 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x11 > 175000 and 
xll_ < = 210000 Then lineto 549,92 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x1} > 210000 and 
xl! < = 245000 Then lineto 549,77 
may_bud = found; . 

Rule may_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x1] > 245000 and 
x11 < = 280000 Then lineto 549,62 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_10 

If axis_size = large and 
x11 > 280000 and 
xll < = 315000 Then lineto 549,45 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_!! 

If axis_size = Jarge and 
xl > 315000 and 
xl} < = 350000 Then lineto 549,29 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_|2 

If axis size = large and 
x1 > 350000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_1 
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If x12 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
xi2 > 0 and 
xl2 <= 35000 Then lineto 597,172 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 35000 and 
x12 <= 70000 Then lineto 597,156 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 70000 and 
x12 < = 105000 Then lineto 597,140 
June_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 105000 and 
x12 <= 140000 Then lineto $97,124 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 149000 and 
x12 <= 175000 Then lineto 597,108 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_7? 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 175000 and 
xl2 < = 210000 Then lineto 597,92 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_8 

If axis size = large and 
x12 > 210000 and 
x12 <= 245000 Then lineto 597,77 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 245000 and 
x12 < = 280000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_10 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 280000 and 
x12 < = 315000 Then lineto 597,45 
yune_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_!1 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 315000 and 
x12 < = 350000 Then lineto 597,29 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_|2 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 350000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_bud = found; , 
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Rule july_act If al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axas_size = large and 
al > 0 and 
al <= 35000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,171 

july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 35000 and 
al < = 70000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,155 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 70000 and 
al < = 105000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,140 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 105000 and 
al <= 140000 Then locate 30,1380 
lineto 69,124 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 140000 and 
al <= 175000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,108 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 175000 and 
al < = 210000 Then locate 30,130 
lineto 69,92 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If aas_size = large and 
al > 210000 and 
al <= 245000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,77 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 245000 and 
al <= 280000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,62 
july-act = found, 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al] > 280000 and 
al < = 315000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,45 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 315000 and 
al < = 350000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,29 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If al > 350000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,20 
july_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_l If a2 = 0 Then lineto 114,179 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_2 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 0 and 
a2 < = 35000 Then lineto 114,171 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_3 If aas_size = large and 
a2 > 35000 and 
a2 < = 70000 Then lineto 114,155 
aug_act = found; . 
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Rule aug_act_4 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 70000 and 
aZ <= 105000 Then lineto 114,139 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_5 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 105000 and 
a2 <= 140000 Then lineto 114,123 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_6 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 140000 and 
a2 < = 175000 Then lineto 114,107 
aug_act = found, 

Rule aug_act_7 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 175000 and 
a2 <= 210000 Then lineto 114,91 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_8 If axis size = large and 
a2 > 210000 and 
a2 < = 245000 Then lineto 114,75 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_9 If axis_size ™ large and 
a2 > 245000 and 
a2 <= 280000 Then lineto 114,61 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_10 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 280000 and 
a2 <= 315000 Then lineto 114,44 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug act_]1 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 315000 and 
a2 < = 350000 Then lineto 114,28 
aug_act = found, 

Rule aug_act_!2 If axis_size =-large and 
a2 > 350000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_! If a3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_2 If axis_size = large and 
a3 > O and 
a3 < = 35000 Then lineto 163,17! 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_3 If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 35000 and 
a3 < = 70000 Then lineto 163,155 
sept_act = found, 

Rule sept_act_4 If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 70000 and 
a3 < = 105000 Then lineto 163,139 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_5 If aas_size = large and 
a3 > 105000 and 
a3 < = 140000 Then lineto 163,123 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_6 If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 140000 and 
a3 < = 175000 Then lineto 163,107 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_? If axds_size = large and 
a3 > 175000 and 
a3 <= 210000 Then lineto 163,91 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_8 If aas_size = large and 
a3 > 210000 and 
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a3 < = 245000 Then lineto 163,76 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 245000 and 
a3 < = 280000 Then lineto 163,61 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 280000 and 
a3 < = 315000 Then lineto 163,44 
s¢pt_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_]1 

If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 315000 and 
a3 < = 350000 Then lineto 163,28 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 350000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_1 

If a4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_2 

If ans size = large and 
a4 > 0 and 
a4 <= 35000 Then lineto 212,171 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_3 

If axis size = large and 
ad > 35000 and 
a4 <= 70000 Then lineto 212,155 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_4 

If aas_size = large and 
a4 > 70000 and 
ad <= 105000 Then lineto 212,139 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 105000 and 
a4 < = 140000 Then lineto 212,123 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_6 

If axis size = large and 
a4 > 140000 and 
ad <= |75000 Then lineto 212,107 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_? 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 175000 and 
a4 < = 210000 Then lineto 212,91 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
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a4 > 210000 and 
a4 <= 245000 Then lineto 212,76 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a¢ > 245000 and 
ad < = 280000 Then lineto 212,61 
oct_act = found, 

Rule oct_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 280000 and 
a4 <= 315000 Then lineto 212,44 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_I1 

If aas_size = Jarge and 
a4 > 315000 and 
ad < = 350000 Then lineto 212,28 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 350000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_! 

If aS = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 0 and . 
a5 < = 35000 Then lineto 260,171 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 35000 and 
aS <= 70000 Then lineto 260,155 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_4 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 70000 and 
a5 < = 105000 Then lineto 260,139 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_$ 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 105000 and 
aS <= |40000 Then lineto 260,123 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_6 

If axis_size = Jarge and 
a5 > 140000 and 
a5 < = 175000 Then lineto 260,107 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_? 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 175000 and 
a5 < = 210000 Then lineto 260,91 
nov_act = found ; 

Rule nov_act_8 
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If axis size = large and 
a5 > 210000 and 
a5 <= 245000 Then lineto 260,76 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 245000 and 
aS <= 280000 Then lineto 260,61 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
aS > 280000 and 
aS < = 315000 Then lineto 260,44 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_!1 

If axis_size = large and 
aS > 315000 and 
a5 < = 350000 Then lineto 260,28 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 350000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_] 

If a6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 0 and 
a6 < = 35000 Then lineto 308,17! 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 35000 and 
a6 < = 70000 Then jineto 308,155 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_4 

If axis size = large and 
a6 > 70000 and 
a6 <= 105000 Then lineto 308,139 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 105000 and 
a6 < = 140000 Then lineto 308,123 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 140000 and 
a6 < = 175000 Then lineto 308,107 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_7 

If axis size = large and 
a6 > 175000 and 
a6 < = 210000 Then lineto 308,91 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_8 
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If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 210000 and 
a6 <= 245000 Then lineto 308,76 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 245000 and 
a6 <= 280000 Then lineto 308,61 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_l0 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 280000 and 
a6 < = 315000 Then lineto 308,44 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_l! 

If aas_size = large and 
a6 > 315000 and 
a6 < = 350000 Then lineto 308,28 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_!2 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 350000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_l 

If a? = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_act = found, 

Rule jan_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 0 and 
a? < = 35000 Then lineto 357,171 
jan_act = found, 

Rute jan_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 35000 and 
a7 < = 70000 Then lineto 357,155 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_4 

If axis_size = large and 
a? > 70000 and 
a7 < = 105000 Then lineto 357,139 
Jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 105000 and 
a7 <= 140000 Then lineto 357,123 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
a7? > 140000 and 
a7? <= 175000 Then lineto 357,107 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_7 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 175000 and 
a7 <= 210000 Then lineto 357,91 
jan_act = found; 
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Rule jan_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 210000 and 
a7 < = 245000 Then lineto 357,76 
jan_act = found =; 

Rule jan_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 245000 and 
a? <= 280000 Then jineto 357,6! 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
a? > 280000 and 
a7? < = 315000 Then lineto 357,44 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_11 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 315000 and 
a7 < = 350000 Then lineto 357,28 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 350000 Then lineto 3$7,20 
jan_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_! 

If a8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_2 

if aas_ze = large and 
a8 > O and 
a8 < = 35000 Then lineto 404,17! 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 35000 and 
a& <= 70000 Then lineto 404,155 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_4 

If axns_size = large and 
a8 > 70000 and 
a8 < = 105000 Then lineto 404,139 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 105000 and 
a8 < = 140000 Then lineto 404,123 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_6 

If aas_size = large and 
a8 > §40000 and 
a8 <= 175000 Then lineto 404,107 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_7 

If axis_size = large and 
a > 175000 and 
a8 < = 210000 Then lineto 404,91 
feb_act = found = ; 
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Rule feb_act_8 

If axas_size = large and 
a8 > 210000 and 
a8 < = 245000 Then lineto 404,76 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 245000 and 
a8 <= 280000 Then lineto 404,6! 
feb_act = found =; 

Rule feb_act_!0 

If axns_size = large and 
a8 > 280000 and 
a8 < = 315000 Then lineto 404,44 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_1!1 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 315000 and 
a8 < = 350000 Then lineto 404,28 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_!2 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 350000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_act = found; 

Rule march_act_| 

If a9 = 0 Then lineto $52,180 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > Qand 
a9 <= 35000 Then lineto 452,171 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 35000 and 
a9 < = 70000 Then lineto 452,155 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_4 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 70000 and 
a9 < = 105000 Then lineto 452,139 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 105000 and 
a9 <= 140000 Then lineto 452,123 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 140000 and 
a9 <= [75000 Then lineto 452,107 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_7 

If axis_size ~ large and 
a9 > 175000 and 
a9 <= 210000 Then lineto 452,91 
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march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 210000 and 
a9 <= 245000 Then lineto 452,76 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_9 

If axis size = large and 
a9 > 245000 and 
a9 <= 280000 Then lineto 452,61] 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 280000 and 
a9 < = 315000 Then lineto 452,44 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_l1 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 315000 and 
a9 < = 350000 Then lineto 452,28 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 350000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_act = found; 

Rule apnil_act_! 

If al0 = 0 Then lineto 501,180 
april_act = found; 

Rule april_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
al0 > 0 and 
al0 <= 35000 Then lineto 501,171 
april_act = found; 

Rule april_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
alO > 35000 and 
alQ < = 70000 Then lineto $01,155 
apni_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_4 

If ads_size = large and 
alO > 70000 and 
alO <= 105000 Then lineto 501,139 
apnl_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
al0 > 105000 and 
alO < = 140000 Then lineto 501,123 
april_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_6 

If axas_size = large and 
al0 > 140000 and 
al0 < = 175000 Then lineto 501,107 
april_act = found =; 

Rule apri!_act_7 

If aas_stze = large and 
alQ > 175000 and 
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alQ < = 210000 Then lineto 501,91 
apni_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_8 

If axis size = large and 
alO > 210000 and 
alQ < = 245000 Then lineto 501,76 
apnl_act = found ; 

Rule apnil_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
alO > 245000 and 
alQ < = 280000 Then lineto 501,61 
april_act = found ; 

Rule apni_act_10 

If axis_size = Jarge and 
alO > 280000 and 
alO < = 315000 Then lineto 501,44 
apni_act = found; 

Rule apni_act_11 

If axis_size = large and 
alO > 315000 and 
al0 < = 350000 Then lineto 501,28 
apni_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_]2 

If axis_size = large and 
al0 > 350000 Then lineto 501,20 
apnl_act = found =; 

Rule may_act_1 

If all = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_act = found) ; 

Rule may_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 0 and 
atl < = 35000 Then lineto 549,171 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_3 

If anis_size = large and 
all > 35000 and 
all <= 70000 Then lineto $49,155 
may_act = found) ; 

Rule may_act_4 

If axis size = large and 
all > 70000 and 
all <= 105000 Then lineto $49,139 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_5 

If axds_size = large and 
all > 105000 and 
all < = 140000 Then lineto 549,123 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 140000 and 
all <= 175000 Then lineto 549,107 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_? 

If axs_size = large and 
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all > 175000 and 
all <= 210000 Then lineto 549,91 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_8 

If axis_size = Jarge and 
all > 210000 and 
all < = 245000 Then lineto 549,76 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_9 

If axis size = large and 
all > 245000 and 
all < = 280000 Then lineto 549,61 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_10 

If ads_size = large and 
all > 280000 and 
all < = 315000 Then lineto 549,44 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_!1 

If aas_size = large and 
all > 315000 and 
all < = 350000 Then lineto 549,28 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_12 

If axis size = large and 
all > 350000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_act = found, 

Rule june_act_1 

If al2 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
June_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 0 and 
al2 < = 35000 Then lineto 597,171 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_3 

If axis size = large and 
al2 > 35000 and 
al2 <= 70000 Then lineto 597,155 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_4 

If axis size ~ large and 
al2 > 70000 and 

al2 < = 105000 Then lineto 597,139 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 105000 and 
al2 < = [40000 Then lineto 597,123 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 140000 and 
al2 <= 175000 Then lineto 597,107 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_? 
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If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 175000 and 
al2 < = 210000 Then lineto 597,91 
june_act = found; 

Rufe june_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 210000 and 
al2 <= 245000 Then lineto 597,76 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 245000 and 
al2 <= 280000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 280000 and 
al2 < = 315000 Then lineto 597,44 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_11 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 315000 and 
al2 <= 350000 Then Jineto 597,28 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_12 

If axis_size = Jarge and 
al2 > 350000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_act = found; 

Rule july_actif al = 0 Then focate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule axis_size_large 

If axis_display = unknown 

Then axis_display = found 
giocate 1,3 
gdisplay °350° 
glocate 1,7 
gdisplay “280° 
glocate 1,1] 
gdisplay “210° 
giocate 1,15 
gdisplay °140° 
giocate 2,19 
gdisplay °70°; 

Rule turn_around_personal_array 

If turn_personal = unknown 

Then turn_personal = found 

x=] 
y = 32 
whiletrue x < = 12 then 

exp_personal_c{x] = (exp_personal{y) 
x = (x+1) 

y = (y- 1) 
end 

x=] 
y = (count_it) 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 

new_personal_c{x] = (new_personal[y) 
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‘statements block 

bkcolor = 1; 

Ibutton exitbutton!: 10,2,14,ld,exit, Ibutton extbutton2 10,2,14,14,exit, Ibutton extbutton3: 10,2,14,14,e0t Ibutton exitbutton4: 
10,2,14,14,e0t; Ibutton extbuttons: 10,2,14,14,exit button exitbuttoné: 10,2, 14,14, exit; 

plurai: new_personal_c,exp_personal_c,exp_personal; 
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B.22 MEDAX1 

runtime; execute; 

actions 

axis_size = medium color = 15 display “The system has just entered a new knowledge base and files must be” display “loaded. Once the 
files have loaded, the system will proceed directly” display “into the graph.” loadfacts tempdata z = (count_it + 1} whiletrue z <= 12 
then 

new_personal_c[z] = unknown_dummy 
new_contract_c{[z] = unknown_dummy 
new_s & m_c(z] = unknown_dummy 

‘display “2 = {z}-" ‘display “new ~personal_c{z} = {new_personal_c{z]}° !display “new_contract_c{z] = {new_contract_c[z]}” !display 
"new_s & m_c{z] = (new_s_& m_cfz}}° 

z= (z+ lend 

find do_personal find do_contract find do_s_ & m; 

! Rules Block 

Rule begin_contract_display 

If do_contract = unknown 

Then do_contract = found 

xl = (exp_ contract_c{ I) 
display “exp_contract_c{1] = {exp_contract_c{!]} - 
display “xl = {xl} -" 
al = (new_ contract_c{1)) 
display “new_contract cll] = {new_contract_d1!]}” 
display “al = {al} 77 

gmode 14 
exitbutton2 = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

find axis_display 

giocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000’s’ 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J” 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A° 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay °S*” 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O” 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N° 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D* 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J” 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F° 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay "M° 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A* 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M* 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J” 

gceolor 1] 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_contract_c{1) 
find july_bud 
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reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_contract_c{2)) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_contract_c{3]) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_contract_c{4]} 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_contract_c(5}, 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_contract_c{6}} 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x? = (exp_contract_c{7]) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_contract_c(8&) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_contract_c{9) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (exp_contract_c{10D 
find apnil_bud 
reset apnil_bud 
xl = (exp_contract_c{11D 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
xl2 = (exp_contract_c{!2) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gceolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_contract_c{ID 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_contract_c{2} 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_contract_c{(3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_contract_c({4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_contract_¢c{ 5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_contract_c{6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_contract_c{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_contract_c{8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_contract_c(9) 

find march_act 
reset march_act 
al0 = (new_contract_c{10p 
find april_act 
reset april_act 
all = (new_contract_c{H1D 
find may_act — 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_contract_c{12) 
find june_act 
reset june act 

geolor 14 
moveto 27,]9 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,5] 
lineto 33,51 
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moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 

moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,18! 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 

lineto 404,131 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 

lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto $97,181 

glocate 23,1 
gdisplay “Contractual Expenses” 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget’ 

whiletrue exitbutton2 = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode 
chain expgraph; 

Rule begin_personal_display 

If do_personal = unknown 

Then do_personal = found 

gmode 14 
exatbutton! = no 

moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 25,1 
gdisplay “Personal Expenses’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual’ 
giocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget’ 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000’s” 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay "Month" 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay "J" 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay "A" 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay °S” 
glocate 27,24 

gdisplay °“O” 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay "N° 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D’ 
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glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F’ 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M’ 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A’ 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay "M° 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J* 

find axis_display 

gcolor 11 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_personal_c{]]) 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_personal_c{2)) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_personal_c{3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_personal_c{4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_personal_c{SD 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_personal_c{6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_personal_c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 

x8 = (exp_personal_c{8) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_personal_c{9} 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (exp_personal_c{!0) 
find apnl_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
xl1 = (exp_personal_c{liD 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (exp_personal_c{ 12D 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_personal_¢{1) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 

a2 = (new_personal_c{2)) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_personal_c{3}) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_personal_¢{4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_personal_c{5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_personal_c{6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a? = (new_personal_c{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 

a8 = (new_personal_c{8) 
find feb_act 
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reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_personal_c{9) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_personal_c[{10D 
find april_act 
reset apnil_act 
all = (new_personal_c{11) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_personal_c{12]) 
find june_act 

reset june_act 

gcolor i4 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 

lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 

lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 

lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
Iineto 69,181 

moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 

lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,18] 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 

moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 

lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 

moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto $97,179 

lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exitbutton] = no then end 

reset aus display 
tmode 
chain expgraph; 

Rule begin_s_& _m_display 

If do_s_& m = unknown 

Then do_s_& m = found 

xl = (exp_s_ & m_c{I]) display “exp_s_ & m_c{]] = {exp_s_&_ m_c{]]}° display “xl = {xl} -° 
al = (new_s_& m_ cf! 
display “new_s & m_c{1]] = {new_s_& m_¢{1]}’ 
display ‘al = {al} -* 

gmode 14 
exitbutton3 = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,130 

glocate 24,1 
gdisplay “Supplies & Materials’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual* 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget’ 
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glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000’s" 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J* 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S° 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N° 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D*° 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay "J" 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay °F" 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M° 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A* 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M” 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J° 

find axis_display 

gcolor 1] 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_s_ & mel) 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_s_& m_c(2) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_s_& m_d3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_s_ & m_c{4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_s_& m_d5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_s & m_c{6D 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_s_&_m_c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 

= (exp_s & m_c8) 
find feb_bud 

reset feb_bud 
= (exp_s_& m_{9) 

An nd march_bud 
reset march_ bud 
x10 = (exp_s_ & m_c{10p 
find apnl_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
xll = (exp_s & m_dlip 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 

x12 = (exp_s_& m_c{l2) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_s_ & m c{lD 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_s & m_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug act 
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a3 = (new_s_&_m_c(3]) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
ad = (new_s_& _m_c[4]) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_s_& _m_e{5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_s_& m_c[6)) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_s_ & m c{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_s_&_m_¢(8)) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_s & m_cf{9) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
al0 = (new_s & m_c[10) 
find april_act. 
reset apnil_act 
all = (new_s_& m_c{ll) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_s_& m_ c{12) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
hneto 33,51 

moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 

moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 

lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,]79 

lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 

moveto 501,179 
hneto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exitbutton3 = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode 
chain expgraph; 

Rule aug_act_unknown_dummy 

If a2 = unknown_dummy 

Then aug act = found; 
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Rule sept_act_unknown_dummy 

If a3 = unknown_dummy 

Then sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_unknown_dummy 

If a4 = unknown_dummy 

Then oct_act = found, 

Rule nov_act_unknown_dummy 

If aS = unknown_dummy 

Then nov_act = found; Rule dec_act_unknown_dummy 

If a6 = unknown_dummy 

Then dec_act = found; Rule jan_act_unknown_dummy 

If a7 = unknown_dummy 

Then jan_act = found; Rule feb_act_unknown_dummy 

If a8 = unknown_dummy 

Then feb_act = found; Rule march_act_unknown_dummy 

If a9 = unknown_dummy 

Then march_act = found; Rule april_act_unknown_dummy . 

If al0 = unknown_dummy 

Then april_act = found; Rule may_act_unknown_dummy 

If all = unknown_dummy 

Then may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_unknown_dummy 

If al2 = unknown_dummy 

Then june_act = found; 

Rule july_bud If xl = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If aas_size = medium and 
xl > 0 and 
xl < = 20000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,172 
july_bud = found, 

Rule july_bud If aas_size = medium and 
xl > 20000 and 
xl < = 40000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,156 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axds_size = medium and 
xl > 40000 and 
xl < = 60000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,140 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
x1 > 60000 and 
xl < = 80000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,124 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xl > 80000 and 
xl < = 100000 Then locate 30,180 
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lineto 69,108 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
x1 > 100000 and 
x1 < = 120000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,92 
july bud = found, 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xl > 120000 and 
xl <= 140000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,77 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
x1 > 140000 and 
xl < = 160000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,62 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
x1 > 160000 and 
xl <= 180000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,45 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If aas_size = medium and 
xl > 180000 and 
xl < = 200000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,29 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis size = medium and 
xl > 200000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,20 
july_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_! If x2 = 0 Then lineto 114,180 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_2 If ads size = medium and 
x2 > 0 and 
x2 < * 20000 Then lineto 114,172 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_3 If aas_size = medium and 
x2 > 20000 and 
x2 < = 40000 Then lineto 114,156 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_4 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 40000 and 
x2 < = 60000 Then lineto 114,140 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug bud_5 If aas size = medium and 
x2 > 60000 and 
x2 < = 80000 Then lineto 114,124 
aug_bud = found, 

Rule aug_dud_6 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 80000 and 
x2 <= 100000 Then lineto 114,108 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_7 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 100000 and 
x2 < = 120000 Then lineto 114,92 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_8 If axis size = medium and 
x2 > 120000 and 
x2 <= 140000 Then lineto 114,77 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_9 If axis size = medium and 
x2 > 140000 and 
x2 < = 160000 Then lineto 114,62 
aug _bud = found 
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reset aug_bud; 

Rule aug_bud_10 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 160000 and 
x2 <= 180000 Then lineto 114,45 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_!1 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 180000 and 
x2 < = 200000 Then lineto 114,29 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug _bud_12 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 200000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug_bud = found, 

Rule sept_bud_1 If x3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_2 If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 0 and 
x3 <= 20000 Then lineto 163,172 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_3 If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 20000 and 
x3 < = 40000 Then lineto 163,156 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_4 If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 40000 and 
x3 < = 60000 Then lineto 163,140 
sept_bud = found, 

Rule sept_bud_5 If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 60000 and 
x3 < = 80000 Then lineto 163,124 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_6 If axis size = medium and 
x3 > 80000 and 
x3 < = 100000 Then lineto 163,108 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_7 If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 100000 and 
x3 <= 120000 Then lineto 163,92 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_8 If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 120000 and 
x3 < = 140000 Then lineto 163,77 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_9 

If axis_ize = medium and 
x3 > 140000 and 
x3 < = 160000 Then lineto 163,62 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 160000 and 
x3 < = 180000 Then lineto 163,45 
Sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_11 

If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 180000 and 
x3 < = 200000 Then lineto 163,29 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 200000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_bud = found; 
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Rule oct_bud_1 

If x4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 0 and 
x4 <= 20000 Then lineto 212,172 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_3 

If aas_size = medium and 
x4 > 20000 and 
x4 <= 40000 Then lineto 212,156 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 40000 and 
x4 < = 60000 Then lineto 212,140 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 60000 and 
x4 <= 80000 Then lineto 212,124 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 80000 and 
x4 <= 100000 Then lineto 212,108 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 100000 and 
x4 <= 120000 Then lineto 212,92 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 120000 and 
x4 < = 140000 Then lineto 212,77 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 140000 and 
x4 <= 160000 Then lineto 212,62 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_10 

lf axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 160000 and 
x4 < = 180000 Then lineto 212,45 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_l1 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 180000 and 
x4 <= 200000 Then lineto 212,29 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_!2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 200000 Then lineto 212,20 
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oct_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_! 

If x5 = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > OQ and 
x§ <= 20000 Then lineto 260,172 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 20000 and 
x5 < = 40000 Then lineto 260,156 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_¢ 

If ads_size = medium and 
x5 > 40000 and 
x5 < = 60000 Then lineto 260,140 
nov_bud = found, 

Rule nov_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 60000 and 
x5 < = 80000 Then lineto 260,124 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_6 

If axis size = medium and 
x5 > 80000 and 
x5 <= 100000 Then lineto 260,108 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_7 

If axis size = medium and 
x5 > 100000 and 
x5 <= 120000 Then lineto 260,92 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_8 

If ads_size = medium and 
x5 > 120000 and 
x5 < = 140000 Then lineto 260,77 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 140000 and 
x5 <= 160000 Then lineto 260,62 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 160000 and 
x5 < = 180000 Then lineto 260,45 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_l! 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 180000 and 
x5 < = 200000 Then lineto 260,29 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_!2 

If axis_size = medium and 
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x5 > 200000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_1 

If x6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 0 and 
x6 < = 20000 Then lineto 308,172 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 20000 and 
x6 < = 40000 Then lineto 308,15¢ 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 40000 and 
x6 < = 60000 Then lineto 308,140 
“dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 60000 and 
x6 < = 80000 Then lineto 308,124 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 80000 and 
x6 < = 100000 Then lineto 308,108 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 100000 and 
x6 < = 120000 Then lineto 308,92 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_8 

If axis size = medium and 
x6 > 120000 and 
x6 < = 140000 Then lineto 308,77 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_9 

If axis_ize = medium and 
x6 > 140000 and 
x6 <= 160000 Then lineto 308,62 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_!0 

If axis_size * medium and 
x6 > 160000 and 
x6 <= 180000 Then lineto 308,45 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_11 

If axis size = medium and 
x6 > 180000 and 
x6 < = 200000 Then lineto 308,29 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_12 
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If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 200000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_] 

lf x7 = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 0 and 
x7 <= 20000 Then lineto 357,172 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x? > 20000 and 
x7 < = 40000 Then lineto 357,156 
jJan_bud = found; 

Rute jan_bud_4 

If axas_size = medium and 
x7 > 40000 and 
x7 < = 60000 Then lineto 357,140 
jJan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 60000 and 
x7 <= 80000 Then lineto 357,124 
jJan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7? > 80000 and 
x7 <= 100000 Then lineto 357,108 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_7 

lf axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 100000 and 
x7 <= [20000 Then lineto 357,92 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 120000 and 
x7 < = 140000 Then lineto 357,77 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 140000 and 
x7 <= 160000 Then lineto 357,62 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x? > 160000 and 
x7 <= 180000 Then lineto 357,45 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_11 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 180000 and 
x7 <= 200000 Then lineto 357,29 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_!2 
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If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 200000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_1 

If x8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_2 

If ads_size = medium and 
x8 > 0 and 
x8 < = 20000 Then lineto 404,172 
feb_bud = found, 

Rule feb_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 20000 and 
x8 < = 40000 Then lineto 404,156 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_¢ 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 40000 and 
x8 < = 60000 Then lineto 404,140 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 60000 and 
x8 < = 80000 Then lineto 404,124 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x& > 80000 and 
x8 <= 100000 Then lineto 404,108 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 100000 and 
x8 < = [20000 Then lineto 404,92 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 120000 and 
x8 < = 140000 Then lineto 404,77 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_9 

If aas_size = medium and 
x8 > 140000 and 
x8 <= 160000 Then lineto 404,62 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 160000 and 
x8 < = }80000 Then lineto 404,45 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_1! 

If axis size = medium and 
x8 > 180000 and 
x8 < = 200000 Then lineto 404,29 
feb_bud = found; 
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Rule feb_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 200000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_] 

If x9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 0 and 
x9 <= 20000 Then lineto 452,172 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 20000 and 
x9 <= 40000 Then lineto 452,156 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 40000 and 
x9 < = 60000 Then lineto 452,140 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 60000 and 
x9 < = 80000 Then lineto 452,124 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_6 

If was_size = medium and 
x9 > 80000 and 
x? <= 100000 Then lineto 452,108 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_? 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 100000 and 
x9 < = 120000 Then lineto 452,92 
march _bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 120000 and 
x9 <= 140000 Then lineto 452,77 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_9 

If axis size = medium and 
x9 > 140000 and 
x9 <= 160000 Then lineto 452,62 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 160000 and 
x9 <= 180000 Then lineto 452,45 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_11 

If axis size = medium and 
x9 > 180000 and 
x9 < = 200000 Then lineto 452,29 
march_bud = found; 
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Rule march_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 200000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_bud = found; 

Rule apni_bud_1 

If x10 = 0 Then lineto 501,180 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > O and 
x10 < = 20000 Then lineto 501,172 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
xi0 > 20000 and 
xlO < = 40000 Then lineto 501,156 
apnil_bud = found; 

Rule apnil_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 40000 and 
x10 < = 60000 Then lineto 501,140 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 60000 and 
x10 < = 80000 Then Iineto 501,124 

april bud = found; 

Rule apnij_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 80000 and 
x10 < = 100000 Then lineto 501,108 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_? 

If axis size = medium and 
x10 > 100000 and 
x10 <= 120000 Then lineto 501,92 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_& 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 120000 and 
x10 <= 140000 Then lineto 501,77 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule apnl_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 140000 and 
x10 <= 160000 Then lineto 501,62 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_10 

If axis size = medium and 
x10 > 160000 and 
x10 < = 180000 Then lineto 501,45 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april bud_!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 180000 and 
x10 < = 200000 Then lineto 501,29 
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april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 200000 Then lineto 501,20 
apnl_bud = found 
reset april_bud; 

Rule may_bud_} 

If xll = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
xll > O and 
x1] < = 20000 Then lineto 549,172 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_3 

If aas_size = medium and 
xlI > 20000 and 
x11 < = 40000 Then lineto 549,156 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_4¢ 

If axis_size = medium and 
x1} > 40000 and 
xl < * 60000 Then lineto 549,140 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_5 

If axs_size = medium and 
x1] > 60000 and 
xt] < = 80000 Then lineto 549,124 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x11 > 80000 and 
xll <= 100000 Then lineto 549,108 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
x11 > 100000 and 
xll_ <= 120000 Then lineto 549,92 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_8 

If axs_size = medium and 
xl] > 120000 and 
x11 < = 140000 Then lineto 549,77 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
xll > 140000 and 
x11 <= 160000 Then lineto 549,62 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_!0 

If axis_size = medium and 
x1 > 160000 and 
x11 <= 180000 Then lineto 549,45 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_11 

If axis_size = medium and 
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xl1l > 180000 and 
xl1 <= 200000 Then lineto 549,29 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x11 > 200000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_1 

If x12 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 0 and 
x12 < = 20000 Then lineto 597,172 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 20000 and 
x12 < = 40000 Then lineto 597,156 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 40000 and 
x12 < = 60000 Then lineto 597,140 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 60000 and 
x12 < = 80000 Then lineto 597,124 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
xI2 > 80000 and 
x12 <= 100000 Then lineto 597,108 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 100000 and 
x12 < = 120000 Then lineto 597,92 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 120000 and 
x12 < = 140000 Then lineto 597,77 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 140000 and 
x12 < = 160000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_!0 

If aas_size = medium and 
x12 > 160000 and 
x12 <= 180000 Then lineto 597,45 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_1! 
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If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 180000 and 
x12 < = 200000 Then lineto 597,29 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 200000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_bud = found; 

Rule july_act If al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axs_size = medium and 
al > Qand 
al < = 20000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,171 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 20000 and 
al < = 40000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,155 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 40000 and 
al <= 60000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,140 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act ff ads size = medium and 
al > 60000 and 
al < = 80000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,124 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 80000 and 
al <= 100000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,108 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If aas_size = medium and 
al > 100000 and 
al <= 120000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,92 . 
july_act = found; 

Rule jwly_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 120000 and 
al < = 140000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,77 

july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 140000 and 
al < = 160000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,62 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If ads_size = medium and 
al > 160000 and 
al <= 180000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,45 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 180000 and 
al < = 200000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,29 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If al > 200000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,20 
july_act = found; 
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Rule aug_act_1 If a2 = 0 Then lineto 114,179 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_2 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 0 and 
a2 < = 20000 Then lineto 114,171 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_3 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 20000 and 
a2 < = 40000 Then lineto 114,155 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_4 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 40000 and 
a2 < = 60000 Then lineto 114,139 
aug_act = found, 

Rule aug_act_5 If axis size = medium and 
a2 > 60000 and 
a2 < = 80000 Then lineto 114,123 

aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_6 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 80000 and 
a2 <= 100000 Then lineto 114,107 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_7 If axis size = medium and 
a2 > [00000 and 
a2 <= | 20000 Then lineto 114,91 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_8 If axis _size = medium and 
a2 > 120000 and 
a2 <= 140000 Then hineto 114,75 
aug act = found; . 

Rule aug _act_9 lf axs_size = medium and 
a2 > 140000 and 
a2 <= 160000 Then lineto 114,61 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_l0 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 160000 and 
a2 <= 180000 Then lineto 114,44 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug act_!1 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 180000 and 
a2 < = 200000 Then lineto 114,28 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_!2 If aas_size = medium and 
a2 > 200000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug_act = found, 

Rule sept_act_} If a3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_2 If axds_size = medium and 
a3 > 0 and 
a3 < = 20000 Then lineto 163,171 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_3 If aas_size = medium and 
a3 > 20000 and 
a3 < = 40000 Then lineto 163,155 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_4 If aas_size = medium and 
a3 > 40000 and 
a3 < = 60000 Then lineto 163,139 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_5 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 60000 and 
a3 < = 80000 Then lineto 163,123 
sept_act = found; 
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Rule sept_act_6 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 80000 and 
a3 <= 100000 Then lineto 163,107 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_7 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 100000 and 
a3 < = 120000 Then lineto 163,91 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_8 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 120000 and 
a3 < = 140000 Then lineto 163,76 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 140000 and 
a3 <= 160000 Then Jineto 163,61 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_!0 

If aas_size = medium and 
a3 > 160000 and 
a3 < = 180000 Then lineto 163,44 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_]1 

If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 180000 and 
a3 <= 200000 Then lineto 163,28 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 200000 Then lineto 163,20 
Sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_] 

If a4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > O and 
a4 < = 20000 Then lineto 212,171 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 20000 and 
a4 < = 40000 Then lineto 212,155 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_4 

If aas_size = medium and 
a4 > 40000 and 
a4 <= 60000 Then lineto 212,139 
oct_act = found; 

Rute oct_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 60000 and 
ad < = 80000 Then lineto 212,123 
oct_act = found, 

Rule oct_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
ad > 80000 and 

a4 <= 100000 Then lineto 212,107 
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oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_? 

If axis_size = medium and 
ad > 100000 and 
a4 < = ]20000 Then lineto 212,91 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 120000 and 
a4 <= 140000 Then lineto 212,76 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
ad > 140000 and 
a4 <= 160000 Then lineto 212,61 
oct_act = found, 

Rule oct_act_10 

If waas_size = medium and 
a4 > 160000 and 
a¢ <= 180000 Then lineto 212,44 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_!! 

If aas_size = medium and 
a4 > 180000 and 
a4 <= 200000 Then lineto 212,28 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_12 

If axds_size = medium and 
ad > 200000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_] 

If aS = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > O and 
a5 < = 20000 Then lineto 260,171 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 20000 and 
a5 < = 40000 Then lineto 260,155 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
aS > 40000 and 
a5 < = 60000 Then lineto 260,139 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
aS > 60000 and 
a5 < = 80000 Then lineto 260,123 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 80000 and 
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aS <= 100000 Then lineto 260,107 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 100000 and 
a5 < = 120000 Then lineto 260,91 
nov_act = found ; 

Rule nov_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 120000 and 
aS < = 140000 Then lineto 260,76 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
aS > 140000 and 
a5 < = 160000 Then lineto 260,61 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 160000 and 
a5 < = 180000 Then lineto 260,44 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_1! 

If axis_size = medium and 
aS > 180000 and 
a5 <= 200000 Then lineto 260,28 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 200000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_] 

If a6 = O Then lineto 308,180 
dec_act = found, 

Rule dec_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 0 and 
a6 < = 20000 Then lineto 308,171 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_3 

If axis_ize = medium and 
a6 > 20000 and 
a6 < = 40000 Then lineto 308,155 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 40000 and 
a6 < = 60000 Then lineto 308,139 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 60000 and 
a6 < = 80000 Then lineto 308,123 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_6 

If axis size = medium and 
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a6 > 80000 and 
a6 <= 100000 Then lineto 308,107 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 100000 and 
a6 <= 120000 Then lineto 308,91 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > [20000 and 
a6 < = 140000 Then lineto 308,76 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_9 

If ads_size = medium and 
a6 > 140000 and 
a6 <= 160000 Then lineto 308,61 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 160000 and 
a6 <= 180000 Then lineto 308,44 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_l1 

If axds_size = medium and 
a6 > 180000 and 
a6 < = 200000 Then lineto 308,28 
dec_act = found, 

Rule dec_act_12 

If ads_size = medium and 
a6 > 200000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_1 

If a? = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > O and 
a7 <= 20000 Then lineto 357,171 
Jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 20000 and 
a7 < = 40000 Then lineto 357,155 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_¢ 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 40000 and 
a7 <= 60000 Then lineto 357,139 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 60000 and 
a7 <= 80000 Then lineto 357,123 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_6 
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If axis size = medium and 
a7 > 80000 and 
a7 <= 100000 Then lineto 357,107 
jJan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_? 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 100000 and 
a7 <= 120000 Then lineto 357,91 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a? > 120000 and 
a7 < = 140000 Then lineto 357,76 
jan_act = found =; 

Rule jan_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 140000 and 
a7 < = 160000 Then lineto 357,61 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 160000 and 
a7 <= 180000 Then lineto 357,44 
jan_act = found =; 

Rule jan_act_!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
a? > 180000 and 
a7 < = 200000 Then lineto 357,28 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 200000 Then iineto 357,20 
jan_act = found =; 

Rule feb_act_! 

If a8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_2 

If axis size = medium and 
a& > 0 and 
a8 < = 20000 Then lineto 404,171 
feb_act = found =; 

Rule feb_act_3 

If ads_size = medium and 
a8 > 20000 and 
a8 < = 40000 Then Iineto 404,155 
feb_act = found =; 

Rule feb_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 40000 and 
a8 < = 60000 Then lineto 404,139 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 60000 and 
a8 <= 80000 Then lineto 404,123 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_6 
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If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 80000 and 
a8 <= 100000 Then lineto 404,107 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 100000 and 
a8 < = 120000 Then lineto 404,9] 
feb_act = found =; 

Rule feb_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 120000 and 
a8 <= 140000 Then lineto 404,76 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 140000 and 
a8 <= 160000 Then lineto 404,61 
feb_act = found §; 

Rule feb_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 160000 and 
a8 < = 180000 Then lineto 404,44 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_i} 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 180000 and 
a8 < = 200000 Then lineto 404,28 
feb_act = found, ; 

Rule feb_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 200000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_act = found; 

Rule march_act_! 

If a9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_act = found §; 

Rule march_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 0 and 
a9 < = 20000 Then lineto 452,171 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_3 

If axis size = medium and 
a9 > 20000 and 
a9 < = 40000 Then lineto 452,155 
march_act = found §; 

Rule march_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 40000 and 
a9 <= 60000 Then lineto 452,139 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_5 

If axis size = medium and 
a9 > 60000 and 
a9 < = 80000 Then lineto 452,123 
march_act = found ; 
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Rule march_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
a? > 80000 and 
a9 < = 100000 Then lineto 452,107 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 100000 and 
a9 <= 120000 Then tineto 452,91 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_8 

If ads_size = medium and 
a9 > 120000 and 
a9 < = 140000 Then lineto 452,76 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 140000 and 
a9 <= [60000 Then lineto 452,61 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_10 

If axis size = medium and 
a9 > 160000 and 
a9 <= 180000 Then lineto 452,44 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_11 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 180000 and 
a9 <= 200000 Then lineto 452,28 
march_act = found, 

Rule march_act_!2 

If axis size = medium and 
a9 > 200000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_act = found ; 

Rule apni_act_] 

If alO = O Then lineto 501,180 
apni_act = found ; 

Rule apnil_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
alQ > O and 
al0 < = 20000 Then lineto 501,171 
april_act = found §; 

Rule apni_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
alO > 20000 and 
al0 < = 40000 Then lineto 501,155 
apnl_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_4 

If aas_size = medium and 
alO > 40000 and 
aid < = 60000 Then lineto 501,139 
april_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_5 

if axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 60000 and 
alO < = 80000 Then lineto 501,123 
april_act = found =; 
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Rule april_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
alQ > 80000 and 
alO <= 100000 Then lineto 501,107 
april_act = found; 

Rule april_act_? 

If axis_size = medium and 
alO > 100000 and 
alO <= 120000 Then lineto 501,91 
apni_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 120000 and 
alQ < = 140000 Then lineto 501,76 
apnil_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_9 

If axs_size = medium and 
alQ > 140000 and 
al0 <= 160000 Then lineto 501,61 
april_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
alO > 160000 and 
alQ <= 180000 Then lineto 501,44 
apni_act = found =; 

Rule apni_act_!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 180000 and 
al0 < = 200000 Then lineto 501,28 
apni_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 200000 Then tineto 501,20 
apnl_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_! 

If all = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 0 and 
all <= 20000 Then lineto 549,173 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 20000 and 
al] <= 40000 Then lineto 549,155 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 40000 and 
all < = 60000 Then lineto 549,139 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 60000 and 
all < = 80000 Then lineto 549,123 
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may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 80000 and 
all <= 100000 Then lineto 549,107 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_7 

If ads_size = medium and 
all > 100000 and 
all <= 120000 Then lineto 549,91 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
al] > 120000 and 
all < = 140000 Then lineto 549,76 
may_act = found ; , 

Rule may_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 140000 and 
all <= 160000 Then lineto 549,61! 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 160000 and 
all <= 180000 Then lineto 549,44 
may_act = found ,; 

Rule may_act_11 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 180000 and 
all <= 200000 Then lineto 549,28 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 200000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_] 

If al2 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > O and 
al2 < = 20000 Then lineto 597,171 
June_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 20000 and 
al2 < = 40000 Then lineto 597,155 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_4 

If aas_size = medium and 
al2 > 40000 and 
al2 < = 60000 Then lineto 597,139 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 60000 and 
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ai2 < = 80000 Then lineto 597,123 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 80000 and 
al2 <= |00000 Then lineto 597,107 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 100000 and 
al2 < = ]20000 Then lineto 597,91 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 120000 and 
al2 < = 140000 Then lineto 597,76 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_9 

_ If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 140000 and 
al2 <= 160000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_10 

If axis size = medium and 
al2 > 160000 and 
al2 <= 180000 Then lineto 597,44 

june_act = found, 

Rule june_act_l1 

If axis size = medium and 
al2 > 180000 and 
al2 < = 200000 Then lineto 597,28 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_!2 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 200000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_act = found; 

Rule july_act If al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule axis_size_medium 

If axis_display = unknown 

Then axis display = found 
glocate 1,3 
gdisplay “200° 
glocate 1,7? 
gdisplay “160° 
giocate 1,11 
gdisplay “120° 
glocate 2,15 
gdisplay “80° 
glocate 2,19 
gdisplay “40°; 

Rule turn_around_personal_array 

If tum_personal = unknown 

Then turn_personal = found 

x= | 
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y= 12 
whiletrue x <= 12 then 

exp_personal_c[x] = (exp_personall[y]) 
x = (x+1) 

y = {y- 1) 
end 

1 
y = (count_it) 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 

new_personal_c{x] = (new_personal{y]) 
x = (x+1) 
y = (y- 1) 

end 

x 

‘display “exp_personal_c{1} = (exp_personal_c{1]}’ 

~Idisplay “new_personal_c{!] = {new_personal_c{1]} —" ; 

‘statements block 

bkcolor = 1; 

Ibutton exitbutton!: 10,2,14,)4,ext; Ibutton extbutton2 10,2,14,14,eqat Ibutton exitbutton3: 10,2,14,14,e0t Ibutton extbuttond: 
10,2,14,14,exit; Ibutton exitbutton5: 10,2,14,14,e0t, Ibutton exitbuttoné: 10,2,14,l4,eqat 

plural: new_personal_c,exp_personal_c,exp_personal; 
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B.23 MEDAX2 

runtime; execute; 

actions 

axis_size = medium color = 15 display “The system has just entered a new knowledge base and files must be” display “loaded. Once the 
fites have loaded, the system will proceed directly” display “into the graph.” loadfacts tempdata z = (count_it + |!) whiletrue z <= [2 
then 

new_contin_¢[z] = unknown_dummy 
new_uniforms_c(z] = unknown_dummy 
new_total_c{z] = unknown_dummy 

‘display “z = {z}—" !display "new_contin_c[z] = {new_contin_c{z]}” !display “new_uniforms_c{z] = {new_uniforms_c{z]}” !display 
“new_total_c{z] = {new_total_c{z]} - 

z= (z + 1) end 

find do_contin find do_uniforms find do_total_costs 

! Rules Block 

Rule begin_contin_display 

If do_contin = unknown 

Then do_contin = found 

xl = (exp_contin_c{I]}} !display “exp_contin_d{1] = {exp_contin_¢{1]}” !display °x] = {x1} -° 

gmode 14 
exitbutton4 = no 

moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 25,! 
gdisplay “Continuous Charges” 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget” 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000’s’ 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J” 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S” 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O” 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay °N* 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D’ 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J” 
giocate 51,24 
gdisplay °F’ 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M*° 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A’ 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M"° 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J* 

find axs_display 

gcolor 11 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_contin_c{!1D 
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find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_contin_c{2]) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_contin_c[3]} 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_contin_c(4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_contin_c{S} 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_contin_c(6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_contin_c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_contin_c(8]) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_contin_c{(9D) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (exp_conan_e{10) 
find apnl_bud 
reset apni_bud 
x}1 = (exp_contin_c{11D 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (exp_contn_c{12) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_contin_d{ID 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_contin_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_contn_d{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
ad = (new_contn_c{4p) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_contin_c{5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_contn_c{6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_contn_cd{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_contin_¢c{8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_contin_c{9) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_contin_c{!0) 
find apni_act 
reset april_act 
all = (new_contn_cdllD 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_contin_c{12) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor |4 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
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lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,315 
moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 

lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto $01,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exdtbuttond = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode - 
chain expgraph; 

Rule begin_uniforms_display 

If do_uniforms = unknown 

Then do_uniforms = found 

xl = (exp_uniforms_c{1) ‘display ’exp_uniforms_c{1] = {exp_uniforms_ce{1]}" ‘display “xl = (x1) 7° 

gmode 14 
exitbuttonS = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 25,1 
gdisplay “Uniform Purchases’ 
giocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual* 
giocate 3,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget’ 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000's” 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay °S*” 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O* 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N° 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D* 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J” 
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glocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F° 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M” 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M° 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J° 

find axis_display 

gcolor 11 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_uniforms_c{1) 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 

x2 = (exp_uniforms_c{2)) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_umforms_c¢{3} 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_uniforms_c{4p 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_uniforms_c¢c[5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_uniforms_c(6]} 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_uniforms_c¢{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 

x8 = (exp_uniforms_c{8}) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_uniforms_¢c{9) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x!0 = (exp_uniforms_c{10) 
find apnl_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
xl) = (exp_umforms_¢e{11D 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
xl2 = (exp_uniforms_c{12) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_uniforms_d1D 
‘find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_uniforms_c(2]) 
find aug act 
reset aug act 
a3 = (new_uniforms_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_uniforms_c{4} 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_uniforms_c{5}) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_uniforms_c{[6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_uniforms_¢(7D 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_uniforms_c{8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_uniforms_c{9) 
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find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_uniforms_c{10) 
find april_act 
reset april_act 
all = (new_uniforms_c{11]) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_uniforms_c{12) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 

lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto £63,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 

moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 

lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto $01,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exitbuttonS = no then end 

reset ams_display 
tmode 
chain expgraph; 

Rule begin_total_costs_display 

If do_total_costs = unknown 

Then do_total_costs = found 

xl = (exp_total_c{!]} ‘display “exp_total_c{1] =~ {exp_total_c{1]}° display “xl = {xl} -° 

gmode 14 
exitbutton6 = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 26,1 
gdisplay “Total Expenses’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget’ 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000's* 
giocate 76,23 
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gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J* 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A* 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S” 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N” 
giocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D” 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J” 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F" 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay "M* 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A’° 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay "M* 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J* 

find aas_display 

gceolor 11] 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_total_c{1D 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_total_c{2) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_total_c{3} 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_total_c{4]} 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_total_c{5D 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_total_c{6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_total_¢{7} 
find jan_bud . 
reset yan_bud 
x8 = (exp_total_c{8D 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_total_c{9D 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
xl0 = {exp_total_c{10) 
find apnl_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
xll = (exp_total_ 11) 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (exp_total_c{]2) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_total_c{1) 
find july_act 
reset july act 
a2 = (new_total_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug act 
a3 = (new_total_c{3) 
find sept_act — 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_total_c(4) 
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find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_total_c{5]) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_total_c(6]) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_total_c(7]) 
find jan_act 
Teset jan_act 
a& = (new_total_c(8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_total_c{9D 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
al0 = (new_total_c{I0]) 
find april_act 
reset apn|_act 
all = (new_total_c{I1D 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_total_c(i2) 
find june_act 
reset yune_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 

lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 

lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,182 
moveto 212,179 

lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,] 79 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 

lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 

lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 

moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 

moveto 549,179 

lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exitbutton6 = no then end 

reset aas_display 
tmode 
chain graph; 

Rule aug_act_unknown_dummy 

If a2 = unknown_dummy 

Then aug_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_unknown_dummy 

If a3 = unknown_dummy 
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Then sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_unknown_dummy 

If a4 = unknown_dummy 

Then oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_unknown_dummy 

If aS = unknown_dummy 

Then nov_act = found; Rule dec_act_unknown_dummy 

If a6 = unknown_dummy 

Then dec_act = found; Rule jan_act_unknown_dummy 

If a? = unknown_dummy 

Then jan_act = found; Rule feb_act_unknown_dummy 

If a8 = unknown_dummy 

Then feb_act = found; Rule march_act_unknown_dummy 

If a9 = unknown_dummy 

Then march_act = found; Rule april_act_unknown_dummy 

If al0 = unknown_dummy 

Then april_act = found, Rule may_act_unknown_dummy 

If all = unknown_dummy 

Then may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_unknown_dummy 

If al2 = unknown_dummy 

Then june_act = found; 

Rule july_bud If x1 = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud [If axis_size = medium and 
xt > QO and 
xl < = 20000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,172 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
x! > 20000 and 
xl <= 40000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,156 
july_bud = found; 

Role july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xl > 40000 and 
xl < * 60000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,140 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis size = medium and 
x! > 60000 and 
x1 < = 80000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,124 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xl > 80000 and 
x1 < = 100000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,108 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
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xl > 100000 and 
xt <= |20000 Then locate 30,180 
* lineto 69,92 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If aas_size = medium and 
x} > 120000 and 
xl < = 140000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,77 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xl > 140000 and 

x1 < = 160000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,62 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axas_size = medium and 
x1 > 160000 and 

xl < = 180000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,45 

july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xl > 180000 and 
xl < = 200000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,29 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xt > 200000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,20 
july_bud = found; 

Rule aug bud_l If x2 = 0 Then lineto 114,180 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_2 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > QO and 
x2 < = 20000 Then lineto 114,172 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_3 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 20000 and 
x2 < = 40000 Then lineto 114,156 
aug_ bud = found; 

Rule aug _bud_4 If axis size = medium and 
x2 > 40000 and 
x2 < = 60000 Then lineto 114,140 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_S If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 60000 and 
x2 < = 80000 Then lineto 114,124 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_6 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 80000 and 
x2 < = 100000 Then lineto 114,108 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_7 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > }00000 and 
x2 <= 120000 Then lineto 114,92 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_8 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 120000 and 
x2 < = 140000 Then lineto |!4,77 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_9 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 140000 and 
x2 < = 160000 Then lineto 114,62 
aug_bud = found 
reset aug_bud; 

Rule aug_bud_10 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 160000 and 
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x2 <= 180000 Then lineto 114,45 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_!] If axs_size = medium and 
x2 > 180000 and 
x2 < = 200000 Then lineto 114,29 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_12 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 200000 Then Jineto 114,20 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_1 If x3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_2 If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 0 and 
x3 < = 20000 Then lineto 163,172 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_3 If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 20000 and 
x3 < = 40000 Then lineto 163,156 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_4 If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 40000 and 
x3 < = 60000 Then lineto 163,140 

sept_bud = found, 

Rule sept_bud_5 If aas_size = medium and 
x3 > 60000 and 
x3 < = 80000 Then lineto 163,124 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_6 If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 80000 and 
x3 < = 100000 Then lineto 163,108 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_7 If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 100000 and 
x3 < = 120000 Then lineto 163,92 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_8 If aas_size = medium and 
x3 > 120000 and 
x3 < = 140000 Then lineto 163,77 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 140000 and 
x3 < = 160000 Then lineto 163,62 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_10 

If aas_nze = medium and 
x3 > 160000 and 
x3 < = 180000 Then lineto 163,45 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_l! 

If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 180000 and 
x3 < = 200000 Then lineto 163,29 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_12 

If axis_ze = medium and 
x3 > 200000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_! 

If x4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
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oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 0 and 
x4 < = 20000 Then lineto 212,172 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 20000 and 
x4 < = 40000 Then lineto 212,156 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 40000 and 
x4 < = 60000 Then lineto 212,140 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 60000 and 
x4 <= 80000 Then lineto 212,124 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 80000 and 
x4 < = 100000 Then lineto 212,108 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 100000 and 
x4 < = 120000 Then lineto 212,92 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 120000 and 
x4 <= 140000 Then lineto 212,77 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_9 

If axis size = medium and 
x4 > 140000 and 
x4. < = 160000 Then lineto 212,62 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 160000 and 
x4 <= 180000 Then lineto 212,45 
oct_bud = found; 

Rute oct_bud_!1 

If ads size = medium and 
x4 > 180000 and 
x4 <= 200000 Then lineto 212,29 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 200000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_ | 
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If x5 = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 0 and 
x5 <= 20000 Then lineto 260,172 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 20000 and 
x5 < = 40000 Then lineto 260,156 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 40000 and 
x5 < = 60000 Then lineto 260,140 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 60000 and 
x5 < = 80000 Then lineto 260,124 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 80000 and 
x§ <= 100000 Then lineto 260,108 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_7 

If axis_size = anedium and 
x§ > 100000 and 
x5 <= 120000 Then lineto 260,92 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 120000 and 
x5 < = 140000 Then lineto 260,77 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 140000 and 
x5 < = [60000 Then lineto 260,62 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 160000 and 
x5 < = 180000 Then lineto 260,45 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 180000 and 
x5 < = 200000 Then lineto 260,29 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_12 

If axis_size * medium and 
x5 > 200000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_] 
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If x6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 0 and 
x6 < = 20000 Then lineto 308,172 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 20000 and 
x6 <= 40000 Then lineto 308,156 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 40000 and 
x6 < = 60000 Then lineto 308,140 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 60000 and 
x6 < = 80000 Then lineto 308,124 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_6 

lf axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 80000 and 
x6 < = 100000 Then lineto 308,108 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_7 

If axds_size = medium and 
x6 > 100000 and 
x6 < = 120000 Then lineto 308,92 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 120000 and 
x6 <= J40000 Then lineto 308,77 
dec_bud = found, 

Rule dec_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 140000 and 
x6 < = 160000 Then lineto 308,62 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 160000 and 
x6 <= 180000 Then lineto 308,45 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 180000 and 
x6 <= 200000 Then lineto 308,29 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 200000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_bud = found; 
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Rule jan_bud_]} 

If x7 = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 0 and 
x7 <= 20000 Then lineto 357,172 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7? > 20000 and 
x7 <= 40000 Then lineto 357,156 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_4¢ 

If axs_size = medium and 
x7 > 40000 and 
x7 < = 60000 Then lineto 357,140 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 60000 and 
x7 < = 80000 Then lineto 357,124 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 80000 and 
x7 < = 100000 Then lineto 357,108 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 100000 and 
x7 < = 120000 Then lineto 357,92 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_8 

If aas_size = medium and 
x7 > 120000 and 
x7 < = 140000 Then lineto 357,77 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_9 

If axs_size = medium and 
x7 > 140000 and 
x7 <= 160000 Then lineto 357,62 
jan_bud = found, 

Rule jan_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 60000 and 
x7 <= 180000 Then lineto 357,45 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_1! 

If ans size = medium and 
x? > 180000 and 
x7 < = 200000 Then lineto 357,29 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_1!2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 200000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_bud = found; 
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Rule feb_bud_! 

If x8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 0 and 
x8 <= 20000 Then lineto 404,172 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 20000 and 
x8 <= 40000 Then lineto 404,156 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 40000 and 
x8 < = 60006 Then lineto 404,140 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_5 

If axds_size = medium and 
x8 > 60000 and 
x8 < = 80000 Then lineto 404,124 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 80000 and 
x8 <= 100000 Then lineto 404,108 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 100000 and 
x8 <= 120000 Then lineto 404,92 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 120000 and 
x8 < = 140000 Then lineto 404,77 
feb_bud = found, 

Rule feb_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 140000 and 
x8 <= 160000 Then lineto 404,62 
feb_bud = found, 

Rule feb_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 160000 and 
x8 <= 180000 Then lineto 404,45 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_l1 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 180000 and 
x8 <= 200000 Then lineto 404,29 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_!2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 200000 Then lineto 404,20 
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feb_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_1 

If x9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > O and 
x9 <= 20000 Then lineto 452,172 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 20000 and 
x9 <= 40000 Then lineto 452,156 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 40000 and 
x9 < = 60000 Then lineto 452,140 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 60000 and 
x9 <= 80000 Then lineto 452,124 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_6 

If axs_size = medium and 
x9 > 80000 and 
x3 <= 100000 Then lineto 452,108 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_? 

If aas_size = medium and 
x9 > 100000 and 
x9 < = 120000 Then lineto 452,92 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_8 

lf aas_size = medium and 
x9 > 120000 and 
x9 < = 140000 Then lineto 452,77 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > [40000 and 
x9 <= 160000 Then lineto 452,62 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_!0 

If aas_size = medium and 
x9 > 160000 and 
x9 <= 180000 Then lineto 452,45 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 180000 and 
x9 <= 200000 Then lineto 452,29 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_12 

If aas_size = medium and 
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x9 > 200000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_bud = found; 

Rule apnil_bud_! 

If x10 = 0 Then lineto 501,180 
april_bud = found; 

Rule apni_bud_2 

If aas_size = medium and 
x10 > 0 and 
x10 <= 20000 Then lineto 501,172 
apnil_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 20000 and 
xiO < = 40000 Then lineto 501,156 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 40000 and 
xl0 < = 60000 Then lineto 501,140 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 60000 and 
xlO0 < = 80000 Then lineto 501,124 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 80000 and 
x10 < = 100000 Then lineto 501,108 
apnil_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_7? 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 100000 and 
xJ0 < = 120000 Then lineto 501,92 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 120000 and 
x10 < = 140000 Then lineto 501,77 
apni_bud = found; 

Rule apni_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 140000 and 
x10 < = 160000 Then lineto 501,62 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_10 

If ads_size = medium and 
xtQ > 160000 and 
x10 < = 180000 Then lineto 501,45 
apnil_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_|! 

If ads_size = medium and 
x10 > 180000 and 
x10 < = 200000 Then lineto 501,29 
april_bud = found; 

Rule apnil_bud_!2 
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If axis size = medium and 
x10 > 200000 Then Jineto 501,20 
april_bud = found 
reset april_bud; 

Rule may_bud_! 

If xll = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
xli > 0 and 
xl1 <= 20000 Then lineto 549,172 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x11 > 20000 and 
xil <= 40000 Then fineto 549,156 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_4 

If aas_size = medium and 
xll > 40000 and 
x}1 <= 60000 Then lineto 549,140 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
xtl > 60000 and 
xti < = 80000 Then lineto 549,124 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
xt1 > 80000 and 
x11 < = 100000 Then lineto 549,108 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
x11 > 100000 and 
xl] < = {20000 Then lineto 549,92 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x11 > 120000 and 
xll <= 140000 Then lineto 549,77 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_9 

if axis_size = medium and 
xt} > 140000 and 
x1] <= 160000 Then lineto 549,62 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_!0 

If axis_size = medium and 
xll > 160000 and 
x11 <= 180000 Then lineto 549,45 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
x1] > 180000 and 
xl < = 200000 Then lineto 549,29 
may_bud = found; 
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Rule may_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x11 > 200000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_1 

If x12 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > Qand 
x12 < = 20000 Then lineto 597,172 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 20000 and 
x12 < = 40000 Then lineto 597,156 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_4 

If aas_size = medium and 
x12 > 40000 and 
x12 < = 60000 Then lineto 597,140 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_5 

If axis size = medium and 
x12 > 60000 and 
x12 < = 80000 Then lineto 597,124 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 80000 and 
x12 < = 100000 Then lineto 597,108 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > !00000 and 
x12 <= 120000 Then lineto 597,92 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_8 

lf axis_size = medium and 
xt2 > 120000 and 
x12 <= 140000 Then lineto 597,77 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
xi2 > 140000 and 
x12 <= 160000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_!10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 160000 and 
x12 < = 180000 Then lineto 597,45 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_!} 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 180000 and 
x12 < = 200000 Then lineto 597,29 
june_bud = found; 
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Rule june_bud_|2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 200000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_bud = found, 

Rule july_act If al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If ads_size = medium and 
al > O and 
al < = 20000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,171 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 20000 and 
al < = 40000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,155 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 40000 and 
al < = 60000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,140 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 60000 and 
al < = 80000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,124 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_ size = medium and 
al > 80000 and 
al <= J00000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,108 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If ads_size = medium and 
al > 100000 and 
al <= 120000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,92 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis size = medium and 
al > 120000 and 
al <= 140000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,77 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If ags_size = medium and 
al > 140000 and 
al <= 160000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,62 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > [60000 and 
al <= 180000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,45 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis size = medium and 
al > 180000 and 
al < = 200000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,29 

july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If al > 200000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,20 
july_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_] If a2 = 0 Then lineto 114,179 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_2 If acs size = medium and 
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a2 > 0 and 
a2 <= 20000 Then lineto 114,17! 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_3 If ads size = medium and 
a2 > 20000 and 
a2 <= 40000 Then lineto 114,155 
aug act = found; 

Rule aug_act_4 If axis size = medium and 
a2 > 40000 and 
a2 < = 60000 Then lineto 114,139 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_5 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 60000 and 
az < = 80000 Then lineto 114,123 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_6 If axs_size = medium and 
a2 > 80000 and 
a2 < = 100000 Then lineto 114,107 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug act_7 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 100000 and 
a2 <= 120000 Then lineto 114,91 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_8 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 120000 and 
a2 <= 140000 Then lineto 114,75 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_9 If ads_size = medium and 
a2 > 140000 and 
a2 <= [60000 Then lineto 114,61 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_10 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 160000 and 
a2 <= 180000 Then lineto 114,44 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_!! If ads_size = medium and 
a2 > 180000 and 
a2 <= 200000 Then lineto 114,28 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_12 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 200000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_! If a3 =~ 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_2 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > O and 
a3 < = 20000 Then lineto 163,171 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_3 If waas_size = medium and 
a3 > 20000 and 
a3 < = 40000 Then lineto 163,155 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_4 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 40000 and 
a3 < = 60000 Then lineto 163,139 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_5 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 60000 and 
a3 < = 80000 Then lineto 163,123 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_6 Hf axis size = medium and 
a3 > 80000 and 
a3 < = 100000 Then lineto 163,107 
sept_act = found; 
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Rule sept_act_7 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 100000 and 
a3 < = 120000 Then lineto 163,91 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_8 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 120000 and 
a3 < = 140000 Then lineto 163,76 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 140000 and 
a3 <= 160000 Then lineto 163,61 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 160000 and 
a3 < = 180000 Then lineto 163,44 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_!] 

If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 180000 and 
a3 < = 200000 Then lineto 163,28 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 200000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_1 

If a4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 0 and 
a4 < = 20000 Then Jineto 212,17] 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_3 

If ads_size = medium and 
ad > 20000 and 
a4 < = 40000 Then lineto 212,155 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_4 

If axis_nze = medium and 
a¢ > 40000 and 
a4 < = 60000 Then lineto 212,139 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_5 

If axis size = medium and 
ad > 60000 and 
a4 < = 80000 Then lineto 212,123 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 80000 and 
a4 <= 100000 Then lineto 212,107 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_7 
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If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 100000 and 
a4 <= }20000 Then lineto 212,91 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 120000 and 
a4 <= [40000 Then lineto 212,76 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 140000 and 
a4 < = 160000 Then lineto 212,61 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 160000 and 
a4 < = 180000 Then lineto 212,44 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_l! 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 180000 and 
a4 < = 200000 Then lineto 212,28 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_|2 

If axis_size = medium and 
aé > 200000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_1 

If aS = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_2 

If ads size = medium and 
aS > 0 and 
aS < = 20000 Then lineto 260,171 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 20000 and 
aS < = 40000 Then lineto 260,155 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 40000 and 
a5 < = 60000 Then lineto 260,139 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
aS > 60000 and 
a5 < = 80000 Then lineto 260,123 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 80000 and 
a5 < = 100000 Then lineto 260,107 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_7 
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If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 100000 and 
a5 < = 120000 Then lineto 260,91 
nov_act = found ; 

Rule nov_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 120000 and 
a5 < = 140000 Then lineto 260,76 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_9 

If aas_size = medium and 
a5 > 140000 and 
aS < = 160000 Then lineto 260,61! 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_10 

If axis size = medium and 
aS > 160000 and 
aS < = 180000 Then lineto 260,44 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_]] 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 180000 and 
a5 < = 200000 Then lineto 260,28 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_12 

lf axis_size = medium and 
aS > 200000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_i 

If a6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 0 and 
a6 < = 20000-Then lineto 308,171 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_3 

If axis_ize = medium and 
a6 > 20000 and 

a6 < = 40000 Then lineto 308,155 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 40000 and 
a6 < = 60000 Then lineto 308,139 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 60000 and 
a6 < = 80000 Then lineto 308,123 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 80000 and 
a6 < = 100000 Then lineto 308,107 | 
dec_act = found, 
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Rule dec_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 100000 and 
a6 <= 120000 Then lineto 308,91 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 120000 and 
a6 < = 140000 Then lineto 308,76 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 140000 and 
a6 < = 160000 Then lineto 308,61 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_10 

If axis_ze = medium and 
a6 > 160000 and 
a6 < = 180000 Then lineto 308,44 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_I1 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 180000 and 
a6 < = 200000 Then lineto 308,28 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_12 

If aas_size = medium and 
a6 > 200000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_! 

If a7 = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_act = found; 

Rute jan_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 0 and 
a7 <= 20000 Then lineto 357,171 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 20000 and 
a7 < = 40000 Then lineto 357,155 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 40000 and 
a7 < = 60000 Then lineto 357,139 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_5 

If axis size = medium and 
a7 > 60000 and 
a7 < = 80000 Then lineto 357,123 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 80000 and 
a7 <= 100000 Then lineto 357,107 
jan_act = found, 
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Rule jan_act_7 

If ams_size = medium and 
a7 > 100000 and 
a7 <= 120000 Then Jineto 357,91 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a? > 120000 and 
a7 < = 140000 Then lineto 357,76 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 140000 and 
a7? <= 160000 Then lineto 357,61] 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 160000 and 
a7 < = 180000 Then lineto 357,44 
jJan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_1] 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 180000 and 
a7 <= 200000 Then Jineto 357,28 
jan_act = found =; 

Rule jan_act_12 

_If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 200000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_! 

If a8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 0 and 
a8 <= 20000 Then lineto 404,171 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 20000 and 
a8 < = 40000 Then lineto 404,155 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 40000 and 
a8 < = 60000 Then lineto 404,139 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 60000 and 
a8 <= §0000 Then lineto 404,123 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 80000 and 
a8 <= 100000 Then lineto 404,107 
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feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
a& > 100000 and 
a8 < = 120000 Then lineto 404,91 
feb_act = found =; 

Rule feb_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a& > 120000 and 
a8 < = 140000 Then lineto 404,76 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 140000 and 
a8 <= 160000 Then lineto 404,61 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 160000 and 
a8 <= 180000 Then lineto 404,44 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_l} 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 180000 and 
a8 < = 200000 Then lineto 404,28 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 200000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_act = found ,; 

Rule march_act_! 

If a9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > O and 
a9 <= 20000 Then lineto 452,171 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 20000 and 
a9 <= 40000 Then lineto 452,155 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
a? > 40000 and 
a9 < = 60000 Then lineto 452,139 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 60000 and 
a9 <= 80000 Then lineto 452,123 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 80000 and 
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a9 < = 100000 Then lineto 452,107 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 100000 and 
a9 < = 120000 Then lineto 452,91 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_8 

If aas_size = medium and 
a9 > 120000 and 
a9 < = 140000 Then lineto 452,76 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_9 

If axis size = medium and 
a9 > 140000 and 
a9 <= 160000 Then lineto 452,61 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 160000 and 
a9 <= 180000 Then lineto 452,44 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 180000 and 
a9 < = 200000 Then lineto 452,28 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 200000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_| 

If al0 = 0 Then lineto 501,180 
apnl_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
alO > 0 and 
alO <= 20000 Then lineto 501,171 
apni_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 20000 and 
al0 < = 40000 Then lineto 501,155 
apnl_act = found; 

Rule april_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 40000 and 
al0 <= 60000 Then lineto 501,139 
apnl_act = found; 

Rule april_act_5 

If axds_size = medium and 
al0 > 60000 and 
alO < = 80000 Then lineto 501,123 
apni_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
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alQ > 80000 and 
alO0 <= 100000 Then lineto 501,107 
april_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 100000 and 
altO < = 120000 Then lineto 501,91 
apnl_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
aJO > 120000 and 
al0 <= 140000 Then Jineto 501,76 
april_act = found; 

Rule april_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
alQ > 140000 and 
alO <= 160000 Then lineto 501,61 
apnl_act = found ; 

Rule aprit_act_!0 

If axis_size = medium and 
alO > 160000 and 
alO <= 180000 Then lineto 501,44 
apni_act = found =; 

Rule apnil_act_}] 

If axis size = medium and 
alQ > 180000 and 
al0 < = 200000 Then lineto 501,28 
april_act = found; 

Rule april_act_12 

If axs_size = medium and 
alO > 200000 Then iineto 501,20 
april_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_| 

If al! = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_act = found =; 

Rule may_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > O and 
all < = 20000 Then lineto 549,171 
may_act = found =; 

Rule may_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 20000 and 
all < = 40000 Then lineto 549,155 
may_act = found ; 

Rute may_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
al] > 40000 and 
all < = 60000 Then lineto 549,139 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 60000 and 
all < = 80000 Then lineto 549,123 
may_act = found ,; 

Rule may_act_6 
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If axis_size = medium and 
all > 80000 and 
all <= 100000 Then lineto 549,107 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 100000 and 
all <= 120000 Then lineto 549,91 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 120000 and 
all < = 140000 Then lineto 549,76 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_9 

If axas_size = medium and 
all > 140000 and 
all < = 160000 Then lineto 549,61 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_!0 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 160000 and 
all <= 180000 Then lineto 549,44 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 180000 and 
all < = 200000 Then lineto 549,28 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 200000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_1 

If al2 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_act = found); 

Rule june_act_2 

If aos_size = medium and 
al2 > 0 and 
al2 < = 20000 Then lineto 597,171 
june_act = found ==; 

Rule june_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 20000 and 
al2 < = 40000 Then lineto 597,155 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 40000 and 
al2 < = 60000 Then lineto 597,139 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_5 

If axis_ze = medium and 
al2 > 60000 and 
al2 < = 80000 Then lineto 597,123 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_6 
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If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 80000 and 
al2 <= 100000 Then lineto 597,107 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 100000 and 
al2 < = 120000 Then lineto 597,91 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 120000 and 
al2 < = 140000 Then lineto 597,76 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 140000 and 
al2 <= 160000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 160000 and 
al2 < = 180000 Then lineto 597,44 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_]1 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 180000 and 
al2 < = 200000 Then lineto $97,28 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 200000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_act = found =; 

Rule july_actIf a! = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule axds_size_medium 

If axis_display = unknown 

Then axis display = found 
glocate 1,3 
gdisplay °200° 
glocate I,7 
gdisplay “160° 
glocate 1,11! 
gdisplay “120° 
glocate 2,15 
gdisplay “80° 
glocate 2,19 
gdisplay “40°; 

Rule turn_around_personal_array 

If tum_personal = unknown 

Then turn_personal = found 

x=) 
y = 12 
whiletrue x <= 12 then 

exp_personal_c{x] = (exp_personally) 
x = (x+1) 
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y =(y- 1) 
end 

x= I 
y = (count_it) 
Zz = (count_it) 

whiletrue x < = (z) then 
new_personal_c[x] = (new_personall{y)]) 
x = (x+1) 

y = (y-]) 
end 

!display “exp_personal_c{1] = {exp_personal_c{1]}° 

!display “new_personal_c{1] = (new_personal_c{I]} —°3 

!statements block 

bkcolor = 1; 

Ibutton extbuttoni: 10,2,14,14,exit, button exitbutton2 10,2,!4,14,exit, Ibutton extbutton3: 10,2,14,]4,e0G button exitbutton4: 
10,2,14,14,ex0t; Ibutton exitbuttonS: 10,2,14,14,e0t Ibutton exitbutton6: 10,2, 14,14,ea6 

plural: new_personal_c,exp_personal_c,exp_personal, 
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B.24 LARGEAX] 

runtime; execute; 

actions 

axis_size = large color = 15 display “The system has just entered a new knowledge base and files must be” display “loaded. Once the files 
have loaded, the system will proceed directly” display “into the graph.” loadfacts tempdata z = (count_it + 1) whiletruez < = 12 then 

new_personal_c{z] = unknown_dummy 
new_contract_c{[z] = unknown_dummy 
new_s_& m_c(z] = unknown_dummy 

display “z = (z}—° !display “new_personal_c{z] = (new_personal_c{z]}” !display “new_contract_c{z] = ({new_contract_c{z]}” !display 
“new_s_& m_c{z] = {(new_s_&_m_c{z]}* 

z= (z+ 1) end 

find do_personal find do_contract find do_s_&_m; 

! Rules Block 

Rule begin_contract_display 

If do_contract = unknown 

Then do_contract = found 

xl = (exp_contract_c{!]) 
display “exp_contract_c{|] = {exp_contract_c{I]} 7 
display “xl = {xl} —* 
al = (new_contract_c(1) 
display ‘new_contract_c{i]] = (new_contract_c{1]}” 
display ‘al = {al} -” 

gmode 14 
exitbutton2 = no 
moveto 30,5 

lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

find axas_display 

giocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000’s* 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month’ 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A° 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S* 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N° 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D° 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J” 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F° 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M* 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M° 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J° 

gcolor 11 
moveto 30,180 
x! = (exp_contract_c{!) 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
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x2 = (exp_contract_c{2}) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_contract_c(3}} 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_contract_c{4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_contract_c[5] 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = {exp_contract_c{6]} 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_contract_c{7)) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_contract_c{8) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_contract_c(9]) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (exp_contract_c{10D 
find apnl_bud 
reset april_bud 
x11 = (exp_contract_c{11) 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (exp_contract_c{12) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_contract_cf{1)) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_contract_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug _act 
a3 = (new_contract_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_contract_c([4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_contract_¢c{5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_contract_c{6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_contract_d{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_contract_c{8D) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_contract_c{9) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_contract_c{10D 
find apni_act 
reset apnl_act 
all = (new_contract_c{11) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_contract_c{12) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,5] 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
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lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 

lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 

moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 

lineto 549,181 
moveto $97,179 
lineto 597,181 

glocate 23,1] 
gdisplay “Contractual Expenses’ 
giocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual” 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget’ 

whiletrue exitbutton2 = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode 
chain expgraph; 

Rule begin_personal_ display 

If do_personal = unknown 

Then do_personal = found 

gmode 14 
extbutton! = no 

moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 

lineto 600,180 

glocate 25,1 
gdisplay “Personal Expenses’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual” 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget” 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000’s’ 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay °S’” 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O” 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay °N” 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D* 
glocate 45,24 
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gdisplay “J° 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F” 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M’ 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A* 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M” 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J” 

find axis_display 

gcolor I 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_personal_c{1D 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 

x2 = (exp_personal_c{2)) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_personal_c{3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_personal_c{4)) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_personal_c{5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_personal_c{6]) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_personal_c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset yan_bud 
x8 = (exp_personal_c{8) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_personal_c{(9D 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (exp_personal_c{10D 
find apnl_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
xl 1 = (exp_personal_c{11) 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (exp_personal_¢c{12) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_personal_c{I) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 

a2 = (new_personal_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug act 
a3 = (new_personal_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
ad = (new_personal_c¢{4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
aS = (new_personal_c{5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_personal_c¢(6)) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_personal_c{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a& = (new_personal_c{8} 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
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a9 = (new_personal_c{9J) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_personal_c(10] 
find apnil_act 
reset april_act 
all = (new_personal_c{11) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_personal_c{12) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
hineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 

moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 

moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exitbutton] = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode 
chain expgraph; 

Rule begin.s & m_ display 

If do_s_ & m = unknown 

Then do_s_& m = found 

xl = (exp_s_&_m_c{1]) display “exp_s_ & m_c{!] = (exp_s_&_m_c{1]}° display “x! = {xl} 7’ 
al = (new_s_& m m_c{1} 
display “new_s & m 1] = {new_s_ & m_dl)}° 
display ‘al = {al} - 

gmode 14 
exitbutton3 = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 24,] 
gdisplay “Supplies & Materials’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget” 
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glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000's" 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J” 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A* 
glocate 21,24 

gdisplay °S° 
giocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O" 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N” 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D* 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J* 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay °F” 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M° 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M° 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay "J" 

find axis_display 

gcolor Li 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_s_& m_clp 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 

x2 = (exp_s_&_ m_c{2p 
find aug_bud 
reset aug bud 
x3, = (exp_s_&_m_e(3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_s_& _m_c{4)) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_s_& m_c{5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_s_ & m_c{6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_s_&_m_d7D 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_s_ & m_c{8) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_s_& m_c{9) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (exp_s_&_m_c{10) 
find apnl_bud 
reset april_bud 
xil = (exp_s_& m clip 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (exp_s_& m_dl2p 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_s_ & m dl) 
find july_act 
reset july act 
a2 = (new_s & m_c{(2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_s & m_c{3)) 
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find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_s_& m_c{4]) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_s_& m_c{5]) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_s_&_m_c{6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_s_& m_¢{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a& = (new_s & m_c{8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act : 
a9 = (new_s & m_c{[9) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
al0 = (new_s_&_m_c{l0) 
find april_act 
reset apnil_act 
all = (new_s_& m_c{l1D 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_s_&_m_c{12) 
find june_act 

reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 

moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 

lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 

lineto 69,181 
moveto ]114,179 
lineto 114,181 

moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 

Iineto 260,181 

moveto 308,179 
hineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 

moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
Irneto 501,18] 

moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exitbutton3 = no then end 

reset aus_display 
tmode 
chain expgraph, 

Rule aug_act_unknown_dummy 

If a2 = unknown_dummy 

Then aug_act = found; 
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Rule sept_act_unknown_dummy 

If a3 = unknown_dummy 

Then sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_unknown_dummy 

If a4 = unknown_dummy 

Then oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_unknown_dummy 

If a5 = unknown_dummy 

Then nov_act = found; Rule dec_act_unknown_dummy 

{f a6 = unknown_dummy 

Then dec_act = found; Rule jan_act_unknown_dummy 

If a? = unknown_dummy 

Then jan_act = found; Rule feb_act_unknown_dummy 

If a8 = unknown_dummy 

Then feb_act = found; 

Rule march_act_unknown_dummy 

If a9 = unknown_dummy 

Then march_act = found; 

Rule april_act_unknown_dummy 

If al0 = unknown_dummy 

Then april_act = found; 

Rule may_act_unknown_dummy 

If all = unknown_dummy 

Then may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_unknown_dummy 

If al2 = unknown_dummy 

Then june_act = found; 

Rule july_bud If xl = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
xl > O and 
xl < # 35000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,172 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If aas_sze = large and 
xl > 35000 and 
xl < = 70000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,156 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axas_size = large and 
xl > 70000 and 
xl < = 105000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,140 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
xl > 105000 and 

xl < = 140000 Then locate 30,180 
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lineto 69,124 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
xl > 140000 and 
xl < = 175000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,108 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
x1 > 175000 and 

x1 <= 21/0000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,92 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
xl > 210000 and 
xl < = 245000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,77 

July_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
x] > 245000 and : 
xl < = 280000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,62 
July_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
x1 > 280000 and 
xl <= 315000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,45 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If aas_size = large and 
xl > 315000 and 
xl <= 350000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,29 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If ads_size = large and 
xl > 350000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,20 

July_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_1 If x2 = 0 Then lineto 114,180 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_2 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 0 and 
x2 < = 35000 Then lineto 114,172 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_3 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 35000 and 
x2 < = 70000 Then lineto 114,156 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_4 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 70000 and 
x2 < = 105000 Then lineto 114,140 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug bud_5 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 105000 and 
x2 < = 140000 Then lineto 114,124 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_6 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 140000 and 
x2 < = 175000 Then lineto 114,108 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_7 If axis size = large and 
x2 > 175000 and 
x2 < = 210000 Then lineto 114,92 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug bud_8 If axis size = large and 
x2 > 210000 and 
x2 < = 245000 Then lineto 114,77 
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aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_9 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 245000 and 
x2 <= 280000 Then lineto 114,62 
aug_bud = found 
reset aug_bud,; 

Rule aug_bud_10 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 280000 and 
x2 <= 315000 Then lineto 114,45 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_l! If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 315000 and 
x2 < = 350000 Then lineto 114,29 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug _bud_12 [If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 350000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_l If x3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_2 If axis size = large and 
x3 > 0 and 
x3 < = 35000 Then lineto 163,172 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_3 If aas_size = large and 
x3 > 35000 and 
x3 < = 70000 Then lineto 163,156 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_4 If ans size = large and 
x3 > 70000 and 
x3 < = 105000 Then lineto 163,140 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_5 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 105000 and 
x3 <= 140000 Then lineto 163,124 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_6 If ams_size = large and 
x3 > 140000 and 
x3 < = 175000 Then lineto 163,108 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_7? If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 175000 and 
x3 < = 210000 Then lineto 163,92 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_8 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 210000 and 
x3 < = 245000 Then lineto 163,77 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 245000 and 
x3 < = 280000 Then lineto 163,62 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_10 

If ands_size = large and 
x3 > 280000 and 
x3 < = 315000 Then lineto 163,45 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_!1 

If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 315000 and 
x3 < = 350000 Then lineto 163,29 
sept_bud = found; 
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Rule sept_bud_12 

If axis size = large and 
x3 > 350000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_bud = found, 

Rule oct_bud_] 

If x4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 0 and 
x4 < = 35000 Then lineto 212,172 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 35000 and 
x4 <= 70000 Then lineto 212,1% 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 70000 and 
x4 <= 105000 Then lineto 212,140 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 105000 and 
x4 < = 140000 Then lineto 212,124 
ect_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 140000 and 
x4 < = 175000 Then lineto 212,108 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_7 

If ans_size = large and 
x4 > 175000 and 
x4 < = 210000 Then lineto 212,92 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 210000 and 
x4 < = 245000 Then lineto 212,77 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 245000 and 
x4 < = 280000 Then lineto 212,62 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_10 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 280000 and 
x4 <= 315000 Then lineto 212,45 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_11 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 315000 and 
x4 < = 350000 Then lineto 212,29 
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oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_12 

If aas_size = large and 
x4 > 350000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_] 

If x5 = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 0 and 
x5 < = 35000 Then lineto 260,172 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 35000 and 
x5 < = 70000 Then lineto 260,156 
nov_bud = found, 

Rule nov_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 70000 and 
x5 <= 105000 Then lineto 260,140 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 105000 and 
x5 < = 140000 Then lineto 260,124 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 140000 and 
x5 <= 175000 Then Jineto 260,108 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_7 

If aas_size = large and 
x5 > 175000 and 
x5 < = 210000 Then lineto 260,92 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 210000 and 
x5 < = 245000 Then lineto 260,77 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_9 

If aas_size = large and 
x5 > 245000 and 
x5 < = 280000 Then lineto 260,62 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_10 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 280000 and 
x5 < = 315000 Then lineto 260,45 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_l1 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 315000 and 
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x5 < = 350000 Then lineto 260,29 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_!2 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 350000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_} 

lf x6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > Oand 
x6 < = 35000 Then lineto 308,172 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 35000 and 
x6 < = 70000 Then lineto 308,156 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 70000 and 
x6 <= 105000 Then lineto 308,140 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 105000 and 
x6 <= 140000 Then lineto 308,124 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 140000 and 
x6 <= 175000 Then lineto 308,108 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 175000 and 
x6 < = 210000 Then lineto 308,92 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 210000 and 
x6 < = 245000 Then lineto 308,77 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 245000 and 
x6 < = 280000 Then lineto 308,62 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_10 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 280000 and ; 
x6 < = 315000 Then lineto 308,45 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_!1 

If axis_size = large and 
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x6 > 315000 and 
x6 <= 350000 Then lineto 308,29 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_12 

If axis size = large and 
x6 > 350000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_i 

If x7 = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_2 

If aas_ size = large and 
x7 > O and 
x7 < = 35000 Then lineto 357,172 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 35000 and 
x7 < = 70000 Then lineto 357,156 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 70000 and 
x7 < = 105000 Then lineto 357,140 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_5 - 

If axis.size = large and 
x7 > 105000 and 
x7 < = 140000 Then lineto 357,124 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 140000 and 
x7 < = 175000 Then lineto 357,108 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_7 

If aas_size = large and 
x7 > 175000 and 
x7 < = 210000 Then lineto 357,92 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_8 

If ans_size = large and 
x7 > 210000 and 
x7 < = 245000 Then lineto 357,77 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 245000 and 
x7 <= 280000 Then lineto 357,62 
jan_bud = found, 

Rule jan_bud_|0 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 280000 and 
x7 < = 315000 Then lineto 357,45 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_11 
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If aas_size = large and 
x7 > 315000 and 
x7 < = 350000 Then lineto 357,29 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 350000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_! 

If x8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > O and 
x8 < = 35000 Then lineto 404,172 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 35000 and 
x8 < = 70000 Then lineto 404,156 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 70000 and 
x8 <= 105000 Then lineto 404,140 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_$ 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 105000 and 
x8 < = 140000 Then lineto 404,124 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 140000 and 
x8 <= 175000 Then lineto 404,108 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_? 

If axis size = large and 
x8 > 175000 and 
x8 <= 210000 Then lineto 404,92 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_8 

If aas_size = large and 
x8 > 210000 and 
x8 <= 245000 Then lineto 404,77 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 245000 and 
x8 < = 280000 Then lineto 404,62 
feb_bud = found; 

Role feb_bud_!0 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 280000 and 
x8 < = 315000 Then lineto 404,45 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_1} 
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If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 315000 and 
x8 <= 350000 Then lineto 404,29 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 350000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_! 

If x9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > O and 
x9 < = 35000 Then lineto 452,172 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_3 

If aas_size = large and 
x9 > 35000 and 
x9 < = 70000 Then lineto 452,156 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 70000 and 
x9 <= 105000 Then lineto 452,140 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_$ 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 105000 and 
x9 <= 140000 Then lineto 452,124 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 140000 and 
x9 < = 175000 Then lineto 452,108 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_? 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 175000 and 
x9 < = 210000 Then lineto 452,92 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_& 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 210000 and 
x9 < = 245000 Then lineto 452,77 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_9 

If axis size = large and 
x9 > 245000 and 
x9 < = 280000 Then lineto 452,62 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_!0 

If axis _size = large and 
x9 > 280000 and 
x9 <= 315000 Then lineto 452,45 
march_bud = found; 
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Rule march_bud_l!1 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 315000 and 
x9 < = 350000 Then lineto 452,29 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 350000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_1 

If x10 = 0 Then lineto 501,180 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 0 and 
x10 < = 35000 Then lineto 501,172 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_3 

If aas_size = large and 
x10 > 35000 and 
x10 < = 70000 Then lineto 501,156 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 70000 and 
x10 < = 105000 Then lineto 501,140 
apni_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_5 

If aas_size = large and 
x10 > 105000 and 
x10 < = 140000 Then lineto 501,124 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_6 

If axis_size =~ large and 
x0" > 140000 and 
x10 < = 175000 Then lineto 501,108 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 175000 and 
x10 < = 210000 Then lineto 501,92 
april_bud = found, 

Rule apni_bud_8 

If aas_size = large and 
x10 > 210000 and 
x10 <= 245000 Then lineto 501,77 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_9 

If was_size = large and 
x10 > 245000 and 
x10 < = 280000 Then lineto 501,62 
apnil_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_i0 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 280000 and 
x10 < = 3}5000 Then lineto 501,45 
apnil_bud = found, 
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Rule april_bud_11 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 315000 and 
x10 < = 350000 Then lineto 501,29 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 350000 Then lineto 501,20 
apnil_bud = found 
reset april_bud; 

Rule may_bud_! 

If xll = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
xIl > Q and 
xLl <= 35000 Then lineto 549,172 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
xl > 35000 and 
xil <= 70000 Then lineto 549,156 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x11 > 70000 and 
x11 < = 105000 Then lineto 549,140 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
xll > 105000 and 
x11 < = 140000 Then lineto 549,124 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_6 

if axis_size = large and 
xtl > 140000 and 

xkl < = 175000 Then lineto 549,108 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_? 

If axis_size = large and 
xll > 175000 and 
x1} < = 210000 Then lineto 549,92 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_8 

If ads_size = large and 
xil > 210000 and 
xll < = 245000 Then lineto 549,77 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_9 

If ans size = large and 
xii > 245000 and 
xll < = 280000 Then lineto 549,62 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_10 

If axis_size = large and 
xl1 > 280000 and 
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x]1 < = 315000 Then lineto 549,45 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_11 

If aas_size = large and 
x1] > 315000 and 
x11 < = 350000 Then lineto 549,29 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x11 > 350000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_1 

If x12 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x!2 > 0 and 
x12 < = 35000 Then lineto 597,172 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 35000 and 
x12 < = 70000 Then lineto 597,156 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_4 

If aas_size = large and 
x12 > 70000 and 
x12 <= 105000 Then lineto 597,140 
june_bud = found; 

Rute june_bud_5 

If aas_size = large and 
x12 > 105000 and 
x12 < = 140000 Then lineto 597,124 
june_bud = found; 

- Rule june_bud_6 

lf axis_size = large and 
x12 > [40000 and 
x12 <= 175000 Then lineto 597,108 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
xl2 > £75000 and 
xl2 < = 210000 Then lineto 597,92 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 210000 and 
x12 < = 245000 Then lineto 597,77 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 245000 and 
x12 < = 280000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_10 

If axis_size = large and 
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xl2 > 280000 and 
x12 < = 315000 Then lineto 597,45 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_!1 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 315000 and 
x12 < = 350000 Then lineto 597,29 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 350000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_bud = found; 

Rule july_act If al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > O and 

al <= 35000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,171 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axds_size = large and 
al > 35000 and 
al <= 70000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,155 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 70000 and 
al < = 105000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,140 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 105000 and 
al <= 140000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,124 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If ads size = large and 
al > 140000 and 
al <= 175000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,108 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act lf axis size = large and 
al > 175000 and 
al < = 210000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,92 
july_act = found, 

Rule july_act If ams_size = large and 
al > 210000 and 
al <= 245000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,77 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 245000 and 
al < = 280000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,62 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 280000 and 
al <= 315000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,45 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 315000 and 
al < = 350000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,29 
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july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If al > 350000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,20 
july_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_! If a2 = 0 Then lineto 114,179 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_2 If axis size = large and 
a2 > 0 and 
a2 < = 35000 Then lineto 114,17) 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_3 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 35000 and 
a2 < = 70000 Then lineto 114,155 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_4 If axs_size = large and 
a2 > 70000 and 
a2 <= 105000 Then lineto 114,139 
aug act = found; 

Role aug_act_S If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 105000 and 
a2 < = 140000 Then lineto 114,123 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_6 If axis size = large and 
a2 > 140000 and 
a2 <= 175000 Then lineto 114,107 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_7 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 175000 and 
a2 <= 210000 Then lineto 114,91 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_8 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 210000 and . 
a2 < = 245000 Then lineto 114,75 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_9 If ads_size = large and 
a2 > 245000 and 
a2 < = 280000 Then lineto 114,6! 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug _act_10 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 280000 and 
a2 < = 315000 Then lineto 114,44 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_11 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 315000 and 
a2 <= 350000 Then lineto 114,28 
aug _act = found; 

Rule aug_act_12 If aas_size = large and 
a2 > 350000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_| If a3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_2 If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 0 and 
a3 < = 35000 Then lineto 163,17) 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_3 If axis size = large and 
a3 > 35000 and 
a3 <= 70000 Then lineto 163,155 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_4 If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 70000 and 
a3 < = 105000 Then lineto 163,139 
sept_act = found, 
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Rule sept_act_5 If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 105000 and 
a3 <= 140000 Then lineto 163,123 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_6 If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 140000 and 
a3 < = 175000 Then lineto 163,107 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_7 If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 175000 and 
a3 <= 210000 Then lineto 163,91 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_8 If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 210000 and 
a3 <= 245000 Then lineto 163,76 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 245000 and 
a3 < = 280000 Then lineto 163,61 
sept_act = found, 

Rule sept_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 280000 and 
a3 < = 315000 Then lineto 163,44 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_It 

If axs_size = large and 
a3 > 315000 and 
a3 < = 350000 Then lineto 163,28 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 350000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_act = found; 

Rute oct_act_] 

If a4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_2 

If axis_ize = large and 
a4 > 0 and 
a4 < = 35000 Then lineto 212,171 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_3 

If axis_size = farge and 
a4 > 35000 and 
a4 <= 70000 Then lineto 212,155 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_4 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 70000 and 
a4 < = 105000 Then lineto 212,139 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 105000 and 
a4 < = 140000 Then lineto 212,123 
oct_act = found; 
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Rule oct_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 140000 and 
ad <= 175000 Then lineto 212,107 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_7 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 175000 and 
ad < = 210000 Then lineto 212,91 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_8 

If axis_size = Jarge and 
a4 > 210000 and 
a4 <= 245000 Then lineto 212,76 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
ad > 245000 and 
a4 <= 280000 Then lineto 212,61 
oct_act = found, 

Rule oct_act_10 

If ads size = large and 
ad > 280000 and 
a4 < = 315000 Then lineto 212,44 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_1} 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 315000 and 
a4 < = 350000 Then lineto 212,28 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 350000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_! 

If a5 = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_2 

If axis size = large and 
a5 > 0 and 
aS < = 35000 Then lineto 260,171 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_3 

If aas_size = large and 
a5 > 35000 and 
aS <= 70000 Then lineto 260,155 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_4 

If as size = large and 
a5 > 70000 and 
aS <= 105000 Then lineto 260,139 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_S 

If axis size = large and 
a5 > 105000 and 
a5 < = 140000 Then lineto 260,]23 
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nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
aS > 140000 and 
aS <= 175000 Then lineto 260,107 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_7 

If axis_size = large and 
aS > 175000 and 
a5 <= 210000 Then lineto 260,91 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 210000 and 
a5 < = 245000 Then lineto 260,76 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 245000 and 
aS <= 280000 Then lineto 260,61 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 280000 and 
a5 < = 315000 Then lineto 260,44 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_11 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 315000 and 
a5 < = 350000 Then lineto 260,28 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
aS > 350000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_! 

If a6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_2 

Vf was_size = large and 
a6 > 0 and 
a6 < = 35000 Then lineto 308,17) 
dec_act = found; 

Rute dec_act_3 

If was_size = large and 
a6 > 35000 and 
a6 < = 70000 Then lineto 308,155 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_4 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 70000 and 
a6 < = 105000 Then lineto 308,139 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_5 

If axis_nze = large and 
a6 > 105000 and 
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a6 < = 140000 Then lineto 308,123 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 140000 and 
a6 < = 175000 Then lineto 308,107 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_7 

If ads_size = large and 
a6 > 175000 and 
a6 < = 210000 Then lineto 308,91 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 210000 and 
a6 < = 245000 Then lineto 308,76 
dec_act = found, 

Rule dec_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 245000 and 
a6 <= 280000 Then lineto 308,61 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 280000 and 
a6 <= 315000 Then lineto 308, 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_1] 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 315000 and 
a6 < = 350000 Then lineto 308,28 
dec_act = found, 

Rule dec_act_12 

If ads size = large and 
a6 > 350000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_! 

lf a7 = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 0 and 
a7 < = 35000 Then lineto 357,171 
jJan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_3 

If axis size = large and 
a? > 35000 and 
a7? <= 70000 Then lineto 357,155 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_4 

If axis_size = large and 
a? > 70000 and 
a7 <= 105000 Then lineto 357,139 
Jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
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a7 > 105000 and 
a7 <= 140000 Then lineto 357,123 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 140000 and ~ 
a7? <= 175000 Then lineto 357,107 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_7 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 175000 and 
a7 <= 210000 Then lineto 357,91 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 210000 and 
a7 < = 245000 Then lineto 357,76 
jan_act = found =; 

Rule jan_act_9 

If amis_size = large and 
a7 > 245000 and 
a7 < = 280000 Then lineto 357,61 
jan_act ~ found; 

Rule jan_act_10 

If axis size = large and 
a7 > 280000 and 
a7 < = 315000 Then lineto 357,44 
jan_act = found =; 

Rule jan_act_1] 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 315000 and 
a? < = 350000 Then lineto 357,28 
jan_act = found =; 

Rule jan_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 350000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_] 

If a8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_2 

If aas_size = large and 
a8 > 0 and 
a8 < = 35000 Then lineto 404,171 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
aS > 35000 and 
a8 < = 70000 Then lineto 404,155 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_4 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 70000 and 
a8 <= 105000 Then lineto 404,139 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_5 
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If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 105000 and 
a8 < = 160000 Then lineto 404,123 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_6 

If ads size = large and 
a8 > 140000 and 
a8 <= 175000 Then lineto 404,107 
feb_act = found ,; 

Rule feb_act_7 

If axis_size = Jarge and 
a& > 175000 and 
a8 < = 210000 Then lineto 404,91 
feb_act = found ,; 

Rule feb_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 210000 and- 
a8 < = 245000 Then lineto 404,76 
feb_act = found ,; 

Rule feb_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 245000 and 
a8 < = 280000 Then lineto 404,61 

feb_act = found =; 

Rule feb_act_10 

If aas_size = large and 
a8 > 280000 and 
a& <= 315000 Then lineto 404,44 

feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_Iil 

If aas_size = large and 
a8 > 315000 and 
a8 < = 350000 Then lineto 404,28 
feb_act = found ,; 

Rule feb_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 350000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_act = found; 

Rule march_act_! 

If a9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 0 and 
a9 < = 35000 Then lineto 452,171 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_3 

If axis_size = Jarge and 
a9 > 35000 and 
a9 <= 70000 Then lineto 452,155 

march_act = found); 

Rule march_act_4 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 70000 and 
a9 <= 105000 Then lineto 452,139 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_5 
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If ads_size = large and 
a9 > 105000 and 
a9 <= 140000 Then lineto 452,123 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 140000 and 
a9 <= 175000 Then lineto 452,10 
march_act = found ; . 

Rule march_act_? 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 175000 and 
a9 <= 210000 Then lineto 452,91 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 210000 and 
a9 < = 245000 Then lineto 452,76 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 245000 and 
a9 <= 280000 Then lineto 452,61 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_10 

If axis size = large and 
a9 > 280000 and 
a9 <= 315000 Then lineto 452,44 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_!] 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 315000 and 
a9 < = 350000 Then lineto 452,28 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_12 

lf axis_size = large and 
a9 > 350000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_act = found =; 

Rule apnil_act_! 

If al0 = 0 Then lineto 501,180 
apni_act = found §,; 

Rule apni_act_2 

lf axis_size = large and 
al0 > O and 
alQ < = 35000 Then lineto 501,171 
april_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
alO > 35000 and 
alO < = 70000 Then lineto 501,155 
april_act = found =; 

Rule apni_act_4 

If axis_size = large and 
alQ > 70000 and 
alQ < = 105000 Then lineto 501,139 
april_act = found =; 
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Rule april_act_5 

If axis size = large and 
alQ > 105000 and 
al0 < = 140000 Then lineto 501,123 
april_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
alQ > 140000 and 
alQ <= [75000 Then lineto 501,107 
april_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_? 

If axis size = large and 
alO > 175000 and 
alO <= 210000 Then lineto 501,91 
apnl_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_8 

If axis size = large and 
alO > 210000 and 
al0 < = 245000 Then lineto 501,76 
apni_act = found; 

Rule april_act_9 

If axis size = large and 
al0 > 245000 and 
al0 < = 280000 Then lineto 501,61 
apnl_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
alO > 280000 and 
alO <= 315000 Then lineto 501,44 
april_act = found; 

Rule april_act_1! 

If ans_size = large and 
alO > 315000 and 
alQ < = 350000 Then lineto 501,28 
apnl_act = found ; 

Rute april_act_!2 

If axis_size = large and 
al0 > 350000 Then lineto 501,20 
apni_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_1 

If all = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
all > Oand 
all < = 35000 Then lineto $49,171 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_3 

If axis size = large and 
all > 35000 and 
all <= 70000 Then lineto 549,155 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_4 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 70000 and 
all <= 105000 Then lineto $49,139 
may_act = found ; 
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Rule may_act_5 

If axis size = large and 
all > 105000 and 
all <= 140000 Then lineto 549,123 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 140000 and 
all < * 175000 Then lineto 549,107 
may_act = found, 

Rule may_act_7 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 175000 and 
all <= 210000 Then lineto 549,91 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 210000 and 
al] < = 245000 Then lineto 549,76 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
atl > 245000 and 
all < = 280000 Then lineto 549,61 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_!0 

If axis size = large and 
all > 280000 and 
all < = 315000 Then lineto 549,44 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_1} 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 315000 and 
all < = 350000 Then lineto 549,28 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
alf > 350000 Then hneto 549,20 
may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_] 

If al2 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 0 and 
al2 <= 35000 Then lineto 597,171 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 35000 and 
al2 <= 70000 Then lineto 597,155 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_4 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 70000 and 
al2 <= 105000 Then lineto 597,139 
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june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 105000 and 
al2 < = 140000 Then lineto $97,123 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_6 

If axis size = large and 
al2 > 140000 and 
al2 < = 175000 Then lineto 597,107 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_7 

If axis _size = large and 
al2 > 175000 and 
al2 <= 210000 Then lineto 597,91 
June_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 210000 and 
al2 < = 245000 Then lineto 597,76 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 245000 and 
al2 < = 280000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 280000 and . 
al2 < = 315000 Then lineto 597,44 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_l! 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 315000 and 
al2 <= 350000 Then lineto 597,28 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_!2 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 350000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_act = found; 

Rule july_act If al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule axis_size_large 

If axis_display = unknown 

Then axis_display = found 
glocate 1,3 
gdisplay °350° 
glocate 1,7 
gdisplay “280° 
glocate 1,11 
gdisplay “210° 
glocate 1,15 
gdisplay “140° 
giocate 2,19 
gdisplay “70°; 

Rule turn_around_personal_array 
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If turn_persona] = unknown 

Then turn_personal = found 

x= 1 
y= 12 
whiletrue x < = 12 then 

exp_personal_c[{x] = (exp_personall[y) 
x = (x+1) 

y =(y- 1) 
end 

x= 1 
y = (count_it) 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 

new_personal_c{x] = (new_personally])) 
x = (x+1) 

y =(y- 1) 
end 

‘display “exp_personal_c{!] = (exp_personal_ce{1}}” 

!display “new_personal_c{1] = (new_personal_c{!]}—°; 

‘statements block 

bkcolor = 1; 

Ibutton exitbutton!: 10,2,14,]4,e0t Ibutton exitbutton2 10,2,14,]4,eat, Ibutton exitbutton3: 10,2,14,14,exit, button extbutton: 
10,2,14,14,exit, Ibutton exitbuttonS: 10,2,14,14,e0t Ibutton extbuttoné: 10,2,14,14,en06 

plural: new_personal_c,exp_personal_c,exp_personal; 
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B.25 LARGEAX2 

runtime; execute; 

actions 

axis_size = large color = 15 display “The system has just entered a new knowledge base and files must be” display “loaded. Once the files 
have loaded, the system will proceed directly” display “into the graph.” loadfacts tempdata z = (count_it + 1) whiletrue z <= 12 then 

new_contin_c{z] = unknown_dummy 
new_uniforms_¢c{z] = unknown_dummy 
new_total_c{z] = unknown_dummy 

‘display “z = (z}—" ‘display “new_contin_c{z] = {new_contin_c{z]}° ‘display “new_uniforms_c{z] = (new_uniforms_c{z]}” !display 
*new_total_c{z] = {new_total_¢{z]} -” 

z = (z + I)end 

find do_contin find do_uniforms find do_total_costs 

! Rule Block 

Rule begin_contin_display 

If do_contin = unknown 

Then do_contin = found 

xl = (exp_contin_c{1) ‘display “exp_contin_c{!] = (exp_contn_c{!]}° !display “xl = {xl} -" 

gmode 14 
exatbutton4d = no 

moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 25,1 
gdisplay “Continuous Charges’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual" 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget’ 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000‘s’ 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J° 
giocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A* 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S” 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N°” 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D’ 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J° 
giocate 51,24 
gdisplay °F’ 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M” 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A° 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M’” 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J° 

find axis_display 

gcolor II 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_contn_c{lD 
find july_bud 
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reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_contin_c(2) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_contn_c{3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_contin_c(4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_contin_c{5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_contin_c{6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_contin_d7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_contin_c{8) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_contin_d9) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (exp_contin_c{ 10) 
find apnl_bud 
reset apni_bud 
x1l = (exp_contn_dlipD 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
xl2 = (exp_contin_c{12) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_contin_c{I) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_contin_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_contin_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
ad = (new_contin_c(4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_contin_c{5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_contin_c6p) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_contin_c{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 

a8 = (new_contin_c{8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_contin_{9) 
find march_act 
reset march _act 
al0 = (new_contin_c{10) 
find april_act 
reset apnil_act 
all = (new_contin {IID 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_contin_d{12D 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gceolor I4 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
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moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 

lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 

lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,131 
moveto 308,179 

lineto 308,18! 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lincto 404,18! 

moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
hineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 

lineto 549,18) 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exitbutton4d = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode 
chain expgraph; 

Rule begin_uniforms_display 

If do_uniforms = unknown 

Then do_uniforms = found 

xi = (exp_uniforms_¢e{1!}) !display “exp_uniforms_c{1] = (exp_uniforms_ce{!]}" !display “xl = {xl} -" 

gmode [4 
exitbuttonS = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 

lineto 600,180 

glocate 25,1 
gdisplay “Uniform Purchases’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget’ 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000's” 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J* 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A’ 
giocate 21,24 
gdisplay °S” 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay "0" 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay "N’” 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D* 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 51,24 
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gdisplay “F’ 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M° 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M’° 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J” 

find axis_display 

gcolor 1! 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_uniforms_c{I]) 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 

x2 = (exp_uniforms_c{2] 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_uniforms_¢{3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_uniforms_c{4f) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_uniforms_ce{5]) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_uniforms_c{6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_uniforms_c{7} 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_uniforms_c[8} 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_uniforms_¢{9)) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (exp_uniforms_c{10) 
find april_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
xl = (exp_uniforms_¢f{11) 
find may_bdud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (exp_uniforms_c{12) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_uniforms_c{I} 
find july_act 
reset july_act 

a2 = (new_uniforms_c{2) 
find aug act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_uniforms_c{3} 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_uniforms_c{4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_uniforms_c{5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_uniforms_c{6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_umforms_c{7]) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_uniforms_c{8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_uniforms_c{9) 
find march_act 
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reset march_act 
al0 = (new_uniforms_c{10) 
find april_act 
reset april_act 
all = (new_uniforms_c{11) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_uniforms_c{}2) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,5] 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 

moveto |63,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 - 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 

moveto 452,179 
hneto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 

lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exitbuttonS = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode 
chain expgraph, 

Rule begin_total_costs_display 

If do_total_costs = unknown 

Then do_total_costs = found 

xl = (exp_total_c{!]} ‘display “exp_total_c{I] = {exp_total_c{1]}” !display “xl = {xi} 7° 

gmode 14 
exitbutton6 ~ no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,130 

glocate 26,1] 
gdisplay “Total Expenses’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget’ 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000’s” 
giocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
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glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J” 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay °S* 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “0” 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N* 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D’ 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J” 
glocate $1,24 
gdisplay “F* 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M° 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A° 
glocate 69,24 
gedisplay “"M* 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J” 

find axis_display 

gcolor 1] 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_total_d1) 
find july_bud 

reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_total_c{2) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_total_¢e{3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_total_c{4D) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_total_c{5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_total_c{6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_total_e{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_total_c(8) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_total_c{9) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (exp_total_c{10D 
find april_bud 
reset apnil_bud 
xil = (exp_total_c{11) 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
xl2 = (exp_total_c{12) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

geolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_total_c{1D 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_total_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_total_c(3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_total_c{4) 
find oct_act 
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reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_total_c{5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_total_c(6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_total_c(7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_total_c(8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_total_c(9) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
al0 = (new_total_c{10D 
find apni!_act 
reset april_act 
all = (new_total_c{11) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_total_¢{12) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,131 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
Jineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
hineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 

lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 

moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto $49,131 
moveto 597,179 

lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exitbutton6 = no then end 

reset anis_display 
tmode 
chain graph; 

Rule aug_act_unknown_dummy 

If a2 = unknown_dummy 

Then aug act = found; 

Rule sept_act_unknown_dummy 

if a3 = unknown_dummy 

Then sept_act = found; 
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Rule oct_act_unknown_dummy 

If a4 = unknown_dummy 

Then oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_unknown_dummy 

If a5 = unknown_dummy 

Then nov_act = found; Rule dec_act_unknown_dummy 

If a6 = unknown_dummy 

Then dec_act = found; Rule jan_act_unknown_dummy 

If a7 = unknown_dummy 

Then jan_act = found; Rule feb_act_unknown_dummy 

If a8 = unknown_dummy 

Then feb_act = found; Rule march_act_unknown_dummy 

If a9 = unknown_dummy 

Then march_act = found; Rule april_act_unknown_dummy 

If al0 = unknown_dummy 

Then april_act = found, Rule may_act_unknown_dummy 

If all = unknown_dummy 

Then may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_unknown_dummy 

If al2 = unknown_dummy 

Then june_act = found; 

Rule july_bud If xl = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If acs_size = large and 
xt > Q and 
xl < = 35000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,172 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis size = large and 
x] > 35000 and 
x! <= 70000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,156 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If ads size = large and 
x1 > 70000 and 
xl <= 105000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,140 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
xl > 105000 and 
xl <= 140000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,124 
July_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis ze = large and 
x1 > 140000 and 
xl < = 175000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,108 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
xl > 175000 and 
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x1 < = 210000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,92 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
x1 > 210000 and 
x] <= 245000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,77 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
xl > 245000 and 
xl <= 280000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,62 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
xl > 280000 and 
x] <= 315000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,45 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If aas_size = large and 
xl > 315000 and 
x1 < = 350000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,29 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If aas_size = large and 
xl > 350000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,20 
july_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_! If x2 = 0 Then lineto 114,180 
aug_bud = found, 

Rule aug_bud_2 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 0 and 
x2 < = 35000 Then lineto 114,172 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_3 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 35000 and 
x2 < = 70000 Then lineto 114,156 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_4 If ads_size = large and 
x2 > 70000 and 
x2 <= 105000 Then lineto 114,140 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_5 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 105000 and 
x2 <= 140000 Then lineto 114,124 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_6 If axis size = large and 
x2 > 140000 and 
x2 < = 175000 Then lineto 114,108 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_7 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 175000 and 
x2 <= 230000 Then lineto 114,92 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_8 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 210000 and 
x2 < = 245000 Then lineto 114,77 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug bud_9 If axis size = large and 
x2 > 245000 and 
x2 <= 280000 Then lineto 114,62 
aug bud = found 
reset aug_bud; 

Rule aug_bud_!0 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 280000 and 
x2 < = 315000 Then lineto 114,45 
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aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug bud_1! If axis size = large and 
x2 > 315000 and 
x2 < = 350000 Then lineto 114,29 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug _bud_12 If axs_size = large and 
x2 > 350000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_! If x3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_2 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 0 and 
x3 < = 35000 Then lineto 163,172 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_3 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 35000 and 
x3 < = 70000 Then lineto 163,156 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_4 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 70000 and 
x3 < = 105000 Then lineto 163,140 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_5 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 105000 and 

x3 < = 140000 Then lineto 163,124 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_6 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 140000 and 
x3 < = 175000 Then lineto 163,108 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_7 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 175000 and 
x3 < = 210000 Then lineto 163,92 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_8 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 210000 and 
x3 < = 245000 Then lineto 163,77 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_9 

If axds_size = large and 
x3 > 245000 and 
x3 < = 280000 Then lineto 163,62 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_10 

If ads_size = large and 
x3 > 280000 and 
x3 < = 315000 Then lineto 163,45 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_1!1 

If axis_size = Jarge and 
x3 > 315000 and 
x3 < = 350000 Then lineto 163,29 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_12 

If axis size = large and 
x3 > 350000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_| 

If x4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_bud = found; 
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Rule oct_bud_2 

If axis size = large and 
x4 > O and 
x4 <= 35000 Then lineto 212,172 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_3 

If axis size = large and 
x4 > 35000 and 
x4 < = 70000 Then lineto 212,156 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 70000 and 
x4 < = 105000 Then lineto 212,140 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 105000 and 
x4 <= 140000 Then lineto 212,124 
oct_bud = found, 

Rule oct_bud_6 

If axs_size = large and 
x4 > 140000 and 
x4 <= 175000 Then lineto 212,108 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 175000 and 
x4 <= 210000 Then lineto 212,92 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_& 

If ans size = large and 
x4 > 210000 and 
x4 < = 245000 Then lineto 212,77 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_9 

if axis size = large and 
x4 > 245000 and 
x4 < = 280000 Then lineto 212,62 
oct_bud = found, 

Rule oct_bud_!0 

If ads_size = large and 
x4 > 280000 and 
x4 <= 315000 Then lineto 212,45 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_!1 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 315000 and 
x4. < = 350000 Then lineto 212,29 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 350000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_1 

If x5 = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
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nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_2 

If ads_size = large and 
x5 > O and 
x5 < = 35000 Then lineto 260,17 
nov_bud = found; - 

Rule nov_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 35000 and 
x5 <= 70000 Then lineto 260,156 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 70000 and 
x5 < = 105000 Then lineto 260,140 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 105000 and 
x5 < = 140000 Then lineto 260,124 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_6 

If axis size = large and 
x5 > 140000 and 
x5 < = 175000 Then lineto 260,108 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 175000 and 
x5 < = 210000 Then lineto 260,92 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 210000 and 
x5 < = 245000 Then lineto 260,77 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 245000 and 
x5 < = 280000 Then lineto 260,62 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_!0 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 280000 and 
x5 < = 315000 Then lineto 260,45 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_11 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 315000 and 
x5 <= 350000 Then lineto 260,29 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 350000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_] 
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If x6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 0 and 
x6 < = 35000 Then lineto 308,172 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_3 

If axis size = large and 
x6 > 35000 and 
x6 < = 70000 Then lineto 308,156 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_4 . 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 70000 and 
x§ < = 105000 Then lineto 308,140 
dec_bud = ‘found; 

Rule dec_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 105000 and 
x6 < = 140000 Then lineto 308,124 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_6 

If axis size = large and 
x6 > 140000 and 
x6 <= 175000 Then tineto 308,108 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_7 

If axis size = large and 
x6 > 175000 and 
x6 < = 21/0000 Then lineto 308,92 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_& 

If axis_size = Jarge and 
x6 > 210000 and 
x6 < = 245000 Then lineto 308,77 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 245000 and 
x6 < = 280000 Then lineto 308,62 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_10 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 280000 and 
x6 <= 315000 Then lineto 308,45 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_}1 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 315000 and 
x6 < = 350000 Then lineto 308,29 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_12 

If axis size = large and 
x6 > 350000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_} 
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If x7 = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x7? > O and 
x7 < = 35000 Then lineto 357,172 
jJan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_3 

if axis_size = large and 
x7 > 35000 and 
x7 <= 70000 Then lineto 357,156 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 70000 and 
x7 <= {05000 Then lineto 357,140 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 105000 and 
x7 < = 140000 Then lineto 357,124 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 140000 and 
x7 < = 175000 Then lineto 357,108 
jan_bud ~ found; 

Rule jan_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x? > 175000 and 
x7 < = 210000 Then lineto 357,92 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 210000 and 
x7 < = 245000 Then lineto 357,77 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_9 

If ads_size = large and 
x? > 245000 and 
x7 < = 280000 Then lineto 357,62 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_i0 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 280000 and 
x7 < = 315000 Then lineto 357,45 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_!1 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 315000 and 
x7 < = 350000 Then lineto 357,29 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_12 

If axis size = large and 
x7 > 350000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_bud = found; 
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Rule feb_bud_| 

If x8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 0 and 
x8 < = 35000 Then lineto 404,172 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 35000 and 
x8 < = 70000 Then lineto 404,156 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 70000 and 
x8 < = §05000 Then lineto 404,140 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_5 

If axis size = large and 
x8 > 105000 and 
x8 <= 140000 Then lineto 404,124 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 140000 and 
x8 <= 175000 Then lineto 404,108 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 175000 and 
x8 <= 210000 Then lineto 404,92 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_8 

If aas_size = large and 
x8 > 210000 and 
x8 <= 245000 Then lineto 404,77 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 245000 and 
x8 < = 280000 Then lineto 404,62 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_10 

lf axas_size = large and 
x8 > 280000 and 
x8 < = 315000 Then lineto 404,45 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_!1 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 315000 and 
x8 <= 350000 Then lineto 404,29 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_12 

if axis_size = large and 
x8 > 350000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_bud = found; 
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Rule march_bud_] 

lf x9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 0 and 
x9 < = 35000 Then lineto 452,172 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 35000 and 
x9 < = 70000 Then lineto 452,156 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_4 

If axas_size = large and 
x9 > 70000 and 
x9 < = 105000 Then lineto 452,140 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_5 

If axis size = large and 
x9 > 105000 and 
x9 <= 140000 Then lineto $52,124 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 140000 and 
x9 <= {75000 Then lineto 452,108 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_? 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 175000 and 
x9 < = 21/0000 Then lineto 452,92 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 2}0000 and 
x9 < = 245000 Then lineto 452,77 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_9 

If aas_ size = large and 
x9 > 245000 and 
x9 <= 280000 Then Jineto 452,62 
march_bud = found, 

Rule march_bud_t0 

If axis_nze = large and 
x9 > 280000 and 
x9 < = 315000 Then lineto 452,45 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_!1 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 315000 and 
x9 < = 350000 Then lineto 452,29 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 350000 Then lineto 452,20 
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march_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_1 

If x10 = 0 Then lineto 501,180 
april_bud = found; 

Rule apnil_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 0 and 
x!0 <= 35000 Then lineto 501,172 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
xlQ > 35000 and 
x10 < = 70000 Then lineto 501,156 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule apni_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 70000 and 
x10 < = 105000 Then lineto 501,140 
april_bud = found, 

Rule april_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 105000 and 
x10 <= 140000 Then lineto 501,124 
april_bud = found; 

Rule apnil_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 140000 and 
x10 < = 175000 Then lineto $01,108 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 175000 and 
x10 < = 210000 Then lineto 501,92 
apni_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_8 

If aas_size = large and 
x10 > 210000 and 
x}0 < = 245000 Then lineto 501,77 
apnil_bud = found; 

Rule apnil_bud_9 

If axis size = large and 
x10 > 245000 and 
x!0 < = 280000 Then lineto 501,62 
apni_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_10 

If aas_size = large and 
x10 > 280000 and 
x10 < = 315000 Then lineto 501,45 
apnil_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_!! 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 315000 and 
x10 < = 350000 Then lineto 501,29 
apni_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
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xlO > 350000 Then lineto 501,20 
apnl_bud = found 
reset apnil_bud; 

Rule may_bud_} 

If xlil = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
xlt > 0 and 
xll <= 35000 Then lineto 549,172 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x1 > 35000 and 
xl ft <= 70000 Then lineto 549,156 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
xll > 70000 and 
x11 < = 105000 Then lineto 549,140 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
xll > 105000 and 
x1 < = 140000 Then lineto 549,124 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_6 

If aas_size = large and 
xI1 > 140000 and . 
xl < = 175000 Then lineto 549,108 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
xll > 175000 and 
xIt < * 210000 Then lineto 549,92 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_8& 

If aas_size = large and 
xf > 210000 and 
xll < = 245000 Then lineto 549,77 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
xll > 245000 and 
xl] < = 280000 Then lineto 549,62 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_|0 

If ans_size = large and 
x1] > 280000 and 
xl! < = 315000 Then lineto 549,45 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_!1 

If axis_size = large and 
xll > 315000 and 
xlf <= 350000 Then lineto 549,29 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_12 
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If axis_size = large and 
x11 > 350000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_| 

If x12 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 0 and 
x12 < = 35000 Then lineto 597,172 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 35000 and 
x12 < = 70000 Then lineto 597,156 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 70000 and 
xl2 < = 105000 Then lineto 597,140 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 105000 and 
xt2 < = 140000 Then lineto §97,124 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 140000 and 
x12 <= 175000 Then lineto 597,108 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_7 

If axs_size = large and 
x12 > 175000 and 
x12 < = 210000 Then lineto 597,92 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
xl2 > 210000 and 
x12 < = 245000 Then lineto 597,77 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 245000 and 
x12 < = 280000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_!0 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 280000 and 
x12 <= 315000 Then lineto 597,45 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_!1 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 315000 and 
x12 < = 350000 Then lineto 597,29 
june_bud = found; 
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Rule june_bud_12 

If axis size = large and 
x12 > 350000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_bud = found; 

Rule july_actIf al 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 0 and 
al < = 35000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,171 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act Hf axis_size = large and 
al > 35000 and 
al < = 70000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,155 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 70000 and 
al <= 105000 Then locate 30,130 
lineto 69,140 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis size = large and 
al > 105000 and 
al < = 140000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,124 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 140000 and 

al <= 175000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,108 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 175000 and 
al < = 210000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,92 
jJuly_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axs_size = large and 
al > 210000 and 
al < = 245000 Then locate 30,/80 
lineto 69,77 
july_act = found, 

Rule july_act If axis size = large and 
al > 245000 and 
al <= 280000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,62 
july act = found; 

Rule july_act If aas_size = large and 
al > 280000 and 
al < = 315000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,45 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 315000 and 
al < = 350000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,29 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If al > 350000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,20 
guly_act = found, 

Rule aug_act_] If a2 = 0 Then lineto 114,179 
aug_act = found, 

Rule aug_act_2 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 0 and 
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a2 < = 35000 Then lineto 114,171 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_3 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 35000 and 
a2 <= 70000 Then lineto 114,155 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_4 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 70000 and 
a2 <= 105000 Then lineto 114,139 
aug_act = found, 

Rule aug act_5 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 105000 and - 
a2 < = 140000 Then lineto 114,123 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_6 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 140000 and 
a2 < = 175000 Then lineto 114,107 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug _act_7 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 175000 and 
a2 < = 210000 Then lineto 114,91 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_8 If axs_size = large and 
a2 > 210000 and 
a2 < = 245000 Then lineto 114,75 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_9 If axis size = large and 
a2 > 245000 and 
a2 < = 280000 Then lineto 114,6) 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_]0 If axis size = large and 
a2 > 280000 and 
a2 <= 315000 Then lineto 114,44 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_11 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 315000 and 
a2 < = 350000 Then lineto 114,28 
aug act = found; 

Rule aug act_12 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 350000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_! If. a3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_2 If ans_size = large and 
a3 > 0 and 
a3 < = 35000 Then lineto 163,17] 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_3 If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 35000 and 
a3 <= 70000 Then lineto 163,155 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_4 If axis size = large and 
a3 > 70000 and 
a3 <= 105000 Then lineto 163,139 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_5 If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 105000 and 
a3 < = 140000 Then lineto 163,123 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_6 If aas_size = large and 
a3 > 140000 and 
a3 < = 175000 Then lineto 163,107 
sept_act = found; 
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Rule sept_act_7 If axis size = large and 
a3 > 175000 and 
a3 <= 210000 Then lineto 163,91 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_8 If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 210000 and 
a3 < = 245000 Then lineto 163,76 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_9 

If axis size = large and 
a3 > 245000 and 
a3 < = 280000 Then lineto 163, 61 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 280000 and 
a3 < = 315000 Then lineto 163,44 
sept_act = found, 

Rule sept_act_tl 

If ais_size = large and 
a3 > 315000 and 
a3 < = 350000 Then lineto 163,28 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_|2 

If axis_size = large an 
a3 > 350000 Then ineto 163,20 
sept_act = found, 

Rule oct_act_! 

If a4 = 0 Then lineto 212, 180. 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 0 and 
a4 < = 35000 Then lineto 212,171 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 35000 and 
a4 < = 70000 Then lineto 212,155 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_4 

If ads size = large and 
a4 > 70000 and 
a4 <= 105000 Then lineto 212,139 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 105000 and 
ad < = 140000 Then lineto 212,123 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
aé > 140000 and 
a4 < = 175000 Then lineto 212,107 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_7 

If axis_size = large and 
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a¢ > 175000 and 
ad < = 2]0000 Then lineto 212,91 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
ad > 210000 and 
a4 < = 245000 Then lineto 212,76 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_9 

If axis size = large and 
a4 > 245000 and 
aé <= 280000 Then lineto 212,61 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_l0 

If axis_size = large and 
ad > 280000 and 
aé < = 3)5000 Then lineto 212,44 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_I1 

If axs_size = large and 
ad > 315000 and 

a4 < = 350000 Then lineto 212,28 
oct_act = found, 

Rute oct_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
ad > 350000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_] 

if a5 = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 0 and 
aS < = 35000 Then lineto 260,171 
nov_act ~ found; 

Rule nov_act_3 

If axis size = large and 
aS > 35000 and 
a5 < = 70000 Then lineto 260,155 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_4 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 70000 and 
a5 < = 105000 Then lineto 260,139 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
aS > 105000 and 
aS < = 140000 Then lineto 260,123 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
aS > 140000 and 
a5 < = 175000 Then lineto 260,107 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_? 
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If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 17§000 and 
a5 <= 210000 Then lineto 260,91 
nov_act = found ; 

Rule nov_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 210000 and 
aS <= 245000 Then lineto 260,76 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 245000 and 
a5 <= 280000 Then lineto 260,61 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_!0 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 280000 and 
aS < = 315000 Then lineto 260,44 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_|1! 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 315000 and 
a5 <= 350000 Then lineto 260,28 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_12 

If axis size = large and 
aS > 350000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_l 

If a6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 0 and 
a6 <= 35000 Then lineto 308,171 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_3 

If axis size = large and 
a6 > 35000 and 
a6 <= 70000 Then lineto 308,155 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_4 

If axis_size = jarge and 
a6 > 70000 and 
a6 <= 105000 Then lineto 308,139 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_S 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 105000 and 
a6 < = 140000 Then lineto 308,123 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 140000 and 
a6 < = 175000 Then lineto 308,107 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_7 
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If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 175000 and 
a6 < = 210000 Then lineto 308,91 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 210000 and 
a6 < = 245000 Then lineto 308,76 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 265000 and 
a6 <= 280000 Then lineto 308,61 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_10 

If ads_size = large and 
a6 > 280000 and 
a6 < = 315000 Then lineto 308,44 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_!1 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 315000 and 
a6 < = 350000 Then lineto 308,28 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 350000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_! 

If a7 ~ 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jJan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_2 

If aas_ size = large and 
al > O and 
a? < = 35000 Then lineto 357,171 
Jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_3 

If was _size = large and 
a? > 35000 and 
a7 < = 70000 Then lineto 357,155 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_4 

If axis _size = large and 
a? > 70000 and 
a? <= 105000 Then lineto 357,139 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 105000 and 
a7 < = 140000 Then lineto 357,123 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
a7? > 140000 and 
a? < = 175000 Then lineto 357,107 
jan_act = found; 
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Rule jan_act_7 

If axis_size = large and 
a? > 175000 and 

a7 <= 210000 Then lineto 357,91 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
a7? > 210000 and 
a7 <= 245000 Then lineto 357,76 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 245000 and 
a7 < = 280000 Then lineto 357,61 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_!0 

If axis_size = large and 
a? > 280000 and 
a7 <= 315000 Then lineto 357,44 
jan_act = found); 

Rule jan_act_!1 

If aas_size = large and 
a7? > 315000 and 
a7 <= 350000 Then lineto 357,28 
jan_act = found ; 

Rule jan_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 350000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_] 

If a8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 0 and 
a8 < = 35000 Then lineto 404,171 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 35000 and 
a8 < = 70000 Then lineto 404,155 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_4 

If was_size = large and 
a8 > 70000 and 
a8 <= 105000 Then lineto 404,139 
feb_act = found; 

Ruie feb_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 105000 and 
a8 < = 140000 Then lineto 404,123 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
a& > 140000 and 
a8 <= 175000 Then lineto 404,107 
feb_act = found =; 
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Rule feb_act_? 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 175000 and 
a8 < = 210000 Then lineto 404,91 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 210000 and 
a8 <= 245000 Then lineto 404,76 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 245000 and 
a8 <= 280000 Then lineto 404,61 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_10 

If axis size = large and 
a8 > 280000 and 
a& < = 315000 Then lineto 404,44 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_1l 

If axis size = large and 
a8 > 315000 and 
a& <= 350000 Then lineto 404,28 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_]2 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 350000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_| 

If a9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_act = found § ; 

Rule march_act_2 

If acs_size = large and 
a9 > O and 
a9 < = 35000 Then lineto 452,171 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_3 

If axis size = large and 
a9 > 35000 and 
a? < = 70000 Then lineto 452,155 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_4 

If axis size = large and 
a9 > 70000 and 
a9 <= 105000 Then lineto 452,139 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 105000 and 
a9 <= 140000 Then lineto 452,123 
march act = found ; 

Rule march_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 140000 and 
a9 <= 175000 Then lineto 452,107 
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march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_7 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 175000 and 
a9 < = 210000 Then lineto 452,91 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_8 

If ads_size = large and 
a9 > 210000 and 
a9 <= 245000 Then lineto 452,76 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 245000 and 
a9 <= 280000 Then lineto 452,61 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_10 

If axis size = large and 
a9 > 280000 and 
a9 < = 315000 Then lineto 452,44 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_|1 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 315000 and 
a9 < = 350000 Then lineto 452,28 
march_act = found §; 

Rule march_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 350000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_act = found; 

Rule april_act_! 

If al0 = 0 Then lineto 501,180 
apni_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
alQ > 0 and 
al0 < = 35000 Then lineto 501,171 
april_act = found =; 

Rule apnil_act_3 

If aas_size = large and 
alO0 > 35000 and 
al0 < = 70000 Then lineto $01,155 
apnl_act = found; 

Rule apnil_act_4 

If axis size = large and 
al0 > 70000 and 
al0 <= §05000 Then lineto 501,139 
april_act = found ; 

Rute aprit_act_5 

If axis size = large and 
alO > 105000 and 
alO < = 140000 Then lineto 501,123 
april_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
alQ > 140000 and 
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alQ < = 175000 Then lineto 501,107 
april_act = found; 

Rule april_act_7 

If axis_size = large and 
alO > 175000 and 
al0 < = 210000 Then lJineto 501,91 
april_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
al0 > 210000 and 
alO < = 245000 Then lineto 501,76 
apnil_act = found; 

Rule apmnil_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
alO > 245000 and 
alO < = 280000 Then lineto 501,61 
apni_act = found; 

Rule apnil_act_10 

If ads_size = large and 
al0 > 280000 and 
alO < = 315000 Then lineto 501,44 
april_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_11 

If ads_size = large and 
al0 > 315000 and 
alO < = 350000 Then lineto 501,28 
apnl_act = found - ; 

Rule april_act_12 

If axis size = large and 
alO > 350000 Then lineto 501,20 
apni_act = found; 

Rule may_act_] 

If all = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_2 

If axis size = large and 
all > Oand 
all < = 35000 Then lineto $49,171 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 35000 and 
all <= 70000 Then lineto 549,155 
may_act = found § ; 

Rule may_act_4 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 70000 and 
all < = 105000 Then lineto 549,139 
may_act = found = ; 

Rule may_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 105000 and 
all < = 140000 Then lineto 549,123 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
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all > 140000 and 
all < = 175000 Then lineto 549,107 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_7 

If axis_size = large and 
ali > 175000 and ~ 
all <= 210000 Then lineto 549,91] 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_& 

If axis size = large and 
all! > 210000 and 
all < = 245000 Then lineto 549,76 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_9 

If axis_size = Jarge and 
all > 245000 and 
all < = 280000 Then lineto 549,61 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_!0 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 280000 and 
all < = 315000 Then lineto 549,44 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_!1 

If axis size = large and 
all > 315000 and 
atl < = 350000 Then lineto 549,28 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_]2 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 350000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_l 

Hf al2 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 0 and 
al2 < = 35000 Then lineto 597,17! 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_3 

If aas_size = large and 
al2 > 35000 and 
al2 < = 70000 Then lineto 597,155 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_4 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 70000 and 
al2 < = 105000 Then lineto 597,139 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_5 

If axis_size ~ large and 
al2 > 105000 and 
al2 < = 140000 Then lineto 597,123 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_6 
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If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 140000 and 
al2 < = 175000 Then lineto 597,107 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_7 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 175000 and 
al2 < = 210000 Then lineto 597,91 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 210000 and 
al2 < = 245000 Then lineto 597,76 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 248000 and 
al2 <= 280000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 280000 and 
al2 < = 315000 Then lineto 597,44 
june_act = found, 

Rule june_act_!1 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 315000 and 
al2 < = 350000 Then lineto 597,28 
june_act = found ,; 

Rule june_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 350000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_act = found; 

Rule july_actIf al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
July_act = found; 

Rule aus_size_large 

If axis_display = unknown 

Then aas_display = found 
glocate 1,3 
gdisplay “350° 
glocate 1,7 
gdisplay °280° 
glocate 1,11 
gdisplay “210° 
glocate 1,15 
gdisplay “140° 
glocate 2,19 
gdisplay °70°; 

Rule turn_around_personal_array 

If turn_personal = unknown 

Then turn_personal = found 

x= 1 
y= 12 
whiletrue x <= 12 then 

exp_personal_c{x] = (exp_personal[y) 
xX = (x+}) 

y =(y-) 
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=] 
= (count_it) 

= (count_it) 

new_personal_c{x] = (new_personal(y] 
x = (x+1)} 

y = (y-1) 
end 

!display “exp_personal_c{1] = {exp_personal_¢{1]}° 

!display “new_personal_c({1] = {new_personal_c{1]} -° ; 

!statements block 

bkcolor = 1; 

Ibutton exitbuttonl: 10,2,14,14,e0t Ibutton exatbutton2 10,2,14,14,eqat Ibutton exitbutton3: 10,2,14,]14,ext, Ibutton exitbuttond4: 
10,2,14,14,ext; Ibutton eatbuttons: 10,2,14,]14,e0t Ibutton exitbuttoné: 10,2,14,14,ext 

plural: new_personal_c,exp_personal_c,exp_personal; 
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B.26 REVGRAPH 

runtime; execute; 

actions 

color = 15 display “The system has just entered a new knowledge base and files must be” display ‘loaded and a decision made regarding 
which knowledge base to enter” display “next. You will be instructed when to continue.” display ° “ loadfacts tempdata find beg_display 
find tum_around_arrays x = (exp_corps_rev_c{!2]) find corps_display x = (exp_public_rev_c{12]} find public_display x = 
(exp_s_f_s rev_c[i2]} find s_ fs display x = (exp_interdept_rev_c{l2]) find interdept_display x = (exp_music_rev_c{12] find 
music_display x = (exp_state_rev_c{i2]) find state_display x = (exp_total_rev_c{12)) find total_display 

' Rules Biock 

Rule show_beginning display 

If beg_display = unknown 

Then beg_display = found 
display ” 
display “Press any key to continue. —° 
cls 
color = 1] 
locate 2,20 display "BUDGET VERSUS ACTUAL REVENUE GRAPHS’ locate 5,6 display "The following series of line graphs 

each display 2 lines. The first’ display “line represents the accumulated amount of each revenue for each month,” display “given the budget. 
This is shown for the entire year. The second line” display “represents the actual amount of accumulated revenue to date. There is a" 
display “graph for each of the following revenue categones." locate 11,25 display “Corps of Cadets,” locate 12,25 display “Public,” locate 
13,25 display “Students/Faculty,Staff,” locate 14,25 display “Interdepartmental,” locate 15,25 display “Music Department,” locate 16,25 
display “State Related, and” locate 17,25 display “Total revenue” locate 20,25 display “Press any key to contnue —’; 

Rule begin_corps_display 

If corps_display = unknown and 
x <= 10000 Then corps_display = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain smaxrev]; 

Rule begin_corps_display 

If corps_display = unknown and 
x > 10000 and 
x < = 200000 Then corps_display = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain mdaxrev1; 

Rule begin_corps_display 

If corps_display = unknown and 
x > 200000 Then corps_display = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain lgaxrev1,; 

Rule begin_public_display 

If public_display = unknown and 
x <= 10000 Then public_display = found 
do_corps_rev = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain smaxrev]; 

Rule begin_public_display 

If public_display = unknown and 
x > 10000 and 
x <= 200000 Then public_display = found 
do_corps_rev = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain mdaxrevl; 

Rule begin_public_display 
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If public_display = unknown and 
x > 200000 Then public_display = found 
do_corps_rev = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain Igaxrev1; 

Rule begin_s fs display 

If s_f_s_display = unknown and 
x <= 10000 Then s fs display = found 
do_public_rev = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain smaxrev1; 

Rule begin_s_f_s display 

If s_f¢ display = unknown and 
x > 10000 and 
x <= 200000 Then s_f_s display = found 
do_public_rev = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain mdaxrev!; 

Rule begin_s_ f_s_display 

If s_f_s display = unknown and 
x > 200000 Then s_f_s_display = found 
do_public_rev = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain Igaxrev]; 

Rule begin_interdept_display 

If interdept_display = unknown and 
x <= 10000 Then interdept_display = found 
do_s_f_s rev = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain smaxrev]; 

Rule begin_interdept_display 

If interdept_display = unknown and 
x > 10000 and 
x <= 200000 Then interdept_display = found 
do_s_f_s_rev = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain mdaxrev!; 

Rule begin_interdept_display 

If interdept_display = unknown and 
x > 200000 Then interdept_display = found 
do_s_f_s_rev = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain lgaxrev]; 

Rule begin_music_display 

If music_display = unknown and 
x <= 10000 Then music_display = found 
do_interdept_rev = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain smaxrev2, 

Rule begin_music_display 

If music_display = unknown and 
x > 10000 and 
x <= 200000 Then music_display = found 
do_interdept_rev = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain mdaxrev2; 

Rule begin_music_display 

If music_display = unknown and 
x > 200000 Then music_display = found 
do_interdept_rev = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain \gaxrev2, 
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Rule begin_state_display 

If state_display = unknown and 
x <= 10000 Then state_display = found 
do_music_rev = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain smaxrev2; 

Rule begin_state_display 

If state_display = unknown and 
x > 10000 and 
x <= 200000 Then state_display = found 
do_music_rev = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain mdaxrev2; 

Rule begin_state_display 

If state_display = unknown and 
x > 200000 Then state_display = found 
do_music_rev = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain lgaxrev2; 

Rule begin_total_display 

If total_display = unknown and 
x <= 10000 Then total_display = found 
do_state_rev = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain smaxrev2; 

Rule begin_total_display 

If total_display = unknown and 
x > 10000 and 
x < = 200000 Then total_display = found 
do_state_rev = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain mdaxrev2; 

Rule begin_total_display 

If total_display = unknown and 
x > 200000 Then total_display = found 
do_state_rev = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain lgaxrev2; 

Rule turn_around_arrays 

If tum_around_arrays = unknown 

Then turn_around_arrays = found 

x=] 
y = 12 
whiletrue x < = {2 then 
exp_corps_rev_c{x] = (exp_corps_revfy]) 
exp_public_rev_c{x] = (exp_public_rev{y) 
exp_s_f_s rev_c[x] = (exp_s f_s rev(y) 
exp_interdept_rev_c{x] = (exp_interdept_revfy} 
exp_music_rev_c{x] = (exp_music_revfy]) 
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exp_state_rev_c(x] = (exp_state_rev{y} 
exp_total_rev_c[x] = (exp_total_rev{y]) 
x = (x+I) 

y={y-l) 
end 

x= 1 
y = (count_it) 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z} then 

new_corps_rev_c{x] = (new_corps_rev{y) 
new_public_rev_c{x] = (new_public_rev{y]) 
new_s_f_s rev_c{x] = (new_s_f_s revfy]) 
new_interdept_rev_c{x] = (new_interdept_rev{y} 
new_music_rev_¢c([x] = (new_music_rev{y}) 
new_state_rev_c{x] = (new_state_rev{y]) 
new_total_revs_c[x] = (new_total_revs{y]} 
x = (x+1) 

y = (y-]) 
end 

statements block 

bkcolor = 1; 

plural: exp_corps_rev_c, new_corps_rev_c, plural: exp_public_rev_c,new_public_rev_c, plural: exp_s_f.s_rev_c, new_s_f_s_rev_c; plural: 
exp_interdept_rev_c, new_interdept_rev_c; plural: exp_music_rev_c, new_music_rev_c; plural: exp_state_rev_c, new_state_rev_c; plural: 
exp_total_rev_c, new_total_rev_c; 
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B.27 SMAXREV1 

runtime; execute; 

actions 

axis_size = small color = 15 display “The system has just entered a new knowledge base and files must be” display “loaded. Once the files 
have loaded, the system will proceed directly’ display “into the graph.” loadfacts tempdata z = (count_it + 1) whiletruez <= 12 then 

new_corps_rev_c{z] = unknown_dummy 
new_public_rev_c{z] = unknown_dummy 
new_s_f s rev_c{z] = unknown_dummy 
new_interdept_rev_c{z] = unknown_dummy 
z = (z+ }end 

find do_corps_rev find do_public_rev find do_s_f_s rev find do_interdept_rev ; 

! Rules Block 

Rule begin_corps_rev_display 

If do_corps_rev = unknown 

Then do_corps_rev = found 

gmode 14 
exitbutton2 = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

find axis_display 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000's* 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J” 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S° 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay °“N’” 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D*” 
giocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J” 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F* 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M* 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A° 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M" 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J* 

gcolor i] 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_corps_rev_cf{I) 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_corps_rev_c{2]) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug bud 
x3 = (exp_corps_rev_c{3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_corps_rev_c{4]) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
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x5 = (exp_corps_rev_c{5}} 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_corps_rev_c{6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_corps_rev_c{7]) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_corps_rev_c[8}} 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_corps_rev_c{9]) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (exp_corps_rev_c{10) 
find apnil_bud 
reset april_bud 
xlf = (exp_corps_rev_e{1 1) 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
xl2 = (exp_corps_rev_e{12) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_corps_rev_c{I) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_corps_rev_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_corps_rev_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_corps_rev_c{4]} 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_corps_rev_c{5]) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_corps_rev_c{6]) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_corps_rev_c{7]) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_corps_rev_c{8]) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_corps_rev_c{(9)) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO0 = (new_corps_rev_c{10D 
find apnl_act 
reset apnil_act 
all = (new_corps_rev_c{11) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_corps_rev_c{12D 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
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lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 

moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto $49,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

glocate 28,1 
gdisplay “Corps Revenue” 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual” 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget” 

whiletrue exitbutton2 = no then end 

reset axis display 
tmode 
chain revgraph; 

Rule begin_public_rev_display 

If do_public_rev = unknown 

Then do_public_rev = found 

gmode 14 
exitbutton! = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 26,1 
gdisplay “Public Revenue’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual’ 
giocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget’ 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay "000’s’ 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J* 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A° 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S* 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O" 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N° 
glocate 39,24 

gdisplay “D° 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay ‘J” 
giocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F” 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay "M* 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
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glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M’ 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J” 

find axis_display 

gcolor I] 
moveto 30,180 
xi = (exp_public_rev_c{1) 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_public_rev_c(2) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_public_rev_c[3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_public_rev_c{4p 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_public_rev_c{5D) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_public_rev_c{6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_public_rev_c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_public_rev_c{8) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_public_rev_c{9) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (exp_public_rev_q10) 
find apnl_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
xll = (exp_public_rev_c{11) 
find may_bud ‘ 
reset may_bud 
xi2 = (exp_public_rev_c{12) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_public_rev_c{ID 
find july_act 

reset july act 

a2 = (new_public_rev_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug act 
a3 = (new_public_rev_c¢{3]) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_public_rev_c{4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_public_rev_ce{5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_public_rev_c(6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = {new_pubdlic_rev_c{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 

a8 = (new_public_rev_c{8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_public_rev_c{9) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_public_rev_c{10D 
find april_act 
reset apnil_act 
all = (new_public_rev_c{1iD 
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find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_public_rev_c{12} 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
tinecto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 

moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 - 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exitbutton! = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode 

chain revgraph; 

Rule begin_s fs _rev_display 

If dos fs rev = unknown 

Then do_s fs rev = found 

gmode 14 
extbutton3 = no 

moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 23,1] 
gdisplay “Student/FacultyStaff” 
glocate 30,2 
gdisplay “Revenue” 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget’ 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000's’” 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month’ 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J” 
glocate 15,24 
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gdisplay “A” 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S* 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N’ 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay "D’ 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J” 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F’ 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M’ 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A° 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay "M” 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J° 

find avas_ display 

gcolor 1] 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_s_f_s_ rev_c{1) 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_s_f_s rev_c{2) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug bud 
x3 = (exp_s_f_s rev_c{3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_s_f_s_rev_c{4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_s_f_s rev_c(5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_s fs rev_c(6D 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_s fs rev_c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_s_f_s_rev_c{8] 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_s_f_s_rev_c{9) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (exp_s fs rev_c{10D 
find apnl_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
xll = (exp_s_f's rev_c{11) 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (exp_s_f$ rev_c{l2p 
find june_bud 
reset yune_bud 

gceolor 10 
moveto 30,1380 

al = (new_s_f_s rev_cd1p) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_s fs rev_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3} = (new_s_f_s rev_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
ad = (new_s fs rev_c{4} 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_s_f_s_rev_c{5) 
find nov_act 
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reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_s_f_s rev_c{6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_s_fs rev_c(7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_s_f_s rev_c(8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_s_f_s_ rev_c({9D 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
ald = (new_s fs rev_c{10) 
find apnl_act 
reset april_act 
all = (new_s_fis_rev_c{lipD 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_s_f_s rev_c{12) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gceolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 

lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,!79 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,131 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 

moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
Iineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 

moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue emtbutton3 = no then end 

reset was_display 
tmode 
chain revgraph; 

Rule begin_interdept_rev_display 

If do_interdept_rev = unknown 

Then do_interdept_rey = found 

gmode I4 
exitbuttond = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 

lineto 600,180 
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glocate 24,1] 
gdisplay “Interdepartmental’ 
glocate 29,2 
gdisplay “Revenue” 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual’ 
giocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget” 

giocate 1,0 
gdisplay °000‘s” 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay °S” 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O” 
glocate 33,24. 
gdisplay “N° 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D* 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay °F’ 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M° 
giocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M* 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J° 

find ads_display 

gcolor 11 
moveto 30,180 
x! = (exp_interdept_rev_c{1} 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_interdept_rev_c{2} 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_interdept_rev_c{3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_interdept_rev_c(4D 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_interdept_rev_c{5] 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_interdept_rev_c{6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_interdept_rev_c{7)) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_interdept_rev_c[8]) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_interdept_rev_c{9D 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
xl0 = (exp_interdept_rev_c{10) 
find apn!_bud 
reset apnil_bud 
xll_ = (exp_interdept_rev_c{]!) 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (exp_interdept_rev_c{]2) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 
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gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_interdept_rev_c{1)) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_interdept_rev_c{2) 
find aug act 
reset aug act 
a3 = (new_interdept_rev_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_interdept_rev_c{4)) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_interdept_rev_c{5]) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_interdept_rev_c[6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_interdept_rev_c{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_interdept_rev_c{8]) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_interdept_rev_c{9]} 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
al0 = (new_interdept_rev_c{10) 
find apnil_act 
reset apnil_act 
all = (new_interdept_rev_c{11]) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_interdept_rev_c{12) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

geolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 

lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 

lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 

moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,18! 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,18! 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,}79 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exitbutton4 = no then end 

reset axis_display 
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tmode 
chain revgraph; 

Rule aug_act_unknown_dummy 

If a2 = unknown_dummy 

Then aug_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_unknown_dummy 

If a3 = unknown_dummy 

Then sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_unknown_dummy 

If a4 = unknown_dummy 

Then oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_unknown_dummy 

If a5 = unknown_dummy 

Then nov_act = found; Rule dec_act_unknown_dummy 

If a6 = unknown_dummy 

Then dec_act = found; Rule jan_act_unknown_dummy 

If a7 = unknown_dummy 

Then jan_act = found; Rule feb_act_unknown_dummy 

If a8 = unknown_dummy 

Then feb_act = found; 

Rule march_act_unknown_dummy 

If a9 = unknown_dummy 

Then march_act = found; 

Rule april_act_unknown_dummy 

If al0 = unknown_dummy 

Then april_act = found; 

Rule may_act_unknown_dummy 

If all = unknown_dummy 

Then may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_unknown_dummy 

If al2 = unknown_dummy 

Then june_act = found; 

Rule july_bud If xl = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = small and 
xl > O and 
xl <= 1000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,172 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = small and 
xl > 1000 and 
xl < = 2000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,156 
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july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = small and 
xl > 2000 and 
xl <= 3000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,140 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = small and 
x1 > 3000 and 
x1 < = 4000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,124 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = small and 
xl > 4000 and 
xl < = 5000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,108 
july_bud = found; 

Rute july_bud If aas_size = small and 
x1 > 5000 and 
x1 < = 6000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,92 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = small and 
xl > 6000 and 
xl < = 7000 Then locate 30,130 

lineto 69,77 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = small and 
xl > 7000 and 
x1 < = 8000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,62 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If aas_size = small and 
xl > 8000 and 
x] < = 9000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,45 
juty_bud = found, 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = small and 
x! > 9000 and 
xl <= 10000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,29 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis size = small and 
x1 > 10000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,20 
july_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_! If x2 = 0 Then lineto 114,180 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug bud_2 If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 0 and 
x2 < = 1000 Then lineto 114,172 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug bud_3 If axis size = small and 
x2 > 1000 and 
x2 < = 2000 Then lineto 114,156 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug _bud_4 If asas_size = small and 
x2 > 2000 and 
x2 < = 3000 Then lineto 114,140 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_5 If aas_ size = small and 
x2 > 3000 and 
x2 < = 4000 Then lineto 114,124 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_6 If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 4000 and 
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x2 < = 5000 Then lineto 114,108 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_7 If axis_size = smal! and 
x2 > $000 and 
x2 < = 6000 Then lineto 114,92 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_8 If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 6000 and 
x2 < = 7000 Then lineto 114,77 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_9 If axis_size = smail and 
x2 > 7000 and 
x2 < = 8000 Then lineto 114,62 
aug bud = found 
reset aug bud; 

Rule aug_bud_!0 If axis_nze = small and 
x2 > 8000 and 
x2 < = 9000 Then lineto 114,45 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_1l If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 9000 and 
x2 < = 10000 Then lineto 114,29 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_1!2 If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 10000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_l If x3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_2 If axis_size = small and 
x3 > 0 and 
x3 <= 1000 Then lineto 163,172 
sept_bud = found, 

Rule sept_bud_3 If axis_size = small and 
x3 > 1000 and 
x3 < = 2000 Then lineto 163,156 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_4 If axs_size = small and 
x3 > 2000 and 
x3 < = 3000 Then lineto 163,140 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_5 If axas_size = small and 
x3 > 3000 and 
x3 < ~ 4000 Then lineto 163,124 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_6 If axis size = small and 
x3 > 4000 and 
x3 < = 5000 Then lineto 163,108 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_7 If axis_size = small and 
x3 > $000 and 
x3 < = 6000 Then lineto 163,92 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_8 If aas_size = small and 
x3 > 6000 and 
x3 <= 7000 Then lineto 163,77 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_9 

If ads size = small and 
x3 > 7000 and 
x3 < = 8000 Then lineto 163,62 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_!0 
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If axis_size = small and 
x3 > 8000 and 
x3 < = 9000 Then lineto 163,45 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_11 

If axis_size = small and 
x3 > 9000 and. 
x3 <= 10000 Then lineto 163,29 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_1!2 

If axis_size = small and 
x3 > 10000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_] 

If x4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_2 

If axis_size = small! and 
x4 > 0 and 

x4 <= [000 Then lineto 212,172 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 1000 and 
x4 <= 2000 Then lineto 212,156 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 2000 and 
x4 <= 3000 Then lineto 212,140 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_5 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 3000 and 
x4 < = 4000 Then lineto 212,124 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_6 

If asas_size = small and 
x4 > 4000 and 
x4 <= 5000 Then lineto 212,108 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_7 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 5000 and 
x4 < = 6000 Then lineto 212,92 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_8 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 6000 and 
x4 <= 7000 Then lineto 212,77 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_9 

If axis size = small and 
x4 > 7000 and 
x4 <= 8000 Then lineto 212,62 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_10 
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If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 8000 and 
x4 <= 9000 Then lineto 212,45 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_11 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 9000 and 
x4 <= 10000 Then lineto 212,29 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_!2 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 10000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_! 

If x5 = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 0 and 

x5 <= 1000 Then lineto 260,172 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 1000 and 
x5 < = 2000 Then lineto 260,156 
nov_bud = found, 

Rule nov_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 2000 and 
x5 <= 3000 Then lineto 260,140 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_5 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 3000 and 
x5 < = 4000 Then lineto 260,124 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_6 

If aas_size = small and 
xS > 4000 and 
x5 <= $000 Then lineto 260,108 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_? 

If ans size = small and 
x5 > $000 and 
x5 < = 6000 Then lineto 260,92 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_8 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 6000 and 
x5 <= 7000 Then lineto 260,77 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_9 

If axis size = small and 
x5 > 7000 and 
x5 < = 8000 Then lineto 260,62 
nov_bud = found; 
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Rule nov_bud_10 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 8000 and 
x5 < = 9000 Then lineto 260,45 
nov_bud = found, 

Rule nov_bud_i! 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 9000 and 
x5 <= 10000 Then lineto 260,29 
nov_bud “= found; 

Rule nov_bud_12 

If axis_size = smal) and 
x5 > 10000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_] 

If x6 = O Then lineto 308,180 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 0 and 
x6 <= 1000 Then lineto 308,172 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 1000 and 
x6 <= 2000 Then lineto 308,156 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_4 

If axis_size = smal! and 
x6 > 2000 and 
x6 <= 3000 Then lineto 308,140 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_5 

If axis size = small and 
x6 > 3000 and 
x6 < = 4000 Then lineto 308,124 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_6 

If axis size = small and 
x6 > 4000 and 
x6 <= 5000 Then lineto 308,108 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_7 

If axis size = small and 
x6 > 5000 and 
x6 < = 6000 Then lineto 308,92 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_& 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 6000 and 
x6 < = 7000 Then lineto 308,77 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_9 

If axis size = small and 
x6 > 7000 and 
x6 <= 8000 Then lineto 308,62 
dec_bud = found; 
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Rule dec_bud_10 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 8000 and 
x6 <= 9000 Then lineto 308,45 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_11 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 9000 and 
x6 <= 10000 Then lineto 308,29 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_]2 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 10000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_i 

If x? = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > 0 and 
x7 < = 1000 Then lineto 357,172 
Jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > 1000 and 
x7 < = 2000 Then lineto 357,156 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
x7? > 2000 and 
x7 <= 3000 Then lineto 357,140 
jan_bud = found; 

Rute jan_bud_$ 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > 3000 and 
x7 <= 4000 Then lineto 357,124 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_6 

If aas_size = small and 
x7 > 4000 and 
x7 < = $000 Then lineto 357,108 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_7 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > 5000 and 
x7 < = 6000 Then lineto 357,92 
jan_bud = found, 

Rule jan_bud_& 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > 6000 and 
x7 < = 7000 Then lineto 357,77 
jJan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_9 

If axis size = small and 
x7 > 7000 and 

x7 < = 8000 Then lineto 357,62 
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jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_10 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > 8000 and 
x7 <= 9000 Then lineto 357,45 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_]1 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > 9000 and 
x7 <= 10000 Then lineto 357,29 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_12 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > 10000 Then lineto 357,20 
jJan_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_! 

If x8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 0 and 

x8 <= 1000 Then lineto 404,172 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 1000 and 
x8 <= 2000 Then lineto 404,156 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 2000 and 
x8 <= 3000 Then lineto 404,140 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_5 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 3000 and 
x8 <= 4000 Then lineto 404,124 
feb_bud = found, 

Rule feb_bud_6 

If axis_nze = small and 
x8 > 4000 and 
x8 < = 5000 Then lineto 404,108 
feb_bud = found, 

Rule feb_bud_? 

If aas_size = small and 
x8 > 5000 and 
x8 < = 6000 Then lineto 404,92 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_8 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 6000 and 
x8 <= 7000 Then lineto 404,77 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_9 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 7000 and 
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x8 < = 8000 Then lineto 404,62 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_10 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 8000 and 
x8 <= 9000 Then lineto 404,45 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_11 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 9000 and 
x8 <= 10000 Then lineto 404,29 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_I2 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 10000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_1 

If x9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
‘x9 > Oand 
x9 <= 1000 Then lineto 452,172 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 1000 and 
x9 <= 2000 Then lineto 452,156 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 2000 and 
x9 < = 3000 Then lineto 452,140 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_5 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 3000 and 
x9 < = 4000 Then lineto 452,124 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_6 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 4000 and 
x9 < = 5000 Then lineto 452,108 
march_bud = found, 

Rule march_bud_7 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 5000 and 
x9 < = 6000 Then lineto 452,92 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_8 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 6000 and 
x9 < = 7000 Then lineto 452,77 
march _bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_9 

If axis_size = small and 
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x9 > 7000 and 
x9 < = 8000 Then lineto 452,62 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_10 

If axis size = small and 
x9 > 8000 and 
x9 <= 9000 Then lineto 452,45 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_1! 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 9000 and 
x9 <= [0000 Then lineto 452,29 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_|2 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 10000 Then lineto 452,20 

march_bud = found; 

Rule apn!_bud_] 

If xt0 = 0 Then lineto 501,180 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_2 

If aas_size = small and 
x10 > 0 and 
x10 < =~ 1000 Then lineto 501,172 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 1000 and 
x10 < = 2000 Then lineto 501,156 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 2000 and 
xt0 < = 3000 Then fineto 501,140 
apni_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_5 

If axis size = small and 
x10 > 3000 and 
xl0 < = 4000 Then lineto 501,124 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule apni_bud_6 

If ads_size = small and 
x10 > 4000 and 
x10 < = 5000 Then lineto 501,108 
april_bud = found, 

Rule apni_bud_7 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > $000 and 
xlQ < = 6000 Then lineto 501,92 
april_bud = found; 

Rule apn]_bud_8 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 6000 and 
xl0 < = 7000 Then lineto 501,77 
apnil_bud = found; 

Rule apnil_bud_9 
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If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 7000 and 
x10 < = 8000 Then lineto 501,62 
april_bud = found; 

Rule apnl_bud_10 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 8000 and 
x10 < = 9000 Then lineto 501,45 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule apni_bud_1} 

If axis_size = small and 
xl0 > 9000 and 
xlO0 < = 10000 Then lineto 501,29 
apni_bud = found; 

Rule apnl_bud_12 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 10000 Then lineto 501,20 
apnl_bud = found 
reset april_bud; 

Rule may_bud_] 

If xl] = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
xll > 0 and 
x11 < = 1000 Then lineto 549,172 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
x11 > 1000 and 
xll <= 2000 Then lineto 549,156 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
x11 > 2000 and 
x11 < = 3000 Then lineto 549,140 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_5 

If axis size = small and 
x11 > 3000 and 
xl] < = 4000 Then lineto 549,124 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_6 

If axis_size = small and 
x1] > 4000 and 
x11 < = 5000 Then lineto 549,108 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_? 

If axis_size = small and 
xl > $000 and 
xl1 <= 6000 Then lineto 549,92 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_8 

If axis_size = small and 
x11 > 6000 and 
xll < = 7000 Then lineto 549,77 
may_bud = found; 
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Rule may_bud_9 

If axis_size = small and 
x11 > 7000 and 
xt < = 8000 Then lineto 549,62 
may_bud = found; 

Rulie may_bud_10 

If axis_size = small and 
xl > 8000 and 
x11 < = 9000 Then lineto 549,45 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_l1 

If axis_size = small and 
xtl > 9000 and 
xl] <= 10000 Then lineto 549,29 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_12 

If axis_size = small and 
x11 > 10000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_| 

If x12 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
x12 > 0 and 
xt2 <= 1000 Then lineto 597,172 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_3 

If axis_size = smail and 
x12 > 1000 and 
x12 < = 2000 Then lineto 597,156 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_4 

If axs_size = small and 
x12 > 2000 and 
x12 <= 3000 Then lineto 597,140 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_5 

If axis_size = small and 
x12 > 3000 and 
x12 < = 4000 Then lineto $97,124 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_6 

If axis size = small and 
x12 > 4000 and 
x12 < = 5000 Then lineto 597,108 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_7 

If axis_size = small and 
x12 > 5000 and 
x12 <= 6000 Then lineto 597,92 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_8 

If ads_size = small and 
x12 > 6000 and 
xl2 < = 7000 Then lineto 597,77 
june_bud = found; 
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Rule june_bud_9 

If axis_size = small and 
x12 > 7000 and 
x12 < = 8000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_i0 

If axis_size = small and 
xi2 > 8000 and 
x12 < = 9000 Then lineto 597,45 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_!! 

If axis_size = small and 
x12 > 9000 and 
x12 < = [0000 Then lineto 597,29 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_12 

If axis_size = small and 
x12 > 10000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_bud = found; 

Rule july_act If al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = small and 
al > O and 
al <= 1000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,171 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = small and 
al > 1000 and 
al < = 2000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,155 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = small and 
al > 2000 and 
al < = 3000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,140 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = small and 
al > 3000 and : 
al < = 4000 Then locate 30,180 
hineto 69,124 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis size = small and 
al > 4000 and 
al <= 5000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,108 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = small and 
al > 5000 and 
al < = 6000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,92 
jwly_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = small and 
al > 6000 and 
al < = 7000 Then locate 30,1] 80 
lineto 69,77 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = small and 
al > 7000 and 
al <= 8000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,62 
july_act = found, 
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Rule july_act If axis_size = small and 
al > 8000 and 
al < = 9000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,45 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = small and 
al > 9000 and 
al <= 10000 Then locate 30,1380 
lineto 69,29 
july_act = found; 

Rule july actIf al > 10000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,20 
july_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_| If a2 = 0 Then lineto 114,179 
aug act = found, 

Rule aug_act_2 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > QO and 
a2 <= 1000 Then lineto 114,171 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_3 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 1000 and 
aZ < = 2000 Then lineto 114,155 
aug_act = found, 

Rule aug _act_4 If ads_size = small and 
a2 > 2000 and 
a2 < = 3000 Then lineto 114,139 
aug act = found; 

Rule aug_act_5 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 3000 and 
a2 < = 4000 Then lineto 114,123 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_6 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 4000 and 
a2 < = 5000 Then lineto 114,107 
aug act = found; 

Rule aug_act_7 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > $000 and 
a2 < = 6000 Then lineto 114,91 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_8 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 6000 and 
a2 < = 7000 Then lineto 114,75 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_9 If axis_size ~ small and 
a2 > 7000 and 
a2 <= 8000 Then lineto 114,61 
aug_act = found, 

Rule aug _act_!0 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 8000 and 
a2 < = 9000 Then lineto 114,44 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_I! If axis_size = small and 
az > 9000 and 
a2 < = 10000 Then lineto 114,28 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug act_12 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 10000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_! If a3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_2 If aas_size = small] and 
a3 > 0 and 
a3 <= 1000 Then lineto 163,171 
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sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_3 If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 1000 and 
a3 < = 2000 Then lineto 163,155 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_4 If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 2000 and 
a3 < = 3000 Then lineto 163,139 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_5 If ads_size = small and 
a3 > 3000 and 
a3 < = 4000 Then lineto 163,123 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_6 If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 4000 and 
a3 < = 5000 Then lineto 163,107 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_7 If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 5000 and 
a3 < = 6000 Then lineto 163,91 
sept_act = found, 

Rule sept_act_8 If axs_size = small and 
a3 > 6000 and 
a3 < = 7000 Then lineto 163,76 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_9 

If axis size = small and 
a3 > 7000 and 
a3 < = 8000 Then lineto 163,61 
sept_act = found, 

Rule sept_act_10 

If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 8000 and 
a3 < = 9000 Then lineto 163,44 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_!] 

If axs_size = small and 
a3 > 9000 and 
a3 < = 10000 Then Jineto 163,28 
sept_act = found, 

Rule sept_act_!2 

If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 10000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_! 

lf a4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 0 and 
a4 < = 1000 Then lineto 212,171 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_3 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 1000 and 
a4 <= 2000 Then lineto 212,155 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_4 
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If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 2000 and 
a4 <= 3000 Then lineto 212,139 
oct_act = found; 

Rute oct_act_5 

If axis_size = smaili and 
a4 > 3000 and 
a4 < = 4000 Then lineto 212,123 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_6 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 4000 and 
a4 <= 5000 Then lineto 212,107 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_? 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 5000 and 
a4 < = 6000 Then lineto 212,91 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_8 

lf axis_size = small and 
a4 > 6000 and 
a4 <= 7000 Then lineto 212,76 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_9 

If axas_size = small and 
a4 > 7000 and 
a4 < = 8000 Then lineto 212,61 
oct_act = found, 

Rule oct_act_10 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 8000 and 
a4 < = 9000 Then lineto 212,44 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_11 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 9000 and 
a4 <= 10000 Then lineto 212,28 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_12 

If ads_size = small and 
a4 > 10000 Then !ineto 212,20 
oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_1 

If a5 = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
aS > O and 
aS <= 1000 Then lineto 260,171 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_3 

If axis_size = small and 
a5 > 1000 and 
a5 <= 2000 Then lineto 260,155 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_4 
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If axts_size = small and 
aS > 2000 and 
a5 <= 3000 Then lineto 260,139 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_5 

If axis_size = small and 
a5 > 3000 and 
a5 <= 4000 Then lineto 260,123 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_6 

If axis_size = small! and 
a5 > 4000 and 
a5 <= 5000 Then lineto 260,107 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_7 

If axis_size = small and 
aS > 5000 and 
a5 <= 6000 Then lineto 260,91 
nov_act = found ; 

Rule nov_act_8 

If aas_size = small and 
aS > 6000 and 
aS < = 7000 Then lineto 260,76 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
a5 > 7000 and 
a5 <= 8000 Then lineto 260,61 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_!10 

If axis_size = small and 
a5 > 8000 and 
aS < = 9000 Then lineto 260,44 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_!l 

If axis_size = smal] and 
a5 > 9000 and 
aS <= 10000 Then lineto 260,28 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_{2 

If axis_size = small and 
a5 > 10000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_! 

If a6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > O and 
a6 < = 1000 Then lineto 308,171 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_3 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 1000 and 
a6 < = 2000 Then lineto 308,155 
dec_act = found; 
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Rule dec_act_4 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 2000 and 
a6 <= 3000 Then lineto 308,139 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_5 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 3000 and 
a6 < = 4000 Then lineto 308,123 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_6 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 4000 and 
a6 <= 5000 Then lineto 308,107 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_7 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 5000 and 
a6 < = 6000 Then lineto 308,9] 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_8 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 6000 and 
a6 < = 7000 Then lineto 308,76 
dec_act = found, 

Rule dec_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 7000 and 
a6 <= 8000 Then lineto 308,61 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_!0 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 8000 and 
a6 < = 9000 Then lineto 308,44 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_11 

If axs_size = small] and 
a6 > 9000 and 
a6 <= 10000 Then lineto 308,28 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_i2 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 10000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_] 

If a7 = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
a? > 0 and 
a? <= 1000 Then lineto 357,171 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_3 

If axis_size = small and 
a7 > 1000 and 
a7 < = 2000 Then lineto 357,155 
jan_act = found; 
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Rule jan_act_4 

If axis_size = small and 
a7 > 2000 and 
a7? <= 3000 Then lineto 357,139 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_5 

If axis_size = small and 
a7 > 3000 and 
a? < = 4000 Then lineto 357,123 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_6 

If axis_size = small and 
a7 > 4000 and 

a7 < = 5000 Then lineto 357,107 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_7 

If axis_size = small and 
a7 > $000 and 
a7 <= 6000 Then lineto 357,91 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_8 

If aas_size = small and 
a7 > 6000 and 
a7 <= 7000 Then lineto 357,76 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_9 

If axis_size = small! and 
a? > 7000 and 
a7 < = 8000 Then lineto 357,61 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_10 

If axis size = small and 
a7? > 8000 and 

a7 <= 9000 Then lineto 357,44 
jJan_act = found =; 

Rule jan_act_!1 

If axis_size = smali and 
a? > 9000 and 
a? <= 10000 Then lineto 357,28 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_12 

If axis_size = small and 
a7 > 10000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_] 

If a8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
a& > 0 and 
a8 <= 1000 Then lineto 404,171 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_3 

If axis size = small and 
a8 > 1000 and 
a& <= 2000 Then lineto 404,155 
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feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_4 

If axis_size = smal] and 
a8 > 2000 and 
a8 < = 3000 Then lineto 404,139 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_5 

If axis size = small and 
a8 > 3000 and 
a8 < = 4000 Then lineto 404,123 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_6 

If axas_size = small and 
a8 > 4000 and 
a8 < = 5000 Then lineto 404,107 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_? 

If axis_size = small and 
a8 > 5000 and 
a8 < = 6000 Then lineto 404,91 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_3 

If axis_size = small and 
a& > 6000 and . 
a8 <= 7000 Then Jineto 404,76 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
a8 > 7000 and 
a8 < = 8000 Then lineto 404,61 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_10 

If aas_stze = small and 
a8 > 8000 and 
a8 < = 9000 Then lineto 404,44 
feb_act = found - ; 

Rule feb_act_}1 

If axis size = small and 
a8 > 9000 and 
a8 <= [0000 Then lineto 404,28 
feb_act = found , 

Rule feb_act_12 

If aas_size = small and 
a8 > 10000 Then lincto 404,20 
feb_act = found; 

Rule march_act_! 

If a9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 0 and 
a9 <= 1000 Then lineto 452,!7) 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_3 | 

If axis size = small and 
a9 > 1000 and 
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a9 <= 2000 Then lineto 452,155 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_4 

Vf axis_size = small! and 
a9 > 2000 and 
a9 <= 3000 Then lineto 452,139 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_5 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 3000 and 
a? <= 4000 Then lineto 452,123 
march act = found § ; 

Rule march_act_6 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 4000 and 
a9 < = $000 Then lineto 452,107 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_7 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 5000 and 
a9 < = 6000 Then lineto 452,91 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_8 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 6000 and 
a9 <= 7000 Then lineto 452,76 
march_act = found =, 

Rule march_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 7000 and 
a9 < = 8000 Then lineto 452,61 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_10 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 8000 and 
a9 < = 9000 Then lineto 452,44 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_11 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 9000 and 
a9 <= 10000 Then lineto 452,28 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_12 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 10000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_act = found; 

Rule april_act_! 

If al0 = 0 Then lineto $01,180 
apnil_act = found; 

Rule april_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
al0 > 0 and 
al0 <= 1000 Then lineto 501,171 
apnl_act = found; 

Rule april_act_3 

If axis_size = small and 
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alO > 1000 and 
al0 <= 2000 Then lineto 501,155 
april_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_4 

If axis size = smal! and 
alO > 2000 and 
alO <= 3000 Then lineto 501,139 
april_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_5 

If axis_size = small and 
alO > 3000 and 
alO < = 4000 Then lineto 501,123 
april_act = found; 

Rule april_act_6 

If axis_size = small and 
alO > 4000 and 
al0 < = $000 Then lineto 501,107 
apnil_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_7 

If axis_size = small and 
alQ > $000 and 
al0 < = 6000 Then lineto 501,91 
april_act = found §; 

Rule april_act_8 

If axis_size = small and 
al0 > 6000 and 
alO < = 7000 Then lineto 501,76 
apnl_act = found; 

Rule april_act_9 

If axis_size = small! and 
alO > 7000 and 
alO < = 8000 Then lineto 501,61 
april_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_!0 

If axis size = small and 
al0 > 8000 and 
alO < = 9000 Then lineto 501,44 
apnil_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_1]1 

If axis_size = small and 
alQ > 9000 and 
al0 < = 10000 Then lineto 501,28 
april_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_12 

If axis_size = small and 
alO > 10000 Then lineto 501,20 
apnl_act = found =; 

Rule may_act_! 

If all = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
all > O and 
all <= 1000 Then lineto 549,171 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_3 
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If axis_size = small and 
all > 1000 and 
all < = 2000 Then lineto 549,155 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_4 

If axis_size = smal] and 
all > 2000 and 
all <= 3000 Then lineto 549,139 
may_act = found) ; 

Rule may_act_5 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 3000 and 
all <= 4000 Then lineto 549,123 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_6 

If axis size = small and 
all > 4000 and 
all < = 5000 Then lineto 549,107 
may_act = found) ; 

Rule may_act_7 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 5000 and 
all < = 6000 Then lineto 549,91 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_8 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 6000 and 
all <= 7000 Then lineto 549,76 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 7000 and 
all <= 8000 Then lineto 549,61 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_10 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 8000 and 
all <= 9000 Then lineto 549,44 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_!1 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 9000 and 
all <= 10000 Then lineto 549,28 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_12 

If axis size = small and 
all > 10000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_! 

If al2 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_act = found ; 

Rute june_act_2 

If axis size = small and 
al2 > 0 and 
al2 < = 1000 Then lineto 597,171 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_3 
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If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 1000 and 
al2 < = 2000 Then lineto 597,155 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_4 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 2000 and 
al2 < = 3000 Then lineto 597,139 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_5 

If axis_size = smal] and 
al2 > 3000 and 
al2 < = 4000 Then Jineto 597,123 
June_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_6 

If ads_size = small and 
al2 > 4000 and 
al2 < = 5000 Then lineto 597,107 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_7 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 5000 and 
al2 < = 6000 Then lineto 597,91 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_8 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 6000 and 
al2 < = 7000 Then lineto 597,76 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 7000 and 
al2 < = 8000 Then lineto 597,62 
June_act = found ,; 

Rule june_act_i0 

If axds_size = small and 
al2 > 8000 and 
al2 < = 9000 Then lineto 597,44 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_1!1 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 9000 and 
al2 < = 10000 Then lineto 597,28 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_12 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 10000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_act = found ; 

Rule july_act If al = 0 Then locate 38,1380 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule axis_size_smail 

If axis display = unknown 

Then axis _ display = found 
glocate 2,3 
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gdisplay “10° 
giocate 3,7 
gdisplay 78” 
glocate 3,1] 
gdisplay “6” 
glocate 3,15 
gdisplay “4° 
giocate 3,19 

gdisplay °2°; 

‘statements block 

bkcolor = I; 

Ibutton exitbutton!: 10,2,14,14,exit Ibutton exitbutton2® 10,2,14,14,e0t, Ibutton exitbutton3: 10,2,14,!4,eqt [button extbutton4: 
10,2,14, 4 ext, 

plural: new_personal_c,exp_personal_c,exp_personal; 
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B.28 SMAXREV2 

runtime, execute, 

actions 

axis_size = small color = 15 display “The system has just entered a new knowledge base and files must be” display “loaded. Once the files 
have loaded, the system will proceed directly” display “into the graph.” loadfacts tempdata z = (count_it + 1) whiletrue z < = 12 then 

new_music_rev_c(z] = unknown_dummy 
new_state_rev_c{[z] = unknown_dummy 
new_total_revs_c{z] = unknown_dummy 
z= (z + I) end 

find do_music_rev find do_state_rev find do_total_rev ; 

' Rules Block 

Rule begin_music_rev_display 

If do_music_rev = unknown 

Then do_music_rev = found 

gmode 14 
extbutton2 = no 

moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

find axis_display 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000's” 
giccate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J” 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay °S” 
glocate 27,24 
gaisplay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N’ 
glocate 39,2 
gdisplay “D° 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J* 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay "F* 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M’° 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay "M* 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J° 

gcolor 1] 
moveto 30,180 
x} = (exp_music_rev_c{ID 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_music_rev_c{2) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_music_rev_c{3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_music_rev_c{4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_music_rev_c{5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
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x6 = (exp_music_rev_c{6]) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_music_rev_c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_music_rev_c{8) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_music_rev_c[9D 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (exp_music_rev_c{10} 
find apri!_bud 
reset april_bud 
xll = (exp_music_rev_e{11) 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (exp_music_rev_c[12)) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_music_rev_c{1]) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 

a2 = (new_music_rev_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug act 
a3 = (new_music_rev_c{3]) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
ad = (new_music_rev_c{4]) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_music_rev_c{5] 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act, 
a6 = (new_music_rev_c{6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_music_rev_c{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_music_rev_c{8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_music_rev_c{9] 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
alQ = (new_music_rev_c{10D 
find apni_act 
reset april_act 
all = (new_music_rev_c{11D 
find may_act 

reset may_act 
al2 = (new_music_rev_c{12) 
find june_act 
reset June_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 

lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 

lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 

moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,]81 
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moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,131 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 

moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,18] 

glocate 27,1 
gdisplay “Music Department’ 
glocate 30,2 
gdisplay “Revenue” 
giocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual” 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay "Blue - Budget” 

whiletrue exitbutton2 = no then end 

reset axis_ display 
tmode 
chain revgraph; 

Rule begin_state_rev_display 

If do_state_rev = unknown 

Then do_state_rev = found 

gmode !4 
extbutton!l = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 26,1 
gdisplay “State Related* 
glocate 29,2 
gdisplay “Revenue” 
glocate 8,5 
gaisplay “Green - Actual’ 
giocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget” 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000s” 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J” 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A‘* 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay °S° 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay "O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N“ 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D* 
giocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F° 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M“ 
glocate 63,2 
gdisplay “A” 
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glocate 69,24 
gdisplay "M" 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J” 

find axis_display 

gcolor |! 
moveto 30,180 
x] = (exp_state_rev_c{i} 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_state_rev_c{2]) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_state_rev_c[3]) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_state_rev_c{4]) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_state_rev_c[5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_state_rev_c{6]) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_state_rev_c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_state_rev_c{8]) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_state_rev_c{9]) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
xlO = (exp_state_rev_c{10) 
find aprnl_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
xl = (exp_state_rev_c{liD 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (exp_state_rev_c{l2) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

geolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_state_rev_c{1]) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 

az = (new_state_rev_c{2]) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a} = (new_state_rev_c{3}} 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_state_rev_c{[4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_state_rev_c{5} 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_state_rev_c[6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7? = (new_state_rev_c{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_state_rev_c{8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_state_rev_c[9) 

find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_state_rev_c{10] 
find april_act 
reset apnil_act 
all = (new_state_rev_c(!I) 
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find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_state_rev_c{12)) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 

lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 © 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 

lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto [14,181 

moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 

moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,18! 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,18! 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,18] 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,18] 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exitbutton! = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode 
chain revgraph; 

Rule begin_total_rev_display 

If do_total_rev = unknown 

Then do_total_rev = found 

gmode I4 
exitbutton3 = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 30,1 
gdisplay “Total Revenue’ 
giocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual‘ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget’ 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000's” 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
giocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J° 
giocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A* 
glocate 21,24 
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gdisplay “S’ 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay "O* 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N* 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D’ 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J* 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F’ 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay "M° 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A’ 
giocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M’ 
giocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J” 

find axis_display 

gcolor 11 
moveto 30,180 
x] = (exp_total_rev_c{!) 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_total_rev_c{2) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_total_rev_c{3]} 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_total_rev_c{4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_total_rev_c{5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_dud 
x6 = (exp_total_rev_c[6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_total_rev_c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_total_rev_c{8]) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_total_rev_c(9) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (exp_total_rev_c{10) 
find apnl_bud 
reset apn]_bud 
xii = (exp_total_rev_c{IID 
find may_bud 
teset may_bud 

xi2 = (exp_total_rev_c{12) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_total_revs_c{1} 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_total_revs_c({2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug act 
a3 = (new_total_revs_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_total_revs_c[4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_total_revs_c{5}) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_total_revs_c{6) 
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find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_total_revs_c[7]) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a& = (new_total_revs_c{8]) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_total_revs_c(9]) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_total_revs_c{10}) 
find apnil_act 
reset apnij_act 
all = (new_total_revs_c{11) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_total_revs_c{12)) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcotor 14 
moveto 27,19 

lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
hineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,]47 

lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 

moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 

moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 

moveto 452,179 
hineto 452,181 
moveto 50],179 

lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exitbutton3 = no then end 

reset aas_display 
tmode 
chain graph]; 

Rule aug_act_unknown_dummy 

If a2 = unknown_dummy 

Then aug_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_unknown_dummy 

If a3 = unknown_dummy 

Then sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_unknown_dummy 

If a4 = unknown_dummy 
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Then oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_unknown_dummy 

If aS = unknown_dummy 

Then nov_act = found; Rule dec_act_unknown_dummy 

If a6 = unknown_dummy 

Then dec_act = found; Rule jan_act_unknown_dummy 

If a? = unknown_dummy 

Then jan_act = found; Rule feb_act_unknown_dummy 

If a8 = unknown_dummy 

Then feb_act = found; 

Rule march_act_unknown_dummy 

If a? = unknown_dummy 

Then march_act = found; 

Rule apnl_act_unknown_dummy 

If al0 = unknown_dummy 

Then april_act = found; 

Rule may_act_unknown_dummy 

If all = unknown_dummy 

Then may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_unknown_dummy 

If al2 = unknown_dummy 

Then june_act = found; 

Rule july_bud If xi = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = small and 
xl > O and 
xl < = 1000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,172 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axds_size = small and 
x1 > 1000 and 
xl <= 2000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,156 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis size = small and 
xl > 2000 and 
x! < = 3000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,140 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If ads_size = small and 
xl > 3000 and 
xl < = 4000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,124 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_stze = small and 
xi > 4000 and 
x1 < = $000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,108 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis size = small and 
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x1 > $000 and 
x} <= 6000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,92 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = small and 
xl > 6000 and 
xl <= 7000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,77 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis size = small and 
xl > 7000 and 
xl <= 8000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,62 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = small and 
x] > 8000 and 
xl < = 9000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,45 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If aas_size = small and 
xl > 9000 and 
xl <= 10000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,29 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = small and 
xl > 10000 Then jocate 30,180 
lineto 69,20 
july_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_! If x2 = 0 Then lineto 114,180 
aug bud = found, 

Rule aug_bud_2 If aas_size = small and 
x2 > O and 
x2 < = 1000 Then lineto 114,172 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_3 If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 1000 and 
x2 < = 2000 Then lineto 114,156 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_4 If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 2000 and 
x2 < = 3000 Then lineto 114,140 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_S If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 3000 and 
x2 < = 4000 Then lineto 114,124 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_6 If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 4000 and 
x2 < = $000 Then lineto 114,108 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_7 If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 5000 and 
x2 < = 6000 Then lineto 114,92 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_8 If aas_ size = smal! and 
x2 > 6000 and 
x2 < = 7000 Then lineto 114,77 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_9 If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 7000 and 
x2 < = 8000 Then lineto 11462 - 
aug bud = found 
reset aug bud; 

Rule aug_bud_10 If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 8000 and 
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x2 < = 9000 Then lineto 114,45 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_!1 If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 9000 and 
x2 <= 10000 Then lineto 114,29 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_!2 If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 10000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_! If x3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_2 If aas_size = small and 
x3 > 0 and 
x3 <= 1000 Then lineto 163,172 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_3 If aas_size = small and 
x3 > 1000 and 
x3 < = 2000 Then lineto 163,156 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_4 If axis_size = small and 
x3 > 2000 and 
x3 < = 3000 Then lineto 163,140 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_5 If axis_size ~ smal] and 
x3 > 3000 and 
x3 < = 4000 Then lineto 163,124 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_6 If axis_size = small and 
x3 > 4000 and - 
x3 < = $000 Then lineto 163,108 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_7 If axis_size = small and 
x3 > 5000 and 
x3 < = 6000 Then lineto 163,92 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_8 If aas_size = small and 
x3 > 6000 and 
x3 < = 7000 Then lineto 163,77 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_9 

If axs_size = small and 
x3 > 7000 and 
x3 < = 8000 Then lineto 163,62 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_10 

If axis size = small and 
x3 > 8000 and 
x3 < = 9000 Then lineto 163,45 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_!1 

If axis_size = small and 
x3 > 9000 and 
x3 <= 10000 Then lineto 163,29 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_12 

If axis_size = small and 
x3 > 10000 Then hneto 163,20 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_} 

If x4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
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oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 0 and 
x4 <= 1000 Then lineto 212,172 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 1000 and 
x4 < = 2000 Then lineto 212,156 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 2000 and 
x4 < = 3000 Then Jineto 212,140 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_S 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 3000 and 
x4 <= 4000 Then lineto 212,124 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_6 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 4000 and 
x4 <= 5000 Then lineto 212,108 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_7 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 5000 and 
x4 < = 6000 Then lineto 212,92 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_8 

If axds_size = small and 
x4 > 6000 and 
x4 < = 7000 Then Jineto 212,77 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_9 

If aas_size = small and 
x4 > 7000 and 
x4 < = 8000 Then lineto 212,62 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_10 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 8000 and 
x4 < = 9000 Then lineto 212,45 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_!1 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 9000 and 
x4 <= 10000 Then lineto 212,29 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_12 

If axis size = smali and 
x4 > 10000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_l 
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If x5 = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 0 and 
x5 < = 1000 Then lineto 260,172 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 1000 and 
x5 <= 2000 Then lineto 260,156 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_4 

If axis_size = smal! and 
x5 > 2000 and 
x5 < = 3000 Then lineto 260,140 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_5 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 3000 and 
x5 <= 4000 Then lineto 260,124 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_6 

If axis size = small and 
x5 > 4000 and 
x5 <= 5000 Then lineto 260,108 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_7 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > $000 and 
x5 < = 6000 Then lineto 260,92 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_8 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 6000 and 
x5 < = 7000 Then lineto 260,77 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_9 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 7000 and 
xS$ <= 8000 Then lineto 260,62 
nov_bud = found, 

Rule nov_bud_10 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 8000 and 
x5 < = 9000 Then lineto 260,45 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_ 11 

If axis size = small and 
x5 > 9000 and 
x5 < = 10000 Then lineto 260,29 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_12 

If axis size = small and 
x5 > 10000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_l 
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If x6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 0 and 
x6 <= 1000 Then lineto 308,172 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 1000 and 
x6 <= 2000 Then lineto 308,156 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 2000 and 
x6 < = 3000 Then lineto 308,140 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_5 

{f axis_size = small and 
x6 > 3000 and 
x6 < = 4000 Then lineto 308,124 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_6 — 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 4000 and 
x6 < = 5000 Then lineto 308,108 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_7 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 5000 and 
x6 <= 6000 Then lineto 308,92 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_8& 

Tf axis_size = small and 
x6 > 6000 and 
x6 < = 7000 Then lineto 308,77 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_9 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 7000 and 
x6 < = 8000 Then lineto 308,62 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_!0 

If ans_size = small and 
x6 > 8000 and 
x6 < = 9000 Then lineto 308,45 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_11 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 9000 and 
x6 <= 10000 Then lineto 308,29 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_!2 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 10000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_bud = found; 
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Rule jan_bud_1 

If x7 =. 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > Q and 
x7 <= 1000 Then lineto 357,172 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
x7? > 1000 and 
x? <= 2000 Then lineto 357,156 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > 2000 and 
x7 < = 3000 Then lineto 357,140 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_5 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > 3000 and 
x7 <= 4000 Then lineto 357,124 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_6 

If axis_size = small and 
x? > 4000 and 
x7 < = 5000 Then lineto 357,108 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_7 

If ads size = small and 
x7 > 5000 and 
x7 <= 6000 Then lineto 357,92 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_8 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > 6000 and 
x7 <= 7000 Then lineto 357,77 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_9 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > 7000 and 
x? < = 8000 Then lineto 357,62 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_10 

If axis_size = smali and 
x7 > $000 and 

x7 <= 9000 Then lineto 357,45 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_!] 

If axts_size = small and 
x7 > 9000 and 

x7 <= 10000 Then lineto 357,29 
jan_bud = found, 

Rule jan_bud_12 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > 10000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_bud = found; 
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Rule feb_bud_] 

If x8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_2 

If aas_size = small and 
x8 > 0 and 
x8 <= 1000 Then lineto 404,172 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_3 

lf axis_size = small and 
x8 > 1000 and 
x8 <= 2000 Then lineto 404,156 
feb_bud = found, 

Rule feb_bud_4 

If axas_size = small and 
x8 > 2000 and 
x8 <= 3000 Then lineto 404,140 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_5 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 3000 and 
x8 <= 4000 Then lineto 404,124 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_6 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 4000 and 
x8 <= $000 Then lineto 404,108 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_7 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 5000 and 
x8 < = 6000 Then lineto 404,92 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_8 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 6000 and 
x8 < = 7000 Then lineto 404,77 
feb_bud = found, 

Rule feb_bud_9 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 7000 and 
x8 < = 8000 Then lineto 404,62 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_10 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 8000 and 
x8 < = 9000 Then lineto 404,45 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_tl 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 9000 and 
x8 <= 10000 Then lineto 404,29 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_12 

If aas_size = small and 
x8 > 10000 Then lineto 404,20 
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feb_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_] 

If x9 = 0 Then lineto 452,130 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 0 and 
x9 <= 1000 Then lineto 452,172 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 1000 and 
x9 <= 2000 Then lineto 452,156 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 2000 and 
x9 <= 3000 Then lineto 452,140 
march_bud = found, 

Rule march_bud_5 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 3000 and 
x9 < = 4000 Then lineto 452,124 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_6 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 4000 and 
x9 <= $000 Then lineto 452,108 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_? 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 5000 and 
x9 < = 6000 Then lineto 452,92 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_8 

If axns_size = small and 
x? > 6000 and 
x9 <= 7000 Then lineto 452,77 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_9 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 7000 and 
x9 <= 8000 Then lineto 452,62 

march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_10 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 8000 and 
x9 < = 9000 Then lineto 452,45 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_!1 

If axis size = small and 
x9 > 9000 and 
x9 <= [0000 Then lineto 452,29 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_12 

If axis_size = small and 
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x9 > 10000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_]} 

If x10 = 0 Then lineto 501,180 
april_bud = found, 

Rule april_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 0 and 
x10 < = 1000 Then lineto 501,172 
apni_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 1000 and 
x10 < = 2000 Then lineto 501,156 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_4 

If axis size = small and 
x10 > 2000 and 
x10 < = 3000 Then lineto 501,140 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april]_bud_5 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 3000 and 
x10 < = 4000 Then lineto $01,124 
aprnil_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_6 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 4000 and 
x10 <= 5000 Then lineto 501,108 
apni_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_7 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 5000 and 
x10 < = 6000 Then lineto 501,92 
april_bud = found; 

Rule apn!_bud_8 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 6000 and 
x!0 < = 7000 Then lineto 501,77 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_9 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 7000 and 
x10 <= 8000 Then lineto 501,62 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_10 

if axis_size = small and 
x10 > 8000 and 
xl0 < = 9000 Then lineto 501,45 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_!1 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 9000 and 
xl0 <= 10000 Then lineto 501,29 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_12 
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If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 10000 Then lineto 501,20 
april_bud = found 
reset april_bud; 

Rule may_bud_| 

If xll = 0 Then Jineto 549,180 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
xll > O and 
x11 <= 1000 Then lineto 549,172 
may_bud = found, 

Rule may_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
xI1 > 1000 and 
x11 < = 2000 Then lineto 549,156 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
x11 > 2000 and 
x11 <= 3000 Then lineto 549,140 
may_bud = found, 

Rule may_bud_5 

If axis size = small and 
x11 > 3000 and 
x11 < = 4000 Then lineto 549,124 
may_bud = found, 

Rule may_bud_6 

If axis_size = small and 
xI1 > 4900 and 
x1] <= 5000 Then lineto 549,108 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_? 

Hf axis_size = small and 
x11 > $000 and 
x!1 < = 6000 Then lineto 549,92 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_8& 

lf axas_size = small and 
x11 > 6000 and 
xll <= 7000 Then lineto 549,77 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_9 

If axis_size = smal! and 
xl} > 7000 and 
x11 < = 8000 Then lineto 549,62 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_!0 

If axis_size = small! and 
x11 > 8000 and 
x11 < = 9000 Then lineto 549,45 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_}1 

If axis_size = small and 
xl} > 9000 and 
x11 <= 10000 Then lineto 549,29 
may_bud = found; 
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Rule may_bud_12 

If axis_size = smail and 
x11 > 10000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_} 

If x12 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
x12 > 0 and 
x12 < = 1000 Then lineto 597,172 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_3 

If aas_size = small and 
x12 > 1000 and 
x12 < = 2000 Then lineto 597,156 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_4 

If axis_size = smal! and 
x12 > 2000 and 
x12 < = 3000 Then lineto 597,140 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_5 

If axis_size = small and 
x12 > 3000 and 
x12 < = 4000 Then lineto 597,124 
june_bud = found; 

Rute june_bud_6 

If axis_size = small and 
x12 > 4000 and 
x12 <= 5000 Then lineto 597,108 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_7 

If aas_size = small and 
x12 > 5000 and 
x12 < = 6000 Then lineto 597,92 
June_bud = found, 

Rule june_bud_8 

If ads_size = small and 
xt2 > 6000 and 
x12 < = 7000 Then lineto 597,77 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_9 

If aas_size = smail and 
x12 > 7000 and 
x12 < = 8000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_bud = found; 

Rute june_bud_!0 

If axis_size = small and 
x12 > 8000 and 
x12 < = 9000 Then lineto 597,45 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_!1 

If axis_size = small and 
x12 > 9000 and 
x12 < = 10000 Then lineto 597,29 
june_bud = found; 
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Rule june_bud_1!2 

If axis_size ~ smaji and 
x12 > 10000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_bud = found; 

Rule july_act If a} = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = small and 
al > 0 and 
al <= 1000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,171 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = small and 
al > 1000 and 
al <= 2000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,155 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis size = small and 
al > 2000 and 
al < = 3000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,140 
july_act = found, 

Rule july_act If axis_size = small and 
al > 3000 and 
al < = 4000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,124 
july_act = found; 

Rute july_act If axis_size = small and 
al > 4000 and 
al < = §000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,108 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis _size = small and 
al > $000 and 
al <= 6000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,92 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = small and 
al > 6000 and 
al < = 7000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,77 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = small and 
al > 7000 and 
al <= 8000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,62 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis size = small and 
al > 8000 and 
al < = 9000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,45 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = small and 
al > 9000 and 
al < = 10000 Then locate 30,1380 
lineto 69,29 
july_act = found, 

Rule july_act If al > 10000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,20 
july_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_! If a2 = 0 Then lineto 114,179 
aug _act = found; 

Rule aug act_2 If axs_size = small and 
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a2 > 0 and 
a2 < = 1000 Then lJineto 114,171 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug act_3 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 1000 and 
a2 <= 2000 Then lineto 114,155 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_4 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 2000 and 
a2 <= 3000 Then lineto 114,139 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_5 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 3000 and 
aZ <= 4000 Then lineto 114,123 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_6 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 4000 and 
a2 < = 5000 Then Iineto 114,107 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_7 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 5000 and 
a2 < = 6000 Then lineto 114,91 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_8 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 6000 and 
a2 <= 7000 Then lineto 114,75 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_9 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 7000 and 
a2 <= 8000 Then lineto 114,61 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_10 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 8000 and 
aZ < = 9000 Then lineto 114,44 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug act_1} If aas_size = small! and 
a2 > 9000 and 
a2 < = 10000 Then lineto 114,28 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug act_12 If axgs_size = small and 
a2 > 10000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_! If a3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_2 If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 0 and 
a3 <= ]000 Then lineto 163,171 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_3 If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 1000 and 
a3 < = 2000 Then lineto 163,155 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_4 If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 2000 and 
a3 < = 3000 Then lineto 163,139 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_5 If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 3000 and 
a3 < = 4000 Then lineto 163,123 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_6 If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 4000 and 
a3 < = 5000 Then lineto 163,107 
sept_act = found; 
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Rule sept_act_7 If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 5000 and 
a3 < = 6000 Then lineto 163,91 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_8 If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 6000 and 
a3 < = 7000 Then lineto 163,76 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_9 

If axis size = small and 
a3 > 7000 and 
a3 < = 8000 Then lineto 163,61 
sept_act = found, 

Rule sept_act_10 

If axis size = small and 
a3 > 8000 and 
a3 < = 9000 Then lineto 163,44 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_11 

If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 9000 and 
a3 < = 10000 Then lineto 163,28 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_1!2 

If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 10000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_] 

If a4 = 0 Then Jineto 212,180 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 0 and 
a4 <= 1000 Then lineto 212,17) 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_3 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 1000 and 
a4 < = 2000 Then lineto 212,155 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_4 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 2000 and 
a4 <= 3000 Then lineto 212,139 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_5 

If axis_size = small and 
ad > 3000 and 
a4 < = 4000 Then lineto 212,123 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_6 

If axis_size = smal! and 
ad > 4000 and 
a4 <= $000 Then lineto 212,107 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_7 
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If axis_size = small and 
a4 > $000 and 
a¢ < = 6000 Then lineto 212,91 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_8 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 6000 and 
a4 <= 7000 Then lineto 212,76 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 7000 and 
ad < = 8000 Then lineto 212,61 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_10 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 8000 and : 
a4 < = 9000 Then lineto 212, 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_1] 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 9000 and 
ad <= 10000 Then lineto 212,28 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_12 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 10000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_] 

If aS = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
a5 > 0 and 
a5 <= 1000 Then lineto 260,171 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_3 

If axis_size = small and 
a5 > 1000 and 
a5 < = 2000 Then lineto 260,155 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_4 

If axis_size = small and 
a5 > 2000 and 
a5 < = 3000 Then lineto 260,139 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_5 

If axis size = small and 
a5 > 3000 and 
aS < = 4000 Then lineto 260,123 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_6 

If axis_size = small and 
aS > 4000 and 
a5 < = 5000 Then lineto 260,107 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_7 
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If axis_size = small and 
aS > 5000 and 
a5 <= 6000 Then lineto 260,91 
nov_act = found ; 

Rule nov_act_8 

If axis_size = small and 
a5 > 6000 and 
a5 < = 7000 Then lineto 260,76 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
aS > 7000 and 
aS <= 8000 Then lineto 260,61 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_10 

If axis_size = small and 
aS > 8000 and 
a5 < = 9000 Then lineto 260,44 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_!1 

If axis_size = small and 
a5 > 9000 and 
a5 < = 10000 Then lineto 260,28 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_!2 

If axis_size = small and 
a5 > 10000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_] 

If a6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > Q and 
a6 < = 1000 Then lineto 308,171 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_3 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 1000 and 
a6 <= 2000 Then lineto 308,155 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_4 

If axis_size = smal] and 
a6 > 2000 and 
a6 <= 3000 Then lineto 308,139 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_$ 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 3000 and 
a6 < = 4000 Then lineto 308,123 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_6 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 4000 and 
a6 <= 5000 Then lineto 308,107 
dec_act = found; 
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Rule dec_act_7 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 5000 and 
a6 < = 6000 Then lineto 308,91 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_8 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 6000 and 
a6 < = 7000 Then lineto 308,76 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_9 

If axis size = small and 
a6 > 7000 and 
a6 < = 8000 Then lineto 308,61 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_!0 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 8000 and 
a6 < = 9000 Then lineto 308,44 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_1} 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 9000 and 
a6 < = 10000 Then lineto 308,28 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_12 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 10000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_l 

If a7 = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_2 

If axis size = small and 
a7 > O and 
a7 <= |000 Then lineto 357,171 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_3 

If axis_size = small and 
a7 > 1000 and 
a7 < = 2000 Then lineto 357,155 
yan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_4 

If axis_size = small and 
a7 > 2000 and 
a7 < = 3000 Then lineto 357,139 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_5 

If axis size = small and 
a7 > 3000 and 
a? < = 4000 Then lineto 357,123 
jan_act = found, 

Rule jan_act_6 

If axis_size = small and 
a7 > 4000 and 
a7 < = $000 Then lineto 357,107 
jan_act = found; 
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Rule jan_act_? 

If axis_size = small and 
a7 > 5000 and 
a? < = 6000 Then lineto 357,91 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_8 

If axis_size = small and 
a7 > 6000 and 
a7 < = 7000 Then lineto 357,76 
jan_act = found ; 

Rule jan_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
a7 > 7000 and 
a7 < = 8000 Then lineto 357,61 
jan_act = found ; 

Rule jan_act_10 

If axis_size = small and 
a7 > 8000 and 
a7 < = 9000 Then lineto 357,44 
jan_act = found ; 

Rule jan_act_l1 

If axis_size = small and 
a7 > 9000 and 
a7 <= 10000 Then lineto 357,28 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_12 

If axis_size = small and 
a7 > 10000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_act = found, 

Rule feb_act_l 

If a8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
a8 > 0 and 

a8 <= 1000 Then lineto 404,171 
feb_act = found § ; 

Rule feb_act_3 

If axis size = small and 
a8 > 1000 and 
a8 <= 2000 Then lineto 404,155 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_4 

If axis_size = small and 
a8 > 2000 and 
a8 < = 3000 Then lineto 404,139 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_5 

If axis_size = small and 
a8 > 3000 and 
a8 < = 4000 Then lineto 404,123 
feb_act = found =; 

Ruie feb_act_6 

If axis_size = small and 
a8 > 4000 and 
a8 <= 5000 Then lineto 404,107 
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feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_7 

If axis_size = small and 
a8 > 5000 and 
a8 < = 6000 Then lineto 404,91 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_8 

If ads size = small and 
a8 > 6000 and 
a8 < = 7000 Then lineto 404,76 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_9 

If axas_size = small and 
a8 > 7000 and 
a8 < = 8000 Then lineto 404,61 
feb_act = found =; 

Rule feb_act_10 

If ads size = smajl and 
a8 > 8000 and 
a8 < = 9000 Then lineto 404,44 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_1}] 

If axis_size = small and 
a8 > 9000 and 
a8 < = 10000 Then lineto 404,28 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_I2 

If axas_size = small and 
a8 > 10000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_act = found; 

Rule march_act_| 

If a9 = O Then lineto 452,180 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 0 and 
a9 <= $000 Then lineto 452,171 
March_act = found; 

Rule march_act_3 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 1000 and 
a9 < = 2000 Then lineto 452,155 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_4 

If axis_size * small and 
a9 > 2000 and 
a9 <= 3000 Then lineto 452,139 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_5 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 3000 and 
a9 <= 4000 Then lineto 452,123 
march_act = found; - 

Rule march_act_6 

If aas_size = small and 
a9 > 4000 and 
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a9 <= 5000 Then lineto 452,107 
march_act = found, 

Rule march_act_7 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > $5000 and 
a9 < = 6000 Then lineto 452,91 
march_act = found; 

Rute march_act_8 

If axas_size = small and 
a9 > 6000 and 
a9 < = 7000 Then lineto 452,76 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 7000 and 
a9 < = 8000 Then lineto 452,61 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_10 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 8000 and 
a9 < = 9000 Then lineto 452,44 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_!1 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 9000 and 
a9 <= 10000 Then lineto 452,28 
march_act = found ; ~ 

Rule march_act_I2 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 10000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_1 

If al0 = 0 Then lineto 501,180 
apni_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
al0 > 0 and 
al0 <= J000 Then lineto $01,171 
apni_act = found; 

Rule april_act_3 

If aas_size = small and 
al0 > 1000 and 
al0 < = 2000 Then lineto 501,155 
apni_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_4 

If aas_size = small and 
al0 > 2000 and 
al0 < = 3000 Then lineto 501,139 
apni_act = found = ; 

Rule april_act_5 

If axis_size = small and 
al0 > 3000 and 
al0 < = 4000 Then lineto 501,123 
apni_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_6 

If axis_size = small and 
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al0 > 4000 and 
al0 < = $000 Then lineto 501,107 
april_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_7 

If axis_size = small and 
alQ > 5000 and 
al0 <= 6000 Then lineto 501,91 
april_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_8 

If axis_size = small and 
al0 > 6000 and 
alO <= 7000 Then lineto 501,76 
april_act = found; 

Rule apnil_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
alO > 7000 and 
alO < = 8000 Then lineto 501,61 
april_act = found; 

Rule april_act_10 

If axis_size = small and 
alO > 8000 and 
ald <= 9000 Then lineto 501,44 
apnil_act = found; 

Rule april_act_1!! 

If axis_size * small and 
ald > 9000 and 
alO < = 10000 Then lineto 501,28 
apni_act = found = ; 

Rule april_act_!2 

If axis_size = small and 
al0 > 10000 Then lineto 501,20 
april_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_]1 

If all = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
all > O and 

all < = 1000 Then lineto 549,171 
may_act = found) ; 

Rule may_act_3 

lf axis_size = small and 
all > 1000 and 
all <= 2000 Then lineto 549,155 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_4 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 2000 and 
all < = 3000 Then lineto 549,139 
may_act = found =; 

Rule may_act_5 

If axis size = small and 
all > 3000 and 
all <= 4000 Then lineto 549,123 
may_act = found § ; 

Rule may_act_6 
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If axis_size = small and 
all > 4000 and 
all < = 5000 Then lineto 549,107 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_7 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 5000 and 
all <= 6000 Then lineto 549,91 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_8 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 6000 and 
all <= 7000 Then lineto $49,76 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 7000 and 
all < = 8000 Then lineto 549,61 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_10 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 8000 and 
all < = 9000 Then lineto 549,44 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_l] 

If axis size = small and 
all > 9000 and 
all < = 10000 Then lineto 549,28 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_12 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 10000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_! 

If al2 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 0 and 
al2 <= 1000 Then lineto 597,171 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_3 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 1000 and 
al2 < = 2000 Then lineto 597,155 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_4 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 2000 and 
al2 < = 3000 Then lineto 597,139 
yune_act = found =, 

Rule june_act_5 

If axis_size ~ small and 
al2 > 3000 and 
ali2 <= 4000 Then lineto 597,123 
June_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_6 
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If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 4000 and 
al2 <= 5000 Then lineto 597,107 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_7 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 5000 and 
al2 < = 6000 Then lineto 597,91 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_8 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 6000 and 
al2 <= 7000 Then lineto 597,76 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_9 

If axis_size = smal] and 
al2 > 7000 and 
al2 < = 8000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_10 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 8000 and 
al2 < = 9000 Then lineto 597,44 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_!1 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 9000 and 
al2 <= 10000 Then lineto 597,28 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_12 

If ans size = small and 
al2 > 10000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_act = found; 

Rule july _actIf al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_act. = found; 

Rule axis_size_small 

If axis_display = unknown 

Then axs_display = found 
glocate 2,3 
gdisplay “10° 
glocate 3,7 
gdisplay °8° 
glocate 3,11 
gdisplay °6° 
giocate 3,15 
gdisplay “4° 
glocate 3,19 

gdisplay °2°; 

‘statements block 

bkcolor = 1; 

Ibutton exitbutton!: 10,2,14,14exit Ibutton extbutton2= 
10,2,14,14,ex0t, 

plural: new _personal_c,exp_personal_c,exp_personal; 

10,2,14,14,e0¢ Ibutton exitbutton3: 10,2,14,14,e0% Ibutton exitbuttond: 
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B.29 MDAXREVI 

runtime; execute; 

actions 

axis_sizeé = medium color = 15 display “The system has just entered a new knowledge base and files must be” display “loaded. Once the 
files have loaded, the system will proceed directly” display “into the graph.” loadfacts tempdata z = (count_it + 1) whiletruez <= 12 
then 

new_corps_rev_c{z] = unknown_dummy 
new_public_rev_c[z] = unknown_dummy 
new_s_f_s rev_c{z] = unknown_dummy 
new_interdept_rev_c{z}] = unknown_dummy 
z= (z + 1) end 

find do_corps_rev find do_public_rev find do_s_ f_s_rev find do_interdept_rev ; 

'Rules Block 

Rule begin_corps_rev_display 

If do_corps_rev = unknown 

Then do_corps_rev = found 

gmode 14 
eatbutton2 = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 

lineto 600,180 

find axis_display 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000’s” 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month’ 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “3° 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay °S” 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N° 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay "D* 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J’ 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F° 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M’" 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A’ 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M’° 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay °J° 

gcolor 11 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_corps_rev_c{1) 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_corps_rev_c{2) 
find aug bud 
reset aug bud 
x3 = (exp_corps_rev_c{3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_corps_rev_c{4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_corps_rev_c{5]} 
find nov_bud 
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reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_corps_rev_c[6)]) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_corps_rev_c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_corps_rev_c{8) 
find feb_bud 

' reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_corps_rev_c{9]) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
xl0 = (exp_corps_rev_c{l0} 
find apnl_bud 
reset apnil_bud 
x11 = (exp_corps_rev_c{1!) 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (exp_corps_rev_c{!2) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_corps_rev_c{1D 
find july_act 

reset july_act 
a2 = (new_corps_rev_c{2)) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_corps_rev_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_corps_rev_c{4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
aS = (new_corps_rev_c{5]) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_corps_rev_c[6D 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_corps_rev_c{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_corps_rev_c{8P) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_corps_rev_c{9) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_corps_rev_c{10D 
find apni_act 
reset apnl_act 
all = (new_corps_rev_c{liD 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_corps_rev_c{12) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,]47 

lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
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lineto 163,181 
moveto 2)2,179 
lineto 212,181 

moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 

lineto 357,181 

moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

glocate 28,1 
gdisplay “Corps Revenue’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Biue - Budget’ 

whiletrue exitbutton2 = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode 

chain revgraph; 

Rule begin_public_rev_display 

If do_public_rev = unknown 

Then do_public_rev = found 

gmode 14 
extbutton! = no 

moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 

lineto 600,180 

glocate 26,1 
gdisplay “Public Revenue’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget’ 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000's" 
giocate 76,23 
gdisplay "Month" 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay "J° 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A’ 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S* 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O°” 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay "N’ 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D“ 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay °F” 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M’ 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
giocate 69,24 
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gdisplay “M” 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J” 

find axis_display 

gcolor 11 
moveto 30,180 
xt = (exp_public_rev_c{1) 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_public_rev_¢{2) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug bud 
x3 = (exp_public_rev_c{3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_public_rev_c{4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_public_rev_c(5]) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_public_rev_c{[6] 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_public_rev_c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_public_rev_c{8&]) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_public_rev_c[9D 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
xlQ = (exp_public_rev_c{ 10} 
find apnl_bud 
reset apni_bud 
xIf = (exp_public_rev_c{11) 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (exp_public_rev_c{12) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_public_rev_c{1) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_public_rev_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_public_rev_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_public_rev_c{4] 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_public_rev_c{5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_public_rev_c{6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_public_rev_c{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_public_rev_c{8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_public_rev_{9) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
al0 = (new_public_rev_c{10) 
find apnil_act 
reset april_act 
all = (new_public_rev_c{11]) 
find may_act 
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reset may_act 
al2 = (new_public_rev_c{12) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 

moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 2] 2,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 

moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 

moveto 452,]79 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 

moveto 549,179 
lineto $49,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exitbutton! = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode 
chain revgraph; 

Rule begin_s fs rev_display 

If do_s_f_s rev = unknown 

Then do_s fs rev = found 

gmode 14 
eatbutton3 = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 

lineto 600,180 

glocate 23,1 
gdisplay “Student/Faculty/Staff 
glocate 30,2 
gdisplay “Revenue” 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget’ 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000's” 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month’ 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J” 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A° 
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glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S° 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay "O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N” 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D’ 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay "F* 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay "M° 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A* 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M” 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J° 

find axis_display 

gcolor 1] 
moveto 30,180 
x! = (exp_s_f_s_rev_c{1) 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 

x2 = (exp_s_f_s_rev_c{2) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_s_f_s rev_e{3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_s_f_s rev_c{4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_s_f_s_rev_c{5)) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_s_f_s_rev_c[6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x? = (exp_s_f_s rev_c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_s_f_s rev_c{8) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_s_f_s_rev_c(9D 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
xlO = (exp_s_fs rev_c{10D 
find apnl_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
x}i = (exp_s_fis rev flip 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (exp_s_f_s_rev_c{12]) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_s_f_s rev_c{ipD 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_s_f's rev_c{2)) 
find aug_act 
reset aug act 
a3 = (new_s_f_s_rev_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_s_f_s rev_c{4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_s_f_s rev_c{S) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
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a6 = (new_s fs rev_c[6]} 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_s_f_s_rev_e{7]) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_s_f_s_rev_c{[8&) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_s f_s rev_c(9) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_s_f_s rev_c{l0D 
find april_act 
reset april_act 
all = (new_s_ fs rev_c{l1)) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_s_f_s_rev_c{l2) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 

hineto 33,19 

moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 

lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 

moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 

Hineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 

moveto 357,179 

lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,131 

moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 

moveto 597,179 

lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exatbutton3 = no then end 

reset aas_display 
tmode 
chain revgraph; 

Rule begin_interdept_rev_display 

If do_interdept_rev = unknown 

Then do_interdept_rev = found 

gmode 14 
exitbuttond = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
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lineto 600,180 

glocate 24,1 
gdisplay “Interdepartmental’ 
glocate 29,2 
gdisplay “Revenue’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget’ 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000's” 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month’ 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S’ 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay "N* 
glocate 39.24 
gdisplay “D’ 
giocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J” 
giocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F’ 
giocate 57,24 
gdisplay "M* 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A‘* 
giocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M* 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J” 

find axis_display 

gcolor 11 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_interdept_rev_c{!D 
find july_bud 

reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_interdept_rev_q{2D 
find aug_bud 
reset aug _bud 
x3 = (exp_interdept_rev_c{3]) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_interdept_rev_c{4} 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_interdept_rev_c{5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_interdept_rev_c{6]) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x? = (exp_interdept_rev_¢{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 

x8 = (exp_interdept_rev_c{8} 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_interdept_rev_c{9]) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
xlQ = (exp_interdept_rev_c{ 10D 
find april_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
xl) = (exp_interdept_rev_cf{ 11D 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
xl2 = (exp_interdept_rev_cf{!2]) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 
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gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_interdept_rev_c[I) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 

a2 = (new_interdept_rev_c(2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_interdept_rev_c(3)) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_interdept_rev_c{4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_interdept_rev_c(5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_interdept_rev_c(6] 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_interdept_rev_c{7]) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_interdept_rev_c[8)) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_interdept_rev_c{9) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_interdept_rev_c{10) 
find april_act 
reset april_act 
all = (new_interdept_rev_c{11) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_interdept_rev_c{1 2) 
find June_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 

moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 

lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 

lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 

moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,18] 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue eatbuttond = no then end 
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reset axis_display 
tmode 
chain revgraph; 

Rule aug_act_unknown_dummy 

If a2 = unknown_dummy 

Then aug _act = found; 

Rule sept_act_unknown_dummy 

If a3 = unknown_dummy 

Then sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_unknown_dummy 

If a4 = unknown_dummy 

Then oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_unknown_dummy 

If aS = unknown_dummy 

Then nov_act = found; Rule dec_act_unknown_dummy 

If a6 = unknown_dummy 

Then dec_act = found; Rule jan_act_unknown_dummy 

If a7 = unknown_dummy 

Then jan_act = found; Rule feb_act_unknown_dummy 

If a8 = unknown_dummy 

Then feb_act = found; 

Rule march_act_unknown_dummy 

If a9 = unknown_dummy 

Then march_act = found; 

Rule apni_act_unknown_dummy 

If al0 = unknown_dummy 

Then apnl_act = found; 

Rule may_act_unknown_dummy 

If all = unknown_dummy 

Then may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_unknown_dummy 

If al2 = unknown_dummy 

Then june_act = found; 

Rule july_bud If x! = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xl > OQ and 
xl < = 20000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,172 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xl > 20000 and 
xl < = 40000 Then locate 30,180 
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lineto 69,156 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xl > 40000 and 
xl < = 60000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,140 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
x1 > 60000 and 
x1 < = 80000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,124 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xl > 80000 and 
xl < = 100000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,108 
july_bud = found, 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xl > 100000 and 
xl < = 120000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,92 
July_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
x1 > 120000 and 
xl < = [40000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,77 

july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xl > 140000 and 
xl < = 160000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,62 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xl > 160000 and 
xl < = 180000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,45 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
x] > 180000 and 
xi < = 200000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,29 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
x1 > 200000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,20 
july_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_] If x2 = 0 Then lineto 114,180 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug _bud_2 If axs_size = medium and 
x2 > 0 and 
x2 < = 20000 Then lineto 114,172 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_3 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 20000 and 
x2 < = 40000 Then lineto 114,156 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_4 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 40000 and 
x2 < = 60000 Then lineto 114,140 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_5 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 60000 and 
x2 < = 80000 Then lineto 114,124 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug _bud_6 If axds_size = medium and 
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x2 > 80000 and 
x2 <= 100000 Then lineto 114,108 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_7 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 100000 and 
x2 <= 120000 Then lineto 114,92 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_8 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 120000 and 
x2 <= 140000 Then lineto 114,77 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_9 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 140000 and 
x2 < = 160000 Then lineto 114,62 
aug_bud = found 
reset aug bud; 

Rule aug bud_10 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 160000 and 
x2 < = 180000 Then lineto 114,45 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_t1 If axis size = medium and 
x2 > 180000 and 
x2 < = 200000 Then lineto 114,29 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_12 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 200000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_! If x3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_2 If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 0 and 
x3 < = 20000 Then lineto 163,172 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_3 If ads_size = medium and 
x3 > 20000 and 
x3 < = 40000 Then lineto 163,156 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_4 If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 40000 and 
x3 < = 60000 Then lineto 163,140 
sept_bud = found, 

Rule sept_bud_S If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 60000 and 
x3 < = 80000 Then lineto 163,124 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_6 If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 80000 and 
x3 < = 100000 Then lineto 163,108 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_? If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 100000 and 
x3 < = 120000 Then lineto 163,92 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_8 If aas_size = medium and 
x3 > 120000 and 
x3 < = 140000 Then lineto 163,77 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 140000 and 
x3 < = 160000 Then lineto 163,62 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_10 
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If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 160000 and 
x3 <= 180000 Then lineto 163,45 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_!1 

If axis size = medium and 
x3 > 180000 and 
x3 < = 200000 Then lineto 163,29 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 200000 Then lincto 163,20 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_! 

If x4 = 0 Then Jineto 212,180 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_2 

If aas_size = medium and 
x4 > O and 
x4 <= 20000 Then lineto 212,172 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 20000 and 
x4 < = 40000 Then lineto 212,156 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 40000 and 
x4 < = 60000 Then lineto 212,140 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 60000 and 

x4 < = §0000 Then lineto 212,124 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 80000 and 
x4 <= 100000 Then lineto 212,108 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_7? 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 100000 and 
x4 <= 120000 Then lJineto 212,92 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_& 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 120000 and 
x4 < = 140000 Then lineto 212,77 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 140000 and 
x4 <= 160000 Then lineto 212,62 
oct_bud = found; 
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Rule oct_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 160000 and 
x4 <= 180000 Then lineto 212,45 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_1] 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 180000 and 
x4 < = 200000 Then lineto 212,29 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 200000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_1 

If x5 = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 0 and 
x5 <= 20000 Then lineto 260,172 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 20000 and 
x5 <= 40000 Then lineto 260,156 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 40000 and 
x5 < = 60000 Then lineto 260,140 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_5 

If ads_size = medium and 
x5 > 60000 and 
x5 < = 80000 Then lineto 260,124 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_6 

If aas_size = medium and 
x5 > 80000 and 
x§ < = 100000 Then lineto 260,108 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 100000 and 
x5 < = 120000 Then lineto 260,92 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 120000 and 
x5 < = 140000 Then lineto 260,77 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 140000 and 
x5 <= 160000 Then lineto 260,62 
nov_bud = found; 
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Rule nov_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 160000 and 
x5 <= 180000 Then lineto 260,45 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_!! 

If axis size = medium and 
x5 > 180000 and 
x§ < = 200000 Then lineto 260,29 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_!2 

If axis size = medium and 
x5 > 200000 Then lineto 260,20 

nov_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_] 

If x6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_2 

If aas_size = medium and 
x6 > O and 
x6 < = 20000 Then lineto 308,172 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_3 

If axis size = medium and 
x6 > 20000 and - 
x6 < = 40000 Then lineto 308,156 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 40000 and 
x6 < = 60000 Then lineto 308,140 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 60000 and 
x6 < = 80000 Then lineto 308,124 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 80000 and 
x6 < = 100000 Then lineto 308,108 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_? 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 100000 and 
x6 < = [20000 Then lineto 308,92 
dec_bud ~ found; 

Rule dec_bud_8 

If aais_size = medium and 
x6 > 120000 and 
x6 < = ]40000 Then lineto 308,77 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 140000 and 
x6 <= 160000 Then lineto 308,62 
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dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 160000 and 
x6 <= 180000 Then lineto 308,45 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_ll 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 180000 and 
x6 < = 200000 Then lineto 308,29 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_1!2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 200000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_1 

If x? = 0 Then lineto 357,189 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > O and 
x7 < = 20000 Then lineto 357,172 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 20000 and 
x7 < = 40000 Then lineto 357,156 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_4 

If ads_size = medium and 
x7 > 40000 and 
x7 < = 60000 Then lineto 357,140 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 60000 and 
x7 < = 80000 Then lineto 357,124 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 80000 and 
x7 < = 100000 Then lineto 357,108 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 100000 and 
x7 < = 120000 Then lineto 357,92 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7? > 120000 and 
x7 < = 140000 Then lineto 357,77 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 140000 and 
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x7 < = 160000 Then lineto 357,62 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 160000 and 
x7 <= 180000 Then lineto 357,45 
jan_bud = found; 

Rute jan_bud_!! 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 180000 and 
x7 < = 200000 Then lineto 357,29 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_!2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 200000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_| 

Hf x8 = 0 Then hineto 404,180 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_2 

If ads size = medium and 
x8 > 0 and 
x8 < = 20000 Then lineto 404,172 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 20000 and 
x8 <= 40000 Then lineto 404,156 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 40000 and 
x8 < = 60000 Then lineto 404,140 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 60000 and 
x8 < = 80000 Then lineto 404,124 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 80000 and 
x8 < = 100000 Then lineto 404,108 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 100000 and 
x8 <= 120000 Then lineto 404,92 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_8 

If axis size = medium and 
x8 > 120000 and 
x8 < = 140000 Then lineto 404,77 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_9 

lf aas_size = medium and 
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x8 > 140000 and 
x8 < = 160000 Then lineto 404,62 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_!0 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 160000 and 
x8 < = 180000 Then lineto 404,45 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_!] 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 180000 and 
x8 <= 200000 Then lineto 404,29 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 200000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_! 

If x9 = O Then lineto 452,180 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > O and 
x? <= 20000 Then lineto 452,172 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 20000 and 
x9 < = 40000 Then lineto 452,156 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_4 

If aas_size = medium and 
x9 > 40000 and 
x9 < = 60000 Then lineto 452,140 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 60000 and 
x9 < = 80000 Then lineto 452,124 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_6 

If axas_size = medium and 
x9 > 80000 and 
x9 <= 100000 Then lineto 452,108 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 100000 and 
x9 <= 120000 Then lineto 452,92 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_8 

lf ads_size = medium and 
x9 > 120000 and 
x9 < = 140000 Then lineto 452,77 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_9 
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If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 140000 and 
x9 <= 160000 Then lineto 452,62 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_10 

If aas_size = medium and 
x9 > 160000 and 
x9 <= 180000 Then lineto 452,45 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_!i 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 180000 and 
x9 < = 200000 Then lineto 452,29 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_!2 

lf axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 200000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_bud = found, 

Rule apni_bud_] 

If x10 = 0 Then lineto 501,180 
apni_bud = found; 

Rule apnij_bud_2 

If ads_size = medium and 
x10 > 0 and 
x10 < = 20000 Then lineto 501,172 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule apni_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 20000 and 
xl0 < = 40000 Then lineto 501,156 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_4 

Vf axs_size = medium and 
x10 > 40000 and 
x10 <= 60000 Then lineto 501,140 
apnil_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 60000 and 
x10 < = 80000 Then lineto 501,124 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 80000 and 
x10 <= 100000 Then lineto 501,108 
apnil_bud = found; 

RuJe apnil_bud_7 

If axis size = medium and 
x10 > 100000 and 
x10 < = 120000 Then lineto 501,92 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_8& 

If axis size = medium and 
xl0 > 120000 and 
xl0 <= 140000 Then lineto 501,77 
apni_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_9 
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If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 140000 and 
x10 <= 160000 Then lineto 501,62 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_10 

. If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 160000 and 
xl0 < = 180000 Then lineto 501,45 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_1! 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 180000 and 
x10 <= 200000 Then lineto 501,29 

april bud = found; 

Rule apnil_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 200000 Then lineto 501,20 
apni_bud = found 
reset apnil_bud; 

Rule may_bud_! 

lf xll = 0 Then lineto $49,180 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_2 

If axis size = medium and 
xll > Oand 
xll < = 20000 Then lineto 549,172 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x11 > 20000 and 
xl] < = 40000 Then lineto 549,156 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_4 

Tf axis_size = medium and 
x11 > 40000 and 
x11 < = 60000 Then lineto $49,140 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_5 

If axis size = medium and 
xl! > 60000 and 
xl! < = 80000 Then lineto 549,124 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
xll > 80000 and 
xll < = 100000 Then lineto 549,108 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_7 

If aas_size = medium and 
x11 > 100000 and 
x11 <= 120000 Then lineto 549,92 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
xl] > 120000 and 
x1] < = 140000 Then lineto 549,77 
may_bud = found; 
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Rule may_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x11 > 140000 and 
x11 <= 160000 Then lineto 549,62 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_!0 

If axis_size = medium and 
xl1 > 160000 and 
x11 < = 180000 Then lineto 549,45 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_! 

If axis_size = medium and 
x1] > 180000 and 
xt1 <= 200000 Then lineto 549,29 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_!2 

If aas_size = medium and 
x11 > 200000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_! 

If x12 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_2 

If was size = medium and 
x12 > 0 and 
x12 < = 20000 Then lineto 597,172 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 20000 and 
x12 < = 40000 Then lineto 597,156 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_4 

If axis size = medium and 
x12 > 40000 and 
x12 < = 60000 Then lineto 597,140 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 60000 and 
x12 < = 80000 Then lineto 597,124 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
xl2 > 80000 and 
x12 < = 100000 Then lineto 597,108 
june_bud = found; 

Role june_bud_? 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 100000 and 
x12 < = 120000 Then lineto 597,92 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
xl2 > 120000 and 
x12 < = 140000 Then lineto 597,77 
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june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 140000 and 
x12 < = 160000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 160000 and 
x12 < = 180000 Then lineto 597,45 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_11 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 180000 and 
x12 < = 200000 Then lineto 597,29 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 200000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_bud = found; 

Rule july_act If al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If ads_size = medium and 
al > 0 and 
al <= 20000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,171 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 20000 and 
al < = 40000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,155 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If aas_size = medium and 
al > 40000 and 
al < = 60000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,140 
july_act = found, 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 60000 and 
al < = 80000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,124 

july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 80000 and 
al < = 100000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,108 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = mediwm and 
al > 100000 and 
al < = 120000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,92 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If aas_size = medium and 
al > 120000 and 
al <= 140000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,77 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 140000 and 
al <= 160000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,62 
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july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If asxas_size = medium and 
al > 160000 and 
al < = 180000 Then locate 30,1380 
lineto 69,45 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 180000 and 
al < = 200000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,29 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If al > 200000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,20 
july_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_l If a2 = 0 Then lineto 114,179 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_2 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 0 and . 
a2 < = 20000 Then lineto 114,171 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_3 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 20000 and 
a2 < = 40000 Then lineto 114,155 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_4 If acds_size = medium and 
a2 > 40000 and 
a2 < = 60000 Then lineto 114,139 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_5 If aas_size = medium and 
a2 > 60000 and 
az < = 80000 Then lineto 114,123 
aug act = found; 

Rule aug_act_6 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 80000 and 
a2 < = 100000 Then lineto 114,107 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_? If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 100000 and 
a2 <= 120000 Then lineto 114,91 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_8 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 120000 and 
a2 < = 140000 Then lineto 114,75 
aug_act = found, 

Rule aug_act_9 If axis size = medium and 
a2 > 140000 and 
a2 <= 160000 Then lineto 114,61 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug act_10 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 160000 and 
a2 <= 180000 Then lineto 114,44 
aug act = found; 

Rule aug_act_!1 If axis_size = medium and 
aZ > 180000 and 
a2 < = 200000 Then lineto 114,28 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_12 If axis size = medium and 
aZ > 200000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_! If a3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_2 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > O and 
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a3 < = 20000 Then lineto 163,171 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_3 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 20000 and 
a3 < = 40000 Then tineto 163,155 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_4 If axis size = medium and 
a3 > 40000 and 
a3 < = 60000 Then lineto 163,139 
sept_act = found, 

Rule sept_act_5 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 60000 and 
a3 < = 80000 Then lineto 163,123 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_6 If aas_size = medium and 
a3 > 80000 and 
a3 < = 100000 Then lineto 163,107 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_7 If axas_aze = medium and 
a3 > 100000 and 
a3 < = 120000 Then lineto [63,91 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_8 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 120000 and 
a3 < = 140000 Then lineto 163,76 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_9 

If aas_size = medium and 
a3 > 140000 and 
a3 < = 160000 Then lineto 163,61 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 160000 and 
a3 <= 180000 Then lineto 163,44 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_Il 

If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 180000 and 
a3 < = 200000 Then lineto 163,28 
sept_act = found, 

Rule sept_act_|2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 200000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_! 

If a4 = O Then lineto 212,180 
oct_act = found, 

Rule oct_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 0 and 
a4 < = 20000 Then lineto 212,171 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
aé > 20000 and 
ad < = 40000 Then lineto 212,155 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_4 
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If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 40000 and 
a4 < = 60000 Then lineto 212,139 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 60000 and 
a4 < = 80000 Then lineto 212,123 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 80000 and 
a4 < = 100000 Then lineto 212,107 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 100000 and 
a4 < = 120000 Then lineto 212,91 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 120000 and 
a4 <= 140000 Then lineto 212,76 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 140000 and 
a4 <= 160000 Then lineto 212,61 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
ad > 160000 and 
a4 < = 180000 Then lineto 212,44 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_l! 

If aais_size = medium and 
ad > 180000 and 
ad < = 200000 Then lineto 212,28 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_!2 

If axis size = medium and 
a4 > 200000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_] 

If aS = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 0 and 
a5 < = 20000 Then lineto 260,171 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
aS > 20000 and 
aS < = 40000 Then lineto 260,155 
nov_act = found; 
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Rule nov_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 40000 and 
a5 < = 60000 Then lineto 260,139 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 60000 and 
a5 < = 80000 Then lineto 260,123 
nov_act = found, 

Rule nov_act_6 

If aas_size = medium and 
aS > 80000 and 
a5 <= 100000 Then lineto 260,107 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
aS > 100000 and 
a5 < = 120000 Then lineto 260,91 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
aS > 120000 and 
aS <= 140000 Then lineto 260,76 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_9 

If axs_size = medium and 
a5 > 140000 and 
a5 <= 160000 Then lineto 260,61 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 160000 and 
a5 < = 180000 Then lineto 260,44 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 180000 and 
aS <= 200000 Then lineto 260,28 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_]2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 200000 Then Iineto 260,20 
nov_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_! 

If a6 = O Then lineto 308,180 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > Q and 
a6 < = 20000 Then lineto 308,171 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_3 

If axis size = medium and 
a6 > 20000 and 
a6 < = 40000 Then lineto 308,155 
dec_act = found; 
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Rule dec_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 40000 and 
a6 < = 60000 Then Jineto 308,139 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_S 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 60000 and 
a6 < = 80000 Then lineto 308,123 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 80000 and 
a6 <= 100000 Then lineto 308,107 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 100000 and 
a6 < = }20000 Then lineto 308,91! 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_8 

If axis size = medium and 
a6 > 120000 and 
a6 < = 140000 Then lineto 308,76 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 140000 and 
a6 < = 160000 Then lineto 308,61 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_10 

If ads_size = medium and 
a6 > 160000 and 
a6 < = 180000 Then lineto 308,44 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_}1 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 180000 and 
a6 < = 200000 Then lineto 308,28 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 200000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_! 

If a? = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_2 

lf amis_size = medium and 
a? > O and 
a7 < = 20000 Then lineto 357,171 
jJan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_3 

If axs_size = medium and 
a7 > 20000 and 
a7? < = 40000 Then lineto 357,155 
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a8 <= 40000 Then lineto 404,155 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_4 

If axis size = medium and 
a8 > 40000 and 
a8 <= 60000 Then lineto 404,13 
feb_act = found; , 

Rule feb_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 60000 and 
a8 < = 80000 Then lineto 404,123 
feb_act = found § ; 

Rute feb_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
a& > 80000 and 
a8 < = 100000 Then lineto 404,107 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 100000 and 
a8 <= 120000 Then lineto 404,91 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_8 

If aas_size = medium and 
a8 > 120000 and 
a8 < = 140000 Then lineto 404,76 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 140000 and 
a8 <= 160000 Then lineto 404,61 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_10 

If axis size = medium and 
a8 > 160000 and 
a8 <= 180000 Then lineto 404,44. 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_11 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 180000 and 
a8 < = 200000 Then lineto 404,28 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 200000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_] 

If a9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_2 

If axis size = medium and 
a9 > O and 
a9 < = 20000 Then lineto 452,171 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
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a9 > 20000 and 
a9 <= 40000 Then lineto 452,155 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 40000 and 
a9 < = 60000 Then lineto 452,139 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 60000 and 
a9 < = 80000 Then lineto 452,123 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 80000 and 
a? <= 100000 Then lineto 452,107 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 100000 and 
a9 <= 120000 Then lineto 452,91 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 120000 and 
a9 <= [40000 Then lineto 452,76 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 140000 and 
a9 < = 160000 Then lineto 452,61 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_i0 

If ans_size = medium and 
a9 > [60000 and 
a9 < = 180000 Then lineto 452,44 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_1]1 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 180000 and 
a9 < = 200000 Then lineto 452,28 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 200000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_! 

If ai0 = 0 Then lineto 501,180 
april_act = found =; 

Rule apnil_act_2 

If axis_ size = medium and 
al0 > 0 and 
al0 < = 20000 Then lineto 501,171 
april_act = found §; 

Rule april_act_3 
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If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 20000 and 
alQ < = 40000 Then lineto 501,155 
apnil_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_4 

If axis_ize = medium and 
alO > 40000 and 
al0 <= 60000 Then lineto 501,139 
april_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 60000 and 
al0 < = 80000 Then lineto 501,123 
april_act = found; 

Rule april_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 80000 and 
alO0 < = 100000 Then lineto 501,107 
april_act = found; 

Rule april_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 100000 and 
alO < = [20000 Then lineto 501,91 
april_act = found; 

Rule april_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
alQ > 120000 and 
alO < = 140000 Then lineto 501,76 
apnl_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 140000 and 
alO < = 160000 Then lineto 501,61 
april_act = found =; 

Role april_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
alO0 > 160000 and 
al0 < = 180000 Then lineto 501,44 
apnl_act = found; 

Rule apnil_act_11 

If axis_size = medium and 
alOQ > 180000 and 
alO <= 200000 Then lineto 501,28 
april_act = found; 

Rule apnil_act_!2 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 200000 Then lineto 501,20 
apnl_act = found ,; 

Rule may_act_! 

If all = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 0 and 
all <= 20000 Then lineto 549,171 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_3 
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If axis_size = medium and 
all > 20000 and 
all <= 40000 Then lineto 549,155 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 40000 and 
all < = 60000 Then lineto $49,139 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 60000 and 
all <= 80000 Then lineto 549,123 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 80000 and 
all <= 100000 Then lineto 549,107 
may_act = found § ; 

Rule may_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 100000 and 
all <= 120000 Then lineto 549,91 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 120000 and 
all <= 140000 Then lineto 549,76 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 140000 and 
all < = 160000 Then lineto 549,61 
may_act = found =; 

Rule may_act_1!0 

If aas_size = medium and 
all > 160000 and 
all < = [80000 Then lineto 549,44 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_!! 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 180000 and 
all < = 200000 Then lineto 549,28 

may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_|2 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 200000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_] 

If al2 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_act = found §; 

Rule june_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > O and 
al2 < = 20000 Then lineto 597,171 
june_act = found =; 
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Rule june_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 20000 and 
al2 <= 40000 Then lineto 597,155 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 40000 and 
al2 < = 60000 Then lineto 597,139 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 60000 and 
al2 < = 80000 Then lineto 597,123 
june_act = found, 

Rule june_act_6 

If axis_nze = medium and 
al2 > 80000 and 
al2 <= 100000 Then lineto 597,107 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_? 

If axis_size * medium and 
al2 > {00000 and 
al2 < = 120000 Then lineto 597,91 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 120000 and 
al2 < = 140000 Then lineto 597,76 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 140000 and 
al2 < = 160000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 160000 and 
al2 < = 180000 Then lineto 597,44 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_!1 

If axis size = medium and 
al2 > 180000 and 
al2 < = 200000 Then lineto 597,28 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 200000 Then lineto 597,20 
June_act = found; 

Rule july_actIf al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule axis_size_medium 

If axis_display = unknown 

Then axis_display = found 
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giocate 1,3 
gdisplay °200° 
glocate 1,7 
gdisplay "160° 
giocate 1,11 
gdisplay “120° 
glocate 2,15 
gdisplay “80° 
glocate 2,19 
gdisplay “40°; 

‘statements block 

bkcolor = 1; 

Ibutton exitbutton!: 10,2,14,14,e0t Ibutton exitbutton2: 10,2,14,14,exit, Ibutton exitbutton3: 10,2,14,I4,exit, Ibutton exitbutton4: 
10,2,14,14,ex0¢; 

plural: new_personal_c,exp_personal_c,exp_personal; 
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B.30 MDAXREV2 

runtime; execute; 

actions 

axis size = medium color = 15 display “The system has just entered a new knowledge base and files must be” display “loaded. Once the 
files have loaded, the system will proceed directly” display “into the graph.” loadfacts tempdata z = (count_it + 1) whiletruez < = 12 
then 

new_music_rev_c[z] = unknown_dummy 
new_state_rev_c[z] = unknown_dummy 
new_total_revs_c{z] = unknown_dummy 
z= (z+ I) end 

find do_music_rev find do_state_rev find do_total_rev ; 

! Rules Block 

Rule begin_music_rev_display 

If do_music_rev = unknown 

Then do_music_rev = found 

gmode 14 
exitbutton2 = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

find aas_display 

glocate 1,0 
gdispiay “000’s” 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month’ 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay °S” 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N°” 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D* 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F° 
giocate 57,24 
gdisplay °M’ 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A° 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay "M* 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J" 

gcolor I! 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_music_rev_c{1) 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_music_rev_c{2) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_music_rev_c{3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_music_rev_c{4]) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_music_rev_c{5) 
find nov_bud 
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reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_music_rev_c{6]} 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x? = (exp_music_rev_c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_music_rev_c[8]) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_music_rev_c{(9D 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (exp_music_rev_c{10) 
find april_bud 
reset april_bud 
xl = (exp_music_rev_e{]1) 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (exp_music_rev_c{1]2) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_music_rev_c{ID) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_music_rev_c{2] 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_music_rev_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_music_rev_c[4} 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
aS = (new_music_rev_c(5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_music_rev_c[6]) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_music_rev_c{7]) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_music_rev_c{&]) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_music_rev_c{9]) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO0 = (mew_music_rev_c{10} 
find apnl_act 
reset apnl_act 
all = (new_music_rev_c{11) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_music_rev_c{12) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
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lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto .357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 

moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

glocate 27,1 
gdisplay “Music Department’ 
giocate 30,2 
gdispiay “Revenue” 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual” 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay "Blue - Budget’ 

whiletrue exitbutton2 = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode 
chain revgraph; 

Rule begin_state_rev_display 

If do_state_rev = unknown 

Then do_state_rev = found 

gmode 14 
exitbuttonl = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 26,1 
gdisplay “State Related’ 
glocate 29,2 
gdisplay “Revenue” 
glocate 8,5 
gdisptay “Green - Actual’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget’ 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000’s" 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J" 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay °A’ 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay °S” 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay "O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay °N’” 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D*° 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J” 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F" 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M” 
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glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M” 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J* 

find axis_display 

gcolor 11 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_state_rev_c{i) 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_state_rev_c{2]) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_state_rev_c{3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_state_rev_c(4]) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_state_rev_c{5]) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = ({exp_state_rev_c{6]) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_state_rev_c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 

x& = (exp_state_rev_c(8) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_state_rev_c[9D 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
xlO = (exp_state_rev_c{10]) 
find apni]_bud 
reset apnil_bud 
xll = (exp_state_rev_c{11) 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (exp_state_rev_c{12]) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_state_rev_c{ID 
find july_act 

reset july act 
‘a2 = (new_state_rev_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3} = (new_state_rev_c{(3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
ad = (new_state_rev_c{4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_state_rev_c{5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_state_rev_c{6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_state_rev_c{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 

a8 = (new_state_rev_c{8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_state_rev_c{9]) 

find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_state_rev_c{10) 
find april_act 
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reset april_act 
all = (new_state_rev_c{LI] 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_state_rev_c[12)) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 

moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 

lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,18! 

moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 

lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
fineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 

moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 

moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exittbutton! = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode 
chain revgraph; 

Rule begin _total_rev_display 

If do_total_rev = unknown 

Then do_total_rev = found 

gmode 14 
exitbutton3 = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 30,1 
gdisplay “Total Revenue’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual” 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget” 

giocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000's" 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month’ 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J* 
glocate 15,24 
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gdisplay “A* 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S* 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O” 
glocate 33,24 
edisplay “N’ 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D* 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay "J" 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay "F’ 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M’ 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay "M* 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J” 

find axas_display 

gcolor I! 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_total_rev_cf{1D 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_total_rev_c{2) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_total_rev_c{3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_total_rev_c[4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_total_rev_c{5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_total_rev_c{6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_total_rev_c{7D 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_total_rev_c{8) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_total_rev_c{9D 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (exp_total_rev_c{10} 
find apnl_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
xll = (exp_total_rev_ef{1 1!) 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (exp_total_rev_c{12) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_total_revs_c{1D 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_total_revs_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_total_revs_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_total_revs_c{4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_total_revs_c[5D) 
find nov_act 
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reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_total_revs_c{6]) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_total_revs_c{7)) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_total_revs_c{8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_total_revs_c(9]) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_total_revs_c{10) 
find april_act 
reset apnl_act 
all = (new_total_revs_c{1I) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_total_revs_c{12]) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 

lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,18! 

moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 2)2,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 

moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exitbutton} = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmnode 
chain graphl, 

Rule aug_act_unknown_dummy 

If a2 = unknown_dummy 

Then aug_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_unknown_dummy 

If a3 = unknown_dummy 

Then sept_sct = found; 

Rule oct_act_unknown_dummy 
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If a4 = unknown_dummy 

Then oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_unknown_dummy 

If a5 = unknown_dummy 

Then nov_act = found; Rule dec_act_unknown_dummy 

If a6 = unknown_dummy 

Then dec_act = found; Rule jan_act_unknown_dummy 

If a7 = unknown_dummy 

Then jan_act = found; Rule feb_act_unknown_dummy 

If a8 = unknown_dummy 

Then feb_act = found; 

Rule march_act_unknown_dummy 

If a9 = unknown_dummy 

Then march_act = found; 

Rule april_act_unknown_dummy 

If alO0 = unknown_dummy 

Then april_act = found; 

Rule may_act_unknown_dummy 

If all = unknown_dummy 

Then may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_unknown_dummy 

If al2 = unknown_dummy 

Then june_act = found; 

Rule july_bud If xl = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xl > O and 
xl < = 20000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,172 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
x1 > 20000 and 
xl < = 40000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,156 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xl > 40000 and 
x1 < = 60000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,140 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If aos_size = medium and 
xl > 60000 and 
xl < = 80000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,124 
July_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
x1 > 80000 and 
xl < = 100000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,108 
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july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xl > 100000 and 
xl <= 120000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,92 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xl > 120000 and 

xl <= 140000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,77 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
x1 > 140000 and 
x1 <= 160000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,62 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If ads_size = medium and 
x1 > 160000 and 
xl <= 180000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,45 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If aas_ size = medium and 
x! > 180000 and 
x1 < = 200000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,29 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
x1 > 200000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,20 
july_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_! If x2 = 0 Then lineto 114,180 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_2 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > OQ and 
x2 <= 20000 Then lineto 114,172 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_3 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 20000 and 
x2 < = 40000 Then Iineto 114,156 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_4 If ads_size = medium and 
x2 > 40000 and 
x2 < = 60000 Then lineto 114,140 
aug_bud = found, 

Rule aug_bud_5 If aus size = medium and 
x2 > 60000 and - 
x2 < = 80000 Then Iineto 114,124 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_6 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 80000 and 
x2 < = 100000 Then lineto 114,108 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_7 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 100000 and 
x2 < = 120000 Then lineto 114,92 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_8 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 120000 and 
x2 < = 140000 Then lineto 114,77 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_9 If axis size = medium and 
x2 > 140000 and 
x2 < = 160000 Then lineto 114,62 
aug_bud = found 
reset aug_bud; 
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Rule aug bud_10 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 160000 and 
x2 <= 180000 Then lineto 114,45 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_!1 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 180000 and 
x2 < = 200000 Then lineto 114,29 
aug _ bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_12 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 200000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug_bud = found, 

Rule sept_bud_I If x3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_2 If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 0 and 
x3 < = 20000 Then lineto 163,172 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_3 ff axs_size = medium and 
x3 > 20000 and 
x3 < = 40000 Then lineto 163,156 
sept_bud = found, 

Rule sept_bud_4 If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 40000 and 
x3 < = 60000 Then lineto 163,140 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_5 If axis_ize = medium and 
x3 > 60000 and 
x3 < = 80000 Then lineto 163,124 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_6 If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 80000 and 
x3 <= 100000 Then lineto 163,108 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_7 If axs_size = medium and 
x3 > 100000 and 
x3 < = 120000 Then lineto 163,92 
sept_bud = found, 

Rule sept_bud_8 If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 120000 and 
x3 < = 140000 Then lineto 163,77 
sept_bud = found, 

Rule sept_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 140000 and 
x3 < = 160000 Then lineto 163,62 
sept_bud = found; . 

Rule sept_bud_10 

If axis size = medium and 
x3 > 160000 and 
x3 <= 180000 Then lineto 163,45 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_1! 

If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 180000 and 
x3 < = 200000 Then lineto 163,29 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 200000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_bud = found, 
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Rule oct_bud_! 

If x4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 0 and 
x4 < = 20000 Then lineto 212,172 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_3 

If axis size = medium and 
x4 > 20000 and 
x4 <= 40000 Then lineto 212,156 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 40000 and 
x4 < = 60000 Then lineto 212,140 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_5 

If aas_size = medium and 
x4 > 60000 and 
x4 < = 80000 Then lineto 212,124 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 80000 and 
x4 < = 100000 Then lineto 212,108 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_7 

If axis size = medium and 
x4 > 100000 and 
x4 <= 120000 Then lineto 212,92 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 120000 and 
x4 < = 140000 Then lineto 212,77 
oct_bud = found, 

Rule oct_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 140000 and 
x4 <= 160000 Then lineto 212,62 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 160000 and 
x4 < = [80000 Then lineto 212,45 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_11 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 180000 and 
x4 < = 200000 Then lineto 212,29 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 200000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_bud = found; 
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Ruie nov_bud_] 

If x5 = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 0 and 
x5 < = 20000 Then lineto 260,172 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 20000 and 
x5 < = 40000 Then lineto 260,156 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 40000 and 
x5 < = 60000 Then lineto 260,140 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 60000 and 
x5 < = 80000 Then lineto 260,124 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_6 

If axis size = medium and 
x5 > 80000 and 
x5 < = 100000 Then lineto 260,108 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_? 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 100000 and 
x5 < = 120000 Then lineto 260,92 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 120000 and 
x5 < = 140000 Then lineto 260,77 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 140000 and 
x§ <= 160000 Then lineto 260,62 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 160000 and 
x5 < = 180000 Then lineto 260,45 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 180000 and 
x5 < = 200000 Then lineto 260,29 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_!2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 200000 Then lineto 260,20 
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nov_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_! 

If x6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 0 and 
x6 <= 20000 Then lineto 308,172 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 20000 and 
x6 < = 40000 Then lineto 308,156 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_4 

If axis size = medium and 
x6 > 40000 and 
x6 < = 60000 Then Iineto 308,140 
dec_bud = found, 

Rule dec_bud_$ 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 60000 and 
x6 <= 80000 Then lineto 308,124 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 80000 and 
x6 < = 100000 Then lineto 308,108 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_? 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 100000 and 
x6 < = 120000 Then lineto 308,92 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_& 

If ads_size = medium and 
x6 > 120000 and 
x6 <= 140000 Then lineto 308,77 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 140000 and 
x6 < = 160000 Then lineto 308,62 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_I0 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 160000 and 
x6 < = 180000 Then lineto 308,45 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_1] 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > [80000 and 
x6 < = 200000 Then lineto 308,29 
dec_bud = found, 

Rale dec_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
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x6 > 200000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_! 

If x7 = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > O and 
x7 < = 20000 Then lineto 357,172 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x? > 20000 and 
x7 < = 40000 Then lineto 357,156 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x? > 40000 and 
x7 < = 60000 Then lineto 357,140 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_5 

If ads_size = medium and 
x7 > 60000 and 
x7 <= 80000 Then lineto 357,124 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 80000 and 
x7 <= 100000 Then lineto 357,108 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_7 

If axis_ize = medium and 
x7 > 100000 and 
x7 < = 120000 Then lineto 357,92 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 120000 and 
x7 < = 140000 Then lineto 357,77 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 140000 and 
x7 < = 160000 Then lineto 357,62 
jJan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 160000 and 
x7 < = 180000 Then lineto 357,45 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 180000 and 

x7 <= 200000 Then lineto 357,29 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_12 
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If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 200000 Then lineto 357,20 
jJan_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_} 

If x8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 0 and 
x8 <= 20000 Then lineto 404,172 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 20000 and 
x8 <= 40000 Then lineto 404,156 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 40000 and 
x8 < = 60000 Then lineto 404,140 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 60000 and 
x8 <= §0000 Then Jineto 404,124 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 80000 and 
x8 <= 100000 Then lineto 404,108 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_7? 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 100000 and 
x8 < = 120000 Then lineto 404,92 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 120000 and 
x8 < = 140000 Then lineto 404,77 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_9 

lf axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 140000 and 
x8 <= 160000 Then lineto 404,62 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 160000 and 
x8 < = 180000 Then lineto 404,45 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 180000 and 
x8 <= 200000 Then lineto 404,29 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_12 
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If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 200000 Then lineto 404,20 

feb_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_]! 

If x9 = O Then lineto 452,180 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 0 and 
x9 <= 20000 Then lineto 452,172 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_3 

If ads_size = medium and 
x9 > 20000 and 
x9 < = 40000 Then lineto 452,156 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 40000 and 
x9 < = 60000 Then lineto 452,140 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 60000 and 
x9 <= 80000 Then lineto 452,124 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 80000 and . 
x9 < = 100000 Then lineto 452,108 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_7 

If axs_size = medium and 
x9 > 100000 and 
x9 < = 120000 Then lineto 452,92 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 120000 and 
x9 < = 140000 Then lineto 452,77 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 140000 and 
x9 < = 160000 Then lineto 452,62 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_10 

If axis size = medium and 
x9 > 160000 and 
x9 <= 180000 Then lineto 452,45 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_1! 

If ads _size = medium and 
x9 > 180000 and 
x9 <= 200000 Then lineto 452,29 
march_bud = found, 
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Rule march_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and . 
x9 > 200000 Then Jineto 452,20 
march_bud = found; 

Rute april_bud_l 

If x10 = 0 Then lineto 501,180 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 0 and 
x10 < = 20000 Then lineto 501,172 
apni_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 20000 and 
x10 < = 40000 Then Jineto 501,156 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 40000 and 
xtQ < = 60000 Then lineto 501,140 
april_bud = found, 

Rule april_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 60000 and 
x10 < = 80000 Then lineto 501,124 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 80000 and 
x10 < = 100000 Then lineto 501,108 
april_bud = found, 

Rule april_bud_7 

If ads size = medium and 
x10 > 100000 and 
x10 < = 120000 Then lineto 501,92 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 120000 and 
xl0 < = 140000 Then lineto 501,77 
apnl_bud = found, 

Rule apri]_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
xtQ > 140000 and 
x10 < = 160000 Then lineto 501,62 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_!0 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 160000 and 
x10 < = 180000 Then lineto 501,45 
april_bud = found; 

Rule apnil_bud_!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 180000 and 
xlO < = 200000 Then lineto 501,29 
april_bud = found; 
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Rule april_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 200000 Then lineto 501,20 
apnil_bud = found 
reset apnl_bud; 

Rule may_bud_! 

If x11 = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_bud = found, 

Rule may_bud_2 

If axis size = medium and 
xll > 0 and 
xii <= 20000 Then fineto 549,172 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x11 > 20000 and 
x11 < = 40000 Then lineto 549,156 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
xl1 > 40000 and 
xl1 <= 60000 Then lineto 549,140 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x11 > 60000 and 
x]1 < = 80000 Then lineto 549,124 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x11 > 80000 and 
x11 < = 100000 Then lineto 549,108 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
xt! > 100000 and 
xl] < = 120000 Then lineto 549,92 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_8 

lf axis_size = medium and 
x1] > 120000 and 
xt { <= 140000 Then lineto 549,77 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_9 

If axis size = medium and 
xI1 > 140000 and 
x!1 <= 160000 Then lineto 549,62 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_!0 

If axis_size = medium and 
xll > 160000 and 
x11 < = 180000 Then lineto 549,45 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
xil > 180000 and 
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x11 < = 200000 Then lineto 549,29 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x11 > 200000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_! 

If x12 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
xt2 > 0 and 
x12 < = 20000 Then lineto 597,172 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 20000 and 
x12 < = 40000 Then lineto 597,156 
june_bud = found, 

Rule june_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 40000 and 
x12 < = 60000 Then lineto 597,140 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 60000 and 
x12 < = 80000 Then lineto 597,124 
June_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_6 

If aas_size = medium and 
x12 > 80000 and 
x12 < = 100000 Then lineto 597,108 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_? 

If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 100000 and 
x12 < = 120000 Then lineto 597,92 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 120000 and 
x12 < = 140000 Then lineto 597,77 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 140000 and 
x12 < = 160000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_10 

If axis size = medium and 
x12 > 160000 and 
x12 < = 180000 Then lineto 597,45 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
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x12 > 180000 and 
xl2 < = 200000 Then lineto 597,29 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 200000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_bud = found; 

Rule july_act If al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > O and 
al < = 20000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,171 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 20000 and 

al < = 40000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,155 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_nize = medium and 
al > 40000 and 
al < = 60000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,140 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If aas_ze = medium and 
al > 60000 and 
al < = 80000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,124 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 80000 and 
al < = 100000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,108 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 100000 and 
al <= 120000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,92 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 120000 and 
al < = 140000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,77 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 140000 and 
al < = 160000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,62 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 160000 and 
al <= 180000 Then locate 30,]80 
lineto 69,45 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act lf axis_size = medium and 
al > 180000 and 
al < = 200000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,29 
july_act = found, 

Rule july_act If al > 200000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,20 
july_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_! If a2 = 0 Then lineto 114,179 
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aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_2 If ads_size = medium and 
a2 > 0 and 
a2 <= 20000 Then lineto 114,17] 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_3 If axis_size = medium and 
a2-> 20000 and 
a2 < = 40000 Then lineto 114,155 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_4 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 40000 and 
a2 < = 60000 Then fineto 114,139 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug _act_5 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 60000 and 
a2 < = 80000 Then lineto 114,123 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_6 If aus size = medium and 
a2 > 80000 and 
a2 < = 100000 Then lineto 114,107 
aug_act = found; 

Ruje aug_act_7 If axs_size = medium and 
a2 > 100000 and 
a2 <= 120000 Then lineto 114,91 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_8 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 120000 and 
a2 < = 140000 Then lineto 114,75 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_9 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 140000 and 
a2 < = 160000 Then lineto 114,61] 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_l0 If axis size = medium and 
a2 > 160000 and 
a2 < = 180000 Then lineto 114,44 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_!! If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 180000 and 
a2 < = 200000 Then lineto 114,28 
aug act = found; 

Rule aug_act_12 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 200000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_! If a3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_2 If axs_size = medium and 
a3 > O and 
a3 < = 20000 Then lineto 163,171 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_3 If axis_nze = medium and 
a3 > 20000 and 
a3 < = 40000 Then lineto 163,155 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_4 If axs_size = medium and 
a3 > 40000 and 
a3 < = 60000 Then lineto 163,139 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_5 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 60000 and 
a3 < = 80000 Then lineto 163,123 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_6 If axis_size = medium and 
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a3 > 80000 and 
a3 <= 100000 Then lineto 163,107 
sept_act = found, 

Rule sept_act_7 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 100000 and 
a3 <= 120000 Then lineto 163,91 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_8 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 120000 and 
a3 <= 140000 Then lineto 163,76 
sept_act = found, 

Rule sept_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 140000 and 
a3 <= 160000 Then lineto 163,61 
sept_act = found; 

Role sept_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 160000 and 
a3 < = 180000 Then lineto 163,44 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 180000 and 
a3 < = 200000 Then lineto [63,28 
sept_act = found, 

Rule sept_act_12 

If axs_size = medium and 
a3 > 200000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_1 

If a4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 0 and 
a4 < = 20000 Then lineto 212,171 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
ad > 20000 and 
ad < = 40000 Then lineto 212,155 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 40000 and 
a4 < = 60000 Then lineto 212,139 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_5 

If ads_size = medium and 
a4 > 60000 and 
a4 <= 80000 Then lineto 212,123 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 80000 and 
a4 <= 100000 Then lineto 212,107 
oct_act = found; 
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Rule oct_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 100000 and 
a4 <= 120000 Then lineto 212,91 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
ad > 120000 and 
a4 < = 140000 Then lineto 212,76 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 140000 and 
a4 <= [60000 Then lineto 212,61 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 160000 and 
a4 <= 180000 Then lineto 212,44 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_!l 

If axis size = medium and 
a4 > 180000 and 
a4 <= 200000 Then lineto 212,28 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 200000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_l 

If aS = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 0 and 
ai < = 20000 Then lineto 260,17) 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
aS > 20000 and 
aS < = 40000 Then lineto 260,155 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_4 

¥f axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 40000 and 
aS < = 60000 Then lineto 260,139 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 60000 and 
a5 < = 80000 Then lineto 260,123 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_6 

If axis size = medium and 
a5 > 80000 and 
aS <= 100000 Then lineto 260,107 
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nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_7 

If ads_size = medium and 
aS > 100000 and 
a5 < = 120000 Then lineto 260,91 
nov_act = found ; 

Rule nov_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 120000 and 
aS <= 140000 Then lineto 260,76 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 140000 and 
a5 <= 160000 Then lineto 260,61 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_10 

If axds_size = medium and 
a5 > 160000 and 
a5 <= 180000 Then lineto 260,44 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_ll 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 180000 and 
aS <= 200000 Then lineto 260,28 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 200000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_! 

If a6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 0 and 
a6 < = 20000 Then lineto 308,17! 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 20000 and 
a6 < = 40000 Then lineto 308,155 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_4 

If aas_size = medium and 
a6 > 40000 and 
a6 < = 60000 Then lineto 308,139 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 60000 and 
a6 < = 80000 Then lineto 308,123 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 80000 and 
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a6 <= 100000 Then lineto 308,107 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 100000 and 
a6 <= 120000 Then lineto 308,91 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 120000 and 
a6 < = 140000 Then lineto 308,76 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 140000 and 
a6 < = 160000 Then lineto 308,61 
dec_act = found, 

Rule dec_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 160000 and 
a6 < = 180000 Then lineto 308,44 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_11 

If aas_size = medium and 
a6 > 180000 and 
a6 <= 200000 Then lineto 308,28 
dec_act = found, 

Rule dec_act_!2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 200000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_! 

If a7 = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7? > Oand 
a7 <= 20000 Then lineto 357,171 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
a? > 20000 and 
a7 < = 40000 Then lineto 357,155 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 40000 and 
a7 < = 60000 Then lineto 357,139 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
a? > 60000 and 
a7 < = 80000 Then lineto 357,123 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
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a7 > 80000 and 
a7 < = 100000 Then lineto 357,107 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 100000 and 
a? <= 120000 Then lineto 357,91 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a? > 120000 and 
a7 <= 140000 Then lineto 357,76 
jan_act = found =; 

Rule jan_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a? > 140000 and 
a7 <= 160000 Then lineto 357,61 
jan_act = found ; 

Rule jan_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 160000 and 
a7 <= 180000 Then lineto 357,44 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_11 

If axis size = medium and 
a7 > 180000 and 
a? < = 200000 Then lineto 357,28 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 200000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_act = found) ; 

Rule feb_act_! 

If a8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 0 and 
a8 < = 20000 Then lineto 404,171 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_3 

If adis_size = medium and 
a8 > 20000 and 
a8 < = 40000 Then lineto 404,155 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
aS > 40000 and 
a8 < = 60000 Then lineto 404,139 
feb_act = found =; 

Rule feb_act_S 

If ads_size = medium and 
a8 > 60000 and 
a8 <= 80000 Then lineto 404,123 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_6 
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If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 80000 and 
a8 <= 100000 Then lineto 404,107 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_7 

If axs_size = medium and 
a8 > 100000 and 
a8 <= 120000 Then lineto 404,91 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > {20000 and 
a8 < = 140000 Then lineto 404,76 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 140000 and 
a8 <= 160000 Then lineto 404,61 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 160000 and 
a8 <= 180000 Then lineto 404,44 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_11 

If axis size = medium and 
a8 > 180000 and 
a8 < = 200000 Then lineto 404,28 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_12 

If axis size = medium and 
a8 > 200000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_! 

If a9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_act = found §, 

Rule march_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 0 and 
a9 <= 20000 Then lineto 452,171 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_3 

If was size = medium and 
a9 > 20000 and 
a9 <= 40000 Then lineto 452,155 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_4 

If ads size = medium and 
a9 > 40000 and 
a9 < = 60000 Then lineto 452,139 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 60000 and 
a9 < = 80000 Then lineto 452,123 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_6 
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If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 80000 and 
a9 <= 100000 Then lineto 452,107 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_7 

If axis size = medium and 
a9 > 100000 and 

a9 < = 120000 Then lineto 452,91 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 120000 and 
a9 <= 140000 Then lineto 452,76 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_9 

If aas_size = medium and 
a9 > 140000 and 
a9 <= 160000 Then lineto 452,61] 
march_act = found §,; 

Rule march_act_l0 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 160000 and 
a9 < = 180000 Then lineto 452,44 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 180000 and 
a9 < = 200000 Then lineto 452,28 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 200000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_l 

If al0 = 0 Then lineto SO1,180 
april_act = found ; 

Rule apml_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 0 and 
alO <= 20000 Then Jineto 501,171 
apni_act = found =; 

Rule apnil_act_3 

If axs_size = medium and 
al0 > 20000 and 
al0 < = 40000 Then lineto 501,155 
april_act = found) ; 

Rule april_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
alO > 40000 and 
al0 < = 60000 Then lineto 501,139 
apni_act = found; 

Rule april_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 60000 and 
alO <= 80000 Then lineto 501,123 
april_act = found ; 
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Rule april_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
alQ > 80000 and 
alO0 < = 100000 Then lineto 501,107 
apnl_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 100000 and 
alO <= 120000 Then lineto 501,91 
apni_act = found; 

Rule april_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 120000 and 
alO <= 140000 Then lineto 501,76 
apnil_act = found; 

Rule apni!_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 140000 and 
alO <= 160000 Then lineto 501,61 
apni_act = found =; 

Rule apmnl_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
alQ > 160000 and 
alQ < = 180000 Then lineto 501,44 
april_act = found; , 

Rule april_act_11 

If axis_size = medium and 
alO0 > 180000 and 
alO < = 200000 Then lineto 501,28 
april_act = found; 

Rule aprii_act_!2 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 200000 Then Hineto 501,20 
april_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_l 

If all = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_2 

If aas_size = medium and 
all > 0 and 
all < = 20000 Then lineto 549,17) 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 20000 and 
all < = 40000 Then lineto 549,155 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 40000 and 
all <= 60000 Then lineto 549,139 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 60000 and 
all < = 80000 Then lineto 549,123 
may_act = found ; 
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Rule may_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 80000 and 
all <= !00000 Then lineto 549,107 
May_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 100000 and 
all <= 120000 Then lineto 549,91 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 120000 and 
all < = 140000 Then lineto 549,76 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 140000 and 
all <= 160000 Then lineto 549,61 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 160000 and 
all <= 180000 Then tineto 549,44 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_11 

If aas_size = medium and 
all > 180000 and 
all < = 200000 Then lineto 549,23 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_!2 

If aas_size = medium and 
all > 200000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_! 

If al2 = 0 Then lineto $97,180 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 0 and 
al2 < = 20000 Then lineto 597,171 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 20000 and 
al2 <= 40000 Then lineto 597,155 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 40000 and 
al2 <= 60000 Then lineto 597,139 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 60000 and 
al2 <= 80000 Then lineto 597,123 
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june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 80000 and 
al2 <= 100000 Then lineto 597,107 
june_act = found = ; 

Rule june_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 100000 and 
al2 <= 120000 Then lineto 597,91 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 120000 and 
al2 < = 140000 Then lineto 597,76 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 140000 and 
al2 <= 160000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 160000 and 
al2 < = 180000 Then lineto 597,44 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_tl 

If axis size = medium and 
al2 > 180000 and 
al2 < = 200000 Then lineto 597,28 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 200000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_act = found; 

Rule july_act If al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule axis_size_medium 

If axis_display = unknown 

Then ans display = found 
glocate 1,3 
gdisplay “200° 
glocate 1,7 
gdisplay “160° 
glocate I,II 

gdisplay “120° 
glocate 2,15 
gdisplay “80° 
glocate 2,19 
gdisplay “40°; 

‘statements block 

bkcolor = 1; 

Ibutton exitbutton!: 10,2,14,14,exit, Ibutton exitbutton2 10,2,14,14,eqat, Ibutton exitbutton3: 
10,2,14,14,e005; 

10,2,14,14,exit, Ibutton eztbutton4: 
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plural: new_personal_c,exp_personal_c,exp_personal; 
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B.31 LGAXREV1 

runtime; execute; 

actions 

axis_size = large color = 15 display “The system has just entered a new knowledge base and files must be” display ‘loaded. Once the files 
have loaded, the system will proceed directly” display “into the graph.” loadfacts tempdata z = (count_it + 1) whiletrue z < = 12 then 

new_corps_rev_c{z] = unknown_dummy 
new_public_rev_c{z] = unknown_dummy 
new_s fs rev_c{z] = unknown_dummy 
new_interdept_rev_c{z] = unknown_dummy 
z= (z + 1) end 

find do_corps_rev find do_public_rev find do_s_f_s_rev find do_interdept_rev ; 

' Rules Block 

Rule begin_corps_rev_display 

If do_corps_rev = unknown 

Then do_corps_rev = found 

gmode 14 
exitbutton2 = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 | 

find axis_display 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000’s” 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A° 
giocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S* 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay "N° 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D’ 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay "F* 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay "M’” 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A’ 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M* 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J’ 

gcolor 11 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_corps_rev_d{1D 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_corps_rev_c{2) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug bud 
x3 = (exp_corps_rev_c{3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_corps_rev_c{4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
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x5 = (exp_corps_rev_c{5]) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_corps_rev_c{6]) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_corps_rev_c{7]) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_corps_rev_c{8]} 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_corps_rev_c({9) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (exp_corps_rev_c{10]) 
find april_bud 
reset april_bud 
xll = {exp_corps_rev_c{1!) 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (exp_corps_rev_c{12]) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_corps_rev_c{I] 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_corps_rev_c{2] 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_corps_rev_c{3D 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_corps_rev_c{[4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_corps_rev_c{5]) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_corps_rev_c{6] 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_corps_rev_c{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_corps_rev_c{8} 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_corps_rev_c{9D 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_corps_rev_c{10) 
find apnl_act 
reset apml_act 
all = (new_corps_rev_c{11D 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_corps_rev_c{12) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gceolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 

lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
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lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 

lineto 163,181 
moveto 2] 2,179 
Jineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,]81 

glocate 28,1 
gdisplay “Corps Revenue’ 
giocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual” 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay "Blue - Budget’ 

whiletrue exitbutton2 = no then end 

reset axis display 
tmode 
chain revgraph; 

Rule begin_public_rev_display 

lf do_public_rev = unknown 

Then do_public_rev = found 

gmode 14 
exitbutton! = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 

lineto 600,180 

glocate 26,1 
gdisplay “Public Revenue’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual® 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget’ 

giocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000's” 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month’ 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J° 
giocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A° 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S” 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N° 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D’ 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F° 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M’ 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
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glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M’ 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J° 

find axis_display 

geolor 11 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_public_rev_c{ID 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_public_rev_c{2]) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bdud 
x3 = (exp_public_rev_c(3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_public_rev_c{4p) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_public_rev_c{5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_public_rev_c{6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_public_rev_c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_public_rev_c{8) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_public_rev_c(9]) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (exp_public_rev_c{10) 
find apnl_bud 
reset apnil_bdud 
xii = (exp_public_rev_c{1Ip 
find may_bud , 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (exp_public_rev_c{!2) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_public_rev_c{1) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 

a2 = (new_public_rev_c(2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_public_rev_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_public_rev_c(4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_public_rev_c{S) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_public_rev_c{6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_public_rev_¢e{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_public_rev_c{8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act . 
a9 = (new_public_rev_c{9) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
al0 = (new_public_rev_c{!0) 
find april_act 
reset apnl_act 
all = (new_public_rev_d{11D 
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find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_public_rev_c{12) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 

lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 

lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 

lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 

lineto 114,18] 

moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 

lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 

moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exitbutton! = no then end 

reset ans_display 
tmode 
chain revgraph; 

Rule begin_s_f_s_rev_display 

If do_s fs rev = unknown 

Then do_s fs rev = found 

gmode 14 
exitbutton3 = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 

lineto 600,180 

glocate 23,1 
gdisplay “Student/FacultyStaff” 
glocate 30,2 
gdisplay “Revenue” 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget’ 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000’s” 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J* 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 21,24 
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gdisplay “S’ 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
giocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N” 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D’ 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F° 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M* 
giocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M* 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay "J" 

find axis_display 

gcolor 11 
moveto 30,180 
xt = (exp_s_fs_rev_c{1) 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 

x2 = (exp_s_f_s _rev_c{2)) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = {exp_s fs rev_c{3)) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_s_f_s rev_c(4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_s_f's rev_c{5p 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_s_f_s rev_c{6p) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_s_ fs rev_c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_s_ fs rev_c{8) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_s fs rev_c{9) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (exp_s_f_s rev_c{10) 
find aprnil_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
xl = (exp_s_f_s rev_c{11p) 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
xl2 = (exp_s_f_s_rev_c{12) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_s fs rev_c{1) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 

a2 = (new_s f_s_rev_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug act 
a3 = (new_s fs rev_c{3D 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_s_f_s rev_d4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_s_f_s rev_c{5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_s_f_s_rev_c(6) 
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find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_s_f_s rev_c{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 

a8 = (new_s_f_s rev_c(8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_s_f_s rev_c{9D 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_s fs rev_c{10) 
find apnl_act 
reset apnil_act 
all = (new_s_f_s rev_c{11D 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_s_f_s_ rev_c{12) 
find june_act 

reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 

moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 

lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 

hineto 114,181 

moveto 163,179 

lineto 163,18] 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 

lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,]79 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 

lineto 404,181 

moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 

moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto $97,181 

whiletrue exitbutton3 = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode 
chain revgraph; 

Rule begin_interdept_rev_display 

If do_interdept_rev = unknown 

Then do_interdept_rev = found 

gmode 14 
extbuttond = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 24,1 
gdisplay “Interdepartnental’ 
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glocate 29,2 
gdisplay “Revenue” 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual” 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget’ 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000’s” 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J” 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S*° 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N” 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D” 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J* 
glocate 51,24 

gdisplay “F” 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M* 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A° 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay °M’ 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J° 

find aas_display 

gcotor 11 
moveto 30,180 
x1 = (exp_interdept_rev_c{1 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_interdept_rev_c{2]) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug bud 
x3 = (exp_interdept_rev_c{3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_interdept_rev_c{4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_interdept_rev_c{5]) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_interdept_rev_c{6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_interdept_rev_c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_interdept_rev_c{8}) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_interdept_rev_c{9) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
xlQ = (exp_interdept_rev_c{ 10) 
find april_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
xtl = (exp_interdept_rev_c{11] 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
xl2 = (exp_interdept_rev_c{12) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 
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al = (new_interdept_rev_c{1D 
find july_act 
reset july_act 

a2 = (new_interdept_rev_c[2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug act 
a3 = (new_interdept_rev_c{3]) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
ad = (new_interdept_rev_c{4]) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_interdept_rev_c(5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_interdept_rev_c[6]) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_interdept_rev_c{7]) 
firid jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_interdept_rev_c[8]) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_interdept_rev_c{9]) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
al0 = (new_interdept_rev_c{10} 
find april_act 
reset april_act 
all = (new_interdept_rev_c{11) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_interdept_rev_c{12) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,33 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lneto 114,181 

moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 2] 2,179 

lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 

lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 

lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,131 
moveto $52,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exitbutton4 = no then end 

reset axis display 
tmode 
chain revgraph; 
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Rule aug_act_unknown_dummy 

If a2 = unknown_dummy 

Then aug_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_unknown_dummy 

If a3 = unknown_dummy 

Then sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_unknown_dummy 

If a4 = unknown_dummy 

Then oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_unknown_dummy 

If aS = unknown_dummy 

Then nov_act = found; Rule dec_act_unknown_dummy 

If a6 = unknown_dummy 

Then dec_act = found; Rule jan_act_unknown_dummy 

If a7 = unknown_dummy 

Then jan_act = found; Rule feb_act_unknown_dummy 

if a8 = unknown_dummy 

Then feb_act = found; 

Rule march_act_unknown_dummy 

If a9 = unknown_dummy 

Then march_act = found; 

Rule april_act_unknown_dummy 

If alO = unknown_dummy 

Then april_act = found; 

Rule may_act_unknown_dummy 

If all = unknown_dummy 

Then may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_unknown_dummy 

If al2 = unknown_dummy 

Then june_act = found; 

Rule july_bud If xl = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
xt > 0 and 
xt < = 35000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,172 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
xl > 35000 and 
xl < = 70000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,156 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
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x! > 70000 and 
x1 <= 105000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,140 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
xf > 105000 and 
xl <= 140000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,124 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
xl > 140000 and 
x1 <= 175000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,108 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axds_nze = large and 
x] > 175000 and 
x1 <= 210000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,92 
july_bud = found; 

Ruie july_bud If axis_size = large and 
xl > 210000 and 
xl <= 245000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,77 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
x! > 245000 and 
xl < = 280000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,62 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = Jarge and 
xl > 280000 and 
xl < = 315000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,45 
july bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
x] > 315000 and 
xl <= 350000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,29 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
xl > 350000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,20 
july_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_! If x2 = 0 Then lineto 114,180 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_2 If axis size = large and 
x2 > 0 and 
x2 < = 35000 Then lineto 114,172 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug bud_3 If axis size = large and 
x2 > 35000 and 
x2 < = 70000 Then lineto 114,156 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug bud_4 If axis size = Jarge and 
x2 > 70000 and 
x2 < = 105000 Then lineto 114,140 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_S If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 105000 and 
x2 < = 140000 Then lineto 114,124 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_6 If axis size = large and 
x2 > 140000 and 
x2 < = 175000 Then lineto 114,108 
aug bud = found; 
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Rule aug_bud_7 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 175000 and 
x2 < = 210000 Then lineto 114,92 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_8 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 210000 and 
x2 < = 245000 Then lineto 114,77 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_9 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 245000 and 
x2 < = 280000 Then lineto 114,62 
aug_bud = found 
reset aug_bud; 

Rule aug _bud_|0 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 280000 and 
x2 < = 315000 Then jineto 114,45 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug bud_!1 If axts_size = large and 
x2 > 315000 and 
x2 < = 350000 Then lineto 114,29 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_12 If aas size = large and 
x2 > 350000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_! Hf x3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_2 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 0 and 
x3 < = 35000 Then lineto 163,172 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_3 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 35000 and 
x3 <= 70000 Then lineto 163,156 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_¢ If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 70000 and 
x3 < = 105000 Then lineto 163,140 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_5 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 105000 and 
x3 <= 140000 Then lineto 163,124 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_6 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 140000 and 
x3 < = 175000 Then lineto 163,108 
sept_bud = found, 

Rule sept_bud_7 If axis size = large and 
x3 > 175000 and 
x3 < = 210000 Then lineto 163,92 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_8 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 210000 and 
x3 <= 245000 Then lineto 163,77 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_9 

If axis size = large and 
x3 > 245000 and 
x3 < = 280000 Then lineto 163,62 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_10 

If axis size = large and 
x3 > 280000 and 
x3 < = 315000 Then lineto 163,45 
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sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_]1 

If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 315000 and 
x3 < = 350000 Then lineto 163,29 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 350000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_! 

If x4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > Oand 
x4 < = 35000 Then lineto 212,172 
oct_bud = found, 

Rule oct_bud_3 

If axis size = large and 
x4 > 35000 and 
x4 <= 70000 Then lineto 212,156 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 70000 and 
x4 <= 105000 Then lineto 212,140 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 105000 and 
x4 < = 140000 Then lineto 212,124 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 140000 and 
x4 < = 175000 Then lineto 212,108 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_7 

If ads_size = large and 
x4 > 175000 and 
x4 < = 210000 Then lineto 212,92 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_8 

If ads_size = large and 
x4 > 21/0000 and 
x4 < = 245000 Then lineto 212,77 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_9 

If axis size = large and 
x4 > 245000 and 
x4 <= 280000 Then lineto 212,62 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_!0 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 280000 and 
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x4 < = 315000 Then lineto 212,45 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_1! 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 315000 and 
x4 < = 350000 Then lineto 212,29 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 350000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_bud * found; 

Rule nov_bud_1 

If x5 = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_2 

If axis size = large and 
x5 > O and 
x§ <= 35000 Then lineto 260,172 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 35000 and 
x5 <= 70000 Then lineto 260,156 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 70000 and 
x§ <= 105000 Then lineto 260,140 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 105000 and 
x5 < = 140000 Then lineto 260,124 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 140000 and 
x5 < = 175000 Then lineto 260,108 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 175000 and 
x5 < = 210000 Then lineto 260,92 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_8& 

If axis size = large and 
x5 > 210000 and 
x5 < = 245000 Then lineto 260,77 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 245000 and 
x5 < = 280000 Then lineto 260,62 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_10 

If axis_size = large and 
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x5 > 280000 and 
x5 <= 315000 Then lineto 260,45 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_11 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 315000 and 
x5 < = 350000 Then lineto 260,29 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 350000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_! 

If x6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 0 and 
x6 < = 35000 Then lineto 308,172 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 35000 and 
x6 <= 70000 Then lineto 308,156 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_4 

If axis size = large and 
x6 > 70000 and 
x6 < = 105000 Then lineto 308,140 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_5 

If ads_size = large and 
x6 > 105000 and 
x6 < = 140000 Then lineto 308,124 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_6 

If axis size = large and 
x6 > 140000 and 
x6 < = 175000 Then lineto 308,108 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_? 

If axas_size = large and 
x6 > 175000 and 
x6 < = 210000 Then lineto 308,92 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 210000 and 
x6 < = 245000 Then lineto 308,77 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 245000 and 
x6 <= 280000 Then lineto 308,62 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_10 
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If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 280000 and 
x6 <= 315000 Then lineto 308,45 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_1] 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 315000 and 
x6 < = 350000 Then lineto 308,29 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_!2 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 350000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_] 

If x7 = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > O and 

x7 < = 35000 Then lineto 357,172 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_3 

Hf axis_size = large and 
x? > 35000 and 
x? <= 70000 Then lineto 357,156 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_4 

If axis size = large and 
x7 > 70000 and 

x7? < = 105000 Then lineto 357,140 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 105000 and 
x7 <= 140000 Then lineto 357,124 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 140000 and 
x7 < = 175000 Then lineto 357,108 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_? 

If axis_nize = large and 
x? > 175000 and 
x? <= 210000 Then lineto 357,92 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 210000 and 
x7 < = 245000 Then lineto 357,77 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 245000 and 
x7 < = 280000 Then lineto 357,62 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_10 
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If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 280000 and 
x7? <= 315000 Then lineto 357,45 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_11 

If axis_size = large.and 
x? > 315000 and 
x7 < = 350000 Then lineto 357,29 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_}2 

If axis size = large and 
x7 > 350000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_! 

If x8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 0 and 
x8 < = 35000 Then lineto 404,172 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 35000 and 
x8 < = 70000 Then lineto 404,156 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 70000 and 
x8 <= 105000 Then lineto 404,140 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_5 

If ans_size = large and 
x8 > 105000 and 
x8 < = 140000 Then lineto 404,124 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_6 

If aas_size = large and 
x8 > 140000 and 
x8 < = 175000 Then lineto 404,108 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 175000 and 
x8 <= 210000 Then lineto 404,92 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_8 

If aas_size = large and 
x8 > 210000 and 
x8 <= 245000 Then lineto 404,77 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 245000 and 
x8 <= 280000 Then lineto 404,62 
feb_bud = found; 
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Rule feb_bud_10 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 280000 and 
x8 <= 315000 Then lineto 404,45 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_!! 

If axis_size = Jarge and 
x8 > 315000 and 
x8 < = 350000 Then lineto 404,29 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_!2 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 350000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_! 

If x9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 0 and 
x9 <= 35000 Then hneto 452,172 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 35000 and 
x9 < = 70000 Then lineto 452,156 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 70000 and 
x9 <= 105000 Then lineto 452,140 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_5 

If axis size = large and 
x9 > 105000 and 
x9 <= 140000 Then lineto 452,124 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_6 

If ans_sze = large and 
x9 > 140000 and 
x9 <= 175000 Then lineto 452,108 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_? 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 175000 and 
x9 < = 210000 Then lineto 452,92 
march_bud = found, 

Rule march_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 210000 and 
x9 <= 245000 Then lineto 452,77 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_9 

If axis size = large and 
x9 > 245000 and 
x9 <= 280000 Then lineto 452,62 
march_bud = found; 
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Rule march_bud_10 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 280000 and 
x9 <= 315000 Then lineto 452,45 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_l!1 

If axis size = large and 
x9 > 315000 and 
x9 <= 350000 Then lineto 452,29 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 350000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_! 

If x10 = 0 Then lineto 501,180 
apnil_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
xl0 > O and 
xlQ <= 35000 Then lineto 501,172 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 35000 and 
x10 < = 70000 Then lineto 501,156 
april_bud = found, 

Rule april_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 70000 and 
x10 < = 105000 Then lineto 501,140 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
” x10 > 105000 and 

x10 <= 140000 Then lineto 501,124 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 140000 and 
x10 <= 175000 Then lineto 501,108 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 175000 and 
x10 < = 210000 Then lineto 501,92 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
xlO > 210000 and 
x10 < = 245000 Then lineto 501,77 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_9 

If axis size = large and 
x10 > 245000 and 
x10 < = 280000 Then lineto 501,62 
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april_bud = found; 

Rule aprit_bud_10 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 280000 and 
x10 < = 315000 Then lineto 501,45 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_!1 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 315000 and 
x10 <= 350000 Then lineto 501,29 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 350000 Then lineto 501,20 
apni_bud = found 
reset april_bud; 

Rule may_bud_1 

If xll = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x11 > 0 and 
x11 < = 35000 Then lineto 549,172 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x11 > 35000 and 
xif <= 70000 Then lineto 549,156 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
xl} > 70000 and 

xll < = 105000 Then lineto 549,140 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_5 

If aas_size = large and 
x11 > 105000 and 
xl <= 140000 Then lineto 549,124 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
xll > 140000 and 
xll_ < = 175000 Then lineto $49,108 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x11 > 175000 and 
xll <= 210000 Then lineto 549,92 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
xf > 210000 and 
xt < = 245000 Then lineto 549,77 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
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x11 > 245000 and 
xl! <= 280000 Then lineto 549,62 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_10 

If axis_size = large and 
xll > 280000 and 
xi] <= 315000 Then lineto 549,45 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_!1 

If axis size = Jarge and 
x1l > 315000 and 
x11 <= 350000 Then lineto 549,29 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
xii > 350000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_| 

If x12 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 0 and 
x12 < = 35000 Then lineto 597,172 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
xl2 > 35000 and 
x12 < = 70000 Then lineto 597,156 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 70000 and 
x12 < = 105000 Then lineto 597,140 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_5 

If ads size = large and 
x12 > 105000 and 
xl2 < = 140000 Then lineto 597,124 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
xl2 > 140000 and 
x12 < = 175000 Then lineto 597,108 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 175000 and 
x12 < = 210000 Then lineto 597,92 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_8& 

If axis_size = large and 
xl2 > 210000 and 
x12 < = 245000 Then lineto 597,77 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_9 
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If axis_size = large and 
xl2 > 245000 and 
x12 < = 280000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_bud = found, 

Rule june_bud_ 10 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 280000 and 
x12 < = 315000 Then lineto 597,45 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_!1 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 315000 and 
x12 < = 350000 Then lineto 597,29 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_!2 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 350000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_bud = found; 

Rule july_act If al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 0 and 
al <= 35000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,171 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axts_size = large and 
al > 35000 and 
al <= 70000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,155 . 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If ads_size = large and 
al > 70000 and 
al < = 105000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,140 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 105000 and 
al <= 1|40000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,124 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis size = large and 
al > 140000 and 
al < = 175000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,108 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 175000 and 
al < = 210000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,92 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If as size = large and 
al > 210000 and 
al <= 245000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,77 
jwy_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 245000 and 
al <= 280000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,62 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis size = large and 
al > 280000 and 
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al <= 315000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,45 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 315000 and 
al <= 350000 Then locate 30,]80 
lineto 69,29 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If al > 350000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,20 
July_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_! If a2 = 0 Then lineto 114,179 
aug_act = found; 

Rute aug_act_2 If axis size = large and 
a2 > 0 and 
a2 < = 35000 Then lineto 114,171 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_3 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 35000 and 
a2 < = 70000 Then lineto 114,155 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_4 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 70000 and 
a2 < = 105000 Then lineto 114,139 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_5 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 105000 and 
a2 <= 140000 Then lineto 114,123 
aug act = found; 

Rule aug_act_6 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 140000 and 
a2 <= 175000 Then lineto 114,107 
aug_act = found, 

Rule aug_act_7 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 175000 and 
a2 < = 210000 Then lineto 114,91 
aug act = found; 

Rule aug_act_8 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 2]0000 and 
a2 <= 245000 Then lineto 114,75 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_9 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 245000 and 
a2 < = 280000 Then lineto 114,6! 
aug_act = found, 

Rule aug_act_10 If axis size = large and 
a2 > 280000 and 
a2 < = 315000 Then lineto 114,44 
aug _act = found; 

Rule aug_act_i! If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 315000 and 
a2 < = 350000 Then lineto 114,28 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_!2 If axis size = large and 
a2 > 350000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_i If a3 = O Then lineto 163,180 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_2 If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 0 and 
a3 <= 35000 Then lineto 163,171 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_3 If ans_size = large and 
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a3 > 35000 and 
a3 < = 70000 Then lineto 163,155 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_4 If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 70000 and 
a3 < = 105000 Then lineto 163,139 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_5 If axis size = large and 
a3 > 105000 and 
a3 <= 140000 Then lineto 163,123 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_6 If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 140000 and 
a3 <= 175000 Then lineto 163,107 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_7 If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 475000 and 
a3 < = 210000 Then lineto 163,91 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_8 If axis size = large and 
a3 > 210000 and 
a3 < = 245000 Then lineto 163,76 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_9 

If ans_size = large and 
a3 > 245000 and 
a3 < = 280000 Then lineto 163,46! 
sept_act = found, 

Rule sept_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 280000 and 
a3 < = 315000 Then lineto 163,44 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_!1 

If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 315000 and 
a3 <= 350000 Then lineto 163,28 
sept_act = found, 

Rule sept_act_]2 

If ams_size = large and 
a3 > 350000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_! 

If a4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 0 and 
a4 <= 35000 Then lineto 212,171 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 35000 and 
a4 <= 70000 Then lineto 212,155 
oct_act = found, 

Rule oct_act_4 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 70000 and 

a4 < = 105000 Then lineto 212,139 
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oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_S 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 105000 and 
a4 <= 140000 Then lineto 212,123 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 140000 and 
ad <= 175000 Then lineto 212,107 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_7 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 175000 and 
a4 < = 210000 Then lineto 212,91 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_8 

If axis size = jarge and 
a4 > 210000 and 

ad <= 245000 Then lineto 212,76 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 245000 and 
a4 < = 280000 Then iineto 212,61 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_10 

If axis size = large and 
a4 > 280000 and 
a4 < = 315000 Then lineto 212,44 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_!1 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 315000 and 
a4 < = 350000 Then lineto 212,28 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 350000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_! 

If aS = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
aS > 0 and 
aS < = 35000 Then lineto 260,171 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
aS > 35000 and 
a5 <= 70000 Then lineto 260,155 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_4 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 70000 and 
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a5 <= 105000 Then lineto 260,139 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_5 

If ans size = large and 
a5 > 105000 and 
a5 <= 140000 Then lineto 260,123 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 140000 and 
a5 < = 175000 Then lineto 260,107 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_7 

If axis size = large and 
aS > 175000 and 
a5 <= 210000 Then lineto 260,91 
nov_act = found ; 

Rule nov_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 210000 and 
aS <= 245000 Then lineto 260,76 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 245000 and 
a5 < = 280000 Then lineto 260,61 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_!0 

If axis size = large and 
a5 > 280000 and 
a5 < = 315000 Then lineto 260,44 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_|! 

If ads size = Jarge and 
aS > 315000 and 
a5 < = 350000 Then lineto 260,28 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_12 

If axis size = large and 
a5 » 350000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_act = found, 

Rule dec_act_! 

If a6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 0 and 
a6 < = 35000 Then lineto 308,171 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 35000 and 
a6 < = 70000 Then lineto 308,155 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_4 

if axis size = large and 
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a6 > 70000 and 
a6 <= 105000 Then lineto 308,139 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_5 

If axis size = large and 
a6 > 105000 and 
a6 < = 140000 Then lineto 308,123 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_6 

If axis size = large and 
a6 > 140000 and 
a6 < = 175000 Then lineto 308,107 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_7 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 175000 and 
a6 < = 210000 Then lineto 308,91 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 210000 and 
a6 <= 245000 Then lineto 308,76 
dec_act = found, 

Rule dec_act_9 

If aas_size = large and 
a6 > 245000 and 
a6 < = 280000 Then lineto 308,61 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
a$ > 280000 and 
a6 <= 3]5000 Then lineto 308,44 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_!1 

If axis size = large and 
a6 > 315000 and 
a6 < = 350000 Then lineto 308,28 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 350000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_! 

if a7 = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_2 

If axis size = large and 
a7 > 0 and 
a7 <= 35000 Then lineto 357,171 
jan_act = found; 

Rute jan_act_3 

If axis size = large and 
a7 > 35000 and 
a7 <= 70000 Then lineto 357,155 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_4 
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If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 70000 and 
a7 <= 105000 Then lineto 357,139 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 405000 and 
a7 < = 140000 Then lineto 357,123 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
a? > 140000 and 
a7 < = 175000 Then lineto 357,107 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_7 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 175000 and 
a7 < = 210000 Then lineto 357,91 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_8 

If axs_size = large and 
a7? > 210000 and 
a? <= 245000 Then lineto 357,76 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 245000 and 
a7 <= 280000 Then lineto 357,6] 
jan_act = found ; 

Rule jan_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 280000 and 
a7 < = 315000 Then lineto 357,44 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_11 

If axis_size = large and 
a? > 315000 and 
a7 < = 350000 Then lineto 357,28 
jan_act = found =; 

Rule jan_act_12 

If aas_size = large and 
a7? > 350000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_] 

If a8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 0 and 
a8 < = 35000 Then lineto 404,171 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_3 

If axis size = large and 
a8 > 35000 and 
a8 <= 70000 Then lineto 404,155 
feb_act = found §; 

Rule feb_act_4 
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If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 70000 and 
a8 <= 105000 Then lineto 404,139 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 105000 and 
a8 < = 140000 Then lineto 404,123 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 140000 and 
a8 < = 175000 Then lineto 404,107 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_? 

If axis size = large and 
a8 > 175000 and 
a8 <= 210000 Then lineto 404,91 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 210000 and 
a8 <= 245000 Then lineto 404,76 
feb_act = found 

Rule feb_act_9 

If axis size = large and 
a8 > 245000 and 
a8 <= 280000 Then lineto 404,61 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 280000 and 
aS < = 315000 Then lineto 404,44 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_1!1 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 315000 and 
a8 <= 350000 Then lineto 404,28 
feb_act = found jj 

Rule feb_act_!2 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 350000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_! 

If a9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 0 and 
a9 <= 35000 Then lineto 452,171 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 35000 and 
a9 < = 70000 Then lineto 452,155 
march_act = found; 
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Rule march_act_4 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 70000 and 
a9 <= 105000 Then lineto 452,139 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_5 

If aas_size = large and 
a9 > 105000 and 
a9 < = 140000 Then lineto 452,123 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_6 

If ans_size = large and 
a9 > 140000 and 
a9 < = 175000 Then lineto 452,107 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_7 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 175000 and 
a9 < = 210000 Then lineto 452,91 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_8 

If axds_size = large and 
a9 > 210000 and 
a9 <= 245000 Then lineto 452,76 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 245000 and 
a9 <= 280000 Then lineto 452,61 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_10 

If ads size = large and 
a9 > 280000 and 
a9 < = 315000 Then lineto 452,44 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_l1 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 315000 and 
a9 < = 350000 Then lineto 452,28 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_12 

If ams_size = large and 
a9 > 350000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_act = found); 

Rule april_act_1 

If al0 = 0 Then lineto 501,180 
april_act = found; 

Rule april_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
al0 > O and 
alO < = 35000 Then lineto 501,171 
apnl_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
alO > 35000 and 
alQ <= 70000 Then lineto 501,155 
apni_act = found ; 
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Rule april_act_4 

If axis_size = large and 
alO > 70000 and 
alQ <= 105000 Then lineto 501,139 
apnil_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
al0 > 105000 and 
alO <= 140000 Then lineto 501,123 
april_act = found; 

Rule april_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
alO > 140000 and 
al0 < = 175000 Then lineto 501,107 
april_act = found; 

Rule apnil_act_? 

If axis_size = large and 
alQ > 175000 and 
alO <= 210000 Then lineto 501,91 
april_act = found; 

Rule april_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
alQ > 210000 and 
al0 < = 245000 Then lineto 501,76 
april_act = found; 

Rule april_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
alQ > 245000 and 
alQ <= 280000 Then lineto 501,61 
apni_act = found =; 

Rule aprii_act_10 

If axis size = large and 
alO > 280000 and 
alO < = 315000 Then lineto 501,44 
apni_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_11 

If axis size = large and 
al0 > 315000 and 
al0 < = 350000 Then lineto 501,28 
apnil_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_12 

If ags_ size = large and 
alQ > 350000 Then lineto 501,20 
apnil_act = found §; 

Rule may_act_1 

If all = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 0 and 
all <= 35000 Then lineto 549,17] 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_3 

If ads size = large and 
all > 35000 and 
all < = 70000 Then lineto 549,155 
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may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_4 

If aas_size = large and 
all > 70000 and 
all <= 105000 Then lineto 549,139 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_5 

If axis size = large and 
all > 105000 and 
all <= 140000 Then lineto 549,123 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_6 

If axis size = large and 
all > 140000 and 
all < = 175000 Then lineto 549,107 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_? 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 175000 and 
all < = 210000 Then lineto 549,91 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 210000 and 
all <= 245000 Then lineto 549,76 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_9 

If aas_size = large and 
all > 245000 and 
all < = 280000 Then lineto 549,61 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 280000 and 
all < = 315000 Then lineto 549,44 
may_act = found =; 

Rule may_act_1] 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 315000 and 
all < = 350000 Then lineto 549,28 
may_act = found =; 

Rule may_act_12 

If axas_size = large and 
all > 350000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_! 

If al2 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 0 and 
al2 < = 35000 Then lineto 597,171 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 35000 and 
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al2 <= 70000 Then lineto 597,155 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_4 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 70000 and 
al2 <= 105000 Then lineto 597,139 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 105000 and 
al2 < = 140000 Then lineto 597,123 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 140000 and 
al2 < = 175000 Then lineto 597,107 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_7 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 175000 and 
al2 < = 210000 Then lineto 597,91 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 210000 and 
al2 < = 245000 Then lineto 597,76 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 245000 and 
al2 < = 280000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 280000 and 
al2 < = 315000 Then lineto 597,44 
june_act = found , 

Rule june_act_!! 

If aags_size = large and 
al2 > 315000 and 
al2 < = 350000 Then lineto 597,28 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 350000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_act = found =; 

Rule july_act If al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule axs_size_large 

If axis_display = unknown 

Then axis_display = found 
giocate 1,3 
gdisplay “350” 
glocate 1,7 
gdisplay “280° 
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glocate 1,11 
gdisplay “210° 
glocate 1,15 
gdisplay “140° 
glocate 2,19 
gdisplay “70°; 

‘statements block 

bkcolor = 1; 

Ibutton exitbuttoni: 10,2,14,14,ext Ibutton exitbutton2 10,2,14,]14,exit, Ibutton exitbutton3: 10,2,14,14,exit, Ibutton exitbutton4: 
10,2,14, l4,exit; ‘ 

plural: new_personal_c,exp_personal_c,exp_personal; 
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B.32 LGAXREV2 

runtime; execute; 

actions 

axis_size = large color = 15 display “The system has just entered a new knowledge base and files must be’ display “loaded. Once the files 
have loaded, the system will proceed directly’ display “into the graph.” loadfacts tempdata z = {count_it + 1) whiletrue z < = 12 then 

new_music_rev_c(z] = unknown_dummy 
new_state_rev_c(z] = unknown_dummy 
new_total_revs_c(z] = unknown_dummy 
z= (z + 1) end 

find do_music_rev find do_state_rev find do_total_rev ; 

! Rules Block 

Rule begin_music_rev_display 

If do_music_rev = unknown 

Then do_music_rev = found 

gmode I4 
eatbution2 = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

find axis_ display 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000’s” 
glocate 76,23 

. gdisplay "Month’ 
giocate 9,24 
gdisplay °J° 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S* 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N’ 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D" 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J” 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F° 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “"M* 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A’ 
giocate 69,24 
gdisplay "M” 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J” 

geolor || 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (exp_music_rev_c{] 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_music_rev_c{2) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug bud 
x3 = (exp_music_rev_c{3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_music_rev_c{4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_music_rev_c{5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
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x6 = (exp_music_rev_c{6}) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x? = (exp_music_rev_c{7]} 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_music_rev_c{8]) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_music_rev_c{9) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (exp_music_rev_¢c{10D 
find april_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
xl1 = (exp_music_rev_c{!1]) 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (exp_music_rev_c{12]) 
find yune_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_music_rev_c{1) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 

a2 = (new_music_rev_c{2]) 
find aug_act 
reset aug act 
a3 = (new_music_rev_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 

a4 = (new_music_rev_c{4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_music_rev_c{5]) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_music_rev_c{6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a? = (new_music_rev_c{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_music_rev_c{8]) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_music_rev_c{9}) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
al0 = (new_music_rev_q{10) 
find apnl_act 
reset april_act 
all = (new_music_rev_c{lI) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_music_rev_c{12) 
find yune_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,5] 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 

moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
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moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 

moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 

lineto 501,18] 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

glocate 27,1 
gdisplay “Music Department’ 
glocate 30,2 
gdisplay “Revenue” 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget” 

whiletrue exitbutton2 = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode 
chain revgraph; 

Rule begin_state_rev_display 

If do_state_rev = unknown 

Then do_state_rev = found 

gmode 14 
exitbutton] = no 

moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 26,1 
gdisplay “State Related’ 
glocate 29,2 
gdisplay “Revenue’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget’ 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000's’ 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A’ 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay °S* 
giocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay °N* 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D’ 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J” 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F° 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M’” 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
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glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M* 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J” 

find axis_display 

gcolor 1] 
moveto 30,180 
x] = (exp_state_rev_c{iD 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 

x2 = (exp_state_rev_c{2]) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (exp_state_rev_c(3]) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_state_rev_c(4]} 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_state_rev_c{5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_state_rev_c{6]) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (exp_state_rev_c{7]) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_state_rev_c{8) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_state_rev_c{9]) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (exp_state_rev_c{10D 
find apn]_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
xj = (exp_state_rev_c{1}D 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (exp_state_rev_c{12) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 10 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_state_rev_c{1D 
find july_act 

reset july_act 

a2 = (new_state_rev_c{2]) 
find aug_act 
reset aug act 
a3 = (new_state_rev_c(3D) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
ad = (new_state_rev_c{4]) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_state_rev_c[5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_state_rev_c[6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7? = (new_state_rev_c{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 

a8 = (new_state_rev_c{8] 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a? = (new_state_rev_c{9}) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
al0 = (new_state_rev_c{10) 
find april_act 
reset apnil_act 
all = (new_state_rev_c{!1) 
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find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_state_rev_c{12] 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 

lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto $97,179 

lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exitbutton! = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode 
chain revgraph; 

Rule begin_total_rev_display 

If do_total_rev = unknown 

Then do_total_rev = found 

gmode I4 
exitbutton3 = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

giocate 30,1 
gdisplay “Total Revenue’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Green - Actual“ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Blue - Budget’ 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000's” 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay "J" 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A’ 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S° 
glocate 27,24 
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gdisplay “O" 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N° 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D* 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J” 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay "F* 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M” 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay "M° 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J° 

find axis_display 

gcolor 11 
moveto 30,180 
xi = (exp_total_rev_c{iD 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (exp_total_rev_¢{2]) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug bud 
x3 = (exp_total_rev_c{3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (exp_total_rev_c{4] 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (exp_total_rev_c{5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (exp_total_rev_c{6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud . 
x7 = (exp_total_rev_c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (exp_total_rev_c{8) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (exp_total_rev_c{9) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (exp_total_rev_e{10) 
find apnl_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
xtl = (exp_total_rev_c{11) 
find may_bud 

reset may_bud 
x12 = (exp_total_rev_c{12) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor ]0 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_total_revs_c{I) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 

a2 = (new_total_revs_c{2)) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_total_revs_c{3]) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_total_revs_c(4]) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_total_revs_c{5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_total_revs_c{[6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
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a7 = (new_total_revs_c[{7] 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_total_revs_c(8]) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_total_revs_c{(9) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_total_revs_c{10} 
find aprii_act 
reset april_act 
all = (new_total_revs_cf{1I) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_total_revs_c{12] 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 

lineto 33,19 

moveto 27,51 

lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 

lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 

moveto 452,179 

lineto 452,181 
moveto $01,179 
lineto 501,181 

moveto 549,179 
lineto $49,181 
moveto 597,179 

lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exmtbutton3 = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode 
chain graph]; 

Rule aug_act_unknown_dummy 

If a2 = unknown_dummy 

Then aug_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_unknown_dummy 

If a3 = unknown_dummy 

Then sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_unknown_dummy 

If a4 = unknown_dummy 

Then oct_act = found; 
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Rule nov_act_unknown_dummy 

If a5 = unknown_dummy 

Then nov_act = found; Rule dec_act_unknown_dummy 

If a6 = unknown_dummy 

Then dec_act = found; Rule jan_act_unknown_dummy 

If a7 = unknown_dummy 

Then jan_act = found; Rule feb_act_unknown_dummy 

ff a8 = unknown_dummy 

Then feb_act = found; 

Rule march_act_unknown_dummy 

If a? = unknown_dummy 

Then march_act = found; 

Rule april_act_unknown_dummy 

If al0 = unknown_dummy 

Then april_act = found, 

Rule may_act_unknown_dummy 

If all = unknown_dummy 

Then may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_unknown_dummy 

If al2 = unknown_dummy 

Then june_act = found; 

Rule july_bud If xl = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
xl > Q and 
xi <= 35000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,172 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
xl > 35000 and 
x! < = 70000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,156 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If aas_size = large and 
xl > 70000 and 
xt <= 105000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,140 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
xl > 105000 and 
xl < = 140000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,124 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If ads_size = large and 
xl > 140000 and 
xi <= 175000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,108 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
x1 > 175000 and 
xi <= 210000 Then locate 30,180 
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lineto 69,92 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
xl > 210000 and 
x1 < = 245000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,77 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis size = large and 
xl > 245000 and 
xl < = 280000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,62 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
x} > 280000 and 
xl < = 315000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,45 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
xl > 315000 and . 
xl < = 350000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,29 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If aas_size = large and 
x] > 350000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,20 
july_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_] If x2 = 0 Then lineto 114,180 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_2 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 0 and 
x2 < = 35000 Then lineto 114,172 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_3 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 35000 and 
x2 < = 70000 Then lineto 114,156 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_4 If axs_size = large and 
x2 > 70000 and 
x2 <= 105000 Then lineto 114,140 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_5 If ads_size = large and 
x2 > 105000 and 
x2 <= 140000 Then lineto 114,124 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_6 If as size = large and 
x2 > 140000 and 
x2 < = 175000 Then hineto 114,108 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug bud_7 If aas_size = large and 
x2 > 175000 and 
x2 < = 210000 Then lineto 114,92 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_8 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 210000 and 
x2 < = 245000 Then lineto 114,77 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug _bud_9 if as_size = large and 
x2 > 245000 and 
x2 < = 280000 Then lineto 114,62 
aug_bud = found 
reset aug bud; 

Rule aug_bud_10 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 280000 and 
x2 < = 315000 Then lineto 114,45 
aug_bud = found; 
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Rule aug_bud_!1 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 315000 and 
x2 <= 350000 Then lineto 114,29 
aug _bud = found; 

Rule aug _bud_12 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 350000 Then lineto | 14,20 
aug bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_1 If x3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_bud = found, 

Rule sept_bud_2 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 0 and 
x3 < = 35000 Then lineto 163,172 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_3 If axis size = large and 
x3 > 35000 and 
x3 <= 70000 Then lineto 163,156 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_4 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 70000 and 
x3 < = 105000 Then lineto 163,140 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_5 If axis size = large and 
x3 > 105000 and 
x3 < = 140000 Then lineto 163,124 ° 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_6 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 140000 and 
x3 < = 175000 Then lineto 163,108 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_7 If acs_size = large and 
x3 > 175000 and 
x3 < = 210000 Then lineto 163,92 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_8 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 210000 and 
x3 < = 245000 Then fineto 163,77 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 245000 and 
x3 < = 280000 Then lineto 163,62 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_!0 

If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 280000 and 
x3 < = 315000 Then lineto 163,45 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_1! 

If axis size = large and 
x3 > 315000 and 
x3 < = 350000 Then lineto 163,29 
sept_bud = found, 

Rule sept_bud_12 

If axis size = Jarge and 
x3 > 350000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_bud = found, 

Rule oct_bud_1 

If x4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_bud = found; 
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Rule oct_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 0 and 

x4 < = 35000 Then lineto 212,172 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 35000 and 
x4 <= 70000 Then lineto 212,156 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 70000 and 
x4 <= 105000 Then lineto 212,140 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_$ 

If aas_size = large and 
x4 > 105000 and 
x4 < = 140000 Then Jineto 212,124 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 140000 and 
x4 <= 175000 Then lineto 212,108 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_7 

If aos_size = large and 
x4 > 175000 and . 
x4 <= 210000 Then lineto 212,92 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 210000 and 
x4 < = 245000 Then lineto 212,77 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 245000 and 
x4 <= 280000 Then lineto 212,62 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_{0 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 280000 and 
x4 < = 315000 Then lineto 212,45 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_11 

If axis size = large and 
x4 > 315000 and 
x4 < = 350000 Then lineto 212,29 
oct_bud = found, 

Rule oct_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 350000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_! 

If x5 = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_bud = found; 
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Rule nov_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 0 and 
x5 < = 35000 Then lineto 260,172 
nov_bud = found, 

Rule nov_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 35000 and 
x5 < = 70000 Then lineto 260,156 
nov_bud = found, 

Rule nov_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 70000 and 
x5 <= 105000 Then lineto 260,140 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_5 

If axis size = large and 
x5 > 105000 and 
x5 < = 140000 Then lineto 260,124 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 140000 and 
x5 < = 175000 Then lineto 260,108 
nov_bud = found, 

Rule nov_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 175000 and 
x5 < = 210000 Then jineto 260,92 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 210000 and 
x5 < = 245000 Then Jineto 260,77 
nov_bud = found, 

Rule nov_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 245000 and 
x5 < = 280000 Then lineto 260,62 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_\0 

If axis size = large and 
x5 > 280000 and 
x5 < = 315000 Then lineto 260,45 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_!! 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 315000 and 
x5 < = 350000 Then lineto 260,29 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 350000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_} 

If x6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
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dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 0 and 
x6 < = 35000 Then lineto 308,172 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 35000 and 
x6 < = 70000 Then lineto 308,156 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 70000 and 
x6 <= 105000 Then lineto 308,140 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 105000 and 
x6 < = 140000 Then lineto 308,124 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 140000 and 
x6 < = 175000 Then lineto 308,108 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_7 

If axis size = large and 
x6 > 175000 and , 
x6 < = 210000 Then lineto 308,92 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_8 

If axis_size = jarge and 
x6 > 210000 and 
x6 <= 245000 Then lineto 308,77 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 245000 and 
x6 < = 280000 Then lineto 308,62 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_10 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 280000 and 
x6 < = 315000 Then lineto 308,45 
dec_bud = found, 

Rule dec_bud_1] 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 315000 and 
x6 < * 350000 Then lineto 308,29 
dec_bud = found, 

Rule dec_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 350000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_! 
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If x7 = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 0 and 
x7 <= 35000 Then lineto 357,172 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 35000 and 
x7 < = 70000 Then lineto 357,156 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 70000 and 

x7 < = 105000 Then lineto 357,140 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 105000 and 
x7 < = 140000 Then lineto 357,124 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 140000 and 
x7 < = 175000 Then lineto 357,108 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 175000 and 
x7 <= 210000 Then lineto 357,92 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 210000 and 
x7 < = 245000 Then lineto 357,77 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_9 

If ads size = large and 
x7 > 245000 and 
x7 < = 280000 Then lineto 357,62 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_1!0 

If axis_size = Jarge and 
x? > 280000 and 
x7 < = 315000 Then lineto 357,45 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_11 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 315000 and . 
x? <= 350000 Then lineto 357,29 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_12 

If axis size = large and 
x7 > 350000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_! 
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If x8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_2 

If axis size = large and 
x8 > 0 and 
x8 < = 35000 Then lineto 404,172 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 35000 and 
x8 < = 70000 Then lineto 404,156 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 70000 and 
x8 <= 105000 Then lineto 404,140 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_5 

If axis size = large and 
x8 > 105000 and 
x8 <= 140000 Then lineto 404,124 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 140000 and 
x8 < = 175000 Then lineto 404,108 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 175000 and 
x8 < = 210000 Then lineto 404,92 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x§ > 210000 and 
x8 < = 245000 Then lineto 404,77 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 245000 and 
x8 < = 280000 Then lineto 404,62 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_10 

If axis_size = large and 
x§ > 280000 and 
x8 <= 315000 Then lineto 404,45 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_!! 

If axis size = large and 
x8 > 315000 and 
x8 < = 350000 Then lineto 404,29 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_!2 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 350000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_bud = found; 
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Rule march_bud_]1 

If x9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_bud = found, 

Rule march_bud_2 

If ams size = large and 
x9 > 0 and 

x9 <= 35000 Then lineto 452,172 
march_bud = found, 

Rule march_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 35000 and 
x9 < = 70000 Then lineto 452,156 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_4 

lf aas_nze = large and 
x9 > 70000 and 

x9 <= 105000 Then lineto 452,140 
march_bud = found, 

Rule march_bud_5 

If aas_size = large and 
x9 > 105000 and 
x9 <= 140000 Then fineto 452,124 
march_bud = found; 

~ Rule march_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 >» 140000 and 
x9 < = 175000 Then lineto 452,108 
march_bud = found, 

Rule march_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 175000 and 
x9 < = 210000 Then Iineto 452,92 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_8 

’ If aas_size = large and 
x9 > 210000 and 
x9 < = 245000 Then jineto 452,77 

march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 245000 and 
x9 < = 280000 Then lineto 452,62 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_10 

If aas_size = large and 
x9 > 280000 and 
x9 < = 315000 Then lineto 452,45 

march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_]!] 

If ans_size = large and 
x9 > 315000 and 
x9 <= 350000 Then lineto 452,29 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 350000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_bud = found; 
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Rule april_bud_| 

If x10 = 0 Then lineto $01,180 
apnil_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 0 and 
x10 <= 35000 Then jineto $01,172 
apnil_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 35000 and 
x10 < = 70000 Then lineto 501,156 
apnil_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
xi0 > 70000 and 
x10 < = 105000 Then lineto 501,140 
apni_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 105000 and 
x10 < = 140000 Then lineto 501,124 
apnil_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
xJ0 > 140000 and 
x10 < = [75000 Then lineto 501,108 

apri!_ bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_? 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 175000 and 
x10 < = 210000 Then Jineto 501,92 
apnil_bud = found; 

Rule apnil_bud_8 

If axcis_size = large and 
x10 > 210000 and 
x10 < = 245000 Then lineto 501,77 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_9 

If axis size = large and 
x10 > 245000 and 
x10 < = 280000 Then Lineto 501,62 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_!0 

If axis_size = large and 
xl0 > 280000 and 
x10 < = 315000 Then lineto 501,45 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rute apni_bud_l! 

If axis_size = Jarge and 
x10 > 315000 and 
x10 < = 350000 Then lineto 501,29 
april_bud = found, 

Rule april_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 350000 Then lineto $0!,20 
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april_bud = found 
reset apnil_bud; 

Rule may_bud_} 

If xll = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
xl! > O and 
xil <= 35000 Then lineto 549,172 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_3 

If aas_size = large and 
xii > 35000 and 
x1] < = 70000 Then lineto 549,156 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
xl! > 70000 and 
x11 <= 105000 Then lineto 549,140 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
xl] > 105000 and 
xll <= 140000 Then lineto 549,124 
may_bud = found, 

Rule may_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
xl! > 140000 and 
xll <= 175000 Then lineto 549,108 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_7? 

If axis_size = large and 
xl > 175000 and 
x11 < = 210000 Then lineto 549,92 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_8 

If axns_size = large and 
x11 > 210000 and 
xl] < = 245000 Then lineto 549,77 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_9 

If was_ize = large and 
xl! > 245000 and 
x1 < = 280000 Then lineto 549,62 
may_bud = found, 

Rule may_bud_1!0 

If axis size = large and 
x!1 > 280000 and 
xll <= 315000 Then lineto 549,45 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_l1 

If ans_size = large and 
xl} > 315000 and 
x11 < = 350000 Then lineto 549,29 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_12 
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If axis size = large and 
x!1 > 350000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_] 

If x12 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > Q and 
x12 <= 35000 Then lineto 597,172 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_3 

If axis size = large and 
x12 > 35000 and 
x12 < = 70000 Then lineto 597,156 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 70000 and 
x12 <= 105000 Then lineto 597,140 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 105000 and 
x12 <= 140000 Then lineto 597,124 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 140000 and 
x12 < = 175000 Then lineto 597,108 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_7 

If ads size = large and 
x12 > 175000 and 

x12 < = 210000 Then lineto 597,92 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_8 

If axis size = large and 
x12 > 210000 and 
x12 < = 245000 Then lineto 597,77 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_9 

If ads_size = large and 
x12 > 245000 and 
x12 < = 280000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_!0 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 280000 and 
x12 < = 315000 Then lineto 597,45 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_!1 

If axis size = large and 
x2 > 315000 and 
x12 < = 350000 Then lineto 597,29 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_1!2 
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If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 350000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_bud = found; 

Rule july_actIf al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 0 and 
al < = 35000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,171 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 35000 and 
al <= 70000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,155 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 70000 and 
al <= 105000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,140 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 105000 and 
al < = 140000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,}24 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If ads size = large and 
at > 140000 and 

al < = 175000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,108 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If ads_size = large and 
al > 175000 and 
al < = 210000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,92 
july_act ~ found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 210000 and 
al <= 245000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,77 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 245000 and 
al < = 280000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,62 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis size = large and 
al > 280000 and 
al <= 315000 Then locate 30,189 
lineto 69,45 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 315000 and 
al <= 350000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,29 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If al > 350000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,20 
july_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_! If x2 = 0 Then lineto 114,179 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_2 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > O and 
x2 <= 35000 Then lineto 114,17! 
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aug act = found; 

Rule aug_act_3 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 35000 and 

a2 < = 70000 Then lineto 114,155 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_4 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 70000 and 
a2 <= 105000 Then lineto 114,139 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_5 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 105000 and 
a2 < = 140000 Then lineto 114,123 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug act_6 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 140000 and 
a2 < = 175000 Then lineto 114,107 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_7 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 175000 and 
a2 <= 210000 Then lineto 114,91 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug act_8 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 210000 and 
a2 < = 245000 Then lineto 114,75 
aug_act = found, 

Rule aug_act_9 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 245000 and 
a2 <= 280000 Then lineto 114,61 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_10 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 280000 and 
a2 < = 315000 Then lineto 114,44 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_|1 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 315000 and 
a2 < = 350000 Then lineto 114,28 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_]2 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 350000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_! If a3 = 0 Then hineto 163,180 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_2 If axis_size = large and 
a3 > O and 
a3 < = 35000 Then lineto 163,17! 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_3 If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 35000 and 
a3 <= 70000 Then lineto 163,155 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_4 If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 70000 and 
a3 < = 105000 Then lineto 163,139 
Sept_act = found, 

Rule sept_act_5 If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 105000 and 
a3 < = 140000 Then lineto 163,123 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_6 If axs_size = large and 
a3 > 140000 and 
a3 < = 175000 Then lineto 163,107 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_7 If axis_size = large and 
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a3 > 175000 and 
a3 <= 210000 Then lineto 163,91 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_8 If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 210000 and 
a3 < = 245000 Then lineto 163,76 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 245000 and 
a3 <= 280000 Then lineto 163,61 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 280000 and 
a3 < = 315000 Then lineto 163,44 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_Il 

If aas_size = large and 
a3 > 315000 and 
a3 < = 350000 Then lineto !63,28 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_]2 

If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 350000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_] 

If a4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 0 and 
a4 < = 35000 Then lineto 212,17] 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_3 

If aas_size = large and 
ad > 35000 and 
ad < = 70000 Then lineto 212,155 
o<t_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_4 

If ads_size = large and 
a4 > 70000 and 
a4 < = 105000 Then lineto 212,139 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 105000 and 
a4 <= 140000 Then lineto 212,123 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
ad > 140000 and 
a4 <= 175000 Then lineto 212,107 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_? 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 175000 and 
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a4 < = 210000 Then lineto 212,91 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_8 

If axis size = large and 
a4 > 210000 and 
a4 <= 245000 Then lineto 212,76 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
ad > 245000 and 
aé < = 280000 Then lineto 212,61 

oct_act = found, 

Rule oct_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 280000 and 
a4 < = 315000 Then lineto 212,44 
oct_act = found, 

Rule oct_act_1] 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 315000 and 
a4 <= 350000 Then lineto 212,28 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
a¢ > 350000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_! 

If a5 = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 0 and 
a5 < = 35000 Then lineto 260,171 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
aS > 35000 and 
aS < = 70000 Then lineto 260,155 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_4 

If axis size = large and 
a5 > 70000 and 
a5 <= 105000 Then lineto 260,)39 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 105000 and 
aS <= 140000 Then lineto 260,123 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_6 

If axis size = large and 
a5 > 140000 and 
a5 < = 175000 Then lineto 260,107 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_7 

If axis size = large and 
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a5 > 175000 and 
a5 <= 210000 Then lineto 260,91 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 210000 and 
aS < = 245000 Then lineto 260,76 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
aS > 245000 and 
a5 < = 280000 Then lineto 260,61 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
aS > 280000 and 
a5 < = 315000 Then lineto 260,44 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_1] 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 315000 and 
a5 < = 350000 Then lineto 260,28 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_!2 

If axis size = large and 
aS > 350000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_! 

If a6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > O and 
a6 < = 35000 Then lineto 308,171 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 35000 and 
a6 < = 70000 Then lineto 308,155 
dec_act = found; 

Rute dec_act_4 

If aas_size = large and 
a6 > 70000 and 
a6 < = 105000 Then lineto 308,139 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_5 

Hf axis_size = large and 
a6 > 105000 and 
a6 < = 140000 Then lineto 308,123 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_6 

If ads_size = large and 
a6 > 140000 and 
a6 <= 175000 Then lineto 308,107 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_7 
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If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 175000 and 
a6 < = 210000 Then lineto 308,91! 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 210000 and 
a6 < = 245000 Then lineto 308,76 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_9 

If axis size = large and 
a6 > 245000 and 
a6 < = 280000 Then lineto 308,61 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_10 

If axis size = farge and 
a6 > 280000 and 
a6 < = 315000 Then lineto 308,44 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_11 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 315000 and 
a6 < = 350000 Then lineto 308,28 
dec_act = found, 

Rule dec_act_!2 

If axis_size = large and 
aé > 350000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_! 

If a7 = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > O and 
a7? < = 35000 Then lineto 357,171 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 35000 and 
a7 < = 70000 Then lineto 357,155 
jan_act = found, 

Rule jan_act_4 

If axis ize = large and 
a7 > 70000 and 

a7? <= 105000 Then lineto 357,139 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 105000 and 
a7 < = 140000 Then lineto 357,123 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_6 

If axis size = Jarge and 
a7 > 140000 and 
a7 < = 175000 Then lineto 357,107 
jan_act = found, 

Rule jan_act_7 
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If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 175000 and 
a7 <= 210000 Then lineto 357,91 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
a? > 210000 and 
a? < = 245000 Then lineto 357,76 
jan_act = found, 

Rule jan_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a? > 245000 and 
a7 <= 280000 Then lineto 357,61 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_i0 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 280000 and 
a? <= 315000 Then lineto 357,44 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_!1 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 315000 and . 
a7 < = 350000 Then lineto 357,28 

jan act = found ; 

Rule jan_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 350000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_! 

If a8 = 0 Then lineto 404,130 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 0 and 
a8 < = 35000 Then lineto 404,171 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 35000 and 
a8 < = 70000 Then lineto 404,155 
feb_act = found, 

Rule feb_act_4 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 70000 and 
a8 < = 105000 Then lineto 404,139 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 105000 and 
a8 < = 140000 Then lineto 404,123 
feb_act = found =; 

Rule feb_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 140000 and 
a8 <= 175000 Then lineto 404,107 
feb_act = found; 
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Rule feb_act_7 

If aas_size = large and 
a8 > 175000 and 
a& < = 210000 Then lineto 404,91 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 210000 and 
a8 <= 245000 Then lineto 404,76 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_9 

If axis size = large and 
a8 > 245000 and 
a8 < = 280000 Then lineto 404,61 
feb_act = found §; 

Rule feb_act_10 

If axis_nize = large and 
a8 > 280000 and 
a8 <= 315000 Then lineto 404,44 
feb_act = found =; 

Rule feb_act_11 

If axs_size = large and 
a8 > 315000 and 
a8 < = 350000 Then lineto 404,28 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_12 

If axis size = large and 
a8 > 350000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_act = found; 

Rule march_act_! 

If a9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_act = found §; 

Rule march_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > O and 
a9 < = 35000 Then lineto 452,171 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_3 

If axds_size = large and 
a9? > 35000 and 
a9 <= 70000 Then lineto 452,155 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_4 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 70000 and 
a9 < = 105000 Then lineto 452,139 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 105000 and 
a9 <= 140000 Then lineto 452,123 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 140000 and 
a9 < = 175000 Then lineto 452,107 
march_act = found; 
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Rule march_act_?7 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 175000 and 
a9 <= 210000 Then lineto 452,91 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 210000 and 
a9 < = 245000 Then lineto 452,76 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 245000 and 
a9 < = 280000 Then lineto 452,61 
march_act = found ; 

Rute march_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 280000 and 
a9 < = 315000 Then lineto 452,44 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_11 

If acs size = large and 
a9 > 315000 and 
a9 < = 350000 Then lineto 452,28 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 350000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_1 

If alO = O Then lineto 501,180 
apni_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_2 

If aas_size = large and 
alO > O and 
al0 < = 35000 Then lineto 501,171 
apnl_act = found §; 

Rule april_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
alQ > 35000 and 
alO <= 70000 Then iineto 501,155 
apnl_act = found §; 

Rule april_act_4 

If ads_size = large and 
alO > 70000 and 
al0 < = 105000 Then lineto 501,139 
april_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
al0 > 105000 and 
al0 < = 140000 Then lineto 501,123 
apnl_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
alO > 140000 and 
alO < = 175000 Then lineto 501,107 
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april_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_7 

If axis_size = large and 
alO > 175000 and 
al0 < = 210000 Then lineto 501,91 
april_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_8 

If axis size = large and 
alQ > 210000 and 
alQ <= 245000 Then lineto 501,76 
april_act = found; 

Rule april_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
alO > 245000 and 
al0 < = 280000 Then lineto 501,61 
apnl_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_!0 

If axis_size = large and 
al0 > 280000 and 
alO < = 315000 Then lineto 501,44 
apni_act = found ; 

Rule apni_act_11 

If axis_size = large and 
alO > 315000 and 
al0 <= 350000 Then lineto 501,28 
apni_act = found; 

Rule apnl_act_12 

Hf axis_size = large and 
aiQ > 350000 Then lineto 501,20 
apni_act = found; 

Rule may_act_! 

If all = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_2 

If ads_size = large and 
all > 0 and 
all < = 35000 Then lineto 549,171 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 35000 and 
all < = 70000 Then lineto 549,155 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_4 

If aas_size = large and 
all > 70000 and 
all <= 105000 Then lineto 549,139 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 105000 and 
all <= 140000 Then lineto 549,123 
may_act = found ,; 

Rule may_act_6 

If ads size = large and 
all > 140000 and 
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all <= 175000 Then lineto 549,107 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_7 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 175000 and 
all <= 210000 Then lineto 549,91 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 210000 and 
all < = 245000 Then lineto 549,76 
may_act = found §,; 

Rule may_act_9 

If ads_size = large and 
all > 245000 and 
all <= 280000 Then lineto 549,61 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 280000 and 
all < = 315000 Then lineto 549,44 
may_act = found ,; 

Rule may_act_!1 

If axis size = large and 
al! > 315000 and 
all < = 350000 Then lineto 549,28 
may_act = found); 

Rule may_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 350000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_! 

If al2 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_2 

If axis size = large and 
al2 > 0 and 
al2 < = 35000 Then lineto $97,171 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 35000 and 
al2 < = 70000 Then lineto 597,155 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_4 

If acds_size = large and 
al2 > 70000 and 
al2 < = 105000 Then lineto 597,139 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 105000 and 
al2 <= 140000 Then lineto 597,123 
jJune_act = found; 

Rule june_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
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al2 > 140000 and 
al2 < = 175000 Then lineto 597,107 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_7 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 175000 and 
al2 < = 210000 Then lineto 597,91 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_8 

If axis size = large and 
al2 > 210000 and 
al2 <= 245000 Then lJineto 597,76 
June_act = found); 

Rule june_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 245000 and 
al2 < = 280000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 280000 and 
al2 < = 315000 Then lineto 597,44 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_!1 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 315000 and 
al2 < = 350000 Then lineto 597,28 
june_act = found); 

Rule june_act_I2 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 350000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_act = found ; 

Rule july_actIf al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule axis_size_large 

If axis_display = unknown 

Then axis display = found 
glocate 1,3 
gdisplay "350° 
glocate 1,7 
gdisplay “280° 
glocate 1,11 
gdisplay “210° 
glocate 1,15 
gdisplay °}40° 
glocate 2,19 
gdisplay °70’; 

‘statements block 

bkcolor = 1; 

Ibutton exitbutton!: 10,2,14,]4,eat Ibutton extbutton2 
10,2,14,14,exit, 

plural: new_personal_c,exp_personal_c,exp_personal;, 

10,2,14,14,e0t button extbutton3: 10,2,14,14,ex8 lbutton exitbutton: 
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B.33 SEGGRAPH 

runtime; execute; 

actions 

color = 15 display “The system has just entered a new knowledge base and files must be” display “loaded and a decision made regarding 
which knwoledge base to enter” display “next. You will be instructed when to continue.” display “ ° loadfacts tempdata find 
beg_display_seg find turn_seg_arrays x = (new_corps_rev{I]} find corps _seg display x = (new_public_rev{!) find public_seg_display x 
= (new_s_f_s_revil] find s_f_s seg display x = (new_interdept_rev{1}) find interdept_seg display x = (new_music_rev{1]} find 
music_seg display x = (new_state_rev[]]) find state_seg display x = (new_total_revs{1}) find total_seg display 

' Rules Block 

Rule show_beginning_ display 

If beg_display seg = unknown 

Then beg_display_seg = found 
display °° 
display “Press any key to continue. —" 
cls 
color = 11 
locate 1,16 display "REVENUE AND EXPENSE MARKET SEGMENT GRAPHS’ locate 4,6 display “The following series of line 

graphs each display 2 lines. The first’ display “line represents the accumulated amount of revenue for the applicable market" display 
“segment. The second line represents the accumulated amount of DIRECT costs” display “for that market segment. Note that with the 
exception of the final graph,” display “which displays total revenues against total costs, no others include” display “overhead costs. The 
series of graphs which you are about to view include” display “graphs for each of the following market segments:” locate 12,25 display 
“Corps of Cadets,” locate 13,25 display “Public,” locate 14,25 display “Students/Faculty,Staff,” locate 15,25 display “Interdepartmental,” 
locate 16,25 display “Music Department,” locate 17,25 display “State Related, and” locate 18,25 display “Total revenue” locate 20,25 display 
"Press any key to continue —°; 

Rule begin_corps_seg_display 

If corps_seg_display = unknown and 
x <= 10000 Then corps_seg_ display = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain smaxsegl,; ! HERE 

Rule begin_corps_seg_display 

If corps_seg_display = unknown and 
x > 10000 and 
x <= 200000 Then corps_seg display = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain mdaxseg]; 

Rule begin_corps_seg_display 

If corps_seg_display = unknown and 
x > 200000 Then corps_seg display = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain Igaxsegl; 

Rule begin_public_seg_display 

If public_seg display = unknown and 
x <= 10000 Then public_seg display = found 
do_corps_seg = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain smaxseg]; 

Rule begin_public_seg_ display 

If public_seg display = unknown and 
x > 10000 and 
x < = 200000 Then public_seg display = found 
do_corps_seg = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain mdaaseg]; 
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Rule begin_public_seg_ display 

If public_seg_display = unknown and 
x > 200000 Then public_seg display = found 
do_corps_seg = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain lgaxseg}; 

Rule begin_s f_s_seg display 

Ifs_ fs seg display = unknown and 
x <= 10000 Then s fs seg display = found 
do_public_seg = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain smaxsegl, 

Rule begin_s_f_s_ seg display 

If s_f_s_seg_display = unknown and 
x > 10000 and . 
x <= 200000 Then s_ fs seg display = found 
do_public_seg = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain mdaxseg!}; 

Rule begin_s_ fs seg display 

If s_f_s_seg_ display = unknown and 
x > 200000 Then s_f_s_seg display = found 
do_public_seg = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain Igaxseg!; 

Rule begin_interdept_seg_display 

If interdept_seg_display = unknown and 
x <= 10000 Then interdept_seg display = found 
do_s_f_s seg = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain smaxseg]; 

Rule begin_interdept_seg_display 

If interdept_seg_display = unknown and 
x > 10000 and 
x < = 200000 Then interdept_seg_display = found 
do_s_f_s seg = found 
Savefacts tempdata 
chain mdaxseg]; 

Rule begin_interdept_seg_display 

If interdept_seg_display = unknown and 
x > 200000 Then interdept_seg_display = found 
do_s_f_s seg = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain lgaxseg!; 

Rule begin_music_seg_ display 

If music_seg_display = unknown and 
x <= 10000 Then music_seg_ display = found 
do_interdept_seg = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain smaxseg2; 

Rule begin_music_seg display 

If music_seg_display = unknown and 
x > 10000 and 
x < = 200000 Then music_seg_display = found 
do_interdept_seg = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain mdaxseg2; 

Rule begin_music_seg_display 

If music_seg_display = unknown and 
x > 200000 Then music_seg display = found 
do_interdept_seg = found 
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savefacts ternpdata 
chain Igaxseg2; 

Rule begin_state_seg_ display 

If state_seg_ display = unknown and 
x <= [0000 Then state_seg display = found 
do_music_seg = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain srnaxseg2; 

Rule begin_state_seg_ display 

If state_seg display = unknown and 
x > 10000 and 
x < = 200000 Then state_seg display = found 
do_music_seg = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain mdaxseg2; 

Rule begin_state_seg display 

If state_seg_display = unknown and 
x > 200000 Then state_seg_display = found 
do_music_seg = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain lgaxseg2; 

Rule begin_total_seg_display 

If total_seg display = unknown and 
x < = {0000 Then total_seg display = found 
do_state_seg = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain smaxseg2; 

Rule begin_total_seg_ display 

If total_seg display = unknown and 
x > 10000 and 
x <= 200000 Then total_seg display = found 
do_state_seg = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain mdaxseg2; 

Rule begin_total_seg display 

If total_seg display = unknown and 
x > 200000 Then total_seg_display = found 
do_state_seg = found 
savefacts tempdata 
chain Igaxseg2; 

Rule turn_seg_arrays 

If turn_seg_arrays = unknown 

Then turn_seg_arrays = found 

x=] 
y = (count_it) 
Z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 

new_corps_rev_c{x] = (new_corps_rev{y]} 
new_public_rev_c[x] = (new_public_revfy]) 
new_s fs rev_c{x}] = (new_s_f_s revfyD 
new_interdept_rev_c[x] = (new_interdept_rev[yD 
new_music_rev_c{x} = (new_music_rev{y) 
new_state_rev_c{x] = (new_state_rev{y] 
new_total_revs_c{x] = (new_total_revs{y]) 

new_corps_costs_c{x] = (new_corps_costs{y]} 
new_public_costs_c[x] = (new_public_costs{y]) 
new_s_f_s_costs_c{x] = (new_s_f_s_costs{y]) 
new_interdept_costs_c{x} = (new_interdept_costs{y]) 
new_music_costs_¢c{x] = (new_music_costs{y) 
new_state_costs_c{x] = (new_state_costs{y) 
new_total_costs_c{x] = (new_total_costs[y) 
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x = (x+1) 

y = (y-]) 
end 

‘statements block 

bkcolor = 1; 

Plural: new_corps_costs_c, new_corps_rev_c, plural: new_public_costs_c,new_public_rev_c, plural: new_s_f_s_costs_c, new_s_f_s_rev_c; 
plural: new_interdept_costs_c, new_interdept_rev_c; plural: mew_music_costs_c, mew_music_rev_c,; plural: new_state_costs_c, 
new_state_rev_c; plural: new_total_costs_c, new_total_revs_c; 
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B.34 SMAXSEGI 

runtime; execute, 

actions 

axis_size = small color = 15 display “The system has just entered a new knowledge base and files must be" display “loaded. Once the files 
have loaded, the system will proceed directly” display “into the graph.” loadfacts tempdata z = (count_it + |) whiletrue z <= 12 then 

new_corps_rev_c{z] = unknown_dummy 
new_public_rev_c({z] = unknown_dummy 
new_s fs rev_c{z] = unknown_dummy 
new_interdept_rev_c{z] = unknown_dummy 

new_corps_costs_c{z] = unknown_dummy 
new_public_costs_c{z] = unknown_dummy 
new_s_fs_costs_c{z] = unknown_dummy 
new_interdept_costs_c{z] = unknown_dummy 

z= (z+ ljend 

find do_corps_seg find do_public_seg find do_s_f_s_seg find do_interdept_seg ; 

! Rules Block 

Rule begin_corps_seg_display 

If do_corps_seg = unknown 

Then do_corps_seg = found 

gmode 14 
extbutton2? = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

find axs_display 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000’s* 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month’ 
glocate 9,24 

gdisplay “J° 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A’ 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S* 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O°” 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay "N° 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay "D’ 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “3° 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay °F" 
giocate 57,24 
gdisplay "M° 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A° 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay "M’ 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay J’ 

gcolor 12 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (new_corps_costs_c{i} 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (new_corps_costs_c{2]) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
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x3 = (new_corps_costs_c(3}) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (new_corps_costs_c{4]) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (new_corps_costs_c{S) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (new_corps_costs_c[6]} 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (new_corps_costs_¢{7}} 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (new_corps_costs_c[8J) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (new_corps_costs_c{9]) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
xl0 = (new_corps_costs_c{10) 
find apnl_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
x11 = (new_corps_costs_c{11D 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (new_corps_costs_c{12] 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 9 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_corps_rev_c{1D 
find july_act 

reset july_act 

a2 = (new_corps_rev_c{2]) 
find aug_act 
reset aug act 
a3 = (new_corps_rev_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_corps_rev_c{4]) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_corps_rev_c{SD 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_corps_rev_c(6]) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a? = (new_corps_rev_c{7]} 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_corps_rev_c{8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a3 = (new_corps_rev_c{9D 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_corps_rev_c{10) 
find apml_act 
reset apnil_act 
all = (new_corps_rev_e{11] 
find may_act 

reset may_act 
al2 = (new_corps_rev_c{12]) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gceolor |4 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
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moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 

lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 

moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,18! 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 

lineto $01,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

glocate 28,1 
gdisplay “Corps of Cadets” 
glocate 28,2 
gdisplay “Market Segment” 
giocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Blue - Revenue’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Red - Expenses” 

whiletrue exatbutton2 = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode ; 
chain seggraph; 

Rule begin_public_seg_display 

If do_public_seg = unknown 

Then do_public_seg = found 

gmode I¢ 
exitbutton! = no 

moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 

lineto 600,180 

glocate 26,1 
gdisplay “Public Market Segment’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Blue - Revenue” 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Red - Expenses” 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000’s’ 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month’* 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A* 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay °S° 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N° 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D” 
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glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J” 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay "F’ 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M" 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
giocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M” 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J* 

find aas_display 

gcolor 12 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (new_public_costs_c{1) 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (new_public_costs_c{2) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug bud 
x3 = (new_public_costs_c{3]) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (new_public_costs_c{[4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (new_public_costs_c{5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (new_public_costs_c{6]) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (new_public_costs_c{7) 
find jan_bud 

reset jan_bud 

x8 = (new_public_costs_c(8} 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (new_public_costs_c{9) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (new_public_costs_c{10) 
find april_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
xJ1 = (new_public_costs_¢c{11D 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
xl2 = (new_public_costs_¢{12) 
find yune_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 9 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_public_rev_c{1) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_public_rev_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_public_rev_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
ad = (new_public_rev_c{4]) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_public_rev_c{5]) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_public_rev_c{6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_public_rev_cd{7D 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 

a8 = (new_public_rev_c{8]) 
find feb_act 
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reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_public_rev_c[9J 

find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_public_rev_c{10]) 
find april_act 
reset april_act 
all = (new_public_rev_c{l1) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_public_rev_c[l2) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 

moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 2] 2,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 

moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,]8t 

moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exitbutton! = no then end 

reset aas_display 
tmode 

cham seggraph; 

Rule begin_s_f s seg display 

If do_s fs seg = unknown 

Then do_s fs seg = found 

gmode 14 
exitbutton3 = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 23,1 
gdisplay “Student/Faculty/Staff 
glocate 27,2 
gdisplay “Market Segment’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Blue - Revenue” 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Red - Expenses’ 
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glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000’s’ 
giocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J” 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay °S” 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O” 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay °“N’” 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D“ 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J* 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay "F” 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M° 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M’° 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J° 

find axis_display 

gcolor 12 
moveto 30,180 
x] = (new_s_f_s_costs_c{ID 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (new_s_f_s_costs_c{2]} 
find aug_bud 
reset aug bud 
x3 = (new_s_f_s_costs_c{3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (new_s_f's costs_c{4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (new_s_f_s costs_c{5]) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (new_s_f_s costs _c{6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (new_s f_s_costs_c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (new_s f_s_ costs {8D 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (new_s_f_s_costs_{9]) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (new_s_f_s_costs_c{10D 
find apni_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
xll = (new_s_f_s_costs_c{tID 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x]2 = (new_s fs costs c{12]) 
find june_ bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 9 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_s f_s rev_c{ID 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_s f_s rev_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
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a3 = (new_s_f_s rev_c(3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_s_f's rev_c(4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_s f_s_rev_c{SD 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_s_f_s_rev_c(6]) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_s f_s_rev_c{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_s_fs rev_c(8]) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_s f_s rev_c{9) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_s_f_s_rev_c{10) 
find april_act 
reset april_act 
all = (new_s_f_s rev_q{tiD 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_s_f_s_rev_c{12) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,5] 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 

lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,138] 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 

moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,18) 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 

lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 

moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 

hineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
hineto $01,181 

moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 

moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exitbutton3 = no then end 

reset amis_display 
tmode 
chain seggraph; 

Rule begin_interdept_seg_display 

If do_interdept_seg = unknown 
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Then do_interdept_seg = found 

gmode 14 
extbutton4 = no 

moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 24,1 
gdisplay “Interdepartmental’ 
glocate 26,2 
gdisplay “Market Segment’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Blue - Revenue” 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Red - Expenses’ 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay "000’s” 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J" 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A° 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S° 
giocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N" 
giocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D* 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay °F" 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M” 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M° 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J° 

find axis_display 

gcolor 12 
moveto 30,180 
x! = (new_interdept_costs_c{1) 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (new_interdept_costs_c{2] 
find aug_bud 
reset aug bud 
x3 = (new_interdept_costs_c{3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (new_interdept_costs_c{4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (new_interdept_costs_c{ 5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (new_interdept_costs_c{6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (new_interdept_costs_c{7D) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (new_interdept_costs_c{8) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (new_interdept_costs_c{9} 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (new_interdept_costs_c{10D 
find april_bud 
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reset april_bud 
x11 = (new_interdept_costs_c{11]) 
find may_bud | 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (new_interdept_costs_c{12) 
find june_bud 
reset june_ bud 

gcolor 9 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_interdept_rev_c{I} 
find july_act 
reset july_act 

a2 = (new_interdept_rev_c{2]) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_interdept_rev_c{3]} 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
ad = (new_interdept_rev_c{4]) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_interdept_rev_c{5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_interdept_rev_c{6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_interdept_rev_c{7D 
find jan_act . 

reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_interdept_rev_c{8)) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_interdept_rev_c{9} 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_interdept_rev_c{10]) 
find apnl_act 
reset aprij_act 
all = (new_interdept_rev_c{1 1] 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_interdept_rev_c{12) 
find june_act 

reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 

lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 

moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 

lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 

moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 

lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 

lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
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moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exatbutton4 = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode 

chain seggraph; 

Rule aug_act_unknown_dummy 

if a2 = unknown_dummy 

Then aug_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_unknown_dummy 

If a3 = unknown_dummy 

Then sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_unknown_dummy 

If a4 = unknown_dummy 

Then oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_unknown_dummy 

If a5 = unknown_dummy 

Then nov_act = found; Rule dec_act_unknown_dummy 

If a6 = unknown_dummy 

Then dec_act = found; Rule jan_act_unknown_dummy 

If a7 = unknown_dummy 

Then jan_act = found; Rule feb_act_unknown_dummy 

If a8 = unknown_dummy 

Then feb_act = found; 

Rule march_act_unknown_dummy 

If a9 = unknown_dummy 

Then march_act = found; 

Rule apnl_act_unknown_dummy 

If al0 = unknown_dummy 

Then april_act = found; 

Rule may_act_unknown_dummy 

If all = unknown_dummy 

Then may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_unknown_dummy 

If al2 = unknown_dummy 

Then june_act = found; 

Rule aug_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x2 = unknown_dummy 

Then aug bud = found; 
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Rule sept_bud_unknown_dummy 

lf x3 = unknown_dummy 

Then sept_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x4 = unknown_dummy 

Then oct_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x5 = unknown_dummy 

Then nov_bud = found; Rule dec_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x6 = unknown_dummy 

Then dec_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x7 = unknown_dummy 

Then jan_bud = found; Rule feb_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x8 = unknown_dummy 

Then feb_bud = found, 

Rule march_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x9 = unknown_dummy 

Then march_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x10 = unknown_dummy 

Then apnil_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x11 = unknown_dummy 

Then may_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x12 = unknown_dummy 

Then june_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If xl = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If aas_size = small and 
xl > O and 
xl < = 1000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,172 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If as size = small and 
xl > 1000 and 
xl < = 2000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,156 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud Hf ads size = small and 
xl > 2000 and 
xl < = 3000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,140 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axs_size = small! and 
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xl > 3000 and 
x1 <= 4000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,124 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = small and 
xl > 4000 and 

xl <= 5000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,108 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = small and 
xl > $000 and 
xt < = 6000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,92 

july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If was_size = small and 
xl > 6000 and 

xl < = 7000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,77 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis size = small! and 
x} > 7000 and 
xl < = 8000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,62 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If aas_size = small and 
xl > 8000 and 
xl <= 9000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,45 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If aos size = small and 
xl > 9000 and 
x! <= {0000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,29 
jwy_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = small and 
xl > 10000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,20 
july_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_] If x2 = 0 Then lineto 114,180 
aug_bud = found, 

Rule aug_bud_2 If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 0 and 
x2 <= 1000 Then lineto 114,172 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_3 If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 1000 and 
x2 < = 2000 Then lineto 114,156 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug _bud_4 If ass_size = small and 
x2 > 2000 and 
x2 < = 3000 Then lineto 114,140 
aug dud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_S If axis size = small and 
x2 > 3000 and 
x2 < = 4000 Then lineto 114,124 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_6 If axis_nze = small! and 
x2 > 4000 and 
x2 < = 5000 Then lineto 114,108 
aug _bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_7 If axis_size = smal! and 
x2 > 3000 and 
x2 < = 6000 Then lineto 114,92 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_8 If axis_size = small and 
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x2 > 6000 and 
x2 <= 7000 Then lineto 114,77 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_9 If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 7000 and 
x2 < = 8000 Then lineto 114,62 
aug_bud = found 
reset aug_bud; 

Rule aug_bud_|0 If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 8000 and 
x2 < = 9000 Then lineto 114,45 
aug bud = found, 

Rule aug_bud_!! If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 9000 and 
x2 < = 10000 Then lineto 114,29 
aug _ bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_!2 If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 10000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_] If x3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_2 If axs_size = small and 
x3 > O and 
x3 < = 1000 Then lineto 163,172 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_3 If axis_size = small and 
x3 > 1000 and 
x3 < = 2000 Then lineto 163,156 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_4 If aas_size = small and 
x3 > 2000 and 
x3 < = 3000 Then lineto 163,140 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_S If axis_size = small and 
x3 > 3000 and 
x3 < = 4000 Then Jineto 163,124 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_6 If axis_size = small and 
x3 > 4000 and 
x3 < = 5000 Then lineto 163,108 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_7 If ads size = small and 
x3 > 5000 and 
x3 < = 6000 Then lineto 163,92 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_8 If as size = small and 
x3 > 6000 and 
x3 < = 7000 Then lineto 163,77 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_9 

If axis_size = small and 
x3 > 7000 and 
x3 < = 8000 Then lineto !163,62 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_10 

If axis_size = small and 
x3 > 8000 and 
x3 < = 9000 Then lineto 163,45 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_l1 

If axis_size = small and 
x3 > 9000 and 
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x3 < = 10000 Then lineto 163,29 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_12 

If axis_size = small and 
x3 > 10000 Then Jineto 163,20 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_] 

If x4 = O Then lineto 212,180 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > O and 

x4 < = 1000 Then lineto 212,172 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 1000 and 
x4 < = 2000 Then lineto 212,156 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 2000 and 
x4 <= 3000 Then lineto 212,140 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_5 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 3000 and : 
x4 <= 4000 Then lineto 212,124 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_6 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 4000 and 
x4 < = $000 Then lineto 212,108 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_7? 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 5000 and 
x4 < = 6000 Then lineto 212,92 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_8& 

If axis_size = smal! and 
x4 > 6000 and 

x4 < = 7000 Then lineto 212,77 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_9 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 7000 and 
x4 < = 8000 Then lineto 212,62 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_10 

If axds_size = small and 
x4 > 8000 and 
x4 < = 9000 Then lineto 212,45 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_11 

If axis_size = small and 
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x4 > 9000 and 
x4 <= 10000 Then lineto 212,29 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_12 

If axis size = small and 
x4 > 10000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_! 

If x5 = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_2 

If as _size = small and 
x5 > 0 and 
x5 <= 1000 Then lineto 260,172 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 1000 and 
x5 <= 2000 Then lineto 260,156 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 2000 and 
x5 <= 3000 Then lineto 260,140 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_5 

If ads_size = small and 
x5 > 3000 and 
x5 < = 4000 Then lineto 260,124 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_6 

If axs_size = small and 
x5 > 4000 and 
x5 < = $000 Then lineto 260,108 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_7 

If axs_size = small and 
x5 > 5000 and 
x5 < = 6000 Then lineto 260,92 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_8 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 6000 and 
x5 <= 7000 Then lineto 260,77 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_9 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 7000 and 
x5 < = 8000 Then lineto 260,62 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_10 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 8000 and 
x5 < = 9000 Then lineto 260,45 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_!} 
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If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 9000 and 
x5 <= 10000 Then lineto 260,29 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_12 

If axis_size = small! and 
x5 > 10000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_! 

If x6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 0 and 
x6 < = 1000 Then lineto 308,172 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_3 

If aas_size = small] and 
x6 > 1000 and 
x6 <= 2000 Then lineto 308,156 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 2000 and 
x6 < = 3000 Then lineto 308,140 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_5 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 3000 and 
x6 < = 4000 Then lineto 308,124 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_6 

If ads_size = small and 
x6 > 4000 and 
x6 <= 5000 Then lineto 308,108 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_7 

If axs_size = small and 
x6 > 5000 and 
x6 < = 6000 Then lineto 308,92 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_8 

If axis_size = smal! and 
x6 > 6000 and 
x6 <= 7000 Then lineto 308,77 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_9 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 7000 and 
x6 < = 8000 Then lineto 308,62 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_!0 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 8000 and 
x6 < = 9000 Then lineto 308,45 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_!1 
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If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 9000 and 
x6 <= 10000 Then lineto 308,29 
dec_bud = found, 

Rule dec_bud_]2 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 10000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_1 

If x7 = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > O and 
x7 < = 1000 Then lineto 357,172 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
x? > 1000 and 
x7 < = 2000 Then lineto 357,156 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
x? > 2000 and 
x7 < = 3000 Then lineto 357,140 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_$ 

If axis_size = small and 
x7? > 3000 and 
x? <= 4000 Then jineto 357,124 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_6 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > 4000 and 
x7 <= §000 Then lineto 357,108 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_7 

If ads_size = small and 
x? > $000 and 
x? < = 6000 Then lineto 357,92 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_8 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > 6000 and 
x7 < = 7000 Then lineto 357,77 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_9 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > 7000 and 
x7 < = 8000 Then lineto 357,62 
jan_bud = found, 

Rule jan_bud_10 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > 8000 and 
x7 < = 9000 Then lineto 357,45 
jan_bud = found; 
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Rule jan_bud_11 

If axis_size = small and 
x7? > 9000 and 

x7 <= 10000 Then lineto 357,29 
jan_bud = found, .- 

Rule jan_bud_1!2 

If axis_size = smal! and 
x7 > 10000 Then hneto 357,20 
jan_bud = found, 

Rule feb_bud_] 

If x8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 0 and 
x8 <= 1000 Then lineto 404,172 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 1000 and 
x8 < = 2000 Then lineto 404,156 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_4 

If axis_size = smail and 
x& > 2000 and 
x8 < = 3000 Then lineto 404,140 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_5 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 3000 and 
x8 < = 4000 Then lineto 404,124 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_6 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 4000 and 
x8 < = 5000 Then lineto 404,108 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_? 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > $000 and 
x8 < = 6000 Then lineto 404,92 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_8 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 6000 and 
x8 < = 7000 Then lineto 404,77 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_9 

If axis_nze = smal! and 
x8 > 7000 and 
x8 < = 8000 Then lineto 404,62 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_10 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 8000 and 
x8 < = 9000 Then lineto 404,45 
feb_bud = found; 
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Rule feb_bud_!} 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 9000 and 
x8 < = 10000 Then lineto 404,29 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_12 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 10000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_bud = found, 

Rule march_bud_! 

If x9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > O and 
x9 <= 1000 Then lineto 452,172 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_3 

If aas_size = small and 
x9 > 1000 and 
x9 < = 2000 Then lineto 452,156 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_4 

If axas_size = small and 
x9 > 2000 and 
x9 <= 3000 Then lineto 452,140 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_5 

If axis size = small and 
x9 > 3000 and 
x9 < = 4000 Then lineto 452,124 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_6 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 4000 and 
x9 <= 5000 Then lineto 452,108 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_7 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 5000 and 
x9 < = 6000 Then lineto 452,92 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_8 

If axis size = small and 
x9 > 6000 and 
x9 < = 7000 Then lineto 452,77 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_9 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 7000 and 
x9 < = 8000 Then lineto 452,62 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_10 

If aas_ size = small and 
x9 > 8000 and 
x9 < = 9000 Then lineto 452,45 
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march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_11 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 9000 and 
x9 <= 10000 Then lineto 452,29 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_]2 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 10000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_1 

If x10 = 0 Then lineto 501,130 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 0 and 
x10 < = |000 Then lineto 501,172 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 1000 and 
x!0 <= 2000 Then lineto 501,156 
apnil_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
x!Q > 2000 and 
x10 < = 3000 Then lineto 501,140 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_5 

If axs_size = small and 
xl0 > 3000 and 
x10 < = 4000 Then lineto 501,124 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_6 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 4000 and 
x10 <= 5000 Then lineto 501,108 
apni_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_? 

If ads_size = small and 
x10 > 5000 and 
x10 < = 6000 Then lineto 501,92 
apni_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_8 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 6000 and 
x10 <= 7000 Then lineto 501,77 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_9 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 7000 and 
x10 < = 8000 Then lineto 501,62 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_10 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 8000 and 
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x10 < = 9000 Then lineto 501,45 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule apnil_bud_!! 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 9000 and 
x10 < = 10000 Then lineto 501,29 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_12 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 10000 Then lineto 501,20 
april_bud = found 
reset april_bud; 

Rule may_bud_! 

If xll = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
xl1 > O and 
xtl < = 1000 Then lineto 549,172 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
xl] > 1000 and 

x11 < = 2000 Then lineto 549,156 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
xll > 2000 and 
xl! < = 3000 Then lineto 549,140 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_5 

If axis size = small and 
xl] > 3000 and 
xI1 < = 4000 Then lineto 549,124 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_6 

If axis_size = small and 
xI1 > 4000 and 

xll <= 5000 Then lineto 549,108 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_7 

If axis_size = small and 
x11 > 5000 and 
x11 < = 6000 Then lineto 549,92 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_8 

If axis_size = small and 
xl! > 6000 and 
x11 < = 7000 Then lineto 549,77 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_9 

If ads_size = small and 
xll > 7000 and 
xi} < = 8000 Then lineto 549,62 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_10 
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If axis_size = small and 
x11 > 8000 and 
x11 < = 9000 Then lineto 549,45 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_!1 

If axis_size = small and 
xl} > 9000 and 
xl! <= 10000 Then lineto 549,29 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_12 

If axis_size = small and 
x!1 > 10000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_] 

If x12 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_2 

If axas_size = small and 
x12 > 0 and 
x12 < = 1000 Then lineto 597,172 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_3 

If axis_size = smal) and 
x12 > 1000 and 
xi2 < = 2000 Then lineto 597,156 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_4 

If axis_size = smali and 
xl2 > 2000 and 
x12 < = 3000 Then lineto 597,140 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_5 

If axis_size = small and 
x12 > 3000 and 
x12 < = 4000 Then lineto 597,124 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_6 

If axis_size = small and 
x12 > 4000 and 
xi2 < = 5000 Then lineto 597,108 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_7 

If waas_size = small and 
xl2 > 5000 and 
xl2 < = 6000 Then lineto 597,92 
yune_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_8 

If axis_size = small and 
x12 > 6000 and 
x12 < = 7000 Then lineto 597,77 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_9 

If axis_size = small and 
x12 > 7000 and 
x12 < = 8000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_10 
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If axis_size = small and 
x12 > 8000 and 
x12 < = 9000 Then lineto 597,45 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_1!1 

If axis_size = small and 
x12 > 9000 and 
x12 < = 10000 Then lineto 597,29 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_12 

If axis_size = small and 
x12 > 10000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_bud = found; 

Rule july_act If al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = small and 
al > O and 
al <= 1060 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,171 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis size = small and 
al > 1000 and 
al <= 2000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,155 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = small and 
al > 2000 and 
al <= 3000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,140 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = small and 
al > 3000 and 
al <= 4000 Then locate 30,1380 
lineto 69,124 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If ads_size = small and 
al > 4000 and 
al < = $000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,108 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = small and 
al > 5000 and 
al < = 6000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,92 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = small and 
al > 6000 and 
al <= 7000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,77 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis _size = small and 
al > 7000 and 
al < = 8000 Then locate 30,]80 
lineto 69,62 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If aas_size = small and 
al > 8000 and 
al < = 9000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,45 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = small and 
al > 9000 and 
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al <= 10000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,29 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If al > 10000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,20 
july_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_! If a2 = 0 Then lineto 114,179 
aug_act = found, 

Rule aug_act_2 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 0 and 
a2 <= 1000 Then lineto 114,171 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_3 If axis size = small and 
a2 > 1000 and 
a2 < = 2000 Then lineto 114,155 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_4 If axis size = small and 
a2 > 2000 and 
a2 <= 3000 Then lineto 114,139 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug act_5 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 3000 and 
a2 < = 4000 Then lineto 114,123 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_6 If aas_size = small and 
a2 > 4000 and 
a2 < = 5000 Then lineto 114,107 
aug act = found; 

Rule aug_act_7 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 5000 and 
aZ < = 6000 Then lineto 114,91 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug act_8 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 6000 and 
a2 < = 7000 Then lineto 114,75 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_9 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 7000 and 
a2 < = 8000 Then lineto 114,61 
aug act = found; 

Rule aug_act_10 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 8000 and 
a2 < = 9000 Then lineto 114,44 
aug act = found; 

Rule aug_act_1!| If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 9000 and 
a2 < = 10000 Then lineto 114,28 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_12 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 10000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_! If a3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_2 If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 0 and 
a3 < = 1000 Then Jineto 163,171 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_3 If axis_size = smal] and 
a3 > 1000 and 
a3 < = 2000 Then lineto 163,155 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_4 If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 2000 and 
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a3 <= 3000 Then lineto 163,139 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_5 If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 3000 and 
a3 < = 4000 Then lineto 163,123 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_6 If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 4000 and 
a3 < = 5000 Then lineto 163,107 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_7 If axs_size = small and 
a3 > $000 and 
a3 < = 6000 Then lineto 163,91] 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_8 If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 6000 and 
a3 <= 7000 Then lineto 163,76 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 7000 and 
a3 < = 8000 Then lineto 163,61 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_10 

If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 8000 and 
a3 < = 9000 Then lineto 163,44 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_]1 

If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 9000 and 
a3 < = 10000 Then lineto 163,28 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_12 

If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 10000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_1 

If a4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 0 and 
a4 <= ]000 Then lineto 212,171 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_3 

If aas_size = small and 
a4 > 1000 and 
a4 < = 2000 Then lineto 212,155 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_4 

If ais_ze = small and 
a4 > 2000 and 
a4 < = 3000 Then lineto 212,139 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_5 

If axis_ze = small and 
a4 > 3000 and 
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a4 <= 4000 Then lineto 212,123 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_6 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 4000 and 
a4 <= 5000 Then lineto 212,107 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_? 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > $000 and 
a4 < = 6000 Then lineto 212,91 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_8 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 6000 and 
a4 <= 7000 Then lineto 212,76 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 7000 and 
a4 < = 8000 Then lineto 212,61 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_10 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 8000 and 
ad < = 9000 Then lineto 212,44 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_!] 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 9000 and 
a4 < = 10000 Then lineto 212,28 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_l2 

If axis_size = smal! and 
a4 > 10000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_! 

If a5 = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
a5 > 0 and . 
a5 < = 1000 Then lineto 260,171 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_3 

If axis_size = small and 
a5 > 1000 and 
a5 <= 2000 Then lineto 260,155 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_4 

If axis_size = small and 
a5 > 2000 and 
a5 < = 3000 Then lineto 260,139 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_5 

If axis_size = small and 
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a5 > 3000 and 
a5 <= 4000 Then lineto 260,123 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_6 

If axis_size = smal] and 
a5 > 4000 and 
a5 <= §000 Then lineto 260,107 
nov_act = found, 

Rule nov_act_7 

If axis_size = smal] and 
a5 > 5000 and 
aS < = 6000 Then lineto 260,91 
nov_act = found ; 

Rule nov_act_8 

If axis_size = small and 
a5 > 6000 and 
a5 < = 7000 Then lineto 260,76 
nov_act = found, 

Rule nov_act_9 

If aas_size = small and 
a5 > 7000 and 
aS <= 8000 Then lineto 260,61 
nov_act = fqund; 

Rule nov_act_10 

If axis_size = small and 
a5 > 8000 and 
a5 < = 9000 Then lineto 260,44 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_11 

If axis_size = small and 
a5 > 9000 and 
aS < = 10000 Then lineto 260,28 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_|2 

If axis_size = smal] and 
a5 > 10000 Then lJineto 260,20 
nov_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_1 

If a6 = O Then lineto 308,180 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 0 and 
a6 < = 1000 Then lineto 308,171 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_3 

If axis_size = small and 
aS > 1000 and 
a6 < =~ 2000 Then Jineto 308,155 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_4 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 2000 and 
a6 <= 3000 Then lineto 308,139 
dec_act = found, 

Rule dec_act_5 
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If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 3000 and 
a6 < = 4000 Then lineto 308,123 
dec_act = found, 

Rule dec_act_6 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 4000 and 
a6 <= 5000 Then lineto 308,107 
dec_act = found, 

Rule dec_act_7? 

If axis size = small and 
a6 > 5000 and 
a6 < = 6000 Then lineto 308,91 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_8 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 6000 and 
a6 <= 7000 Then Jineto 308,76 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 7000 and 
a6 < = 8000 Then lineto 308,61 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_10 

If ads size = small and 
a6 > 8000 and 

a6 < = 9000 Then lineto 308,44 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_11 

If was size = small and 
a6 > 9000 and 
a6 < = 10000 Then lineto 308,28 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_!2 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 10000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_! 

If a? = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jJan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
a7 > O and 
a? <= 1000 Then lineto 357,17! 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_3 

If axis_size = small and 
a7 > 1000 and 
a? <= 2000 Then lineto 357,155 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_4 

If axs_size = smal! and 
a? > 2000 and 
a? <= 3000 Then lineto 357,139 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_5 
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If axis_size = small and 
a7 > 3000 and 
a7 <= 4000 Then lineto 357,123 

jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_6 

If axis_size = small and 
a7 > 4000 and 
a7 < = 5000 Then lineto 357,107 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_7 

If axis_size = small and 
a? > $000 and 
a? < = 6000 Then lineto 357,91 
jan_act = found, 

Rule jan_act_8 

If axis_size = small and 
a7? > 6000 and 
a? <= 7000 Then lineto 357,76 
jan_act = found =; 

Rule jan_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
a? > 7000 and 
a7 <= 8000 Then lineto 357,61 
jan_act = found ; 

Rute jan_act_10 

If axis_size = small and 
a7 > 8000 and 
a7 <= 9000 Then lineto 357,44 
jan_act = found ; 

Rule jan_act_!1 

If axis_size = small and 
a7? > 9000 and 
a7 <= 10000 Then lineto 357,28 
jan_act = found =; 

Rule jan_act_12 

If axis_size = small and 
a7? > 10000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_act = found =; 

Rule feb_act_! 

If a8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
a8 > 0 and 
a8 < = 1000 Then lineto 404,171 
fed_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_3 

If axis_size = small and 
a8 > 1000 and 
a8 <= 2000 Then lineto 404,155 
feb_act = found =; 

Rule feb_act_4 

If axis_size = small and 
a8 > 2000 and 
a8 < = 3000 Then lineto 404,139 
feb_act = found; 
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Rule feb_act_5 

If axis_size = small and 
a8 > 3000 and 
a8 < = 4000 Then lineto 404,123 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_6 

If axis_size = small and 
a8 > 4000 and 
a8 < = 5000 Then lineto 404,107 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_? 

If axis_size = small and 
a8 > 5000 and 
a8 < = 6000 Then lineto 404,91 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_8 

If axis_size = small and 
a& > 6000 and 
a& <= 7000 Then Jineto 404,76 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
a8 > 7000 and 
a8 <= 8000 Then lineto 404,61 
feb_act = found § ; 

Rule feb_act_10 

If axis_size = small and 
a8 > 8000. and 
a8 < = 9000 Then lineto 404,44 
feb_act = found , 

Rule feb_act_11 

If axis_size = small and 
a8 > 9000 and 
a& <= 10000 Then lineto 404,28 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_12 

If axis size = small and 
a& > 10000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_act = found; 

Rule march_act_] 

If a9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 0 and 
a9 < = 1000 Then lineto 452,171 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_3 

If axis_size = smal] and 
a9 > 1000 and 
a9? <= 2000 Then lineto 452,155 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_4 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 2000 and 
a9 <= 3000 Then lineto 452,139 
march_act = found ; 
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Rule march_act_5 

If aas_size = small and 
a9 > 3000 and 
a9 <= 4000 Then lineto 452,123 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_6 

If ads_size = small and 
a9 > 4000 and 
a9 < = $5000 Then lineto 452,107 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_7 

If aas_size = small and 
a9 > $000 and 
a9 <= 6000 Then lineto 452,91 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_8 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 6000 and 
a9 <= 7000 Then lineto 452,76 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_9 

If aas_size = small and 
a9 > 7000 and 
a? < = 8000 Then ltineto 452,61 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_10 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 8000 and 
a9 <= 9000 Then lineto 452,44 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_11 

If axis_nze = small and 
a9 > 9000 and 
a9 < = 10000 Then lineto 452,28 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_]2 

If ads_size = smalf{ and 
a9 > 10000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_act = found § ; 

Rule april_act_! 

If alO = 0 Then lineto 501,180 
apni_act = found =; 

Role april_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
alO > 0 and 
al0 <= {000 Then lineto 501,171 
april_act = found; 

Rule april_act_3 

If axis size = small and 
alO > 1000 and 
alO < = 2000 Then lineto 501,155 
apnil_act = found; 

Rule april_act_4 

If axis_size = small and 
alO > 2000 and 
ald <= 3000 Then lineto 501,139 
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april_act = found; 

Rule april_act_5 

If axis_size = small and 
alO > 3000 and 
alO < = 4000 Then lineto 501,123 
apni_act = found; 

Rule april_act_6 

If axis_size = small and 
alO > 4000 and 
al0 <= $000 Then lineto 501,107 
apnil_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_7 

If axis_size = small and 
alQ > 5000 and 
al0 <= 6000 Then lineto 501,91 
apnl_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_8 

If ads size = small and 
al0 > 6000 and 
alQ < = 7000 Then lineto 501,76 
april_act = found; 

Rule april_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
alO > 7000 and 
alO <= 8000 Then lineto 501,61 
apnl_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_10 

If axis_size = small and 
alO > 8000 and 
al0 < = 9000 Then lineto 501,44 
april_act = found; 

Rule april_act_tl 

If axis_size = small and 
alQ > 9000 and 
al0 < = 10000 Then lineto 501,28 
apnl_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_12 

If axis_size = small and 
alO > 10000 Then lineto 501,20 
april_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_! 

If all = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_act = found ,; 

Rule may_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
all > O and 
all < = 1000 Then lineto 549,171 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_3 

If axis _size = small and 
all > 1000 and 
all <= 2000 Then lineto 549,155 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_4 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 2000 and 
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all <= 3000 Then lineto 549,139 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_5 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 3000 and 
all <= 4000 Then lineto 549,123 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_6 

If axis_size = smal! and 
all > 4000 and : 
all < = 5000 Then lineto 549,107 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_? 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 5000 and 
all <= 6000 Then lineto 549,91 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_8 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 6000 and 
all <= 7000 Then lineto 549,76 
may_act = found §; 

Rule may_act_9 

If axis size = small and 
all > 7000 and ; 
all < = 8000 Then lineto 549,61 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_!0 

If axis_size = small and . 
all > 8000 and 
all <= 9000 Then lineto 549,44 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_!! 

If axis_size = small and 
alt > 9000 and 
all <= 10000 Then lineto 549,28 
may_act = found =; 

Rule may_act_!2 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 10000 Then hneto 549,20 
may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_! 

If al2 = 0 Then Jineto 597,180 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_2 

lf axis_size = small and 
al2 > O and 
al2 <= 1000 Then lineto 597,171 
jJune_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_3 

If axis size = small and 
al2 > 1000 and 
al2 <= 2000 Then lineto 597,155 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_4 

If axis_size = small and 
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al2 > 2000 and 
al2 <= 3000 Then lineto 597,139 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_5 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 3000 and 
al2 < = 4000 Then lineto 597,123 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_6 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 4000 and 
al2 < = S000 Then lineto 597,107 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_7 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 5000 and 
al2 < = 6000 Then lineto 597,91 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_8 

If aas_size = small and 
al2 > 6000 and 
al2 <= 7000 Then lineto 597,76 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 7000 and 
al2 < = 8000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_10 

If axis size = small and 
al2 > 8000 and 
al2 < = 9000 Then lineto 597,44 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_!l 

If axds_size = small and 
al2 > 9000 and 
al2 < = 10000 Then lineto 597,28 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_12 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 10000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_act = found; 

Rule july_act If al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule axs_size_small 

If axis_display = unknown 

Then axis_display = found 
glocate 2,3 
gdisplay “10° 
glocate 3,7 
gdisplay “8° 
giocate 3,11 
gdisplay °6° 
giocate 3,15 
gdisplay “4° 
glocate 3,19 

gdisplay “2°; 
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‘statements block 

bkcolor = |; 

Ibutton exitbuttonl: 10,2,14,14,exit Ibutton exitbutton2 10,2,14,14,exit, Ibutton exitbutton3: 10,2,14,14,exit, Ibutton exitbutton4: 
10,2,14,14,ex6 ‘ 

plural: new_personal_c,exp_personal_c,exp_personal; 
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B.35 SMAXSEG2 

runtime; execute; 

actions 

axis_size = small color = 15 display “The system has just entered a new knowledge base and files must be” display “loaded. Once the files 
have loaded, the systern will proceed directly” display “into the graph.” loadfacts tempdata z = (count_it + |) whiletruez <= 12 then 

new_music_rev_c(z} = unknown_dummy 
new_state_rev_c{z] = unknown_dummy 
new_total_revs_c{z] = unknown_dummy 

new_music_costs_c{z] = unknown_dummy 
new_state_costs_¢c(z] = unknown_dummy 
new_total_costs_¢{z] = unknown_dummy 

z= (z + 1) end 

find do_music_seg find do_state_seg find do_total_seg ; 

! Rules Block 

Rule begin_music_seg_ display 

If do_music_seg = unknown 

Then do_music_seg = found 

gmode 14 
exitbutton2 = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 

lineto 600,180 

find axis_display 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000's” 
glocate 76,23 
gdispiay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J° 
giocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A° 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S° 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N° 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D* 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay °F” 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay "M* 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M° 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J° 

gceolor 12 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (new_music_costs_q{I) 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 

x2 = (new_music_costs_c{2) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (new_music_costs_c{3] 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (new_music_costs_c{4]) 
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find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (new_music_costs_c[5]) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (new_music_costs_c[6]) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (new_music_costs_c[7] 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (new_music_costs_c({8]) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (new_music_costs_c{9]) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (new_music_costs_cf{10)) 
find apnl_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
x11 = (new_music_costs_c[11) 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud . 
x]2 = (new_music_costs_c{12D 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

geolor 9 
moveto 30,] 80 

al = (new_music_rev_c{ID) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 

a2 = (new_music_rev_c{2]) 
find aug act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_music_rev_c{3]) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_music_rev_c{4] 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_music_rev_c{5]) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_music_rev_c{6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7? = (new_music_rev_q{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act - 
a& = (new_music_rev_c{8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_music_rev_c(9) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
ald = (new_music_rev_c{lO0D 
find apnl_act 
reset apnl_act 
all = (new_music_rev_c{11D 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_music_rev_c{!2) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 

jineto 33,19 

moveto 27,5] 
lineto 33,51 

moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
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lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 

moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
tineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 

moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 

lineto SO1,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

glocate 27,1 
gdisplay “Music Department’ 
giocate 28,2 
gdisplay "Market Segment’ 
giocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Blue - Revenue’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Red - Expenses” 

whiletrue exitbutton2 = no then end 

reset axgs_display 
tmode 
chain seggraph; 

Rule begin_state_seg display 

If do_state_seg = unknown 

Then do_state_seg = found 

gmode 14 
exitoufton] = no 

moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

giocate 26,1 
gdisplay “State Related’ 
giocate 26,2 
gdisplay “Market Segment’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Blue - Revenue’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Red - Expenses’ 

giocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000’s’ 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J” 
glocate 15,2 
gdisplay “A° 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S” 
giocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay °N’ 
giocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D’ 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay J“ 
glocate 51,24 
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gdisplay °F’ 
glocate $7,24 
gdisplay "M" 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A’ 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M* 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J° 

find axis_display 

gcolor ]2 
moveto 30,180 

xl = (new_state_costs_c{1}} 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (new_state_costs_c{2]) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (new_state_costs_c{3]) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (new_state_costs_ci4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (new_state_costs_c{5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (new_state_costs_c{6] 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (new_state_costs_c{7]} 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 

x8 = (new_state_costs_c(8]) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (new_state_costs_c[9]) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (new_state_costs_c{10) 
find april_bud 
reset apn)_bud 
x11 = (new_state_costs_c{11]) 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (new_state_costs_c{12]) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 9 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_state_rev_c(1} 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_state_rev_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug act 
a3 = (new_state_rev_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_state_rev_c{4]} 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
aS = (new_state_rev_c{ 5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_state_rev_c{6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_state_rev_c{7]} 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 

a8 = (new_state_rev_c[8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a? = (new_state_rev_c{9) 
find march_act 
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reset march_act 
al0 = (new_state_rev_c[10)) 
find april_act 
reset apnil_act 
all = (new_state_rev_c{11) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_state_rev_c{12] 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 

lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 

lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 

lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto $01,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 

lineto $97,181 

whiletrue exitbutton! = no then end 

reset axis_ display 
tmode 
chain seggraph; 

Rule begin_total_seg_ display 

If do_total_seg = unknown 

Then do_total_seg = found 

gmode 14 
eatbutton3 = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 30,1 
gdisplay “Total Revenue & Expenses” 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Blue - Revenue’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Red - Expenses’ 

giocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000’s” 
giocate 76,23 
gdispiay “Month’ 
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glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A“ 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay °S” 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O" 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N°” 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D’ 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay °F’ 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M* 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay "M° 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J* 

find axis display 

gcolor 12 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (new_total_costs_c{1D 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (new_total_costs_c{2) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (new_total_costs_¢{3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (new_total_costs_c{4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (new_total_costs_¢{5]) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (new_total_costs_c{6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x? = (new_total_costs_c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (new_total_costs_c{8]) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (new_total_costs_c{9) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (new_total_costs_c{10) 
find apnl_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
x11 = (new_total_costs_c{1 1] 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (new_total_costs_c{12) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 9 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_total_revs_c{l) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_total_revs_c{2] 
find aug_act 
reset aug act 
a3 = (new_total_revs_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
ad = (new_total_revs_c{4]) 
find oct_act 
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reset oct_act 
aS = (new_total_revs_c[5D 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_total_revs_c{6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_total_revs_c{7]} 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_total_revs_c{8]) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a? = (new_total_revs_c{9} 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_total_revs_c{10]) 
find apnil_act 
reset apnl_act 
all = (new_total_revs_c{1\) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 

al2 = (new_total_revs_c{i2) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gceolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 

moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
hineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 

moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
hneto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exitbutton3 = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode 
chain graph!, 

Rule aug_act_unknown_dummy 

If a2 = unknown_dummy 

Then aug_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_unknown_dummy 

If a3 = unknown_dummy 
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Then sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_unknown_dummy 

If a4 = unknown_dummy 

Then oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_unknown_dummy 

If a5 = unknown_dummy 

Then nov_act = found, Rule dec_act_unknown_dummy 

If a6 = unknown_dummy 

Then dec_act = found; Rule jan_act_unknown_dummy 

If a7 = unknown_dummy 

Then jan_act = found; Rule feb_act_unknown_dummy 

If a8 = unknown_dummy 

Then feb_act = found; 

Rule march_act_unknown_dummy 

If a9 = unknown_dummy 

Then march_act = found; 

Role april_act_unknown_dummy 

If al0 = unknown_dummy 

Then april_act = found; 

Rule may_act_unknown_dummy 

If all = unknown_dummy 

Then may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_unknown_dummy 

If al2 = unknown_dummy 

Then june_act = found; 

Rule aug_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x2 = unknown_dummy 

Then aug_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x3 = unknown_dummy 

Then sept_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x4 = unknown_dummy 

Then oct_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x5 = unknown_dummy 

Then nov_bud = found; Rule dec_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x6 = unknown_dummy 

Then dec_bud = found; 
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Rule jan_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x? = unknown_dummy 

Then jan_bud = found; Rule feb_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x8 = unknown_dummy 

Then feb_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x9 = unknown_dummy 

Then march_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x10 = unknown_dummy 

Then apn!_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_unknown_dummy 

if x11 = unknown_dummy 

Then may_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x12 = unknown_dummy 

Then june_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If xl = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 

fuly_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = smali and 
xl > O and 
xl <= 1000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,172 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = small and 
x1 > 1000 and 
xl <= 2000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,156 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = small and 
xl > 2000 and 
x1 <= 3000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,140 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = small and 
xl > 3000 and 
xl < = 4000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,124 
July_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis size = small and 
x) > 4000 and 
xl <= 5000 Then locate 30,180 
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lineto 69,108 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = small and 
x1 > 5000 and 

x1 < = 6000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,92 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = small and 
xl > 6000 and 

xl <= 7000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,77 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = small and 
x! > 7000 and 
xl < = 8000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,62 
july_bud = found, 

Rule jwy_bud If axis_size = small and 
xl > 8000 and 
xl] <= 9000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,45 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = small and 
xl > 9000 and 
xl < = 10000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,29 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis size = small and 
x1 > 10000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,20 

july_bud = found; 

Rule aug bud_! If x2 = 0 Then lineto 114,180 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_2 If axs_size = small and 
x2 > 0 and 
x2 <= 1000 Then lineto 114,172 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_3 If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 1000 and 
x2 < = 2000 Then lineto 114,156 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_¢ If axs_size = small and 
x2 > 2000 and 
x2 < = 3000 Then lineto 114,140 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_5 If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 3000 and 
x2 < = 4000 Then lineto 114,124 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_6 If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 4000 and 
x2 <= 5000 Then lineto 114,108 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_7 If axis_size = small and 
x2 > $000 and 
x2 < = 6000 Then lineto 114,92 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_8 If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 6000 and 
x2 <= 7000 Then lineto 114,77 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_9 If axis size = small and 
x2 > 7000 and 
x2 < = 8000 Then lineto 114,62 
aug_bud = found 
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reset aug_bud; 

Rule aug _bud_10 If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 8000 and 
x2 < = 9000 Then lineto 114,45 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug _bud_11 If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 9000 and 
x2 < = 10000 Then lineto 114,29 
aug _bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_12 If axis_size = small and 
x2 > 10000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_l If x3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_2 If axis_size = small and 
x3 > O and 
x3 < = 1000 Then lineto 163,172 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_3 If axis_size = small and 
x3 > 1000 and + 
x3 < = 2000 Then lineto 163,156 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_4 If axis_size = small and 
x3 > 2000 and 
x3 <= 3000 Then lineto 163,140 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_5 If axis_size = small and 
x3 > 3000 and 
x3 < = 4000 Then lineto 163,124 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_6 If axis size = small and 
x3 > 4000 and 
x3 < = 5000 Then lineto 163,108 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_7 If axis size = small and 
x3 > 5000 and 
x3 < = 6000 Then lineto 163,92 
sept_bud = found, 

Rule sept_bud_8 If axis_size = small and 
x3 > 6000 and 
x3 < = 7000 Then lineto 163,77 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_9 

If axis_size = small and 
x3 > 7000 and 
x3 < = 8000 Then lineto 163,62 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_10 

If axis_size = small and 
x3 > 8000 and 
x3 <= 9000 Then lineto 163,45 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_!! 

If axis_size = small and 
x3 > 9000 and 
x3 < = 10000 Then lineto 163,29 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_12 

If axis_size = small and 
x3 > 10000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_bud = found; 
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Rule oct_bud_! 

If x4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_bud = found, 

Rule oct_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > O and 
x4 <= 1000 Then lineto 212,172 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_3 

If axis size = small and 
x4 > 1000 and 
x4 <= 2000 Then lineto 212,156 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 2000 and 
x4 < = 3000 Then lineto 212,140 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_5 

If axis size = small and 
x4 > 3000 and 
x4 <= 4000 Then lineto 212,124 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_6 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 4000 and 
x4 < = 5000 Then lineto 2! 2,108 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_7 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 5000 and 
x4 < = 6000 Then lineto 212,92 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_8 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 6000 and 
x4 < = 7000 Then lineto 212,77 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_9 

If aas_size = smal] and 
x4 > 7000 and 
x4 < = 8000 Then lineto 212,62 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_10 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 8000 and 
x4 < = 9000 Then lineto 212,45 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_!1 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 9000 and 
x4 < = 10000 Then lineto 212,29 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_12 

If axis_size = small and 
x4 > 10000 Then lineto 212,20 
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oct_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_! 

If x5 = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_2 

lf axis_size = smal! and 
x5 > 0 and 
x5 < = 1000 Then lineto 260,172 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 1000 and 
x5 < = 2000 Then lineto 260,156 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 2000 and 
x5 <= 3000 Then lineto 260,140 
nov_bud = found, 

Rule nov_bud_5 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 3000 and 
x5 < = 4000 Then lineto 260,124 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_6 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 4000 and 
x5 <= $000 Then lineto 260,108 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_7 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 5000 and 
x5 < = 6000 Then lineto 260,92 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_8 

If aas_size = small and 
x5 > 6000 and 
x5 < = 7000 Then lineto 260,77 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_9 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 7000 and 
x5 < = 8000 Then lineto 260,62 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_!0 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 8000 and 
x5 <= 9000 Then lineto 260,45 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_!! 

If axis_size = small and 
x5 > 9000 and 
x5 < = 10000 Then lineto 260,29 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_12 

If axis_size = small and 
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x5 > 10000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_! 

If x6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > O and 
x6 <= 1000 Then lineto 308,172 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_3 

If ads_size = small and 
x6 > 1000 and 
x6 <= 2000 Then lineto 308,156 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 2000 and 
x6 <= 3000 Then lineto 308,140 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_5 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 3000 and 
x6 < = 4000 Then lineto 308,124 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_6 

If axis_size ™ small and 
x6 > 4000 and 
x6 < = 5000 Then lineto 308,108 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_? 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 5000 and 
x6 < = 6000 Then lineto 308,92 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_8 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 6000 and 
x6 < = 7000 Then lineto 308,77 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_9 

If aas_nze = small and 
x6 > 7000 and 
x6 < = 8000 Then lineto 308,62 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_10 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 8000 and 
x6 < = 9000 Then lineto 308,45 
dec_bud = found, 

Rule dec_bud_!1 

If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 9000 and 
x6 <= 10000 Then lineto 308,29 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_12 
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If axis_size = small and 
x6 > 10000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_! 

If x7 = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
x? > 0 and 
x7 <= 1000 Then lineto 357,172 
Jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > 1000 and 
x7 <= 2000 Then lineto 357,156 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > 2000 and 
x7 < = 3000 Then lineto 357,140 

jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_5 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > 3000 and 
x7 < = 4000 Then lineto 357,124 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_6 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > “4000 and 
x7 <= 5000 Then lineto 357,108 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_? 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > $000 and 
x7 <= 6000 Then lineto 357,92 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_8& 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > 6000 and 
x? <= 7000 Then lineto 357,77 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_9 

If ads_size = smal) and 
x? > 7000 and 
x? <= 8000 Then lineto 357,62 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_10 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > 8000 and 
x7 <= 9000 Then lineto 357,45 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_11 

If axis_size = small and 
x7 > 9000 and 
x7 <= 10000 Then lineto 357,29 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_!2 
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If axis size = small and 
x7 > 10000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_| 

If x8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 0 and 
x8 < = 1000 Then lineto 404,172 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 1000 and 
x8 < = 2000 Then lineto 404,156 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 2000 and 

x8 < = 3000 Then lineto 404,140 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_5 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 3000 and 
x8 <= 4000 Then lineto 404,] 24 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_6 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 4000 and 
x8 <= 5000 Then lineto 404,108 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_7 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 5000 and 
x8 < = 6000 Then lineto 404,92 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_8 

If axis_size = smail and 
x8 > 6000 and 
x8 < = 7000 Then lineto 404,77 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_9 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 7000 and 
x8 < = 8000 Then lineto 404,62 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_10 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 8000 and 
x8 < = 9000 Then lineto 404,45 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_!1 

x8 < = 10000 Then lineto 404,29 
feb_bud = found; 
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Rule feb_bud_12 

If axis_size = small and 
x8 > 10000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_1 

If x9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 0 and 
x9 <= 1000 Then lineto 452,172 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 1000 and 
x9 <= 2000 Then lineto 452,156 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 2000 and 
x9 < = 3000 Then lineto 452,140 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_5 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 3000 and 
x9 < = 4000 Then lineto 452,124 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_6 

If axis size = small and 
x9 > 4000 and 
x9 <= 5000 Then lineto 452,108 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_? 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 5000 and 
x9 < = 6000 Then lineto 452,92 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_8 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 6000 and 
x9 <= 7000 Then lineto 452,77 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_9 

If axis size = small and 
x9 > 7000 and 
x9 < = 8000 Then lineto 452,62 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_10 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 8000 and 
x9 < = 9000 Then lineto 452,45 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_!! 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 9000 and 
x9 <= 10000 Then lineto 452,29 
march_bud = found; 
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Rule march_bud_12 

If axis_size = small and 
x9 > 10000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_bud = found; 

Rule apni_bud_] 

If x10 = 0 Then lineto 501,180 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
xl0 > O and 

xl0 < = 1000 Then lineto 501,172 
apn!_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
xl0 > 1000 and : 
x10 < = 2000 Then lineto 501,156 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 2000 and 
x10 < = 3000 Then lineto 501,140 
apnil_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_$ 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 3000 and 
xlO < = 4000 Then lineto 501,124 
apni_bud = found, 

Rule apni_bud_6 

If axis_size = smail and 
x10 > 4000 and 
x10 < = 5000 Then lineto 501,108 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_7 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 5000 and 
x]0 <= 6000 Then lineto 501,92 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_8 

If axds_size = small and 
x10 > 6000 and 
x10 < = 7000 Then lineto 501,77 
apni_bud = found; 

Rule apni!_bud_9 

If axis_size = smal} and 
x10 > 7000 and 
x10 < = 8000 Then lineto 501,62 
apnl_bud = found, 

Rule apni_bud_10 

If axis_size = smal] and 
x10 > 8000 and 
x10 < = 9000 Then lineto 501,45 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_11 

If axas_size = small and 
xl0 > 9000 and 
x10 < = 10000 Then lineto 501,29 
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april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_12 

If axis_size = small and 
x10 > 10000 Then lineto 501,20 
april_bud = found 
reset apnil_bud; 

Rule may_bud_!} 

If xll = 0 Then lineto $49,180 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
xil > 0 and 

xl < = 1000 Then lineto 549,172 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
xit > 1000 and 
x11 < = 2000 Then lineto 549,156 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_4 

If axis_size = small] and 
xll > 2000 and 
xli < = 3000 Then lineto 549,140 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_5 

If ads_size = small and 
xil > 3000 and 
x11 <= 4000 Then lineto 549,124 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_6 

If axis_size = small and 
xIi > 4000 and 
x11 < = $000 Then lineto 549,108 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_7 

If axis size = small and 
xIl > $000 and 
xll < = 6000 Then lineto 549,92 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_3 

If axis_size = small and 
x11 > 6000 and 
x11 < = 7000 Then lineto 549,77 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_9 

lf axis_size = small and 
x11 > 7000 and 
xl} < = 8000 Then lineto 549,62 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_10 

If axis_size = small and 
xl > 8000 and 
xl <= 9000 Then lineto 549,45 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_!! 

If axis_size = small and 
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x11 > 9000 and 
xl1 <= 10000 Then lineto 549,29 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_12 

If axis_size = small and 
xl] > 10000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_1 

If x12 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_2 

If axis_size = small and 
x12 > 0 and 
x12 <= 1000 Then lineto 597,172 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_3 

If aas_size = small and 
x12 > 1000 and 
x12 < = 2000 Then lineto 597,156 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_4 

If axis_size = small and 
xl2 > 2000 and 
x12 < = 3000 Then lineto 597,140 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_5 

_If axis_size = small and 
x12 > 3000 and 
x12 < = 4000 Then lineto 597,124 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_6 

If aas_size = small and 
x12 > 4000 and 
xt2 <= 5000 Then lineto 597,108 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_? 

If axis_size = small and 
‘ x12 > 5000 and 

xl2 < = 6000 Then lineto 597,92 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_& 

If axis_size = small and 
x12 > 6000 and 
xl2 < = 7000 Then lineto 597,77 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_9 

If axis_size = small and 
x!2 > 7000 and 
xl2 < = 8000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_10 

If axis_size = small and 
x12 > 8000 and 
xi2 < = 9000 Then lineto 597,45 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_1!1 
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If axis_size = small and 
x12 > 9000 and 
xl2 < = 10000 Then lineto 597,29 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_12 

If axis_size = small and 
x12 > 10000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_bud = found; 

Rule july_actIf al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = small and 
al > 0 and 
al < = 1000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,171 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axs_size = smal] and 
al > 1000 and 
al <= 2000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,155 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = small and 
al > 2000 and 
al <= 3000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,140 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axas_size = small and 
al > 3000 and 

al < = 4000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,124 

july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If aas_size = small and 
al > 4000 and 
al <= $000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,108 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If ads_size = small and 
al > 5000 and 
al < = 6000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,92 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If as_size = small and 
al > 6000 and 
al < = 7000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,77 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If aas_size = small and 
al > 7000 and 
al < = 8000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,62 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = small and 
al > 8000 and 
al <= 9000 Then locate 30,130 
lineto 69,45 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = small and 
al > 9000 and 
al <= 10000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,29 

july_act = found, 

Rule july_act If al > 10000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,20 
july_act = found; 
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Rule aug_act_! If a2 = 0 Then lineto 114,180 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_2 If axis size = small and 
a2 > O and 
a2 <= 1000 Then lineto 114,171 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_3 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 1000 and 
a2 < = 2000 Then lineto 114,155 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_4 If axis size = small and 
a2 > 2000 and 
a2 < = 3000 Then lineto 114,139 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_5 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 3000 and 
a2 < = 4000 Then lineto 114,123 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_6 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 4000 and 
a2 < = $000 Then lineto 114,107 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_7? If axis_size = small and 
a2 > $000 and 
a2 < = 6000 Then lineto 114,91 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_8 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 6000 and 
a2 < = 7000 Then lineto 114,75 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_9 If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 7000 and 
a2 < = 8000 Then lineto 114,61 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_]0 If axis size = small and 
a2 > 8000 and 
az < = 9000 Then lineto 114,44 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_I| If axis_size = small and 
a2 > 9000 and 
a2 <= 10000 Then lineto 114,28 
aug act = found; 

Rule aug_act_12 If axds_size = small and 
a2 > 10000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_! If a3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_2 If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 0 and ; 
a3 <= 1000 Then lineto 163,171 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_3 If axis_size = smal! and 
a3 > 1000 and 
a3 <= 2000 Then lineto 163,155 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_4 If ads_size = small and 
a3 > 2000 and 
a3 < = 3000 Then lineto 163,139 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_5 If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 3000 and 
a3 < = 4000 Then lineto 163,123 
sept_act = found; 
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Rule sept_act_6 If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 4000 and 
a3 < = 5000 Then lineto 163,107 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_? If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 5000 and 
a3 < = 6000 Then lineto 163,91 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_8 If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 6000 and 
a3 <= 7000 Then lineto 163,76 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 7000 and 
a3 < = 8000 Then lineto 163,61 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_!0 

If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 8000 and 
a3 < = 9000 Then lineto 163,44 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_11 

If axis_size ~ small and 
a3 > 9000 and 
a3 < = 10000 Then lineto 163,28 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_12 - 

If axis_size = small and 
a3 > 10000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_! 

If a4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_2 

If ans_size = small and 
a4 > O and 
a4 <= 1000 Then lineto 212,171 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_3 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 1000 and 
a4 < = 2000 Then lineto 212,155 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_4¢ 

If axis size = small and 
aé > 2000 and 
ad < = 3000 Then lineto 212,139 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_5 

If axis size = small and 
a4 > 3000 and 
a4 < = 4000 Then lineto 212,123 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_6 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 4000 and 
a4 < = 5000 Then lineto 212,107 
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oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_7 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 5000 and 
a4 < = 6000 Then lineto 212,91 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_3 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 6000 and 
a4 <= 7000 Then lineto 212,76 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
ad > 7000 and 
a4 <= 8000 Then lineto 212,61 
oct_act = found, 

Rule oct_act_10 

If axis_size = small and 
a¢ > 8000 and 
a¢é < = 9000 Then lineto 212,44 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_!] 

If axis_size = small and 
a4 > 9000 and 
a4 < = 10000 Then lineto 212,28 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_12 

If axis_size = smal] and 
a4 > 10000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_! 

If a5 = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
a5 > 0 and 
aS < = 1000 Then lineto 260,171 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_3 

_ Vf ads_size = smal] and 
a5 > 1000 and 
aS <= 2000 Then lineto 260,155 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_4 

If axis_size = smal] and 
a5 > 2000 and 
a5 < = 3000 Then lineto 260,139 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_5 

If axis size = small and 
a5 > 3000 and 
a5 < = 4000 Then lineto 260,123 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_6 

If axis_size = small and 
a5 > 4000 and 
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a5 < = 5000 Then lineto 260,107 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_7 

If axis_size = small and 
a5 > 5000 and 
a5 <= 6000 Then lineto 260,91 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_8 

If axis_size = small and 
a5 > 6000 and 
a5 <= 7000 Then lineto 260,76 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
aS > 7000 and 
aS <= 8000 Then lineto 260,61 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_10 

If axis_size = small and 
a5 > 8000 and 

aS < = 9000 Then lineto 260,44 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_1! 

If axis_size = small and 
a5 > 9000 and 
a5 <= 10000 Then lineto 260,28 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_!2 

If axis size = small and 
aS > 10000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_! 

If a6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 0 and 
a6 < = 1000 Then lineto 308,171 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_3 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 1000 and 
a6 < = 2000 Then lineto 308,155 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_4 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 2000 and 
a6 < = 3000 Then lineto 308,139 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_5 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 3000 and 
a6 < = 4000 Then lineto 308,123 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_6 

If axis_size = small and 
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a6 > 4000 and 
a6 <= 5000 Then lineto 308,107 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_7 

If axis_size = smail and 
a6 > 5000 and 
a6 < = 6000 Then lineto 308,91 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_8 

If axs_size = small and 
a6 > 6000 and 
a6 <= 7000 Then lineto 308,76 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_9 

If axis_size = smal! and 
a6 > 7000 and 
a6 < = 8000 Then lineto 308,61 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_10 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 8000 and 
a6 < = 9000 Then lineto 308,44 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_1! 

If axis_size = small and 
a6 > 9000 and 
a6 <= 10000 Then lineto 308,28 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_12 

lf axis_size = small and 
a6 > 10000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_1 

If a7 = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
al > O and 
a7 <= |000 Then lineto 357,171 
jan_act = found, 

Rule jan_act_3 

If axis_sze = small and 
a7 > 1000 and 
a7 <= 2000 Then lineto 357,155 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_4 

If axis size = small and 
a7 > 2000 and 
a7 < = 3000 Then lineto 357,139 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_5 

If axs_size = smail and 
a7 > 3000 and 
a7 <= 4000 Then lineto 357,123 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_6 
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If axis_size = small and 
a7 > 4000 and 
a7 <= §000 Then lineto 357,107 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_7 

If axis size = small and 
a7 > $000 and 
a7 < = 6000 Then lineto 357,91 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_8 

If axis_size = small and 
a? > 6000 and 
a7? <= 7000 Then lineto 357,76 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
a? > 7000 and 
a7 < = 8000 Then lineto 357,61 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_10 

If aas_size = small and 
a7? > 8000 and 
a7 <= 9000 Then lineto 357,44 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_!] 

If axis_size = small and 
a7 > 9000 and 

a? < = 10000 Then lineto 357,28 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_12 

If axis_size = small and 
a7 > 10000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_] 

If a8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_2 

If axis_size ™ small and 
a8 > 0 and 
a8 < = 1000 Then lineto 404,171 
feb_act = found =; 

Rule feb_act_3 

{f axis size = small and 
a8 > 1000 and 
a8 < = 2000 Then lineto 404,155 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_4 

If axis_size = small and 
a8 > 2000 and 
a8 < = 3000 Then lineto 404,139 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_5 

If axis_size = small and 
a8 > 3000 and 
a8 <= 4000 Then lineto 404,123 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_6 
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If axis_size = small and 
a& > 4000 and 
a& <= $000 Then lineto 404,107 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_? 

If axis_size = small and 
a8 > 5000 and 
a8 < = 6000 Then lineto 404,91 
feb_act = found =; 

Rule feb_act_8 

If axis size = small and 
a8 > 6000 and 
a8 < = 7000 Then lineto 404,76 
feb_act = found §; 

Rule feb_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
a8 > 7000 and 
a8 < = 8000 Then lineto 404,61 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_10 

If axis_size = small and 
a8 > 8000 and 
a8 < = 9000 Then lineto 404,44 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_11 

If axis_size = small and 
a8 > 9000 and 
a8 <= 10000 Then lineto 404,28 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_12 

If axis_size = small and 
a8 > 10000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_] 

If a9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 0 and 
a9 <= 1000 Then lineto 452,171 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_3 

If axis size = small and 
a9 > 1000 and 
a9 < = 2000 Then lineto 452,155 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_4 

If axis_size = small] and 
a9 > 2000 and 
a9 <= 3000 Then lineto 452,139 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_5 

If axis size = small and 
a9 > 3000 and 
a9 < = 4000 Then lineto 452,123 
march_act = found ; 
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Rute march_act_6 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 4000 and 
a9 < = $000 Then lineto 452,107 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_7 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > $000 and 
a9 <= 6000 Then lineto 452,91 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_8 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 6000 and 
a9 <= 7000 Then lineto 452,76 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_9 

If axis_size = smail and 
a9 > 7000 and 
a9 < = 8000 Then lineto 452,61 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_!0 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 8000 and 
a9 < = 9000 Then lineto 452,44 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_11 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 9000 and 

a9 < = 10000 Then lineto 452,28 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_|2 

If axis_size = small and 
a9 > 10000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_act = found =; 

Rule apnil_act_! 

If alO0 = 0 Then lineto 501,180 
apni_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
al0 > 0 and 
alO0 <= 1000 Then lineto 501,171 
apnl_act = found; 

Rule apniJ_act_3 

If axis_size = small and 
alO > 1000 and 
alO < = 2000 Then lineto 501,155 
apni_act = found; 

Rule april_act_4 

If axis_size = smal] and 
alO > 2000 and 
alO < = 3000 Then lineto 501,139 
apni_act = found) ; 

Rule apnil_act_5 

If axis_size = small and 
al0 > 3000 and 
al0 < = 4000 Then lineto 501,123 
apnl_act = found; 
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Rule april_act_6 

If axis_size = small and 
alO0 > 4000 and 
al0 <= 5000 Then lineto 501,107 
april_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_7 

If axis_size = small and 
al0 > 5000 and 
alQ < = 6000 Then lineto 501,91 
april_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_8 

If axis_size = small and 
al0 > 6000 and 
alQ <= 7000 Then lineto 501,76 
april_act = found ; 

Rule apnil_act_9 

If axis_size = smail and 
al0 > 7000 and 
al0 < = 8000 Then lineto 501,61 
apni_act = found =; 

Rule apnil_act_10 

If ads size = small and 
alO > 8000 and 
alO < = 9000 Then lineto 501,44 
apnil_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_1]1 

If axis_size = small and 
alQ > 9000 and 
ald < = 10000 Then lineto 501,28 
april_act = found; , 

Rule april_act_12 

If axis_size = smal] and 
al0 > 10000 Then lineto 501,20 
apnil_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_1 

If all = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_2 

If axis_size = smal] and 
all > Gand 
all <= 1000 Then lineto $49,171 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_3 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 1000 and 
all < = 2000 Then lineto 549,155 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_4 

If axis_size = small and 
ail > 2000 and 
all < = 3000 Then lineto 549,139 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_5 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 3000 and 

- all < = 4000 Then lineto 549,123 
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May_act = found =; 

Rule may_act_6 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 4000 and 
all < = 5000 Then lineto 549,107 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_7 

If axis_size = small and 
all! > 5000 and 
all < = 6000 Then lineto 549,91 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_8 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 6000 and 
all < = 7000 Then lineto 549,76 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 7000 and 
all <= 8000 Then lineto 549,61 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_10 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 8000 and 
all < = 9000 Then lineto 549,44 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_l!1 

If axis size = small and 
all > 9000 and 
all <= 10000 Then lineto 549,28 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_12 

If axis_size = small and 
all > 10000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_! 

If al2 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_2 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > O and 
al2 < = 1000 Then lineto 597,17! 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_3 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 1000 and 
al2 < = 2000 Then lineto 597,155 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_4 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 2000 and 
al2 < = 3000 Then lineto 597,139 
june_act = found ,; 

Rule june_act_5 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 3000 and 
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ai2 < = 4000 Then lineto 597,123 
june_act = found); 

Rule june_act_6 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 4000 and 
al2 < = 5000 Then lineto 597,107 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_7 

If axis size = small and 
ai2 > 5000 and 
al2 < = 6000 Then lineto 597,91 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_8 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 6000 and 
al2 < = 7000 Then lineto 597,76 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_9 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 7000 and 
al2 < = 8000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_10 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 8000 and 
al2 <= 9000 Then lineto 597,44 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_11 

If axis_size = small and 
al2 > 9000 and 
al2 < = 10000 Then lineto 597,28 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_|2 

If axis size = smal! and 
al2 > 10000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_act = found; 

Rule july_actIf al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule axis_size_small 

If axis_display = unknown 

Then axis _display = found 
glocate 2,3 
gdisplay °10° 
glocate 3,7 
gdisplay “8° 
glocate 3,11 
gdisplay “6° 
glocate 3,15 
gdisplay “4° 
glocate 3,19 
gdisplay “2°; 

‘statements block 

bkcolor = 1; 

lbutton exitbutton!: 10,2,14,14,eqt Ibutton exitbutton2 
10,2,14,14,e0 

10,2,14,14,exit, Ibutton exitbutton3: 10,2,14,14,e0at Ibutton exitbuttond: 
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plural: new_personal_c,exp_personal_c,exp_personal; 
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B.36 MDAXSEGI 

runtime; execute; 

actions 

axis_size = medium color = 15 display “The system has just entered a new knowledge base and files must be” display “loaded. Once the 
files have loaded, the system will proceed directly” display “into the graph.” loadfacts tempdata z = {count_it + 1) whiletrue z < = 12 
then 

new_corps_rev_c{z) = unknown_dummy 
new_public_rev_c{z] = unknown_dummy 
new_s_f_s_rev_c{z] = unknown_dummy 
new_interdept_rev_c{[z] = unknown_dummy 
new_corps_costs_c[z] = unknown_dummy 
new_public_costs_c{z] = unknown_dummy 
new_s_f_s_costs_c[z] = unknown_dummy 
new_interdept_costs_c{z] = unknown_dummy 

z= (z+ ljyend 

find do_corps_seg find do_public_seg find do_s fs seg find do_interdept_seg ; 

! Rules Block 

Rule begin_corps_seg_display 

If do_corps_seg = unknown 

Then do_corps_seg = found 

gmode 14 
exitbufton2 = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 

lineto 600,180 

find axis_display 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000's" 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month’ 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A* 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S” 
giocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
giocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N° 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D° 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F° 
glocate $7,24 
gdisplay “M* 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 69,2 
gdisplay “M° 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J° 

gcolor 12 
moveto 30,180 
x! = (new_corps_costs_c{!]} 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 

x2 = {new_corps_costs_c{2) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (new_corps_costs_c{3]) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
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x4 = (new_corps_costs_c[4]) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (new_corps_costs_c[5]) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (new_corps_costs_c{6]} 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (new_corps_costs_¢c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (new_corps_costs_c{8]) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (new_corps_costs_c{9] 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (new_corps_costs_c{10}) 
find apni_bud 
reset april_bud 
xl = (new_corps_costs_c{11) 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (new_corps_costs_c{12) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 9 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_corps_rev_c{1D) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 

a2 = (new_corps_rev_c{2] 
find aug_act 
reset ave_act 
a3 = (new_corps_rev_e(3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_corps_rev_c({4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_corps_rev_c{5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_corps_rev_c(6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_corps_rev_c{7]) 
find jan_act 

reset jan_act 
a& = (new_corps_rev_c{8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_corps_rev_c(9f) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_corps_rev_c{10D 
find apnil_act 
reset apmj_act 
all = (new_corps_rev_c{11) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_corps_rev_c{12) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 
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moveto 69,179 

lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 

moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 2]2,179 
lincto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
“moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 

lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

glocate 28,1 
gdisplay “Corps of Cadets’ 
glocate 28,2 
gdisplay “Market Segment’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Blue - Revenue’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Red - Expenses’ 

whiletrue exitbutton2 = no then end 

reset axis display 
tmode 

chain seggraph; 

Rule begin_public_seg_ display 

If do_public_seg = unknown 

Then do_public_seg = found 

gmode 14 
extbufton! = no 

moveto 30,5 

lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 26,! 
gdisplay “Public Market Segment’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Blue - Revenue” 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Red - Expenses’ 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000‘s” 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay "Month’ 
giocate 9,24 
gdisplay “3° 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A* 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay °S° 
glocate 27,24 
gdispiay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N’” 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D* 
giocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J” 
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glocate 51,24 
gdisplay °F’ 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M° 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M”" 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J° 

find axis_display 

gcolor 12 
moveto 30,180 
x] = (new_public_costs_c{1}} 
find july_bud 
reset july _bud 

x2 = (new_public_costs_c{2} 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (new_public_costs_c{3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (new_public_costs_c{4]) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (new_public_costs_c{5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (new_public_costs_c{6} 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (new_public_costs_c{7} 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (new_public_costs_c{8} 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (new_public_costs_c{9} 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (new_public_costs_c{10} 
find apnl_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
xlf = (new_public_costs_c{1ID 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (new_public_costs_c{12]} 
find june_bud 
reset yune_bud 

gcolor 9 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_public_rev_e{1) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_public_rev_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_public_rev_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_public_rev_c{4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_public_rev_c{5) 
find nov_act. 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_public_rev_c{6]) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_public_rev_c{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_public_rev_c{8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a? = (new_public_rev_c{9) 
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find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_public_rev_c{]0} 
find april_act 
reset april_act 
all = (new_public_rev_c(11} 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_public_rev_c{12]) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 

lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 

moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 

lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 

lineto 212,18! 
moveto 260,] 79 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 

moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto $49,179 
lineto $49,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,18! 

whiletrue exatbutton! = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode 
chain seggraph; 

Rule begin_s fs seg display 

If do_s_f_s seg = unknown 

Then do_s_f_s_seg = found 

gmode 14 
exitbutton3 = no 

moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 23,1 
gdisplay “Student/FacultySualf!’ 
glocate 27,2 
gdisplay “Market Segment” 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay "Blue - Revenue” 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Red - Expenses” 

glocate 1,0 
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gdisplay “000's” 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J’ 
glocate 15,2 
gdisplay "A° 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S* 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O" 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N° 
giocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D* 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F° 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M° 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A* 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M’° 
glocate 75,24 

gdisplay “J” 

find axis_display 

gcolor 12 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (new_s_f_s_costs_c{1) 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (new_s_f_s_costs_c{2]) 
find aug bud 
reset aug bud 
x3 = (new_s_f_s_costs_c{3) . 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (new_s_f_s_costs_c{4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (new_s_f_s_costs_c{5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (new_s_f_s_costs_c{6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = {new_s_f_s_costs_d7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (new_s_f_s_costs_c{&]) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (new_s_f_s_costs_c{9] 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (new_s_f_s_costs_c{10] 
find apnl_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
xIl = (new_s_f s costs c{I ID 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
xl2 = (new_s_f_s_costs_c{12] 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 9 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_s_f_s_rev_c{1) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_s fs rev_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_s fs rev_c{3} 
find sept_act 
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reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_s_f_s rev_c{4] 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_s_f's rev_c([5p 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_s_f's rev_c[6) ~ 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_s f_s_rev_c{7} 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_s_ fs rev_c{8} 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_s fs rev_c(9D 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
al0 = (new_s f_s rev_c{!0) 
find april_act 
reset april_act 
all = (new_s_f_s rev_c{11} 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_s_f_s_rev_c{l2) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 

lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 

moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue eatbutton3 = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode 
chain seggraph; 

Rule begin_interdept_seg_display 

If do_interdept_seg = unknown 
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Then do_interdept_seg = found 

gmode 14 
exitbutton4 = no 

moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 24,1 
gdisplay “Interdepartmental” 
glocate 26,2 
gdisplay “Market Segment’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Blue - Revenue’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Red - Expenses” 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000’s” 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
giocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J” 
giocate 15,24 
gdisplay °“A* 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S” 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay °O” 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N° 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay "D* 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 51,24 ° 
gdisplay “F* 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M” 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay "M° 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J° 

find ads_display 

gcolor 12 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (new_interdept_costs_c{1) 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (new_interdept_costs_c{2]) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug bud 
x3 = (new_interdept_costs_c{3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (new_interdept_costs_c{4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (new_interdept_costs_c{5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (new_interdept_costs_c{6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (new_interdept_costs_c{7} 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 

x8 = (new_interdept_costs_c{8) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (new_interdept_costs_c{9)) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
xl0 = (new_interdept_costs_c{ 10] 
find apnt_bud 
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‘reset april_bud 
xit = (new_interdept_costs_c{I1] 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (new_interdept_costs_¢e{12]) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 9 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_interdept_rev_c(1]} 
find july_act 
reset july_act 

a2 = (new_interdept_rev_c{2}]) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_interdept_rev_c{3} 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act . 
a4 = (new_interdept_rev_c{4] 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_interdept_rev_c{S]}) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_interdept_rev_c{6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a? = (new_interdept_rev_c{7]) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_interdept_rev_c{8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_interdept_rev_c(9D 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO0 = (new_interdept_rev_c{10D 
find april_act 
reset april_act 
all = (new_interdept_rev_c{I!] 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_interdept_rev_c{12) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gceolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 

moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,18! 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,18] 

moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 

lineto 501,181 
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moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exitbutton4 = no then end 

reset axas_display 
tmode 

chain seggraph; 

Rule aug_act_unknown_dummy 

If a2 = unknown_dummy 

Then aug_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_unknown_dummy 

If a3 = unknown_dummy 

Then sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_unknown_dummy 

If a4 = unknown_dummy 

Then oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_unknown_dummy 

If aS = unknown_dummy 

Then nov_act = found; Rule dec_act_unknown_dummy 

If a6 = unknown_dummy 

Then dec_act = found; Rule jan_act_unknown_dummy 

If a? = unknown_dummy . 

Then jan_act = found; Rule feb_act_unknown_dummy 

If a8 = unknown_dummy 

Then feb_act = found; 

Rule march_act_unknown_dummy 

If a9 = unknown_dummy 

Then march_act = found; 

Rule apnl_act_unknown_dummy 

If atO = unknown_dummy 

Then april_act = found; 

Rule may_act_unknown_dummy 

If al! = unknown_dummy 

Then may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_unknown_dummy 

If al2 = unknown_dummy 

Then june_act = found; 

Rule aug_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x2 = unknown_dummy 

Then aug_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_unknown_dummy 
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If x3 = unknown_dummy 

Then sept_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_unknown_dummy 

if x4 = unknown_dummy 

Then oct_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x5 = unknown_dummy 

Then nov_bud = found; Rule dec_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x6 = unknown_dummy 

Then dec_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x7 = unknown_dummy 

Then jan_bud = found; Rule feb_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x8 = unknown_dummy 

Then feb_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x9 = unknown_dummy 

Then march_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_unknown_dummy 

If xi0 = unknown_dummy 

Then apnil_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x1] = unknown_dummy 

Then may_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x12 = unknown_dummy 

Then june_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If x1 = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axs_size = medium and 
xl > 0 and 
xl < = 20000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,172 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
x1 > 20000 and 
xl < = 40000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,156 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xl > 40000 and 
xi < = 60000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,140 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If aas_size = medium and 
x1 > 60000 and 
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x1 < = 80000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,124 

july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium an 
x] > 80000 and : 
x1 <= 100000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,108 

july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
x1 > 100000 and 
xl <= 120000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,92 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xl > 120000 and 

xl <= 140000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,77 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xi > 140000 and 
xl <= 160000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,62 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xl > 160000 and 
x] <= 180000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,45 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xl > 180000 and 
x! < = 200000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,29 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xi > 200000 Then iocate 30,130 

lineto 69,20 
july_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_| If x2 = 0 Then lineto 114,180 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_2 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > QO and 
x2 < = 20000 Then lineto 114,172 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug bud_3 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 20000 and 
x2 < = 40000 Then Jineto 114,156 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_4 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 40000 and 
x2 < = 60000 Then lineto 114,140 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_5 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 60000 and 
x2 < = 80000 Then lineto 114,124 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_6 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 80000 and 
x2 < = 100000 Then lineto 114,108 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug _bud_7 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 100000 and 
x2 < = 120000 Then lineto 114,92 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_8 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 120000 and 
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x2 <= 140000 Then lineto 114,77 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_9 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 140000 and 
x2 < = 160000 Then lineto 114,62 
aug_bud = found 
reset aug bud; 

Rule aug_bud_10 If axis size = medium and 
x2 > 160000 and 
x2 < = 180000 Then lineto 114,45 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_!! If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 180000 and 
x2 < = 200000 Then Jineto 114,29 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_!2 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 200000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_l If x3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_2 If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 0 and 
x3 < = 20000 Then lineto 163,172 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_3 if axas_size = medium and 
x3 > 20000 and 
x3 < = 40000 Then lineto 163,156 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_4 If axs_size = medium and 
x3 > 40000 and 
x3 < = 60000 Then lineto 163,140 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_5 If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 60000 and 
x3 < = 80000 Then lineto 163,124 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_6 If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 80000 and 
x3 < = 100000 Then lineto 163,108 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_? If aas_size = medium and 
x3 > 100000 and 
x3 < = 120000 Then lineto 163,92 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_8 If as_size = medium and 
x3 > 120000 and 
x3 < = 140000 Then lineto 163,77 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_9 

If axis_size = medsum and 
x3 > 140000 and 
x3 < = 160000 Then lineto 163,62 
sept_bud = found, 

Rule sept_bud_10 

If aas_size = medium and 
x3 > 160000 and 
x3 < = 180000 Then lineto 163,45 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 180000 and 
x3 < = 200000 Then lineto 163,29 
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sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_!2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 200000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_l 

If x4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 0 and 
x4 <= 20000 Then Jineto 212,172 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 20000 and 
x4 <= 40000 Then lineto 212,156 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_4 

If axis size = medium and 
x4 > 40000 and 
x4 < = 60000 Then lineto 212,140 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 60000 and 
x4 < = 80000 Then lineto 212,124 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 80000 and 
x4 <= 100000 Then lineto 212,108 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 100000 and 
x4 < = 120000 Then lineto 212,92 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 120000 and 
x4 < = 140000 Then lineto 212,77 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_9 

If axas_size = medium and 
x4 > 140000 and 
x4 < = 160000 Then lineto 212,62 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_|0 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 160000 and 
x4 <= 180000 Then lineto 212,45 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_I1 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 180000 and 
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x4 <= 200000 Then lineto 212,29 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_12 

If axis_nze = medium and 
x4 > 200000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_! 

If x5 = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_bud = found, 

Rule nov_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 0 and 
x5 <= 20000 Then lineto 260,172 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 20000 and 
x5 <= 40000 Then lineto 260,156 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 40000 and 
x5 < = 60000 Then lineto 260,140 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_5 

If waas_size = medium and 
x5 > 60000 and 
x5 < = 80000 Then lineto 260,124 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_6 

If axis size = medium and 
x5 > 80000 and 
x5 < = 100000 Then lineto 260,108 
nov_bud = found; 

Rute nov_bud_7 

If axis size = medium and 
x5 > 100000 and 
x5 < = 120000 Then lineto 260,92 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 120000 and 
x5 < = 140000 Then lineto 260,77 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 140000 and 
x5 <= 160000 Then lineto 260,62 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 160000 and 
x5 < = 180000 Then lineto 260,45 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_!] 

If axis size = medium and 
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xS > 180000 and 
x5 < = 200000 Then lineto 260,29 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 200000 Then tineto 260,20 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_! 

If x6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 0 and 
x6 <= 20000 Then lineto 308,172 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 20000 and 
x6 < = 40000 Then lineto 308,156 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_4¢ 

If aas_size = medium and 
x6 > 40000 and 
x6 < = 60000 Then lineto 308,140 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 60000 and 
x6 < = 80000 Then lineto 308,124 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 80000 and 
x6 <= 100000 Then lineto 308,108 
dec_dud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 100000 and 
x6 <= 120000 Then lineto 308,92 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_8 

If axis_ze = medium and 
x6 > 120000 and 
x6 < = 140000 Then lineto 308,77 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 140000 and 
x6 < = 160000 Then lineto 308,62 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 160000 and 
x6 <= 180000 Then lineto 308,45 
dec_bud = found, 

Rule dec_bud_Il 
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If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 180000 and 
x6 < = 200000 Then lineto 308,29 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 200000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_! 

If x7 = 0 Then Jineto 357,180 
jan_bud = found, 

Rule jan_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > O and 
x7 < = 20000 Then lineto 357,172 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_3 

If axis size = medium and 
x7 > 20000 and 
x7 <= 40000 Then lineto 357,156 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_4 

If ads_size = medium and 
x7 > 40000 and 
x? <= 60000 Then lineto 357,140 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x? > 60000 and 
x7 <= 80000 Then lineto 357,124 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x? > 80000 and 
x7 <= 100000 Then lineto 357,108 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_7 

If axns_size = medium and 
x7 > 100000 and 
x7 < = 120000 Then lineto 357,92 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_8 

If aas_size = medium and 
x7 > 320000 and 
x7 <= 140000 Then lineto 357,77 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_9 

If axis size = medium and 
x7 > 140000 and 
x7 < = 160000 Then lineto 357,62 
jan_bud = found, 

Rule jan_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 160000 and 
x7 <= 180000 Then lineto 357,45 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_l! 
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If axis size = medium and 
x7 > 180000 and 
x7 <= 200000 Then lineto 357,29 
jJan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_1i2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 200000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_1 

If x8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_2 

If aas_size = medium and 
x8 > 0 and 

x8 < = 20000 Then lineto 404,172 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_3 

If ags_ size = medium and 
x8 > 20000 and 
x8 < = 40000 Then lineto 404,15¢ 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 40000 and 
x8 < = 60000 Then lineto 404,140 

feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_$ 

” If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 60000 and 
x8 < = 80000 Then lineto 404,124 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 80000 and 
x8 < = 100000 Then lineto 404,103 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_7 

If aas_size = medium and 
x8 > 100000 and 
x8 <= 120000 Then lineto 404,92 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 120000 and 
x8 < = 140000 Then lineto 404,77 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x$ > 140000 and 
x8 <= 160000 Then lineto 404,62 

feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 160000 and 
x8 <= 180000 Then lineto 404,45 
feb_bud = found; 
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Rule feb_bud_li 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 180000 and 
x8 < = 200000 Then lineto 404,29 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_}2 

If axis size = medium and 
x8 > 200000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_] 

If x9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > O and 
x9 < = 20000 Then lineto 452,172 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_3 

If axis size = medium and 
x9 > 20000 and 
x9 <= 40000 Then lineto 452,156 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 40000 and 
x9 <= 60000 Then lineto 452,140 

march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_5 

If ads_size = medium and 
x9 > 60000 and 
x9 < = 80000 Then lineto 452,124 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 80000 and 
x9 <= 100000 Then lineto 452,108 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 100000 and 
x9 <= {20000 Then lineto 452,92 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_8& 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 120000 and 
x9 < = [40000 Then lineto 452,77 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 140000 and 
x9 <= 160600 Then lineto 452,62 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 160000 and 
x? <= 180000 Then lineto 452,45 
march_bud = found; 
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Rule march_bud_}!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 180000 and 
x9 <= 200000 Then lineto 452,29 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 200000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_bud = found; 

Rule apnl_bud_]! 

If x10 = 0 Then lineto 501,180 
april_bud = found; 

Rule apni_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
xlO > 0 and 
xtO <= 20000 Then lineto 501,172 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule apni_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 20000 and 
x10 < = 40000 Then lineto 501,156 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 40000 and 
x10 < = 60000 Then lineto 501,140 
apnl_bud = found; 

Role april_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 60000 and 
x10 < = 80000 Then lineto 501,124 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule apnl_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 80000 and 
xlO < = 100000 Then lineto 501,108 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_? 

If ans_size = medium and 
x10 > 100000 and 
x10 < = 120000 Then lineto 501,92 
apni_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 120000 and 
xtQ <= 140000 Then lineto 501,77 
apni_bud = found, 

Rule april_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 140000 and 
xl0 <= 160000 Then lineto 501,62 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
xl0 > 160000 and 
x!0 <= 180000 Then lineto 501,45 
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apnil_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_l! 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 180000 and 
x10 < = 200000 Then lineto 501,29 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 200000 Then lineto 501,20 
apnl_bud = found 
reset april_bud; 

Rule may_bud_l 

If xlt = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
xll > Oand 
xl) < = 20000 Then lineto 549,172 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x11 > 20000 and 
x11 <= 40000 Then lineto 549,156 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
xl1 > 40000 and 
xlf < = 60000 Then lineto 549,140 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
xI1 > 60000 and 
xll < = 80000 Then lineto 549,124 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_6 

If ans_size = medium and 
x11 > 80000 and 
xlft <= 100000 Then lineto 549,108 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_? 

If axis_size = medium and 
x11 > 100000 and 
x11 < = 120000 Then lineto 549,92 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
xii > 120000 and 
xii <= 140000 Then lineto 549,77 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_9 

If axis size = medium and 
xl} > 140000 and 
xl] < = 160000 Then lineto 549,62 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
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x11 > 160000 and 
xll < = 180000 Then lineto 549,45 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_!! 

If axis_size = medium and 
xii > 180000 and 
x11 < = 200000 Then lineto 549,29 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x11 > 200000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_] 

If xl2 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 0 and 
x12 < = 20000 Then lineto 597,172 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_3 

If aas_size = medium and 
x!2 > 20000 and— 
x12 < = 40000 Then lineto 597,156 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
xt2 > 40000 and 
xl2 < = 60000 Then lineto 597,140 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_5 

If axis_ze = medium and 
x12 > 60000 and 
x12 < = 80000 Then lineto 597,124 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_6 

If axas_size = medium and 
x12 > 80000 and 
x12 < = 100000 Then lineto $97,108 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_7 

If axas_size = medium and 
x!2 > 100000 and 
xl2 <= 120000 Then lineto 597,92 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
xt2 > 120000 and 
x}2 <= 140000 Then lineto 597,77 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 140000 and 
x12 <= 160000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_10 
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If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 160000 and 
x12 < =-180000 Then lineto 597,45 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_!! 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 180000 and 
x12 < = 200000 Then lineto 597,29 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_!2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 200000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_bud = found; 

Rule july_act If al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axds_size = medium and 
al > 0 and 
al < = 20000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,171 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis size = medium and 
al > 20000 and 
al < = 40000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,155 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
at > 40000 and 
al <= 60000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,140 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis size = medium and 
al > 60000 and 
al <= 80000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,124 
july_act = found, 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 80000 and 
al < = 100000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,108 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If ads_size = medium and 
al > 100000 and 
al < = 120000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,92 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If ads_size = medium and 
al > 120000 and 
al <= 140000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,77 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If aas_size = medium and 
al > 140000 and 
al <= 160000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,62 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 160000 and 
al <= 180000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,45 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If ads size = medium and 
al > 180000 and 
al < = 200000 Then locate 30,180



lineto 69,29 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If al > 200000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,20 
july_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_] If a2 = 0 Then lineto 114,179 
aug_act = found, 

Rule aug_act_2 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 0 and 
a2 < = 20000 Then lineto 114,171 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_3 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 20000 and 
a2 < = 40000 Then lineto 114,155 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_4 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 40000 and 
a2 < = 60000 Then lineto 114,139 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_5 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 60000 and 
a2 < = 80000 Then lineto 114,123 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_6 If axis size = medium and 
a2 > 80000 and 
a2 < = 100000 Then lineto 114,107 
aug_act = found, 

Rule aug_act_7 If aas_size = medium and 
aZ > 100000 and 
a2 < = |20000 Then lineto 114,91 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_8 If axs_size = medium and 
a2 > 120000 and 
a2 <= 140000 Then lineto 114,75 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug _act_9 If ads_size = medium and 
a2 > 140000 and 
a2 <= 160000 Then lineto 114,61 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_10 If aas_size = medium and 
a2 > 160000 and 
a2 <= 180000 Then lineto 114,44 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug act_I| If axs_size = medium and 
a2 > 180000 and 
a2 < = 200000 Then lineto 114,28 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_l2 If aas_size = medium and 
a2 > 200000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug act = found; 

Rule sept_act_! If a3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_2 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > O and 
a3 < = 20000 Then lineto 163,17] 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_3 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 20000 and 
a3 < = 40000 Then lineto 163,155 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_4 If axis size = medium and 
a3 > 40000 and 
a3 < = 60000 Then lineto 163,139 
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sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_5 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 60000 and 
a3 < = 80000 Then lineto 163,123 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_6 If axis size = medium and 
a3 > 80000 and 
a3 < = 100000 Then lineto 163,107 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_7 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 100000 and 
a3 < = 120000 Then lineto 163,91 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_8 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 120000 and 
a3 <= 140000 Then lineto 163,76 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 140000 and 
a3 < = 160000 Then lineto 163,61 

sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_!0 

If ads_size = medium and 
a3 > 160000 and 
a3 < = 180000 Then lineto 163,44 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 180000 and 
a3 < = 200000 Then lineto 163,28 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 200000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_! 

If a4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > O and 
aé < = 20000 Then lineto 212,17) 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_3 

if axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 20000 and 
a4 <= 40000 Then lineto 212,155 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_4 

If axis size = medium and 
a4 > 40000 and 
a4 < = 60000 Then lineto 212,139 
oct_act = found, 

Rule oct_act_$ 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 60000 and 
a4 < = 80000 Then lineto 212,123 
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oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 80000 and 
a4 < = 100000 Then lineto 212,107 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 100000 and 
a4 <= 120000 Then lineto 212,91 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 120000 and 
a4 < = 140000 Then lineto 212,76 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 140000 and 
a4 <= 160000 Then lineto 212,61 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 160000 and 
ad < = 180000 Then lineto 212,44 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_]] 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 180000 and 
a4 <= 200000 Then lineto 212,28 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 200000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_act = found, 

Rule nov_act_! 

If aS = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
aS > O and 
aS < = 20000 Then lineto 260,171 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_3 

If axis size = medium and 
a5 > 20000 and 
a5 < = 40000 Then lineto 260,155 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
aS > 40000 and 
aS <= 60000 Then lineto 260,139 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 60000 and 
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a5 < = 80000 Then lineto 260,123 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 80000 and 
a5$ <= 100000 Then lineto 260,107 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
aS > 100000 and 
a5 < = 120000 Then lineto 260,91 
nov_act = found ; 

Rule nov_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 120000 and 
aS < = 140000 Then lineto 260,76 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 140000 and 
a5 < = 160000 Then lineto 260,61! 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_I0 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 160000 and 
aS < = 180000 Then lineto 260,44 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_]] 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 180000 and 
a5 < = 200000 Then lineto 260,28 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_!2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 200000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_] 

If a6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > O and 
a6 < = 20000 Then lineto 308,17) 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_3 

If axas_size = medium and 
a6 > 20000 and 
a6 <= 40000 Then lineto 308,155 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 40000 and 
a6 < = 60000 Then lineto 308,139 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_5 

If axs_size = medium and 
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a6 > 60000 and 
a6 < = 80000 Then lineto 308,123 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 80000 and 
a6 <= 100000 Then lineto 308,107 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 100000 and 
a6 <= 120000 Then lineto 308,91 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 120000 and 
a6 < = 140000 Then lineto 308,76 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 140000 and 
a6 <= 160000 Then lineto 308,61 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_10 

If axis size = medium and 
a6 > 160000 and 
a6 < = 180000 Then lineto 308,44 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_il 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 180000 and 
a6 <= 200000 Then lineto 308,28 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_12 

If aas_size = medium and 
a6 > 200000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_!} 

If a? = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_2 

If aas_size = medium and 
a7 > 0 and 
a? < = 20000 Then lineto 357,171 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
a? > 20000 and 
a7 < = 40000 Then lineto 357,155 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_4 

If aas_size = medium and 
a7? > 40000 and 
a7 <= 60000 Then lineto 357,139 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_$ 
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If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 60000 and 
a7 <= 80000 Then lineto 357,123 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 80000 and 
a7 <= 100000 Then lineto 357,107 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > [00000 and 
a7? <= 120000 Then lineto 357,91 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7? > 120000 and 
a7 < = [40000 Then lineto 357,76 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a? > 140000 and 
a7 < = 160000 Then lineto 357,61 
jan_act = found) ; 

Rule jan_act_10 

If axas_size = medium and 
a7 > 160000 and 
a7 < = 180000 Then lineto 357,44 
jan_act = found ; 

Rule jan_act_1i 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 180000 and 
a7 < = 200000 Then lineto 357,28 
jan_act = found ; 

Rule jan_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 200000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_l 

If a8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 0 and 
a8 <= 20000 Then lineto 404,17] 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 20000 and 
a& < = 40000 Then lineto 404,155 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_4 

lf axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 40000 and 
a8 < = 60000 Then lineto 404,139 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_$ 
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If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 60000 and 
a8 <= 80000 Then lineto 404,123 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 80000 and 
a8 < = 100000 Then lineto 404,107 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 100000 and 
a& <= 120000 Then lineto 404,91 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 120000 and 
a8 < = 140000 Then lineto 404,76 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 140000 and 
a8 < = 160000 Then lineto 404,61 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > {60000 and 
a8 <= 180000 Then lineto 404,446 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 180000 and 
a8 < = 200000 Then lineto 404,28 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 200000 Then lineto 404,20 

feb_act = found; 

Rule march_act_! 

If a9 = 0 Then lineto 452,]80 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > O and 
a9 <= 20000 Then lineto 452,171 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
a? > 20000 and 
a9 < = 40000 Then lineto 452,155 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_4 

If ads_size = medium and 
a9 > 40000 and 
a9 < = 60000 Then lineto 452,139 
march_act = found ; 
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Rule march_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 60000 and 
a9 <= 80000 Then lineto 452,123 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 80000 and 
a? <= 100000 Then lineto 452,107 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 100000 and 
a9 <= 120000 Then lineto 452,91 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 120000 and 
a9 < = 140000 Then lineto 452,76 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 140000 and 
a9 < = 160000 Then lineto 452,61 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 160000 and 
a9 <= 180000 Then lineto 452,44 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_]] 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 180000 and 

a9 < = 200000 Then lineto 452,28 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_!2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 200000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_] 

If alO0 = 0 Then lineto 501,180 
apnl_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 0 and 
al <= 20000 Then lineto 501,171 
apnil_act = found §; 

Rule april_act_3 

If axis size = medium and 
alO > 20000 and 
alO < = 40000 Then lineto 501,155 
apni_act = found; 

Rule april_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 40000 and 
alO < = 60000 Then lineto 501,139 
apni_act = found; 
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Rule april_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
alQ > 60000 and 
alO < = 80000 Then lineto 501,123 
apnl_act = found; 

Rule apnl_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
alO > 80000 and 
al0 < = 100000 Then lineto 501,107 
apni_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 100000 and 
alO < = [20000 Then lineto 501,91 
apnl_act = found =; 

Rule apni_act_8 

If aas_size = medium and 
al0 > 120000 and 
al0 < = 140000 Then lineto 501,76 
apni_act = found; 

Rule april_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
alQ > 140000 and 
alO < = 160000 Then lineto 501,6) 
april_act = found; 

Rule april_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 160000 and 
alO < = 180000 Then lineto 501,44 
apni_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_1!} 

If ads_size = medium and 
al0 > 180000 and 
al0 < = 200000 Then lineto 501,28 
april_act = found =, 

Rule april_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
alO > 200000 Then lineto 501,20 
apnl_act = found =; 

Rule may_act_! 

If all = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_act = found §; 

Rule may_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 0 and 

all < = 20000 Then lineto 549,17] 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 20000 and 

all < = 40000 Then lineto 549,155 
may_act = found j; 

Rule may_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 40000 and 
all <= 60000 Then lineto 549,139 
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may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 60000 and 
all < = 80000 Then lineto 549,123 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 80000 and 
all! < = 100000 Then lineto 549,107 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 100000 and 
all < = 120000 Then lineto 549,91 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
al] > 120000 and 
all < = 140000 Then lineto 549,76 
may_act = found ; ‘ 

Rule may_act_9 

If axis_size ~* medium and 
all > 140000 and 
all < = 160000 Then lineto 549,61 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 160000 and 
all <= 180000 Then lineto 549,44 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_!! 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 180000 and 
all < = 200000 Then lineto 549,28 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_!2 

If aas_size = medium and 
all > 200000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_! 

If al2 = O Then lineto 597,180 

june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 0 and 
al2 < = 20000 Then lineto 597,17! 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 20000 and 
al2 < = 40000 Then lineto 597,155 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 40000 and 
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al2 <= 60000 Then lineto 597,139 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_S 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 60000 and 
al2 <= 80000 Then lineto 597,123 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 80000 and 
al2 < = 100000 Then lineto 597,107 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 100000 and 
al2 <= 120000 Then lineto 597,91 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_8 

If axas_size = medium and 
al2 > 120000 and 
al2 < = 140000 Then lineto 597,76 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 140000 and 
al2 < = 160000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_act = found, 

Rule june_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 160000 and 
al2 <= 180000 Then lineto 597,44 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_1] 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 180000 and 
al2 < = 200000 Then lineto 597,28 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_12 

If axs_size = medium and 
al2 > 200000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_act = found ; 

Rule july_act ff al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule axis_size_medium 

If axis display = unknown 

Then axis display = found 
giocate 1,3 
gdisplay “200° 
glocate 1,7 
gdisplay “160° 
glocate 1,11 
gdisplay "120° 
glocate 2,15 
gdisplay “80° 
glocate 2,19 

gdisplay “40°; 
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‘statements block 

bkcolor = 1; ¢ 

Ibutton exatbutton!: 10,2,14,14,eq0t button extbutton2: 10,2,14,14,exit, Ibutton exitbutton3: 10,2,14,]4,ext; Ibutton exitbuttond: 
10,2,14,14,ent 

plural: new_personal_c,exp_personal_c,exp_personal; 
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B.37 MDAXSEG2 

runtime; execute; 

actions 

axis_size = medium color = 15 display “The system has just entered a new knowledge base and files must be” display “loaded. Once the 
files have loaded, the system will proceed directly’ display “into the graph.” loadfacts tempdata z = (count_it + 1!) whiletrue z <= 12 
then 

new_music_rev_c{z] = unknown_dummy 
new_state_rev_c{z] = unknown_dummy 
new_total_revs_c{z] = unknown_dummy 

new_music_costs_c{[z] = unknown_dummy 
new_state_costs_c[z] = unknown_dummy 
new_total_costs_¢e(z] = unknown_dummy 

z= (z + I)end 

find do_music_seg find do_state_seg find do_total_seg ; 

' Rules Block 

Rule begin_music_seg_display 

If do_music_seg = unknown 

Then do_music_seg = found 

gmode 14 
exitbutton2? = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

find axis_display 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000's” 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J* 
giocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A* 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S° 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N” 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D* 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay "J" 
giocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F” 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay "M’ 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M’" 
giocate 75,24 
gdisplay “3° 

gcolor 12 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (new_music_costs_c{1) 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (new_music_costs_c{2) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (new_music_costs_c{3]} 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
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x4 = (new_music_costs_c{4]) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (new_music_costs_c{5]} 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (new_music_costs_c[6} 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (new_music_costs_c{7]} 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (new_music_costs_c{8]) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x? = (new_music_costs_c{9) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (new_music_costs_c{10]) 
find apnl_bud 
reset apnil_bud 
x11 = (new_music_costs_¢c{11]) 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
xl2 = (new_music_costs_¢(12) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 9 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_music_rev_c{1) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_music_rev_c{2) 
find aug _act 
reset aug act - 
a3 = (new_music_rev_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_music_rev_c{4]) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_music_rev_c[5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_music_rev_c(6}} 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_music_rev_c{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_music_rev_c{8]) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_music_rev_c{9) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
al0 = (new_music_rev_c{10D 
find apnl_act 
reset apni_act 
all = (new_music_rev_c{11) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_music_rev_e{12) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

geolor 14 
moveto 27,19 

lineto 33,19 

moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
Hineto 33,125 

moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 
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moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 

moveto 260,179 

lineto 260,18! 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,18] 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,18] 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

glocate 27,! 
gdisplay “Music Department’ 
glocate 28,2 
gdisplay “Market Segment’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Blue - Revenue’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Red - Expenses’ 

whiletrue exitbutton2 = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode 

chain seggraph; 

Rule begin_state_seg_ display 

If do_state_seg = unknown 

Then do_state_seg = found 

gmode I4 
eatbutton! = no 

moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 26,1 
gdisplay “State Related’ 
glocate 26,2 
gdisplay “Market Segment’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Blue - Revenue’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Red - Expenses’ 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000's’ 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J* 
giocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A’ 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S° 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O" 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N° 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D’ 
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glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J* 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F” 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay "M* 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A° 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M° 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J° 

find axis_display 

gcolor 12 
moveto 30,180 
x! = (new_state_costs_c{1D 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (new_state_costs_c{2D 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (new_state_costs_c{3p) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (new_state_costs_c{4]) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (new_state_costs_c(5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (new_state_costs_c(6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (new_state_costs_c[7]) 
find jan_bud 

reset jan_bud 

x8 = (new_state_costs_c({&) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (new_state_costs_c[9) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (new_state_costs_c{10} 
find april_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
xll = (new_state_costs_c{I1) 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (new_state_costs_c{12) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 9 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_state_rev_dl} 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_state_rev_c{2) 
find aug act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_state_rev_c{3D 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
ad = (new_state_rev_c{4] 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_state_rev_c{5D 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_state_rev_c{6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a? = (new_state_rev_c[7]) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_state_rev_c{8]) 
find feb_act 
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reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_state_rev_c{9]) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_state_rev_c{10) 
find april_act 
reset april_act 
all = (new_state_rev_c{11]) 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_state_rev_c{12) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 

moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 

moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exitbutton! = no then end 

reset aas_display 
tmode 
chain seggraph; 

Rule begin_total_seg_display 

If do_total_seg = unknown 

Then do_total_seg = found 

gmode [4 
extbutton3 = no 
-™Moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 30,! 
gdisplay “Tota! Revenue & Expenses’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Blue - Revenue” 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Red - Expenses” 

glocate 1,0 
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gdisplay “000's” 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay "J" 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A° 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S*” 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
edisplay “N“ 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D* 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J° 
giocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F” 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M” 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A* 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M”" 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J° 

find axis_display 

gcolor 12 
moveto 30,180 
x! = (new_total_costs_c{1} 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (new_total_costs_c{2) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (new_total_costs_c{3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (new_total_costs_c{4) - 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (new_total_costs_c{SD) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (new_total_costs_c(6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (new_total_costs_c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 

x8 = (new_total_costs_c{8) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (new_total_costs_c{9) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (new_total_costs_c{10D 
find apnl_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
xl1 = (new_total_costs_c{11D 
find may_bud 
reset may_ bud 
x12 = (new_total_costs_c{12) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

geolor 9 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_total_revs_c{1) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_total_revs_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_total_revs_c{3)) 
find sept_act 
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reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_total_revs_c{4]) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_total_revs_c({5) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_total_revs_c[6]) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = {new_total_revs_c{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_total_revs_c{8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_total_revs_c({9) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_total_revs_c{10D 
find apnl_act 
reset april_act 
al] = (new_total_revs_c{11D 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_total_revs_c({12D 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 

lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 

lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 

moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,18] 
moveto 212,179 

lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 

moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 

lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
hineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 

moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exitbutton3 = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode 
chain graph]; 

Rule aug_act_unknown_dummy 

If a2 =~ unknown_dummy 

Then aug_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_unknown_dummy 
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If a3 = unknown_dummy 

Then sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_unknown_dummy 

If a4 = unknown_dummy 

Then oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_unknown_dummy 

If a5 = unknown_dummy 

Then nov_act = found; Rule dec_act_unknown_dummy 

If a6 = unknown_dummy 

Then dec_act = found; Rule jan_act_unknown_dummy 

If a7 = unknown_dummy 

Then jan_act = found; Rule feb_act_unknown_dummy 

If a8 = unknown_dummy 

Then feb_act = found; 

Rule march_act_unknown_dummy 

If a9 = unknown_dummy 

Then march_act = found; 

Rule apnJ_act_unknown_dummy 

If al0 = unknown_dummy 

Then april_act = found; 

Rule may_act_unknown_dummy 

If all = unknown_dummy 

Then may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_unknown_dummy 

If al2 = unknown_dummy 

Then june_act = found; 

Rute aug_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x2 = unknown_dummy 

Then aug bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x3 = unknown_dummy 

Then sept_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x4 = unknown_dummy 

Then oct_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x5 = unknown_dummy 

Then nov_bud = found; Rule dec_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x6 = unknown_dummy 

Then dec_bud = found; 
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Rule jan_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x7 = unknown_dummy 

Then jan_bud = found; Rule feb_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x8 = unknown_dummy 

Then feb_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x9 = unknown_dummy 

Then march_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_unknown_dummy 

Hf x10 = unknown_dummy 

Then april_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_unknown_dummy 

If xIl = unknown_dummy 

Then may_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x12 = unknown_dummy 

Then june_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If x! = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_bud = found, 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xl > Oand 
xl <= 20000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,172 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
x1 > 20000 and 
xl < = 40000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,156 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xl > 40000 and 
xl < = 60000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,140 

july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xl > 60000 and 
xl < = 80000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,124 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If ads_size = medium and 
xl > 80000 and 
xl < = 100000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,108 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
xl > 100000 and 
xl <= 120000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,92 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axs_size = medium and 
xl > 120000 and 
xl < = 140000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,77 
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july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If aas_size = medium and 
x1 > 140000 and 
x1 <= 160000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,62 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = medium and 
x1 > 160000 and 
xl <= 180000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,45 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axs_size = medium and 
xl > 180000 and 
xi < = 200000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,29 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If aas_size = medium and 
xl > 200000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,20 
july_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_! If x2 = 0 Then lineto 114,180 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_2 If ads_size = medium and 
x2 > 0 and 
x2 < = 20000 Then lineto 114,172 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_3 If axs_size = medium and 
x2 > 20000 and 
x2 <= 40000 Then lineto 114,156 
aug bud = found, 

Rule aug_bud_é4 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 40000 and 
x2 < = 60000 Then lineto 114,140 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_S If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 60000 and 
x2 < = 80000 Then lineto 114,124 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_6 If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 80000 and 
x2 < = 100000 Then lineto 114,108 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug bud_7 {f axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 100000 and 
x2 < = 120000 Then lineto 114,92 
aug_bud = found; 

Role aug_bud_8 If axs_size = medium and 
x2 > 120000 and 
x2 < = 140000 Then lineto 114,77 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug bud_9 Jf aas_size = medium and 
x2 > 140000 and 
x2 < = 160000 Then lineto 114,62 
aug_bud = found 
reset aug_bud; 

Rule aug_bud_!0 If axs_size = medium and 
x2 > 160000 and 
x2 < = 180000 Then lineto 114,45 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug _bud_!! If axis_size = medium and 
x2 > 180000 and 
x2 < = 200000 Then lineto 114,29 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug bud_12 If axs_size = medium and 
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x2 > 200000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_l If x3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_2 If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > QO and 
x3 < = 20000 Then lineto 163,172 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_3 If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 20000 and 
x3 <= 40000 Then lineto 163,156 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_4 If axis size = medium and 
x3 > 40000 and 
x3 < = 60000 Then lineto 163,140 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_5 If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 60000 and 
x3 < = 80000 Then lineto 163,124 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_6 If axas_size = medium and 
x3 > 80000 and 
x3 <= 100000 Then lineto 163,108 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_7? If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 100000 and 
x3 < = 120000 Then lineto 163,92 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_8 If aas_size = medium and 
x3 > 120000 and 
x3 < = 140000 Then lineto 163,77 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_9 

If axis size = medium and 
x3 > 140000 and 
x3 <= 160000 Then lineto 163,62 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 160000 and 
x3 < = 180000 Then lineto 163,45 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_I1 

If axis size = medium and 
x3 > 180000 and 
x3 < = 200000 Then lineto 163,29 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_!2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x3 > 200000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_]! 

If x4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_2 

If axis size = medium and 
x4 > 0 and 
x4 <= 20000 Then lineto 212,172 
oct_bud = found, 
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Rule oct_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 20000 and 
x4 < = 40000 Then lineto 212,156 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 40000 and 
x4 <= 60000 Then lineto 212,140 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 60000 and 
x4 <= 80000 Then lineto 212,124 
oct_bud = found, 

Rule oct_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 80000 and 
x4 <= 100000 Then lineto 212,108 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 100000 and 
x4 <= 120000 Then lineto 212,92 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_8 

If waas_size = medium and 
x4 > 120000 and 
x4 < = 140000 Then lineto 212,77 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 140000 and 
x4 <= {60000 Then lineto 212,62 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 160000 and 
x4 < = 180000 Then lineto 212,45 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 180000 and 
x4 < = 200000 Then lineto 212,29 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_!2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x4 > 200000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_]! 

If x5 = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 0 and 
x5 < = 20000 Then lineto 260,172 
nov_bud = found; 
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Rule nov_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 20000 and 
x5 < = 40000 Then lineto 260,156 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 40000 and 
x§ <= 60000 Then lineto 260,140 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_§ 

lf axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 60000 and 
x5 < = 80000 Then lineto 260,124 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 80000 and 
x5 < = 100000 Then lineto 260,108 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_7? 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 100000 and 
x5 < = 120000 Then lineto 260,92 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_8 

If axs_size = medium and 
x5 > 120000 and 
x5 < = 140000 Then lineto 260,77 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 140000 and 
x5 <= 160000 Then lineto 260,62 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 160000 and 
x5 <= 180000 Then lineto 260,45 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_1] 

If ans_size = medium and 
x5 > 180000 and 
x5 < = 200000 Then lineto 260,29 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_!2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x5 > 200000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_| 

If x6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_bud = found, 

Rule dec_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 0 and 
x6 < = 20000 Then lineto 308,172 
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dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 20000 and 
x6 < = 40000 Then lineto 308,156 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 40000 and 
x6 < = 60000 Then lineto 308,140 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_5 

If aas_size = medium and 
x6 > 60000 and 
x6 < = 80000 Then lineto 308,124 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 80000 and 
x6 <= 100000 Then lineto 308,108 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_? 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 100000 and 
x6 < = 120000 Then lineto 308,92 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 120000 and 
x6 <= 140000 Then lineto 308,77 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 140000 and 
x6 <= [60000 Then lineto 308,62 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 160000 and 
x6 < = 180000 Then lineto 308,45 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_11 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 180000 and 
x6 < = 200000 Then lineto 308,29 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x6 > 200000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_! 

If x7 = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7? > 0 and 
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x7 <= 20000 Then lineto 357,172 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 20000 and 
x7 < = 40000 Then lineto 357,156 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x? > 40000 and 
x7 < = 60000 Then lineto 357,140 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_5 

If aas_size = medium and 
x7 > 60000 and 
x7? <= 80000 Then lineto 357,124 
jan_bud = found, 

Rule jan_bud_§ 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 380000 and 

x7 <= 100000 Then lineto 357,108 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 100000 and 
x7 <= | 20000 Then lineto 357,92 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 120000 and 
x7 <= 140000 Then lineto 357,77 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 140000 and 
x7 <= 160000 Then lineto 357,62 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 160000 and 
x7 < = 180000 Then lineto 357,45 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_1!] 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 180000 and 
x7 <= 200000 Then lineto 357,29 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_!2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x7 > 200000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_bud = found, 

Rule feb_bud_! 

If x8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
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x8 > 0 and 
x8 < = 20000 Then lineto 404,172 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 20000 and 
x8 < = 40000 Then lineto 404,156 
feb_bud = found, 

Rule feb_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x§ > 40000 and 
x8 <= 60000 Then lineto 404,140 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 60000 and 
x8 < = 80000 Then lineto 404,124 
feb_bud = found, 

Rule feb_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 80000 and 
x8 < = 100000 Then lineto 404,103 
feb_bud = found, 

Rule feb_bud_? 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 100000 and 
x8 <= 120000 Then lineto 404,92 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_8 

If aas_size = medium and 
x8 > 120000 and 
x8 < = }40000 Then lineto 404,77 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 140000 and : 
x8 < = 160000 Then lineto 404,62 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > 160000 and 
x8 <= 180000 Then lineto 404,45 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_1! 

If axis_size = medium and 
x8 > $80000 and 
x8 < = 200000 Then lineto 404,29 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_|2 

If aas_size = medium and 
x8 > 200000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_l 

If x9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_2 
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If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > O and 
x9 <= 20000 Then lineto 452,172 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 20000 and 
x9 <= 40000 Then lineto 452,156 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 40000 and 
x9 < = 60000 Then lineto 452,140 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 60000 and 
x9 <= 80000 Then lineto 452,124 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 80000 and 
x9 <= 100000 Then lineto 452,108 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_7 

If axis size = medium and 
x9 > 100000 and 
x9 <= 120000 Then lineto 452,92 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 120000 and 
x9? <= 140000 Then lineto 452,77 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_9 

If axis size = medium and 
x9 > 140000 and 
x9 <= 160000 Then lineto 452,62 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 160000 and 
x9 <= 180000 Then lineto 452,45 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_!! 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 180000 and 
x9 < = 200000 Then lineto 452,29 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_!2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x9 > 200000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_l 

If x10 = 0 Then lineto 501,180 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_2 
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If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 0 and 
x10 < = 20000 Then lineto 501,172 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
xl0 > 20000 and 
xlO < = 40000 Then lineto 501,156 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 40000 and 
x10 <= 60000 Then Jineto 501,140 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 60000 and 
x10 < = 80000 Then lineto 501,124 
apnil_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_6 

lf axis size = medium and 
x10 > 80000 and 
x10 < = 100000 Then lineto 501,108 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 100000 and 
x10 < = 120000 Then lineto 501,92 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule apnl_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 120000 and 
xlQ <= 140000 Then lineto 501,77 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 140000 and 
x10 < = 160000 Then lineto 501,62 
apn!_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 160000 and 
xi0 < = 180000 Then lineto 501,45 
apni_bud = found; 

Rule aprii_bud_!! 

If axis_size = medium and 
x!0 > 180000 and 
x10 < = 200000 Then lineto 501,29 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x10 > 200000 Then lineto 501,20 
apnil_bud = found 
reset april_bud; 

Rule may_bud_! 

If xll = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_bud = found; 
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Rule may_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
xl1 > 0 and 
xJ1 <= 20000 Then lineto 549,172 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
xl1 > 20000 and 
xil < = 40000 Then lineto $49,156 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x11 > 40000 and 
xlt < = 60000 Then lineto 549,140 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
xi > 60000 and 
x11 < = 80000 Then lineto 549,124 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x!1 > 80000 and 
x11 < = 100000 Then lineto 549,108 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
x11 > 100000 and 
xl1 < = 120000 Then lineto 549,92 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
xl1 > 120000 and 
x11 <= 140000 Then lineto 549,77 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
xIl > 140000 and 
x1] < = 160000 Then lineto 549,62 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_10 

If was_size = medium and 
xt1 > 160000 and 
xl < = 180000 Then lineto 549,45 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_11 

If axis_size = medium and 
xt! > 180000 and 
xll < = 200000 Then lineto 549,29 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
x11 > 200000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_! 

If x12 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
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june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 0 and 
x12 < = 20000 Then lineto 597,172 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 20000 and 
x12 < = 40000 Then lineto 597,156 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 40000 and 
xl2 < = 60000 Then lineto 597,140 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
xJ2 > 60000 and 
x12 < = 80000 Then lineto 597,124 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 80000 and 
xl2 < = 100000 Then lineto 597,108 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_7 

If aas_size = medium and 
xi2 > 100000 and 
xl2 < = 120000 Then lineto 597,92 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_8 

If aas_sze = medium and 
x12 > 120000 and 
x12 < = 140000 Then lineto 597,77 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
xJ2 > 140000 and 
x12 < = 160000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_10 

Hf axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 160000 and 
xl2 <= 180000 Then lineto 597,45 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_11 

If ads_size = medium and 
x12 > 180000 and 
x12 < = 200000 Then lineto 597,29 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_i2 

If axis_size = medium and 
x12 > 200000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_bud = found, 

Rule july_actIf aif =-0 Then locate 38,180 
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lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > O and 
al < = 20000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,171 
july_act = found, 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 20000 and 
al < = 40000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,155 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 40000 and 
al < = 60000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,140 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If adas_size = medium and 
al > 60000 and 
al <= 80000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,124 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If aas_size = medium and 
al > 80000 and 
al < = 100000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,108 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 100000 and 
al <= 120000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,92 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 120000 and 
al < = 140000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,77 

july_act = found, 

Rule july_act If aas_size = medium and 
al > [40000 and 
al < = 160000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,62 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = medium and 
al > 160000 and 
al < = 180000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,45 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If aas_size = medium and 
al > 180000 and 
al < = 200000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,29 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act if al > 200000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,20 
july_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_! If a2 = 0 Then lineto 114,179 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_2 If axuis_size = medium and 
a2 > 0 and 
a2 <= 20000 Then lineto 114,171 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug act_3 If ags_size = mediwm and 
az > 20000 and 
a2 < = 40000 Then lineto 114,155 
aug act = found; 
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Rule aug_act_4 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 40000 and 
a2 < = 60000 Then lineto 114,139 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_5 If axis size = medium and 
a2 > 60000 and 
a2 < = 80000 Then lineto 114,123 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_6 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 80000 and 
a2 <= 100000 Then lineto 114,107 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_7 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 100000 and 
a2 < = 120000 Then lineto 114,91 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_8 ff axis_size = medium and 
a2 > (20000 and 
a2 < = 140000 Then lineto 114,75 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_9 If aas_size = medium and 
a2 > 140000 and 
a2 < = 160000 Then lineto 114,61 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_10 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 160000 and 
a2 < = 180000 Then lineto [14,44 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_I| If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > }80000 and 
a2 <= 200000 Then lineto 114,28 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_!2 If axis_size = medium and 
a2 > 200000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_1 If a3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_2 If axis size = medium and 
a3 > O and 
a3 <= 20000 Then lineto 163,171 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_3 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 20000 and 
a3 <= 40000 Then lineto 163,155 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_4 If ans_size = medium and 
a3 > 40000 and 
a3 < = 60000 Then lineto 163,139 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_5 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 60000 and 
a3 < = 80000 Then lineto 163,123 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_6 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 80000 and 
a3 < = 100000 Then lineto 163,107 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_7 If axis size = medium and 
a3 > 100000 and 
a3 <= 120000 Then lineto 163,91 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_8 If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 120000 and 
a3 < = 140000 Then lineto 163,76 
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sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 140000 and 
a3 < = [60000 Then lineto 163,61 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 160000 and 
a3 < = 180000 Then lineto 163,44 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_l! 

If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 180000 and 
a3 < = 200000 Then lineto 163,28 
sept_act = found, 

Rule sept_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a3 > 200000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_l 

If a4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a¢ > 0 and 

a4 <= 20000 Then lineto 212,171 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 20000 and 
a4 < = 40000 Then lineto 212,155 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
ad > 40000 and 
a4 < = 60000 Then lineto 212,139 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 60000 and 
ad < = 80000 Then lineto 212,123 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 80000 and 
a4 < = 100000 Then lineto 212,107 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 100000 and 
a4 < = 120000 Then lineto 212,91 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_8 

If ads size = medium and 
a4 > 120000 and 
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a4 < = 140000 Then lineto 212,76 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
ad > 140000 and 

a¢ <= 160000 Then lineto 212,61 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 160000 and 
a4 <= 180000 Then lineto 212,44 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_!} 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 180000 and 
a4 < = 200000 Then lineto 212,28 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a4 > 200000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_! 

If aS = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_2 

If aas_size = medium and 
a5 > 0 and 
aS < = 20000 Then lineto 260,171 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 20000 and 
a5 < = 40000 Then lineto 260,155 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_4 

If ads_sze = medium and 
aS > 40000 and 
a5 < = 60000 Then lineto 260,139 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_5 

If ams_size = medium and 
aS > 60000 and 
aS < = 80000 Then lineto 260,123 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_6 

If axs_size = medium and 
a5 > 80000 and 
a5 <= 100000 Then lineto 260,107 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_7 

If axis size = medium and 
aS > 100000 and 
aS <= 120000 Then lineto 260,91 
nov_act = found ; 

Rule nov_act_8 

If ads_size = medium and 
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a5 > [20000 and 
a5 <= 140000 Then lineto 260,76 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
aS > 140000 and 
aS <= 160000 Then lineto 260,61 
nov_act = found, 

Rule nov_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 160000 and 
a5 <= 180000 Then lineto 260,44 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_11 

If axis_size = medium and 
a5 > 180000 and 
a5 < = 200000 Then lineto 260,28 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_I2 

If axis_ size = medium and 
a5 > 200000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_! 

If a6 = O Then lineto 308,180 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 0 and 
a6 < = 20000 Then lineto 308,171 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_3 

If ads_size = medium and 
a6 > 20000 and 
a6 < = 40000 Then lineto 308,155 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 40000 and 
a6 < = 60000 Then lineto 308,139 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 60000 and 
a6 < = 80000 Then lineto 308,123 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 80000 and 
a6 < = 100000 Then lineto 308,107 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_? 

If axis size = medium and 
a6 > 100000 and 
a6 < = 120000 Then lineto 308,91 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_8 
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If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 120000 and 
a6 <= 140000 Then lineto 308,76 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 140000 and 
a6 <= 160000 Then lineto 308,61 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 160000 and 
a6 < = 180000 Then lineto 308,44 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_!] 

If axis size = medium and 
a6 > 180000 and 
a6 < = 200000 Then lineto 308,28 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_l2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a6 > 200000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_act = found, 

Rule jan_act_! 

If a7 = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a? > 0 and 
a7 < = 20000 Then lineto 357,171 
jan_act = found, 

Rule jan_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 20000 and 
a7? < = 40000 Then lineto 357,155 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_4 

If axis size = medium and 
a7 > 40000 and 

a7 < = 60000 Then lineto 357,139 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_5 

If axs_size = medium and 
a? > 60000 and 
a7 < = 80000 Then lineto 357,123 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
a? > 80000 and 
a? < = 100000 Then lineto 357,107 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
a? > 100000 and 

a7? <= 120000 Then lineto 357,91 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_8 
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If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 120000 and 
a7 <= 140000 Then lineto 357,76 
jan_act = found, 

Rule jan_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 140000 and 
a7 < = 160000 Then lineto 357,61 
jan_act = found =; 

Rute jan_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
a? > 160000 and 
a? <= 180000 Then lineto 357,44 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_11 

If axis_size = medium and 
a? > 180000 and 
a? < = 200000 Then lineto 357,28 
jan_act = found ; 

Rule jan_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a7 > 200000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_act = found 

Rule feb_act_1 

If a8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_act = found § ; 

Rule feb_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 0 and 
a& <= 20000 Then lineto 404,17] 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 20000 and 
a8 < = 40000 Then lineto 404,155 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 40000 and 
a8 < = 60000 Then lineto 404,139 

feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 60000 and 
a8 <= 80000 Then lineto 404,123 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 80000 and 
a8 <= 100000 Then lineto 404,107 
feb_act = found, 

Rule feb_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 100000 and 
a8 < = 120000 Then lineto 404,91 
feb_act = found ; 
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Rule feb_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 120000 and 
a& < = 140000 Then lineto 404,76 
feb_act = found , 

Rule feb_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 140000 and 
a8 < = 160000 Then lineto 404,61 
feb_act = found ,; 

Rule feb_act_10 

If axis size = medium and 
a8 > 160000 and 
a8 < = 180000 Then lineto 404,44 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_!] 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 180000 and 
a8 < = 200000 Then lineto 404,28 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a8 > 200000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_l 

If a9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_2 

lf axis_size = medium and 
a9 > OQ and 
a9 <= 20000 Then lineto 452,171 
march_act = found); 

Rule march_act_3 

If axis size = medium and 
a9 > 20000 and 
a? < = 40000 Then lineto 452,155 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_4 

If aas_size = medium and 
a9 > 40000 and 
a9 <= 60000 Then lineto 452,139 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_S 

If axis size = medium and 
a9 > 60000 and 
a9 < = 80000 Then lineto 452,123 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 80000 and 
a9 <= 100000 Then lineto 452,107 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 100000 and 
a9 <= 120000 Then lineto 452,91 
march_act = found ; 
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Rule march_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 120000 and 
a9 <= [40000 Then lineto 452,76 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_9 

if axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 140000 and 
a9 <= 160000 Then lineto 452,61 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 160000 and 
a9 <= 180000 Then lineto 452,44 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_I1 

If axds_size = medium and 
a9 > 180000 and 
a9 < = 200000 Then lineto 452,28 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
a9 > 200000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_act = found; 

Rule april_act_1 

If al0 = 0 Then lineto 501,180 
apnl_act = found; 

Rule april_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 0 and 
al0 < = 20000 Then lineto $01,171 
apnl_act = found; 

Rule april_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
alO0 > 20000 and 
alQ < = 40000 Then lineto 501,155 
apni_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 40000 and 
alO < = 60000 Then lineto 501,139 
apni_act = found; 

Rule apnil_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 60000 and 
al0 <= 80000 Then lineto 501,123 
april_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 80000 and 
al0 < = 100000 Then lineto 501,107 
apnl_act = found, 

Rule april_act_7 

If axis_size = medium and 
alO > 100000 and 

alO <= 120000 Then lineto 501,91 
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apnl_act = found; 

Rule april_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > |20000 and 
alO <= 140000 Then lineto 501,76 
apni_act = found; 

Rule april_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
alO > 140000 and 
alQ <= 160000 Then lineto 501,61 
april_act = found; 

Rule april_act_10 

If axis_size = medium and 
al0 > 160000 and 
alO < = 180000 Then lineto 501,44 
apni_act = found =; 

Rule apnil_act_1!1 

If axis_size = medium and 
alO > 180000 and 
al0 <= 200000 Then lineto 501,28 
april_act = found ,; 

Rule april_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
alO > 200000 Then lineto 501,20 
april_act = found; 

Rule may_act_1 

If all = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 0 and 
all < = 20000 Then lineto 549,171 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 20000 and 
all < = 40000 Then lineto 549,155 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_4 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 40000 and 
all < = 60000 Then lineto 549,139 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 60000 and 
all < = 80000 Then lineto 549,123 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_6 

If aas_size = medium and 
all > 80000 and 
all <= 100000 Then Jineto 549,107 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_7 

If as_size = medium and 
all > 100000 and 
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all <= 120000 Then lineto 549,91 
may_act = found =; 

Rule may_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 120000 and 
all <= 140000 Then lineto 549,76 

may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_9 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 140000 and 
all < = 160000 Then lineto 549,61 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_!0 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 160000 and 
all < = 180000 Then lineto 549,44 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_1] 

If axis_size = medium and 
al! > 180000 and 
all < = 200000 Then lineto 549,28 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
all > 200000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_! 

If al2 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_2 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > O and 
al2 <= 20000 Then lineto 597,171 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_3 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 20000 and 
al2 < = 40000 Then lineto 597,155 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_4 

If ans_size = medium and 
al2 > 40000 and 
al2 < = 60000 Then lineto 597,139 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_5 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 60000 and 
al2 < = 80000 Then lineto 597,123 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_6 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 80000 and 
al2 < = 100000 Then lineto 597,107 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_? 

If axis size = medium and 
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al2 > 100000 and 
al2 <= 120000 Then lineto 597,9] 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_8 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 120000 and 
al2 < = [40000 Then lineto 597,76 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_9 

If axas_size = medium and 
al2 > 140000 and 
al2 < = 160000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_|0 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 160000 and 
al2 < = 180000 Then lineto 597,44 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_]!! 

If anis_size = medium and 
al2 > 180000 and 
al2 <= 200000 Then lineto 597,28 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_12 

If axis_size = medium and 
al2 > 200000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_act = found ; 

Rule july_act If al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 

july_act = found; 

Rule axis_size_medium 

If axis_display = unknown 

Then axis _display = found 
glocate 1,3 
gdisplay "200° 
glocate 1,7 
gdisplay “160° 
glocate 1,11 
gdisplay °120° 
glocate 2,15 
gdisplay “80° 
giocate 2,19 
gdisplay "40°; 

‘statements block 

okcolor = 1; 

Ibutton extbutton!: 10,2,14,14,eat button exitbutton2? 
10,2,14,14,ex06, 

plural: new_personal_c,exp_personal_c,exp_personal; 

10,2,14,14,e0 button exitbutton3: 10,2,14,14,ext, Ibutton extbuttond: 
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B.38 LGAXSEG2 

runtime; execute; 

actions 

axis_size = large color = 15 display "The system has just entered a new knowledge base and files must be” display ‘loaded. Once the files 
have loaded, the systern will proceed directly” display “into the graph.” loadfacts tempdata z = (count_it + |) whiletrue z < = 12 then 

new_music_rev_c{[z] = unknown_dummy 
new_state_rev_ciz] = unknown_dummy 
new_total_revs_c[z) = unknown_dummy 
new_music_costs_c[z] = unknown_dummy 
new_state_costs_c[z] = unknown_dummy 
new_total_costs_c[z] = unknown_dummy 
z= (z+ lj)end 

find do_music_seg find do_state_seg find do_total_seg ; 

' Rules Block 

Rule begin_music_seg_display 

If do_music_seg = unknown 

Then do_music_seg = found 

gmode 14 
eatbutton2 = no 
moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 

lineto 600,180 

find axis_display 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000‘s* 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month*” 
giocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J° 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S° 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
giocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N° 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D” 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J” 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay °F* 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay "M’” 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A* 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M{i* 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J° 

gcolor !2 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (new_music_costs_c{1} 
find july_bud 

reset july_bud 
x2 = (new_music_costs_¢c{2]) 
find aug bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (new_music_costs_c{3) 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (new_music_costs_c{4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
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x5 = (new_music_costs_cf{5]) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (new_music_costs_c{6]) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (new_music_costs_¢{7]) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (new_music_costs_c{8]) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (new_music_costs_c{9]) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x10 = (new_music_costs_¢e{10} 
find apni_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
xl 1 = (new_music_costs_c{11} 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x}2 = (new_music_costs_c(12]) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 9 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_music_rev_c{1]) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_music_rev_c{2]} 
find aug_act ; 
reset aug act 
a3 = (new_music_rev_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_music_rev_c{4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_music_rev_c{5]) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_music_rev_c{6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_music_rev_c{7] 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_music_rev_c{8]) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_music_rev_c(9) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
al0 = (new_music_rev_c{ 10} 
find apnil_act 
reset april_act 
all = (new_music_rev_e{ 11D 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_music_rev_c{12) 
find june_act 

reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 

lineto 33,51 

moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 

lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 
moveto 114,179 
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lineto 114,181 
moveto [63,179 

lineto 163,181. 
moveto 2)2,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 

lineto 308,181 

moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,181 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 

lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 

lineto 597,181 

glocate 27,1 
gdisplay “Music Department” 
glocate 28,2 
gdisplay “Market Segment” 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Blue - Revenue” 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Red - Expenses’ 

whiletrue extbutton2 = no then end 

reset aas_display 
tmode 

chain seggraph; 

Rule begin_state_seg_disptay 

If do_state_seg = unknown 

Then do_state_seg = found 

gmode 14 
exitbutton! = no 

moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 26,1 
gdisplay “State Related’ 
glocate 26,2 
gdisplay “Market Segment’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Blue - Revenue’ 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Red - Expenses’ 

glocate 1,0 
gdisplay “000's’ 
glocate 76,23 
gdisplay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J” 
glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A° 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S’ 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O° 
glocate 33,24 
gdisplay “N° 
glocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D* 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay “J* 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay °F’ 
glocate $7,24 
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gdisplay “M” 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M" 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J* 

find axis_display 

gcolor 12 
moveto 30,180 
x! = (new_state_costs_c{I) 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (new_state_costs_c{2]) 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (new_state_costs_c{3} 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (new_state_costs_c{4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (new_state_costs_¢c{5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (new_state_costs_c{6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (new_state_costs_c{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 

x8 = (new_state_costs_c[8) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (new_state_costs_c{9]) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
x1Q = (new_state_costs_c{10D) 
find april_bud 
reset apni]_bud 
xll = (new_state_costs_c{11) 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (new_state_costs_c{12]) 
find june_bud 
reset june_bud 

gcolor 9 ; 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_state_rev_c{]} 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_state_rev_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug act 
a3 = (new_state_rev_c{3) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
ad = (new_state_rev_c(4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_state_rev_c{5]) 
find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_state_rev_c{6]) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act 
a7 = (new_state_rev_c{7) 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 

a8 = (new_state_rev_c({8) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_state_rev_c{9) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO = (new_state_rev_c{10D 
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find april_act 
reset april_act 
all = (new_state_rev_c{I1] 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_state_rev_c{12) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gcolor 14 
moveto 27,19 
lineto 33,19 
moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 
moveto 27,147 
lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 
lineto 69,181 

moveto 114,179 

linecto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 363,181 

moveto 212,179 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
lineto 308,181 
moveto 357,179 
lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 

lineto 404,181 

moveto 452,179 
lineto 452,131 

moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exaitbutton] = no then end 

reset axis display 
tmode 
chain seggraph; 

Rule begin_total_seg display 

If do_total_seg = unknown 

Then do_total_seg = found 

gmode 14 
exitbutton3 = no 

moveto 30,5 
lineto 30,180 
lineto 600,180 

glocate 30,1 
gdisplay “Total Revenue’ 
glocate 31,2 
gdisplay “& Expenses’ 
glocate 8,5 
gdisplay “Blue - Revenue” 
glocate 8,6 
gdisplay “Red - Expenses” 

glocate 1,0 
gdispiay “000’s’ 
glocate 76,23 
gdisptay “Month” 
glocate 9,24 
gdisplay “J” 
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glocate 15,24 
gdisplay “A” 
glocate 21,24 
gdisplay “S” 
glocate 27,24 
gdisplay “O” 
giocate 33,24 
gdaisplay “N* 
giocate 39,24 
gdisplay “D* 
glocate 45,24 
gdisplay "J* 
glocate 51,24 
gdisplay “F* 
glocate 57,24 
gdisplay “M’ 
glocate 63,24 
gdisplay “A* 
glocate 69,24 
gdisplay “M” 
glocate 75,24 
gdisplay “J” 

find axis_display 

gcolor 12 
moveto 30,180 
xl = (new_total_costs_c{1) 
find july_bud 
reset july_bud 
x2 = (new_total_costs_c{2] 
find aug_bud 
reset aug_bud 
x3 = (new_total_costs_c{3} 
find sept_bud 
reset sept_bud 
x4 = (new_total_costs_c{4) 
find oct_bud 
reset oct_bud 
x5 = (new_total_costs_c{5) 
find nov_bud 
reset nov_bud 
x6 = (new_total_costs_c{6) 
find dec_bud 
reset dec_bud 
x7 = (new_total_costs_ce{7) 
find jan_bud 
reset jan_bud 
x8 = (new_total_costs_c{8) 
find feb_bud 
reset feb_bud 
x9 = (new_total_costs_c(9) 
find march_bud 
reset march_bud 
xlQ = (new_total_costs_c{10D 
find apn!_bud 
reset apnl_bud 
xl = (new_total_costs_c{11} 
find may_bud 
reset may_bud 
x12 = (new_total_costs_c{12) 
find june_bud 

reset june_bud 

gcolor 9 
moveto 30,180 

al = (new_total_revs_c{I) 
find july_act 
reset july_act 
a2 = (new_total_revs_c{2) 
find aug_act 
reset aug_act 
a3 = (new_total_revs_c{3]) 
find sept_act 
reset sept_act 
a4 = (new_total_revs_c(4) 
find oct_act 
reset oct_act 
a5 = (new_total_revs_c{5) 
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find nov_act 
reset nov_act 
a6 = (new_total_revs_c[6) 
find dec_act 
reset dec_act ‘ 
a7 = (new_total_revs_c{7])} 
find jan_act 
reset jan_act 
a8 = (new_total_revs_c{&]) 
find feb_act 
reset feb_act 
a9 = (new_total_revs_¢c{9) 
find march_act 
reset march_act 
alO0 = (new_total_revs_c{10) 
find april_act 
reset apni_act 
all = (new_total_revs_c{11D 
find may_act 
reset may_act 
al2 = (new_total_revs_c{12) 
find june_act 
reset june_act 

gceolor 14 
moveto 27,19 

lineto 33,19 

moveto 27,51 
lineto 33,51 
moveto 27,83 
lineto 33,83 
moveto 27,115 
lineto 33,115 

moveto 27,147 

lineto 33,147 

moveto 69,179 

lineto 69,181 

moveto 114,179 
lineto 114,181 
moveto 163,179 
lineto 163,181 
moveto 212,179 ° 
lineto 212,181 
moveto 260,179 
lineto 260,181 
moveto 308,179 
jineto 308,18) 
moveto 357,179 

lineto 357,181 
moveto 404,179 
lineto 404,181 
moveto 452,179 
tyneto 452,18] 
moveto 501,179 
lineto 501,181 
moveto 549,179 
lineto 549,181 
moveto 597,179 
lineto 597,181 

whiletrue exatbutton3 = no then end 

reset axis_display 
tmode 
chain graph]; 

Rule aug_act_unknown_dummy 

If a2 = unknown_dummy 

Then aug_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_unknown_dummy 

If a3 = unknown_dummy 

Then sept_act = found; 
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Rule oct_act_unknown_dummy 

If a4 = unknown_dummy 

Then oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_unknown_dummy 

lf aS = unknown_dummy 

Then nov_act = found; Rule dec_act_unknown_dummy 

If a6 = unknown_dummy 

Then dec_act = found; Rule jan_act_unknown_dummy 

If a7 = unknown_dummy 

Then jan_act = found; Rule feb_act_unknown_dummy 

If a8 = unknown_dummy 

Then feb_act = found; 

Rule march_act_unknown_dummy 

If a9 = unknown_dummy 

Then march_act = found; 

Rute apnl_act_unknown_dummy 

If al0 = unknown_dummy 

Then apnil_act = found; 

Rule may_act_unknown_dummy 

If all = unknown_dummy 

Then may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_unknown_dummy 

If al2 = unknown_dummy 

Then june_act = found; 

Rule aug_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x2 = unknown_dummy 

Then aug_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_unknown_dummy 

Hf x3 = unknown_dummy 

Then sept_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x4 = unknown_dummy 

Then oct_bud = found, 

Rule nov_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x5 = unknown_dummy 

Then nov_bud = found; Rule dec_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x6 = unknown_dummy 

Then dec_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x7 = unknown_dummy 
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Then jan_bud = found; Rule feb_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x8 = unknown_dummy 

Then feb_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x9 = unknown_dummy 

Then march_bud = found, 

Rule aprit_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x10 = unknown_dummy 

Then april_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_unknown_dummy 

If xl1 = unknown_dummy 

Then may_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_unknown_dummy 

If x12 = unknown_dummy 

Then june_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If xi = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
xl > 0 and 

xl < = 35000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,172 . 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
xi > 35000 and 
x] < = 70000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,156 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud [f axis size = large and 
xl > 70000 and 
x1 <= 105000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,140 
July_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axs_size = large and 
xt > 105000 and 

x1 < = 140000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,124 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud [f aas_size = large and 
x1 > 140000 and 
xi <= 175000 Then locate 30,130 

lineto 69,108 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud [f ads_size = large and 
xl > 175000 and 
xl <= 210000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,92 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axs_size = large and 
xl > 210000 and 
xl < = 245000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,77 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
x1 > 245000 and 
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x] < = 280000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,62 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
xl > 280000 and 
xl <= 315000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,45 

july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If axis_size = large and 
x1 > 315000 and 
xl <= 350600 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,29 
july_bud = found; 

Rule july_bud If aas_size = large and 
x] > 350000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,20 
july_bud = found; 

Rule aug _bud_! If x2 = 0 Then lineto 114,180 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug bud_2 If aus size = large and 
x2 > 0 and 
x2 <= 35000 Then lineto 114,172 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug _bud_3 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 35000 and 
x2 <= 70000 Then lineto 114,156 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_4 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 70000 and 
x2 <= 105000 Then lineto 114,140 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_5 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 105000 and 
x2 < = 140000 Then lineto 114,124 
aug bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_6 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 140000 and 
x2 < = 175000 Then lineto 114,108 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug bud_7 If axs_size = large and 
x2 > 175000 and 
x2 < = 210000 Then lineto 114,92 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug bud_8 If axs_size = large and 
x2 > 210000 and 
x2 <= 245000 Then lineto 114,77 
aug bud = found, 

Rule aug _bud_9 If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 245000 and 
x2 < = 280000 Then lineto 114,62 
aug_bud = found 
reset aug bud; 

Rule aug bud_10 If ads_size = large and 
x2 > 280000 and 
x2 < = 315000 Then lineto 114,45 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule aug_bud_!i If axis_size = large and 
x2 > 315000 and 
x2 < = 350000 Then lineto 114,29 
aug_bud = found, 

Rule aug_bud_12 If axns_size = large and 
x2 > 350000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_! If x3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
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sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_2 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 0 and 
x3 < = 35000 Then lineto 163,172 
sept_bud = found, 

Rule sept_bud_3 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 35000 and 
x3 < = 70000 Then lineto 163,156 
sept_bud = found, 

Rule sept_bud_4 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 70000 and 
x3 < = 105000 Then lineto 163,140 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_5 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 105000 and 
x3 < = 140000 Then lineto 163,124 
sept_bud = found, 

Rule sept_bud_6 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 140000 and 
x3 < = 175000 Then lineto 163,108 
sept_bud = found, 

Rute sept_bud_7 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 175000 and 
x3 < = 210000 Then lineto 163,92 
sept_bud = found, 

Rule sept_bud_8 If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 210000 and 
x3 < = 245000 Then lineto 163,77 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 245000 and 
x3 < = 280000 Then lineto 163,62 
sept_bud = found, 

Rule sept_bud_10 

If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 280000 and 
x3 < = 315000 Then lineto 163,45 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_1!] 

If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 315000 and 
x3 < = 350000 Then lineto 163,29 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule sept_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x3 > 350000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_! 

If x4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 0 and 
x4 < = 35000 Then lineto 212,172 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 35000 and 
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x4 <= 70000 Then lineto 212,156 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_4 

If aas_size = large and 
x4 > 70000 and 
x4 <= [05000 Then lineto 212,140 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 105000 and 
x4 <= 140000 Then lineto 212,124 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 140000 and 
x4 <= 175000 Then lineto 212,108 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_7 

If ans_size = large and 
x4 > 175000 and 
x4 < = 210000 Then lineto 212,92 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_8 

If aas_size = large and 
x4 > 210000 and 
x4 <= 245000 Then lineto 212,77 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_9 

If aas_size = large and 
x4 > 245000 and 
x4 < = 280000 Then lineto 212,62 
oct_bud ~ found; 

Rule oct_bud_10 

If axis size = large and 
x4 > 280000 and 
x4 < = 315000 Then lineto 212,45 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_1!! 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 315000 and 
x4 < = 350000 Then lineto 212,29 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule oct_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x4 > 350000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_! 

If x5 = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 0 and 
x5 < = 35000 Then lineto 260,172 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_3 

If axcs_size = large and 
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x§ > 35000 and 
x5 <= 70000 Then lineto 260,156 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_4¢ 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 70000 and 
x5 < = 105000 Then lineto 260,140 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 105000 and 
x5 < = 140000 Then lineto 260,124 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_6 

If axis_size = Jarge and 
x5 > 140000 and 
x5 < = 175000 Then lineto 260,108 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 175000 and 
x5 < = 210000 Then lineto 260,92 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 2)0000 and 
x5 <= 245000 Then lineto 260,77 
nov_bud = found, 

Rule nov_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 245000 and 
x§ < = 280000 Then lineto 260,62 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_10 

If axis _size = large and 
x5 > 280000 and 
x§ < = 315000 Then lineto 260,45 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_11 

If axis size = large and 
x§ > 315000 and 
x5 < = 350000 Then lineto 260,29 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule nov_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x5 > 350000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_! 

If x6 = 0 Then lineto 308,180 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 0 and 
x6 < = 35000 Then lineto 308,172 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_3 
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If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 35000 and 
x6 < = 70000 Then lineto 308,156 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 70000 and 
x6 <= 105000 Then lineto 308,140 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 105000 and 
x6 <= 140000 Then lineto 308,124 
dec_bud = found; 

‘Rule dec_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 140000 and 
x6 < = |75000 Then lineto 308,108 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 175000 and 
x6 <= 210000 Then lineto 308,92 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 210000 and 
x6 < = 245000 Then lineto 308,77 
dec_bud.= found; 

Rule dec_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 245000 and 
x6 < = 280000 Then lineto 308,62 
dec_bud = found; . 

Rule dec_bud_!0 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 280000 and 
x6 <= 315000 Then lineto 308,45 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_1!1 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 315000 and 
x6 < = 350000 Then lineto 308,29 
dec_bud = found; 

Rule dec_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x6 > 350000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_bud * found; 

Rule jan_bud_! 

If x? = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > Qand 
x7 < = 35000 Then lineto 357,172 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_3 
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If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 35000 and 
x7 <= 70000 Then lineto 357,156 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x? > 70000 and 

x7 < = 105000 Then lineto 357,140 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_5 

If ads_size = large and 
x7 > 105000 and 
x7 < = 140000 Then lineto 357,124 
jan_bud = found, 

Rule jan_bud_6 

If aas_size = large and 
x7 > 140000 and 
x? < = 175000 Then lineto 357,108 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 175000 and 
x7 < = 210000 Then lineto 357,92 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 210000 and 
x7 < = 245000 Then lineto 357,77 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 245000 and 
x7 < = 280000 Then lineto 357,62 
jan_bud = found, 

Rute jan_bud_10 

If ans_size = large and 
x7 > 280000 and 
x7 < = 315000 Then lineto 357,45 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_!] 

If ads_size = large and 
x? > 315000 and 
x7 < = 350000 Then lineto 357,29 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule jan_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x7 > 350000 Then lineto 357,20 
jan_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_! 

If x8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_2 

If aas_size = large and 
x8 > O and 
x8 < = 35000 Then lineto 404,172 
feb_bud = found; 
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Rule feb_bud_3 

If ads_size = large and 
x8 > 35000 and 
x8 < = 70000 Then lineto 404,156 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 70000 and 
x8 <= 105000 Then lineto 404,140 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 105000 and 
x8 < = 140000 Then lineto 404,124 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 140000 and 
x8 <= 175000 Then lineto 404,108 
feb_bud = found, 

Rule feb_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 175000 and 
x8 < = 210000 Then lineto 404,92 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_8 

If axis size = large and 
x8 > 210000 and 
x8 < = 245000 Then lineto 404,77 
feb_bud = found; 

Rute feb_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 245000 and 
x8 < = 280000 Then lineto 404,62 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_10 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 280000 and 
x8 < = 315000 Then lineto 404,45 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_!! 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 315000 and 
x8 < = 350000 Then lineto 404,29 
feb_bud = found; 

Rule feb_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x8 > 350000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_bud = found, 

Rule march_bud_! 

If x9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_bud = found, 

Rule march_bud_2 

If axis size = large and 
x9 > O and 
x9 <= 35000 Then lineto 452,172 
march_bud = found; 
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Rule march_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 35000 and 
x9 <= 70000 Then lineto 452,156 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 70000 and 
x9 < = 105000 Then lineto 452,140 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 105000 and 
x9 <= [40000 Then lineto 452,124 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 140000 and 
x9 < = 175000 Then lineto 452,108 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_7 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 175000 and 
x9 <= 210000 Then lineto 452,92 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_8 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 210000 and 
x9 <= 245000 Then lineto 452,77 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_9 

If ads_size = large and 
x9 > 245000 and 
x9 < = 280000 Then lineto 452,62 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_{0 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 280000 and 
x9 <= 315000 Then lineto 452,45 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_11 

If axs_size = large and 
x9 > 315000 and 
x9 < = 350000 Then lineto 452,29 
march_bud = found; 

Rule march_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x9 > 350000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_! 

If x10 = 0 Then lineto 501,180 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > O and 
x10 < = 35000 Then lineto 501,172 
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april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_3 

If axis_size = Jarge and 
xlO > 35000 and 
x10 < = 70000 Then lineto 501,156 
april_bud = found, 

Rule april_bud_4¢ 

If axis_size = large and 
x!0 > 70000 and 
x10 <= ]05000 Then lineto 501,140 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 105000 and 
x10 < = 140000 Then lineto 501,124 
apni_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_6 

If axas_size = large and 
x10 > 140000 and 
x10 < = 175000 Then lineto 501,108 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_? 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 175000 and 
x10 < = 210000 Then lineto 501,92 
apni_bud = found; 

Rule apnl_bud_8 

If axis size = large and 
x10 > 210000 and 
x10 < = 245000 Then lineto 501,77 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule apnl_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 245000 and 
x10 < = 280000 Then lineto 501,62 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_10 

If axis size = large and 
xl0 > 280000 and 
x10 < = 315000 Then lineto 501,45 
apnl_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_!! 

If axis_size = large and 
x10 > 315000 and 
x10 < = 350000 Then lineto 501,29 
april_bud = found; 

Rule april_bud_12 

lf axis size = large and 
x10 > 350000 Then lineto 501,20 
apnl_bud = found 
reset april_bud; 

Rute may_bud_! 

If xll = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_2 

If axis_size = large and 
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x11 > 0 and 
x11 < = 35000 Then lineto 549,172 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_3 

If axis_size = large and 
x11 > 35000 and 
x11 < = 70000 Then lineto 549,156 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_4 

If axas_size = large and 
x11 > 70000 and 
xl! <= 105000 Then Jineto 549,140 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x11 > 105000 and 
x11 < = 140000 Then lineto 549,124 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
xl > 140000 and 
xl} <= 175000 Then lineto 549,108 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_7? 

If axis size = large and 
x!f > 175000 and 

-xXLL < = 2]0000 Then lineto 549,92 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_8 

If aas_size = large and 
x11 > 210000 and 
xll <= 245000 Then lineto 549,77 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x11 > 245000 and 
x]1_ < = 280000 Then lineto 549,62 
may_bud = found, 

Rule may_bud_!0 

If axis_size = large and 
xl} > 280000 and 
xl] < = 3[5000 Then lineto 549,45 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_11 

If axis_size = large and 
x1] > 315000 and 
x11 < = 350000 Then lineto $49,29 
may_bud = found; 

Rule may_bud_12 

If axis size = large and 
x11 > 350000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_! 

If xi2 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_bud = found, 

Rule june_bud_2 
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If axis_size = large and 
xl2 > O and 
xi2 < = 35000 Then lineto 597,172 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_3 

If axas_size = large and 
x12 > 35000 and 
x12 <= 70000 Then lineto 597,156 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_4 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 70000 and 
x12 < = 105000 Then lineto 597,140 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_5 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 105000 and 
xt2 <= 140000 Then lineto 597,124 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_6 

If axis_size = large and 
xl2 > 140000 and 
x12 < = 175000 Then lineto 597,108 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_7 

If was_size = large and 
xl2 > 175000 and 
x12 < = 21/0000 Then lineto 597,92 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_8 

Hf axis_size = large and 
x12 > 210000 and 
x12 < = 245000 Then lineto 597,77 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_9 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 245000 and 
x12 < = 280000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_10 

If axis size = large and 
x!2 > 280000 and 
x12 < = 315000 Then lineto 597,45 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_!! 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 315000 and 
x12 < = 350000 Then lineto 597,29 
june_bud = found; 

Rule june_bud_12 

If axis_size = large and 
x12 > 350000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_bud = found; 

Rule july_actIf al = 0 Then locate 38,180 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
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al > 0 and 
al < = 35000 Then locate 30,1380 
lineto 69,171 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 35000 and 
al < = 70000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,155 
july_act = found, 

Rule july_act If axis size = large and 
al > 70000 and 
al < = 105000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,140 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 105000 and 
al < = 140000 Then locate 30,180 
Hineto 69,124 
juty_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 140000 and 
al < = 175000 Then locate 30,180 

lineto 69,108 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis size = large and 
al > 175000 and 
al <= 210000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,92 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 210000 and 
al < = 245000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,77 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 245000 and 
al <= 280000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,62 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 280000 and 
al < = 315000 Then locate 30,180 
hineto 69,45 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If axis_size = large and 
al > 315000 and 
al < = 350000 Then locate 30,1380 
lineto 69,29 
july_act = found; 

Rule july_act If al > 350000 Then locate 30,180 
lineto 69,20 
july_act = found, 

Rule aug_act_| lf a2 = 0 Then lineto 114,179 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug _act_2 If axis size = large and 
a2 > 0 and 
a2 < = 35000 Then lineto 114,171 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_3 If axs_size = large and 
a2 > 35000 and 
a2 < = 70000 Then lineto 114,155 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug _act_4 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 70000 and 
a2 <= 105000 Then lineto 114,139 
aug act = found; 
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Rule aug_act_5 If axis_size = jarge and 
a2 > (05000 and 
a2 < = 140000 Then lineto 114,123 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug _act_6 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 140000 and 
a2 <= 175000 Then lineto 114,107 
aug_act = found, 

Rule aug_act_7 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 175000 and 
a2 < = 210000 Then lineto 114,91! 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_8 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 210000 and 
a2 < = 245000 Then lineto 114,75 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_9 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 245000 and 
a2 <= 280000 Then lineto 114,61 
aug_act = found, 

Rule aug_act_10 If axis size = large and 
a2 > 280000 and 
a2 < = 315000 Then lineto 114,44 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_!1 If axis_size = large and 
a2 > 315000 and 
a2 < = 350000 Then lineto 114,28 
aug_act = found; 

Rule aug_act_12 If ams_size = large and 
a2 > 350000 Then lineto 114,20 
aug_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_! If a3 = 0 Then lineto 163,180 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_2 If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 0 and 
a3 <= 35000 Then lineto 163,171 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_3 If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 35000 and 
a3 < = 70000 Then lineto 163,155 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_4 If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 70000 and 
a3 <= 105000 Then lineto 163,139 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_5 lf aas_size = large and 
a3 > 105000 and 
a3 < = 140000 Then lineto 163,123 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_6 If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 140000 and 
a3 < = 175000 Then lineto 163,107 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_7 If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 175000 and 
a3 < = 210000 Then lineto 163,91 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_8 If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 210000 and 
a3 < = 245000 Then lineto 163,76 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_9 
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If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 245000 and 
a3 < = 280000 Then lineto 163,61 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_10 

If aas_size = large and 
a3 > 280000 and 
a3 <= 315000 Then lineto 163,44 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_l1 

If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 315000 and 
a3 < = 350000 Then lineto 163,28 
sept_act = found; 

Rule sept_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
a3 > 350000 Then lineto 163,20 
sept_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_] 

If a4 = 0 Then lineto 212,180 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 0 and 
a4 < = 35000 Then lineto 212,171 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 35000 and 
a4 < = 70000 Then lineto 212,155 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_4 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 70000 and 
ad <= 105000 Then lineto 212,139 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 105000 and 
a4 < = 140000 Then lineto 212,123 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_6 

If aas_size = large and 
a4 > 140000 and 
a4 < = [75000 Then lineto 212,107 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_7 

If axis_size = large and 
ad > 175000 and 
a4 <= 210000 Then lineto 212,91 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_8 

If axis size = large and 
a4 > 210000 and 
a4 < = 245000 Then lineto 212,76 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_9 
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If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 245000 and 
a4 <= 280000 Then lineto 212,61 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 280000 and 
a4 < = 315000 Then lineto 212,44 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_1!] 

If axis_size = large and 
a4 > 315000 and 
a4 < = 350000 Then lineto 212,28 
oct_act = found; 

Rule oct_act_12 

If aas_size = large and 
a4 > 350000 Then lineto 212,20 
oct_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_] 

If a5 = 0 Then lineto 260,180 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 0 and 
aS < = 35000 Then lineto 260,171 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 35000 and 
a5 <= 70000 Then lineto 260,155 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_4 

If axis_size = large and 
aS > 70000 and 
aS < = 105000 Then lineto 260,139 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_5 

lf axis_size = large and 
aS > 105000 and 
a5 < = 140000 Then lineto 260,123 
nov_act = found, 

Rule nov_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 140000 and 
a5 <= 175000 Then lineto 260,107 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_7 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 175000 and 
a5 < = 210000 Then lineto 260,91 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_8 

If axis size = large and 
a5 > 210000 and 
a5 < = 245000 Then lineto 260,76 
nov_act = found, 
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Rule nov_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 245000 and 
a5 < = 280000 Then lineto 260,61 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_10 

If axis size = large and 
a5 > 280000 and 
a5 < = 315000 Then lineto 260,44 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_l1 

If axis_size = large and 
a5 > 315000 and 
a5 < = 350000 Then lineto 260,28 
nov_act = found; 

Rule nov_act_!2 

If aas_size = large and 
aS > 350000 Then lineto 260,20 
nov_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_] 

If a6 = O Then lineto 308,180 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 0 and 
a6 < = 35000 Then lineto 308,171 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_3 

If axis size = large and 
a6 > 35000 and 
a6 < = 70000 Then lineto 308,155 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_4 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 70000 and 
a6 < = 105000 Then lineto 308,139 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_5 

If axs_size = large and 
a6 > 105000 and 
a6 < = 140000 Then lineto 308,123 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 140000 and 
a6 <= {75000 Then lineto 308,107 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_7? 

If aas_size = large and 
a6 > 175000 and 
a6 < = 210000 Then lineto 308,91 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 210000 and 
a6 < = 245000 Then lineto 308,76 
dec_act = found; 
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Rule dec_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a6 > 245000 and 
a6 < = 280000 Then lineto 308,61 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_10 

If ads_size = large and 
a6 > 280000 and 
a6 <= 315000 Then lineto 308,44 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_11 

If axas_size = large and 
a6 > 315000 and 
a6 < = 350000 Then lineto 308,28 
dec_act = found; 

Rule dec_act_!2 

If aas_size = large and 
a6 > 350000 Then lineto 308,20 
dec_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_! 

If a? = 0 Then lineto 357,180 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_2 

If aas_size = large and 
a? > 0 and 

a7 < = 35000 Then lineto 357,171 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
a7? > 35000 and 
a7 < = 70000 Then lineto 357,155 
jan_act = found; 

Rute jan_act_4 

If axis size = large and 
a7 > 70000 and 
a7 < = 105000 Then lineto 357,139 
jan_act = found, 

Rule jan_act_5 

If acis_size = large and 
a7 > 105000 and 
a7 <= 140000 Then lineto 357,123 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_6 

If axis_size = Jarge and 
a7 > 140000 and 
a7 <= 175000 Then lineto 357,107 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_? 

If axs_size = large and 
a? > 175000 and 
a7 <= 210000 Then lineto 357,91 
jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
a7? > 210000 and 

a7 < = 245000 Then lineto 357,76 
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jan_act = found; 

Rule jan_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 245000 and 
a? <= 280000 Then lineto 357,61 
jan_act = found ; 

Rule jan_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 280000 and 
a7 < = 315000 Then lineto 357,44 
jan_act = found ; 

Rule jan_act_11 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 315000 and 
a7 < = 350000 Then lineto 357,28 
jan_act = found ; 

Rule jan_act_|2 

If axis_size = large and 
a7 > 350000 Then lineto 357,20 
jJan_act = found =; 

Rule feb_act_l 

If a8 = 0 Then lineto 404,180 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > O and 
a8 <= 35000 Then lineto 404,17] 
feb_act = found =; 

Rule feb_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 35000 and 
a8 < = 70000 Then lineto 404,155 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_4 

If axis_size = large and 
a& > 70000 and 
a8 < = 105000 Then lineto 404,139 
feb_act = found, 

Rule feb_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 105000 and 
a8 <= 140000 Then lineto 404,123 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_6 

If axis_size = Jarge and 
a8 > 140000 and 
a8 < = 175000 Then lineto 404,107 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_7 

If axis size = large and 
a8 > 175000 and 
a8 <= 210000 Then lineto 404,91 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_8 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 210000 and 
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a8 <= 245000 Then lineto 404,76 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule feb_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 245000 and 
a8 < = 280000 Then lineto 404,61 
feb_act = found; 

Rute feb_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 280000 and 
a8 < = 315000 Then lineto 404,44 
feb_act = found =; 

Rule feb_act_!] 

If axis size = large and 
a8 > 315000 and 
a8 < = 350000 Then lineto 404,28 
feb_act = found; 

Rule feb_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
a8 > 350000 Then lineto 404,20 
feb_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_] 

If a9 = 0 Then lineto 452,180 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_2 

If anas_size = large and 
a9 > 0 and 
a9 < = 35000 Then lineto 452,171 
march_act = found =; 

Rule march_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 35000 and 
a9 < = 70000 Then lineto 452,155 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_4 

If aas_size = large and 
a9 > 70000 and 
a9 <= 105000 Then lineto 452,139 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_5 

If ads_size = large and 
a9 > 105000 and 
a9 < = 140000 Then lineto 452,123 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 140000 and 
a9 < = 175000 Then lineto 452,107 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_7 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 175000 and 
a9 <= 210000 Then lineto 452,91 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_8 

If ads_size = large and 
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a9 > 210000 and 
a9 <= 245000 Then lineto 452,76 
march_act = found ,; 

Rule march_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 245000 and 
a9 < = 280000 Then lineto 452,61 
march_act = found ; 

Rule march_act_10 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 280000 and 
a9 <= 315000 Then lineto 452,44 
march_act = found; 

Rule march_act_11 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 315000 and 
a9 < = 350000 Then lineto 452,28 
march_act = found j; 

Rule march_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
a9 > 350000 Then lineto 452,20 
march_act = found ; 

Rule apnil_act_] 

If alO = 0 Then lineto 501,180 
apnl_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
alO > 0 and 
alO <= 35000 Then lineto 501,171 
apnil_act = found =; 

Rule apnil_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
al0 > 35000 and 
alQ <= 70000 Then lineto 501,155 
apnl_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_4 

If axis_size = large and 
alO > 70000 and 
alO <= 105000 Then lineto 501,139 
apni_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
alQ > 105000 and 
al0 < = 140000 Then lineto 501,123 
apnil_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
alQ > 140000 and 
alO <= 175000 Then lineto 501,107 
apni_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_? 

If axis_size = large and 
alO > 175000 and 
alO <= 210000 Then lineto 501,91 
april_act = found ; 

Rule april_act_8 
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If axis_size = large and 
alO > 210000 and 
al0 < = 245000 Then lineto 501,76 
apnl_act = found; 

Rule april_act_9 

If aas_size = large and 
alO > 245000 and 
alO <= 280000 Then lineto 501,61 
april_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_!10 

If axis_size = large and 
alO > 280000 and 
alO < = 315000 Then lineto 501,44 
april_act = found; 

Rule apn|_act_! 

If axis_size = large and 
alQ > 31$000 and ‘ 
alO < = 350000 Then lineto 501,28 
april_act = found =; 

Rule april_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
al0 > 350000 Then lineto 501,20 
apni_act = found; 

Rule may_act_] 

If all = 0 Then lineto 549,180 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_2 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 0 and 
all < = 35000 Then lineto 549,171 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_3 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 38000 and 
all < = 70000 Then lineto 549,155 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_4 

If ads_size = large and 
all > 70000 and 
all < = 105000 Then lineto 549,139 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_5 

If acs size = large and 
all > 105000 and 
all <= 140000 Then lineto 549,123 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_6 

If axis size = large and 
all > 140000 and 
all < = 175000 Then lineto 549,107 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_7 

If axis size = large and 
all > 175000 and 
all <= 210000 Then lineto 549,91 
may_act = found ; 

Rute may_act_8 
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If axis_size = large and 
all > 210000 and 
all < = 245000 Then lineto 549,76 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_9 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 245000 and 
all < = 280000 Then lineto 549,61 
may_act = found ; 

Rule may_act_10 

If axis size = large and 
alt > 280000 and 
all < = 315000 Then lineto 549,44 
may_act = found) j; 

Rule may_act_11 

If axis_ize = large and 
all > 315000 and 
all <= 350000 Then lineto 549,28 
may_act = found; 

Rule may_act_12 

If axis_size = large and 
all > 350000 Then lineto 549,20 
may_act = found; 

Rule june_act_! 

If al2 = 0 Then lineto 597,180 
june_act = found; 

Rule june_act_2 

If axis size = large and 
al2 > O and 
al2 < = 35000 Then lineto 597,171 
june_act = found =; 

Rule june_act_3 

If axis size = large and 
al2 > 35000 and 
al2 < = 70000 Then lineto 597,155 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_4 

If axis _size = large and 
al2 > 70000 and 
al2 < = 105000 Then lineto 597,139 
june_act = found §,; 

Rule june_act_5 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 105000 and 
al2 < = 140000 Then lineto 597,123 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_6 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 140000 and 
al2 < = 175000 Then lineto 597,107 
june_act = found ; 

Rule june_act_? 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 175000 and 
al2 < = 210000 Then lineto 597,91 
june_act = found; 
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Rule june_act_8 

If axis_size = 
al2 > 210000 and 

large and 

al2 < = 245000 Then lineto 597,76 
june_act = found 

Rule june_act_9 

If axdis_size = 
al2 > 245000 and 

. 
' 

large and 

al2 < = 280000 Then lineto 597,62 
june_act = found 

Rule june_act_!0 

If axis size = 
al2 > 280000 and 

. 
> 

large and 

al2 <= 315000 Then lineto 597,44 
june_act = found 

Rule june_act_!1 

* 
* 

If axis_size = large and 
al2 > 315000 and 
al2 < = 350000 Then lineto 597,28 
june_act = found 

Rule june_act_12 

. 
? 

If axds_size = large and 
al2 > 350000 Then lineto 597,20 
june_act = found 

Rule july_act If 
lineto 69,180 
july_act = found; 

Rule axis_size_large 

’ 

al = 0 Then locate 38,180 

If axis_display = unknown 

Then axis_display = found 
glocate 1,3 
gdisplay “350° 
glocate 1,7 
gdisplay °280° 
glocate 1,11 
gdisplay “210° 
glocate 1,15 
gdisplay “140° 
giocate 2,19 
gdisplay °70°; 

‘statements block 

bkcolor = |; 

Ibutton emntbutton!: 

10,2,14,}4,eq0t 
10,2,14,14,e06 Ibutton exatbutton2 

plural: new_personal_c,exp_personal_c,exp_personal; 

10,2,14,14,e0t Ibutton extbutton3: 10,2,14,l4,eqt, Ibutton extbutton4 
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B.39 WHATIFI 

execute; endoff, runtime; 

actions color = 15 todo = what_if_analysis display “The system has just entered a new knowledge base and must load a large” display 
“file. You will be instructed when to contnue.” loadfacts widata display ° ° display “Press any key to see the what if choices. —” cls 
whileknown which_stmt ; 

find which_stmt 
reset what_next 
reset stmt_number 
reset which_stmt 
cls 
find which_snnt end; 

‘Rules block 

Rule display_for_which_stmt If todo = what_if_analysis Then cls 
color = II 
locate 1,29 
display “What_If Questions’ 
locate 4,5 
display “1 What if the composition of the corps were to change?” 
locate 5,5 
display “2 What if the size of the corps were to change?” 
locate 6,5 
display “3 What if commutation allowances were to change?” 
locate 7,5 
display “4 What if the price of a ‘bag’ of uniform items were to change?” 
locate 8,5 
display “5 What if non-corps prices were to change?” 
locate 9,5 
display "6 What if costs were to change?” 
locate 10,5 
disptay “7 What if the budget were to change?” 
locate 11,5 
display “8 What if one or more entre market segments were dropped?” 
locate 13,5 
display “9 Perform the analysis’ 
locate 14,4 
display “10 Return to main menu’ 

find stmt_number 
which_stmt = found 
find what_next; 

Rule make_changes_for_corps_comp If stmt_number = | Then what_next = corps_composition 
find change_wica_! 
find change_wiis_! 
find change_wiabis_| 
find change_wicbis_1; 

Rule make_changes_for_corps_size_change If sunt_number = 2 Then what_next = corps_composinon 
find change_wica_2 
find change_wils_2 
find change_wiabis_2 
find change_wicbis_2; 

Rule make_changes_for_ca_changes If stmt_number = 3 Then what_next = ca_change 
find change_wica_3 
find change_wis_3 
find change_wiabis_3 
find change_wicbis_3; 

Rule make_changes_for_bag_price_changes If stmt_number = 4 Then what_next = bag_pnce_change 
find change_wiis_4 
find change_wiabis_4 
find change_wicbis_4; 

Rule make_changes_for_non_corps_price_change lf stmt_number = 5 Then what_next = non_corps_pnce_change 
find change_wiis_5 
find change_wiabis_5 
find change_wicbis_5; 

Rule make_changes_for_cost_changes If stmt_number = 6 Then what_next = cost_change 
find change_wiis_6 
find change_wiabis_6 
find change_wicbis_6; 

Rule make_changes_for_budget_changes If stmt_number = 7 Then what_next = budget_change 
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find change_wibud_7?, 

Rule make_changes_for_seg_drops If stmt_number = 8 Then what_next = drop_segs 
cls 
find seg_drops 
x=] 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
wages_wiis{x] = (wages _gen{x} + wages_stud[x)) 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
find p_drop_abis 
find s_drop_abis 
find i_drop_abis 
find st_drop_abis 
find m_drop_abis 
t_drop_abis = (p_drop_abis + s_drop_abis + i_drop_abis + st_drop_abis + m_drop_abis) 
find change_stmts, 

Rule p_drop If seg_drops < > public Then p_drop_abis = 0; 

Rule s_drop If seg_drops < > student_fac_staff Then s_drop_abis = 0, 

Rule i_drop If seg_drops < > interdepartmental Then i_drop_abis = 0; 

Rule st_drop If seg_drops < > state_related Then st_drop_abis = 0, 

Rule m_drop If seg_drops < > music_dept Then m_drop_abis = 0, 

Rule p_drop 

If t_wages > = (public_cost_this) and 
seg_drops = public 

Then p_drop_abis = (public_cost_this) 
p_drop_cbis = (public_cost_ths) 
x= 1 
Zz = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
p_drop_is(x] = (public_cost_wiis{x]) 
public_rev_wiis{x] = 0 
public_cost_wiis{x] = 0 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
public_rev_this = 0 
public_wicbis = 0 
public_cost_this = 0 

else p_drop_abis = (t_wages) 
p_drop_cbis = (t_wages) 
x=] 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
p_drop_is{x] = (wages_wiis{xD 
public_rev_wiis{x] = 0 
public_cost_wiis{x] = 0 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
public_rev_this = 0 
public_wicbis = 0 
public_cost_this = 0; 

Rule s_drop 

If t_wages > = (s_f_s_ cost_this) and 
seg_drops = student_fac_stalf 

Then s_drop_abis = (s_f_s_cost_this) 
s_drop_cbis = (s_f_s_cost_this} 
x=] 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
s_drop_is{x] = (s_f_s_cost_wiisfx) 
s_f_s_cost_wiis[x} = 0 
s_f_s_rev_wmis{x}) = 0 
x = (x + }) 

end 
s_f_s_cost_this = 0 
s_f s_rev_this = 0 
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s_f_s_wicbis = 0 

else s_drop_abis = (t_wages) 
s_drop_cbis = (t_wages) 

! 

s_drop_is[x] = (wages_wiis(x]) 
s_f_s cost_wiis[x] = 0 
s_f_s rev_wiis[x] = 0 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
s_f_s_cost_this = 0 
s_f_s_rev_this = 0 
s_fis_wicbis = 0; 

Rule i_drop 

If t_wages > = (interdept_cost_this) and 
seg_drops = interdepartmental 

Then i_drop_abis = (interdept_cost_this) 
i_drop_cbis = (interdept_cost_this) 
x = 1 
z = (count_id 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
i_drop_is{x] = (interdept_cost_wiis{x]) 
interdept_rev_wns{x] = 0 
interdept_cost_wits[x] = 0 
x=(x+ 1 

end 
interdept_cost_this = 0 
interdept_rev_this = 0 
interdept_wicbis = 0 

else i_drop_abis = (t_wages) 
i_drop_cbis = (t_wages) 

] 

N
X
,
 

i 
ot
t 

i_drop_is{x] = (wages_wiis{xp) 
interdept_rev_wiis{x] = 0 
interdept_cost_wiis[x] = 0 
x = (x + |) 

end 
interdept_cost_this = 0 
interdept_rev_this = 0 
interdept_wicbis = 0 

5 Rule st_drop 

If t_wages > = (state_cost_this) and 
seg_drops = state_related 

Then st_drop_abis = (state_cost_this) 
st_drop_cbis = (state_cost_this) 
x= 1 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
st_drop_1s{x} = (state_cost_mis{x) 
State_rev_wis[x] = 0 
state_cost_wis{x] = 0 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
state_rev_this = 0 
state_cost_this = 0 
State_wicbis = 0 

else st_drop_abis = (t_wages) 
st_drop_cbis = (t_wages) 
x=] 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
st_drop_is[x] = (wages_wis(xf) 
state_rev_wiis{x] = 0 
state_cost_wiis{x] = 0 
x=(x + 1) 

end 
State_rev_this 
state_cost_this 

0 
0 
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State_wicbis = 0, 

Rule m_drop 

If t_wages > = (music_cost_this) and 
seg_drops = music_dept 

Then m_drop_abis = (music_cost_this) 
m_drop_cbis = (music_cost_this) 
x= 1 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
m_drop_is(x} = (music_cost_wiis(xD 
music_rev_wis{x] = 0 
music_cost_wiis{x] = 0 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
music_rev_this = 0 
music_cost_this = 0 
music_wicbis = 0 

else m_drop_abis = (t_wages) 
m_drop_cbis = (t_wages) 
x=] 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
m_drop_is[x] = (wages_wiis(xf) 
music_rev_wiis{x] = 0 
music_cost_wiis(x} = 0 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
music_rev_this = 0 
music_cost_this = 0 
music_wicbis = 0; 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wica_l If stmt_number = | Then change_wica_] = found 
cls 
display “There are currently (freshmen_number) freshmen. Would you like to increase, decrease, or" 
find change_freshmen 
find actual_freshmen_change 
display “There are currently (sophomore_number} sophomores. Would you like to increase, decrease, or” 
find change_sophomore 
find actual_sophomore_change 
display “There are currently (junior_number) juniors. Would you like to increase, decrease, or’ 
find change_junior 
find actual_junior_change 
display “There are currenuly (senior_number) senior. Would you like to increase, decrease, or” 
find change_senior 
find actual_senior_change 
display °° 
display °° 
display °° 
display “Please Wait” 
total_corps_number = (freshmen_number + sophomore_number + junior_number + senior_number) 
freshmen_number = (freshmen_number + actual freshmen_change) 
sophomore_number = (sophomore_number + actual_sophomore_change) 
junior_number = (junior_number + actual _junior_change) 
senior_number = (senior_number + actual_senior_change) 
inc_due_to_freshmen_change = (freshmen_ca * actual_freshmen_change) 
inc_due_to_sophomore_change = (sophomore_ca ° actual_sophomore_change) 
in¢_due_to_junior_change = (junior_ca * actual_junior_change) 
inc_due_to_senior_change = (semior_ca ° actual_senior_change) 
total_corps_number_change! = (actual_freshmen_change + actual_sophomore_change + actual_junior_change) 
total_corps_number_change = (total_corps_number_changel + actual_senior_change) 
change_due_to_corps_comp! = (inc_due_to_freshmen_change + inc_due_to_sophomore_change + inc_due_to_junmior_change) 
change_due_to_corps_comp = (change_due_to_corps_compl + inc_due_to_senior_change) 
umiform_cost_per_cadet * (cost_umforms_this / total_corps_number) 
reset change_freshmen 
reset change sophomore 
reset change_junior 
reset change senior 
reset actual _freshmen_change 
reset actual_sophomore_change 
reset actual_jumor_change 
reset actual_senior_change; 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wica_2 If sunt_number = 2 Then change_wica_2 = found 
cls 
display “There are currently {freshmen_number} freshmen. Would you like to increase, decrease, or’ 
find change_freshmen 
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find actual_freshmen_change 
display “There are currently {sophomore_number}) sophomores. Would you like to increase, decrease, or’ 
find change_sophomore 
find actual_sophomore_change 
display “There are currently (junior_number} juniors. Would you like to increase, decrease, or” 
find change_junior 
find actual_junior_change 
display “There are currently (senior_number} senior. Would you like to increase, decrease, or” 
find change_senior 
find actual_senior_change 
display °° 
display °° 
display ” ” 
display “Please Wait’ 
total_corps_number = (freshmen_number + sophomore_number + junior number + senior_number) 
freshmen_number = (freshmen_number + actual_freshmen_change) 
sophomore_number = (sophomore_number + actual_sophomore_change) 
junior_number = (jumior_number + actual_junior_change) 
senior_number = (senior_number + actual_senior_change) 
inc_due_to_freshmen_change = (freshmen_ca * actual_freshmen_change) 
inc_due_to_sophomore_change = (sophomore_ca ° actual_sophomore_change) 
inc_due_to_jumior_change = {junior_ca * actual_junior_change) 
inc_due_to_senior_change = (senior_ca ° actual_senior_change) 
total_corps_number_changel = (actual_freshmen_change + actual_sophomore_change + actual_junior_change) 
total_corps_number_change = (total_corps_number_changel + actual_senior_change) 
new_total_corps_number = (freshmen_number + sophomore_number + junior_number + senior_number) 
change_due_to_corps_comp! = {inc_due_to_freshmen_change + 1nc_due_to_sophomore_change + inc_due_to_junior_change) 
change_due_to_corps_comp = (change _due_to_corps_comp! + inc_due_to_semor_change) 
uniform_cost_per_cadet = (cost_uniforms_this / total_corps_number) 
reset change_freshmen 
reset change_sophomore 
reset change_junior 
reset change_senior 
reset actual_freshmen_change 
reset actual_sophomore_change 
reset actual_junior_change 
reset actual_semior_change; 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wica_3 If stmt_number = 3 Then change_wica_3 = found 
cls 
display "The average commutation allowance for freshmen at this time is $({freshmen_ca}. Would” 
find change_freshmen_ca 
find actual_freshmen_change_ca 
display “The average commutation allowance for sophomores at this ime is ${sophomore_ca}. Would” 
find change_sophomore_ca 
find actual_sophomore_change_ca 
display “The average commutation allowance for juniors at this time is ${junior_ca}. Would” 
find change_junuor_ca 
find actual_junior_change_ca 
display “The average commutation allowance for seniors at this ume is ${senior_ca}. Would’ 
find change_senior_ca 
find actual_semor_change_ca 
display °° 
display ° * 
display °° 
display “Please Wait" 
x = ((freshmen_number ° actual_freshmen_change_ca) + (sophomore_number * actual_sophomore_change_ca)) 
change_due_to_ca_changes = (x + (junior_number ° actual_jumor_change_ca) + (seruor_number * actual_senior_change_ca)); 

Rule change_freshmen_same If change_freshmen = same Then actual_freshmen_change = 0; 

Rule change_freshmen_increase If change_freshmen = increase Then find change_freshmen_number 
actual_freshmen_change = (change_freshmen_number); 

Rule change_freshmen_decrease If change_freshmen ™ decrease Then find change_freshmen_number 
actual_freshmen_change = (0 - change_freshmen_number), 

Rule change_sophomore_same If change_sophomore = same Then actual_sophomore_change = 0, 

Rule change_sophomore_increase If change_sophomore = increase Then find change_sophomore_number 
actual _sophomore_change = (change_sophomore_number), 

Rule change_sophomore_decrease If change_sophomore = decrease Then find change_sophomore_number 
actual_sophomore_change = (0 - change_sophomore_number); 

Rule change_junior_same If change junior = same Then actual _junior_ change = 0, 

Rule change_junior_increase If change_junior = increase Then find change_junior_number 
actual_jumior_change = (change_jumor_number)}; 
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Rule change_junior_decrease If change_junior = decrease Then find change_junior_number 
actual_junior_change = (0 - change_junior_number), 

Rule change_senior_same If change_senior = same Then actual_senior_change = 0; 

Rule change_senior_increase If change_senior = increase Then find change_senior_number 
actual_senior_change = (change_senior_number), 

Rule change_senior_decrease If change_senior = decrease Then find change_senior_number 
actual_senior_change = (0 - change_senior_number); 

Rule change_freshmen_same_ca If change_freshmen_ca = same Then actual_freshmen_change_ca = 0, 

Rule change_freshmen_increase_ca If change_freshmen_ca = increase Then find change_freshmen_number_ca 
actual_freshmen_change_ca = (change_freshmen_number_ca), 

Rule change_freshmen_decrease_ca If change_freshmen_ca = decrease Then find change_freshmen_number_ca 
actual _freshmen_change_ca = (0 - change_freshmen_number_ca); 

Rule change_sophomore_same_ca If change_sophomore_ca = same Then actual_sophomore_change_ca = 0; 

Rule change_sophomore_increase_ca If change_sophomore_ca = increase Then find change_sophomore_number_ca 
actual_sophomore_change_ca = (change sophomore_number_ca); 

Rule change_sophomore_decrease_ca If change_sophomore_ca = decrease Then find change_sophomore_number_ca 
actual_sophomore_change_ca = (0 - change_sophomore_number_ca); 

Rule change_junior_same_ca If change_junior_ca = same Then actual_junior_change_ca = 0; 

Rule change_junior_increase_ca If change_junior_ca = increase Then find change_junior_number_ca 
actual _yumor_change_ca = (change_junior_number_ca); 

Rule change_junior_decrease_ca If change_junior_ca = decrease Then find change_junior_number_ca 
actual_jumior_change_ca = (0 - change_jumor_number_ca); 

Rule change_senior_same_ca If change_senior_ca = same Then actual_senior_change_ca = 0, 

Rule change_senior_increase_ca If change_senior_ca = increase Then find change_senior_number_ca 
actual_senior_change_ca = (change_semor_number_ca); 

Rule change_senior_decrease_ca If change_senior_ca = decrease Then find change_senior_number_ca 
actual_semor_change_ca = (Q - change_senior_number_ca); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiis_| If stmt_number = 1 Then change_mis_! = found 
x = | 
whiletrue x < = 12 then 
corps_exp_%[x] = (corps_rev_old_wiis{x] / corps_rev_old_wiis{1}) 
corps_exp_uniforms_%o[x) = (umforms_old_wiis{x] / umforms_old_wiis{ 1) 
x = (x + 1) 

whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_rev_wiis{x] = (corps_rev_wiis{x] + (corps_exp_%[y] * change_due_to_corps_comp)) 
umforms_wius{x}] = (uruforms_wiis{x] +(corps_exp_umforms_%l[y] * total_corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
x=(x+ 1 

y ={y + 1) 
end; 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiis_2 If stmnt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number < = 400 Then change _mis_2 = found 
x= 1 
whiletrue x < = 12 then 
corps_exp_[x] = (corps_rev_oltd_wiis{x] / corps_rev_old_wiis{I]} 
corps_exp_umforms_%[x] = (uniforms_old_wis{x] / uniforms_old_wiis{]1} 
x= {x + I) 

end 
x= 1 
y = (13 - (count_it)) 
zZ = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_rev_wiis{x] = (corps_rev_wiis{x] + (corps_exp_%[y] * change_due_to_corps_comp)) 
uriforms_wiis(x] = (uniforms_wiis{x]+(corps_exp_uniforms_“[y] * total_corps_number_change* uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
personal_wiis{x] = (personal_wiis[x] - wages_gen[{x] - wages_stud[x} 
vbl = (corps_exp_uniforms_%|[y] * total_corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet) 
corps_cost_wiis{x] = (corps_cost_wiis{x} + vbl - wages_gen[x] - wages_stud{x\) 
x =(x+ 1 

y=(y + }) 
end; 
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Rule get_stats_to_change_wiis_2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number < = 450 and 
new_total_corps_number > 400 Then change_wiis_2 = found 
x=1 
whiletrue x < = 12 then 
corps_exp_%[x}] = (corps_rev_old_wiis{x] / corps_rev_old_wiis{1) 
corps_exp_uniforms_%[x] = (uniforms_old_wiis[x] / uniforms_old_wiis{!D 
x = (x + I) 

end 
x=] 
y = (13 - (count_it)) 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z)} then 
corps_rev_wiis({x} = (corps_rev_wiis[x] + (corps_exp_%[y] * change_due_to_corps_comp)) 
uniforms_wiis[x} = (uniforms_wius{x]+(corps_exp_umforms_%[y] * total_corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
personal_wiis[x] = (personal_wiis{x] - (1/2 ° wages_gen{xP - {1/2 ° wages_stud[x])) 
vbl = (corps_exp_uniforms_ ly] * total_corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet) 
corps_cost_wis[x] = (corps_cost_wiis(x] + vbl - (1/2 ° wages_gen{xp - (1/2 ° wages_stud{x)}) 

1) x=(x+ 

y=(y +} 
end; 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiis_2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number < = 1000 and 
new_total_corps_number > 450 Then change wiis_2 = found 

x = | . 
whiletrue x < = 12 then 
corps_exp_%[x] = (corps_rev_old_wis{x] / corps_rev_old_wiis{ 1) 
corps_exp_uniforms_%[x] = (uniforms_old_wis{x] / uniforms_old_wiis{!} 
x = (x + 4) 

end 
x=] 
y = (13 - (count_it)) 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_rev_wiis{x] = (corps_rev_wiis{x] + (corps_exp_%l[y} * change _due_to_corps_comp)) 
uniforms_wiis{x} = (uniforms_wis(x] +(corps_exp_umiforms_°%[y] * total_corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
corps_cost_wiis[x] = (corps_cost_wiis{x] + (corps_exp_uniforms_%l[y]*total_corps_number_change*unsform_cost_per_cadet)) 
x=(x+ )) 

y=(y+ 
end; 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiis_2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number > 1000 Then change_wiis_2 = found 
x= | 
whiletrue x < = 12 then 
corps_exp_%[x] = (corps_rev_old_wiis{x] / corps_rev_old_wiis{] ]) 
corps_exp_umforms_%[x] = (uniforms_old_wis{x] / uniforms_old_wis{] 
x = {x + 1) 

end 
x=] 
y = (13 - (count_it)) 
z = (count_it) 

whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_rev_wmiis[x} = (corps_rev_wiigx] + (corps_exp_“a[y] * change_due_to_corps_comp)) 
uniforms_wiis{x] = (uniforms_wmidx] + (corps_exp_uniforms_%o[y] ° total_corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
personal wis|x] = (personal_wiis{x}* 10 / 9) 
vbl = (corps_exp_umforms_%[y] * total_corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet) 
corps_cost_wis{x] = (corps_cost_wiis(x] + vbl + (1/9 ° personal_wis{x])}) 
x=(x+ 1} 

y=(y + 1) 
end; 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiis_3 If stmt_number = 3 Then change_wiis_3 = found 
x= 1 
whiletrue x < = 12 then 
corps_exp_%[x] = (corps_rev_old_wiis{x] / corps_rev_old_wiid/ I) 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
x= 1 
y = (13 - (count_it)) 
z = (count_it} 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_rev_wiis({x] = (corps_rev_wiis{x] + (corps_exp_“[y] ° change_due_to_ca_changes)} 
x=(x+ 1) 

y=(y + }) 
end, 

Rule get_stats_to_change_ wiis_4 If stmt_number = 4 Then change_wiis_4 = found 
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cls 
display “Would you like to increase or decrease the cost of putting together a ‘bag’ 
find bag_price_direction 
find amount_bag_change 
new_total_corps_number = (freshmen_number + sophomore_number + juruor_number + senior_number) 
find total_bag_price_change 
x = ] 
whiletrue x <= 12 then 
corps_exp_uniforms_%[x] = (uniforms_old_wiis{x] / uniforms_old_wiis{!} 
x = (x + I) 

end 
x=) 
y = (13 - (count_it)) 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
uniforms_wiis{x] = (uniforms_wiis[{x]+(corps_exp_uniforms_%[y] * total_bag_price_change)) 
corps_cost_wiis[x} = (corps_cost_wis{x] + (corps_exp_uniforms_%ly] * total_bag_pnice_change)) 
x= (x +1) 

y=f(y +) 
end; 

Rule increase_$_bag If bag_price_direction = increase Then total_bag pnce_change = (new_total_corps_number * amount_bag_change); 

Rule decrease_$_ bag If bag_price_direction = decrease Then total_bag_price_change = (0 - (new_total_corps_number *° 
amount_bag_change)); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiis_5 If stmt_number = 5 Then change_wiis_5 = found 
cls 
display “For which market segments would you like to change the prices? Choose” 
find which_segments : 
find public_increment 
find s_f_s_increment 
find interdept_increment 
find music_increment 
find state_increment 
z = {count_it) 
x= | 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
public_rev_wiis{x] = (public_rev_wiis{x].° public_increment) 
s_f_s rev_wiis{x] = (s_fs_rev_wns[x] * s_f_s increment) 
interdept_rev_wiis(x] = {interdept_rev_wis[x] * interdept_increment) 
music_rev_wiis[x] = (music_rev_wis[x] ° music_increment) 
state_rev_wiis[x] = (state_rev_wils{x] ” state_increment) 
x= (x + I) 

end; 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiis_6 If stmt_number = 6 Then change_wiis_6 = found 
cls 
display “For which expense categories would you like to change the amounts?” 
find which_expenses 
find personal_increment 
find contract_increment 
find s_& m_increment 
find contin_increment 
find equip_increment 
z = (count_it) 
x= | 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
personal_wiis{x] = (personal_wiis{x] ° personal_increment) 
contract_wiis[x] = (contract_wius{x] ° contract_increment) 
s_&_m_wis(x] = (s_& m_wis{x] * s_& m_increment) 
conun_wis{x} = (contn_wis{x] * contin_increment) 
equip_wits[x] = (equip_wiis[x] ° equip_increment) 
x=(x +b 

end 
find personal_directs ! leads to a series of rules which 
find contract_directs ! determine how each of the changes 
find s_&_m_directs ! in these costs will affect the direct costs 
find contn_directs 
find equip_directs; 

Rule public_increment_0O If which_segments < > public Then public_increment = 1.0, 

Rule public_increment_positive If which_segments = public and 
public_direction = increase Then find public_% 
public_increment = {| + (public_% / 100)); 

Rule public_increment_negative If which_segments = public and 
public_direction = decrease Then find public_% 
public_increment = (1 - (public_% / 100)); 
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Rule s_f_s_increment_0 If which_segments < > student_fac_staff Then s_f_s_increment = 1.0, 

Rule s_f_s_increment_positive If which_segments = student_fac_staff and 
s_f_s_direction = increase Then finds fs % 
“s_f's increment = (1 + (s_fs_% / {00)); 

Rule s_f_s_increment_negative If which_segments = student_fac_staff and 
s_f_s_ direction = decrease Then finds f_s_% 
s_f{_s_increment = (I - (s_f_s_% / 100)); 

Rule interdept_increment_0 If which_segments < > interdepartmental Then interdept_increment = 1.0, 

Rule interdept_increment_positive If which_segments = interdepartmental and 
interdept_direction = tncrease Then find interdept_% 
interdept_increment = (1 + (interdept_% / 100)); 

Rule interdept_increment_negative If which_segments = interdepartmental and 
interdept_directon = decrease Then find interdept_% 
interdept_increment = (1 - (interdept_% / 100)); 

Rule music_increment_0 If which_segments < > Music_Dept Then music_increment = 1.0; 

Rule music_increment_positive If which_segments = Music_Dept and 
music_direction = increase Then find music_% 
music_increment = (I + (music_% / 100)); 

Rule music_increment_negative If which_segments = Music _Dept and 
music_direction = decrease Then find music_% 
music_increment = (1 - (music_% / 100)); 

Rule state_increment_0 If which_segments < > State_Related Then state_increment = 1.0, 

Rule state_increment_positive If which_segments = State_Related and 
state_directon = increase Then find state_% 
state_increment = (1 + (state_% / 100)); 

Rule state_increment_negative If which_segments = State_Related and 
State_direchon = decrease Then find state_% 
state_increment = (i - (state_% / 100)); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiabis_] lf stmt_number = ! Then change_wiabis_1 = found 
t_mil_rev = (t_mil_rev + change_due_to_corps_comp) 
cost_uniforms_this = (cost_uniforms_thus + (total_corps_number_change * unjform_cost_per_cadet)) 
net_income = (net_income + change_due_to_corps_comp - (total_corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet)); 

Rule personal_increment_0 If which_expenses < > personnel Then personal_increment = 1.0, 

Rule personal_increment_positive_% If which_expenses = personnel and 
personal_directon = increase and 
personal_terms = percentage Then find personal_% 
personal_increment = (1 + (personal_% / 100)); 

Rule personal_increment_positive_abs If which_expenses = personnel and 
personal_directon = increase and 
personal_terms = dollar Then find personal_$ 
personal_% = (personal_$ / cbis_personal_x) 
personal_increment = (1 + personal_%); 

Rule personal_increment_negative_% If which_expenses = personnel and 
personal_direcuon = decrease and 
personal_terms = percentage Then find personal_% 
personal_increment = (1 - (personal_% / 100)), 

Rule personal_increment_negative_abs If which_expenses = personnel and 
personal_direchon = decrease and 
personal_terms = dollar Then find personal_$ 
personal_% = (personal_$ / cbis_personal_x) 
personal_increment = (1 - personal_%); 

Rule contract_increment_0O If which_expenses < > contractual Then contract_increment = 1.0, 

Rule contract_increment_positive_% If which_expenses = contractual and 
contract_direchon = increase and 
contract_terms = percentage Then find contract_% 
contract_increment = (1 + (contract_% / 100)); 

~ Rule contract_increment_positive_abs If which_expenses = contractual and 
contract_direction = increase and 
contract_terms = dollar Then find contract_$ 
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contract_% = (contract_$ / cbis_contract_x) 
contract_increment = (1 + contract_% ); 

Rule contract_increment_negative_% If which_expenses = contractual and 
contract_direction = decrease and 
contract_terms = percentage Then find contract_% 
contract_increment = (1 - (contract_% / 100)); 

Rule contract_increment_negative_abs If which_expenses = contractual and 
contract_direction = decrease and 
contract_terms = dollar Then find contract_$ 
contract_% = (contract_$ / cbis_contract_x) 
contract_Lincrement = (1 - contract_% ); 

Rule s_&_m_increment_0 If which_expenses < > supplies_& materials Then s_& m_increment = 1.0, 

Rule s_&_m_increment_posttive_% If which_expenses = supplies_& materials and 
s_& m_direction = increase and 
s_& m_terms = percentage Then find s_&_ m_% 

| & m_increment = (1 + (s_& m_% / 100)); w
l
 

a Rule s_&_m_increment_positive_abs If which_expenses = supplies_&_materials and 
s_& m_direction = increase and 
s_& m_terms = dollar Then find s_&_m_$ 
& m_% = (s & m_$/cbis_s_ &_m_x) 
_o& _m_increment = (1 + s_& m_% ); 

wl
 

m_ 
mM 

a
 

Rule s_ & m_increment_negative_% If which_expenses = supplies_&_materials and 
_™_direction = decrease and 
_m_terms = percentage Then find s_&_m_% 
_Mm_increment = (1 - (s_& m_% / 100)); 

s_& 
s_& 

& 

SL 

Rule s_& m_increment_negative_abs If which_expenses = supplies_& materials and 
s_&_m_directon = decrease and 
s_& m.terms = dollar Then finds & m_$ 
s_& m_% = (s_& m_$/cbis_s_& m_x) 
s_&_m_increment = (1 -s_&_m_% ); 

Rule contin_increment_0 If which_expenses < > continuous Then contn_increment = 1.0, 

Rule contif_increment_positive_% If which_expenses = continuous and 
contn_direction = increase and 
contin_terms = percentage Then find contn_%. 
contn_increment = (1 + (contin_% / 100)); 

Rule contin_increment_positive_abs If which_expenses = continuous and 
contin_direction = increase and 
contn_terms = dollar Then find contin_$ 
conun_“% = (conun_$ / cbis_contin_x) 
contn_increment = (] + contn_% ); 

Rule contin_increment_negative_% If which_expenses = continuous and 
contn_direction = decrease and 
contin_terms = percentage Then find contin, % 
contn_increment = (1 - (conun_% / 100)); 

Rule contn_increment_negative_abs If which_expenses = continuous and 
contn_direction = decrease and 
contn_terms = dollar Then find contin_$ 
contn_% = (contn_$ / cbis_contn_x) 
contin_increment = (I - conun_% ); 

Rule equip_increment_0 If which_expenses < > equipment Then equip_increment = 1.0, 

Rule equip_increment_positive_% If which_expenses = equipment and 
equip_direction = increase and 
equip_terms = percentage Then find equip_% 
equip_increment = (1 + (equip_% / 100)); 

Rule equip_increment_positive_abs If which_expenses ™ equipment and 
equip_direction = increase and 
equip_terms = dollar Then find equip_$ 
equip _% = (equip_$ / act_equip_x) 
equip_increment = (1 + equip_% ); 

Rule equip_increment_negative_% If which_expenses = equipment and 
equip_direction = decrease and 
equip_terms = percentage Then find equip_% 
equip_increment = (1 - (equip_% / 100)); 
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Rule equip_increment_negative_abs If which_expenses = equipment and 
equip_direction = decrease and 
equip_terms = dollar Then find equip_$ 
equip _% = (equip_$ / act_equip_x) 
equip_increment = (1 - equip_% ); 

Rule personal_directs If personal_increment > 1.0 Then personal_directs = found 
= (count_it) 

y = (((personal_increment - |) ® cbis_personal) / total_oper_exp) 
x=] 
whiletue x <= (z) then 
corps_cost_wiis{x] = (corps_cost_wiis{x] + (corps_cost_wiis(x] * y)) 
public_cost_wits[x] = (public_cost_wiis[x}] + (public_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
s_f_s_cost_wiis(x] = (s_f_s_ cost_wiis{x} + (s_f_s_cost_wiis[x] * y)) 
interdept_cost_wiis[x] = (interdept_cost_wiis{x} + (interdept_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
music_cost_wis{x] = (music_cost_wiigx] + (music_cost_wiis[x] * y)) 
state_cost_wiis{x] = (state_cost_wiis{x] + (state_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 

= (x + I) 

end 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this + (corps_cost_this ® y)) 
public_cost_this = (public_cost_this + (public_cost_this * y)) 
s_f_s_cost_this = (s_f_s_cost_this + (s_f_s_cost_this * y)) 
interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_this + (interdept_cost_this * y)) 
music_cost_this = (music_cost_this + (music_cost_this * y)) 
State_cost_this = (state_cost_tms + (state_cost_this * y)); 

Rule personal_directs If personal_increment < 1.0 Then personal_directs = found 
= (count_it) 

y = (((1 - personal_increment) * cbis_personal) / total_oper_exp) 
x=] 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_cost_wiis{x] = (corps_cost_wiis[{x] - (corps_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
public_cost_wiis{x] = (public_cost_wiis{x] - (public_cost ax} oop) * y)) 
s_f_s_cost_ wiis(x] = (s_f_s_cost _wiis(x] - (s_f_s_cost _wins{x] . 
interdept_cost_wis{x] = (interdept_cost_wits{x] - (interdept_ con ) viistx) * y)) 
musi¢_cost _wis(x] = {music_cost _wis[X] - (music_cost_wiis(x] - y)) _ 
state _cost _wis(x] = (state_cost _wis{x] - (state_cost_wius{x] * y)) 

=(x +71) 
end 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this - (corps_cost this * y)) 
public_| cost _this = (public_cost_this - (public_' cost this * y)) 
s_f_s_cost_this = (s_f_s_cost_this - (s_f_s_ cost_this ° 
interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_this - (interdept_cost_this ° y)) 
music_cost_tus = (music_cost_this - (music_cost_tus ° y)) 
state_cost_this = (state_cost_this - (state_cost_this * y)); 

Rule contract_directs If contract_increment > 1.0 Then contract_directs = found 
z = (count_it) 
y = (((contract_increment - 1) * cbis_contract) / total_oper_exp) 
x= 1 
whiletrue x < = (2) then 
corps_cost_wiix] = (corps_cost_wiis{x] + (corps_cost_wiis{x] ” y)) 
public_cost_wiis{x] = (public_cost_wis{x] + (public_cost_wis{x] * y))} 
s_f_s_cost_wis(x] = (s_f_s_cost_wus{x} + (s_f_s_cost_wiis{x] ° y)) 
interdept_cost_wis{x] = (interdept_cost_wiis{x} + (interdept_cost_witdx] ° y)) 
music_cost_wus{x] = (music_cost_wis{x] + (music_cost_wis{x] ° y 
stale_cost_wiis{x] = (state_cost_wis{x] + (state_cost_wis{x] ° y)) 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this + (corps_cast_this ° y)} 
public_cost_this = (public_cost_this + (public_cost_this * y)) 
s_f_s_cost_this = (s_f_s_cost_this + (s_f_s_cost_this ° 
interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_tus + (interdept_ cost _this * y)) 
music_cost_ this = (muac_cost_this + (music_cost_this * y)) 

state _Cost_ this = (state_cost _this + (state_cost_' this * y)); 

Rule contract_directs If contract_increment < 1.0 Then contract_directs = found 
z = (count_it) 
y = (((1 - contract_increment) * cbis_contract) / total_oper_exp) 
x= 1 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_cost_wiis(x} = (corps_cost_wiis{x] - (corps_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
public_cost_wiis{x] = (public_cost_wis{x] - (public_cost_wiis{x} ° y)) 
s_f_s_cost_wiigx] = (s_f_s_cost_wis{x] - (s_f_s_cost_wiis(x] * y)) 
interdept_cost_wiis[x] = (interdept_cost_wiis{x] - (interdept_cost_wiis{x] ® y)) 
music_cost_wiis{x] = (music_cost_wiis{x] - (music_cost_wis{x] * y)) 
state_cost_wiis{x] = (state_cost_wiis{x] - (state_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
x=(x + 1) 

end 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this - (corps_cost_this * y)) 
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public_cost_this = (public_cost_this - (public_cost_this * y)) 
s_f_s_cost_this = (s_f_s_cost_this - (s_f_s_cost_this * y)) 
interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_this - (interdept_cost_this * y)) 
music_cost_this = (music_cost_this - (music_cost_this * y}) 
State_cost_this = (state_cost_this - (state_cost_this * y}); 

Rule s_& m_directs If s_& m_increment > 1.0 Then s_& m_directs = found 
Zz 

y 
x=] 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_cost_wiis{x] = (corps_cost_wiis{x] + (corps_cost_wiis{x] ° y)) 
public_cost_wiis(x] = (public_cost_wiis[x] + (public_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
s_f_s_cost_wiis(x}] = (s_f_s_cost_wiis{x] + (s_f_s_cost_wiis[x] * y)) 
interdept_cost_wis(x] = (snterdept_cost_wiis{x| + {interdept_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
music_cost_wis(x] = (music_cost_wiis{x] + (music_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
state_cost_wiis[x] = (state_cost_wis[x] + (state_cost_wiis[{x] * y)) 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this + (corps_cost_this °* y)) 
public_cost_this = (public_cost_this + (public_cost_this ® y)) 
s_f_s_cost_this = (s_f_s_cost_this + (s_f_s_cost_this * y)) 
interdept_cost_this = {interdept_cost_this + (interdept_cost_this ° y)) 
music_cost_this = (music_cost_this + (music_cost_this * y)) 
State_cost_this = (stale_cost_this + (stale_cost_this * y)); 

Rule s_& m_directs If s_& m_increment < 1.0 Then s_& m_directs = found 
Z = (count_it) 
y = (((1 - s_&_m_increment) * cbis_s_& _m) / total_oper_exp) 
x= | 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_cost_wiis[x] = (corps_cost_wiis{x] - (corps_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
public_cost_wiis{x] = (public_cost_wiis{x] - (public_cost_\wiis[x] ° y)) 
s_f_s_cost_wis[x] = (s_f_s_cost_wis{x] - (s_f{_s_cost_wis{x] * y)) 
interdept_cost_wus{x] = (interdept_cost_wis(x] - (interdept_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
music_cost_wus{x] = (music_cost_wits[x] - (music_cost_wis{x] * y)) 
state_cost_wiis[x] = (state_cost_wiis[x] - (state_cost_wis[x] * y)) 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this - (corps_cost_this ° y)) 
public_cost_this = (public_cost_this - (public_cost_this ° y)) 
s_f_s_cost_this = (s_f_s_cost_this - (s_f_s_cost_this * y)) 
interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_this - (interdept_cost_this * y)) 
music_cost_this = (music_cost_this - (music_cost_thus * y)) 
state_cost_this = (state_cost_this - (state_cost_this * y)); 

Rule contn_directs If contin_increment > 1.0 Then conun_directs = found 
z = (countit} 
y = (((contn_increment - 1) * cbis_contin) / total_oper_exp) 
x = | 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 

corps_cost_wis{x] = (corps_cost_wits{x] + (corps_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
public_cost_wiugx] = (public_cost_wis{x] + (public_cost_wis{x]} * y)) 
s_f_s_cost_wiis{x] = (s_f_s_cost_wiis{x] + (s_f_s_cost_wis{x] ® y)) 
interdept_cost_wis{x] = (interdept_cost_wiidx] + (interdept_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
music_cost_wus{x] = (music_cost_wus{x} + (music_cost_wis{x] * y)) 
state_cost_wiis[x] = (state_cost_wus{x] + (state_cost_wis{x] * y)) 
x=(x+ 1) 

end 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this + (corps_cost_this * y}) 
public_cost_this = (public_cost_this + (public_cost_this °* y)) 
s_f_s_cost_this = (s_f_s_cost_this + (s_f_s_cost_this ® y)) 
interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_this + (interdept_cost_this ° y)) 
music_cost_this = (music_cost_tus + (music_cost_this * y}) 
state_cost_uhus = (state_cost_this + (state_cost_this ° y)); 

Rule contin_directs If contn_increment < 1.0 Then contin_directs = found 
z = (count_it) 
y = (((1 - contin_increment) * cbis_ contin) / total_oper_exp) 
x=] 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_cost_wiis(x] = (corps_cost_wiis{x] - (corps_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
public_cost_wiis(x] = (public_cost_wiis(x] - (public_cost_wis{x] ° y)) 
s_f_s_cost_wis[x] = (s_f_s_cost_wiis{x] - (s_f_s_cost_wius{x] * y)) 
interdept_cost_wiis{x] = (interdept_cost_wiis(x} - (interdept_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
music_cost_wiis{x] = (music_cost_wis({x] - (music_cost_wis{x} * y)} 
state_cost_wiis(x] = (state_cost_wiis{x] - (state_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this - (corps_cost_this ® y)) 
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public_cost_this = (public_cost_this - (public_cost_this * y))} 
s_f_s_cost_this = (s_f_s_cost_this - (s_f_s_cost_this * y)) 
interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_this - (interdept_cost_this * y)) 
music_cost_this = (music_cost_this - (music_cost_this * y)) 
Stalte_cost_this = (state_cost_this - (state_cost_this °* y)); 

Rule equip_directs If equip_increment > 1.0 Then equip_directs = found 
z = (count_it) 
y = (((equip_increment - 1) * act_equip) / total_oper_exp) 
x= 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_cost_wiis[x] = (corps_cost_wiis{x] + (corps_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
public_cost_wiis{x] = (publhic_cost_wiis{x] + (public_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
s_f_s_cost_wiis{x] = (s_f_s_cost_wiis{x] + (s_f_s_cost_wiis[x] * y)) 
interdept_cost_wiis(x] = (interdept_cost_wiis[x] + (interdept_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
musi¢_cost_wis{x] = (music_cost_wiis{x] + (music_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
state_cost_wiis[x] = (state_cost_wis[x] + (state_cost_wis{x} ° y)) 
x = (x + I) 

end 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this + (corps_cost_this * y)) 
public_cost_this = (public_cost_this + (public_cost_this ” y)) 
s_f_s_cost_this = (s_f_s_cost_thus + (s_f_s_cost_thus * y)) 
interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_this + (interdept_cost_this * y)) 
music_cost_this = (music_cost_this + (music_cost_this * y)) 
Stale_cost_this = (state_cost_this + (state_cost_this * y)); 

Rule equip_directs If equip_increment < 1.0 Then equip_directs = found 
z = (count_it} 
y = (((1 - equip_increment) * act_equip) / total_oper_exp) 
x=] 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_cost_wiis(x] = (corps_cost_wiis{x] - (corps_cost_wiis[x] * y)) 
public_cost_wiis[x] = (public_cost_wiis{x] - (public_cost_wigx] * y)) 
s_f_s_cost_wmiis(x] = (s_f_s_cost_wis[x] - (s_f_s_cost_wis{x] * y)) 
interdept_cost_wiis{x] = (interdept_cost_wis[x] - (interdept_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
music_cost_wus(x] = (music_cost_wiis{x] - (music_cost_wits{x] ° y)) 
state_cost_wus{x] = (state_cost_wis{x] - (state_cost_wiis{x] ° y)) 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this - (corps_cost_this * y)) 
public_cost_this = (public_cost_this - (public_cost_this °* y)) 
s_f_s_cost_this = (s_f_s_ cost_this - (s_f_s_cost_thus ° y)) 
interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_ths - (interdept_cost_this * y)) 
music_cost_this = (music_cost_this - (music_cost_this * y)) 
state_cost_this = (state_cost_this - (state_cost_this ° y)); 

Rule get_stats to_change_wiabis_2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number < = 400 Then change_wiabis_2 = found 
t_mul_rev = (t_mil_rev + change_due_to_corps_comp) 
cost_umforms_this = (cost_umforms_this + (total_corps_number_change ® uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
t_personal = (t_personal - wages_gen_wiabis - wages_stud_iabis) 
vbl = (total_corps_number_change ° un:form_cost_per_cadet) 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_ttis + vbl - wages_gen_wiabis - wages_stud_wiabis) 
net_incomel = (net_income + change_due_to_corps_comp - (total_corps_number_change ° uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
net_income = (net_incomel + wages_gen_wiabis + wages_stud_wiabis); 

Rute get_stats_to_change_wiabis_2 If stumt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number < = 450 and 
new_total_corps_number > 400 Then change_wiabis_2 = found 
t_mul_rev = (t_mul_rev + change_due_to_corps_comp) 
cost_uniforms_this = (cost_umforms_this + (total_corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
t_personal = (t_personal - (1/2 * wages_gen_wiabis) - (1/2 *wages_stud_wiabis)) 
vbl = (fotal_corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet) 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_thus + vbl - (1/2 * wages_gen_wiabis) - (1/2 °wages_stud_wiabis)) 
net_income! = (net_income + change_due_to_corps_comp - (total_corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
net_income = (netLincomel + (1/2 ° wages_gen_wiabis) + (1/2 ° wages_stud_wiabis)); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiabis_2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number < = 1000 and 
new_total_corps_number > 450 Then change_wiabis_2 = found 
t_mil_rev = (t_mil_rev + change_due_to_corps_comp) 
cost_uniforms_this = (cost_uniforms_tus + (total_corps_number_change ° uniform_cost_per_cadet)} 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this + (total_corps_number_change * umform_cost_per_cadet)) 
net_income = (net_income + change_due_to_corps_comp - (total_corps_number_change ° uniform_cost_per_cadet)); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiabis_ 2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number > 1000 Then change_wiabis_2 = found 
t_mil_rev = (t_mil_rev + change_due_to_corps_comp) 
cost_uniforms_this = (cost_uniforms_this + (total_corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
t_personal = (t_personal * 10,9) 
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vol = (total_corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet) 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this + vbl + (1/9 * t_personal)) 
net_incomel = (net_income + change_due_to_corps_comp - (total_corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
net_income = (net_incomel - (1/9 * t_personal)); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiabis_3 If stmt_number = 3 Then change_wiabis_3 = found 
t_mil_rev = (t_mil_rev + change_due_to_ca_changes); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiabis_4 If stmt_number = 4 Then change_wiabis_4 = found 
cost_uniforms_this = (cost_uniforms_this + total_bag_price_change) 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this + total_bag_ price_change), 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiabis_5 If stmt_number = 5 Then change_wiabis_5 = found 
public_rev_this = (public_rev_this * public_increment) 
s_f_s_rev_this = (s_f_s_rev_this ° s fs increment) 
interdept_rev_this = (interdept_rev_this * interdept_increment) 
music_rev_this = (music_rev_this ° music_increment) 
state_rev_this = (state_rev_this “* state_increment); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiabis_6 If stmt_number = 6 Then change_wiabis_6 = found 
t_personal = (t_personal * personal_increment) 
contract_this = (contract_this * contract_increment) 
.s_&_m_this = (s_& m_this * s & m_increment) 
conun_this = (contn_this * contin_increment) 
deprec_ttis = (deprec_this * equip_increment), 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wicbis_! If stmt_number = | Then change_wicbis_|! found 
chis_corps_rev = (cbis_corps_rev + change_due_to_corps_comp) 
umforms = (uniforms + (total_corps_number_change ° uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
cbis_net_income = (cbis_net_income + change_due_to_corps_comp - (total_corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet)); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wicbis_2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number < = 400 Then change_wicbis_2 = found 
cbis_personal = (cbis_personal - wages_gen_wiabis - wages_stud_wiabis) 
cbis_corps_rev = (cbis_corps_rev + change_due_to_corps_comp) 
uniforms = (uniforms + (total_corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
cbis_net_incomel = (cbis_net_income + change_due_to_corps_comp - (total_corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
cbis_netl_income = (cbis_net_incomel + wages_gen_wiabis + wages_stud_wiabis); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wicbis_2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_ number < = 450 and 
new_total_corps_number > 400 Then change_wicbis_2 = found 
cbis_personal = (cbis_personal - (1/2 * wages_gen_wiabis) - (1/2 * wages_stud_wiabis)) 
cbis_corps_rev = (cbis_corps_rev + change_due_to_corps_comp) 
umforms = (uniforms + (total_corps_number_change * umform_cost_per_cadet)) 
cbis_net_incomel = (cbis_net_income + change_due_to_corps_comp - (total_corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
cbis_net_income = (cbis_net_income! + (1/2 * wages_gen_wiabis) + (1/2 ° wages_stud_wiabis)); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wicbis_2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number < = !000 and ' 
new_total_corps_number > 450 Then change_wicbis_2 = found 
cbis_corps_rev = (cbis_corps_rev + change _due_to_corps_comp) 
uruforms = (uniforms + (total_corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
cbis_net_income = (cbis_net_income + change_due_to_corps_comp - (total_corps_number_change* uniform_cost_per_cadet)); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wicbis_2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number > 1000 Then change_wicbis_2 = found 
cbis_personal = (cbis_personal °* 10,9) 
cbis_corps_rev = (cbis_corps_rev + change_due_to_corps_comp) 
uniforms = (uniforms + (total_corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
cbis_net_income! = (cbis_net_income + change_due_to_corps_comp - (total_corps_number_change* uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
cbis_net_income = (cbis_net_incomel! + (1/9 ® cbis_personal)); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wicbis_3 If sunt_number = 3 Then change_wicbis_3 = found 
chis_corps_rev = (cbis_corps_rev + change_due_to_ca_changes), 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wicbis_4 If stmt_number = 4 Then change_wicbis_4 = found 
uniforms = (uniforms + total_bag_pnce_change); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wicbis_5 If stmt_number = 5 Then change_wichbis_5 = found 
public_wicbis = (public_wicbis ° public_increment) 
s_f_s_wicbis = (s_f_s_wicbis ° s fs increment) 
interdept_wichis = (interdept_wichts * interdept_increment) 
music_wicbis = (music_wicbis * music_increment) 
state_wicbis = (state_wicbis ®* state_increment); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wichis_6 If stmt_number = 6 Then change_wicbis_6 = found 
cbis_personal = (cbis_personal * personal_increment) 
cbis_contract = (cbis_contract * contract_increment) 
cbis_s & _m = (cbis_s_ & m °* s & m_increment) 
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cbis_contin = (cbis_contin * contin_increment) 
act_equip = (act_equip * equip_incrernent); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wibud_7 If stmt_number = 7 Then change_wibud_7 = found 
cls 
display “Which budget items would you like to change?” 
find which_bud_items 
find rev_bud_increment 
find equip_bud_increment 
find uniforms_bud_increment 
find salanes_bud_increment 
find wages_bud_increment 
find fringes_bud_increment 
find tele_bud_increment 
find r_& m_bud_increment 
find travel_bud_increment 
find other_contract_bud_increment 
find repair_s_&_m_bud_increment 
find other_s_&_m_bud_increment 
find elect_bud_increment 
find w_&_s_bud_increment 
find agency_charges_bud_increment 
find insure_bud_increment 
find other_contn_bud_increment 
rev_bud = (rev_bud * rev_bud_increment) 
equip_bud = (equip_bud_increment * equip_bud) 
fringes_bud = (fnnges_bud_increment ° fringes_bud) 
salanes_bud = (salanes_bud_increment * salanes_bud) 
wages_bud = (wages_bud_increment * wages_bud) 
uniforms _bud = (uniforms_bud_tncrement * uniforms_bud) 
tele_bud = (tele_bud_increment * tele_bud) 
r_&_m_bud = (r_&_m_bud_increment * r_&_m_bud) 
travel_bud = (travel_bud_increment ° travel_bud) 
other_contract_bud = (other_contract_bud_increment * other_contract_bud) 
repair_s & m_bud = (repair_s_& m_bud_increment * repair_s_& m_bud) 
other_s &_ m_bud = (other_s_&_m_bud_increment * other_s_& m_bud)} 
elect_bud = (elect_hud_increment ° elect_bud) 
w_&_s_bud = (w_&_s_bud_increment * w_&_s_bud) 
agency_charges_bud = (agency_charges_bud_increment * agency_charges_bud) 
insure_bud = (:nsure_bud_increment * insure_bud) 
other_contun_bud = (other_contin_bud_increment * other_contin_bud); ’ 

Rule rev_bud_increment_increase_% If which_bud_items = revenue and 
rev_bud_directon = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% 
rev_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule rev_bud_increment_increase_abs If which_bud_items = revenue and 
rev_bud_directton = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_$ 
rev_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_$ / rev_bud)) 
reset bud_$; 

Rule rev_bud_increment_decrease_% If which_bud_items = revenue and 
rev_bud_direcuon = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% 
rev_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule rev_bud_increment_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = revenue and 
tev_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_$ 
rev_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_$ / rev_bud)} 
reset bud_$ else rev_bud_increment = 1.0; 

Rule equip_bud_increment_increase_% If which_bud_items = equipment and 
equip_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% 
equip_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule equip_bud_increment_increase_abs If which_bud_items = equipment and 
equip_bud_directon = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 
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find bud_$ 
equip_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_$ / equip_bud)) 
reset bud_$; 

Rule equip_bud_increment_decrease_% If which_bud_items = equipment and 
equip_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% 
equip_bud_increment = {1 - (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule equip_bud_increment_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = equipment and 
equip_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_$ 
equip_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_$ / equip_bud)) 
reset bud_$ else equip_bud_increment = 1.0, 

Rule uniforms_bud_increment_increase_% If which_bud_items = uniforms and 
uniforms_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% 
uniforms_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule uniforms_bud_increment_increase_abs If which_bud_items = uniforms and 
uniforms_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_$ 
uniforms_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_$ / uniforms_bud)) 
reset bud_$; 

Rule uniforms_bud_increment_decrease_% If which_bud_items = uniforms and 
uniforms_bud_direcuon = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% 
uniforms_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule uniforms_bud_increment_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = uniforms and 
uniforms_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_$ 
uniforms_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_$ / uniforms_bud)) 
reset bud_$ else uniforms_bud_increment = 1.0; 

Rule salaries_bud_increment_increase_% If which_bud_items = salanes and 
salanes_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% ; 
salanes_bud_increment = (I + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_°%; 

Rule salaries_bud_increment_increase_abs If which_bud_items = salaries and 
salanes_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_$ 
salaries_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_$ / salaries_bud)) 
reset bud_$; 

Rule saiaries_bud_increment_decrease_% If which_bud_items = salanes and 
salanes_bud_direchon = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% 
salanes_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule salaries_bud_increment_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = salaries and 
salaries_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_$ 
salaries_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_$ / salaries_bud)) 
reset bud_$ else salaries_bud_increment = 1.0, 

Rule wages_bud_increment_increase_% If which_bud_items = wages and 
wages_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% 
wages_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 
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Rule wages_bud_increment_increase_abs If which_bud_items = wages and 
wages_bud_direcuon = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_$ 
wages_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_$ / wages_bud)) 
reset bud_S; 

Rule wages_bud_increment_decrease_% If which_bud_items = wages and 
wages_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% 
wages_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Ruie wages_bud_increment_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = wages and 
wages_bud_directon = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_$ 
wages_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_$ / wages_bud)) 
reset bud_$ else wages_bud_increment = 1.0; 

Rule fringes_bud_increment_increase_% If which_bud_items = fnnge_benefits and 
fringes_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% 
fringes_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule fringes_bud_increment_increase_abs If which_bud_items = fringe_benefits and 
fringes_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_$ 
fringes_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_$ / fringes_bud)) 
reset bud_$; 

Rule fnnges_bud_increment_decrease_% If which_bud_items = fringe_benefits and 
fringes_bud_direchon = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% 
fringes_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rute fringes_bud_increment_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = fringe_benefits and 
fringes_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_$ 
fringes_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_$ / fringes_bud)) 
reset bud_§$ else fringes_bud_increment = 1.0, 

Rule tele_bud_increment_increase_% If which_bud_items = telecommunications and 
tele_bud_directon = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% 
tele_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule tele_bud_increment_increase_abs If which_bud_items = telecommunications and 
tele_bud_directon = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_$ 
tele_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_$ / tele_bud)) 
reset bud_$; 

Rule tele_bud_increment_decrease_%e If which_bud_items = telecommunications and 
tele_bud_directon = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% 
tele_bud_increment ™ (I - (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule tele_bud_increment_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = telecommunicatons and 
tele_bud_directon = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_$ 
tele_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_$ / tele_bud)) 
reset bud_$ else tele_bud_increment = 1.0, 

Rule r_&_m_bud_increment_increase_% If which_bud_items = repair_& maintenance and 
r_&_m_bud_direction = increase and 
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bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 
find bud_“% 
r_&_m_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule r_&_m_bud_increment_increase_abs If which_bud_items = repair_&_maintenance and 
r_&_m_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_$ 
r_&_m_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_$ / r_&_m_bud)) 
reset bud_$; 

Rule r_&_m_bud_increment_decrease_% If which_bud_items = repair_& maintenance and 
r_&_m_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% 
r_&_m_bud_increment = {1 - (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule r_&_m_bud_increment_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = repair_& maintenance and 
r_&_ m_bud_direcnon = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_$ 
r_&_m_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_$ / r_&_m_bud)) 
reset bud_$ else r_& m_bud_increment = 1.0; 

Rule travel_bud_increment_increase_% If which_bud_items = travel and 
travel_bud_direcnon = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% 
travel_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule travel_bud_increment_increase_abs If which_bud_items = travel and 
travel_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_$ 
travel_bud_increment = (| + (bud_$ / travel_bud)) 
reset bud_§; 

Rule travel_bud_increment_decrease_% If which_bud_items = travel and 
travel_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% 
travel_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule travel_bud_increment_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = travel and 
travel_bud_directton = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_$ ‘ 
travel_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_$ / travel_bud)) 
reset bud_$ else travel_bud_increment = 1.6, 

Rule other_contract_bud_inc_increase_% If which_bud_items = other_contractual and 
other_contract_bud_directon = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% 
other_contract_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule other_contract_bud_inc_increase_abs If which_bud_items = other_contractual and 
other_contract_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_$ 
other_contract_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_$ / other_contract_bud)) 
reset bud_§$; 

Rule other_contract_bud_inc_decrease_% If which_bud_items = other_contractual and 
other_contract_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% 
other_contract_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule other_contract_bud_inc_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = other_contractual and 
other_contract_bud_directon = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_$ 
other_contract_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_$ / other_contract_bud)) 
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reset bud_$ else other_contract_bud_increment = 1.0; 

Rule repair_s_& m_bud_increment_increase_% If which_bud_items = repair_supplies and 
‘repair_s_& _m_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% 
repair_s_& m_bud_increment = (] + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule repair_s_&_m_bud_inc_increase_abs If which_bud_items = repair_supplies and 
repair_s_& _m_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_$ 
repair_s_&_m_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_$ / repair_s_& _m_bud)) 
reset bud_$; 

Rule repair_s_ & m_bud_inc_decrease_% If which_bud_items = repair_supplies and 
repair_s_& m_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% 
repair_s_& m_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule repair_s_ & m_bud_inc_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = repair_supplies and 
repair_s_& m_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_$ 
repair_s_ & m_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_$ / repair_s_&_m_bud)) 
reset bud_$ else repair_s_ &_m_bud_increment = 1.0, 

Rule other_s_& m_bud_inc_increase_% If which_bud_items = other_supplies and 
other_s_&_ m_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% 
other_s_& m_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule other_s_& m_bud_inc_increase_abs If which_bud_items = other_supplies and 
other_s_& m_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_$ 
other_s_& _m_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_$/ other_s_& m_bud)) 
reset bud_$, 

Rule other_s_&_m_bud_inc_decrease_% If which_bud_items = other_supplies and 
other_s_ &_m_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_lerms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% 
other_s_& m_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule other_s_&_m_bud_inc_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = other_supplies and 
other_s_& m_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_§ 
other_s_& m_bud_increment = (1 - (oud_$ / other_s_ & m_bud)) 
reset bud_$ else other_s_&_m_bud_increment = 1.0, 

Rule elect_bud_increment_increase_% If which_bud_items = electrocity and 
elect_bud_directton = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% 
elect_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule elect_bud_increment_increase_abs If which_bud_items = electricity and 
elect_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_$ 
elect_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_S$ / elect_bud)) 
reset bud_$; 

Rule elect_bud_increment_decrease_% If which_bud_items = electricity and 
elect_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% 
elect_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule elect_bud_increment_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = electncity and 
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elect_bud_directtion = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_$ 
elect_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_$ / elect_bud)) 
reset bud_$ else elect_bud_increment = 1.0, 

Rule w_&_s_bud_increment_increase_% If which_bud_items = water_&_sewer and 
w_&_s_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% 
w_&_s_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule w_&_s_bud_increment_increase_abs If which_bud_items = water_&_sewer and 
w_&_s_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_$ 
w_&_s_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_$ / w_&_s_bud)) 
teset bud_$; 

Rule w_&_s_bud_increment_decrease_% If which_bud_items = water_& sewer and 
w_&_s_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% 
w_&_s_ bud increment = (1 - (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%:; 

Rule w_&_s_bud_increment_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = water_&_sewer and 
w_&_s_bud_direction = decrease and 

= dollar Then reset bud_terms 

w_&_s_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_$ / w_&_s_bud)) ee ae 

reset bud_$ else w_&_s_bud_increment = 1.0; 

Rule agency_charges_bud_inc_increase_% If which_bud_items = agency_charges and 
agency_charges_bud_directon = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% 
agency_charges_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule agency_charges_bud_inc_increase_abs If which_bud_items = agency_charges and 
agency _charges_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_$ 
agency_charges_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_$ / agency_charges_bud)) 
reset bud_$; 

Rule agency_charges_bud_inc_decrease_% If which_bud_items = agency_charges and 
agency_charges_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% 
agency _charges_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule agency_charges_bud_inc_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = agency_charges and 
agency_charges_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_$ 
agency_charges_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_$ / agency_charges_bud)) 
reset bud_$ else agency_charges_bud_increment = 1.0, 

Rule insure_bud_increment_increase_% If which_bud_items = insurance and 
insure_bud_ direction = increase and 
bud_lerms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% 
insure_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule insure_bud_increment_increase_abs If which_bud_items = insurance and 
insure_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = doilar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_$ 
insure_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_$ / insure_bud)) 
reset bud_S; 

Rule insure_bud_increment_decrease_% If which_bud_items = insurance and 
Insure_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% 
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insure_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule insure_bud_increment_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = insurance and 
Insure_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_$ 
insure_bud_increment = {I - (bud_$ / insure_bud}) 
reset bud_5 else insure_bud_increment = 1.0, 

Rule other_contin_bud_increment_increase_% If which_bud_items = other_continuous and 
other_conan_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_% 
other_contin_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule other_contin_bud_increment_increase_abs If which_bud_ttems = other_continuous and 
other_conun_bud_direcnon = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_$ 
other_contin_bud_increment = (I + (bud_$ / other_contin_bud)) 
reset bud_$; 

Rule other_contin_bud_increment_decrease_% If which_bud_items = other_continuous and 
other_conun_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_“% 
other_contn_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule other_contin_bud_increment_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = other_continuous and 
other_contn_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

find bud_$ 
other_contin_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_$ / other_contin_bud)) 
reset bud_$ else other_contun_bud_increment = 1.0, 

Rule change_wiis_wiabis_wicbis_8 

If t_drop_abis < = (t_wages) 

Then change_stmts = found !display “t_personal = {t_personal)” !display “chis_personal = (cbis_personal} -" 

t_personal = (t_personal - t_drop_abis) 
cbis_personal = (cbis_personal - t_drop_abis) !display “t_personal = {t_personal}" display “cbis_personal = {cbis_personal} —* 
Z = (count_it} 
x = | 
whiletrue x < = (z) then display “personal_wiis{x] = {personal_wiis{x]}° 
personal_wiis{x] = (personal_wiis{x] - p_drop_is{x] - s_drop_is{x] - it_drop_is{x] - st_drop_is{x] - m_drop_is{x]) ‘display 

*personal_wiis[x] = {personal_wus{x]} 7" 
x = (x + 1) 

end else 
t_personal = (t_personal - t_wages) 
cbis_personal = (cbis_personal - t_wages) 
zZ = (count_iv) 

x= 1 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
personal_wiis{x] = (personal_ wiis{x] - wages_wiis{x]) 
x=(x +1) | 

end; 

Rule put_files_away_&_start_analysis 

If stmt_number = 9 

Then what_next = analysis 
savefacts widata 
chain widoig, 

Rule forget_wi_analysis 

If stmt_number = 10 

Then what_next = leave 
chain npts; 

! Statement Block 
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ask stmt_number: ” °; choices stmt_number: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10; ask change_freshmen: “leave this number the same?"; ask 
change sophomore: “leave this number the same?", ask change_junior. “leave this number the same?"; ask change_senior: “leave this num- 
ber the same?’, choices change_freshmen,change_sophomore,change_junior,change_senior: increase, decrease, same; 

ask change_freshmen_number: “By how many?’, ask change_sophomore_number: “By how many?”, ask change_junior_number. “By how 
many?";, ask change_senior_number: "By how many”; 

ask change_freshmen_ca: “you like to increase, decrease or leave this amount the same?"; ask change_sophomore_ca: “you like to increase, 
decrease or leave this amount the same?", ask change_junior_ca: “you like to increase, decrease or leave this amount the same?"; ask 
change_senior_ca: “you like to increase, decrease or leave this amount the same?’; ask change_freshmen_number_ca: “By how much?”; ask 
change_sophomore_number_ca: “By how much?", ask change_junior_number_ca: “By how much?’, ask change_senior_number_ca: “By 
how much?’; choices change_freshmen_ca,change_sophomore_ca,change_junior_ca,change_senior_ca: increase, decrease,same; 

ask bag_price_direction: “of uniform items?”, choices bag_price_direction: increase, decrease; ask amount_bag_change: “By how much per 
cadet?"; 

ask which_segments: “as many as you like.”; 

choices which_segments, seg_drops: Public, Student_Fac_Staff, Interdepartmental, Music_Dept, State_Related; 

ask public_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease prices charged to the public?’; ask s_{ s_direction: "Would you like to increase 
or decrease prices charged to students, faculty, and staff?"; ask interdept_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease pnces charged 
to other departments?", ask music_direction: “Would you Ike to increase or decrease pmces charged to the music department?’; ask 
state_directon: “Would you like to increase or decrease prices charged to state related activities?" choices 
public_direction,s_f_s_direction,interdept_direction,music_direction,state_direction: increase, decrease; 

ask public_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”; ask s_f_s_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.*; ask 
interdept_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”; ask music_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”; ask 
state_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”, ask personal_%: "By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”, ask con- 
tract_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”; ask s_& m_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”; ask 
contn_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”, ask equip _%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”; ask per- 
sonal_$: “On an annual basis, how much would you like to change personnel expenses?"; ask contract_$: “On an annual basis, how much 
would you like to change contractual expenses?”; ask s_& m_$: “On an annual basis, how much would you like to change supplies & ma- 
terials?"; ask contin_$: “On an annual basis, how much would you like to change continuous expenses?", ask equip_$: “On an annual basis, 
how much would you like to change equipment purchases?’; 

ask which_expenses: “Choose as many as you like.”; choices which_expenses: personnel, contractual, supplies_&_materials, continuous, 
equipment; 

ask personal_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease personne! expenses?’; ask contract_direction: "Would you like to increase 
or decrease contractual expenses?’; ask s_& m_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease supplies & materials?°; ask 
contin_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease continuous expenses?”; ask equip _direction: “Would you like to increase or de- 
crease equipment purchases?"; choices personal_direction,contract_direction,s_&_m_direction,contin_direction,equip_direction: increase, 
decrease, 

ask personal_terms: “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?" ask contract_terms: "Would you prefer to answer in 
percentage or in dollar terms?*; ask s_& m_terms. “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?°, ask contin_terms: 
“Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?’; ask equip_terms: “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar 
terms?”, choices personal_terms,contract_terms,s_&_m_terms,contin_terms,equip_terms: percentage, dollar, 

ask which_bud_items: “Choose as many as you like.”; choices 
which_bud_items:revenue,equipment,uniforms,sal anes, wages, {nnge_benefits,telecommunications,repair_&_ maintenance, 
travel,other_contractual,repair_supplies,other_supplies,electricity, water_& _sewer,agency_charges,insurance,other_contnuous; 

ask rev_bud_direction: "Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for revenue?’; ask equip_bud_direction: “Would you like to in- 
crease or decrease the budget for equipment?’;, ask umiforms_bud_direcuon: “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for uni- 
forms?*; ask salanes_bud_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for salanes?"; ask wages_bud_direction: “Would 
you like to increase or decrease the budget for wages?", ask fnnges_bud_ direction: “Would you like to mcrease or decrease the budget for 
fringe benefits?*; ask tele_bud_directon: “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for telecommunications?’; ask 
r_&_m_bud_directon: “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for repairs & maintenance?’; ask travel_bud_direcuon: “Would 
you like to increase or decrease the budget for travel?"; ask other_contract_bud_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease the 
budget for other contractual expenses?"; ask repair_s_ & m_bud_direcnon: “Would you Itke to increase or decrease the budget for repair 
supplies?"; ask other_s_& m_bud_direction: "Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for other supplies and maintenance?’; ask 
elect_bud_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for electrnicity?"; ask w_&_s_bud_directon: “Would you like to in- 
crease or decrease the budget for water and sewer?", ask agency_charges_bud_direction: "Would you like to increase or decrease the budget 
for agency_charges?"; ask insure_bud_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for insurance?*; ask 
other_contn_bud_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for other continuous expenses?’; 

choices rev_bud_direction,equip_bud_direction,uniforms_bud_direction,salaries_bud_direction: increase, decrease; choices 
wages_bud_direction, fnnges_bud_direction,tele_bud_direction,r_&_m_bud_direcuon: increase, decrease; choices 

travel_bud_direction,other_contract_bud_direcnon,repair_s_& m_bud_direction: increase, decrease; choices 
other_s & m_bud_direction,elect_bud_directon,w_&_s_bud_directuion,agency_charges_bud_direction: Increase, decrease; choices 
insure_bud_direction, other_contn_bud_direction: increase, decrease; 

ask bud_terms: “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?", choices bud_terms: percentage, dollar, 

ask bud_%: "By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”; ask bud_$: "By how many dollars per year?”; 

ask seg drops: “Which market segments should be dropped?"; 
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plural: corps_exp_%, corps_rev_wiis, which_segments, which_expenses,which_bud_items,wages wiis,;  plural:public_rev_wiis, 
s_f_s_rev_wiis, interdept_rev_wiis, music_rev_wiis,state_rev_wiis,seg_drops; 

bkcolor = 1; 
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B.40 WIDOIT 

execute; endoff, runtime; 

actions color = [5 

'beall killit 'beall create 

locate 4,6 display “The processing in progress now is quite extensive. Seven new’ display “worksheets are being created. This takes quite 
some time, so please” display “be patient. You will be instructed when to continue.” loadfacts widata 

wks is_this,b1..b76,\vpp'playabis 

is_this{9] = (t_mil_rev) is_this{15] = (cost_uniforms_this) is_this{36] = (t_personal) is_this[47] = (contract_this) is_this(S4] = 
{s_&_m_this) is_this(62] = (conun_this) is_this{63] = (deprec_this) is_this{19] = (public_rev_this) 1s_thus{20] = (s_f_s_rev_thus) is_this{2t] 
= (interdept_rev_this) is_this[(22] = (music_rev_this) 1s_this[23] = (state_rev_this) is_this[68] = (corps_cost_this) is_this{70] = 
(public_cost_this) is_this{71] = (s_f_s_cost_this) is_thrs(72] = (interdept_cost_this) is_this[73] (music_cost_this) 1:s_this{74} = 
(state_cost_this) 

is_this{16} = (is_this(9] - is_this{I5]) is_this{24] = (is_this{19} + is_this{20] + 1s_this[2l] + is_this{22] + is_this[23f is_this[25] = 
(is_this{16] + is_thisf24f) is_thus[61] = (is_thus(36] + is_this{47] + ts_this(54] + is_this[62] + 1s_this(63]} is_this(65} = (is_this[25] - 
is_this{64]} net_income = (is_this{65)) ° 

pwks is_this,01..b76,\vpp\wiabis reset is_this wks is_last,cl..c76,\vpp'playabis pwks 1s_last,cl..c76,\vpp\wiabis reset is_last wks 
18_2,d1..d76,\vpp playabis pwks is_2,d1..d76,\vpp\wiabis reset is_2 

ca[8} = (freshmen_number) ca{9] = (sophomore_number) ca{!0] = (junior_number) caf{1] = (senior_number) ca{3} = (freshmen_ca) 
ca[4] = (sophomore_ca) ca[5] = (junior_ca) ca[6} = (senior_ca) 

cafl] = (current_year) ca{2) = 0 ca{7] = 0 pwks ca,b1..b11,\vpp\wica wks ca_last.cl..cl1,\vpp:playca pwks ca_last,cl..cl1,\vpp\wica reset 
ca_last wks ca_2,d!..d11,\vpp\playca pwks ca_2,d1..d11,\vpp\wica reset ca_2 

bud[3} = (rev_bud) bud[5] = (equ:p_bud) bud{7] = (fmnges_bud) bud[8] = (salaries_bud) bud{[9} = (wages bud) bud[29] = 
(urnforms_bud) bud(12] = (tele_bud) bud[13] = (r_& m_bud) bud[l4] = (travel_bud) bud[15] = (other_contract_bud) bud[!8] = 
(repair_s_&_m_bud) bud{{9}] = (other_s & m_bud) bud[22] = (elect_bud) bud[23] = (w_&_s_bud) bud[24] = (steam_bud) bud[25] = 
(insure_bud) bud[26] = (other_contin_bud) bud[1] = (current_yr) bud{2} = 0 bud[4] = 0 bud[6] = 0 budfll] = 0 bud{!7] = 0 bud[21]) 
= 0 bud([28] = 0 bud{10] = (bud{7] + bud{[8] + bud[9}} bud[I6] = (bud[12] + bud[13] + bud[i4] + bud{15)) bud[20] = (bud[18] + 
bud{19J) bud{27] = (bud{22] + bud[23) + bud[24) + bud[25] + bud{[26]) pwks bud,b!..b29,\vpp,wibud reset bud wks 
bud_last,cl..c29,\vpp\playbud  pwks  bud_iastcl..c29,\vpp\wibud = reset. = bud_last «=o wks) bud_2,d1..d29,\vpp\playbud = pwks 
bud_2,d1..d19,\vpp\wibud reset bud_2 

wks cb,b1..668,\vpp\playcbis cb{10] = (uniforms) cb{55] = (act_equip) cb(31] = (cbis_personal)} ch{9] = (cbis_corps_rev) cb{41] = 
(cbis_contract) cb[47} = (cbis_s & m) cb{51) = (cbis_contin) cb{14] = (public_wicbis) 

cb{14] = (public_wicbis) cb{15] = (s_f_s_wicbis) cb{16} = (interdept_wicbis) cb{17] = (music_wicbis) cb({18] = (state_wicbis) 

cbf} 1] = (cb{9] - cof1Op) cb{19] = (ch{t4) + chf15]) + cb{16) + cbhf17] + ch{18) cb{20] = (cb{ll] + ch{19) ch[56] = (ch{31] + cb[4]] 
+ ch{47] + cb{54] + cb{55) cb(57] = (cb{11] + cb{19] - cb{56]) pwks cb,b1..b68,\vpp wicbis reset cb wks cb_last,cl..c68, \vpp'playcbis 
pwks cb_last,cl..c68,\vpp\wicbis reset cb_last wks cb_2,d1..d68,\vpp'playcbis pwks cb_2,d!..d68,.vpp'wicbis reset cb_2 find 
monthly_info_here 

wks cth.cl..cl4,\vpp'playabbs pwks cth.cl..cl4,\vpp\wiabbs wks dth,dl..dl4,\vpp'playabbs pwks dth,dI..dI4,\vppiwiabbs reset dth wks 
bs,b1..b14,\vpp playabbs bs{13} = (cth{13} + met_income) !! reserve calculation bs{12] = (bs{14]- bs{13D) = !! due to calculaton pwks 
bs, b1..b14,\vpp\wiabbs reset cth reset bs chain wits ; 

Rule monthly_info_here_! If count_it = ! Then monthly_info_here = found 
pwks corps_rev_wiis,b]2,\vpp mis 
pwks uniforms_wis,b13,\vpp. wis 
pwks public_rev_wiis,617,\vpp.wiis 
pwks s_fs_rev_wiis,b18,\vpp mis 
pwks interdept_rev_wis,b19,\vpp: wis 
pwks music_rev_wis,b20,\vpp\wis 
pwks state_rev_wiis,021,\vpp\wus 
pwks personal_wiis,b34,\vpp\mis 
pwks contract_wiis,b45,\vpp\wiis 
pwks s_& m_wiis,b52,\vpp\miis 
pks conhn_wmis,b60,\vpp\mis 
pwks equip_wiis,b61,\vpp\wiis 
pwks corps_cost_wiis,b66,\vpp\wiis 
pwks public_cost_wis,b68,\vpp\wis 
pwks s_f_s_cost_wiis,b69, \vpp \miis 
pwks interdept_cost_wiis,b70, ,vpp\wiis 
pwks music_cost_wis,b7!,\vpp\mis 
pwks state_cost_wiis,b72,\vpp\miis 

x= | 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
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gr_profit_uniforms{x} = (corps_rev_wiis{x] - uniforms_wiis[x]) 
vbl = (public_rev_wiis[x] + s_f_s_rev_wiis[x] + interdept_rev_wiis[x]) 
t_other_rev{x] = (vbl + music_rev_mis[x] + state_rev_wis{x]) 
t_gr_profit(x] = (gr_profit_umiforms{x] + t_other_rev{x]) 
vbl = (personal_wiis{x] + contract_wis{x] + s_&_ m_wiis{x]) 
t_oper{x] = (vbl + contin_wis{x] + equip_wiis{x]) 
tux} = (t_gr_profit{x] - t_oper{x]) 
x = (x + 1) 

end 

pwks gr_profit_uniforms,b1 4,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_other_rev,b22,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_gr_profit.b23,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_oper,b62,\vpp\wis 
pwks 11,663,\vpp\mis 

wks var,cl..c74,\vpp playis 
pwks var,cl..c74, \vpp\mis 
pwks var,aal..aa74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,d1..d74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,dl..d74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,e]1..e74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,el..e74,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,fl..f74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var, ft..{74,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,gl..g74,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,gl..g74,\vpp wis 
reset var 
wks var,h]..h74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,hl..h74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,11..174,\vpp‘playis 
pwks var,i1..i74,.wpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,jl..)74,\vppplayis 
pwks var,}1..374,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,k!..«74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,k1..k74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,11..174,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,11..174,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,ml..m74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,m1..m74,\vppiwiis 
reset var 
wks var,n}..n74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,n!..n74,\vpp\wmis 
reset var; 

Rule monthly_info_here_2 If count_it = 2 Then monthly_info_here = found 
pwks corps_rev_wiis,bl2..cl2, \vpp\wiis 
pwks unforms_wis,b] 3..cl3,\vpp\wiis 
pwks public_rev_wis,b17..cl7,\vppimis 
pwks s_f_s_rev_wiis,b18..c18,\vpp wis 
pwks interdept_rev_wis,b19..cl9,\vpp wiis 
pwks music_rev_wns,b20..c20,\vpp\ mis 
pwks state_rev_wiis,b21..c2I,\vpp\wis 
pwks personal_wis,b34..c34,\vpp mis 
pwks contract_wiis,b45..c45,\vpp\wiis 
pwks s_&_m_wis,b52..c52,\vpp\wis 
pwks contn_wiis,b60..c60,\vpp\wiis 
pwks equip_wius,b61..c61,\vpp' wiis 
pwks corps_cost_wiis,b66..c66, \vpp\wiis 
pwks public_cost_wiis,b68..c68,\vpp\wiis 
pwks s fs cost_wis,b69..c69,\vpp\wiis 
pwks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..c70,\vpp\wiis 
pwks music_cost_wis,b71..c71,\vpp\wus 
pwks state_cost_wiis,b72..¢72,\vpp\mis 

NI start 
wks retire,b26..c26,\vpp\playis 
wks fica_o,b27..c27,\vpp‘playis 
wks fica_s,b28..c28,\vpp' playis 
wks gr_ins,b29..c29,\vpp playis 
wks med_hosp,b30..c30,\vpp‘playis 
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wks sals,031..c31,\vpp\playis ! = wks wages_2,632..c32,\vpp'playis ! wks wages_s,b33..c33,\vpp'playis 
wks tele,b36..c36,\vppiplayis 
wks r_&_m,637..c37,\vpp:playis 
wks x1,b38..c38,\vpp'plays 
wks x2,539..c39,\vpp'playis 
wks x3,040..c40,\vpp-playis 
wks x4,b41..c41,\vpp playis 
wks x5,b42..c42,\vpp playis 
wks x6,b43..c43,\vpp playis 
wks travel,b44..c44,\vpp plays 
wks r1,050..c50,\vpp\playis 
wks r2,b51..c51,\vpp'playis 
wks s],647..c47,\vppiplayis 
wks §2,b48,.c48,\vpp' playis 
wks s3,b49..c49,\vpp'playis 
wks elect,b54..c54,\vppiplayis 
wks w_&_s,b55..c55,\vppplayis 
wks insure,b56..c56,\vpp playis 
wks agency,b57..c57,\vpp playis 
wks other! ,b58..¢58,\vpp playis 
wks other2,b59..c59,\vpp playis (0! stop 

x = 1 
z = {count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
gr_profit_umiforms{x] = (corps_rev_wiis{x] - uniforms_wiis{x)) 
vbl = (public_rev_wiis{x] + s_f_s_rev_wis{x] + interdept_rev_wiis{x]) 
t_other_rev{x] = (vbl + music_rev_wis[x] + state_rev_wits{x]) 
t_ger_profit{x] = (gr_profit_uniforms{x] + t_other_rev{x] 
vbl = (personal_wis{x] + contract_wis{x] + s_& m_wiis{x] 
t_oper{x] = (vbl + contin_wmis{x] + equip_wmis{x]) 
n(x] = (t_gr_profit{x] - t_oper{x} 

Mit start 
retre{x] = (retire[x] + fica_ofx] + fica_s{x] + gr_ins{x] + med_hosp[x) 
wages_gen[x] = (personal_wiis{x] - retire{x] - sals{x) 
other_contract{x}] = (xI[x] + x2{x] + x3{x] + x4[x] + x5{x] + x6[xp) 
repair{x] = (ri[x] + rx} . 
other_sup[x] = (sl{x] + s2[x] + s3{x] 
other_contin[x] = (otherl{x] + other2(xp fi!!! stop 

x = (x + 1) 
end 

pwks gr_profit_uniforms,b14..c14,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_other_rev,b22..c22,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_gr_profit,b23..c23,\vpp.wils 
pwks t_oper,b62..c62,\vpp\ wis 
pwks m,663..c63,\vpp\wis 

ND start 

pwks retire,b26..c26,\vpp\wils 
pwks wages_gen,632..c32,\vpp\miis 
pwks sals,b31..c31,\vpp\wis 
reset retire 
reset wages gen 
reset sals 
reset fica_o 
reset fica_s 
reset gr_ins 
reset med_hosp 
pwks tele,b36..c36,\vpp\wiis 
pwks r_&_m,b37..c37,\vpp\wiis 
pwks travel,b44..c44,\vpp\miis 

pwks other_contract,b38..c38,\vpp\wiis 
reset tele 
reset r_&_m 
reset travel 
reset other_contract 
reset x1 
reset x2 
reset x3 
reset x4 
reset x5 
reset x6 

pwks repair,b50..c50,\vpp\wiis 
pwks other_sup,b47..c47,\vpp\wiis 
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reset rl 
reset r2 
reset s] 
reset s2 
reset $3 
reset repair 
reset other_sup 
pwks elect,b54..c54,\vpp\wiis 
pwks w_é&_s,655..c55,\vpp\wiis 
pwks insure,b56..c56,\vpp'.wiis 
pwks agency,b57..c57,\vpp\wiis 
pwks other_contin,b58..c58,\vpp\wiis 
reset elect 
reset w_&_s 
reset insure 
reset agency 
reset other_contin 
reset other] 
reset other2 

iit! stop 

wks var,d!..d74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,dl..d74,\vpp.wis 

pwks var,aal..aa74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,el..e74,\vpp playis 
pwks var,el..e74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,f1..174,\vpp' playis 
pwks var,f1..f74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,gl..g74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,gl..g74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,h!..h74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,h!..h74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,il..i74,\vpp‘playis 
pwks var,il..i74,\vpp\wus 
reset var 
wks var,jl..j74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,jl..j74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,kl..&74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,k!..k74,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,11..174,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,)1..174,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,ml..m74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,m1..m74,\vpp,\mis 

reset var 
wks var,nl..n74,\vop'playis 
pwks var,nl..n74,\vpp\wus 
reset var 
wks var,ol..o74,\vpp' playis 
pwks var,ol..074,\vpp\wus 
reset var, 

Rule monthly_info_here_3 If count_it = 3 Then monthly_info_here = found 
pwks corps_rev_wiis,b12..d12,\vpp\wiis 
pwks uniforms_wiis,b13..d13,\vpp\wiis 
pwks public_rev_wiis,b17..d17,\vpp\wis 
pwks s_f_s_rev_wiis,b18..d18,\vpp.miis 
pwks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..d19,\vpp\wiis 
pwks music_rev_wus,b20..d20,\vpp\.wiis 
pwks state_rev_wiis,b2]..d21,\vpp' wis 
pwks personal_wiis,b34..d34,\vpp\mis 
pwks contract_wiis,b45..d45,\vpp\wis 
pwks s_&_m_wiis,b52..d52,\vpp\wis 
pwks contin_wiis,b60..d60,\vpp\wmiis 
pwks equip_wiis,b61..d61,\vpp\wis 
pwks corps_cost_wiis,b66..d66, \vpp\wiis 
pwks public_cost_wiis,b68..d68,\vpp\wiis 
pwks s_f_s_cost_wiis,b69..d69,\vpp\wits 
pwks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..d70,\vpp\mis 
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pwks music_cost_wiis,b71..d71,\vpp\wiis 
pwks state_cost_wiis,b72..d72,\vpp\wiis 

HN start 
wks retire,b26..d26,\vppiplayis 
wks fica_o,b27..d27,\vppiplayis 
wks fica_s,b28..d28,\vppiplayis 
wks gr_ins,b29..d29,\vpp.playis 
wks med_hosp,b30..d30,\vpp playis 
wks sals,b31..d31,\vpp'playis ! = wks wages_g,b32..d32,\vpp\playis! wks wages_s,b33..d33,\vpp\playis 
wks tele,b36..d36,\vppiplayis 
wks r_&_m,b37..d37,\vpp\playis 
wks x!,b38..d38,\vpp'playis 
wks x2,b39..d39,\vpp'playis 
wks x3,b40..d40,\vpp'playis 
wks x4,b4]..d41,\vppiplayis 
wks x5,b42..d42,\vpp playis 
wks x6,b43..d43,\vpp:playis 
wks travel,b44,.d44,\vppiplayis 
wks 71,650..d50, \wpp' piayis 
wks r2,651..d51,\vpp'playis 
wks s!,b47..d47,\pp playis 
wks s2,648..d48,\vpp'playis 
wks 53,649,.d49,\vppiplayis 
wks elect,b54..d54,.\vpp playis 
wks w_&_s,b55..d55,\vpp'playis 
wks insure,b56..d56,\vpp.playis 
wks agency,b57,.d57,\vpp'playis 
wks other!,b58..d58,\vpp'playis 
wks other2,b59..d59,\vppiplayis !!!!! stop 

x= 1 
z = (count_it) 

whiletrue x < = (z) then 
gr_profit_uniforms{x] = (corps_rev_wiis{x] - uniforms_wiis{x] 
vol = (public_rev_wiisx] + s_f_s_rev_wiis{x] + interdept_rev_wiis{xp 
t_other_rev{x] = (vbl + music_rev_wiis(x] + state_rev_wis{x} 
t_gr_profit{x] = (gr_profit_uniforms{x] + t_other_rev{[x]) 
vbl = (personal_wiis{x] + contract_mis{x] + s_& m_wis{xD 
t_oper{x] = (vbl + contin_wiis{x] + equip_wis{x) 

ma[x] = (t_gr_profit{x] - toper|x]) 

HM start 
retre{x] = (retire{x] + fica_ofx] + fica_{x] + gr_ins{x] + med_hosp{x] 
wages_gen[x] = (personal_ wiis(x] - retire(x] - sals{x) 
other_contract{x] = (xI[x] + x2[x] + x3{x] + x4[x] + x5[x] + x6{x} 

repair[x] = (rl[x] + r2jx) 
other_sup{x] = (s!{x] + s2[x] + s3{x] 
other_contn{x] = (otherl[x] + other2{x]} li! stop 

x= (x + 1) 
end 

pwks gr_profit_uniforms,b14..d14,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_other_rev,b22..d22,\vppiwiis 
pwks t_gr_profit,b23..d23,\vpp\mis 
pwks t_oper,b62..d62,\vpp\wis 
pwks m1,663..d63,\vpp\wus 

pwks retire,b26..d26,\vpp\wiis 
pwks wages_gen,b32..d32,\vpp\wiis 
pwks sals,b31..d31,\vpp\wiis 
resel retre 
reset wages_gen 
reset sals 
reset fica_o 
reset fica_s 
reset gr_ins 
reset med_hosp 
piwks tele,b36..d36,\vpp\wiis 
pwks r_&_m,b37..d37,\vpp\wiis 
pwks travel,b44..d44,\vpp\wiis 
pwks other_contract,b38..d38,\vpp\wiis 
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reset tele 

reset r_&_m 
reset travel 

reset other_contract 
reset x] 

reset x2 
reset x3 

reset x4 

reset x5 

reset x6 

pwks repair,b50..d50,\vpp\wiis 
pwks other_sup,b47..d47,\vpp\wiis 
reset rl 
reset r2 
reset s] 
reset s2 
reset s3 
reset repair 
reset other_sup 
pwks elect,b54..d54,\vpp\wiis 
pwks w_&_s,b55..d55,\vpp\wiis 
pwks insure,b56,.d56,\vpp\wiis 
pwks agency,b57..d57,\vpp\miis 
pwks other_contn,b58..d58,\vpp\mis 
reset elect 
reset w_& § 
reset insure 
reset agency 
reset other_contin 
reset other! 
reset other2 

wks var,e]..e74,\vpp' playis ° 
pwks var,el..e74,\vpp\wis 
pwks var,aal..aa74,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,f1..f74,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,f1..174,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,gl..g74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,gl..g74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,hl..h74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,hl..h74,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,il..i74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,il..174,\vpp\wus 
reset var 
wks var,jl..j74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,j)..j74,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,k1..k74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,k!..k74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,11..174,\vpp‘playis 
pwks var,11..174,\vpp wis 
reset var 
wks var,ml..m74,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,m!..m74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,nl..n74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,nt..n74,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,ol..074,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,ol..o74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,p1..p74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,pl..p74,\vpp\wius 
reset var, 

Rule monthly_info_here_4 If count_it = 4 Then monthly_info_here = found 
pwks corps_rev_wiis,b12..e12,\vpp\wmiis 
pwks uniforms_wiis,b1!3..e13,\vpp\wiis 
pwks public_rev_wiis,b17..¢17,\vpp\wiis 
pwks s_f_s rev_wis,b18..e18,\vpp\wiis 
pwks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..e19,\vpp\wiis 
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pwks music_rev_wiis,b20..e20,\vpp\wiis 
pwks state_rev_wiis,b21..e21,\vpp\wits 
pwks personal_wiis,b34..e34,\vpp\wiis 
pwks contract_wiis,b45..e45,\ vpp\wiis 
pwks s_& m_wiis,b52..e52,\vpp wis 
pwks contin_wiis,b60..¢60,\vpp\wiis 
pwks equip_wiis,b61..e61, \vpp\wiis 
pwks corps_cost_wiis,b66..e66,\vpp\miis 
pwks public_cost_wiis,b68..¢68,\vpp\wiis 
pwks s_f s_cost_wiis,b69..e69,\vpp mis 
pwks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..¢70,\vpp\wiis 
pwks music_cost_wis,571..e71,\vpp\wiis 
pwks state_cost_wiis,b72..e72,\vpp\wiis 

x=] 
Zz = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
gr_profit_uniforms{x] = (corps_rev_wiis{x] - uniforms_wiis{x]) 
vol = (public _rev_wiis[x] + s_f_s_rev_wiis[x] + interdept_rev_wiis{xp 
t_other_rev[x] = (vbl + music_rev_wits{x] + state_rev_wis(x]) 
t_er_profit{x] = (gr_profit_uniforms[x| + t_other_rev{x) 
vbl = (personal_wiis{x} + contract_wis{x] + s_& m_wiis{x) 
tLoper{x} = (vbl + contin_wis{x] + equip_wis{x) 
mi[x} = (t_gr_profit(x] - t_oper{x]) 
x = (x + 1) 

end 

pwks gr_profit_uniforms,b14..e14,\vpp\miis 
pwks t_other_rev,b22..e22,\vpp\wis 
pwks t_gr_profit,b23..e23,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_oper,b62..e62,\vpp\wiis 
pwks n1,b63..e63,\vpp\wis 

wks var,f1..f74,\vpp' playis 
pwks var,f1..f74,\vpp\wis 
pwks var,aal..aa74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,gl..g74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,g!..g74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,hl..h74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,hl..h74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,il..i74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,il..i74,\vpp\wits 
reset var 
wks var,jl..j74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,jl..j74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,kl..k74,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,kl..k74,\vpp\wis 

reset var 
wks var,11..174,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,11..174,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,mi..m74,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,m!..m74,\vpp\mis: 
reset var 
wks var,ni..n74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,nt..n74, vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,ol..o74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,ol..o74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,pl..p74,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,p1..p74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,ql..q74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,ql..q74,\vpp\miis 
reset var; 

Rule monthly_info_here_5 Jf count_it = 5 Then monthly_info_here = found 
pwks corps_rev_wiis,b/ 2..f12,\vpp\wiis 
pwks uniforms_wiis,b!3..f13,\vpp\wiis 
pwks public_rev_wiis,b}7..f17,\vpp\wiis 
pwks s_f_s_rev_wiis,b18..f18,\vpp'\ wiis 
pwks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..f19,\vpp\wiis 
pwks music_rev_wiis,b20..f20,\vpp\miis 
pwks state_rev_wiis,b21..f21,\vpp\miis 
pwks personal_wiis,b34../34,\vpp\wis 
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pwks contract_wiis,b45..f45,\vpp\wiis 
pwks s_& _m_wiis,b52..f52,\vpp\wiis 
pwks contin_wiis,b60..{60,\vpp\wiis 
pwks equip_wiis,b61..{61,\vpp\wiis 
pwks corps_cost_wiis,b66..{66,\vpp\wiis 
pwks public_cost_wiis,b68..f68,\vpp\wus 
pwks s_f_s_cost_wiis,b69..f69, .vpp\wiis 
pwks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..170,\vpp\wiis 
pwks music_cost_wiis,b71..f71,\vpp\wiis 
pwks state_cost_wiis,b72..172,\vpp\wiis 

x= 1 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = {(z) then 
gr_profit_uniforms{x] = (corps_rev_wiis[x] -.uniforms_wiis{x]} 
vbl = (public_rev_wiis[x} + s_f_s_ rev_wiis{x] + interdept_rev_wiis{x) 
t_other_rev{x] = (vbl + music_rev_wiis(x] + state_rev_wiis(x)) 
t_gr_profit{x] = (gr_profit_uniforms{x] + t_other_rev{x]} 
vol = (personal_wis[x] + contract_wiis{x] + s_& m_wiis{x]) 
t_oper{x] = (vb! + contn_wis{x] + equip_wiis{x]) 

ru[x] = (t_gr_profit{x] - tloper{x]) 
x=(x + b 

end 

pwks gr_profit_uniforms,b14..f14,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_other_rev,b22..f22,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_gr_profit,b23..f23,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_oper,b62..{62,\vpp\wis 
pwks ni,b63..f63,\vpp\mis 

wks var,g!..¢74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,g!..g74,\vpp\wils 

pwks var,aal..aa74,\vpp\mis 

reset var 
wks var,hl..h74,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,hl..h74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var - 
wks var,i]..174,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,il..i74,\vpp\wius 
reset var 
wks var,jl..j74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,jl..j74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,k1..k74,\vpp‘playis 
pwks var,k1..474,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,|[..174,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,11..174,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,m1..m74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,m1|..m74,\vpp\wus 
reset var 
wks var,n1..n74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,nl..n74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,ol..074,\vpp'‘playis 
pwks var,o!..o74,\vpp\wis 

reset var 
wks var,p1..p74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,pl..p74,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,q!..q74,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,ql..q74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,rl..r74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,rl..r74,\wpp\mis 
reset var, 

Rule monthly_info_here_6 If count_it = 6 Then monthly_info_here = found 
pwks corps_rev_wits,b12..212,\vpp\wiis 
pwks uniforms_wiis,b13..g13,\vpp\wiis 
pwks public_rev_wiis,b!7..g17,\vpp\wis 
pwks s_f_s_rev_wiis,b18..218,\vpp\wiis 
pwks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..219,\vpp\wiis 
pwks music_rev_wiis,b20..g20,\vpp\mis 
pwks state_rev_wiis,b21..g21,\vpp\wis 
pwks personal_wiis,b34..¢34,\vpp\mis 
pwks contract_wiis,b45..g45,\vpp\wiis 
pwks s_& m_wiis,b52..252,\vpp\wiis 
pwks contn_wiis,b60..g60,\vpp\wiis 
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pwks equip _wiis,b6!..261,\vpp\wiis 
pwks corps_cost_wiis,b66..266, \vppiis 
pwks public_cost_wiis,b68..268,\vpp\wiis 
pwks s_f_s_cost_wis,b69..269,\vpp\wiis 
pwks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..g70, ,.vpp\wiis 
pwks music_cost_wiis,b71..g71,\vpp\wiis 
pwks state_cost_wiis,b72..272,\vpp'wiis 

x= 1 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
gr_profit_uniforms{x] = (corps_rev_wiis(x] - uniforms_wiis{x) 
vbl = (public_rev_wiis[x] + s_f s rev_wiis[x} + interdept_rev_wiis{xD 
t_other_rev{x} = (vbl + music_rev_wiis{x] + state_rev_wis[x]) 
t_er_profit{x} = (gr_profit_uniforms[x] + t_other_rev{x]) 
vol = (personal_wis{x] + contract_wis(x] + s_& m_wis{x] 
t_oper{x}] = (vol + contin_wis[x] + equip_wiis{x]) 

n(x] = (t_gr_profit{x] - t_oper{x) 
x = (x + 1) 

end 

Ho
u 

pwks gr_profit_uniforms,b14..214,\vpp\mis 
pwks t_other_rev,b22..g22,\vpp\wis 
pwks t_er_profit,o23..g23,\vpp mis 
pwks t_oper,b62..262,\vpp wus 
pwks m,b63..263, \vppiwis 

wks var,hl..h74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,hl..h74,\vpp\wis 
pwks var,aal..aa74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,il..i74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,il..i74,\vpp\wns 
reset var 
wks var,j1..j74,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,j]..74,\vpp wis 
reset var 
wks var,kl..k74,\vpp playis 
pwks var,k1..k74, \vpp wis 
reset var 
wks var,11..174,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,l1..174,\vpp\wis 

reset var 
wks var,m1..m74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,m1..m74,\vpp\wmiis 
reset var 
wks var,n!..n74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,n1..n74,\vpp\miis 

reset var 
wks var,o!..074,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,o!..074,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var, pl..p74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,pl..p74, \vppiwiis 
reset var 
wks var,ql..q74,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,ql..q74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,rl..r74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,rl..r74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,s!..s74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,sl..s74,\vpp\mis 
reset var; 

Rule monthly_info_here_7 If count_it = 7 Then monthly_info_here = found 
pwks corps_rev_wiis,b12..h12,\vpp\miis 
pwks unforms_wiis,b13..h13,\vpp\wiis 
pwks public_rev_wiis,b17..h17,\vpp\wiis 
pwks s_f_s_rev_wiis,b18..n18,\vpp\wiis 
pwks interdept_rev_wtis,b19..h19,\vpp\wiis 
pwks music_rev_wiis,b20..h20,\vpp\mis 
pwks state_rev_wi,b21..h2!,\vpp wis 
pwks personal_wiis,b34..h34, \vpp\wiis 
pwks contract_wiis,b45..h45, \vpp\mis 
pwks s_& _m_wiis,b52..h52,\vpp\wis 
pwks contn_wiis,b60..h60,\vpp\wiis 
pwks equip_wiis,b61..h6!,\vpp\wiis 
pwks corps_cost_wiis,b66..n66,\vpp\wiis 
pwks public_cost_wiis,b68..h68,\vpp\wis 
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pwks s_f_s_cost_wiis,b69..h69,\vpp\wiis 
pwks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..h70,\vpp\wiis 
pwks music_cost_wiis,b71)..h71,\vpp\wais 
pwks state_cost_wiis,672..h72,\vpp\mis 

x= 1 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
gr_profit_uniforms[x] = (corps_rev_wiis{x] - uniforms_wiis[x]} 
vbl = (public_rev_wiis{x] + s_f_s_rev_wiis{x] + interdept_rev_wiis{x) 
t_other_rev{x] = (vbl + music_rev_wiis[x] + state_rev_wiis{x]) 
t_er_profit{x] = (gr_profit_uniforms{x] + t_other_rev{[x]) 
vbl = (personal_wis{x} + contract_wiis{x] + s_&_m_wiis{x) 
t_oper{x] = (vbl + contin_wiis(x] + equip_wiis[x)) 

mi{x] = (t_gr_profidx] - t_oper{x} 
x = (x + 1) 

end 

pwks gr_profit_uniforms,b14..h14,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_other_rev,b22..h22,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_gr_profit,b23..h23, vpp\wis 
pwks t_oper,b62..h62,\vpp\wus 
pwks m,b63..n63,\vpp wis 

wks var,il..174,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,il..174,\vpp wis 
pwks var,aal..aa74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,jl..j74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,}1..j74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,k1..k74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,k1..&74,\vpp\wmis 
reset var 
wks var,11..174,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,l1..174,,\vpp\wmiis 
reset var 
wks var,ml..m74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,mt..m74,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,nl..n74,\vpp‘playis 
pwks var,nl..n74,\vpp\wis 

reset var 
wks var,ol..074,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,ol..o74, \vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,p!..p74,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,pl..p74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,ql..q74,\vpp' playis 
pwks var,ql..q74,\vpp\wus 
reset var 
wks var,rl..c74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,rl..r74, vpp\wmis 
reset var 
wks var,sl..s74,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,sl..s74,\vpp\wius 
reset var 
wks var,t!..t74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,tl..t74,\vpp\mis 
reset var; 

Rule monthly_info_here_8 If count_it = 8 Then monthly_info_here = found 
pwks corps_rev_wiis,b1 2..312,\vpp\wiis 
pwks uniforms_wiis,b13..113,\vpp\miis 
pwks public_rev_wiis,b1?..i17,,\vpp\wiis 
pwks s_fs_rev_was,b18..118,\vpp\wiis 
pwks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..119,\vpp\wiis 
pwks music_rev_wis,b20..120,\vpp mis 
pwks state_rev_wiis,b21..i21,\vpp\wiis 
pwks personal_wiis,b34,.134,\vppiwiis 
pwks contract_wiis,b45..i45,\vpp\mis 
pwks s_&_ m_wiis,b52..152,\vpp\wiis 
pwks contin_wiis,b60..160,'\vpp\mius 
pwks equip_wiis,b61..161,\vpp\wiis 
pwks corps_cost_wiis,b66..166,\vpp\ wiis 
pwks public_cost_wiis,b68..168,\vpp\wiis 
pwks s_f_s_cost_wiis,669..169,\vpp\mis 
pwks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..170,\vpp\ mis 
pwks music_cost_wiis,071..i71,\vpp\wis 
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pwks state_cost_wiis,b72..i172,\vpp\wiis 

1 
(count_it} 

whiletrue x < = (z) then 
gr_profit_uniforms[x] = (corps_rev_wiis{x] - uniforms_wiis{x) 
vb] = (public_rev_wiis{x] + s_fos rev_wiis{x] + interdept_rev_wiis[x]) 
t_other_rev{x] = (vbl + music_rev_wiis[x] + state_rev_wiis{x]) 
t_er_profit{x] = (gr_profit_uniforms(x] + t_other_rev{x) 
vbl = (personal_wiis(x] + contract_wiis[x] + s_& m_wiis{x) 
t_oper{x] = (vbl + contn_mis{x] + equip_wiis{x) 
ni(x] = (t_gr_profit{x] - t_oper{x) 
x=(x + 1) 

end 

xX 

Zz 

pwks gr_profit_uniforms,b14..i14,\vpp\wits 
pwks t_other_rev,b22..i22,\vpp'wiis 
pwks t_gr_profit,b23..123,\vpp\miis 
pwks t_oper,b62..162,\vpp\mis 
pwks ni,b63..i63,\vpp\wis 

wks var,jl..j74,\vpp' playis 
pwks var,j1..j74,\vpp wis 
pwks var,aal..aa74,\vpp wiis 
reset var 
wks var,kl..k74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,k1..474,\vpp\wmis 

reset var 
wks var,11..174,\vpp playis 
pwks var,l1..174,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,mi..m74,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,m1..m74,\vpp\mis 

reset var 
wks var,ni..n74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,n1..n74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,ol..o74,\vpp' playis 
pwks var,ol..074,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,p!l..p74,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,pl..p74,\vpp\wus 
reset var 
wks var,ql..q74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,ql..q74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,rl..r74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,ri..r74,\vpp\wiis 

reset var 
wks var,$]..s74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,sl..s74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,t]..t74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,t]..t74,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,ul..u74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,ul..u74,\vpp\mis 
reset var, 

Rule month)y_info_here_9 If count_it = 9 Then monthly_info_here = found 
pwks corps_rev_wns,bl 2..j12,\vpp wis 
pwks uniforms_wmis,b13..)13,\vpp\wus 
pwks public_rev_wiis,b!7..j17,\vpp\wmiis 
pwks s_f_s_rev_wiis,b18..j]8,\vpp'wiis 
pwks interdept_rev_wis,b1 9..319,\vpp\wiis 
pwks music_rev_wiis,b20..j20, \vpp\ wus 
pwks state_rev_wiis,b21..)2],\vpp wis 
pwks personal_wiis,b34..j34,\vpp\mis 
pwks contract_wiis,045..)45,\vpp\wils 
pwks s_& m_wis,b52..j52,\vpp\wus 
pwks contin_wiis,b60..)60,\vpp\wiis 
pwks equip_wiis,b61..j61,\vpp\wus 
pwks corps_cost_wiis,b66..j66,\vpp\wiis 
pwks public_cost_wiis,b68..j68,\vpp\wiis 
pwks s_f_s_cost_wiis,b69..j69,\vpp\wiis 
pwks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..j70,\vpp\wiis 
pwks music_cost_wits,671..j71,\vpp\wus 
pwks state_cost_wiis,b72..)72,\vpp\wiis 

x= 1 
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z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
gr_profit_uniforms[x] = (corps_rev_wiis[x] - uniforms_wiis{x)) 
vbl = (public_rev_wiis{x] + s_f_s_rev_wiis[x] + interdept_rev_wiis[x]) 
tlother_rev[x] = (vbl + music_rev_wiis{x] + state_rev_wiis[x]) 
t_er_profit{x] = (gr_profit_uniforms[x] + t_other_rev{x]) 
vbi = (personal_wiis[x] + contract_wiis{x] + s_& m_wiis(x]) 
t_oper{x] = (vbl + contin_wiis[x] + equip _wiis{x]) 

max] = (t_gr_profit{x] - t_oper|x]) 
x= (x + 1) 

end 

pwks gr_profit_uniforms,b14..j14,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_other_rev,b22..j22,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_gr_profit,b23..j23,\vpp'wiis 
pwks t_oper,b62..}62,\vpp\ wis 
pwks ni,b63..)63,\vpp\, wus 

wks var,k1..k74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,k1..k74,\vpp\wius 
pwks var,aal..aa74,\vpp‘wiis 
reset var 
wks var,11..174,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,11..174,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,ml..m74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,ml1..m74,\vpp\wtis 
reset var 
wks var,n]..n74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,nl..n74,\vpp wis 

reset var 
wks var,ol..074,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,ol..o74,\vpp\wius 
reset var 
wks var,p1l..p74,\vpp' playis 
pwks var,pl..p74,\vpp\mis 
reset var . 
wks var,q!..q74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,q!..q74, \vpp wus 
reset var 
wks var,rl..r74,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,ri..r74,\vpp wis 
reset var 
wks var,si..s74,\vpp' playis 
pwks var,s]..s74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,tl..t74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,tl..t74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,ul..u74,\vpp' playis 
pwks var,ul..u74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,vl..v74,.vpp'playis 
pwks var,vl..v74,\vpp wis 
reset var, 

Rule monthly_info_here_10 If count_it = 10 Then monthly_info_ here = found 
pwks corps_rev_wiis,012..k12,\vpp\wiis 
pwks uniforms_wiis,b13..413,\vpp\wiis 
pwks pubdlic_rev_wiis,b17..k17,\vpp wis 
pwks s_f s rev_wiis,b018..418,\vpp,was 
pwks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..k19,\vpp\wiis 
pwks music_rev_wiis,b20..k20,\vpp\ wis 
pwks state_rev_wiis,b2]..k21,\vpp: wiis 
pwks personal_wis,b34..434,\vpp wis 
pwks contract_wis,b45..k45,\vpp\mis 
pwks s_&_m_wiis,b52..k52,\vpp\mis 
pwks contin_wiis,b60..k60, \vpp\wiis 
pwks equip_wits,b61..k61,\vpp\wus 
pwks corps_cost_wiis,b66..k66, .vpp\wiis 
pwks public_cost_wits,b68..468,\vpp.mis 
pwks s_f s_cost_wiis,069..k69, \vppswiis 
pwks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..k70,\vpp\wis 
pwks music_cost_wiis,b71..k71,\vpp\wiis 
pwks state_cost_wiis,b72..k72,\vpp\wiis 

x=] 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
gr_profit_uniforms{x] = (corps_rev_wiis{x] - uniforms_wiis{x]) 
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vbil = (public_rev_wiis{x] + s_f_s rev_wiis[x] + interdept_rev_wiis{x] 
t_other_rev{x} = (vbl + music_rev_wiis(x] + state_rev_wiis[x]} 
t_gr_profit{x] = (gr_profit_uniforms[x] + t_other_rev{x]) 
vbl = (personal_wiis[x] + contract_wiis{x] + s_& m_wiis{x]) 
t_oper{x] = (vbl + contin_wiis{x] + equip_wiis{x) 
mi[x] = (t_ger_profit{x] - t_oper{x]) 
x = (x + 1) 

end 

pwks gr_profit_untforms,b14..k14,\vpp\mis 
pwks t_other_rev,b22..k22,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_gr_profit,b23..423,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_oper,b62..k62,\vpp\wiis 
pwks 11,663..k63,\vpp\mis 

wks var,]1..174,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,11..174,\vpp\wiis 
pwks var,aal..aa74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,ml..m74,\vpp‘playis 
pwks var,m1..m74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,n!..n74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,ni..n74,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,o!..074,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,ol..o74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,pl..p74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,p]..p74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,ql..q74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,ql..q74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,rl..r74,\vpp' playis 
pwks var,ri..r74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,s!..s74,\vpp playis 
pwks var,s!..s74, \vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,tl..t?4,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,tl..t74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,ul..u74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,ul..u74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,vl..v74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,vl..v74,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var, wl..w74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,wl..w74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var, 

Rule monthly_info_here_1| If count_it = 11 Then monthly_info_here = found 
pwks corps_rev_wiis,b12..112,\vpp\wns 
pwks uniforms_wiis,o13..113,\vpp\mis 
pwks public_rev_wis,617..117,\vppi\wis 
pwks s_f_s_rev_wiis,b18..118,\vpp\wiis 
pwks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..119,\vpp\wiis 
pwks music_rev_“1is,b20..120,\vpp\ wits 
pwks state_rev_wis,b21..121,\vpp, mis 
pwks personal_wis,b34..134, \vpp\mis 
pwks contract_wiis,b45..145,\vpp\mis 
pwks s_&_ m_wiis,b52..152,\vpp\wiis 
pwks contn_wiis,b60..160,\vpp\miis 
pwks equip_wiis,b61..161 ;vpp mis 
pwks corps_cost_wis,b66..166,\vpp\ wis 
pwks public_cost_wiis,b68..168, \vpp\wils 
pwks s_f_s_cost_wiis,b69..169,\vpp wiis 
pwks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..170,\vpp\wiis 
pwks music_cost_wis,b71..171,\vpp\wis 
pwks state_cost_wiis,b72..172,\vpp\mis 

x= 1 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z} then 

gr_profit_uniforms{x] = (corps_rev_wiis{x] - uniforms_wiis{x) 
vol = (public_rev_wiis{x] + s_fs rev_wiis{x] + interdept_rev_wiis{x) 
t_other_rev[x} = (vbl + music_rev_wiis[x] + state_rev_wiis{x] 
t_gr_profitx) = (gr_profit_uniforms{x] + t_other_rev{x]) 
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vbl = (personal_wiis(x] + contract_wiis[x] + s_& m_wiis{x]) 
t_oper{x}] = (vbl + contin_wiis(x] + equip_wiis[x] 
mix] = (t_gr_profit{x] - t_oper{x)) 
x =(x + 1) 

end 

pwks gr_profit_uniforms,b14..114,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_other_rev,b22..122,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_gr_profit,b23..123,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_oper,b62..162,\vpp\wiis 
pwks ni,663..163,\vpp\wis 

wks var,m1..m74,\vpp\playis 

pwks var,m1..m74,\vpp\wius 
pwks var,aal..aa74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,nl..n74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,n]..n74,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,ol..074,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,ol..074,\vpp\mis 

reset var 
wks var,p}..p74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,p!..p74,\vpp\wus 
reset var 
wks var,ql..q74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,ql..q74,\vppwiis 
reset var 
wks var,rl..r74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,rl..r74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,s}..574,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,sl..s74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,tl..t74,\vpp' playis 
pwks var,tl..t74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,ul..u74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,ul..u74,\vpp wis 
reset var 
wks var,vl..v74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,vl..v74,\vpp\wis 

reset var 
wks var,wl..w74,\vpp\playis 

pwks var,wl..w74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,x1..x74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,x}..x74,\vpp\wus 
reset var; 

Rule monthly_info_here_12 If count_it = 12 Then monthly_info_here = found 
pwks corps_rev_wiis,bI2..m1 2,\vpp\wiis 
pwks uniforms_wis,b13..m13,\vpp\wis 
pwks public_rev_wis,b17..m17,\vpp\wiis 
pwks s_f_s_rev_wis,b] 8..m18,\vpp' mis 
pwks interdept_rev_wits,b19..m19,\vpp.wiis 
pwks music_rev_wis,b20..m20,\vpp\wis 
pwks state_rev_wis,b21..m2],\vpp mis 
pwks personal_wiis,b34..m34,\vpp\wmis 
pwks contract_wits,b45,.m45, vpp\wis 
pwks s_& m_wiis,b52..m52, \vpp wis 
pwks contn_wis,b60..m60,\vpp wis 
pwks equip_wiis,b6!..m61,\vpp: wis 
pwks corps_cost_wiis,b66..m66,\vpp\wiis 
pwks public_cost_wiis,b68..m68,\vpp\mis 
pwks s_f s_cost_wiis,b69..m69, \vppiwiis 
pwks interdept_cost_wirs,b70..m 70, \vpp\wiis 
pwks music_cost_wiis,b71..m71,\vpp\wiis 
pwks state_cost_wiis,b72..m72,\vpp\wils 

x= ] 
z = (count_id 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
gr_profit_uniforms{x] = (corps_rev_wiis{x] - uniforms_wiis{x]} 
vol = (public_rev_wiis{x] + s_f_s rev_wiis{x] + interdept_rev_wiis{x]) 
t_other_rev[x] = (vbl + music_rev_wis(x] + state_rev_wiis{x] 
t_gr_profitx] = (gr_profit_uniforms{x] + t_other_rev{x]) 
vbl = (personal_wiis{x] + contract_wiis{x] + s_& m_wiis{x]) 
toper{x] = (vbl + contin mis{x] + equp_wis{xp 

rulx) = (t_gr_profiq{x] - t_oper{x) 
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x = (x + 1) 
end 

pwks gr_profit_uniforms,b!4,.m14,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_other_rev,b22..m22,\vpp\wits 
pwks t_gr_profit,b23..m23,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_oper,b62..m62,\vpp\wiis 
pwks m,063..m63,\vpp\wiis 

wks var,nI..n74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,ni..n74,\vpp\wiis 
pwks var,aal..aa74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,ol..o74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,ol..074,\vpp\miis 

reset var 
wks var,pl..p74,\vpp' playis 
pwks var,pl..p74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,ql..q74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,qi..q74,\vpp\ wis 
reset var 
wks var,rl..c74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,rl..74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,sl..s74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,sl..s74,\vpp wis 
reset var 
wks var,tl..t74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,tl..t74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,ul..u74,\vppiplayis . 
pwks var,ul..u74,\vpp\wiis 

reset var 
wks var,vl..v74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,vi..v74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,wl..w74,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,wl..w74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,x1..x74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,xl..x74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,yl..y74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,yl..y74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var; 

‘statements block 

plural: gr_profit_uniforms, t_other_rev, t_gr_profit, toper, ni; 

bkcolor = 1]; 
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execute; runtime; endoff; actions 

color = 15 

whileknown todo 
find todo 
find dummy 
reset todo 
reset dummy 
cls 

find todo end 

‘Rules Block 

Rule go_to_wibudget_kbs 

if todo = budget_analysis 

then dummy = found 

chain wibudget, 

Rule go_to_wratio6_kbs 

If todo = ratio_analysis 

then dummy = found 
chain wiratio6; 

Rule go_to_witrend_kbs 

If todo = trend_statements 

Then dummy = found 
chain witrend; 

Rule go_to_graph! _kbs 

If todo = graphics 

Then dummy = found 
beall kill wigr 
chain wigraph; 

Rule return_to_main_menu 

If todo = return_to_main_menu 

Then dummy = found 
chain npts, 

‘Statements Block 

ask todo: “What would you 
trend_statements,return_to_main_menu; 

bkcolor = |; 

B.41 WITS 

Answer /Q. when firushed”, choices todo:budget_analysts,ratio_analysis, 
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B.42 WIBUDGET 

endoff, execute; runtime; 

actions 

color = 15 todo = budget_analysis find beg_display find farse chain wits; 

‘Rules block 

Rule beginning display 

If todo = budget_analysis Then beg_display = found 
cls 
locate 1,29 
display "BUDGET ANALYSIS* 
locate 3,6 display “Budget analysis is used to determine whether or not the organiztion’s” display “revenues and expenses have heen 

within budget over tme. For the Tailor’ display “Shop, a budget is determined in advance for the year. A monthly renew’ display “of the 
budget versus actual data is conducted to determine whether or’ display “not the Tailor Shop 1s operating within its budget. An acceptance 
*" display “range, which is currendy + or - 20% of the expected amount for each’ display “revenue and expense category, 1s used to deter- 
mine whether or not each” display “item is within budget.” display ° 

Rule tell user_of_budget_limits If todo = budget_analysis Then find change_limits ! statement allows user to specify which limits to 
change 

find change_limits_costs ! statement allows user to specify limits 
farse = ok 
mulitary_I!_b = 20 
mulitary_ul_b = 20 
public_Il_b = 20 
public_ul_b = 20 
s_fs l!_b = 20 
s_fs_ul_b = 2 
interdept_Il_b = 20 
interdept_ul_b = 20 
music_ll_b = 20 
music_ul_b = 20 
state_ll_b = 20 
state_ul_b = 20 
fringes_ll_b = 20 
salanes_li_b = 20 2 
wages ll_b = 20 
total_personal_li_b = 
tele_ll_b = 20 
R_and_M_ll_b = 20 
travel _ll_b = 20 
other_contract_ll ? 2 20 
total_contract_ll_b = 20 
repair_ll_b = “20 
other_s_and m_ll_b = 20 
total_s_and_m_ll_b = 20 
equip_li_b = 20 
unuforms_ll_b = 
elect__b = 20 
w and_s_ll_b = 20 
insure_lt_b = 20 
agency_li_b = 20 

_b 
b 

8 

3 

total Ronan i 

salaries_ul_b 

travel_ul_b = 20 
other_ “contract, ul_b = 20 
total_contract ub = 
repair_ul_b = 20 
other_s_ and m_ul_b = 20 
total_s_and_m_w_b = 20 
equip_ul_b = 20 
uniforms_ul_b = 20 
elect_ul_b = 20 
w_and_s_ul_b = 20 
insure_ul_b = 20 
agency_ul_b = 20 
other_contin_ul_b = 20 
total_contin_ul_b = 20 
find change_values ! leads to a series of rules to change or Jeave limits on revenues 
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find change_values_costs ! leads to rules as above, but for costs 
find explain_rev_budget 
find rev_budget ! leads to a series of rules which get budget and if there 

+18 a difference, accounts for it through prompts 
reset rev_budget 
find kill_time_display 
find expectations ! find expected values for all revenue categories 
find cost_expectations ! fill in later 
cls 
display “The calculations are now complete. Press any key to examine’ 
display “the revenue part of the analysis. —° 
find mil_rev_to_display ! leads to rules which determine whether or 
find public_rev_to_display ! not each revenue category is within its 
find s_f_s_rev_to_display ! limuts, and then informs the user 
find interdept_rev_to_display 
find music_rev_to_display 
find state_rev_to_display 
find within_rev_to_display 
cis 
display “The revenue section of budgeting anlaysis is now finished. Press any“ 
display “key to examine the expense section. ~” savefacts tdata 
find personal_to_display 
find contract_to_display 
find contn_to_display 
find s_and_m_to_display 
find uniforms_to_display 
find equip_to_display savefacts tdata; 

Rule display_explanation_and_jull_ume If todo = budget_analysis Then lall_ume_display = found 
cls 
locate 1,4 display “The following analysis will determine whether or not each revenue and” display “expense category is over budget, 

under budget, or within budget (1.¢., over,” display “under, or within the previously prescribed ranges). In this analysis, if display “an item 
is over or under budget, this will be indicated along with the ° display “percentage by which it 15 over or under budget. The actual and 
budget" display “values will not be displayed. Given the annual budget, one must break the’ display “budget down into |2 monthly inter- 
vals. This is done by using the previous” display “year’s actual figures to determine how much of the current year’s budget’ display “should 
have been used thus far in any given month. For categones which” display “prowde a fairly steady flow of income or expense (e.g. sala- 
nes), any” display “exception ts important. For other categories however, the flow of funds” display “may be discontinuous. For example, 
most of the revenue from the corps is” display “booked to the Tailor Shop tate in the year, while revenue from the music” display “depart- 
ment is typically paid twice, once tn the fall and once in the’ display “spnng. Repairs and maintenance will be erratic. For categories such 
* display ‘as these, an early or late payment will appear as an exception.” locate [8,4 display “At this time, calculauon of all expected 
values 1s in progress. Please” display “be pahent as this takes ime. You will be instructed when to contnue.%; 

Rule display_to_explain_rev_budget If todo = budget_analysis Then explain_rev_budget = found 
cls 
locate 3,6 display “The annual! budget for the Tailor Shop is determined for revenue in” display “total, and by category for expenses (eg. 

personal, continuous, etc.).” display “In order to determine whether or not revenue is within budget, the” display “budget is first dimded 
into market segments. Thus, any increase or” display “decrease in the expected revenues must be allocated to one or more of display “these 
revenue segments. If such an increase or decrease does occur,” display “you will be asked to determine which segments are responsible for” 

* 
display “the change.” display °° display © °%} 

Rute current_fringes_It_!b If act_fringes_this_yr < (lb_fringes) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then personal_to_display = found 
under_lb_personal = frnge_benefits 
find salanes_to_display 
find wages_to_display 
find personal _total_to_display 
find actual_display_personal; 

Rule current_fringes_gt_ub If act_fringes_this_yr > (ub_fringes) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then personal_to_display = found 
over_ub_personal = frnge_benefits 
find salanes_to_display 
find wages_to_display 
find personal_total_to_display 
find actual_display_personal,; 

Rule current_fringes_w_in_bounds If act_fringes_this_yr > = (1b_fringes) and 
act_fnnges_this_yr < = (ub_fmnges) Then personal_to_display ~ found 
w_in_personal = fringe_benefits 
find salaries_to_display 
find wages_to_display 
find personal_total_to_display 
find actual_display_personal; 

Rule current_salaries_lt_lb If act_salaries_this_yr < (Ib_salaries) Then salaries_to_display = found 
under_lb_personal = salanes; 

Rule current_salaries_gt_ub If act_salaries_this_yr > (ub_salaries) Then salaries_to_display = found 
over_ub_personal = salaries; 
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Rule current_salaries_w_in_bounds If act_salaries_this_yr > = (lb_salaries) and 
act_salaries_this_yr < = (ub_salanes) Then salanes_to_display = found 
w_in_personal = salaries; 

Rule current_wages_It_Ib If act_wages_this_yr < (lb_wages) Then wages_to_display = found 
under_Ib_personal = wages; 

Rule current_wages_gt_ub If act_wages_this_yr > (ub_wages} Then wages _to_display = found 
over_ub_personal = wages; 

Rule current_wages_w_in_bounds If act_wages_this_yr > = (lb_wages) and 
act_wages_this_yr < = (ub_wages) Then wages_to_display = found 
W_in_personal = wages; 

Rule total_personal_it_lb If act_total_personal_this_yr < (Ib_total_personal) Then personal_total_to_display = found 
total_personal = under, 

Rule total_personal_gt_ub If act_total_personal_this_yr > (ub_total_personal) Then personal_total_to_dispilay = found 
total_personal = over, 

Rule total_personal_w_in_bounds If act_total_personal_this_yr > = (lb_total_personal) and 
act_total_personal_this_yr < = (ub_total_personal) Then personal_total_to_display = found 
total_personal = within; 

Rule display_total_personal_under If total_personal = under and 
under_ib_personal < > unknown Then actual_display_personal = found 
color = 14 
display °° 
display “Total Personal expenses are under budget. This is due to the fact’ display “that the following individual expense item(s) is (are) 

under budget” display “{under_Ib_personal) —° 
color = 15 
reset act_total_personal_this yr!!! 
reset ub_total_personal mM 
Teset Ib_total_personal m 
reset act_fringes_this_yr nm 
reset Ib_fringes i 
reset ub_{nnges mm 
reset under_lb_personal mM 
reset over_ub_personal HH 
reset act_salanes_this_ yr Mt 
reset ub_salaries nt 
reset lb_salanes m 
reset act_wages_this_yr it 
reset Ib_wages  !!! 
reset ub_wages, m 

Rute display_total_personal_over If total_persona] = over and 
over_ub_personal < > unknown Then actual_display_personal = found 
color = 12 
display °° 
display “Total Personal expenses are over budget. This is due to the fact” display “that the following individual expense item(s) is (are) 

over budget” display “{over_ub_personal} —” 
color = 15 
reset act_total_personal_this_yr !!! 
reset ub_total_personal He 
reset Ib_total_personal mn 
reset act_fnnges_ths_yr mt 
reset lb_fringes in 
reset ub_fnnges ey 
reset under_lb_personal mM 
reset over_ub_personal i 
reset act_salanes_this_yr Mm 
reset ub_salaries in 
reset Ib_salanes i" 
reset act_wages_this_yr i 
reset ib_wages !!! 
reset ub_wages; ml 

Rule display_total_personal_within If total_personal = within and 
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under_lb_personal = unknown and 
over_ub_personal = unknown Then actual_display_personal = found 
color = 10 
display °° 
display “Personal expenses are all within budget. —” 
color = 15 
reset act_total_personal_this_yr '!! 
reset ub_total_personal He 
reset [b_total_personal i 
reset act_fringes_this_yr it 
reset lb_fringes ae 
reset ub_fringes 
reset under_lb_personal wm 
reset over_ub_personal Be 
reset act_salanes_this_yr mt 
reset ub_salanies mM 
reset Ib_ salaries Mm 
reset act_wages_this_yr m 
reset Ib_wages !!! 
reset ub_wages; m 

Rule display_personal_within_w_outlers If total_personal = within and 
under_Ib_personal < > unknown and 
over_ub_personal < > unknown Then actual _display_personal = found 
color = 12 
display * 
display “Total personal expenses are within budget. However, the following are’ display “under budget,” display "{under_Ib_personal}” 

display “and the following are over budget,” display “{over_ub_personal} — 
color = 15 
reset act_total_personal_this_yr !!! 
reset ub_total_personal i 
reset Ib_total_personal i! 
reset act_fringes_this_yr " 
reset Ib_fninges mm 
reset ub_fringes i 
reset under_lb_personal m 
reset over_ub_personal nt 
reset act_salaries_this_yr i 
reset ub_salaries ut 
reset !b_salaries sf 
reset act_wages this_yr in 
reset lb_wages  !!! 
reset ub_wages; m! 

Rule display_personal_within_high_ouuiers If total_personal = within and 
under_lb_personal = unknown and 
over_ib_personal < > unknown Then actual_display_personal = found 
color = 12 

on 
display 
display “Total personal expenses are within budget. However, the following’ display “individual expense item(s) are over budget” 

display “{over_ub_personal} —° 
color = 15 
reset act_total_personal_this_yr !2! 
reset ub_ “total _personal m 
reset Ib_total_personal Mm 

reset act_fringes_this yr ut 
reset Ib_ fringes m 
reset ub_fnnges Be 
reset under_lb_personal it 
reset over_ub_personal in 
reset act_salanes_this_yr iM 
reset ub_salanes in 
reset lb_salaries ay 
reset act_wages this_yr m 
reset lb_wages !!! 
reset ub_wages; m 

Rule display_personal_within_w_low_outliers If total_personal = within and 
under_lb_personal < > unknown and 
over_ub_personal = unknown Then actual_display_personal = found 
color = 14 
display 
display “Total personal expenses are within budget. However, the following” display “individual expense item(s) are under budget” 

display “{under_lb_personal} —° 
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color = 15 
reset act_total_personal_this_yr !!! 
reset ub_total_personal i! 
reset lb_total_ personal mM 
reset act_fringes_this_yr Ww 
reset lb_ fringes ut 
reset ub_fringes nt 
reset under_Ib_personal ut 
reset over_ub_personal i 
reset act_salaries_this_yr nt 
reset ub_salaries i! 
reset Ib_salaries Mt 
reset act_wages_this_yr i 
reset lb_wages !!! 
reset ub_wages; i 

Rule current_tele_It_lb If act_tele_this_yr < (Ib_tele) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then contract_to_display = found 
under_!Ib_contract = telecommunications 
find R_and_M_to_display 
find travel_to_display 
find other_contract_to_display 
find contract_total_to_display 
find actual_display_contract, 

Rule current_teles_gt_ub If act_tele_this yr > (ub_tele) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then contract_to_ display = found 
over_ub_contract = telecommunications 
find R_and_M_to_display 
find trave]_to_display 
find other_contract_to_display 
find contract_total_to_display 
find actual_display_contract; 

Rule current_tele_w_in_bounds If act_tele_this_yr > = (Ib_tele) and 
act_tele_this_yr < = (ub_tele) Then contract_to_disptay = found 
w_in_contract = telecommunications 
find R_and_M_to_display 
find travel_to_display 
find other_contract_to_display 
find contract_total_to_display 
find actual_display_contract; 

Rule current_R_and_M_lIt_lb If act_R_and_M_this_yr < (Ib_R_and_M) Then R_and_M_to_display = found 
under_lb_contract = repair_and_maintenance; 

Rule current_R_and_M_gt_ub If act_R_and_M_this_yr > (ub_R_and_M) Then R_and_M_to_display = found 
over_ub_contract = repair_and_maintenance; 

Rule current_R_and_M_w_in_bounds If act_R_and_M_this_yr > = (lb_R_and_M) and 
act_R_and_M_ths_yr < = (ub_R_and_M) Then R_and_M_to_display = found 
w_in_contract = repair_and_maintenance; 

Rule current_travel_It_Ib If act_travel_this_yr < (lb_travel) Then travel_to_ display = found 
under_lb_contract = travel; 

Rule current_travel_gt_ ub If act_travel_this_yr > (ub_travel} Then travel_to_display = found 
over_ub_contract = travel; 

Rule current_travel_w_in_bounds If act_travel_this_yr > = (1b_travel) and 
act_travel_this_yr < = (ub_travel) Then travel_to_display = found 
w_in_contract = travel; 

Rule current_other_contract_it_lb If act_contract_other_this_yr < (Ib_other_contract) Then other_contract_to_display = found 
under_lb_contract = other_contractual; 

Rule current_other_contract_gt_ub If act_contract_other_this_yr > (ub_other_contract) Then other_contract_to_display = found 
over_ub_contract = other_contractual; 

Rule other_contract_w_in_bounds If act_contract_other_this_yr > = (1b_other_contract) and 
act_contract_other_this_yr < = (ub_other_contract) Then other_contract_to_display = found 
w_in_contract = other_contractual; 

Rule total_contract_It_ib If act_total_contract_this_yr < (Ib_total_contract) Then contract_total_to display = found 
total_contract = under; 
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Rule total_contract_gt_ub If act_total_contract_this_yr > (ub_total_contract) Then contract_total_to_display = found 
total_contract = over, 

Rule total_contract_w_in_bounds If act_total_contract_this_yr > = (1b_total_contract) and 
act_total_contract_this_yr < = (ub_total_contract) Then contract_total_to_display = found 
total_contract = within; 

Rule display_total_contract_under If total_contract = under and 
under_lb_contract < > unknown Then actual_display_contract = found 
color = 14 
display °° 
display “Total contractual expenses are under budget. This is due to the fact” display “that the following individual expense item(s) is 

(are) under budget.” display "{under_lb_contract} -° 
color = 15; 

Rule display_total_contract_over If total_contract = over and 
over_ub_contract < > unknown Then actual_display_contract = found 
color = 12 
display * ’ 
display "Total contractual expenses are over budget. This is due to the fact’ display “that the following individual expense item(s) is 

(are) over budget:” display “{over_ub_contract} —° 
color = 15; 

Rule display _total_contract_within If total_contract = within and 
under_lb_contract = unknown and 
over_ub_contract = unknown Then actual_display_contract = found 
color = 10 
display °° 
display “Contractual expenses are all within budget. ~° 
color = 15; 

Rule display_contract_within_w_outiers If total_contract = within and 
under_Ib_ contract < > unknown and 
over_ub_contract < > unknown Then actual_display_contract = found 
color = 14 
display * ’ 
display “Total contractual expenses are within budget. However, the following are” display “under budget,” display 

“(under _[b_contract) display “and the following are over budget,” display “{over_ub_contract} —” 
color = 15; sO , 

Rule display_contract_within_high_ouuiers If total_contract = within and 
under_|b_contract = unknown and 
over_ub_contract < > unknown Then actual_display_contract = found 
color = 12 
display ° ” 
display “Total contractual expenses are within budget. However, the following” display “individual expense itern(s) are over budget’ 

display “{over_ub_contract} -° 
color = 15; 

Rule display_contract_within_w_low_outliers If total_contraet = within and 
under_tb_contract < > unknown and 
over_ub_contract = unknown Then actual_display_contract = found 
color = 14 
display °° 
display “Total contractual expenses are within budget. However, the following” display “individual expense item(s) are under budget” 

display “{under_]b_contract)} ~’ 
color = 15, 

Rule current_elect_It_lb If act_elect_this_yr < (Ib_elect) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then conun_to_display = found 
under_Jb_contn = electricity 
find w_and_s_to_display 
find insure_to_dispiay 
find agency_to_display 
find contn_other_to_display 
find contin_total_to_display 
find actual_display_contn; 

Rule current_elect_gt_ub If act_elect_this_yr > (ub_elect) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then contn_to_display = found 
over_ub_contract = electncity 
find w_and_s_to_display 
find insure_to_display 
find agency_to_display 
find contin_other_to_display 
find contin_total_to_display 
find actual_display_contn; 
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Rule current_elect_w_in_bounds If act_elect_this_yr > = (lb_elect) and 
act_elect_this_yr < = (ub_elect) Then contin_to_display = found 
W_in_contn = electricity 
find w_and_s_to_display 
find insure_to_display 
find agency_to_display 
find other_conun_to_display 
find contn_total_to_display 
find actual_display_contn; 

Rule current_w_and_s_lt_lb If act_w_and_s this yr < (lb_w_and_s) Then w_and_s to display = found 
under_lb_contun = water_and_sewer, 

Rule current_w_and_s_gt_ub If act_w_and_s this yr > (ub_w_and_s) Then w_and_s to_display = found 
over_ub_contin = water_and_sewer, 

Rule current_w_and_s_w_in_bounds If act_w_and_s_this_yr > = (]b_w_and_s) and 
act_w_and_s this yr < = (ub_w_and_s) Then w_and_s to_display = found 
w_in_contn = water_and_sewer, 

Rule current_insure_It_!b If act_insure_this_yr < (Ib_insure) Then insure_to_display = found 
under_lb_contin = insurance; 

Rule current_insure_gt_ub If act_insure_this_yr > (ub_insure) Then insure_to_display = found 
over_ub_contin = insurance; 

Rule current_insure_w_in_bounds If act_insure_this_yr > = (Ib_insure) and 
act_insure_this_yr < = (ub_insure) Then insure_to_display = found 
w_in_contn = travel; 

Rule current_agency_It_ib If act_agency_this_yr < (Ib_agency) Then agency_to_display = found 
under_lb_contn = agency_charges; 

Rule current_agency_gt_ub If act_agency_this_yr > (ub_agency) Then agency_to_display = found 
over_ub contin = agency_charges; 

Rule agency_w_in_bounds If act_agency_this_yr > = (Ib_agency) and 
act_agency_this yr < = (ub_agency) Then agency_to_ display = found 
w_in_contn = agency; 

Rule current_other_contin_It_lb If act_comp_perp_this_yr < (ib_other_contin) Then other_contin_to_display = found 
under_lb contin = other_conunuous_charges, 

Rule current_other_contin_gt_ub If act_comp_perp_this_yr > (ub_other_contin) Then other_contin_to_display = found 
over_ub_contin = computer_penpheral; 

Rule other_contin_w_in_bounds If act_comp_perp_this_yr > = (]b_other_contin) and 
act_comp_perp_this_yr < = (ub_other_contin) Then other_contin_to_display = found 
w_in_contn = other, 

Rule total_contin_It_lb If act_total_contin_this_yr < (ib_total_contin) Then contin_total_to_display = found 
total_contn = under; 

Rule total_contin_gt_ub If act_total_contin_this_yr > (ub_total_contin) Then conun_total_to_display = found 
total_contn = over; 

Rule total_contin_w_in_bounds If act_total_contin_this_yr > = (Ib_total_contin) and 
act_total_contn_this_yr < = (ub_total_contn) Then contn_total_to_display = found 
total_contn = within; 

Rule display_total_contin_under If total_contin = under and 
under_lb_conan < > unknown Then actual_disptay_contn = found 
color = 14 
display °° 
display “Total continuous expenses are under budget. This is due to the fact” display “that the following individual expense item(s) is 

(are) under budget” display “{under_lb_contin} -° 
color = 15; 

Rule display_total_contin_over If total_contin = over and 
over_ub_contin < > unknown Then actual _display_contn = found 
color = 12 
display * ° 
display “Total continuous expenses are over budget. This is due to the fact” display “that the following individual expense item(s) is 

(are) over budget’ display “(over_ub_contin) —° 
color = 15; 

Rule display_total_contin_within If total_contin = within and 
under_lb contin = unknown and 
over_ub_contin = unknown Then actual_display_contin = found 
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color = 10 
display “Continuous expenses are all within budget. —” 
color = 15; 

Rule display_contin_within_w_outliers If total_contin = within and 
under_Ib_contin < > unknown and 
over_ub_contin < > unknown Then actual_display_contin = found 
color = 12 
display °° 
display “Total continuous expenses are within budget. However, the following are” display “under budget,” display "(under_Ib_contin}” 

display “and the following are over budget,” display “{over_ub_contin) —° 
color = 15; 

Rule display_contin_within_high_outliers If total_contin = within and 
under_lb_contin = unknown and 
over_ub_contn < > unknown Then actual_display_contin = found 
color = 12 
display °” 
display “Total continuous expenses are within budget. However, the following” display “individual expense item(s) are over budget 

display ‘Cover ub_contn) -" 
color = 15; 

Rule display_contin_within_w_low_outlers If total_contn = within and 
under_Ib_contin < > unknown and 
over_ub_contin = unknown Then actual_display_ contin = found 
color = 14 
display °° 
display “Total continuous expenses are within budget. However, the following’ display “individual expense item(s) are under budget” 

display “{under_]b_contin} >” 
color = 15; 

Rule current_repair_It_lb If act_repair_this yr < (lb_repair) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then s_and_m_to_display = found 
under_Ib_s_and_m = repairs 
find other_s_and_m_to_display 
find s_and_m_total_to_display 
find actual_display_s_and_m; 

Rule current_repair_gt_ub If act_repair_this_yr > (ub_repair) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then s_and_m_to_display = found 
over_ub_s_and_m = repairs 
find other_s_and_m_to_display 
find s_and_m_total_to_display 
find actual_display_s_and_m,; 

Rule current_repair_w_in_bounds If act_repair_this_yr > = (ib_repair) and 
act_repair_this_yr < = (ub_repair) Then s_and_m_to_ display = found 
w_in_s_and_m = repairs 
find other_s_and_m_to_display - 
find s_and_m_total_to_display 
find actual_display_s_and_m; 

Rule current_other_s_and_m_lt_ib If act_s_and_m_other_wus_yr < (Ib_other_s_and_m) Then other_s_and_m_to_display = found 
under_lb_s_and_m = other_supplies_&_matenals; 

Rule current_other_s_and_M_gt_ub If act_s_and_m_other_this_yr > (ub_other_s_and_m) Then other_s_and_m_to_display = found 
over_ub_s_and_m = other_supplies_& matenals, 

Rule current_other_s_and_m_w_in_bounds If act_s_and_m_other_this_yr > = (tb_other_s_and_m) and 
act_s_and_m_other_this_yr < = (ub_other_s_and_m) Then other_s_and_m_to_display = found 
w_in_s_and_m = other_supplies_& materials, 

Rule total_s_and_m_lt_lb If act_total_s_and_m_this_yr < {lb_total_s_and_m) Then s_and_m_total_to_display = found 
total_s and _ m = under, 

Rule total_s_and_m_gt_ub If act_total_s and m_ this yr > (ub_total_s and_m) Then s_and_m_total_to_display = found 
total_s and_m = over; 

Rule total_s_and_m_ win _bounds Hf act_total_s_an this yr > = (Ib_total_s and_m) and 
act_total_s_and_ m_ this_yr < = (ub_total_s and _| aT hen s_and_m_total_to_ display = found 
total_s_and_m = within; 

Rule display_total_s_and_m_under If total_s and_m = under and 
under_lb_s_and_m < > unknown Then actual_display_s_ and_m = found 
color = 14 
display ° 
display “Total supplies & materials are under budget. This is due to the fact” display “that the following individual expense item(s) is 

(are) under budget” display “{under_lb_s_and_m)}—" 
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color = 15; 

Rule display_total_s_and_m_over If total_s_ and_m = over and 
over_ub_s_and m < > unknown Then actual_display_s_ and_m = found 
color = 12 
display ° * 
display “Total supplies and materials are over budget. This is due to the fact” display “that the following individual expense item(s) is 

(are) over budget” display “{over_ub_s_and_m}—° 
color = 15; 

Rule display_total_s_and_m_within If total_s_and_m = within and 
under_Ib_s_and_m = unknown and 
over_ub_s_and_m = unknown Then actual_display_s_and_m = found 
color = 10 
display * ” 
display “Supplies & materials are all within budget. ~° 
color = 15; 

Rule display_s_and_m_within_w_outtiers If total_s and_m = within and 
under_lb_s_and_m < > unknown and 
over_ub_s_and_m < > unknown Then actual_display_s_and_m = found 
color = 12 

: display °° . 
display “Total supplies and materials are within budget. However, the following are” display “under budget,” display 

“{under_!b_s_and_m’ display “and the following are over budget,” display “{over_ub_s_and_m) —" 
color = 15; 

Rule display_s_and_m_within_high_outliers If total_s_and_m = within and 
under_lb_s_and_m = unknown and 
over_ub_s_and_m < > unknown Then actual_display_s_and_m = found 
color = 12. 
display °° 
display “Total supplies & materials are within budget. However, the following” display “individual expense item(s) are over budget” 

display “{over_ub_s_and_m)} —° 
color = 15; 

Rule display_s_and_m_within_w_low_ouviers If total_s_ and_m = within and 
under_Ib_s_and_m < > unknown and 
over_ub_s_and_m = unknown Then actual_display_s_and_m = found 
color = 14 
display °° 
display “Total supplies & materials are within budget. However, the following’ display “individual expense item(s) are under budget” 

display “{under_lb_contn} -” 
color = 15; 

Rule current_uniforms_It_lb If act_uniforms_this_yr < (Ib_uniforms) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then uniforms_to_display = found 
under_uniforms = yes 
color = 14 
percent = (((exp_uniforms - act_uniforms_this_yr)/exp_uniforms} * 100) 
format percent, 6.2 
display °° 
display “Expenses for uniforms so far this year are under budget by (percent) %. —* 
color = 15; 

Rule current_uniforms_gt_ub If act_uniforms_this_yr > (ub_uniforms) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then uniforms_to_display = found 
over_uniforms = yes 
color = 12 
percent = (((act_uniforms_this_yr - exp_uniforms) / exp_uniforms) * 100) 
display °° 
format percent, 6.2 
display “Expenses for uniforms are over budget this year by (percent} %. —° 
color = 15; 

Rule current_uruforms_w_in_bounds If act_uniforms_this_yr > = (1b_uniforms) and 
act_uniforms_this_yr < = (ub_uniforms) Then uniforms_to_display = found 
w_in_uniforms = yes 
cotor = 10 
display °° 
display “Expenses for uniforms are within the budgeted amount. -~° 
color = 15; 

Rule current_equip_It_budget If act_equip_this_yr < (lb_equip) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then equip_to_display = found 
under_equip = yes 
color = 14 

percent = (((exp_equip - act_equip_this_yr)/exp_equip) * 100) 
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left = (bud_equip_this_yr - act_equip_this_yr) 
format percent, 6.2 
display ° * , 
display “Expenses for equipment so far this year are under budget by {percent}%." display “In fact, there is ${left) left in the budget 

for equipment. —’ 
color = 15; 

Rule current_equip_gt_ub If act_equips_this_yr > (ub_equip) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then equip_to display = found 
over_equip = yes 
color = !2 
percent = ((fact_equip_this_yr - exp_equip) / exp_equip) * 100) 
actual = (act_equip_this_yr - exp_equip) 
format percent, 6.2 
display °° 
display "Expenses for equipment are over budget this year by {percent} %, i.e., $(actual}.-” 
color = 15, 

Rule current_equip_w_in_bounds If act_equip_this_yr > = (lb_equip) and 
act_equip_this_yr < = (ub_equip) Then equip_to display = found 
w_in_equip = yes 
color = 10 
display ° * 
display “Expenses for equipment is within the budgeted amount. —” 
color = 15; 

Rule budget_limits_ok If change_limits = no Then military_I] = (military_II_b) 
» mulitary_ul = (mulitary_ul_b) 
public_ll = (public_H_b) 
public_ul = (public_ul_b) 
s_f_s ll = (s_f_s It_b) 
s fs_ul = (s_f_s_ul_b) 
interdept_ll = (interdept_Il_b) 
interdept_ul = (interdept_ul_b)} 
music_ll = (music_Il_b) 
music_ul = (music_ul_b) 
state_Il = (state_lI_b) 
state_ul = (state_ul_b) 
change_values = found; 

Rule budget_limits_not_ok If change_limits = yes Then find which_rev_limits 
find mal_limits 
find public_limits 
find s_f_s_lmuts 
find interdept_limits 
find music_hmuts 
find state_limuts 
change_values = found; 

Rule budget_cost_limits_ok If change_limits_costs = no Then fringes_l] = (fringes_ll_b) 
salanes_ll = (salanes_I!_b) 
wages_ll = (wages_ll_b) 
total_personal_ll = (total_personal_ll_b) 
tele_IL = (tele_II_b) 
R_and_M_!} = (R_and_M_il_b) 
travel_ll = (travel_!l_b) 
other_contract_ll = (other_contract_!l_b) 
total_contract_l] = (total_contract_ll_b) 
repair_l] = (repatr_}i_b) 
other_s_and_m_l! = (other_s_and_m_ll_b) 
total_s_and_m_il = (total_s_and_m_l!_b) 
equip_ll = (cequip_ll_b) 
uniforms_ll = (uniforms_ll_b) 
elect_ll = (elect_l_b) 
w_and_s ll = (w_and_s_ll_b) 
insure_ll = (insure_ll_b) 
agency_|} = (agency_ll_b) 
other_contn_ll = (other_contin_ll_b) 
total_contn_ll = (total_contn_Il_b) 
fringes_ul = (fringes_ul_b) 
salanes_ul = (salanes_ul_b) 

wages_ul = (wages_ul_b) 
total_personal_ul = (total_personal_ul_b) 
tele_ul = (tele_ul_b) 
R_and_M_ul = (R_and_M_ul_b) 
travel_ul = (travel_ul_b) 
other_contract_ul = (other_contract_ul_b) 
total_contract_ul = (total_contract_ul_b) 
repair_ul = (repair_ul_») 
other_s_and m_ul = (other_s_and_m_ul_b) 
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total_s_and_m_ul = (total_s_and_m_ul_b) 
equip_ul = (equip_ul_b) 
uniforms_ul = (uniforms_ul_b) 
elect_ul = (elect_ul_b) 
w_and_s_ul = (w_and_s_ul_b) 
insure_ul = (insure_ul_b) 
agency_ul = (agency_ul_b) 
other_contin_ul = (other_contin_ul_b) 
total_contin_ul = (total_contin_ul_b) 
change_values_costs = found; 

Rule budget_cost_limits_not_ok If change_limits_costs = yes Then find which_cost_limits 
find equip_limits 
find uniforms_limits 
find personal_limits 
find contract_limits 
find s_and_m_limuts 
find contin_limuts 
change_values_costs = found; 

Rule go_get_rev_budget_data If todo = budget_analysis Then !wks budget_rev, 63..c3, \ypp\wibud 
rev_budget = found 
wks budget_rev_now,b3,\vpp\ wibud 
wks budget_rev_past,c3,\vpp\wibud ! = budget_rev_now = (budget_rev{l]}! budget_rev_past = (budget_rev(2) 
diff = (budget_rev_now - budget_rev_past) 
find rev_diff, 

Rule rev_budget_same If diff = 0 Then mil_exp_inc = 0 
public_exp_inc = 0 
s_f_s_exp_inc = 0 
interdept_exp_inc = 0 
music_exp_inc = 0 
state_exp_inc = 0 
rev_diff = found; 

Rule rev_budget_higher If diff > 0 Then display “The amount budgeted for revenue this year has increased from the ° 
display “previous year by $({diff}. Which market segments are responsible for ° 
display “contnbuting more this year to total revenue? Please make certain that your’ 
find resp_rev_mkt_segments ! statement - determines which segments 

: are expected to contnbute more this year 
rev_diff = found ° 
find mil_higher? ! leads to a series of rules which calculate 

! changes in expectations 
find check_math; 

Rule rev_budget_lower If diff < 0 Then diff = (Qabs(diff)) 
display “The amount budgeted for revenue this year has decreased from the ° 
display “previous year by ${diff}. Which market segments are responsible for’ 
display “contributing less this year to total revenue? Please make certain that your” 
find resp_rev_mkt_segments_] ! statement - determines which segments 

! are expected to contnbute less this year 
diff = (0 - diff} 
rev_diff = found 
find mil_lower? ! leads to a series of rules which calculate 

! changes in expectations 
find check_math; 

Rule military_exp_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments = military Then find mil_exp_inc_h 
mul_exp_inc = (muil_exp_inc_h) 
mul_higher? = found ‘ 
find public_higher? 

Rule military_exp_not_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments < > mulitary Then mil_exp_inc = 0 
mul_higher? = found 
find public_higher?, 

Rule military_exp_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_| = military Then find mil_exp_inc_l 
mil_exp_inc = (0 - mil_exp_inc_}} 
mil_lower? = found 
find public_lower?, 

Rute military_exp_not_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_| < > military Then mil_exp_inc = 0 
mil_lower? = found 
find public_lower? 

Rule public_exp_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments = public Then find public_exp_inc_h 
public_exp_ine = (public_exp_inc_h) 
public_higher? = found 
find s_f_s_higher?; 
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Rule public_exp_not_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments < > public Then public_exp_inc = 0 
public_higher? = found 
find s_f_s_higher?, 

Rule public_exp_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_! = public Then find public_exp_inc_] 
public_exp_ine = (0 - public_exp_inc_]) 
public_lower? = found 
find s_f_s_lower?, 

Rule public_exp_not_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_] < > lower Then public_exp_inc = 0 
public_lower? = found 
find s_f_s lower® 

Rule s fs exp_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments = stu_fac_staff Then find s_f_s_exp_inc_h 
s_f_s_exp_inc = (s_f_s_exp_inc_h) 
s_f_s higher? = found 
find interdept_higher?, 

Rule s_f_s_exp_not_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments < > stu_fac_stalf Then s_f_s_exp_inc = 0 
s_f_s_higher? = found 
find interdept_higher?; 

Rule s_f_s_exp_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_] = stu_fac_staff Then find s_f s exp_inc_] 
s_f_s_exp_inc = (0-s_f s_exp_inc_l) 
s_f_s_ lower? = found 
find interdept_lower?, 

Rule s_f_s_exp_not_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_| < > stu_fac_staff Then s_f_s_exp_inc = 0 
s_f_s_lower? = found 
find interdept_lower?, 

Rule interdept_exp_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments = interdepartmental Then find interdept_exp_inc_h 
interdept_exp_inc = (interdept_exp_inc_h) 
interdept_higher? = found 
find music_higher? 

Rule interdept_exp_not_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments < > interdepartmental Then interdept_exp_inc = 0 
interdept_higher? = found 
find music_higher> 

Rule interdept_exp_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_! = interdepartmental Then find interdept_exp_inc_| 
interdept_exp_inc = (0 - interdept_exp_inc_l) 
interdept_lower? = found 
find music_lower?, 

Rule interdept_exp_not_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_| < > interdepartmental Then interdept_exp_inc = 0 
interdept_lower? = found 
find munc_lower? 

Rule music_exp_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments = music_dept Then find music_exp_inc_h 
music_exp_inc = (music_exp_inc_h) 
music_higher? = found 
find state_hugher? 

Rule music_exp_not_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments < > music_dept Then music_exp_inc = 0 
music_higher? = found 
find state_higher?, 

Rule music_exp_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_! = music_dept Then find music_exp_inc_l 
music_exp_inc = (0 - music_exp_inc_l) 
music_lower? = found 
find state_lower?, 

Rule music_exp_not_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_l < > music_dept Then music_exp_inc = 0 
music_lower? = found 
find state_lower?; 

Rule state_exp_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments = state_related Then find state_exp_inc_h 
State_exp_inc = (state_exp_inc_h) 
n = (mil_exp_inc + public_exp_inc + s_f_s_ exp_ine + interdept_exp_inc + music_exp_inc + state_exp_inc) 

itl = (@abs(dift}) 
Sstate_higher? = found; 

Rule state_exp_not_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments < > state_related Then state_exp_inc = 0 
n = (mil_exp_inc + public_exp_ine + s_f_s_exp_ine + interdept_exp_inc + music_exp_inc + state_exp_inc) 
diffl = (@abs(dif}) 
State_higher? = found; 

Rule state_exp_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_] = state_related Then find state_exp_inc_] 
state_exp_inc = (0 - state_exp_inc_]) 
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state_lower? = found 
m = (mil_exp_inc + public_exp_inc + s_f_s_exp_ine + interdept_exp_inc + music_exp_inc + state_exp_inc) 

n = (@abs(m)) 
diffl = (@abs(diff); 

Rule state_exp_not_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_| < > state_related Then state_exp_inc = 0 
state_lower? = found 
m = (mil_exp_inc + public_exp_inc + s_f_s_exp_ine + interdept_exp_inc + music_exp_inc + state_exp_inc) 

n = (@abs(m)) 
diffl = (@abs(diff), 

Rule math_is_ok If diff! = (n) Then check_math = done; 

Rule math_not_ok If diffl < > (n)} Then display “The increments you have given do not add up to the total increment in the” 
display “budget. Therefore, let’s start this part over.” 
display “Press any key to continue. ~° 
display ”* 
display °° 
reset rev_budget 
reset rev_diff 
reset mil_higher? 
reset public_higher? 
reset s_f s_higher? 
reset interdept_higher? 
reset music_higher? 
reset state_higher? 
reset mil_lower? 
reset public_lower? 
reset s_f_s lower? 
reset interdept_lower? 
reset music_lower? 
reset state_lower? 
reset mil_exp_inc_h 
reset public_exp_inc_h 
reset s fs exp_inc_h 
reset interdept_exp_inc_h 
reset music_exp_inc_h 
reset state_exp_inc_h 
reset mil_exp_inc_l 
reset public_exp_inc_]! 
reset s_f_s_exp_inc_l 
reset interdept_exp_inc_] 
reset music_exp_inc_} 
reset state_exp_inc_] 
reset mil_exp_inc 
reset public_exp_inc 
reset s_ f_s_exp_inc 
reset interdept_exp_inc 
reset music_exp_inc 
reset state_exp_inc 
reset resp_rev_mkt_segments 
reset resp_rev-mkt_segments_l 
reset farse 
reset display_clause 

reset change_limuts 
reset change_values 
check_math = done 
reset check_math 
find rev_diff 

Rule find_mulitary_limits If which_rev_limits = military Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for 
mulitary revenue?” 

find military_ll 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for military revenue?” 
find military_ul 

mil_ limits = found; 

Rule dont_find_military_limits If which_rev_limits < > military Then mil_limits = found 
military_ll = (mulitary_ll_b) 
military_u] = (mulitary_ul_b); 

Rule find_public_limits If which_rev_limits = public Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for revenue 
from the public? Please do not use decimals.” 

find public_ll 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for revenue from the public? Please do not use decimals.” 
find public_ul 
public_limits = found; 

Rule dont_find_public_limits If which_rev_limits < > public Then public_limits = found 
public_il = (public_!l_b) 
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public_ul = (public_ul_b); 

Rule find_s_f_s limits If which_rev_limits = s_f_s Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for revenue 
from students, faculty, and staff? Please do not use decimals.” 

finds fs fl 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for revenue from students, faculty, and staff? Please do not use 

decimals.” 
find s_f_s_ul 
s_f_s_ limits = found; 

Rule dont_find_s_ fs limits If which_rev_limits < > s_f_s Then s_f_s limits = found 
s_f_s il = (s_f_s_ll_b) 
s_f_s_ul = (s_f_s_ul_b); 

Rule find_interdept_limits If which_rev_limits = interdepartmental Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit 
be for interdepartmental revenue? Please do not use decimals.” 

find interdept_ll 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for interdepartmental revenue? Please do not use decimals.” 
find interdept_ul 
interdept_limuts = found; 

Rule dont_find_interdept_limits If which_rev_limits < > interdepartmental Then interdept_ Iimits = found 
interdept_ ll = (interdept_l_b) 
interdept_ul = (interdept_ul_b); 

Rule find_music_limits If which_rev_limits = music_dept Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for 
music department revenue? Please do not use decimals.* 

find music_Il 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for music department revenue? Please do not use decimals.” 
find music_ul 
music_limits = found; 

Rule dont_find_music_limits If which_rev_limits < > music_dept Then music_limits = found 
music_]] = (music_ll_») 
music_ul = (music_ul_b); 

Rule find_state_limits If which_rev_limits = state_related Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for state 
related revenue? Please do not use decimals.” 

find state_Il 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for state related revenue? Please do not use decimals.” 
find state_ul 
state_limits = found; 

Rule dont_find_state_limits If which_rev_limits < > state_related Then state_limits = found 
state_ll = (state_}l_b) 
State_ul = (state_ul_b); 

Rule find_equip_limits If which_cost_limits = equipment Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for 
equipment purchases? Please do not use decimals.” 

find equip_Il 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for equipment purchases? Please do not use decimals.” 
find equip_ul 
equip_limits = found; 

Rule dont_find_equip_limits If which_cost_limits < > equipment Then equip_limits = found 
equip_ll = (equp_il_b) 

equip_ul = (equip_ul_b); 

Rule find_uniform_limits If which_cost_limits = uniforms Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for 
uniform purchases? Please do not use decimals.” 

find uniforms_ll 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limut be for uniform purchases? Please do not use decimals.” 
find uniforms_ul 
uniforms_limuts = found; 

Rule dont_find_uniform_limits If which_cost_limits < > uniforms Then uniforms_limits = found 
uniforms_Il = (unsforms_ll >) 
uniforms _ ul = (uniforms_ul _b); 

Rule find_personal_limits If which_cost_limits = personal Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for 
personal expenses? Please do not use decimals.” 

find total_personal_!! 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for personal expenses? Please do not use decimals.” 
find total_personal_ul 
personal _limits = found 
find firush_personal_limits; 

Rule dont_find_personal_limuts If which_cost_limits < > personal Then personal_limits = found 
total _personal_ Il = (total_personal_ il _b) 
total_personal_ul = (total_personal_ul_b) 
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fringes_ll = (fringes _Il_b) 
fringes_ul = (fringes_ul_b) 
salaries_l] = (salartes_ll_b) 
salaries_ul = (salaries_ul_b) 
wages_ll = (wages_ll_b) 
wages_ul = (wages_ul_b); 

Rule make_all_personal_limits_same ! simplifying assumption If todo = budget_analysis ! within any category, the upper 
! and lower limits considered to Then fringes_l] = (total_personal_Il) ! be acceptable are the same. 

fringes_ul = (total_personal_ul) ! It was felt that placing one 
salaries_ll = (total_personal_!]) ! set of limits on salanes and 
salaries_ul = (total_personal_ul) ! another on wages, for example, 
wages 1] = (total _personal_l]) ! would be highly unlikely 
wages_ul = (total_personal_ul)} 
finish_personal_limuts = done; 

Rule find_contract_limits If which_cost_limits = contractual Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for 
contractual expenses? Please do not use decimals.” 

find total_contract_ll 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for contractual expenses? Please do not use decimals.” 
find total_contract_ul 
contract_limuts = found 
find finish_contract_limuts; 

Rule dont_find_contract_limits If which_cost_limits < > contractual Then contract_limits = found 
total_contract_!] = (total_contract_ll_b) 
total_contract_ul = (total_contract_ul_b) 
tele I] = (tele_II_b) , 
tele_ul = (tele_ul_b) 
R_and_M_]! = (R_and_M_]l_b) 
R_and_M_ul = (R_and_M_ul_b) 
travel_il = (travel_ll_b) 
travel_ul = (travel_ul_b) 
other_contract_il = (other_contract_Il_b) 
other_contract_ul = (other_contract_ul_b); 

Rule make_all_contract_limits_same If todo = budget_analysis Then tele_ll = (total_contract_l]) 
tele_ul = (total_contract_ul) 
R_and_M_ll = (total_contract_ll) 
R_and_M_ul = (total_contract_ul) 
travel_ll = (total_contract_}l) 
travel_ul = (total_contract_ul) 
other_contract_!] = (total_contract_Il) 
other_contract_ul = (total_contract_ul) 
finssh_contract_limits = done; 

Rule find_s_and_m_limits If which_cost_limits = S_and_M Then display "What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for 
supplies & materials? Please do not use decimals.’ 

find total_s_and_m_ll 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for supplies & materials? Please do not use decimals.° 
find tota]_s_and_m_ul 
s_and_m_limits = found 
find finish_s_and_m_limuts; 

Rute dont_find_s_and_m_limuts If which_cost_limits < > S_and_M Then s_and_m_limits = found 
total_s_and_m_ll = (total_s_and_m_ll_b) 
total_s_and_m_ul = (total_s_and_m_ul_») 
repair_ll = (repair_ll_b) 
repair_ul = (repair_ul_b) 
other_s_and m_l] = (other_s_and_m_l!_b) 
other_s_ and_m_ul = (other_s_and_m_ul_b); 

Rule make_all_s_and_m_limits_same if todo = budget_analysis Then repair_l] = (total_s_and_m_ll) 
repair_ul = (total_s_and_m_ul) 
other_s_and m_ll = (total_s_and_m_ll) 
other_s_and_m_ul = (total_s_and_m_ul) 
finish_s_and_m_limits = done; 

Rule find_contin_limits If which_cost_limits = continuous Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for 
continuous expenses? Please do not use decimals.” 

find total_contn_ll 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for continuous expenses? Please do not use decimals.” 
find total_contin_ul 
contin_limits = found 
find finish_contin_limits; 

Rule dont_find_contin_limits If which_cost_limits < > continuous Then contin_limits = found 
total _contin_!l = (total_contin_Il_b) 
total_contin_ul = (total_contun_ul_b) 
elect_Il = (elect_lIl_b) 
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elect_ul = (elect_ul_b) 
w_and_s_ ll = (w_and_s Il_b) 
w_and_s_ul = (w_and_s_ul_b) 
insure_ll = (insure_II_b) 
insure_ul = (insure_ul_b) 
agency_ll = (agency_ll_b) 
other_contn_l! = (other_contin_Il_b) 
other_contin_wl = (other_contn_ul_b) 
agency_ul = (agency_ul_}); 

Rule make_all_contin_limits_same If todo = budget_analysis Then elect_l] = (total_contin_}!) 
elect_ul = (total_contin_ul) 
w_and_s ll = (total_contin_ll) 
w_and_s ul = (total_contn_ul) 
insure_il = (total_contin_I!) 
insure ul = (total_contn_ul) 
agency_]] = (total_contn_Il) 
other_contn_!] = (total_contun_}l) 
agency_ul = (total_contn_ul) 
other_contn_ul = (total_conun_ul)” 
firush_contin_limits = done; 

Rule calc_expects_&_bounds_revs If todo = budget_analysis Then exp_inc{]] = (public_exp_inc) 
exp_inc(2] = (s_f_s_exp_inc) 
exp_inc(3] = (interdept_exp_inc) 
exp_inc{4] = (music_exp_inc) 
exp_inc{5] = (state_exp_inc) 
I{!] = (pubtie_N) 
ul{?] = (public_ul) 
IN2) = (s_f_s_t) 
ul[2] = (s_f_s_ul) 
N[3) = (interdept_l) 
ul[3}] = (interdept_ul) 
Uf4) = (music_ll) 
ul[4} = (music_ul) 
I[5] = (state_Il) 
ul{5] = (state_ul) 
wks mil_rev_this_yr, b12,\vpp\wiis 
wks muil_rev_last_yr, n12,\vpp\wiis ! wks other_rev_this_yr, b17..b21,\vpp iis 
wks xI,n17,\vpp\wis 
wks x2,n18,\vpp\wis 
wks x3,n19,\vpp\wiis 
wks x4,n20,\vpp\mis 
wks x5,n21,\vpp\mis 
mil_rev_exp = (mil_rev_last_yr +((mil_rev_last_yr/budget_rev_past)*mil_exp_inc)) 
Ib_mul = (mil_rev_exp ° (I - (mulitary_ll/100))) 
ub_mul = (mul_rev_exp * (1 + (mulitary_ul/100})) 
x= | 
whiletrue x < 6 then 
ex{]] = (xl + ((xl/oudget_rev_past)*exp_inc{1])) 
ex{2] = (x2 + ((x2 budget_rev_past)*exp_ine{1])) 
ex{3] = (x3 + ((x3/Dudget_rev_past)°exp_inc{1!]) 
ex(4] = (x4 + ((x4,dudget_rev_past)*exp_inc{1)) 
ex{5] = (x5 + ((x5,/dudget_rev_past)*exp_inc{1]) 

Ib[x} = (ex{x] * (1 - (Ii[x} / 100))) 
ub(x] = (ex{x] * (1 + (ul[x} / 100))) 
x = (x+1) 

end 
expectations = found; 

Rule calc_expects_and_bounds_costs If todo = budget_analysis Then wks bud_equip_this_yr, 05,\vpp\wmibud 
wks bud_equip_last_yr, ¢5,\vpp\wibud ! = wks bud_personal_this_yr, 67..b10,\vpp ,wibud 
wks bpty!,b7,\vpp\wibud 
wks bpty2,b8,\vpp\wibud 
wks bpty3,b9, \vpp\wibud 
wks bpty4,b10,\vpp\wibud 

! wks bud_personal_last_yr, ¢7..c10,\vpp\wibud 
bud_fnnges_this_yr = (bptyl) 
bud_salanes_this yr = (bpty2) 
bud_wages_this yr = (bpty3) 
bud_total_personal_this_yr = (opty4) 

wks bud_fringes_last_yr,c7,\vpp\wibud IUNEW 
wks bud_safaries_last_yr,c8,\vpp\wiabud NEW 
wks bud_wages_last_yr,c9,\vpp\wibud UNEW 
wks bud_total_personal_last_yr,clO,\vpp\wibud = "NEW 
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wks bud_contract_this_yr, b!2..016,\vpp\wibud 

wks bety!,b!2,\vpp\wibud 
wks bcty2,b13,\vpp\wibud 
wks bcty3,b14, vpp\wibud 
wks bety4,b15,\vpp\wibud 
wks bety5,b16,\vpp\wibud 

bud_tele_this_yr = (bctyl) 
bud_R_and_M_this_yr = (bcty2) 
bud_travel_this_yr = (bcty3) 
bud_contract_other_this_yr = (bcty4) 
bud_total_contract_this_yr = (bcty5) 

wks bud_contract_last_yr, c]2..cl6,\vpp\wibud 

wks bud_tele_last_yr,cl2,\vpp\wibud 
wks bud_R_and_M_last_yr,c!3,\vpp\wibud 
wks bud_travel_last_yr,cl4,\vpp\wibud 
wks bud_contract_other_last_yr,cl 5,\vpp\wibud 
wks bud_total_contract_last_y7,c16,\vpp\wibud 

wks bud_s_and_m_this_yr, b!8..520,\vpp\wibud ! = wks bud_s_and_m_last_yr, ¢18..c20,\vpp\wibud 
wks bsmty!,518,\vpp \wibud 
wks bsmty2,619,\vpp\wibud 
wks bsmty3,b20,\vpp\wibud 

bud_repair_this_yr = (bsmtyl) 
bud_s_and_m_other_this_yr = (bsmty2) 
bud_total_s_and_m_this_yr = (bsmty3) 
wks bud_repair_last_yr,c18,\vpp\wibud 
wks bud_s_and_m_other_last_yr,cl9,\vpp\wibud 
wks bud_total_s_and_m_last_yr,c20,\vpp\mibud |! wks bud_contin_this_yr, 622..027,\vpp\wibud 

wks ben!,622,\vpp\wibud 
wks ben2,b23,\vpp.wibud 
wks bcn3,b24,\vpp \wibud 
wks bcn4,b25,\vpp\wibud 
wks ben5,b26,\vpp\ wibud 
wks bcn6,b27,\vpp\wibud 

bud_elect_this_yr = (bcn1) 
bud_w_and_s this_yr = (ben2) 
bud_agency_this_yr = (ben3) 
bud_insure_Uus_yr = (ben4) 
bud_contn_other_this_yr = (ben5)} 
bud_total_conun_tus_yr = (ben6) 

wks bud_contin_last_yr, ¢22..¢27,\vpp\wibud 

wks bud_elect_last_yr,c22,\vpp\wibud 
wks bud_w_and_s_last_yr,c23,\vpp\wibud 
wks bud_agency_last_yr,c24,\vpp .wibud 
wks bud_insure_last_yr,¢c25,\vpp ,wibud 
wks bud_contn_other_last_yr,c26, \vpp\wibud 
wks bud_total_contin_last_yr,c27, .vpp\wibud 
wks bud_uniforms_this_yr, 629,\vpp: wibud 
wks bud_uniforms_last_yr, ¢29,\vpp\mibud ! wks act_personal this yr, b26..b34,\vpp\mis ! 

n26..n34,\vpp\mis 

wks apty1,b26,\vpp\wiis 
wks apty2,b27,\vpp\wiis 
wks apty3,b28,\vpp\mis 
wks apty4,b29, \vpp\mis 
wks apty5,b30,\vpp' wus 
wks apty6,b31,\vpp\wiis 
wks apty7,b32,\vpp\mis 
wks apty8,b33,\vppiwiis 
wks apty9,b34,\vpp\mis 
wks aplyl,n26,\vpp\wis 
wks aply2,n27,\vppwiis 
wks aply3,n28,\vpp' wis 
wks aply4,n29,\vpp\wis 
wks aply5,n30,\vpp\wiis 
wks aply6,n31,\vpp\mis 
wks aply7,n32,\vpp\wiis 
wks aply8,n33,\vpp\wis 

wks act_personal_last_yr, 
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wks aply9,n34,\vpp\wiis 

act_fringes_this_yr_a = (aptyl + apty2 + apty3) 
act_frnges_this_yr_b = (apty4 + apty5) 
act_fringes_this_yr = (act_fringes_this_yr_a + act_fringes_this_yr_b) 
act_salaries_this_yr = (apty6) 
act_wages_this yr = (apty7 + apty8) 
act_total_personal_this_yr = (apty9) 
act_fringes_last_yr_a = (aplyl + aply2 + aply3) 
act_fringes_last_yr_b = (aply4 + aply5) 
act_fringes_last_yr = (act_fringes_last_yr_a + act_fringes_last_yr_b) 
act_salanes_last_yr = (aply6) 
act_wages last_yr = (aply? + aply8) 
act_total_personal_last_yr = (aply9)! wks act_contract_this_yr, 636..045,\vpp\wiis ! wks act_contract_last_yr, n36..n45,\vpp\wiis 

wks acty],b36,\vpp\wiis 
wks acty2,b37,\vpp wiis 
wks acty3,b38,\vpp\wiis 
wks acty4,b39,\vpp' wiis 
wks acty5,b40,\vpp\wiis 
wks acty6,b41,\vpp' wis 
wks acty7,b42,\vpp\wis 
wks acty8,b43,\vpp\wiis 
wks acty9,b44,\ vpp\wiis 
wks acty10,b45, \wpp\wiis 
wks aclyl,n36,\vpp wis 
wks acly2,n37,\vppiwiis 
wks acly3,n38,\vpp\wiis 
wks acly4,n39,\vpp\wiis 
wks acly5,n40,\vpp.wis 
wks acly6,n41,\vpp\wiis 
wks acly?7,n42,\vpp wiis 
wks acly8,n43,\vpp' wiis 
wks acly9,n44,\vpp\wits 
wks acly!0,n45, \vpp\wiis 

act_tele_this_yr = (acty}) 
act_R_and_M_this_yr = (acty2) 
act_travel_this_yr = (acty9) 
act_contract_other_this_yr_a = (acty3 + acty4 + acty5) 
act_contract_other_this_yr_b = (acty6 + acty7 + acty8) 
act_contract_other_this_yr = (act_contract_other_this_yr_a + act_contract_other_this_yr_b) 
act_total_contract_this_yr = (acty10) 
act_tele_last_yr = (aclyl) 
act_R_and_ M_last_yr = (acly2) 
act_travel_last_yr = (acly9) 
act_contract_other_last_yr_a = (acly3 + acly4 + acly5) 
act_contract_other_last_yr_b = (acly6 + acly7? + acly8) 
act_contract_other_last_yr = (act_contract_other_last_yr_a + act_contract_other_last_yr_b) 
act_total_contract_last_yr = (acly!0)! = wks act_s_and_m_this_yr, b47..052,\vpp\wis! = wks act_s_and_m_last_yr, n47..n52,\vpp\wiis 

wks asmty!,b47,\vpp\wis 
wks asmty2,b48,\vpp\wis 
wks asmty3,b49,\vpp\mis 
wks asmty4,b50,\vpp wis 
wks asmty5,b51,\vpp\wiis 
wks asmty6,652,\vpp\wis 
wks asmlyl,n47,\vpp\wiis 
wks asmly2,n48,\vpp\wiis 
wks asmly3,n49,\vpp\ wis 
wks asmly4,n50, \vpp\wiis 
wks asmly5,n51,\vpp\wus 
wks asmly6,n52,\vpp\mis 

act_repair_this_yr = (asmty4 + asmty5) 
act_s_and_m_other_this_yr = (asmtyl + asmty2 + asmty3) 
act_total_s_and_m_this yr = (asmty6$) 
act_repair_last_yr = (asmly4 + asmly5) 
act_s_and_m_other_last_yr = (asmlyl + asmly2 + asmly3) 
act_total_s_and_m_last_yr = (asmly6)! = wks act_conun_this_yr, b54..b60,\vpp\wiis | wks act_contin_last_yr, n54..n60,\vpp\miis 

wks acontint!,b54,\vpp\wiis 
wks acontint2,b55,\vpp'wiis 
wks acontint3,b56,\vpp\miis 
wks acontint4,b57,\vpp\wiis 
wks aconunt5,b58,\vpp\wiis 
wks acontint6,b59,\vpp\wiis 
wks acontnt7,b60,\vpp\wiis 
wks acontinil,n54,\vpp\wis 
wks acontinl2,n55,\vpp\wiis 
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wks acontinl3,n56,\vpp\wiis 
wks acontini4,n57,\vpp\wits 
wks acontini5,n58,\vpp wiis 
wks acontnl6,n59,\vpp' wiis 
wks aconunl7,n60,\vpp\wiis 

act_elect_this_yr = (acontint]) 
act_w_and_s_this_yr = (acontntz) 
act_insure_this_yr = (aconunt3 + acontint6) 
act_agency_this_yr = (acontnt4) 
act_comp_perp_this_yr = (acontint5) 
act_total_contin_this_yr = (acontnt7) 
act_elect_last_yr = (acontin!1) 
act_w_and_s_last_yr = (aconunl2) 
act_insure_last_yr = (acontinJ3 + acontnl6) 
act_agency_last_yr = (acontini4) 
act_comp_perp_last_yr = (acontinl5) 
act_total_contin_last_yr = (acontnl7) 
wks act_equip_this_yr, b61,\vpp\wais 
wks act_equip_last_yr, n6],.vppi\wis 
wks act_uniforms_this_yr, 6! 3,\vpp wis 
wks act_uniforms_last_yr, n13,\vpp\wis 
exp_equip = ((act_equip_last_yr / bud_equip_last_yr) ° bud_equip_this_yr) 
exp_fnnges = {(act_fringes_last_yr / bud_fringes_last_yr) * bud_fnnges_this_yr) 
exp_salanes = ((act_salaries_last_yr / bud_salanes_last_yr) ° bud_salanes_this_yr) 
exp_wages = (({act_wages_last_yr / bud_wages_last_yr) ® bud_wages_this_yr) 
exp_total_personal = ((act_total_personal_last_yr / bud_total_personal_last_yr) * bud_total_personal_this_yr) 
exp_tele = ((act_tele_last_yr / bud_tele_last_yr) ° bud_tele_this_yr) 
exp_R_and_M = ((act_R_and_M_last_yr / bud_R_and_M{_last_yr) * bud_R_and_M_this_yr) 
exp_travel = ((act_travel_last_yr / bud_travel_last_yr) * bud_travel_this_yr) 
exp_contract_other = ((act_contract_other_last_yr / bud_contract_other_last_yr) * bud_contract_other_this_yr) 
exp_total_contract = ((act_total_contract_last_yr / bud_total_contract_last_yr) * bud_total_contract_this_ yr) 
exp_repair = ((act_repair_last_yr / bud_repair_last_yr) * bud_repair_this_yr) 
exp_s_and_m_other = ((act_s_and_m_other_last_yr / bud_s_and_m_other_last_yr) * bud_s_and_m_other_this_yr) 
exp_total s_and_m = ({act_total_s_and_m_last_yr / bud_total_s_and_m_last_yr) * bud_total_s_and_m_ths_yr) 
exp_elect = ((act_elect_last_yr / bud_elect_last_yr) © bud_clect_this_yr) 
exp_w_and_s = ((act_w_and_s_last_yr / bud_w_and_s _last_yr) ° bud_w_and_‘%_this_yr) 
exp_agency = ((act_agency_last_yr / bud_agency_last_yr) * bud_agency_ths_yr) 
exp_other_contn = ((act_comp_perp_last_yr / bud_contn_.other_last_yr) ° bud_contin_other_this_yr) 
exp_insure = ((act_insure_last_yr / bud_insure_last_yr) * bud_insure_this_yr) 
exp_total_contin = ((act_total_contin_last_yr / bud_total_contn_last_yr) * bud_total_contin_this_yr) 
exp_uniforms = ((act_uniforms_last_yr / bud_unforms_last_yr) ° bud_uniforms_this_yr) 
lb_fringes = (exp_fringes * (1 - (fringes_l1/100))) 
ub_fringes = (exp_fnnges * (1 + (fringes_ul/100))) 
Ib_salanes = (exp_salanes * (} - (salanes_11,100))) 
ub_salanes = (exp_salaries * (I + (salames_ul/100})) 
Ib_wages = (exp_wages * (I - (wages_Il/100))) 
ub_wages =~ (exp_wages ° (1 + (wages_ul/100))) 
Ib_total_personal = (exp_total_ personal * (1 - (total_personal_11/!00))) 
ub_total_personal = (exp_total_personal ° (1 + (total_personal_ul/100))) 
Ib_tcle = (exp_tele * (1 - (tele_I1/100))) 
ub_tele = {exp_tele ° (1 + (tele_ul, 100))) 
Ib_R_and_M = (exp_R_and_M ° (1 - (R_and_M_11/100})) 
ub_R_and_M = (exp_R_and_M ° (1 + (R_and_M_ul/i00))) 
Ib_travel = (exp_travel ° (1 - (travel_il/100))) 
ub_travel = (exp_travel © (1 + (travel_ul 100)}) 
Ib_other_contract = {exp_contract_other ° (I - (other_contract_IJ/100))) 
ub_other_contract = (exp_contract_other * (1 + (other_contract_u!/100))) 
Ib_total_contract = {exp_total_contract * (1 - (total_contract_ll,100))) 
ub_total_contract = (exp_total_contract ° (1 + (total_contract_ul/100)}) 
Ib_repair = (exp_repair ° () - {repasr_11100))) 
ub_repair = (exp_repair ° (1 + (repair_ul/100))) 
Ib_other_s_ and_m = (exp_s_and_m_other ° (1 - (other_s_and_m_11/100))) 
ub_other_s_and_m = (exp_s_and_m_other °* {1 + (other_s 
lb_total_s_and_m = (exp_total_s_and_m * (I - (total_s_and_m_ 
ub_total_s and_m = (exp_total_s and_m * (1 + (total_s_and_m_ul/100))) 

Ib_equip = (exp_equip ° (I - (equip_ll/!00))) 
ub_equip = (exp_equip * (1 + (equip_ul/100))) 
Ib_uniforms = (exp_uniforms ® (1 - (uniforms_I!/100))) 
ub_uniforms = (exp_uniforms ° (1 + (uniforms_ul/100))) 
Ib_elect = (exp_elect * (1 - (elect_11/100})) 
ub_elect = (exp_elect ° (1 + (elect_ul,100))) 
Ib_w_and_s = (exp_w_and_s ° (1 - (w_and_s_!1/100))) 
ub_w_and_s = (exp_w_and_s ° (1 + (w_and_s_ul/100))) 
Ib_insure = (exp_insure * (I - (insure_1!/100})) 
ub_insure = (exp_insure * (1 + (insure_ul/]00))) 
Ib_agency = (exp_agency * (1 - (agency_!l/100))) 
Ib_other_contin = (exp_other_contin * (1 - (other_contin_ll/100))) 
ub_agency = (exp_agency * (1 + (agency_ul/100))) 
ub_other_contin = (exp_other_contin * (1 + (other_contin_ul/100))) 
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Ib_total_contin = (exp_total_contin * (1 - (total_contin_ll/100))) 
ub_total_contn = (exp_total_contin * (1 + (total_contin_ul/100))) 
cost_expectations = found; 

Rule current_public_}t_lb If xl < (Ib[1]) Then public_rev_to_display = under 
find public_display; 

Rule current_public_gt_ub If x1 > (ub{l]}) Then public_rev_to_display = over 
find public_display,; 

Rule current_public_w_in_bounds If xl > = (Ib{1]) and 
xl < = {ub{I) Then public_rev_to_display = within 
within budget = public; 

Rule display_public_under If public_rev_to_display = under Then percent = (((ex{I] - x1} / ex{1}) ° 100) 
color = 12 
format percent, 6.2 
display “The revenue collected from the public so far’ 
display “this year is {percent} % less than expected. —” 
display °° 
color = 15 
public_display = done; 

Rule display_public_over If public_rev_to_display = over Then percent = (((x! - ex{1 / ex{{} * 100) 
color = 10 
format percent, 6.2 
display “The revenue collected from the public so far’ 
display “this year is (percent}% more than expected. -” 
display ” ° 
color = 15 
public_display = done; 

find s_f_s_display, 

Rule current_s_f_s_w_in_bounds If x2 > = (Ib(2]} and 

x2 <= (ub[2]) Then s_f_s_rev_to_display = within 
within_budget = stu_fac_staff, 

Rule display_s_f_s_under If s_f_s_ rev_to_display = under Then percent = (((ex{2] - x2) / ex{2) * 100) 
format percent, 6.2 
color = 12 
display “The revenue collected from students, faculty, and staff so” 
display “far this year is {percent} % less than expected. -° 
display °° 
color = 15 
s_f_s_ display = done; 

Rule display_s_f_s_ over If s_f_s rev_to_ display = over Then percent = (((x2 - ex{2D / ex{2D * 100) 
color = 10 
format percent, 6.2 
display “The revenue collected from students, faculty, and staff so’ 
display “far this year is (percent) % more than expected. —*° 
display * ° 
color = 15 
s_fs display = done; 

Rule current_interdept_It_lb If x3 < (lb{3) Then interdept_rev_to_display = under 
find interdept_display, 

Rule current_interdept_gt_ub If x3 > (ub{3]) Then interdept_rev_to_display = over 
find interdept_display, 

Rule current_interdept_w_in_bounds If x3 > = (1b{3}) and 
x3 < = (ub{3]} Then interdept_rev_to_display = within 
within_budget = interdepartmental, 

Rule display_public_under If interdept_rev_to_display = under Then percent = (((ex{3] - x3) / ex{3) * 100) 
format percent, 6.2 
color = 12 
display “The revenue collected from other departments so far’ 
display “this year is {percent} % less than expected. —’ 
display ”” 
color = 15 
interdept_display = done; 
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Rule interdept_public_over If interdept_rev_to_display = over Then percent = (((x3 - ex{3]} / ex{3]) * 100) 
color = 10 
format percent, 6.2 
display “The revenue collected from other departments so far” 
display “this year is {percent} % more than expected. —” 
display °° 
color = 15 
interdept_display = done; 

Rule music_public_It_Ib If x4. < (1o(4]} Then music_rev_to_display = under 
find music_display; 

Rule current_music_gt_ub If x4 > (ub[4]) Then music_rev_to_display = over 
find music_display, 

Rule current_music_w_in_bounds If x4 > = (Ib(4)) and 
x4 < = (ub(4) Then music_rev_to_display = within 
within_budget = music, 

Rule display_music_under If music_rev_to_display = under Then percent = (((ex{4] - x4} / ex(4]) * 100) 
color = 12 
format percent, 6.2 
display "The revenue collected from the music department so far’ 
display “this year is {percent} % less than expected. ~” 
display °° 
color = 15 
music_display = done, 

Rule display_music_over If music_rev_to_display = over Then percent = (((x4 - ex{4) / ex{4D * 100) 
color = 10 . 
format percent, 6.2 
display “The revenue collected from the music department so far’ 

display “this year is {percent} % more than expected. —° 
display °° , 
color = 15 
music_display = done; 

Rule current_state_lt_lb If x5 < (10(5J} Then state_rev_to_display = under 
find state_display, 

Rule current_state _gt_ub If x5 > (ub({5]) Then state_rev_to_display = over 
find state_display, 

Rule current_state_w_in_bounds If x5 > = (Ib{5) and 
x5 < = (ub{5]) Then state_rev_to_display = within 
within_budget = state; 

Rule display_state_under If state_rev_to_display = under Then percent = (((ex{5] - x5) / ex{5D ° 100) 
format percent, 6.2 
color = 12 
display “The revenue collected from state related activities so far’ 
display “this year 1s {percent} % less than expected. —° 
display °° 
color = 15 
state_display = done; 

Rule display_state_over If state_rev_to_display = over Then percent = (((x5 - ex{5) / ex{5D * 100) 
color = 10 
format percent, 6.2 
display “The revenue collected from state related activities so far’ 
display “this year is (percent) % more than expected. -° 
display ° ° 
color = 15 
state_display = done; 

Rule current_mil_it_Ib If mil_rev_this_yr < (1b_mul) Then mil_rev_to_display = under 
find mul_display, 

Rule current_mi!_gt_ub If mil_rev_this_yr > (ub_miJ) Then mil_rev_to_display = over 
find mul_display; 

Rule current_mil_w_in_bounds If mil_rev_this_yr > = (1b_mil) and 
mil_rev_this_yr < = (ub_mil) Then mil_rev_to_display = within 
within_budget = the_corps; 

Rule display_mil_under If mil_rev_to_display = under Then percent = (((mil_rev_exp - mil_rev_this_yr) / mil_rev_exp) * 100) 
format percent, 6.2 
color = 12 
display * ° 
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display “The revenue collected from the corps so far” 
display “this year is {percent} % less than expected. -° 
display ° ” 
color = 15 
muil_display = done; 

Rule display_mil_over If mil_rev_to_display = over Then percent = (((mil_rev_this_yr - mil_rev_exp) / mil_rev_exp) * 100) 
format percent, 6.2 . 
color = [0 
display ° ° 
display “The revenue collected from the corps so far’ 
display “this year is (percent) % more than expected. —” 
display °° 
color = 15 
mil_display = done; 

Rule none_w_in_budget If within_budget = unknown Then within_rev_to_display = found, 

Rule display_those_w_in_budget If todo = budget_analysis Then within_rev_to_display = found 
display * ° 
color = 14 
display “The following revenue categories are within budget” 
display “{within_budget)* 

color = 15 
display" 7"; 

‘statements block 

ask todo: "What would you like to do? Answer /Q when finished’; choices todo: Enter_new_data, graphics, budget_anal ysis, 
ratio_analysis, what-if_analysis; 

ask change_limits: "Would you like to change any of these ranges for the revenue categories?’; choices change_limits: no, yes; 

ask change_limits_costs: "Would you like to change any of these ranges for the expense categories?”; choices change_limits_costs: no, yes; 

ask which_rev_limits: "Which revenue limits would you like to change?"; choices which_rev_limits: mulitary, public, stu_fac_staff, 
interdepartmental,music_dept, state_related; 

ask which_cost_limits: "Which expense category limits would you like to change?"; choices which_cost_limits: equipment, uniforms, per- 
sonal, contractual, supplies_matenals, continuous; 

ask military_ll: "Please do not use decimals.”; ask military_ul: “Please do not use decimals.”; 

range military_ll: 1,100; range military_ul: 1,100, 

ask s_f_s_ul: "", ask s_f_s ll: °%; 

range s_f_s_ll: 1,100, range s_f_s_ul: 1,100, 

ask public_ul: °"; ask public_ll: °°; 

range public_Il: 1,100; range public_ul: 1,100; 

ask interdept_ul: °°; ask interdept_ll: °°; 

range interdept_Il: 1,100, range interdept_ul: 1,100, 

ask music_ul: °%; ask music_Il: °’; 

range music_ll: 1,100; range music_ul: 1,100, 

ask state_ul: °°; ask state_ll: °*; 

range state_ll: 1,100; range state_ul: 1,100; 

ask equip ll: °°; ask equip_ul: °°; 

range equip_il: 1,100; range equip_ul: 1,100; 

ask uniforms_ll: °°; ask uniforms_ul: “*; 

range uniforms_ll: 1,100, range uniforms_ul: 1,100, 

ask total_personal_ll: °°; ask total_personal_ul: °"; 

range total_personal_ll: 1,100; range total_personal_ul: 1,100; 

ask total_contract_l: °°; ask total_contract_ul: °"; 
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range total_contract_ll: 1,100; range total_contract_ul: 1,100; 

ask total_s_and_m_Il: °*; ask total_s_and_m_ul: °; 

range total_s_and_m_Il: 1,100, range total_s_and_m_ul: 1,100; 

ask total_contin_ll: °"; ask total_contin_ul: °*; 

range total_contin_lI: 1,100, range total_contin_ul: 1,100; 

ask resp_rev_mkt_segments: “input adds up to ${diff}."; choices resp_rev_mkt_segments: military, public, stu_fac_staff, interdepartmental, 
music_dept, state_related; 

ask resp_rev_mkt_segments_l: “input adds up to ${diff}."; choices resp_rev_mkt_segments_l: military, public, stu_fac_staff, interdepart- 
mental, music_dept, state_related; 

ask mil_exp_inc_h: "How much is mulitary revenue expected to increase?"; range mil_exp_inc_h: 0,1000000, 

ask mil_exp_ine_]: “How much is military revenue expected to decrease?"; range mil_exp_inc_l: 0,10C0000, . 

ask public_exp_inc_h: "How much is public revenue expected to increase?’; range public_exp_inc_h: 0,1000000, 

ask s_f s exp_inc_h: “How much is student/faculty/stalf revenue expected to increase?”; range s_f_s_exp_inc_h: 0,1000000, 

ask interdept_exp_inc_h: “How much is interdepartmental revenue expected to increase?"; range interdept_exp_inc_h: 0,1000000; 

ask music_exp_inc_h: “How much is music department revenue expected to increase?"; range music_exp_inc_h: 0,1000000, 

ask state_exp_inc_h: "How much is state related revenue expected to increase?”, range state_exp_inc_h: 0,1000000; 

ask public_exp_inc_l: “How much is public revenue expected to decrease?”, range public_exp_inc_!: 0,1000000; 

ask s_{_s_exp_inc_ “How much is student/faculty/staff revenue expected to decrease?”; range s_f_s_exp_inc_!: 0,1000000, 

ask interdept_exp_inc_l: “How much is interdepartmental revenue expected to decrease?"; range interdept_exp_inc_l: 0,1 000000, 

ask music_exp_inc_l: “How much is music department revenue expected to decrease?"; range music_exp_inc_!: 0, 1000000; 

ask state_exp_inc_i: “How much is state related revenue expected to decrease?"; range state_exp_inc_l: 0,1000000, 

plural: within_budget, over_budget, under_budget, which_rev_limuts, resp_rev_mkt_segments, resp_rev_mkt_segments_l; plural:exp_inc, Il, 
ul,[b,ub,ex,other_rev_last_yr,bud_personal; = plural:bud_contract, bud_s_and_m, bud_contn_this_yr,act_personal, _act_contract, 
plural:act_s_and_m, act_contin, which_cost_limuts,under_lb_personal; plural:over_ub_personal, Ww_in_personal, 
over_ub_contract,under_lb_contract; plural: w_in_contract,over_ub_conun, under_Ib_contn, w_in_contin; 
plural: w_in_s_and_m,over_ub_s_and_m, under_lb_s_and_m; 

bkcolor = I; 
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B.43 WIRATIO6 

execute; runtime; endoff, actions 

color = 15 todo = ratio_analysis 
find farse ; 

frules block 

rule start_ratio_analysis If todo = ratio_analysis Then farse = found 
wks date,bl,\vpp\wmiabis 
display “The most recent data is for the year ending June {date}.” 
find continue_r 
display °° 
display “The processing in progress requires a bit of time. Please be’ 
display “patient. You will be instructed when to continue.” 
find update_r, 

Rule continue_on_dont_update If continue_r = yes Then update_r = found! 
wks ca_weight_this,bi3,\vpp' wica 
wks ca_weight_last,cl3,\vpp\wica 
wks ca_weight_2,d13,\vpp\wica 
wks ca_ave_this,b14,\vpp wica 
wks ca_ave_last,cl4,\vpp\wica 
wks ca_ave_2,d14,\vpp.wica 
wks corps_comp_this,b15,\vpp\wica 
wks corps_comp_last,cl5,\vpp\wica 
wks corps_comp_2,d15,\vpp\wica 
wks t_num_cadets_this,b16,\vpp\wica 
wks t_num_cadets_last,cl6,\vpp\wica 
wks t_num_cadets_2,d16,\vpp\wica 
resetca! wks bs_this,bl..b14,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks xI,b1,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks x2,b2, \vpp\wiabbs 
wks x3,b3,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks x4,04,\vpp\miabbs 
wks x5,b5,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks x6,b6,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks x7,b7,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks x8,b8,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks x9,b9,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks x10,b10,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks x11,b11,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks x12,612,\v~pp\wiabbs 
wks x13,b13,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks x14,b14,\vpp\wiabbs 
bs_this{1] = (x!) 
bs_this(2] = (x2) 
bs_this(3} = (x3) 
bs_this(4] = (x4) 
bs_this[S] = (x5) 
bs_this[6] = (x6) 

bs_this{7] = (x7) 
bs_this(8] = (x8) 
bs_this(9] = (x9) 
bs_this( 10] = (x10) 
bs_this(11] = (x11) 
bs_this(!2] = (x12) 
bs_this(13] = (x13) 
bs_this{l4] = (x!4)! wks bs_last,cl..cl4,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks xi,cl,\vpp\\wiabbs 
wks x2,c2,\vpp' miabbs 
wks x3,c3,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks x4,c4,\vpp\ wiabbs 
wks x5,c5,\vpp' miabbs 
wks x6,¢6,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks x7,c7,\vpp\miabbs 
wks x8,c8,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks x9,c9,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks x10,c10,\vpp\miabbs 
wks x1 1,c11,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks x12,cl2,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks x13,c13,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks x14,c14,\vpp\wiabbs 
bs_last{l] = (xl) 
bs_last{2] = (x2) 
bs_last(3] = (x3) 
bs_last{4] = (x4) 
bs_last{5] = (x5) 

t
o
t
o
 

wks ca,b13..d16,\vpp\wica 
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bs_last{6] = (x6) 
bs_last{7} = (x7) 
bs_last{8] = (x8) 
bs_last{9] = (x9) 
bs_last{i0] = (x10) 
bs_last{11] = (x11) 
bs_last{12] = (x12) 
bs_last{13] = (x13) 
bs_last{14]) = (x14)! wks bs_2_ago,d1..d14,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks x1,d1,\vpp\miabbs 
wks x2,d2, \vpp\wiabbs 
wks x3,d3,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks x4,d4,\vpp\wiabbs 

wks x5,d5,\vpp\ wiabbs 
wks x6,d6, .wpp\wiabbs 
wks x7,d7,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks x8,d8,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks x9,d9,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks x10,d10,\vpp: wiabbs 
wks x11,d11,\vpp.\wmiabbs 
wks x12,d12,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks x13,d13,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks x14,d14,\vppiwiabbs 
bs_2_ago{!] = (x!) 
bs_2_ago{2] = (x2) 
bs_2_ago{3] = (x3) 
bs_2_ago(4] = (x4) 
bs_2_ago{5] = (x5) 
bs_2_ago{6] = (x6) 

bs_2_agol7] = (x7) 
bs_2_ago[8] = (x8) 
bs_2 ag9] = (x9) 
bs_2_ago{|0] = (xt0) 
bs_2_agof{lI] = (x11) 
bs_2_agof{12] = (x!2) 
bs_2_ago{13} = (x13) 
bs_2_ago{l4] = (x14) 

wks t_assets_3,¢9,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks inv_3_ago,e7,\vpp\wiabbs 

wks is_this,b1..b85,\vpp\wiabis ! wks is_last,c!..c85,\vpp\wiabis ! 
current_year = (bs_this{!]) 
Jast_year = (current_year - 1) 
year_2_ago = (current_year - 2) 
total_inv = (bs_Uus{7}) 

last_yr_inventory = (bs_last{7} 
inv_2_ago = (bs_2_ago[7) 
new_due_to = (bs_this{]2]} 
last_yr_due_to = (bs_last{]2)) 
due_to_2_ago = (bs_2_ago[!2) 

wks net_income,b65,\vpp\miabis 
wks net_income_last,c65, vppiwiabis 
wks net_income_2,d65,\vpp\mabis 
wks total_current_value,b8, \vpp\wiabis 
wks last_yr_equip_value,c8,\vpp\wiabis 
wks equip_2_ago,d8,\vpp\miabis 
wks gross_profit,b16,'\vpp\miabis 
wks gross_profit_last,cl6,\vpp\wiabis 
wks gross_profit_2,d16,\vpp,mabis 
wks t_mil_rev,b9,\vpp wiabis 

wks mul_rev_last,c9,\vpp\wiabis 
wks mil_rev_2,d9,\vpp\wiabis 
wks x1,b15,\vpp'wiabts 
wks x2,b63,\vpp\mabis 
t_expenses = (x! + x2) 
wks cost_uniforms_ths,b! 5,\vpp\wiabis 
wks cost_uniforms_last,cl5,\vppiwiabis 
wks cost_uniforms_2,d15,\vpp .wiabis 
wks total_oper_exp_last,c64, \vpp\wiabis 
wks total_oper_exp_2,d64,\vppwiabis 
wks t_other_rev,b24,\vpp\wiabis 
wks other_rev_last,c24, \vpp\wiabis 
wks other_rev_2,d24,\vpp\wiabis 
wks t_personal,b36,\vpp\wiabts 
wks personal_last,c36,\vpp\wiabis 
wks corps_e_to_r_this,b79,\\pp\wiabis 
wks public_e_to_r_this,b81,\vpp\miabrs 
wks s f_s_e_to_r_this,b82,\vpp\wiabis 

wks is_2_ago,d1..d35,\vpp\wmiabis 
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wks interdept_e_to_r_this,b83,\vpp\wiabis 
wks music_e_to_r_this,b84,\vpp\wiabis 
wks state_e_to_r_this,b85,\vpp\wiabis 
wks corps_¢_to_r_last,c79,\vpp\wiabis 
wks public_e_to_r_last €81,\vpp\ wiabis 

wks ateedeat, etor “last,c83,\vpp\wiabis 
wks music_e_to_r_last,c84,\vpp\miabis 
wks state_e_to_ r last,c85,\vpp\wiabis 
wks corps_e_to_r_2,d79,\vpp\wiabis 
wks public_e_to_r_2,d81,\vpp\wiabis 
wks s_f_s_e_to_r_2,d82,\vpp\wiabis 
wks interdept_ eto, r_2,d83,\vpp\miabis 
wks music_¢_to -; 2,d84,\vpp' \wiabis 
wks state_e_to_r. 2,085, \vpp\wiabis 
display “ 
display “Press any key to see the current ratios. -" 
display °° 
find current_ratio_display 
find ROA_display 
find gross_profit_ratio_display 
chain wirauo3;, 

Rule continue_on_update_first If continue_r = no Then update_r = found 
display “Please be patent as the accrual statements must be calculated and this takes’ 
display “a litde ime. It also requires a litde informaton which you will be asked” 
display “to supply.” 
display “"! = wks mil_rev,aa7..aal2,\vpp\wiis 

wks t_mil_rev,aal 2,\vpp\wiis 
wks cgs,aal3,\vpp\miis! = wks other arev,aal 7. .2a22,\vpp\wiis 
wks t_other_rev,aa22,\vpp\mis 
wks public_ Tev,aal 7,\\pp\wiis 
wks s_f_s_rev,aal8,\vpp\mis 
wks interdept_rev,aal9,\vpp\wiis 
wks music_rev,aa20,\vpp\wiis 
wks state_rev,aa21,\vpp\ wis 

! wks personal,aa26..aa34,\vpp\wiis 
wks t_personal,aa34,\vpp\wis ! = wks contractual,aa36..aa45,\vpp\wiis 
wks t_contract,aa45,\vpp\wiis ! wks s_and_m,aa47..aa52,\vpp\miis 
wks t_s_and_m,aa52,\vpp\wiis ! wks continuous,aa54..aa60,\vpp\wiis 
wks t_contin,aa60,\vpp\wiis 
wks equip,aa6l,\vpp\wiis ! = wks direct_costs,aa66..aa72,\vpp\wiis 
wks d_costs_corps,aa66,\vpp\wiis 
wks d_costs_public,aa68, \vpp\wiis 
wks d_costs_s_f_s,aa69,\vpp\wis 
wks d_costs_interdept,aa70,\vpp\wmiis 
wks d_costs_music,aa71,\vpp\wils 
wks d_costs_state,aa72,\vpp\wns 
wks indirect_costs,aa74,\vpp\wiis 

! — wks bs_info,bl..b14,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks x1,b/,\vpp\miabbs 
wks x2,b2,\vpp\miabbs 
wks x3,b3,\vpp\miabbs 
wks x4,64,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks x5,65,\wpp\wiabbs 
wks x6,b6,\vpp' wiabbs 
wks x7,b7,\vpp' miabbs 
wks x8,b8, \vpp\wiabbs 
wks x9,b9,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks x10,b10,\vpp'wmiabbs 
wks x11,b11,\vpp\wmiabbs 
wks x!2,b12,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks x13,b13,\vpp\miabbs 
wks x14,614,\vpp\wiabbs 

bs_infof{i] = (x1) 
bs _infof2] = (x2) 
bs_info{3] = (x3) 
bs _infof4] = (x4) 
bs_info{5] = (x5) 
bs_info[6] = (x6) 

bs “infol7] = (x7) 
bs_info[8}] = (x8) 

be infol9] = (x9) 
bs_info{10] = (x10) 
bs_info{11] = (x11) 
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bs_info({12] = (x12) 
bs_info{13] = (x13) 
bs_info[14} = (x14) 

wks t_assets_3,d9,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks inv_3_ago,d7,\vpp\wiabbs 
last_yr_inventory = (bs_info{7) 

last_yr_equip_value = (bs_info{&] 
last_yr_due_to = (bs_info{12)) 
last_yr_reserves = (bs_info[13)) 

wks dth_info,d1..d14,\vpp\wiabbs 
pwks dth_info,el..el4,\vpp\wiabbs 
reset dth_info 
wks cth_info,cl..cl4,\vpp\wiabbs 
pwks cth_info,d!..d14,‘ vpp\wiabbs 
inv_2_ago = (cth_info[7}} 
due_to_2_ago = (cth_info{12)) 
equip_2_ago = (cth_info(8) 
reset cth_info 
pwks bs_info,cl..cl4,\vpp\wiabbs 
reset bs_info 
wks dth_info,d1..d85,\vpp\wiabis 

pwks dth_tnfo,e1..e85,\vpp\miabis 
reset dth_info 
wks cth_info,cl..c85,\vpp\wiabis 
pwks cth_info,d1..d85,\vpp\wiabis 
net_income_2 = (cth_info{65) 
gross_profit_2 = (cth_info{l6) 
mil_rev_2 = (cth_info{9)) 
cost_uniforms_2 = (cth_info[ 15) 
total_oper_exp_2 = (cth_info[64) 
other_rev_2 = (cth_infol24]) 
corps_e_to_r_2 = (cth_info{79)) 
public_e_to_r_2 = (cth_info[81} 
_f se tor, = (cth_info[82)) 
interdept_e_to_r_2 = (cth_info{83) 
music_e_to_r 2 = (cth_info[84) 
state_e_to_r_2 = (cth_info[85) 
reset cth_info 
wks bth_info,bl..b85,\vpp\wiabis 
pwks bth_info,cl..c85,\vpp\wiabis 
corps_e_to_r_last = (bth_info{ 79) 

_to_r_last = (bth_info{81) 
s_f_s_e_to_r_last = (bth_info[82)) 
interdept_¢_to_r_last = (bth_info{83) 
music_e_to_r_last = (bth_info[84)) 
state_e_to_r_last = (bth_info[85)) 
net_income_last = (bth_info{65]) 
gross_profit_last = (oth_info{16D 
mil_rev_last = (bth_info(9]) 
cost_uniforms_last = (bth_infof! SD 
total_oper_exp_last = (bth_info[64p 
other_rev_last = (bth_infof24) 
personal_last = (bth_info[36) 
reset bth_info 
wks cth,cl..cl6,\vpp\wica 
pwks cth,dl..d16,\vppiwica 
wks bth, bI..b16,\vpp.wica 
pwks bth,cl..cl6,' vpp .wica 
corps_e_to_r_tus = (d_costs_corps / t_mul_rev) 
public_e to_r_this = (d_costs_public / public_rev) 

r_this = (d_costs_s fs /s_f_s rev) ° 
_¢_to_r_this = (d_costs_interdept / interdept_rev) 

_¢_to_r_this = (d_costs_music / music_rev) 
state_¢_to_r_this = (d_costs_state / state_rev) 
ca_weight_last = (bth{13)) 
ca_weight_2 = (cth(13) 
ca_ave_last = (bth[i4) 
ca_ave_2 = (cth{]4) 
corps_comp_last = (bth{15) 
corps_comp_2 = (cth[15]) 
t_num_cadets_last = (bth[{16) 
t_num_cadets_2 = (cth{16) 
current_year = (date + 1) 
last_year = (current_year - 1) 
year_2_ago = (current_year - 2) 
pwks current_year,b!,\vpp\wiabis 
pwks cuent_year,b1,\vpp\wiabbs 
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display “To do this analysis, the value of ending inventory is needed for June {current_year}.° 
find inventory_ques 
find inventory_value 
find new_equip_value 
find ca_update 
find update_abis 
find new_reserves, 

Rule inventory_value_found If inventory_ques = yes Then inventory_value = found 
find issued_inv 
find unissued_inv! put_Linventory{!] = (issued_inv)! = put_inventory(2] = (unissued_inv) 
total_inv = (issued_inv + unissued_inv) 
pwks issued_inv,b5,\vpp\wiabbs 
pwks unissued_inv,b6,\vpp\wiabbs ! = pwks put_inventory, b5..b6,\vpp\wiabbs 
inv_for_is = (issued_inv + unissued_inv) 
pwks total_inv,b!4,\vpp\mabis; 

Rule inventory_value_found If inventory_ques = no Then inventory_value = found 
find total_inv 
pwks total_inv,b7,\vpp\wiabbs 
pwks total_inv,b14,\vpp\wmiabis; 

Rule equip_purchases_no If equip = 0 Then new_equip_value = found; 

Rule equip_purchases_yes If equip > 0 Then new_equip_value = found 
find the_display 
find equp_number 
z = (equip_number) 
whiletrue z > 0 then 

find equip_name 
new_equip{l] = (equip_name) 
find cost 
find purchase_month 
find purchase_year 
find useful _life 
new_equip[2] = (cost) 
new_equip[3] = (purchase_month) 
new_equip{4] = (purchase_year) 
new_equip[5] = (useful_life) 
find to_put 
z= (z- 1) 

! display “equip_number is now {z} —° 
reset equip_name 
reset cost 
reset purchase_month 
reset purchase_year 
reset useful _life 
reset to_put 
reset new_equip 

end! display “about to find total_equip_value —” 
find total_equip_value;! display “have found total_equip_value —*; 

Rule find_the_display If todo = ratio_analysis Then the_display = found 
display “Equipment purchases dunng the year have totalled $(equip}.” 
display °° 
display “After each prompt, please give the applicable information for each piece of 
display “equipment separately.’; 

Rule find_current_values If todo = ratto_analyns Then total_equip_value = found 
wks vbl,a4..e25,\vpp\wiequ 

=] 
x = (vbI[y) 
total_current_value = 0 
total _deprecianon = 0 

! this next loop calculates the depreciation and current value for each ! piece of equipment, and assigns those with positive values (i.e., those 
! which aren't paid off) to an array to later be summed. 

whiletrue vbi[y] < > unknown then 
reset if_neg 
reset year_to_use 

y2=(y + I} 
y3 = (y + 2) 
y4 = (y + 3) 
ys=(y+4 
dep_cost = (vbI[y2) 
month = (vbl[y3p) 

yr = (vbi[y4]} 
life = (vbi[yS]) 
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find year_to_use 
depr = (dep_cost / life) 
current_value = (dep_cost - (depr * (current_year + | - year_to_use))) 
find if_neg 

y=(¥+ 5 
x = (vbi{y) 

end 
pwks total_current_value,b8,\vpp\wiabbs 
pwks total_depreciation,b63,\vpp\wiabis; 

Rule purchase_year_of_equip If purchase_month < = 6 Then purchase_year = (current_year); 

Rute purchase_year_of_equip If purchase_month > 6 Then purchase_year = (date); 

Rule look_for_empty_equip_rows If todo = ratio_analysis Then wks empty?,al 1..a25,\vpp\wmiequi 
to_put = found 
find put_it 
reset put_it, 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty7[1] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,a! !..e11,\vpp\wiequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty72] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al 2..e12,\vpp\wiequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty73] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al 3..e13,\vpp\mequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty7[/4] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al4..el4,\vpp\wiequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty45] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al5..e15,\vpp\wiequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty7[6] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al6..e16,\vpp\wiequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty77] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al7..e17,\vpp\wrequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty48] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al8..e18,\vpp\wiequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty7[9} = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al9..e19,\vpp\miequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty7[10} = unknown Then pwks new_equip,a20..e20,\vpp\wiequi 
putt = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty711] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,a2!..e21,\vpp\wiequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty712] = unknown Thea pwks new_equip,a22..e22,\vpp\wiequi 
put_it = found; 

Rute put_equip_in_empty_row If empty%[13] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,a23..e23,\vpp\wiequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty%14] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,a24..¢24,\vypp\wiequi 
put_it = found, : 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty715] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,a25..e25,\vpp\miequi 
putt = found; 

Rule year_to_use If month < = 6 Then year_to_use = (yr); 

Rule year_to_use If month > 6 Then year_to_use = (yr + 1); 

Rule if_neg If current_value < = 0 Then if_neg = found; 

Rule if_neg If current_value > 0 Then total_current_value = (total_current_value + current_value) 
total_deprecianon = (total_depreciauon + depr) 
if.neg = found; 

Rule ca_update If todo = ratio_analysis Then ca_update = found 
display “Now a little information regarding the number of members in the corps and” display “commutation allowances is needed. 

Please answer the questions after the prompts.” display ° 
display “How many freshmen were enrolled in the corps of cadets during the year ending’ 
find num_fresh 
find num_soph 
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find num_jun 
find num_sen 
corps_num[l] = (num_fresh) 
corps_num{2} = (num_soph) 
corps_num[3] = (num_jun) 
corps_num[4] = (num_sen) 
display “How much was the commutation allowance for freshmen during the year ending” 
find ca_fresh 
find ca_soph 
find ca_jun 
find ca_sen 
corps_ca{!] = (ca_fresh) 
corps_ca{2] = (ca_soph) 
corps_ca{3] = (ca_jun) 
corps_ca(4] = (ca_sen) 
corps_comp_this! = ((num_fresh*1) + (num_soph®2} + (num_jun®3) + (num_sen ° 4)) 
t_num_cadets_this = (num_fresh + num_soph + num_jun + num_sen) 
corps_comp_this = (corps_comp_this! / t_num_cadets_this} ‘ 
pwks current_year,b!, vpp\wica 
pwks corps_num,b8..b11,\vpp\wica 
pwks corps_ca,b3..b6,\ vpp\wica 
ca_weight_thisl = ((num_fresh * ca_fresh) +(num_soph ® ca_soph) +(num_jun * ca_jun) + (num_sen * ca_sen)) 
ca_weight_this = (ca_weight_this! /(num_fresh + num_soph + num_jun + num_sen)) 
ca_ave_this = ((ca_fresh + ca_soph + ca_yun + ca_sen) / 4); 

Rule update_abis If todo = ratio_analysis Then update_abis = found 

pwks t_muil_rev,b9,\vpp\wiabis 
pwks last_yr_inventory,b! 2,\vpp\miabis 
pwks cgs,b13,\vpp'\wiabis 
pwks inv_for_is,b14,\vpp\wiabis 
pwks t_other_rev,b24,\vpp\miabis 
pwks t_personal,b36,\vpp wiabis 
pwks t_contract,b47,\vpp\mabis 
pwks t_s_and_m,b54,\vpp \wiabis 
pwks t_contn,b62,\vpp\miabis ! —_ pwks direct_costs,b68..b74,\vpp\wiabis 
pwks d_costs_corps,b68,\vpp.wis 
pwks d_costs_public,b70, \wpp\wiis 
pwks d_costs_s_f_s,b71,\vpp wis 
pwks d_costs_interdept,b72, \vpp\wiis 
pwks d_costs_music,b73,\vpp\wiis 
pwks d_costs_state,b74,\vpp\wiis 
pwks indirect_costs,676,\vpp\wiabis, 

Rule find_reserves If todo = ratio_analysis Then net_income_| = (t_mil_rev - last_yr_inventory - cgs + total_inv + t_other_rev) 
net_income = (netLincome_l - t_personal - t_contract - t_s_and_m - t_contin - total_depreciaton) 
gross_profit = (t_mul_rev - last_yr_inventory - cgs + total_tnv) 
t_expenses! = (last_yr_inventory + cgs - total_inv + t_personal + t_contract) 
t_expenses = (t_expensesl + t_s_and_m + t_contn + total_depreqaton) 
cost_umforms_this = (last_yr_inventory + cgs - total_inv) 
wks equip,aa6l,,vpp\wiis 
Nnew_reserves = (last_yr_reserves + net_income) 
new_due_to = (total_inv + total_current_value - new_reserves) 
pwks new_reserves,b/ 3,\vpp\wiabbs 
find current_rano_display 
find ROA_display 
find gross_profit_ratio_display 
chain wirano3; 

Rule calculate_current_ratios If todo = ratio_analysis Then current_ratio = (total_inv / new_due_to) 
current_rato_last = (last_yr_inventory / last_yr_due_to) 
current_raho_2 = (inv_2_ago / due_to_2_ago); 

Rule calculate ROAs If todo = ratio_analysis Then ROA = (net_income / ((total_inv + total_current_value + last_yr_inventory + 
last_yr_equip_value)/2)) 

ROA_last = (net_income_last / ((last_yr_inventory + last_yr_equip_value + inv_2 ago + equip_2 ago)/2)) 
ROA_2 = (net_income_2 / ((inv_2_ago + equip_2_ago + t_assets_3) / 2))}; 

Rule calculate_gross_profit_ratios If todo = ratio_analysis Then gross_profit_ratio = (gross_profit / t_mil_rev) 
gross_profit_ratio_last = (gross_profit_Jast / mil_rev_last) 
gross_profit_rano_2 = (gross_profit_2 / mil_rev_2); 

Rule calculate_exp_to_rev_ratios If todo = ratio_analysis Then exp_to_rev_ratio = (t_expenses /(t_mul_rev + t_other_rev)) 
exp_to_rev_rano_last = ({cost_uniforms_last + total_oper_exp_last) / (mil_rev_last + other_rev_last)) 
exp_to_rev_ratio_2 = ({cost_uniforms_2 + total_oper_exp_2) /{mil_rev_2 + other_rev_2)); 

Rule calculate_t_asset_turn_ratios If todo = ratio_analysis Then x = (t_mil_rev + t_other_rev) 
t_asset_tum_ratio = (x / ((total_inv + total_current_value + last_yr_inventory + last_yr_equip_value) / 2)) 
x = (mil_rev_last + other_rev_last) 
t_asset_turn_ratio_last = (x / ((last_yr_inventory + last_yr_equip_value + inv_2_ago + equip_2_ago) / 2)) 
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t_asset_turmm_ratio_2 = ((mil_rev_2 + other_rev_2) /((inv_2_ago + equip_2_ago + t_assets_3) / 2)) 
t_asset_turn_display = found; 

Rule calculate_inv_turn_ratios If todo = ratio_analysis Then inv_turn_ratio = (t_mil_rev / ((total_inv + last_yr_inventory) / 2)) 
inv_turn_ratio_last = (mil_rev_last / ((last_yr_inventory + imv_2_ago) / 2)) 
inv_tum_ratio_2 = (mil_rev_2 / ((inv_2_ago + inv_3_ago) / 2)) 
inv_turn_display = found; 

Rule display_for_current_ratio If current_ratio < > unknown Then cls 
color = |] 
locate 2,30 
display "CURRENT RATIOS’ 
locate 5,45 
display “{current_year}" 
locate 5,35 
display “(last_year}° 
locate 5,25 
display “{year_2_ago)° 
locate 8,45 
format current_rato, 5.3 
display “{current_ratio}” 
locate 8,35 
format current_ratio_last, 5.3 
display “{current_rabo_last}” 
locate 8,25 
format current_ratio_2, 5.3 
display “(current_ratio_2}” 
current_ratio_display = found 
find current_ratio_analysis; 

Rule analyze_current_ratio If current_ratio < = (current_ratio_last) and 
current_rato_last < = (current_ratio_2) and 
current_ratio < 1.25 Then locate 11,6 
color = 12 display “The current ratio is a measure of the organization's ability to” display "meet its short_term financial obligations 

as they fall due. A rato ° display “of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable’ for the Tailor Shop. ° locate 15,6 display “As can be seen 
above, the current situation is not good. The" display “ratio 1s below its acceptable level for the most recent year, and also,” display “is has 
been declining for the past several years. This means that” display “other auwa)hary enterpnses are financing an increasing proportion of 
display “the Tailor Shop’s operating expenses. >" 

current_ravio_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_current_ratio If current_ratio < = (current_ralio_last) and 
current_rato_last < = (current_ratio_2) and 
current_ratio > 1.25 Then locate 11,6 
color = 14 display “The current ratio was designed to measure an organization’s ability to” display “meet its short_ term financial ob- 

ligations when, and as they fall due. For ° display “the Tailor Shop, a rato of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ “ display “ * locate 
15,6 display “As can be seen above, the present current ratio exceeds the predefined” display “acceptable level, and thus 1s considered to 
be satisfactory. However,” display “it is declining over tme which indicates that the other awoliary ° display “enterprises are financing an 
increasing proportion of the Tailor * display “Shop's operatng expenses. —* 

current_ratio_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_current_ratio If current_ratio > = (current_ratio_last) and 
current_rato_last > = (current_ratio_2)} and 
current_rato > = 1.25 Then locate 11,6 
color = !0 display “The current ratio was designed to measure an organization's ability to’ display “meet its short_term financial ob- 

ligauons when, and as they fall due. For ° display “the Talor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better 1s conndered ‘acceptable.’ * display ~ ° locate 
15,6 display “As can be seen above, the current situation looks very good. Not only” display “does the current ratio exceed the acceptable 
level, but 1s is also “ display “increasing over ume. —° 

current_rato_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_current_ratio If current_ratio > = (current_ratio_last}) and 
current_rato_last > = (current_rato_2) and 
current_ratio < 1.25 Then locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “The current rato was designed to measure an organization's ability to” display “meet its short_term financial ob- 

ligations when, and as they fall due. For * display “the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ ° display °° locate 
15,6 display “As can be seen above, the present situation appears promising. “ display “Although the current rauo has not yet reached its 
acceptable level,” display “it is moving in the right directon. Therefore, there is no need” display “for concern. ~" 

current_ratio_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_current_ratio If current_ratio < = (current_ratio_last) and 
current_rato_last > = (current_ratio_2) and 
current_rato < 1.25 Then locate 11,6 
color = 12 display “The current ratio was designed to measure an organization's ability to” display “meet its short_term financial ob- 

ligations when, and as they fall due. For ° display “the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ “ display “ “ locate 
15,6 display “The figures above show cause for concern. Not only is the current” display “ratio below its acceptable level, but it has also 
‘decreased over the” display “past year. This decrease however, does not exhibit a trend over ume. —° 

current_ratio_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_current_ratio If current_ratio < = (current_ratio_last}) and 
current_rato_last > = (current_rano_2) and 
current_ratio > 1.25 Then locate !1,6 
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color = 10 display "The current ratio was designed to measure an organization’s ability to” display “meet its short_term financial ob- 
ligations when, and as they fall due. For “ display “the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ “ display ” ” locate 
15,6 display “As can be seen above, the present current ratio exceeds the predefined” display “acceptable level, and thus is considered to 
be satisfactory. There has” display “been a decline in the ratio over the past year, however, there appears” display “to be no trend in this 
direction. — ° 

current_ratio_analysis = found, 

Rule analyze_current_ratio If current_ratio > = (current_ratio_last) and 
current_rato_last < = (current_rano_2) and 
current_ratio < 1.25 Then locate 11,6 
color = 14 display “The current ratio was designed to measure an organization’s ability to” display “meet its short_term financial ob- 

ligations when, and as they fall due. For ° display ‘the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ ° display ° “ locate 
15,6 display “As can be seen above, the present current ratio falls below the ° display “predefined acceptable level, which is generally con- 
sidered to be display “unsatisfactory. However, it has improved over the past year. " display “Therefore, the situation should be closely 
monitored to make “ display “certain that it continues to move in the right direction. —* 

current_ratio_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_current_ratio If current_ratio > = (current_ratio_last) and 
current_ratio_last < = (current_rano_2) and 
current_raao > 1.25 Then locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “The current ratio was designed to measure an organization’s ability to” display “meet its short_term financial ob- 

ligahons when, and as they fall due. For ° display “the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ “ display ~ ° locate 
15,6 display “As can be seen above, the present current ratio exceeds the predefined” display “acceptable level, and thus is considered to 
be satisfactory. ° display “Furthermore, it has increased over the past year leaving litle ° display “cause for concern. ~° 

current_rauo_analysis = found; 

Rule ROA_display IF ROA < > unknown Then ROA_display = found 
cls 
color = |] 
locate 2,27 
display "RETURN ON ASSETS’ 
locate 5,6 display “The Return on Assets ratio (ROA) is designed to measure how much’ display ° income is produced for each dollar 

of total assets held. In a profit” display “oriented organization, a high ROA is desirable. Since the primary’ display ‘responsibility of the 
Tailor Shop 1s to provide a service, rather than” display “produce a profit, it does not necessanly stnve for a high ROA. Rather,” display 
“it should target a specific ROA. If net income is to be used only to” display “replace old equipment, than an ROA of around .004 1s de- 
sirable. On the’ display “other hand, if net income is also used to repay the amount borrowed from” display “other awaliaries (say over a 
10 year period), then an ROA of around .08° display “is desirable. In any case, the ROA should not be negative as a negative” display 
“ROA indicates a net loss on the operations.” 

locate [8,20 display “Press any key to see the ROA analysis ~* 
find rest_of_display_ROA; 

Rule display_for ROA If ROA < > unknown Then rest_of_display ROA = found 
cls 
color = 11 
locate 2,29 
display "RETURN ON ASSETS’ 
locate 5,45 
display “{current_year)}° 
locate 5,35 
display “{last_year)’ 
locate 5,25 
display “{year_2_ago}” 
locate 8,44 
format ROA, 5.3 
display “{ROA}” 
locate 8,34 
format ROA_last, 5.3 
display “{ROA_Jast)’ 
locate 8,24 
format ROA_2, 5.3 
display “{ROA_2}° 
find ROA_analysis, 

Rule analyze ROA_0O_alf ROA > = (ROA_last * 1.02) and 
ROA < = (ROA_last * .98) and 
ROA < 0 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. The ROA’ display “is negative and doesn’t apear to be 

improving. Thus, the Tailor Shop is’ display “operating in the red and has to depend on other auxiliary enterprises to” display “help pay 
its operatng expenses. ~°; 

Role analyze_ROA_0_b If ROA < = (ROA_last * 1.02) and 
ROA > = (ROA_last ® .98) and 
ROA < = 0.004 and 
ROA > = 0 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. The small’ display “size of the ROA indicates that al- 

though income is positive, it is not large” display “enough to cover expected demand for equipment replacements. Furthermore,’ display 
“the situation does not appear to be improving. ~°; 
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Rule analyze_ROA_O cIf ROA < = (ROA _last * 1.02} and 
ROA > = (ROA_last * .98) and 
ROA <= 0.09 and 
ROA > = .004 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is” display “at an acceptable level. This indicates 

that reserves for future equipment” display “purchases are being built, while the loans from other auxiliaries are” display “being de- 
creased. ~"; 

Rule analyze_ROA_0_dIf ROA < = (ROA_last * 1.02) and 
ROA > = (ROA_last * .98) and 
ROA > = .09 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite good. The ROA’ display “indicates that income is not only 

high enough to cover expected demand for” display “equipment replacement, but can also contribute substantially to decreasing” display 
“the amount owed to other awaliary enterprises. It should be noted however,” display “that it is possible that the the Tailor Shop will be 
accused of gouging ° display “its customers since the ROA is so high. 7"; 

Rule analyze_ROA_l_alIf ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < 0 and 
timul_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last} Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 , 

format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the ROA negative, but 
it is decreasing over tme. A glance at the income’ display “statements will give a good indication of why tus 1s happening. Revenue” 
display “from the corps (which typically consttutes more than 75% of total revenue)’ display “has decreased by {mul_dec}% over the past 
year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for” display “salanes and [rnnge benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total’ display “costs) 
have increased by {personal_inc}% over the past year. —°; 

Rule analyze_ROA_!I_b If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < {ROA_2) and 
ROA < 0 and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < = (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only’ display “is the ROA negative, but 

it is decreasing over time. A glance at the income’ display “statements will give a good indication of why this is happening. Revenue’ 
display “from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue)” display “has decreased by {mil_dec) % over the past 
year. —"; 

Rule analyze_ROA_I_c If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < 0 and 
t_mil_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 : 
color = |2 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mul_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only’ display “is the ROA negatve, but 

it is decreasing over ume. A glance at the income” display “statements will pve a good indication of why this 1s happening. Costs” display 
‘incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (which generally make up around’ display “60 % of total costs) have increased by 
{personal_inc)% over the past year. ~*; 

Rule analyze_ROA_2_a lf ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA <= 0.004 and 
ROA > = 0 and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display ‘the ROA is positive, it 

is decreasing over tme. Furthermore, its small size“ display “indicates that the present rate of income is not enough to cover expected’ 
display “dernand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income statements will” display “give a good indicaton of why this 1s hap- 
pening. Revenue from the corps’ display “(which typically consttutes more than 75% of total revenue) has decreased by’ display 
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“{mil_dec) % over the past year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salaries and” display “fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60% 
of total costs) have" display “increased by (personal_inc}% over the past year. —"; 

Rule analyze_ROA_2_bIf ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.904 and 
ROA > = 0 and 
t_mal_rev < (muil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < (personal_last} Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although” display “the ROA is positive, it 

is decreasing over tre. Furthermore, its small size” display “indicates that the present rate of income is not enough to cover expected” 
display “demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income statements will” display “give a good indication of why this is hap- 
pening. Revenue from the corps” display “(which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue) has decreased by” display 
“{mil_dec}% over the past year. —° 

Rule analyze_ROA_2_c If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA _last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.004 and 
ROA > = Oand 
t_mil_rev > = (mul_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “is the ROA positive, it 

is decreasing over tme. Furthermore, its small size” display “indicates that the present rate of income ts not enough to cover expected” 
display “demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income statements will” display “give a good indication of why this 1s hap- 
pening. Meanwhile, costs incurred” display “for salaries and fmnge benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total” display “costs) 
have increased by {personal_inc}) % over the past year. 7"; 

Rule analyze_ROA_3_alf ROA < (ROA_| last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.09 and 
ROA > = .004 and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mul_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation ts not bad. The ROA is” display “at an acceptable level. 

This indicates that reserves for future equipment” display “purchases are being built, while the loans from other awalianes are” display 
“being decreased. A word of caution however is in order. Note that the” display ‘ratio 1s decreasing over time. A gjance at the income 
stalements will show" display “why this is happening. The revenue from the corps (which typically” display “constitutes 75% of total re- 
venue) has decreased by {rmul_dec})% over the past” display “year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (which’ dis- 
play “generally make up around 60% of total costs) have increased by (personal_inc)%" display ° over the past year. —°; 

Rule analyze_ROA_3_b If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA <= 0.09 and 
ROA >= .004 and 
t_mul_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mul_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mul_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is” display “at an acceptable level. 

This indicates that reserves for future equipment” display “purchases are being built, while the loans from other auxiliaries are” display 
“being decreased. A word of caution however is in order. Note that the” display “ratio is decreasing over tme. A glance at the income 
statements will show” display “why this is happening. The revenue from the corps (which typically ° display “consttures 75% of total re- 
venue) has decreased by {mul_dec}% over ths past year. —"; 

Rule analyze_ROA_3_cIf ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA <= 0.09 and 
ROA > = .004 and 
t_mil_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last}) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
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find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dee, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is” display “at an acceptable level. 

This indicates that reserves for future equipment’ display “purchases are being built, while the loans from other auxiliaries are” display 
"being decreased. A word of caution however, is in order. Note that the” display “ratio is decreasing over time. A glance at the income 
statements will show’ display “why this is happening. Costs incurred for salaries and fringe benefits ” display “(which generally make up 
around 60% of total costs) have increased by {personal_inc}%" display “over the past year. ~”; 

Rule analyze_ROA_4 If ROA < (ROA last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA > = 0.09 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite good. The ROA‘ display “indicates that income is not only 

high enough to cover expected demand for” display “equipment replacement, but can also contnbute substantially to decreasing” display 
“the amount owed to other awaliary enterprises. There are a couple of things” display “to note here however. First, the ROA is so high 
that the Tailor Shop might’ display "be accused of gouging its customers. And second, the ROA is decreasing” display “over ume. This 
may signal that income 1s decreasing, or it may signal” display “a concerted effort on the part of management to bring down pnices to an” 
display ‘acceptable’ level. —°; 

Rule analyze_ROA_S If ROA > (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < 0 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. The ROA is’ display “negative which indicates that ex- 

penses exceed income. This means that the’ display “Taor Shop has to depend on the other auxilianes to cover its operating” display 
“expenses. On a positive note, the ROA is increasing over time, indicating ” display “that improvements are being made. ~ 

Rule analyze_ROA_6 If ROA > (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA > = 0 and 
ROA <.004 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is improving. * display “Although the ROA is quite low, 

it is improving over ume. At Uus point, it” display “is not earning enough to cover all of expected demand for equipment’ display “re- 
placement. However, if the current trend continues, they should be ° display “able to do so in the future. —*; 

Rule analyze_ROA_7 If ROA > (ROA_last) and 
ROA _last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA > = .004 and 
ROA <.09 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° display “Not only is the ROA improving 

over time, but it falls in a very good region.” display “An ROA in this region indicates that net income is sufficient to cover” display “ex- 
pected demand for equipment replacement, and also to pay back some of the” display “debt owed to the other awuliary enterprises. —°; 

Rule analyze_ROA_8 If ROA > (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA > = .09 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° display “Not only is the ROA improving 

over time, but i indicates that a substanual ° display “dent can be made in its debt to other awaliary enterpnces. On the’ display “negative 
side, an ROA of this magnitude indicates that revenues greatly” display “exceed expenses which could be considered price gouging. —°; 

Rule analyze_ROA_9_alf ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < 0 and 
tmil_rev < (muil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only’ display “is the ROA negative, but 

has decreased over the past year. A glance at the’ display “income statements will give a good indication of why this 1s happening.” display 
"Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total” display “revenue) has decreased by {mil_dec)%. Meanwhile, 
costs incurred for salaries” display “and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total costs) have’ display “increased by 
{personal_inc}%. —*; 

Rule analyze_ROA_9_b If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < 0 and 
t_mil_rev < (mul_rev_last} and 
t_personal < = (personal_last} Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
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format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the ROA negative, but 
it has decreased over the past year. A glance at” display “the income statements will give a good indication of why this is happening.” 
display “Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total’ display “revenue) has decreased by {mil_dec}%.—°; 

Rule analyze_ROA_9_c If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < 0 and 
t_mil_rev > = (muil_rev_last} and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the ROA negative, but 

it has decreased over the past year. A glance at” display “the income statements will give a good indication of why this is happening.” 
display “Costs incurred for salanes and {nnge benefits (which generally make up’ display “around 60% of total costs) have increased by 
{personal_inc}% over the past” display “year. —“; 

Rule analyze_ROA_10_alf ROA < (ROA_Jast) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.004 and 
ROA > = 0 and 
t_mul_rev < (mul_rev_jast) and 
t_personal > (personai_last}) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “the ROA is positive, it 

has decreased over the past year. Furthermore, its” display “small size indicates that the present rate of income is not enough to cover’ 
display “expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income’ display “statements will give a good indication of why this 
is happening. Revenue” display “from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue}” display “has decreased by 
{mil_dec}%. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salanes and® display “fnnge benefits (whidh generally make up around 60% of total costs) 
have’ display “increased by (personal_inc}% over the past year. —°; 

Rule analyze_ROA_10_b If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.004 and 
ROA > = 0 and 
t_mil_rev < (muil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_ine 
format mul_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “the ROA is positive, it 

has decreased over the past year. Furthermore, its” display “small size indicates that the present rate of income is not enough to cover’ 
display “expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income’ display “statements will give a good indication of why this 
' happening. Revenue" display “from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue)’ display “has decreased by 
mil_dec} %. ="; 

Rule analyze_ROA_!0_c If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.004 and 
ROA > = 0 and 
t_mil_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = $2 
find mul_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mul_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “the ROA is positive, it 

has decreased over the past year. Furthermore, its” display “small size indicates that the present rate of income is not enough to cover’ 
display “expected demand for equipment replacernents. A glance at the income’ display “statements will give a good indication of why this 
is happening. Costs ° display “incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (whuch generally make up around 60%’ display “ot total costs) have 
increased by {personal_inc}% over the past year. ~°; 

Rule analyze _ROA_I]_a lf ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.09 and 
ROA > = .004 and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = |4 
find mil_dec 
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find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is” display “at an acceptable level. 

This indicates that reserves for future equipment” display “purchases are being built, while the loans from other auxilianes are” display 
“being decreased. A word of caution however is in order. Note that the” display “ratio has decreased over the past year. A glance at the 
income statements” display “will show why this is happening. The revenue from the corps (which’ display “typically constitues 75% of total 
revenue) has decreased by {mil_dec}% over” display “the past year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salanes and fringe benefits” display 
“(which generally make up around 60% of total costs) have increased by (personal_inc}%° display “over the past year. —°; 

Rule analyze _ROA_li_b If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA <= 0.09 and 
ROA > = .004 and 
t_mil_rev < (rmul_rev_last) and 
t_personal < (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mij_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is’ display “at an acceptable level. 

This indicates that reserves for future equipment’ display “purchases are being built, while the loans from other auwaliaries are” display 
“being decreased. A word of caution however, is in order. Note that the’ display “ratio has decreased over the past year. A glance at the 
income statements” display “will show why thus is happening. The revenue from the corps (which” display “typically consiutues 75% of 
total revenue) has decreased by {mil_dec} % over” display “the past year. —"; 

Rule analyze_ROA_tl_clIf ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.09 and 
ROA > = .004 and 
t_mil_rev > = (mul_rev_Jast) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 - 

format personal_inc, 4.] display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is” display “at an acceptable level. 
This indicates that reserves for future equipment” display . purchases are being built, while the loans from other auxiliaries are” display 
“being decreased. A word of caution however is in order. Note that the” display “ratio has decreased over the past year. A glance at the 
income statements” display “will show why this is happening. Costs incurred for salanes and fnnge® display “benefits (which generally 
make up around 60% of total costs}, have increased” display “by (personal _inc}% over the past year. 7"; 

Rule analyze ROA_Il2 If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_Jast > (ROA_2) and 
ROA > = .09 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° display “The ROA is very high, which in- 

dicates that a substanual dent can be made’ display “tn its debt to other auxiliary enterprises. Nouce that the ROA has’ display “decreased 
over the past year. This may indicate a decline in income, or’ display “it may indicate a concerted effort on the part of management to 
bring’ display “prices more in line with costs. If the former case is true, it should be” display “looked into. ~"; 

Rule analyze_ROA_13 If ROA > (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < 0 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = |2 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. The ROA is” display “negative which indicates that net 

income is also negative. This means that” display “the Tailor Shop 1s depending on the other awolianes to cover some of display “its op- 
erating expenses. On a positive note, the ROA has improved over the” display “past year indicating that improvements are being made. —°; 

Rule analyze ROA_141f ROA > (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA > = 0 and 
ROA <.004 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 display “As can be seen above, the situaton at the Tailor Shop is improving. ° display “Although the ROA is quite low, 

it has improved over the past year. At this” display “point, it 1s not earning enough to cover all of expected demand for equipment” display 
“replacement. However, if the current trend continues, they should be able to” display “do so in the future. —°; 

Rule analyze _ROA_IS If ROA > (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA > = .004 and 
ROA <.09 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display "As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is not bad. ° display “The ROA falls within a very good 

region indicating that net income is” display “sufficient to cover expected demand and also pay back some of the debt owed” display “to 
other auxiliary enterprises. It should be noted however, that the ROA’ display “has fallen over the past year. This indicates decreasing 
earnings, and should” display “be checked into. ~°; 

Rule analyze_ROA_16 If ROA > (ROA_last) and 
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ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA >= .09 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. * display “Not only has the ROA improved 

over the past year, but it also indicates that” display “a substantial dent can be made in their debt to other awaliary enterprices.” display 
"On the negative side, an ROA of this magnitude indicates that revenues” display “greatly exceed expenses which could be considered price 

gouging. —"; 

Rule mil_dec If todo = ratio_analysis Then mil_dec = (((mil_rev_last - t_mil_rev) / mil_rev_last} * 100); 

Rule personal_inc If todo = ratio_analysis Then personal_inc = (((t_personal - Personal_last) / personal_ltast) * 100); 

Rule gross_profit_display IF gross_profit_ratio < > unknown Then cls 
color = 1] 
locate 4,17 
display "GROSS PROFIT RATIO ON CADET UNIFORMS’ 
locate 7,6 display “The Gross Profit Ratio was designed to measure the percentage of display “each sales dollar remaining after the 

cost of goods sold (cost of uniforms” display “issued) has been covered. In other words, this ratio indicates how much of display “each 
sales dollar 1s available to cover operating expenses. If operating” display “expenses are not being met, prces can be raised, or expenses 
lowered, and” display “an increased gross profit ratio will result. For the Tailor Shop, this is” display °a good figure to watch to determine 
what is happening with commutation” display “allowances, inventory, and ‘bags’ issued to cadets. —” cls locate 3,] display “In the Tailor 
Shop’s situation, a change in the gross profit could” display “indicate;" locate 6,6 display “- a change in commutation allowances,” locate 
7,6 display “- a change in the ‘mix’ of cadets (1.e., freshmen vs." locate 8,8 display “sophomores vs. juniors vs. seniors),” locate 9,6 display 
*- a change in the cost of uniforms,” locate 10,6 display “- a change in the number of un:form items per ‘bag’ or” tocate 11,8 display “in 
their quahty, or” locate 12,6 display “- an undervaluaton or overvaluation in inventory.” display ” “ display “With the above in mind, our 
‘expert’ will perform its analysis. However,” display “determining changes in the cost of individual uruform items or in their” display 
“quality is beyond the scope of this system. Therefore, if one of these” display “has changed sigmficanuy, it should be taken into consid- 
eration while ° display “viewing the following analysis.” 

locate 20,8 display “Press any key to see the Gross Profit Ratio analysis ~* 
gross_profit_rauo_display = found 
find rest_of_display_gross_profit; 

Rule display_for GPR If gross_profit_ratio < > unknown Then rest_of_display_gross_profit = found 
els 
color = 11 
locate 2,18 
display “GROSS PROFIT RATIO ON CADET UNIFORMS’ 
locate 5,45 
display “{(current_year)° 
locate 5,35 
display “{last_year}” 
locate 5,25 
display “{year_2_ago}° 
locate 8,44 
format gross_profit_ratio, 5.3 
display “(gross_profit_ratio}’ 
locate 8,34 
format gross_profit_ratio_last, 5.3 
display “{gross_profit_ratio_last}° 
locate 8,24 
format gross_profit_ratio_2, 5.3 
display “{gross_profit_rano_2}—° 
gpr_2_% = (.05 * gross_profit_ratio_2) 
gpr_last_% = (.05 * gross_profit_ratio_last) 
inc_weight_this = ((ca_weight_this - ca_weight_last) / ca_weight_last) 
inc_weight_last = ((ca_weight_last - ca_weight_2) / ca_weight_2) 
inc_ave_thus = ((ca_ave_this - ca_ave_last) / ca_ave_last) 
inc_ave_last = ((ca_ave_last - ca_ave_2) / ca_ave_2) 
dec_wesght_this = ((ca_weight_last - ca_weight_thus) / ca_werght_last} 
dec_weight_last = ((ca_weight_2 - ca_weight_last) / ca_werght_2) 
dec_ave_this = ((ca_ave_last - ca_ave_this} / ca_ave_last) 
dec_ave_last = ((ca_ave_2 - ca_ave_last) / ca_ave_2) 
inc_corps_comp_this = ((corps_comp_Uus - corps_comp_last) / corps_comp_last) 
inc_corps_comp_last = ((corps_comp_last - corps_comp_2) / corps_comp_2) 
inc_t_num_cadets_this = ((t_num_cadets_this - t_num_cadets_last) / t_num_cadets_last) 
inc_t_num_cadets_last = ((t_num_cadets_last - t_num_cadets_2) / t_num_cadets_2)} 
dec_corps_comp_this = ({corps_comp_last - corps_comp_this) / corps_comp_last) 
dec_corps_comp_last = ({corps_comp_2 - corps_comp_last) / corps_comp_2) 
dec_t_num_cadets_this = ((t_num_cadets_last - t_num_cadets_this) / t_num_cadets_last) 
dec_t_num_cadets_last = ((t_num_cadets_2 - t_num_cadets_last) / t_num_cadets_2) 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_Uus = (cost_umforms_this / t_num_cadets_this) 
umiform_cost_per_cadet_last = (cost_uniforms_last / t_num_cadets_last) 

idisplay ° inc_weight_this = {inc_weight_this}” !display ° inc_weight_last = {inc_weight_last}” !display ° inc_ave_this = 
{inc_ave_this}" ‘display ° inc_ave_last = ({inc_ave_last}” ‘display “ dec_weight_this = (dec_weight_this)” ‘display " dec_weight_last 
= { dec_weight_last}° !display ° | dec_ave_this = {dec_ave_this}” ‘display “ | dec_ave_last = {dec_ave_last} -° !display ° 
inc_corps_comp_tus = {inc_corps_comp_this}” ‘display ° inc_corps_comp_last = {ince_corps_comp_last}” ‘display ° 
inc_t_num_cadets_this = {inc_t_num_cadets_this}° !display ” inc_t_num_cadets_last = {ine_t_num_cadets_last}” 'display ° 
dec_corps_comp_this = {dec_corps_comp_this}* ‘display ° dec_corps_comp_last = {dec_corps_comp_last}” !display ° 
dec_t_num_cadets this = {dec_t_num_cadets_this}” !display * dec_t_num_cadets_last = {dec_t_num_cadets_last}" ‘display ” 
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uniform_cost_per_cadet_this =  {uniform_cost_per_cadet_this}” ‘display ~ uniform_cost_per_cadet_last = 
{unuform_cost_per_cadet_last} ~° 

find gross_profit_ratio_anal ysis; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_! If gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 + gpr_2_%) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last > = (gross_profit_ratio_2 - gpr_2_%) and 
gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last + gpr_last_%) and 
gross_profit_ratio > = (gross_profit_rabo_last - gpr_last_%) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 10 
locate 11,6 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is not changing’ display “significantly. Unless management is inten- 

tionally trying to change it,” display “this situation appears optimal.” 
locate 16,26 display “Press any key to continue —*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_a If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last > (gross_profit_ratio_2 *1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 and 
inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this ° 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite’ display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that several different’ display “factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances have” display “in- 
creased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mux of cadets” display “has become more favorable, i.e., the proportion of 
upperclassmen in the” display “corps has increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory” display “(either ending in- 
ventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been” display “undervalued.)” 

locate 20,26 display “Press any key to continue -°; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_b If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1,05) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last > (gross_profit_rauo_2 °1.05)} and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 and 
Inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 

Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_ % = {inc_ave_this ° 100) 
format inc _ave_%, 5.2 ‘display “As can be seen above, the gross profit rato is on a definite” display “upward trend. A determination 

of.the cause reveals that a couple of” display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutauon allowances” display “have 
increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” display “has become more favorable, 1.e., the proportion 
of upperclassmen in the” display “corps has increased.” 

locate 18,26 display “Press any key to continue —’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_¢ If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last ° 1.05) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last > (gross_profit_ratio_2 °1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last ° .95) Then gross profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = {inc_ave_this ® 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutaton’ display “allowances have 
increased over the past year by (inc_ave_%}%.° display “Furthermore, there has been a misvaluauon in inventory (e:ther” display “ending 
inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been” display “undervalued.)° 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue —"; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_d If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last ° 1.05) and 
gross_profit_rauo_last > (gross_profit_ratio_2 *1.05) and 
inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last ° .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this ° 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. The mux of cadets has become’ display “more fa- 
vorable, i.e., the proportion of upperclassmen in the corps has” display “increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inven- 
tory (either’ display “ending inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been” display “undervalued.)’ 

locate 19,26 display "Press any key to continue ~ *; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_¢ If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last > (gross_profit_ratio_2 °!.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analyus = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% ™ (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that average” display “commutation allowances have increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%." 
locate 16,26 display “Press any key to continue —*; 
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Rule gross_profit_analysis_2 f If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
gross_profit_ratio_tast > (gross_profit_ratio_2 °1.05) and 
inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that the mix of cadets” display “has become more favorahle, i.e., the proportion of upperclassmen in the” display “corps 
has increased.” 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue —"; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_g If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
gross_profit_rauo_last > (gross_profit_ratio_2 °1.05) and 

uniform_cost _per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last ° .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = | 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_“% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that there has been a’ display “misvaluation in inventory (e:ther ending inventory has been overvalued or” display 
"beginning inventory has been undervalued.)” 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue ~*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_a If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_rauo last < (gross_profit_rato_2 * .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “downard trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that several different” display “factors are causing this stuation. Average commutation allowances have’ display “de- 
creased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mux of cadets” display “has become less favorable, i.e., the proportion of 
underclassmen in the’ display “corps has increased. Furthermore, there has been a musvaluation in inventory” display “(either ending in- 
ventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been” display “overvalued.)” 

tocate 20,26 display “Press any key to continue ~*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_b If gross _profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95} and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 °. 95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “downward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situabon. Average commutation allowances” display “have 
decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” display “has become less favorable, i.e., the proportion 
of underclassmen in the” display “corps has increased.” 

locate 18,26 display “Press any key to conunue —*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3 ¢ If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_rato_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_raio_2 ° .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
unform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite’ display “downward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing Uus situaton. Average commutation’ display “allowances have 
decreased over the past year by {dec_ave_%}%.° display “Furthermore, there has been a musvaluaton in inventory (e:ther’ display “ending 
inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been’ display ‘overvalued.)’” 

tocate 19,26 display "Press any key to continue ~”, 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_d If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last ° .95) and 
gross_profit_rano_last < (gross_profit_rato_2 * .95) and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 ; 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a defimte” display “dowwnard trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. The mix of cadets has become’ display “less fa- 
vorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the corps has” display “increased. Furthermore, there has been a musvaluation in inven- 
tory (either” display “ending inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been” display “overvalued.)° 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue —*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_e If gross_profit_ratio < (gross _profit_ratio_last * 95) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 * .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
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color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite’ display "downward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that average” display “commutation allowances have decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%.” 
locate 16,26 display “Press any key to continue —"; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_f If gross_profit_ratto < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 ° .95) and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “downward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that the mux of cadets’ display “has become less favorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the” display “corps 
has increased.” 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue —°; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_g If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_rato_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 * .95) and 
uruiform_cost_per_cadet_this > (umform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_“. = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “downward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that there has been a“ display “musvaluaton in inventory (either ending inventory has been undervalued or® display 
“beginning inventory has been overvalued.)” 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue ~*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4_a If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 and 
inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uruform_cost_per_cadet_last * .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over’ display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that several different’ display “factors are causing this situation. Average commutaton allowances have’ display “tn- 
creased over the past year by {inc_ ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mux of cadets” display “has become more favorable, L¢., the proportion of 
upperclassmen in the” display “corps has increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory’ display “(either ending in- 
ventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been” display “undervalued. y’ 

locate 20,26 display “Press any key to conunue -*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4_b If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
inc_ave_tus > 0.05 and 
inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over’ display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situaton. Average commutaton allowances” display “have 
increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets’ display “has become more favorable, 1.e., the proportion 
of upperclassmen in the” display “corps has increased.” 

locate 18,26 display “Press any key to conunue ~°; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4_c¢ If gross_profit_raho > (gross_profit_ratio_last * |.05) and 
inc_ave_Uus > 0.05 and 
uniform cos _per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analyns = found 

color = | 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit rato has increased over’ display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation” display “allowances have 
increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%)}%." display “Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory (either” display “ending 
inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been” display “undervalued.° 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue ~’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4 d If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this ° 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over” display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of” display “different factors are causing this situation. The mix of cadets has become” display “more fa- 
vorable, i.e., the proportion of upperclassmen in the corps has” display “increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inven- 
tory (either” display “ending inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been” display “undervalued.)° 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue ~’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis 4 ¢ If gross _profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
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inc_ave_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over’ display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that average” display “commutaton allowances have increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%." 
locate 16,26 display “Press any key to continue ~*: 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4 f If gross_profit_rato > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
inc_corps_comp_th:s > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over’ display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that the mux of cadets” display “has become more favorable, i.¢., the proportion of upperclassmen in the’ display “corps 
as increased. 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue —’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4 g If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (umform_cost_per_cadet_last * .95} Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over’ display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that there has been a’ display “musvaluation in inventory (either ending inventory has been overvalued or” display 
“beginning inventory has been undervalued.)” 

locate 17,26 display "Press any key to continue —”; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_a If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
umform _cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_rato_analysis = found 

color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over” display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that several different’ display “factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances have’ display 
“decreased over the past year by (dec_ave %}%. Meanwhile, the mux of cadets” display “has become less favorable, i.¢., the proportion 
of underclassmen in the” display “corps has increased. Furthermore, there has been a musvaluation in inventory” display “(either ending- 
inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been” display “overvalued.)" 

locate 20,26 display “Press any key to continue ~’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_b If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last ° .95) and 
dec_ave_thus > 0.05 and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_ % = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over” display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situaton. Average commutation allowances” display 
“have decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%. Meanwhule, the mix of cadets” display “has become less favorable, i.e., the pro- 
portion of underclassmen in the” display “corps has increased.” 

locate 18,26 display “Press any key to continue —"; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_¢ If gross_profit_ratio < (gross _profit_ratio_last ° .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit rato has decreased over” display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are caunng this situation. Average commutation’ display “allowances 
have decreased over the past year by {dec_ave_%)%.° display “Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory (either” display 
“ending inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been’ display “overvalued.)° 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue — *; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_d If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
un form_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_rano_analysis = found 

color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over” display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. The mux of cadets has become’ display “less 
favorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the corps has” display “increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in in- 
ventory (either” display “ending inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been’ display “overvalued.)’ 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue —°; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_e If gross_profit_ratio < {gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 Then gross profit_ratio_ analysis = found 
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color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over” display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that average” display “commutation allowances have decreased over the past year by {dec_ave_%)%." 
locate 16,26 display “Press any key to continue —°; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_f If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95} and . 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
cotor = [2 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = ({dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over’ display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that the mix of cadets” display “has become less favorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the” display 
“corps has increased.° 

locate 17,26 display "Press any key to continue ~°; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_g If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate [1,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over’ display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that there has been a” display “misvaluation in inventory (either ending inventory has been undervalued or’ 
display “beginning inventory has been overvalued.)’ 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue ~’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_6_a If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last ° 1.05) and 
gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last ° .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 10 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has remained fairly’ display “constant over the past year 

Thus, no trend 1s apparent.” 
locate 20,26 display “Press any key to contnue ~*; 

! Statements block 

ask continue_r: “Is this the most current year end?"; choices continue_r: yes, no; 

ask todo: "What would you like to do? Answer /Q when finished”; choices todo: Enter_new_data, graphics, budget_analysis, 
ratio_analysis, what-if_analysis, Change_system_parameters, 

ask inventory_ques: “Can you separate the value of ending inventory into issued and unissued?"; choices inventory_ques: yes, no; 

ask issued_inv: “What is the value of issued inventory?"; ask unissued_inv. “What is the value of unissued inventory?’; ask total_inv: 
“Then, what is the value of total inventory?’; 

ask equip_number: “How many pieces of equipment does this include?’, 

ask equip_name: "Give an appropriate title to a piece, using underscores to connect words."; 

ask cost “How much did the {equip_name} cost?”’; 

ask purchase_month: “Please enter the number for the month in which the (equip_name} was purchased. Use | for January, 2 for Febru- 
ary, ....12 for December."; 

; 

ask useful_tife: “How many years is the (equip_name} expected to last?*; 

ask num_fresh: “June ({current_year)?", ask num_soph: “How many sophomores?’; ask num_jun: “How many juniors?", ask num_sern: “How 
many semors?"; 

ask ca_fresh: “June (current_year})?°; ask ca_soph: “How much was it for sophomores?”; ask ca_jum “How much was it for jumors?"; ask 
ca_sen: “How much was it for seniors?’; 

plural: put_inventory, new_equip,current_values,depreciation; plural: corps_ca,corps_num,bs_this,bs_last,bs_2_ago,bs_info; bkcolor = 1; 
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B.44 WIRATIO3 

execute; runtime; 

actions 

todo = ratio_analysis color = 15 display “The syste has just entered a new knowledge base and files must be” display “loaded. This re- 
quires a few minutes. You will be instructed when’ display “to continue.” display ° ” find get_data display “Press any key to examine the 
expense to revenue ratios.~” display ° ° find exp_to_rev_display find exp_to_rev_mkt_seg_display find t_asset_tum_display find 
inv_turn_display chain wits ; 

Rule get_necessary_data If get_data = unknown Then get_data = found! wks ca,b13..d16,\vpp\wica 

wks ca_weight_this,b!3,\vpp\wica 
wks ca_weight_last,cl3,\vpp'wica 
wks ca_weight_2,d13, vpp\wica 
wks ca_ave_this,b14,\vpp\wica 
wks ca_ave_last,cl4,\vpp\wica 
wks ca_ave_2,d14,\vpp\wica 
wks corps_comp_this,b15,\vpp\wica 
wks corps_comp_last,c! 5,\vppwica 
wks corps_comp_2,d15,\vpp\wica 
wks t_num_cadets_this,b16,\vpp' wica 
wks t_num_cadets_last,cl6,\vpp\wica 
wks t_num_cadets_2,d16,\vpp\wica 

! wks bs_this,b1..b14,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{1],b1,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{2),b2,\vpp\miabbs 
wks bs_this{3],b3,\vpp\mabbs 
wks bs_this{4j,b4,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this[5],b5,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this[6],b6, \vpp ,wiabbs 
wks bs_this[?],b7,\vpp\wmiabbs 
wks bs_this[8],b8,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this(9},b9,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{10],b10,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{]1],b11,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this[{12],b12,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this[13],b13,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{ |4},b14,\vpp\wiabbs 

! — wks bs_last,cl..cl4,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{t],cl,\wpp\wiabbs 

wks bs_last{2],c2,\vpp\wiabbs 

wks bs_last{3],c3,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last(4],c4,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{5],¢5,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{6],¢6,\vpp’ wrabbs 
wks bs_last{7],c7,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{8},c8,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{9],c9,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{10],cl0,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{11],cll,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{}2],cl2,\vpp\mabbs 
wks bs_last{13],c!3,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{14],cl4,\vpp\wiabbs 

! wks bs_2_ago,dl..d!4,\vppi\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{I].d!,\vpp,\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{2],d2,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{3],d3,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{4],d4,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago(5},d5,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ agol6],d6,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{7],d7,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{8],d8,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago(91,d9,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{10],d10,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ agof!1],d1!,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{t2],d12,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{13],d13,\~pp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{14],d14,\vpp\wiabbs 

wks t_assets_3,e9,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks inv_3_ago,e7,\vpp\wiabbs 

current_year = (bs_this{I} 
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last_year = (current_year - 1) 
year_2 ago = (current_year - 2) 
total_inv = (bs_this(7]) 
last_yr_inventory = (bs_last{7]) 
inv_2_ago = (bs_2_ago[7]} 
new_due_to = (bs_this[12)) 
last_yr_due_to = (bs_last{12)) 
due_to_2_ago = (bs_2_ago[12)) 
total_current_value = (bs_this(8)) 
last_yr_equip_value = (bs_last{8) 
equip_2_ago = (bs_2_agof8]) 

! wks is_this,bI..b85,\vpp\wiabis ! wks is_last,c!..c85,\vpp\wiabis ! wks is_2_ago,d1..d85,\vpp\wiabis 

wks net_income,b65,\vpp\wiabis 
wks net_income_last,c65, \vpp'\ wiabis 
wks net_income_2,d65,\vpp\miabis 
wks gross_profit,b16, vppwiabis 
wks gross_profit_last.c!6, vpp\wiabis 
wks gross_profit_2,d16,\vpp .wiabis 
wks t_mil_rev,b9, .vppmiabis 
wks mil_rev_last,c9, \vpp \miabis 
wks mil_rev_2,d9,\vpp wiabis 
wks x1,b15,\vpp\wiabis 
wks x2,b64, \vpp\ wmiabis 
t_expenses = (xl + x2) 
wks cost_uniforms_this,b!5,\vpp\wiabis 
wks cost_uniforms_last,c! 5,\vpp\wiabis 
wks cost_uniforms_2,d15,\vpp wiabis 
wks total_oper_exp_last,c64,\vpp\wiabis 
wks total_oper_exp_2,d64,\vpp\wiabis 
wks t_other_rev,624,\vpp\wiabis 
wks other_rev_last,c24,\vpp \wiabis 
wks other_rev_2,d24,\vpp\ miabis 
wks t_personal,b36,\vppiwiabis 

wks personal_last,c36,\vpp\mabis 
wks corps_e_to_r_this,b79, \vpp\wiabts 
wks public_e_to_r_this,b81,\vpp\wiabis 
wks s_f s_e_to_r_this,b82,\vpp wiabis 
wks interde to_r_this,b83,\vpp\wiabis 
wks music_¢e_to_r_thus,b84,\vpp\miabis 

r_this,b&5,\vpp' wiabts 
r 

5)
 

pt_e_ 
¢_to 1 

wks state_e_to 
_F_last,c79, \vpp\wiabis wks corps_¢_to. 

wks public_e_to_r_last,c81,\vpp\wiabis 

wks interdept_e_to_r_last,c83,\vpp\mabis 
wks music_e_to_r_last,c84, \wpp\wiabis 
wks state_e_to_r_last,c85,\vpp\\wiabis 

! wks is_2_ago_a,d79..d85,\vpp\wiabis 

wks corps_¢_to_r_2,d79,\vpp\wmiabis 
wks public_e to_r_2,d81,\vpp' miabis 
wks s_f_s_e_to_r_2,d82,\vpp\wmiabis 
wks interdept_e_to_r_2,d83, \vpp\wiabis 

¢_to_r_2,d84,\vpp' mabis 
8 5,\vpp\miabis; 

Rule calculate_exp_to_rev_ratios If todo = ratio_analysis Then exp_to_rev_ratio = (t_expenses / (t_mil_rev + t_other_rev)) 
exp_to_rev_rauo_last = ((cost_umiforms_last + total_oper_exp_last) / (mil_rev_last + other_rev_last)} 
exp_to_rev_ratio_2 = ((cost_uniforms_2 + total_oper_exp_2) / (mul_rev_2 + other_rev_2)); 

Rule calculate_t_asset_tum_ratios 

If todo = ratio_analysis 

Then x = (t_mil_rev + t_other_rev) 
t_asset_tum_ratio = (x / ((total_inv + total_current_value + last_yr_inventory + last_yr_equip_value) / 2)) 
x = (mui_rev_last + other_rev_last) 
t_asset_turn_ratio_last = (x / ((last_yr_inventory + last_yr_equip_value + inv_2_ago + equip_2_ago) / 2)) 
t_asset_turn_rato_2 = ((mul_rev_2 + other_rev_2) / ((inv_2_ago + equip_2_ago + t_assets_3)} / 2)); 

Rule calculate_inv_turn_ratios If todo = ratio_analysis Then inv_turn_ratio = (t_mil_rev / ((total_inv + last_yr_inventory) / 2)) 
inv_tum_ratio_last = (mil_rev_last / ({last_yr_inventory + inv_2_ago) / 2)) 
inv_tum_ratio_2 = (mil_rev_2 / ((inv_2_ago + inv_3_ago) / 2)); 

Rule exp_to_rev_display IF exp_to_rev_ratio < > unknown Then exp_to_rev_display = found 
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cls 
color = 11 
locate 2,27 
display “EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIO’ 
locate 4,6 display “The expense to revenue ratio was designed to measure how much of each” display “revenue dollar is consumed by 

expenses. The primary responsibility of display “the Tailor Shop is to provide a service, rather than to produce a° display “profit. How- 
ever, given the level of service provided and the prices” display “charged, it should strive for a low expense to revenue ratio. If net” display 
“income is to be used only to replace old equipment, then an expense to “ display “revenue ratio of around .995 is desirable. On the other 
hand, if net" display "income is also to be used to repay the amount borrowed from other’ display “auxiliaries (say over a 10 year period), 
then a ratio of around .93 is” display “desirable. In any case, the expense to revenue ratio should be less than” display “1, since a ratio 
greater than I indicates that expenses exceed revenues.” 

locate 19,13 display “Press any key to see the Expense to Revenue analysis —° 
find rest_of_display_e_to_r 

Rule display_for_exp_to_rev If exp_to_rev_rato < > unknown Then rest_of_display_e_to_r = found 
cls 
color = II 
locate 2,25 
display "EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIOS" 
locate 5,45 
display “{current_year}’ 
locate 5,35 
display “{last_year}’° 
locate 5,25 
display "{year_2_ago)* 
locate 8,44 
format exp_to_rev_ratio, 5.3 
display “{exp_to_rev_ratio)* 
locate 8,34 
format exp_to_rev_ratio_last, 5.3 
display "{exp_to_rev_rato_last}* 
locate 8,24 
format exp_to_rev_ratio_2, 5.3 
display “{exp_to_rev_ratio_2}° 
find ¢_to_r_analysis; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_0_a If exp_to_rev_ratio > = (exp_to_rev_ratio_last * .999) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = (exp_to_rev_ratio_last ° 1.001) and 
exp_to_rev_rauo > | Then e_to_r_analyms = found 
tocate 11,6 
color = 12 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. The expense” display “to revenue ratio is greater than ! 

and does not apear to be improving. Thus,” display “the Tailor Shop is operating in the red and counting on other auxiliary” display “en- 
terprises to help pay its operating expenses. —°; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_0_b If exp_to_rev_ratio < = (exp_to_rev_ratio_last * 1.001) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = (exp_to_rev_ratio_last * .999) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.995 and 
exp_to_rev_rauo < = | Then e_to_r analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. The size’ display “size of the expense to revenue ratio 

indicates that although income ts” display “positive, it is not large enough to cover expected demand for equipment” display “replacements. 
@Aermore, the situation does not appear to be improving. —”; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_0_c If exp_to_rev_ratio < = (exp_to_rev_ratio_last ° 1.001) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = (exp_to_rev_last ° .999) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.93 and 
exp_to_rev_rato < = .995 Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense’ display “to revenue ratio is at an acceptable 

level, This indicates that reserves’ display “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from’ display “other auxaharies 
are being decreased. —°; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_0_d If exp_to_rev_ratio < = (exp_to_rev_ratio_last * 1.001) and 
exp_to_rev_ratho > = (exp_to_rev_rato_last_last ° .999) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio <= .93 Then e_to_r_analyss = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite good. The expense’ display “to revenue ratio indicates that 

income is not only high enough to cover” display “expected demand for equipment replacement, but can also contnbute” display “substan- 
tially to decreasing the amount owed to other auxiliary enterprises.” display “It should be noted however, that it is possible that the the 
Tailor Shop will” display “be accused of gouging its customers since the ratio is so low. ~°; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_!_a If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > | and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
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format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the expense to revenue 

ratio greater than 1, but it is increasing over’ display “ime. A glance at the income statements will give a good indication of why” display 
“this is happening. Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes more” display “than 75% of total revenue) has decreased by 
{mil_dec}% over the past year.” display “Meanwhile, costs incurred for salaries and fmnge benefits (which generally” display “make up 
around 60% of total costs) have increased by (personal_inc}% over” display “the past year. ~"; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_|_b If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_rauio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > | and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < = (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the expense to revenue 

ratio greater than |, but it is increasing over’ display “time. A glance at the income statements will give a good indication of why” display 
“this is happening. Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes more’ display “than 75% of total revenue) has decreased by 
{mil_dec} % over the past year. ~°; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_|_c If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_lo_rev_ratio > | and 
t_mil_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mal_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the expense to revenue 

ratio greater than |, but it is increasing over’ display “ume. A glance at the income statements will give a good indication of why’ display 
“this is happening. Costs incurred for salanes and fringe benefits (which’ display “generally make up around 60 % of total costs) have in- 
creased by (personal_inc}%° display “over the past year. —"; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_2_a If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_rauo_last > (exp_to_rev_rattio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0,995 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = | and 
t_mul_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last}) Then ¢_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mul_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “the expense to revenue 

ratio is less than 1, it is increasing over ume.” display “Furthermore, its size indicates that the present rate of income is not enough’ display 
“to cover expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income” display "statements will give a good indication of why 
thus is happening. Revenue’ display “from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue)” display “has decreased 
by (muil_dec) % over the past year. Meanwhile, costs incurred” display “for salanes and fmnge benefits (which generally make up around 
60% of total” display “costs) have increased by (personal_inc}% over the past year. —*; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_2_b If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.995 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = | and 
t_mul_rev < (mul_rev_last) and 
t_personal < (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “the expense to revenue 

ratio is less than I, it is increasing over ume.” display “Furthermore, its size indicates that the present rate of income is not enough’ display 
“to cover expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income’ display “statements will give a good indication of why 
this is happening. Revenue” display “from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue)* display “has decreased 
by {mil_dec} % over the past year. —°; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_2_¢ If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.995 and 
exp_to_rev_rano < = | and 
t_mil_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = [2 
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find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although" display “is the expense to revenue 

ratio is less than 1, it is increasing over time.” display “Furthermore, its size indicates that the present rate of income is not enough’ display 
“to cover expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income” display “statementw will give a good indication of why 
this is happening. Meanwhile,” display “costs incurred for salanes and fringe benefits (which generally make up” display “around 60% of 
total costs) have increased by {personal_inc}% over the past” display “year. —°; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_3_a If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_raho_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.93 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = .995 and 
t_mul_rev < (mul_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ¢_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 

find mil_dec 
find personal_ine 
format mul_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense’ display “to revenue ratio is at 

an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves” display “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from other’ dis- 
play “awaliaries are being decreased. A word of caution however is in order.” display “Note that the ratio is increasing over ume. A 
glance at the income’ display “statements will show why this is happening. The revenue from the corps” display “(which typically const- 
tutes 75% of total revenue) has decreased by (mil_dec}%° display “over the past year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salanes and fringe” 
display “benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total costs) have increased” display “by {personal_inc}% over the past year. —"; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_3_b If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.93 and 
exp_to_rev_rauo < = .995 and 
t_mil_rev < (mual_rev_last) and 
t_personal < (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = I4 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format muil_dec, 4.1 

. format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense” display “to revenue ratio is at 
an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves” display “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from other’ dis- 
play “auxiliaries are being decreased. A word of caution however 1s tn order.” display “Note that the ratio is decreasing over ume. A 
glance at the income “ display “statements will show why this is happening. The revenue from the corps” display “(which typically 
constitures 75% of total revenue) has decreased by {mul_dec}%" display “over the past year. —*; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_3_c If exp_to_rev_ratio > {exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
¢xp_to_rev_rauo_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.93 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio <= .995 and 
t_mii_rev > = (mul_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense” display “to revenue ratio is at 

an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves” display “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from other’ dis- 
play “auxiliaries are being decreased. A word of caution however, is in order.” display “Note that the rato is decreasing over ume. A 
glance at the income’ display “statements will show why this is happerung. Costs incurred for salaries and” display “fnnge benefits (which 
generally make up around 60% of total costs) have” display “increased by (personal_inc)% over the past year. — "5 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_4 If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_rato < = 0.93 Then e_to_r_analyns = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite good. The expense” display “to revenue ratio indicates that 

income is not only high enough to cover” display “expected demand for equipment replacement, but can also contnbute’ display “substan- 
tially to decreasing the amount owed to other awauliary enterprises.” display “There are a couple of things to note here however. First, the 
expense to” display “revenue ratio is so low that the Tailor Shop might be accused of gouging’ display “its customers. And second, the ratio 
is incraseing over tme. This may’ display “signal that income ts decreasing, or 1t may signal a concerted effort on” display “the part of 
management to bring down pnices to an ‘acceptable’ level. —°; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_5 If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_lo_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2} and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > | Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. The expense’ display “to revenue ratio is greater than | 

which indicates that expenses exceed” display “revenues. This means that the Tailor Shop is depending on the other” display “awatiaries 
to cover its operanng expenses. On a positive note, the rato” display “is decreasing over tme, indicating that improvements are being 
made. —°; 
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Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_6 If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio <= | and 
exp_to_rev_ratio >.995 Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is improving. ° display “Although the expense to revenue 

ratio is barely less than 1, it is° display “improving over time. At this point, itis not earning enough to cover” display “all of expected de- 
mand for equipment replacement. However, if the current” display “trend continues, they should be able to do so in the future. —*; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_7 If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio_last} and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = .995 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio >.93 Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° display “Not only is the expense to revenue 

ratio improving over time, but it falls” display ‘in a very good region. A ratio in this region indicates that net income is” display “sufficient 
to cover expected demand for equipment replacement, and also to” display “pay back some of the debt owed to the other awwaliary enter- 
prises. -"; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_8 If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = .93 Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. “ display “Not only is the expense to revenue 

ratio improving over time, but it” display “indicates that a substantial dent can be made in its debt to other auxiliary” display “enterprises. 
On the negative side, a ratio so small indicates that revenues” display “greatly exceed expenses which could be considered pnce 

gouging. —°; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_9_a If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > | and 
t_mil_rev < (mul_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_ine 
format mul_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only" display “is the expense to revenue 

ratio greater than }, but has increased over the’ display “past year. A glance at the income statements will give a good indication of dis- 
play “why this is happening. Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes” display “more than 75% of total revenue) has decreased 
by {mil_dec}%. Meanwhile, costs” display “incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60%" display “of 
total costs) have increased by (personal_inc}%. >*; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_9_b If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_raio > | and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < = (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.] 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the expense to revenue 

rauio greater than I, but it has increased over” display “the past year. A glance at the income statements will pve a good indication’ display 
“of im dee) happening. Revenue from the corps (which typically” display “constitutes more than 75% of total revenue) has decreased 
by (muil_dec) %. 7"; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_9_c If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_rauo > | and 
t_mul_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analyns = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mul_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the expense to revenue 

ratio greater than 1, but it has increased over” display “the past year. A glance at the income statements will give a good indication” display 
“of why this is happening. Costs incurred for salaries and fringe benefits” display “(which generally make up around 60% of total costs) 
have increased by (personal_inc}%" display “over the past year. —"; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_10_a If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.995 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = | and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
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t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mit_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although” display “the expense to revenue 

is less than I, it has increased over the past year.” display “Furthermore, its size indicates that the present rate of income is not” display 
“enough to cover expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at” display “the income statements will give a good indication 
of why this is happening.” display “Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total” display “revenue) has 
decreased by {mul_dec}%. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salaries” display “and fringe benefits (whidh generally make up around 60% of 
total costs) have” display “increased by (personal_inc} % over the past year. —°; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_10_b If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_rato_2) and 
exp_to_rev_raho > = 0.995 and 
exp_to_rev_rato < = 0 and 
t_mul_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although” display “the expense to revenue 

ratio is less than 1, it has increased over the past” display “year. Furthermore, its size indicates that the present rate of income 1s” display 
“not enough to cover expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at’ display “the income statements will give a good indi- 
cation of why this is happening.” display “Revenue from the corps (which typically consttutes more than 75% of total” display “revenue) 
has decreased by {mil_dec}%. -°; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_10_c If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and. 
exp_to_rev_ratio_Jast < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.995 and 
exp_to_rev_rato < = | and 
t_mil_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format muil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “the expense to reyenue 

ratio is less than |, it has increased over the past” display “year. Furthermore, its ze indicates that the present rate of income is not” dis- 
play “enough to cover expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the” display “income statements will give a good indi- 
cation of why this is happening. Costs” display ‘incurred for salanes and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60%" display 
“ot total costs) have increased by (personal_inc}% over the past year. —"; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_l1_a If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last} and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.93 and 
exp_to_rev_rato <= .995 and 
t_mul_rev < (muil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last} Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense” display “to revenue ratio is at 

an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves’ display “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from other’ dis- 
play “awaliaries are being decreased. A word of cauton however isn order.” display “Note that the ratio has increased over the past year. 
A glance at the’ display “income statements will show why this is happening. The revenue from the’ display “corps (which typically 
consttues 75% of total revenue) has decreased by (mil_dec}%° display “over the past year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salanes and 
fringe” display “benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total costs) have increased by” display © (personal_inc}% over the past 
year. - "3 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_I1_b If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.93 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = .995 and 
t_mul_rev < (mul_rev_last) and 
t_personal < (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense” display “to revenue rato is at 

an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves” display “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from other” dis- 
play “auxiliaries are being decreased. A word of caution however, is in order.” display “Note that the ratio has decreased over the past 
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year. A glance at the” display “income statements will show why this is happening. The revenue from the’ display “corps (which typically 
consititues 75% of total revenue) has decreased by” display ” (mil_dec}% over the past year. —"; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_!1_c If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_rauo_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_rato > = 0.93 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = .995 and 
t_mul_rev > = (mul_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last}) Then e_to_r_ analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1] display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense” display “to revenue ratio is at 

an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves” display “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from other” dis- 
play “auxlianes are being decreased. A word of caution however is in order.” display “Note that the ratio has increased over the past year. 
A glance at the’ display ‘income statements will show why this is happening. Costs incurred for” display “salanes and fringe benefits 
(which generally make up around 60% of total” display “costs}, have increased by {personal_inc})% over the past year. ~"; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_!2 If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_rato_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = .93 Then ¢_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = |0 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° display “The expense to revenue ratio is 

quite low, indicating that a substantial ° display “dent can be made tn its debt to other awaliary enterpnses. Notice that the” display “ratio 
has ineased over the past year. This may indicate a decline in income,” display “or it may indicate a concerted effort on the part of man- 
agement to bring’ display “prices more in line with costs. If the former case is true, 1t should be” display “looked into. ~°; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_13 If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_rano_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > | Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. The expense’ display “to revenue ratio is greater than | 

which indicates that costs exceed” display “revenues. This means that the Tailor Shop is depending on the other’ display “awaliaries to 
cover some of its operating expenses. On a positve note,” display “the ratio has decreased over the past year indicating that improvements” 
display “are being made. —°, 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_14 If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_lo_rev_rato_last > (exp_lo_rev_ratio 2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio <= | and 
exp_to_rev_ratio >,995 Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is not too bad. ° display “Although the expense to revenue 

ratio is barely less than 1, it has improved” display “over the past year. At this point, the Tailor Shop is not earning enough to” display 
“cover all of expected demand for equipment replacement. However, if the” display “current trend contnues, they should be able to do so 
in the future. ~"; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_15 If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_rauo_last > (exp_to_rev_rano_2) and 
exp_to_rev_raio < = .995 and 
exp_to_rev_rato >.93 Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is not bad. ° display “The expense to revenue ratio falls 

within a very good region indicating” display “that net income is sufficrent to cover expected demand and also pay back” display ‘some of 
the debt owed to other auxiliary enterpnses. It should be noted’ display “however, that the rato has increased over the past year. This 
indicates” display “decreasing earnings, and should be checked into. —"; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_16 If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_rauo_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = .93 Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° display “Not only has the expense to re- 

venue ratio improved over the past year, but” display “it also indicates that a substantial dent can be made in their debt to other’ display 
"awaliary enterprises. On the negative side, a rato this small indicates’ display “that revenues greatly exceed expenses which could be 
considered price gouging. —"; 

Rule mil_dec If todo = ratio_analysis Then mil_dec = (((mil_rev_last - t_mil_rev) / mil_rev_iast) * 100); 

Rule personal_inc If todo = ratio_analysis Then personal_inc = (((t_personal - Personal_last) / personal_last) * 100); 

Rule exp_to_rev_mkt_seg_display IF corps_e_to_r this < > unknown Then exp_to_rev_mkt_seg display = found 
cls 
color = [I 
locate 3,27 
display "EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIO’ 
locate 5,30 
display "BY MARKET SEGMENT” 
locate 8,6 display “Expense to revenue ratios are also calculated for each market segment’ display “of the Tailor Shop. These are very 

useful as they show which market’ display “segments are able to cover their individual expenses. It should be noted” display “however, that 
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overhead expenses are not included in any of these figures.” display “Thus, if all segments showed a ratio of 1.0, the Tailor Shop would 
not be" display “able to cover all of its expenses, due to overhead expenses not included” display “in the computations. Overhead expenses 
for the Tailor Shop generally’ display “consutute between 20% and 30% of total expenses, which is currently” display “between $30,000 
and $60,000.” locate 19,15 display “Press any key to see the Expense to Revenue ratios —” 

find rest_of_display_mkt_seg, 

Rule display_for-mkt_seg If corps_e_to_r_this < > unknown Then rest_of_display_mkt_seg = found 
cls 
locate 2,25 
color = 11 
display "EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIOS’ 
locate 4,29 
display "BY MARKET SEGMENT“ 
locate 7,12 
display “MARKET SEGMENT’ 
locate 7,38 
display “{year_2_ago}° 
locate 7,48 
display “{Jast_year}° 
locate 7,58 
display “{current_year)’ 
locate 9,12 
display “Corps” 
locate 10,12 
display “Public’ 
locate 11,12 
display “Student/Faculty/Staff” 
locate 12,12 
display “Interdepartmental” 
locate 13,12 
display “Music Department’ 
locate 14,12 
display “State Related” 
locate | 7,20 
color = 12 
display “market segment not covering its expenses” 
locate 18,22 
color = 14 
display “market segment covering its expenses” 
locate 19,28 
color = 1] 
display “* upward trend - not good’ 
find rest_of_display_mkt_segs; 

Rule display_for_mkt_seg If corps_e_to_r_ this < > unknown Then rest_of_display_mkt_segs = found 
find corps_e_r_display_this 
find public_e_r_display_this 

find interdept_e_r_dispiay_this 
find music_e_r_display_this 
find state_e_r_display_this 
find corps_¢_r_display_last 
find public_e_r_display_last 
find s_f_s 
find interdept_e_r_display_last 
find music_e_r_display_last 
find state_e_r_display_last 
find corps_e_r_display_2 
find public_e_r_display_2 
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find interdept_e_r_display_2 
find music_e_r_display_2 
find state_e_r_display_2 
find corps_star_display 
find public_star_display 
find s_f_s_star_display 
find interdept_star_display 
find music_star_display 
find state_star_display, 

Rule corps_display_this If corps_e_to_r this <= 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 9,58 
format corps_e_to_r_ this, 4.2 
display “{corps_e¢_to_r_this)’ 
corps_e_r_display this = found else color = 12 
locate 9,58 
format corps_e_to_r_this,4.2 
display “{corps_e_to_r_this)*; 

Rule public_display_this If public_e_to_r_this <= 1.0 Then color = 14 
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locate 10,58 
format public_e_to_r_this, 4.2 
display “{public_e_to_r_this}* 
public_e_r_display_tms = found else color = 12 
locate 10,58 
format public_e_to_r_this,4.2 
display “(public_e_to_r_this)*; 

ee ae ee 

Rule interdept_display_this If interdept_e_to_r_this < = 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 12,58 
format interdept_e_to_r_this, 4.2 
display “{interdept_e_to_r_this}* 
interdept_e_r_display_tus = found else color = 12 
locate 12,58 
format interdept_e_to_r_this,4.2 
display “{interdept_e_to_r_this}*; 

Rule music_display_this If music_e_to_r_this < = 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 13,58 
format music_e_to_r_this, 4.2 
display “{music_e_to_r_this}” 
music_e_r_display_this = found else color = 12 
locate 13,58 
format music_e_to_r_this,4.2 
display “{music_e_to_r_this}"; 

Rule state_display_this If state_e_to_r_this <= 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 14,58 
format state_e_to_r this, 4.2 
display “{state_e_to_r_this}” 
Stale_e_r_display_this = found else color = 12 
locate 14,58 
format state_e_to_r_this,4.2 
display “{state_e_to_r_this}"; 

Rule corps_display_last If corps_e_to_r last < = 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 9,48 
format corps_e_to_r_last, 4.2 
display “{corps_e_to_r_last)* 
corps_¢_r_display_last = found else color = 12 
locate 9,48 
format corps_e_to_r_last,4.2 
display “{corps_e_to_r_last}"; 

Rule public_display_last If public_e to_r_last <= 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 10,48 
formal public_e_to_r_last, 4.2 
display “{public_e_to_r_last}° 
public_e_r_display_last = found else color = 12 
locate [0,48 
format public_e_to_r_last,4.2 
display “{public_e_to_r_last}’5 

Rule interdept_display_last If interdept_e_to_r_last < = 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 12,48 
format interdept_e_to_r_last, 4.2 
display “{interdept_e_to_r_last}’ 
interdept_e_r_display_last = found else color = 12 
locate 12,48 
format interdept_e_to_r_last,4.2 
display “{interdept_e_to_r_last}*; 
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Rule music_display_last If music_e_to_r_last <= 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 13,48 
format music_e_to_r_fast, 4.2 
display °{music_e_to_r_last}” 
music_e_r_display_last = found else color = 12 
locate. 13,48 
format music_e_to_r_Jast,4.2 
display “{music_e_to_r_last}*; 

Rule state_display_last If state_e_to_r_last < = 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 14,48 
format state_e_to_r_last, 4.2 
display “{state_e_to_r_last}” 
state-¢_r_display_last = found else color = 12 
locate 14,48 
format state_e_to_r_last,4.2 
display “{state_e_to_r_last}*; 

Rule corps_display_2 If corps_e_to_r_2 <= 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 9,38 
format corps_e_to_r_2, 4.2 
display “{corps_e_to_r_2}° 
corps_¢e_r_display_2 = found else color = 12 
locate 9,38 
format corps_¢e_to_r_2,4.2 
display “{corps_e_to_r_2}*; 

Rule public_display_2 If public_e_to r_2 <= 1.0 Then color = 14 
tocate 10,38 
format public_e_to_r_2, 4.2 
display “{public_e_to_r_2}° 
public_e_r_display_2 = found else color = 12 
locate 10,38 
format public_e_to_r_2,4.2 

r_2 display “{public_e_to_r_2}°; 

locate 11,38 
format s_ fs ¢ to r 2,4.2 

e r2 

Rule interdept_display_2 If interdept_e_to_r_2 < = 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 12,38 
format interdept_e_to_r_2, 4.2 
display “{interdept_e_to_r_2}* 
interdept_e_r_display_2 = found else color = 12 
locate 12,38 
format interdept_e_to_r_2,4.2 
display “{interdept_e_to_r_2}"; 

Rule music_display_2 If music_e_to_r_2 < = 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 13,38 
format music_e_to_r_2, 4.2 
display “{music_e_to_r_2}" 
music_e_r_display_2 * found else color = [2 
locate 13,38 
format music_e_to_r_2,4.2 
display “{music_¢e_to_r_2)*; 

Rule state_display_2 If state_e_to r_2 <= 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 14,38 
format state_e_to_r_2, 4.2 
display “{state_e_to_r_2}” 
state_e_r_display_2 = found else color = 12 
locate 14,38 
format state_e_to_r_2,4.2, 4, 

display “{state_e_to_r_2}"; 

Rule star_corps_display If corps_e_to_r_this > = (corps_e_to_r_last) and 
corps_¢_to_r_last > = (corps_e_to_r_2) Then corps_star_display = found 
color = 11 - 
locate 9,64 
display °**; 

Rule star_public_display If public_e_to_r_ this > = (public_e_to_r_last} and 
public_e_to_r_last > = (public_e_to_r_2) Then public_star_display = found 
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color = 1] 
locate 10,64 
display °“*’; 

color = 1h 

locate 11,64 

display °*"; 

Rule star_interdept_display If interdept_e_to_r_this > = {interdept_e_to_r_last) and 
interdept_¢_to_r_last > = (interdept_e_to_r_2) Then interdept_star_display = found 
color = 11 
locate 12,64 
display **’; 

Rule star_music_display If music_e_to_r_this > = {music_e_to_r_last) and 
music_e_to_r_last > = (music_e_to_r_2) Then music_star_display = found 
color = ll 
locate 13,64 
display “*"; 

Rule star_state_display If state_e_to_r_this > = (state_e_to_r_last) and 
state_¢_to_r_last > = (state_e_to_r_2) Then state_star_display = found 
color = 1] 
locate 14,64 
display “* ~* else locate 19,77 
display” —*; 

Rule display_for_t_asset_turn If t_asset_tumn_ratio < > unknown Then cls 
color = |1 
locate 1,24 
display ‘TOTAL ASSET TURNOVER RATIOS’ 
locate 4,45 
display “{current_year}° 
locate 4,35 
display “(last_year)° 
locate 4,25 
display “{year_2_ago}* 
locate 7,44 
format t_asset_tum_ratio, 5.3 
display “{t_asset_turn_ratio}” 
locate 7,34 
format t_asset_turn_ratio_last, 5.3 
display “{t_asset_turn_ratio_last}” 
locate 7,24 
format t_asset_turn_rano_2, 5.3 
display “{t_asset_turn_ratio_2}° 
t_asset_turn_display = found 
find t_asset_turn_analysis, 

Rule analyze_t_asset_tum_I If t_asset_tum_raho > = (t_asset_tum_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_tum_ratio_last > = (t_asset_turn_ratio_2) and 
tasset_turn_rato > = 1.0 Then locate 10,6 
color = 10 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “1s considered good, and a low rato of sales to asset 

value is considered’ dispiay “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (1.¢., uniforms ” disptay “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since itis ° display “expected that the cost of these umforms will apprommate the revenue ° display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is quite good,” display “and it is improving over ume. —” 

tasset_turn_analysis * found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_2 If t_asset_turn_ratio > = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_tum_ratio > = 1.0 Then locate 10,6 
color = 10 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low rato of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (1-e., unuforms ° display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since it is ° display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approxmate the revenue ° display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than !.0 1s considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is quite good,” display “and it has improved over the past 
year. ~* 

t_asset_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_3 If t_asset_turn_ratio > = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_turn_ratio_last > = (t_asset_turn_ratio_2) and 
t_asset_tumn_ratio >= .9 and 
t_asset_turn_ratio < 1.0 Then locate 10,6 
color = 10 
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display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 
value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.¢., uniforms “ display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since it is “ display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue ° display “obtained from 
them, any asset tumover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is acceptable,” display “and is improving over time. —° 

t_asset_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_4 If t_asset_turn_ratio > = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_tum_rato > = .9 and 
t_asset_turn_rauo < 1.0 Then locate 10,6 
color = 10 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., uniforms ° display “signed out to cadets} is a major 
portion of its assets. Since it ts “ display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue “ display “obtained from 
them, any asset tumover ratio greater than !.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is acceptable,” display “and has improved over the past year. ~’” 

t_asset_tum_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_S If t_asset_tum_ratio > = (t_asset_tumm_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_turn_ratio_last > = (t_asset_tumn_rato_2) and 
t_asset_tum_ratio < = .9 Then locate 10,6 
color = 14 
display “In general, a high ratio of doltar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (1.¢., uniforms ” display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since itis ° display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approxmate the revenue ° display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 1s considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is not as high as” display “management would like. However, 
it does appear to be improving over time. —° 

t_asset_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_6 If t_asset_turn_ratio > = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_turn_ratio < = .9 Then locate 10,6 
color = 12 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Taslor Shop, issued inventory (1.¢., umforms ° display “ngned out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since itis ” display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approxamate the revenue * display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover rato greater than 1.0 1s considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio 1s not as high as” display “management would lke. However, 
it has improved over the past year and may’ display “conunue to do so in the future. -* 

t_asset_tum_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_7 If t_asset_turn_ratio < ™ (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_tum_raho_last < = (t_asset_tum_rato_2) and 
t_asset_tum_rato > = 1.0 Then locate 10,6 
color = 14 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., uniforms ” display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since itis ° display “expected that the cost of these uruforms will approximate the revenue ” display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio 1s quite good.” display “However, it appears to be decreasing 
over ume. Management might want to” display “determine whether this is just random fluctuation or an actual trend. -° 

t_asset_tum_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_8 If t_asset_tum_ratio < = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_turn_rato > = 1.0 Then locate 10,6 
color = I¢ 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets’ display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (1.e., uniforms ” display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since itis ° display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue ° display “obtained from 
them, any asset tumover rauo greater than !.0 ts conndered’ display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is quite good.” display “However, it has decreased over the past 
year. Management might want to” display “determine whether this is just random {luctuaton or the beginning of a” display “trend. —° 

t_asset_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_9 Hf t_asset_turn_ratio < = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_turn_ratio_last < = (t_asset_turn_ratio_2) and 
t_asset_turn_rauo < 1.0 and 
t_asset_turn_ratio > .90 Then locate 10,6 
color = 14 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (1.¢., uniforms ° display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since it is ° display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue ° display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is at an” display “acceptable level. However, it appears to be 
decreasing over tme. Management’ display “might want to deterrmune whether this is just random fluctuation or an actual” display 
“trend. -° 
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t_asset_turmn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_10 If t_asset_turn_ratio < = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_turn_ratio < 1.0 and 
t_asset_turn_ratio > = 0.9 Then locate 10,6 
color = 14 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., uniforms ° display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since it is ” display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue ” display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered’ display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset tumover ratio is at an” display “acceptable level. However, it has decreased 
over the past year. Management’ display “might want to determine whether this 1s just random fluctuation or the’ display "beginning of a 
downward trend. -" 

t_asset_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_]1 If t_asset_turm_ratio < = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_turn_ratio_last < = (t_asset_turn_ratio_2) and 
t_asset_turn_ratio < 0.9 Then locate 10,6 
color = 12 . 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.¢., uniforms “ display “signed out to cadets) 1s a major 
portion of its assets. Since itis ° display “expected that the cost of these umforms will approximate the revenue “ display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than |.0 1s constdered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is fairly low.” display “This indicates that revenues are not high 
enough for the level of assets” display “being held. Furthermore, there appears to be a downward trend over time.” display “This is defi- 
nitely something that management should check into. -” 

t_asset_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_1]2 If t_asset_turn_ratio < = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_turn_ratuio < 0.9 Then locate 10,6 
color = 12 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered’ display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.¢., uruforms ° display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since itis ° display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue © display “obtained from 
them, any asset tumover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset tumover rato is fairly low.” display “This indicates that revenues are not high 
enough for the level of assets” display “being held. Furthermore, is has decreased over the past year. Management” display “should de- 
termine whether or not ts is merely random fluctuation or the” display “beginning of a downward trend. —° 

t_asset_turn_analysis = found; 

_ Rule displayinv_turn_ratio_beg If inv_turn_ratio < > unknown Then cls 
locate 1,25 
color = Il 
display "INVENTORY TURNOVER RATIOS’ 
locate 4,6 display “The inventory turnover ratio is designed to measure how fast an ” display “organizaton turns over its inventory. 

Ideally, this number is quite high,” display “since it is best to turn over goods as quickly as possible. Doing so” display “decreases the 
possiblity of lowering the value of the goods due to” display “obsolescence, pilferage, damage, etc. Much of the Tailor Shop's inventory’ 
display “however, cannot be turned over more than once a year, because uniforms” display “issued to cadets are considered part of total 
inventory. In the case of display “the Tailor Shop, thus rato is calculated by dividing income produced” display “from the corps by the 
average dollar value of inventory (which consists’ display ‘almost solely of cadet uniforms). If this rato is very low, say less” display “than 
.50, it indicates that the Tailor Shop 15 holding a large amount of display “unissued inventory in the shop. Given these circumstances, any 
rano” display “which is greater than 0.75 is considered to be ‘acceptable.’ ° locate 19,13 display “Press any key to see the inventory turnover 
analysis —° 

inv_turn_display = found 
find actual_inv_turn_display; 

Rule display_for_inv_turmn If inv_turn_ratio < > unknown Then cls 
color = 1] 
locate 3,25 
display “INVENTORY TURNOVER RATIOS’ 
locate 6,45 
display °{current_year}° 
locate 6,35 
display “{last_year}° 
locate 6,25 
display “{year_2_ago}° 
locate 9,44 
format inv_turn_ratio, 5.3 
display “{inv_turn_ratio}” 
locate 9,34 
format inv_turn_ratio_last, 5.3 
display “(a3nv_turn_ratio_last}° 
locate 9,24 
format inv_turn_ratio_2, 5.3 
display “{inv_turn_ratio_2}° 
actual_inv_tum_display = found 
find inv_turn_anal ysis; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_! If inv_turn_ratio > = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_turn_ratio_last > = (inv_turn_ratio_2) and 
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inv_turn_ratio > = 0,8 Then locate 9,6 
color = 10 

locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory tumover ratio is quite good. Not’ display “only does it fall within a good 
rangé, but it is increasing over time. -* 

inv_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_2 If inv_turn_ratio > = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_turn_raio > = 0.8 Then locate 11,6 
color = 10 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is quite good. Not’ display “only does it fall within a good 

range, but it has increased over the past” display “year. ~° 
inv_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_3 If inv_tum_ratio > = (inv_tum_ratio_last) and 
inv_turn_ratio_last > = (inv_tum_ratio_2) and 
inv_turn_rato > = .75 and 
inv_turn_ratio < 0.8 Then locate 11,6 
color = 10 

locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is acceptable. Not” display “only does it appear reasonable, bul 
it is Increasing over ime. 7" 

inv_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_4 If inv_turn_rato > = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_turn_ratio > = .75 and 
inv_turmn_ratio < 0.8 Then locate 11,6 
color = 10 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is acceptable. Not’ display “only does it appear reasonable, but 

it has increased over the past year. —° 

inv_tum_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_5 If inv_turn_ratio > = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_turm_ratio_last > = (inv_tum_rauio_2) and 
inv_turn_rato < = .75 Then locate 11,6 
color = 14 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is not as high as” display “management would like. However, 

it does appear to be improving over ume. ~* 
inv_tum_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_6 If inv_tum_ratio > = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_turn_ratio < = .75 Then locate 11,6 
color = 12 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is not as high as” display “management would like. However, 

it has improved over the past year and may” display “contnue to do so in the future. —° 
inv_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_7 [f inv_turn_ratio < = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_turmn_ratio_last < = (inv_tum_ratio_2) and 
inv_turn_rano > = 0.8 Then locate 11,6 
color = 14 : 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is quite good.” display “However, it appears to be decreasing 

over time. Management might want to’ display “determine whether ths ts just random fluctuaton or an actual trend. —° 
inv_tum_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_8 If inv_turn_ratio < = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_tum_rato > = 0.8 Then locate 11,6 
color = 14 

locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is quite good.” display “However, it has decreased over the past 
year. Management might want to’ display “determine whether this is just random fluctuation or the beginning of a” display “tend. -" 

inv_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_9 If inv_tum_ratio < = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_turn_ratio_last < = (inv_tum_rauo_2) and 
inv_turn_ratio < 0.8 and 
inv_tum_ratio > .750 Then locate 11,6 
color = 14 

locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is at an acceptable” display “level. However, it appears to be 
decreanng over tme. Management might’ display “want to determine whether this 1s just random fluctuaton or an actual” display 
“trend. —° . 

inv_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_tum_10 If inv_tum_ratio < = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_turn_ratio < 0.8 and 
inv_turn_rato > = 0.75 Then locate 11,6 
color = 14 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is at an acceptable” display “level. However, it has decreased 

over the past year. Management might want” display “to determine whether this is just random fluctuation or the beginning of a” display 
“downward trend. —” 

inv_tum_analysis = found; 
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Rule analyze_inv_turn_]! If inv_turn_ratio < = {inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_turn_ratio_last < = (inv_turm_ratio_2) and 
inv_turn_ratio < 0.75 Then locate 11,6 
color = 12 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is fairly low. This” display “indicates that revenues are not high 

enough for the level of assets being” display “held. Furthermore, there appears to be a downward trend over time. This” display “is defi- 
nitely something that management should check into. ~’ 

inv_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_|2 If inv_turn_ratio < = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_turn_ratio < 0.75 Then locate 11,6 
color = 12 , 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is fairly low. This’ display “indicates that revenues are not high 

enough for the level of assets being” display “held. Furthermore, is has decreased over the past year. Management should” display “de- 
termine whether or not this is merely random fluctuation or the beginning” display ‘of a downward trend. ~° 

inv_tum_analysis = found; 

: Statements block 

ask continue_r. “Is this the most current year end?°; choices continue_r yes, no; 

ask todo: "What would you like to do? Answer /Q when finished”, choices todo: Enter_new_data, graphics, budget_anal ysis, 
ratio_analysis, what-if_analysis, Change_system_parameters; 

ask inventory_ques: “Can you separate the value of ending inventory into issued and unissued?’; choices inventory_ques: yes, no; 

ask issued_inv: “What is the value of issued inventory?"; ask unissued_inv: “What is the value of unissued inventory?’; ask total_inv: 
“Then, what is the value of total inventory?’; 

ask equip_number: "How many pieces of equipment does this include?’; 

ask equip_name: “Give an appropriate title to a piece, using underscores to connect words.”; 

ask cost: “How much did the (equip_name} cost?’; 

ask purchase_month: “Please enter the number for the month in which the {equip_name) was purchased. Use | for January, 2 for Febru- 
ary, ....12 for December.”; 

ask useful_life: “How many years is the (equip_name} expected to last?"; 

ask num_fresh: “June (current_year}?"; ask num_soph: “How many sophomores”; ask num _jun: “How many juniors?”; ask num_sen: “How 
many seniors?*; 

ask ca_fresh: “June {current_year}?", ask ca_soph: “How much was it for sophomores?’; ask ca_jun: “How much was it for juniors?’, ask 
ca_sen: “How much was it for seniors?’; 

plural: put_inventory, new_equip,current_values,depreciation; plural: corps_ca,corps_num,bs_this,bs_last,bs_2_ago; bkcolor = 1; 
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B.45 WITREND 

execute, endoff, runtime; 

actions color = 15 todo = trend_statements find trend_display find get_data locate 19,25 display “Press any key to continue ~” !find 
which_stmt cls whileknown which_stmt 

find which_stmt 
reset what_next 
reset stnt_number 
reset which_stmt 
cls 
find which_stmt end ; 

‘Rules Block 

Rule trend_display If todo = trend_statements Then color = I] 
trend_display = found 
locate 2,30 display "TREND STATEMENTS’ locate 5,6 display "Trend statements are the financial staternents of several years,” dis- 

play “expressed as percentages of one of those years. For purposes of this” display “analysis, the base year chosen is the first year in the 
series. For each” display “year, the dollar value of each item is divided by the dollar value of the’ display “corresponding item in the base 
year. This results in a value which is in” display “terms of the percentage of the base year. From these statements, trends” display “over 
time can be seen. For the statements which follow, any trend of more” display “than 5% increase per year in expenses or 5% decrease per 
year in revenues” display “is displayed in red. Likewise, any trend of more than 5% increase per ° display “year in revenue or 5%0 decrease 
per year in cost is displayed in yellow.” display “Fhe systern ts currently retrieving the necessary data. You will] be” display “instructed 
when to continue.’ 

Rule get_necessary_data If get_data = unknown Then get_data = found! wks bs_this,b!..b14,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{!],b1,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{2|,b2,\vpp\ wiabbs 
wks bs_this[3],b3,\vpp\mabbs 
wks bs_this(4],b4,\ vpp\wiabbs 

wks bs_this(5],b5,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this[6},b6,'\ vpp\ wiabbs 
wks bs_this[7],b7,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this[8],68,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this[9],b9,\vpp'wrabbs 
wks bs_this[10),b10,\vpp\wiabbs. 
wks bs_this{}1],b!1,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{12],b12,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{13],b13,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{14),b14,\vpp\wiabbs 

! wks bs_last,cl..cl4,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{1],cl,\wpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{2],¢2,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{3],c3,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{4],c4,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{5],c5,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{6],c6,\vpp\ miabbs 
wks bs_last{7],c7,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last[8},c8,\vppiwiabbs 
wks bs_last{(9],c9, \wpp\miabbs 
wks bs_last{10},c10,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_lasd{11],¢11,\spp.wiabbs 
wks bs_last{12),c12,\vpp'\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{!3],cl3,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{i4],cl4,\vpp\wiabbs 

! wks bs_2_ago,d1..d14,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{!],di,\vpp\wmiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{2]},d2,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{3],d3,\vpp\miabbs 
wks bs_2_ ago(4}.d4,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{5],d5,\vpp\wmiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{6],d6,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{7],d7,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{8],d8,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ ago{9],d9,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{10],d10,\vpp\miabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{11],dil,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{12].d12,\vpp’.wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago[13},d13,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ ago{!4],d14,\vpp\wiabbs 

! wks cbis_oper_exp,b56..d56, \vpp\wicbis 

wks cash_oper_exp_this,b56,\vpp\wicbis 
wks cash_oper_exp_last,c56,\vpp\wicbis 
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wks cash_oper_exp_2,d56,\vpp\wicbis 

! wks cbis_net_income,b57..d57,\vpp\wicbis 

wks cash_net_income_this,b57,\vpp\wicbis 
wks cash_net_income_last,c57,\vpp\wicbis 
wks cash_net_income_2,d57,\vpp\wicbis 

! wks uniforms,b10..d10,\vpp\wichis 

wks act_unif_this,b10,\vpp\wicbis 
wks act_unif_last,c10,\vpp\wicbis 
wks act_unif_2,d10,\vpp\wicbis 

! wks act_equip,b55..d55,\vpp\wicbis 

wks act_equip_this,b55,\vpp \wicbis 
wks act_equip_last,c55,\vpp wicbis 
wks act_equip_2,d55,\vpp\wicbis 

current_year = (bs_this{!)) 
last_year = (current_year - 1) 
year_2_ago = (current_year - 2) 
total_inv = (bs_tus{7) 
last_yr_inventory = (bs_last{7]} 
inv_2_ago = (bs_2_ago{7) 
new_due_to = (bs_this(l2) 
last_yr_due_to = (bs_last{12]} 
due_to_2_ago = (bs_2_agof12)) 
reserves_this = (bs_this{!3]) 
reserves_last = (bs_last{I3}) 
reserves_2 = (bs_2_agof13)) 
t_assets_thus = (bs_this[9]) 
t_assets_last = (bs_last(9]) 

" t_assets_2 = (bs_2_ago(9)) 
total_current_value = (bs_this(8}} 
last_yr_equip_value = (bs_lasi{&) 
equip_2_ago = (bs_2_agol8) 

mutt fF wks is_this,b1..b76,\vpp\wiabis ! wks is_last,cl..c76,\vpp\wiabis ! wks is_2_ago,d1..d76,\vpp\wiabis !!1u1nt! 

wks net_income,b65,\vpp\wiabis 
wks net_income_last,c65,\vpp\wiabis 
wks net_income_2,d65,\vpp\mabis 
wks t_mul_rev,b9,\vpp\wrabis 
wks mil_rev_last,c9,\vpp\wiabis 
wks mul_rev_2,d9,\vpp wiabis 
wks cost_uniforms_this,b1 5, \.vpp\wiabis 
wks cost_uruforms_last.c! 5,\vpp\wiabis 
wks cost_umforms_2,d15,\vpp' wiabis 
wks total_oper_exp_last,c64,\vpp\miabis 
wks total_oper_exp_2,d64,\vpp\wiabis 
wks total_oper_exp_this,b64, .vpp\wiabis 
wks t_other_rev,b24, .vpp\wiabis 
wks other_rev_last,c24, \vpp wiabis 
wks other_rev_2,d24,\vpp mabis 
wks t_personal,b36,\vpp’.wiabis 
wks personal _last,c36,\vpp'wiabis 
wks personal_2,d36,\vpp\wmiabis 
wks contract_this,b47,\vpp\wiabis 
wks contract_last,c47,\vpp\wiabis 
wks contract_2,d47,\vpp\wiabis 
wks s_&_m_this,b54,\vpp\wiabis 
wks s_& m_last,c54,\vpp\wiabis 
wks s_& m_2,d54,\vpp\wiabis 
wks contin_this,b62, \vpp\wiabis 
wks contin_last,c62,\vpp’ wiabis 
wks contin_2,d62,\vpp\wmiabis 
wks deprec_this,b63,\vpp\wiabis 
wks deprec_last,c63,\vpp\wiabis 
wks deprec_2,d63,\vpp\wiabis 
wks public_rev_this,bL9,\vpp\wiabis 
wks s_f_s_rev_this,b20,\vpp\wiabis 
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wks interdept_rev_this,b21,\vpp\wiabis 
wks music_rev_this,b22,\vpp\wiabis 
wks state_rev_this,b23,\vpp\wiabis 
wks public_rev_last,cl9,\vpp\wiabis 
wks s_f_s_rev_last,c20,\vpp wiabis 
wks interdept_rev_last,c21,\vpp\wiabis 
wks music_rev_last,c22,\vpp\wiabis 
wks. state_rev_last,¢23,\vpp\wiabis 
wks public_rev_2,d19,\vpp\wiabis 
wks s_f_s_rev_2,d20,\vpp\wiabis 
wks interdept_rev_2,d21,\vpp\miabis 
wks music_rev_2,d22,\vpp\wiabis 
wks state_rev_2,d23,\vpp\wiabis 
wks corps_cost_this,b68,\vpp\wiabis 
wks public_cost_this,b70,\vpp\wiabis 
wks s_f_s_cost_this,b71,\vpp\mabis 
wks interdept_cost_this,o72,\vpp' wiabis 
wks music_cost_tus,b73,\vpp\wiabis 
wks state_cost_this,b74,\vpp,wiabis 
wks corps_cost_last,c68, \vpp\wiabis 
wks public_cost_last,c70,\vpp\wiabis 
wks s_f_s_cost_last,c71,\vpp\miabis 
wks interdept_cost_!ast,c72,\vpp..wiabis 
wks music_cost_last,c73,\vpp\wiabis 
wks state_cost_last,c74,\vpp\wiabis 
wks corps_cost_2,d68,\vpp\wiabis 
wks public_cost_2,d70,\vpp\wiabis 
wks s_f s cost_2,d71,\vpp\wiabis 
wks interdept_cost_2,d72,\vpp\wiabis 
wks music_cost_2,d73,\vpp\wiabis 
wks state_cost_2,d74,\vpp\miabis 

t_expenses = (cost_uniforms_ this + total_oper_exp_this) 
t_expenses_last = (total_oper_exp_last + cost_umiforms_last) 
t_expenses_2 = (total_oper_exp_2 + cost_uniforms_2) 

t_rev_this = (t_mil_rev + t_other_rev) 
t_rev_last = (mil_rev_last + other_rev_last) 
t_rev_2 = (mil_rev_2 + other_rev_2) 
t_cash_exp_this = (cash_oper_exp_this + act_unif_this) 
t_cash_exp_last = (cash_oper_exp_last + act_unif_last) 
t_cash_exp_2 = (cash_oper_exp_2 + act_unif_2); 

Rule display_for_which_stmt If todo = trend_statements Then cls 
color = 1] 
locate 3,15 
display “Select the number corresponding to the trend” 
locate 4,15 
display “statements which would like to see.” 
locate 7,20 , 
display “Il accrual based income statements’ 
locate 9,20 
display “2 cash based income statements’ 
locate 11,20 
display “3 balance sheets” 
locate 13,20 
display “4 market segment revenues and expenses” 
locate 15,20 
display “5 ext to main menu’ 
find stmt_number 
which stmt = found 
find what_next, 

Rule do_abis If stmt_number = | then which_stmt = abis 
what_next = abis 
cls 
color = 11 
locate 0,8 display "TREND STATEMENTS FOR CONDENSED ACCRUAL BASED INCOME STATEMENTS’ locate 2,60 dis- 

play “{current_year}° locate 2,50 display “{last_year}” locate 2,40 display “{year_2_ago}” locate 3,3 display “Revenue” locate 4,6 display 
“Corps” locate 5,6 display “Public” locate 6,6 display “Student/Faculty,Staff locate 7,6 display “Interdepartmental” locate 8,6 display 
“Music Department’ locate 9,6 display “State Related” locate 10,9 display “Total Revenue” locate 11,3 display “Expenses” locate 12,6 dis- 
play “Cost of Uniforms Issued” locate 13,6 display “Personal* locate 14,6 display “Contractual” locate 15,6 display “Supplies & Materials” 
locate 16,6 display “Continuous” locate 17,6 display “Depreciation” locate 18,9 display “Total Expenses‘ locate 19,3 display “Net Income 
from Operations’ 

find abis_corps 
find abis_pub 
find abis_s fs 
find abis_interdept 
find abis_music 
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find abis_state 
find abis_t_rev 
find abis_uniforms 
find abis_personal 
find abis_contract 
find abis_s_ & m 
find abis_contin 
find abis_deprec 
find abis_t_exp 
find abis_mi 
reset abis_corps 
reset abis_pub 
reset abis_s fs 
reset abis_interdept 
reset abis_music 
reset abis_state 
reset abis_t_rev 
reset abis_uniforms 
reset abis_personal 
reset abis_contract 
reset abis_s_ & m 
reset abis_contn 
reset abis_deprec 
reset abis_t_exp 
reset abis_nl; 

Rule do_cbis If stmt_number = 2 then which_stmt = cbis 
what_next = cbis 
cls 
color = 1] 

, locate 0,10 display “TREND STATEMENTS FOR CONDENSED CASH BASED INCOME STATEMENTS’ locate 2,60 display 
“{current_year}" locate 2,50 display “{last_year}” locate 2,40 display “{year_2_ago}* locate 3,3 display “Revenue” locate 4,6 display “Corps” 
locate 5,6 display “Public” locate 6,6 display “Student, Faculty/Staff locate 7,6 display “Interdepartmental” locate 8,6 display “Music De- 
partment” locate 9,6 display “State Related” locate 10,9 display “Total Revenue’ locate 11,3 display “Expenses” locate 12,6 display “Uni- 
forms Purchases” locate 13,6 display “Personal” locate 14,6 display “Contractual” locate 15,6 display “Supplies & Materials” locate 16,6 
display “Continuous” locate 17,6 display “Equipment” locate 18,9 display “Total Expenses” locate 19,3 display “Net income from Oper- 
atons” 

find abis_corps 
find abis_pub 
find abis_s_f_s 
find abis_interdept 
find abis_music 
find abis_state 
find abis_t_rev 
find cbis_uniforms 
find abis_personal 
find abis_contract 
find abis_s_ & m 
find abis_contn 
find cbis_equip 
find cbhis_t_exp 
find cbis_m 
reset abis_corps 
reset abis_pub 
reset abis_s fs 
reset abis_interdept 
reset abis_music 
reset abis_ state 
reset abis_t rev 
reset cb1s_unforms 
reset abis_personal 
reset abis_contract 
reset abis_s & m 
reset abis_contn 
reset cbis_equip 
reset cbis_t_exp 
reset cbis_m; 

Rule do_bs If sunt_number = 3 Then which_stmt = bs 
what_next = bs 
cls 
color = 11 
locate 2,23 display "TREND STATEMENTS FOR BALANCE SHEETS” locate 4,65 display “(current_year}” locate 4,55 display 

“{last_year}” locate 4,45 display “{year_2_ago}” locate 6,3 display “Current Assets” locate 7,6 display “Inventory” locate 8,3 display “Long 
Term Assets” locate 9,6 display “Equipment” Jocate 10,9 display “Total Assets” locate 12,3 display “Liabilites & Capital’ locate 13,6 dis- 
play “Cash Basis Loan from ” locate 14,8 display “other Auxiliaries” locate 15,6 display “Equity -- Reserves” locate 16,9 display “Total 
Liabilites & Capttal” 

find bs_inventory 
find bs_equipment 
find bs_total_assets 
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find bs_due_from 
find bs_reserves 
reset bs_inventory 
reset bs_equipment 
reset bs_total_assets 
reset bs_due_from 
reset bs_reserves; 

Rule do_mkt_seg If stmt_number = 4 then which_stmt = mkt_seg 
what_next = mkt_seg 
cls 
color = 11 
locate 0,12 display “TREND STATEMENTS FOR MARKET SEGMENT REVENUES & EXPENSES” locate 2,60 display 

*(current_year}” locate 2,50 display “{last_year}° locate 2,40 display “{year_2_ago)}” locate 3,3 display “Revenues” locate 5,6 display 
“Corps” locate 6,6 display “Public” locate 7,6 display “Students/Faculty/Staff locate 8,6 display “Interdepartmental” locate 9,6 display 
"Music Department” locate 10,6 display “State Related ° locate 12,3 display “Expenses” locate 14,6 display “Corps” locate 15,6 display 
“Public” locate 16,6 display “Students, Faculty/Staff” locate 17,6 display “Interdepartmental” locate 18,6 display “Music Department” locate 
19,6 display “State Related” 

find abis_corps 
find abis_pub 
find abis_s fs 
find abis_interdept 
find abis_music 
find abis_state 
find seg_corps_cost 
find seg_public_cost 
find seg_s f_s cost 
find seg_interdept_cost 
find seg_music_cost 
find seg_state_cost 
reset abis_corps 
reset abis_pub 
reset abis_s f_s 
reset abis_interdept 
reset abis_music 
reset abis_state 
reset seg_corps_cost 
reset seg _public_cost 
reset seg_s f_s_ cost 
reset seg_interdept_cost 
reset seg_music_cost 
reset seg_state_cost 
find rev_minus_exp_display, 

Rule do_mkt_seg If stmt_number = 4 then rev_minus_exp_display = found 
cls 
color = 1} 
locate 3,30 display ‘TREND STATEMENTS FOR’ locate 4,21 display “MARKET SEGMENT REVENUES MINUS EXPENSES” 

locate 7,56 display “{current_year}” locate 7,46 display “{last_year}” locate 7,36 display “{year_2_ago}” locate 9,6 display “Corps” locate 
10,6 display “Public” locate 11,6 display “Students;Faculty/Staff” locate !2,6 display “Interdepartmental” locate 13,6 display “Music De- 
partment’ locate 14,6 display “State Related ° 

find corps_diff 
find public_diff 
find s_f_s diff 
find interdept_diff 
find musie_diff 
find state_dilff 
reset corps_diff 
reset pub_diff 
resets fis diff 
reset interdept_diff 
reset music_diff 
reset state_dilf 
find display_for_neg, 

Rule exit_this_kbs If stmt_number = 5 Then which_stmt = doesnt_matter 
what_next = retum 
color = 15 
chain wits; 

Rule display_abis_corps If todo = trend_statements Then abis_corps = found 
trend_mil_rev_last = (mil_rev_last / mil_rev_2) 
trend_mil_rev_this = (t_mul_rev / mil_rev_2) 
x = (trend_mil_rev_last) 
y = (trend_mil_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 4,60 
format trend_mil_rev_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_mil_rev_this}* 
locate 4,50 
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format trend _mil_rev_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_mul_rev_last}’ 
locate 4,40 
display “1.00” 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis_public If todo = trend_statements Then abis_pub = found 
trend_pub_rev_last = (public_rev_last / public_rev_2) 
trend_pub_rev_this = (public_rev_this / public_rev_2) 
x = (trend_pub_rev_last) 
y = (trend_pub_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 5,60 
format trend _pub_rev_this, 5.2 
display "{trend_pub_rev_this}” 
locate 5,50 
format trend_pub_rev_last, 5.2 
display “(trend_pub_rev_last}" 
locate 5,40 
display “1.00° 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis_s fs If todo = trend_statements Then abis_s f_s = found 
trend_s fs rev_last = (s_f_s_rev_last /$_f s_rev_2) 
trend_s_f_s_rev_this = (s_f_s rev_this /s_fs rev_2) 
x = (trend_s_f_s_rev_last) 
y = (trend_s_f_s_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 6,60 
format trend_s_f_s_rev_this, 5.2 
display “(trend_s fs rev_this)” 
locate 6,50 
format trend_s f_s_ rev_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_s_f s_rev_last}° 
locate 6,40 
display “1.00” 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis_interdept If todo = trend_statements Then abis_interdept = found 
trend_interdept_rev_last = (interdept_rev_last / interdept_rev_2) 
trend_interdept_rev_this = {interdept_rev_this / interdept_rev_2) 
x = (trend_interdept_rev_last) 
y = (trend_interdept_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 7,60 
format trend_interdept_rev_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_interdept_rev_this}° 
locate 7,50 
format trend_interdept_rev_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_interdept_rev_last}’ 
locate 7,40 
display “!.00° 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis_music If todo = trend_statements Then abis_music = found 
trend_music_rev_last = (music_rev_last / music_rev_2) 
trend_music_rev_this = (music_rev_this / music_rev_2) 
x = (trend_music_rev_last) 
y = (trend_music_rev_this) 
find rev_color © 
locate 8,60 
format trend_music_rev_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_music_rev_thus)” 
locate 8,50 
format trend_music_rev_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_music_rev_last}” 
locate 8,40 
display °1.00° 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis_state If todo = trend_statements Then abis_state = found 
trend_state_rev_last = (state_rev_last / state_rev_2) 
trend_state_rev_this = (state_rev_this / state_rev_2) 
xX = (trend_state_rev_last) 
y = (trend_state_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 9,60 
format trend_state_rev_this, 5.2 
display “(trend_state_rev_this}’ 
locate 9,50 
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format trend_state_rev_last, 5.2 
display "{trend_state_rev_last}’ 
locate 9,40 
display °1.00° 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis_t_rev If todo = trend_statements Then abis_t_rev = found 
trend_t_rev_last = (t_rev_last / t_rev_2) 
trend_t_rev_this = (t_rev_this / t_rev_2) 
x = (trend_t_rev_last) 
y = (trend_t_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 10,60 
format trend_t_rev_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_t_rev_this)” 
locate 10,50 
format trend_t_rev_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_t_rev_last}’ 
locate 10,40 
display °1.00° 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis_cost_uniforms_issued If todo = trend_statements Then abis_uniforms = found 
trend_urnforms_last = (cost_umforms_last / cost_uniforms_2) 
trend_unsforms_this = (cost_uniforms_this / cost_uniforms_2) 
x = (trend_umforms_last) 
y = (trend_umforms_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 12,60 
format trend_uniforms_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_uniforms_this}’ 
locate 12,50 
format trend_umforms_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_uniforms_last)” 
locate 12,40 
display °1.00° 
reset cost_color, 

- Rule display_cbis_cost_uniforms_issued If stmt_number = 2 Then cbis_uniforms = found 
trend_uniforms_last_¢c = (act_umif_last / act_umf_2) 
trend_uniforms_this_c = (act_umif_this / act_umf_2) 
x = (trend_uniforms_last_c) 
y = (trend_uniforms_this_c) 
find cost_color 
locate 12,60 
format trend_uniforms_this_c, 5.2 
display “(trend_uniforms_this_c)’ 
locate 12,50 
format trend_uniforms_last_c, 5.2 
display “{trend_umforms_last_c}° 
Jocate 12,40 
display °1.00° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_abis_ personal If todo = trend_statements Then abis_personal = found 
trend_personal_last = (personal_last / personal_2) 
trend_personal_this = (t_personal / personal_2) 
x = {tend_personal_last) 

y = (trend_personal_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 13,60 
format trend_personal_ thus, 5.2 
display “{trend_personal_this}° 
locate 13,50 
format trend_personal_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_personal_last)” 
locate 13,40 
display °1.00° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_abis_contractual If todo = trend_statements Then abis_contract = found 
trend_contract_last = (contract_last / contract_2} 
trend_contract_this = (contract_this / contract_2) 
x = (twend_contract_last) 
y = (trend_contract_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 14,60 
format trend_contract_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_contract_this}’ 
locate 14,50 
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format trend_contract_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_contract_last}” 
locate 14,40 
display "1.00° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_abis_s_&_m If todo = trend_statements Then abis_s_& m = found 
trend_s_&_m_last = (s_&_m_last / s_&_m_2) 
trend_s_ & m_this = (s_&_m_this /s_& m_2) s 
x = (trend_s & m_last) 
y = (trend_s &_m_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 15,60 
format trend_s_&_m_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_s_&_m_ 
locate 15,50 
format trend_s_& _m_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_s 
locate 15,40 
display “!.00° 
reset cost_color; 

Rule display_abis_continuous If todo = trend_statements Then abis_contin = found 
trend_conun_last = (conun_last / contn_2) 
trend_contin_this = (contin_this / contin_2) 
x = (trend_contn_last) 
y = (trend_contn_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 16,60 
format trend_contin_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_contn_this)” 
locate 16,50 
format trend_contin_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_contin_last}” 
locate 16,40 
display °1.00° 
reset cost_color; 

Rule display_abis_depreciaton If todo = trend_statements Then abis_deprec = found 
trend_deprec_last = (deprec_last / deprec_2) 
trend_deprec_this = (deprec_this / deprec_2) 
x = (trend_deprec_last) 
y = (trend_deprec_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 17,60 
format trend_deprec_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_deprec_this}" 
locate 17,50 
format trend_deprec_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_deprec_last}° 
locate 17,40 
display °1.00° 
reset cost_cotor, 

Rule display_cbis_equipment If todo = trend_statements Then cbis_equip = found 
trend_equip_last = (act_equip_last / act_equip_2) 
trend_equip thus = (act_equup_this / act_equip_ 2) 
x = (tend_equip_last) 
y = (trend_equip_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 17,60 
format trend_equip_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_equip_this)’ 
locate 17,50 
format trend_equip_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_equip_last}° 
locate 17,40 
display “!.00° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_abis_t_expenses If todo = trend_statements Then abis_t_exp = found 
trend_t_expenses_last = (t_expenses_last / t_expenses_2) 
trend_t_expenses_this = (t_expenses / t_expenses_2) 
x = (trend_t_expenses_last) 
y = (trend_t_expenses_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 18,60 
format trend_t_expenses_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_t_expenses_this)” 
locate 18,50 
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format trend_t_expenses_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_t_expenses_last}” 
locate 18,40 
display “1.00” 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_cbis_t_expenses If todo = trend_statements Then cbis_t_exp = found 
trend_t_expenses_Jast_c = (t_cash_exp_last / t_cash_exp_2) 
trend_t_expenses_this_c = (t_cash_exp_this / t_cash_exp_2) 
x = (trend_t_expenses_last_c) 
y = (trend_t_expenses_this_c) 
find cost_color 
locate 18,60 
format trend_t_expenses_this_c, 5.2 
display “{trend_t_expenses_this_c}” 
locate 18,50 
format trend_t_expenses_last_c, 5.2 
display “(trend_t_expenses_last_c}* 
locate 18,40 
display °1.00° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_abis_net_income If todo = trend_statements Then abis_ni = found 
trend_net_income_last = (net_income_last / net_income_2) 
trend_net_income_Uus = (net_income / net_income_2) 
x = (trend_net_income_last) 
y = (trend_net_income_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 19,60 
format trend_net_income_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_net_income_this)” 
locate [9,50 
format trend_net_income_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_net_income_last}* 
find is_it_neg 

! find neg_base 
locate 19,40 
reset rev_color 
find rev_color 
display 71.007" 

. reset rev_color 
reset is_it_neg; 

Rule display_that_ni_base_yr_neg 

If net_income_2 < 0 

Then neg_base = found 

locate 8,68 
display “note: the’ 
Jocate 9,68 
display “net income’ 
locate 10,68 
display "for the ” 
locate 11,68 
display “base year” 
locate 12,68 
display “was” 
locate 13,68 
display ‘negative’; 

Rule display_that_ni_base_yr_neg 

If cash_net_income_2 < 0 

Then neg_base_¢ = found 

locate 8,68 
display “note: the’ 
locate 9,68 
display “net income’ 
Jocate 10,68 
display “for the * 
locate 11,68 
display “base year’ 
locate 12,68 
display “was’ 
locate 13,68 
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display “negative*; 

Rule display_cbis_net_income If todo = trend_statements Then cbis_ni = found 
trend_net_income_last_c = (cash_net_income_last / cash_net_income_2) 
trend_net_income_this_¢ = (cash_net_income_this / cash_net_income_2) 
x = (trend_net_income_last_c) 
y = (trend_net_income_this_c) 
find rev_color 
locate 19,60 
format trend_net_income_this_c, 5.2 
display “{trend_net_income_this_c}’ 
locate 19,50 
format trend_net_income_last_c, 5.2 
display “{trend_net_income_last_c}’ 
find is_it_neg c 

: find neg_base_c 
locate 19,40 
Teset rev_color 
find rev_color 
display “1.00-" 
reset rev_color 
reset is_it_neg_¢; 

Rule is_net_income_negative If net_income < = 0 and 
net_income_last < = 0 and 
net_income_2 < = 0 and 
x > 1.05 and . 
y > 1.1025 Then locate 8,68 
color = 15 
display “** note ° 
locate 9,68 
display “that it is” 
locate 10,68 
display “increasing” 
locate 11,68 
dispiay “in the ” 
locate 12,68 
display ‘negative’ 
locate 13,68 

display ‘direction’ 
locate 19,66 
display “*°* 
color = 12 12 
locate 19,60 ‘this was all added 
format trend_net_income_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_net_income_this}" 
locate 19,50 
format trend_net_income_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_net_income_last}” 
locate 19,40 
display “1.00 -° " 

is_it_neg = no; 

Rule is_net_income_negatve If cash_net_income_this < = 0 and 
cash_net_income_last < = 0 and 
cash_net_income_2 < = 0 and 
x > 1.05 and 
y > 1.1025 Then locate 8,68 
color = 15 
display “** note ° 
locate 9,68 
display “that it is” 
locate 10,68 
display “increasing’ 
locate 11,68 
display “in the ° 
locate 12,68 
display “negative” 
locate 13,68 
display “direction” 
locate 19,66 
display “*°° 
color = 12 
locate 19,60 
format trend_net_income_this_c, 5.2 
display “{trend_net_income_this_c}” 
locate 19,50 
format trend_net_income_last_c, 5.2 
display “{trend_net_income_last_c}* 
locate 19,40 
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display “1.00 -° 
is_it_neg_¢ = no; 

Rule display_bs_inventory If todo = trend_statements Then bs_inventory = found 
trend_inv_rev_last = (last_yr_inventory / inv_2_ago) 
trend_inv_rev_this = (total_inv / inv_2_ago) 
x = (trend_inv_rev_last) 
y = (trend_inv_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 7,65 
format trend_inv_rev_this, 5.2 
display *{trend_inv_rev_this}° 
locate 7,55 
format trend_inv_rev_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_inv_rev_last}° 
locate 7,45 
display “).00° 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_bs_equipment If todo = trend_statements Then bs_equipment = found 
trend_equip_last = (last_yr_equip_value / equip_2_ago) 
trend_equip_this = (total_current_value / equip_2_ago) 
x = (trend_equip_last) 
y = (trend_equip_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 9,65 
format trend_equip_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_equip_this}° 
locate 9,55 
format trend_equip_last, 5.2 
display “(trend_equip_{ast}’ 
locate 9,45 
display “1.00° 
reset rev_color; 

Rule display_bs_due_to_other_ae If todo = trend_statements Then bs_due_from = found 
trend_due_rev_last = (last_yr_due_to / due_to_2_ago} 
trend_due_rev_this = (new_due_to / due_to_2_ ago) 
x = (trend_due_rev_last) 
y = (trend_due_rev_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 14,65 
format trend_due_rev_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_due_rev_this)” 
locate 14,55 
format trend_due_rev_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_due_rev_last}’ 
locate 14,45 
display °“1.00° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_bs_reserves If todo = trend_statements Then bs_reserves = found 
trend_reserves_last = (reserves_last / reserves_2) 
trend_reserves_this = (reserves_this / reserves_2) 
x = (trend_reserves_last) 
y = (trend_reserves_this) 

find rev_color 
locate 15,65 
format trend_reserves_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_reserves_this}’ 
locate 15,55 
format trend_reserves_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_reserves_last}° 
locate 15,45 
display “1.00-° 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_bs_totals If todo = trend_statements Then bs_total_assets = found 
trend_totals last = (t_assets_last / t_assets_2) 
trend_totals this = (t_assets_this / t_assets_2) 
xX = (trend_totals_last) 
y = (trend_totals_this) 
color = 11 
locate 10,65 
format trend_totals_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_totals_this}° 
locate 10,55 
format trend_totals last, 5.2 
display “{trend_totals_last}° 
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locate 10,45 
display 71.00" 
locate 16,65 
format trend_totals_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_totals_this}” 
locate 16,55 
format trend_totals_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_totals_last}° 
locate 16,45 
display °1.00°; 

Rule display_seg_corps_cost If todo = trend_statements Then seg_corps_cost = found 
trend_seg_corps_cost_last = (corps_cost_last / corps_cost_2) 
trend_seg_corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this / corps_cost_2) 
x = (trend_seg_corps_cost_last) 
y = (trend_seg_corps_cost_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 14,60 
format trend_seg_corps_cost_this, 5,2 
display “{trend_seg_corps_cost_this)” 
locate 14,50 

format trend_seg_corps_cost_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_corps_cost_last}* 
locate 14,40 
display °!.00° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_seg_public_cost If todo = trend_statements Then seg public_cost = found 
trend_seg_ public_cost_last = (public_cost_last / public_cost_2) 
trend_seg_public_cost_this = (public_cost_this / public_cost_2) 
x = (trend_seg_public_cost_last) 
y = (trend_seg_public_cost_thus) 
find cost_color 
locate 15,60 
format trend_seg_public_cost_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_public_cost_this} 
locate 15,50 
format trend_seg public_cost_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_public_cost_last}’ 
locate 15,40 
display “1.00° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_seg_s_f_s_cost If todo = trend_statements Then seg.s_f s cost = found 
trend_seg_s f_s cost_last = (s_f_s cost_last /s_fs_ cost_2) 
trend_seg_s f_s_cost_this = (s_f_s_ cost_this / s_f_s_cost_2) 
x = (trend_seg_s fs _cost_last) 
y = (trend_seg_s f_s_cost_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 16,60 
format trend_seg_s f_s_cost_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_s_f_s cost_this}’ 
locate 16,50 
format trend_seg_s fs cost_Jast, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_s_f s_cost_last)’ 
locate 16,40 
display “1.00° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_seg_interdept_cost If todo = tend_statements Then seg interdept_cost = found 
trend_seg_interdept_cost_last = (interdept_cost_last / interdept_cost_2) 
trend_seg_interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_this / interdept_cost_2) 
x = (trend_seg_interdept_cost_last) 
y = (trend_seg_interdept_cost_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 17,60 
format trend_seg_interdept_cost_this, 5.2 
display "{trend_seg_interdept_cost_this)}° 
locate 17,50 
format trend_seg_interdept_cost_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_interdept_cost_last}° 
locate 17,40 
display 71.00° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_seg_music_cost If todo = trend_statements Then seg_music_cost = found 
trend_seg_music_cost_last = (music_cost_last / music_cost_2) 
trend_seg_music_cost_this = (music_cost_this / musi¢c_cost_2) 
x = (trend_seg_music_cost_last) 
y = (trend_seg_music_cost_this)} 
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find cost_color 
locate 18,60 
format trend_seg_music_cost_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_music_cost_this)” 
locate 18,50 
format trend_seg_music_cost_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_music_cost_last}’ 
locate 18,40 
disptay “1.00” 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_seg state_cost If todo = trend_statements Then seg state_cost = found 
trend_seg_state_cost_last = (state_cost_last / state_cost_2) 
trend_seg_state_cost_this = (state_cost_this / state_cost_2) 
x = (trend_seg_ state_cost_last) 
y = (trend_seg_state_cost_this) 
find cost_color 

‘locate 19,60 
format trend_seg_state_cost_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_state_cost_this}” 
locate 19,50 
format trend_seg_state_cost_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_state_cost_last)’ 
locate 19,40 
display “1.00 -° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_corps_diff If todo = trend_statements Then corps_diff = found 
corps_diff_this = (t_mul_rev - corps_cost_this) 
corps_diff_last = (mul_rev_last - corps_cost_last) 
corps_diff_2 = (mil_rev_2 - corps_cost_2) 
trend_corps_diff_last = (corps_diff_last / corps_diff_2) 
trend_corps_diff_this = (corps_diff_this / corps_diff_2) 
x = (trend_corps_aiff_last) 
y = (trend_corps_diff_this) 
find rev_color 
find neg? 
locate 9,56 
format trend_corps_diff_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_corps_diff_this)" 
locate 9,46 
format trend_corps_diff_!ast, 5.2 
display *{trend_corps_diff_last}” 
locate 9,36 
display °1.00° 
reset rev_color 
a = (corps_diff_this) 
b = (corps_diff_last) 
c = (corps_diff_2) 
locate 9,62 
display “{neg?}° 
reset neg> 

Rule display_public_diff If todo = trend_statements Then public_diff = found 
public_diff this = (public_rev_this - public_cost_this) 
public_diff_last = (public_rev_last - public_cost_last} 
public_diff_2 = (public_rev_2 - public_cost_2) 
trend_public_diff_last = (public_diff_tast / public_diff_2) 
trend_public_diff_this = (public_diff_uus / public_diff_2) 
x = (trend_public_diff_last) 
y = (trend_public_diff_this) 
find rev_color 
find neg? 
locate 10,56 
format trend_public_diff_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_public_diff_this}” 
locate 10,46 
format trend_public_diff_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_public_diff_last}° 
locate 10,36 . 
display “1.00° 
reset rev_color 
a = (public_diff_this) 
b = (public_diff_last) 
c¢ = (public_diff_2) 
locate 10,62 
display “{neg?}“ 
reset neg? 

Rule display_s_f_s diff If todo = trend_statements Then s_f_s_ diff = found a ce pe 
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s_f_s diff_this = (s_f_s_rev_this - s_f_s_cost_this)} 
s_f_s diff_last = (s_{_s rev_last - s_f_s_cost_last) 
s fs diff_2 = (s_f_s rev.2-s fs cost_2) 
trend_s_ fs diff_fast = (s_f_s diff_iast / s_f_s_diff_2) 
trend_s_fs aint nis = (s_f_s_diff_this / s_f_s_diff_2) 
x = (trend_s f_s_diff_last) 
y = (trend_s_{_s_diff_this) 
find rev_color 
find neg? 
locate 11,56 
format trend_s fs _ diff this, 5.2 
display “(trend_s fs diff_this)’ 
locate 11,46 
format trend_s_f_s diff last, 5.2 
display “{trend_s_f_s_diff_last}” 
locate 11,36 
display “1.00° 
reset rev_color 

= (s_f_s_diff_this) 
b = (s_f_s_ diff last) 
c = (s_f-s_ diff_2) 
locate 11,62 
display “{neg?}’ 
reset neg? 

Rule display_interdept_diff If todo = trend_statements Then interdept_diff = found 
interdept_diff_this = (interdept_rev_thus - interdept_cost_this) 
interdept_diff_last = (interdept_rev_last - interdept_cost_last) 
interdept_diff_2 = (interdept_rev_2 - interdept_cost_2) 
trend_interdept_diff_last = (interdept_diff_last / interdept_diff_2) 
trend_interdept_diff_this = (interdept_diff_this / interdept_diff_2) 

= ({trend_interdept_diif_last) 
y = (trend_interdept_difT_this) 
find rev_color 
find neg? 
locate 12,56 
format trend_interdept_diff_ this, 5.2 
display “{trend_interdept_diff_this)’ 
locate 12,46 
format trend_interdept_diff_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_interdept_diff_last}° 
locate 12,36 
display “1,00° 
reset rev_color 
a = (interdept_diff_this) 
b = ({interdept_diff_last) 
¢ = (interdept_diff_2) 
locate 12,62 
display “{neg?}° 
reset neg? 

Rule display_music_diff If todo = trend_statements Then music_diff = found 
music_diff_this = (music_rev_this - music_cost_this) 
music_diff_last = (music_rev_Jast - music_cost_last) 
music_diff_2 = (music_rev_2 - music_cost_2) 
trend_music_diff_last = (music_diff_last / music_diff_2) 
trend_music_diff_this = (musc_diff_uus / music_diff_2) 
xX = (trend_music_diff_last) 
y = (trend_music_diff_this) 
find rev_color 
find neg? 
locate 13,56 
format trend_music_diff_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_music_diff_this}° 
locate 13,46 
format trend_music_diff_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_music_diff_last)” 
locate 13,36 
display “1.00’ 
reset rev_color 
a = (music_diff_this) 
b = (music_diff_last) 
¢ = (music_diff_2) 
locate 13,62 
display “{neg?}” 
reset neg?, 

Rule display_state_diff If todo = trend_statements Then state_diff = found 
state_diff_this = (state_rev_this - state_cost_this) 
state_diff_last = (state_rev_last - state_cost_last) 
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state_diff_2 = (state_rev_2 - state_cost_2) 
trend_state_diff_last = (state_diff_last / state_diff_2) 
trend_state_diff_this = (state_diff_this / state_diff_2) 
x = (trend_state_diff_last) 
y = (trend_state_diff_this) 
find rev_color 
find neg? 
locate 14,56 
format trend_state_diff_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_state_diff_this}* 
locate 14,46 
format trend_state_diff_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_state_diff_last}” 
locate 14,36 
display “1.00° 
reset rev_color 
a = (state_diff_this) 
b = (state_diff_last) 

c = (state_diff_2) 
locate 14,62 
display “(neg?}" 
reset neg? 

Rule is_it_negative If a < = 0 and 
b <= 0 and 
¢ <= O and 
x > 1.05 and 
y > 1.1025 Then neg? = ** 
color = 12; 

Rule put_**_explanation_on_display If todo = trend_statements Then display _for_neg = found 
locate 8,68 
color = 14 
display “** note * 
locate 9,68 
display “that it is” 
locate 10,68 
display “increasing” 
locate 11,68 
display “in the ° 
locate 12,68 
display “negative” 
locate 13,68 
display “direction —*; 

Rule color_exp_inc_rev If x > = 1.05 and 
y > = 1.1025 Then rev_color = found 
color = 14; 

Rule color_exp_dec_rev If x < = .95 and 
y < = .9025 Then rev_color = found 
color = 12 else color = 1]; 

Rule color_exp_inc_cost If x > = 1.05 and 
y > = 1.1025 Then cost_color = found 
color = 12 

Rule color_exp_dec_cost If x < = .95 and 
y <= .9025 Then cost_color = found 
color = {delse color = {1; 

! Statement Block 

ask stmt_number: ° *; choices stnt_number: 1,2,3,4,5; 

plural: bs_this,bs_last,bs_2_ ago; 

bkcolor = 1; 
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B.46 PWHATI 

execute; endoff, runtime; 

actions color = 15 todo = what_if_analysis display “The system has just chained to a new knowledge base and files must” display “be 
loaded. This takes just a moment. You will be instructed when to” display “continue.” display ° ” loadfacts widata display “Press any key 
to examine the choices of what if questions. ~” cls whileknown which_stmt 

find which_stmt 
reset what_next 
reset stmt_number 
reset which_stmt 
cls 
find which_stmt end; 

‘Rules Block 

Rule display_for_which_stmt If todo = what_if_analysis Then cls 
color = ]]} 
locate 1,29 
display “What_If Questions” 
locate 4,5 
display “1 What if the composition of the corps were to change?” 
locate 5,5 
display “2. What if the size of the corps were to change?” 
locate 6,5 
display “3 What if commutation allowances were to change?” 
locate 7,5 
display “4 What if the price of a ‘bag’ of uniform items were to change?” 
locate 8,5 
display “S What if non-corps prices were to change?” 
locate 9,5 
display "6 What if costs were to change?” 
locate 10,5 
display "7 What if the budget were to change?” 
locate 11,5 

display “8 What if one or more entire market segments were dropped?’ 
locate 13,5 
display “9 Perform the analysis” 
locate 14,4 
display “10 Return to main menu’ 
pdisplay “ ° 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay ° What_If Questions’ 
pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay °” 
pdisplay “ 1 What if the composition of the corps were to change?” 
pdisplay “ 2 What if the size of the corps were to change?” 
pdisplay “ 3 What if commutation allowances were to change?” 
pdisplay “ 4 What if the price of a ‘bag’ of uniform items were to change?’ 
pdisplay “ 5 What if non-corps prices were to change?” 
pdisplay ° 6 Whatif costs were to change?” 
pdisplay “ 7 What if the budget were to change?’ 
pdisplay ° 8 What if one or more entire market segments were dropped?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay ” 9 Perform the analysis” 
pdisplay “ 10 Return to main menu’ 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “1 2 3° 
pdisplay “4 $ 6° 
pdisplay °7 8 9° 
pdisplay “10° 
pdisplay °° 
find stmt_number 
which_stmt = found 
find what_next, 

Rule make_changes_for_corps_comp If stmt_number = | Then what_next = corps_composition 
find change_wica_] 
find change_wiis_1 
find change_wiabis_1 
find change_wicbis_1]; 

Rule make_changes_for_corps_size_change If sunt_number = 2 Then what_next = corps_composition 
find change_wica_2 
find change_wiis_2 
find change_wiabis_2 
find change_wicbis_2; 

Rule make_changes_for_ca_changes If stmt_number = 3 Then what_next = ca_change 
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find change_wica_3 
find change_wiis_3 
find change_wiabis_3 
find change_wicbis_3; 

Rule make_changes_for_bag_price_changes If stmt_number = 4 Then what_next = bag_price_change 
find change_wiis_4 
find change_wiabis_4 
find change_wicbis_4, 

Rule make_changes_for_non_corps_price_change If stmt_number = 5 Then what_next = non_corps_price_change 
savefacts pwidata 
chain doprice; 

Rule make_changes_for_cost_changes If stmt_number = 6 Then what_next = cost_change 
find change_wiis_6 
find change_wiabis_6 
find change_wicbis_6; 

Rule make_changes_for_budget_changes If sunt_number = 7 Then what_next = budget_change 
savefacts pwidata 
chain dobud; 

Rule make_changes_for_seg_drops If stmt_number = 8 Then what_next = drop_segs 
cls 

pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “Which market segments should be dropped?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Public Student_fac_staff Interdepartmental’ 
pdisplay “Music_Dept State_related” 
find seg_drops 
x= | 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
wages_wiis[x]) = (wages_gen{[x] + wages_stud[x]] 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
find p_drop_abis 
find s_drop_abis 
find i_drop_abis 
find st_drop_abis 
find m_drop_abis 
t_drop_abis = (p_drop_abis + s_drop_abis + i_drop_abis + st_drop_abis + m_drop_abis) 
find change_stmts; 

Rule p_drop If seg_drops < > public Then p_drop_abis = 0, 

Rule s_drop If seg drops < > student_fac_staff Then s_drop_abis = 0, 

Rule i_drop If seg_drops < > interdepartmental Then i_drop_abis = 9, 

Rule st_drop If seg_drops < > state_related Then st_drop_abis = 0; 

Rule m_drop If seg_drops < > music_dept Then m_drop_abis = 0, 

Rule p_drop 

If t_wages > = (public_cost_this) and 
seg_drops = public 

Then p_drop_abis = (public_cost_this) 
p_drop_cbis = (public_cost_this) 
x= | 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
p_drop_is{x] * (public_cost_wiis{x)) 
public_rev_wiis[x] = 0 
public_cost_wiis[x] = 0 
x = (x + I 

end 
public_rev_this = 0 
public_wichis = 0 
public_cost_this = 0 

else p_drop_abis = (t_wages) 
p_drop_cbis = (t_wages) 
x= | 
Zz = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
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p_drop_is{x) = (wages_wiis[x] 
public_rev_wits[x] = 0 
public_cost_wiis{x] = 0 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
public_rev_this = 0 
public_wichis = 0 
public_cost_this = 0; 

Rule s_drop 

If t_wages > = (s_f_s_cost_this) and 
seg_drops = student_fac_staff 

Then s_drop_abis = (s_f_s_cost_this) 
s_drop_cbis = (s_f_s_cost_this) 
x= 1 
Z = (count_i)) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
s_drop_is[x] = (s_f_s_cost_wiis{xp 
s_f_s_cost_wis(x}] = 0 
s_f_s_rev_wis(x] = 0 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
s_f{_s_cost_this = 0 
s fs rev.this = 0 
s_f_s_wicbis = 0 

else s_drop_abis = (t_wages) 
s_drop_cbis = (t_wages) 
x= 1 
Zz = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
s_drop_is{x] = (wages_wiis{x) 
s_f_s_cost_wiis(x] = 0 
s_f_s_rev_wiis{x] = 0 
x=(x +) 
nd 
f_s_cost_this = 0 
fs rev_this = 0 

f{_s_ wichis = 0; 

e 
s 
5 
S_ 

Rule i_drop 

If t_wages > = (interdept_cost_this) and 
seg_drops = interdepartmental 

Then i_drop_abis = (interdept_cost_this) 
i_drop_cbhis = (interdept_cost_this) 
x ] 
z 

at
 

we
d 

(count_it} 

whiletrue x < = (z) then 
i_drop_is{x] = (:nterdept_cost_wiis{x) 
interdept_rev_wus{x] = 0 
interdept_cost_wiis{x] = 0 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
interdept_cost_this = 0 
interdept_rev_this = 0 
interdept_wichis = 0 

else i_drop_abis = (t_wages} 
i_drop_cbis = (t_wages) 
x=] 
Z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
i_drop_is{x] = (wages_wmiis{x) 
interdept_rev_wiis(x] = 0 
interdept_cost_wiis{x] = 0 
x = {x + 1) 

end 
interdept_cost_this = 0 
interdept_rev_this = 0 
interdept_wicbis = 0 

; Rule st_drop 

If t_wages > = (state_cost_this) and 
seg_drops = state_related 
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Then st_drop_abis = (state_cost_this) 
st_drop_cbis = (state_cost_this)} 
x=! 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
st_drop_is{x] = (state_cost_wiis{x}) 
state_rev_wis{x] = 0 
state_cost_wis{x] = 0 
x = (x + J) 

end 
State_rev_this = 0 
state_cost_this = 0 
state_wicbis = 0 

else st_drop_abis = (t_wages) 
st_drop_cbis = (t_wages) 
x=] 
Zz = (count_it} 
whiletrue x < = (z} then 
st_drop_is{x] = (wages_wiis{x] 
state_rev_miis{x] = 0 
state_cost_wis{x] = 0 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
state_rev_this = 0 
state_cost_this = 0 
state_wichis = 0, 

Rule m_drop 

If t_wages > = (music_cost_this) and 
seg_drops = music_dept 

Then m_drop_abis = (musi¢_cost_this) 
m_drop_cbis = (music_cost_this) 
x=! 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
m_drop_is{x] = (music_cost_wiis{x]) 
music_rev_wiis[x] = 0 
music_cost_wis{x] = 0 
x= (x + 1) 

end 
music_rev_this = 0 
musi¢_cost_this = 0 
music_wicbis = 0 

else m_drop_abis = (t_wages) 
m_drop_cbis = (t_wages) 
x= | 
z = (count_it) 

whiletrue x < = (z) then 
m_drop_is{x] = (wages_wiis{x) 
music_rev_wiis{x} = 0 
music_cost_wis{x] = 0 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
music_rev_this = 0 
music_cost_this = 0 
music_wicbis = 0; 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wica_| If stmt_number = 1 Then change_wica_! = found 
paisplay oe 

cls 
display “There are currently {freshmen_number) freshmen. Would you like to increase, decrease, or’ 
pdisplay “There are currently {freshmen_number) freshmen. Would you like to increase, decrease, or” 
Pdisplay “leave this number the same?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease same’ 
find change_freshmen 
find actual_freshmen_change 

pdisplay ae i 
display “There are currently {sophomore_number} sophomores. Would you like to increase, decrease, or” 
pdisplay “There are currently {sophomore_number) sophomores. Would you like to increase, decrease, or’ 
pdisplay ‘leave this number the same?” 

pdisplay * * 
Pdisplay “increase decrease same” 
find change_sophomore 
find actual_sophomore_change 

pdisplay * 7 
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display “There are currently {junior number} juniors. Would you like to increase, decrease, or’ 
pdisplay “There are currently (junior_number) juniors. Would you like to increase, decrease, or’ 
pdisplay “leave this number the same?” 

pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “increase decrease same” 
find change_junior 
find actual_junior_change 

pdisplay °° 
display “There are currently (senior_number} seniors. Would you like to increase, decrease, or” 
pdisplay “There are currently (senior_number) seniors. Would you like to increase, decrease, or” 
pdisplay ‘leave this number the same?” 
pdisplay * 
pdisplay “increase decrease same” 
find change_semor 
find actual_senior_change 
display * “ 
display °° 
display ” ° 
display “Please Wait" 
pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Please Wait’ 
total_corps_number = (freshmen_number + sophomore_number + junior_ number + senior_number) 
freshmen_number = (freshmen_number + actual_freshmen_change) 
sophomore_number = (sophomore_number + actual_sophomore_change) 
jumor_number = (junior number + actual_junior_change) 
senior_number = (senior_number + actual_semor_chanege) 
inc_due_to_freshmen_change = (freshmen_ca ° actual_freshmen_change) 
inc_duc_to_sophomore_change = (sophomore_ca * actual_sophomore_change) 
inc_due_to_junior_change = (junior_ca ° actual_junior_change) 
inc_due_to_senior change = (senior_ca * actual_senior_change) 
total_corps_number_change! = (actual_freshmen_change + actual_sophomore_change + actual_junsor_change) 
total_corps_number_change = (total_corps_number_changel + actual_senior_change) 
change_due_to_corps_compl = (inc_due_to_freshmen_change + inc_due_to_sophomore_change + ine_due_to_junior_change} 
change_due_to_corps_comp = (change_due_to_corps_compl + inc_due_to_senior_change) 
uniform_cost_per_cadet = (cost_uniforms_this / total_corps_number) 
reset change_freshmen 
reset change_sophomore 
reset change_junior 
reset change_senior 
reset actual _freshmen_change 
reset actual_sophomore_change 
reset actual _jumor_change 
reset actual_senuor_change; 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wica_2 If sunt_number = 2 Then change_wica_2 = found 
cls 

pdisplay °° 
display “There are currently {freshmen_number) freshmen. Would you like to increase, decrease, or” 
pdisplay “There are currently {(freshmen_number} freshmen. Would you like to increase, decrease, or’ 
pdisplay “leave this number the same?” 

pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay “increase decrease same” 
find change_freshmen 
find actual _freshmen_change 

pdisplay ° 
display “There are currently (sophomore_number} sophomores. Would you like to increase, decrease, or’ 
pdisplay "There are currenuy (sophomore_number) sophomores. Would you like to increase, decrease, or’ 
pdisplay “leave this number the same?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease same" 
find change_sophomore 
find actual ;Sophomore_change 

pdisplay ° 
display “There are currently (junior_number) juniors. Would you like to increase, decrease, or” 
pdisplay “There are currently (jumor_number} juniors. Would you like to increase, decrease, or’ 
pdisplay “leave this number the same?’ 
pdisplay oe 

pdisplay “increase decrease same” 
find change_junior 
find actual_junior_change 
pdisplay °° 
display “There are currently {senior_number) seniors. Would you like to increase, decrease, or’ 
pdisplay “There are currently {senior_number) seniors. Would you like to increase, decrease, or’ 
pdisplay “leave this number the same?" 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease same 
find change_senior 
find actual_senior_change 
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display ° 
display * ° 
display ° 
display “Please Wait" 
pdisplay ° * 
pdisplay ° ” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Please Wait’ 
total_corps_number = (freshmen_number + sophomore_number + junior_number + senior_number) 
freshmen_number = (freshmen_number + actual_freshmen_change) 
sophomore_number = (sophomore_number + actual_sophomore_change) 
junior number = (junior_number + actual _junior_change) 
semor_number = (senior_number + actual Senor _change) 
inc _due _to_freshmen_change = (freshmen_ca * actual _freshmen_change) 
inc_ ~due_ _to _ sophomore_ change = {sophomore_ ca * actual _sophomore_change) 
inc_ ~due_ _to_junior_change = (junior_ca * actual_junior_change) 
inc_due_to_senor_change = (senior_ca * actual_senior_change) 
total_corps_number_changel = (actual_freshmen_change + actual_sophomore_change + actual_junior_change) 
total_corps_number_change = (total_corps_number_changel + actual_senior_change) 
new_total_corps_number = (freshmen_number + sophomore_number + junior_number + seruor_number) 
change_due_to_corps_compl = (inc_due_to_freshmen_change + inc_due_to_sophomore_change + inc_due_to_junior_change) 
change_due_to_corps_comp = (change_due_to_corps_comp| + inc_due_to_senior_change) 
uniform_cost_per_cadet = (cost_unmiforms_this / total_corps_number) 
reset change_freshmen 
reset change_sophomore 
reset change_juruor 
reset change_senior 
reset actual_freshmen_change 
reset actual_sophomore_change 
reset actual _juruor_change 
reset actual_senior_change; 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wica_3 If stmt_number = 3 Then change_wica_3 = found 
cls 
pdisplay ° 
display “The average commutation allowance for freshmen at this time is ${freshmen_ca}. Would’ 
pdisplay “The average commutation allowance for freshmen at this tme is ${freshmen_ca}. Would’ 
Pdisplay “you like to increase, decrease or Jeave this amount the sarne?* 
pdisplay ” 
pdisplay “increase decrease same” 
find change_freshmen_ca 
find actual_freshmen_change_ca 
pdispiay °° 
display “The average commutation allowance for sophomores at this time is ${sophomore_ca}. Would” 
pdisplay “The average commutation allowance for sophomores at this time is ${sophomore_ca}. Would’ 
pdisplay “you like to increase, decrease or leave this amount the same?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease same 
find change_sophomore_ca 
find actual ;soPphomore_change_ca 

pdisplay ° 
display “The average commutation allowance for juniors at this time is ${juruor_ca}. Would’ 
pdisplay “The average commutaton allowance for juniors at this tme ts ${jumior_ca). Would” 
Pdisplay “you like to increase, decrease or leave this amount the same?” 

paisplay “* 
pdisplay “increase decrease same” 
find change_junior_ca 
find actual al Junior_ change_ca 

pdisplay * 
display “The average commutation allowance for seniors at this time is ${seruor_ca}. Would” 
pdisplay “The average commutauon allowance for seniors at this ime is $(senior_ca}. Would’ 
pdisplay “you like to increase, decrease or leave this amount the same?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease same” 
find change_senior_ca 
find actual_senior_change_ca 
display °° 
display * ° 
display °° 
display “Please Wait" 
Pdisplay °° 
pdisplay * * 
pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay “Please Wait’ 
x = ((freshmen_number ° actual_freshmen_change_ca} + (sophomore_number ° actual _sophomore_change_ca)) 
change_due_to_ca_changes = (x + (junior_number * actual_junior_change_ca) + (senior_number ° actual_senior_change_ca)); 

Rule change_freshmen_same If change_freshmen = same Then actual_freshmen_change = 0; 

Rule change_freshmen_increase If change_freshmen = increase Then find change_freshmen_number 
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pdisplay ° ” 
pdisplay “By how many?” 
actual_freshmen_change = (change_freshmen_number); 

Rule change_freshmen_decrease [f change_freshmen = decrease Then find change_freshmen_number 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By how many?” 
actual _freshmen_change = (0 - change_freshmen_number); 

Rule change_sophomore_same If change_sophomore = same Then actual_sophomore_change = 0; 

Rule change_sophomore_increase If change_sophomore = increase Then find change_sophomore_number 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By how many?’ 
actual_sophomore_change = (change_sophomore_number); 

Rule change_sophomore_decrease If change_sophomore = decrease Then find change_sophomore_number 
pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “By how many?" . 
actual_sophomore_change = (0 - change_sophomore_number), 

Rule change_junior_same If change_junior = same Then actual_junior_change = 0, 

Rule change_junior_increase If change_junior = increase Then find change_junior_number pdisplay? * 

pdispiay "By how many?” 
actual_junior_change = (change_junior_number); 

Rule change_junior_decrease If change_ junior = decrease Then find change_junior_number 
pdisplay ° ’ 
pdisplay "By how many?” 
actual_junior_change = (0 - change_junior_number); 

Rule change_senior_same If change_senior = same Then actual_senior_change = 0, 

Rule change_senior_increase If change_senior = increase Then find change_senior_number 
pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay “By how many?” 
actual_senior_change = (change_senior_number); 

Rule change_senior_decrease If change_senior = decrease Then find change_senior_number 
pdisplay °°” 
pdisplay “By how many?” 
actual_senior_change = (0 - change senior number); 

Rule change_freshmen_same_ca If change_freshmen_ca = same Then actual_freshmen_change_ca = 0, 

Rule change_freshmen_increase_ca If change_freshmen_ca = increase Then find change_freshmen_number_ca 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By how much?” 
actual_freshmen_change_ca = (change_freshmen_number_ca); 

Rule change_freshmen_decrease_ca lf change_freshmen_ca = decrease Then find change_freshmen_number_ca 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By how much?” 
actual _freshmen_change_ca = (0 - change, freshmen_number_ca); 

Rule change_sophomore_same_ca If change_sophomore_ca = same Then actual_sophomore_change_ca = 0; 

Rule change_sophomore_increase_ca If change_sophomore_ca = increase Then find change_sophomore_number_ca 
pdisplay * “ 
pdisplay “By how much?’ 
actual_sophomore_change_ca = (change_sophomore_number_ca); 

Rule change_sophomore_decrease_ca If change _sophomore_ca = decrease Then find change_sophomore_number_ca 

Pdisplay * * 
pdisplay “By how much?” 
actual_sophomore_change_ca = (0 - change_sophomore_number_ca); 

Rule change_junior_same_ca If change_junior_ca = same Then actual_junior_change_ca = 0, 

‘Rule change _junior_increase_ca If change_junior_ca = increase Then find change_junior_number_ca 
pdisplay «* 
pdisplay “By how much?” 
actual_junior_change_ca = (change_junior_number_ca); 

Rule change_junior_decrease_ca If change_junior_ca = decrease Then find change_junior_number_ca 

pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay "By how much?” 
actual_jumor_change_ca = (0 - change_junior_number_ca); 
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Rule change_senior_same_ca If change_senior_ca = same Then actual_senior_change_ca = 0, 

Rule change_senior_increase_ca If change_senior_ca = increase Then find change_senior_number_ca 
pdisplay ° ” 
pdisplay “By how much?” 
actual_senior_change_ca = (change_senior_number_ca); 

Rule change_senior_decrease_ca If change_senior_ca = decrease Then find change_senior_number_ca 
pdisplay ° ” 
pdisplay “By how much?” 
actual_senior_change_ca = (0 - change_senior_number_ca); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiis_| If stmt_number = 1] Then change_wiis_! = found 
x= 1 
whiletrue x < = 12 then 
corps_exp_%[x] = (corps_rev_old_wiis[{x} / corps_rev_old_wiis{1)) 
corps_exp_uniforms_%[x] = (uniforms_old_wiis{x] / uniforms_old_ wiis{1) 

= (x + 1) 
end 
x=] 
y = (13 - (count_it)) 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_rev_wiis[x] = (corps_rev_wiis{x] + (corps_exp_%[y] * change_due_to_corps_comp)) 
uruforms_wiis[x] = (uniforms_wiis{x]+(corps_exp_uniforms_%[y] * total_corps_number_change* uniform _cost_per_cadet)) 
x=(x+)) 

y =(y + I) 
end; 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiis_2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number < = 400 Then change_wiis_2 = found 

x = 1 
whiletrue x < = 12 then 
corps_exp_%[x] = (corps_rev_old_wiis{x] / corps_rev_old_wiis{I]} 
corps_exp_uniforms_%[x] = {uniforms_old_wis{x] / ursforms_old_wiis{]} 
x= (x + b 

end 
x=! 
y = (13 - (count_it)) 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_rev_wiis{x] = (corps_rev_wiis{x] + (corps_exp_%l[y] ° change_due_to_corps_comp)) 
unforms_wits{x] = (uniforms_wiis{x] + (corps_exp_uniforms_%[y] ° total_corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
personal_wiis{x} = (personal_wiis[x] - wages_gen[x] - wages_stud/x]) 
vol = (corps_exp_uniforms_%[y] ° total_corps_number_change*uruform_cost_per_cadet) 
corps_cost_wiis{x] = (corps_cost_wiis{x] + vbl - wages_gen{x] - wages_stud[x}) 
x= (x+ ID 

y=(y + |) 
end, 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiis_2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number < = 450 and 
new_total_corps_number > 400 Then change_wiis_2 = found 
x= | 
whiletrue x < = 12 then 
corps_exp_°o[x] = (corps_rev_old_wiis{x] / corps_rev_old_wiis{]]) 
corps_exp_uniforms_%[x] = (umiforms_old_wits{x] / uniforms_old_wiis{1}) 
x= (x + 1) 

end 
x= | 
y = (13 - (count_it)) 
z = (count_it} 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_rev_wiis{x] = (corps_rev_wiis{x] + (corps_exp_%l[y] * change_due_to_corps_comp)) 
uniforms_wiis{x] = (uniforms_wiis{x] + (corps_exp_urmforms_%[y] * total_corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
personal_wiis{x] = (personal_ wiis{x) - (1/2 ° wages_gen[x} - (1/2 ° wages_stud[x))) 
vol = (corps_exp_uniforms_%[y] * total_corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet) 
corps_cost_wis{x] = (corps_cost_wiis[x] + vbl - (1/2 ° wages_gen{x] - (1/2 ° wages_stud[x)) 
x=(x+ 1) 

y =(y + }) 
end; 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiis_2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number < = 1000 and 
new_total_corps_number > 450 Then change_wiis_2 = found 
x= 1 
whiletrue x < = 12 then 
corps_exp_%[x] = (corps_rev_old_wiis[{x] / corps_rev_old_wiis{]}) 
corps_exp_uniforms_%[x] = (uniforms_old_wis{x] / uniforms_old_wiis{!) 
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x=({x + 1) 
en 
x 

(13 - (count_it)) 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_rev_wiis{x] = (corps_rev_wiis{x] + (corps_exp_%[y] * change_due_to_corps_comp)) 
uniforms_wiis[x} = (uniforms_wiis{x] + (corps_exp_uniforms_%ly] * total_corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
corps_cost_wiis[x] = (corps_cost_wiis[x] + (corps_exp_uniforms_%[y]*total_corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
x=(x+)) 

y =(y + 1) 
end; 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiis_2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number > 1000 Then change_wiis_2 = found 
x= 1 
whiletrue x < = 12 then 
corps_exp_%[x] = (corps_rev_old_wiis{x] / corps_rev_old_wiis{1}} 
corps_exp_umiforms_%[x] = (uniforms_old_wiis{x] / uniforms_old_wiis{I) 
x= (x + 1) 

end 
x= 1 

= (13 - (count_it)) 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_rev_wiis{x] = (corps_rev_wiis{x] + (corps_exp_%a[y] * change_due_to_corps_comp)) 
uniforms _wiis[x] = (uniforms_wiis{x]+(corps_exp_uniforms_%[y] ° total_corps_number_change* uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
personal_wiis[x] = (personal_wiis{x] * 10 / 9) 
vbl = (corps_exp_uniforms_%[y] ° total_corps_number_change*unsform_cost_per_cadet) 
corps_cost paial = (corps_cost_wiis{x] + vol + (1,9 * personal_wis{x)) 
x=(x + 

y=(y + 1) 
end; 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiis_3 If stmt_number = 3 Then change_wiis_3 = found 
x =] 
whiletrue x < = 12 then 
corps. exp_ ved = (corps_rev_old_wiis{x] / corps_rev_old_wiis{1]) 

= (x + 1) 

whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_rev cunts] = (corps_rev_wiis{x] + (corps_exp_%[y] ° change_due_to_ca_changes)) 

x =(x + 1) 
y =(y + 1) 

end; 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiis_4 If stmt_number = 4 Then change_wiis_4 = found 
cls 
pdisplay ° * 
display “Would you like to increase or decrease the cost of putting together a ‘bag’” 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the cost of putting together a ‘bag’’ 
pdisplay “of umforms items?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease 
find bag_price_ direction 

pdisplay 
pdisplay “By how much per cadet?” 
find amount_bag_ change 
new_total_corps_number = (freshmen_number + sophomore_number + junior_number + senior_number) 
find total _bag_pnce_change 
x= 1 
whiletrue x < = 12 then 
corps_exp_uniforms_%[x]) = (uniforms_old_wiidx] / uniforms_old_wiis{! } 
x= (x + I) 

end 
x= ] 
y = (13 - (count_it}) 
z = (count_it}) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
uniforms_wiis{x] = (uniforms_wiis{x]+(corps_exp_uniforms_%[y] ° total_bag_price_change)) 
corps_cost_wiis{x] = (corps_cost_wiis{x] + (corps_exp_uniforms_%ly] ° total -bag_pnce_ change)) 
x=(x+ 

y =(y + 1) 
end; 

. 

Rule increase_$_bag If bag_price_direction = increase Then total_bag_price_change = (new_total_corps_number * amount_bag_change); 
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Rule decrease_$_bag If bag_price_direction = decrease Then total_bag price change = (0 - (new_total_corps_number * 
amount_bag_ change)}; 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiis_6 If stumt_number = 6 Then change_wiis_6 = found 
cls 
display “For which expense categories would you like to change the amounts?” 
pdisplay “For which expense categories would you like to change the amounts?” 
find which_expenses 
pdisplay “Choose as many as you like. ” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “personnel contractual supplies & materials’ 
pdisplay “continuous equipment” 
find personal_increment 
find contract_increment 
find s_& m_increment 
find contn_increment 
find equip_increment 
Zz = (count_it) 
x=] 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
personal_wiis{x] = (personal_wiis{x] * personal_increment) 
contract_wiis(x] = (contract_wiis{x] * contract_increment) 
s_& m_wiis[x] = (s_&_m_wis{x] * s_& m_increment) 
conun_wis[x] = (contn_mis{x] * contin_increment) 
equip_wius[x] = (equip_wiis{x] © equip increment) 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
find personal_directs ! leads to a series of rules which 
find contract_directs ! determine how each of the changes 
find s_&_m_directs ! in these costs will affect the direct costs 
find contin_directs 
find equip_directs; 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiabis_! If stmt_number = | Then change_wiabis_! = found 
t_mil_rev = (t_ml_rev + change_due_to_corps_comp) 
cost_umiforms_this = (cost_umforms_this + (total_corps_number_change ° uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
net_income = (net_Lincome + change_due_to_corps_comp - (total_corps_number_change * unsform_cost_per_cadet)); 

Rule personal_increment_0 If which_expenses < > personnel Then personal_increment = 1.0; 

Rule personal_increment_positive_% If which_expenses = personnel and 
personal_direction = increase and 
personal_terms = percentage Then find personal_% 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease personne! expenses?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
Pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.’ 
personal_increment = (1 + (personal_% / 100)); 

Rule personal_increment_positive_abs If which_expenses = personnel and 
personal direction = increase and 
personal_terms = dollar Then find personal_$ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease personnel expenses?” 

pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay “increase decrease 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 

pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “On an annual basis, how much would you like to change personnel expenses?” 
personal_% = (personal_$ / cbhis_personal_x) 
personal_increment = (1 + personal_%); 

Rule personal_increment_negative_% If which_expenses = personnel and 
personal_direction = decrease and 
personal_terms = percentage Then find personal_% 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease personnel expenses?” 

pdisplay * * 
pdisplay “increase decrease’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
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pdisplay 
pdisplay “percentage dollar” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.” 
personal_increment = (1 - (personal_% / 100)); 

Rule personal_increment_negative_abs If which_expenses = personnel and 
personal _direction = decrease and 
personal_terms = dollar Then find personal_$ 
pdisplay °” 
pdisplay "Would you like to increase or decrease personnel expenses?” 
pdisplay *” 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay ” * 
pdisplay “percentage doliar’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “On an annual basis, how much would you like to change personnel expenses?” 
personal_% = (personal_$ / cbis_personal_x) 
personal_increment = (1 - personal_%); 

Rule contract_increment_0O If which_expenses < > contractual Then contract_increment = 1.0, 

Rule contract_increment_positive_% If which_expenses = contractual and 
contract_direction = increase and 
contract_terms = percentage Then find contract_% 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease contractual expenses?” 
pdisplay ° ” 
pdisplay “increase decrease’ 
pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.” 
contract_increment = (1 + (contract_% / 100)); 

Rule contract_increment_positive_abs If which_expenses = contractual and 
contract_direction = increase and 
contract_terms = dollar Then find contract_$ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease contractual expenses?” 
pdisplay * ’ 
pdisplay “increase decrease“ 

Pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
Pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “On an annual basis, how much would you like to change contractual expenses?” 
contract_% = (contract_$ / cbis_contract_x) 
contract_Lincrement = (1 + contract_% ); 

Rule contract_increment_negative_% If which_expenses = contractual and 
contract_direcbon = decrease and , 
contract_terms = percentage Then find contract_% . 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease contractual expenses?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.” 
contract_increment = (1 - (contract_% / 100)); 

Rule contract_increment_negative_abs If which_expenses = contractual and 
contract_direction = decrease and 
contract_terms = dollar Then find contract_$ 

Pdisplay | vo 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease contractual expenses?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 

pdisplay °° 
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pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
pdisplay ° * 
pdisplay “On an annual basis, how much would you like to change contractual expenses?” 
contract_% = (contract_$ / cbis_contract_x) 
contract_increment = (1 - contract_% ); 

Rule s_&_m_increment_0 If which_expenses < > supplies_& materials Then s_& m_increment = 1.0; 

Rule s_&_m_increment_positive_% If which_expenses = supplies_&_ materials and 
s_&_m_direction = increase and 
s_&_m_terms = percentage Then find s_ & m_% 

pdisplay ° ” 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease supplies & materials?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease" 

pdisplay °° 
Pdispiay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay * * 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.” 
s_& m_increment = (1 + (s_& m_% / 100)); 

Rule s_&_m_increment_positive_abs If which_expenses = supplies_&_materials and 
s_&_m_direction = increase and 
s_& m_terms = dollar Then find s_& m_$ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease supplies & materials?” 

pdisplay °° 
Pdisplay ‘increase decrease” 
pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “On an annual basis, how much would you like to change supplies & materials?’ 
s & m_% = (s_& _m_$ / chis_s_ & m_x) 
s_&_m_increment = (1 + s_&_m_% ); 

Rule s_& m_increment_negative_% If which_expenses = supplies_&_ materials and 
s_& m_directon = decrease and 
s_&_ m_terms = percentage Then find s_ & m_% 

pdisplay ° © 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease supplies & materials?“ 
pdisplay * * 
pdisplay “increase decrease’ 
pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.” 
s_&_m_increment = (1 -(s_&_m_% / 100)); 

Rule s_&_m_increment_negative_abs If which_expenses = supplies_& matenals and 
s_&_m_directon = decrease and 
s_& m_terms =~ dollar Then find s_& m_$ 
pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease supplies & materials?” 
paisplay ° ” 
pdisplay “increase decrease 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay “On an annual basis, how much would you like to change supplies & materials?” 
s_&_m_% = (s_&_m_$ / cbis_s_ & m_x) 
s_&_m_increment = {1 -s_& m_% ); 

Rule contin_increment_0 If which_expenses < > continuous Then contin_increment = 1.0; 

Rule contin_increment_positive_% If which_expenses = continuous and 
contin_direchon = increase and 
contin_terms = percentage Then find contin_% 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease continuous expenses?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay ° ° 
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pdisplay "Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?" 
pdisplay ° ” 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.” 
contin_increment = {1 + (contin_% / 100)); 

Rule contin_increment_positive_abs If which_expenses = continuous and 
contn_directon = increase and 
contn_terms = dollar Then find contin_$ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease continuous expenses?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “On an annual basis, how much would you like to change continuous expenses?” 
contun_% = (contin_$ / cbis_contin_x) 
conun_increment = (1 + contn_% ); 

Rule contin_increment_negative_% If which_expenses = continuous and 
contin_direction = decrease and 
contin_terms = percentage Then find contin_% 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease continuous expenses?” 
pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
Pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar® 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.” 
contun_increment = (1 - (conun_% / 100)); 

Rule contin_increment_negative_abs If which_expenses = continuous and 
contn_direction = decrease and 
contin_terms = dollar Then find conun_$ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease continuous expenses?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease 
pdispiay * * 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar” 
pdisplay °° , 
pd:splay “On an annual basis, how much would you like to change continuous expenses?” 
conun_% = (conun_$ / cbis_contin_x)} 
contin_increment = (1 - conun_% ); 

* 

Rule equip_increment_0 If which_expenses < > equipment Then equip_increment = !.0, 

Rule equip_increment_positve_% If which_expenses = equipment and 
equip_direchon = increase and 
equip_terms = percentage Then find equp_% 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease equipment purchases?” 

pdisplay ° * 
pdisplay “increase decrease 
pdisplay ° ” 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 

pdisplay * * 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.” 
equip_increment = (1 + (equip_% / 100)); 

Rule equip_increment_positive_abs If which_expenses = equipment and 
equip_direction * increase and 
equip_terms = dollar Then find equip $ 
pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease equipment purchases?” 

Pdisplay °° . 
pdisplay “increase decrease’ 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay "Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
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pdisplay 
pdisplay "percentage dollar® 
pdisplay °° . 
pdisplay “On an annual basis, how much would you like to change equipment purchases?” 
equip_% = (equip_$ / act_equip_x) 
equip_increment = (1 + equip_% ); 

Rule equip_increment_negative_%» If which_expenses = equipment and 
equip_direction = ‘decrease and 
equip_terms = percentage Then find equip_% 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease equipment purchases?” 
Pdisplay ° * 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 

Pdisplay 7 | ; 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay "percentage dollar’ 
pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.” 
equip_increment = (1 - (equip % / 100)), 

Rule equip_increment_negative_abs If which_expenses = equipment and 
equip_directiion = decrease and 
equip_terms = dollar Then find equip_$ 
pdisplay ° ” 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease equipment purchases?” 
pdisplay ” * 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay “ * 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
Pdisplay °” 
pdisplay “percentage dollar* 
pdisplay °." 
pdisplay “On an annual basis, how much would you like to change equipment purchases?” 
equip_% = (equip_$ / act_equip_x) 
equip_increment = (I - equip_% ); 

Rule personal_directs If personal_increment > 1.0 Then personal_directs = found 
z = (count_it) 
y = (((personal_increment - 1) * cbis_personal) / total_oper_exp) 
x = | 
whiletrue x < = (z)} then 
corps_cost_wiis[x] = (corps_cost_wiis([x] + (corps_cost_wiis{x] ° y)} 
public_cost_wiis{x] = (public_cost_wiis{x] + (public_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
s_f_s_cost_wits{x] = (s_f_s_cost_wiis[x] + (s_f_s_cost_wiis{x] ® y)) 
interdept_cost_wiis{x} = (interdept_cost_wiis{x] + (interdept_cost_wiis{x] © y)) 
music_cost_wus{x] = (music_cost_wis{x] + (music_cost_wis{x] * y)) 
state_cost_wiis{x] = (state_cost_wus{x] + (state_cost_wis{x] * y)) 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this + (corps_cost_this * y)) 
public_cost_this = (public_cost_this + (public_cost_thrs * y)) 
s_f_s_ cost_this = (s_f_s_cost_this + (s_f_s_cost_this * y)) 
interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_this + (interdept_cost_this ° y)) 
music_cost_this = (music_cost_this + (music_cost_this * y)) 
state_cost_this = (state_cost_this + (state_cost_this * y)); 

Rule personal_directs If personal_increment < 1.0 Then personal_directs = found 
zZ = (count_it) 

y = (((1 - personal_increment) * cbis_personal) / total_oper_exp) 
x= 1 
whiletrue x < = (z)} then 
corps_cost_wiis{x] = (corps_cost_wiis{x] - (corps_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
public_cost_wiis{x] = (public_cost_wiis{x] - (public_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
s_f{ $s cost_wis{x] = (s_f_s_cost_wis{x) - (s_f_s_cost_wiis(x} * y)) 
interdept_cost_wiis{x) = (interdept_cost_wis{x] - (interdept_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
music_cost_wiis{x] = (music_cost_wiis{x] - (music_cost_wis{x] ° y))} 
state_cost_wiis{x] = (stale_cost_wus{x] - (state_cost_wiis{x] ° y)) 
x =(x +1) 

end 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this - (corps_cost_this ° y)) 
public_cost_this = (public_cost_this - (public_cost_this © y)) 
s_f s_ cost_uus = (s_f_s_ cost_tus - (s_f_s_cost_this ® y)) 
interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_thus - (interdept_cost_this * y)) 
musi¢_cost_this = (music_cost_this - (music_cost_this * y)) 
State_cost_this = (state_cost_this - (state_cost_this * y)); 

Rule contract_directs If contract_incrernent > 1.0 Then contract_directs = found 
z = (count_it} 
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y = (((contract_increment - |) * cbis_contract) / total_oper_exp) 
x=] 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 

corps_cost_wiis{x] = {corps_cost_wiis[x] + (corps_cost_wiis{x] ° y)) 
public_cost_wiis(x] = (public_cost_wits[x} + (public_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
s_f_s_cost_wiis[x] = (s_f_s_cost_wis[x] + (s_f_s_cost_wiis[x] * y)) 
interdept_cost_wiis{x] = (interdept_cost_wiis[x] + (interdept_cost_wiis[x] * y)) 
music_cost_wiis[x] = (music_cost_wiis{x] + (music_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
state_cost_wis[x} = (state_cost_wis[{x] + (state_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
x=(x+ 

end 
corps_cost_this = (corps _cost_this + (corps_cost_this “ y)) 
public_cost_this = (public_cost_this + (public_cost_this ® y)) 
s_f_s_cost_this = (s_f_s_cost_this + (s_f_s_cost_this * y)) 
interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_this + (interdept_cost_this * y)) 
music_cost_this = (music_cost_this + (music_cost_this * y)) 
Stale_cost_this = (state_cost_this + (state_cost_ths * y)); 

Rule contract_directs If contract_increment < !.0 Then contract_directs = found 
z = (count_it) 
y = (((I - contract_increment) * cbis_contract) / total_oper_exp) 
x= | 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_cost_wiis{x] = (corps_cost_wiis[{x] - (corps_cost_wis{x] * y)) 
pudlic_cost_wus[{x} = (public_cost_wiis{x] - (public_cost_wirs[x] ° y)) 
s_f_s_cost_wiis[x] = (s_f_s_cost_wius{x] - (s_f_ $s _cost_wus[x] * y)) 
interdept_cost_wiis{x] = {interdept_cost_wits{x] - (interdept_cost_wits{x] * y))} 
music_cost_wis{x] = (music_cost_wus[x] - (music_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
state_cost_wis{x] = (state_cost_wis{x] - (state_cost_wiis(x] * y)) 
x =(x + 1) 

end 
corps_cost_this = (corps cost_this - (corps_cost_this ® y))} 
public_cost_this = (public_cost_this - (public_cost_this ° y)) 
s_f_s_cost_this = (s_f_s_cost_thus - (s_f_s_cost_this * y)) 
interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_this - (interdept_cost_this ° y)) 
music_cost_this = (music_cost_this - (music_cost_this * y)) 
State_cost_this = (state_cost_this - (state_cost_this ° y}); 

Rule s_&_m_directs If s_& m_increment > 1.0 Then s_& m_directs = found 
Z = (count_it) 
y = ((s_&_m_increment - 1) * cbis_s_&_m) / total_oper_exp) 
x=] 
whuletrue x < = (z} then 
corps_cost_wiis{x] = (corps_cost_wiis{x] + (corps_cost_wiis{x] ° y)) 
public_cost_wiis[x] = (public_cost_wiis(x] + (public_cost_wiis{x} * y)) 
s_f_s_cost_wiis[x] = (s_f_s_cost_wis{[x] + (s_f_s_cost_wis{x} * y)) 
interdept_cost_wmiis{x] = {interdept_cost_wis{x} + (interdept_cost_wiis{x] ° y)) 
music_cost_wiis{x] = (music_cost_wis{x] + (music_cost_wis(x] * y)) 
state_cost_wis{x] = (state_cost_wits{x] + (state_cost_wis(x] ° y)) 
x =(x + 1) ; 

end 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_ttus + (corps_cost_this * y)) 
public_cost_this = (public_cost_this + (public_cost_this * y)) 
s_f_s_cost_this = (s_fs_cost_this + (s_f_s_cost_this © y)) 
interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_thus + (interdept_cost_this ® y)) 
music_cost_tis = (music_cost_this + (music_cost_this * y)) 
state_cost_this = (state_cost_thus + (state_cost_uhs ° y)); 

Rule s_&_m_directs If s_& _m_increment < 1.0 Then s_&_m_directs = found 
z = (count_it) 

y = (((1 - s_&_m_increment) * cbis_s_& m) / total_oper_exp) 
x= 1 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_cost_wiis{x] = (corps_cost_wiis{x] - (corps_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
public_cost_wis[x] = (public_cost_wius{x] - (public_cost_wiis{x] ° y)) 
s_f_s_cost_wiis{x] = (s_f_s_cost_wis{x] - (s_f_s_cost_wus(x| ° y)) 
interdept_cost_wis{x] = (interdept_cost_wiis{x] - (interdept_cost_wiis{x] ° y)) 
music_cost_wits(x} = (music_cost_wius{x] - (music_cost_wiis[x] * y)) 
stale_cost_wis[x] = (state_cost_wiis[x] - (state_cost_wirs[x]} * y)) 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
corps_cost_this = (corps _cost_this - (corps_cost_this * y)) 
public_cost_this = (public_cost_this - (public_cost_this ° y)) 
s_f_s_cost_this = (s_f_s_cost_tus - (s_f_s_cost_this ° y)) 
interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_this - (interdept_cost_this ° y)) 
music_cost_this = (musc_cost_this - (music_cost_this ° y)} 
state_cost_this = (state_cost_this - (state_cost_this ° y)); 

Rule contin_directs If contin_increment > 1.0 Then contn_directs = found 
z = (count_it) 
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y = (((contin_increment - 1) * cbis_contin) / total_oper_exp) 
x=] 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_cost_wiis[x] = (corps_cost_wiis[x] + (corps_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
public_cost_wiis(x] = (public_cost_wis[x] + (public_cost_wiis[x] " y)) 
s_f_s_cost_wits[x] = (s_f_s_cost_wiis[x} + (s_f_s_cost_wiis[x] * y)) 
interdept_cost_wiis{x] = (interdept_cost_wiis{[x] + (interdept_cost_wiis{x] ° y)) 
music_cost_wiis[x] = (music_cost_wiis[x] + (music_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
state_cost_wiis[x] = (state_cost_wiis[x] + (state_cost_wits[x] * y)) 
x=({x + 1) 

end 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this + (corps_cost_this * y)) 
public_cost_this = (public_cost_this + (public_cost_this * y)) 
s_f_s_cost_this = (s_f_s_cost_this + (s_f_s_cost_this * y)) 
interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_this + (interdept_cost_this * y)) 
music_cost_this = (music_cost_this + (music_cost_this * y)) 
state_cost_this = (state_cost_this + (state_cost_this °* y)); 

Rule contin_directs If contin_increment < 1.0 Then contin_directs = found 
Zz = (count_it}) 
y = (((1 - contin_increment) * cbis_contin) / total_oper_exp) 
x= ] 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_cost_wiis[x] = (corps_cost_wiis{x} - (corps_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
public_cost_wiis[x] = (public_cost_wis{x] - (public_cost_wiis[x] ° y)) 
s_f_s_cost_wus{x} = (s_f_s_cost_wis{x]} - (s_f_s_cost_wns{x] © y)) 
interdept_cost_wis[x] = (interdept_cost_wis{x] - (interdept_cost_wi1s{x] * y)) 
music_cost_wis{x] = (music_cost_wiis{x] - (music_cost_wis{x] * y)) 
state_cost_wis{x] = (state_cost_wis{x] - (state_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this - (corps_cost_this * y)) 
public_cost_tms = (public_cost_this - (public_cost_this ° y)) 
s_f_s_cost_this = (s_f_s cost_this - (s_f_s_cost_this ° y)) 
interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_this - (interdept_cost_this * y)) 
music_cost_this = (music_cost_this - (music_cost_this ® y}) 
state_cost_uhs = (state_cost_ths - (state_cost_this * y)); 

Rule equip_directs If equip_increment > 1.0 Then equip_directs = found 
Zz = (count_it) 
y = (({equip_increment - 1) * act_equip) / total_oper_exp) 
x=] 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_cost_wiis{x] = (corps_cost_wiid(x] + (corps_cost_wiis{x] ® y)) 
public_cost_wiis(x] = (public_cost_wus{x] + (public_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
s_f_s_cost_wiis[x] = (s_f_s_cost_wis{x] + (s_f_s_cost_wis{x] ° y)) 
interdept_cost_wits{x] = {interdept_cost_wiis{x} + (interdept_cost_wus{x] * y)) 
music_cost_wais[x] = (music_cost_wiis[x] + (music_cost_wis{x] ° y)) 
State_cost_wiis{x] = (state_cost_wius{x] + (state_cost_wus{x] ° y)) 
x=(x+)) 

end 
corps_cost_this = {corps_cost_this + (corps_cost_this * y)) 
public_cost_this = (public_cost_this + (public_cost_this ° y)) 
s_f_s_cost_this = (s_f_s_cost_this + (s_f_s_cost_this ® y)) 
interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_this + (interdept_cost_this ° y)) 
music_cost_this = (mumnc_cost_this + (music_cost_this * y)) 
state_cost_lus = (state_cost_this + (state_cost_this * y)); 

Rule equip_directs If equip_increment < 1.0 Then equip_directs = found 
Zz = (count) 
y = ((C1 - equip_increment) * act_equwp) / total_oper_exp) 
x= | 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_cost_wiis(x| = (corps_cost_wiis{x] - (corps_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
public_cost_wiis{x] = (public_cost_wiis{x] - (public_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
s_ fs _cost_wis{x] = (s_f_s_cost_wius{x] - (s_f_s_cost_wius{x] * y)) 
interdept_cost_wiis{x] = (interdept_cost_wiis{x] - (interdept_cost_wiis{x] °* y)) 
music_cost_wus[{x] = (music_cost_wis{x] - (music_cost_wiis{x] ° y)) 
state_cost_wiis{x]} = (state_cost_wis{x] - (state_cost_wis{x] * y)) 
x=({x +). 

end 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this - (corps_cost_this * y)) 
public_cost_this = (public_cost_ths - (public_cost_this * y)) 
s_f s_cost_this = (s_f_s_cost_this - (s_f_s_cost_this * y)) 
interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_this - (interdept_cost_this ° y)) 
music_cost_this = (music_cost_this - (music_cost_this ® y)) 
state_cost_this = (state_cost_this - (state_cost_this * y)); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiabis_2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number < = 400 Then change_wiabis_2 = found 
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t_mil_rev = (t_mil_rev + change_due_to_corps_comp) 
cost_uniforms_this = (cost_uniforms_this + (total_corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
t_personal = (t_personal - wages_gen_wiabis - wages_stud_wiabis) 
vbl = (tota]_corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet) 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this + vbl - wages_gen_wiabis - wages_stud_wiabis) 
net_incomel = (net_income + change_due_to_corps_comp - (total_corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet)} 
net_income = (net_income! + wages_gen_wiabis + wages_stud_wiabis); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiabis_2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number < = 450 and 
new_total_corps_number > 400 Then change_wiabis_2 = found 
t_mil_rev = (t_mil_rev + change_due_to_corps_comp) 
cost_uniforms_this = (cost_uniforms_this + (total_corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
t_personal = (t_personal - (1/2 ° wages_gen_wiabis) - (1/2 *wages_stud_wiabis)) 
vbl = (total_corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet) 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this + vbl - (1/2 * wages_gen_wiabis) - (1/2 °wages_stud_wiabis)) 
net_income!] = (net_income + change_due_to_corps_comp - (total_corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
net_income = (net_incomel + (1/2 * wages_gen_wiabis) + {1/2 * wages_stud_wiabis)); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiabis_2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number < = 1000 and 
new_total_corps_number > 450 Then change_wiabis_2 = found 
t_mil_rev = (t_mul_rev + change_due_to_corps_comp) 
cost_uniforms_this = (cost_umforms_this + (total _corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this + (total_corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
net_income = (net_income + change_due_to_corps_comp - (total_corps_number_change ° uniform_cost_per_cadet)); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiabis_2 If sumt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number > 1000 Then change_wiabis_2 = found 
t_mil_rev = ((_mil_rev + change_due_to_corps_comp) 
cost_uniforms_this = (cost_uniforms_this + (total_corps_number_change ° uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
t_personal = (t_personal ° 10/9) 
vol = (total_corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet) 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this + vbl + (1,9 ° t_personal)) 
net_income! = (net_income + change_due_to_corps_comp - (total_corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
net_income = (net_incomel - (1/9 ® t_personal)); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiabis_3 If stmt_number = 3 Then change_wiabis_3 = found 
t_mil_rev = (t_mul_rev + change_due_to_ca_changes); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiabis_4 If stmt_number = 4 Then change_wiabis_4 = found 
cost_uniforms_this = (cost_unsforms_this + total_bag_price_change) 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this + total_bag_price_change); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiabis_6 If stmt_number = 6 Then change_wiabis_6 = found 
t_personal = (t_personal * personal_tncrement) 
contract_this = (contract_this * contract_increment) 
s_&_m_this = (s_& m_ ths ° s_& m_increment) 
contn_this = (contn_this * contn_increment) 
deprec_this = (deprec_this * equip_increment); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wicbis_1 If stmt_number = | Then change_wicbis_| = found 
cbis_corps_rev = (cbis_corps_rev + change_due_to_corps_comp)} 
uniforms = (uniforms + (total_corps_number_change ° umform_cost_per_cadet)) 
cbis_net_income = (cbis_net_income + change_due_to_corps_comp - (total_corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet)); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wichbis_2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number < = 400 Then change_wicbis_2 = found 
cbis_personal = (cbis_personal - wages_gen_wiabis - wages_stud_wiabis) 
cbhis_corps_rey = (cbis_corps_rev + change_due_to_corps_comp) 
uniforms = (uniforms + (total_corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
cbis_net_income! = (cbis_net_income + change_due_to_corps_comp - (total_corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
cbis_net_income = (cbis_net_incomel + wages _gen_wiabis + wages_stud_wiabis); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wicbis_2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number < = 450 and 
new_total_corps_number > 400 Then change_wicbis_2 = found 
cbis_personal = (cbis_personal - (1/2 ° wages_gen_wiabis) - (1/2 * wages_stud_wiabis)) 
cbis_corps_rev = (cbis_corps_rev + change_due_to_corps_comp) 
uruforms = (uniforms + (total_corps_number_change * umform_cost_per_cadet)) 
cbis_net_income! = (chis_net_income + change_due_to_corps_comp - (total_corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
cbis_net_income = (cbis_net_incomel + (1/2 ° wages_gen_wiabis) + (1/2 * wages_stud_wiabis)); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wicbis_2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number < = 1000 and 
new_total_corps_number > 450 Then change_wichbis_2 = found 
cbis_corps_rev = (cbis_corps_rev + change_due_to_corps_comp) 
uniforms = (uniforms + (total_corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
cbis_net_income = (cbis_net_income + change_due_to_corps_comp - (total_corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet)); 
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Rule get_stats_to_change_wicbis_2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number > 1000 Then change_wicbis_2 = found 
cbis_personal = (cbis_personal * 10/9) 
cbis_corps_rev = (chis_corps_rev + change_due_to_corps_comp) 
uniforms = (uniforms + (total_corps_number_change * umform_cost_per_cadet))} 
cbis_net_incomel = (cbis_net_income + change_due_to_corps_comp - (total _corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
ebis_net_income = (cbis_net_incomel + (1/9 * cbis_personal)); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wicbis_3 If stmt_number = 3 Then change_wicbis_3 = found 
cbis_corps_rev = (cbis_corps_rev + change_due_to_ca_changes); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wicbis_4 If stmt_number = 4 Then change_wicbis_4 = found 
uniforms = (uniforms + total_bag_pnce_change); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wicbis_6 If stmt_number = 6 Then change_wicbis_6 = found 
cbis_persona] = (chis_personal * personal_increment) 
cbis_contract = (cbis_contract ° contract_increment) 
cbis_s_&_ m = (cbis_s_& m * s_&_m_increment) 
cbis_contn = (cbis_contn * contn_increment) 
act_equip = (act_equip * equip_increment); 

Rule change_wiis_wiabis_wicbis_8 

If t_drop_abis < = (t_wages) 

Then change_stmts = found 
t_personal = (t_personal - t_drop_abis) 
cbis_personal = (cbis_personal - t_drop_abis) 
z = (count_it) 
x=1 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 

personal_wiis{x] = (personal_wiis{x] - p_drop_is{x] - s_drop_is{x] - i_drop_is{x] - st_drop_is{x] - m_drop_is(x) 
x = (x + 1) 

end else 
t_personal = (t_personal - t_wages) 
cbts_personal = (cbis_personal - t_wages) 
z = (count_it) 
x=] 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
personal_wiis{x] = (personal_wiis{x] - wages_wiis[x} - 
x=(x + 1) 

end; 

Rule put_files_away_&_start_analysis 

If stmt_number = 9 

Then what_next = analysis 
savefacts widata 
chain pwidoit, 

Rule forget_wi_analysis 

If sumt_number = 10 

Then what_next = leave 
chain pts; 

: Statement Block 

ask stmt_number: ° °; choices stmt_number. 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10; ask change _freshmen: “leave this number the same?’; ask 
change_sophomore: “leave this number the same?"; ask change_junior. “leave this number the same?"; ask change_senior: “leave this num- 
ber the same?"; choices change_freshmen,change_sophomore,change_juruor,change_semuor: increase, decrease, same; 

ask change_freshmen_number: “By how many?; ask change_sophomore_number. “By how many?’; ask change _junior_number. “By how 
many?"; ask change_senior_number. “By how many”; 

ask change_freshmen_ca: “you like to increase, decrease or leave this amount the same?"; ask change_sophomore_ca: “you like to increase, 
decrease or leave this amount the same?"; ask change_junior_ca: “you like to increase, decrease or leave this amount the same?’; ask 
change_senior_ca: “you like to increase, decrease or leave this amount the same?"; ask change_freshmen_number_ca: “By how much?’; ask 
change_sophomore_number_ca: “By how much?°; ask change_junior_number_ca: “By how much?", ask change_senior_number_ca: “By 
how much?’; choices change_freshmen_ca,change_sophomore_ca,change_junior_ca,change_semor_ca: increase, decrease,same; 

ask bag_price_direction: “of uniform items?"; choices bag_price_direction: increase, decrease; ask amount_bag_change: “By how much per 
cadet?’; 
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ask personal_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”, ask contract_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.” 
ask s_& m_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal."; ask contin_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”; ask 
equip %: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal."; ask personal_$: “On an annual basis, how much would you like to change 
personnel expenses?"; ask contract_§: “On an annual basis, how much would you like to change contractual expenses?”; ask s_&_m_$: “On 
an annual basis, how much would you like to change supplies & materials?"; ask contin_$: “On an annual basis, how much would you [ike 
to change conunuous expenses?”, ask equip_$: “On an annual basis, how much would you like to change equipment purchases?’; 

ask which_expenses: “Choose as many as you like.”; choices which_expenses: personnel, contractual, supplies_&_matenals, continuous, 
equipment 

ask personal_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease personnel expenses?’; ask contract_direction: “Would you like to increase 
or decrease contractual expenses?”; ask s_& m_direction: “Would you hke to increase or decrease supplies & miaterials?"; ask 
contin_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease continuous expenses?”; ask equip_direction: “Would you like to increase or de- 
crease equipment purchases?", choices personal_direction,contract_direction,s_&_m_directon,contin_direction,equip_direction: increase, 
decrease; 

ask personal_terms: “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?°; ask contract_terms: "Would you prefer to answer in 
percentage or in dollar terms?’; ask s_& m_terms: “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?", ask contin_terms: 
“Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?"; ask equip_terms: “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar 
terms?", choices personal_terms,contract_terms,s_& _m_terms,contin_terms,equip_terms: percentage, dollar, 

ask seg_drops: “Which market segments should be dropped?”; choices seg_drops: Public, Student_fac_staff, Interdepartmental, Music_Dept, 
State_related; 

plural: corps_exp_%, | corps_rev_wiis, which_segments, which_expenses,which_bud_items,wages_wiis, plural: public_rev_wiis, 
s_f_s_rev_wiis, interdept_rev_wiis, mustc_rev_wiis,state_rev_wiis,seg_drops; 

bkcolor = 1; 
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B.47 DOPRICE 

execute; endoff, runtime; 

actions color = 15 stmt_number = 5 display “The systern has just chained a new knowledge base and files must be” display “loaded, which 
takes time. In a few minutes you will be asked” display “which prices you desire to change, and you may then continue from there.” dis- 
play ° ° loadfacts pwidata find change_wiis_5 find change_wiabis_5 find change_wicbis_5 reset stmt_number savefacts pwidata chain 
pwhatifa ; . 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiis_5 If smt_number = 5 Then change_wiis_5 = found 
cls 
display “For which market segments would you like to change the prices? Choose’ 
pdisplay “For which market segments would you like to change the prices? Choose’ 
pdisplay “as many as you like.” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Public Student_Fac_Staff Interdepartmental’ 
pdisplay “Music_Dept State_Related* 
find which_segments 
find public_increment 
find s_f_s increment 
find interdept_increment 
find music_increment 
find state_increment 
z = (count_it) 
x=] 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
public_rev_wiis{x] = (public_rev_wiis[x] * public_increment) 
s_f_s_rev_wius{x] = (s_f_s_rev_wis{x] * s_f_s increment) 
interdept_rev_wiis[x} = (interdept_rev_wis{x] ° interdept_increment) 
music_rev_mis{x] = (music_rev_wiis{x] * music_increment) 
state_rev_wiis(x] = (state_rev_wiis{x] * stale_increment) 
x = {x + 1) 

end; 

Rule public_increment_0 If which_segments < > public Then public_increment = 1.0, 

Rule public_increment_positive If which_segments = public and 
public_directon = increase Then find public_% 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease prices charged to the public?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 

pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.” 
public_increment = (1 + (public_% / 100)); 

Rule public_increment_negative If which_segments = public and 
public_direcuon = decrease Then find public_% 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease prices charged to the public?” 

Pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.” 
public_increment = (1 - (public_% / 100)); 

Rule s_f_s_increment_0 If which_segments < > student_fac_staff Then s_f_s_ increment = 1.0; 

Rule s_f_s_increment_positive If which_segments = student_fac_staff and 
s_f_s_ direction = increase Then finds fs % 

pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease prices charged to students,” 
Pdisplay “faculty, and staff?" 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
Pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.” 
s_fs increment = (1 + (s_f_s_ % / 100)); 

Rule s_f_s_increment_negative If which_segments = student_fac_staff and 
s_f_s_directon = decrease Then finds fs % 

pdisplay * “ 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease prices charged to students, ° 
pdisplay “faculty, and staff?" 

pdisplay ° “ 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay °° 
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pdisplay “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.” 
s_f_s_increment = (1 - (s_f_s_% / 100)); 

Rule interdept_increment_0O If which_segments < > interdepartmental Then interdept_increment = 1.0, 

Rule interdept_increment_positive If which_scgments = interdepartmental and 
interdept_direction = increase Then find interdept_% 
pdisplay *” 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease prices charged to other" 
pdisplay “departments?” 
pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.” 
interdept_increment = (1 + {interdept_% / 100)); 

Rule interdept_increment_negative If which_segments = interdepartmental and 
interdept_direction = decrease Then find interdept_% ‘ 
pdisplay ° ” 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease prices charged to other’ 
pdisplay “departments?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease“ 
pdisplay ° * 
pdisplay “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.” 
interdept_increment = (I - (interdept_% / 100)); 

Rule music_increment_0 If which_segments < > Music_Dept Then music_increment = 1.0, 

Rule music_increment_positive If which_segments = Music_Dept and 
music_direction = increase Then find music_% 
pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease prices charged to the music” 
pdisplay “department?” 
Pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal." 
music_increment = {1 + (music_% / 100)); 

Rule music_increment_negative If which_segments = Music_Dept and 
music_direcuon = decrease Then find music_% 
pdisplay ° ” 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease prices charged to the music” 
pdisplay “department?” 
pdisplay °° 
Pdisplay “increase decrease” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.” 
music_increment = (1 -(music_% / 100)); 

Rule state_increment_0O If which_segments < > State_Related Then state_increment = 1.0; 

Rule state_increment_positive If which_segments = State_Related and 
state_directon = increase Then find state_% 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease prices charged to state” 
pdisplay “related achvites?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease* 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.” 
state_increment = (1 + (state_% / 100)); 

Rule state_increment_negative If which_segments = State_Related and 
state_direction = decrease Then find state_% 

Pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease prices charged to state” 
pdisplay “related activites?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay ° * 
pdisplay “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.” 
State_increment = (1 - (state_% / 100)); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiabis_5 If stmt_number = 5 Then change_wiabis_5 = found 
public_rev_this = (public_rev_this *° public_increment) 
s_f_s_rev_this = (s_f_s rev_this ® s fs increment) 
interdept_rev_this = (interdept_rev_this * interdept_increment) 
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music_rev_this = (music_rev_this * music_increment) 
state_rev_this = (state_rev_this * state_increment); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wicbis_5 If stmt_number = 5 Then change_wicbis_5 = found 
public_wicbis = (public_wicbis * public_increment) 
s_f_s_wicbis = (s_f_s_ wicbis * s_f_s_increment) 
interdept_wicbis = (interdept_wicbis ° interdept_increment) 
music_wicbis = (music_wicbis ° music_increment) 
state_wicbis = (state_wichis ® state_increment); 

' Statement Block 

ask which segments: “as many as you like.’; choices which_segments, seg_drops: Public, Student_Fac_Stalf, Interdepartmental, 
Music_Dept, State_Related; 

ask public_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease prices charged to the public?"; ask s_f_s direction: "Would you like to increase 
or decrease prices charged to students, faculty, and staff?", ask interdep{_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease prices charged 
to other departments?"; ask music_directon: “Would you like to increase or decrease prices charged to the music department?’; ask 
State_direcuon: "Would you like to increase or decrease prices charged to state related actwtues?"; choices 
public_direction,s_f_s_direction,interdept_direction,music_direction,state_direction: increase, decrease; 

ask public_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”; ask s_f_s %: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal."; ask 
interdept_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”; ask music_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”, ask 
state_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.’; 

plural: corps_exp_%, corps_rev_wiis, which_segments, which_expenses,which_bud_items,wages_wiis, plural: public_rev_wiis, 
s_f_s_rev_wiis, interdept_rev_wiis, music_rev_wiis,state_rev_wiis,seg_drops; 

bkcolor = 1; 
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B.48 DOBUD 

execute; endoff, runtime; 

actions color = 15 display “The system has just chained a new knowledge base and files must be” display “loaded, which takes time. In a 
few minutes you will be asked which budget” display “items you would like to change, ane then you can continue from there.” display °° 
loadfacts pwidata todo = what_if_analysis stmt_number = 7 what_next = budget change find change_wibud_7 reset stmt_number 
savefacts pwidata chain pwhanfa ; : 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wibud_7 If stumt_number = 7 Then change_wibud_7? = found 
cls 
display "Which budget iterns would you like to change?” 
pdisplay “Which budget items would you like to change?’ 
pdisplay “Choose as many as you like.” 
pdisplay ° * 
pdisplay ” revenue equipment uniforms” 
pdisplay ° salanes wages fringe benefits” 
pdisplay ” telecommunications repair & maintenance travel’ 
pdisplay “ other contractual repair supplies other supplies’ 
pdisplay “ electricity water & sewer agency charges” 
pdisplay ° insurance other contnuous’” 
find which_bud_items 
find rev_bud_increment 
find equip_bud_increment 
find unforms_bud_tncrement 
find salanes_bud_increment 
find wages_bud_increment 
find fringes_bud_increment 
find tele_bud_increment 
find r_&_m_bud_increment 
find travel_bud_increment 
find other_contract_bud_increment 
find repair_s_& _m_bud_increment 
find other_s_é&_m_bud_increment 
find elect_bud_increment 
find w_é_s_bud_increment 
find agency_charges_bud_increment 
find insure_bud_increment 
find other_contn_bud_tncrement 
rev_bud = (rev_bud * rev_bud_increment) 
equip_bud = (equip _bud_increment * equip_bud) 
fnnges_bud = (fringes_bud_increment ° fringes_bud) 
salaries bud = (salanes_bud_increment © salaries bud) 
wages_bud = (wages bud_increment * wages_bud) 
uniforms_bud = (uniforms_bud_increment * umforms_bud) 
tele_bud = (tele_bud_increment * tele_bud) 
r_&_m_bud = (r_&_m_bud_increment * r_&_m_bud) 
travel_bud = (travel_bud_increment ° travel_bud) 
other_contract_bud = (other_contract_bud_increment ° other_contract_bud) 
repair_s_& m_bud = (repair_s & m_bud_increment ° repair_s_4&_m_bud) 
other_s_& m_bud = (other_s_& m_bud_increment ® other_s_& m_bud) 
elect_bud = (elect_bud_increment ° elect_bud) 
w_&_s_ bud = (w_& s bud_increment * w_&_s_ bud) 
agency_charges_ bud = (agency_charges_bud_increment * agency_charges_bud) 
insure_bud = (insure_bud_increment °* insure_bud} 
other_contn_bud = (other_contn_bud_increment * other_contn_bud); 

Rule rev_bud_increment_increase_% If which_bud_items = revenue and 
rev_bud_ direction = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for revenue?” 

Pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease’ 

Pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar” 
find bud_% 
rev_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule rev_bud_increment_increase_abs If which_bud_items = revenue and 
rev_bud_directon = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for revenue?” 
pdisplay °° 
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pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_$ 
rev_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_$ / rev_bud)) 
reset bud_$; 

Rule rev_bud_increment_decrease_% If which_bud_items = revenue and 
rev_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

pdisplay ° * 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for revenue?" 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay °* 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_% 

rev_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule rev_bud_increment_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = revenue and 
rev_bud_directuon = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay °°” 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for revenue?’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease’ 

Pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay “percentage doilar” 
find bud_$ 
rev_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_$ / rev_bud)) 
reset bud_$ else rev_bud_increment = 1.0, 

Rule equip_bud_increment_increase_% If which_bud_items = equipment and 
equip_bud_ direction = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for equipment?’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_% 
equip_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule equip_bud_increment_increase_abs If which_bud_items = equipment and 
equp_bud_ direction = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay * “ 
pdisplay "Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for equipment?” 
pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay “increase decrease’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 

pdispiay °° 
pdisplay ‘Percentage dollar’ 
find bud_ 
equip_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_$ / equip_bud)) 
reset bud_$; 

Rule equip_bud_increment_decrease_% If which_bud_items = equipment and 
equip_bud_ direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

pdisplay 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for equipment?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
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find bud_% 
equip_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule equip_bud_increment_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = equipment and 
equip_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for equipment?” 
pdisplay ° ” 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?’ 
pdisplay °° 
Pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_ 
equip_bud_increment = (I - (bud_$ / equip_bud)) 
reset bud_$ else equip_bud_increment = 1.0; 

Rule uniforms_bud_increment_increase_% If which_bud_items = uniforms and 
uniforms_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for uniforms?’ 
pdisplay °” 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °”° 
pdisplay “percentage . dollar’ 
find bud_% 
uniforms_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule uniforms_bud_increment_increase_abs If which_bud_items = uruforms and 
uniforms_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for uniforms?’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay * " 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_$ 
uniforms_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_$ / uniforms_bud)) 
reset bud_$; 

Rule uniforms_bud_increment_decrease_% If which_bud_items = uniforms and 
uniforms_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

pdisplay * ° 
pdispilay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for uniforms?” 
pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay “increase decrease 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar” 
find bud_% 

uniforms_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_% / |00)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule uniforms_bud_increment_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = uniforms and 
uruforms_bud_direcuon = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

pdisplay * ei | 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for uniforms?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar” 
find bud_$ 
uniforms_bud_increment = {1 - (bud_§ / uniforms_bud)) 
reset bud_$ else uniforms_bud_increment = 1.0; 

Rule salaries_bud_increment_increase_% If which_bud_items = salaries and 
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salanies_bud_directuion = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for salaries?” 
pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay °* 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_% 
salaries_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule salanes_bud_increment_increase_abs If which_bud_items = salaries and 
salanes_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for salaries?” 
pdisplay ° ” 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
Pdisplay °” 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar* 
find bud_$ 
salanes_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_$ / salaries_bud)) 
reset bud_$; 

Rule salaries_bud_increment_decrease_% If which_bud_items = salames and 
salanes_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for salaries?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay * * 
pdisplay “percentage dollar* 
find bud_% 
salaries_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule salaries_bud_increment_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = salaries and 
salanes_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for salaries?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “mncrease decrease 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 

Pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_$ 
salanes_bud_increment = (I - (bud_$ / salanes_bud)) 
reset bud_$ else salaries_bud_increment = 1.0, 

Rule wages_bud_increment_increase_% If which_bud_items = wages and 
wages_bud_direcuon = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

pdisplay 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for wages?” 
pdisplay ° ” 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
Pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?’ 
Pdisplay * 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_% 
wages_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule wages_bud_increment_increase_abs If which_bud_items = wages and 
wages_bud direction = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

pdisplay * * 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for wages?” 

pdisplay * ° 
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pdisplay "increase decrease’ 
pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
Pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay “percentage dollar” 
find bud_$ - 
wages_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_$ / wages_bud)) 
reset bud_$; 

Rule wages_bud_increment_decrease_% If which_bud_items = wages and 
wages_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 
Pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for wages?” 
pdisplay * ° 
pdispiay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °” 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_% 
wages_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule wages_bud_increment_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = wages and 
wages_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for wages?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar” 
find bud_$ 
wages_bud_ increment = (I - (bud_$ / wages_bud)) 
reset bud_$ else wages_bud_increment = 1.0, 

Rule fringes_bud_increment_increase_% If which_bud_items = fringe_benefits and 
fringes_bud_drrection = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

pdisplay 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for fringe benefits?’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease’ 
pdisplay *” 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_% 
fnnges_bud_increment = {1 + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule fringes_bud_increment_increase_abs If which_bud_items = fringe_benefits and 
fringes_bud_directon = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

pdisplay °° 
Ppdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for fringe benefits?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay ee 

pdisplay “percentage dollar” 
find bud_$ 
fringes_bud_increment = (1 + (oud_$ / fringes_bud)) 
reset bud_$; 

Rule fringes_bud_increment_decrease_% If which_bud_items = fringe_benefits and 
fringes_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for fringe benefits?” 

isplay ee - 

Pabiay “increase decrease” 

Pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar 
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find bud_% 
fringes_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule fringes_bud_increment_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = fringe_benefits and 
fringes_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay * ” ; 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for fringe benefits?’ 
Pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 

pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay ‘percentage dollar’ 
find bud_ 
fringes_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_$ / fringes_bud)) 
reset bud_$ else fringes_bud_increment = 1.0, 

Rule tele_bud_increment_increase_% If which_bud_items = telecommunications and 
tele_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for telecommunications?” 
pdisplay *” 
pdisplay “increase decrease’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar” 
find bud_% 
tele_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule tele_bud_increment_increase_abs If which_bud_items = telecommunications and 
tele_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay ° ’ 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for telecommunications?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar* 
find bud. § 
tele_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_$ / tele_bud)) 
reset bud_$; 

Rule tele_bud_increment_decrease_% If which_bud_items = telecommunications and 
tele_bud_direchon = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for telecommunications?” 
pdisplay °° 
Pdisplay “increase decrease” 

Pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_% 
tele_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule tele_bud_increment_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = telecommunications and 
tele_bud_directon = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 
patsplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for telecommunications?” 
pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_§ 
tele_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_$ / tele_bud)) 
reset bud_$ else tele_bud_increment = 1.0, 

Rule r_&_m_bud_increment_increase_% If which_bud_items = repair_&_maintenance and 
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r_&_m_bud_directton = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for repairs & maintenance?” 
Pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdispiay 7” 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar" 
find bud_% 
r_&_m_bud_increment = (] + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule r_&_m_bud_increment_increase_abs If which_bud_items = repair_&_maintenance and 
r_&_m_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay ”” 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for repairs & maintenance?” 
pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay "” 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay * * 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_$ 
r_&_m_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_$ / r_&_m_bud)) 
reset bud_§$; 

Rule r_&_m_bud_increment_decrease_% If which_bud_items = repair_& maintenance and 
r_&_m_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for repairs & maintenance?” 
pdisplay ° ” 
pdisplay “increase decrease’ 

pdisplay * ° 
pdispiay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?* 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dojlar” 
find bud_% 
r_&_m_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule r_&_m_bud_increment_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = repair_& maintenance and 
r_& m_bud_directon = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay "Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for repairs & maintenance?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 

Pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_$ 
r_&_m_bud_increment = (I - (bud_$ / r_&_m_bud)) 
reset bud_§ else r_&_m_bud_increment = 1.0, 

Rule travel_bud_increment_increase_% If which_bud_items = travel and 
travel_bud_direcuon = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for travel?’ 
Pdisplay ” ° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar® 
find bud_% 
travel_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule travel_bud_increment_increase_abs If which_bud_items = travel and 
travel_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay "Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for travel?” 
Pdisplay * ° 
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pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
Pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_$ 
travel_bud_increment = (1 + (oud_$ / travel_bud)) 
reset bud_$; 

Rule travel_bud_increment_decrease_% If which_bud_items = travel and 
travel_bud_directon = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for travel?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
Pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_% 
travel_bud_increment = (I - (bud_% / 100}) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule travel_bud_increment_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = travel and 
travel_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for travel?” 

Pdispiay * * 
pdisplay “increase decrease 

pdisplay * 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_$ 
travel_bud_increment = {I - (bud_$./ travel_bud)) 
reset bud_$ else travel_bud_increment = 1.0, 

Rule other_contract_bud_inc_increase_% If which_bud_items = other_contractual and 
other_contract_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay °° 
Ppdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for other’ 
pdisplay “contractual expenses?’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_% 
other_contract_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule other_contract_bud_inc_increase_abs If which_bud_items = other_contractual and 
other_contract_bud_directon = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for other’ 
pdisplay “contractual expenses?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease 
pdisplay ” ” 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar” 
find bud_$ 
other_contract_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_$ / other_contract_bud)) 
reset bud_$; 

Rule other_contract_bud_inc_decrease_% If which_bud_items = other_contractual and 
other_contract_bud_directon = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for other’ 
pdisplay “contractual expenses?” 
Pdisplay * * 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay °° 
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pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar” 
find bud_% 
other_contract_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule other_contract_bud_inc_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = other_contractual and 
other_contract_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for other” 
pdisplay “contractual expenses?” 
pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay ~ ° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_$ 
other_contract_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_$ / other_contract_bud)) 
reset bud_$ else other_contract_bud_increment = 1.0; 

Rule repair_s_ & m_bud_increment_increase_% If which_bud_items = repair_supplies and 
repair_s_ & m_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for repair supplies?” 
pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay ” 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay ° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_% 
repair_s_& m_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule repair_s_& _m_bud_inc_increase_abs If which_bud_items = repair_supplies and 
repair_s & m_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for repair supplies?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay ° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_$ 
repair_s_& m_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_$ / repair_s_& m_bud)) 
reset bud_$; 

Rule repair_s_& m_bud_inc_decrease_% If which_bud_items = repair_supplies and 
repair_s & m_bud_directon = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for repair supplies?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay ° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar” 
find bud_% 
repair_s_&_m_bud_increment = (1 - (oud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule repair_s_&_m_bud_inc_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = repair_supplies and 
repair_s & m_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

pdisplay °° 
pd:splay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for repair supplies?’ 
pdisplay °” 
pdisplay “increase decrease 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_$ 
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repair_s_&_m_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_$ / repair_s & m_bud)) 
reset bud_$ else repair_s_& m_bud_increment = 1.0; 

Rule other_s_& m_bud_inc_increase_% If which_bud_items = other_supplies and 
other_s_&_m_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for other supplies” 
pdisplay “and maintenance?” 
pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_% 
other_s_ & m_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule other_s_& m_bud_inc_increase_abs If which_bud_items = other_supplies and 
other_s_&_m_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay ° ” 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for other supplies” 
pdisplay "and maintenance?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease" 
pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 

pdispiay ° ” 
pdisplay “percentage dollar” 
find bud_$ 
other_s & m_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_$ / other_s_& m_bud)) 
reset bud_$; 

Rule other_s_&_m_bud_inc_decrease_% If which_bud_items = other_supplies and 
other_s_&_m_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for other supplies’ 
pdisplay “and maintenance?” . 
Pdisplay °° : 
pdisplay “increase decrease 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_% 
other_s_ & m_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule other_s_& m_bud_inc_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = other_supplies and 
other_s &_m_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for other supplies’ 
pdisplay “and maintenance?” 
pdasplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?° 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_$ 
other_s_& m_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_§ / other_s_& m_bud)) 
reset bud_$ else other_s_& m_bud_increment = 1.0; 

Rule etect_bud_increment_increase_% If which_bud_items = electrocity and 
elect_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for electricity?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease" 

pdisplay * * 
pdisplay "Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar” 
find bud_% 
elect_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_% / 100)) 
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reset bud_%;_ 

Rule elect_bud_increment_increase_abs If which_bud_items = electricity and 
elect_bud_directon = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay °* 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for electricity?” 
Pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease" 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay “percentage dollar* 
find bud_$ 
elect_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_$ / elect_bud)) 
reset bud_$; 

Rule elect_bud_increment_decrease_% If which_bud_items = electricity and 
elect_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for electricity?” 
pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay ~ * 
pdisplay “percentage dollar* 
find bud_% 
elect_bud_increment = (! - (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule elect_bud_increment_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = electricity and 
elect_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for electncity?” 
pdisplay ” ’ 
pdisplay “increase decrease“ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
Pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar” 
find bud_$ 
elect_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_$ / elect_bud)) 
reset bud_$ else elect_bud_increment = 1.0, 

Rule w_&_$ bud_increment_increase_% If which_bud_items = water_&_sewer and 
w_&_s_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay * ° 
Pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for water and sewer?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
Pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_% 
w_&_s_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule w_&_s_bud_increment_increase_abs lf which_bud_items = water_&_sewer and 
w_&_s_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

pdisplay * * 
pdisplay “Would you Jike to increase or decrease the budget for water and sewer?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar” 
find bud_$ 
w_&_s_ bud_increment = (1 + (bud_$ / w_&_s_ bud)) 
reset bud_$; 

Rule w_&_s bud_increment_decrease_% If which_bud_items = water_&_sewer and 
w_&_s_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 
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pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay "Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for water and sewer?" 
pdisplay * ’ 
pdisplay “increase decrease’ 
pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?“ 
pdisplay * * 
pdisplay “percentage dollar” 
find bud_% 
w_&_s_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule w_&_s_bud_increment_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = water_&_sewer and 
w_&_s_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for water and sewer?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_$ 
w_&_s_bud_increment = (I - (bud_$ / w_&_s_bud)) 
reset bud_$ else w_&_s_bud_increment = 1.0, 

Rule agency_charges_bud_inc_increase_% If which_bud_items = agency_charges and 
agency_charges_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for agency charges?" 
pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay “increase decrease’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
Pdisplay °° : 
pdisplay “percentage dollar® 
find bud_% 
agency_charges_bud_increment = (] + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Ruie agency_charges_bud_inc_increase_abs If which_bud_items = agency_charges and 
agency_charges_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for agency charges?” 
pdisptay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay ‘percentage dollar’ 
find bud_ 
agency_charges_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_$ / agency_charges_bud)) 
reset bud_$; 

Rule agency_charges_bud_inc_decrease_°o If which_bud_items = agency_charges and 
agency_charges_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay °” 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for agency charges?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease’ 

Pdisplay * 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?" 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_% 
agency_charges_bud_increment = (I - (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%, 

Rule agency_charges_bud_inc_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = agency_charges and 
agency_charges_bud_directon = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for agency charges?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 

pdisplay °° 
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pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar” 
find bud_$ 
agency_charges_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_$ / agency_charges_bud)) 
reset bud_$ else agency_charges_bud increment = 1.0, 

Rule insure_bud_increment_increase_% If which_bud_items = insurance and 
insure_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for insurance?” 
pdisplay ° ” 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
Pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay *” 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_% 
insure_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule insure_bud_increment_increase_abs If which_bud_items = insurance and 
insure_bud_direcuon = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for insurance?’ 

pdisplay ¢ * 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 

pdisplay *° ° 
pdisplay "Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 

pdisplay ** 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_$ 
insure_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_$ / insure_bud)) 
reset bud_$; 

Rule insure_bud_increment_decrease_% If which_bud_items = insurance and 
insure_bud_directon = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay * * 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for insurance?” 

pdisplay * * 
pdisplay “increase decrease’ 
pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay * * 
pdisplay “percentage dollar* 
find bud_% 
insure_bud_increment = {1 - (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; , 

Rute insure_bud_increment_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = insurance and 
insure_bud_directon = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 

pdisplay * co | 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for insurance?’ 
pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay °" . 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar* 
find bud_§ 
insure_bud_ increment = (1 - (bud_$ / insure_bud)) 
reset bud_§ else insure_bud_increment = 1.0; 

Rute other_contin_bud_increment_increase_% If which_bud_items = other_continuous and 
other_contn_bud_directton = increase and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

paisplay * ar 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for other’ 
pdisplay “continuous expenses?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_% 
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other_contin_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_%; 

Rule other_contin_bud_increment_increase_abs If which_bud_items = other_continuous and 
other_contin_bud_direction = increase and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for other’ 
pdisplay “continuous expenses?” 
pdisplay ” * 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay ~ ° 
pdisplay "Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_$ 
other_contun_bud_increment = (1 + (bud_$ / other_contin_bud)) 
reset bud_$; 

Rule other_contin_bud_increment_decrease_% If which_bud_items = other_continuous and 
other_contin_bud_direction = decrease and 
bud_terms = percentage Then reset bud_terms 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for other’ 
pdisplay “continuous expenses?” 
pdisplay * “ 
pdisplay “increase decrease’ 
pdisplay ° * 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_% 
other_contin_bud_increment = {1 - (bud_% / 100)) 
reset bud_“o; 

Rule other_contin_bud_increment_decrease_abs If which_bud_items = other_continuous and 
other_contin_bud_direcuon = decrease and 
bud_terms = dollar Then reset bud_terms 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for other’ 
pdisplay “continuous expenses?” 
pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
find bud_$ 
other_contin_bud_increment = (1 - (bud_$ / other_contin_bud)) 
reset bud_$ else other_contn_bud_increment = 1.0; 

Rule change_wiis_wiabis_wicbis_8 

If t_drop_abis < = (t_wages) 

Then change_stmts = found 
t_personal = (t_personal - t_drop_abrs) 
cois_personal = (cbis_personal - t_drop_abis) 
Zz = (count_id) 
x= ] 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 

personal_wiisx] = (personal_wiis{x] - p_drop_is{x] - s_drop_is{x] - i_drop_is{x] - st_drop_is{x] - m_drop_is{x} 
x= (x +) 

end else 
t_personal = (t_personal - t_wages) 
chis_personal = (chis_personal - t_wages) 
Zz = (count_it) 
x= 1 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
personal_wiis{x] = (personal_wiis{x] - wages_wiis{x)) 
x= (x +1) 

end; 

Rule forget_wi_analysis 

If semt_number = 10 

Then what_next = leave 
chain pts; 
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' Statement Block 

ask which_bud_items: “Choose as many as you like.”; choices 
which_bud_items:revenue,equipment,uniforms,sal aries, wages, fringe_benefits,telecommunications,repair_é_maintenance, 
travel ,other_contractual,repair_supplies,other_supplies,electnicity, water_é&_sewer,agency_charges,insurance,other_contnuous; 

ask rev_bud_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for revenue?"; ask equip_bud_direction: “Would you like to in- 
crease or decrease the budget for equipment?’; ask uniforms_bud_directon: “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for uni- 
forms?”; ask salanies_bud_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for salaries?"; ask wages_bud_direction: “Would 
you like to increase or decrease the budget for wages?", ask fringes_bud_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for 
fringe benefits?’; ask tele_bud_directon: “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for telecommunications?; ask 
r_&_m_bud_direction: "Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for repairs & maintenance?’; ask travel_bud_direction: “Would 
you like to increase or decrease the budget for travel?"; ask other_contract_bud_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease the 
budget for other contractual expenses?", ask repair_s_& m_bud_directhon: "Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for repair 
supplies?"; ask other_s_ & m_bud_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for other supplies and maintenance?"; ask 
elect_bud_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for electricity?"; ask w_&_s_bud_direction: “Would you like to in- 
crease or decrease the budget for water and sewer?"; ask agency_charges_bud_durecton: “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget 
for agency charges?°; ask insure_bud_direction: “Would you hke to increase or decrease the budget for insurance?"; ask 
other_contn_bud_directiom: “Would you like to increase or decrease the budget for other continuous expenses?’; 

choices rev_bud_direction,equip_bud_direction,uniforms_bud_direction,salaries_bud_direction: increase, decrease; choices 
wages_bud_direction, fnnges_bud_direction,tele_bud_direction,r_&_m_bud_direction: increase, decrease; choices 

travel_bud_direction,other_contract_bud_direction,repair_s_& m_bud_direction: increase, decrease; choices 
other_s_& _m_bud_direction,elect_bud_direction,w_&_s_bud_direcuon,agency_charges_bud_directon: increase,decrease; choices 
insure_bud_direction, other_contin_bud_direction: increase, decrease; 

ask bud_terms: “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?", choices bud_terms: percentage, dollar, 

ask bud_%: "By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”; ask bud_$: “By how many dollars per year?’; 

ask seg_drops: "Which market segments should be dropped?”; 

plural: corps_exp_%, corps_rev_wiis, which_segments, which_expenses,which_bud_items,wages_wiis,;  plural:public_rev_wiis, 
s_f_s_rev_wis, interdept_rev_wiis, music_rev_wiis,state_rev_wius,seg drops; 

bkcolor = 1; 
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B.49. PWHATIFA 

execute; endoff, runtime; 

actions color = 15 todo = what_if_analysis display “The system has just chained to a new knowledge base and files must be” display 
“loaded. You will be instructed when to continue.” display ” ° loadfacts pwidata display “Press any key to see the what if questions. -” 
cls whileknown which_stmt 

find which_stmt 
reset what_next 
reset stmt_number 
reset which_stmt 
cls 
find which_stmt end ; 

Rule display_for_which_stmnt If todo = what_if_analysis Then cls 
color = Il 
locate 1,29 
display “What_If Questions” 
locate 4,5 
display “1 What if the composition of the corps were to change?” 
locate 5,5 
display “2 What if the size of the corps were to change?” 
locate 6,5 
display “3 What if commutation allowances were to change?” 
locate 7,5 
display “4 What if the price of a ‘bag’ of uniform items were to change?” 
locate 8,5 
display “5 What if non-corps prices were to change?” 
locate 9,5 
display “6 What if costs were to change?” 
locate 10,5 
display "7 What if the budget were to change?” 
locate 11,5 
display “8 What if one or more entire market segments were dropped?” 
locate 13,5 
display “9 Perform the analysis’ 
locate [4,4 
display “10 Return to main menu’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay * What_If Questions” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay ” 1 What if the composition of the corps were to change?” 
pdisplay “ 2 What if the size of the corps were to change?” 
pdispiay “ 3 Whatif commutation allowances were to change?” 
pdisplay “ 4 Whatif the price of a ‘bag’ of uniform items were to change?” 
pdisplay ° 5 Whatif non-corps prices were to change?’ 
pdisplay” 6 What if costs were to change?” 
pdisplay “ 7 What if the budget were to change?” 
pdisplay ° 8&8 What if one or more entre market segments were dropped?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay ° 9 Perform the analysis” 
pdisplay “ !0 Return to main menu’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “1 _ 2 3” 
pdisplay “4 5 6° 
pdisplay “7 8 9” 
pdisplay “10° 
pdisplay °° 
find stmt_number 
which_stmt = found 
find what_next, 

Rule make_changes_for_corps_comp If stmt_number = 1 Then what_next = corps_composition 
find change_wica_! 
find change_wiis_| 
find change_wmiabis_| 
find change_wicbis_1,; 

Rule make_changes_for_corps_size_change If sunt_number = 2 Then what_next = corps_composition 
find change_wica_2 
find change_wiis_2 
find change_wiabis_2 
find change_wichis_ 2; 

Rule make_changes_for_ca_changes If simt_number = 3 Then what_next = ca_change 
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find change_wica_3 
find change_wiis_3 
find change_wiabis_3 
find change_wicbis_3; 

Rule make_changes_for_bag_price_changes If stmt_number = 4 Then what_next = bag_price_change 
find change_wiis_4 
find change_wiabis_4 
find change_wicbis_4; 

Rule make_changes_for_non_corps_price_change If stmt_number = 5 Then what_next = non_corps_price_change 
savefacts pwidata 
chain doprice; 

Rule make_changes_for_cost_changes If stmt_number = 6 Then what_next = cost_change 
find change_wits_6 
find change_wiabis_6 
find change_wicbis_6; 

Rule make_changes_for_budget_changes If sunt_number = 7 Then what_next = budget_change 
savefacts pwidata 
chain dobud; 

Rule make_changes_for_seg_ drops If stmt_number = 8 Then what_next = drop_segs 
cls 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Which market segments should be dropped?” 
pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay “Public Student_fac_staff Interdepartmental’ 
pdisplay “Music_Dept State_related’ 
find seg_drops 
x=] 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) thea 
wages_wiis(x] = (wages gen|[x] + wages_stud[x} 
x = (x + 1 

end 
find p_drop_abis 
find s_drop_abis 
find t_drop_abrs 
find st_drop_abis 
find m_drop_abis 
t_drop_abis = (p_drop_abis + s_drop_abis + i_drop_abis + st_drop_abis + m_drop_abis) 
find change_strnts; 

Rule p_drop If seg_drops < > public Then p_drop_abis = 0, 

Rule s_ drop If seg_drops < > student_fac_staff Then s_drop_abis = 0, 

Rule i_drop If seg_drops < > interdepartmental Then i_drop_abis = 0, 

Rule st_drop If seg_drops < > state_related Then st_drop_abis = 0, 

Rule m_drop If seg_drops < > music_dept Then m_drop_abis = 0, 

Rule p_drop 

If t_wages > = (public_cost_this) and 
seg_drops = public 

Then p_drop_abis = (public_cost_this) 
p_drop_cbis = (public_cost_this)} 
x=] 
z = (count_il) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
p_drop_is{x] = (public_cost_wiis{x} 
public_rev_wis{x] = 0 
public_cost_wiis{x] = 0 
x= {x + 1) 

end 
public_rev_this = 0 
public_wicbis = 0 
public_cost_this = 0 

else p_drop_abis = (t_wages) 
p_drop_cbis = (t_wages) 
x=] 
Z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
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p_drop_is{x] = (wages_wiis{xp) 
public_rev_wiis[x] = 0 
public_cost_wiis(x} = 0 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
public_rev_this = 0 
public_wicbis = 0 
public_cost_this = 0; 

Rule s_drop 

If t_wages > = (s_f_s_cost_this) and 
seg_drops = student_fac_staff 

Then s_drop_abis = (s_f_s_cost_this) 
s_drop_cbis = (s_f_s_cost_this) 
x= 1 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
s_drop_is{x] = (s_f_s_cost_wiis(xD 
s_f_s_cost_wiis[x] = 0 
s_f_s_ rev_wmis{x] = 0 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
s_f_s_cost_this = 0 
s fs rev_this = 0 
s_fs_wicbis = 0 

else s_drop_abis = (t_wages) 
s_drop_cbhis = (t_wages) 
x = ] 
Zz = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
s_drop_is{x] = (wages_wits{x] 
s_f_s_cost_wiis{x] = 0 
s_f_s rev_wis{x] = 0 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
s_f_s_cost_this = 0 

s_rev_this = 0 $ 
s_f{_s_wichis = 0; 

fC 
af 

Rule i_drop 

If t_wages > = (interdept_cost_this) and 
seg_drops = interdepartmental 

Then i_drop_abis = (interdept_cost_this) 
i_drop_cbis = (interdept_cost_this) 
x=] 
Zz 

=
i
 

to
w 

= (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
i_drop_is{x] = (interdept_cost_wiis{x} 
interdept_rev_wis{x] = 0 
interdept_cost_wiis[x] = 0 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
interdept_cost_this = 0 
interdept_rev_this = 0 
interdept_wichis = 0 

else 1_drop_abis = (t_wages) 
i_drop_cbis = (t_wages) 
x= 1 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
i_drop_is{x] = (wages_wiis{x] 
interdept_rev_wiis{x] = 0 
interdept_cost_wius[x}] = 0 
x= (x + 1) 

end 
interdept_cost_this = 0 
interdept_rev_this = 0 
interdept_wicbis = 0 

; Rule st_drop 

If t_wages > = (state_cost_this) and 
seg_drops = state_related 
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Then st_drop_abis = (state_cost_this) 
st_drop_chis = (state_cost_this) 
x = 1 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
st_drop_is{x] = (state_cost_wiis{x]) 
State_rev_wiis{x] = 0 
state_cost_wiis[x} = 0 
x= (x + 1) 

end 
state_rev_this = 0 
state_cost_this = 0 
State_wicbis = 0 

else st_drop_abis = (t_wages) 
st_drop_cbis = (t_wages) 
x= 1 
z = (count_it} 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
st_drop_is{x] = (wages_wiis{x} 
state_rev_wiis{x] = 0 
state_cost_wis{x}] = 0 
x =(x+ 1) 

end 
state_rev_this = 0 
state_cost_this = 0 
State_wicbis = 0; 

Rule m_drop 

If t_wages > = (music_cost_this) and 
seg_drops = music_dept 

Then m_drop_abis = (music_cost_this) 
m_drop_cbts = (music_cost_this) 
x= 1 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 

m_drop_is{x] = (music_cost_wiis(x)) 
music_rev_wiis{x] = 0 
music_cost_wiis{x] = 0 
x =(x +b 

end 
music_rev_this = 0 
music_cost_this = 0 
music_wicbis = 0 

else m_drop_abis = (t_wages) 
m_drop_cbis = (t_wages) 
x=] 
Zz = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
m_drop_is{x] = (wages_wiis{x) 
music_rev_wiis{x] = 0 

music_cost_wis([x}] = 0 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
music_rev_this = 0 
music_cost_this = 0 
music_wicbis = 0; 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wica_1 If sunt_number = | Then change _wica_! = found 
pdisplay °° 
cls 
display "There are currently {freshmen_number) freshmen. Would you like to increase, decrease, or’ 
pdisplay “There are currently (freshmen_number) freshmen. Would you like to increase, decrease, or’ 
Pdisplay “leave thus number the same?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease same” 
find change_freshmen 
find actual_freshmen_change 
pdisplay “7 
disptay “There are currently (sophomore_number}) sophomores. Would you like to increase, decrease, or” 
pdisplay “There are currently {sophomore_number} sophomores. Would you like to increase, decrease, or’ 
pdisplay “leave this number the same?" 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease same“ 
find change_sophomore 
find actual_sophomore_change 

pdisplay * 7 
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display “There are currently (junior_number} juniors. Would you like to increase, decrease, or” 
pdisplay “There are currently {junior_number} juniors. Would you like to increase, decrease, or’ 
pdisplay “leave this number the same?" 
pdisplay ° ” 
pdisplay “increase decrease same 
find change_jurior 
find actual_junior_change 

pdisplay °° 
display “There are currently {senior number) seniors. Would you like to increase, decrease, or” 
pdisplay “There are currently (senior_number} seniors. Would you like to increase, decrease, or” 
pdisplay “leave this number the same?” 
pdisplay ° ” 
pdisplay “increase decrease same 
find change_senior 
find actual_senior_change 
display * ° 
display 
display ” ” 
display “Please Wait" 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Please Wait’ 
total_corps_number = (freshmen_number + sophomore_number + junior_number + senior_number) 
freshmen_number = (freshmen_number + actual_freshmen_change) 
sophomore_number = (sophomore_number + actual _sophomore_change) 
junior_number = (junior_number + actual_jumor_change) 
senior_number = (senior_number + actual_senior_change) , 
inc_due_to_freshmen_change = (freshmen_ca °* actual_freshmen_change) 
inc_due_to_sophomore_change = (sophomore_ca ° actual_sophomore_change) 
inc_due_to_junior_change = (junior_ca * actual_junior_change) 
inc_due_to_senior_ change = {senior_ca ° actual_semor_change) 
total_corps_number_changel = (actual_freshmen_change + actual_sophomore_change + actual_junior_change) 
total_corps_number_change = (total_corps_number_changel + actual_senior_change)} 
change_due_to_corps_comp! = (inc_due_to_freshmen_change + inc_due_to_sophomore_change + inc_due_to_junior_change) 
change_due_to_corps_comp = (change_due_to_corps_comp! + inc_due_to_seruor_change) 
uniform _cost_per_cadet = (cost_uruforms_tus / total_corps_number) 
reset change_freshmen 
reset change_sophomore 
reset change_junior 
reset change_senior 
reset actual_freshmen_change 
reset actual_sophomore_change 
reset actual_junior_change 
reset actual_senior_change; 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wica_2 If stmt_number = 2 Then change_wica_2 = found 
cls 
pdisplay °° 
display “There are currently (freshmen_number} freshmen. Would you like to increase, decrease, or’ 
pdisplay “There are currently (freshmen_number) freshmen. Would you like to increase, decrease, or” 
pdisplay “leave this number the same?’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease same 
find change_freshmen 
find actual_freshmen_change 

pdisplay * * 
display “There are currently {sophomore_number) sophomores. Would you like to increase, decrease, or’ 
pdisplay “There are currently (sophomore_number} sophomores. Would you like to increase, decrease, or” 
pdisplay “leave this number the same?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease same” 
find change_sophomore 
find actual_sophomore_change 

pdisplay * 7 
display “There are currently {junior number) juniors. Would you like to increase, decrease, or” 
pdispiay “There are currently {jumor_number} juniors. Would you like to increase, decrease, or’ 
pdisplay “leave this number the same?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease same 
find change_junior 
find actual_jumior_change 
pdisplay *° 
display “There are currently (senior_number) seniors. Would you like to increase, decrease, or’ 
pdisplay “There are currently {senior_number} seniors. Would you like to increase, decrease, or’ 
pdisplay “leave this number the same?” 

pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “increase decrease same” 
find change_senior 
find actual_senior_change 
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display °° 
display * ° 
display °° 
display “Please Wait" 
pdisplay * * 
pdisplay * ’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Please Wait” 
total_corps_number = (freshmen_number + sophomore_number + junior_number + senior_number) 
freshmen_number = (freshmen_number + actual_freshmen_change) 
sophomore_number = (sophomore_number + actual_sophomore_change) 
junior number = (junior_number + actual_jumor_change) 
senior_number = (senior_number + actual_senior_change) 
inc_due_to_freshmen_change = (freshmen_ca * actual_freshmen_change) 
inc_due_to_sophomore_change = (sophomore_ca * actual_sophomore_change) 
inc_due_to_junior_change = (junior_ca * actual_junior_change) 
inc_due_to_senior_change = (senor_ca ° actual_senior_change) 
total_corps_number_changel = {actual_freshmen_change + actual_sophomore_change + actual_junior_change) 
total_corps_number_change = (total_corps_number_changel + actual_senior_change) 
new_total_corps_number = (freshmen_number + sophomore_number + junior_number + senior_number) 
change_due_to_corps_comp! = (inc_due_to_freshmen_change + inc_due_to_sophomore_change + inc_due_to_junior_change) 
change_due_lo_corps_comp = (change_due_to_corps_compl + inc_due_to_semor_change) 
uniform_cost_per_cadet = (cost_uniforms_this / total_corps_number) 
reset change freshmen 
reset change sophomore 
reset change_junior 
reset change_senior 
reset actual_freshmen_change 
reset actual_sophomore_change 
reset actual_junior_change 
reset actual_senior_change; 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wica_3 [f stmt_number = 3 Then change_wica_3 = found 
cls 
pdisplay °° 
display “The average commutation allowance for freshmen at this time is ${freshmen_ca}. Would’ 
pdisplay “The average commutation allowance for freshmen at thus tme ts $(freshmen_ca}. Would” 
pdisplay “you like to increase, decrease or leave this amount the same?” 
pdisplay ° ” . 
pdisplay “increase decrease same” 
find change_freshmen_ca 
find actual_freshmen_change_ca 

Pdisplay °° 
display “The average commutation allowance for sophomores at this tme is ${sophomore_ca}. Would” 
pdisplay “The average commutation allowance for sophomores at this tme is ${sophomore_ca}. Would’ 
pdisplay “you like to increase, decrease or leave this amount the same?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease same” 
find change_sophomore_ca 
find actual_sophomore_change_ca 

pdisplay * “ 
display “The average commutation allowance for juniors at this nme is ${jursor_ca}. Would’ 
pdisplay “The average commutation allowance for juniors at this nme is ${yunior_ca}. Would’ 
pdisplay “you like to increase, decrease or leave this amount the same?” 
pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay “increase decrease same” 
find change jumor_ca 
find actual unior_change_ca 

pdisplay ° 
display “The average commutation allowance for seniors at this ime is ${semor_ca). Would’ 
pdisplay “The average commutation allowance for seniors al this nme is $(semor_ca). Would’ 
pdisplay “you like to increase, decrease or leave this amount the same?” 
pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay “increase decrease same” 
find change_senior_ca 
find actual_senior_change_ca 
display ° * 
display * ” 
display °° 
display “Please Wait" 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Please Wait’ 
x = {(freshmen_number °* actual_freshmen_change_ca} + (sophomore_number * actual_sophomore_change_ca)) 
change_due_to_ca_changes = (x + (junior_number ° actual_junior_change_ca) + (senior_number ° actual_senior_change_ca)); 

Rule change_freshmen_same If change_freshmen = same Then actual_freshmen_change = 0, 

Rule change_freshmen_increase If change_freshmen = increase Then find change_freshmen_number 
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pdisplay ° * 
pdisplay “By how many?" 
actual_freshmen_change = (change_freshmen_number); 

Rule change_freshmen_decrease If change_freshmen = decrease Then find change_freshmen_number 
pdisplay * ° 
pdispiay “By how many?’ 
actual_freshmen_change = (0 - change_freshmen_number); 

Rule change_sophomore_same If change_sophomore = same Then actual_sophomore_change = 0; 

Rule change_sophomore_increase If change_sophomore = increase Then find change_sophomore_number 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By how many?” 
actual_sophomore_change = (change_sophomore_number); 

Rule change_sophomore_decrease If change_sophomore = decrease Then find change_sophomore_number 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By how many?’ 
actual _sophomore_change = (0 - change_sophomore_number), 

Rule change_junior_same If change_junior = same Then actual_junior_change = 0, 

Rule change_junior_increase If change_junior = increase Then find change_junior_number 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By how many?" 
actual_jumior_change = (change_junior_number); 

Rule change_junior_decrease If change_junior = decrease Then find change_junsor_number 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By how many” 
actual _junuor_change = (0 - change_junior_number); 

Rule change_senior_same If change_senior = same Then actual senior_change = 0, 

Rule change_senior_increase If change_senior = increase Then find change_senior_number 
pdisplay ~” 
pdisplay “By how many?” 
actual_senior_change = (change_senior_number); 

Rule change_senior_decrease If change_senior = decrease Then find change_senior_number 
pdisplay “° 
pdisplay “By how many?” 
actual_senior_change = (0 - change_senior_number); 

Rule change_freshmen_same_ca If change_freshmen_ca = same Then actual_freshmen_change_ca = 0; 

Rule change_freshmen_increase_ca If change_freshmen_ca = increase Then find change_freshmen_number_ca 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By how much?” 
actual_freshmen_change_ca = (change_freshmen_number_ca); 

Rule change_freshmen_decrease_ca If change_freshmen_ca = decrease Then find change_freshmen_number_ca 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By how much?” 
actual_freshmen_change_ca = (0 - change_freshmen_number_ca), 

Rule change_sophomore_same_ca If change_sophomore_ca = same Then actual_sophomore_change_ca = 0, 

Rule change_sophomore_increase_ca If change_sophomore_ca = increase Then find change_sophomore_number_ca 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By how much?” 
actual_sophomore_change_ca = (change_sophomore_number_ca); 

Rule change_sophomore_decrease_ca If change_sophomore_ca = decrease Then find change_sophomore_number_ca 
pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “By how much?’ 
actual_sophomore_change_ca = (0 - change_sophomore_number_ca); 

Rule change_junior_same_ca If change_junior_ca = same Then actual_junior_change_ca = 0, 

Rule change_junior_increase_ca If change_junior_ca = increase Then find change_junior_number_ca 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By how much?" 
actual_junior_change_ca = (change_jumior_number_ca); 

Rule change_junior_decrease_ca If change_junior_ca ~ decrease Then find change_junior_number_ca 
pdisplay * * 
pdisplay “By how much?” 
actual_junior_change_ca = (0 - change_junior_number_ca); 
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Rule change_senior_same_ca If change_senior_ca = same Then actual_senior_change_ca = 0; 

Rule change_senior_increase_ca If change_senior_ca = increase Then find change_senior_number_ca 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By how much?" 
actual_senior_change_ca = (change_senior_number_ca); 

Rule change_senior_decrease_ca If change_senior_ca = decrease Then find change_senior_number_ca 
pdisplay °” 
pdisplay “By how much?’ 
actual_senior_change_ca = (0 - change_senior_number_ca); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiis_| If stmt_number = 1 Then change_wiis_! = found 
x= ] 
whiletrue x < = 12 then 
corps_exp_%[x] = (corps_rev_old_wiis[x] / corps_rev_old_wiis{1P 
corps_exp_uniforms_%[x] = (umforms_old_wis[x] / uniforms_old_wiis{]) 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
x=! 

= (13 - (count_it)} 
Z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_rev_wis{x] = (corps_rev_wiix] + (corps_exp_%[y] ° change_due_to_corps_comp)) 
uniforms_wiis{x] = (uniforms_wiis[x] +(corps_exp_uniforms_%[y] ° total_corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
x=(x +) 
y= (y+) 

end; 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiis_2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number < = 400 Then change_wiis_2 = found 

x = | 
whiletrue x < = 12 then 
corps’ exp_%[x] = (corps_rev_old_wiis{x] / corps_rev_old_wiis{1]) 
corps_exp_uniforms_%[x] = (umforms_old_wis{x] / uniforms_old_wiid 1) 
x = {x + 1) 

end 
x 

W
W
 1 

(13 - (count_it)) 
zZ = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_rev_wiis[x} = (corps_rev_wiis[x] + (corps_exp_%[y] * change_due_to_corps_comp)) 
uniforms_wis{x] = (uniforms_wiis[{x] + (corps_exp_uniforms_%l[y] ° total_corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
personal_wis{x] = (personal_wiis{x] - wages_gen[{x} - wages_stud[x} 
vbl = (corps_exp_uniforms_%[y] * total_corps_number_change"umform_cost_per_cadet} 
corps_cost_wis{x] = (corps_cost_wiis{x] + vbl - wages _gen{x] - wages_studj{x]) 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiis_2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number < = 450 and 
new_total_corps_number > 400 Then change_wiis_2 = found 
x= 1 
whiletrue x < = ]2 then 
corps_exp_%{x] = (corps_rev_old_wiis{x] / corps_rev_old_wiis{/) 
corps_exp_uniforms_%[x] = (urmforms_old_wiis{x} / uniforms_old_wiis{1) 
x= (x + J) 

end 
x=] 
y = (13 - (count_it}} 
zZ = (count_it} 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_rev_wiis{x] = (corps_rev_wiis{x] + (corps_exp_“%[y] * change_due_to_corps_comp)) 
umforms_mis{x] =~ (uniforms_wiis{x] + (corps_exp_uniforms_%[y] ° total_corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet)} 
personal_wiis{x] = (personal_wiis{x] - (1/2 ° wages_gen{x]) - (1/2 ® wages_stud(x)) 
vol = (corps_exp_uniforms_“[y] * total_corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet) 
corps_cost_wis{x] = (corps_cost_wiis{x] + vbl - (1/2 ° wages_gen[x]) - (1/2 ° wages_stud[x]) 
x=(x+ 1) 

y=(y + 1) 
end; 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiis_2 If stnt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number < = 1000 and 
new_total_corps number > 450 Then change_wiis_2 = found 
x=} 
whiletrue x < = 12 then 
corps_exp_%[x] = (corps_rev_old_wiis{x] / corps_rev_old_wiis{!) 
corps_exp_umforms_%{x) = (umforms_old_wius{x) / umforms_old_wiis{!} 
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x = (x + 1) 
end 
x=] 
y = (13 - (count_it)) 
Zz = (count_it) 

whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_rev_wiis{x] = (corps_rev_wiis[x] + (corps_exp_%[y] ° change_due_to_corps_comp)) 
uruforms_wis[{x] = (uniforms_wius{x] + (corps_exp_uniforms_%[y] * total_corps_number_change*umform_cost_per_cadet)) 
corps_cost_wis|x] = (corps_cost_wiis{x] + (corps_exp_uniforms_%[y)*total_corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 

=(x+ I) 
y =(y + 1) 

* 
9 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiis_2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number > 1000 Then change_wiis_2 = found 
x= 1 
whiletrue x <= |2 then 
corps_exp_%(x] = (corps_rev_old_wiis{x] / corps_rev_old_wiis{!} 
corps_exp_umforms_%[x] = (umforms_old_wiis{x} / uniforms_old_wiis{I} 
x= (x + 1) 

end 
1 
(13 - (count_it)) 
(count_it) 

whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_rev_wus(x] = (corps_rev_wiis{x] + (corps_exp_“[y] ° change _due_to_corps_comp)) 
uniforms_wis[x] = (uniforms_wiis{x]+ (corps_exp_uniforms_“o[y] * total_corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
personal_wirs{x] = (personal_wis[x] * 10 / 9) 
vbl = (corps_exp_uniforms_%ly] * total_corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet) 
corps_cost ~ws(x] = (corps_cost_wiis{x] + vbl + (1/9 * personal_wiis{x)) 
x=(x + )) 

y =(y + I) 
end; 

Ho
yo
 

ow x 

y 
z 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiis_3 If stmt_number = 3 Then change_wiis_3 = found 
x= 1 
whiletrue x < = |2 then ° 
corps_exp_ lx = (corps_rev_old_wiis{x] / corps_rev_old_wiis{1}) 
x=(x + 1) 

end 
x= | 
y = (13 - (count_it)) 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z)} then 
corps_rev_wmis{x] = (corps_rev_wiis{x] + (corps_exp_“%[y] ° change_due_to_ca_changes)) 
x=(x+ I 

=(y + I} 
end; 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiis_4 If sumt_number = 4 Then change _wiis_4 = found 
cls 
pdisplay °° 
display “Would you like to increase or decrease the cost of putting together a ‘bag’” 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease the cost of putting together a ‘bag’” 
pdisplay ‘of uniforms items?” 
pdisplay ° 
pdisplay “increase decrease’ 
find bag_pnce_direction 

pdisplay ©” 
pdisplay “By how much per cadet?” 
find amount_bag_change 
new_total_corps_number = (freshmen_number + sophomore_number + jumor_number + semior_number) 
find total_bag_price_change 
x = ] 
whiletrue x < = 12 then 
corps_exp_uniforms_%[x] = (uniforms_old_wiis{x] / uniforms_old_wiis{!) 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
x= ] 
y = (13 - (count_it)) 

Z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z} then 

uruforms_wiis{x} = (uniforms_wiis{x] +(corps_exp_umforms_%[y] ° total_bag_price_change)) 
corps_cost_wus{x] = (corps_cost_wiis{x] + (corps_exp_uniforms_%[y] ° total_bag_pmce_change)) 
x=(x+ 1) 
y=(y + 1) 

end; 

Rule increase_$_bag If bag_price_direction = increase Then total_bag_price_change = (new_total_corps_number * amount_bag_change); 
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Rule decrease_$_bag If bag price_direction = decrease Then total_bag price_change = (0 
amount_bag_change)); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiis_6 If sumt_number = 6 Then change wiis_6 = found 
cls 
display “For which expense categories would you like to change the amounts?” 
pdisplay “For which expense categories would you like to change the amounts?” 
find which_expenses 
pdisplay “Choose as many as you like. ” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “personnel contractual supplies & materials’ 
pdisplay “continuous equipment’ 
find personal_increment 
find contract_increment 
find s_&_m_increment 
find conun_increment 
find equip_increment 
z = (count_it) 
x= 1 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
personal_wiis[x] = (personal_wiis[{x} ° personal_increment) 
contract_wits[x] = (contract_wis[x] ® contract_increment) 
s_& m_wis[x) = (s_& m_wiis[x] * s_& m_increment) 
contin_wiis{x] = (contun_wis{x] * contn_increment) 
equip_wiis{x] = (equap_wits[x] * equip_increment) 
x=(x + 1} 

end 

find personal_directs ! leads to a series of miles which 
find contract_drects ! determine how each of the changes 
find s_&_m_directs ! in these costs will affect the direct costs 
find contn_directs 
find equip_directs; 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiabis_! If stmt_number = | Then change_wiabis_I = found 
t_mul_rev = (t_mil_rev + change_due_to_corps_comp) 
cost_uniforms_this = (cost_uniforms_this + (total_corps_number_change * umform_cost_per_cadet)) 

(new_total_corps_number * 

net_income = (net_income + change _due_to_corps_comp - (total_corps_number_change ° uniform_cost_per_cadet)); 

Rule personal_increment_0 If which_expenses < > personnel Then personal_increment = 1.0, 

Rule personal_increment_positive_% If which_expenses = personnel and 
personal_direction = increase and 
personal _terms = percentage Then find personal_% 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease personnel expenses?” 
Pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease’ 

Pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay * ° 
Pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
pdisplay “ ° 
pdisplay “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.’ 
personal_increment = (1 + (personal_% / 100)); 

Rule personal_increment_positive_abs If which_expenses = personnel and 
personal_direcuon = increase and 
personal_terms = dollar Then find personal_$ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease personnel expenses?” 
pdisplay °’ 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdispiay “On an annual basis, how much would you like to change personnel expenses?” 
personal_% = (personal_$ / cbis_personal_x) 
personal_increment = (1 + personal_%); 

Rule personal_increment_negative_% If which_expenses = personnel and 
personal direction = decrease and 
personal_terms = percentage Then find personal_% 

pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease personnel expenses?’ 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 

pdisplay * * 
pdisplay "Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
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pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.” 
personal_increment = (1 - (personal_% / 100)); 

Rule personal_increment_negative_abs If which_expenses = personne! and 
personal_direction = decrease and 
personal_terms = dollar Then find personal_$ 
pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay "Would you like to increase or decrease personnel expenses?” 

pdisplay °° 
Pdisplay “increase decrease’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “On an annual basis, how much would you like to change personnel expenses?” 
personal_% = (personal_$ / cbis_personal_x) 
personal_increment = (1 - personal_%); 

Rule contract_increment_0 If which_expenses < > contractual Then contract_increment = 1.0, 

Rule contract_increment_positive_% If which_expenses = contractual and 
contract_directon = increase and 
contract_terms = percentage Then find contract_% 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease contractual expenses?” 

pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 

Pdisplay ° * 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.’ 
contract_increment = (1 + (contract_% / 100)); 

Rule contract_increment_positive_abs If which_expenses = contractual and 
,contract_direction = increase and 
contract_terms = dollar Then find contract_$ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease contractual expenses?” 
pdisplay ° * 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
Pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “On an annual basis, how much would you like to change contractual expenses?” 
contract_% = (contract_$ / cbis_contract_x) 
contract_increment = (1 + contract_% ); 

Rule contract_increment_negative_% If which_expenses = contractual and 
contract_directon = decrease and 
contract_terms = percentage Then find contract_% 
pdisplay °° ; 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease contractual expenses?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease 
Pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 

pdisplay ve 

pdisplay “percentage doliar’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.” 
contract_increment = (1 - (contract_% / 100)); 

* 

Rule contract_increment_negative_abs If which_expenses = contractual and 
contract_direction = decrease and 
contract_terms = dollar Then find contract_$ 

Pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay "Would you like to increase or decrease contractual expenses?” 

pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay “increase decrease 
pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 

pdisplay °° 
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pdisplay “percentage dollar” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “On an annual basis, how much would you like to change contractual expenses?” 
contract_% = (contract_$ / cbis_contract_x) 
contract_increment = (1 - contract_% ); 

Rule s_&_m_increment_0 If which_expenses < > supplies_& materials Then s_& m_increment = 1.0; 

Rule s_& _m_increment_positive_% If which_expenses = supplies_&_materials and 
s_&_m_direction = increase and 
s_&_m_terms = percentage Then find s_& m_% 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease supplies & matenals?” 
pdisplay *” 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 

pdisplay * * 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.” 
s_&_m_increment = (1 + (s_& m_% / L00)), 

Rule s_& m_increment_positive_abs If which_expenses = supplies_&_materials and 
s_&_m_direction = increase and 
s_& m_terms = dollar Then find s_& m_$ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease supplies & materials?’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay ° * 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay * * ; 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “On an annual basis, how much would you like to change supplies & materials?” 
s_& _m_% = (s_& m_$/ cbis_s_& m_x) 
s_& m_increment = (1 + s & m_%); 

Rule s_&_m_increment_negative_% If which_expenses = supplies _& materials and 
s_&_m_direction = decrease and 
s_&_m_terms = percentage Then finds & m_% 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease supplies & materials?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar” 
pdisplay * * 
pdispiay “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.” 
s_&_m_increment = (1 -(s_&_m_% / !00)); 

Rule s_ & m_increment_negative_abs If which_expenses = supplies_& materials and 
s_&_m_directon = decrease and 
s_& m_terms = dollar Then finds & m_$ 
pdisplay ° * 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease supplies & materials?” 

pdisplay ° 
pdisptay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 

Pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “On an annual basis, how much would you like to change supplies & materials?” 
s_& m_% = (s_&_m_$/cbis_s_& m_x) 
s_&_m_increment = (1 -s_& m_% ); 

Rule contn_increment_0 If which_expenses < > continuous Then contn_increment = 1.0; 

Rule contin_increment_positive_% If which_expenses = continuous and 
conan_directon = increase and 
contin_terms = percentage Then find contn_% 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease continuous expenses?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Increase decrease’ 
pdisplay °° 
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pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
Pdisplay *” 
pdisplay "percentage dollar* 
Pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal." 
conun_increment = (1 + (contin_% / 100)); 

Rule contn_increment_positive_abs If which_expenses = continuous and 
contin_direction = increase and 
contin_terms = dollar Then find contin_$ 
Pdisplay ° * 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease continuous expenses?” 
pdisplay ° * 
pdisplay “increase decrease’ 
pdisplay ”” 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay ° * 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “On an annual basis, how much would you like to change continuous expenses?” 
contn_% = (contin_$ / cbis_contin_x) 
contn_increment = {1 + contn_% ); 

Rule contin_increment_negative_% If which_expenses = continuous and 
conun_directon = decrease and 
contn_terms = percentage Then find contn_% 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease continuous expenses?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar” 
pdisplay * ’ 
pdisplay “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.’ 
contn_increment = (1 - (contin_% / !100)); 

Rule contin_iricrement_negahve_abs If which_expenses = continuous and 
contin_direction = decrease and 
contin_terms = dollar Then find contn_$ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease continuous expenses?” 
pdisplay ° ” 
pdisplay “increase decrease 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay "Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
Pdisplay ee 

pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
pdisplay ° “ 
pdisplay “On an annual basis, how much would you like to change continuous expenses?” 
conun_% = (conun_$ / cbis_contin_x) 
conun_increment = (1 - contun_% ); 

Rule equip_increment_0 If which_expenses < > equipment Then equip_increment = 1.0, 

Rule equip_increment_positive_% If which_expenses = equipment and 
equip_direction = increase and 
equip_terms = percentage Then find equp_% 

paisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease equipment purchases?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “increase decrease 
pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay "By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.” 
equip_increment = {1 + (equip_% / 100)); 

Rule equip_increment_positive_abs If which_expenses = equipment and 
equip_direction ™ increase and 
equip_terms = dollar Then find equip $ 
pdisplay ° * 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease equipment purchases?’ 

pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
Pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?" 
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pdisplay ° ” 
pdisplay “percentage dollar” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “On an annual basis, how much would you like to change equipment purchases?” 
equip_% = (equip_$ / act_equip_x) 
equip_increment = (1 + equip _% ), 

Rule equip_increment_negative_% If which_expenses = equipment and 
equip_direction = decrease and 
equip_terms = percentage Then find equip_% 
pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay "Would you like to increase or decrease equipment purchases?” 
pdisplay ° ” 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 
pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.” 
equip_increment = (i - (equip_% / 100)); 

Rule equip_increment_negative_abs If which_expenses = equipment and 
equip_direcnon = decrease and 
equip_terms = dollar Then find equip_$ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you like to increase or decrease equipment purchases?” 
pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “increase decrease” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “percentage dollar’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “On an annual basts, how much would you like to change equipment purchases?” 
equip_% = (equip_$ / act_equip_x) 
equip increment = (1 - equip_% ); 

Rule personal_directs If personal_increment > 1.0 Then personal_directs = found 
z = (count_it) 

y = (((personal_increment - 1} * cbis_personal) / total_oper_exp) 
x = | 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_cost_wiis{x] = (corps_cost_wiis{x] + (corps_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
public_cost_wis[x] = (public_cost_wis({x} + (public_cost_wis{x] ° y)) 
s_f_s_cost_wiis{x] = (s_f_s_cost_wits{x] + (s_f_s_cost_wis{x] * y)) 
interdept_cost_wus{x] = (interdept_cost_wits[x] + (interdept_cost_wiis{x] ® y)) 
music_cost_wiis{x] = (music_cost_wiis{x] + (music_cost_wis{x] * y)) 
state_cost_wiis{x] = (state_cost_wus[x] + (state_cost_wius{x] ° y)) 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this + (corps_cost_this * y)) 
public_cost_ttus = (public_cost_this + (public_cost_this * y)) 
s_f_s_cost_this = (s_f_s_ cost_ttis + (s_f_s cost_this ® y)) 
interdept_cost_this = {interdept_cost_this + {anterdept_cost_this * y)) 
music_cost_this = (music_cost_this + (music_cost_this * y)) 
State_cost_this = (state_cost_this + (state_cost_this * y)); 

Rule personal_directs If personal_increment < 1.0 Then personal_directs = found 
z = (count_1t) 
y = (((J - personal_increment) * cbis_personal) / total_oper_exp) 
x= 1 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_cost_wiis[x} = (corps_cost_wiis{x] - (corps_cost_wiis[x] * y)) 
public_cost_wis{[x] = (public_cost_wiis{x] - (public_cost_wis{x] * y)) 
s_f_s_cost_wiis{x] = (s_f_s_cost_wis{x] - (s_f_s_cost_wis{x} * y)) 
interdept_cost_wiis[x] = (interdept_cost_wiis{x] - (interdept_cost_wiis{x] ° y)) 
music_cost_wis[{x] = (music_cost_wiis{x]} - (music_cost_wiis{x] ° y)) 
state_cost_wiis{x] = (state_cost_wis{x] - (state_cost_wis{x] * y)) 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this - (corps_cost_this * y)) 
public_cost_this = (public_cost_this - (public_cost_this * y)) 
s_f_s_cost_this = (s_f_s_cost_this - (s_f_s_cost_this * y)) 
interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_this - (interdept_cost_this * y)) 
music_cost_this = (music_cost_this - (music_cost_this * y)) 
State_cost_this = (state_cost_this - (state_cost_this * y)); 

Rule contract_directs If contract_increment > 1.0 Then contract_directs = found 
Zz = (count_it} 
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y = (({contract_increment - 1) * cbis_contract) / total_oper_exp) 
x=] 
whiletrue x < = (z)} then 
corps_cost_wiis[x] = {corps_cost_wiis[x] + (corps_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
public_cost_wiis[x] = (public_cost_wiis[x] + (public_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
s_f_s_cost_wiis[x] = (s_f_s_cost_wis[x] + (s_f_s_cost_wis[x] * y)) 
interdept_cost_wiis[x] = (interdept_cost_wiis{x] + (interdept_cost_wiis[x] ® y)) 
music_cost_wiis(x] = (music_cost_wiis[x] + (music_cost_wis{x] * y)) 
State_cost_wiis{x] = (state_cost_wiis{x] + (state_cost_wiis(x] * y)) 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this + (corps_cost_this ® y)) 
public_cost_this = (public_cost_this + (public_cost_this * y)) 
s_f_s_cost_this = (s_f_s_cost_this + (s_f_s_cost_this * y}) 
interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_this + (interdept_cost_this * y)) 
music_cost_this = (music_cost_this + (music_cost_this * y)} 
state_cost_this = (state_cost_this + (state_cost_this * y)); 

Rule contract_directs If contract_increment < 1.0 Then contract_directs = found 
z * (count_it) 
y = (((1 - contract_increment) * cbis_contract) / total_oper_exp) 
x= ] 
whiletrue x < = (z} then 
corps_cost_wiis{x] = (corps_cost_wiis{x] - (corps_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
public_cost_wiis{x] = (public_cost_wiis{x] - (public_cost_wiistx] * y)) 
s_f_s_cost_mis[x] = (s_f_s_cost_wis(x] - (s_f_s_cost_wiis(x] * y)) 
interdept_cost_wiis[x] = (interdept_cost_wius[{x] - (interdept_cost_wiis{x] ° y)) 
music_cost_wis{x] = (music_cost_wiis{x] - (music_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
state_cost_wiis[x] = (state_cost_wiis{x] - (state_cost_wis[x] ° y)) 
x = (x + I) 

end 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this - (corps_cost_this ° y)) 
public_cost_this = (public_cost_this - (public_cost_this * y)) 
s_f_s_cost_this = (s_f_s_cost_this - (s_f_s_cost_this ° y)) 
interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_thus - (interdept_cost_this * y)) 
music_cost_this = (music_cost_this - (music_cost_this ° y)) 
state_cost_this = (state_cost_this - (state_cost_this °® y)); 

Rule s_&_m_directs If s_&_m_increment > 1.0 Then s_& _m_directs = found 
Zz = (count_it) 
y = (((s_&_m_increment - 1} * cbis_s_& m) / total_oper_exp) 
x= 1 
w hiletrue x < = (2) then 
corps_cost_wiis{x] = (corps_cost_wiis{x] + (corps_cost_wiis{x] ° y)) 
public_cost_wiis{x}] = (public_cost_wiis{x] + (public_cost_wis{x] ° y)) 
s_f{_s_cost_wiis{x] = (s_f_s_cost_wis{x] + (s_f_s_cost_wiis{x] ° y)) 
interdept_cost_wiis{x] = (interdept_cost_wiis(x] + (interdept_cost_wiis{x} * y)) 
music_cost_wis{x} = (music_cost_wits{x} + (music_cost_wis{x] * y)) 
state_cost_wiis{x] = (state_cost_wns{x] + (state_cost_wiis[x] * y)) 
x = (x + I) 

end 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this + (corps_cost_this * y)) 
public_cost_this = (public_cost_this + (public_cost_this ° y)) 
s_f_s_cost_this = (s_f_s_cost_this + (s_f_s_cost_this * y)) 
interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_this + (interdept_cost_this * y)) 
music_cost_this = (music_cost_this + (music_cost_this * y)) 
stale_cost_ttus = (state_cost_this + (state_cost_this ® y)); 

Rule s_& m_directs Ifs_& m_increment < 1.0 Then s_& m_directs = found 
Zz = (count_it) 
y = (((I - s_&_m_increment) * cbis_s_&_m) / total_oper_exp) 
x= 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_cost_wiis(x] = (corps_cost_wiis{x] - (corps_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
public_cost_wiis{x] = (public_cost_wiis{x] - (public_cost_wis{x] * y)) 
s_f_s_cost_wus{x] = (s_f_s_cost_wis{x] - (s_f_s_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
interdept_cost_wiis{x] = (interdept_cost_wiis{x] - (interdept_cost_wiis{x] ° y)) 
music _cost_wus(x] = (music_cost_wiis{x] - (music_cost_wiis{x} * y)) 
state_cost_wiis(x] = (state_cost_wiis{x] - (state_cost_wis{x] °* y)) 
x =(x + 1) 

end 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this - (corps_cost_this ° y)) 
public_cost_this = (public_cost_this - (public_cost_this * y)) 
s_f_s_cost_this = (s_f_s_cost_this - (s_f_s_cost_this ” y)) 
interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_this - (interdept_cost_this * y)) 
music_cost_this = (music_cost_this - (music_cost_this * y)) 
State_cost_this = (state_cost_this - (state_cost_this * y)); 

Rule contin_directs If contin_increment > 1.0 Then contin_directs = found 
Zz = (count_it) , 
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y = (({contin_increment - 1) * cbis_contin) / total_oper_exp) 
x=] 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_cost_wiis[x] = (corps_cost_wiis(x] + (corps_cost_wiis{x] * y)} 
public_cost_wiis[x} = (public_cost_wiis[x] + (public_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
s_f{_s_cost_wiis(x] = (s_f_s_cost_wns{x] + (s_f_s_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
interdept_cost_wiis[x] = (interdept_cost_wiis[x] + (interdept_cost_wiis[x] * y)) 
music_cost_wus[x] = (music_cost_wiis[x] + (music_cost_wis[x] * y)) 
state_cost_wiis[x] = (state_cost_wiis[x] + (state_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
x=(x+ ID 

end 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this + (corps_cost_this * y)) 
public_cost_this = (public_cost_this + (public_cost_this * y)) 
s_f_s_cost_this = (s_f_s_cost_this + (s_[ s cost_this * y))} 
interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_tus + (interdept_cost_this ° y)) 
music_cost_this = (music_cost_this + (music_cost_this * y)) 
state_cost_this = (state_cost_this + (state_cost_this * y)); 

Rule contin_directs If contin_increment < 1.0 Then contin_directs = found 
z = (count_it} 
y = (((1 - contin_increment) * cbis_contin) / total_oper_exp) 
x =] 
whiletrue x < = (z) then . 
corps_cost_wits{x|] = (corps_cost_wiis{x] - (corps_cost_wiis{x] * y}) 
public_cost_wiis[x] = (public_cost_wiis(x] - (public_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
s_f_s_cost_wiis{x] = (s_f_s_cost_wirs{x] - (s_f_s_cost_wns{x] * y)) 
interdept_cost_wis{x] = (interdept_cost_wiis[x] - (interdept_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
music_cost_wis[x] = (music_cost_wiis{x] - (music_cost_wiux] ” y)) 
state_cost_wiis{x] ™ (state_cost_wiis{x] - (state_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
x= (x + 1 

end 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this - (corps_cost_this ° y)} 
public_cost_this = (public_cost_this - (public_cost_this * y)) 
s_f_s_cost_this = (s_f_s_cost_ths - (s_f_s_cost_thus ° y)) 
interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_this - (interdept_cost_this * y)) 
music_cost_this = (music_cost_this - (music_cost_this * y)) 
state_cost_this = (state_cost_this - (state_cost_ths * y)); 

Rule equip_directs If equip_increment > 1.0 Then equip directs = found 
Zz = (count_it) 
y = (((equp_increment - 1) * act_equip) / total_oper_exp) 
x= . 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_cost_wits{x] = (corps_cost_wiis{x] + (corps_cost_wiis{x] ° y)) 
public_cost_wiis{x] = (public_cost_wiis{x] + (public_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
s_{_s_cost_wiis{x] = (s_f_s_cost_wns{x) + (s_f_s_cost_wiis{x) ° y)) 
interdept_cost_wis{x} = (interdept_cost_wiis(x} + (interdept_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
music_cost_wiis{x] = (music_cost_wiis[x] + (music_cost_wis{x] * y)}) 
state_cost_wiis{x] = (state_cost_wiidx] + (state_cost_wis{x] * y)}) 
x = (x + 1) 

end 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this + (corps_cost_this ® y)) 
public_cost_this = (public_cost_this + (public_cost_this °* y)) 
s_f_s_cost_this = (s_f_s_cost_this + (s_f_s_cost_thus * y)) 
interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_this + (interdept_cost_this * y)) 
music_cost_this = (music_cost_this + (music_cost_this * y)) 
state_cost_this = (state_cost_this + (state_cost_this ° y)); 

Rule equip_directs If equip_increment < 1.0 Then equip directs = found 
z = (count_it} 
y = (((1 - equip_increment) * act_equip) / total_oper_exp) 
x= ] 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
corps_cost_wiidx] = (corps_cost_wiis{x] - (corps_cost_wiis(x] * y)) 
public_cost_wis{x] = (public_cost_wiis{x] - (public_cost_wis{x] ® y)) 
s_f_s_ cost_wiis{x] = (s_f_s_cost_wus{x] - (s_f_s_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
interdept_cost_wiis{x] = (interdept_cost_wis[x] - (interdept_cost_wiis{x} * y)) 
music_cost_wiis[x} = (music_cost_wiis[x] - (music_cost_wits{x} * y)) 
state_cost_wiis{x] = (state_cost_wis{x] - (state_cost_wiis{x] * y)) 
x=(x +b 

end 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this - (corps_cost_this * y)) 
public_cost_this = (public_cost_this - (public_cost_th:s * y)) 
s_f_s_ cost_this = (s_f_s_cost_this - (s_f s cost_this * y)) 
interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_this - (interdept_cost_this * y)) 
music_cost_this = (music_cost_this - (music_cost_this © y)) 
State_cost_this = (state_cost_this - (state_cost_this * y)); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiabis_2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number < = 400 Then change_wiabis_2 = found 
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t_mil_rev = (t_mil_rev + change_due_to_corps_comp) 
cost_uniforms_this = (cost_uniforms_this + (total_corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
t_personal = (t_personal - wages_gen_wiabis - wages_stud_wiabis) ‘ 
vbl = (total_corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet) 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this + vbl - wages_gen_wiabis - wages_stud_wiabis) 
net_income! = (net_income + change_due_to_corps_comp - (total_corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
net_income = (net_incomel + wages_gen_wiabis + wages_stud_wiabis); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiabis_2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number < = 450 and 
new_total_corps_number > 400 Then change_wiabis_2 = found 
t_mil_rev = (t_mil_rev + change_due_to_corps_comp) 
cost_uniforms_ this = (cost_uniforms_this + (total_corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
t_personal = (t_personal - (1/2 * wages_gen_wiabis) - (1/2 *“wages_stud_wiabis)) 
vbl = (total_corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet) 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this + vbl - (1/2 * wages_gen_wiabis) - (1/2 °wages_stud_wiabis)) 
net_incomel = (net_income + change_due_to_corps_comp - (total_corps_number_change * uruform_cost_per_cadet)) 
net_income = (net_incomel + (1/2 * wages_gen_wiabis} + (1/2 ° wages_stud_wiabis)); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiabis_2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number < = 1000 and 
new_total_corps_number > 450 Then change_wiabis_2 = found 
tmul_rev = (t_mul_rev + change_due_to_corps_comp) 
cost_uniforms_this = (cost_umiforms_this + (total_corps_number_change ®* uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
corps_cost_ttis = (corps_cost_this + (total_corps_number_ change ° umiform_cost_per_cadet)) 
net_income = (net_income + change_due_to_corps_comp - (total_corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet}), 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiabis_2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number > 1000 Then change_miabis_2 = found 
t_mil_rev = (t_mil_rev + change _due_to_corps_comp) 
cost_uniforms_this = (cost_umforms_this + (total_corps_number_change ® uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
t_personal = (t_personal * 10;9) 
vbt = (total_corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet) 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this + vbl + (1/9 * t_personal)) 
net_incomel = (net_income + change_due_to_corps_comp - (total_corps_number_change ° uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
net_income = (net_incomel - (1/9 ° t_personal)), 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiabis_3 If stmt_number = 3 Then change_wiabis_ 3 
tmul_rev = (t_mui_rev + change _due_to_ca_changes); 

found 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiabis_4 If sumt_number = 4 Then change_wiabis_4 = found 
cost_umforms_this = (cost_umforms_this + total_bag_pnce_change) 
corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this + total_bag_pnce_change); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wiabis_6 If stnmt_number = 6 Then change_wiabis_6 = found 
t_personal = (t_personal * personal_increment) 
contract_this = (contract_this * contract_increment) 
s_&_ m_this = (s_& m_this ° s & m_increment) 
contin_this = (contn_this * contin_increment) 
deprec_this = (deprec_this * equip increment), 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wicbis_1 If stmt_number = | Then change_wicbis_!] = found 
cbis_corps_rev = (cbis_corps_rev + change_due_to_corps_comp) 
uniforms = (uniforms + (total_corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
cbis_net_income = (cbis_net_income + change_due_to_corps_comp - (total_corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet)); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wicbis_2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number < = 400 Then change_wicbis_2 = found 
cbis_personal = (cbis_personal - wages_gen_wiabis - wages_stud_wiabis} 
cbis_corps_rev = (cbis_corps_rev + change_due_to_corps_comp) 
uniforms = (uniforms + (total_corps_number_change * un:form_cost_per_cadet)) 
cbis_net_income] = (cbis_net_Lincome + change_due_to_corps_comp - (total_corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
cbis_net_income = (cbis_net_income] + wages_gen_wiabis + wages_stud_wiabis); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wichis_2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_ number < = 450 and 
new_total_corps_number > 400 Then change_wicbis_2 = found 
cbis_personal = (cbis_ personal - (1/2 ° wages_gen_wiabis) - {1/2 * wages_stud_wiabis)) 
cbis_corps_rev = (cbis_corps_rev + change_due_to_corps_comp) 
uniforms = (uniforms + (total_corps_number_change * unform_cost_per_cadet)) 
cbis_net_incomel = (cbis_net_income + change_due_to_corps_comp - (total_corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
cbis_net_income = (cbis_net_incomel + (1/2 * wages_gen_wiabis) + (1/2 * wages_stud_wiabis)); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wicbis_2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number < = 1000 and 
new_total_corps_number > 450 Then change_wicbis_2 = found 
cbis_corps_rev = (cbis_corps_rev + change_due_to_corps_comp) 
uniforms = (uniforms + (total_corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
cbis_net_income = (cbis_net_income + change_due_to_corps_comp - (total_corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet)); 
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Rule get_stats_to_change_wicbis_2 If stmt_number = 2 and 
new_total_corps_number > 1000 Then change_wicbis_2 = found 
cbis_personal = (cbis_personal * 10/9) 
cbis_corps_rev = (cbis_corps_rev + change_due_to_corps_comp) 
uniforms = (uniforms + (total_corps_number_change * uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
cbis_net_incomel = (cbis_net_income + change_due_to_corps_comp - {total_corps_number_change*uniform_cost_per_cadet)) 
cbis_net_income = (cbis_net_income] + (1/9 * cbis_personal)); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wicbis_3 If stmt_number = 3 Then change_wicbis_3 = found 
cbis_corps_rev = (cbis_corps_rev + change_due_to_ca_changes); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wicbis_4 If stmt_number = 4 Then change_wicbis_4 = found 
uniforms = (uniforms + total_bag_pnce_change); 

Rule get_stats_to_change_wicbis_6 If stmt_number = 6 Then change_wicbis_6 = found 
cbis_personal = (cbis_personat * personal_increment) 
cbis_contract = (cbis_contract * contract_increment) 
cbis_s_ & m = (chis_s & mm” s_& _m_increment) 
cbis_contin = (cbis_contin * contin_increment) 
act_equip = (act_equip * equip increment); 

Rule change_wiis_wiabis_wicbis_8 

If t_drop_abis < = (t_wages) 

Then change_stmts = found 
t_personal = (t_personal - t_drop_abis) 
cbis_personal = (cbis_personal - t_drop_abis) 
zZ = (count_it) 
x= | 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
personal_wis{x] = (personal_wiis{x] - p_drop_is{x] - s_drop_is{x] - i_drop_is{x] - st_drop_is{x] - m_drop_is{x]) 
x = (x + 1) 

end else 
t_personal = (t_personal - t_wages) 
cbis_personal = (cbis_personal - t_wages) 
z = (count_it) 
x= | : 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
personal_wiis{x] = (personal_wits{x] - wages_wiis{x) 
x=(x + I 

end; 

Rule put_files_away_& _ start_analysis 

If stnt_number = 9 

Then what_next = analysis 
savefacts widata 
chain pwidoit, 

Rule forget_wi_analysis 

If stmt_number = 10 

Then what_next = leave 
* chain ts; 

! Statement Block 

ask stmt_number: ° °; choices stmt_number. 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10, ask change_freshmen: “leave this number the same?";, ask 
change_sophomore: “leave this number the same?"; ask change _juruor: “leave this number the same?"; ask change_senior: “leave this num- 
ber the same?’; choices change_freshmen,change_sophomore,change_jumor,change_senior. increase, decrease, same; 

ask change_freshmen_number. “By how many?", ask change_sophomore_number. “By how many?’; ask change_junior_number. “By how 
many?"; ask change_senior_number: “By how many?; 

ask change_freshmen_ca: “you like to increase, decrease or leave this amount the same?”; ask change_sophomore_ca: “you like to increase, 
decrease or leave this amount the same?°; ask change_junior_ca: “you like to increase, decrease or leave this amount the same?’; ask 
change_senior_ca: “you like to increase, decrease or leave this amount the same?"; ask change_freshmen_number_ca: "By how much”; ask 
change_sophomore_number_ca: “By how much?’;, ask change_jumor_number_ca: “By how much?", ask change_semor_number_ca: “By 
how much?’, choices change_freshmen_ca,change_sophomore_ca,change_junior_ca,change_semor_ca: increase, decrease,same; 

ask bag_price_direction: “of uniform items?”; choices bag_price_direction: increase, decrease; ask amount_bag_change: “By how much per 
cadet?”; 
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ask personal_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.", ask contract_%: "By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”; 
ask s_&_m_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”; ask contn_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”; ask 
equip_%: “By what percentage? Do not enter as a decimal.”, ask personal_$: "On an annual basis, how much would you like to change 
personnel expenses?"; ask contract_§: “On an annual basis, how much would you like to change contractual expenses?”; ask s_& m_$: “On 
an annual basis, how much would you like to change supplies & materials?", ask contin_$: “On an annual basis, how much would you like 
to change continuous expenses?"; ask equip_$: “On an annual basis, how much would you like to change equipment purchases?’; 

ask which_expenses: “Choose as many as you like.*; choices which_expenses: personnel, contractual, supplres_& materials, continuous, 
equipment, 

ask personal_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease personnel expenses?”, ask contract_direction: “Would you like to increase 
or decrease contractual expenses?” ask s_& m_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease supplies & miaterials?”; ask 
contin_direction: “Would you like to increase or decrease continuous expenses?’; ask equip direction: “Would you like to increase or de- 
crease equipment purchases?"; choices personal_direction,contract_direction,s_&_m_direction,contin_direction,equip_direction: increase, 
decrease; 

ask personal_terms: “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?’; ask contract_terms: "Would you prefer to answer in 
percentage or in dollar terms?*; ask s_&_m_terms: “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?°; ask contin_terms: 
“Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar terms?"; ask equip_terms: “Would you prefer to answer in percentage or in dollar 
terms?’; choices personal_terms,contract_terms,s_é_m_terms,contn_terms,equip_terms: percentage, dollar, 

ask seg_drops: “Which market segments should be dropped?"; choices seg_drops: Public, Student_fac_staff, Interdepartmental, Music_Dept, 
State_related, 

plural: corps_exp_%, corps_rev_wiis, which_segments, which_expenses,which_bud_items,wages_wiis, _ plural:public_rev_wiis, 
s_[_s_rev_wis, interdept_rev_wius, music_rev_wis,State_rev_wis,seg_drops; 

bkcolor = 1, 
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B.50 PWIDOIT 

execute, endoff, runtime, 

actions color = 15 loadfacts widata 

‘beall killit ‘bcall create 

locate 4,6 display "The processing in progress now is quite extensive. Seven new” display “worksheets are being created. This takes quite 
some time, so please” display “be patient. You will be instructed when to continue.” pdisplay "The processing in progress now is quite 
extensive. Seven new” pdisplay “worksheets are being created. This takes quite some time, so please” pdisplay “be patient. You will be 
instructed when to continue.” 

wks is_this,b|..676,\vpp' playabis 

is_this(9] = (t_mil_rev) is_this{}5] = (cost_uniforms_this) is_this(36] = (t_personal) is_this{47] = (contract_this) is_this(54] = 
(s_&_m_this) is_this{62] = (contin_this) is_this{63] = (deprec_this) is_this(19] = (public_rev_this) ts_this{20] = (s_f_s_rev_this) 1s_this{21] 
= (interdept_rev_this) is_this{22] = (music_rev_this) 1s_this{23] = {state_rev_this) is_thus{68] (corps_cost_this) 1s_this(70] = 
(public_cost_this) 1s_this[7]1}] = (s_f_s_cost_this) is_this{72] = (interdept_cost_this) ts_ths[73] (music_cost_this} is_thus[74] = 
(state_cost_this) 

is_this[16] = (is_this{9] - is_this{I5]) is this{24] = (is_thrs{19] + is_this{20] + is_this{2l] + is_this{22] + is_this{23]) is_this[25] = 
(is_this(16] + is_this(24]) 1s_this[64) = {is_this{36] + 1s_this[47] + 1s_this{54} + 1s_this(62] + 1s_this{63)} is_this[65] = ({is_this{25] - 
is_this[64]) net_income = (is_this(65 

pwks is_this,bl..b76,\vpp\wiabis reset is this wks is_last.cl..c?76,\vpp\playabis pwks is_last,cl..c76,.vpp'\wiabis reset is_last wks 
is_2,d1..d76,\vpp'playabis pwks 1s_2,d1..d76,\vpp\miabis reset is_2 

ca[8] = (freshmen_number) ca{9] = (sophomore_number) ca{I0] = (junior_number) ca{l1] = (senior_number) ca{3] = (freshmen_ca) 
ca[4] = (sophomore_ca) ca{5] = (junior_ca) ca[6] = (senior_ca) 

ca{1} = (current_year) ca{2] = 0 ca{7) = 0 pwks ca,b1..b11,\vpp\wica wks ca_last,ct..cll,\vpp' playca Pwks ca_last,cl..cl1,\vpp\wica reset 
ca_last wks ca_2,d]..dil,\vpp\playca pwks ca_2,d1..d11,\vpp\wica reset ca_2 

bud[3} = (rev_bud) bud[5] = (equip_bud) bud[?] = (fringes_bud) bud[8] = (salaries bud) bud[9} = (wages_bud) bud[29} = 
{uniforms_bud) bud{12] = (tele_bud) bud[13} = (r_& m_bud) bud[14] = (travel_bud) bud[!5] = (other_ _contract_bud) bud{]8] = 
{repair_s_& _m_bud) budf{19] = (other_s & m_bud) bud[22} = (elect_bud) bud[23] = (w_&_s_bud) bud{24] = (steam_bud) bud[25} = 
(insure_bud) bud{26] = {other_contin_bud) bud{1] = (current_yr) bud{2] = 0 bud{4] = 0 bud[6] = 0 bud{11] = 0 bud{!7} = 0 bud{21]J 
= 0 bud{[28] = 0 bud{10] = (bud{7] + bud[8] + bud{9)) bud[16] = (bud{!2] + budf13] + bud{14] + bud{15}) bud{[20] = (bud{138] + 
bud{19]) bud[27] = (bud{22) + bud[23] + bud{24] + bud{25} + bud{[26)) pwks bud,bl..b29, vpp\wibud reset bud wks 
bud_last,cl..c29,\vpp'playbud  pwks  bud_last,cl..c29,\vpp\wibud = reset. = bud_last) 39s wks) bud_2,d1..d29,\vpp\playbud = pwks 
bud_ 2,d!1..d19,\vpp\wibud reset bud_2 

wks cb,b1..b68,\vppiplaycbis cb{10] = (uniforms) ch{55] = (act_equip} cb{31] = (cbis_personal) cbh{9} = (cbis_corps_rev) cb[41] = 
(cbis_contract) cb{47] = (cbis_s_&_m) cb(51] = (cbis_conun) cb{14] = (public_wichis) 

cb{14] = (public_wicbis) cb{15] = (s_f_s_wicbis) cb{16} = (interdept_wicbis) cb{17] = (musc_wicbis) cb{18] = (state_wicbis) 

eb{1]] = (cb191 - Cbf10) cb{19} = (cb{l4] + cb{15] + cbfl6] + cb{I7] + cb{18]) cb{20] = (cb{il] + ch[19] cb{56] = (cb(3l] + cbf4t] 
+ cb[47] + cb{54] + cb{55P) eb{57} = (cb{11] + cb{19] - cb{S6) pwks cb,b1..b68,\“pp\wicbis reset ch wks cb_last,cl..c68, \vpp playcbis 
pwks cb_last.cl..c68,\vpp\wicbts reset cb_last wks cb_2,d1..d68,\vpp'playcbis pwks cb_2,d1..d68,,vpp\wicbis reset cb 2 find 
monthly_info_here 

wks cth,cl..ci4,\vpp'playabbs pwks cth.cl..cl4,\vpp\wiabbs wks dth,dl..dl4,\vpp'playabbs pwks dth,dl..di4,\vpp'wiabbs reset dth wks 
bs,b1..514,\vpp -playabbs bs{13) = (cth{13] + net_income) !! reserve calculanon ds{12] = (bs{!4] - bs{13) !! due to calculation pwks 

bs,b1..b14,\vpp\miabbs reset cth reset bs chain pwits ; 

Rule monthly_info_here_1 If count_it = | Then monthly_info_here = found 
pwks corps_rev_wiis,bl2,\vpp\wis 
pwks uniforms_wiis,b13,\vpp\mis 
pwks public_rev_wis,b17,\vpp\wiis 
pwks s_f_s_rev_wiis,b18,\vpp mis 
pwks interdept_rev_wiis,b1 9, \vpp\wiis 
pwks music_rev_wis,b20,\vpp\wiis 
pwks state_rev_wiis,b21,\vpp\mis 
pwks personal_wiis,b34,\vpp,wis 
pwks contract_wiis,b45,\vpp' wis 
pwks s_& m_wiis,b52,\vpp\wiis 
pwks contn_wis,b60,\vpp\mis 
pwks equip_wiis,b61,\vpp\mis 
pwks corps_cost_wiis,b66,\vpp\miis 
pwks public_cost_wiis,b68,\vpp\wiis 
pwks s_f_s_cost_wiis,b69,\vpp\wiis 
pwks interdept_cost_wiis,b70,\vpp\wiis 
pwks music_cost_wiis,b7!,\vpp\wtis 
pwks state_cost_wiis,b72,\vpp\wiis 

x= 1 
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Zz = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
gr_profit_uniforms{x] = (corps_rev_wiis{x} - uniforms_wiis{x] 
vbl = (public_rev_wiis[x] + s_f_s_rev_wiis(x] + interdept_rev_wiis{xP 
t_other_rev{x] = (vbl + music_rev_wiis(x] + state_rev_wiis[x] 
t_gr_profit{x| = (gr_profit_uniforms[x] + t_other_rev[x]) 
vbi = (personal_wiis[x] + contract_wis({x] + s_& m_wiis[x] 
t_oper{x] = (vbl + contin_wiis[x] + equip_wiis{x} 
m(x] = (t_gr_profit{x] - t_oper{x]) 
x= (x + 1) 

end 

pwks gr_profit_uniforms,b14,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_other_rev,b22,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_gr_profit,b23,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_oper,b62,\vpp\wils 
pwks m,b663,\vpp\wus 

wks var,cl..c74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,cl..c74, \vppiwiis 
pwks var,aal..aa74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,dl..d74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,d!..d74,\vppiwis 
reset var 
wks var,el..¢74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,el..e74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var, fl..174,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,fl..174,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,gl..g74,\vpp' playis 
pwks var,gl..g74,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,hl..h74,\vpp' playis 
pwks var,hl..h74, \vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,il..174,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,il..i74,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,jl..j74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,jl..j74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,kl..k74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,kl..k74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,11..174,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,11..174,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,m]..m74,\vpp‘playis 
pwks var,ml..m74,\vpp was 
reset var 
wks var,nl..n74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,n!..n74,\vpp\wis 
reset var, 

Rule monthly_info_here_2 If count_it = 2 Then monthly_info_here = found 
pwks corps_rev_wiis,bI2..c12,\vpp\wiis 
pwks um forms_wiis,b!3..cl3,i\vpp.wils 
pwks public_rev_wiis,b17..c17?,\vppiwis 
pwks s_f_s_rev_wis,b18..cl8,\vpp wis 
pwks interdept_rev_wis,b19..cl9,\vpp' wis 
pwks music_rev_wis,b20..c20,\vpp\wiis 
pwks state_rev_wiis,b21..c21, \vpp\wiis 
pwks personal_wiis,b34..c34,\vpp\wiis 
pwks contract_wiis,b45..c45,\vpp\wiis 
pwks s_ & m_wis,052..c52,\vpp mis 
pwks contn_wiis,b60..c60,\vpp\wiis 
pwks equip_wiis,b61..c61,\vpp\wus 
pwks corps_cost_wiis,b66..c66, \vpp\ wis 
pwks public_cost_twis,b68..c68,\vpp\wis 
pwks s_fs_cost_wis,b69,.c69, .\vpp\wiis 
pwks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..c70, \vpp\wiis 
pwks music_cost_wis,b71..c71,\vpp\wiis 
pwks state_cost_wiis,b72..c72,\vpp\wiis 

NIN start 
wks retire,b26..c26,\vpp'playis 
wks fica_o,b27..c27,\vpp\playis 
wks fica_s,b28..c28,\vpp'playis 
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wks gr_ins,b29..c29,\vpp\playis 
wks med_hosp,b30..c30,\vpp iplayis 
wks sals,b3] .¢31,\vpp\playis ! wks wages_g,632..c32,\vppiplayis ! 
wks tele,b36..c36,\vppiplayis 
wks r_&_m, b37..c37,\vpp\playis 
wks x1,b38..c38,\vppiplayis 
wks x2,b39..c39,\vpp' playis 
wks x3,b40..c40,\vpp'playis 
wks x4,b41..c41,\vpp'playis 
wks x5,042..c42,\vpp\playis 
wks x6,043..c43,\vpp'playis 
wks travel,b 

wks c1,b50.. 
wks r2,b651.. 
wks $1,647. 

wks s2,b48.. 
wks $3,649,, 
wks elect,b5 

44,.c44,\vpp'playis 
c50,\vpp'playis 
c51,\vpp\playis 
c47,\vpp\playis 
c48,\vpp'playis 
c49,\vpp'playis 
4..c54,.vpp playis 

wks w_&_s,b55..c55,\vpp'playis 
wks insure,b56..c56,\vpp'playis 
wks agency, 657..¢57,\wpp'playis 
wks othert,b58..c58,\vpp' playis 
wks other2,b59..c59,\vppiplayis 1! stop 

x= ] 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
gr_profit_uniforms{x] = (corps_rev_wiis{x] - uniforms_wiis{x]) 
vbl = (public_rev_wiis[x] + s_f_s rev_wiis{x] + interdept_rev_wiis{x]) 
t_other_rev[x] = (vbl + music_rev_wis{x] + state_rev_wius{xp 
t_er_profit(x] = (gr_profit_uniforms{x] + t_other_rev{x)]) 
vbl = (personal_wis[x] + contract_wiis[x] + s_& m_wiis{x}) 
t_oper{x] = (vbl + contin_wiis{x] + equip_wis(x) 
ni{x] = (t_gr_profit{x] - t_oper{x) 

Hi start 

wks wages_s,b33..c33,\vppiplayis 

retre{x] = (retire[x] + fica_o[x] + fica_s{x] + gr_ins{x] + med_hosp[xp 
wages_gen{x] = (personal_wiis{x] - retre[x] - sals{x]) 
other_contracyx] = (xi[x} + x2{x] + x3(x] + x4{x] + xS[x] + x6{xD 

repair{x] = (ri{x] + rx} 
other_sup{x] = (s!{x] + s2{x] + s3{xp 
other_contin[x] = (otherl(x] + other2{x} {iu stop 

x = (x + 1) 
end 

pwks gr_profit_uniforms,b14..cl4,\vpp\wmiis 
pwks t_other_rev,b22..c22,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_gr_p 
pwks t_oper 
pwks m,b63 

HIND start 

rofit,b23..c23,\vpp\wils 
,062..c62,\vpp\wiis 
..c63,\vpp\wils 

pwks retire,b26..c26,\vpp\wiis 
pwks wages_gen,b32..c32,\vpp\wiis 
pwks sals,b31..c31,\vpp\wiis 
reset retire 

reset wages_gen 
reset sals 
reset fica_o 
reset fica_s 
reset gr_ins 
reset med_h osp 
pwks tele,b36..c36,\vpp\wiis 
pwks r_& m,b37..c37,\vpp\wiis 
pwks travel, 
pwks other_| 
reset tele 

b44..¢44,\vpp\wiis 
contract,b38..c38,\vpp\wiis 

reset r_& m 
reset travel 

reset other_contract 
reset x1 
reset x2 
reset x3 
reset x4 

reset x5 
reset x6 
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porers 

pwks repair,b50..c50,\vpp\wiis 
pwks other_sup,b47..c47,\vppiwiis 
reset rl 
reset r2 
reset sl 
reset s2 
reset s3 
reset repair 
reset other_sup 
pwks elect,b54..c54,\vpp\mis 
pwks w_&_s,b55..c55, \vpp\wiis 
pwks insure,b56..¢56,\vpp\wiis 
pwks agency,b57,.c57,\vppiwiis 
pwks other_contin,b58..c58,\vpp\wiis 
reset elect 
reset w_&_s 
reset insure 
reset agency 
reset other_contin 
reset other! 
reset other2 

stop 

wks var,d1..d74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,d1..d74,\vpp\wiis 
pwks var,aal..aa74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,el..e74,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,el..e74,\vpp\wis 

reset var 
wks var,f]..f74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,f1..174,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,gl..g74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,gl..g74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,hl..h74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,hl..h74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,il..i74,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,il..i174,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,jl..j74,\vpp' playis 
pwks var,jl..)74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,k1..k74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,k1.&74,\vpp\wmiis 
reset var 
wks var,11..174,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,l1..174,\vpp was 
reset var 
wks var,m!..m74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,m!..m74,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,ni..n74,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,nl..n74,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,ol..o74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,ol..o74,\vpp\mis 
reset var; 

Rule monthly_info_here_3 If count_it = 3 Then monthly_info_here = found 
pwks corps_rev_wiis,b12..d12,\vpp\wiis 
pwks uniforms_wiis,b13..d13,\vpp\wiis 
pwks public_rev_wiis,b17..d17,\vpp\wiis 
pwks s_f_s rev_wiis,b18..d18,\vpp\mis 
pwks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..d19, \vpp wis 
pwks music_rev_wus,b20..d20,\vppi wus 
pwks state_rev_wiis,b21..d21,\vpp wis 
pwks personal_wiis,b34..d34,\vpp\wis 
pwks contract_wiis,b45..d45,\vpp\wiis 
pwks s_& m_wiis,b52..d52,\vpp\wis 
pwks contin_wiis,b60..d60,\vpp\wiis 
pwks equip_wiis,b6!..d61,\vpp\mis 
pwks corps_cost_wiis,b66..d66, \vppiwis 
pwks public_cost_wiis,b68..d68,\vpp\wiis 
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pwks s_f_s_cost_wiis,b69..d69,\vpp\wiis 
pwks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..d70,\vpp\mis 
pwks music_cost_wiis,b71..d71,\vpp\wiis 
pwks state_cost_wiis,b72..d72,\vpp\wiis 

HU start 
wks retire,b26..d26,\vppiplayis 
wks fica_o,b27..d27,\vpp'playis 
wks fica_s,b28..d28,\vpp playis 
wks gr_ins,b29..d29,\vpp' playis 
wks med_hosp,b30..d30,\vpp playis 
wks sals,b31..d31,\vpp'playis ! = wks wages_g,b32..d32,\vpp\playis ! wks wages_s,b33..d33,\vpp\playis 
wks tele,b36..d36,\vpp'playis 
wks r_&_m,b37..d37,\vpp\playis 
wks x1,b38..d38,\vppiplayis 
wks x2,b39..d39,\vpp'playis 
wks x3,6b40..d40,\vpp'playis 
wks x4,b41..d41,\vpp playis 
wks x5,b42..d42,\vpp: plays 
wks x6,043..d43,\vpp'playis 
wks travel,b44..dd44,\vpp' playis 

wks 71,650..d50,‘\vpp‘playis 
wks r2,651..d51,\vpp plays 
wks $1,647,.d47,\vpp playis 
wks $2,048..d48,\vpp'playis 
wks $3,649..d49,\vpp'plays 
wks elect,b54..d54,' vpp playis 
wks w_&_s,b55..d55,\vpp playis 
wks insure,b56..d56,\vpp plays 
wks agency,b57..d57,\vpp'playis 
wks other1,b58..d58,\vpp piayis 
wks other2,b59..d59,\vpp:playis 1/0 stop 

x= 1 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
gr_profit_uniforms{x] = (corps_rev_wiis{x] - uniforms_wiis{x]} 
vbl = (public_rev_wiis[x] + s_f_s_rev_wiis{x] + interdept_rev_wiis{x] 
t_other_rev{x] = (vbl + music_rev_wis{x] + state_rev_wiis(x)) 
t_er_profit{x] = (gr_profit_uniforms{x] + t_other_rev{x]) 
vbl = (personal_wiis{x] + contract_wiis{x] + s_& m_wius{x) 
t_oper{x] = (vbi + contin_wiis{x] + equip_wiis{x]) 
mi[x] = (t_gr_profit{x] - t_oper{x) 

HN start 
rebre[x] = (retire{x] + fica_ofx] + fica_s{x] + gr_ins{x] + med_hosp{x) 
wages_gen[x] = (personal_wiis{x] - retre|x] - sals{xD 
other_contract{x] = (xi{x] + xx] + x3{x] + x4{x] + xx] + x6{x] 
repair{x] = (ri[x} + r2[x]) 
other_sup(x] = (si[x] + s2{x] + s3{xpD 
other_conun{x] = (otherl[x] + other2{xf) HIN: stop 

x= (x + 1) 
end 

pwks gr_profit_uniforms,b14..d14,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_other_rev,b22..d22,\vpp\wis 
pwks t_ger_profit,b23..d23,\vpp\wis 
pwks t_oper,b62..d62,\vpp\wis 
pwks ni,b63..d63,\vpp\mius 

HEN start 

pwks retire,b26..d26,\vpp\ wis 
pwks wages_gen,b32..d32,\vpp\wiis 
pwks sals,b31..d31,\vpp\wmiis 
reset retire 
reset wages gen 
reset sals 
reset fica_o 
reset fica_s 
reset gr_ins 
reset med_hosp 
pwks tele,b36..d36,\vpp\wiis 
pwks r_&_m,b37..d37,\vpp\mis 
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pwks travel,b44..d44,\vpp\mis 
pwks other_contract,b38..d38,\vpp\wiis 
reset tele 

reset r_& m 
reset travel 

reset other_contract 
reset xl 

reset x2 
reset x3 
reset x4 

reset x5 
reset x6 

pwks repair,b50..d50,\vpp\wiis 
pwks other_sup,b47..d47,\vpp\wiis 
reset rl 
reset 2 
resct sl 
reset $2 
reset s3 
reset repair 
reset other_sup 
pwks elect,b54..d54,\vpp'wiis 
pwks w_&_s,b55..d55,\vpp\mis 
pwks insure,b56..d56,\vppiwiis 
pwks agency,b57..d57,\vpp\wiis 
pwks other_contin,b58..d58,\vpp\wiis 
reset elect 
reset w_&_s 
reset insure 
reset agency 
reset other_contin 
reset other! 
reset other2 

INT stop 

wks var,el..e74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,el..e74,\vpp\wris 
pwks var,aal..aa74,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,{1..f74,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,f1..£74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var.gl..g74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,g!..g74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,h!..h74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,hl..h74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,il..i74,\vpp playis 
pwks var,i1..174,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,j!..j74,\vpp playis 
pwks var,j1..)74,\vpp\wus 
reset var 
wks var,k]..k74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,k1..k74,,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,11..174,\vpp playis 
pwks var,11..174,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,ml..m74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,m!..m74,\vpp\wus 
reset var 
wks var,ni..n74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,nl..n?4,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,ol..o74,\vpp‘playis 

pwks var,ol..o74,\vpp\wus 
reset var 
wks var,pl..p74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,p|..p74,\vpp\mis 
reset var, 

Rule monthly_info_here_4 lf count_it = 4 Thea monthly_info_here = found 
pwks corps_rev_wiis,bl2..e12,\vpp\wiis 
pwks uniforms_wiis,b13..e13,\vpp\mis 
pwks public_rev_wiis,b17..e17,\vpp\wiis 
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pwks s_f_s_rev_wiis,b18..e18,\vpp\wiis 
pwks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..e19,\vpp\wiis 
pwks music_rev_wiis,b20..¢20,\vpp\wis 
pwks state_rev_wiis,b21..¢21,\vpp\mis 
pwks personal_wits,b34..¢34, \vpp \wiis 
pwks contract_wiis,b45..e45,\vpp\wis 
pwks s_& m_wiis,652..e52,\vpp\mis 
pwks contin_wiis,b60..e60,\vpp\wiis 
pwks equip_wiis,b61..e61,\vpp\wiis 
pwks corps_cost_wiis,b66..e66,\vpp\wiis 
pwks public_cost_wiis,b68..c68,\vpp\wiis 
pwks s_f_s _cost_wiis,b69..c69,\vpp\wiis 
pwks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..e70, \vpp\wiis 
pwks music_cost_wis,b71..e71,\vpp\wiis 
pwks state_cost_wiis,b72..e72,\vpp\wiis 

x= 1 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
gr_profit_uniforms{x] = (corps_rev_wiis{x] - uniforms_wiis(x]} 
vbl = (public_rev_wiis[x] + s_f_s_rev_wiis{x] + interdept_rev_wiis{x) 
t_other_rev(x] = (vbl + music_rev_wiis[x] + state_rev_wis{x]) 
t_gr_profit{x] = (gr_profit_uniforms{x] + t_other_rev{x) 
vol = (personal_wis[x] + contract_wis[x] + s_&_ m_wiis{xf) 
t_oper{x] = (vbl + contin_wis{x] + equip_wns{x]) 
mu[x] = (t_gr_profit{x] - t_oper{x) 
x = (x + 1) 

end 

pwks gr_profit_uniforms,b14..e14,\vpp\mis 
pwks t_other_rev,b22..¢22,\vpp\wis 
pwks t_gr_profit,b23..¢23,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_oper,b62..e62,\vpp\mis 
pwks 11,663..e63,\vpp\wiis 

wks var,fl..(74,\vpp' playis 

pwks var,fl..f74,\vppiwis 
pwks var,aal..aa74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,gl..g74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,gl..g74,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,hl..h74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,hl..h74,\vpp\wits 
reset var 
wks var,il..i74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,i1..174,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,}j1..j74,\vpp' playis 
pwks var,j1..j74,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,kl..k74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,kl..k74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,[1..174,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,11..174,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,m1i..m74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,m]..m74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,nl..n74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,nl..n74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,ol..074,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,ol..074,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,p!..p74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,pl..p74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,ql..q74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,ql..q74,\vpp\mis 
reset var, 

Rule monthly_info_here_5 If count_it = 5 Then monthly_info_here = found 
pwks corps_rev_wiis,b1 2..f12,\vpp\wiis 
pwks uniforms_wiis,b! 3..f13,\vpp\wiis 
pwks public_rev_wiis,b17..f17,\vpp\miis 
pwks s f_s_rev_wiis,b18..f18,\vpp\miis 
pwks interdept_rev_wis,b19..f19,\vpp\wis 
pwks music_rev_wiis,b20..f20,\vpp\wis 
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pwks state_rev_wiis,b2!..f21,\vpp\wiis 
pwks personal_wiis,b34..134,\vpp\wiis 
pwks contract_wits,b45..[45,\vppiwiis 
pwks s_& m_wis,b52..f52,\vpp\wiis 
pwks contn_wits,b60..160,\vpp\wiis 
pwks equip_wiis,b61..{61,\vpp\wiis 
pwks corps_cost_wiis,b66..f66,\vpp\wils 
pwks public_cost_wiis,b68..168, ,vppiwiis 
pwks s_f_s_cost_wits,b69..{69, \vpp\wiis 
pwks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..f70,\vpp\wiis 
pwks music_cost_wits,671..171,\vpp\wiis 
pwks state_cost_wiis,b72..172,\vpp\wiis 

x= | 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
gr_profit_uniforms{x] = (corps_rev_wiis(x] - uniforms_wiis{x} 
vbi = (public_rev_wiis{x] + s_f_s_rev_wudx] + interdept_rev_wiis{x]) 
t_other_res{x] = (vbl + music_rev_wiis[x] + state_rev_wars{x) 
t_er_profidx] = (gr_profit_uniforms{x] + t_other_reyx} 
vbl = (personal_wius[x] + contract_wns[x] + s_& m_wis{x] 
t_oper{x] = (vbl + contin_wiis[x} + equip_wiis[xD 
mi[x] = (t_gr_profit{x] - t_oper{x]) 
x = (x + 1) 

end 

pwks gr_profit_uniforms,b1!4..114,' vpp\wiis 
pwks t_other_rev,b22..f22,\vpp\wus 
pwks t_gr_profit,b23..f23,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_oper,b62..f62,\vpp\wis 
pwks m,b63../63, \vpp\wiis 

wks var,g!..g74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,gl..g74,\vpp\wis 
pwks var,aal..aa74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,hl..h74,\vpp playis 
pwks var,hl..h74,\vpp\wis 
reset var . 
wks var,il..i74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,il..i74,\vpp\wiis 

reset var 
wks var,j1..j74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,jl..j74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,k1..k74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,kl..k74,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,11..174,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,!1..174,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,mI..m74,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,m1..m74,\vpp wis 
reset var 
wks var,n!..n74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,nl..n74,\vpp wis 
reset var 
wks var,01..074,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,o]..074,\vpp\wus 
reset var 
wks var,p]..p74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,pl..p74,\vpp\wus 
reset var 
wks var,ql..q74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var.ql..q74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,rl..74,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,rl..r74,\vpp\miis 
reset var, 

Rule monthly_info_here_6 If count_it = 6 Then monthly_info_here = found 
pwks corps_rev_wiis,b1 2..g12,\vpp\wiis 
pwks umforms_wiis,bl3..g13,\vpp\wiis 
pwks public_rev_wis,o17..¢17,\vpp\wiis 
pwks s f_s rev_wiis,b18..218,\vpp\wiis 
pwks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..219,\vpp\miis 
pwks music_rev_wiis,b20..g20,\vpp\wiis 
pwks state_rev_wiis,b21..g21,\vpp\wiis 
pwks personal_wiis,b34..¢34,\vpp\wiis 
pwks contract_wiis,b45..g45,\vpp\miis 
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pwks s_&_ m_wiis,b52..252,\vpp\wiis 
pwks contin_wiis,b60..260,\vpp\wiis 
pwks equip_wiis,b61..261,\vpp\wiis 
pwks corps_cost_wis,b66..266,\vppiis 
pwks public_cost_wiis,b68..268,\vpp\wiis 
pwks s_f_s_cost_wits,069..269,\vpp\ wis 
pwks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..g70,\vpp\wiis 
pwks music_cost_wiis,b71..g71,\vpp' wiis 
pwks state_cost_wiis,b72..g72,\vpp\wiis 

x= | 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
gr_profit_uniforms{x] = (corps_rev_wiis[{x] - uniforms_wiis[x) 
vbl = (public_rev_wiis{x] + s_f_s_rev_wits{x] + interdept_rev_wiis{x]) 
t_other_rev[x] = (vbl + music_rev_wis(x] + state_rev_wis{x)) 
t_gr_profit[x] = (gr_profit_uniforms{x] + t_other_rev[x]} 
vbl = (personal_wiis{x] + contract_wis{x] + s_& m_wiis{x)) 
t_oper{x] = (vbl + contin_wiis{x] + equip_wiis{xf) 

ni(x] = (t_gr_profit{x} - t_oper{x]) 
x= (x + 1) 

end 

pwks gr_profit_uniforms,b!14..¢14,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_other_rev,b22..222,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_gr_profit,b23..223,\vpp wis 
pwks t_oper,b62..262,\vpp\wis 
pwks n1,b63..263,\vpp\wiis 

wks var,hl..h74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,hl..h74,\vpp\mis 

pwks var,aal..aa74,\vpp\wits 
reset var 
wks var,il..i74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,il..174,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,jl..j74,\vpp playis 
pwks var,jl..j74,\vpp\wis 

reset var 
wks var,k1..«74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,k1..474,\vpp\wis 

reset var 
wks var,!1..174,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,|1..174,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,m|..m74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,m!..m74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,nl..n74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,ni..n74,\vpp\ wis 
reset var 
wks var,ol..o74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,ol..o74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,pi..p74,\vpp playis 
pwks var,pl..p74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,ql..q74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,ql..q74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,rl..r74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,rl..74,\vpp \wiis 
reset var 
wks var,s}..s74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,s!..s74,\vpp\wmiis 
reset var; 

Rule monthiy_info_here_7 If count_it = 7 Then monthly_info_here = found 
pwks corps_rev_wiis,b12..h12,\vpp\wiis 
pwks uniforms_wiis,b13..h!3,\vpp\wiis 
pwks public_rev_wiis,b17..h17,\vpp' wis 
pwks s_f_s rev_wiis,b18..h18,\vpp.wiis 
pwks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..h19,\vpp\wiis 
pwks music_rev_wis,b20..h20,\vpp\wiis 
pwks state_rev_wi,b21..h21,\vpp\wiis 
pwks personal_wiis,b34..h34,\vpp\wiis 
pwks contract_wiis,b45..h45,\vpp\wis 
pwks s_ & m_wiis,b52..h52,\vpp\mis 
pwks contin_wiis,b60..h60,\vpp\mis 
pwks equip_wiis,b61..h61,\vpp\miis 
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pwks corps_cost_wiis,b66..h66,\vpp\wiis 
pwks public_cost_wiis,b68..h68,\vpp\wiis 
pwks s_f_s_cost_wiis,b69..h69,\vpp\wiis 
pwks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..h70,\vpp\wiis 
pwks music_cost_wiis,b71..h71,\vppiwiis 
pwks state_cost_wiis,b72..h72,\vpp\wiis 

x= 1 
zZ = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
gr_profit_uniforms[x] = (corps_rev_wiis{x] - uniforms_wiis{x) — 
vbl = (public_rev_wiis(x] + s_f_s_rev_wiis{x] + interdept_rev_wiis{x) 
t_other_rev(x] = (vbl + music_rev_wis[x] + state_rev_wiis{x] 
t_ger_profit{x] = (gr_profit_uniforms[x] + t_other_rev{x]) 
vol = (personal_wiis{x) + contract_wmis{x) + s_&_m_wiis{x}) 
t_oper{x] = (vbl + contin_wiis{x] + equip_wiis{x}) 

ru[x] = (t_gr_profit{x] - toper{x) 
x= (x + 1) 

end 

pwks gr_profit_uniforms,b1!4..h14,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_other_rev,b22..h22,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_gr_profit,b23..h23,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_oper,b62..h62,\vpp\wis 
pwks m1,063..h63,\vpp\wiis 

wks var,il..i74,\vpp:playis 
pwks var,il.i74,\vpp wis 
pwks var,aal..aa74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,jl..j74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,j1..j74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,k1..k74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,k]..k74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,11..174,\vppiplayis 

pwks var,i]..174,\vpp\wus 
reset var 
wks var,m1..m74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,ml..m74,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,ni..n74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,n1..n74,\vpp\mius 
reset var 
wks var,ol..o74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,ot..o74,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,pl..p74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,pl..p74,\vpp\miis 
reset var 
wks var,ql..q74,\vpp'playts 
pwks var,q!..q74,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,rl..r74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,rl..r74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,s]..s74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,s!..s74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,tl..t74,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,tl..t74,\vpp\wis 
reset var, 

Rule monthly_info_here_8 If count_it = 8 Then monthly_info_here = found 
pwks corps_rev_wiis,b! 2..i112,\vpp\wiis 
pwks uniforms_wiis,b] 3..i13,\vpp\wiis 
pwks public_rev_wiis,b17..i117,\vpp\wiis 
pwks s_f_s_rev_wiis,b18..118,\vpp\mis 
pwks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..i19,\vpp' wiis 
pwks music_rev_wis,b20..320,\vpp\wus 
pwks state_rev_wiis,b21..121,\vpp: wiis 
pwks personal_wiis,b34..134,\vpp wis 
pwks contract_wiis,b45..145,\vpp\wiis 
pwks s_& m_wiis,b52..152,\vpp\wiis 
pwks contn_wiis,b60..160,\vpp\wiis 
pwks equip_wiis,b61..i61,\vpp\wiis 
pwks corps_cost_wiis,b66..166,\vpp\wiis 
pwks public_cost_wis,b68..168,\vpp\wis 
pwks s_f s_cost_wiis,b69..169,\vpp\miis 
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pwks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..i70,\vpp\wiis 
pwks music_cost_wiis,b71..i71,\vpp\wiis 
pwks state_cost_wiis,b72..172,\vpp\wiis 

x=] 
z = (count_it} 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
gr_profit_uniforms[x] = (corps_rev_wiis[x] - uniforms_wiis[x) 
vb] = (public_rev_wiis{x] + s_fs_ rev_wis{x] + interdept_rev_wiis{x) 
t_other_rev{x] = (vbl + music_rev_wiis[x}] + state_rev_wiis{x]) 
t_gr_profit(x] = (gr_profit_uniforms{x] + t_other_rev{x]) 
vbl = (personal_wiis{x) + contract_wiis{x}] + s_&_ m_wiisx) 
t_oper{x] = (vbl + contin_wiis{x] + equip_wiis(x} 

ru(x} = (t_gr_profit{x] - t_oper{x} 
x = (x + 1) 

end 

pwks gr_profit_uniforms,bI4..i14,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_other_rev,622..122,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_gr_profit,b23..123,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_oper,b62..162,\vpp\mis 
pwks ni,b63..i63,\vpp\wis 

wks var,jl..j74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,jl..j74,\vpp wis 
pwks var,aal..aa74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,k1..k74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,k1..474,\vpp\wiis 
reset Var 
wks var,|]..174,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,11..174,\vpp\wus 

reset var 
wks var,ml..m74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,m1..m74,\vpp\wils 
reset var 
wks var,ni..n74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,n1..n74,\vppiwis 
reset var 
wks var,ol..074,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,ol..074,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,p!..p74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,pl..p74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,ql..q74,\vpp‘playis 
pwks var,ql..q74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,r]..c74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,rl..74,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,sl..s74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,sl..s74,\vpp\miis 
reset var 
wks var,tl..t74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,t]..t74,\vpp\wus 
reset var 
wks var,ul..u74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,ul..u74,\vpp\mis 
reset var, 

Rule monthly_info_here_9 If count_it = 9 Then monthly_info_here = found 
pwks corps_rev_wis,b12..)12,\vpp\wiis 
pwks uniforms_wiis,b!3..j13,\vpp\mis 
pwks public_rev_wiis,b17..j17,\vpp\wiis 
pwks s_f_s rev_wiis,bi8..j18,\vpp\wiis 
pwks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..j19,\vpp\wiis 
pwks music_rev_wiis,b20..j20,\vpp\mis 
pwks state_rev_wiis,b21..j21,\vpp\wiis 
pwks personal_wiis,b34..)34,\vpp wis 
pwks contract_wiis,b45..j45,\vpp\wiis 
pwks s_& m_ws,052..)52,\vpp\wis 
pwks contin_wiis,b60..)60,\vpp\miis 
pwks equip_wiis,b61..j61,\vpp wis 
pwks corps_cost_wiis,b66..}66,\vpp\wiis 
pwks public_cost_wiis,b68..)68,\vpp\ wis 
pwks s_f_s_cost_wiis,b69..j69,\vpp\wiis 
pwks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..j70,\vpp\wiis 
pwks music_cost_wis,b71..j71,\vpp\wiis 
pwks state_cost_wiis,b72..j72,\vpp\wmiis 
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x= 1 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
gr_profit_uniforms{x] = (corps_rev_wiis{x] - uniforms_wiis[x]) 
vol = (public_rev_wiis(x] + s_f_s_rev_wiis{x] + interdept_rev_wiis{x] 
t_other_rev{x} = (vbl + music_rev_wiis(x] + state_rev_wiis(x]) 
t_er_profittx] = (gr_profit_umforms{x] + t_other_rev{x] 
vbl = (personal_wis[x] + contract_wiis(x] + s_é&_m_wiis(x) 
toper{x] = {vbl + contin_wiis(x] + equip_wiis{x)) 
ni[x] = (t_ger_profit{x] - t_oper{xD 
x= (x + 1) 

end 

pwks gr_profit_uniforms,b!4..j14,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_other_rev,b22..j22,\vpp' wiis 
pwks t_gr_profit,b23..)23,\vppimis 
pwks t_oper,b62..)62,\vppwis 
pwks m,b63..j63,\vpp\wis 

wks var,k!..k74,\vpp' playis 
pwks var,k1..k74,\vpp\wits 
pwks var,aal..aa74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,l1..174,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,]1..174,,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,m1..m74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,ml..m74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,ni..n74,\vpp'playts 
pwks var,n|..n74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,ol..o74,\vpp' playis 
pwks var,ol..074,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,p1..p74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,pl..p74,\vpp\wus 
reset var 
wks var,ql..q74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,ql..q74,\vpp\ wis 
reset var 
wks var,rl..r74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,rl..r74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,s}..s74,\vpp' playis 
pwks var,sl..s74,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,tl..t74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,tl..t74,\vpp\wus 
reset var 
wks var,ul..u74,\vpp:playis 
pwks var,u]..u74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,vl..v74,\vpp' playis 
pwks var,v1..v74,\vpp\wis 

reset var, 

Rule monthly_info_here_!0 If count_it = 10 Then monthly_info_here = found 
pwks corps_rev_wis,b12..k12,\vpp wis 
pwks umforms_wius,b13..413,\vpp\wis 
pwks public_rev_wiis,b17..k17,\vpp wits 
pwks s_f_s_rev_wiis,b13..418,\vppiwiis 
pwks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..419, \vpp\wiis 
pwks music_rev_mis,b20..420,\vpp, wis 
pwks state_rev_wiis,b21..k21, \vpp\wiis 
pwks personal_wits,b34..k34,\vpp\mis 
pwks contract_wiis,b45..445,\vppi wus 
pwks s_& m_wiis,b52..452,\vpp\wiis 
pwks contn_wits,b60..k60,\vpp: wis 
pwks equip_wiis,061..k61,\vpp.mis 
pwks corps_cost_wiis,b66,.k66, .vpp\wiis 
pwks public_cost_wiis,b68..k68,\vpp\wits 
pwks s_f_s_cost_wiis,b69..k69,\vpp wis 
pwks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..470,\vpp\wiis 
pwks music_cost_wiis,671..471,\vpp\wiis 
pwks state_cost_wiis,b72..472,\vpp\wis 

x=1 
Zz = (count_it) 
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whiletrue x < = (z) then 
gr_profit_uniforms[x] = (corps_rev_wiis{x] - uniforms_wiis{x]) 
vol = (public_rev_wiis[x] + s_f_s_rev_wiis[x] + interdept_rev_wiis[x]) 
t_other_rev{x} = (vbl + music_rev_wiis(x] + state_rev_wiis(x} 
t_gr_profit{x] = (gr_profit_umforms[x] + t_other_rev{[x]) 
vbl = (personal_wiis[x}] + contract_wiis[x] + s_& m_wiis{x]) 
t_oper{x] = (vbl + contin_wiis{x} + equip_wiis{x]) 

ru[x] = (t_gr_profit{x] - t_oper{x) 
x = (x + I) 

end 

pwks gr_profit_uniforms,bl4..k14,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_other_rev,b22..k22,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_gr_profit,623..k23,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_oper,b62..k62,\vpp\wis 
pwks m,663..k63,\vppiwiis 

wks var,]1..174,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,|1..174, .vppiwis 
pwks var,aal..aa74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,m!..m74,\vpp'playis 
piwks var,m!..m74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,nl..n74,\vpp playis 
pwks var,ni..n74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,ol..074,\vpp' playis 
pwks var,ol..074, \vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,pi..p74,\vpp playis 
pwks var,p!..p74,\vpp .wiis 
reset var 
wks var,q!..q74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,ql..q74,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,rl..r74,\vpp playis 
pwks var,rl..r74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,sl..s74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,sl..s74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,tl..t74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,tl..t74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,ul,.u74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,ul..u74,\vpp\wils 
reset var 
wks var,vl..v74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,vl..v74,\vpp\wus 

reset var 
wks var,w]..w74,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,wl..w74,\vpp wis 
reset var, 

Rule monthly_info_here_11 If count_it ~ 11 Then monthly_info_here = found 
pwks corps_rev_wius,bl 2..112,\vppiwiis 
pwks unmforms_wus,b13./13,\vpp\wis 
pwks public_rev_wus,b17..117,\vpp\mis 
pwks s_f_s_rev_wis,b18..118,\vppiwis 
pwks interdept_rev_wis,b19..119,\wpp\wmiis 
pwks music_rev_wiis,b20..120,,vpp\wiis 
pwks state_rev_wiis,b21..121,\vpp\wiis 
piwks personal_wiis,b34..134,\vpp\wiis 
pwks contract_wis,b45..145,\vpp\wiis 
pwks s_& m_wis,b52..152,\vpp\wiis 
pwks conbn_wiis,b60..160,\vpp mis 
pwks equip_wiis,b6!..161,\vpp\wiis 
pwks corps_cost_wiis,b66..166,\vpp\wiis 
pwks public_cost_wis,b68..168,.\vpp\wiis 
pwks s_f_s_cost_wiis,b69..169,\vpp\mis 
pwks interdept_cost_wis,b70..170,\vpp\wiis 
pwks music_cost_wiis,b71..171,\vpp\wiis 
pwks state_cost_wiis,b72..172,\vpp\mis 

x= } 
Z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
gr_profit_uniforms{x] = (corps_rev_wiis{x] - uniforms_wiis{x]) 
vbl = (public_rev_wiis(x} + s_fs_ rev_wiis[x] + interdept_rev_wiis{x]) 
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t_other_rev[x] = (vbl + music_rev_wiis{x] + state_rev_wiis{x) 
t_er_profit{x] = (gr_profit_uniforms[x} + t_other_rev{x]) 
vb!l = (personal_wiis[x] + contract_wiis[x] + s_&_m_wiis{x]) 
t_oper{x} = (vbl + contin_wis{x] + equip_wiis{x]) 
ni[x] = (t_gr_profit{x] - t_oper{x]) 
x=(x +) : 

end 

pwks gr_profit_uniforms,b14..114,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_other_rev,b22..122,\vpp\wmis 
pwks t_gr_profit,b23..123,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_oper,b62..162,\vpp\wus 
pwks ni,b63..163,\vpp\wiis 

wks var,mi..m74,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,ml..m74,\vpp\wiis 
pwks var,aal..aa74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,nl..n74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,nl..n74,\vpp\wus 
reset var 
wks var,ol..074,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,ol..o74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,pl..p74,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,p!..p74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,q)..q74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,ql..q74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,rl..r74,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,rl..r74,\vpp\wis 

reset var 
wks var,s!..s74,\vpp' playis 
pwks var,sl..s74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,tl..t74,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,t!..t74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,ul..u74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,ul..u74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,v1..¥74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,v1..v74,\vpp\mis 
reset var 
wks var,w1..w74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,wl..w74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,x!..x74,\vpp' playis 
pwks var,x!..x74,\vpp\wis 
reset var, 

Rule monthly_info_here_1]2 If count_it = 12 Then monthly_info_here = found 
pwks corps_rev_wiis,b12..m12,\vpp\wiis 
pwks umforms_wiis,b13..m1]3,\vpp\mis 
piwks public_rev_wis,b] 7..m17,\vpp\miis 
pwks s_f_s_rev_wiis,b]8..m18,\vpp\mis 
pwks interdept_rev_wiis,b19..m19,\vpp\wiis 
pwks music_rev_wis,b20..m20,\vpp\wis 
pwks state_rev_wiis,o21..m21,\vpp.wiis 
pwks personal_wis,b34..m34,\vpp' wis 
pwks contract_wiis,b45,.m45,\vpp\wis 
pwks s_& m_wiis,b52..m52,\vpp\ mis 
pwks contn_wiis,b60..m60,\vpp\wiis 
pwks equip_wiis,b61..m61,\vpp\mis 
pwks corps_cost_wiis,b66..m66,\vpp\wiis 
pwks public_cost_wis,b68..m68,\vpp\wiis 
pwks s_f_s_cost_wiis,b69..m69,\vpp\wmis 
pwks interdept_cost_wiis,b70..m70,\vpp\wiis 
pwks music_cost_wiis,b71..m71,\vpp\wiis 
pwks state_cost_wiis,b72..m72,\vpp\wiis 

x = | 
z = (count_it) 
whiletrue x < = (z) then 
gr_profit_uniforms{x] = (corps_rev_wiis{x] - untforms_mis{x) 
vbl = (public_rev_wiis{x] + s_f_s_rev_wiis{x] + interdept_rev_wiis{x) 
t_other_rev{x] = (vbl + music_rev_wiis{x] + state_rev_wiis(x) 
t_er_profit(x] = (gr_profit_uniforms[x] + t_other_rev{x]) 
vol = (personal_wiis{x] + contract_wiis{x] + s_& m_wiis{x} 
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t_oper{x] = (vbl + contin_wiis{x] + equip_wiis{x]) 

m[x] = (t_gr_profit{x] - t_oper{x]) 
x = (x + 1) 

end 

pwks gr_profit_uniforms,b14..m14,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_other_rev,b22..m22,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_er_profit,o23..m23,\vpp\wiis 
pwks t_oper,b62..m62,\vpp\wis 
pwks ni,b63..m63,\vpp\mis 

wks var,n|..n74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,nl..n74,\vpp\wiis 
pwks var,aal..aa74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,ol..074,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,ol..o74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,pl..p74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,pl..p74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 

wks var,q|..q74,\vppiplayis 
pwks var,ql..q74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,rl..r74,\vpp playis 
pwks var,ri..r74,\vpp wis 
reset var 
wks var,sl..s74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,sl..s74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,tl..t74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,tl..t74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,ul..u74,\vppiplayis 
piwks var,ul..u74,\vppiwis 
reset var 
wks var,v]..v74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,vl..v74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,wl..w74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,wl..w74,\vpp\wis 
reset var 
wks var,x!..x74,\vpp'playis 
pwks var,x!..x74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var 
wks var,yl..y74,\vpp\playis 
pwks var,yl..y74,\vpp\wiis 
reset var; 

‘statements block 

plural: gr_profit_umiforms, t_other_rev, t_gr_profit, t_oper, ni; 

bkcolor = 1; 
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B.51 PWITS 

execute; runtime; endoff; actions 

color = 15 pdisplay °° pdisplay “What would you like to do? Answer /Q when finished” pdisplay °° pdisplay “budget analysis ratio 
analysis trend statements” pdisplay “return to main menu” pdisplay ” ” 

find todo 
find dummy 
cls ; 

‘Rules Block 

Rule go_to_wibudget_kbs 

if todo = budget_analysis 

then dummy = found 
chain pwibud; 

Rule go_to_wiratio6_kbs 

If todo = ratio_analysis 

then dummy = found 
chain pwirat6; 

Rule go_to_witrend_kbs 

If todo = trend_statements 

Then dummy = found 
chain pwitrend; 

Rule return_to_main_menu 

If todo = return_to_main_menu 

Then dummy = found 
chain pts; 

‘Statements Block 

ask todo: “What would you like to do? Answer /Q when finished’; choices todo:budget_analysis,ratio_analysis 
trend_statements,return_to_main_menu; 

bkcolor = |; 
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B.52 PWIBUD 

endoff, execute; runtime; 

actions 

color = 15 todo = budget_analysis find beg display find farse chain pwits, 

‘rules block 

Rule beginning_ display 

If todo = budget_analysis Then beg display = found 
cls 
locate 1,29 
display “BUDGET ANALYSIS’ 
pdisplay ° BUDGET ANALYSIS’ 
pdisplay ° 
locate 3,6 display “Budget analysis is used to determine whether or not the organiztion’s’ display “revenues and expenses have been 

within budget over time. For the Tatlor’ display “Shop, a budget is determined in advance for the year. A monthly review" display “of the 
budget versus actual data is conducted to determine whether or’ display “not the Tailor Shop is operating within its budget. An acceptance 
" display “range, which is currenly + or - 20% of the expected amount for each” display “revenue and expense category, is used to deter- 
mune whether or not each” display “item is within budget.” display °° pdisplay ° Budget analysis ts used to determine whether or not 
the organizton’s” pdisplay “revenues and expenses have been within budget over time. For the Tailor’ pdisplay “Shop, a budget is deter- 
mined in advance for the year. A monthly review” pdisplay “of the budget versus actual data is conducted to determine whether or” 
pdisplay “not the Tailor Shop 1s operatng within its budget. An acceptance ” pdisplay ‘range, which is currently + or - 20% of the ex- 
pected amount for each” pdisplay “revenue and expense category, is used to determine whether or not each” pdisplay “item is within 
budget.” pdisplay ° *; 

Rule tell_user_of_budget_limits If todo = budget_analysis Then find change_limits ! statement allows user to specify which limits to 
change 

pdisplay “Would you like to change any of these ranges for the revenue* 
pdisplay “categories?” 
Pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “no —s yes” 
Ppdisplay *” 
Pdisplay “Would you like to change any of these ranges for the expense” 
pdisplay “categories?” 
pdisplay °° 
Pdisplay “no yes’ 

pdisplay °° 
find change_limits_costs ! statement allows user to specify limits 
farse = ok 
military_[l_b = 20 
mulitary_ ul 
Able NW b 

t
e
e
 

a 3 

interdept_ ul 
music_ll_b 

R_and_M_ll_b = 20 
travel_ll_b = 20 
other “contract_Ih' b 
total_contract_ll_b 
repair_ll_b = 20 
total 7 and_ 
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fringes_ul_b = 20 
Salaries_ul_b = 20 
wages_ul_b = 20 
total_personal_ul_b = 20 
tele_ul_b = 20 
R_and_M_ul_b = 20 
travel_ul_b = 20 
other_contract_ul_b = 20 
total_contract_ul_b = 20 
repair_ul_b = 20 
other_s_and_m_ul_b = 20 
totals | and _m_ul_b = 20 
equip_ = 20 
uniforms ral b = 20 
elect_ul_b = 
w_and_s_ul_b = 20 
insure_ul_b = 20 
agency_ul_b = 20 
other_contin_ul_b = 20 
total_conun_ul_b = 20 
find change_values ! leads to a sernes of rules to change or leave limits on revenues 
find change_values_costs ! leads to miles as above, but for costs 
find explain_rev_budget 
find rev_budget ! leads to a series of rules which get budget and if there 

! is a difference, accounts for it through prompts 
reset rev_budget 
find kill_time_display 
find expectations ! find expected values for all revenue categories 
find cost_expectatons ! fill in later 
cls 
display “The calculations are now complete. Press any key to examine’ 
display “the revenue part of the analysis. 
pdisplay “The calculations are now complete. Press any key to examine” 
pdisplay “the revenue part of the analysis.” 
pdisplay ° 

find mil_rev_to_display ! leads to rules which determine whether or 
find public_rev_to_display ' not each revenue category is within its 
find s_f_s_rev_to_display ! limits, and then informs the user 
find interdept_rev_to_display 
find music_rev_to_display 
find state_rev_to_display 
find within_rev_to_display 
cls 
display “The revenue section of budgeting anlaysis is now finished. Press any’ 
display “key to examine the expense section. — 

pdisplay “The revenue section of budgeting anlayns is now finished. Press any’ 
pdisplay “key to examine the expense section.” 

pdisplay °° 

find personal_to_display 
find contract_to_display 
find contin_to_display 
find s_and_m_to_display 
find uruforms_to_display 
find equip_to_display, 

Rule display_explanation_and_kill_ume If todo = budget_analysis Then kill_time_dispiay = found 
cls 
locate 1,4 display “The following analysis will determine whether or not each revenue and” display “expense category is over budget, 

under budget, or within budget (1.¢., over,” display “under, or within the previously prescribed ranges). In this analysis, 1 display “an item 
is over or under budget, this will be indicated along with the “ display “percentage by which it is over or under budget. The actual and 
budget’ display “values will not be displayed. Given the annual budget, one must break the’ display “budget down into 12 monthly inter- 
vals. This 1s done by using the previous” display “year’s actual figures to determine how much of the current year’s budget” display “should 
have been used thus far in any given month. For categones which’ display “prowde a fairly steady flow of income or expense (e.g. sala- 
ries), any” display “exception is important. For other categories however, the flow of funds” display “may be discontinuous. For example, 
most of the revenue from the corps 1s” display “booked to the Tailor Shop late in the year, while revenue from the music” display “depart- 
ment is typically paid twice, once in the fall and once in the’ display “spring. Repairs and maintenance will be erratic. For categories such 
* display “as these, an early or jJate payment will appear as an exception.” tocate 18,4 display “At this tme, calculaton of all expected 
values is in progress. Please” display “be patient as this takes me. You will be instructed when to conunue.” 

pdisplay ° The following analysis will determine whether or not each revenue and” pdisplay “expense category is over budget, under 
budget, or within budget (i.¢., over,” pdisplay “under, or within the previously prescnbed ranges). In this analysis, if pdisplay “an item is 
over or under budget, this will be indicated along with the ° pdisplay “percentage by which it is over or under budget. The actual and 
budget’ pdisplay “values will not be displayed. Given the annual budget, one must break the” pdisplay “budget down into 12 monthly in- 
tervals. This is done by using the previous” pdisplay “year’s actual figures to determine how much of the current year’s budget” pdisplay 
“should have been used thus far in any given month. For categories which” pdisplay “prowde a fairly steady flow of income or expense 
(e.g. salaries), any” pdisplay “exception is important. For other categories however, the flow of funds” pdisplay “may be discontinuous. 
For example, most of the revenue from the corps is” pdisplay "booked to the Talor Shop late in the year, while revenue from the music’ 
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pdisplay “department is typically paid twice, once in the fall and once in the’ pdisplay “spring. Repairs and maintenance will be erratic. 
For categories such ” pdisplay “as these, an early or late payment will appear as an exception.” pdisplay ° ” pdisplay “At this time, calcu- 
lation of all expected values is in progress. Please” pdisplay “be patient as this takes ttme. You will be instructed when to continue,” 

oe 

pdisplay °°; 

Rule display_to_explain_rev_budget If todo = budget_analysis Then explain_rev_budget = found 
cls 
locate 3,6 display “The annual budget for the Tailor Shop is determined for revenue in’ display “total, and by category for expenses (eg. 

personal, continuous, etc.).” display “In order to determine whether or not revenue is within budget, the” display "budget is first divided 
into market segments. Thus, any increase or” display “decrease in the expected revenues must be allocated to one or more of display “these 
revenue segments. If such an increase or decrease does occur,” display “you will be asked to determine which segments are responsible for" 
display “the change.” display °° display ” ° pdisplay “The annual budget for the Tailor Shop is determined for revenue in” pdisplay “total, 
and by category for expenses (eg. personal, continuous, etc.).” pdisplay “In order to determine whether or not revenue is within budget, the” 
pdisplay “budget is first divided into market segments. Thus, any increase or” pdisplay “decrease in the expected revenucs must be allocated 
to one or more of” pdisplay “these revenue segments. If such an increase or decrease does occur,” pdisplay “you will be asked to determine 
which segments are responsibie for” pdisplay “the change.” pdisplay °°; 

Rule current_fringes_It_lb If act_fringes_this_yr < (Ib_fringes) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then personal_to display = found 
under_lb_personal = fringe_benefits 
find salanes_to_display 
find wages_to_display 
find personal_total_to_display 
find actual_disptay_personal; 

Rule current_fringes_gt_ub If act_fringes_this_yr > (ub_fringes) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then personal _to display = found 
over_ub_personal = fnnge_benefits 
find salanes_to_display 
find wages_to_display 
find personal_total_to_display 
find actual_display_personal, 

Rule current_fringes_w_in_bounds If act_fringes_this_yr > = (Ib_fringes) and 
act_fringes_this yr < = (ub_fringes) Then personal_to_display = found 
w_in_personal = fringe_benefits 
find salaries_to_display 
find wages_to_display 
find personai_total_to_display 
find actual_display_personal; 

Rule current_salaries_It_lb If act_salaries_this_yr < (lb_salaries) Then salaries_to_display = found 
under_lb_personal = salaries; 

Rule current_salaries_gt_ub If act_salanes_this_yr > (ub_salames) Then salaries _to_display = found 
over_ub_personal = salanes, 

Rule current_salaries_w_in_bounds If act_salanes_this yr > = (lb_salaries) and 
act_salanes_this_yr < = (ub_salanes) Then salanes_to_display = found 
W_in_personal = salaries; 

Rule current_wages_It_lb If act_wages_this yr < (Ib_wages) Then wages to_display = found 
under_lb_personal = wages; 

Rule current_wages_gt_ub If act_wages_this_yr > (ub_wages) Then wages _to_display = found 
over_ub_personal = wages; 

Rule current_wages_w_in_bounds If act_wages_this_yr > = (Ib_wages) and 
act_wages_this_yr < = (ub_wages) Then wages_to_ display = found 

W_in_ personal = wages; 

Rule total_personal_It_lb If act_total_personal_this_yr < (ib_total_personal) Then personal_total_to_display = found 
total _personal = under, 

Rule total_personal_gt_ub If act_total_personal_this_yr > (ub_total_personal) Then personal_total_to_display = found 
total_personal = over; 

Rule total_personal_w_in_bounds If act_total_personal_this_yr > = (1b_total_personal) and 
act_total_personal_this_yr < = (ub_total_personal) Then personal_total_to_display = found 
total_personal = within; 

Rule display_total_personal_under If total_personal = under and 
under_lb_personal < > unknown Then actual_display_personal = found 
color = 14 
display ° * 
display “Total Personal expenses are under budget. This is due to the fact’ display “that the following individual expense item(s) is (are) 

under budget” display “{under_Ib_personal} —” 
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pdisplay “Total Personal expenses are under budget. This is due to the fact” pdisplay “that the following individual expense item(s) is 
(are) under budget” pdisplay “{under_lb_personal}” pdisplay ° ” 

color = 15; 

Rule display_total_personal_over If total_personal = over and 
over_ub_personal < > unknown Then actual_display_personal = found 
color = 12 
display °° 
display “Total Personal expenses are over budget. This is due to the fact” display “that the following individual expense item(s) is (are) 

over budget:” display “{over_ub_personal} ~° 
pdisplay “Total Personal expenses are over budget. This is due to the fact” pdisplay “that the following individual expense item(s) is 

(are) over budget” pdisplay “({over_ub_personal}” pdisplay ” ° 
color = 15, 

Rule display_total_personal_within If total_personal = within and 
under_|b_personal = unknown and 
over_ub_personal = unknown Then actual_display_personal = found 
color = 10 
display °° 
display “Personal expenses are all within budget. ~° 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Personal expenses are all within budget.” 
pdisplay * ” 
color = 15; 

Rule display_personal_within_w_outliers If total_personal = within and 
under_lb_personal < > unknown and 
over_ub_personal < > unknown Then actual_display_ personal = found 
color = 12 
display °° 
display “Total personal expenses are within budget. However, the following are” display “under budget,” display “{under_Ib_personal}" 

display “and the following are over budget,” display “{over_ub_personal} —° 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Total personal expenses are within budget. However, the following are” pdisplay “under budget,” pdisplay 

“{under_lb_personal}” pdisplay “and the following are over budget,” pdisplay “({over_ub_personal)° 
color = [5; 

Rule display_personal_within_high_outliers If total_personal = within and 
under_Ib_personal = unknown and 
over_ub_personal < > unknown Then actual_display_personal = found 
color = [2 
display * ° 
display “Total personal expenses are within budget. However, the following” display “individual expense item(s) are over budget:’ 

display “{over_ub_personal} ~° 
pdisplay “Total personal expenses are within budget. However, the following” pdisplay “individual expense item(s) are over budget’ 

Pdisplay “{over_ub_personal)’ 
color = 15; 

Rule display_personal_within_w_low_outliers If total_personal = within and 
under_lb_personal < > unknown and 
over_ub_personal = unknown Then actual_display_personal = found 
color = 14 
display °° 
display “Total personal expenses are within budget. However, the following’ display ‘individual expense item(s) are under budget” 

display “{under_|b personal} —* 
pdisplay “Total personal expenses are within budget. However, the following’ pdisplay “individual expense item(s) are under budget:” 

pdisplay “{under_lb_personal}*° 
color = 15; 

Rule current_tele_It_Ib If act_tele_this_yr < (Ib_tele) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then contract_to_display = found 
under_Ib_contract = telecommunicatons 
find R_and_M_to_display 
find travel_to_display 
find other_contract_to_display 
find contract_total_to_display 
find actual_display_contract, 

Rule current_teles_gt_ub if act_tele_this_yr > (ub_tele) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then contract_to_ display = found 
over_ub_contract = telecommunicatons 
find R_and_M_to_display 
find travel_to_display 
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find other_contract_to_display 
find contract_total_to_display 
find actual_display_contract, 

Rule current_tele_w_in_bounds If act_tele_this_yr > = (Ib_tele) and 
act_tele_this_yr < = (ub_teie) Then contract_to_display = found 
w_in_contract = telecommunications 
find R_and_M_to_display ‘ 
find travel_to_display 
find other_contract_to_display 
find contract_total_to_display 
find actual_display_contract, 

Rule current_R_and_M_it_Ib If act_R_and_M_this_yr < (ib R_and_M) Then R_and_M_to_ display = found 
under_lb_contract = repair_and_maintenance; 

Rule current_R_and_M_gt_ub If act_R_and_M_this_yr > (ub_R_and_M) Then R_and_M_to_display = found 
“over_ub_contract = repair_and_mauntenance; 

Rule current_R_and_M_w_in_bounds If act_R_and_M_this_yr > = (Ib_R_and_M) and 
act_R_and_M_this yt < = “(ub_ R_and_M) Then R_and_M_to_display = found 
w_in_contract = repair_and_maintenance; 

Rule current_travel_It_lb If act_travel_this_yr < (Ib_travel) Then travel_to_display = found 
under_Ib_contract = travel; 

Rule current_travel_gt_ub If act_travel_this_yr > (ub_travel) Then travel_to_ display = found 
over_ub_contract = travel; 

Rule current_travel_w_in_bounds If act_travel_this_yr > = (lb_travel) and 
act_travel_this yr < = (ub_travel) Then travel_to_display = found 
w_in_contract = travel; 

Rule current_other_contract_lt_lb [f act_contract_other_this_yr < (1b_other_contract) Then other_contract_to_display = found 
under_ib_contract = other_contractual; 

Rule current_other_contract_gt_ub If act_contract_other_this_yr > (ub_other_contract) Then other_contract_to_display = found 
over_ub_ “contract = other_contractual; 

Rule other_contract_w_in_bounds If act_contract_other_this_yr > = (Ib_other_contract) and 
act_contract_other_this_yr < = (ub_other_contract) Then other_contract_to_ display = found 
w_in_contract = other_contractual; 

Rule total_contract_lt_Ib If act_total_contract_this_yr < (Ib_total_contract) Then contract_total_to_display = found 
total_contract = under; 

Rule total_contract_gt_ub If act_total_contract_this_yr > (ub_total_contract) Then contract_total_to_display = found 
total_contract = over, 

Rule total_contract_w_in_bounds If act_tota!_contract_this_yr > = (Ib_total_contract) and 
act_total_contract_this_yr < = (ub_total_contract) Then contract_total_to_display = found 
total_contract = within; 

Rule display_total_contract_under If total_contract = under and 
under_Ib_contract < > unknown Then actual_display_contract = found 
color = \4 
display * 
display “Total contractual expenses are under budget. This is due to the fact” display “that the following individual expense itern(s) is. 

(are) under budget” display "{under_ib_contract} ~“ pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Total contractual expenses are under budget. This is due to the fact” pdisplay “that the following individual expense itern(s) 

is (are) under budget” pdisplay “{under_ib_contract}” pdisplay ° ” 

color = 15; 

Rule display_total_contract_over If total_contract = over and 
over_ub_contract < > unknown Then actual _display_contract = found 
color = 12 
display °° 
display “Total contractual expenses are over budget. This is due to the fact” display “that the following individual expense itern(s) is 

(are) over. budget” display “{over_ub_contract} —” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Total contractual expenses are over budget. This is due to the fact’ pdisplay “that the following individual expense item(s) 

is (are) over budget” pdisplay “{over_ub_contract}” pdisplay °° 

color = 15; 

Rule display_total_contract_within If total_contract = within and 
under_lb contract = unknown and 
over_ub_contract = unknown Then actual_display contract = found 
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color = 10 
display °° 
display “Contractual expenses are all within budget. -" 

pdisplay * ” ; 
pdisplay “Contractual expenses are all within budget.” 
pdisplay * ° 

color = 15, 

Rule display_contract_within_w_outliers If total_contract = within and 
under_lb_ contract < > unknown and 
over_ub_contract < > unknown Then actual_display_contract = found 
color = 14 
display ° ’ 
display “Total contractual expenses are within budget. However, the following are” display “under budget,” display 

“{under_Ib_contract)” display “and the following are over budget,” display “{over_ub_contract} —”° 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Total contractual expenses are within budget. However, the following are” pdisplay “under budget,” pdisplay 

*{under_lb_contract}” pdisplay “and the following are over budget,” pdisplay “{over_ub_contract}” pdisplay * ° 

color = 15; 

Rule display_contract_within_high_outliers If total_contract = within and 
under_Ib_contract = unknown and 
over_ub_contract < > unknown Then actual_display_contract = found 
color = 12 
display * ° 
display “Total contractual expenses are within budget. However, the following’ display “individual expense item(s) are over budget:” 

display ‘(over_ub_contract} —* 
pdisplay °* 
pdisplay “Total contractual expenses are within budget. However, the following” pdisplay “individual expense item(s) are over budget.” 

pdisplay “{over_ub_contract}” pdisplay °° 

color = 15; 

Rule display_contract_within_w_low_outliers If total_contract = within and 
under_lb_contract < > unknown and 
over_ub_contract = unknown Then actual display contract = found 
color = 14 

display °° . 
display “Total contractual expenses are within budget. However, the following” display ‘individual expense item(s) are under budget’ 

display “{under_lb_contract} —* 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Total contractual expenses are within budget. However, the following’ pdisplay “individual expense item(s) are under budget” 

pdisplay “{under_lb_contract}” pdisplay ° ° 

color = 15; 

Rule current_elect_It_ib If act_elect_this yr < (Ib_elect} and 
todo = budget_analysis Then contin_to_display = found 
under_ib_conun = electncity 
find w_and_s_to_display 
find insure_to_display 
find agency_to_display 
find contn_other_to_display 
find conun_total_to_display 
find actual_display_contn; 

Rule current_elect_gt_ub If act_elect_this_yr > (ub_elect) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then contin_to_display = found 
over_ub_contract = electrienty 
find w_and_s_ to_display 
find insure_to_display 
find agency_to_display 
find contin_other_to_display 
find contin_total_to_display 
find actual_display_contn; 

Rule current_elect_w_in_bounds If act_elect_this_yr > = (ib_elect) and 
act_elect_this_yr < = (ub_elect) Then contin_to_display = found 
w_in_contin = electncity 
find w_and_s to display 
find insure_to_drsplay 
find agency_to_display 
find other_contin_to_display 
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find contin_total_to_display 
find actual_display_contin; 

Rule current_w_and_s_It_lb If act_w_and_s_this_yr < (lb_w_and_s) Then w_and_s_to_display = found 
under_Ib_contin = water_and_sewer, 

Rule current_w_and_s_gt_ub If act_w_and_s this yr > (ub_w_and_s) Then w_and_s to_display = found 
over_ub_contn = water_and_sewer, 

Rule current_w_and_s_w_in_bounds If act_w_and_s this_yr > = (Ib_w_and_s) and 
act_w_and_s this yr < = (ub_w_and_s) Then w_and_s to_display = found 
w_in_contn = water_and_ sewer, 

Rute current_insure_It_Ib If act_insure_this_yr < (Ib_insure) Then insure_to_display = found 
under_Ib_contin = insurance; 

Rute current_insure_gt_ub If act_insure_this_yr > (ub_insure) Then insure_to_display = found 
over_ub_contn = insurance; 

Rule current_insure_w_in_bounds If act_insure_this_yr > = (lb_insure) and 
act_insure_this_yr < = (ub_insure) Then insure_to_display = found 
win contin = travel; 

Rule current_agency_lt_lb If act_agency_this_yr < (lb_agency) Then agency_to_display = found 
under_lb_contin = agency_charges; 

Rule current_agency_gt_ub If act_agency_this_yr > (ub_agency) Then agency_to_display = found 
over_ub_conun = agency_charges; 

Rule agency_w_in_bounds If act_agency_this_yr > = (Ib agency) and 
act_agency_this.yr < = (ub_agency) Then agency_to_display = found 
w_in_conun = agency, 

Rule current_other_contin_It_lb If act_comp_perp_this_yr < (Ib_other_contin) Then other_contn_to_display = found 
under_ib_conun = other_contnuous_charges; 

Rule current_other_contn_gt_ub If act_comp_perp_this_yr > (ub_other_contin) Then other_contin_to_display = found 
over_ub_contn = computer_peripheral; 

Rule other_contin_w_in_bounds If act_comp_perp_this_yr > = (Ib_other_contin) and 
act_comp_perp_this_yr < = (ub_other_contin} Then other_contin_to_display = found 
w_in_contin = other, . 

Rule total_contin_It_lb If act_total_contin_this_yr < (lb_total_ contin) Then contin_total_to_display = found 
total_contun = under, 

Rule total_contn_gt_ub If act_total_contin_this_yr > (ub_total_contin) Then contin_total_to_display = found 
total_contn = over, 

Rule total_contin_w_in_bounds If act_total_contin_this_yr > = (Ib_total_contin) and 
act_tota]_contin_this_yr < = (ub_total_conun) Then contin_total_to_display = found 
total_conin = within; 

Rule display_total_contin_under If tota]_contin = under and 
under_ib_conun < > unknown Then actual_display_contn = found 
color = 14 
display " ° 
display “Total continuous expenses are under budget. This is due to the fact” display “that the following individual expense item(s) is 

(are) under budget” display "{under_!b_contin} —” pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Total contunuous expenses are under budget. This is due to the fact” pdisplay “that the following individual expense item(s) 

is (are) under budget” pdisplay “(under_lb_contin)” pdisplay ” ° 

color = 15; 

Rule display_total_contin_over If total_contn = over and 
over_ub_contin < > unknown Then actual_display_contin = found 
color = 12 
display °° 
display “Total continuous expenses are over budget. This is due to the fact” display “that the following individual expense item(s) is 

(are) over budget” display “{over_ub_contn} —° 

pdisplay ° * 
pdisplay “Total continuous expenses are over budget. This is due to the fact” pdisplay “that the following individual expense item(s) is 

(are) over budget:” pdisplay "{over_ub_contun)}” pdisplay ° ° 

color = (5, 

Rule display_total_contin_within If total_contn = within and 
under_Ib_conon = unknown and 
over_ub_contin = unknown Then actual_display_contin = found 
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color = 10 
display ” ° 
display “Continuous expenses are all within budget. ~” 
pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “Continuous expenses are all within budget.” 
pdisplay °° 

color = 15; 

Rule display_contin_within_w_outliers If total_contin = within and 
under_lb_contin < > unknown and 
over_ub_contin < > unknown Then actual_display_contn = found 
color = 12 
display °° 
display “Total continuous expenses are within budget. However, the following are” display “under budget,” display “{under_lb_contin}* 

display “and the following are over budget,” display “{over_ub_contin) —-*° 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Total continuous expenses are within budget. However, the following are” pdisplay “under budget,” pdisplay 

*{under_Ib_contin)” pdisplay “and the following are over budget,” pdisplay “({over_ub_contin}” pdisplay ~ ° 

color = 15; 

Rule disptay_contin_within_high_outliers If total_contin = within and 
under_lb_contn = unknown and 
over_ub_contin < > unknown Then actual_display_contin = found 
color = 12 
display ° * 
display “Total continuous expenses are within budget. However, the following” display “individual expense item(s) are over budget’ 

display “{over_ub_contin} ~° 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Total continuous expenses are within budget. However, the following’ pdisplay “individual expense item(s) are over budget:” 

pdisplay “{over_ub_contin)” pdisplay ° ° 

color = 15; 

Rule display_contin_within_w_low_outiers If total_contin = within and 
under_ib_contin < > unknown and 
over_ub_contin = unknown Then actual_display_contin = found 
color = 14 
display °° 
display “Total continuous expenses are within budget. However, the following’ display “individual expense item(s) are under budget” 

display “{under_lb_contin} -° 

pdisplay |" | oe , 
padsplay “Total continuous expenses are within budget. However, the following’ pdisplay “individual expense item(s) are under budget:” 

pdisplay “{under_lb_contin}” pdisplay ° ” 

color = 15: 

Rule current_repair_It_lb If act_repair_this_yr < (Ib_repair) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then s and_m_to display =~ found 
under_Ib_s_and om = repairs 
find other_s_and_m_to_display 
find s_and_m_total_to_display 
find actual_display_s_and_m; 

Rule current_repair_gt_ub If act_repair_this_yr > (ub_repair) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then s_and_m_to_display = found 
over_ub_s and _m = repairs 
find other_s_and_m_to_ display 
find s_and_m_total_to_display 
find actual_display_s_and_m, 

Rule current_repair_w_in_bounds If act_repair_this yr > = (Ib_repair) and 
act_repair_this_yr < = (ub_repair) Then s_and_m_to_display = found 
w_in_s_and_m = repairs 
find other_s_and_m_to_display 
find s_and_m_total_to_display 
find actual_display_s_and_m,; 

Rule current_other_s_and_m_It_Ib If act_s_and_m_other_this yr < (lb _other_s_and_m) Then other_s_and_m_to display = found 
under_lb_s and m = other_supplies_&_matenals; 

Rule current_other_s_and_M_et_ub If act_s_and_m_other_this_yr > (ub_other_s_and_m) Then other_s_and_m_to_display = found 
over_ub_s and m = other_supplies_& matenals, 
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Rule current_other_s_and_m_w_in_bounds If act_s_and_m_other_this_yr > = (Ilb_other_s_and_m) and 
act_s_and_m other_this_yr < = (ub_other_s_and_m) Then other_s_and_m_to_display = found 
w_in_s_and_m = other_supplies_&_materials, 

Rule total_s_and_m_It_lb If act_total_s_and_m_this_yr < (!b_total_s_and_m) Then s_and_m_total_to_display = found 
total_s _and_m = under, 

Rule total_s_and_m_gt_ub If act_total_s_and_m_this_yr > (ub_total_s_and_m) Then s_and_m_total_to_display = found 
total_s_and_m = over; 

Rule total_s_and_m_w_in_bounds If act_total_s_an wnis_yt > = (Ib_total_s_and_m) and 
act_total_s_and_m_this_yr <= (ub_total_s and DT en s_and_m_total_to_ display = found 
total 5. “and _| m= ” within: . 

Rule display_total_s_and_m_under If total_s_and_m = under and 
under_Ib_s_and_m <> unknown Then actual_display_s and_m = found 
color = 14 
display * 
display “Total supplies & materials are under budget. This is due to the fact’ display “that the following individual expense itern(s) is 

(are) under budget:” display “{under_ib_s_and_m) —" 

pdisplay * * 
pdisplay “Total supplies & materials are under budget. This is due to the fact” pdisplay “that the following individual expense item(s) 

is (are) under budget” pdisplay “{under_lb_s_and_m)}” pdisplay ~ ” 

color = 15; 

Rule display_total_s_and_m_over If total_s and_m = over and 
over_ub_s_and_m < > unknown Then actual_display_s and m = found 
color = 12 
display ° 
display “Total supplies and materials are over budget. This is due to the fact’ display “that the following individual expense itern(s) is 

(are) over budget” display “{over_ub_s_and_m) — 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Total supplies and materials are over budget. This is due to the fact” pdisplay “that the following individual expense item(s) 

is (are) over budget” pdisplay “{over_ub_s_and_m)}” pdisplay ° * 

color = 15; 

Rule display_total_s_and_m_within If total_s_and_m = within and 
under_lb_s_and_m = unknown and 
over_ub_s_and_m = unknown Then actual_display_s_and_m = found 
color = 10 
display °” 
display “Supplies & materials are all within budget. ~” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Supplies & materials are all within budget.” 
pdisplay *” 

color = 15; 

Rule display_s_and_m_within_w_outiers If total_s_and_m = within and 
under_!b_s_and_m < > unknown and 
over_ub_s_ and m < > unknown Then actual_display_s_and_m = found 
color = 12 
display ° 
dispiay “Total supplies and materials are within budget. However, the following are” display “under budget,’ display 

*{under_Ib_s_and_m’ display “and the following are over budget,” display “{over_ub_s_and_m) — 

pdisplay °° 
isplay “Total Supplies and materials are within budget. However, the following are” pdisplay | “under budget,” pdisplay 

*{under_Ib_s_and_m’ pdisplay “and the following are over budget,” pdisplay "(over_ub_s_and_m)” pdisplay ° 

color = 15, 

Rule display_s_and_m_within_high_outliers If total_s and_m = within and 
under_!b_s_and_m = unknown and 
over_ub_s_and_m < > unknown Then actual_display_s_and m = found 
color = 12 
display °° 
display “Total supplies & materials are within budget. However, the following” display “individual expense item(s) are over budget” 

display “{over_ub_s_and_m)-—’ 

pdisplay *” 
pdisplay “Total supplies & materials are within budget. However, the following” pdisplay “individual expense item(s) are over budget ° 

pdisplay “{over_ub_s_and_m)* pdisplay * ° 
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color = 15; 

Rule display_s_and_m_within_w_low_outliers If total_s_and_m = within and 
under_Ib_s_and_m unknown and 
over_ub_s_and_m = unknown Then actual_display_s_and_m = found 
color = 14 
display °° 
display “Total supplies & materials are within budget. However, the following” display “individual expense item(s) are under budget:” 

display “{under_ib_contin) —° 

pdisplay °” 
pdisplay “Total supplies & materials are within budget. However, the following” pdisplay “individual expense item(s) are under budget’ 

pdisplay “{under_Ib_contin}” pdisplay ° ” 

color = 15; 

Rule current_uniforms_It_lb If act_uniforms_this_yr < (lb_uniforms) and 
todo = budgct_analysis Then uniforms_to_display = found 
under_uriforms = yes 
color = 14 
percent = (({exp_uniforms - act_uniforms_this_yr)/exp_uniforms) * 100) 
format percent, 6.2 
display ** 
display “Expenses for uniforms so far this year are under budget by (percent}%. —” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Expenses for uniforms so far this year are under budget by (percent) %.° 
pdisplay °° 

color = 15; 

Rule current_uniforms_gt_ub If act_uniforms_this_yr > (ub_uniforms) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then uniforms_to_display = found 
over_uruforms = yes 
color = 12 
percent = ({(act_uniforms_this_yr - exp_uniforms) / exp_uruforms) * 100) 
format percent, 6.2 
display ” ° 
display “Expenses for uniforms are over budget this year by {percent} %. —’ 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Expenses for uniforms are over budget this year by {percent} %.° 
pdisplay * ° 

color = 15; 

Rule current_uniforms_w_in_bounds If act_uniforms_this_yr > = (lb_uniforms) and 
act_uniforms_this_ yr < = (ub_uniforms) Then umforms_to_ display = found 
w_in_uniforms = yes 
color = 10 
display ° ’ 
display “Expenses for uniforms are within the budgeted amount. —° 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Expenses for uniforms are within the budgeted amount.” 
pdisplay ° ° 
color = 15; 

Rule current_equip_lt_budget If act_equip_this_yr < (ib_equip) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then equp_to_display = found 
under_equip = yes 
color = 14 

percent = (((exp_equip - act_equip_this_yr)/exp_equip) * 100) 
left = (bud_equip_this_yr - act_equip_this_yr) 
format percent, 6.2 
display °° 
display “Expenses for equipment so far this year are under budget by (percent}%.° display “In fact, there is ${left} lef in the budget 

for equipment. —” . 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Expenses for equipment so far this year are under budget by {percent} %.° pdisplay “In fact, there is S(left) left in the budget 

for equipment.” pdisplay °° 

color = 15; 

Rule current_equip_gt_ub If act_equips this yr > (ub_equip) and 
todo = budget_analysis Then equip_to_display = found 
over_equip = yes 
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color = 12 
percent = (((act_equip_this_yr - exp_equip) / exp_equip) * 100) 
actual = (act_equip_this_yr - exp_equip) 
format percent, 6.2 
display ° * 
display “Expenses for equipment are over budget this year by (percent) %, i.e., ${actual}. -° 

pdisplay ° * 
pdisplay “Expenses for equipment are over budget this year by {percent} %, i.e., ${actual}.” 

pdisplay °* 

color = 15; 

Rule current_equip_w_in_bounds If act_equip_this_yr > = (Ib_equip) and 
act_equip_this_yr < = (ub_equip) Then equip_to_display = found 
w_in_equip = yes 
color = 10 
display °° 
display “Expenses for equipment is within the budgeted amount. —” 

Pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “Expenses for equipment is within the budgeted amount.” 
pdisplay ° * 

color = 15; 

Rule budget_limits_ok If change_limits = no Then military_I] = (muilitary_ll_b) 
military_ul = (mulitary_ul_b) 
public_Il = (public_ll_b) 
public_ut! = (public_ul_b) 
s_f_s ll = (s_f_s_ll_b) 
s_f_s_ul = (s_f_s_ul_b) 
interdept_}l = (interdept_Il_b) 
interdept_ul = (interdept_ul_b) 
musi¢_l] = (music_ll_b) 
music_ul = (music_ul_b) 
state_l] = (state_!l_b) 
state_ul = (state_ul_b) 
change_values = found; 

Rule budget_limits_not_ok If change_limits = yes Then pdisplay “Which revenue limits would you like to change?” 
pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “military public stu fac staff 
pdisplay “interdepartmental music dept state related” 
Pdisplay * * 
find which_rev_limits 
find mul_limits 
find public_limits 
find s_f_s_limuts 
find interdept_limits 
find music_limuts 
find state_limits 
change_values = found; 

Rule budget_cost_limits_ok If change_limits_costs = no Then fringes_ll = (fringes_ll_b) 
salanes_ll = (salanes_il_b) 
wages_ll = (wages_ll_b) 
total_personal_ll = (total_personal_tl_b) 
tele_Il = (tele_ll_b) 
R_and_M_ll = (R_and_M_lIl_b) 
travel_ll = (travel_li_b) 
-other_contract_Il = (other_contract_ll_b) 
total_contract_Il = (total_contract_Il_b) 
repair_il = (repair_ll_b) 
other_s_and_ m_ll = (other_s_and_m_Il_b) 
total_s and_m_Il = (total_s_and_m_Il_b) 
equip_l! = (equip_Il_b) 
uniforms_]l = (ursforms_ll_b) 
elect_il = (elect_ll_b) 
w_and_s ll = (w_and_s 1I_b) 
insure_ll = (insure_ll_b) 
agency_ll] = (agency_ll_b) 
other_contn_ll = (other_contn_Il_b) 
total_conun_ll = (total_contin_ll_b) 
fringes_ul = (fringes_uwl_b) 
salanes_ul = (salanes_ul_b) 
wages_ul = (wages_ul_b) 
total_personal_ul = (total_personal_ul_b) 
tele_ul = (tele_ul_b) 
R_and_M_ul = (R_and_M_ul_b) 
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travel_ul = (travel_ul_b) 
other_contract_ul = (other_contract_ul_b) 
total_contract_ul = (total_contract ul _b) 
repair_ul = (repair_ul_b) 
other_s_and_m_ul = {other_s_and_m_ul_b) 

total_s_ and _m_ul = (total_s_and_m_ul_b) 
equip_ul = (equip_ul_b) 
umforms_ul = (umforms_ul_b) 
elect_ul = (elect_ul_b) 
w_and_s_ul = (w_and_s_ul_b) 
insure_ul = (insure_ul_b) 

agency_ul = (agency_ ul_b) 
other_contin_ul = (other_contin_ul_b) 
total_contin_ul = (total_contn _ul _b) 
change, values_costs = found; 

Rule budget_cost_limits_not_ok If change_limits_costs = yes Tren pdisplay “Which expense category limits would you like to change?” 
personne! pdisplay “equipment uniforms 

pdisplay “contractual supplies materials continuous” 
pdisplay °° 
find which_cost_limits 
find equip_limits 
find unforms_limits 
find personal_limits 
find contract_limits 
find s_and_m_limuits 
find contn_limits 
change_values_costs = found; 

Rule go_get_rev_budget_data If todo = budget_analysis Then !wks budget_rev, b3..c3, \vpp\wibud 
rev_budget = found 
wks budget_rev_now,b3,\vpp\wibud 
wks budget_rev_past,c3,\vpp.wibud ! — budget_rev_now = (budget_rev{I)!  budget_rev_past = (budget_rev{2)) 
diff = (budget_rev_now - budget_rev_past) 
find rev_difl; 

Rule rev_budget_same If diff = 0 Then mil_exp_inc = 0 
public_exp_inc = 0 
s_f_s exp_ine = 0 
interdept_exp_inc = 0 
musi¢c_exp_inc = 0 
state_exp_inc = 0 
rev_diff = found; 

Rule rev_budget_higher If diff > 0 Then display “The amount budgeted for revenue this year has increased from the ° 
display “previous year by ${diff}. Which market segments are responsible for ° 
display “contributing more this year to total revenue? Please make certain that your® 

pdisplay “The amount budgeted for revenue this year has increased from the ” 
pdisplay “previous year by ${diff}. Which market segments are responsible for ° 
pdisplay “contributing more this year to total revenue? Please make certain that your’ 
pdisplay “input adds up to ${diff} >° 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “mulitary public stu fac staff 
pdisplay “interdepartmental music dept state related’ 

pdisplay °° 
find resp_rev_mkt_segments ! statement - determines which segments 

: are expected to contnbute more ts year 
rev_diff = found 
find muil_higher? ! leads to a series of rules which calculate 

! changes in expectations 
find check_math, 

Rule rev_budget_lower If diff < 0 Then diff = (@abs(diff)) 
display “The amount budgeted for revenue this year has decreased from the * 
display “previous year by ${diff}. Which market segments are responsible for” 
display “contributing less this year to total revenue? Please make certain that your’ 

pdisplay “The amount budgeted for revenue this year has decreased from the * 
pdisplay “previous year by ${diff}. Which market segments are responsible for’ 
pdisplay “contnbuting less this year to total revenue? Please make certain that your’ 
pdisplay “input adds up to ${diff}.” 

pdisplay 
pdisplay “military public stu fac staff” 
pdisplay “interdepartmental music dept State related” 

pdisplay °° 

find resp_rev_mkt_segments_1 ! statement - determines which segments 
! are expected to contribute less this year 
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diff = (0 - diff} 
rev_diff = found 
find mil_lower? ! leads to a series of rules which calculate 

! changes in expectations 
find check_math; 

Rule military_exp_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segrnents = military Then pdisplay “How much is military revenue expected to increase?” 
pdisplay * ” 
find mil_exp_inc_h 
mul_exp_ine = (mil_exp_inc_h) 
muil_higher? = found 
find public_higher?, 

Rule military_exp_not_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments < > military Then mil_exp_inc = 0 
mil higher? = found 
find public_higher?; 

Rule military exp_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_! = military Then pdisplay “How much is military revenue expected to decrease?” 
pdisplay © ° 
find mil_exp_inc_l 
mil_exp_inc = (0 - mil_exp_inc_l) 
mil_lower? = found 
find public_lower?, 

Rule muilitary_exp_not_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_1 < > mulitary Then mil_exp_ine = 0 
mil_lower? = found 
find public_lower?, 

Rule public_exp_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments = public Then pdisplay “How much is public revenue expected to increase?” 
pdisplay °° = find public_exp_inc_h 
public_exp_inc = (public_exp_inc_h) 
public_higher? = found 
find s_f_s_hgher? 

Rule public_exp_not_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments < > public Then public_exp_inc = 0 
public_higher? = found 
find s_f_s_higher?, 

Rule public_exp_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_| = public Then pdisplay “How much is public revenue expected to decrease?” 

pdisplay * 
find public_exp_inc_l 
public_exp_inc = (0 - public_exp_inc_l) 
public_lower? = found 
find s_f_s_ lower? 

Rule public_exp_not_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_] < > lower Then public_exp_inc = 0 
public_lower? = found 
find s_f_s_lower?, 

Rule s_f_s_exp_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments = stu_fac_staff Then pdisplay “How much is student/faculty/staff revenue expected to 
increase? 

pdisplay *° 
find s_f_s_exp_inc_h 
s_f_s_exp_inc = (s_f_s_exp_inc_h) 
s_f_s_ higher? = found - 
find interdept_higher?, 

Rule s_f_s_exp_not_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments < > stu_fac_staff Then s_ fs exp_inc = 0 
s_{_s higher? = found 
find interdept_higher?; 

Rule s_f_s_exp_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_] = stu_fac_staff Then pdisplay “How much is student/faculty/staff revenue expected to 
decrease?” 

pdisplay °° 
find s_f_s_exp_inc_l 
s_f_s_exp_inc = (0-s_f_s exp_inc_l) 
s_f{ s lower? = found 
find interdept_lower?, 

Rule s_f_s_exp_not_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_] < > stu_fac_staff Then s_f_s_exp_ine = 0 
s_{_s_ lower? = found 
find interdept_lower?, 

Rule interdept_exp_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments = interdepartmental Then pdisplay “How much is interdepartmental revenue expected 
to increase?” 

pdisplay * ° 
find interdept_exp_inc_h 
interdept_exp_inc = (interdept_exp_inc_h) 
interdept_higher? = found 
find music_hugher?, 
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Rule interdept_exp_not_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments < > interdepartmental Then interdept_exp_inc = 0 
interdept_higher? = found 
find music_higher?, 

Rule interdept_exp_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_1 = interdepartmental Then pdisplay “How much is interdepartmental revenue ex- 
pected to decrease?” 

pdisplay ° * 
find interdept_exp_inc_! 
interdept_exp_inc = (0 - interdept_exp_inc_]) 
interdept_lower? = found 
find music_lower?, 

Rule interdept_exp_not_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_] < > interdepartmental Then interdept_exp_ine = 0 
interdept_lower? = found 
find musi¢_lower?, 

Rule music_exp_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments = music_dept Then pdisplay “How much is music department revenue expected to in- 
crease?” 

pdisplay °° 
find music_exp_ine_h 
music_exp_inc = (music_exp_inc_h) 
music_higher? = found 
find state_higher? 

Rule music_exp_not_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments < > music_dept Then music_exp_inc = 0 
music_higher? = found 
find state_higher?, 

Rule music_exp_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_] = music_dept Then pdisplay “How much is music department revenue expected to de- 
crease?" 

pdisplay * “ 
find music_exp_inc_] 
music_exp_inc = (0 - music_exp_inc_l) 
music_lower? = found 
find state_lower?; 

Rule music_exp_not_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_] < > music_dept Then musc_exp_inc = 0 
music_lower? = found . 
find state_lower?, 

Rule state_exp higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments = state_related Then pdisplay “How much is state related revenue expected to increase?” 

pdisplay 
find state_exp_inc_h 
state_exp_inc = (state_exp_inc_h) 
n = (mil_exp_inc + public_exp_ine + s_f_s_exp_ine + interdept_exp_inc + music_exp_inc + stale_exp_inc) 

diffl = (Gabsdiff)) 
state_higher? = found; 

Rule state_exp_not_higher If resp_rev_mkt_segments < > state_related Then state_exp_inc = 0 
n = (mil_exp_inc + public_exp_inc + s_f_s_exp_ine + interdept_exp_inc + music_exp_inc + state_exp_inc) 

avin = (@abs(diff)) 
state_higher? = found, 

Rule state_exp_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_] = state_related Then pdisplay “How much is state related revenue expected to decrease?” 

pdisplay * ° 
find state_exp_inc_] 
state_exp_inc = (0 - state_exp_inc_]) 
state_lower? = found 
m = (muil_exp_inc + public_exp_inc + s_f_s_exp_inc + interdept_exp_inc + music_exp_ine + state_exp_inc) 

n = (@abs(m)) 
aif = (@abs(difh), 

Rule state_exp_not_lower If resp_rev_mkt_segments_! < > state_related Then state_exp_inc = 0 
state_lower? = found 
m = (mil_exp_inc + public_exp_inc + s_f_s_exp_inc + interdept_exp_inc + music_exp_ine + state_exp_inc) 

n = (@absm)} 
diff = (@abs(dilf)); 

Rule math_is_ok If diffl = (n) Then check_math = done; 

Rule math_not_ok If diffl_ < > (n) Then display “The increments you have given do not add up to the total increment in the’ 
display “budget. Therefore, let’s start this part over.” 
display “Press any key to continue. ~” 
display °° 
display "* 

pdisplay “The increments you have given do not add up to the total increment in the” 
pdisplay “budget. Therefore, let's start this part over." 
pdisplay “Press any key to continue.” 
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pdisplay °° 
pdisplay °° 

reset rev_budget 
reset rev_diff 
reset mit_higher? 
reset public_higher? 
reset s_f s_ higher? 
reset interdept_higher? 
reset music_higher? 
reset state_higher? 
reset mil_lower? 
reset public_lower? 
reset s_f_s_ lower? 
reset interdept_lower? 
reset music_lower? 
reset state_lower? 
reset mil_exp_inc_h 
reset public_exp_inc_h 
reset s_f_¢ exp_inc_h 
reset interdept_exp_inc_h 
resel music_exp_inc_h 
reset state_exp_inc_h 
reset mul_exp_inc_l 
reset public_exp_inc_] 
reset s_f s_exp_inc_] 
reset interdept_exp_inc_] 
reset music_exp_inc_! 
reset state_exp_inc_! 
reset mul_exp_ine 
reset public_exp_inc 
reset s_f s_exp_inc 
reset interdept_exp_inc 
reset music_exp_inc 
reset state_exp_inc 
reset resp _rev_mkt_segments 
reset resp_rev-mkt_segments_1 
reset farse 
reset display_clause 

reset change_limits 
reset change_values 
check_math = done 
reset check_math 
find rev_diff} 

Rule find_military_limits If which_rev_limits = military Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for 
military revenue?” 

pdisplay “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for mulitary revenue?” 
pdisplay “Please do not use decimals.” 
Pdisplay ° ” 
find mulitary_ll 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for military revenue?” 
Pdisplay “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for military revenue?” 
pdisplay “Please do not use decimals.” 

pdisplay °° 
find military_ul 
mul_limits = found; 

Rule dont_find_military_limits If which_rev_limits < > mulitary Then mil_limits = found 
mulitary_}] = (mulitary_ll_b) 
military_ul = (mulitary_ul_6); 

Rule find_public_limits If which_rev_limits = public Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for revenue 
from the public? Please do not use decimals.” pdisplay “What percentage below expected should the lower limut be for revenue from the 
public? Please do not use decimals.” 

Pdisplay * ° 
find public_l 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for revenue from the public? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay “What percentage above expected should the upper limut be for revenue from the public? Please do not use decimals.” 

Pdisplay * “ 
find public_ul 
public_limits = found; 

Rule dont_find_public_limits If which_rev_limits < > public Then public_limits = found 
public_Il = (public_ll_b) 
public_ul = (public _ul_b); 

Rule find_s_{'s limits If which_rev_limits = s_f.s Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for revenue 
from students, faculty, and staff? Please do not use decimals.” pdisplay “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for 
revenue from students, faculty, and staff? Please do not use decimals.” 
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Pdisplay °° 
find s_f_s li 

display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for revenue from students, faculty, and staff? Please do not use 
decimals.” 

pdisplay "What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for revenue from students, faculty, and staff? Please do not use 
decimals.” 

Pdisplay * 

find s_f_s_ul 
s_f_s_ limits = found, 

Rule dont_find_s_f_s limits If which_rev_limits < > s fs Then s_fs limits = found 
s_f_s_li = (s_f_s ll_b) 
s_f_s ul = (s_fs_ul_b); 

Rule find_interdept_limits Jf which_rev_limits = interdepartmental Then display "What percentage below expected should the lower limit 
be for interdepartmental revenue? Please do not use decimals.” 

pdisplay “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for interdepartmental revenue? Please do not use decimals.” 
Pdisplay ° ” 
find interdept_ll 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for interdepartmental revenue? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for interdepartmental revenue? Please do not use decimals.” 
Pdisplay °° 
find interdept_ul 
interdept_limits = found; 

Rule dont_find_interdept_limits If which_rev_limits < > interdepartmental Then interdept_limits = found 
interdept_ll = (:nterdept_ll_b) 
interdept_ul = (interdept_ul_b); 

Rule find_music_limits If which_rev_limits = music_dept Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for 
music department revenue? Please do not use decimals.” 

pdisplay “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for music department revenue? Please do not use decimals.” 

pdisplay ” 
find music_ll 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for music department revenue? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for music department revenue? Please do not use decimals.” 
Pdisplay °° 
find music_ul 
music_limits = found; 

Rule dont_find_music_limits If which_rev_limits < > music_dept Then music_limits = found 
music_Il = (music_ll_b) 
music_ul = (music_ul_b); 

Rule find_state_limits If which_rev_limits = state_related Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for state 
Telated revenue? Please do not use decimals.” 

pdisplay "What percentage below expected should the lower limut be for state related revenue? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay ° 
find state_Il 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for state related revenue? Please do not use decimals.’ 
pdisplay “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for state related revenue? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay °° 
find state_ul 
state_hmits = found; 

Rule dont_find_state_limits If which_rev_limits < > state_related Then state_limits = found 
state_| it = (state_ ‘il _b) 
state “ul = (state_ ul >); 

Rule find_equip limits If which_cost_limits = equipment Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for 
equipment purchases? Please do not use decimals.” 

pdisplay “W hat percentage below expected should the lower limit be for equipment purchases? Please do not use decimals.” 

pdisplay ” 
find equip_ll 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for equipment purchases? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay “What percentage above expected should the upper limut be for equipment purchases? Please do not use decimals.’ 

pdisplay °° 
find equip_ul 
equip_limits = found; 

Rule dont_find_equip_limits If which_cost_limits < > equipment Then equip_limits = found 
equip_ll = (equip_Il_b) 

equip_ul = (equip_ul_b); : 

Rule find_uniform_limits If which_cost_limits = uniforms Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for 
uniform purchases? Please do not use decimals.” 

pdisplay “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for uniform purchases? Please do not use decimals.° 

pdisplay * 
find uniforms_ll 
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display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for uniform purchases? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for uniform purchases? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay ” * 
find uniforms_ul 
uniforms_limits = found; 

Rule dont_find_uniform_limits If which_cost_limits < > uniforms Then uniforms_limits = found 
umforms_ll = (uniforms_Il_b) 
uruforms_ul = (uniforms_ul_b); 

Rule find_personal_limits If which_cost_limits = personal Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for 
personal expenses? Please do not use decimals.” 

pdisplay “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for personal expenses? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay °° 
find total_personal_Il 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for personal expenses? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for personal expenses? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay °° 
find total_personat_ul 
personal_himuts = found 
find finish_personal_limuts; 

Rule dont_find_personal_limits If which_cost_limits < > personal Then personal_limits = found 
total_personal_il = (total_personal_ll_b) 
total_personal_ul = (total _personal_ul_b) 
fnnges_ll = (fringes_!1_b) 
finges_ul = ({mnges_ul_b) 
salanes_ll = (salanes_ll_b) 
salanes_u) = (salanes_ul_b) 
wages_l] = (wages_Il_») 
wages_ul = (wages_ul_b); 

Rule make_all_personal_limits_same ! simplifying assumption If todo = budget_analysis ! within any category, the upper 
! and lower limits considered to Then fringes_l] = (total_personal_ll) ! be acceptable are the same. 

fringes_ul = (total_personal_ul} ! It was felt that placing one 
salanes_ll = (total_personal_ll) ! set of limits on salanes and 
salanes_ul = (total_personal_ul) ! another on wages, for example, 
wages_Il = (total_personal_Il) ! would be highly unlikely 
wages _ul = (total_personal_ul) . 
finish_personal_limuts = done; 

Rule find_contract_Jimits If which_cost_limits = contractual Then display “What percentage below expected shouid the lower limit be for 
contractual expenses? Please do not use decimals.” 

pdisplay “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for contractual expenses? Please do not use decimals.’ 
pdisplay °° 
find total_contract_ll 
display "What percentage above expected should the upper limut be for contractual expenses? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay “What percentage above expected should the upper limut be for contractual expenses? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay °° 
find total_contract_ul 
contract_limits = found 
find firash_contract_limits; 

Rule dont_find_contract_limits If which_cost_limits < > contractual Then contract_limuts = found 
total_contract_I] = (total_contract_Il_b) 
total_contract_ul = (total_contract_ul_b) 
tele_ll = (tele_ll_b) 
tele_ul = (tele_ul_b) 
R_and_M_I} = (R_and_M_i_ 
R_and_M_ul = (R_and_M_ul_ 
travel_Il = (travel_ll_b) 
travel_ul = (travel_ul_b) 
other_contract_ll = (other_contract_li_b) 
other_contract_ul = (other_contract_ul_b); 

Rule make_all_contract_limits_same If todo = budget_analysis Then tele_ll = (total_contract_l!) 
tele_ul = (total_contract_ul) 
R_and_M_]ll = (total_contract_ll) 
R_and_M_ul = (total_contract_ul) 
travel il = (total_contract_lIl) 
travel_ul = (total_contract_ul) 
other_contract_ll = (total_contract_i}) 
other_contract_ul = (total_contract_ul) 
finish_contract_limits = done, 

Rule find_s_and_m_limits If which_cost_limits = S_and_M Then display “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for 
supplies & materials? Please do not use decimals." 

pdisplay “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for supplies & materials? Please do not use decimals.’ 
pdisplay °° 
find total_s_and_m_ll 
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display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for supplies & materials? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for suppites & materials? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay ” ” 
find total_s_ and_m_ul 
s_and_m_limits = found 
find finish_s_and_m_limits; 

Rule dont_find_s_and_m_limits If which_cost_limits < > S_and_M Then ¢_and_m_limits = found 
total_s_and_m_ll = (total_s_ and_m_ll_b) 
total_s_and_m_ul = (total_s and _m_ul_b} 
repair_Il = (repair_ll_b) 
repair_wl = (repair_ul_b) 
other_s_ and_m_il = (other_s_and_m_ll_b) 
other_s_and_m_ul = (other_s_and_m_ul_b); 

Rule make_all_s_and_m_limits_same If todo = budget_analysis Then repair_ll = (total_s_ and_m_ll) 
repair_ul = (total_s_and_m_ul) 
other_s_and_ m_ll = (total_s_and_m_}l) 
other_s_and_m_ul = (total_s_and_m_ul) 
finish_s_and_m_limits = done; 

Rule find_contin_limits If which_cost_limits = continuous Then display "What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for 
continuous expenses? Please do not use decimals.” 

pdisplay “What percentage below expected should the lower limit be for continuous expenses? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay ° ” 
find total_conun_ll 
display “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for continuous expenses? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay “What percentage above expected should the upper limit be for conunuous expenses? Please do not use decimals.” 
pdisplay * ° 
find tota]_contin_ul 
contin_limits = found 
find finish_contin_limits; 

Rule dont_find_contin_limuts If which_cost_limits < > continuous Then contin_limits = found 
total_contn_Il = (total_contn_Il_b) 
total_conun_u!l = (total_contin_ul_b) 
elect_l] = (elect_li_b) 
elect_ul = (elect_ul_b) 
w_and_s_ I} = (w_and_s_1I_b) 
w_and_s_ul = (w_and_s_ul_b) 
insure_l] = (insure_ll_b) 
insure_ul = (insure_ul_b) 
agency_ll = (agency_ll_b) 
other_contn_ll = (other_contn_lIl_b) 
other_contn_ul = (other_contin_ul_b) 
agency_ul = (agency_ul_b); 

Rule make_all_contin_limits_same If todo = budget_analysis Then elect_l] = (total_contin_ll) 
elect_ul = (total_contin_ul) 
w_and_s II = (total_contin_Il) 
w_and_s_ul = (total_contin_ul) 
insure_l] = (total_contn_il) 
insure_ul = (total _contin_ul) 
agency_ll = (total_contin_ll) 
other_conun_| = (total_conun_ll) 
agency_uwl] = (total_conun_ul) 
other_contin_ul = (total_contn_ul) 
firush_contin_limits = done; 

Rule calc_expects_& _bounds revs If todo = budget_analysis Then exp_inc{1] = (public_exp_inc) 
exp_inc{2} = (s_f_s_exp_inc) 
exp_inc{3] = (interdept_exp_inc) 
exp_inc{4] = (music_exp_inc) 
exp_inc{5] = (state_exp_inc) 
HL] = (public_ih 
ul{1] = (public_ut) 
N{2) = (s_f_s_ ll) 
ul[2} = (s_f_s_ul) 
H(3) = Qnterdept_l) 

ulf3} = (interdept_ul) 
IN[4] = (music_ll) 
ul(4] = (music_ul) 

H{5] = (state_]l) 
ul(5) = (state_ul) 
wks mil_rev_this_yr, 612,\vpp\wiis 
wks mil_rev_last_yr, nl2,\vpp\wiis ! wks other_rev_this_yr, b17..021,\vpp\wiis 
wks other_rev_this_yr{t]617,\vpp\wiis 
wks other_rev_this_yr{2],b18,\vpp\wmiis 
wks other_rev_this_yr[3],b19,\vpp\wus 
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wks other_rev_this_yr[4],020,\vpp\wiis 
wks other_rev_this_yr[5],b21,\vpp\wiis 

wks x1,n17,\vpp\wiis 
wks x2,n18,\vpp\wiis 
wks x3,n19,\vpp\wiis 
wks x4,n20,\vpp\wis 
wks x5,n21,\vpp\wiis 
mil_rev_exp = (mil_rev_last_yr +((mil_rev_last_yr/budget_rev_past)* mil_exp_inc)) 
lb_mil = (mil_rev_exp "(1 - (military_{1/100))) 
ub_mil = (mil_rev_exp * (1 + (military_ul/100))) 
x= 1 
whiletrue x < 6 then 
ex{1} = (xl + ((xl/oudget_rev_past)*exp_inc{!]}) 
ex(2] = (x2 + ((x2,0udget_rev_past)°exp_inc{1}) 
ex{3} = (x3 + ((x3budget_rev_past)"exp_inc{1])) 
ex[4] = (x4 + ((x4/oudget_rev_past)*exp_inc([1])) 
ex(5) = (x5 + ((x5/budget_rev_past)*exp_inc{!)) 

Ib[x] = (ex{x] * (1 - (H[x] / 100))) 
ub{x] = (ex{x] * (1 + (ul[x] / 100))) 
x = (x+1) 

end 

expectations = found; 

Rule calc_expects_and_bounds_ costs If todo = budget_analysis Then wks bud_equip_this_yr, b5,\vpp\wibud 
wks bud_equip_last_yr, c5,\vpp\wibud ! = wks bud_personal_this_yr, 67..610,\vpp\wibud 
wks bpty!,b7,\vpp\wibud 
wks bpty2,b8,\vpp\wibud 
wks bpty3,b9,\vpp' wibud 
wks bpty4,b10,\vpp\wibud 

! wks bud_personal_last_yr, c7..c10,\vpp\wibud 
bud_fnnges_this_yr = (bptyi) . 
bud_salaries_this_yr = (bpty2) 
bud_wages_this_yr = (bpty3) 
bud_total_personal_ this yr = (bpty4) 

wks bud_fringes_last_yr,c?,\vpp\wibud NEW 
wks bud_salaries_last_yr,c8,\vpp\wibud 9 NEW 
wks bud_wages_last_yr,c9,\vpp\wibud NEW 
wks bud_total_personal_last_yr,cl0,\vpp\wibud = !!NEW 

! — wks bud_contract_this_yr, 612..b16,\vpp\wibud 

wks bcty!,b12,\vpp\wibud 
wks bcty2,613,\vpp\wibud 
wks bety3,b14,\vpp\wmibud 
wks bety4,b15,\vpp\mibud 
wks bety5,b16,\vpp\mbud 

bud_tele_this yr = (bcetyl) 
bud_R_and_M_this_yr = (bety2) 
bud_travel_this_yr = (bcty3) 
bud_contract_other_this_yr = (bcty4) 
bud_total_contract_this_yr = (bcty5) 

! wks bud_contract_last_yr, ¢12..c16,\vpp\wibud 

wks bud_tele_last_yr,c!2,\vpp\wibud 
wks bud_R_and_M_last_yr,c13,\vpp\wibud 
wks bud_travel_last_yr,cl4,\vpp\wibud 
wks bud_contract_other_last_)t,c!5,\vpp\wibud 
wks bud_total_contract_last_yr,c16,\vpp\wibud 

! wks bud_s_and_m_this yr, 618..b20,\vpp\wibud ! wks bud_s_and_m_last_yr, c18..c20,\vpp\wibud 
wks bsmty!,b18,\vpp\wibud 
wks bsmty2,b19,\vpp\wibud 
wks bsmty3,520,\vppiwibud 

bud_repair_this yr = {bsmtyl) 
bud_s_and_m_other_this yr = (osmty2) 
bud_total_s_and_m_this_yr = (bosmty3) 
wks bud_repair_last_yr,cl8,\vpp\wibud 
wks bud_s_and_m_other_last_yr,c!9,\vpp\wibud 
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wks bud_total_s_and_m_last_yr,c20,\vpp\wibud ! wks bud_contin_this_yr, 622..b27,\vpp\wibud 

wks ben1,622,\vpp\wibud 
wks bcen2,b23,\vpp\wibud 
wks ben3,b24,\vpp\wibud 
wks ben4,b25,\vpp: wibud 
wks bcn5,b26,\ vppiwibud 

wks ben6,b27,\vpp\wibud 

bud_elect_this_yr = (ben1) 
bud_w_and_s_this_yr = (ben2) 
bud_agency_this_yr = (ben3) 
bud_insure_this_yr = (ben4) 
bud_contin_other_this_yr = (ben5) 
bud_total_contn_this_yr = (ben6) 

! wks bud_contin_last_yr, ¢22..c27,\vpp\wibud 

wks bud_elect_last_yr,c22,\vpp'\wibud 
wks bud_w_and_s_last_yr.c23,\vpp wibud 
wks bud_agency_last_yr,c24,\vpp\wibud 
wks bud_insure_last_yr,c25,\vppiwibud 
wks bud_conun_other_last_yr,c26,\ vpp,wibud 
wks bud_total_contin_last_yr,c27,\vpp' wibud 
wks bud_uniforms_this_yr, 629,\vpp.wibud 
wks bud_un:forms_last_yr, ¢29,\vpp\wibud ! wks act_personal_this yr, b26..534,\vpp\miis ! wks act_personal_last_yr, 

n26..n34,\vpp\wus 

wks apty1,b26,\vpp\mis 
wks apty2,b27,\vpp\miis 
wks apty3,b28,\vpp\wiis 
wks apty4,b29,\vpp.wis 
wks apty5,b30,\vpp\wiis 
wks apty6,b31,\vpp\wils 
wks apty7,b32,\vpp'wits 
wks apty8,b33,\vpp\wiis 
wks apty9,b34,\vpp\mis 

wks aply1,n26,\vpp\wiis 
wks aply2,n27,\vpp\mis 
wks aply3,n28,\vpp\wiis 
wks aply4,n29,\vpp\wiis 
wks aply5,n30,\vpp\wiis 
wks aply6,n31,\vpp\miis 
wks aply7,n32,\vpp\wiis 
wks aply8,n33,\vpp\mis 
wks aply9,n34,\vpp\wiis 

act_fringes_this_yr_a = (aptyl + apty2 + apty3) 
act_fringes_this_yr_b = (apty4 + apty5) 
act_fringes_this_yr = (act_fnnges_this_yr_a + act_fringes_this_yr_b) 
act_salanes_this yr = (apty6) 
act_wages_this yr = (apty7? + apty8) 
act_total_personal_this yr = (apty9) 
act_fnnges_last_yr_a = (aplyl + aply2 + aply3) 
act_fnnges_last_yr_b = (aply4 + aply5) 
act_fringes_last_yr = (act_fnnges_last_yr_a + act_fringes_Jast_yr_b) 
act_salanes_last_yr = (aply6) 
act_wages_last_yr = (aply7 + aply&) 
act_total_personal_last_yr = (aply9)! wks act_contract_this_yr, b36..b45,\vpp\wis! = wks act_contract_last_yr, n36..n45,\vpp\wiis 

wks acty]1,b36,\vpp\wiis 
wks acty2,b37,\vpp\wiis 
wks acty3,b38,\vpp\miis 
wks acty4,b39,\vppiwiis 
wks acty5,b40,\vpp\wis 
wks acty6,641,\vpp\wiis 
wks acty7,b42,\vpp\wiis 
wks acty8,b43,\vpp\wis 
wks acty9,b44,\vpp\mis 
wks acty10,b45,\vpp\wiis 
wks acly1,n36,\vpp\wiis 
wks acly2,n37,\vpp\wis 
wks acly3,n38,\vpp\mis 
wks acly4,n39,\vpp wis 
wks acly5,n40,\vpp\wis 
wks acly6,n41,\vpp\wiis 
wks achy7,n42,\vpp\wmiis 
wks acly8,n43,\vpp\\wiis 
wks acly9,nd4,\vpp\wiis 
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wks acly10,n45,\vpp\wiis 

act_tele_ this yr = (actyl) 
act_R_and_M_this_yr = (acty2) 
act_travel_this yr = (acty9) 
act_contract_other_this_yr_a = (acty3 + actyé + actyS) 
act_contract_other_this_yr_b = (acty6 + acty7? + acty&) 
act_contract_other_this_yr = (act_contract_other_this_yr_a + act_contract_other_this_yr_b) 
act_total_contract_this_yr = (acty10) 
act_tele_last_yr = (acly!) 
act_R_and_M_last_yr = {acly2) 
act_travel_last_yr = (acly9) 
act_contract_other_last_yr_a = (acly3 + acly4 + acly5) 
act_contract_other_last_yr_b = (acly6 + acly? + acly8) 
act_contract_other_last_yr = (act_contract_other_last_yr_a + act_contract_other_last_yr_b) 
act_total_contract_last_yr = (aclyl0}! wks act_s_and_m_this_yr, 047..052,\vpp\wiis ! wks act_s_and_m_last_yr, n47..n52,\vpp\wiis 

wks asmty!,b47,\vpp\wiis 

wks asmty2,b48,\vpp\ wis 
wks asmty3,b49,\vpp\wais 
wks asmty4,b50,\vpp: wis 
wks asmty5,b51,\vpp\wiis 
wks asmty6,b52,\vpp\wiis 
wks asmly|,n47,\vpp' wiis 
wks asmly2,n48,\vpp\mis 
wks asmly3,n49,\vpp\mis 
wks asmly4,n50,\vpp\uiis 
wks asmly5,n51,\vpp\wiis 
wks asmiy6,n52,\vpp\wis 

act_repair_this_yr = (asmty4 + asmty5) 
act_s_and_m_other_this yr = (asmtyl + asmty2 + asmty3) 
act_total_s_and_m_this_yr = (asmty6) 
act_repair_last_yr = {asmly4 + asmly5) 
act_s_and_m_other_last_yr = (asmlyl + asmly2 + asmly3) 
act_total_s_and_m_last_yr = {asmly6)! = wks act_contin_this_yr, b54..b60,\vpp\wiis ! ss wks act_contin_last_yr, n54..n60,\vpp\wits 

wks acontnt!,b54,\vpp\mis 
wks acontint2,b55,\vpp\wiis 

wks aconunt3,b56,\vpp\miis 
wks acontint4,b57,\vpp'wiis 
wks aconunts,b58,\vpp\mis 
wks acontint6,b59,\vpp\wiis 
wks acontint7,b60,\vpp\wiis 
wks acontin!1,n54,\vpp'wiis 
wks acontinl2,n55,\“pp\wiis 
wks acontin!3,n56,\vpp wits 
wks acontini4,n57,\vpp\wiis 
wks acontinl 5,n58,\vpp\wiis 
wks acontnl6,n59,\vpp\wis 
wks aconunl7,n60,\vpp\wils 

act_elect_ths_yr = (acontnt!) 
act_w_and_s this yr = (acontint2) 
act_insure_Uus_yr = (acontint3 + acontint6) 
act_agency_this_yr = (aconunt4) 
act_comp_perp_this_yr = (acontunt5) 
act_total_conun_this_yr = (acontint7) 
act_elect_last_yr = (acontnl]) 
act_w_and_s last_yr = (acontin!2) 
act_insure_last_yr = (acontinl3 + acontnl6) 
act_agency_last_yr = (acontinl4) 
act_comp_perp_last_yr = (acontin!5) 
act_total_conun_last_yr = (aconunl7) 
wks act_equip_this_yr, b61,\vpp\wis 
wks act_equip_last_yr, n61,\vpp\wiis 
wks act_umforms_this_yr, b13,\vpp\wiis 
wks act_uniforms_last_yr, n13,\vpp\mis 
exp_¢quip = {(act_equip_last_yr / bud_equip_last_yr) * bud_equip_this_yr) 
exp_fnnges = ((act_fringes_last_yr / bud_fmnges_last_yr) * bud_fninges_this_yr) 
exp_salanes = ((act_salanies_last_yr / bud_salanes_last_yr) ° bud_salares_this_yr) 
exp_wages = ((act_wages_last_yr / bud_wages_last_yr) ° bud_wages_this_yr) 
exp_total_personal = ((act_total_personal_last_yr / bud_total_personal_last_yr} * bud_total_personal_this_yr) 
exp_tele = ((act_tele_last_yr / bud_tele_last_yr) * bud_tele_this_yr) 
exp_R_and_M = ((act_R_and_M_last_yr / bud_R_and_M_last_yr) * bud_R_and_M_this_yr) 
exp_travel = ((act_travel_last_yr / bud_travel_last_yr) * bud_travel_this_yr) 
exp_contract_other = ((act_contract_other_last_yr / bud_contract_other_last_yr) * bud_contract_other_this_yr) 
exp_total_contract = ((act_total_contract_last_yr / bud_total_contract_last_yr) * bud_total_contract_this_yr) 
exp_repair = ((act_repair_last_yr / bud_repair_last_yr) * bud_repair_this_yr) 
exp_s_and_m_other = ((act_s_and_m_other_last_yr / bud_s_and_m_other_last_yr) * bud_s_and_m_other_this_yr) 
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exp_total_s and_m = ((act_total_s and_m_last_yr I bud_total_s_and_m_last_yr) * bud_total_s_and_m_this_yr) 
exp_elect = ((act_, elect_last_yr / ‘bud _elect_ “last_yr) ° bud_ elect this _yr) 
exp_w_and_s = ((act_w_and_s_last_yr / bud_w_and_s last_yr) © bud_w_and_s this_yr) 
exp_agency = ((act_. agency, last_yr / bud agency _! tast_yr) * bud_agency_ this_yr) 
exp_other_contin = ((act_comp_perp_last_yr / bud_contin_other_last_yr) * bud_contin_other_this_yr) 
exp_insure = ((act_insure_last_yr ; bud_insure_Jast_yr} * bud_insure_this_yr) 
exp_total contin = ((act_total_contin_last_yr / bud_total_contin_last_yr) * bud_total_contin_this_yr) 
exp_uniforms = ((act_umforms_last_yr / bud_uniforms_last_yr) ° bud_uniforms_this_yr) 
Ib_fringes = (exp_fringes * (1 - (fringes_il/100})) 
ub_fringes = (exp_fringes * {1 + (fmnges_ul/100))) 
Ib_salanes = (exp_salaries * (1 - (salanes_}1/100))) 
ub_salaries = (exp_salaries * (1 + (salaries_ul/100))) 
Ib_wages = (exp_wages * (1 - (wages_ll/100))) 
ub_wages = (exp_wages * (I + (wages_ul/100})) 
Ib_total_personal = (exp_total_personal * (1 - (total_personal_1I/100))) 
ub_total_personal = (exp_total_personal ° (1 + (total_personal_ul/100))) 
Ib_tele = (exp_tele ° (1 - (tele_ll/100))) 
ub_tele = (exp_tele * (1 + (tele_ul/100))) 
lb_R_and_M = (exp_R_and_M °* (1 - (R_and_M_1/100))) 
ub_R_and_M = (exp_R_and_M ° (1 + (R_and_M_ul,‘100))) 
Ib travel = (exp_travel * (1 - (travel_11/100})) 
ub_travel = (exp_travel * (1 + (travel_ul/100))) 
Ib_other_contract = (exp_contract_other ° (1 - (other_contract_Il/100))) 
ub_other_contract = (exp_contract_other * (1 + (other_contract_ul/!00))) 
Ib_total_contract = (exp_total_contract * (1 - (total_contract_Il/100))) 
ub_total_contract = (exp_total_contract * (1 + (total_contract_ul/100))) 
Ib_repair = (exp_repair * (1 - (repair_U/100))) 
ub_repair = (exp_repair * (1 + (repair_ul/100))) 
!b_other_s_and_m = (exp_s_and_m_other * (1 - (other_s_and_m_]1/100))) 
ub_ other: $_ and_ _m = (exp_s | and_ m other © qi + (others. and_m_ ul /100))) 
Ib _total _S_ and mn = (exp_ total _S_ “and_ m * (1 - (total_s_and_m_ll) :100))) 
ub_total_s_and_m = (exp_total_s_and_m °(I + (total_s_and_m_ul/100))) 
Ib_equip = (exp_equip * (1 - (equip_ll/100))) 
ub_equip = (exp_equip * (! + (equip_ul/100})) 
Ib_uniforms = (exp_uniforms * (1 - (un:forms_}1/100))) 
ub_uniforms = (exp_uniforms * (1 + (unforms_ul/!00))) 
Ib_elect = (exp_elect * (1 - (elect_II/100))) 
ub_elect = (exp_elect * (1 + (elect_ul/100))) 
Ib_w_and_s = (exp_w_and_s * (1 - (w_and_s_1I/100))) 
ub_w_and_s = (exp_w_and_s * (1 + (w_and_s_ul/100))) 
lo_insure = (exp_insure * (1 - (insure_I1;100))) 
ub_insure = (exp_insure * (1 + (insure_ul/100))) 
Ib_agency = (exp_agency * (1 - (agency_11/100))) 
Ib_other_contin = (exp_other_contn * (1 - (other_contin_I1/100))) 
ub_agency = (exp_agency * (1 + (agency_ul/100))) 
ub_other_contin = (exp_other_contn ° {1 + (other_contin_ul/!00))) 
[b_total_contn = (exp_total_contin * (I - (total_contin_Il;100))) 
ub_total_contn = (exp_total_contn ° (J + (total_contn_ul/100))) 
cost_expectations = found; 

Rule current_public_lt_lb If other_rev_this_yr{1] < (Ib{!]) Then public_rev_to_display = under 
find public_display; 

Rule current_public_gt_ub If other_rev_this_yr{1] > (ub{i} Then public_rev_to_display = over 
find public_display, 

Rule current_public_w_in_bounds If other_rev_this_yr{1] > = (lb{1]) and 
other_rev_tus_yr{]] < = (ubd{i) Then public_rev_to display = within 
within_budget = public; 

Rule display spublic_under If public_rev_to_display = under Then percent = (((ex{1) - other_rev_this_yr{l} / ex{iD * 100) 
color = 1 
format percent, 6.2 
display “The revenue collected from the public so far” 
display “this year is {percent} % less than expected. — 
display ” 
pdisplay “The revenue collected from the public so far’ 
pdisplay “this year is {percent} % less than expected.” 
Pdisplay °° 
color = 15 
public_display = done; 

Rule display_public_over If public_rev_to_display = over Then percent = (((other_rev_this_yr{1] - ex{1} / ex{i} * 100) 
color = 10 
format percent, 6.2 
display “The revenue collected from the public so far’ 
display “this year is (percent) % more than expected. -” 
display ° 
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pdisplay “The revenue collected from the public so far’ 
Pdisplay “this year is {percent} % more than expected.” 
pdisplay * ° 
color = 15 
public_display = done; 

find s_f_s_display, 

Rule current_s_f_s_w_in_bounds If other_rev_this_yr{2} > = (ib{2}) and 
other_rev_this yr{2] < = (ub{2]) Then s_f_s_rev_to_display = within 
within_budget = stu_fac_staff, 

_ Rule display_s_f_s_under If s_f s_rev_to_display = under Then percent = (((ex{2] - other_rev_this_yr{2]} / ex{2]) * 100) 
format percent, 6.2 
color = 12 
display “The revenue collected from students, faculty, and staff so’ 
display “far this year 1s {percent} % less than expected. —” 
display * * 
pdisplay “The revenue collected from students, faculty, and staff so” 
pdisplay “far this year is {percent} % less than expected.” 
pdisplay °° 
color = 15 
s_{_s_ display = done, 

Rule display_s_f_s_over If s_f_s_rev_to_display = over Then percent = (((other_rev_this_yr{2] - ex{2}) / ex{2]) * 100) 
color = 10 
format percent, 6.2 
display “The revenue collected from students, faculty, and staff so’ 
display “far this year is (percent}% more than expected. —“" 
display °° 
pdisplay “The revenue collected from students, faculty, and staff so” 
pdisplay “far this year is {percent} % more than expected.” 
pdisplay °° , 
color = 15 
s_f_s display = done, 

Rule current_interdept_lt_lb If other_rev_this_yr{3}] < (Ib{3) Then interdept_rev_to_display = under 
find interdept_display; 

Rule current_interdept_gt_ub If other_rev_this_yr{3} > (ub(3]) Then interdept_rev_to_display = over 
find interdept_display; 

Rule current_interdept_w_in_bounds If other_rev_this_yr{3}) > = (Ib{3}) and 
other_rev_this_yr{3] < = (ub[3]} Then interdept_rev_to_display = within 
within_budget = interdepartmental, 

Rule display_public_under If interdept_rev_to_display = under Then percent = (((ex{3] - other_rev_this yr[3) / ex3) * 100) 
format percent, 6.2 
color = 12 
display “The revenue collected from other departments so far" 
display “this year is {percent} % less than expected, -° 
display °° 
pdisplay “The revenue collected from other departments so far* 
pdisplay “this year is (percent}% less than expected.” 
pdisplay ° * 
color = 5 
interdept_display = done; 

Rule interdept_public_over If interdept_rev_to_display = over Then percent = (((other_rev_this_yr(3] - ex{3) / ex{3]} * 100) 
color = 10 
format percent, 6.2 
display “The revenue collected from other departments so far’ 
display “this year is (percent) more than expected. ~* 
display °° 
pdisplay “The revenue collected from other departments so far” 
pdisplay “this year is {percent} % more than expected.” 
pdisplay ° ° 
color = 15 
Interdept_display = done; 

Rule music_public_It_lb If other_rev_this_yr[4] < (lb{[4) Then music_rev_to_display = under 
find music_display; 

Rule current_music_gt_ub If other_rev_this_yr{4] > (ub{4])) Then music_rev_to_ display = over 
find music_display, 
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Rule current_music_w_in_bounds If other_rev_this_yr{4} > = (ib{4]) and 
other_rev_this_yri4] < = (ub(4J) Then music_rev_to_display = within 
within_budget = music; 

Rule display_music_under If music_rev_to_display = under Then percent = (((ex{4] - other_rev_this_yr(4]} / ex{4]) * 100) 
color = 12 
format percent, 6.2 
display “The revenue collected from the music department so far” 
display “this year is {percent} % less than expected. —° 
display * ° 
pdisplay “The revenue collected from the music department so far’ 
pdisplay “this year is {percent} % less than expected.” 
Pdisplay °° 
color = 15 
music_display = done; 

Rule display_music_over If music_rev_to_display = over Then percent = (((other_rev_this_yr(4] - ex{4) / ex{4) * 100) 
color = 10 
format percent, 6.2 
display “The revenue collected from the music department so far" 
display “this year is (percent}% more than expected. ~° 
display ° ° 
pdisplay “The revenue collected from the music department so far’ 
pdisplay “this year is {percent}% more than expected. —” 
pdisplay ** 
color = 15 
music_display = done; 

Rule current_state_It_Ib If other_rev_this_yr{5] < (lb{5]} Then state_rev_to_display = under 
find state_display; 

Rule current_state_gt_ub If other_rev_this_yr{5] > (ub(5) Then state_rev_to_display = over 
find state_display, 

Rule current_state_w_in_bounds If other_rev_this yr 5] >= (Ib(5) and 
other_rev_this_yr{5} < = (ub{5]) Then state_rev_to_display = within 
within_budget = state; 

Rule display_state_under If state_rev_to_display = under Then percent = (((ex{5] - other_rev_this_yr{5p) / ex{5) * 100) 
format percent, 6.2 
color = 12 
display “The revenue collected from state related activities so far” 
display “this year is {percent} % less than expected. —° 
display * * 
pdisplay “The revenue collected from state related activities so far’ 
pdisplay “this year is {percent} % less than expected.” 
pdisplay ° ” 
color = IS 
Siate_display = done; 

Rule display_state_over If state_rev_ to display = over Then percent = (((other_rev_this_yr{5] - ex{5) / ex{5) * 100) 
color = 10 
format percent, 6.2 
display “The revenue collected from state related actinties so far’ 
display “this year 1s {percent}% more than expected. -” 
display °° 
pdisplay "The revenue collected from state related activities so far’ 
pdisplay “this year is {percent} % more than expected.” 

pdisplay °° 
color = 15 
State_display = done; 

Rule current_mil_!t_lb If mil_rev_this_ yr < (b_mil) Then mil_rev_to_display = under 
find mil_display; 

Rule current_mil_gt_ub If mil_rev_this yr > (ub_mil) Then mil_rev_to_display = over 
find mil_display, 

Rule current_mil_w_in_bounds If mil_rev_this yr > = (lb_mil) and 
mil_rev_this yr < = (ub_mil) Then mul_rev_to_display = within 
within_budget = the_corps; 

Rule display_mil_under If mil_rev_to_display = under Then percent = (((mil_rev_exp - mil_rev_this_yr) / mil_rev_exp) * 100) 
format percent, 6.2 
color = 12 
display °° 
display “The revenue collected from the corps so far’ 
display “this year is {percent} % less than expected. >” 
display °° 

pdisplay °° 
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pdisplay “The revenue collected from the corps so far” 
pdisplay “this year is {percent} % less than expected.” 
pdisplay °° 
color = 15 
mil_display = done; 

Rule display_mil_over If mil_rev_to_display = over Then percent = (((mil_rev_this_yr - mil_rev_exp) / mil_rev_exp) * 100) 
‘format percent, 6.2 
color = 10 
display * " 
display “The revenue collected from the corps so far’ 
display “this year is (percent) more than expected. ~° 
display ° ” 
Pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “The revenue collected from the corps so far’ 
pdisplay “this year is {percent)% more than expected.” 
pdisplay * * 
color = 15 
mil_display = done; 

Rule none_w_in_budget If within_budget = unknown Then within_rev_to_display = found; 

‘Rule display_those_w_in_budget If todo = budget_analysis Then within_rev_to_display = found 
display * * 
color = 14 
display “The following revenue categories are within budget’ 
display “{within_budget}* 

color = 15 
display” —" 
pdisplay “The following revenue categories are within budget” 
Pdisplay, °{ within_budget)’ 

Pdisplay ”  % 

istatements block 

ask todo:"What would you like to do? Answer /Q when finished”; choices todo: Enter_new_data, graphics, budget_analysis, 
ratio_analysis, what-if_analysis; 

ask change_limits: "Would you like to change any of these ranges for the revenue categories?"; choices change_limits: no, yes; 

ask change_limits_costs: Would you like to change any of these ranges for the expense categories?"; choices change_limits_costs: no, yes; 

ask which_rev_limits: “Which revenue limits would you like to change?"; choices which_rev_limits: military, public, stu_fac_staff, 
interdepartmental,music_dept, state_related; 

ask which_cost_limits: “Which expense category limits would you like to change?; choices which_cost_limits: equipment, uniforms, per- 
sonal, contractual, supplies_matenals, contnuous; 

ask military_ll: “Please do not use decimals.*; ask military_ul: “Please do not use decimals.”; 

range military_lk 1,100, range military_ul: 1,100, 

ask s_f_s ul: °°; ask s_fis Ml: °%; 

range s_f_s_il: 1,]00, range s_f_s_ul: 1,100; 

ask public_ul: °°; ask public_It: °°; 

range public_li: 1,100; range public_ul: 1,100; 

ask interdept_ul: °°; ask interdept_lk °° 

range interdept_ll: 1,100; range interdept_ul: 1,100; 

ask music_ul: °; ask music_Il: “"; 

range music_Il: 1,100; range music_ul: 1,100; 

ask state_ul: °; ask state_ll: °"; 

range state_ll: 1,100; range state_ul: 1,100; 

ask equip Jl: °°; ask equip_uh: °°; 

range equip_li: 1,100, range equip_ul: 1,100, 

ask uniforms_ll: °°; ask uniforms_ul: °°; 

range uniforms_ll: 1,100, range uniforms_ul: 1,100; 
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ask total_personal_ll: °°; ask total_personal_ul: °°; 

range total_personal_lIl: 1,100, range total_personal_ul: 1,100; 

ask total_contract_ll: °"; ask total_contract_ul: °"; 

range total_contract_ll: 1,100, range total_contract_ul: 1,100; 

ask total_s_and_m_li: °°; ask total_s_and_m_ul: °%; 

range total_s_and_m_]ll: 1,100; range total_s and m_ul: 1,100; 

ask total_contin_II: °°; ask total_contin_ul: °°; 

range total_contin_ll: 1,!00; range total_contin_ul: 1,100; 

ask resp_rev_mkt_segments: “input adds up to ${diff}."; choices resp_rev_mkt_segments: military, public, stu_fac_stalf, interdepartmental, 
music_dept, state_related; 

ask resp_rev_mkt_segments_l: “input adds up to $({diff}."; choices resp_rev_mkt_segments_|: military, public, stu_fac_staff, interdepart- 
mental, music_dept, state_related; 

ask mil_exp_inc_h: “How much is military revenue expected to increase?”, range mil_exp_inc_h: 0,1000000, 

ask mil_exp_inc_l: "How much is military revenue expected to decrease?”; range mil_exp_inc_|: 0,/000000, 

ask public_exp_inc_h: “How much is public revenue expected to increase?"; range public_exp_inc_h: 0,!000000, 

ask s_f_s_exp_inc_h: “How much is student/faculty/staff revenue expected to increase?’; range s_f_s_exp_inc_h: 0,1000000, 

ask interdept_exp_inc_h: “How much is interdepartmental revenue expected to increase?"; range interdept_exp_inc_h: 0,1000000; 

ask music_exp_inc_h: “How much is music department revenue expected to increase?”; range music_exp_inc_h: 0,1000000, 

ask state_exp_inc_h: “How much is state related revenue expected to increase?’, range state_exp_inc_h: 0, 1000000, 

ask public_exp_inc_l: “How much is public revenue expected to decrease?"; range public_exp_inc_l: 0, 1000000, 

ask s_f_s exp_inc_l: “How much is student/faculty/staff revenue expected to decrease?’; range s_f_s_exp_inc_I: 0,1000000, 

ask interdept_exp_inc_l: “How much is interdepartmental revenue expected to decrease?’; range interdept_exp_inc_!: 0,1 000000, 

ask music_exp_inc_l: “How much is music department revenue expected to decrease?”; range music_exp_inc_l: 0,1000000, 

ask state_exp_inc_l: "How much is state related revenue expected to decrease?’; range state_exp_inc_}: 0,1000000; 

plural: within_budget, over_budget, under_budget, which_rev_limuts, resp_rev_mkt_segments, resp_rev_mkt_segments_l; plural:exp_inc, ll, 
ul, lb,ub,ex,other_rev_last_yr,bud_personal;  plural:bud_contract, bud_s_and_m, bud_contn_this_yr,act_personal, § act_contract; 
plural:act_s_and_m, act_contin, which_cost_limuts,under_lb_personal; plural:over_ub_personal, w_in_personal, 
over_ub_contract,under_Ib_contract; plural: w_in_contract,over_ub_contin, under_[b_conun, w_in_contn; 
plural:w_in_s_and m,over_ub_s_and_m, under_lb_s_and_m,other_rev_this_ yr, 

bkcolor = |; 
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B.53 PWIRAT6 

execute; runtime; endoff, actions 

color = [5 todo = ratio_analysis ! find farse display “Please be patient. The data required to perform ratio analysis is quite” display 
“extensive and requires a lot of time to retrieve. When the system is " display ‘finished retrieving the data and performing the calculations, 
it will’ display “proceed directly with the analysis.” pdisplay ° ° pdisplay “Please be patient. The data required to perform ratio analysis 
is quite” pdisplay “extensive and requires a lot of time to retmeve. When the system is” pdisplay “finished retrieving the data and performing 
the calculations, it will” pdisplay “proceed directly with the analysis.” pdisplay * ” 

continue_r = yes 
find update_r 
find current_ratio_display 
savefacts ratdata 
chain pwirat5; 

‘rules block 

‘rule start_ratio_analysis ‘If todo = rato_analysis ‘Then farse = found! wks date,bl,\vpp\wiabis ! display “The most recent data is 
for the year ending June {date}.” ! pdisplay “The most recent data is for the year ending June {date}.° ! = find continue_r! — pdisplay 
an pdisplay “Is this the most current year end?” ! pdisplay °°! pdisplay “yes no"! find update_r ! find 
current_ratio_display! savefacts ratdata! chain pwirat5; 

Rule continue_on_dont_update If continue_r = yes Then update_r = found 
'wks ca,b13..d16,\vpp\wica 
wks ca{1],b13,\vpp\wica 
wks caf{2],cl3,\vpp\wica 
wks ca{3],dJ3,\vpp\wica 
wks ca[4],o14,\vpp\wica 
wks ca(5],c14,\vpp\wica 
wks ca[6],d14,\vpp\wica 
wks ca{7],b15,.vpp\wica 
wks ca[8],cl5,\vpp\wica 
wks ca(9],d15,\vpp:wica 
wks ca{10],b16,\vpp' wica 
wks ca[11],cl6,\vpp ,wica 
wks ca{!2],d16,\vpp\mica 
ca_weight_this = (ca{1) 
ca_weight_last = (ca{2)) 
ca_weight_2 = (caf{3)) 
ca_ave_this = (caf{4)]) 
ca_ave_last = (ca{SJ) 
ca_ave_2 = (ca(6)) 
corps_comp_this = (ca{7]) 
corps_comp_last = (ca{8]) 
corps_comp_2 = (ca(9]) 
t_num_cadets_this = (ca{10]) 
t_num_cadets_last = (ca{1ID 
t_num_cadets_2 = (ca{12) 
resetca! wks bs_this,b!..b14,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{1],b1,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{2],62,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{3],b3,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this[4],b4,\vpp' wiabbs 
wks bs_this{5],65,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{6],b6,\vpp\wiabbs 

wks bs_this{7},b7, \wpp\wiabbs 

wks bs_this{8},b8,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{9},b9,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{]0},b10,\vpp miabbs 
wks bs_this{]1},b11,\wpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{12},b12,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{ 13],b13,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this[[4],b14,\vpp\wiabbs ! wks bs_last.cl..cl4,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{!J,cl,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{2},c2,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{3},c3,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{4],¢4, \wpp\miabbs 
wks bs_last{5],c5,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last[6],c6,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{7],¢?,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{8],c8,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last(9],c9,\vpp\ wiabbs 
wks bs_last{!0],c10,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{]1]],c11,\vpp\wiabbs 

wks bs_last{12],c12,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{13],c13,\vpp\wiabbs 

wks bs_last{14],c14,\vpp\wiabbs! wks bs_2_ago,d1..d14,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago(1},d1,\vpp\wiabbs 
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wks bs_2_ago[2],d2,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago[3],d3,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago[4],d4,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago|5],d5,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{6],d6,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{7],d7,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_agoj8],d8,\vpp:wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{9],d9,\.pp\miabbs 
wks 6s_2_ ago{10},d10,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago[11]},d11,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago[12].di2,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_agof]?:.113,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{14],d14,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks t_assets_3,e9,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks inv_3_ago,e7,\vpp\wiabbs ! 
wks is_this[1],b1,\vppswiabis 
wks is_this[2],b2,\vpp.wiabis 
wks is_this{3],b3,\vpp\miabis 
wks is_this(4],b4, \wpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{5],b5,'\ vpp\wiabis 
wks 1s_this[6],b6,.vpp wiabis 
wks is_this{7],b7,\vpp' wiabis 
wks is_this[8],b8, .vpp\wiabis 
wks 1s_this[9],b9,' v~pp\wiabis 
wks is_this[!0],010,,.vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{1i],b11,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{12],b12,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{}3],613,\vppiwiabis 
wks is_this{14],b14,\vpp' wiabis 
wks ts_this{]5],b15,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{16],b16,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{17],b17,\vpp' miabis 
wks is_this{18],b18,\vpp\wiabis 

wks is_this{19J,b19,\vppiwiabis 
wks ts_this{20],b20,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this(21],b21,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[22],b22,\ vpp\miabis 
wks is_this[23}.b23,'\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[24},b24,\vpp miabis 
wks is_this{25),b25,\wpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[26],b26,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{27],b27,'\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[23],b28,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[29},b29,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[30),b30,\vpp' wiabis 
wks is_this[31],b31,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[32],b32,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{33],b33,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{34],b34,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[35],b35,\vpp' wiabis 
wks is_this(36],b36,\vpp’ wiabis 
wks is_this{[37],b37,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{38],b38,\vpp' wiabis 
wks ts_this[39],b39,\vpp\wmiabis 
wks is_this[40],b40,\vpp: wiabis 
wks is_tus{[41},b41,\vpp'wiabis 
wks is_thus[42],b42,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[43],b43,\vpp \wiabis 
wks is_this[44],b44,\\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[45],b45,\vpp.wiabis 
wks is_this{[46],b46, \vpp\wiabis 

wks 18_this[47],b47,\vpp\wiabis 

wks is_this[48],b48,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{49],b49,\vpp wiabis 
wks is_this[50],b50,\vppwiabis 
wks is_this/51],b51,\vpp\wiabts 
wks is_this{52],b52,\vpp.wiabis 
wks is_this{53],b53,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[54],b54,\vpp.wiabis 
wks is_this(55],b55,\vpp\mabis 
wks is_this[56],b56,\vpp\miabis 
wks is_this[57},b57,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{58],b58,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[59],b59,\vpp\miabis 
wks is_this{60],b60,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{61],b6!,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[62],b62,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{[63],063,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{[64],b64,\vpp\miabis 
wks 1s_this{[65],b65,\vpp\wiabis 

oo
t 

to
 
t
b
 

t
a
 

dt 
t
d
 
b
d
 

wks is_this,b1..b85,\vpp\wiabis 
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wks is_this(66],b66,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[67],b67,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[638),068,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{69],b69,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[70],b70,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[71],671,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[72],672,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[73],b73,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[74],b74,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{75],b75,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[76],b76,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[77],b77,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this({78],b78,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{79],079,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[80],b80,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[81},b81,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[82],b82,\vpp' wiabis 
wks is_this[83],b83,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[84],b84,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this(85],b85,\vpp:wiabis ! 
wks is_last{1],cl,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{2],c2,\vpp wiabis 
wks is_last{3],c3,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{4],c4,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{5],c5,\vppswiabis 
wks is_last{6],c6,\vpp\ wiabis 
wks is_last{7],c7,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{8],c8,\vpp\wiabis 

wks is_last{9],c9, \vppiwiabis 
wks is_last{]0],c10,\wpp:wiabis 
wks is_last{11],cll,\vpp\wiabts 

wks is_last{12},cl2,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{13},c13,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{[4],cl4,\vpp\mrabis 
wks is_last{15],ct5,\wpp\wiabis 
wks 18_last{16],¢16,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{17],cl7,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{18],c18,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{i9],c!9,\vpp\wiabis 

wks is_lasi{20],c20,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{21],c2!,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{22],c22,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{23],c23,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{24],c24,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{25],c25,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{26],c26,\vpp'\miabis 
wks is_last{27],c27,\vpp\wmiabis 
wks is_last[238],c28,\vpp\miabis 
wks is_last{29],c29,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{30],c30,\vpp' wiabis 
wks is_last{31J],¢31,\vpp\wiabis 

wks is_last{32],c32,\vpp\miabis 
wks is_last{33],c33,\vpp\miabis 
wks is_last{34],c34, \vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{35],c35, \wpp\wiabis 
wks 15_last{36],c36,\vpp\wiabis 
wks 1s_last(37},¢37,\vpp\ wiabis 
wks is_last{38|,c38,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{39],c39,\vpp\miabis 
wks is_last(40},c40,\vppiwiabis 
wks is_lasi{41],¢41,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{42},c42,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{43],c43,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{44],c44,\vpp'wrabis 

wks is_last{/45],c45,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{46},c46,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{¢7},c47,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last]/48],c48,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{49],c49,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{50],c50,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{5t},cSt,\vpp wiabis 
wks is_last{52],c52,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{53],c53,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{54],c54,\vpp\wiabis 

~ wks is_last{55],c55,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{56],¢56,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{57],c57,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{58],c58,\vpp\miabis 
wks 18_last{59},c59,\vpp\wiabis 
wks 18_last{60),c60,\vpp\wiabis 

o
b
o
e
 

t
d
 

wks is_last,cl..c85,\vpp\wiabis 
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wks is_last{61],c61,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{/62],c62,\vpp\wmiabis 
wks is_last{(63},c63,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last|64],c64,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{[65],c65,\vpp. wiabis 
wks is_last{66],c66,\vppi\wiabis 
wks is_last(67|,c67,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{68],c68,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{69},c69,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{ 70},c70,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_las{71],c71,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{72],c72,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{73},c73,\vpp\wiabis 
wks 1s_last{74],c74,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{75],c75,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{761,c76,\vpp\miabis 
wks 15_last{77],c77,\vpp \wiabis 
wks is_last]78},c78,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{79],c79,\vpp-wiabis 
wks 15_last{80],c80,\vpp.\wiabis 
wks is_last{81],c81,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{82],c82,\vpp.wiabis 
wks is_fast{§3],c83,\vpp' wiabis 
wks is_last(&84},c84,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{$5],c85,\vpp\wiabis ! 
wks is_2_ago{1],dl,\vpp' wiabis 
wks is_2_agof2],d2,\vpp,\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago|3],d3,\vpp\miabis 
wks is_2_ago[4],d4,\vpp.wiabis 
wks is_2_ago[5],d5,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago[6],d6,\vpp\miabis 
wks is_2_ago[7],d7,\vpp\wiabis 
wks 1s_ "2 _.ago[8},d8,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_ “2 ago[9],d9,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago{10],d10,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago{!! 
wks is_2 ago(12 
wks 18_2 ago(13], 
wks is_ 2 _agofi4 
wks is_ “2. _ago{! 5 
wks is_2_ago[16 
wks is_2_ago{17 
wks is_2_ago[18 
wks is_2_ago(l9 
wks is_2_ago[20 
wks is_2_ago{21 
wks is_2_ago{22 
wks 18_2_ago{23 
wks is_2_ago[24 
wks is_2_ago[25 
wks is 2 _agol 26   

a1 1, \vpp\miabis 
G1 2,\vpp\wiabis 
d13,\vpp\miabis 
»d14,\vpp\wiabis 
,d15,\vpp\mabis 
,416,\vpp\wiabis 
.d17,\vpp\wiabis 
,d18,\vpp\wiabis 
.d19,\vpp\wiabis 
,d20,\vpp\wiabis 
,d21,\vpp\wiabis 
,d22,\vpp\wiabis 
,423,\vpp\wiabis 
,d24,\vpp\wiabis 
.d25,\vpp\wiabis 
426, \vpp\wiabis 

wks is_ “2 _ago{27),d27,\vpp\wmiabis 
Wks 1S “2 ago 28],d28,\vpp' wiabis 
wks 1s_ “2 _ago{ 29],d29,\ vpp\wiabis 
wks is_ “2 _agof{30]},d30,\vpp'wiabis 
wks is_ “2 _ago{31},d31,.\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago|32},d32,\vpp' wiabrs 
wks is_2_ago{33],d33,\vpp\miabis 
wks is_2_ago{34],d34,\vpp.wiabis 
wks is_2_ago{35],d35, \vpp\wiabis 
wks is_ “2 _agof 36],d36, \vpp\wiabis 
wks is_ “2 _ago[37)},d37,\vpp.wiabis 
wks is_2_ago{38},d38,° vpp\miabis 
wks is_2_agc{39],d39,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago[40],d40,\vpp\miabis 
wks is_2_ago(41],d41,\vpp\miabis 
wks is_2_ago[42],d42,\vpp\wmiabis 
wks is_2_ago[43],d43,\vpp\wmiabis 
wks is_2_ago[44},d44,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago{45],d45,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago(46],d46,\vpp\wiabis 
wks 1s_ “2 _agol47},d47,\vpp\wmiabis 
Wks is_ ~2 ago 48],d48,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago[49},d49,\vpp\wi abis 
wks is_2_ago[50},d50,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago{51],d51,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago{52],d52,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_agof{53},d53,\vpp\miabis 
wks is_2_ago{54],d54,\vpp\miabis 
wks is_2_ago[55],d55,\vpp \wiabis 

wks is_2_ago,d1..d85,\vpp\wiabis 
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wks is_2_ago{56], 456,\vpp\miabis 
wks is_2_ago[57],d57,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago[58},d58,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_. "2 _ago[59],d59,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago{60],d60,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago{61]},d61,\vpp:wmiabis 
wks is_2_ago(62},d62,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago[63],d63,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ ago[64],d64,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2 ago[65 
wks is_2 ago[&6 
wks is_2_ago[67 
wks is_2_ago[68 
wks is_2_ago[69 
wks is_2_ago[70 
wks is_2_ago{71 
wks is_2_ago{72 
wks is_2_ago[73 
wks is_2_ago[74 
wks is_2_ago[75 
wks is_2_ago[76 
wks is_2_ago[77   

,d65,\vpp\wiabis 
,466,\vpp\wiabis 
,667,\vpp\wiabis 
.068,\vpp\wiabis 
,d69,\vpp\wiabis 

,470,\vppiwiadis 
,d71,\vpp\wiabis 
.472,\vpp\wiabis 
,d73,,\vpp\miabis 

1474, \vpp\ wiabis 
.d75,\vpp\wiabis 
.476,\vpp\miabis 
,d77,\vpp\wiabis 

wks is_2_ago{78],d78,\vpp\ wabis 
wks is_2_ago{79],d79,\vpp'miabis 
wks is_2_ago{80],d80,\vpp wiabis 
wks is_ “2 _ago[81],d81,\vpp' wiabis 
wks is_2_ago[82],d82,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago{83],d83,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago[84],d84,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago[85],d85,\vpp\wiabis 
current_year = (bs_this{1)) 
last_year = (current_year - 1) 
year_2_ago = (current _year - 2) 
total_inv = (bs_this(7D 
last_yr_ inventory = (bs_lasi{7) 
inv_2_ago = (bs_2_ago{7)) 
new_due_to = (bs_this({!2) 
last_yr_due_to = (bs_last{i2) 
due_to_2_ ago = (bs_2_ago{12)) 
net_income = (is_this[65)) 
net_income_last = (is_last{65]) 
net_income_2 = (is_2_ago[65)) 
total_current_value = (bs_this(8]) 
last_yr_equip_value = (bs_last[8D 
equip_2_ago = (bs_2_ago[8p) 
gross_profit = (is_this{ 16} 
gross_profit_last = (is_last{16p) 
gross_profit_2 = (is_2_ago{i6) 
tmul rev = (is_ this(9) 
mul rev, last = (is_last{9}) 
mul_rev_ “2 = (is_ 2 ago(9) 
tlexpenses = (is_this{I5] + is_this(64p 
cost_uniforms_this = (is_this{15]) 
cost_umforms last = (is_lasdt15) 
cost_uniforms_2 = (is_2_ago{I5) 
tolal_oper_exp_Jast = (is_last(64]) 
total_oper_exp_2 = (is_2_ago[64) 
t_other_rev = (1s_this{24]) 
other_rev_last = (is_last{24) 
other_rev_2 = (i8_2 ago{24) 
t_personal = (is_this{36]) 
personal_last = (is_last{36) 
corps_e_to_r_this = (is_this{79p 
public_e_to_r_this = (is_this{8!]} 
s_f_s_e_to_r_this ™ (is_this(82) 
interdept_ e_to_r this = (is_thus(83) 
music_e_to ru tus = (is_this{84]) 
state_e_to_r this = (is_this(85)) 
corps_¢ e.10_F 

re fat 
interdept_e 
music ae tas 
state_e_to_r_last 
corps_¢_to_r_ _ 
public_e_to_r_ 
ee? 

interdept_e_t 
music_¢_to_r_2 
state_e_to.r_2 = i

 

= (is_last(79) 
= (is_last{8ip 

= (1s_lasd{82]) 

r_last = (is_last{83D 
ast = (is_last{ 84D) 

= (is_last{85]) 

= {is 2_ago{79) 
= (is_2_ago[81D 

~ s- 2_ago{82) 
= (is_2_agof{83) 

? is 2_ago{8&4]) 
S_ (is_2_ago{85) 
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reset bs_this 
reset bs_last 
reset bs_2_ ago 
reset is_this 
reset is_last 
reset is_2_ago; 

Rule continue_on_update_first If continue_r = no Then update_r = found 
display “Please be patient as the accrual staternents must be calculated and this takes” 
display “a little time. It also requires a litle information which you will be asked” 
display “to supply.” 
display °” 
pdisplay °* 
pdisplay “Please be patient as the accrual statements must be calculated and this takes” 
pdisplay “a litde time. It also requires a little information which you will be asked” 
pdisplay “to supply.* . 
pdisplay “"! wks mil_rev,aa7..aal2,\vpp\wiis 
wks mil_rev{1!],aa7,\vpp\wiis 
wks mil_rev{2],aa8,\vpp\wiis 

wks mil_rev{3j,aa9,\vpp wns 
wks mit_rev(4],aal0,'\vpp\mis 
wks mil_rev{5],aal l,\vpp..wiis 
wks mil_rev{6],aal2,\vpp\mis 
t_mul_rev = (mul_rev(6]) 
wks cgs,aal3,\vpp\wiis! wks other_rev,aal7..aa22,\vpp\wiis 
wks other_rev{1],aal 7,\vpp\mis 
wks other_rev{2],aa18,\vpp\miis: 
wks other_rev{ 3],aal9,\vpp\mis 
wks other_rev(4],aa20,\vpp\miis 
wks other_rev 5],aa21,\vpp\mis 
wks other_rev[6],aa22,\vpp\ wis 
t_other_rev = (other_rev[6)) 
public_rev = (other_rev{!)) 
s_fis rev = (other_rev{2) 
interdept_rev = (other_rev{3) 
music_rev = (other_rev{4]) . 
state_rev = (other_revi5])! wks personal,aa26..aa34,\vpp\wiis 
wks personal|!],aa26,\vpp\wiis 
wks personal[2],aa27,\vpp\miis 
wks personal[3],aa28,\vpp\mis 
wks personal[4},aa29,\vpp\wiis 
wks personal[5],aa30,\vpp\wiis 
wks personal(6],aa31,\vpp\wiis 
wks personal[{7],aa32,\vpp\wiis 
wks personal(8},aa33,\vpp\miis 
wks personal(9},aa34,\vpp\miis 
t_personal = (personal(9}}! wks contractual,aa36..aa45,\vpp\wiis 
wks contractual |],aa36,\vpp\wits 
wks contractual{2],aa37,\vpp\wiis 
wks contractual 3],aa38,\vpp\mis 
wks contractual[4],aa39,\vpp\wiis 
wks contractual[5],aa40,\vpp' wis 
wks contractual[6},aa4I,\vpp\wiis 
wks contractual[7],aa42,\vpp\wiis 

wks contractual[8],aa43,\vpp\wits 
wks contractual|%],aa44,\vpp wis 
wks contractual{10],aa45,\vpp\mis 
t_contract = (contractual{]0}}! wks s_and_m,aa4?..aa52,\vpp\wiis 
wks s_and_m[1],aa47,\vpp\ wus 
wks s_and_m/[2},aa48,\vpp\wis 
wks s_and_m[3],aa49,\vpp\wis 
wks s_and_m(4},aa50,\vpp\mis 
wks s_and_m{5],aa51,\vpp\wis 
wks s and_m{6],aa52,\vpp\mis 
t_s_and_m = (s_and m[6)! wks continuous,aa54..aa60,\vpp\wiis 
wks continuous! ],aa54,\vpp\ wiis 
wks continuous 2},aa55,\vpp\wiis 
wks connnuous{3},aa56,\vpp\ wis 
wks contnuous{4],aa57,\vpp\miis 
wks continuous 5],aa58,\vpp\wiis 
wks contnuous{6],aa59,\vpp\ mis 
wks continuous{7],aa60,\vpp\wiis 
t_contn = (continuous{7) 
wks equip,aa61,\vpp\wiis ! wks direct_costs,aa66..aa72,\vpp\wiis 
wks direct_costs{] },aa66,\vpp\wils 
wks direct_costs{2}],aa67,\vpp\wiis 
wks direct_costs{3},aa68,\vpp\wis 

i) 
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wks direct_costs(4],aa69,\vpp\wiis 
wks direct_costs[5],aa70,\vpp\wiis 
wks direct_costs[6],aa71,\vpp\wiis 
wks direct_costs{7],aa72,\vpp:wiis 
d_costs_corps = (direct_costs[1]} 
d_costs_public = (direct_costs{3}) 
d_costs_s_f_s = (direct_costs{4]) 
d_costs_interdept = (direct_costs[5]) 
d_costs_music = (direct_costs(6)) 
d_costs state = (direct_costs{7]) 
wks indirect_costs,aa74,\vpp\wiis ! wks bs_info,b1..b14,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_info{i|,b1,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_info[2],b2,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_infof3],b3,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_info[4],b4,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_info[5],b5,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_info{6)],b6,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_info[7]},b7,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_info[8],b8,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_info[9],b9,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_info{ 10],010,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_info[11],b!1,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_info{12],b12,\vpp\miabbs 
wks bs_info{13],b13,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_info{14],b14,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks t_assets_3,d9,\vpp wiabbs 

wks inv_3_ago,d7,\vpp\wiabbs 
last_yr_inventory = (bs_info{7) 
last_yr_equip_value = (bs_info{8) 
last_yr_due_to = (bs_info{|2) 
last_yr_reserves = (bs_info{|3]) 
wks dth_info,d1..d14,\vppi\wiabbs 
pwks dth_info,el..el4,\vpp\wiabbs 

reset dth_info 
wks cth_info,cl..ci4,\vpp\wrabbs 
pwks cth_info,dl..d14,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks inv_2_ago,c7,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks due_to_2_ago,c] 2,\vpp\miabbs 
wks equip _2_ago,c8,\vpp\mabbs 
reset cth_info 
pwks bs_info,cl..cl4,\vpp\wiabbs 
reset bs_info 
wks dth_info,dl..d85,\vpp\wiabis 
pwks dth_info,e]..e85,\vpp\wiabis 
reset dth_info 
wks cth_info,cl..c85,\vpp\wiabis 
pwks cth_info,d1..d85,\vpp\wiabis 

wks net_income_2,c65,\vpp\wmiabis 
wks gross_profit_2,cl6,\vpp\wiabis 
wks mil_rev_2,c9,\vpp\wiabis 
wks cost_umforms_2,ci5,' vpp\wiabis 
wks total_oper_exp_2,c64,\vpp\miabis 
wks other_rev_2,c24,\vpp wiabis 
wks corps_¢_to_r_2,¢79, \vppiwiabis 
wks public_e_to_r_2,¢81,\vpp mabis 
wks s_f_s_e_to_r_2,c82,\vpp'wiabis 
wks interdept_e_to_r_2,c83,\vpp\miabis 
wks music_e_to_r_2,¢84,\vpp\miabis 
wks state_e_to_r_2,c85,\vpp.wiabis 

reset cth_info 
wks bth_info,b1..b85,\vpp\miabis 
pwks bth_info,cl..c85,\vpp\wiabis 

wks corps_¢_to_r_last,b79,\vpp\wiabis 
wks public_e_to_r_last,b81,\vpp\wiabis 

wks interdept_e_to_r_last,b83, \vpp\wiabis 
wks music_e_to_r_last,b84,\vpp\wiabis 
wks state_e_to_r_last,o85,\vpp\wiabis 
wks net_income_last,b65,\vpp.wiabis 
wks gross_profit_last,bi6,\vpp\wiains 
wks mil_rev_last,b9,\vpp\wiabis 
wks cost_uniforms_last,b15,\vpp\wiabis 
wks total_oper_exp_last,b64, \vpp\miabis 
‘wks other_rev_last,b24,\vpp\wiabis 
wks personal_last,b36,\vpp\wiabis 
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reset bth_info 
wks cth,cl..cl6,\vpp\wica 
pwks cth,d1..d16,\vpp\wica 
wks bth,b]..b16,\vpp\wica 
pwks bth,cl..cl6,\vpp\wica 
corps_e_to_r_this = (d_costs_corps / t_mil_rev) 
public_e_to_r_this = (d_costs_public / public_rev) 
s_f_s_e tor this = (d_costs_s fs /s_f_s rev) 
interdept_e_to_r_this = (d_costs_interdept / interdept_rev) 
music_e_to_r_this = (d_costs_music / music_rev) 
state_e_to_r_this = (d_costs_state / state_rev) 

wks ca_weight_last,b13,\vpp\wica 
wks ca_weight_2,c13,\vpp\wica 
wks ca_ave_last,b14,\vpp\wica 
wks ca_ave_2,c14,\vpp .wica 
wks corps_comp_last,b!5,\vpp\wica 
wks corps_comp_2,c15,\vpp\wica 
wks t_num_cadets_last,b16, vpp\wica 
wks t_num_cadets_2,cl6,\vpp\wica 

current_year = (date + 1) 
last_year = (current_year - 1) 
year_2_ago = (current_year - 2) 
pwks current_year,b1,\vpp\wiabis 
pwks cuent_year,bI,\vpp \wiabbs 
display “To do this analysis, the value of ending inventory is needed for June (current_year).” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “To do this analysis, the value of ending inventory is needed for June {(current_year).” 
display °° 

find iventory_ques 

pdisplay “Can you separate the value of ending inventory into issued and unissued?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “yes no’ 
find inventory_value 
find new_equip_value 
find ca_update 
find update_abis 
find new_reserves; 

Rule inventory-value_found If inventory_ques = yes Then inventory_value = found 
. find issued_inv 

pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay “What is the value of issued inventory?” 

pdisplay * “ 
find unissued_inv 
pdisplay ° * 
pdisplay “What is the value of unissued inventory?” 
pdisplay ° * 
put_inventory({1]} = (issued_inv) 
put_inventory{2} = (unissued_inv) 
total_inv = (issued_inv + umissued_inv) 
pwks put_inventory, 65..b6,\vpp\wiabbs 
inv_for_is ™ (issued_inv + unissued_inv) 
pwks total_inv,b!4,\vpp\wiabis, 

Rule inventory_value_found If inventory_ques = no Then inventory_value = found 
find total_inv 

pdisplay *“ 
pdisplay “Then, what is the value of total inventory?” 

pdisplay * ° 
pwks total_iny,b7,\vpp\\wiabbs 
pwks total_inv,b14,\vpp\wiabis; 

Rule equip_purchases_no If equip = 0 Then new_equip_value = found; 

Rule equip_purchases_yes If equip > 0 Then new_equip_value = found 
find the_display 
find equp_number 

pdisplay *“ 
pdisplay “How many pieces of equipment does this include?’ 

pdisplay °° 
z = (equip_number) 
whiletrue z > 0 then 

find equip_name 
pdisptay °” 
pdisplay “Give an appropriate title to a peice, using underscores to connect words.” 
Pdisplay * * 
new_equip{!] = (equip_name) 
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find cost 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “How much did the {equip_name) cost?” 
pdisplay ° * 
find purchase_month 
pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay “Please enter the number for the month in which the (equip_name} was” 
pdisplay “purchased. Use | for January, 2 for February, ....12 for December.” 
pdisplay °° 
find purchase_year 
find useful_life 
pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay “How many years is the {equip_name} expected to last?” 
pdisplay °° 
new_equip[2] = (cost) 
new_equip{3] = (purchase_month) 
new_equip[4] = (purchase_year) 
new_equip{5] = (useful_life) 
find to_put 
z= (z- t)} 
reset equip_name 
reset cost 
Tesel purchase_month 
reset purchase_year 
reset useful life 
reset to_put 
reset new_equip 

end 
find total_equip_ value; 

Rule find_the_ display If todo = ratio_analysis Then the_display = found 
display “Equipment purchases during the year have totalled S{equip}.’ 
display °° 
display “After each prompt, please give the applicable information for each piece of” 
display “equipment separately.” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “Equipment purchases during the year have totalled S{equip}.” ~ 
pdisplay * * 
pdisplay “After each prompt, please give the applicable information for each piece of 
pdisplay “equipment separately.” 
pdisplay °°; 

Rule find_current_values If todo = ratio_analysis Then total_equip_value = found 
wks vbl,a4..e25,\vpp\wiequi 

y=l 
x = (vbi{y) 
total_current_value = 0 
total_depreciation = 0 

! this next loop calculates the depreciation and current value for each ! piece of equipment, and assigns those with positive values (i.e., those 
! which aren't paid off) to an array to later be summed. 

whiletrue vbI{y}] < > unknown then 
reset if_neg 
reset year_to_use 

y2=(y + 1) 
y3 = (y + 2) 
y4 = (y + 3) 
y5 ={y + 4) 
dep_cost = (vblly2]) 
month = (vbl{y3) 
yr = (vbily4) 
life = (vbifys) 
find year_to_use 
depr = (dep_cost / life) 
current_value = (dep_cost - (depr * (current_year + 1 - year_te))) 
find if_neg 

y= (y + 5) 
x = (vbi[y) 

end 
pwks total_current_value,b8,\vpp\wiabbs 
pwks total_depreciation,b63,\vpp\wiabis; 

Rule purchase_year_of equip If purchase_month < = 6 Then purchase_year = (current_year); 

Rule purchase_year_of_equip If purchase_month > 6 Then purchase_year = (date), 

Rule look_for_empty_equip_rows If todo = ratio_analysis Then wks empty?,al1..a25,\vpp\miequi 
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to_put = found 
find put_it 
reset put_it, 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty%{1] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,all..el1,\vpp\miequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty72] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,a! 2..e]2,\vpp\wiequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty7/3] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al 3..e13,\vpp\wiequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty[4] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al4..e14,\vpp\wiequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty?7[5] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al 5..e15,\vpp\miequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty76] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al6..e16,\vpp\wiequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty7[7] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al7..e17,\vpp\wiequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty78] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al8..e18,\vpp\miequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty9] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,al9..e19,\vpp\wiequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty7[10] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,a20..e20,\vpp\wiequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty411] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,a21..e21,\vpp\wiequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty412) = unknown Then pwks new_equip,a22..e22,\vpp\wiequi 
put_tt = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty7[13] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,a23..e23,\vpp\wiequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty%{14] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,a24..e24,\vpp\wiequi 
put_it = found; 

Rule put_equip_in_empty_row If empty7115] = unknown Then pwks new_equip,a25..¢25,\vpp\wiequi 
putit = found; 

Rule year_to_use If month < = 6 Then year_to_use = (yr); 

Rule year_to_use If month > 6 Then year_to_use = (yr + 1); 

Rule if_neg If current_value < = 0 Then if_neg = found; 

Rule if_neg If current_value > 0 Then total_current_value = (total_current_value + current_value) 
total_depreciaton = (total_depreciation + depr) 
if_neg = found; ; 

Rule ca_update If todo = ratio_analysis Then ca_update = found 
display “Now a litte information regarding the number of members in the corps and” display “commutation allowances is needed. 

Please answer the questions afer the prompts.” display * * 
display “How many freshmen were enrolled in the corps of cadets during the year ending’ 

pdisplay “Now a litle information regarding the number of members in the corps and” pdisplay “commutation allowances is needed. 
Please answer the questions after the prompts.” pdisplay ” 

pdisplay “How many freshmen were enrolied in the corps of cadets during the year ending’ 
pdisplay “June {current_year}?” 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “How many sophomores?” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “How many juniors?” 
pdisplay °* 
pcdisplay “How many seniors?” 
find num_fresh 
find num_soph 
find num_jun 
find num_sen 
corps_num{!] = (num_fresh) 
corps_num(2} = (num_soph) 
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corps_num(3} = (num_jun) 
corps_num{4}| = (num_sen) 
display “How much was the commutation allowance for freshmen during the year ending” 
pdisplay ° * 
pdisplay “How much was the commutation allowance for freshmen during the year ending’ 
pdisplay “June {current_year}?” 
pdisplay ° ” 
pdisplay “How much was it for sophomores?” 
pdisplay * 
pdisplay “How much was it for juniors?” 
pdisplay ° 
pdisplay “How much was it for seniors?” 
padisplay * ° 
find ca_fresh 
find ca _soph 
find ca_jun 
find ca_sen 
corps_¢al!] = (ca_fresh) 
corps_ca[2] = (ca_soph) 
corps_ca[3] = (ca_jun) 
corps_cal4] = (ca_sen) 
corps_comp_this! = ((num_fresh*!) + (num_soph*2) + (num_jun*3) + (num_sen * 4)) 
t_num_cadets_this = (num_fresh + num_soph + num_jun + num_sen) 
corps_comp_this = (corps_comp_this! / t_num_cadets_this) 
pwks current_year,b], \vpp\wica 
pwks corps_num,b8..611,\vpp\wica 
pwks corps_ca,b3..b6,\vpp\wica 
ca_weight_this] = ((num_fresh * ca_fresh) + (num_soph ° ca_soph) +(num_jun * ca_jun)+(num_sen * ca_sen)) 
ca_weight this = (ca_weight_thisl /(num_fresh + num_soph + num_jun + num_sen)) 
ca_ave_this = ((ca_fresh + ca_soph + ca_jun + ca_sen) / 4), 

Rule update_abis If todo = ratio_analysis Then update_abis = found 
pwks mil_rev,b4..b8,\vpp\wiabis 
pwks last_yr_inventory,b1 2,\vpp\wiabis 
pwks cgs,b13,\vpp' wiabis 
pwks inv_for_is,b14,\vpp\wiabis 
pwks other_rev,b19..b24,\vpp.wiabis 
pwks personal.b28..b36,\vpp\miabis 
pwks contractual,b38..b47,\vpp'wiabis 
pwks s_and_m,649..b54,\vpp\miabis 
pwks contnuous,b56..b62,\vpp\wiabis 
pwks direct_costs,b68..b74,\vpp\wiabis 
pwks indirect_costs,b76,\vpp\wiabis; 

Rule find_reserves If todo = ratio_analysis Then net_income_| = (t_mil_rev - last_yr_inventory - cgs + total_iny + t_other_rev) 
net_income = (net_income_]! - t_personal - t_contract - t_s_and_m - t_contin - total_depreciation) 
gross _profit = (t_mul_rev - last_yr_inventory - cgs + total_inv) 
tlexpenses! = (last_yr_inventory + cgs - total_inv + t_personal + t_contract) 
t_expenses = (t_expenses] + t_s_and_m + Lt contn + total_depreciauon) 
cost_uniforms_this = (last_yr_inventory + cgs - total_inv) 
wks equip,aa61,\vpp\wils 
new_reserves = (last_yr_reserves + net_income) 
new_due_to = (total_inv + total_current_value - new_reserves) 
pwks new_reserves,b! 3,\vpp\wiabbs; 

Rule calculate_current_ratios If todo = ratio_analysis Then current_ratio = (total_inv / new_due_to) 
current_rato_last = (last_yr_inventory / last_yr_due_to) 
current_ratio_2 = (inv_2_ago / due_to_2_ ago); 

Rule calculate_ROAs If todo = ratio_analysis Then ROA = (net_income / ((total_inv + total_current_value + last_yr_inventory + 
last_yr_equip_value)/2)) 

ROA_last = (net_income_Jast / ((last_yr_inventory + last_yr_equip_value + inv_2_ago + equip_2_ago}/2)) 
ROA_2 = (net_income_2 / ((inv_2_ago + equip_2_ago + t_assets_3) / 2)); 

Rule calculate_gross_profit_ratios If todo = ratio_analysis Then gross_profit_ratio = (gross_profit / t_mil_rev) 
gross_profit_ratio_last = (gross_profit_last / mil_rev_last) 
gross_profit_rabo_2 = (gross_profit_2 / mil_rev_2); 

Rule calculate_exp_to_rev_ratios If todo = ratio_analysis Then exp_to_rev_ratio = (t_expenses / (t_mil_rev + t_other_rev)) 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last = ((cost_uniforms_last + total_oper_exp_last) / (mil_rev_last + other_rev_last)) 
exp_to_rev_ratio_2 = ((cost_uniforms_2 + total_oper_exp_2) / (mil_rev_2 + other_rev_2)); 

Rule calculate_t_asset_turn_ratios [f todo = ratio_analysis Then x = (t_ mit _Tev + t_other_rev) 
t_asset _turn_ “ratio = (x/ ((total_inv + total_current_value + last_yr_ inventory + “Jast_yt_ equip_value) / 2)) 
x = (mil_rev_last + other_rev_last) 
t_asset_tum_ratio_last = (x / ((last_yr_inventory + last_yr_equip value + inv_2_ago + equip_2_ago) / 2)) 
t_ asset | _turn “ratio, 2 = ((mil rev_2 + other_rev_2) / ({inv_2_ago + equip_2 ago + tassets_3) / 2)) 
t_asset_turm_display = found; 

Rule calculate_inv_turn_ratios If todo = ratio_analysis Then inv_turn_ratio = (t_mul_rev / ((total_inv + last_yr_inventory) / 2)) 
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inv_turn_ratio_last = (mil_rev_last / ((last_yr_inventory + inv_2_ago) / 2)) 
inv_turn_ratio_2 = (mil_rev_2 / {(inv_2_ago + inv_3_ago) / 2)} 
inv_turn_display = found; 

Rule display_for_current_ratio If current_ratio < > unknown Then cls 
color = 1] 
locate 2,30 
display "CURRENT RATIOS” 
locate 5,45 
display "{current_year}° 
locate 5,35 
display “{last_year}’ 
locate 5,25 
display “{year_2_ago)}” 
locate 8,45 
format current_ratio, 5.3 
display “{current_ratio}” 
locate 8,35 
format current_ratio_last, 5.3 
display “{current_ratio_last}” 
locate 8,25 
format current_ratio_2, 5.3 
display “(current_ratio_2}° 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay ° CURRENT RATIOS’ 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay °° 
a = (current_year) 
b = (Last_year) 
© = (year_2_ago) 

pdisplay ° {c)} (b) {a}° 
pdisplay *° 
pdisplay °° 
a = (current_rano) 
b = (current_rauo_last) 
¢ = (current_rato_2) 

pdisplay ° {c} {b} {a}" 

current_ratio_display = found 
find current_ratio_analysis, 

Rule analyze_current_ratio If current_ratio < = (current_ratio_last) and 
current_ratio_last < = (current_ratio_2) and 
current_ratio < 1.25 Then locate 11,6 
color = 12 display “The current ratio is a measure of the organization’s ability to” display "meet its short_term financial obligations 

as they fall due. A ratio ” display “of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable’ for the Tailor Shop. “ locate 15,6 display “As can be seen 
above, the current situation is not good. The’ display “ratio is below its acceptable level for the most recent year, and also,” display “is has 
been declining for the past several years. This means that” display “other awaliary enterprises are financing an increasing proportion of” 
display “the Tailor Shop’s operating expenses. ~° pdisplay °* pdisplay °° pdisplay ” | The current ratio 1s a measure of the organization's 
ability to” pdisplay “meet its short_term financial obligations as they fall due. A rato * pdisplay “of 1.25 or better 1s considered ‘acceptable’ 
for the Tailor Shop. ° pdisplay °° pdisplay ° As can be seen above, the current situation 1s not good. The’ pdisplay “rauo is below its 
acceptable level for the most recent year, and also,” pdisplay “is has been declining for the past several years. This means that” pdisplay 
“other atwaliary enterprises are financing an increasing proportion of pdisplay “the Tailor Shop's operating expenses.” 
current_ravo_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_current_ratio If current_ratio < = (current_ratio_last} and 
current_rabo_last < = (current_ratio_2) and 
current_ratio > 1.25 Then locate 11,6 
color = 14 display “The current rato was designed to measure an organizaton’s ability to” display "meet its short_term financial ob- 

ligations when, and as they fall due. For ° display ‘the Tailor Shop, a rato of 1.25 or better 1s considered ‘acceptable.’ ° display ° “ locate 
15,6 display “As can be seen above, the present current rato exceeds the predefined” display “acceptable level, and thus is considered to 
be satisfactory. However,’ display “it is declining over ume which indicates that the other auxihary ° display “enterpnses are financing an 
increasing proportion of the Tailor ° display “Shop's operatng expenses. —° pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “The current ratio was de- 
signed to measure an organizauon’s ability to” pdisplay “meet its short_term financial obligatons when, and as they fall due. For ° 
Pdisplay “the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ ° pdisplay °° pdisplay "As can be seen above, the present 
current ratio exceeds the predefined” pdisplay “acceptable level, and thus is conndered to be satisfactory. However,” pdisplay “it is de- 
clining over tme which indicates that the other awaliary “ pdisplay “enterprises are financing an increasing proportion of the Tailor * 
pdisplay “Shop's operating expenses.” . 

current_ratio_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_current_ratio If current_ratio > = (current_ratio_last) and 
current_rano_last > = (current_rano_2) and 
current_rato > = 1.25 Then locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “The current ratio was designed to measure an organization's ability to” display “meet its short_term financial ob- 

ligations when, and as they fall due. For ° display “the Tailor Shop, a rato of 1.25.or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ ° display ° “ locate 
15,6 display "As can be seen above, the current situation looks very good. Not only’ display “does the current rato exceed the acceptable 
level, but is is also ° display “increasing over time. —” pdisplay °° pdisplay ° ” pdisplay “The current rato was designed to measure an or- 
gamuzation’s ability to” pdisplay "meet its short_term financial obligations when, and as they fall due. For ° pdisplay “the Tailor Shop, a 
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ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ ° pdisplay “ “ pdisplay “As can be seen above, the current situation looks very good. Not 
only” pdisplay “does the current ratio exceed the acceptable level, but is is also “ pdisplay “increasing over time.” 

current_ratio_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_current_ratio If current_ratio > = (current_ratio_last) and 
current_ratio_last > = (current_ratio_2) and 
current_ratio < 1.25 Then locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “The current ratio was designed to measure an organization’s ability to” display “meet its short_term financial ob- 

ligations when, and as they fall due. For ° display ‘the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ * display ” ” locate 
15,6 display “As can be seen above, the present situation appears promising. ° display “Although the current raho has not yet reached its 
acceptable level,” display “it is moving in the right direction. Therefore, there is no need" display “for concern. —° pdisplay ° ” pdisplay * 
” pdisplay “The current ratio was designed to measure an organization's ability to” pdisplay “meet its short_term financial obligations when, 
and as they fall due. For ° pdisplay “the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ “ pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can 
be seen above, the present situation appears promsing. “ pdisplay “Although the current ratio has not yet reached its acceptable level,” 
pdisplay “it is moving in the right direction. Therefore, there is no need” pdisplay “for concern.” 

current_ratio_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_current_raho If current_rato < = (current_ratio_last) and 
current_ratio_last > = (current_ratio_2) and 
current_ratio < 1.25 Then locate 11,6 
color = 12 display “The current ratio was designed to measure an organization’s ability to” display “meet its short_term financial ob- 

ligations when, and as they fall due. For ° display “the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ ° display ” “ locate 
15,6 display “The figures above show cause for concern. Not only is the current’ display “ratio below its acceptable fevel, but it has also 
decreased over the’ display “past year. This decrease however, does not exhibit a trend over Ume. ~” pdisplay °° pdisplay ° ” pdisplay “The 
current ratio was designed to measure an organization’s ability to” pdisplay “meet its short_term financial obligations when, and as they fall 
due. For * pdisplay “the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ “ pdisplay °” pdisplay “The figures above show 
cause for concern. Not only is the current’ pdisplay ‘ratio below its acceptable level, but it has also decreased over the” pdisplay “past year. 
This decrease however, does not exhubit a trend over ume.” 

current_ratio_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_current_rato If current_ratio < = (current_ratio_last}) and 
current_ratio_last > = (current_rato_2) and 
current_rauo > 1.25 Then locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “The current rato was designed to measure an organization’s ability to” display “meet its short_term financial ob- 

Jigations when, and as they fall due. For ° display “the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ “ display ° “ locate 
15,6 display “As can be seen above, the present current ratio exceeds the predefined” display “acceptable level, and thus is considered to 
be satisfactory. There has’ display “been a decline in the ratio over the past year, however, there appears’ display “to be no trend in this 
direction. ~ ° pdisplay “ * pdisplay °° pdisplay “The current ratio was designed to measure an orgamzation’s ability to” pdisplay “meet its 
short_term financial obligations when, and as they fall due. For ° pdisplay “the Tatlor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘ac- 
ceptable.’ ° pdisplay “ “ pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present current ratio exceeds the predefined” pdisplay “acceptable level, and 
thus is considered to be satisfactory. There has” pdisplay “been a decline in the rato over the past year, however, there appears” pdisplay 
“to be no trend in this direction.” 

current_ratio_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_current_ratio If current_ratio > = (current_ratio_last) and 
current_ratio_last < = (current_ratio_2)} and 
current_ratio < 1.25 Then locate 11,6 
color = 14 display “The current ratio was designed to measure an organization’s ability to” display “meet its short_term financial ob- 

ligations when, and as they fall due. For ° display “the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ * display " ” locate 
15,6 display “As can be seen above, the present current ratio falls below the ° display “predefined acceptable level, which is generally con- 
sidered to be” display “unsatisfactory. However, it has improved over the past year. ° display “Therefore, the situation should be closely 
monitored to make ° display “certain that it continues to move in the nght directon. —” pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “The current rato 
was designed to measure an organizauon’s ability to” pdisplay “meet its short. term financial obligations when, and as they fall due. For ” 
pdisplay “the Tailor Shop, a rauo of 1.25 or better is considered acceptable.” * pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present 
current ratio falls below the ” pdisplay “predefined acceptable level, which is generally considered to be” pdisplay - “unsatisfactory. How- 
ever, it has improved over the past year. " pdisplay “Therefore, the situation should be closely monitored to make “ pdisplay “certain that 
it contnues to move in the nght direction. 

current_rato_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_current_ratio If current_ratio > = (current_ratio_last) and 
current_rato_last < = (current_rato_2) and 
current_rano > 1.25 Then locate 11,6 
color = J0 display “The current rato was designed to measure an organization's ability to” display “meet its short_term financial ob- 

ligations when, and as they fall due. For ° display “the Tailor Shop, a rato of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ “ display °° locate 
15,6 display “As scan be seen above, the present current rato exceeds the predefined’ display “acceptable level, and thus is considered to 
be satisfactory. * display “Furthermore, it has increased over the past year leaving litle ° display “cause for concern. —*° pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay * * pdisplay “The current ratio was designed to measure an organization's ability to” pdisplay “meet its short_term financial obli- 
gations when, and as they fall due. For " pdisplay “the Tailor Shop, a ratio of 1.25 or better is considered ‘acceptable.’ ° pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present current ratio exceeds the predefined” pdisplay “acceptable level, and thus is considered to be 
satisfactory. ° pdisplay “Furthermore, it has increased over the past year leaving little ° pdisplay “cause for concern.” 

current_rato_analysis = found; 

! Statements block 

ask continue_r. “Is this the most current year end?*; choices continue_r. yes, no; 

ask todo: "What would you like to do? Answer /Q when finished”; choices todo: Enter_new_data, graphics, budget_analysis, 
ratio_analysis, what-if_anal ysis, Change_system_parameters; 
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ask inventory_ques: “Can you separate the value of ending inventory into issued and unissued?’; choices inventory_ques: yes, no; 

ask issued_inv. “What is the value of issued inventory?", ask unissued_inv: “What is the value of unissued inventory?"; ask total_inv: 
“Then, what is the value of total inventory?’; 

ask equip_number. “How many pieces of equipment does this include?’; 

ask equip_name: “Give an appropriate title to a piece, using underscores to connect words.”; 

ask cost “How much did the {equip_name) cost?"; 

ask purchase_month: “Please enter the number for the month in which the (equip_name) was purchased. Use | for January, 2 for Febru- 
ary, ....12 for December.’; 

ask useful_life: “How many years is the (equip_name) expected to last?’; 

ask num_fresh: “June {current_year}?"; ask num_soph: “How many sophomores?’, ask num_jun: “How many juniors?”; ask num_sen: “How 
many seniors?"; 

ask ca_fresh: “June (current_year}?°; ask ca_soph: “How much was it for sophomores?", ask ca_jun: “How much was it for juniors?"; ask 
ca_sen: “How much was it for seniors?’; 

plural: ca,put_inventory, new_equip,current_values,depreciation; plural: 
corps_ca,corps_num,bl_this,bs_last,bs_2_ago,1s_this,is_last,is_2_ ago; plural: 
mil_rev,other_rev,personal,s_and_m,contractual, continuous, direct_costs; plural: bs_info; bkcolor = 1; 
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B.54 PWIRATS 

execute; runtime; endoff, actions 

color = 15 display “The system has just chained to a new knowledge base and files must be” display “loaded. Please be patient. You will 
be instructed when to continue.” display “ ° loadfacts ratdata display “Press any key to examine the return on assets ratios. ~” find 
ROA_display savefacts ratdata chain pwirat4 

‘Rules Block 

Rule caiculate_ROAs If todo = ratio_analysis Then ROA = (net_income / (({total_inv + total_current_value + last_yr_inventory + 
last_yr_equip_value)/2)) 

ROA_last = (net_income_last / ((last_yr_inventory + last_yr_equip_value + inv_2_ago + equip_2_ago)/2)) 
ROA_2 = (net_income_2 / ((inv_2_ago + equp_2 ago + t_assets_3) / 2)); 

Rule ROA_display IF ROA < > unknown Then ROA_ display = found 
cls 

color = 11 
locate 2,27 
display "RETURN ON ASSETS’ 
locate 5,6 display “The Return on Assets ratio (ROA) is designed to measure how much’ display “income is produced for each dollar 

of total assets held. In a profit” display “onented organization, a high ROA is desirable. Since the primary’ display ‘responsibility of the 
Tailor Shop is to provide a service, rather than” display “produce a profit, it does not necessanly stnve for a high ROA. Rather,” display 
“it should target a specific ROA. If net income is to be used only to” display ‘replace old equipment, than an ROA of around .004 is de- 
sirable. On the” display “other hand, if net income is also used to repay the amount borrowed from” display “other awalianes (say over a 
10 year period}, then an ROA of around .08° display “is desirable. In any case, the ROA should not be negative as a negative” display 
“ROA indicates a net loss on the operations.” 

locate 18,20 display “Press any key to see the ROA analysis —° 

locate 2,27 
pdisplay ° 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay ” RETURN ON ASSETS’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay "* pdisplay ° | The Return on Assets ratio (ROA) is designed to measure how much’ pdisplay “income is produced for each 

dollar of total assets held. In a profit’ pdisplay “oriented organization, a high ROA is desirable. Since the pnmary” pdisplay “responsi- 
bility of the Tailor Shop is to provide a service, rather than’ pdisplay “produce a profit, it does not necessanly strive for a high ROA. 
Rather,” pdisplay “it should target a specific ROA. If net income is to be used only to” pdisplay “replace old equipment, than an ROA 
of around .004 is desirable. On the” pdisptay “other hand, if net income is also used to repay the amount borrowed from” pdisplay “other 
auxiliaries (say over a 10 year period), then an ROA of around .08° pdisplay “is denrable. In any case, the ROA should not be negative 
as a negative” pdisplay “ROA indicates a net ioss on the operations.” pdisplay ° ” display ” Press any key to see the ROA 
analysis” 

find rest_of_display_ROA; 

Rule display_for_ROA If ROA < > unknown Then rest_of_display_ROA = found 
cls 
color = tl 
locate 2,29 
display “RETURN ON ASSETS’ 
locate 5,45 
display “(current_year)” 
locate 5,35 
display “{last_year}* 
locate 5,25 
display *{year_2_ago)” 
locate 8,44 
format ROA, 5.3 
display “{ROA}’ 
locate 8,34 
format ROA _last, 5.3 
display “{ROA_last}” 
locate 8,24 
format ROA_2, 5.3 
display “(ROA_2}’ 
pdisplay ee 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay ° 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay °° 
a = (current_year) 
b = (last_year) 
c = (year_2_ago) 

pdisplay © {c} {d} {a)° 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay ° ” 
a = (ROA) 
b = (ROA_last) 

RETURN ON ASSETS’ 
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¢ = (ROA_2) 
pdisplay ” (c} {b} {a}" 
find ROA_analysis, 

Rule analyze_ROA_O_alf ROA < = (ROA_last * 1.02) and 
ROA > = (ROA _last * .98) and 
ROA < 0 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. The ROA‘ display “is negative and doesn’t apear to be 

improving. Thus, the Tailor Shop is" display “operating in the red and has to depend on other awaliary enterprises to” display “help pay 
its operating expenses. ~” pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. The ROA” pdisplay 
“is negative and doesn’t apear to be improving. Thus, the Tailor Shop is” pdisplay “operating in the red and has to depend on other aux- 
iliary enterprises to” pdisplay “help pay its operating expenses.’; 

Rule analyze ROA_0_b If ROA < = (ROA_last * 1.02) and 
ROA > = (ROA_last ® .98) and 
ROA <= 0.004 and 
ROA > = 0 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. The small” display “size of the ROA indicates that al- 

though income is positive, it is not large” display “enough to cover expected demand for equipment replacements. Furthermore,” display 
“the situation does not appear to be improving. ~” pdisplay °° pdisplay ° “ pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is not 
good. The small” pdisplay “size of the ROA indicates that although income 1s positive, it is not large” pdisplay “enough to cover expected 
demand for equipment replacements. Furthermore,” pdisplay “the situauon does not appear to be improving.”; 

Rule anatyze_ ROA_0_¢c If ROA < = (ROA_last * 1.02) and 
ROA > = (ROA _last ° .98) and 
ROA < = 0.09 and 
ROA > = .004 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is’ display “at an acceptable level. This indicates 

that reserves for future equipment” display “purchases are being built, while the loans from other awaliaries are” display “being de- 
creased. -" pdisplay °° pdisplay " ° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is” pdisplay “at an ac- 
ceptable level. This indicates that reserves for future equipment” pdisplay “purchases are being built, while the loans from other auwxlianes 
are” pdisplay “being decreased.” 

Rule analyze_ROA_0_d If ROA < = (ROA_last * 1.02) and 
ROA > = (ROA_last * .98) and 
ROA > = .09 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 . 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite good. The ROA‘ display “indicates that income is not only 

high enough to cover expected demand for” display “equipment replacement, but can also contnbute substanually to decreasing” display 
“the amount owed to other auxiliary enterprises. It should be noted however,” display “that it is possible that the the Tailor Shop will be 
accused of gouging ~ display “its customers since the ROA is so high.” pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present 
situation is quite good. The ROA* pdisplay “indicates that income is not only high enough to cover expected demand for” pdisplay 
“equipment replacement, but can also contribute substantially to decreasing” pdisplay “the amount owed to other awaliary enterprises. It 
should be noted however,” pdisplay “that it is possible that the the Tailor Shop will be accused of gouging “° pdisplay “its customers since 
the ROA is so high.’; 

Rule analyze ROA_I_alf ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < 0 and 
tmul_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only’ display “is the ROA negative, but 

it is decreasing over time. A glance at the income” display “statements will give a good indication of why thus is happening. Revenue” 
display “from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue)” display “has decreased by (muil_dec}% over the past 
year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for” display “salaries and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total” display “costs) 
have increased by {personal_inc}% over the past year. —” pdisplay °° pdisplay ©” pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is 
quite bad. Not only’ pdisplay “is the ROA negative, but it 1s decreasing over time. A glance at the income’ pdisplay “statements will give 
a good indicaton of why this is happening. Revenue” pdisplay “from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total re- 
venue)" pdisplay “has decreased by (mil_dec)% over the past year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for” pdisplay “salaries and fringe benefits 
(which generally make up around 60% of total’ pdisplay “costs) have increased by {personal_inc}% over the past year.” 

Rule analyze_ROA_I_b If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < 0 and 
t_mil_rev < (muil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < = (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
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format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only’ display “is the ROA negative, but 
it is decreasing over time. A glance at the income’ display “statements will give a good indication of why tms is happening. Revenue’ 
display “from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue)” display “has decreased by {mil_dec} % over the past 
year. —” pdisplay °° pdisplay ° ” pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” pdisplay “is the ROA neg- 
ative, but it is decreasing over time. A glance at the income’ pdisplay “statements will give a good indication of why this is happening. 
Revenue’ pdisplay “from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue)” pdisplay “has decreased by (mul_dec}% 
over the past year.”; 

Rule analyze_ROA_!_c If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < 0 and 
t_mil_rev > = (mul_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the ROA negative, but 

it is decreasing over ime. A glance at the income’ display “statements will give a good indication of why this is happening. Costs” display 
“incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (which generally make up around” display “60 % of total costs) have increased by 
{personal_inc)% over the past year. -° pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation 1s quite bad. Not 
only” pdisplay “is the ROA negative, but it 1s decreasing over time. A glance at the income’ pdisplay “statements will give a good indi- 
cauon of why this is happening. Costs” pdisplay “incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (which generally make up around” pdisplay “60 
% of total costs) have increased by (personal_inc}% over the past year.”; 

Rule analyze_ROA_2_alf ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.004 and 
ROA > = 0 and 
t_mil_rev < (muil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “the ROA is positive, it 

is decreasing over time. Furthermore, its small size” display “indicates that the present rate of income 1s not enough to cover expected’ 
display “demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income statements will” display “give a good indication of why this is hap- 
pening. Revenue from the corps” display “(which typically consututes more than 75% of total revenue) has decreased by” display 
“{mil_dec) % over the past year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salanes and” display “fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60% 
of total costs) have’ display “increased by (personal_inc}% over the past year. —° pdisplay °° pdisplay ° ” pdisplay “As can be seen above, 
the present situation is not good. Although’ pdisplay “the ROA is positive, itis decreasing over ume. Furthermore, its small size” pdisplay 
“indicates that the present rate of income is not enough to cover expected” pdisplay “demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the 
income statements will” pdisplay “give a good indication of why this is happening. Revenue from the corps” pdisplay “(which typically 
constitutes more than 75% of total revenue) has decreased by” pdisplay “{mul_dec}% over the past year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for 
salaries and” pdisplay “fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total costs) have” pdisplay “increased by {personal_inc} % 
over the past year.”; 

Rule analyze_ROA_2_b1f ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA <= 0.004 and 
ROA > = 0 and 
t_mal_rev < (mul_rev_last) and 
t_personal < (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
Jocate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_ dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “the ROA is positive, it 

is decreasing over tme. Furthermore, its small ze" display “indicates that the present rate of income is not enough to cover expected" 
display “demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income statements will” display “give a good indication of why this ts hap- 
pening. Revenue from the corps” display “(which typically consttutes more than 75% of total revenue) has decreased by” dispiay 
“{mil_dec) % over the past year. ~” pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although” 
pdisplay “the ROA is positive, it is decreasing over ume. Furthermore, its small suze” pdisplay “indicates that the present rate of income 
1s not enough to cover expected” pdisplay “demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income statements will” pdisplay “give a 
good indication of why this is happening. Revenue from the corps” pdisplay “(which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue) 
has decreased by” pdisplay “{mil_dec}% over the past year.*; 

Rule analyze_ROA_2.c If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0,004 and 
ROA > = Qand 
t_mul_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last} Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = |2 
find mil_dec 
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find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.] 
format personal_ine, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “is the ROA positive, it 

is decreasing over ime. Furthermore, its small size” display “indicates that the present rate of income is not enough to cover expected’ 
display “demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income statements will” display “give a good indication of why this is hap- 
pening. Meanwhile, costs incurred” display “for salaries and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total” display “costs) 
have increased by {personal_inc}% over the past year. —” pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is 
not good. Although’ pdisplay “is the ROA positive, it is decreasing over ime. Furthermore, its small size” pdisplay “indicates that the 
present rate of income is not enough t:: cover expected” pdisplay “demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income statements 
will” pdisplay “give a good indication of why this is happening. Meanwhile, costs incurred” pdisplay “for salaries and fringe benefits (which 
generally make up around 60% of total” pdisplay “costs} have increased by (personal_inc}% over the past year.”; 

Rule analyze_ROA_3_alf ROA < (ROA_lIast) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.09 and 
ROA > = .004 and 
t_mul_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mul_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is’ display “at an acceptable level. 

This indicates that reserves for future equipment” display “purchases are being built, while the loans from other awalianes are” display 
“being decreased. A word of caution however is in order. Note that the’ display “ratio is decreasing over time. A glance at the income 
statements will show’ display “why this is happening. The revenue from the corps (which typically” display “constitutes 75% of total re- 
venue) has decreased by {mil_dec} % over the past” display “year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salanes and fringe benefits (which” dis- 
play “generally make up around 60% of total costs) have increased by {personal_| inc} %" display “ over the past year.—* pdisplay ”° 
pdisplay ” * pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation 1s not bad. The ROA is” pdisplay “at an acceptable level. This indicates 
that reserves for future equipment” pdisplay “purchases are being built, while the loans from other awalianes are” pdisplay “being de- 
creased. A word of caution however is in order. Note that the” pdisplay “ratio is decreasing over tme. A glance at the income statements 
will show’ pdisplay “why this is happening. The revenue from the corps (which typically” pdisplay “consttutes 75% of total revenue) has 
decreased by {mil_dec} % over the past” pdisplay “year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salanes and fringe benefits (which” pdisplay “gen- 
erally make up around 60% of total costs) have increased by (personal_inc}%" pdisplay ° over the past year."; 

Rule analyze_ROA_3_bIf ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.09 and 
ROA > = .004 and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.] display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is” display “at an acceptable level. 

This indicates that reserves for future equipment’ display “purchases are being built, while the loans from other auxiliaries are” display 
“being decreased. A word of caution however is in order. Note that the’ display ‘ratio is decreasing over time. A glance at the income 
statements will show’ display “why this is happening. The revenue from the corps (which typically ° display “constitures 75% of total re- 
venue) has decreased by {mil_dec}% over ths past year. ~” pdisplay °° pdisplay © ° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation 
is not bad. The ROA is’ pdisplay “at an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves for future equipment’ pdisplay “purchases are being 
built, while the loans from other awaliaries are” pdisplay “being decreased. A word of caution however 1s 1n order. Note that the” pdisplay 
"ratio is decreasing over time. A gjance at the income statements will show’ pdisplay “why this is happening. The revenue from the corps 
(which typically ° pdisplay “constures 75% of total revenue) has decreased by (mul_dec}% over ths past year.°; 

Rule analyze ROA_3_c If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.09 and 
ROA > = .004 and 
tmuil_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.] display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is” display “at an acceptable level. 

This indicates that reserves for future equipment’ display “purchases are being built, while the loans from other auxiliaries are’ display 
"being decreased. A word of caution however, is in order. Note that the’ display ‘rato is decreasing over time. A glance at the income 
statements will show’ display “why this is happening. Costs incurred for salanes and fringe benefits ° display “(which generally make up 
around 60% of total costs) have increased by (personal_inc}%° display “over the past year.—" pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can 
be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is” pdisplay “at an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves for future 
equipment” pdisplay “purchases are being built, while the loans from other aundlianes are” pdisplay “being decreased. A word of caution 
however, is in order. Note that the” pdisplay “ratio is decreasing over ime. A glance at the income statements will show’ pdisplay “why 
this is happening. Costs incurred for salanes and fringe benefits ° pdisplay “(which generally make up around 60% of total costs) have 
increased by {personal_inc)%" pdisplay “over the past year.*; 
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Rule analyze _ROA_41f ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA > = 0.09 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite good. The ROA’ display “indicates that income is not only 

high enough to cover expected demand for” display “equipment replacement, but can also contnbute substanually to decreasing’ display 
“the amount owed to other awdliary enterprises. There are a couple of things” display “to note here however. First, the ROA is so high 
that the Tailor Shop might’ display “be accused of gouging its customers. And second, the ROA 1s decreasing” display “over time. This 
may signal that income is decreasing, or it may signal” display “a concerted effort on the part of management to bring down prices to an’ 
display ‘acceptable’ level. ~” pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite good. The ROA’ 
pdisplay “indicates that income is not only high enough to cover expected demand for” pdisplay “equipment replacement, but can also 
contribute substantially to decreasing” pdisplay “the amount owed to other awaliary enterprises. There are a couple of things” pdisplay “to 
note here however. First, the ROA is so hugh that the Tailor Shop might” pdisplay “be accused of gouging its customers. And second, the 
ROA is decreasing” pdisplay “over time . This may signal that income is decreasing, or it may signal” pdisplay “a concerted effort on the 
part of management to bring down prices to an” pdisplay “’acceptable’ level.”; 

Rule analyze_ROA_S If ROA > (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < 0 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = }2 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. The ROA is” display “negative which indicates that ex- 

penses exceed income. This means that the’ display “Tailor Shop has to depend on the other auxiliaries to cover its operating” display 
“expenses. On a positive note, the ROA is increasing over time, indicatng “ display “that improvements are being made. —° pdisplay “ ° 
pdisplay ° * pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. The ROA is” pdisplay “negative which indicates that ex- 
penses exceed income. This means that the” pdisplay “"Taslor Shop has to depend on the other auxiliaries to cover its operating” pdisplay 
“expenses. On a positive note, the ROA is increasing over time, indicating ° pdisplay “that improvements are being made.”; 

Rule analyze_ROA_6 If ROA > (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA > = 0 and 
ROA <.004 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 14,6 
color = 14 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is improving. ° display “Although the ROA is quite low, 

it is improving over ume. At this point, it’ display “is not earning enough to cover all of expected demand for equipment” display “re- 
placement. However, if the current trend continues, they should be ° display “able to do so in the future.—” pdisplay ° " pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is improving. ° pdisplay “Although the ROA is quite low, it is improving 
over time. At this point, it” pdisplay “ts not earning, enough to cover all of expected demand for equipment” pdisplay ‘replacement. 
However, if the current trend contnues, they should be “ pdisplay “able to do so in the future.’; 

Rule analyze_ROA_7 If ROA > (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA > = .004 and 
ROA <.09 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° display “Not only is the ROA improving 

over time, but it falls in a very good region.” display “An ROA in this region indicates that net income is sufficient to cover’ display “ex- 
pected demand for equipment replacement, and also to pay back some of the” display “debt owed to the other awaliary enterpnses. —” 
pdisplay °° pdisplay © * pdisplay “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tatlor Shop ts quite good. ° pdisplay “Not only is the ROA 
improving over time, but it falls in a very good region.” pdisplay “An ROA in this repon indicates that net income is sufficient to cover" 
pdisplay “expected demand for equipment replacement, and also to pay back some of the” pdisplay “debt owed to the other atnaliary en- 
terprises.”; 

Rule analyze_ROA_8 If ROA > (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA >= .09 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° display “Not only is the ROA improving 

over time, but it indicates that a substanhal ° display “dent can be made in its debt to other auxiliary enterprices. On the” display “negative 
side, an ROA of this magnitude indicates that revenues greatly” display “exceed expenses which could be conndered pnce gouging. ~° 
pdisplay °° pdisplay ° ” pdisptay “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop 1s quite good. ° pdisplay "Not only is the ROA 
Improving over ume, but it indicates that a substantial ° pdisplay “dent can be made in its debt to other awaliary enterpnces. On the’ 
pdisplay “negative side, an ROA of this magnitude indicates that revenues greatly” pdisplay “exceed expenses which could be considered 
price gouging.’; 

Rule analyze_ROA_9_alf ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA _last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < 0 and 
t_mil_rev < (mul_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_tast) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
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format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the ROA negative, but 
has decreased over the past year. A glance at the” display “income statements will give a good indication of why this is happening.” display 
“Revenue from the corps (which typically consututes more than 75% of total” display “revenue) has decreased by (mil_dec}%. Meanwhile, 
costs incurred for salaries” display “and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total costs) have’ display “increased by 
{personal_inc}%.—° pdisplay ° " pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” pdisplay “is the 
ROA negative, but has decreased over the past year. A glance at the” pdisplay “income statements will give a good indication of why this 
is happening.” pdisplay “Revenue from the corps (which typtcally consututes more than 75% of total” pdisplay “revenue) has decreased 
by {mil_dec}%. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salanes” pdisplay “and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total costs) 
have” pdisplay “increased by (personal_inc)%.’; 

Rule analyze_ROA_9_bIf ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < 0 and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < = (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mii_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the ROA negative, but 

it has decreased over the past year. A glance at’ display “the income statements will give a good indication of why this 1s happening.” 
display “Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total” display “revenue) has decreased by {mil_dec}%. —” 
pdisplay °° pdisplay ° ” pdisptay “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” pdisplay “is the ROA negative, but 
it has decreased over the past year. A glance at” pdisplay “the income statements will give a good indication of why this is happening.” 
pdisplay “Revenue from the corps (which typically consututes more than 75% of total” pdisplay “revenue) has decreased by (mul_dec} %."; 

Rule analyze_ROA_9_cIf ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < 0 and 
t_mul_rev > = (mul_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last} Then ROA_analysis » found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the ROA negative, but 

it has decreased over the past year. A glance at” display “the income statements will give a good indication of why this is happening.” 
display “Costs incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (which generally make up” display “around 60% of total costs) have increased by 
{personal_inc}% over the past” display “year. -” pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. 
Not only” pdisplay “is the ROA negative, but it has decreased over the past year. A glance at’ pdisplay “the income statements will give 
a good indication of why this is happening.” pdisplay “Costs incurred for salames and fringe benefits (which generally make up” pdisplay 
“around 60% of total costs) have increased by {personal_inc)% over the past” pdisplay “year.”; 

Rule analyze_ROA_l!0_a If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.004 and 
ROA > = O and 
t_mul_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = |2 
find mul_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “the ROA is positive, it 

has decreased over the past year. Furthermore, its” display “small s:ze indicates that the present rate of income is not enough to cover" 
display “expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income’ display “statements will give a good indication of why this 
is happening. Revenue’ display “from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue)” display “has decreased by 
{mil_dec}%. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salaries and’ display “fringe benefits (whidh generally make up around 60% of total costs) 
have" display “increased by (personal_inc}% over the past year. —° pdisplay ° " pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present 
situation 1s not good. Although” pdisplay “the ROA is positive, it has decreased over the past year. Furthermore, its” pdisplay “smail size 
indicates that the present rate of income is not enough to cover’ pdisplay “expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the 
income” pdisplay “statements will give a good indicahon of why this is happening. Revenue” pdisplay “from the corps (which typically 
constitutes more than 75% of total revenue)’ pdisplay “has decreased by {mil_dec}%. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salaries and” pdisplay 
“fringe benefits (whidh generally make up around 60% of total costs} have” pdisplay “increased by {personal_inc}% over the past year.”; 

Rule analyze_ROA_10_b If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.004 and 
ROA > = 0 and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
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find mil_dec 
find personal_ine 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “the ROA is positive, it 

has decreased over the past year. Furthermore, its” display “small size indicates that the present rate of income is not enough to cover" 
display “expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income’ display “statements will give a good indication of why this 
is happening. Revenue" display “from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue)” display “has decreased by 
{mil_dec}%.~—”" pdisplay “ ° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation-is not good. Although” pdisplay “the ROA 
is positive, it has decreased over the past year. Furthermore, its” pdisplay “small size indicates that the present rate of income is not enough 
to cover” pdisplay “expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income’ pdisplay “statements will give a good indication 
of why this is happening. Revenue’ pdisplay “from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue)” pdisplay “has 
decreased by {mil_dec} %."; 

Rule analyze_ROA_10_c If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.004 and 
ROA > = 0 and 
t_mil_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last} Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mal_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1] display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although” display “the ROA is positive, it 

has decreased over the past year. Furthermore, its” display “small ze indicates that the present rate of income is not enough to cover" 
display “expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income’ display “statements will pve a good indicauon of why this 
is happening. Costs ° display “incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60%" display “of total costs} have 
increased by {personal_inc})% over the past year." pdisplay ©" pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is not 
good. Although” pdisplay “the ROA is positive, it has decreased over the past year. Furthermore, its’ pdisplay “small size indicates that 

the present rate of income is not enough to cover’ pdisplay “expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income” 
pdisplay “statements will give a good indication of why this is happerung. Costs ~ pdisplay “incurred for salanes wand fringe benefits (which 
generally make up around 60%’ pdisplay “of total costs) have increased by {personal_inc}% over the past year.”; 

Rule analyze_ROA_tl_alIf ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA <= 0.09 and 
ROA > = .004 and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analyns = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is” display “at an acceptable level. 

This indicates that reserves for future equipment” display “purchases are being built, while the loans from other auxilianes are” display 
“being decreased. A word of caution however is in order. Note that the” display “rato has decreased over the past year. A glance at the 
income statements’ display “will show why this 1s happening. The revenue from the corps (which’ display “typically constues 75% of total 
revenue) has decreased by {mil_dec)% over" display “the past year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salanes and fnnge benefits’ display 
“(which generally make up around 60% of total costs) have increased by {personal_inc)%" display “over the past year. —” pdisplay °° 
pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation 1s not bad. The ROA is” pdisplay “at an acceptable level. This indicates 
that reserves for future equipment’ pdisplay “purchases are being built, while the loans from other awalianes are” pdisplay “being de- 
creased. A word of cauton however is in order. Note that the’ pdisplay “rato has decreased over the past year. A glance at the income 
statements” pdisplay “will show why thus 1s happening. The revenue from the corps (which” pdisplay “typically consutues 75% of total re- 
venue) has decreased by {mil_dec}% over pdisplay “the past year. Meanwhule, costs incurred for salanes and fringe benefits” pdisplay 
“(which generally make up around 60% of total costs) have increased by {personal_inc}%”° pdispiay “over the past year." 

Rule analyze_ROA_lIl_bIf ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.09 and 
ROA > = ,004 and 
t_mil_rev < (mul_rev_last) and 
t_personal < (personal_last}) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is’ display “at an acceptable level. 

This indicates that reserves for future equipment’ display “purchases are being but, while the loans from other awaliaries are” display 
~ “being decreased. A word of caution however, is in order. Note that the” display “ratio has decreased over the past year. A glance at the 

income statements” display “will show why this is happening. The revenue from the corps (which” display “typically consittues 75% of 
total revenue) has decreased by {mil_dec)% over" display “the past year. -” pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the 
present situation is not bad. The ROA is” pdisplay “at an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves for future equipment” pdisplay 
“purchases are being built, while the loans from other auxilianes are” pdisplay “being decreased. A word of caution however, is in order. 
Note that the” pdisplay “ratio has decreased over the past year. A glance at the income statements” pdisplay “will show why this is hap- 
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pening. The revenue from the corps (which" pdisplay “typically consititues 75% of total revenue} has decreased by {mil_dec}™% over’ 
pdisplay “the past year.”; 

Rule analyze_ROA_l!_c If ROA < (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA < = 0.09 and 
ROA > = .004 and 
t_mil_rev > = (mul_rev_last} and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 , 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is’ display “at an acceptable level. 

This indicates that reserves for future equipment” display “purchases are being built, while the loans from other auxiliaries are” display 
“being decreased. A word of caution however is in order. Note that the” display “ratio has decreased over the past year. A glance at the 
income statements” display “will show why this is happening. Costs incurred for salanes and fnnge’ display “benefits (which generally 
make up around 60% of total costs), have increased” display “by {personal_inc} % over the past year. ~* pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay 
“As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The ROA is” pdisplay “at an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves for 
future equipment” pdisplay ‘purchases are being built, while the loans from other awaliaries are” pdisplay “being decreased. A word of 
caution however is in order, Note that the” pdisplay ‘ratio has decreased over the past year. A glance at the income statements” pdisplay 
“will show why this is happening. Costs incurred for salanes and fmnge” pdisplay “benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total 
costs}, have increased” pdisplay “by (personal_inc}% over the past year.’; 

Rule analyze_ROA_l2 If ROA < (ROA _last) and 
ROA_last > (ROA_2) and 
ROA > = .09 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 . 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° display “The ROA is very high, which in- 

dicates that a substantial dent can be made’ display “in its debt to other auxiliary enterpnses. Notice that the ROA has” display “decreased 
over the past year. This may indicate a decline in income, or” display “it may indicate a concerted effort on the part of management to 
bring” display “prices more in line with costs, If the former case is true, it should be” display “looked into. -” pdisplay °° pdisplay ” ° 
pdisplay “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° pdisplay “The ROA 1s very high, which indicates that a 
substantial dent can be made” pdisplay “in its debt to other awaliary enterpnses. Notice that the ROA has” pdisplay “decreased over the 
past year. This may indicate a decline in income, or” pdisplay “it may indicate a concerted effort on the part of management to bring® 
pdisplay “prices more in line with costs. If the former case is true, it should be” pdisplay “looked into.”; 

Rule analyze ROA_13 If ROA > (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA < 0 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. The ROA is” display “negative which indicates that net 

income is also negative. This means that” display “the Tailor Shop is depending on the other awalianes to cover some of display “its op- 
erating expenses. On a positive note, the ROA has improved over the” display “past year indicating that improvements are being made. —° 
pdisplay ” ° pdisplay °° pdisplay "As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. The ROA is” pdisplay “negauve which indicates 
that net income is also negatve. This means that” pdisplay “the Tailor Shop is depending on the other auxiianes to cover some of 
pdisplay “its operating expenses. On a positive note, the ROA has improved over the” pdisplay “past year indicaung that improvements 
are being made.’; 

Rule analyze_ROA_141f ROA > (ROA_last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA > = 0 and 
ROA <.004 Then ROA_analyss = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is improvng. ° display “Although the ROA is quite low, 

it has improved over the past year. At this” display “point, it:s not earning enough to cover all of expected demand for equipment’ display 
‘replacement. However, if the current trend contnues, they should be able to” display “do so in the future. —" pdisplay °° pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is improving. “ pdisplay “Although the ROA is quite low, it has improved 
over the past year. At this” pdisplay “point, it is not earning enough to cover all of expected demand for equipment’ pdisplay “replacement. 
However, if the current trend continues, they should be able to” pdisplay “do so in the future.”; 

Rule analyze_ROA_15If ROA > (ROA_Iast) and 
ROA _last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA > = .004 and 
ROA <.09 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is not bad. ” disptay “The ROA falls within a very good 

region indicating that net income is” display “sufficient to cover expected demand and also pay back some of the debt owed" display “to 
other auxiliary enterprises. It should be noted however, that the ROA’ display “has fallen over the past year. This indicates decreasing 
earnings, and should” display “be checked into. -” pdispiay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop 
is not bad. * pdisplay “The ROA falls within a very good region indicating that net income is” pdisplay “sufficient to cover expected de- 
mand and also pay back some of the debt owed" pdisplay “to other awaliary enterprises. It should be noted however, that the ROA” 
pdisplay “has fallen over the past year. This indicates decreasing earnings, and should” pdisplay “be checked into.”; 
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Rule analyze_ROA_I6If ROA > (ROA last) and 
ROA_last < (ROA_2) and 
ROA > = .09 Then ROA_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. * display “Not only has the ROA improved 

over the past year, but it also indicates that” display “a substantial dent can be made in their debt to other auxiliary enterprices.” display 
“On the negative side, an ROA of this magnitude indicates that revenues” display “greatly exceed expenses which could be considered price 
gouging. ~" pdisplay “ " pdisplay " “ pdisplay “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° pdisplay “Not only 
has the ROA improved over the past year, but it also indicates that” pdisplay “a substantial dent can be made in their debt to other auxiliary 
enterprices.” pdisplay “On the negative side, an ROA of this magnitude indicates that revenues’ pdisplay “greatly exceed expenses which 
could be considered price gouging.*; > 

Rule mil_dec If todo = ratio_analysis Then mil_dec = (((mil_rev_last - t_mil_rev) / mil_rev_last) * 100); 

Rule personal_inc If todo = ratio_analysis Then personal_inc = ({(t_personal - Personal_last) / personal_fast) * 100); 

Rule gross_profit_display IF gross_profit_ratio < > unknown Then cls 
color = }1 
locate 4,17 
display "GROSS PROFIT RATIO ON CADET UNIFORMS’ 
locate 7,6 display “The Gross Profit Ratio was designed to measure the percentage of display “each sales dollar remaining after the 

cost of goods sold (cost of uniforms” display “issued) has been covered. In other words, this ratio indicates how much of display “each 
sales dollar is available to cover operatng expenses. If operating’ display “expenses are not being met, prices can be raised, or expenses 
lowered, and’ display “an increased gross profit ratio will result. For the Tailor Shop, this is” display “a good figure to watch to determine 
what is happening with commutation’ display “allowances, inventory, and ‘bags’ 1ssued to cadets. —" cls locate 3,1 display “In the Taslor 
Shop’‘s situation, a change in the gross profit could” display “indicate,” locate 6,6 display “- a change in commutation allowances,” locate 
7,6 display “- a change in the ‘mix’ of cadets (i.e., freshmen vs.” locate 8,8 display “sophomores vs. jumors vs. seniors),” locate 9,6 display 
*. a change in the cost of uniforms,” locate 10,6 display °- a change in the number of uniform items per ‘bag’ or” locate 11,8 display “in 
their quality, or” locate 12,6 display °- an undervaluation or overvaluauon in inventory.” display °° display “With the above in mind, our 
‘expert’ will perform its analysis. However,” display “determining changes in the cost of individual uniform items or in their” display 
“quality is beyond the scope of this system. Therefore, if one of these” display “has changed sigmificantly, it should be taken into consid- 
eration while “ display “viewing the following analysis.” 

locate 20,8 display “Press any key to see the Gross Profit Ratio analysis —° 
gross_profit_rauo_display = found 
find rest_of_display_gross_profit, 

Rule display_for_GPR If gross_profit_ratio < > unknown Then rest_of_display_gross_ profit = found 
cls 
color = 1] 
locate 2,18 
display "GROSS PROFIT RATIO ON CADET UNIFORMS’ 
locate 5,45 
display “{current_year}° 
locate 5,35 
display “{last_year}° 
locate 5,25 
display “{year_2_ago}* 
locate 8,44 
format gross_profit_ratio, 5.3 
display “(gross_profit_ratio}” 
locate 8,34 
format gross_profit_ratio_last, 5.3 
display “{gross_profit_rayo_last)” 
locate 8,24 
format gross_profit_ratio_2, 5.3 
display “{gross_profit_ratio_2}° 
gpr_2_% = (.05 * gross_profit_ratio_2) 
gpr_last_%. = (.05 * gross_profit_ratio_last) 
inc_weight_this = ((ca_weight_this - ca_weight_last) / ca_weight_last) 
inc_weight_last = ((ca_weight_last - ca_weight_2) / ca_weight_2) 
inc_ave_this = ({ca_ave_this - ca_ave_last) / ca_ave_last) 
inc_ave_last = ((ca_ave_last - ca_ave_2) / ca_ave_2) 
dec_weight_this = ((ca_weight_last - ca_weight_this} / ca_wetght_last) 
dec_weight_last = ((ca_weight_2 - ca_weight_last) / ca_weight_2) 
dec_ave_this = ((ca_ave_last - ca_ave_this) / ca_ave_last) 
dec_ave_last = ((ca_ave_2 - ca_ave_last) / ca_ave_2) 
inc_corps_comp_this = {(corps_comp_this - corps_comp_last) / corps_comp_last) 
inc_corps_comp_last = ((corps_comp_last - corps_comp_2) / corps_comp_ 2) 
inc_t_num_cadets_this = ((t_num_cadets_this - t_num_cadets_last) / t_num_cadets_last) 
inc_t_num_cadets_last = ({t_num_cadets_last - t_num_cadets_2) / t_num_cadets_2) 
dec_corps_comp_this = ((corps_comp_last - corps_comp_this) / corps_comp_last) 
dec_corps_comp_last = ((corps_comp_2 - corps_comp_last) / corps_comp_2) 
dec_t_num_cadets this = ((t_num_cadets_last - t_num_cadets_this) / t_num_cadets_last) 
dec_t_num_cadets_last = ((t_num_cadets_2 - t_num_cadets_last) / t_num_cadets_2) 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this = (cost_umforms_this / t_num_cadets_this) 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_last = (cost_uniforms_last / t_num_cadets_last) 
find gross_profit_rato_analysis; 
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Rule gross_profit_analysis_] If gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 + gpr_2_%) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last > = (gross_profit_ratio_2 - gpr_2_%) and 
gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last + gpr_last_%) and 
gross_profit_rauo > = (gross_profit_raho_last - gpr_last_%) Then gross_profit_rato_analysis = found 
color = 10 
locate 11,6 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is not chanmng” display “significantly. Unless management is inten- 

tionally trying to change it,” display “this situation appears optimal.” 
locate 16,26 display “Press any key to continue — ; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_a If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last > (gross_profit_rauo_2 °1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 and 
inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last ° .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that several different’ display “factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances have" display “in- 
creased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” display “has become more favorable, 1.¢., the proportion of 
upperclassmen in the’ display “corps has increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvatuation in inventory” display "(either ending tn- 
ventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been” display “undervalued.)° 

locate 20,26 display “Press any key to continue ~*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_b If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last > (gross_profit_ratio_2 *1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 and 
inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 

Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_°% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit rato is on a definite” display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situaton. Average commutation allowances” display “have 
increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” display “has become more favorable, i.e., the proportion 
of upperclassmen in the’ display “corps has increased.” 

locate 18,26 display “Press any key to continue —"; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_¢ If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last > (gross_profit_rato_2 °1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost _per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 

color = ] 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of” display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation’ display “allowances have 
increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%."° display “Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory (e:ther” display “ending 
inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been” display “undervalued.)’ 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to contnue ~*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_d If gross_profit_rano > (gross_profit_ratio_last ° !.05) and 
gross_profit_rato_last > (gross_profit_ratio_2 °!.05) and 
inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_uus < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * .95) Then gross_profit_rato_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = {ine_ave_this * 100) ; 
format mnc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “upward tend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situaton. The mix of cadets has become” display “more fa- 
vorable, 1.e., the proportion of upperclassmen in the corps has” display “increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation 1n inven- 
tory (either” display “ending inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been” display “undervalued.)° 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue -"; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_e If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last ° 1.05) and 
gross_profit_rano_last > (gross_profit_ratio_2 °1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = {inc_ave_this * 100) 
format ine_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that average’ display “commutation allowances have increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%.” 
locate 16,26 display “Press any key to continue —°; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_f If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last > (gross_profit_ratio_2 °1.05) and 
inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross _profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
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inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that the mux of cadets” display “has become more favorable, i.¢e., the proportion of upperclassmen in the” display “corps 
has increased.” 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue ~*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysts_2_g If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
gross_profit_rauo_last > (gross_profit_ratio_2 *1.05) and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that there has been a” display “misvaluation in inventory (either ending inventory has been overvalued or” display 
"beginning inventory has been undervalued.)° 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue —°; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_a If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 ° .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = }2 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “downard trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that several different” display “factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances have" display “de- 
creased over the past year by (dec_ave_%o}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” display “has become Jess favorable, i.e., the proportion of 
underclassmen in the” display “corps has increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory” display “(either ending in- 
ventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been’ display “overvalued.)° 

locate 20,26 display “Press any key to continue — 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_b If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last ®° .95) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 *. 95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = [2 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) . 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “downward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situahon. Average commutation allowances” display “have 
decreased over the past year by {dec_ave_%}%. Meanwtule, the mix of cadets” display “has become less favorable, i.e., the proportion 
of underclassmen in the” display “corps has increased.’ 

locate 18,26 display “Press any key to continue —"; 

Rule gross_profit_analysts_3_c¢ If gross_profit_rano < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 * .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = [2 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this ° 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “downward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situaton. Average commutation’ display “allowances have 
decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%.° display “Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory (either” dispiay “ending 
inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been” display “overvalued.)” 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue —’; 

Rule gross_profit_analyns_3_d If gross_profit_rato < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < {gross_profit_ratio_2 ° .95) and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last ® 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “dowwnard trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situaton., The mix of cadets has become” display ‘less fa- 
vorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the corps has’ display “increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inven- 
tory (either” display “ending inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been” display “overvalued.)° 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue ~"; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_e If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_rano_2 °* .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_%. = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display "downward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that average’ display “commutaton allowances have decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%)}%.” 
locate 16,26 display “Press any key to conunue —", 
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Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_f If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 * .95} and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite’ display “downward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that the mix of cadets” display “has become less favorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the” display “corps 
has increased.” 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue —°; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_g If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 * .95) and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last ° 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = [2 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_“% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “downward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that there has been a” display “misvaluation in inventory (etther ending inventory has been undervalued or’ display 
“beginning inventory has been overvalued.)° 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue ~": 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4_a If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 and 
inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
unrform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform _cost_per_cadet_last * .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = {inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over’ display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that several different” display “factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances have’ display “in- 
creased over the past year by {inc_ave_%.}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” display “has become more favorable, i.¢., the proportion of 
upperclassmen in the” display “corps has increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory” display “(either ending in- 
ventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been’ display “undervalued.)° 

locate 20,26 display “Press any key to continue —"; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4_b If gross_profit_rato > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 and 
inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = {inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over” display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutaton allowances’ display “have 
increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” display “has become more favorable, i.e., the proportion 
of upperclassmen in the” display “corps has increased.” 

locate 18,26 display “Press any key to continue —’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4 ¢ If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last ® 1.05) and 
inc_ave_ this > 0.05 and 
uniform _cos _per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last ° .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 

color = | 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over’ display “the past year. A determinaton 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situauon. Average commutation’ display “allowances have 
increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%)}%.° display “Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory (either” display “ending 
inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been’ display “undervalued.” 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue —’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4_d If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last ® 1.05) and 
inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last ° .95) Then gross_profit_rato_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = {inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over’ display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. The mix of cadets has become’ display “more fa- 
vorable, i.e., the proporton of upperclassmen in the corps has” display “increased. Furthermore, there has been a musvaluation in inven- 
tory (either” display “ending inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been” display “undervalued.)” 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to conunue —°; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4_¢ If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found - 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over’ display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that average’ display “commutation allowances have increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%.” 
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locate 16,26 display “Press any key to continue ~*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4 f If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_“% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over’ display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that the mux of cadets” display “has become more [avorable, i.e., the proportion of upperclassmen in the" display “corps 
has increased.” 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue —”; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4_g If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last ® 1.05) and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (umform_cost_per_cadet_last * .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format tnc_ave_%o, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over’ display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that there has been a” display “misvaluation in inventory (either ending inventory has been overvalued or’ display 
"beginning inventory has been undervalucd.)” 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue —’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_a If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last ° .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_ttis > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over” display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that several different’ display “factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances have" display 
“decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%. Meanwhule, the mix of cadets” display “has become less favorable, i.e., the proportion 
of underclassmen in the’ display “corps has increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory” display “(either ending 
inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been’ display “overvalued.)’ 

locate 20,26 display “Press any key to continue —*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_b If gross_profit_rato < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0,05 Then gross _profit_rato_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over’ display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances” display 
“have decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” display “has become less favorable, i.e., the pro- 
portion of underclassmen in the” display “corps has increased.” 

Jocate 18,26 display “Press any key to contnue —*; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_c If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last ® .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
umform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last ° 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over” display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this stuaton. Average commutation’ display “allowances 
have decreased over the past year by {dec_ave_%)%.° display “Furthermore, there has been a musvaluation in inventory (either” display 
“ending inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been” display “overvalued.)° 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to contnue —°; 

Rule gross_profit_anal ysis_5_d If gross_profit_rauo < (gross_profit_ratio_last ® .95) and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_rato_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% ™ (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over’ display “the past year. A determi- 

nauon of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. The mix of cadets has become’ display “less 
favorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the corps has” display “increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in in- 
ventory {either display “ending inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been’ display “overvalued.)” 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue -°; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5S_e If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over’ display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that average” display “commutation allowances have decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%.” 
locate 16,26 display “Press any key to continue ~”; 
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Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_f If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over’ display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that the mix of cadets” display “has become less favorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the” display 
“corps has increased.” 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue —’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_g If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95} and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over” display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that there has been a” display “misvaluation in inventory (erther ending inventory has been undervalued or’ 
display “beginning inventory has been overvalued.}° 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue ~*; 

! Statements block 

ask continue_r: “Is this the most current year end?"; choices continue_r: yes, no; 

ask todo: "What would you like to do? Answer /Q when finished’, choices todo: Enter_new_data, graphics, budget_analysis, 
ratio_analysis, what-if_analysis, Change_system_parameters; 

ask inventory_ques: “Can you separate the value of ending inventory into issued and unissued?"; choices inventory_ques: yes, no; 

ask issued_inv: “What is the value of issued inventory?*; ask unissued_inv: “What is the value of unissued inventory?"; ask total_inv.: 
“Then, what is the value of total inventory?7’; 

ask equip_number: “How many pieces of equipment does this include?’; 

ask equip_name: “Give an appropriate title to a piece, using underscores to connect words.”; 

ask cost “How much did the ({equip_name} cost?’; 

ask purchase_month: “Please enter the number for the month in which the {equip_name) was purchased. Use | for January, 2 for Febru- 
ary, ....12 for December.’; 

ask useful_life: “How many years is the (equip_name} expected to last?’; 

ask num_fresh: “June {current_year)?°; ask num_soph: "How many sophomores?’; ask num_jun: “How many juniors?’; ask num_sen: “How 
many seniors?’, 

ask ca_fresh: “June (current_year}?°; ask ca_soph: “How much was it for sophomores?", ask ca_jur: “How much was it for juniors?*; ask 
ca_sen: “How much was it for seniors?’; 

plural: put_inventory, new_equip,current_values,depreciation; plural: corps_ca,corps_num; bkcolor = |; 
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B.55 PWIRAT4 

execute; runtime; endolf, actions 

color = 15 todo = ratio_analysis display “The system has just chained to a new knowledge base and files must be’ display “loaded. Please 
be patient. You will be instructed when to continue.” display ° ° loadfacts ratdata display “Press any key to examine the gross profit ra- 
tos. —” find gross_profit_ratio_display chain pwirat3 ; 

rules block 

Rule calculate_gross_profit_ratios If todo = ratio_analysis Then gross_profit_ratio = (gross_profit / t_mil_rev) 
gross_profit_ratio_last = (gross _profit_last / mil_rev_last) 
gross_profit_ratio_2 = (gross_profit_2 / mil_rev_2); 

Rule mil_dec If todo = ratio_analysis Then mil_dec = (((mil_rev_Jast - t_mii_rev) / mil_rev_last) * 100); 

Rule personal_inc If todo = ratio_analysis Then personal_inc = (((t_personal - Personal_last) / personal_last) ° 100), 

Rule gross_profit_display IF gross_profit_ratio < > unknown Then cls 
color = 11 
locate 4,17 
display “GROSS PROFIT RATIO ON CADET UNIFORMS’ 
locate 7,6 display “The Gross Profit Ratio was designed to measure the percentage of display “each sales dollar remaining after the 

cost of goods sold (cost of uniforms” display “issued) has been covered. In other words, this ratio indicates how much of display “each 
sales dollar is available to cover operating expenses. If operating” display “expenses are not being met, pnces can be raised, or expenses 
lowered, and” display °an increased gross profit rato will result. For the Tailor Shop, this ts” display “a good figure to watch to determine 
what is happening with commutation’ display “allowances, inventory, and ‘bags’ issued to cadets. —° cls locate 3,1 display “In the Tailor 
Shop’s situation, a change in the gross profit could” display “indicate,” locate 6,6 display “- a change in commutation allowances,” locate 
7,6 display "- a change in the ‘mix’ of cadets (i.e., freshmen vs.” locate 8,8 display “sophomores vs. juniors vs. senuors),” locate 9,6 display 
*. a change in the cost of uniforms,” locate 10,6 display "- a change in the number of uniform items per ‘bag’ or” locate 11,8 display “in 
their quality, or” locate 12,6 display “- an undervaluation or overvaluation in inventory.” display °° display “With the above in mind, our 
‘expert’ will perform its analyns. However,” display “determining changes in the cost of individual unmsform items or in their” display 
“quality is beyond the scope of this system. Therefore, if one of these” display “has changed sigmuficantly, it should be taken into consid- 
erauon while ° display “viewing the following analysis.” 

locate 20,8 display “Press any key to see the Gross Profit Ratio analysis —” 

pdisplay eos 

pdisplay °° 

Pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay * GROSS PROFIT RATIO ON CADET UNIFORMS’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay ” ° pdispiay ° The Gross Profit Ratio was designed to measure the percentage of pdisplay “each sales dollar remaining 

after the cost of goods sold (cost of uniforms’ pdisplay “issued} has been covered. In other words, this ratio indicates how much of 
pdisplay “each sales dollar is available to cover operating expenses. If operating” pdisplay “expenses are not being met, prices can be 
raised, or expenses lowered, and" pdisplay “an increased gross profit rato will result. For the Tailor Shop, this 1s° pdisplay “a good figure 
to watch to determine what is happening with commutation” pdisplay “allowances, inventory, and ‘bags’ tssued to cadets.” pdisplay °° 
pdisplay ” ° pdisplay ° ° pdisplay “In the Tailor Shop’s situaton, a change in the gross profit could” pdisplay “indicate,” pdisplay ” ” 
pdisplay ° - a change in commutation allowances,” pdisplay * + a change tn the ‘mux’ of cadets (1.¢., freshmen vs.” pdisplay * 
sophomores vs. juniors vs. seniors), pdisplay ” - a change in the cost of uniforms,” pdisplay ° - a change in the number of un:form 
items per ‘bag’ or” pdisplay ° in their quality, or” pdisplay ° - an undervaluation or overvaluaton in inventory.” pdisplay °° 
pdisplay “With the above in mind, our ‘expert’ will perform its analysis. However,” pdisplay “determining changes in the cost of ind:ivdual 
unsform items or in their” pdisplay “quality 1s beyond the scope of this system. Therefore, if one of these” pdisplay “has changed sigmuif- 
icantly, 1t should be taken into consideration while ° pdisplay “wewing the following analysis.” pdisplay ° ” pdisplay ° Press any key 
to see the Gross Profit Rato analysis’ 

gross_profit_ratio_display = found 
find rest_of_display_gross_profit, 

Rule disptay_for_GPR If gross_profit_ratio < > unknown Then rest_of_dispiay_gross profit = found 
cls 
color = 1] 
locate 2,18 
display “GROSS PROFIT RATIO ON CADET UNIFORMS’ 
locate 5,45 
display “{current_year}’ 
Jocate 5,35 
display “{last_year)’ 
locate 5,25 
display “{year_2_ago)}° 
locate 8,44 
format gross_profit_ratio, 5.3 
display “{gross_profit_ratio}” 
locate 8,34 
format gross_profit_ratio_last, 5.3 
display “{gross_profit_ratio_last}” 
locate 8,24 
format gross_profit_ratio_2, 5.3 
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display "{gross_profit_ratio_2}” 

pdisplay * * 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay ° ” 
locate 2,18 
pdisplay ° GROSS PROFIT RATIO ON CADET UNIFORMS’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay °° 
locate 5,45 
a = (current_year) 
locate 5,35 
b = (last_year) 
locate 5,25 
c = (year_2_ago) 

Pdisplay ° {c} {b} {a}° 
pdisplay ° ” 
pdisplay 
a = (gross_profit_rato) 
b = (gross_profit_ratio_last) 
© = (gross_profit_ratio_2) 

Pdisplay * {c} {b} (a}° 

gpr_2_% = {.05 * gross_profit_ratio_2) 
gpr_last_% = (.05 ° gross_profit_ratio_last) 
inc_weight_ttus = ((ca_weight_this - ca_weight_last} / ca_weight_last) 
inc_weight_last = ((ca_weight_last - ca_wetght_2) / ca_weight_2) 
inc_ave_this = ((ca_ave_this - ca_ave_last) / ca_ave_last) 
inc_ave_last = ((ca_ave_last - ca_ave_2) / ca_ave_2) 
dec_weight_this = ((ca_weight_last - ca_weight_this) / ca_weight_last) 
dec_weight_last = ((ca_weight_2 - ca_weight_last) / ca_weight_2) 
dec_ave_this = ((ca_ave_last - ca_ave_this) / ca_ave_last)} 
dec_ave_last = ((ca_ave_2 - ca_ave_last) / ca_ave_2) 
inc_corps_comp_this = ((corps_comp_this - corps_comp_last) / corps_comp_l!ast) 
in¢_corps_comp_last = ((corps_comp_last - corps_comp_2) / corps_comp_2) 
inc_t_num_cadets_this = ((t_num_cadets_this - t_num_cadets_last) / t_num_cadets_last) 
inc_t_num_cadets_last = ((t_num_cadets_last - t_num_cadets_2) / t_num_cadets_2) 
dec_corps_comp_this = ((corps_comp_last - corps_comp_this) / corps_comp_ last) 
dec_corps_comp_last = (({corps_comp_2 - corps_comp_last) / corps_comp_2) 
dec_t_num_cadets_this = ((t_num_cadets_last - t_num_cadets_this) / t_num_cadets_last) 
dec_t_num_cadets_last = ((t_num_cadets_2 - t_num_cadets_last) / t_num_cadets_2) 
uruform_cost_per_cadet_this = (cost_uniforms_this / t_num_cadets_this) 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_last = (cost_uniforms_last / t_num_cadets_last) 
find gross_profit_ratio_anabysis; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_| If gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 + gpr_2_%) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last > = (gross_profit_ratio_2 - gpr_2_%) and 
gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last + gpr_last_%) and 
gross_profit_ratio > = (gross_profit_ratio_last - gpr_last_%) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 10 
locate 11,6 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is not changing’ display “significantly. Unless management is inten- 

tionally trying to change it,” display “this situation appears optimal.” 
locate 16,26 display “Press any key to continue —* pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is not 

changing” pdisplay “ngnificantly. Unless management is intentionally trying to change it,” pdisplay “this situation appears optimal.’ 
pdisplay °° display ” Press any key to continue’, 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_a If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
gross_profit_rauo_last > (gross_profit_rano_2 °1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 and 
inc_corps_comp_thus > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_tus < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last © .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = {inc_ave_this ® 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite’ display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that several different” display “factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances have” display “in- 
creased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mux of cadets” display “has become more favorable, i.e., the proportion of 
upperclassmen in the” display “corps has increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory” display “(either ending in- 
ventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been” display “undervalued.)” 

locate 20,26 display “Press any key to continue ~” pdisplay ° ° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on 
a definite” pdisplay “upward trend. A determination of the cause reveals that several different” pdisplay “factors are causing ths situation. 
Average commutation allowances have" pdisplay “increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mx of cadets” pdisplay 
“has become more favorable, i.e., the proportion of upperclassmen in the” pdisplay “corps has increased. Furthermore, there has been a 
misvaluaton in inventory’ pdisplay “(either ending inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been” pdisplay “underval- 
ued.)” pdisplay °° pdisplay ° Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_6 If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last . 1.05) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last > (gross_profit_ratio_2 °1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 and 
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inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 

Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = ]2 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (in¢_ave_this * 100) 
format inc _ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio ts on a definite’ display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances” display “have 
increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” display “has become more favorable, i.e., the proportion 
of upperclassmen in the” display “corps has increased.” 

locate 18,26 display “Press any key to continue —” pdisplay ° ” pdisplay ©” pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on 
a definite” pdisplay “upward trend. A determination of the cause reveals that a couple of pdisplay “different factors are causing this situ- 
ation. Average commutation allowances” pdisplay “have increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%. Meanwhutle, the mux of cadets” 
pdisplay “has become more favorable, i.e., the proportion of upperclassmen in the” pdisplay “corps has increased.” pdisplay °° pdisplay “ 
Press any key to continue; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis 2_¢ If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last > (gross_profit_ratio_2 *1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last ° .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situathon. Average commutation’ display “allowances have 
increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%)}%.° display “Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory (e:ther” display “ending 
inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been” display “undervalued.)’ 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to conunue ~” pdisplay ” * pdisplay “ ° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on 
a definite’ pdisplay “upward trend. A determination of the cause reveals that a couple of pdisplay “different factors are causing this situ- 
ation. Average commutation” pdisplay “allowances have increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%.° pdisplay “Furthermore, there 
has been a misvaluation in inventory (either” pdisplay “ending inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been” pdisplay 
“undervalued.)” pdisplay °° pdisplay ” Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_d If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
gross_profit_rato_last > (gross_profit_ratio_2 *!.05) and 
inc_corps_comp_tms > 0.05 and 
uruform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last ° .95} Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of” display “different factors are causing this situation. The mix of cadets has become’ display “more fa- 
vorable, i.e., the proportion of upperclassmen in the corps has” display “increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inven- 
tory (either’ display “ending inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been” display “undervalued.)” 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue ~”° pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on 
a definite’ pdisplay ‘upward trend. A determination of the cause reveals that a couple of pdisplay “different factors are causing this situ- 
ation. The rmx of cadets has become’ pdisplay “more favorabie, i.¢., the proportion of upperclassmen in the corps has” pdisplay “increased. 
Furthermore, there has been a misvaluaton :n inventory (either” pdisplay “ending inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory 
has been” pdisplay “undervalued.)" pdisplay °° pdisplay ° Press any key to continue —°; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_¢ If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last ° 1.05) and 
gross_profit_rato_last > (gross_profit_ratio_2 *1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_rato_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that average’ display “commutation allowances have increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%.” 
locate 16,26 display “Press any key to continue —* pdisplay ° ” pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is 

on a definite’ pdisplay “upward trend. A determination of the cause reveals that average’ pdisplay “commutaton allowances have in- 
creased over the past year by {inc_ave_%)}%.° pdisplay ° “ pdisplay ” Press any key to connnue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_f If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last ° 1.05) and 
gross_profit_rauo_last > (gross_profit_rato_2 *1.05) and 
in¢_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “upward trend. A determinaton 

of the cause reveals that the mux of cadets” display "has become more favorable, i.e., the proportion of upperclassmen in the” display “corps 
has increased.” 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue —” pdisplay ° “ pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on 
a definite’ pdisplay “upward trend. A determinaton of the cause reveals that the mux of cadets” pdisplay “has become more favorable, i.e¢., 
the proportion of upperclassmen in the” pdisplay “corps has increased.” pdisplay °° pdisplay ° Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_2_g If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last > (gross_profit_ratio_2 *1.05) and 
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uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = {inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite’ display “upward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that there has been a” display “misvaluation in inventory (either ending inventory has been overvalued or” display 
“beginning inventory has been undervalued.)” 

locate |7,26 display “Press any key to continue —° pdisplay ° ° pdisplay ° ” pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on 
a definite” pdisplay “upward trend. A determination of the cause reveals that there has been a“ pdisplay “misvaluation in inventory (either 
ending inventory has been overvalued or” pdisplay “beginning inventory has been undervalued.)” pdisplay ” ° pdisplay 
Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_a If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 * .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform _cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 

color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%s, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “downard trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that several different’ display “factors are causing this stuation. Average commutation allowances have” display “de- 
creased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mux of cadets” display “has become less favorable, i.e., the proportion of 
underclassmen in the” display “corps has increased. Furthermore, there has been a musvaluauon in inventory” display “(either ending in- 
ventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been’ display “overvalucd.}° 

locate 20,26 display “Press any key to continue ~” pdisplay °° pdisplay ° " pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on 
a definite’ pdisplay “downard trend. A determination of the cause reveals that several different’ pdisplay “factors are causing this situation. 
Average commutation allowances have” pdisplay “decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” pdisplay 
“has become less favorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the” pdisplay “corps has increased. Furthermore, there has been a 
misvaluation in inventory” pdisplay “(either ending inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been” pdisplay “overval- 
ued.)" pdisplay °° pdisplay ° Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_b If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 °. 95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 oo 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite’ display “downward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of” display “different factors are causing this situaton. Average commutation allowances” display “have 
decreased over the past year by {dec_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” display “has become less favorable, i.e., the proportion 
of underclassmen in the” display “corps has increased.” 

locate 18,26 display “Press any key to contnue ~” pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on 
a definite” pdisplay “downward trend. A determination of the cause reveals that a couple of pdisplay “different factors are causing this 
situation. Average commutation allowances” pdisplay “have decreased over the past year by {dec_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of 
cadets” pdisplay “has become less favorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the” pdisplay “corps has increased.” pdisplay ° ~ 
pdisplay * Press any key to continue ; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_c If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last ° .95) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 ° .95} and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last © 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = [2 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “downward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation” display “allowances have 
decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%.° display “Furthermore, there has been a misvaluaton in inventory (either” display “ending 
inventory has been undervalued or begnming inventory has been’ display “overvalued.)° 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue ~” pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on 
a definite’ pdisplay “downward trend. A determination of the cause reveals that a couple of pdisplay “different factors are causing this 
situation. Average commutation” pdispiay “allowances have decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%." pdisplay “Furthermore, 
there has been a misvaluation in inventory (either” pdisplay “ending inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been’ 
pdisplay “overvalued.)° pdisplay °° pdisplay ° Press any key to conunue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_d If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 * .95) and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform _cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_rato_analysis = found 

color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “dowwnard trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. The mix of cadets has become’ display “less fa- 
vorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the corps has” display “increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaiuaton in inven- 
tory (either’ display “ending inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been” display “overvalued.)” 
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locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue ~" pdisplay “ “ pdisplay ” * pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on 
a definite” pdisplay “dowwnard trend. A determination of the cause reveals that a couple of pdisplay “different factors are causing this 
situation. The mix of cadets has become” pdisplay “less favorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the corps has” pdisplay “in- 
creased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory (either’ pdisplay “ending inventory has been undervalued or beginning 
inventory has been” pdisplay “overvalued.)” pdisplay ° ° pdisplay “ Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_e If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_ratio_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 * .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_%. = (dec_ave_this ° 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display "As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “downward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that average” display “commutation allowances have decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%." 
locate 16,26 display “Press any key to continue ~” pdisplay ° ° pdisplay ° ° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on 

a definite” pdisplay “downward trend. A determination of the cause reveals that average” pdisplay “commutation allowances have de- 
creased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%." pdisplay °° pdisplay ” Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_f If gross_profit_ratho < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_rato_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 * .95) and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_rato_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate !1,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a definite” display “downward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that the mix of cadets’ display “has become less favorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the” display “corps 
has increased.” 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue ~” pdisplay ° ” pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on 
a definite” pdisplay “downward trend. A determination of the cause reveals that the mix of cadets” pdisplay “has become less favorable, 
i.e., the proporton of underclassmen in the’ pdisplay “corps has increased.” pdisplay “°° pdisplay ° Press any key to 
continue’; 

oe 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_3_g If gross _profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
gross_profit_rato_last < (gross_profit_ratio_2 * .95) and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on a defimte” display “downward trend. A determination 

of the cause reveals that there has been a” display “misvaluation in inventory (either ending inventory has been undervalued or’ display 
“beginning inventory has been overvalued.)” 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to contnue —° pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio is on 
a definite” pdisplay “downward trend. A determination of the cause reveals that there has been a” pdisplay “misvaluation in inventory (e1- 
ther ending inventory has been undervalued or” pdisplay “beginning inventory has been overvalued.)° pdisplay ° ° pdisplay ~ 
Press any key to contnue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4_a If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last ® 1.05) and 
inc_ave_tus > 0.05 and 
inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
un form_cost_per_cadet_this < {uniform_cost_per_cadet_last ° .95) Then gross_profit_rato_analysis = found 

color = [2 
locate 11,6 
in¢_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) , 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over” display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that several different’ display “factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances have’ display “in- 
creased over the past year by (inc_ave_%)%. Meanwhile, the mux of cadets” dispiay “has become more favorable, 1.e., the proportion of 
upperclassmen in the” display “corps has increased. Furthermore, there has been a musvaluaton in inventory” display “(either ending in- 
ventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been” display “undervalued.)” 

locate 20,26 display “Press any key to continue —° pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has 
increased over" pdisplay “the past year. A determination of the cause reveals that several different” pdisplay “factors are causing this situ- 
aton. Average commutation allowances have” pdisplay “increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” 
pdisplay “has become more favorable, i.e., the proporuon of upperclassmen in the” pdisplay “corps has increased. Furthermore, there has 
been a misvaluaton in inventory” pdisplay “(either ending inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been" pdisplay 
“undervalued.)” pdisplay ” ° pdisplay ” Press any key to conunue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4_b If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 and 
inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_rato_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over” display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances’ display “have 
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increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” display “has become more favorable, i.e., the proportion 
of upperclassmen in the” display “corps has increased.” 

locate 18,26 display “Press any key to continue —" pdisplay ° ” pdisplay ° ” pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has 
increased over” pdisplay “the past year. A determination of the cause reveals that a couple of pdisplay “different factors are causing this 
situation. Average commutation allowances” pdisplay “have increased over the past year by (inc_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of 
cadets” pdisplay “has become more favorable, i.e., the proportion of upperclassmen in the” pdisplay “corps has increased.” pdisplay ° 
pdisplay ° Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4_¢ If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost _per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * .95} Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 

color = | 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this ° 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over” display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of” display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation’ display “allowances have 
increased over the past year by (inc_ave_%)}%." display “Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory (either” display “ending 
inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been’ display “undervalued.” 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue ~” pdisplay °° pdisplay ©” pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has 
increased over” pdisplay “the past year. A determination of the cause reveals that a couple of pdisplay “different factors are causing this 
situation. Average commutation” pdisplay “allowances have increased over the past year by {inc_ave_%}%.” pdisplay “Furthermore, there 
has been a misvaluation in inventory (either’ pdisplay “ending inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been” pdisplay 
“undervalued.” pdisplay °° pdisplay ” Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_ 4 d If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last ° 1.05) and 
inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
unsform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last ° .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over’ display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. The mix of cadets has become’ display “more fa- 
vorable, i.e., the proportion of upperclassmen in the corps has" display “increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inven- 
tory (either” display “ending inventory has been overvalued or beginning inventory has been” display “undervalued.)” 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue —" pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has 
increased over” pdispiay “the past year. A determination of the cause reveals that a couple of pdisplay “different factors are caunng this 
situation. The mix of cadets has become” pdisplay “more favorable, i.e., the proportion of upperclassmen in the corps has” pdisplay ‘in- 
creased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory (erther” pdisplay “ending inventory has been overvalued or beginning 
inventory has been” pdisplay “undervalued.)” pdisplay °° pdisplay * - Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4_e If gross_profit_ratio > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
inc_ave_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over’ display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that average’ display “commutation allowances have increased over the past year by (inc_ave_%}%." 
locate 16,26 display "Press any key to continue —” pdisplay °° pdisplay ° ” pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has 

increased over’ pdisplay “the past year. A determinaton of the cause reveals that average’ pdisplay “commutation allowances have in- 
creased over the past year by (inc_ave_%}%.° pdisplay °° pdisplay ° Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis 4 f If gross_profit_rato > (gross_profit_ratio_last ° 1.05) and 
inc_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_rato_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this * 100) 
format inc_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over’ display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that the mix of cadets” display "has become more favorable, i.e., the proporton of upperclassmen in the’ display “corps 
has increased.” 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue ~” pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit rato has 
increased over’ pdisplay “the past year. A determinaton of the cause reveals that the mix of cadets” pdisplay “has become more favorable, 
i.e., the proportion of upperclassmen in the” pdisplay “corps has increased.” pdisplay ° ” pdisplay ” Press any key to 
continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_4_g If gross_profit_rato > (gross_profit_ratio_last * 1.05) and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this < (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last ° .95) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
inc_ave_% = (inc_ave_this ° 100) 
format inc_ave_%e, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has increased over” display “the past year. A determination 

of the cause reveals that there has been a” display ‘misvaluation in inventory (either ending inventory has been overvalued or” display 
"beginning inventory has been undervalued.)° 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue ~° pdisplay “ ° pdisplay " ” pdisplay "As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has 
increased over’ pdisplay “the past year. A determinaton of the cause reveals that there has been a” pdisplay “misvaluation in inventory 
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(either ending inventory has been overvalued or” pdisplay “beginning inventory has been undervalued.) pdisplay ° ° pdisplay ” 
Press any key to continue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_a If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate LI,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over’ display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that several different’ display “factors are causing this situation. Average commutation allowances have’ display 
“decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets’ display “has become less favorable, i.e., the proportion 
of underclassmen in the” display “corps has increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in inventory” display “(either ending 
inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been” display “overvalued.)’ 

locate 20,26 display “Press any key to contunue —” pdisplay “ ” pdisplay ” ° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has 
decreased over” pdisplay “the past year. A determination of the cause reveals that several different” pdisplay “factors are causing this sttu- 
ation. Average commutation allowances have” pdisplay “decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” 
pdisplay “has become less favorable, i.¢., the proporton of underclassmen in the” pdisplay “corps has increased, Furthermore, there has 
been a muisvaluation in inventory” pdisplay “(either ending inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been” pdisplay 
“overvalued.)” pdisplay ° “ pdisplay ° Press any key to contnue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_b If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = [2 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over’ display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this ntuation. Average commutation allowances” display 
“have decreased over the past year by {dec_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mix of cadets” display “has become less favorable, i.e., the pro- 
portion of underclassmen in the” display “corps has increased.” 

locate 18,26 display “Press any key to continue ~” pdisplay ° ° pdisplay ° ° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has 
decreased over” pdisplay “the past year. A deferminaton of the cause reveals that a couple of pdisplay “different factors are causing this 
situation. Average commutation allowances” pdispiay “have decreased over the past year by {dec_ave_%}%. Meanwhile, the mux of 
cadets” pdisplay “has become less favorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the” pdisplay “corps has increased.” pdisplay * * 
pdisplay ° Press any key to contnue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_¢ If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last ° .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 and 

uniform _cos _per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = | 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over’ display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing this situation. Average commutation’ display “allowances 
have decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%)%.° display “Furthermore, there has heen a misvajuaton in inventory (either” display 
“ending inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been” display “overvalued.)* 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to contnue —” pdisplay °° pdisplay ©" pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has 
decreased over” pdisplay “the past year. A determinaton of the cause reveals that a couple of pdisplay “different factors are causing this 
situauon. Average commutaton” pdisplay “allowances have decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%." pdisplay “Furthermore, 
there has been a misvaluation in inventory (either” pdisplay “ending inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been’ 
pdisplay “overvalued.)" pdisplay °° pdisplay ° Press any key to conunue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analyss_5 d If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95} and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_thus > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last * 1.05} Then gross_profit_rato_analyss = found 
color = 2 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over” display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that a couple of display “different factors are causing thus situation. The mix of cadets has become” display “less 
favorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the corps has” display “increased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaluation in in- 
ventory (either” display “ending inventory has been undervalued or beginning inventory has been” display “overvalued.)’ 

locate 19,26 display “Press any key to continue —” pdisplay °° pdisplay ° ° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has 
decreased over” pdisplay “the past year. A determinaton of the cause reveals that a couple of pdisplay “different factors are causing this 
situation. The mux of cadets has become’ pdisplay “less favorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the corps has” pdisplay ‘in- 
creased. Furthermore, there has been a misvaiuation in inventory (either” pdisplay “ending inventory has been undervalued or beginning 
inventory has been” pdisplay “overvalued.)” pdisplay °° pdisplay ° Press any key to conunue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_¢ If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
dec_ave_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_rano_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
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format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over’ display “the past year. A determi- 
nation of the cause reveals that average” display “commutation allowances have decreased over the past year by (dec_ave_%)%." 

locate 16,26 display “Press any key to continue —° pdisplay ° " pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has 
decreased over” pdisplay “the past year. A determination of the cause reveals that average” pdisplay “commutation allowances have de- 
creased over the past year by (dec_ave_%}%.° pdisplay ” ” pdisplay * Press any key to continue’; 

Rute gross_profit_analysts_5_f If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
dec_corps_comp_this > 0.05 Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has decreased over’ display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that the mix of cadets” display “has become less favorable, i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the” display 
“corps has increased.” 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to continue —" pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has 
decreased over” pdisplay “the past year. A determination of the cause reveals that the mix of cadets” pdisplay “has become less favorable, 
i.e., the proportion of underclassmen in the” pdisplay “corps has increased.” pdisplay * ” pdisplay ° Press any key to 
contnue’; 

Rule gross_profit_analysis_5_g If gross_profit_ratio < (gross_profit_ratio_last * .95) and 
uniform_cost_per_cadet_this > (uniform_cost_per_cadet_last ° 1.05) Then gross_profit_ratio_analysis = found 
color = 12 
locate 11,6 
dec_ave_% = (dec_ave_this * 100) 
format dec_ave_%, 5.2 display “As can be seen above, the gross profit rato has decreased over’ display “the past year. A determi- 

nation of the cause reveals that there has been a” display “musvaluation in inventory (either ending inventory has been undervalued or” 
display “beginning inventory has been overvalued.)’ 

locate 17,26 display “Press any key to conunue ~” pdisplay ° “ pdisplay °° pdisplay "As can be seen above, the gross profit ratio has 
decreased over” pdisplay “the past year. A determinaton of the cause reveals that there has been a” pdisplay “misvaluation in inventory 
(either ending inventory has been undervalued or” pdisplay “beginning inventory has been overvalued.)” pdisplay ° ° pdisplay * 
Press any key to contnue’; 

' Statements block 

ask contnue_r: “Is this the most current year end?’; choices contnue_r yes, no; 

ask todo: "What would you like to do? Answer /Q when finished’; choices todo: Enter_new_data, graphics, budget_analysis, 
rauio_analysis, what-if_ analysis, Change_system_parameters, 

ask inventory_ques: “Can you separate the value of ending inventory into issued and unissued?"; choices inventory_ques: yes, no; 

ask issued_inv: “What is the value of issued inventory?’; ask unissued_inv: “What is the value of unissued inventory?"; ask total_inv: 
“Then, what is the value of total inventory?’; 

ask equip_number: "How many pieces of equipment does this include?’; 

ask equip_name: “Give an appropriate ttle to a piece, using underscores to connect words.”; 

ask cost “How much did the (equip_name} cost?’; 

ask purchase_month: “Please enter the number for the month in which the (equip_name) was purchased. Use | for January, 2 for Febru- 
ary, ....12 for December.”; 

ask useful_life: “How many years is the (equip_name} expected to last?", 

ask num_fresh: “June {current_year)?"; ask num_soph: “How many sophomores?’; ask num_jun: “How many juniors?”; ask num_sen: "How 
many semors?’; 

ask ca_fresh: “June {current_year}?"; ask ca_soph: “How much was it for sophomores?"; ask ca_jun: “How much was it for jumors?°; ask 
ca_sen: “How much was it for seniors?’; 

plural: put_inventory, new_equip,current_values,depreciation; plural: corps_ca,corps_num; bkcolor = 1; 
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execute; runtime; 

actions 

B.56 PWIRAT3 

color = 15 todo = ratio_analysis display “The system has just chained to a new knowledge base and files must be” display “loaded. Please 
be patient. You will be instructed when to continue.” display ” ” find get_data display “Press any key to examine the expense to revenue 
ratios. —” find exp_to_rev_display find exp_to_rev_mkt_seg_display savefacts ratdata chain pwirat2 ; 

Rule get_necessary_data If get_data = unknown Then get_data = found! 
wks ca{1],b13,\vpp\wica 
wks ca{2],cl3,\vpp\wica 
wks ca(3],d13,\vpp\wica 
wks ca[4],bi4,\vpp\wica 
wks caf{5},cl4,\vpp\wica 

wks cal6],d14,\vpp\wica 
wks ca[7],615,\vpp\wica 
wks ca[8},c15,\vpp\wica 
wks cal9],d15,\vpp\wica 
wks ca{10].b16,\vpp.wica 
wks ca{]1},cl6,,vpp\wica 
wks ca{12],d16,\ypp\wica 
ca_weight_this = (caf{)} 
ca_weight_last = (ca{2) 
ca_weight_2 = (ca[3) 
ca_ave_this = (ca{4/) 
ca_ave_last = (ca{5])) 
ca_ave_2 = (ca{6]) 
corps_comp_this = (caf{7]) 
corps_comp_jast = (ca{8}) 
corps_comp_2 = (ca{9]) 
t_num_cadets_this = (caf10]) 
t_num_cadets_last = (ca{11)) 
t_num_cadets_2 = (ca{l2]} 
resetca! wks bs_this,b!..b14,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{]},b1,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this(2],b2,\vpp\wjabbs 
wks bs_this[3],b3,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this(4},b4,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{5],b5,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this(6],b6,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{7],b7,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this(§],b8,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{9},b9,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{10},b10,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{}|],61 1,\vppiwiabbs 
wks bs_this(12},b12,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{13],b13,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_thid 14],b14,\vpp \wrabbs ! 
wks bs_last{I],cl,\vpp\miabbs 
wks bs_last{2],c2,\vpp wiabbs 
wks bs_last{3],c3, \vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{4],c4,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{(5],c5,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{6],c6,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{7],c7,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last(8],c8,\vpp.wiabbs 
wks bs_last{9],c9,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{10],c10,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{! 1]! f,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{12],c12,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{13],c13,\vpp\miabbs 
wks bs_last{14],c14,\vpp\wiabbs ! 
wks bs_2_ago{]],d!,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2 agof{2],d2,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{3],d3,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{4],d4,\vpp\miabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{5],d5,\vpp\miabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{6],d6,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2 ago{7],d7,\vpp\wmiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{8],d8,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{9},d9,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{!0],d10,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{1t].dll,\wpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago[]2],d12,\vpp\mabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{t3],d!3,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_agoj{i4],d14,\vpp\wiabbs 

wks bs_last,cl..cl4,\vpp\wiabbs 

wks bs_2_ ago,d!..dl4,\vpp\wiabbs 

wks ca,b13..d16,\vpp\wica 
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wks t_assets_3,e9,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks inv_3_ago,e7,\vpp\wiabbs ! 
wks is_this{!],b1,\vpp\wiabis 

wks is_this{2],b2,\vpp\wiabis 
wks 1s_this{3],b3,\vpp\wiabts 
wks 1s_this[4],b4,\vpp' wiabis 
wks is_this{5],b5,\vppi wiabis 
wks is_this[6],b6,\vpp\miabis 
wks is_this(7],b7,\vpp\wiabis 

wks is_this(8},b8,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this(9],b9,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{10},b10,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this(11],611,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{12],b12,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{!3),613,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this(14],b14,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[15],b15,\vpp' wiabis 
wks is_this[16],b16,\vpp\wiabis 
wks ts_this(17],b17,\vpp' wiabis 
wks 1s_this{}8],018,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this(19],b19, \vpp\wiabis 

wks is_this[20],b20,\vpp\wiabrs 
wks is_this{21],b21,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{22],022,\vpp\wiabis 
wks ts_this{23},b23,.vpp wiabis 
wks is_this[24],b24,\vpp' wiabis 
wks is_this{25],b25,\vpp\wiahis 
wks is_this{26],626,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{27],b27,\vpp' wiabts 

wks is_this(28],b28,\vpp\wmiabis 
wks is_this(29},b29, \wpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{30},b30,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[31],b31,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{32],b32,\vpp\wiabis 
wks 18_this[33],b33, vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[34],b34,\ vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this(35],b35,\vpp \wiabis 
wks is_this[36],b36,\vpp\miabis 
wks is_this(37],b37,\vpp\wiabts 
wks is_this[38],638,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_thus(39},b39, \vpp\wiabrs 
wks is_this[40},b40,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[41],b41,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this(42],b42,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[43],b43,\vpp\wiabis 
wks ts_this(44],b44,\ vpp\wmabis 
wks is_this{45],b45,\vpp\miabrs 
wks 1s_this(46],b46,\vpp\wmiabis 
wks is_this{47],b47,\vpp\wiabis 
wks 1s_this[48],b48,'\vpp.wiabis 
wks is_thrs(49],b49,\ vpp\wiabis 
wks 1s_this{50],b50,\vpp\miabis 
wks is_this{[51],b51,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[52],b52,\vpp\mabis 
wks is_this(53],b53,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[54],054,\vpp\miabis 
wks is_this[55],b55, .wpp wiabis 
wks is_this(56],b56,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{[57],057,\~pp.wiabis 
wks is_this{58],b58,\ vppiwiabis 
wks is_this{59},b59, \vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{60],b60,\vpp\mabis 
wks is_this(61], 061, \vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[62],b62,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this(63],b63,\vpp\wiabis 
wks 1s_this(64],b64, \vpp\wiabis 

wks is_this[65],b65,\vpp\wmiabis 
wks is_this([66],b66,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this/67],b67,\vpp ,wiabis 

wks is_this[68],b68, \vpp' wiabis 
wks 1s_this(69],b69, \vpp\wiabis 
wks is_Uus[70],b70,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{7]],071,\vpp\wiabis 
wks 1s_this[72],672,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{73},b73,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{74],b74,\vpp\miabis 
wks 1s_this{75],075,\vpp\miabis 
wks is_this{ 76],676, .vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{77],b77,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{78],b78,\vpp\wiabis 

wks is_this,b1..685,\vpp\wiabis 
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wks is_this[79],b79,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this{80|,b80,\ vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this(81],b81,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this(82],b82,\vpp\wiabis 
wks 1s_this[83],b83, .vpp\miabis 
wks is_this[84],b84, \vpp\wiabis 
wks is_this[$5],b85,\vpp\wiabis ! 
wks is_last{]],cl,\vpp' wiabis 
wks is_last{2],c2,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{3],c3,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last[4],c4,\vpp,wiabis 
wks is_last{5],c5,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last(6],c6,\vpp ,wiabis 
wks is_last{7],c7,\vpp\wiabts 
wks is_last{8),c8,\vpp'wiabis 
wks is_last{9},c9,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{10},c10,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{11},c1 1,‘ vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{12),cl2,\vpp:wiabis 
wks is_last{13},cl3,\vpp.wiabis 
wks 18_fast{14},cl4, wppywiabis 
wks 15_last{] 5],c15,\vpp\wiabis 

wks is_last{16],cl6,\vpp wmiabis 
wks is_last{]7],cl7,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{18],c18, vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{19],¢19,\vpp-wiabis 
wks ts_last{20],c20, \vpp.wiahis 

wks is_last{21],c21,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{22],¢22,\vpp\wiabis 
wks 18_last{23},c23,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is _last{24],c24,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{25],c25,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{26],c26,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{27],c27,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{28],c28,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last(29],c29,\vpp\wmiabis 
wks 1s_last{30},¢30,\vpp\\wiabis 
wks is_last{31},c31,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{32],c32,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last]33],c33,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{34],c34,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{35},c35,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{36],c36,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_tast37],c37,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{38],c38,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{39j,c39,\vppiwiabis 
wks is_last{40},c40,\vpp\,wiabis 
wks is_ltast(4l],c41,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{42],c42,\vpp .wiabis 
wks is_last{43],c43, \spp\wiabis 
wks is_last{44],c44, vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{45],c45,'\vpp.wiabis 
wks is_last{46],c46,\vpp\ wiabis 
wks is_last{47],¢47,\ vpp' wmiabis 
wks ts_tast{48],c48,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{49},c49,\vpp\mabis 
wks is_last{50],¢50,\vpp\wiabis 
wks 1s_las{5t],c51,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{52],¢52,\vpp wiabis 
wks is_last{53],c53,\vpp\wiabis 
wks 1s_last{54},c54,\.pp' miabis 
wks is_last{55],c55,\ vpp\miabis 
wks is_last{56],c56,\vpp miabis 
wks is_last{57},¢57,\vpp\miabis 
wks is_last{58},c58,\ vpp\wiabts 
wks is_last{59},c59,\vpp\wiabis 
wks 1s_last{60],c60,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_!ast{61},c61,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{62],c62,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{63},c63,\spp\wiabis 

wks is_last{64],c64,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{65},c65,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last(66},c66,\vpp! wiabis 
wks is_last{(67},c67,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{[68],c68,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_las{69],c69,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{70],c70,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{71],c71,\vpp\wiabis 
wks 1s_last{72],c72,\vpp\miabis 
wks is_last{73],c73,\vpp\wiabis 

wks is_last,cl..c85,\vpp\wiabis 
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wks is_last{74],c74,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{(75],c75,\vpp\miabis 
wks is_last{76},c76,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{77},c77,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{78],c78,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{79],¢79,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{80],c80,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last[$1],c81,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{82],c82,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{83],c83,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{[84],c84,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_last{85j,c85,\vpp\wiabis ! 
wks is_2_ago{1],d],\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago{2],d2,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago{3],d3,\vpp.wiabis 
wks is_2_ago[4].d4,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago(5],d5,\vpp\miabis 
wks is_2_ago[6],d6,\vpp\mrabis 
wks is_2_ago{7],d7,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago{8],d8,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago(9],d9, vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago{10],d!0,\vppwiabis 
wks is_2_ago{11],d11,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago{12},d12,\vpp' wiabis 
wks is_2_ago{13},d13,\vpp\ w1abis 
wks 1s_2_ago[!4],d14,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago[15},d15,\vpp.wiabis 
wks is 2 ago{16 
wks is_2_agof{\? 
wks is_2 ago{18 
wks 1s_2_ago{19 

,d16,\vpp\wiabis 
.a17,\vpp\miabis 
.d18,\vpp\wiabis 
,d19,\vppiwiabis 

wks is_2_ago{20],d20,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago{21 
wks is_2_ago{22 
wks is 2_ago{23 

»021,\vpp\mabis 
:422,\vpp\wiabis 
,423,\vpp.wiabis 

wks is_2_agof24],d24,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago[25],d25,\vpp\miabis 
wks is_2_ago[26 
wks 1s_2_ago[27 
wks is_2_ago[28 
wks is_2_ago{29 
wks is_2_ago[30 
wks is_2_ago{31 

,026,\vpp\ wiabis 
,d27,\vpp,.wiabis 
,d28,\vpp\wiabis 
,d29,\vpp \wiabis 
,d30,\vpp\wiabis 

,d31,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago(32},d32,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ ago{33},d33,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is 2_agol34 
wks is_2_ago{35 
wks is_2_agol36 
wks is_2_ago{37 
wks 1s_2_ago{38 
wks is 2 ago{39 
wks is_2_ago{40   .434,\vpp’ wiabis 

,435,\vpp\wiabis 
1d36,\vpp\miabis 
,d37,\vpp\wiabis 
,d38,\vpp\wmiabis 
.d39,\vpp\wiabrs 
,d40,\vpp' wiabis 

wks is_2_ago{41},d41,\vpp\wiabis 
wks 1s_2_ago{42],d42,\vpp\miabis 
wks is_2_ago(43],d43,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago[44],d44,\vpp: wmiabis 
wks is_2_ago{45],d45,\vpp \wiabis 
wks 1s_2_ agol46},d46,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago(47},d47,\vpp' mabis 
wks {s_2_ago{48],d48,\vpp\wiabis 
wks ts_2_ago{49],d49,\vpp wiabis 
wks is_2_ago[50],d50,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago{51],d51,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago{52},d52,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago{53],d53,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is 2 ago[54],d54,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago{55],d55,\vpp\miabis 
wks is_2_agof{56],d56,\vpp\miabis 
wks is_2_ago{57},d57,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago{58],d58,\vpp\miabis 
wks is_2_ago{59],d59,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago{60],d60,\vpp\miabis 
wks is_2_ago{61},d61,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago[62},d62,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago{63],d63,\vpp\miabis 
wks is 2 ago{64],d64,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago[65],d65,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago(66],d66,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago(67],d67,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago[68],d68,\vpp\wiabis 

wks is_2_ago,d1..d85,\vpp\wiabis 
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wks is_2_ago[69],d69,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago[70],d70,\vpp\wrabis 
wks is_2_ago[71],d71,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago{72],d72,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago[73],d73,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago[74],d74,\vpp\miabis 
wks is_2_ago(75],d75, .vpp\miabis 
wks is_2_ago[76],d76,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago[77],d77,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago[78},d78,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago{79],d79,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago{80],d80,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_ 2 _ago[81],d81,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago[82],d82,\vpp\wiabis 
wks iS_ 2 _ago{[83},d83,\vpp\wmiabis 
wks is_2_ago{84],d84,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago[85},d85,\vpp\\miabis 
wks is_2_ago_a,d79,.d85,\vppiwiabis 
wks is_2_ago_all},d79,\vpp.wiabis 
wks is_2_ago_a{2],d80,\vpp\mabis 
wks is_2_ago_a{3},d81,\vpp: wiabis 
wks is_2_ago_a(4],d82,\vpp\wiabis 
wks is_2_ago_al3],d83,\vpp.wiabis 
wks 18_2 ago_a(6|,d24, .vpp' wiabis 
wks is_2_ago_a[7],d85,\vpp.wiabis 
current_year = (bs_this{!]) 
last_year = (current_year - 1) 
year_2_ago = (current_year - 2) 
total_inv = (bs_this{7)) 
last_yr_inventory = (bs_last{7)) 
inv_2_ago = (bs_2_ago{7]) 
new_due_to = (bs_this{]2)) 
last_yr_due_to = (bs_tast{]2) 
due_to_2_ago = (bs_2_ago{l2} 
net_income = (is_this(65]) 
net_income_last = (is_last{65]) 
net_income_2 = (is_2_ago[65) 
total_current_value = (bs_this{8)) 
last_yr_equip_value = (bs_last{8)) 
equip_2_ago = (bs_2_agol8) 
gross_profit = (is_this[16) 
gross_profit_last = (is_lasq{16) 
gross _profit_2 = (is_2_ago{ié6) 
t_mil_rev = (is_this[9]) 
mil_rev_last = (is_last{9)) 
mil_rev_2 = (is_2_ago{9) 
t_expenses = (is_this{15] + is_this{[64) 
cost_uniforms_this = (is_this{15]) 
cost_uniforms_last = (is_last{t5) 
cost_uniforms_2 = (is_2 agof{I5) 
total_oper_exp_last = (is_last{64)) 
total_oper_exp_2 = (is_2_ago[64) 
t_other_rev = (1s_this{24)) 
other_rev_last = (is_las{24p 
other_rev_2 = (is_2_ago{24) 
t_personal = (is_this[36) 
personal last = (is_last{36])) 

corps_¢_to_r_this = (is_this{79]) 
public_e_to_r_this = (is_this[81)} 

interdept_ e_ to J ihs = > (iS tus[83) 
musi¢c_¢_to_r_ this = (is_this[84)) 
State_¢_to_r_ mus = (is_this[85)) 
corps_¢ ett = (is_last{79]) 
public_e_t Fe fast = (is_last{81) 
s_f_s_e to_r_last = (is_last{82)) 
interdept_e_t or. last = (is_last{83) 
music_e_to_r last = (is_las{84]) 
state_e¢ tr last = (is_last{85) 

or ro, = (is_2_ ago_a{l) 
public_ a o_r_2 = (is_2_ago_af3) 

r2= ice 2_ago_a(4) 
to 72 = (is_2_ago_al5p) 

r_2 = (is_2_ago_a[6}) 
state_ ¢. tor 7 (is_2_ago_al7) 
reset bs. “this” 
reset bs_last 
reset bs_2_ ago 
reset 1s_this 
reset 1s_last 
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reset is_2_ago, 

Rule calculate_exp_to_rev_ratios If todo = ratio_analysis Then exp_to_rev_ratio = (t_expenses / (t_mil_rev + t_other_rev)) 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last = ((cost_uniforms_last + total_oper_exp_last) /(mil_rev_last + other_rev_last)) 
exp_to_rev_ratio_2 = ((cost_uniforms_2 + total_oper_exp_2) /(mil_rev_2 + other_rev_2)), 

Rule calculate_t_asset_turn_ratios 

If todo = rato_analysis 

Then x = (t_mil_rey + t_other_rev) 
t_asset_turn_ratio = (x / ((total_inv + total_current_value + last_yr_inventory + last_yr_equip_value) / 2)) 
x = (mil_rev_jast + other_rev_last) 
t_asset_turn_ratio_last = (x /((last_yr_inventory + last_yr_equip_value + inv_2_ago + equip_2_ago) / 2)) 
t_asset_turn_ratio_2 = ((mil_rev_2 + other_rev_2) / ((inv_2_ago + equip_2_ago + t_assets_3) / 2)); 

Rule calculate_inv_turn_ratios If todo = ratio_analysis Then inv_turn_ratio = (t_mil_rev / ((total_inv + last_yr_inventory) / 2)) 
inv_turn_rauo_last = (mil_rev_last / ((last_yr_inventory ~ inv_2_ago) / 2)} 
inv_turn_ratio_2 = (mul_rev_2 / ((inv_2_ago + inv_3_ago) / 2)); 

Rule exp_to_rev_display IF exp_to_rev_ratio < > unknown Then exp_to_rev_display = found 
cls 
color = 11 
locate 2,27 
display “EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIO’ 
locate 4,6 display “The expense to revenue ratio was designed to measure how much of each’ display “revenue dollar is consumed by 

expenses. The pnmary responsibility of display “the Tailor Shop is to provide a service, rather than to produce a” display “profit. How- 
ever, given the level of service provided and the prices” display ‘charged, it should stnve for a low expense to revenue ratio. If net” display 
“income is to be used only to replace old equipment, then an expense to ” display “revenue ratio of around .995 is desirable. On the other 
hand, if net" display “income is also to be used to repay the amount borrowed from other’ display “awahanes (say over a 10 year period), 
then a ratio of around .93 is” display “desirable. In any case, the expense to revenue ratio should be less than” display “1, since a ratio 
greater than | indicates that expenses exceed revenues.” 

locate 19,13 display “Press any key to see the Expense to Revenue analysis ~° 

pdisplay *° 
pdisplay ° “ 
locate 2,27 
pdisplay ” EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIO’ 

pdisplay *” 
locate 4,6 pdisplay” § The expense to revenue ratio was designed to measure how much of each’ pdisplay “revenue dollar is consumed 

by expenses, The primary responsibility of pdisplay “the Tailor Shop is to provide a service, rather than to produce a” pdisplay “profit. 
However, given the level of service provided and the prices” pdisplay “charged, it should strive for a low expense to revenue ratio. If net” 
pdisplay “income is to be used only to replace old equipment, then an expense to “ pdisplay “revenue ratio of around .995 1s desirable. 
On the other hand, if net” pdisplay “income is also to be used to repay the amount borrowed from other” pdisplay “awalianes (say over a 
10 year penod), then a ratio of around .93 is” pdisplay “demrable. In any case, the expense to revenue ratio should be less than” pdisplay 
“I, since a ratio greater than | indicates that expenses exceed revenues.” pdisplay ° ~ pdisplay ° Press any key to see the Expense 
to Revenue analysis” 

find rest_of_display_e_to_r, 

Rule display_for_exp_to_rev If exp_to_rev_ratio < > unknown Then rest_of_display_e_to_r = found 
cls 
color = 1] 
locate 2,25 
display “EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIOS’ 
locate 5,45 
display “{current_year}° 
locate 5,35 
display “{last_year)° 
locate 5,25 
display “{year_2_ago)’ 
locate 8,44 
format exp_to_rev_ratio, 5.3 
display "{exp_to_rev_ratio}’ 
locate 8,34 
format exp_to_rev_ratio_last, 5.3 
display “{exp_to_rev_ratio_last}’ 
locate 8,24 
format exp_to_rev_ratio_2, 5.3 
disptay “{exp_to_rev_ratio_2}° 

pdisplay oer 

pdisplay °° 
locate 2,25 
pdisplay * EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIOS’ 
pdisplay * ° 
Pdisplay ° ° 
a = (current_year) 
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b = (last_year) 
c¢ = (year_2_ ago) 

Pdisplay * {ce} {b} {a}" 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay 
a = (exp_to_rev_ratio) 
b = (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) 
c= (exp _to_rev_ratio_2} 
pdisplay {c} {b) {a}" 

find e_to_r_analysis; 

oe 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_0_a If exp_to_rev_ratio > = (exp_to_rev_ratio_Jast * .999) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = {exp_to_rev_ratio_last ® 1.001) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > [ Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. The expense’ display “to revenue ratio is greater than 1 

and does not apear to be improving. Thus,” display “the Tailor Shop is operating in the red and counting on other auxiliary” display “en- 
terprises to help pay its operating expenses. ~” pdisplay ° “ pdisplay ° " pdisplay "As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. 
The expense” pdisplay “to revenue ratio is greater than | and does not apear to be improwng. Thus,” pdisplay “the Tailor Shop is operating 
in the red and countung on other auliary” pdasplay “enterprises to help pay its operatng expenses.”; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_0_b If exp_to_rev_ratio < = (exp_to_rev_ratio_last * 1.001) and 
exp_to_rev_rauo > = (exp_to_rev_ratio_last * .999) and 
exp_to_rev_rato > = 0.995 and 
exp_to_rev_rato < = 1 Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. The size” display “size of the expense to revenue ratio 

indicates that although income is” display “positive, it 1s not large enough to cover expected demand for equipment” display “replacements. 
Futhermore, the situation does not appear to be improving. ~” pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situ- 
aton is not good. The size” pdisplay “size of the expense to revenue ratio indicates that although income 1s* pdisplay “positive, it is not 
large enough to cover expected demand for equipment’ pdisplay “replacements. Futhermore, the situation does not appear to be improv- 
ing.5 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_0_c If exp_to_rev_ratio < = (exp_to_rev_ratio_last * 1.001) and 
exp_lto_rev_rato > = (exp_to_rev_last * .999) and 
exp_to_rev_rauo > = 0.93 and ; 
exp_to_rev_rato < = .995 Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense” display “to revenue ratio is at an acceptable 

level. This indicates that reserves" display "for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from’ display “other awaliaries 
are being decreased.~—° pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation ts not bad. The expense” pdisplay 
“to revenue ratio is at an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves” pdisplay “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the 
loans from” pdisplay “other auxiliaries are being decreased."; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_0_d If exp_to_rev_ratio < = (exp_to_rev_rauo_last * 1.001) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = (exp_to_rev_raho_last_Jast ° .999) and 
exp_io_rev_ratio < = .93 Then e_to_r_anaiysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite good. The expense’ display “to revenue ratio indicates that 

income is not only high enough to cover’ display “expected demand for equipment replacement, but can also contnbute’ display “substan- 
nally to decreasing the amount owed to other auxhary enterpnses.” display “It should be noted however, that it 1s possible that the the 
Tatlor Shop will’ display “be accused of goumng its customers since the ratio 1s so low. ~° pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen 
above, the present situation 1s quite good. The expense” pdisplay “to revenue ratio indicates that income 1s not only high enough to cover’ 
pdisplay “expected demand for equipment replacement, but can also contnbute” pdisplay “substantally to decreasing the amount owed to 
other awoliary enterpnses.” pdisplay “It should be noted however, that it is possible that the the Tailor Shop will” pdisplay “be accused 
of gouging its customers since the ratio 1s so low.”; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_1_a If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ravo_last > (exp_to_rev_rauo_2) and 
exp_to_rev_rano > | and 
t_mul_rev < (muil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_ine 
format mul _dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the expense to revenue 

rauo greater than |, but it is increasing over’ display “ume. A glance at the income statements will give a good indication of why’ display 
“this is happening. Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes more’ display “than 75% of total revenue} has decreased by 
{mul_dec}% over the past year.” display “Meanwhile, costs incurred for salaries and fnnge benefits (which generally” display “make up 
around 60% of total costs} have increased by (personal_inc}% over” display “the past year. -° pdisplay °° pdisplay * “ pdisplay “As can 
be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” pdisplay “is the expense to revenue ratio greater than 1, but it is increasing 
over” pdisplay “ume. A glance at the income statements will give a good indicahon of why” pdisplay “this is happening. Revenue from 
the corps (which typically constitutes more’ pdisplay “than 75% of total revenue) has decreased by {mil_dec}% over the past year.” 
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pdisplay “Meanwhile, costs incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (which generally” pdisplay "make up around 60% of total costs) have 
increased by ({personal_inc}% over" pdisplay “the past year.” 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_\_b If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last} and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > | and 
t_mil_rev < (muil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < = (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only’ display “is the expense to revenue 

ratio greater than |, but it is increasing over” display “ume. A glance at the income statements will give a good indication of why’ display 
“this is happening. Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes more” display “than 75% of total revenue) has decreased by 
{mul_dec}% over the past year. -” pdisplay © ° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad, Not only” 
pdisplay “1s the expense to revenue ratio greater than 1, but it is increasing over” pdisplay “ume. A glance at the income statements will 
give a good indication of why” pdisplay “Uus is happening. Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes more” pdisplay “than 75% 
of total revenuc) has decreased by {mul_dec) % over the past year.”; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_1l_¢ If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last} and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > | and 
t_mul_rev > = (muil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personaj_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = }2 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the expense to revenue 

ratio greater than |, but it is increasing over’ display “time. A glance at the income statements will give a good indication of why” display 
“this is happening. Costs incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (which” display “generally make up around 60 % of total costs) have in- 
creased by {personal_inc}%" display “over the past year. -° pdisplay ° ” pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation 
is quite bad. Not only” pdisplay “is the expense to revenue rabo greater than 1, but it is increasing over” pdisplay ‘ume. A glance at the 
income statements will give a good indication of why” pdisplay “this is happerung. Costs incurred for salaries and fringe benefits (which” 
pdisplay “generally make up around 60 % of total costs) have increased by (personal_inc}%° pdisplay “over the past year."; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_2_a If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.995 and 
exp_to_rev_raho < = | and 
t_mul_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_fast} Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although” display “the expense to revenue 

rato is less than |, it is increasing over ime.” display “Furthermore, its ze indicates that the present rate of income is not enough’ display 
“to cover expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income” display “statements will give a good indication of why 
this 1s happerung. Revenue’ display “from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue)” display “has decreased 
by (mil_dec) % over the past year. Meanwhule, costs incurred” display “for salanes and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 
60% of total” display “costs) have increased by (personal_inc}% over the past year. —” pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen 
above, the present situaton is not good. Although” pdisplay “the expense to revenue ratio 1s less than 1, it ts increasing over tme.” 
pdisplay “Furthermore, its size indicates that the present rate of income is not enough” pdisplay “to cover expected demand for equipment 
replacements. A glance at the income’ pdisplay ‘statements will give a good indication of why this is happening. Revenue" pdisplay “from 
the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue)’ pdisplay “has decreased by (mul_dec}% over the past year. 
Meanwhile, costs incurred” pdisplay “for salaries and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total” pdisplay “costs) have 
increased by {personal_inc)% over the past year.”; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_2_b If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_rauo_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.995 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = | and 
t_mul_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.] display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “the expense to revenue 

ratio is less than 1, it is increasing over time.” display “Furthermore, its size indicates that the present rate of income is not enough’ display 
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“to cover expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income” display “statements will give a good indication of why 
this is happening. Revenue’ display “from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total revenue)” display “has decreased 
by {muil_dec} % over the past year. ~” pdisplay ° ” pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ 
pdisplay “the expense to revenue ratio is less than I, it is increasing over time.” pdisplay “Furthermore, its size indicates that the present 
rate of income 1s not enough” pdisplay “to cover expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income” pdisplay “state- 
ments will give a good indication of why this is happening. Revenue’ pdisplay “from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% 
of total revenue)” pdisplay “has decreased by {mul_dec} % over the past year.”; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_2_¢ If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.995 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = | and 
t_mil_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then ¢_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “is the expense to revenue 

ratio is less than |, itis increasing over hme.” display “Furthermore, its size ind:cates that the present rate of income is not enough’ display 
“to cover expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the income’ display “statementw will give a good indication of why 
this is happerung. Meanwhile,” display “costs incurred for salanes and fringe benefits (which generally make up” display “around 60% of 
total costs) have increased by {personal_inc}% over the past” display “year.” pdisplay "© ° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, 
the present situation Is not good. Although” pdisplay “is the expense to revenue ratio 1s less than ], it is increasing over tme.” pdisplay 
“Furthermore, iis size indicates that the present rate of income is not enough’ pdisplay “to cover expected demand for equipment replace- 
ments. A glance at the income’ pdisplay “statementw will give a good indication of why this ts happening. Meanwhile,” pdisplay “costs 
incurred for salanes and fringe benefits (which generally make up’ pdisplay “around 60% of total costs) have increased by {(personal_inc} % 
over the past” pdisplay “year.’; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_3_a If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last} and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_rato_ 2) and 
exp_to_rev_rauo > = 0.93 and 
exp_to_rev_rauo < = .995 and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display "As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense” display “to revenue ratio is at 

an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves” display “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from other” dis- 
play “awaliaries are being decreased. A word of caution however 1s in order.” display “Note that the rato ts increasing over me. A 
glance at the income’ display “statements will show why this is happening. The revenue from the corps’ display “(which typically const- 
tutes 75% of total revenue) has decreased by (mil_dec}%" display “over the past year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salanes and fringe” 
display “benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total costs) have increased” display “by (personal_inc}% over the past year. —° 
pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense” pdisplay “to revenue rauo is at an 
acceptable level. This indicates that reserves” pdisplay “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the toans from other’ pdisplay 
“awaliaries are being decreased. A word of caution however ts in order.” pdisplay “Note that the ratio is increasing over ume. A glance 
at the income” pdisplay “statements will show why this is happening. The revenue from the corps” pdisplay “(which typically constitutes 
75% of total revenue) has decreased by {mil_dec}%" pdisplay “over the past year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salaries and fringe” 
pdisplay “benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total costs) have increased” pdisplay “by (personal_inc} % over the past year.”; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_3_b If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_rato > = 0.93 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = .995 and 
tomal_rev < (muil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < (personal_last) Then e_to_r_ analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense” display “to revenue ratio is at 

an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves” display “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from other’ dis- 
play “awalianes are being decreased. A word of caution however is in order.” display “Note that the rato ts decreasing over ume. A 
glance at the income ° display “statements will show why this 1s happening. The revenue from the corps” display “(which typically 
constitures 75% of total revenue} has decreased by (mil_dec}%” display “over the past year. —° pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can 
be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense’ pdisplay “to revenue ratio 1s at an acceptable level. This indicates that re- 
serves” pdisplay “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from other” pdisplay “auxiliaries are being decreased. A 
word of caution however is in order.” pdisplay “Note that the ratio is decreasing over ime. A glance at the income ” pdisplay “statements 
will show why this is happening. The revenue from the corps” pdisplay “(which typically constitures 75% of total revenue) has decreased 
by (mil_dec}%” pdisplay “over the past year.”; 
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Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_3_c If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio.> = 0.93 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = .995 and 
t_muil_rev > = (muil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense” display “to revenue ratio is at 

an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves” display “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from other” dis- 
play “auxiliaries are being decreased. A word of caution however, is in order.” display “Note that the ratio is decreasing over ume. A 
glance at the income” display “statements will show why this is happening. Costs incurred for salanes and” display “fringe benefits (which 
generally make up around 60% of total costs) have" display “increased by (personal_1nc}% over the past year. ~° pdisplay “ ” pdisplay “ 
* pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense’ pdisplay “to revenue ratio is at an acceptable level. This 
indicates that reserves” pdisplay “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from other” pdisplay “auxiliaries are being 
decreased. A word of caution however, is in order.” pdisplay “Note that the ratio is decreasing over ume. A glance at the income’ 
pdisplay “statements will show why this is happening. Costs incurred for salanes and” pdisplay ‘fringe benefits (which generally make up 
around 60% of total costs) have” pdisplay “increased by {personal_inc}% over the past year."; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_4 If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_rauo_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_rato < = 0.93 Then e_to_r_analyss = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite good. The expense’ display “to revenue ratio indicates that 

income is not only high enough to cover’ display “expected demand for equipment replacement, but can also contnbute” display “substan- 
tally to decreasing the amount owed to other auxiliary enterprises.” display “There are a couple of things to note here however. First, the 
expense to” display ‘revenue ratio 1s so low that the Tailor Shop might be accused of gouging” display “its customers. And second, the ratio 
is incraseing over tme . This may” display “signal that income is decreasing, or it may signal a concerted effort on” display “the part of 
management to bring down prices to an ‘acceptable’ level. ~” pdisplay ” ” pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation 
1S quite good. The expense” pdisplay “to revenue ratio indicates that income is not only high enough to cover” pdisplay “expected demand 
for equipment replacement, but can also contnbdute” pdisplay “substantially to decreasing the amount owed to other auxiliary enterprises.” 
pdisplay “There are a couple of things to note here however. First, the expense to” pdisplay “revenue rato 1s so low that the Tarlor Shop 
might be accused of gouging” pdisplay “its customers. And second, the rato 1s incraseing over ume . This may” pdisplay “signal that in- 
come is decreasing, or it may signal a concerted effort on” pdisplay “the part of management to bring down prices to an ‘acceptable’ level."; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_5 If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2)} and . 
eXp_to_rev_ratio > 1 Then ¢_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. The expense” display “to revenue ratio is greater than | 

which indicates that expenses exceed” display “revenues. This means that the Tailor Shop is depending on the other’ display “awalanes 
to cover its operating expenses. On a positive note, the ratio’ display “is decreasing over time, indicating that improvements are being 
made. ~” pdisplay ° " pdisplay ° " pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. The expense” pdisplay “to revenue 
ratio is greater than | which indicates that expenses exceed” pdisplay “revenues. This means that the Tatlor Shop 1s depending on the other” 
pdisplay “awalianies to cover its operating expenses. On a positive note, the ratio” pdisplay “is decreasing over time, tndicating that im- 
provements are being made.*; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_6 If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_!o_rev_ratio < = 1 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio >.995 Then ¢_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is improving. “ display “Although the expense to revenue 

ratio is barely less than |, itis’ display “improving over tme. At this point, it is not earning enough to cover” display “all of expected de- 
mand for equipment replacement. However, if the current’ display “trend conunues, they should be able to do so in the future. ~” pdisplay 
” * pdisplay “ “ pdisplay “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop 1s improving. ° pdispiay “Although the expense to revenue 
ratio is barely less than 1, it is’ pdisplay “improving over tme. At this point, it 1s not earning enough to cover” pdisplay “all of expected 
demand for equipment replacement. However, if the current” pdisplay “trend conunues, they should be able to do so in the future.”; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_? If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio last) and 
exp_to_rev_rato_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_rano <= .995 and 
exp_to_rev_rato >.93 Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° display "Not only is the expense to revenue 

ratio improving over time, but it falls” display “in a very good region. A ratio in this region indicates that net income is” display “sufficient 
to cover expected demand for equipment replacement, and also to” display “pay back some of the debt owed to the other awaliary enter- 
prises. ~” pdisplay °° pdisplay “ ° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° pdisplay "Not only is 
the expense to revenue rato improving over time, but it falls” pdispiay “in a very good region. A rato in this region indicates that net in- 
come is” pdisplay “sufficient to cover expected demand for equipment replacement, and also to” pdisplay “pay back some of the debt owed 
to the other awaliary enterprises.”; 
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Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_8 If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = .93 Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° display “Not only is the expense to revenue 

ratio improving over time, but it” display “indicates that a substantial dent can be made in its debt to other auxiliary” display “enterprises. 
On the negative side, a ratio so small indicates that revenues” display “greatly exceed expenses which could be considered price gouging. —” 
Pdisplay ©" pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop 1s quite good. ° pdisplay “Not only is the expense 
to revenue ratio improving over time, but it” pdisplay “indicates that a substantial dent can be made in its debt to other auxiliary” pdisplay 
“enterprises. On the negative side, a ratio so small indicales that revenues” pdisplay “greatly exceed expenses which could be considered 
price gouging.’; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_9_a If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_Jast < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > | and 
t_mil_rev < (muil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 

locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mul_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” display “is the expense to revenue 

rato greater than 1, but has increased over the’ display “past year. A glance at the income statements will give a good indication of dis- 
play “why this is happening. Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes” display “more than 75% of total revenue} has decreased 
by (mil_ dec}%. Meanwhile, costs” display “incurred for salanes and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60%" display ‘of 
total costs) have increased by {personal_inc)%. —° pdisplay °° pdisplay ” ” pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite 
bad. Not only” pdisplay “is the expense to revenue ratio greater than 1, but has increased over the” pdisplay “past year. A glance at the 
income statements will give a good indicaton of pdisplay “why this is happening. Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes” 
pdisplay “more than 75% of total revenue) has decreased by ({mil_dec}%. Mfeanwhile, costs” pdisplay “incurred for salaries and fringe 
benefits (which generally make up around 60%" pdisplay ‘of total costs) have increased by {personal_inc)%.°; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_9_b If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_rato_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > [ and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 
Upersonal < = (personal_last} Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only’ display “is the expense to revenue 

ratio greater than 1, but it has increased over” display “the past year. A glance at the income statements will give a good indication” display 
“of why this is happening. Revenue from the corps (which typically” display “constutes more than 75% of total revenue) has decreased 
by (mil_dec}%. —" pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only” pdisplay “is the 
expense lo revenue rauo greater than |, but it has increased over” pdisplay “the past year. A glance af the income statements will give a 
good indicaton’ pdisplay “of why this is happening. Revenue from the corps (which typically” pdisplay “consttutes more than 75% of total 
revenue) has decreased by (mul_dec)} %."; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_9_c If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_rauo_last < {exp_to_rev_rauio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_raho > | and 
t_mal_rev > = (muil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
tocate [1,6 
color = [2 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is quite bad. Not only’ display “is the expense to revenue 

ratio greater than I, but it has increased over’ display “the past year. A glance at the income staternents will give a good indication” display 
“of why this is happerung. Costs incurred for salanes and fmnge benefits” display “(which generally make up around 60% of total costs) 
have increased by {personal_inc} %° display “over the past year. —-" pdisplay °° pdisplay ° “ pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present 
situation is quite bad. Not only” pdisplay “is the expense to revenue rato greater than |, but it has increased over” pdisplay “the past year. 
A giance at the income statements will give a good indication” pdisplay “of why this is happening. Costs incurred for salaries and fringe 
benefits’ pdisplay "(which generally make up around 60% of total costs) have increased by {personal_inc}%* pdisplay “over the past year.°; 

Rute analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_!0_a If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_rato_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.995 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = | and 
t_mil_rev < (mil_rev_last) and 

t_personal > (personal_last) Then e to_r_ analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
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find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “the expense to revenue 

is Jess than |, it has increased over the past year.” display “Furthermore, its size indicates that the present rate of income is not” display 
“enough to cover expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at” display “the income statements will give a good indication 
of why this is happening.” display “Revenue from the corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total” display “revenue) has 
decreased by (mil_dec}%. Meanwtule, costs incurred for salaries” display “and fringe benefits (whidh generally make up around 60% of 
total costs) have” display “increased by (personal_inc}% over the past year. —" pdisplay °° pdisplay ° ” pdisplay “As can be seen above, 
the present situation is not good. Although” pdisplay “the expense to revenue is less than I, it has increased over the past year.” pdisplay 
"Furthermore, its size indicates that the present rate of income is not” pdisplay “enough to cover expected demand for equipment replace- 
ments. A glance at” pdisplay “the income statements will give a good indication of why this is happening.” pdisplay “Revenue from the 
corps (which typically constitutes more than 75% of total” pdisplay ‘revenue) has decreased by (mul_dec}%. Meanwhile, costs incurred 
for salaries” pdisplay “and fringe benefits (whidh generally make up around 60% of total costs) have” pdisplay “increased by 
{personal_inc}% over the past year.”; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_10_b If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_rauo_last < (exp_to_rev_rano_2) and 
exp_to_rev_rauo > = 0.995 and 
exp_to_rev_rato < = Q and 
t_mul_rev < (muil_rev_last) and 
t_personal < (personal_last) Then e¢_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = |2 
find muil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mul_dec, 4.| 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “the expense to revenue 

ratio is less than |, it has increased over the past” display “year. Furthermore, its size indicates that the present rate of income is” display 
“not enough to cover expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at” display “the income statements will give a good indi- 
caton of why this is happening.” display “Revenue from the corps (which typically consututes more than 75% of total’ display “revenue) 
has decreased by ({mil_dec} %.—” pdisplay “ " pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ 
pcisplay “the expense to revenue ratio is Jess than 1, it has increased over the past” pdisplay “year. Furthermore, its size indicates that the 
present rate of income is” pdisplay “not enough to cover expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at” pdisplay “the income 
statements will give a good indication of why this is happening.” pdisplay “Revenue from the corps (which typically consututes more than 
75% of total’ pdisplay “revenue) has decreased by (mil_dec} %.’; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_!0_¢ If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0,995 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = | and 
t_mul_rev > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. Although’ display “the expense to revenue 

rato is less than |, it has increased over the past” display “year. Furthermore, its size indicates that the present rate of income is not” dis- 
play “enough to cover expected demand for equipment replacements. A glance at the” display “income statements will give a good indi- 
cabon of why this is happening. Costs’ display ‘incurred for salanes and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60%" display 
“of total costs) have increased by (personal_inc}% over the past year.—-° pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the 
present situation 1s not good. Although’ pdisplay “the expense to revenue ratio is less than |, 1t has increased over the past” pdisplay “year. 
Furthermore, its size indicates that the present rate of income 1s not” pdisplay “enough to cover expected demand for equipment replace- 
ments. A glance at the” pdisplay “income statements will give a good indication of why this is happening. Costs’ pdisplay “incurred for 
salaries and fringe benefits (which generally make up around 60%” pdisplay “of total costs) have increased by {personal_inc}% over the 
past year.’; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_1]_a If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_rato_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.93 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = .995 and 
t_mul_rev < (muil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e¢_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,64 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense” display “to revenue ratio is at 

an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves” display “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from other” dis- 
play “ausliaries are being decreased. A word of caution however is in order.” display “Note that the ratio has increased over the past year. 

A glance at the” display “income statements will show why this is happening. The revenue from the’ display “corps (which typically 
constitues 75% of total revenue) has decreased by {mul_dec}%" display “over the past year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salaries and 
fringe’ display “benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total costs) have increased by” display ° {personal_inc}% over the past 
year. ~” pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense” pdisplay “to revenue ratio 
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is at an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves” pdisplay “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from other” 
pdisplay “auxiliaries are being decreased. A word of caution however is in order.” pdisplay “Note that the ratio has increased over the past 
year, A glance at the” pdisplay “income statements will show why this is happening. The revenue from the” pdisplay “corps (which typi- 
cally constitues 75% of total revenue} has decreased by (mil_dec}%”° pdisplay “over the past year. Meanwhile, costs incurred for salaries 
and fringe” pdisplay “benefits (which generally make up around 60% of total costs) have increased by” pdisplay ” {personal_inc) % over the 
past year.”, 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_11_b If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0.93 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = .995 and 
tmul_rev < (mul_rev_last) and 
t_personal < (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 
find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense” display “to revenue ratio is at 

an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves” display “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from other’ dis- 
play “auxiliaries are being decreased. A word of caution however, 1s in order.” display “Note that the rato has decreased over the past 
year. A glance at the’ display “income statements will show why this is happening. The revenue from the’ display “corps (which typically 
consititues 75% of total revenue) has decreased by” display ° (mil_dec} % over the past year. -" pdisplay ©” pdisplay " ” pdisplay “As can 
be seen above, the present sttuation is not bad. The expense” pdisplay “to revenue ratio 1s at an acceptable level. This indicates that re- 
serves” pdisplay “for future equipment purchases are heing built, while the loans from other” pdisplay “awalianes are being decreased. A 
word of caution however, is in order.” pdisplay “Note that the ratio has decreased over the past year. A glance at the” pdisplay “income 
statements will show why this is happening. The revenue from the’ pdisplay “corps (which typically consiutues 75% of total revenue) has 
decreased by” pdisplay ° (mil_dec}% over the past year.’; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_|1_c If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_raho_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio > = 0,93 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = .995 and 
t_muJ_revy > = (mil_rev_last) and 
t_personal > (personal_last) Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 

color = 14 

find mil_dec 
find personal_inc 
format mil_dec, 4.1 
format personal_inc, 4.1 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense” display “to revenue ratio is at 

an acceptable level. This indicates that reserves” display “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from other” dis- 
play “auwaliaries are being decreased. A word of caution however is in order.” display “Note that the ratio has increased over the past year. 
A glance at the” display “income statements will show why this is happening. Costs incurred for” display “salanes and fringe benefits 
(which generally make up around 60% of total” display “costs), have increased by (personal_inc}% over the past year.—” pdisplay °° 
pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present situation is not bad. The expense” pdisplay “to revenue ratio is at an acceptable 
level. This indicates that reserves® pdisplay “for future equipment purchases are being built, while the loans from other” pdisplay “auxilia- 
ries are being decreased. A word of cauhbon however is in order.” pdisplay “Note that the rano has increased over the past year. A glance 
at the” pdisplay “income statements will show why thus is happening. Costs incurred for” pdisplay “salanes and fmnnge benefits (which 
generally make up around 60% of total’ pdisplay “costs), have increased by (personal_inc}% over the past year.”; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_!2 If exp_to_rev_ratio > (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last < (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_rauo < = .93 Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° display “The expense to revenue ratio is 

quite low, indicating that a substantial ” display “dent can be made in its debt to other awaliary enterprises. Notce that the’ display “ratio 
has tneased over the past year. This may indicate a decline in income,” display “or it may indicate a concerted effort on the part of man- 
agement to bring” display “prices more in line with costs. If the former case is true, it should be” display “looked into. -" pdisplay ° * 
pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° pdisplay “The expense to revenue ratio is quite 
low, indicating that a substantial © pdisplay “dent can be made in its debt to other awaliary enterpnses. Notce that the” pdisplay “ratio 
has ineased over the past year. This may indicate a decline in income,” pdisplay “or it may indicate a concerted effort on the part of 
Management to bnng™ pdisplay “prices more in line with costs. Hf the former case 1s true, it should be’ pdisplay “looked into.*; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_13 If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) an 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_rauo_2) and . 
exp_to_rev_rauo > | Then ¢_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 12 display “As can be seen above, the present situation is not good. The expense’ display “to revenue ratio is greater than | 

which indicates that costs exceed” display ‘revenues. This means that the Tailor Shop is depending on the other’ display “awaliaries to 
cover some of its operating expenses. On a positive note,” display “the ratio has decreased over the past year indicating that improvements” 
display “are being made.~” pdisplay " “ pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the present stuation is not good. The expense” 
pdisplay “to revenue raho is greater than 1 which indicates that costs exceed” pdisplay ‘revenues. This means that the Tailor Shop is de- 
pending on the other” pdisplay “auxilianes to cover some of its operaung expenses. On a posiuve note,” pdisplay “the ratio has decreased 
over the past year indicating that improvements” pdisplay “are being made.”; 
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Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_I4 If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio <= | and 
exp_to_rev_ratio >.995 Then ¢_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 14 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is not too bad. ° display “Although the expense to revenue 

ratio is barely less than [, it has improved” display “over the past year. At this point, the Tailor Shop is not earning enough to” display 
“cover all of expected demand for equipment replacement. However, if the” display “current trend continues, they should be able to do so 
in the future." pdisplay °° pdisplay ° ” pdisplay “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is not too bad. ° pdisplay “Al- 
though the expense to revenue ratio is barely less than 1, it has improved’ pdisplay “over the past year. At this point, the Tailor Shop is 
not earning enough to” pdisplay “cover all of expected demand for equipment replacement. However, if the” pdisplay “current trend con- 
tinues, they should be able to do so in the future.’; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_|5 If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio_last > (exp_to_rev_ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio < = .995 and 
exp_to_rev_ratio >.93 Then e_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = 10 display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is not bad. ° display “The expense to revenue ratio falls 

within a very good region indicating’ display “that net income is sufficient to cover expected demand and also pay back” display “some of 
the debt owed to other auxiliary enterprises. It should be noted” display “however, that the ratio has increased over the past year. This 
indicates” display “decreasing earnings, and should be checked into. —" pdisplay °° pdisplay ” ° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the situ- 
ation at the Tailor Shop is not bad. ° pdisplay “The expense to revenue ratio falls within a very good region indicating” pdisplay “that net 
income is sufficient to cover expected demand and also pay back” pdisplay “some of the debt owed to other awaliary enterprises. It should 
be noted” pdisplay “however, that the ratio has increased over the past year. This indicates” pdisplay “decreasing earmngs, and should be 
checked into.”; 

Rule analyze_exp_to_rev_ratio_16 If exp_to_rev_ratio < (exp_to_rev_ratio_last) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio _last > (exp_to _rev_ ratio_2) and 
exp_to_rev_ratio <= .93 Then ¢_to_r_analysis = found 
locate 11,6 
color = IQ display “As can be seen above, the situation at the Tailor Shop is quite good. ° display “Not only has the expense to re- 

venue ratio improved over the past year, but” display “it also indicates that a substantial dent can be made in their debt to other” display 
“auwaliary enterprises. On the negative side, a ratio this small indicates” display “that revenues greatly exceed expenses which could be 
considered price gouging. -" pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “As can be seen above, the situaton at the Tailor Shop 1s quite good. 
pdisplay “Not only has the expense to revenue ratio improved over the past year, but” pdisplay “it also indicates thal a substanual dent can 
be made in their debt to other” pdisplay “auxiliary enterprises. On the negatve ade, a rato this small indicates” pdisplay “that revenues 
greatly exceed expenses which could be considered price gouging.°; 

Rule mil_dec If todo = ratio_analysis Then mil_dec = ((({mil_rev_last - t_mil_rev) / mil_rev_last) * 100); 

Rule personal_inc If todo = ratio_analysis Then personal_ine = (((t_personal - Personal_last) / personal_last) * 100); 

Rule exp_to_rev_mkt_seg_ display IF corps_e_to_r_this < > unknown Then exp_to_rev_mkt_seg_display = found 
cls 
color = 1} 
Jocate 3,27 
display “EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIO’ 
locate 5,30 
display "BY MARKET SEGMENT” 
locate 8,6 display “Expense to revenue ratios are also calculated for each market segment’ display “of the Tailor Shop. These are very 

useful as they show which market’ display “segments are able to cover their individual expenses. It should be noted” display “however, that 
overhead expenses are not included in any of these figures.” display “Thus, if all segments showed a rauo of 1.0, the Tailor Shop would 
not be" display “able to cover all of its expenses, due to overhead expenses not included” display “in the computations. Overhead expenses 
for the Tailor Shop generally” display “constitute between 20% and 30% of total expenses, which is currently’ display “between $30,000 
and $60,000." locate 19,15 display “Press any key to see the Expense to Revenue ratios — 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay ” ° 
locate 3,27 
pdisplay * EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIO’ 
pdisplay * 
locate 5,30 
pdisplay ° BY MARKET SEGMENT’ 

pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay ° “ pdisplay ° Expense to revenue ratios are also calculated for each market segment” pdisplay “of the Tailor Shop. These 

are very useful as they show which market” pdisplay “segments are able to cover their individual expenses. It should be noted” pdisplay 
“however, that overhead expenses are not included in any of these figures.” pdisplay “Thus, if all segments showed a ratio of !.0, the Tailor 
Shop would not be” pdisplay “able to cover all of its expenses, due to overhead expenses not included” pdisplay “in the computations. 
Overhead expenses for the Tailor Shop generally” pdisplay “constitute between 20% and 30% of total expenses, which is currently” pdisplay 
“between $30,000 and $60,000." pdisplay °° pdisplay ° Press any key to see the Expense to Revenue ratios” 

find rest_of_display_mkt_seg, 

Rule display_for-mkt_seg If corps_e_to_r_this < > unknown Then rest_of_display_mkt_seg = found 
cls 
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locate 2,25 
color = !1 
display “EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIOS’ 
locate 4,29 

display “BY MARKET SEGMENT’ 
locate 7,12 
display “MARKET SEGMENT’ 
locate 7,38 
display “{year_2_ago}° 
locate 7,48 
display “{last_year}” 
Jocate 7,58 
display “{current_year}’ 
locate 9,12 
display "Corps" 
locate 10,12 
display “Public” 
locate 11,12 
display “Student/Faculty/Staff” 
locate 12,12 
display “Interdepartmentat’ 
locate 13,12 
display “Music Department’ 
locate 14,12 
display “State Related” 
locate 17,20 
color = |2 
display “market segment not covering its expenses’ 
locate 18,22 
color = 14 
display “market segment covering its expenses” 
locate 19,28 
color = il 
display “* upward trend - not good’ 

pdisplay ° 
pdisplay ° 

Pdisplay ° 
pdisplay “ EXPENSE TO REVENUE RATIOS’ 
pdisplay "° 
pdisplay BY MARKET SEGMENT‘ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay ° ” 
a = (year_2_ago) 
b = (last_year) 
¢ = (current_year) 
pdisplay ° MARKET SEGMENT {a} {b) {c}° 
pdisplay °° 
find rest_of_display_mkt_segs; 

Rule display_for_mkt_seg If corps_e_to_r_this < > unknown Then rest_of_display_mkt_segs = found 
find corps_¢e_r_display_this 
find public_e_r_display_this 
find s_f s_e_r_display_this 
find interdept_e_r_display_this 
find music_e_r_dispiay_this 
find state_e_r_display_this 
find corps_e_r_display_last 
find public_e_r_display_last 

find interdept_e_r_display_last 
find music_¢_r_display_last 
find state_e_r_display_last 
find corps_e_r_display_2 
find public_e_r_display_2 
find s_f_s_e_r_display_2 
find interdept_e_r_display_2 
find music_e_r_display_2 
find state_e_r_display_2 
find corps_star_display 
find public_star_display 
find s_f_s_star_ display 
find interdept_star_display 
find music_star_display 
find state_star_display 
a@ = (corps_e_to_r this) 
b = (corps_¢e_to_r last) 
¢ = (corps_e_to_r_2) 
find p_corps_display 
a = (public_e_to_r_this) 
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b = (public_e_to_r last) 
¢ = (public_e_to_r_2) 
find p_public_display 
a = (s_f_s_e_to_r_ this) 
b = (s_f_s_e_to_r_last) 
ce = (s_f_s_e to_r_2) 
find p_s_f_s_ display 
a = (interdept_e_to_r_ this) 
b = (interdept_e_to_r_last) 
¢ = (interdept_e_to_r_2) 
find p_interdept_display 
a = (music_e_to_r_this) 
b = (music_e_to_r_last) 
¢ = (music_e_to_r_2) 
find p_mustc_display 
a = (state_e_to_r_this) 
b = (state_e_to_r_last) 
c = (state_e_to_r_2) 
find p_state_display 
pdisplay ” ° 
pdisplay * * 
pdisplay ° * upward trend - not good’; 

Rule pdisplay_corps_e_to_r 

If a > (b) and 
b > {c) Then p_corps_display = found 
pdisplay ° Corps {c) {b} {a} °° else pdisplay ° 

* 
’ 

Rule pdisplay_public_e_to_r 

Ifa > (b) and 
b > (c) Then p_public_display = found 
pdisplay * Public {c} {b) {a} °° else pdisplay ” 

If a > (b) and 
b > (c}) Then p_s fs display = found 
pdisplay ° Student/Faculty/Staff — {c)} {b} {a) °” else pdisplay ” 

{a} °; 

Rule pdisplay_interdept_e_to_r 

If a > (b)} and 
b > (c) Then p_interdept_display = found 
pdisplay ° Interdepartmental {c} {b} {a} °° else pdisplay ° 

{a} % 

Rule pdisplay_music_e_to_r 

If a > (b) and , 
b > (c) Then p_music_display = found 
pdisplay “ Music Department {c} {b)} {a} °° else pdisplay ° 

{a} %; 

Rule pdisplay_state_e_to_r 

If a > (b) and 
b > (c) Then p_state_display = found 
pdisplay ° State Related {c} {b} {a} °° else pdisplay ° 

Rule corps_display_this If corps_e_to_r_this < = 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 9,58 
format corps_e_to_r_this, 4.2 
display “{corps_e_to_r_this}” 
corps_¢_r_display_this = found else color = 12 
locate 9,58 
format corps_¢_to_r_this,4.2 
display “{corps_e_to_r_this}"; 

Rule public_display_this If public_e_to r_this <= 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 10,58 
format public_e_to_r this, 4.2 
display “{public_e_to_r_this}” 
public_e_r_display_ this = found else color = 12 

Student/Faculty/Staff 

Interdepartmental 

Music Department



locate 10,58 
format public_e_to_r_this,4.2 
display “{public_e_to_r_ this)"; 

ee = 

Rule interdept_display_this If interdept_e_to_r this < = 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 12,58 
format interdept_e_to_r this, 4.2 
display “{interdept_e_to_r_this}” 
interdept_e_r_display_this = found else color = 12 
locate 12,58 ; 
format interdept_e_to_r_this,4.2 
display “{interdept_e_to_r_this}"; 

Rule music_display_this If music_e_to_r_this < = 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 13,58 
format music_e_to_r_this, 4.2 
display “{music_e_to_r_this}" 
music_e_r_display_this = found else color = 12 
locate 13,58 
format music_e_to_r_this,4.2 
display “{music_e_to_r_this)*; 

Rule state_display_thus If state_e_to_r_this < = 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 14,58 
format state_e_to_r_this, 4.2 
display “{state_e_to_r_this}” 
state_e_r_display_this = found else color = 12 
locate 14,58 
format state_e_to_r_this,4.2 
display “{state_¢_to_r_ this)"; 

Rule corps_display_last lf corps_e_to_r_last < = 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 9,48 
format corps_e_to_r_last, 4.2 
display “{corps_e_to_r_last}” 
corps_e_r_display_last » found else color = 12 
locate 9,48 
format corps_e_to_r_last,4.2 
display “(corps_e_to_r_last}*; 

Rule public_display_last If public_e_to_r_last <= 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 10,48 
format public_e_to_r_last, 4.2 
display “{public_e_to_r_last}” 
public_e_r_ display fast = found else color = 12 
locate 10,48 
format public_e_to_r_last,4.2 
display “{public_e_to_r_last}"; 

Rule s_f_s_display_last If s fs _e_to_r_last <= [.0 Then color = 14 
locate 11,48 

eo 

Rule interdept_display_last If interdept_e_to_r_ last < = 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 12,48 
format interdept_e_to_r_last, 4.2 
display “{interdept_e_to_r_last}” 
interdept_e_r_display_last = found else color = 12 
locate 12,48 
format interdept_e_to_r_last,4.2 
display “{interdept_e_to_r_last}*; 

Rule music_display_last If music_e_to_r_last < = 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 13,48 
format music_e_to_r_last, 4.2 
display “(music_e_to_r_last}” ——_— 
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music_e_r display_last = found else color = 12 
locate 13,48 
format musi¢c_e_to_r_last,4.2 
display “{music_e¢_to_r_last}"; 

Rule state_display_last If state_e_to_r_last < = 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 14,48 
format state_e_to_r last, 4.2 
display “{state_e_to_r_last)” 
stale_e_r_display_Jast = found else color = 12 
locate 14,48 
format state_e_to_r_last,4.2 
display “(state_e_to_r_last}"; 

Rule corps_display_2 If corps_e_to_r_2 < = 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 9,38 
format corps_e_to_r_2, 4.2 
display “{corps_e_to_r_2}” 
corps_e_r_display_2 = found else color = 12 
locate 9,38 
format corps_e_to_r_2,4.2 
display “{corps_¢_to_r_2}°; 

Rule public_display_2 If public_e_to_r_2 < = 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 10,38 
format public_e_to_r_2, 4.2 
display “{public_e_to_r_ 2)” 
public_e_r_display_2 = found else color = 12 
locate 10,38 
format public_e_to_r_2,4.2 

2 display “{public_e_to_r_2}°; 

locate [1,38 
formats f_s_e to_r 2, 4.2 

r_25° 

s_fs er display_2 = found else color = 12 
locate 11,38 

format s_f_s_¢ to_r_2,4.2 
t2 

Rule interdept_display_2 If interdept_e_to_r_2 <= 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 12,38 
format interdept_e_to_r_2, 4.2 
display “{interdept_e_to_r_2}° 
interdept_e_r_display_2 = found else color = 12 
locate 12,38 
format interdept_e_to_r_2,4.2 
display "{interdept_e_to_r_2}°; 

Rule music_display_2 If music_e_to_r_2 < = 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 13,38 
format musi¢_e_to_r_2, 4.2 
display “(music_e_to_r_2}” 
music_e_r_display_2 = found else color = [2 
locate 13,38 
format music_e_to_r_2,4.2 
display “{music_e_to_r_2}°; 

Rule state_display_2 If state_e_to_r_2 < = 1.0 Then color = 14 
locate 14,38 
format state_e_to_r 2, 4.2 
display “{state_e_to_r_2}° 
state_e_r_display_2 = found else color = 12 
locate 14,38 
format state_e_to_r_2,4.2 
display “{state_e_to_r_2)}°; 

Rule star_corps_display If corps_e_to_r_this > = (corps_e_to_r_last) and 
corps_e_to_r_last > = (corps_e_to_r_2) Then corps_star_display = found 
color = !1 
locate 9,64 

display °°"; 

Rule star_public_display If public_e_to_r_this > = (public_e_to_r_last) and 
public_e_to_r_ last > = (public_e_to_r_2) Then public_star_display = found 
color = 11 
locate 10,64 
display °°"; 
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ee — ee ee 

ee oe ee” noe ee ee ee 

color = I[] 
locate 11,64 

display °*”; 

Rule star_interdept_display If interdept_e_to_r_this > = (interdept_e_to_r_last) and 
interdept_e_to_r_last > = (interdept_e_to_r_2) Then interdept_star_display = found 
color = 11 
locate 12,64 

display “*”; 

Rule star_music_display If music_e_to_r_this > = (music_e_to_r_last) and 
music_¢_to_r_last > = ({music_e_to_r_2) Then music_star_display = found 
color = 11 
locate 13,64 
display °*"; 

Rule star_state_display If state_e_to_r_this > = (state_e_to_r_last) and 
state_¢_to_r_last > = (state_e_to_r_2) Then state_star_display = found 
color = II 
locate 14,64 
display °** ~” else locate 19,77 
display“ 7"; 

! Statements block 

ask continue_r: “Is this the most current year end?’; choices continue_r. yes, no; 

ask todo: "What would you like to do? Answer /Q when finished’; choices todo: Enter_new_data, graphics, budget_analysis, 
ratio_analysis, what-if_analysis, Change_system_parameters, 

ask jnventory_ques; “Can you separate the value of ending inventory into issued and unissued?"; choices inventory_ques: yes, no; 

ask issued_inv. “What is the value of issued inventory?; ask urussued_inv: “What is the value of unissued inventory”, ask total_inv. 
“Then, what 1s the value of total inventory?’; 

ask equip_number: “How many pieces of equipment does this include?’; 

ask equip_name: “Give an appropriate title to a piece, using underscores to connect words.”; 

ask cost “How much did the {equip_name) cost?’; 

ask purchase_month: “Please enter the number for the month in which the {equip_name)} was purchased. Use | for January, 2 for Febru- 
ary, ....12 for December.’; 

ask useful_life: “How many years is the (equip_name} expected to last?’; 

ask num_Iresh: “June (current_year}?°; ask num_soph: “How many sophomores?’, ask num_jun: “How many juniors?*, ask num_sen: “How 
many senors?’; 

ask ca_fresh: "June {current_year)?", ask ca_soph: “How much was it for sophomores?”; ask ca_jun: “How much was it for juniors?’; ask 
ca_sen: “How much was it for seniors?’; 

plural: ca,put_inventory, hew_equip,current_values,depreciation; piural: 
corps_ca,corps_num,bl_this,bs_last,bs_2_ago,1s_Uhus,is_last,is_2_ago; plural: 
muil_rev,other_rev,personal,s_and_m,contractual,contnuous,direct_costs; plural: bs_info,is_2_ago_a; bkcolor = 1; 
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B.57 PWIRAT2 

execute, mintime; 

actions color = 15 todo = ratio_analysis display “The system has chained to a new knowledge base and files must be loaded.” display 
“Please be patient. You will be instructed when to continue.” display ° ” loadfacts ratdata display “Press any key to examine the total asset 
turnover rauios. —° find t_asset_tum_display find inv_turn_display chain pwits ; 

Rules Block 

Rule calculate_t_asset_turn_ratios 

If todo = ratio_analysis 

Then x = (t_mil_rev + t_other_rev) 
t_asset_turn_rauio = (x / ((total_inv + total_current_value + last_yr_inventory + last_yr_equip value) / 2)) 
x = (mil_rev_last + other_rev_last) 
t_asset_turn_ratio_last = (x / ((last_yr_inventory + last_yr_equip_value + inv_2_ ago + equip_2_ago) / 2)) 
t_asset_tum_rabo_2 = ((mul_rev_2 + other_rev_2) / ({(inv_2_ago + equip_2_ago + tassets_3) / 2)); 

Rule calculate_inv_tum_ratios If todo = ratio_analysis Then inv_turn_ratho = (t_mil_rev / ((total_inv + last_yr_inventory) / 2)) 
inv_turn_rato_last = (mul_rev_last / ((last_yr_inventory + inv_2_ago) / 2)) 
inv_tum_raio_2 = (mil_rev_2 / ((inv_2_ago + inv_3_ago) / 2)); 

Rule display_for_t_asset_turn If t_asset_turn_ratio < > unknown Then cls 
color = I] 
locate 1,24 
display "TOTAL ASSET TURNOVER RATIOS’ 
locate 4,45 
display “{current_year)” 
locate 4,35 
display “(tast_year)” 
locate 4,25 - 
display “{year_2_ago)* 
locate 7,44 
format t_asset_turn_ratio, 5.3 
display *{t_asset_turn_ratio}” 
locate 7,34 
format t_asset_turn_ratio_last, 5.3 
display “{t_asset_turn_rauo_last)” 
locate 7,24 
format t_asset_turn_ratio_2, 5.3 
display “{t_asset_turn_ratio_2}” 
t_asset_tum_display = found 

pdisplay ** 
locate 1,24 
pdisplay * TOTAL ASSET TURNOVER RATIOS’ 
pdisplay °° 

pdisplay ° * 
a = (current_year) 
b = (last_year) 

c = (year_2_ago) 

pdisplay * {c} {b} {a}" 
pdisplay *” 

pdisplay °° 
a = (t_asset_turn_ratio) 
b = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) 
¢ = (t_asset_tum_ratio_2) 
pdisplay" {c} {b} {a}" 
t_asset_tum_display = found 
find t_asset_tum_analysis; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_I If t_asset_turn_ratio > = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last} and 
t_asset_turm_ratio_last > = (t_asset_tum_ratio_2) and 
t_asset_turn_ratio > = 1.0 Then locate 10,6 
color = 10 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Talor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., wuforms ° display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since it is ° display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approxmate the revenue ” display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset tumnover ratio is quite good,” display “and it is improving over time. —’” 
pdisplay "” pdisplay * ° pdisplay ° In general, a high rato of dollar sales versus total value of assets” pdisplay “is considered good, and 
a low ratio of sales to asset value is considered” pdisplay “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (1.e., uniforms ° pdisplay 
“signed out to cadets) is a major portion of its assets. Since itis ” pdisplay “expected that the cost of these uniforms wil] approximate the 
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revenue * pdisplay “obtained from them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” pdisplay “to be quite good.” pdisplay ° ” 
pdisplay ° As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is quite good,” pdisplay “and it is improving over time.” 

t_asset_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_2 If t_asset_turn_ratio > = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_turn_ratio > = 1.0 Then locate 10,6 
color = 10 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus tota) value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered’ display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., uniforms ° display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since it is ° display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue ° display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is quite good,” display ‘and it has improved over the past 
year. ~" pdisplay ” " pdisplay ° ° pdisplay ° In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” pdisplay “is considered 
good, and a Jow ratio of sales to asset value is considered” pdisplay “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., uniforms 
* pdisplay “signed out to cadets) is a major portion of its assets. Since it is “ pdisplay “expected that the cost of these uniforms will ap- 
proximate the revenue ° pdisplay “obtained from them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” pdisplay “to be quite good.” 
pdisplay °° pdisplay * As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is quite good,” pdisplay “and it has improved over the past 
year. 

t_asset_turmn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_tum_3 If t_asset_turn_ratio > = ({t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_turn_ratio_last > = (t_asset_turn_ratio_2) and 
t_asset_tumn_ratio > = .9 and . 
t_asset_tum_ratio < 1.0 Then locate 10,6 
color = 10 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. [In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (1.¢., uniforms “ display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since it is © display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approsxmate the revenue ° display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 1s considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is acceptable,” display “and is improving over time. —” pdisplay 
°** pdisplay “* pdisplay ° In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” pdisplay “is considered good, and a low ratio 
of sales to asset value is conndered” pdisplay “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (1.e., uniforms ° pdisplay “signed out 
to cadets) is a major portion of its assets. Since it is ” pdisplay “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue ” 
pdisplay “obtained from them, any asset turnover rato greater than |.0 is considered” pdisplay “to be quite good.” pdisplay °° pdisplay ° 
As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio ts acceptable,” pdisplay “and 1s improving over ume.” 

t_asset_tum_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_4 If t_asset_tum_ratio > = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_tum_ratio > = .9 and 
t_asset_turn_ratio < 1.0 Then locate 10,6 
color = 10 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., uruforms ° display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since it is ” display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue “ display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is acceptable,” display “and has improved over the past year. -” 
pdisplay ° “ pdisplay °° pdisplay ” In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” pdisplay “is considered good, and 
a low ratio of sales to asset value is considered” pdisplay “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory {i.e., uruforms * pdisplay 
“signed out to cadets) is a major portion of its assets. Since it is ° pdisplay “expected that the cost of these un:forms will approximate the 
revenue " pdisplay “obtained from them, any asset turnover rato greater than 1.0 is constdered” pdisplay “to be quite good.” pdisplay ~ ” 
pdisplay ° As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio 1s acceptable,” pdisplay “and has improved over the past year.” 

t_asset_turn_analysis = found, 

Rule analyze_t_asset_tumm_5 If t_asset_turn_rato > = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_tum_ratio_last > = (t_asset_tum_rato_2} and | 
t_asset_tum_ratio < = .9 Then locate 10,6 
color = 14 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (1.e., uniforms ” display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since it is “ display “expected that the cost of these unuforms will approxmate the revenue ° display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover rato is not as high as” display “management would like. However, 
it does appear to be improving over ume. —° pdisplay ©“ pdisplay ° ” pdisplay “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value 
of assets” pdisplay “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset value is considered” pdisplay “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, 
issued inventory (i.e., umforms ° pdisplay “signed out to cadets) is a major pornon of its assets. Since it1s © pdisplay “expected that the cost 
of these uniforms will approximate the revenue “ pdisplay “obtained from them, any asset turnover ratio greater than !.0 is considered” 
Pdisplay “to be quite good.” pdisplay °° pdisplay ” As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio 1s not as high as” pdisplay 
“management would like. However, it does appear to be improving over time.” 

t_asset_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_tum_6 If t_asset_turn_ratio > = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_turn_ratio <= .9 Then locate 10,6 
color = 12 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., uniforms ° display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
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portion of its assets. Since it is ° display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue ” display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen ahove, the total asset turnover ratio is not as high as” display “management would like. However, 
it has improved over the past year and may” display “continue to do so in the future. —“ pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay” In general, 
a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” pdisplay “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset value is considered’ 
Pdisplay “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., uniforms “ pdisplay “signed out to cadets) 1s a major portion of its 
assets. Since it is " pdisplay “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue “ pdisplay “obtained from them, any 
asset tumover rauo greater than 1.0 is considered” pdisplay “to be quite good.” pdisplay °” pdisplay ” = As can be scen above, the total 
asset turnover ratio is not as high as” pdisplay “management would like. However, it has improved over the past year and may” pdisplay 
“continue to do so in the future.” 

t_asset_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_7 If t_asset_turn_ratio < = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_turn_ratio_last < = (t_asset_turn_ratio_2) and 
t_asset_turn_ratio > = 1.0 Then locate 10,6 
color = 14 . 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., unforms ° display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since itis ° display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will apprommate the revenue ° display “obtarned from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than !.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is quite good.” display “However, it appears to be decreasing 
over tme. Management might want to” display "determine whether this is just random fluctuation or an actual trend." pdisplay ” ” 
pdisplay °° pdisplay “ — In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” pdisplay “is considered good, and a low ratio 
of sales to asset value is considered” pdisplay “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., ummforms ” pdisplay “signed out 
to cadets) is a major portion of its assets. Since it is ° pdisplay “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approsamate the revenue ” 
pdisplay “obtained from them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” pdisplay “to be quite good.” pdisplay ° ” pdisplay ” 
As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is quite good.” pdisplay “However, it appears to be decreasing over ume. Management 
might want to” pdisplay “determine whether Uus is just random fluctuation or an actual trend.” 

t_asset_tumn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_8 If t_asset_turn_ratio < = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_turn_ratio > = 1.0 Then locate 10,6 
color = |4 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., uniforms ° display “signed out to cadets) is a major ~ 
portion of its assets. Since it is © display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approxmmate the revenue ” display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is quite good.” display “However, it has decreased over the past 
year. Management might want to” display “determine whether this is yust random fluctuaton or the beginning of a” display “trend. —° 
pdisplay ° * pdisplay ° ” pdisplay “ ‘In general, a ugh rato of dollar sales versus total value of assets” pdisplay “1s considered good, and 
a low ratio of sales to asset value is considered” pdisplay “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., umforms ” pdisplay 
“signed out to cadets) is a major portion of its assets. Since itis © pdisplay “expected that the cost of these umforms will approximate the 
revenue ° pdisplay “obtained from them, any asset turnover ratio greater than |.0 1s considered” pdisplay “to be quite good.” pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay ° As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is quite good.” pdisplay “However, it has decreased over the past year. 
Management might want to” pdisplay “determine whether this is just random fluctuation or the beginning of a” pdisplay “trend.” 

t_asset_tum_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_9 If t_asset_turn_ratio < = (t_asset_turm_ratio_last) and 
tLasset_turn_ratio_last < = (t_asset_turn_ratio_2) and 
t_asset_turn_rano < 1.0 and 
t_asset_turm_ratio > .90 Then locate 10,6 
color = 14 
display “In general, a high rato of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.¢., uniforms ° display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
porton of its assets. Since itis ° display “expected that the cost of these unsforms will apprommate the revenue ° display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover rato greater than !.0 1s considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio 1s at an” display “acceptable level. However, :t appears to be 
decreasing over ume. Management” display “might want to determine whether this 1s just random fluctuation or an actual” display 
"trend. -“ pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” pdisplay “is considered 
good, and a low ratio of sales to asset value is considered” pdisplay “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., uniforms 
* pdisplay “signed out to cadets) is a major portion of its assets. Since it is “ pdisplay “expected that the cost of these uniforms will ap- 
proximate the revenue ° pdisplay “obtained from them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” pdisplay “to be quite good.” 
pdisplay °° pdisplay “ As can be seen above, the total asset tumover ratio is at an” pdisplay ‘acceptable level. However, it appears to 
be decreasing over tme. Management’ pdisplay “might want to determine whether this 1s just random fluctuation or an actual” pdisplay 
“wend.” 

t_asset_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_10 If t_asset_turn_ratio < = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_turn_ratio < 1.0 and 
t_asset_turn_ratio > = 0.9 Then locate 10,6 
cotor = 14 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered” display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory {i.e., umforms * display "signed out to cadets) is a major 
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portion of its assets. Since it is ” display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue ° display “obtained from 
them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered’ display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is at an” display “acceptable level. However, it has decreased 
over the past year. Management’ display “might want to determine whether this is just random fluctuation or the” display “beginning of a 
downward trend. -* pdisplay " " pdisplay ” “ pdisplay “ _—siIn general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” pdisplay “is 
considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset value is considered” pdisplay “bad. in the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (1.¢., 
uniforms ” pdisplay “signed out to cadets) is a major portion of its assets. Since it is ° pdisplay “expected that the cost of these umforms 
will approximate the revenue ° pdisplay “obtained from them, any asset turnover ratio greater than |.0 is considered” pdisplay “to be quite 
good.” pdisplay ”” pdisplay“ | As can be seen above, the total asset tumover ratio is at an” pdisplay “acceptable level. However, it has 
decreased over the past year. Management” pdisplay “might want to determine whether this is just random fluctuation or the” pdisplay 
“beginning of a downward trend.” 

t_asset_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_turn_I! If t_asset_turn_ratio < = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last) and 
t_asset_tum_ratio_last < = (t_asset_turn_ratio_2) and 
t_asset_turn_rato < 0.9 Then locate 10,6 
color = 12 
display “In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value 1s considered® display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (1.¢., umforms ” display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
porton of its assets. Since it is ° display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue ” display “obtained from 
them, any asset tumover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good.” 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset tumover rato is fairly low.” display “This indicates that revenues are not high 
enough for the level of assets” display “being held. Furthermore, there appears to be a downward trend over ume.” display “This is defi- 
nitely something that management should check into. ~” pdisplay °° pdisplay °“ pdisplay "In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus 
total value of assets” pdisplay “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset value 1s considered” pdisplay “bad. In the case of the 
Tailor Shop, issued inventory (i.e., uniforms ° pdisplay “signed out to cadets} is a major portion of tts assets. Since itis “ pdisplay “expected 
that the cost of these uniforms will approximate the revenue * pdisplay “obtained from them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is 
considered” pdisplay “to be quite good.” pdisplay °° pdisplay ° As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is fairly low.” 
pdisplay “This indicates that revenues are not high enough for the level of assets” pdisplay “being held. Furthermore, there appears to be 
a downward trend over ime.” pdisplay “This is definitely something that management should check into.” 

t_asset_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_t_asset_tumn_1!2 If t_asset_turn_ratio < = (t_asset_turn_ratio_last} and 
t_asset_turn_ratio < 0.9 Then locate 10,6 
color = 12 
display “In general, a high rato of dollar sales versus total value of assets” display “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to asset 

value is considered“ display “bad. In the case of the Tailor Shop, issued inventory (1.e., umforms ° display “signed out to cadets) is a major 
portion of its assets. Since it is ° display “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approxmate the revenue ” display “obtained from 
them, any asset tumover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” display “to be quite good." 

locate 18,6 display “As can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio is fairly low.” display “This indicates that revenues are not high 
enough for the level of assets” display “being held. Furthermore, is has decreased over the past year. Management” display “should de- 
termine whether or not this is merely random fluctuation or the” display “beginning of a downward trend. —” pdisplay °° pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay ° In general, a high ratio of dollar sales versus total value of assets” pdisplay “is considered good, and a low ratio of sales to 
asset value is considered” pdisptay “bad. In the case of the Tatlor Shop, issued inventory (1-¢., umforms ° pdisplay “signed out to cadets) 
i$ a Major portion of its assets. Since it is “ pdisplay “expected that the cost of these uniforms will approxmate the revenue ° pdisplay 
“obtained from them, any asset turnover ratio greater than 1.0 is considered” pdisplay “to be quite good.” pdisplay ° ” pdisplay * AS 
can be seen above, the total asset turnover ratio ts fairly low.” pdisplay “This indicates that revenues are not hugh enough for the level of 
assets’ pdisplay “being held. Furthermore, is has decreased over the past year. Management’ pdisplay ‘should determine whether or not 
this is merely random fluctuation or the” pdisplay “beginning of a downward trend.” 

tLasset_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule displayinv_turn_ratio_beg If inv_turn_ratio < > unknown Then cls 
locate 1,25 
color = |] 
display "INVENTORY TURNOVER RATIOS’ 
locate 4,6 display “The inventory tumover ratio 1s designed to measure how fast an ° display “organization turns over its inventory. 

Ideally, tus number is quite high,” display “since it is best to tum over goods as quickly as possible. Doing so” display “decreases the 
possiblity of lowering the value of the goods due to” display “obsolescence, pilferage, damage, etc. Much of the Tatlor Shop's inventory” 
display “however, cannot be tumed over more than once a year, because uniforms” display “issued to cadets are considered part of total 
inventory. In the case of display “the Tailor Shop, ths ratio is calculated by dividing income produced” dispiay “from the corps by the 
average dollar value of inventory (which consists” display “almost solely of cadet unsforms). If this ratio 1s very low, say less” display “than 
50, it indicates that the Tailor Shop is holding a large amount of display “unissued inventory in the shop. Given these circumstances, any 
ratio” display “which is greater than 0.75 is considered to be ‘acceptable.’ ° locate 19,13 display “Press any key to see the inventory turnover 
analysis ~° 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay * 
pdisplay ° 
pdisplay * ° pdisplay ° The inventory turnover ratio is designed to measure how fast an ° pdisplay “organization turns over its in- 

ventory. Ideally, this number is quite high,” pdisplay “since it is best to turn over goods as quickly as possible. Doing so” pdisplay “de- 
creases the possiblity of lowering the value of the goods due to” pdisplay “obsolescence, pilferage, damage, etc. Much of the Tailor Shop’s 
inventory” pdisplay “however, cannot be turned over more than once a year, because uniforms’ pdisplay “issued to cadets are considered 
part of total inventory. In the case of” pdisplay “the Tailor Shop, this ratio is calculated by dividing income produced” pdisplay “from the 
corps by the average dollar value of inventory (which consists” pdisplay “almost solely of cadet umforms). If this ratio 1s very low, say less* 
pdisplay “than .50, it indicates that the Tailor Shop is holding a large amount of pdisplay “unissued inventory in the shop. Given these 

INVENTORY TURNOVER RATIOS” 
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circumstances, any ratio” pdisplay “which is greater than 0.75 is considered to be ‘acceptable.’ " pdisplay ° ” pdisplay ° Press any 
key to see the inventory turnover anal ysis’ 

inv_turn_display = found 
find actual_inv_turn_display; 

Rule display_for_inv_turn If inv_turn_ratio < > unknown Then cis 
color = 11 
locate 3,25 
display “INVENTORY TURNOVER RATIOS’ 
locate 6,45 
display “{(current_year}’ 
locate 6,35 
display “{last_year}° 
locate 6,25 
display “{year_2_ago}° 
locate 9,44 
format inv_turn_ratio, 5.3 
display “{inv_turn_ratio}° 
locate 9,34 
format inv_tum_ratio_last, 5.3 
display “{inv_turn_ratio_last)’ 
locate 9,24 
format inv_turn_rato_2, 5.3 
display "{inv_turn_ratio_2}” 

pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay * ” 
pdisplay ” ° 
locate 3,25 
pdisplay ” INVENTORY TURNOVER RATIOS’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay °° 
a ™ (current_year) 
b = (last_year) 
c = (year_2_ago) 

Pdisplay * {c} (b} {a}" 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay °° 
a = (inv_turn_ratio) 
b = (inv_turn_rano_last} 
c¢ = (inv_turn_ratio_2) 
pdisplay € 
actual_inv_turn_display = found 
find inv_turn_analysis, 

a 

{bo} {a} 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_! If inv_turn_ratio > = (inv_tum_ratio_last) and 
inv_turn_ratio_last > = (inv_tum_ratio_2) and 
inv_tumn_rauo > = 0.8 Then locate 9,6 
color = 10 

locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is quite good. Not’ display “only does it fall within a good 
range, but it is increasing over time. —” pdisplay ° “ pdisplay ° " pdisplay °° pdisplay ° As can be seen above, the inventory tumover 
raho is quite good. Not’ pdisplay “only does it fall within a good range, but it 1s increasing over ume.” 

inv_tum_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_2 If inv_turn_ratio > = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_turn_ratio > = 0.8 Then locate 11,6 
color = 10 
locate 12,6 display "As can be seen above, the inventory turnover rato is quite good. Not’ display “only does it fall within a good 

range, but it has increased over the past” display “year. ~" pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay ° As can be seen above, the 
inventory turnover rauo is quite good. Not” pdisplay “only does it fall within a good range, but it has increased over the past” pdisplay 
“year.” 

inv_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_3 If inv_tum_ratio > = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_tum_ratio_last > = .(inv_turn_ratio_2) and 
inv_tumn_rato > = .75 and 
inv_turn_ratio < 0.8 Then locate 11,6 
color = 10 

locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is acceptable. Not” display “only does it appear reasonable, but 
it is increasing over ime. ~" pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay ° ” pdisplay ” As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is ac- 
ceptable. Not” pdisplay “only does it appear reasonable, but it is increasing over time.” 

inv_tumn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_4 If inv_turn_ratio > = (inv_tum_ratio_last) and 
inv_tum_ratio > = .75 and 
inv_turn_ratio < 0.8 Then locate 11,6 
color = 10 
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locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is acceptable. Not” display “only does it appear reasonable, but 
it has increased over the past year.” pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay ” " pdisplay” As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio 
is acceptable. Not” pdisplay “only does it appear reasonable, but it has increased over the past year.° 

inv_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_S If inv_turn_ratio > = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_turmn_ratio_last > = (inv_turn_ratio_2)} and 
inv_turn_ratio <= .75 Then locate 11,6 
color = 14 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is not as high as” display “management would like. However, 

it does appear to be improving over time.—” pdisplay °° pdisplay ” " pdisplay ° ” pdisplay ° As can be seen above, the inventory 
turnover ratio is not as high as” pdisplay “management would like. However, it does appear to be improving over time.” 

inv_tum_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_6 If inv_tur_ratio > = (inv_turm_ratio_last) and 
inv_turn_ratio < = .75 Then locate 11,6 
color = 12 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is not as high as’ display “management would Itke. However, 

it has improved over the past year and may” display “continue to do so in the future. —” pdisplay " ° pdisplay ° ” pdisplay °° pdisplay ° 
As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is not as high as” pdisplay “management would Itke. However, it has improved over the 
past year and may’ pdisplay “continue to do so in the future.” 

inv_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_7 If inv_turn_ratio < = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_tum_ratio_last < = (inv_tum_rato_2) and 
inv_turn_raio > = 0.8 Then locate 11,6 
color = 14 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory tumover ratio is quite good.” display “However, it appears to be decreasing 

over tme. Management might want to’ display “determine whether this is just random fluctuaton or an actual trend. —” pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay ©” pdisplay ” © pdisplay ” As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is quite good.” pdisplay “However, it appears 
to be decreasing over ime. Management might want to” pdisplay “deterrune whether thus is just random fluctuation or an actual trend.” 

inv_turn_analysis = found, 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_8 If inv_turn_ratio < = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_tum_ratio > = 0.8 Then locate 11,6 
color = 14 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is quite good.” display “However, it has decreased over the past 

year. Management might want to” display “determine whether this is just random fluctuation or the beginning of a” display “trend. -” 
pdisplay °° pdisplay ° © pdisplay °° pdisplay * As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio 1s quite good.” pdisplay “However, 
it has decreased over the past year. Management might want to" pdisplay “determine whether this 1s just random fluctuation or the begin- 
ning of a” pdisplay “trend.” 

inv_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_9 If inv_turn_ratio < = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_tum_rapo_last < = {inv_turn_rato_2) and 
inv_turm_ratio < 0.8 and 
inv_tum_rauo > .750 Then locate 11,6 
color = 14 

locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is at an acceptable” display “level. However, it appears to be 
decreasing over tme. Management might’ display “want to determine whether this 1s just random fluctuation or an actual” display 
“wend. —" pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay ° ° pdisplay ° As can be seen above, the inventory tumover ratio is at an acceptable” 
Ppdisplay “level. However, it appears to be decreasing over tme. Management might” pdisplay “want to determine whether this is just 
random fNuctuation or an actual” pdisplay “trend.” 

inv_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_10 If inv_turn_ratio < = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_tum_ratio < 0.8 and 
inv_turn_ratio > = 0.75 Then locate 11,6 
color = 14 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is at an acceptable” display “level. However, it has decreased 

over the past year. Management might want’ display “to determine whether this is yust random fluctuation or the beginning of a” display 
“downward trend. —” pdisplay ° ” pdisplay ° ° pdisplay * ° pdisplay ° As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is at an ac- 
ceptable” pdisplay “level. However, it has decreased over the past year. Management might want’ pdisplay “to determine whether this is 
just random fluctuation or the begunning of a” pdisplay “downward trend.” 

inv_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_1! If inv_turn_ratio < = (inv_turm_ratio_last) and 
inv_turmn_ratio_last < = (inv_tum_raho_2) and 
inv_turn_rauo < 0.75 Then locate 11,6 
color = 12 
locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is fairly tow. This® display “indicates that revenues are not high 

enough for the level of assets being” display “held. Furthermore, there appears to be a downward trend over time. This” display “is defi- 
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nitely something that management should check into. ~” pdisplay °° pdisplay * ” pdisplay © ” pdisplay ° As can be seen above, the in- 
ventory turnover ratio is fairly low. This” pdisplay “indicates that revenues are not high enough for the level of assets being” pdisplay “held. 
Furthermore, there appears to be a downward trend over time. This" pdisplay ‘is definitely something that management should check into.” 

inv_turn_analysis = found; 

Rule analyze_inv_turn_12 If inv_turn_ratio < = (inv_turn_ratio_last) and 
inv_tum_ratio < 0.75 Then locate 11,6 
color = 12 

locate 12,6 display “As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is fairly low. This’ display “indicates that revenues are not high 
enough for the level of assets being” display “held. Furthermore, is has decreased over the past year. Management should” display “de- 
termine whether or not this is merely random fluctuation or the beginning” display “of a downward trend.—" pdisplay “ ” pdisplay ° ° 
pdisplay °° pdisplay ° As can be seen above, the inventory turnover ratio is fairly low. This” pdisplay “indicates that revenues are not 
high enough for the level of assets being” pdisplay “held. Furthermore, is has decreased over the past year. Management should” pdisplay 
“determine whether or not this is merely random fluctuation or the beginning’ pdisplay “of a downward trend.” 

inv_turn_analysis = found; 

! Statements block 

ask continue_r “Is this the most current year end?"; choices continue_r yes, no; 

ask todo:"What would you like to do? Answer /Q when finished”, choices todo: Enter_new_data, graphics, budget_analysis, 
ratio_analysis, what-if_analysis, Change_system_parameters; 

ask inventory_ques: “Can you separate the value of ending inventory into issued and unissued?"; choices inventory_ques: yes, no; 

ask issued_inv: "What is the value of issued inventory?"; ask unissued_inv: “What is the value of unissued inventory?"; ask total_inv: 
“Then, what is the value of total inventory?’; 

ask equip_number: “How many pieces of equipment does this include?’; 

ask equip_name: “Give an appropriate ttle to a piece, using underscores to connect words.*; 

ask cost: “How much did the {equip_name) cost?’; 

ask purchase_month: “Please enter the number for the month in which the {equip_name) was purchased. Use | for January, 2 for Febru- 
ary, ....12 for December.”; 

ask useful_life: “How many years is the {equip_name} expected to last?”; 

ask num_fresh: “June (current_year}?"; ask num_soph: “How many sophomores?"; ask num_jun: “How many juniors?°; ask num_sen: “How 
many seniors?”; 

ask ca_fresh: “June {current __year}?"; ask ca_soph: “How much was it for sophomores?’; ask ca_jun: “How much was it for juniors?’, ask 
ca_sen: “How much was it for seniors?’; 

plural: put_inventory, new_equip,current_values,depreciation; plural: corps_ca,corps_num, bkcolor = 1; 
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B.58 PWITREND 

execute; endoff, runtime; 

actions color = 15 todo = trend_statements find trend_display find get_data locate 18,25 display “Press any key to continue ~” pdisplay ” 
* pdisplay ° " display “Press any key to continue’ cls whileknown which _stmt 

find which_stmt ~ 
reset what_ ‘next 
reset stmt_number 
reset which_stmt 
cls 
find which_stmt end ; 

Rule trend_display If todo = trend_statements Then color = 11 
trend_display = found 
locate 2,30 display "TREND STATEMENTS?” locate 5,6 display “Trend statements are the financial statements of several years,” dis- 

play “expressed as percentages of one of those years. For purposes of this’ display “analysis, the base year chosen is the first year in the 
series. For each” display “year, the dollar value of each itern 1s divided by the dollar value of the” display “corresponding item in the base 
year. This results in a value which is in’ display “terms of the percentage of the base year. From these statements, trends” display “over 
time can be seen. For the statements which follow, any trend of more” display “than 5% increase per year in expenses or 5% decrease per 
year in revenues* display “is displayed in red. Likewise, any trend of more than 5% increase per ° display “year in revenue or 5% decrease 
per year in cost is displayed in yellow.” display “The system is currenUy gathering data for these statements. You will be” display “in- 
structed when to continue.” 

pdisplay ° TREND STATEMENTS’ pdisplay °° pdisplay” | Trend statements are the financial statements of several 
years,” pdisplay “expressed as percentages of one of those years. For purposes of this” pdisplay “analysis, the base year chosen is the first 
year in the series. For each” pdisplay “year, the dollar value of each stem is divided by the dollar value of the” pdisplay “corresponding 
item in the base year. This results in a value which is in” pdisplay “terms of the percentage of the base year. From these statements, trends” 
pdisplay “over time can be seen. For the statements which follow, any trend of more” pdisplay “than 5% increase per year in expenses or 
5% decrease per year in revenues” pdisplay “is displayed in red. Likewise, any trend of more than 5% increase per “ pdisplay “year in re- 
venue or 5% decrease per year in cost 1s displayed in yellow.” pdisplay ” 

Rule get_necessary_data If get_data = unknown Then get_data = found! wks bs_this,bl..b14,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{1],b1,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this|2],b2,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this(3],b3,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{4],b4,\vpp'\\wiabbs 
wks bs_this[5],b5,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this[6],b6,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{7],b7,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this[8},b8,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{9],b9,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{10],b10,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{11),b11,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{12],b12,\vpp\miabbs 
wks bs_this{13],b13,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks 6s_this{14],b14,\vpp\miabbs , 

: wks bs_last.cl..cl4,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{1],cl,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{2),c2,\vpp\\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{3),c3,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_lasd{4j,c4,\vpp\\wiabbs 

wks bs_last{5],c5,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{6],c6,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{7],c7,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_lasq8],c8,\vpp\wiabbs 

wks bs_last{(9],c9, \vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{ 10],c10,\v~pp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{11],c11,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{12],c]2,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{13},c13,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{!4},cl4,\vpp\wmiabbs 

! wks bs_2 ago,dl. -414,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_ 2 “ago |), dl,\vpp\wiabbs 

wks bs “2 _ago{2),d2,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{3],d3,\vppiwiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago(4],d4,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{5],d5,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_agoi6},d6,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_agof 7),d7,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{8],d8,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{9},d9,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago[{10},d10,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{11],d11,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_agof!2],d12,\vpp\wiabbs 
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wks bs_2_ago[1!3],d13,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{14},d14,\vpp\wiabbs 

! wks cbis_oper_exp,b56..d56, \vpp\wicbis 

wks cash_oper_exp_this,b56,\vpp\wicbis 
wks cash_oper_exp_last,c56,\vpp\wicbis 
wks cash_oper_exp_2,d56,\vpp\wicbis 

! wks cbis_net_income,b57..d57,\vpp\wicbis 

wks cash_net_income_this,b57,\vpp\wicbis 
wks cash_net_income_last,c57,\vpp\wicbis 
wks cash_net_income_2,d57,\vpp\wicbis 

! wks uniforms,b10..d10,\vpp\wicbis 

wks act_unif_this,b10,\vpp\wicbis 
wks act_unif_last,c!0,\vpp\wicbis 
wks act_unif_2,d10,\vpp\wicbis 

! wks act_equip,b55..d55,\vpp\wicbis 

wks act_equip_this,b55,\spp\wicbis 
wks act_equip_last,c55,' vpp\wicbis 
wks act_equip_2,d55,\vpp\micbis 

current_year = (bs_this{l} 
last_year = (current_year - 1) 
year_2_ago = (current_year - 2) 
total inv = (bs_this{7]) 

last_yr_inventory = (bs_last{7} 
inv_2_ago = (bs_2_ago{7)) 
new_due_to = (bs_this[12) 
last_yr_due_to = (bs_last{12)) 
due_to_2_ago = (bs_2_ago{12]) 
reserves this = (bs_this{13)) 
reserves_last = (bs_last{13}) 
reserves _2 = (bs_2_ago[13) 
t_assets_this- = (bs_this{9) 
t_assets_last = (bs_tast(9D 
t_assets_2 = (bs_2_ago(9) 
total_current_value = (bs_this{8)) 
last_yr_equip_value = (bs_last{8) 
equp_2_ago = (bs_2_ago{8]) 

HU f wks is_this,bl..b76,\vpp\wiabis ! wks is_last,cl..c76,\vpp\wiabis ! wks is_2_ago,d1..d76,\vpp\wiabis (III! 

wks net_income,b65,\vpp\wiabis 
wks net_income_last,c65,\vpp\wiabis 
wks net_income_2,d65,\vpp\miabis 
wks t_mil_rev,b9,\vpp' wiabis 
wks mil_rev_last.c9,\vpp\wiabis 
wks mil_rev_2,d9,\vpp wiabis 
wks cost_uniforms_this,b15,\vpp\wiabis 
wks cost_uruforms_last,cl5,\vpp\wiabis 
wks cost_uniforms_2,d15,\vpp\wiabis 
wks total_oper_exp_last,c64,\vpp\wiabis 
wks total_oper_exp_2,d64,\vpp\wiabis 
wks total_oper_exp_this,b64,\vpp\wiabis 
wks t_other_rev,b24,\vpp\wiabis 
wks other_rev_last,c24,\vpp\wiabis 
wks other_rev_2,d24,\vpp\miabis 
wks t_personal,b36,\vpp\wiabis 
wks personal_last,c36,\vpp\wiabis 
wks personal_2,d36,\vpp\wiabis 
wks contract_this,b47,\vpp\wiabis 
wks contract_last,c47,\vpp\wiabis 
wks contract_2,d47,\vpp\wiabis 
wks s_&_ m_this,b54,\vpp\wiabis 
wks s_& m_last,c54,\vpp\wiabis 
wks s_ & m_2,d54,\vpp\wiabis 
wks contin_this,b62,\vpp\miabis 
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wks contin_last,c62,\vpp\wiabis 
wks contin_2,d62,\vpp\wiabis 
wks deprec_this,b63,\vpp\wiabis 
wks deprec_last,c63,\vpp\wiabis 
wks deprec_2,d63,\vpp\wiabis 
wks public_rev_this,b19,\vpp\wiabis 
wks s_f_s rev_this,b20,\vpp\wiabis 
wks interdept_rev_this,b21,\vpp\wiabis 
wks music_rev_this,b22,\vpp\wiabis 
wks state_rev_this,b23,\vpp\wiabis 
wks public_rev_last.cl9,\vpp\wiabis 
wks s_f_s_rev_last,c20,\vpp\wiabis 
wks interdept_rev_last,c21,\vpp\wiabis 
wks music_rev_last,c22,\vpp\wiabis 
wks state_rev_last,c23,\vpp\wiabis 
wks public_rev_2,d19,\vpp\wiabis 
wks s_f_s_rev_2,d20,\vpp\miabis 
wks interdept_rev_2,d21,\vpp.wiabis 
wks music_rev_2,d22,\vpp\wiabis 
wks state_rev_2,d23,\vpp\wiabis 
wks corps_cost_this,b68,\vpp\miabis 
wks public_cost_this,b70,\vpp\wiabis 
wks s_f_s_cost_this,b71,\vpp\wiabis 
wks interdept_cost_this,b72,\vpp\wiabis 
wks music_cost_this,b73,\vpp\wiabis 
wks state_cost_this,b74,\vpp\mabis 
wks corps_cost_last,c68, \vpp' wiabis 
wks public_cost_last,c70,\vpp\wiabis 
wks s_f s_cost_last,c71,\vpp\wiabis 
wks interdept_cost_last,c72,\vpp\wiabis 
wks music_cost_last,c73,\vpp\wiabis 
wks state_cost_last,c74, \vpp\mabis 
wks corps_cost_2,d68,\vpp\miabis 
wks public_cost_2,d70,\vpp\wiabis 
wks s_ fs cost_2,d7l,\wpp\wiabis 
wks interdept_cost_2,d72,\vpp\wiabis 
wks music_cost_2,d73,\vpp\wiabis 
wks state_cost_2,d74,\vpp\wiabis 

t_expenses = (cost_uniforms_this + total_oper_exp_this) 
t_expenses_last = (total_oper_exp_last + cost_uniforms_last) 
t_expenses_2 = (total_oper_exp_2 + cost_uniforms_2) 

t_rev_this = (t_mil_rev + t_other_rev) 
trev_last = (mil_rev_last + other_rev_last) 

t_cash_exp_this = (cash_oper_exp_this + act_unif_this) 
t_cash_exp_last = (cash_oper_exp_last + act_umif_last) 
t_cash_exp_2Z = (cash_oper_exp_2 + act_unif_2) ; 

Rule display_for_which_stmt If todo = trend_statements Then cls 
color = 11 
locate 3,15 
display “Select the number corresponding to the trend” 
locate 4,15 
display “statements which would like to see.° 
locate 7,20 
display “! accrual based income statements” 
locate 9,20 
display "2 cash based income statements” 
Jocate 11,20 
display "3 balance sheets’ 
locate 13,20 
display “4 market segment revenues and expenses’ 
locate 15,20 
display “5 exit to main menu" 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay 
pdisplay 
pdisplay 
pdisplay 
pdisplay 

° Select the number corresponding to the trend” 

pdisplay ° 

statements which would like to see.” 

pdisplay 
pdisplay 
pdisplay 
pdisplay 
pdisplay 

1 accrual based income statements’ 

2 cash based income statements’ 

3 balance sheets’ 
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pdisplay ° 4 market segment revenues and expenses” 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay ” 5 exit to main menu’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay °° 

find stmt_number 
which_stmt = found 
find what_next, 

Rule do_abis If stmt_number = | then which_stmt = abis 
what_next = abis 
cls 
color = 11 
locate 0,8 display "TREND STATEMENTS FOR CONDENSED ACCRUAL BASED INCOME STATEMENTS?’ locate 2,60 dis- 

play “(current_year}” locate 2,50 display “{last_year}” locate 2,40 display “(year_2_ago}” 

locate 0,8 pdisplay ° TREND STATEMENTS FOR CONDENSED ACCRUAL BASED INCOME STATEMENTS’ pdisplay 
°° pdisplay “" a = (year_2 ago) b = (last_year) ¢ = (current_year) pdisplay ° {a} {bd} {c}" 

locate 3,3 display “Revenue” locate 4,6 display “Corps” locate 5,6 display “Public” locate 6,6 display “Student/Faculty Staff tocate 7,6 
display “Interdepartmental” locate 8,6 display “Music Department” locate 9,6 display “State Related” locate 10,9 display “Total Revenue” 
locate 11,3 display “Expenses” locate 12,6 display “Cost of Uniforms Issued” locate 13,6 display “Personnel” locate 14,6 display “Contrac- 
tuai” locate 15,6 display “Supplies & Materials” locate 16,6 display “Continuous” locate 17,6 display “Depreciation” locate 18,9 display 
“Total Expenses” locate 19,3 display “Net Income from Operations’ 

find abis_corps 
find abis_pub 
find abis_s fs 
find abis_interdept 
find abis_music 
find abis_state 
find abis_t_rev 
find abis_uniforms 
find abis_personal 
find abis_contract 
find abis_s & m 
find abis_contin 
find abis_deprec 
find abis_t_exp 
find abis_ni 
reset abis_corps 
reset abis_pub 
reset abis_s fis 
reset abis_interdept 
reset abis_music 
reset abis_state 
reset abis_t_rev 
reset abis_uniforms 
reset abis_personal 
reset abis_contract 
reset abis_s & m 
reset abis_contin 
reset abis_deprec 
reset abis_t_exp 
reset abis_m; 

Rule do_cbis lf stmt_number = 2 then which stmt = cbis 
what_next = cbis 
cls 
color = [] 
locate 0,10 display ‘TREND STATEMENTS FOR CONDENSED CASH BASED INCOME STATEMENTS’ locate 2,60 display 

"{current_year}” locate 2,50 display “{last_year}” locate 2,40 display “(year_2_ago)” locate 3,3 display “Revenue” locate 4,6 display “Corps” 
locate 5,6 display “Public” locate 6,6 display “Student/Faculty/Staff locate 7,6 display “Interdepartmental” locate 8,6 display "Music De- 
partment” Jocate 9,6 display “State Related” locate 10,9 display “Total Revenue’ locate 11,3 display “Expenses” locate 12,6 display “Uni- 
form Purchases® locate 13,6 display “Personnel” locate 14,6 display “Contractual” locate 15,6 display “Supplies & Matenais” locate 16,6 
display “Continuous” locate 17,6 display ‘Equipment’ locate 18,9 display “Total Expenses’ locate 19,3 display “Net Income from Oper- 
ations’ 

pdisplay °° pdisplay ° ° pdisplay ° TREND STATEMENTS FOR CONDENSED CASH BASED INCOME STATEMENTS” 
ey * pdisplay °° locate 2,60 a = (current_year) b = (lJast_year} ¢ = (year_2_ago) pdisplay ” {c} 

{b a)" 
find abis_corps 
find abis_pub 
find abis_s fs 
find abis_interdept 
find abis_music 
find abis_ state 
find abis_t_rev 
find cbis_uniforms 
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find abis_personal 
find abis_contract 
find abis_s_& m 
find abis_contn 
find chis_equip 
find cbis_t_exp 
find chis_m 
reset abis_corps 
reset abts_pub 
reset abis_s f_s 
reset abis_interdept 
reset abis_music 
reset abis_ state 
reset abis_t_rev 
reset cbis_uniforms 
reset abis_personal 
reset abis_contract 
reset abis_s_&_m 
reset abis_conun 
reset chis_equip 
reset cbis_t_exp 
reset cbis_m; 

Rule do_bs If stmt_number = 3 Then which_stmt = bs 
what_next = bs 
cls 
color = J] 
locate 2,23 display “TREND STATEMENTS FOR BALANCE SHEETS” locate 4,65 display “{current_year}” locate 4,55 display 

"{last_year}” locate 4,45 display “{year_2_ago}° locate 6,3 display “Current Assets” locate 7,6 display “Inventory” locate 8,3 display “Long 
Term Assets” locate 9,6 display “Equipment” locate 10,9 display “Total Assets” locate 12,3 display “Liabilities & Capital” locate 13,6 dis- 
play “Cash Basis Loan from ° locate 14,8 display “other Auxiharies” jocate 15,6 display “Equity ~ Reserves” locate 16,9 display “Total 
Liabilines & Capttal* 

pdisplay °° pdisplay * * 
locate 2,23 pdisplay ° TREND STATEMENTS FOR BALANCE SHEETS” pdisplay °° pdisplay °° a = (current_year) 

b = (last_year) c = (year_2_ago) pdisplay * {c} {b)} {a}" pdisplay °° pdisplay ° ” pdisplay ° 
Current Assets” , 

find bs_inventory 
find bs_equipment 
find bs_total_assets] 
find bs_due_from 
find bs_reserves 
find bs_total_assets 
reset bs_inventory 
reset bs equipment 
reset bs_total_assets 
reset bs_due_from 
reset bs_reserves; 

Rule do_mkt_seg If sumt_number = 4 then which_stmt = mkt_seg 
what_next = mkt_seg 
cls 
color = 11 
locate 0,12 display “TREND STATEMENTS FOR MARKET SEGMENT REVENUES & EXPENSES” locate 2,60 display 

*{current_year}” locate 2,50 display “{last_year)” locate 2,40 display “{year_2_ago}° locate 3,3 display “Revenues” locate 5,6 display 
“Corps” locate 6,6 display “Public” locate 7,6 display “Students. Faculty,Staff locate 8,6 display “Interdeparwmental” locate 9,6 display 
“Music Department” locate 10,6 display “State Related ° locate 12,3 display “Expenses” locate 14,6 display “Corps” locate 15,6 display 
“Public” locate 16,6 display “Students;Faculty/Staff locate 17,6 display “Interdepartmental” locate 18,6 display “Music Department” locate 
19,6 display “State Related’ 

_locate 0,12 pdisplay . TREND STATEMENTS FOR MARKET SEGMENT REVENUES & EXPENSES” pdisplay ” ° 
pdisplay °* a = (year_2_ ago) b = (last_year) ¢ = (current_year) pdisplay ° {a} {b} (c}* pdisplay 

Revenues’ pdisplay 

find abis_corps 
find abis_pub 
find abis_s fs 
find abis_interdept 
find abis_music 
find abis_state 

Pdisplay °" pdisplay ° Expenses” pdisplay °° 

find seg_corps_cost 
find seg_public_cost 
find seg_s f_s cost 
find seg_interdept_cost 
find seg_music_cost 
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find seg_state_cost 
reset abis_corps 
reset abis_pub 
reset abis_s_ fs 
reset abis_interdept 
reset abis_music 
reset abis_state 
reset seg_corps_cost 
reset seg_public_cost 
reset seg_s f_s_cost 
reset seg_interdept_cost 
reset seg_music_cost 
reset seg_state_cost 
find rev_minus_exp_display, 

Rule do_mkt_seg If sumt_number = 4 then rev_minus_exp_display = found 
cls 
color = ji} 
locate 3,30 display ‘TREND STATEMENTS FOR‘ locate 4,21 display “MARKET SEGMENT REVENUES MINUS EXPENSES’ 

locate 7,56 display “{current_year}” locate 7,46 display “{last_year}” locate 7,36 display “{year_2_ago}” locate 9,6 display “Corps” locate 
10,6 display “Public” locate 11,6 display “Students;Faculty/Stalf™ locate 12,6 display “Interdepartmental” locate 13,6 display “Music De- 
partment” locate 14,6 display “State Related ° 

pdisplay °° pdisplay “ “ pdisplay °° pdisplay ° TREND STATEMENTS FOR’ pdisplay ° MARKET 
SEGMENT REVENUES MINUS EXPENSES’ pdisplay ° ° pdisplay "© ¢ = (current_year) b = (last_year) a = (year_2_ago) pdisplay 
° {a) {bo} {c}" 

find corps_diff 
find public_diff 
find s_f_s_diff 
find interdept_diff 
find music_diff 
find state_di ff 
reset corps_diff 
reset pub_diff 
resets f_s diff 
reset interdept_diff 
reset music_diff 
reset state_diff 
find display_for_neg, 

Rule exit_this_kbs If sumt_number = 5 Then which_stmt = doesnt_matter 
what_next = return 
color = 15 
chain pwits; 

Rule display_abis_corps If todo = trend_statements Then abis_corps = found 
trend_mul_rev_last = (mil_rev_last / mul_rev_2) 
trend_mil_rev_this = (t_mul_rev / mil_rev_2) 
x = (trend_mul_rev_last) 
y = (trend_muil_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 4,60 
format trend_mil_rev_this, 5.2 
a = (trend_mul_rev_this) 
format a,5.2 
display “(trend_mil_rev_this}" 
locate 4,50 
format trend_mil_rev_last, $.2 
b = (trend_mil_rev_last) 
format b,5.2 
display “{trend_mil_rev_last}° 
locate 4,40 
display °1.00° 
pdisplay * Corps 1.00 {b) {a)* 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis_public If todo = trend_statements Then abis pub = found 
trend_pub_rev_last = (public_rev_last / public_rev_2) 
trend_pub_rev_this = (public_rev_this / public_rev_2) 
x ™ (trend_pub_rev_last) 
y = (trend_pub_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 5,60 
format trend_pub_rev_this, 5.2 
display “(trend_pub_rev_this)}” 
a = (trend_pub_rev_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 5,50 
format trend_pub_rev_last, 5.2 
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b = (trend_pub_rev_last) 
format b,5.2 
display “{trend_pub_rev_last}” 
locate 5,40 
display “1.00” 
pdisplay * Public 1.00 {b)} {a}° 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis_s fs If todo = trend_statements Then abis_s f_s = found 
trend_s f_s_rev_last = (s_f_s rev_last /s fs rev_2) 
trend_s_ fs rev_this = (s fs rev_this /s_f_s_ rev_2) 
x = (trend_s_f_s_rev_last) 
y = (trend_s_f_s_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 6,60 
format trend_s_f_s_rev_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_s fs rev_this)” 
a = (trend_s_f_s_rev_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 6,50 
format trend_s_f_s rev_iast, 5.2 
display “{trend_s_f_s_rev_last}° 
b = (trend_s_f_s_rev_last) 
format »,5.2 
locate 6,40 
display "1.00" 
pdisplay ” Student/Faculty/Staff 1.00 {b} {a)° 
reset rev_cotor, 

Rule display_abis_interdept If todo = trend_statements Then abis_interdept = found 
trend_interdept_rev_last = (interdept_rev_last / interdept_rev_2) 
trend_interdept_rev_ttus = (interdept_rev_this / interdept_rev_2) 
x = (trend_interdept_rev_last) 
y = (trend_interdept_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 7,60 
format trend_interdept_rev_this, 5.2 
display “(trend_interdept_rev_this)° 
a = (trend_interdept_rev_this) — 
format a,5.2 
locate 7,50 
format trend_interdept_rev_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_interdept_rev_last}’ 
b = (trend_interdept_rev_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 7,40 
display “1.00° 
pdisplay * Interdepartmental 1.00 {b} {a}° 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis_music If todo = trend_statements Then abis_music = found 
trend_music_rev_last = (music_rev_last / music_rev_2) 
trend_music_rev_this * (music_rev_this / music_rev_2) 
x = (trend_music_rev_last) 
y = (trend_music_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 8,60 
format trend_music_rev_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_music_rev_this}’ 
a = (trend_music_rev_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 8,50 
format trend_music_rev_last, 5.2 
display “(trend_music_rev_last}” 
b = (trend_music_rev_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 8,40 
display °1.00° 
pdisplay ” Music Department 1.00 {b)} {ay 
reset rev_color; 

Rule display_abis_state If todo = trend_statements Then abis_state = found 
trend_state_rev_last = (state_rev_last / state_rev_2) 
trend_state_rev_this = (state_rev_this / state_rev_2) 
x = (trend_state_rev_last) 
y = (trend_state_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 9,60 
format trend_state_rev_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_state_rev_this}” 
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a = (trend_state_rev_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 9,50 
format trend_state_rev_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_state_rev_last}’ 
b = (trend_state_rev_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 9,40 
display “1.00° 
pdisplay * State Related 1.00 {b} {a}° 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis t_rev If todo = trend_statements Then abis_t rev = found 
trend_t_rev_last = (t_rev_last / t_rev_2) 
trend_t_rev_this = (t_rev_this / t_rev_2) 
x ™= (trend_t_rev_last) 
y = (trend_t_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 10,60 
format trend_t_rev_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_t_rev_this}” 
a = (trend_t_rev_this} 
format a,5.2 
locate 10,50 
format trend_t_rev_last, 5.2 
display “(trend_t_rev_last}° 
b = (trend_t_rev_last) 
format b,5.2 
Jocate 10,40 
display “1.00° 
pdisptay ° Total Revenue 1.00 (b} ({a)° 
pdisplay “ Expenses’ 
seset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis_cost_uniforms_issued If todo = trend_statements Then abis_umiforms = found 
trend_uniforms_last = (cost_uniforms_last / cost_uniforms_2) 
trend_umiforms_this = (cost_umforms_this / cost_uniforms_2) 
x = (trend_uniforms_last) 
y = (trend_uniforms_this) 
find cost_cotor 
locate 12,60 
format trend_uniforms_this, 5.2 
display °(trend_uniforms_this)° 
a = (trend_uniforms_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 12,50 
format trend_uniforms_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_uniforms_last}” 
b = (trend_umiforms_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 12,40 
display “1.00° 
pdisplay ° Cost of Uniforms Issued 1.00 {b} {a}° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_cbis_cost_umforms_issued If stmt_number = 2 Then cbis_uniforms = found 
trend_uniforms_last_c = (act_unif_last / act_unif_2) 
trend_uniforms_this_¢ = (act_umif_this / act_umif{_2) 
x = (trend_uniforms_last_c) 
y = (trend_uniforms_this_c) 
find cost_color 
locate 12,60 
format trend_uniforms_this_c, 5.2 
display “{trend_uniforms_this_c}* 
& = (trend_umiforms_this_c) 
format a,5.2 
locate 12,50 
format trend_uniforms_last_c, 5.2 
display “{trend_uniforms_last_c}° 
b = (trend_umforms_last_c) 
format b,5.2 
locate 12,40 
display °!.00° 
pdisplay ° Umiform Purchases 1.00 {b} {a}° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_abis_personal If todo = trend_statements Then abis_personal = found 
trend_personal_last = (personal_last / personal_2) 
trend_personal_this = (t_personal / personal_2) 
X = (trend_personal_last) 
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y = (trend_personal_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 13,60 
format trend_personal_this, 5.2 
display “({trend_personal_this}” 
a = (trend_personal_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 13,50 
format trend_personal_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_personal_last}” 
b = (trend_personal_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 13,40 
display ”|.00° 
Pdisplay * Personnel 1.00 {b} {a}° 
reset cost_color; 

Rule display_abis_contractual If todo = trend_statements Then abis_contract = found 
trend_contract_last = (contract_last / contract_2) 
trend_contract_this = (contract_this / contract_2) 
x = (trend_contract_last) 
y = (trend_contract_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 14,60 
format trend_contract_this, 5.2 
display “(trend_contract_this}" 
a = (trend_contract_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 14,50 
format trend_contract_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_contract_last}” 
b = (trend_contract_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 14,40 
display °1.00° 
pdisplay ° Contractual 1.00 {b) {a}° 
reset cost_color; 

Rule display_abis_s_ &_m If todo = trend_statements Then abis_s & m = found 
trend_s_&_m_last = (s_& m_ last /s_&_m_2) 
trend_s_&_m_this = (s_&_m_this /s_&_m_2) 
x = (trend_s_&_m_last) 
y = (trend_s_&_m_ this) 
find cost_color 
locate 15,60 
format trend_s_ &_m_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_s_& m_this}” 
a = (trend_s_&_m_this 
format a,5.2 
locate 15,50 
format trend_s_& m_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_s_& m_last}’ 
b = (trend_s_& _m_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 15,40 
display “1.00° 
Pdisplay * Supplies & Materials 1.00 {b) {a}" 
reset cost_color; 

Rule display_abis_continuous If todo = trend_statements Then abis_contin = found 
trend_connn_last = (contin_last / contn_2) 
trend_contin_this = (contin_this / contn_2) 
x = (trend_contin_last) 
y = (trend_contin_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 16,60 
format trend_contin_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_contn_this}’° 
a = (trend_contin_this) 
format !,5.2 
locate 16,50 
format trend_contin_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_contn_last)’ 
b = (trend_contin_last) 
format 6,5.2 
locate 16,40 
display “1.00° 
pdisplay * Continuous 1.00 {b) {a)° 
reset cost_color; 
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Rule display_abis_depreciation If todo = trend_statements Then abis_deprec = found 
trend_deprec_last = (deprec_last / deprec_2) 
trend_deprec_this = (deprec_this / deprec_2) 
x = (trend_deprec_last) 
y = (uend_deprec_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 17,60 
format trend_deprec_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_deprec_this}” 
a = (trend_deprec_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 17,50 
format trend_deprec_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_deprec_last)" 
b = (trend_deprec_last) 
format b,5.2 

locate 17,40 
display “!.00° 
pdisplay * Depreciation 1.00 {b} {a}° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_cbis_equipment If todo = trend_statements Then cbis_equip = found 
trend_equip_ last = (act_equip_last / act_equip_2) 
trend_equip_this = (act_equip_this / act_equip_2) 
x = (trend_equip_last) 
y = (trend_equip_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 17,60 
format trend_equip_this, 5.2 
a = (trend_equip_this) 
format a,5.2 
display “{trend_equip_this}” 
locate 17,50 
format trend_equip_last, 5.2 
b = (trend_equip_last) 
format b,5.2 
display “{trend_equip_last}” 
locate 17,40 
display °1.00° 
pdisplay ° Equipment 1.00 {b) {a}’ 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_abis_t_expenses If todo = trend_statements Then abis_t_exp = found 
trend_t_expenses_last = (t_expenses_last / t_expenses_2) 
trend_t_expenses_this = (t_expenses / t_expenses_2) 
x ™ (trend_t_expenses_last) 
y = (trend_t_expenses_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 18,60 
format trend_t_expenses_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_t_expenses_this}” 
a = (trend_t_expenses_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 18,50 
format trend_t_expenses_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_t_expenses_last}’ 
b = (trend_t_expenses_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 18,40 
display °1.00° 
pdisplay ° Total Expenses 1.00 {bd} {a)’ 
reset cost_color; 

Rule display_cbis_t_expenses If todo = trend_statements Then cbis_t_ = found 
trend_t_expenses_last_c = (t_cash_exp_last / t_cash_exp_2) 
trend_t_expenses_this_c = (t_cash_exp_this / t_cash_exp_2) 
x = (trend_t_expenses_last_c) 
y = (trend_t_expenses_this_c) 
find cost_color 
locate 18,60 
format trend_t_expenses_this_c, 5.2 
display “{trend_t_expenses_this_c)” 
a = (trend_t_expenses_this_c) 
format a,5.2 
locate 18,50 
format trend_t_expenses_last_c, 5.2 
display "{trend_t_expenses_last_c}° 
b = (trend_t_expenses_last_c) 
format b,5.2 
Jocate 18,40



display “1.00” 
pdisplay ° Total Expenses 1.00 {b) {a}" 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_abis_net_income If todo = trend_statements Then abis_ni = found 
trend_net_income_last = (net_income_last / net_income_2) 
trend_net_income_this = (net_income / net_income_2) 
x = (trend_net_income_last) 
y = (trend_net_income_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 19,60 
format trend_net_income_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_net_income_this}° 
a = (trend_net_income_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 19,50 
format trend_net_income_last, 5.2 
display “(trend_net_income_last}* 
b = (trend_net_income_last) 
format b, 5.2 
find is_it_neg 

! find neg_base 
locate 19,40 
resect rev_color 
find rev_color 
display “1.00 7° 
pdisplay “ Net Income from Operations 1.00 {b) {a}" 
find neg_disp? 
reset rev_color 
reset is_it_neg; 

Rule display_that_ni_base_yr_neg 

If net_income_2 < 0 

Then neg_base = found 

locate 8,68 
display “note: the’ 
locate 9,68 
display “net income” 
locate 10,68 
display “for the ° 
locate 11,68 
display “base year" 
locate 12,68 
display “was” 
locate 13,68 
display ‘negative’; 

Rule pdisplay_neg_ni_abis 

If is_it_neg = yes 

Then neg_disp? = found 
Pdisplay © ° 
pdisplay “Note that net income is increasing in the negative direction.” 
pdisplay eae 

pdisplay °°; 

Rule display_cbis_net_income If todo = trend_statements Then cbis_ni = found 
trend_net_income_last_c = (cash_net_income_last / cash_net_income_2) 
trend_net_income_this_c = (cash_net_income_this / cash_net_income_2) 
x = (trend_net_income_last_c) 
y = (trend_net_income_this_c) 
find rev_color 
locate 19,60 
format trend_net_income_this_c, 5.2 
display “{trend_net_income_this_c}*° 
a = (trend_net_income_this c) 
format a,5.2 
locate 19,50 
format trend_net_income_last_c, 5.2 
display “{(trend_net_income_last_c}’ 
b = (trend_net_income_last_c) 
format b,5.2 
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find is_it_neg_c! find neg_base_c 
Jocate 19,40 
reset rev_color 
find rev_color 
display 71.00-° 
pdisplay ” Net Income from Operations 1.00 {b} {a}’ 
find neg_disp?_c 
reset rev_color 
reset is_it_neg_c; 

Rule display_that_ni_base_yr_neg 

If cash_net_income_2 < 0 

Then neg_base_c = found 

locate 8,68 
display “note: the” 
locate 9,68 
display “net income’ 
locate 10,68 
display “for the ° 
locate 11,68 
display “base year” 
locate 12,68 
display “was” 
locate 13,68 
display “negative”; 

Rule pdisplay_neg_ni_cbis 

If is_it_neg_c = yes 

Then neg_disp?_c = found 

pdisplay ‘ ° 
pdisplay “Note that net income is increasing in the negative direction. 

pdisplay °° 

Rule is_net_income_negative If net_income < = 0 and 
net_income_last < = 0 and 
net_income_2 < = 0 and 
x > 1.05 and 
y > 1.1025 Then locate 8,68 
color = 15 
display “** note ° 
locate 9,68 
display “that it is” 
locate 10,68 
display “increasing” 
locate 11,68 
display “in the ” 
locate 12,68 
display “negative” 
locate 13,68 
display ‘direction’ 
locate 19,66 
display “**° 
color = 12 N2 
locate 19,60 "this was all added 
format trend_net_income_this, 5.2 
dispiay “{(trend_net_income_this)” 
locate 19,50 
format trend_net_income_Jast, 5.2 
display “{trend_net_income_last}” 
locate 19,40 
display “1.00-° " 
is_it_neg = yes; 

Rule is_net_income_negative If cash_net_income_this < = 0 and 
cash_net_income_last < = 0 and 
cash_net_income_2 < = 0 and 
x > 1.05 and 
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y > 1.1025 Then locate 8,68 
color = 15 
display "** note ° 
locate 9,68 
display “that it is” 
locate 10,68 
display “increasing” 
locate 11,68 
display “in the ” 
focate 12,68 
display "negative" 
locate 13,68 
display “direction” 
locate 19,66 
display “°°” 
color = 12 
locate 19,60 
format trend_net_income_this_c¢, 5.2 
display “{trend_net_income_this_c}” 
locate 19,50 
format trend_net_income_last_c, 5.2 
display “{trend_net_income_last_c}° 
locate 19,40 
display “1.00-° 
is_it_neg_¢ ™ yes; 

Rule display_bs_inventory If todo = trend_statements Then bs_inventory = found 
trend_inv_rev_last = (last_yr_inventory / inv_2_ago) 
trend_inv_rev_this = (total_inv / inv_2_ago) 
x = (trend_inv_rev_last) 
y = (trend_inv_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 7,65 
format trend_inv_rev_this, 5.2 
display “(trend_inv_rev_this}” 
a = (wend_inv_rev_this) 
format a, 5.2 
locate 7,55 
format trend_inv_rev_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_inv_rev_last}° 
b = (trend_inv_rev_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 7,45 
display “1.00” 
pdisplay ° Inventory 1.00 {b)} {a}’ 
pdisplay ” Long Term Assets” 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_bs_equipment If todo = trend_statements Then bs_equipment = found 
trend _equip_last = (last_yr_equip_value / equip_2_ago) 
trend_equip_this = ({total_current_value / equip_2_ago) 
xX = (trend_equip_last) 
y = (trend_equip_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 9,65 
format trend_equip_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_equip_this}° 
a = (trend_equip_ this) 
format a,$.2 
locate 9,55 
format trend_equip_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_equip_last}” 
b = (trend_equip_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 9,45 
display °}.00° 
pdisplay * Equipment 1.00 {b} {a)’ 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_bs_totals If todo = trend_statements Then bs_total_assets! = found 
trend_totals_last = (t_assets_last / t_assets_2) 
trend_totals_this = (t_assets_this / t_assets_2) 
xX = (trend_totals_last) 
y = (trend_totals_this) 
format trend_totals_thus, 5.2 
a = (trend_totals_this) 
format a,5.2 
format trend_totals_last, 5.2 
b = (trend_totals_last) 
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format b,5.2 
locate 10,45 
locate 16,65 
format trend_totals_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_totals_this}* 
locate 16,55 
format trend_totals_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_totals last)” 
locate 16,45 
pdisplay ° Total Assets 1.00  {b) {a}° 
pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay ” Liabilities & Capital’; 

Rule display_bs_due_to_other_ae If todo = trend_statements Then bs_due_from = found 
trend_due_rev_last = (last_yr_due_to / due_to_2_ago) 
trend_due_rev_this = (new_due_to / due_to_2_ago) 
x = (trend_due_rev_last) 
y = (trend_due_rev_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 14,65 
format trend_due_rev_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_due_rev_this}° 
a = (trend_due_rev_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 14,55 
format trend_due_rev_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_due_rev_last}’ 
b = (trend_due_rev_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 14,45 
display °!.00° 
pdisplay * Cash Basis Loan from 1.00 {b} {a)° 
pdisplay ” other Auxiliaries” 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_bs_reserves If todo = trend_statements Then bs_reserves = found 
trend_reserves_last = (reserves_last / reserves_2) 
trend_reserves_this = (reserves_this / reserves_2) 
x = (trend_reserves_last) 
y = (trend_reserves_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 15,65 
format trend_reserves_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_reserves_this)” 
a = (trend_reserves_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 15,55 
format trend_reserves_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_reserves_last}° 
b = (trend_reserves_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 15,45 
display ”1.00° 
pdisplay ° Equity -- Reserves 1.00 {b} {a}° 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_bs_totals If todo = trend_statements Then bs_total_assets = found 
trend_totals_ last = (t_assets_last / t_assets_2) 
trend_totals this = (t_assets_this / t_assets_2) 
x = (trend_totals_last) 
y = (trend_totals_this) 
color = 11 
locate 10,65 
format trend_totals this, 5.2 
display “{trend_totals_this}“ 
locate 10,55 
format trend_totals_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_totals_last}° 
locate 10,45 
display "1.00° 
locate 16,65 
format trend_totals this, 5.2 
display “{trend_totals_this}° 
a = (trend_totals_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 16,55 
format trend_totals last, 5.2 
display “{trend_totals_last}° 
b = (trend_totals_last) 
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format b,5.2 
locate 16,45 
pdisplay ° Total Liabilities & Capital 1.00 (b) {a}’ 
display “1.00-°; 

Rule display_seg_corps_cost If todo = trend_statements Then seg_corps_cost = found 
trend_seg_corps_cost_last = (corps_cost_last / corps_cost_2) 
trend_seg_corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this / corps_cost_2) 
x = (trend_seg_corps_cost_last) 
y = (trend_seg_corps_cost_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 14,60 
format trend_seg_corps_cost_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_corps_cost_this}° 
a = (trend_seg_corps_cost_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 14,50 
format trend_seg_corps_cost_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_corps_cost_last}” 
b = (trend_seg_ corps_cost_last)} 
format b,5.2 
locate 14,40 
display “1.00° 
pdisplay ° Corps 1.00 {b} {a}° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_seg_public_cost If todo = trend_statements Then seg public_cost = found 
trend_seg_public_cost_last = (public_cost_last / public_cost_2) 
trend_seg_public_cost_this = (public_cost_this / public_cost_2) 
x = (trend_seg_public_cost_last} 
y = (trend_seg_public_cost_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 15,60 
format trend_seg_public_cost_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_public_cost_this}* 
a = (trend_seg_public_cost_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate | 5,50 
format trend_seg_public_cost_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_ public_cost_last}” 
b = (trend_seg_public_cost_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 15,40 
display “1.00° 
pdisplay ° Public 1.00 {b} {a}’ 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_seg_s_f_s_cost If todo = trend_statements Then segs fs cost = found 
trend_sezg_s f_s_cost_last = (s_f_s_cost_last /s_f_$ cost_2) 
trend_seg_s_f_s_cost_this = (s_f_s_cost_this /s_f s cost_2) 
x = (trend_seg_s f s_cost_last) 
y = (trend_seg_s_f_s_cost_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 16,60 
format trend_seg_s fs _cost_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_s_f_s_cost_this)” 
a = (trend_seg_s_f_s_cost_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 16,50 
format trend_seg_s fs _cost_last, 5.2 
display “(trend_seg_s f_s_cost_last}*” 
b = (trend_seg_s_f_s_cost_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 16,40 
display °1.00° 
pdisplay ° Students/Faculty Staff 1.00 {b} {a)’ 
reset cost_color; 

Rule display_seg_interdept_cost If todo = trend_statements Then seg_interdept_cost = found 
trend_seg_interdept_cost_last = (interdept_cost_last / interdept_cost_2) 
trend_seg_interdept_cost_this = (interdept_cost_this / interdept_cost_2) 
xX = (trend_seg_interdept_cost_last) 
y = (trend_seg_interdept_cost_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 17,60 
format trend_seg_interdept_cost_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_interdept_cost_this}° 
a = (trend_seg_interdept_cost_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 17,50 
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format trend_seg_interdept_cost_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_interdept_cost_last)’ 
b = (trend_seg_interdept_cost_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 17,40 
display *1.00° 
pdisplay ” Interdepartmental 1.00 {b} {a}* 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_seg_music_cost If todo = trend_statements Then seg _music_cost = found 
trend_seg_music_cost_last = (music_cost_last / music_cost_2) 
trend_seg_music_cost_this = (music_cost_this / music_cost_2) 
x = (trend_seg_music_cost_last) 
y = (trend_seg_music_cost_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 18,60 
format trend_seg_music_cost_this, 5.2 
display “(trend_seg_mvusic_cost_this}” 
a = (trend_seg_music_cost_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 18,50 
format trend_seg_music_cost_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_music_cost_last}” 
b = (trend_seg_music_cost_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 18,40 
display “1.00° . 
pdisplay " Music Department 1.00 = {b) {ay’ 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_seg_ state_cost If todo = trend_statements Then seg_state_cost = found 
trend_seg_state_cost_last = (state_cost_last / state_cost_2) 

trend_seg state_cost_this = (state_cost_this / state_cost_2) 
x = (trend_seg_state_cost_last) 
y = (trend_seg_state_cost_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 19,60 
format trend_seg_state_cost_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_state_cost_this}*° 
a = (trend_seg_state_cost_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 19,50 
format trend_seg_state_cost_last, 5.2 
display “(trend_seg_state_cost_last}° 
b = (trend_seg_ state_cost_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 19,40 
display “1.00 -” 
pdisplay ° State Related 1.00 {b} {a)* 
reset cost_color; 

Rule display_corps_diff If todo = trend_statements Then corps_diff = found 
corps_diff_this = (t_mul_rev - corps_cost_this) 
corps_diff_last = (mul_rev_last - corps_cost_last) 
corps_diff_2 = (muil_rev_2 - corps_cost_2) 
trend_corps_diff_last = (corps_diff_last / corps_diff_2) 
trend_corps_diff_this = (corps_diff_thus / corps_diff_2) 
x = (trend_corps_diff_last) 
y = (trend_corps_diff_this) 
find rev_color 
a = (corps_diff_this) 
b = (corps_diff_last) 
c = (corps_diff_2) 
temp_vbl = corps 
find neg? 
locate 9,56 
format trend_corps_diff_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_corps_diff_this}” 
a@ = {trend_corps_diff_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 9,46 
format trend_corps_diff_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_corps_diff_last}” 
b = (trend_corps_diff_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 9,36 
pdisplay ° Corps 1.00 {b} {a}° 
display “1.00° 
reset rev_color 
locate 9,62 
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display “{neg?}” 
reset neg? 

Rule display_public_diff If todo = trend_statements Then public_diff = found 
public_diff_this = (public_rev_this - public_cost_this) 
public_diff_last = (public_rev_last - public_cost_last) 
public_diff_2 = (public_rev_2 - public_cost_2) 
trend_public_diff_last = (public_diff_last / public_diff_2) 
trend_public_: diff_this = (public: diff_ this / public_ diff 2) 
x= (trend_public_ diff_last) 
y = (trend_public_diff_this) 
find rev_color 
a = (public_diff_this) 
b = (public_diff_last) 
c = (public_diff_2) 
temp_vbl = public 
find neg? 
locate 10,56 
format trend_public_diff_this, 5.2 
display “(trend_public_diff_this)° 
a = (trend_public_diff " this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 10,46 
format trend_public_diff_last, 5.2 
display “(trend_public_diff_last}’ 
b = (trend_public_diff_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 10,36 
pdisplay ° Public 1.00 {b} {a}* 
display °1.00° 
reset rev_color 
locate 10,62 
display “{neg?}’ 
reset neg> 

Rule display_s fs diff If todo = trend_statements Then s _f_s_diff = found 
s_f_s_diff_this = (s_f_s_rev_this - s_f_s_cost_this) 
s fs diff_last = (s_f_s_rev_last-s fs _cost_last) 
s fs diff_2 = (s_f_s rev_2-s_f_s cost_2) 

trend_s_f_s diff_last = (s_f_s_diff_last /s_f_s diff_2) 
trend_s_ fs diff_this = (s_f_s_diff_this /s_f_s diff 2) 
x = (trend_: s_f_s_diff_last) 
y = (trend_s f_s_diff_this) 
find rev_cotor 
a = (s_{_s diff_this) 
b = (s_f_s_diff_last) 
c = (s_f-s diff_2) 
temp_vbl = students_faculty_staff 
find neg? 
locate 11,56 
format trend_s_f $_diff_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_s_f_s_diff_this)” 
a = (trend_s_f_s_diff_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 11,46 
format trend_s es diff_tast, 5.2 
display *{trend_ s_ scuff _last}° 
b = (trend_s_f_ i ff_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 11,36 
pdisplay ° Students/Faculty Staff 1.00 {b} {a}° 
display °1.00° 
reset rev_color 
locate 11,62 
display “{neg?}” 
reset neg?, 

Rule display_interdept_diff If todo = trend_statements Then interdept_diff = found 
interdept_diff_this = (interdept_rev_this - interdept_cost_this) 
interdept_diff_last = (interdept_rev_last - interdept_cost_last) 
interdept_diff_2 = {interdept_rev_2 - interdept_cost_2) 
trend_interdept_diff_last = (interdept_diff_tast / interdept_diff_2) 
trend_interdept_diff_this = (interdept_diff_this / interdept_diff_ 2) 
x = (trend_interdept_diff_last) 
y = (trend_interdept_diff_this) 
find rev_color 
a = (interdept_diff_this) 

= (interdept_diff_last) 
c = (interdept_diff_2) 
temp_vbl = interdepartmental 
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find neg? 
locate 12,56 
format trend_interdept_diff_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_interdept_diff_this)° 
a = (trend_interdept_diff_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 12,46 
format trend_interdept_diff_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_interdept_diff_last}” 
b = (trend_interdept_diff_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 12,36 
Pdisplay * Interdepartmental 1.00 {b}- {a)’ 
display 71.00° 
reset rev_color 
locate 12,62 
display “{neg?}° 
reset neg? 

Rule display_music_diff If todo = trend_statements Then music_diff = found 
music_diff_this = (music_rev_this - music_cost_this) 
music_diff_last = (music_rev_last - music_cost_last) 
music_diff_2 = (music_rev_2 - music_cost_2) 
trend_music_diff_last = (music_diff_last / music_diff_2) 
trend_music_diff_this = (music_diff_this / music_diff_2) 
x = (trend _music_diff_last) 
y = (trend_music_diff_this) 
find rev_color 
a = (music_diff_this) 
b = (music_diff_last) 
c = (music_diff_2) 
temp_vbl = music_department 
find neg? 
locate 13,56 
format trend_music_diff_this, 5.2 
display “(trend_music_diff_this}” 
a = (trend_music_diff_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 13,46 
format trend_music_diff_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_music_diff_last)° 
b = (trend_music_diff_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 13,36 
pdisplay ” Music Department 1.00 {b) {a}° 
display “1.00° 
reset rev_color 
locate 13,62 
display “(neg?}° 
reset neg?, 

Rule display_state_diff If todo = trend_statements Then state_diff = found 
state_diff_this = (state _rev_this - state_cost_this) 
State_diff_last = (state_rev_tast - state_cost_last) 
state_diff_2 = (state_rev_2 - state_cost_2) 
trend_state_diff_last = (state_diff_last / state_diff_2) 
trend_state_diff_this = (state_diff_this / state_diff_2) 
x = (trend_state_diff_last) 
y = (trend_state_d:ff_this) 
find rev_color 
a = (state_diff_this) 
b = (state_diff_last) 
c = (state_diff_ 2) 
temp_vbl = state_related 
find neg? 
locate 14,56 
format trend_state_diff_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_state_diff_this}° 
a = (trend_state_diff_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 14,46 
format trend_state_diff_last, 5.2 
display "(trend_state_diff_last}” 
b = (trend_state_diff_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 14,36 
pdisplay ° State Related 1.00 {b)} {a}" 
display °1.00° 
reset rev_color 
locate 14,62 
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B.58 PWITREND 

execute; endoff, runtime; 

actions color = 15 todo = trend_statements find trend_display find get_data locate 18,25 display “Press any key to continue ~” pdisplay ” 
* pdisplay * “ display “Press any key to continue” cls whileknown which_stmt 

find which_stmt 
reset what_next 
reset stmt_number 
reset which_stmt 
cls 
find which_stmt end ; 

Rule trend_display If todo = trend_statements Then color = 11 
trend_display = found 
locate 2,30 display TREND STATEMENTS" locate 5,6 display “Trend statements are the financial statements of several years,” dis- 

play “expressed as percentages of one of those years. For purposes of this” display “analysis, the base year chosen is the first year in the 
series. For each” display “year, the dollar value of each item is divided by the dollar value of the” display “corresponding item in the base 
year. This results in a value which is in” display “terms of the percentage of the base year. From these statements, trends” display “over 
tme can be seen. For the statements which follow, any trend of more” display “than 5% increase per year in expenses or 5% decrease per 
year in revenues” display ‘is displayed in red. Likewise, any trend of more than 5% increase per “ display “year in revenue or 5% decrease 
per year in cost is displayed in yellow.” display “The system 1s currently gathering data for these statements. You will be" display “in- 
structed when to continue.” 

pdisplay ° TREND STATEMENTS?’ pdisplay °” pdisplay ” Trend statements are the financial statements of several 
years,” pdisplay “expressed as percentages of one of those years. For purposes of this” pdisplay “analysis, the base year chosen is the first 
year in the senes. For each” pdisplay “year, the dollar value of each item is divided by the dollar value of the” pdisplay “corresponding 
item in the base year. This results in a value which is in” pdisplay “terms of the percentage of the base year. From these statements, trends” 
pdisplay “over time can be seen. For the statements which follow, any trend of more’ pdisplay “than 5% increase per year in expenses or 
5% decrease per year in revenues” pdisplay “is displayed in red. Likewise, any trend of more than 5% increase per * pdisplay “year in re- 
venue or 5% decrease per year in cost is displayed in yellow.” pdisplay °°; 

Rule get_necessary_data If get_data = unknown Then get_data = found! wks bs_this,b1..b14,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this({],o1,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{2],62,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this[3],63,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this(4],b4,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{5],05,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{6],b6,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{7],b7,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this[8],b8,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this[9],b9,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{!0]},b10,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{|1],b11,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_dus{12],o!2,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{13],b13,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_this{14],b14,\vpp\wiabbs 

! wks bs_last,cl..c14,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{|],cl,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{2],c2,\vpp\wmabbs 
wks bs_last{3],c3,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last/4],c4,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last/5],c5,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_tast{/6],c6,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{7},¢7,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{8},c8, \vpp\wiabbs 

wks bs_last{9],c9,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{10},c10,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{11]},cll,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{12],cl2,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{13],c13,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_last{14],cl4,\vpp\wiabbs 

! wks bs_2_ ago,d1..d14,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{!},di,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{2],d2,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_ 2_ago[ 3},d3,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs 2 “agol4], d4,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{5],d5,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_agol6],d6,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{7],d7,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_. "2 ago{8],d8,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago(9],d9,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{10},d10,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_ 2_ago{}1},d11,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{!2],d12,\vpp\wiabbs 
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wks bs_2_ago[13],d13,\vpp\wiabbs 
wks bs_2_ago{14),d14,\vpp\wiabbs 

! wks chis_oper_exp,b56..d456,\vpp\wicbis 

wks cash_oper_exp_this,b56,\vpp\wichis 
wks cash_oper_exp_last,c56,\vpp\wicbis 
wks cash_oper_exp_2,d56,\vpp\wicbis 

! wks cbis_net_income,b57..d57,\vpp\wicbis 

wks cash_net_income_this,b57,\vpp\wicbis 
wks cash_net_income_last,c57,\vpp\wicbis 
wks cash_net_income_2,d57,\vpp\wicbis 

! wks uniforms,b10..d10,\vpp\wicbis 

wks act_umif_this,b10,\vpp\wicbis 
wks act_unif_last,cl0,\vpp\wicbis 
wks act_unif_2,d10,\vpp\wicbis 

! wks act_equip,b55..d55,\vpp\wicbis 

wks act_equip_ this,b55,\vpp\wicbis 
wks act_equip_last,c55,\vpp\wicbis 
wks act_equip_2,d55,\vpp\wichis 

current_year = (bs_this{1) 
last_year = (current_year - 1) 
year_2_ago = (current_year - 2) 
total_inv = (bs_this{7]) 
last_yr_inventory = (bs_last{7) 
inv_2_ago = (bs_2_ago{7]} 
new_due_to = (bs_this(|2)) 
last_yr_due_to = (bs_last{!2)) 
due_to_2_ ago = (bs_2_ago{l2} 
reserves this = (bs_this[13]) 
reserves_last = (bs_last{13p 
reserves_2 = (bs_2_ago[13]) 
t_assets_this = (bs_this{9]) 
t_assets_last = (bs_last{9]) 
t_assets_2 = {ds_2_ago([9]}) 
total_current_value = (bs_this{&) 
last_yr_equip_value = (bs_lasq{8) 
equip_2_ago = (bs_2_ago{8) 

wit © wks is_this,b1..b76,\vpp\wiabis! wks is_last,cl..c76,\vpp\wiabis ! wks is_2_ago,d1..d76,\vpp\wiabis !!!!!!it!! 

wks net_income,b65,\vpp\wiabis 
wks net_income_last,c65,\vpp,wiabis 
wks net_income_2,d65,\vpp\mabis 
wks t_mul_rev,b9,\vpp\wiabis 
wks mul_rev_last,c9,\vpp\wiabis 
wks mul_rev_2,d9,\vpp\wiabis 
wks cost_umforms_this,b15,\vpp'wiabis 
wks cost_uniforms_last,c) 5,\vpp\wiabis 
wks cost_unuforms_2,d15,\vpp\wiabis 
wks total_oper_exp_last,c64,\vpp\wiabis 
wks total_oper_exp_2,d64,\vpp\wiabis 
wks total_oper_exp_this,b64,\vpp\wiabis 
wks t_other_rev,b24,\vpp\wiabis 
wks other_rev_last,c24,\vpp\wiabis 
wks other_rev_2,d24,\vpp\wiabis 
wks t_personal,b36,\vpp\wiabis 
wks personal_last,c36,\vpp\miabis 
wks personal _2,d36,\vpp\mabis 
wks contract_this,b47,\vpp\wiabis 
wks contract_last,c47,\vpp\wiabis 

wks contract_2,d47,\vpp\wiabis 
wks s_&_m_this,b54,\vpp\miabis 
wks s_&_m_last.c54,\vpp\wiabis 
wks s_&_m_2,d54,\vpp\wiabis 
wks contin_this,b62,\vpp\wiabis 
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wks contin_last,c62,\vpp\wiabis 
wks contin_2,d62,\vpp\wiabis 
wks deprec_this,b63,\vpp\wiabis 
wks deprec_last,c63,\vpp\wiabis 
wks deprec_2,d63,\vpp\wiabis 
wks public_rev_this,b19,\vpp\wiabis 
wks s_f_s_rev_this,b20,\vpp\wiabis 
wks interdept_rev_this,b21,\vpp\wiabis 
wks music_rev_this,b22,\vpp\wiabis 
wks state_rev_ this,b23, \vpp\wiabis 
wks public_rev_last,cl9,\vpp\wiabis 
wks s_fs_rev_| jast,c20,\vpp\wiabis 
wks interdept_rev_last,c2],\vpp\wiabis 
wks music_rev_last,c22,\vpp\wiabis 
wks state_rev_last,c23,\vpp\wiabis 
wks public_rev_2,d19,\vpp\wiabis 
wks s_f_s_rev_2,d20,\vpp\wiabis 
wks interdept_rev_2,d21,\vppiwiabis 
wks music_rev_2,d22,\vpp\wiabis 
wks state_rev_2,d23,\vpp\wiabis 
wks corps_cost_this,b68,'\vpp\wiabis 
wks public_cost_this,670,\vpp\wiabis 
wks s_f_s_cost_this,b71,\vpp\wiabis 
wks Interdept_cost_this,b72,\vpp\wiabis 
wks music_cost_thus,b73,\vpp\wiabis 
wks state_cost_this,b74,\vpp' wiabis 
wks corps_cost_last,c68,\vpp wiabis 
wks public_cost_last,c70,\vpp\miabis 
wks s_f_s_cost_last,c71,\vpp ,wiabis 
wks interdept_ cost_last,c72,\vpp wiabis 
wks music_cost_last,c73,\vpp\wiabis 
wks state_cost_last,c74,\vpp\miabis 
wks corps_cost_2,d68,\vpp\wiabis 
wks public_cost_2,d70,\vpp\wmiabis 
wks s_f_s_cost_2,d71,\vpp\wiabis 
wks interdept_cost_2,d72, \vpp\wiabis 
wks music_cost_2,d73,\vpp\wiabis 
wks state_cost_2,d74,\vpp\miabis 

t_expenses = (cost_uniforms_this + total_oper_exp_this) 
t_expenses_last = (total_oper_exp_last + cost_uruforms_last) 
t_expenses_2 ™ (total_oper_exp_2 + cost_ uniforms 2) 

t_rev_this = (t_mil_rev + t_other_rev) 
t_rev_last = (mil_rev_last + other_rev_last) 
t_rev_2 = (mil_rev_2 + other_rev_2) 
t_cash_exp_| this = {cash_oper_exp_this + act_unif_this) 
teash exp_last = (cash_oper_exp_last + act_ “unif _last) 
t_cash_exp_2 = (cash_oper_exp_2 + act_ unf_2); 

Rule display_for_which_stmt If todo = trend_statements Then cls 
color = 11 
locate 3,15 
display “Select the number corresponding to the trend’ 
locate 4,15 
display “statements which would like to see.” 
locate 7,20 
display “! accrual based income statements" 
locate 9,20 
display "2 cash based income statements’ 
locate 11,20 
display “3 balance sheets’ 
locate 13,20 
display “4 market segment revenues and expenses” 
locate 15,20 
display “5 exit to main menu’ 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay * 
padisplay ° 
pdisplay ° 
pdisplay ° 

pdisplay ° 

Select the number corresponding to the trend 
statements which would like to see.” 

pdisplay 1 accrual based income statements” 
pdisplay 

pdisplay 
pdisplay 

pdisplay 3 balance sheets” 

2 cash based income statements” 
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pdisplay 
pdisplay ° 4 market segment revenues and expenses” 
pdisplay * * 
pdisplay “ 5 exit to main menu’ 
pdisplay °° 
pdisplay * ° 

find stmt_number 
which_stmt = found 
find what_next, 

Rule do_abis If stmt_number = | then which_stmt = abis 
what_next = abis 
cis 
color = 11 
locate 0,8 display “TREND STATEMENTS FOR CONDENSED ACCRUAL BASED INCOME STATEMENTS’ locate 2,60 dis- 

play “{current_year)” locate 2,50 display “{last_year}” locate 2,40 display “{year_2_ago}” 

locate 0,8 pdisplay ° TREND STATEMENTS FOR CONDENSED ACCRUAL BASED INCOME STATEMENTS’ pdisplay 
°° pdisplay °" a = (year_2_ago)} b = (last_year) c = (current_year) pdisplay ° {a} {b} {c}" 

locate 3,3 display “Revenue” locate 4,6 display “Corps” locate 5,6 display “Public” locate 6,6 display “Student/Faculty/Staff locate 7,6 
display “Interdepartmental’ locate 8,6 display “Music Department™ locate 9,6 display “State Related” locate 10,9 display “Total Revenue” 
locate 11,3 display “Expenses” locate 12,6 display “Cost of Uniforms Issued” locate 13,6 display “Personnel” locate 14,6 display “Contrac- 
tual” locate 15,6 display “Supplies & Matenals” locate 16,6 display “Continuous” locate 17,6 display “Depreciation” locate 18,9 display 
“Total Expenses” locate 19,3 display “Net Income from Operations’ 

find abis_corps 
find abis_pub 
find abis_s_f s 
find ahis_interdept 
find abts_music 
find abis_state 
find abis_t_rev 
find abis_um forms 
find abis_personal 
find abis_contract 
find abis_s_ & m 
find abis_contn 
find abis_deprec 
find abis_t_exp 
find abis_ni 
reset abis_corps 
reset abis_pub 
reset abis_s fs 
reset abis_interdept 
reset abis_music 
reset abis_state 
reset abis_t_rev 
reset abis_uniforms 
reset abis_ personal 
reset abis_contract 
reset abis_s & m 
reset abis_contn 
reset abis_deprec 
reset abis_t_exp 
reset abis_mi; 

Rule do_cbis If stmt_number = 2 then which_stmt = cbis 
what_next = cbis . 
cls 
color = [1 
locate 0,10 display “TREND STATEMENTS FOR CONDENSED CASH BASED INCOME STATEMENTS’ locate 2,60 display 

*{current_year}” locate 2,50 display “{last_year}” locate 2,40 display “{year_2_ago)}" locate 3,3 display ‘Revenue’ locate 4,6 display “Corps" 
locate 5,6 display “Public” locate 6,6 display “Student.Faculty,Staff locate 7,6 display “Interdepartmental” locate 8,6 display “Music De- 
partment” Jocate 9,6 display “State Related” locate 10,9 display “Total Revenue” locate 11,3 display “Expenses” locate 12,6 display “Uni- 
form Purchases" locate 13,6 display “Personnel” locate !4,6 display “Contractual” locate 15,6 display “Supplies & Matenals” locate 16,6 
display “Continuous” locate 17,6 display “Equipment” locate 18,9 display “Total Expenses” locate 19,3 display “Net Income from Oper- 
ations” 

pdisplay ° ” pdisplay ° ° pdisplay ° TREND STATEMENTS FOR CONDENSED CASH BASED INCOME STATEMENTS’ 
ee ypaplay ” * locate 2,60 a = (current_year) b = (last_year) c = (year_2_ago) pdisplay ° {c} 

b a}° 
find abis_corps 
find abis_pub 
find abis_s f_s 
find abis_interdept 
find abis_music 
find abis_state 
find abis_ t_rev 
find cbis_urnforms 
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find abis_personal 
find abis_contract 
find abis_s_& m 
find abts_conun 
find cbis_equip 
find cbis_t_exp 
find cbis_ni 
reset abis_corps 
reset abis_pub 
reset abis_s fs 
reset abis_interdept 
reset abis_music 
reset abis_state 
reset abis_{_rev 
reset cbis_uniforms 
reset abis_personal 
reset abis_contract 
reset abis_s_ & m 
reset abis_contin 
reset cbis_equip 
reset cbis_t_exp 
reset cbis_ni; 

Rule do_bs If stmt_number = 3 Then which_stmt = bs 
what_next = bs 
cls 
color = 11 
locate 2,23 display “TREND STATEMENTS FOR BALANCE SHEETS” locate 4,65 display “{current_year}” locate 4,55 display 

“{(last_year}” locate 4,45 display “{year_2_ago}” locate 6,3 display “Current Assets” locate 7,6 display “Inventory” Jocate 8,3 display “Long 
Term Assets” locate 9,6 display “Equipment” locate 10,9 display “Total Assets” locate 12,3 display “Liabilines & Capital” locate 13,6 dis- 
play “Cash Basis Loan from * locate 14,8 display “other Awzalianes” locate 15,6 display “Equity -- Reserves” locate 16,9 display “Total 
Liabilities & Capttal’ 

pdisplay ° ” pdisplay °° 
locate 2,23 pdisplay * TREND STATEMENTS FOR BALANCE SHEETS’ pdisplay ° * pdisplay °” a = (current_year) 

b = (last_year}) ¢ = (year_2_ago} pdisplay “ {c} {b) {a} pdisplay “ “ pdisplay * ” pdisplay ° 
Current Assets” . 

find bs_inventory 
find bs_equipment 
find bs_total_assets! 
find bs_due_from 
find bs_reserves 
find bs_total_assets 
reset bs_inventory 
reset bs_equipment 
reset bs_total_assets 
reset bs_due_from 
reset bs_reserves, 

Rule do_mkt_seg If stmt_number = 4 then which_stmt = mkt_seg 
what_next = mkt_seg 
cls 
color = 11 
locate 0,12 display “TREND STATEMENTS FOR MARKET SEGMENT REVENUES & EXPENSES” locate 2,60 display 

*{current_year)" locate 2,50 display “{last_year}” locate 2,40 display “(year_2_ago}” locate 3,3 display “Revenues” locate 5,6 display 
"Corps" locate 6,6 display “Public” locate 7,6 display “Students Faculty/Staff locate 8,6 display “Interdepartmental” locate 9,6 display 
"Music Department” locate 10,6 display “State Related “ locate 12,3 display “Expenses” locate 14,6 display “Corps” Jocate 15,6 display 
“Public” locate 16,6 display “Students,;Faculty,/Staff™ locate 17,6 display “Interdepartmental” locate 18,6 display “Music Department” locate 
19,6 display “State Related* 

locate 0,12 pdisplay ° TREND STATEMENTS FOR MARKET SEGMENT REVENUES & EXPENSES” pdisplay ° * 
isplay °" a = (year_2 ago) b = (last_year) ¢ = (current_year) pdisplay ° {a} (b} {c}" pdisplay 
Revenues” pdisplay 

find abis_corps 
find abis_pub 
find abis_s fs 
find abis_interdept 
find abis_music 
find abis_state 

pdisplay ° “ pdisplay ° Expenses” pdisplay * ° 

find seg_corps_cost 
find seg_public_cost 
find seg_s f_s cost 
find seg_interdept_cost 
find seg_music_cost 
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find seg_state_cost 
reset abis_corps 
reset abis_pub 
reset abis_s fs 
reset abis_interdept 
reset abis_music 
reset abis_state 
reset seg_corps_cost 
reset seg public_cost 
reset seg_s fs cost 
reset seg_interdept_cost 
reset s¢g_music_cost 
reset seg state_cost 
find rev_minus_exp_display, 

Rule do_mkt_seg If stmt_number = 4 then rev_minus_exp_display = found 
cls 
color = 11 
locate 3,30 display "TREND STATEMENTS FOR’ locate 4,2! display "MARKET SEGMENT REVENUES MINUS EXPENSES” 

locate 7,56 display “{current_year}” locate 7,46 display “{last_year}” locate 7,36 display “{year_2_ago}" locate 9,6 display “Corps” locate 
10,6 display “Public” locate 11,6 display “Students/Faculty,/Staff locate 12,6 display “Interdepartmental” locate 13,6 display “Music De- 
partment” locate 14,6 display “State Related ° 

pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay °° pdisplay TREND STATEMENTS FOR’ pdisplay ” MARKET 
SEGMENT REVENUES MINUS EXPENSES" pdisplay ° © pdisplay "° ¢ = (current_year) b = (last_year) a = (year_2_ago) pdisplay 

{a) {b) {c}" 

find corps_diff 
find public_diff 
find s_f_s_ diff 
find interdept_diff 
find music_diff 
find state_diff 
reset corps_diff 
reset pub_diff 
reset s_fs_diff 
reset interdept_diff 
reset music_diff 
reset state_diff 
find display_for_neg; 

Rule exit_this_kbs If stmt_number = 5 Then which_stnt = doesnt_matter 
what_next = retum 
color = 15 
chain pwits; 

Rule display_abis_corps If todo = trend_statements Then abis_corps = found 
trend_mui_rev_last = (muil_rev_last / mal_rev_2) 
trend_mul_rev_this = (t_mul_rev / mil_rev_2) 
x = (trend_mil_rev_last) 
y = (trend_muil_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 4,60 
format trend_mil_rev_this, $.2 

= (trend_mul_rev_this) 
format a,5.2 
display “{trend_mil_rev_this)* 
locate 4,50 
format trend_mul_rev_last, 5.2 
b = (trend_mul_rev_last) 
format b,5.2 

. display “{trend_mil_rev_last}’ 
locate 4,40 
display °1.00° 
pdisplay “ Corps 100 {b) {a}’ 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis_public If todo = trend_statements Then abis_pub = found 
trend_pub_rev_last = {public_rev_last / public _rev_2) 
trend_pub_rev_this * (public_rev_this / public_rev_2) 
x = (trend_pub_rev_last) 
y = (trend_pub_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 5,60 
format trend_pub_rev_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_pub_rev_this}° 
a = (trend_pub_rev_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 5,50 
format trend_pub_rev_last, 5.2 
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b = (trend_pub_rev_last) 
format b, 5.2 
display “{trend_pub_rev_last}° 
locate 5,40 
display “1.00° 
pdisplay “ —- Public 1.00 {b} {a)’ 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis_s f_s If todo = trend_statements Then abis_s fs = found 
trend_s f_s_rev_last = (s_f_s_rev_last /s fs rev_2) 
trend_s_f_s_rev_this = (s_f_s_rev_this /s_f_s_ rev_2) 
x = (trend_s_f s_rev_last) 
y = (trend_s_f_s_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 6,60 
format trend_s_f_s_rev_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_s_f_s_rev_this}” 
a = (trend_s_f_s_rev_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 6,50 
format trend_s_f_s_rev_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_s_f s_rev_last}” 
b = (trend_s_f_s_rev_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 6,40 
display °1.00° 
pdisplay ° Student/F aculty Staff 1.00 {b) {a)’ 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis_interdept If todo = trend_statements Then abis_interdept = found 
trend_interdept_rev_last = (interdept_rev_last / interdept_rev_2) 
trend_interdept_rev_this = (interdept_rev_this / interdept_rev_2) 
x = (trend_interdept_rev_last) 
y = (trend_interdept_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 7,60 
format trend_interdept_rev_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_interdept_rev_this)° 
a = (trend_interdept_rev_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 7,50 
format trend_interdept_rev_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_interdept_rev_last}” 
b = (trend_interdept_rev_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 7,40 
display “1.00° 
pdisplay ° Interdepartmental 1.00 {b) {a)* 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis_music If todo = trend_statements Then abis_music = found 
trend_music_rev_last = (music_rev_last / music_rev_2) 
trend_music_rev_tus = (music_rev_this / music_rev_2) 
x = (trend _music_rev_last) 
y = (trend_music_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 8,60 
format trend_music_rev_this, 5.2 
display *{trend_music_rev_this}” 
a = (trend_music_rev_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 8,50 
format trend_music_rev_last, 5.2 
display °{trend_music_rev_last}° 
b = (trend_music_rev_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 8,40 
display °t.00° 
pdisplay ° Music Department 1.00 {b} {a}° 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis_state If todo = trend_statements Then abis_state = found 
trend_state_rev_last = (state_rev_last / state_rev_2) 
trend_state_rev_tus = (state_rev_this / state_rev_2)} 
x = (trend_state_rev_last) 
y = (trend_state_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 9,60 
format trend_state_rev_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_state_rev_this}° 
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a = (trend_state_rev_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 9,50 
format trend_state_rev_last, 5.2 
display "{trend_state_rev_last}” 
b = (trend_state_rev_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 9,40 
display °1.00° 
pdisplay ” State Related 1.00 {b) {a} 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis_t_rev If todo = trend_statements Then abis_t rev = found 
trend_t_rev_last = (t_rev_last / t_rev_2) 
trend_t_rev_this = (t_rev_this / t_rev_2) 
x = (trend_t_rev_last) 
y = (trend_t_rev_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 10,60 
format trend_t_rev_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_t_rev_this)” 
a = {trend_t_rev_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 10,50 
format trend_t_rev_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_t_rev_last}” 
b = (trend_t_rev_last} 
format b,5.2 
locate 10,40 
display “1.00° 
pdisplay ° Total Revenue 1,00 {b) {a)* 
pdisplay " Expenses’ 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_abis_cost_uniforms_issued If todo = trend_statements Then abis_uniforms = found 
trend_uniforms_last = (cost_uniforms_last / cost_uniforms_2) 
trend_umiforms_this = (cost_uniforms_this / cost_unsforms_2) 
x = (trend_uniforms_last) 
y = (trend_uniforms_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 12,60 
format trend_uniforms_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_uniforms_this)” 
a = (trend_uniforms_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 12,50 
format trend_uniforms_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_uniforms_last}” 
b = (trend_umforms_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 12,40 
display °1.00° 
pdisplay ° Cost of Uniforms Issued 1.00 {b} {a}" 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_cbis_cost_uniforms_issued If stmt_number = 2 Then cbis_uniforms = found 
trend_uniforms_last_c = (act_umf_last / act_umf_2) 
trend_uniforms_this_¢ = (act_umif_ this / act_unif_2) 
x = (trend_uniforms_last_c) 
y = (trend_uniforms_this_c) 
find cost_color 

locate 12,60 
format trend_uniforms_this_c¢, 5.2 
display “{trend_uniforms_ths_c}” 
a = (trend_uniforms_this_c) 
format a, 5. 
locate | 2,50 
format trend_uniforms_last_¢, 5.2 
display “{trend_umforms_last_c)” 
b = (trend_un:forms_last_c)} 
format b,5.2 
locate 12,40 
display “!.00° 
pdisplay ° Uniform Purchases 1.00 {b) {a}° 
reset cost_color; 

Rule display_abis_personal If todo = trend_statements Thea abis_ personal = found 
trend_personal_last = (personal_last / personal_2) 
trend_personal_this = (t_personal / personal_2) 
x = (trend_personal_last) 
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y = (trend_personal_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 13,60 
format trend_personal_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_personal_this)” 
a = (trend_personal_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 13,50 
format trend_personal_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_personal_last}’ 
b = (trend_personal_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 13,40 
display 1.00" 
pdisplay * Personnel 1.00 {b} (a}’ 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_abis_contractual If todo = trend_statements Then abis_contract = found 
trend_contract_last = (contract_last / contract_2) 
trend_contract_this = (contract_this / contract_2) 
x = (trend_contract_last) 
y = (trend_contract_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 14,60 
format trend_contract_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_contract_this)” 
a = (trend_contract_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 14,50 
format trend_contract_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_contract_last}’ 
b = (trend_contract_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 14,40 
display °1.00° 
pdisplay ° Contractual 1.00 {b) {a}° 
reset cost_color; 

Rule display_abis_s_&_ m If todo = trend_statements Then abis_s_ & =m = found 
trend_s & _m_last = (s_&_m_last /s_&_m_2) 
trend_s_& m_this = (s_& m_this /s_& m_2 
x = (trend_s_&_m_last 
y = (trend_s_&_m_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 15,60 
format trend_s_&_m_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_s_&_m_this}” 
a = (trend_s & m_this 
format a,5.2 
Jocate 15,50 
format trend_s_&_m_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_s_&_m_last)° 
b = (trend_s_&_m_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 15,40 
display “1.00° 
pdisplay ° Supplies & Materials 1.00 {b) {a}° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_abis_continuous If todo = trend_statements Then abis_contin = found 
trend_contn_last = (contn_last / contun_2) 
trend_contin_this = (contin_this / contn_2) 
x = (trend_contin_last) 
y = (trend_contin_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 16,60 
format trend_contn_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_contn_this}” 
&@ = (trend_contn_this) 
format 1,5.2 
locate 16,50 
format trend_contin_last, 5.2 
display “(trend_contin_last}” 
b = (trend_contin_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 16,40 
display “1.00° 
pdisplay ” Continuous 1.00 {b) {a}° 
reset cost_color, 
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Rule display_abis_depreciation If todo = trend_statements Then abis_deprec = found 
trend_deprec_last = (deprec_last / deprec_2) 
trend_deprec_this = (deprec_this / deprec_2) 
x = (trend_deprec_last) 
y = (trend_deprec_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 17,60 
format trend_deprec_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_deprec_this}" 
a = (trend_deprec_this) 
format a,5.2 , 
locate 17,50 
format trend_deprec_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_deprec_last}° 
b = (trend_deprec_last) 
format b,5.2 

locate 17,40 
display °1.00° 
pdisplay ” Depreciation 1.00 (b) {a)° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_cbis_equipment If todo = trend_statements Then cbis_equip = found 
trend_equip_last = (act_equip_last / act_equip_2) 
trend_equip_this = (act_equip_this / act_equip_2) 
x = (trend_equip_last) 
y = (trend_equp_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 17,60 
format trend_equip_this, 5.2 
a = (trend_equip_this) 
format a,5.2 
display “(trend_equip_this}” 
locate 17,50 
format trend_equip_last, 5.2 
b = (trend_equip_last) 
format b,5.2 
display “(trend_equip_last}° 
locate 17,40 
display 71.00° 
pdisplay * Equipment 1.00 {b} {a}” 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_abis_t_expenses If todo = trend_statements Then abis_t_exp = found 
trend_t_expenses_last = (t_expenses_last / t_expenses_2) 
trend_t_expenses_tus = (t_expenses / t_expenses_2) 
x = (trend_t_expenses_Jast} 
y = (trend_t_expenses_this) 
find cost_cotor 
locate 18,60 
format trend_t_expenses_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_t_expenses_this}” 
a = (trend_t_expenses_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 18,50 
format trend_t_expenses_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_t_expenses_last)” 
b = (trend_t_expenses_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 18,40 
display "1.00° 
pdisplay ” Total Expenses 1.00 {b} {a}° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_cbis_t_expenses If todo = trend_statements Then chis_t_exp = found 
trend_t_expenses_last_c = (t_cash_exp_last / t_cash_exp_2) 
trend_t_expenses_this_c = ({_cash_exp_this / t_cash_exp_2) 
x = (trend_t_expenses_last_c) 
y = (trend_t_expenses_this_c) 
find cost_color 
locate 18,60 
format trend_t_expenses_this_c, 5.2 
display “{trend_t_expenses_this_c}* 
a = (trend_t_expenses_this_c) 
format a,5.2 
locate 18,50 
format trend_t_expenses_last_c, 5.2 
display “{trend_t_expenses_last_c}° 
b = (trend_t_expenses_last_c) 
format b,5.2 
locate 18,40



display °!.00° 
pdisplay ° Total Expenses 1.00 (b} {a}" 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_abis_net_income If todo = trend_statements Then abis_ni = found 
trend_net_income_last = (net_income_last / net_income_2) 
trend_net_income_this = (net_income / net_income_2) 
x = (trend_net_income_last) 
y = (trend_net_income_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 19,60 
format trend_net_income_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_net_income_this}” 
a = (trend_net_tncome_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 19,50 
format trend_net_income_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_net_income_last)” 
b = (trend_net_income_last) 
format 6, 5.2 
find is_it_neg 

! find neg_base 
locate 19,40 
reset rev_color 
find rev_color 
display 71.00 -° 
pdisplay “ Net Income from Operations 1.00 {b) {a)° 
find neg_disp? : 
reset rev_color 
reset is_it_neg; 

Rule display_that_ni_base_yr_neg 

If net_income_2 < 0 

Then neg_base = found 

locate 8,68 
display “note: the’ 
locate 9,68 
display “net income’ 
locate 10,68 
display “for the ° 
locate 11,68 
display “base year’ 
locate 12,68 
display “was” 
locate 13,68 
display “negative’; 

Rule pdisplay_neg_ni_abis 

If is_it_neg = yes 

Then neg_disp? = found 
pdisplay ¢ ° 
pdisplay “Note that net income is increasing in the negative direction." 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay °°; 

Rule display_cbis_net_income If todo = trend_statements Thea cbis_ni = found 
trend_net_income_last_¢c = (cash_net_income_last / cash_net_income_2) 
trend_net_income_this_c = (cash_net_income_this / cash_net_income_2) 
x = (trend_net_income_last_c) 
y ™ (trend_net_income_this_c) 
find rev_color 
locate 19,60 
format trend_net_income_this_c, 5.2 
display "{trend_net_income_this_c}’ 
a = (trend_net_income_this_c) 
format a,5.2 
locate 19,50 
format trend_net_income_last_c, 5.2 
display “{trend_net_income_last_c)}* 
b = (trend_net_income_last_c) 
format b,5.2 
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find is_it_neg.c! find neg_base_c 
locate 19,40 
reset rev_color 
find rev_color 
display “1.00 -° 
pdispiay ” Net Income from Operations 1.00 {b} {a)}’ 
find neg_disp?_¢ 
reset rev_color 
reset is_it_neg_¢; 

Rule display_that_ni_base_yr_neg 

If cash_net_income_2 < 0 

Then neg_base_c = found 

locate 8,68 
display “note: the’ 
locate 9,68 
display “net income” 
locate 10,68 
display “for the ” 
locate 11,68 
display “base year” 
locate 12,68 
display “was” 
locate 13,68 
display “negative”; 

Rule pdisplay_neg_ni_cbis 

If is_it_neg_c = yes 

Then neg_disp?_c = found 

pdisplay * " 
pdisplay “Note that net income is increasing in the negative direction.” 

pdisplay * * 
Pdisplay °°; 

Rule is_net_income_negative If net_income < = 0 and 
net_income_last < = 0 and 
net_income_2 < = 0 and 
x > 1.05 and 
y > 1.1025 Then locate 8,68 
color = [5 
display “** note ” 
locate 9,68 
display “that it is” 
locate 10,68 
display “increasing* 
locate 11,68 
display “in the * 
locate 12,68 
display ‘negative’ 
locate 13,68 
display “direction” 
locate 19,66 
display “*** 
color = 12 12 
locate 19,60 this was all added 
format trend_net_income_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_net_income_this}° 
locate 19,50 
format trend_net_income_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_net_income_last)” 
locate 19,40 
display “1.00—-° 1 
is_it_neg = yes; 

Rule is_net_income_negative If cash_net_income_this < = 0 and 
cash_net_income_last < = 0 and 
cash_net_income_2 < = 0 and 
x > 1.05 and 
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y > 1.1025 Then locate 8,68 
color = 15 
display “** note ° 
locate 9,68 
display “that it is” 
locate 10,68 
display “increasing” 
locate 11,68 
display “in the * 
locate 12,68 
display “negative” 
locate 13,68 
display “direction” 
locate 19,66 
display “**” 
color = 12 
locate 19,60 
format trend_net_income_this_c, 5.2 
display “(trend_net_income_this_c}” 
locate 19,50 
format trend_net_income_last_c, 5.2 
display “{trend_net_income_last_c}° 
locate 19,40 
display “1.00 -° 
is_it_neg_¢ = yes; 

Rule display_bs_inventory If todo = trend_statements Then bs_inventory = found 
trend_inv_rev_last = (last_yr_inventory / inv_2_ago)} 
trend_inv_rev_this = (total_inv / inv_2_ago) 
x = (trend_inv_rev_last) 
y = (trend_inv_rev_ths) 
find rev_color 
locate 7,65 
format trend_inv_rev_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_inv_rev_this)° 
a = (trend_inv_rev_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 7,55 
format trend_inv_rev_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_inv_rev_last}* 
b = (trend_inv_rev_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 7,45 
disptay “1.00° 
pdisplay ° Inventory 1.00 {b} {a}’ 
Pdisplay ” Long Term Assets’ 
reset rev_color; 

Rule display_bs_equipment If todo = trend_statements Then bs_equipment = found 
trend_equip_last = (Jast_yr_equip_value / equip_2_ago) - 
trend_equip_this = (total_current_value / equip_2_ago) 
x = (trend_equip_last) 
y = (trend_equip_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 9,65 
format trend_equip_thus, 5.2 
display “{trend_equip_this)” 
a = (trend_equip this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 9,55 
format trend_equip_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_equip_last}" 
b = (trend_equip_last} 
format b,5.2 
locate 9,45 
display “1.00° 
pdisplay “° Equipment 100 (b} {a}" 
reset rev_color; 

Rule display_bs_totals If todo = trend_statements Then bs_total_assets] = found 
trend_totals_last = (t_assets_last / t_assets_2) 
trend_totals_this = (t_assets this / t_assets_2) 
x = (trend_totals_last) 
y = (trend_totals_this) 
format trend_totals_this, 5.2 
a = (trend_totals_this) 
format a,5.2 
format trend_totals_last, 5.2 
b = (trend_totals_last) 
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format b,5.2 
locate 10,45 
locate 16,65 
format trend_totals_ this, 5.2 
display “{trend_totals_this}” 
locate 16,55 
format trend_totals_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_totals_last}° 
locate 16,45 
pdisplay ° Total Assets 1.00 {b) {a)’ 
pdisplay * ° 
pdisplay ” Liabilities & Capital’, 

Rule display_bs_due_to_other_ae If todo = trend_statements Then bs_due_from = found 
trend_due_rev_last = (last_yr_due_to / due_to_2_ago) 
trend_due_rev_this = (new_due_to / due_to_2 ago) 
x = (trend_due_rev_last) 
y = (trend_due_rev_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 14,65 
format trend_due_rev_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_due_rev_this)” 
a = (trend_due_rev_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 14,55 
format trend_due_rev_last, 5.2 
display “(trend_due_rev_last)° 
b = (trend_due_rev_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 14,45 
display “1.00° 
pdisplay ° Cash Basis Loan from 1,00 {b) {a}° 
pdisplay ° other Auxiliaries’ 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_bs_reserves If todo = trend_statements Then bs_reserves = found 
trend_reserves_last = (reserves_last / reserves_2) 
trend_reserves_this = (reserves_this / reserves_2) 
x = (trend_reserves_last} 
y = (trend_reserves_this) 
find rev_color 
locate 15,65 
format trend_reserves_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_reserves_this}’ 
a = (trend_reserves_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 15,55 
format trend_reserves_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_reserves_last}’ 
b = (trend_reserves_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 15,45 
display "1.00° 
pdisplay ° Equity -- Reserves 1.00 {b) {a}’ 
reset rev_color, 

Rule display_bs_totals If todo = trend_statements Then bs_total_assets = found 
trend_totals_jast = (t_assets_last / t_assets_2) 
trend_totals this = (t_assets_thus / t_assets_2) 
x = (trend_totals_last) 
y = (trend_totals_thus) 
color = 11 
locate 10,65 
format trend_totais_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_totals this)” 
locate 10,55 
format trend_totals_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_totals_last}” 
locate 10,45 
display °1.00° 
locate 16,65 
format trend_totals_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_totals_this}* 
a = (trend_totals_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 16,55 
format trend_totals_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_totals_last}” 
b = (trend_totals_last) 
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format »,5.2 
locate 16,45 
pdisplay * Total Liabilities & Capital 1.00 (b} {a)” 
display “1.00-°, 

Rule display_seg_corps_cost If todo = trend_statements Then seg_corps_cost = found 
trend_seg_corps_cost_last = (corps_cost_last / corps_cost_2) 
trend_seg_corps_cost_this = (corps_cost_this / corps_cost_2)} 
x = (trend_seg_ corps_cost_last) 
y = (trend_seg_corps_cost_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 14,60 
format trend_seg_corps_cost_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_corps_cost_this}” 
a = (trend_seg_corps_cost_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 14,50 
format trend_seg_corps_cost_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_corps_cost_last)” 
b = (trend_seg_corps_cost_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 14,40 
display °1.00° 
pdisplay ° Corps 1.00 {b) {a)}° 
reset cost_color, 

Rule display_seg_public_cost If todo = trend_statements Then seg_public_cost = found 
trend_seg_public_cost_last = (public_cost_last / public_cost_2) 
trend_seg_public_cost_this = (public_cost_this / public_cost_2) 
x = (trend_seg_public_cost_last) 
y = (trend_seg_public_cost_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 15,60 
format trend_seg_public_cost_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_public_cost_this}” 
a = (trend_seg_public_cost_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 15,50 
format trend_seg_.public_cost_last, 5.2 
display “(trend_seg public_cost_last}” 
b = (trend_seg_public_cost_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 15,40 
display “1.00° 
pdisplay ° Public 1.00 {b} {a}" 
reset cost_color; 

Rule display_seg_s_f_s_cost If todo = trend_statements Then seg_s fs cost = found 
trend_seg_s fs _cost last = (s_f_s cost “last / $_ f_s_cost_2) 
trend_seg_s_ fs cost, “this = (s_ fs. _cost_this / s_ f_s_ _cost_2) 
x = (trend_seg_s_f_s_cost_last) 
y ™ (trend_seg_s fs cost_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 16,60 
format trend_seg_s_f_s_cost_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_s f s_cost_this}” 
a = (trend _seg_s_f_s cost_| this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 16,50 
format trend_seg_s_f_s_cost_last, $.2 
display “{trend_seg_s fs _cost_last}” 
b = (trend_seg s_f_s cost_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 16,40 
display °1.00° 
pdisplay ” Students/Faculty/Staff 1.00 {bd} {a}’ 
reset cost_color; 

Rule display_seg_interdept_cost If todo = trend_statements Then seg_interdept_cost = found 
trend_seg_interdept_cost_last = (interdept_cost_last / interdept_cost_2) 
trend_seg_interdept_cost “this = (interdept_cost_ this / interdept_cost_2) 
x = (trend _seg_interdept_ cost_last) 

y = (trend_seg_interdept_cost_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 17,60 
format trend_seg_interdept_cost_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_interdept_cost_this}’ 
a = (trend_seg_interdept_cost_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 17,50 
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format trend_seg_interdept_cost_last, 5.2 
display “(trend_seg_interdept_cost_last}* 
b = (trend_seg_interdept_cost_last) 
format b, 5.2 
locate 17,40 
display “1,00° 
Pdisplay * Interdepartmental 1.00 {b} {a)’ 
reset cost_color,; 

Rule display_seg_music_cost If todo = trend_statements Then seg _music_cost = found 
trend_seg_music_cost_last = (music_cost_last / music_cost_2) 
trend_seg_music_cost_this = (music_cost_this / music_cost_2) 
x = (trend_seg_music_cost_last) 
y = (trend_seg_music_cost_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 18,60 
format trend_seg_music_cost_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_music_cost_this)’ 
a = (trend_seg_music_cost_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 18,50 
format trend_seg_music_cost_last, 5.2 
display “(trend_seg_music_cost_last}” 
b = (trend_seg_music_cost_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 18,40 
display “1.00° 
pdisplay ° Music Department 1.00 {b) {a}° 
reset cost_color; 

Rule display_seg_state_cost If todo = trend_statements Then seg state_cost = found 
trend_seg state_cost_last = (state_cost_last / state_cost_2) 
trend_seg state_cost_this = (state_cost_this / state_cost_2) 
x = (trend_seg_state_cost_last) 
y = (trend_seg_state_cost_this) 
find cost_color 
locate 19,60 

format trend_seg_ state_cost_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_state_cost_this)” 
a = (trend_seg_state_cost_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 19,50 
format trend_seg_state_cost_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_seg_state_cost_last}° 
b = (trend_seg_state_cost_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 19,40 
display "1.00 -° 
pdisplay ” State Related 1,00 (b} {a}° 
reset cost_color,; 

Rule display_corps_diff If todo = trend_statements Then corps_diff = found 
corps_diff_this = (t_mil_rev - corps_cost_this) 
corps_diff_last = (mul_rev_last - corps_cost_last) 
corps_diff_2 = (mul_rev_2 - corps_cost_2) 
trend_corps_diff_last = (corps_diff_last / corps_diff_2) 

’ trend_corps_diff_this = (corps_diff_this / corps_diff_2) 
x = (trend_corps_dilf_last) 
y = (trend_corps_diff_tutus) 
find rev_color 
a = (corps_diff_this) 
b = (corps_diff_last) 
¢ = (corps_diff_2) 
temp_vbl = corps 
find neg? 
locate 9,56 
format trend_corps_diff_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_corps_diff_this}” 
a ™ (trend_corps_diff_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 9,46 
format trend_corps_diff last, 5.2 
display “{trend_corps_diff_last}* 
b = ({trend_corps_diff_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 9,36 
pdisplay“ Corps 1.00 {b} {a)° 
display "1.00° 
reset rev_color 
locate 9,62 
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display “{neg?}* 
reset neg? 

Rule display_public_diff If todo = trend_statements Then public diff = found 
public_diff_this = (public_rev_this - public_cost_this) 
public_diff_last = (public_rev_last - public_cost_last) 
public_diff_2 = (public_rev_2 - public_cost_2) 
trend_public_diff_last = (public_diff_last / public_diff_2) 
trend_public_diff_this = (public_diff_this / public_diff_2) 
x = ({trend_public_diff_last) 

= (trend_public_diff_this) 
find rev_color 
a = (public_diff_this) 
b = (public_diff_last) 
c = (public_diff_2) 
temp_vbl = public 
find neg? 
locate 10,56 
format trend_public_diff_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_public_diff_thus}* 
a = (trend_public_diff_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 10,46 
format trend_public_diff_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_public_diff_Jast}* 

= (trend_public_diff_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 10,36 
pdisplay ° Public 1.00 {d) {ay’ 
display “1.00° 
reset rev_color 
locate 10,62 
display “{neg?}* 
reset neg? 

Rule display_s f_s_ diff If todo = trend_statements Then s_f_s_ diff = found 
s_f_s diff this = (s_f_s_rev_this - s_{_s_cost_this) 
s_f_s diff_last = (s_f_s rev_| “last - s_ “fs, cost_last} 
s fs diff_2 = (s_f_s rev_2-s_f_s cost_2) 
trend_s fs diff_Sast = (s_f_s_ diff_iast /s_fs diff_2) 

trend_s_f_s diff this = (s_f_s_diff_Uus /s_f_s_diff_2) 
x = (trend_s_f_s_diff_last) 
y = (trend_s_ fs diff _this) 
find rev_color 
a = (s fs diff this) 
b = (s_f_s_diif_last) 
¢ = (s_f_s_diff_2) 
temp_vbl = students_faculty_staiT 
find neg? 
locate 11,56 
format trend_s_f_s_diff_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_s_{s_diff_this}’ 
a = (trend_s_f_s_diff_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 11,46 
format trend_s_f_s_diff_last, §.2 
display “{trend_s f_s_diff_last}* 
b = (trend_s_ fs diff_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 11,36 
pdisplay ° Students/Faculty/Staff 1.00 {b) {a}° 
display “1.00° 
reset rev_color 

locate 11,62 
display “{neg?)° 
reset neg 

Rule display_interdept_diff If todo = trend_statements Then interdept_diff = found 
interdept_diff_this = (interdept_rev_this - interdept_cost_this) 
interdept_diff_last = (interdept_rev_last - interdept_cost_last) 
interdept_diff_2 = (interdept_rev_2 - interdept_cost_2) 
trend_interdept_diff_last = (interdept_diff_last / interdept_diff_2) 
trend_interdept_diff_this = (interdept_diff_this / interdept_diff_2) 
xX = (trend_interdept_diff_last) 
y = (trend_interdept_diff_this) 
find rev_color 
a = (interdept_diff this) 
b = (interdept_diff_last) 
c = (interdept_diff_2) 
temp_vbl = interdepartmental 
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find neg? 
locate 12,56 
format trend_interdept_diff_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_interdept_diff_this}° 
a = (trend_interdept_diff_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 12,46 
format trend_interdept_diff_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_interdept_diff_last}” 
b = (trend_interdept_diff_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 12,36 
pdisplay ” Interdepartmental 1.00 (bd) {a}" 
display °1.00° 
reset rev_color 
locate 12,62 
display “{neg?}* 
reset neg? 

Rule display_music_diff If todo = trend_statements Then music_diff = found 
music_diff_this = (music_rev_this - music_cost_this) 
music_diff_last = (music_rev_last - music_cost_last) 
music_diff_2 = (music_rev_2 - music_cost_2) 
trend_music_diff_last = (music_diff_last / music_diff_2) 
trend_music_diff_this = (music_diff_this / music_diff_2) 
x = (trend_music_diff_last) 
y = (trend_music_diff_this) 
find rev_color 
a = (music_diff_this) 
b = (music_diff_last) 
c = (music_diff_ 2) 
temp_vbl = music_department 
find neg? 
locate 13,56 
format trend_music_diff_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_music_diff_this)” 
a = (trend_music_diff_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 13,46 

format trend_music_diff last, 5.2 
display “(trend_music_diff_last}” 
b = (trend_music_diff_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 13,36 
pdisplay ” Music Department 1.00 (b) {a)* 
display °1.00° 
reset rev_color 
locate 13,62 
display “(neg?}° 
reset negr . 

Rule display_state_diff If todo = trend_statements Then state_diff = found 
state_diff_this = (state_rev_this - state_cost_this) 
state_diff_last = (state_rev_last - state_cost_last) 
state_diff_2 = (state_rev_2 - state_cost_2) 

trend state diff last = (state_diff_last / state_diff_2) 
trend_state_diff_this = (state_diff_thus / state_diff_2) 
x = (trend_state_diff_last) 
y = (trend_state_diff_this) 
find rev_color 
a = (state_diff_this) 
b = (state_diff_last) 
c = (state_diff_2) 
temp_vbl = state_related 
find neg? 
locate 14,56 
format trend_state_diff_this, 5.2 
display “{trend_state_diff_this}° 
a = (trend_state_diff_this) 
format a,5.2 
locate 14,46 
format trend_state_diff_last, 5.2 
display “{trend_state_diff_last}* 
b = (trend_state_diff_last) 
format b,5.2 
locate 14,36 
pdisplay “ State Related 1.00 (d} {a)’ 
display “!.00° 
reset rev_color 
locate 14,62 
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display “{neg?}" 
find print_negs 
reset neg?, 

Rule print_neg_mkt_trends 

If mkt_neg_trends < > unknown 

Then print_negs = found 

pdisplay °° 
pdisplay * “ 
pdisplay “Note that the trends for revenue minus expenses in some market segments” 
pdisplay “are increasing in the negative direction. These market segments include:” 
pdisplay "{mkt_neg_trends)" 
pdisplay °° 

pdisplay °°; 

Rule is_it_negative If a <= 0 and 
b < = 0 and 
¢ <= 0 and 
x > 1.05 and 
y > 1.1025 Then neg? = ** 
mkt_neg_trends = (temp_vbl) 
color = 12; 

Rule put_°*_explanation_on_display If todo = trend_statements Then display_for_neg = found 
locate 8,68 
color = 14 
display “** note’ 
locate 9,68 
display “that it is’ 
locate 10,68 
display “increasing” 
locate 11,68 
display “in the ” 
locate 12,68 
display “negative” 
locate 13,68 
display “direction ~*; 

Rule color_exp_inc_rev If x > = 1.05 and 
y > = 1.1025 Then rev_color = found 
color = 14, 

Rule color_exp_dec_rev If x < = .95 and 
y <= 9025 Then rev_color = found 
color = |2 else color = 11; 

Rule color_exp_inc_cost lf x > = 1.05 and 
y > = 1.1025 Then cost_color = found 
color = 12, 

Rule color_exp_dec_cost If x < = .95 and 
y <= ,9025 Then cost_color = found 
color = I4 else color = 1]; 

! Statement Block 

ask stmt_number: ° °; choices stmt_number: |,2,3,4,5; plural:bs_this,bs_last,bs_2_ago; plural: mkt_neg_trends; bkcolor = 1; 
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